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WITH A HEARTY

You have made

it

possible for theTBJl Radio

Theatre to bring superb entertainment by the
finest

dramatic

artists in

the world into American

homes from coast to coast. A sincere "thank you"
to each and every One for his part in making
the Lux Radio Theatre, year after year, (he highest rating dramatic hour on the airl

LUX

stars

writers
studios
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A YEAR

FILMS' $480,000,000
Dean

of N. Y.

Drama

Crix Gives

Some

DOMESTIC GROSS

-

Pointers on This Deaning Business
By BURNS
"Variety,"
^
jeiiim eisarv,
So.

Is

your 39th

Li it? Well, It's
York.
But,
ck ot a better one we can
s an excuse for celebrating
it you are agreeable.

only

™4th— in New

my

together,

I

recalling,
in anythe
satisfactory detail,

difficulty

little

like

year I came to New York, and what
happened. As to what came of that
adventure I stand here as a sort of
result. I was a young man of
even uncertain, ambitions.
am what is called a Drama Critic
and Emeritus of the N. Y. Daily
News.
Being a Dean, ll appears, develops
from a (Inn determination to 'live,

end

modest,
I

I,
l

j
»
(

grossed with a certain craftiness in
holding onto a job. If you live long
enough, and continue in the same occupation. in time you become a
Dean. Not because of any peculiar
or studiedly developed gifts, nor yet
^because of an acquired knowledge of
ixceptional character and quality,
ut just because you happen to be
e oldest and longest-employed of

our conferees.
I have from time to time doubted
my right to this honor of Deanshlp.
It seems to me there are older jobbers in the local theatre's vine-

who were
ew York in

active

when

I

came

1911. Kelcey Allen,
Kelcey was even then mak-

ne.

himself famous as a raconteur,
»1
R*pC£iasc<i. a- fr.r- >fee
;True, Kelcey was confining hLs laf bors to the weekly press— the N. Y.
Clipper, I believe, at the time.
It
was not until later that he took on

(Continued on page 134)

Commish

N. Y. License

Launches 1-Man

War

On B'way

Tix Agcies.
By JACK PULASKI

Aocording to a statajnent Issued to
• press last week, New York's license commissioner, Paul Moss, appears primed to start a one-man war
with Broadway. He announced that
no tickets for hit shows are io be
sold by ticket agencies and
claims
to

havrthe authority

[^unprecedented
nwokets only to
jP« the boxofflce
Managers and

to enforce an
system of selling
customers directly
or by mail order.
brokers were flab-

bergasted when the news spread,
oral saying that it looked as
pugh Moss Is ambitious to become
»tor

'

of

show

business.

Com-

loner has been checking up on
eged overcharging for the past
•ear or two and some specs
caught
"T»plng

were punished.

Moss probably doesn't know what
as shllled himself

Philco

into, for

op-

I to him will be not only the
Waes but the managers and ac-

fa

(Equity) as well.
Showmen
f.^ant the widest distribution of tlckk*t* and have conceded the value of

(Continued on page 160)

54 Hittmg

Above

$2,000,000

|UVUI

Would Tele

Worldwide film rentals for 1944 for
American motion picture companies

FDR's Fourth Inaug

Mark

By ARTHUR UNGAR

By MORI KRUSHEN

'

for the
use that

I remember. I remember, the town
where
was born, but I have soma

thing

IT

MANTLE

this

123 Films Will Gross $245,000,000;

Goddard Sets

Paillette

near the $480,000,000 markapproximately $310,000,000 domestic
and from $160,000,000 to $170,000,000

Up

are

Scholarship Fund

Philadelphia.
Paulette Goddard plans to finance,
Strong possibility exists of Phllco's from foreign
several scholardistribution.
That's with a sizable fund,
Philadelphia television outlet nab- something of
ships in a number of oonegea and
a record. It more than
bing the inauguration of President fulfills the optimistic predictions for universities throughout the country,
Roosevelt in Washington Jan. 27 for 1944 voiced by film industry leaders for students specializing In scientific
its video audience, Would mark the
a year ago.
And. according to film and medical researoh.
Philanthropic move on part of
first inauguration on television.
toppers today, the outlook for picPhilco currently Is experimenting ture business for at least the first six Paramount star came to light in
with several relays between Wash- months of 1945 is almost as favor- N.Y. Ia9t week when the Secretary
of State in Albany revealed that
ington and Philadelphia to bring out 'able as it was for 1944.
incorporation papers had been filed
the clearest transmission possible
Not all U. S. film oompanies, defor the Paulette Goddard Assistanoe
with equipment on hand.
spite the unprecedented boom, have
NBC's video outlet in N. Y. may shown Improved revenues. With two Fund, Inc. Organization has been
also take the program on relay from or three companies, rentals have de- chartered as a non-profit memberPhiladelphia, but this too is In the clined a sharp warning that organi- ship corporation, with ljtw firm of
embryo stage. GE. Schenectady, also zational weaknesses must sooner Wei9man & Grant, N.Y.fc., acting
on behalf of the actress,
a possible link.
than later outweigh even the natural
advantages of a wartime market.
On the domestic front the 1944
rentaLs for the leading major companies (in terms of grosses) shape

—

Race Ban Gives

Legit Production

Hollywood.

Sounds like a Treasury report for
the banking biz of the nation, but It's
a fact that 123 films, released between December, 1943, and the beginlng of December, 1844, will gross
rentals exceeding $245,000,000 domesbefore the films come out of
distribution. The sum is $35,000,000

tically

more than was estimated for a like
period from December, 1942, to end
of 1943, when the picture biz operators figured they had hit the highest
jackpot.

With the amount of top calibre
and promised for

pictures proposed

the 1940 period it is likely that this
super-boxofflce era can keep up and
rentals can even exceed the 1944
take.

Although not the basic reason,
one of the conditions' most helpful
'toward this big run of revenue for
the .distribution
and production
organizations are the extended trey
city runs that films have had tiuting the past year, as well as the
rentals the selling organizations got
from exhibitors. The exhibs are no
longer frglhtened when they ask 50%
terms and more. They do not give
them the old sell-it-to-my-opposltion"
conversations, but play the pix to th*
point that maximum time' is given.
them in the initial showings before
the films get to the subsequent and
.

•

Costs Upped

30%

up something like this:
... (Approximate Annual Rate)
1. Metro
$62,000,000
20th-Fox

2.

Cost

jumped

of

30 r r

financing
in past

shows

has

two years,
into partnerships for new shows this season.
Whereas two years ago a drama
took an average $25,000 to produce,
including out-of-town tryout, aver-

judged

by sums

age investment today

Is $35,000, or
increase ot $10,000. Jump Is explained mainly by increased ooit. of

4.

Paramount
Warners

5.

Universal

3.

put

RKO

vas. etc.

— but

actors,

also by increase in

stagehands,

Miami Beach.

represents

billing

ly

a

Cont inued on page

jump

of

158)

pay

company

"Many Happy Returns,"
$35,000;
$35,000: "Star in the Window," $40,000; "Hope For the Best," $40,000;
"Trio," $45,000. "Glove's" $35,000 is.
oonsidered especially high for showopening on Broadway cold, without
out-of-town tryout.
Ten years ago a producer putting
on a play with out-of-town run considered $20,000 ample. One was done

Shows

that opened cold
in New York were done for $10,000.
"Wind and the Rain" opened cold on
Broadway for less than $6,000. This
wasn't enough, producers going into

hock with Joe Leblang to keep it going, but they got it by curtain-time
with the $6,000.

'Voice* Also Factor In

Producing Factor Show,
Frank Sinatra deal with Max
Factor (show returns (3) to old
Wed. night spot on CBS under the
cosmetic banner) provides for a
three-year deal, with straight 52week option and privilege to take
off 13 weeks for vacation. Price for
show, on graduated scale covering
three-year period, is $14,000, $15,000
and

52,000,000
45,000,000
38.000,000
34,000,000
.... 30,000.000

Jitters

Ediot oloslng raoetraoks throughout the country today (8) is giving
nitery ops a severe oase of shivers,
This is espeolally true of the Florida area, where heavy spenders congregate during the season to watch
the bangtaHs at the Xialeah and
Tropioal ovals. Whether they, will
still go there without the attraction
*ha havb umers and ,gr*-;-v ounds
..e*
""'
is still problematical.
Most nitery ops are optlmlstlo, declaring that the big money boys will
stop oreatlng endowments fox bookmakers' and will pay a little more
attention to nftelife, but at the moment, few will bet on it. However,
they persist that the ollmate is the
main attraction and bangtails are
secondary.
The oloslng of the horse- and dog
tracks has already had an effect on at
least one major nitery. The recently
opened Colonial Inn. Hallendale,
Fla., operated by Lo"u Walters who
runs the Latin Quarter, N, Y, in
partnership with E. M. Loew, New
England theatre owner, closed Dec.
26 and will move to Miarrij Beach
.

managers and press agents.
Monie; invested in some one- and
two-setters this season have been:
"Dark Hammock." $30,000; "Hasty
Heart," $30,000: "Hand In Glove."

for $15,000.

Ha. the

Radio
Columbia, United Artists, Republic
and other distributors account for
from $45,000,000 to $90,000,000.
Universal's $650,000 average week6.

(

for

,

$16,500.

Rick Vollaerts. who has left J.
Walter Thompson, will oversee the
writing job. with Sinatra himself
as factotum on the production end.

Returning GIs Find Air
Plugs Tough to Take

.

After Non-Comm'l Fare
By LT.

STUART KEATE.
Chicago.

Seems inevitable that commercial
radio faces a major postwar headache in weaning G.I.'S back to the
idea of spot announcements and
plugs on every subject from corn
cures to the care and maintenance
of the truss.

More

than

4,000,000

Americans

overseas have discovered, over the
past three years, the joys of uninterrupted, plugless music and comWhile this is particularly
ment.
true of the United Kingdom, same
goes for the Armed Forces' discs released in the South Pacific and
Top entertainment
other theatres.
has been made even more enjoyable
by the excising of obnoxious commercials, and the boys are beginning

(Continued on page 49)

(Continued on page 188)

'Remember When' They
Just Plugged the Song?
Mickey Addy, contact man with
Campbell-Porgie publishing house,
has written a tune in collaboration
with lyricist Buck Ram,- that C-P
will make its next No. 1 plug tune.
It's

titled

It

186 Columns Omitted
This

Anniversary

Isn't

"Remember When.
often a songplugger pulls

a man-bites-dog routine
a song.

Number

went to press earlier than usual

Joan's

because of the New Year's holiday and time necessary for the
binding of special green cover.

agreed on

Over 186 columns of advertising were omitted, in order to
conform to paper conservation
and provide proper space for
'

editorial features,

New

and writes

minor runs.

Of

course,

the fact that advanced admissions
have been obtained for the top prereleases, as well as th" fact that admission prices in general have been
tilted upwards.
The 123 films cited here all will
gross In excess of $1,000,000, with 84
of them headed for a take of 82,000,.
D00 and more. There are 19 which
(Continued on page 184)
Is

Deal

Hollywood.
Joan Grawford and Warners have
a revision of her con-

tract.

Elements Should Up B.0.
Postwar, SezD.C.CIiief
.Washington,

Foldup of European phase of the
will not hurt tt. 8/ film boxoffice, according to a survey released
yesterday (1) by the Department of
Commerce. Survey shows a backlog
of savings by the public to spend on
recreation; a $75,-1 iOf},5OP,0OO buJlding program for new theatres and •

war

expansion program
Hollywood.
"Theatre attendance," says the report by Nathan D. Golden, chief of
the Commerce Dept. motion picture
unit, "might well increase with mora
leisure- time •available
to many
people who, during the full-speed
war production days! could not And
time to attend the movies.
"Then, too, the high quality of
films, produced during the past few
years will also help to maintain the
currently high level of film attendance
of
100,000,000
admissions'
weekly. Finally, past experience Indicates that plx are one of the last
things people give .up. Moreover, th*
accumulated savings now In the
(Continued on page 4fJ|Ji>
120,-130,000,000
fo'r

.

Ticket no longer

is

• long-term

exclusive, but calls for on* picture
yearly with the right to make outside deals,
:

•

Huge Savings, Other

'

WB

,

an element

.

.

.

PICTURES
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Thirty-ninth

A

Rank's Coup In
Paris Over U.S.
An' American closel.

New

turned to

months
pix

arc a

jump

just,

Yank

that

says

the French

in

capital

more than het up about

bit

cousins

British

the

gettinfi

them on postwar

oi

re-

York, after several

Paris,

in

interests

Ihcir

who has

industry

picture

allied to the

(I'm

b\t

$40,000-$60,000

Wnat
is

bestowed upon them

tor

United

years

London
for

Arthur Rank's

Teddy

representative,

many

J.

for
Carr.
rep in

Artists

now managing

and

Englo-Lion

films.

direcCarr ar-

rived in Paris from London about
Dec. 12 and is said to be iiesalialins a deal for the distribution of
Rank's films in France. The -ques-

by Inferiority-complex
wartime spenders, is but anSo much of it can be
charged off to Uncle Sam for "expenses" that
the legitimate dollar has no honest value. Specialty shops, jewelers and department stores this
pre-Xmas saw more large-bill folding money
than ever before in their merchandising careers.
These stores, accustomed to charge accounts or
payment by check, were puzzled at first by the

in the peace.

In the war— well, the theatres are certainly
the most dircct-to-the-consumer contacts Uncle Sam has. Some 11,000 picture theatres selling War Bonds is quite a merchandising

among

beiffj; asked is. how this Enslishman managed to get a visa and
piano transport
from London to
Paris when no U. S. rep has' been
allowed access to France. All the

tion

American

film

men

stress the

vital

inipoi lance of getting U. S. representation in France at the earliest
possible
moment. They complain
thai the American Embassy has no
commercial attache in the French
capital or that the Hays outOt has
no', yet seen fit to send anyone over
to represent the interests of the
Yank picture industry.
The recently returned Yank says
that even Frenchmen want to know
when Harold L. Smith or his successor is returning to the- French
Capital to represent Hays.
is
It
also felt that the Hollywood firms
should set up their own distrib
agencies in Paris without further
delay in view of the fact that, as of
Dec. 15. OWI for the U. S. and
Ministry of Information for the
British turned over film distribution
in France to the individual compa-

.

fronts.

the peace an even greater task faces us
the hospitalization and rehabilitation

during

period.

Meantime the past year has certainly -not been
without its highlights and its .excitements. This
year paralleled the year before, when, with picture business booming so markedly, it became a
trade wheeze that "even good pictures do business." The theory of "anything gets over nowadays in legit" continues to be borne out in a
broad sense, but there have been rude awakenings that, at certain times, trends and periods,
the buying public becomes a.s"di.scriitiinating as

And

a fruitful, hardworking and patrioticone as well. Perhaps Basil O'Connor best said
it, on behalf of the film industry last month,
when he welcomed a group of representative
showmen to the White House on behalf of the
President, in connection with the National
Infantile Paralysis Foundation. Said O'Connor
(in effect): "I'll speak for you people in the
show business that I have often wondered when
executives have time to exec, actors to act,
directors to direct, distributors to distrib, exhibitors to exhib, and so on down the line. I want
to do the bragging for you, because you folks in
the movie and general amusement Industry just
don't know when to stop doing things for bonds,
Red Cross, relief, charity, March of Dimes, or
what have you?" The President later that afternoon, at an official White House tea, mentioned
something about the time he sought to undertake collecting $1 each from 100,000 people for
the Warm Springs (Ga.) Foundation, which was
a good idea "excepting I found it cost me $104,000 to collect it,'; as the Chief Executive put it.
Instead, the movie theatres have been respon-

ever.

Another wheeze became standard that "all the
Hollywood producers got together and agreed
that nobody should get under $250,000 for a
script." That gag, ascribed to Nunnally Johnson, became par for the course this year, with
$300,000 film'biographicals (Cole Porter), $400,000 comedy hits ("Junior Miss") half -milliondollar down payments against a cut of the
profits ("Life With Father").
,

This parallels the current practice of separate
units for film producers (Hal Wallis, Buddy de
Sylva, et al.) and stars (Gary Cooper, Blng
Crosby, et al.)

This may not be sheer unadulterated patriotism, but the cold fact remains that show busisible for over 50,000,000 individual contributions
ness prospered this year as it did last year, and
for the Infantile Paralysis Fund.
the year before that, partly on the premise "the
All of which, obviously r writes just one more
is
It
learned that the Britisher
Government pays for it!" If somebody wanted
Teddy Carr has proposed the formaNorway,"
bright
or
"Song
of
and
page to an already luminous record which
a pair for "Oklahoma!"
tion of a company in France, the
show business has written for itself in the war
got taken for" $20-a-pair from a gyp spec; or if
capital of which would be divided
effort and in the American life.
your nitery tab hit over the normal $20-$25
equally between the French and '
celling and was nearer $40 and $50, the attitude
And so 1944 ends on a show biz job well done,
Rank. Carr is said to be dealing with
seemed to be, "Wottheheck, Upcle Sam pays for
with much harder work to be done. At least two
several people but is likely to close
In: turn, a $7,500-a-week guestar' on the
it."
more War Loans, the first in June; March of
a deal in the near future with the
felt'
equally
lackadaisical
radio
.about
taking
on
French Gaumont, which has no biz
Dimes in January; Red Cross in April, until the
the chore because "I can only keep about 600
tics with British Gaumont. This outVictory is won. And then comes the greater
fit
would distribute Rank films in
bucks of it net for myself."
task that the World War II veteran should not
France, Belgium and Switzerland;
What does it mean? It's the reason, in part, become neglected or forgotten, that he be enterr
would also undertake to distribute
why
New
York's Mayor LaGuardia may well
tained and his morale buoyed while hospitalized
French films made by independent
have
his
for
theme
song,
"I'm
Dreaming
and
rehabilitated. And that's not just a task.
of
a
French producers headed by Marcel
White Market." Those fast fives and tens to the
It's a career for all of us.
Abel.
Pagnol, well-known French film di
rector and producer.
Eagle-Lion
would also undertake to distribute International Stays
Appreciation
Radio-Film Play Being

nies,

with

MOI and OWI

ing as shippers.

Teddy

merely

act-

'

Carr's Activities

,

'

^French pix

An

in certain territories of

On RKO

Mie

world outside of France, such as
Htolland. the Scandinavian countries,
^gypt and "even possibly Latin
America.
This is a new and surprising development in view of the story
•

-

printed in the Continental issue of
the London Daily Mail on Dec 1
that the British Cinema Technical
Council rejected Rank's proposal to
corner the French industry by seeking control of an important string
of showcases in France. The council passed a resolution affirming that
it was in the interest of the British
picture industry that the French
should be helped to recover their
place in the film world. It suggested
that an exchange of the best films
of the two countries would be to
the- advantage of both England and
France.
•The
council's
resolution
was
parsed after it was learned .in mid-

November

Release List

International .Pictures
tinue to release through

months under
inking

a

RKO

for 18
deal, now at the
for four to six
film

stage', calling

pictures, with

no more than one

being released each quarter.
Under the original pact, the Leo
Spitz-William
Goetz ' organization
Brown,"
turned
out ."Casanova
"Belle of the Yukon," "Woman in
the

Window" and

"It's

Art

rello
.lark Denny

Irving

Idlfitet
C'apt. Jlinmy

ucriy

lit rlii)

lleneilli-l

Kelth-Prowse
Koerner

ItoKfnUA

UivKmun. Vm-cu

& ('hnrleM W.

Kay Ky*er

I'nnn
IllittrTlleld

a Pleasure."

Mnentl'0 Mualr

The-

Rilillc

Cnnlor

.I'humiell
'

lt<>K

*

Day

Drill Khepnril

St

CIKLTiKn

sistant

Jack Warner.

Tucker

Mlphael Twiil

'Lnwrenco Wright

Hrtim Dcnniond

to

MiirIc

Iturnt

Gordon

Indemnity' (Par).
1

A

sixth balloting

was required

to

Leo McCarey for directing
"Way" over numerous others who

pick

figured

the

in

voting,
including
Preston Sturge.s for his "Mail Conquering Hero," Billy Wilder for
piloting
"Double Indemnity" and

Henry King, director of "Song of
Bernadetle." McCarey was also the
producer of "Way."'
Tallulah Bankhead was adjudged
as having given the best femme
performance in "Lifeboat" (20th).
She. won over Barbara Stanwyck in
Indemnity."
Ingiid
Bergman in
Gaslight"
M-G ) and Jennifer
in "Bernadettc."
Special awards for the best Armymade pictures ot the year went
(

Jones

"Memphis Belle," rour-rceler
produced for the Army Air .Force
by Col. William Wilder and released by Par and "Attack, the Battle
of Britain," released through

to

RKO.

DONALD

A.

HENDERSON

NEW 20TH-FOX

TREAS.

Twentieth-Fox picked Donald A.
Henderson, an executive from Lehman Bros., Wall Street . financial
house active in the company's affairs
recently, as treasurer to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Sydney
Towell, who died Dec. 9. Directors
last Thursday. (28) elected him to
his post and also made him a corporation director. Directorate also
ejected Felix A. Jenkins, company's
secretary and counsel, to the board
of directors.

Henderson, who was a friend of
Hie late Towell, has' been active in
20th-Fox financial affairs since 1926.

Theatres Trailerizing

For More

War Workers
Newark.

WB

and indie theatres
Essex,
Hudson,
and
Union counties have been enlisted
in drive to. recruit 20,000 wax workFifty

throughout

for this area, considered by
to be most critical
in
the
country.' They're showing a special
3-minute trailer made by the Signal
C'orps,"ih" whiter NewA'iiv ina.ipo .v;r
biggies urge theatre-goers to get
into

war

jobs.

stationed in lobbies to catch exiting
ticket
buyers while they're stillup.

Hollingshead,

producer by
to -feature
First chore will be
association with Jerry Wald in
Aim yet to be announced.
Albert with firm for 10 years.

producer,

Dunny Thoinon
Tj.

runner-up being Alexand Fred
in "Double

ballot;

first

ander "Wilson" Knox
MacMurray for his. job

hyped

ALBERT A 100% PROD.

Sloll Theatre. Corp.
Chnfl.

Ifiinlei*

.

Hollywood.
Arnold Albert was upped from as-

Southern MuhIp Co.

Knuler-AKGney
lintel Hheininn.

"

screen.

Shore

JDInnti

Thirer, Post, sec.
Past soasbn's Par release, "Going
My Way," was voted Hie best picture
of the year by the 16 N. Y. and
Brooklyn crix voting. II wqji on the
third ballot over "Wilson" (20th) and
"Hail Conquering Hero" (Par). At
the same time, Barry Fitzgerald
copped honors for the best male performance of the year 'in "Way" on

into a stage musical.
Film is being shown in conjuncJoseph Fenston and Harold Holt tion^ with War Dept.
incentive films
have formed a company to present and personal
appearances of reit early in 1945, and intend to ask
turned servicemen. Representatives
Jack Buchanan to play on the stage of
the U. S. Employment Service ar«
the role created by him on the

Harry Roy
Anno Hhelton

Co.

Connelly

l.ee Network
Brrt l-'olilmnn
Syri Fle.M

•Yam-la,

made

Irna I'hllllns-Carl
Wefller

Don

Paramount won three out of tour
awards last week by the N.Y. Film
Cl itics, of which Edgar Pi-ice, Brooklyn Citizen, is chairman and Irene

ers-

London.
'"Goodnight Vienna," radio play by
Eric Maschwitz, which whs iunicd
into -starring screen vehicle for Jack
Buchanan and Anna Neagle, is being

dilution;*

-

1'iit Cnsoy
OIniieM Corp.

Hollywood.
Ernie Pyle left here, for San
Francisco over the weekend enroute
to the Pacific theatre of war.
He had been here for the past
few days conferring with Lester
Cowan on the picturization of his
book,

I'd.

lMnc-ThomnH Pro-

nlrcs

PYLE OFF TO THE WAHS
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Get N.Y. Crix Nod

,

cash-over-the-counter until forced to the realization this probably was illegitimate cashunder-the-counter
not
profits— this
time
"charged off to Morgenthau."
The spiraling of spending, of course, must
manifest itself up and down the line. Wealthy
refugee money invested in art treasures and
realty pars the defense worker's more prosaic
profits, with result that America's greatest and
cheapest public entertainment— the movieshas seen its b.p. average grow from 23c. to 33c.
per ticket for 100,000,000 admissions each week.
And" so it's been a never-a-dull-moment year.

Via its glamorous personalities, the war effort
has been sparkplugged time and again by Hollywood and radio names. The same notables continue to do their stuff less synthetically by
beaming $1,000,000 shows to the GIs on all war-

Iir

are now in the
through largesse

other manifestation.

outlet.

gives special point to their
the presence in Paris of the

magnate,

Biili.-h

chiefly

class,

ioned, newly-rich,

What a year it has been! Emerging from the
boomtime, wartime prosperity is the knowledge
that, more than ever, show business faces a
war and

Way,'

whom

headwaiters, most of

in Fi ance and Allied countries.

beef
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Job For All of Us

Another-new year. And-rather grim, with the
shocking realization that V-E Day is not as
imminent as we all hoped only a month ago.

terrific task, in the

Anniversary

pfattJBfciT

in

Trado -Mark

Itegintereil

FOUNDBD. BY 'SIMB SILVERMAN
rnhllnhril Wwklj by VARIETY,- Inc.
Hid Silverman, 1'rrnlden t
ls-l West «th St.. Now York 19, N. Y.

Rank was contem-

that

sending a lieutenant to
Paris with orders to close negotiations for the most important string
cinemas
in Paris. It was ruof
plating

mored at that time that he wanted
control of SO to 60 of France's best
houses,
including
the
Gaumont-

PalacA in Montmartre, the' new elegant Normandie on jthe ChampsElysees and .the Madeleine on the
Boulevards, now being used for GI
variety shows.
was also added that Rank
It
anted to control the best houses
in Marseilles, Toujon, Bordeaux,
Toulouse and other cities in France.
The original plan, which seems to
have been revived by Carr's pres
ence in Paris, .was to get an exclusive
British market in France, Belgium,
conditions
and Holland as soon
rnad* It possible.
-v

.
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Screen Toppers of 1944
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Pix As a Peace Force
By WILL H. HAYS
The vital and recognized part the motion picture is playing in war
has not been accomplished by any over-all change in its machinery, but
by vastly increasing its usefulness in special areas and by utter and united
intensification of its effort on every front.
When these dark years of destruction have passed and a post-war era
of material, moral and spiritual reconstruction has begun, the individual
characteristics and unique capabilities of the film fit it to perform what
may well be its greatest and most significant service. No instrumentality
devised by man. can so clearly portray the problems inevitable to peace
in a medium so understandable to all.
Not only its .universal appeal, but the very nature of the motion picture
enables it to overcome those barriers which frequently have proved so
formidable in other types of communication. Emotions and attributes,
such as joy and sorrow, love and hate, courage and cowardice, charity
and cruelty are basic, recognizable to any human eyes and those are the
things which form the language of the film.
The likeness of a man on the screen may bring a different word to the
minds of many in an audience— homo, homme, mann, nyin, hombre— but
the
the onlookers all see the same figure, note the same action. Beyond
scientific
use of words, the screen talks in pictures and symbols and the
impact
measure of the instructional value of film demonstrates a visual
what an average
that is astounding. Investigators tell us that about 80% of
human being learns and remembers is attributable to the sense of sight.
advanced
Another special advantage accrues to any story or fact or idea
when all life
through the medium of the screen. In these modern days,
transportation and communication
is more crowded, when the speed of
mechanical
and
technical
when
and.
increased
unbeliavably
has almost
terrific comachievement offer an infinite variety of new interests, there is
It is of primary concern to
petition for the attention of the individual.
conditions orrndxirnum
realize that the. motion picture is exhibited under
to
audience relaxed and eager, seeking for and submitting
'

receptivity to an

days
that the Motion Picture Industry will in
opportunity open wide Inevitably, this
of peace find the gates of fortuitous
effect upon thrives,
•power to entertain, inform and inspire will haye its
Its possibilities are alworld.
the
of
peoples
the
of
habits and thoughts
accompanying sense of its
most incalculable and will be developed with an

^TheiXrcf itls^aln

its present assured
"^"aborand vision, the motion picture has reachedhat
high esUte have
pla£ as a great art-industry. The steps which lead to
building will go on
been built by many hands. In united effort, that
conditions, new developsocial
and
economic
new
bring
will
The
in future
•
ever-increasing quality
an
Beyond
needs.
new
and
possibilities
mcnls, new
,„*„ r „
know what the trend of the f uture
of 'production and exhibition, we do not
conditioned by the ^termination
oictures will be except that it will be
that films created in an atmosto'meet these needs. We hope and believe
continuing and signal service to a free world.

By JACK JUNGMEYER
starred with Dorothy Lamour in "A Medal for Benny"
and followed that with another Lamour bracketing in
"Masquerade In Mexico."
Danny Kaye made his bid in Samuel Goldwyn's
"Up In Arms," capitalizing on his stage experience as
Broadway clowning hoofer' to win stardom in initial
film try. That picture, in which' he seemed a pinwheel of energy and antics, he introduced new brand
of comedy- to compete with other top funsters, and
found further scoring power in Goldwyn's "The
Wonder Man." He has a third coming up for same

Hollywood.

The screen newcomers of 1944 again profited by the
same wartime circumstances which have hastened the
success of talent during the past few years. The acceleration was even more notable during the last
twelvemonth.
a greater gamble by studio executives in
to be promising human material. Casting
competition had reached a frantic stage.
Except for the. new talent promoted to top rank, not
without considerable misgiving but with courage born
of desperation, some of the best story material and
as it turned out, the most profitable, would have had
to be shelved. The gamble in practically every studio
to fill vacancies left by war inductions of name players
paid" off handsomely. New names hit the marquees
with confirmed public favor. The butterflies left the
solar plexi of the producers as their chance-taking
began to pay oft and the business of hustling newcomers or comparative unknowns to swift prominence
became almost a confirmed policy.

There was
what seemed

Some

of the elder stars of the

home

producer this spring,
Interesting

front, tending

tures a year because of tax takeouts, began to look a
bit anxiously toward their laurels at' these swift stellar replacements and the crop of brilliant comeruppers.
at

'em—on

familiar to

with Humphrey Bogart. Miss Bacall profited by that
bracketing with the redoubtable Bogart in the guise
of. a very
tough adventuress, with a throaty con-.
tralto voice which fitted the casting perfectly.
How
versatile she is remains to be seen.. Tendency will
be to type her. Her. second appearance is in "The
Big Sleep," again with Bogart. She has no counterpart
on the screen today and no apparent handicaps for
distinguished success.
Also she seems to have the
resourcefulness an'd reserves of ability demanded of
star candidates.
Certainly she got an auspicious
launching.

.

to drop away from the major companies for their own
units, or plaintive at doing more than one or two. pic-

Look

newcomer not yet generally

is Warners' young and strangely attractive
Lauren Bacall. She was advantaged by a very effective press campaign to complement her performance
in an important picture, "To Have and Have Not,"

filmgoers

."->..

Hodiak, Walker, Bey, Sinatra

the 1944 parade:

John Hodiak was an unknown a year ago. Alfred
Van Johnson, Jennifer, Knox
Hitchcock gave him swift and solid importance in an
exacting role in his "Lifeboat" at 20th-Fox.
Under
contract to M,etro, he had previously appeared in small
both as an actor of considerable talent and as a
roles in "Du Barry Was a Lady" and "Song of Russia."
puissant personality, on and off tho screen. He is now
Then came opportunities in which he scored in Metro'a
running neck-and-neck with Frank Sinatra for the
"Marriage Is a -Private Affair," 20th's "Sunday Dinner
demonstrated favor of the squealing minnies, wherefor a Soldier," perhaps his most sympathetic role, and
ever he is seen. Possibly has an even greater followthe current "A Bell for Adano."
ing than the "Voice." On strictly professional merit,
Robert Walker also is one of the young phenoms
Johnson has earned his name as one of Metro's most
who stepped along fast on pure merit and appealing
dependable- and versatile players, respected by audi-,
personality.
Brought from IJew York, he was 'asences of all ages for performances such as he gave in
signed by. Metro to first film 'role in "Bataan," with
"A Guy Named Joe," "Madame Curie" and "The Human
exceptionally well done principal parts in "See "Here,
Comedy" in 1943, and in "Two Girls and a Sailor,". Private Hargrove" (he being "Hargrove"), which
"Ziegfeld Follies" and, most notably in his serious pormade him a star; Selznick's "Since You Went Away,"
trayal as Major Ted Lawson in "30 Seconds Over
in which he played opposite his estranged wife, JenTokyo." He had been before cameras in lesser roles
nifer, Jones," and "30 Seconds Over Toklo." Recently
regular bank or private financing. in 1942, but drew only passing interest prior to the
'he completed "The' Clock" at Metro with Judy Garproalso
company
Where the major
past year. Current starring vehicles are "Thrill of a
land, and his next is "Her Highness and the Bellboy"
vides studio facilities and, in some Romance" and "Weekend at the Waldorf."
with Hedy Lamarr.
cases, a call on studio talent, the maTwo persons unknown to filmgoers rose to the
Brilliant stellar ascent came to Elizabeth Taylor in
jor company is in effect virtually heights in one try and in each instance
a genuine
Metro's Clarence Brown production, "National Velvet,"
financing the entire production ven- talent gamble to bear out the thesis that this was the
in which the appealing and prodigiously gifted youngture. Profits, after negative and dis- year of the big and oft-successful chance taking: Jenster played the role of the daughter "who loves horses
tribution costs are deducted are, in nifer Jones and Alexander Knox.'
and races one in the Grand National. Picture will be
some cases, split 50-50 by the major
an Academy Award, entry, and the 15-year-old' actress
Miss Jones distinguished her first fllm role
20thand the Independent unit.
and she pis a superb actress can have just about
Fox's "Song of Bernadette," still further by winning
If followed to its logical concluanything for which her years qualify her at her home
the Academy Award' for that outstanding performance.
sion and oh an increasing scale such
studio.
Challenging
her
Latent and untested talents was this
a development could conceivably lead
About the same age, and another brilliant youngster,
title part in' one or 20th's most Important .films in years..
to chaotic conditions, since each mais Peggy Ann Garner, who will make her stellar debut
She was borrowed from David O. Selznick and came
jor producing company would conin 20th's "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," as the daughter;
through with star rating from the first, going on
sist of a series of partnerships with
She already has amply demonstrated her powers in
from' there to dominant part in Selznick's "Since You
little companies. 20th»Fox had pre"Jane Eyre" and "Nob HUL" She has made a name
Wen$. Awax£,.lnto Hal Wallis* "The Love Letters" at
viously ImuiiX down such «' <ltal
Paramount, and will follow these with Selznick's own ""toirieli she 'can manifestly tcsttp 'bright and provocative
with William Goetz, though anxious
across the years into full maturity.
The next la
production, a pretentious western in Technicolor,
to keep this producer on the lot.
"Keys of the Kingdom."
"Duel In the Sun."
Metro, for one, refused to enter any
Alexander Knox's performance, as Woodrow Wilson
Jeanne Cram is another 20th-Fox star asset of top'
deals
either
profit-participation
In Darryl Zanuck's 20th-Fox production, "Wilson," was
value. Scoring In such pictures as "Home In Indiana,"
with independent producers, novelequally meteoric and even more demanding as. an
"In the Meantime, Darling," "Winged Victory," and
lsts or playwrights. Paramount,
initial major role. Knox, on loan from Columbia, 're"Bon Voyage," Irish-California-born Miss Crain comWarners, -Columbia, Universal and
lied almost entirely on his ability to create ail illustory,
bines looks with exceptional ability to give every
RKO, more or less, bowed to new rather than a physically
promise of sustained importance as an emotional
makeup, likeness of the First
conditions.
actress of audience favor.
World Wartime president He too was entirely un,
Contribution
from Independent
known before this amazing impersonation, highly
June Hajier has managed to> come to attention at
producers, In pictures either comspoken of by every critic and commentator who saw
20th first as the attractive young blonde in "Home In
pleted or scheduled, 'in relation to
the picture. In fact, the performance wad so superb
Indiana" in 1943, then In "Irish Eyes Are 'Smiling"
the entire film output by all comthat the actor, will probably not have its like again • and "Where Do We Go From Here" "last year. In. her
panies, Reached a new peak. Of a
in any forseeable screenplay, and in that sense faces
talent also goes with pulchritude.
total estimated -production cost of
an anti-climactic career.
Turhan Bey became one of the proralnents, represome $225,000,000, the negative Insenting Universal with -an Interesting personality,
vestments scheduled by the IndeTufts, de Cordova, Kaye, Bacall
1
excellent performances on his home lot and on loanpendent producers amount to some
Sonny Tufts came to his full stature at Paramount
out to Metro, where he had one of the top roles in
$60,000,000 or around 25%, This, of
this season. And to prove how valuable his company
"Dragon Seed." Bey also became one of the romantic
course, includes the J. Arthur Rank
him, they loaded him with assignments, all
figures about town, thus adding some luster to bis
(British-made) product with a neg- regards
boT\e with credit to himself and his bosses. Tufts,
more professional assignments. For Universal he did
ative cost of $10,000,000.
Boston Back Bay, made bis film bow last year- as a' "The Climax," "Bowery to Broadway," "Frisco Sal,"
Peak Casta
Marine in Mark Sandrich's "So Proudly We Hail,'' and
and for Metro "Dragon Seed," as his more important
roles,
.
followed up with star callbtt performances in "I Love
Production costs exceeded the 1943
with Paulette Goddard; "Here Come the
Ella Raines, on the same lot,' moved up to. claim
peak levels. But, towards the close a Soldier"
attention" In "Phantom Lady," and in "Cry Havoc," on
WavesA.with Bing Crosby and Betty Hutton; "Bring
of 1944, industry leaders began to
show an awareness of the unusually On theTHrls"; "Miss Susie Slagle','; "Too Good to Be " loanout.to Metro, and in "Tall In the Saddle" with
and, in one of his most importanfplacements,
John- Wayne, on loan to RKO.
high cost of production. No drastic True,"
"The Virginian." He is at home both in
Xdulse Allbritton found -her forte In comedy percurtailment was or could be made as Steve in
formances in "Fired Wife," "Her Primitive Man" and
The word was passed around, rather, romantic or comedy roles and in musicals.'
"San Diego, I Love You," indicating talent as yet not
Arturo de Cordova flashed to prominence as the
*
to watch for opportunities to keep
fully exploited although impressive. *
romantic buccaneer in Paramount^ "Frenchman's
costs within bounds by eliminating
Frank Sinatra made his bid for a screen name, to
waste, to think of tomorrow," rather Creek," opposite Joan Fontaine. This was -bis first
add to bis other achievements, in this past year,
than today, when it might become romantic essay, his previous appearance having, been,
under wraps in a character role in "For Whom the •although, his first, film role was in RKO's "Higher and
necessary to reduce costs.
Higher." released late in 1943. In 1944 he foUowed
Without cutting salaries or story Bell Tolls." De Cordova has -had a name and a top
with ."Step Lively" and, at. Metro, in "Anchors
place as a Mexican fllm and stage star, but was uncosts,, studios could save by eHm
Aw.elgh." On. the screen he was and will be gauged
mating unnecessary shooting, The known this side of the border until bis preMniptioa at
as an actor as well as /The Voice;" He came rate
$3,000,000 or $4,000,000 negative came Paramount. His manner, appearance, flab' an suggespictures with, a great fanfare and settled dowa J»
disfavor; the $2,000,000 tive of the fiery temper of John Gilbert in bis heyday
;

,

phere

of

freedom may be of

Talent,

Film

.

.of Metro's topflight producago
ers told "Variety" a few weeks
seven-year-old -Margaret
if
that
O'Brien would fill all the assign-

One

ments she's wanted for she would be
kept busy for the next 80 years.
That tribute, however, also highlights the Hollywood talent problem
which in 1944 reached its most acute
stage since Pearl Harbor.

was

It

It was also a year when the few
pre-war stars n .naining preferred to
make fewer pictures owing to the
*
same • time,
•o^SftW.^ V.ixrs.
a the greatest
there develops
mass migrations by stars, producer*,
directors and writers from their
home lots to other majors or independent producers— wherever profit
participation deals could be ob'

talned.

go into independent production

to

work on

—

—

m

—

—

|

'

-

,

Cases of lnter-studio or attempted
raiding became more frequent. But
the main reason for the ebb and
flow of personnel was the ambition

.or

KRUSHEN

.

when

This was the year

said that a star is worth more than
$1,000,000 to a producer or a studio.

-

fied

Major Concern

By MORI

.

Van Johnson, Metro's fair-haired boy, stands high
among the recently elevated top names. He has quali-

Manpower Remain
Tiiz's

profit-participation.

At

,

one time, film executives reported,

more than 90% of all top players at
the studios were considering setting
up

independent production units.
of them— such as Bing Crosby

Some

.

and Gary Cooper—did so. James
Cagney, who went into- independent
production
earlier,
earned more
money
picture,
with
single
a
•

"Johnny Come Lately," than he
would normally earn in two years
on the usual basis.
The consummation of the Hal
wallis independent unit deal at
Paramount touched off the already
.ticking time-bomb!
Other producers and directors; both at Para'

mount and

at other studios,

imme-

diately

thereafter began to press
for
independent
units,
effect make the producers
partners of the major companies.

demands
which in

r
•

Values

A

releasing

deal

with

a

major

distributor is computed worth $250,
«•<> to a producer
If his- picture. Is

To

Flock of Potent Newcomer Stars Causing Snooty Vets to Worry .
Name a Few: Van Johnson, Jennifer Jones, Sonny Tufts,
Elizabeth Taylor, John Hodiak, Robert Walker,
Sinatra, Lauren Bacall, Alexander Knox

-

'

.

.

'

•ven fair. Once given a releasing into great
*rraugement the producer obtains
(Continued on page 114)

or Ronald Colman. Since "Creek," de Cordova hat

.

(CotfHmted on page
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Unforgettable

Independent Unit Production
s By

JOSEPH

H.

HAZEN

By GENE

The past four years have witnessed a radical change in the method of
marketing pictures, due to the abolition o[ blockbooking and the adoption
tradeshowing.
of the practice of selling pictures in small groups after
have
In the four years that lie ahead an equally radical change will
taken place iii the system under which pictures are produced.
The industry has learned that fewer and belter pictures arc more profit--

of production talent.
However when a producer has demonstrated his ability to produce sucparticipate more directly in the
cessful pictures, he naturally desires Jo
In his search for such a result he turns to the idea
fruits of his effort.
must be responsible not
of independent production. In such a venture he
he must also share
only for the entertainment value of his picture but
undertaking.
financial responsibilities and risks involved in the

the

and care
These added obligations spur the producer to greater economy
The encf result is
than any other system under which he has worked.
demoncomparable to care and thought put into the effort. Experience is
obtained.
strating that, under this system, the best results are being
beneficial reThe rise of independent production will increase as the
obvious.
aults of this system become more and more
cautiously in "this direction
It is natural that Ihe industry will proceed
necessary to do so.
and it will do so, generally, only when it is absolutely
inevitable
However, those companies which foresee and understand this
trend will profit by their early conversion tq it.
.

Literati Logic
By
are

Studios

money

novelist

has sold three of his books to

>m

Hold

-

,

bringing that price,

M-G-M prize, "Green Dol.
phln Street," on a sliding scale will
probably approach or go beyond that
while the

figure,

(It's

the

lone

green

all

fright.)

These .are the, big deals. They're,
also few and far between. They.'re
the ones everybody hearts about.

And because .of them We are apt to
•ee most picture sales through the
aame rosy
Ihe sad
much' the

glasses.
facts are, of course, pretty
ppposite. Taking off the.

ialseface' glamor, front of Hollywood
bonanza prices- for books, and in
aplte of what you often read In the
dally papers, prices are far from the
astronomical figures of the few,
Even those hovering around $50,000
'

aw

not much, more frequent than

the long green.
Speaking for the novelist alone,
as .the present opinion has most pre-

-

'

Round. The
and

I

bell couldn't

betting on Willard.

First?

_

A wild ride in Ziegfeld's Rolls-Royce with Mark Hellin^cr and Waller
Winchcll and a motorcop escort to Greenport, L. I., after an explosion on
Harry Richman's yacht iii which several were burned and beautiful Helen
Walsh fatally. Richman's bravery in saving several lives, though burned
himself.

A wire from Heywood Broun and Bide Dudley from Shelby. Montana,
engage Patsy Salmon for the "Follies.'
Her opening night. A nice kid
transplanted from a "tent show" lo the "big top" of all musical shows.
1

lo

'ya fellers?'

It

me

on

my way

—

—

to the

When someone

got up during the
right out there lady— turn
to the right at the head of the aisle."

act:

"It's

Gong rang 12 times and comic
"Two o'clock."
On being handed a telegram:
"Why this is awful, my partner says

With Ring Lardner to ball games. Adits, football games and golf tournaHis foqr grand kids— John. Bill. Ring, Jr., and David all fine

—

ments.

writers.
civil

war.

Bill

lies

David

somewhere in. Spain, killed in action in the Spanish
somewhere in France, killed recently on the Western

lies

Front.

The opening night, of Arthur Hopkins' plays, "The Deluge," "Anna
Christie," "What Price Glory," "Burlesque," "The Jest" and others. After
the openings, wilh our wives to Gilhooly's backroom and home lo Great
what's •Neck.
here tonight
that you say young, man you want
At the Lambs
to -go "on t£e stage."
With Wilton Lackayc, Augustus Thomas, Victor Herbert, John Drew,
Girl to male parner: "We girls can
De Wolfe Hopper, John Philip Sousa, Dave Warfleld, Barney and Sam Berdo anything you men can do,'
whereby comic starts rolling up his nard, Donald Brian, John McGraw, Chrisly Mathewson, John McCormack,
Sam. Harris, Arthur Hopkins. David Bclasco. Weber & Fields, James O'Neill,
t rouse r leg.
In dance contest for applause, "I'll Bill and Dustin Farnum, Henry Hadley, Bill Morris, Digby Bell, Frank
Daniels. Willie Collier, Julian Mitchell, Silvio Hein, Nathan Burkan; R. H.
take this side of the audience?
Burnside. Marcus Loew, Richard Bennett, Jack Barrymore, Patrick Francis
Murphy, Leon Errol, Frank Tinney and others on countless days and nights
lieved that things work out in- ex
in the Lambs.
actly the opposite way.
Bringing the chaplain of the famous 69lh Regiment, Father Francis
The long green prices are as much Duffy, to meet Broadway, for the first time. A rare, great soul.
in the nature of prizes one of them
Taking Georgie Cohan in a cab from a hospital in Hartford,- Conn., to
actually is a prize as they are_anyj
the.dress__rehearsal of his play, "Seven Keys to Baldpate," after an automothing else., A premium is paid for bile accident, in which his daughter Georgette, Wallace Eddinger and
widespread opportunity for promo- Francix X. Hope were seriously hurt. George going on the opening night
tion. All prizes, 'in any field, are urrwith his arm in a filing,' playing the lead he had written for -Wallie
fair to' competitors nearly as good,
Eddinger. A sensational and moving performance.
sometimes actually as good, occa
Watching Sea Biscuit's last great race at Santa Anita's beautiful flowersionally better than the prize winbedecked track with' Pat O'Brien, Grant Rice, Henry McLemore, "Bud*
ners. In' this case they are unfair Kelland and our wives. Clark Gable and his beloved and brilliant wife.
because they place too much em
Carole Lombard, the first Hollywood heroine of this war, "watching the
phasis.on a very few books, with the race with a thousand others.
~~
The UjiJoiseitable, haunting, sad Tamara singing "Smoke Gets In Your
(Continued o rTpa ge*'ff?7
Eyes" for President Roosevelt at the National Press club in Washington
also beautiful Jane Fioman singing "Night and Day" and Sheila Barrett
doing her Unsurpassed impressions. Introducing them to the President.
Tamara and Jane crashed in that clipper tragedy. Tamara gave her life
and Jane was badly hurt. The first to volunteer to go overseas to entertain
our servicemen.
Ring Lardner singing "Deep River," his favorite song, with George
Gershwin playing the accompaniment. Ring was the greatest and sweetest
guy I ever knew and he had real competition... Victor Herbert conducting
the orchestra on the opening nights of his operas. .With Serge KousseMy
vitzky at his home in the Berkshires during his Festival Season.
favorite conductor in all the world. .Jjohn Charles Thomas singing Albert
Hays Mallotes' setting of the "Lord's Prayer" for the first time in the
indescribable Bohemian club at Redwood Grove in California. The spell
of his singing, the hush at the ending and then thunderous applause in the
silent, starry night in that cathedral of nature.
Going to "See shows with George M., always sitting in the last row in
the theatre on the aisle. Our corner table in the Plaza Oak room. Caesar's
unfailing smile and courtesy
Jack Barrymore's opening performance In Arthur Hopkins' production at
"Hamlet." Jack' was Hamlet. His last night before he sailed for Europe.
Gene Fowler, one of the truly great, '.sweet men and his magnificent books
on Barrymore, Bill Fallon and "Timberline."
Jack Garner's private birthday dinners to the President on the roof of
Simple, human, humorous and
the Washington hotel in the -Capital.
homey. Will Rogers, Fred Waring's orchestra and glee club, Dunninger—
letting their hair down. ..Huey Long's last appearance In the U. S. Senate
midnight
to block a bill a certain
conducting a filibuster from' noon until
group wished •'killed." Listening to the astonishing "Kingflsh" do his stuff.-

said,
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can't
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howling bestsellers go at
prices—or less. There is the,
case of a book sold for

pfSfd*

He never returned—assassinated a few months later In his state capitol
on a Sunday afternoon. A remarkable guy.
Listening to Otis Skinner on a visit to' George M. on their last meeting.
Both soon to meet in the "Great Green Room." The distinguished player
who "trouped" with Edwin Booth and thr "Yankee Doodle Boy" whom
Percy Hammond and Heywood Broun acclaimed our first actor!
The pilgrimages to dear Slme's-tomb every year. "Variety" muggs and
outstanding figures of the stage, journalism and Broadway who never
forget his heart, mind and guts. A noble guy.
Spending another Christmas in London, 1910, lh another war with others
killed for the same reason, against the same enemy. Let's fervently hope
and try to make this the last one for real "Peace on Earth to Men of
-

CASS DALEY

-

Good
fell***..'-

Ziggy.

Augustus Thomas. Al Smith and Nicholas Murray Butler attacking the
Man dancing next to his girl part- hypocrisy of the 18th Amendment. Watching Wayne B. Wheeler putting it
ner and saying, "Why don't you look over on Capitol Hill. A skillful, clever and powerful guy in those days.
at me once in awhile?"
Talking to Joe Elwell on the Ziegfeld's "Frolic" Roof the night before
Girl told her male partner she had he was murdered. An unsolved murder, mystery. Bridge expert wigs
hurt her hand and he kissed it. gals pajamas found shot at his place the next morning.
Then her arm and he kissed it— then
Meeting the Carpathia when it arrived with the survivors of the Titanie
she took a prat fall.
disaster after hitting an iceberg' in the North Atlantic, A sad and' heartBring the kid out for a bow?
rending night.
"Milk" an audience for bows?
Bert Williams' "poker game" in the "Follies" after his song, "In De
Monologist saying, "A funny thing
Evenin'." The finest "bit" I ever saw in any musical show before or since.

'How

.

market not y«t

Runyon.

Sam Harris, Sailing Baruch, Sam
to Toledo to see the Dcmpsey-Willard
Irvin Cobb's purple shirt. That First
be heard because it was broken. Jack Dcmpsey
leaving the ring. Called back in. WillarcTsTSceT RingLtfrcmcr, Sam Harris,
With

%

teas ions of dijtng, if you get $30,000.
for your book you'r*: doing well; If
you let $20,000 you're still doing all
Jjghtyif you pick off $10,000 you re
tain your respectability. Each year

picture version has so
a net profit of oyer a
the tbird.run bouses

It

water for Ihe wife

theatre tonight.

'

— Damon

Gene Buck

McKee on Paul Block's private car
fight.
The heat. John Willy's lent.

—

three 200 grand books are
the money paid for them.
(There he goes again-r^s he butterwith the Blood
ing us up or can't he make up his
Bank.
mind?) By themselves it is doubtTo- it must
ful if any of them is worth 200G.
be added anTheedoie Pratt
(What, is this?) But with the trestat-eother
mendous publicity added to them on
ment: Studios are not paying account of the sales, the extra worth
enough for other books,
The studios are getting
is added.
for
out
studios
the
makes
That
their money's worth or you may be
the gay's blood, too, getting it by sure they., wouldn't put out that kind
the. process' of sharpening a knife lor of dough.
that
far.
(Buy
so
out
stuck
neck
his
How do these long green sales afguy's work? .Tell him to go naughty fect others .down' the line? The
Words-here.)
theory is that by getting prices .lip
ill-advised stairs where they are will act as a
at ''both
Let's look
statements together. That may con
precedent for paying-more for' all
fuse'lne stuuioT,- Icll«/y^ife tgs, - i^fl •stories. T»ifit-2ew.-ii& r.ic? -W-ia-tts,
agent* sufficiently so they won't present confused opinion it is be'
know if they're for the guy or

Green Years"

a glass of

happened to

The
out for his worth
blood along

each, "Forever Amber" and "The

Did

.By Harry Puck

while she took the bows?
Used bow music?
Female impersonator who took oft
his wig and in a deep voice said,

Ballyhooey

The-flrst thing to record
cently, three books sold for $200,000

ijoud years de-

EDGAR BERGEN.

I

and

is that, re-

Two

jinotlier."

Who

I

of other really berserk things, need
established here. What we
hopes to not be
are considering is the wide disparity
sell some more,
in prices for properties that do not,
should have all
seemingly, have that much differhis fellow writence in quality.
all

gainst him.

<

and keep

night.

Many hours at Claridge's and Jack's wilh Wilson "Bill" Mizncr, Grant
Clarke, Vincent Bryan and Coleman Goetz.

and

n ts, especially his own,

kiiiKliiiiK.

serves

Hollywood

ers
age

Ken.

•CoiiKianilailons

case of unarrested hysteria, a' madhouse with the keepers nuts, a perfection of intangibles, and a couple

for 'some books.

!
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El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

that the usual picture deal for a
book is a mare's nest, a' grab bag, a

Hollywood.
paying too much

WEEK

133rd

"BLACKOUTS OF

THEODORE PRATT

That .statement, from a

who

Lack of

«

Dinner with Victor Herbert at Luchow's many
times and the orchestra always inspired by his happy
presence, playing only his lovely melodies.
The old 42nd Street Country club in the Knickerbocker Bar. Underneath Maxfleld Parrish's Old King
Cole painting, with Frank Ward O'Malley presiding.
There was a reporter. The only one around like him

KEN MURRAY'S

H wood s

-or

To Me

BUCK

—

Some

^

Sounding Off on Some of
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Ziegfeld Roof in the "Midnight Frolic." Scared to
death and "laid an egg," as he always did on opening
nights throughout his career, he hated 'em.
With Sime to the opening of Irving Berlin's "Watch
Your Step." Thanksgiving Eve at Syracuse*, N. Y.

P

on the value

3,

Being "smuggled" into the Thaw trial by Irvin Cobb.
The opening of Ziegfeld's "Midnight Frolic" on the Root of the New
Amsterdam theatre. The gals. Urban's beautiful setting. Ziggy. The
audience and Diamond Jim Brady. Will Rogers' opeu'inj; "night on the

able than many but inferior pictures.
talent iiv producIn the quest and competition for the best brains and
increased gross
tion compensation to the outstanding few has soared: Bui
after
compensation has meant very little in the form or net compensation
Hence the lack of inducement of high salaries.
taxes
of
Under unit production, a producer must stand or fall by. the merit
The present method of marketing pictures enables a true meashis work
and those responsible
ure to be taken of the value of a specific picture
the past when a picture, was
lor its making. This is very different from
to a price bracket
prc-sold with 40 or 50 other pictures and then allocated
real value of the
which, in some instances, may not have reflected the

with merit.
'under the unit system, reward can be made commensurate
less competent
The able producers become readily distinguishable from Ihe
enlightened judgment
and management can exercise a more intelligent and

.

Will."

Wednesday, January

"
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MY DAY
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Humor
Recalled By Veteran Newsman

50 Years of Stagefolk

By JACK BENNY

Hollywood.
This article comes to you through the courlesty of Lucky
Warner Bros, and me, and does not constitute' an
endorsement by "Variety."
As you have noticed, the title ot this article is "MY
DAY," but it has nothing to do with
Dennis Day, Laraine Day, any other day
•

Strikes.

By

,
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.

down,
.

you'll

know who it is.
I am doing my radio prome six days a week

tales'

to prepare,

and

spare time,

1

.

sooner, but I insisted upon quality. So
Jack Benny
you can see that between radio, making
pictures, writing newspaper columns, and selling Christmas
oards. I'm busier than
-riveter with the hiccoughs..
.

1

.

.

of Warner Bros. Studio, urging me to
because putting enough makeup on my face

,

oomb my

But

hair.

they've got

they

there and

it

tell

it's

me

combed

not

td

up."

bother because

already.

A Three-Time
In no time
in for
.

.

.

Loser

am

I

my

15c.

morning cup

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anyway.

I

jump

in

my

—

car, drive

through Laurel Canyon

Burbank, and there in spite of yesterday's rain, stands
Bros. Studio. As I pass through the main entrance.
a cheery. hello to the gateman
who waves back
and yells, "Stop." So I back up, show him my studio pass
whloh has -my picture on it. He seems quite interested, and
hows me a picture of his wife and son ... so I show him a
picture of Mary and Joanie. At this point we are even.
Then he shows me a picture of his dog. so I show him a
picture of a girl I used to go with in Waukegan. The comritition being too tough -for him, he lets ine through, and
park my car right between Barbara Stanwyck's and Ann
Sheridan's which keeps my motor from getting cold
then I- hurry over to the Makeup Department where my
makeup man, George Bau, greets me with a friendly smile
and says, "Well Mr. Benny, 'are you ready for our daily
tussle with Father Time?"
Two hours later and 10 years younger, I report to Stage
16 which I have no trouble finding as George left two holes
in my makeup
eye lashes to be put on later. I am just
in time, as my director, James Kern, is. ready to shoot
the exit scene. Having studied the scene the night before,
I know exactly what he wants.
I take my place in front
of the camera
Mr. Kern calls for "Silence." and then

to

Warner
I wave

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anyway

.
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at 6:30 that evening after, a hard day, I return
me at the door, throws her arms around
then
me . . which surprises me at first.
me that I had forgotton to take off my makeup.

home. Mary meets
it

.

.

anil kisses
dawns on-

iW

.

After a hearty supper o'f Borsht and Spam, I settle down
in my easy chair with the evening paper and light a cigarette.
In a. moment I am blowing smoke rings (which are a little
out of shape on account of my pivot tooth) when the pHone
rings and who should it be but Jimmy Kern, my director.
He tells me he has just seen the. rushes and found somethins
wrong with my exit scene. Instead of going out, it looked
like I was coming in. Thinking the guy is nuts, I say, "Mr.
Kern, when I'm going out, how can I look like I'm cominc
In?" His answer is,. "Now don't get excited Jack, it isn":
your fault
the makeup man put your toupee on backwards." So. you see that's what an actor goes through.
Tonight I'll go .to bed early because re-shooting that scene
will mean I will have to be up at 6 a. m., and go througl
all the things I have gone through today. But then wh(
knows, tomorrow I may have better luck
that waitres•t Schwab's can't win everytime.
.

.

,

-

.

.

.

About Husbands
Two men were

talking about good husbands and
bad husbands. One man finally said to the other man,
"You don't know what a husband Is." The olhei
replied, "Yes, I do.
husband Is what's left of a
sweetheart after the,nerve has been killed."

A

Abbott & Costello.

my

\

'knee/'

my

George Jessel, the first time he saw. heard and loved Helen
Morgan: "You sing songs as if Whistler had painted them."
Eddie Cantor: "My imitation of Jessel is a great injustice to
both of us."
Maurice Grau, two seasons before his retirement as sole
manager and financial sponsor of the Metropolitan Opera
Company: "I have played the game as a cold-blooded businessmen, and I have won. But I shall quit while my luck is
still hot. Every other opera manager has been buried by his
friends. I'll be able to pay for my own funeral. My successor,
if he gambles his own money, will be eilher a fool or a madman."
Ole Olsen and Chick Johnson, when their "Hellzapoppin'
clicked in New York: "We've had a lot of fun all our lives,
but the most, fun we've ever had is Anding out that this terrible bogeyman, Broadway, is just Peoria blown bigger."
Nellie Melba, when phonograph records were, first marketed: "The songs I have sung into that funnel bring me a
considerable income. There are great fortunes to be made
out of:. the .re cordin g machine. I h ave a relative intere sted in
its manufacture who'wlll be Yidiculousfy^icn~'6rie uflttese""

-

o

Nora Bayes, at the start of her lifelong conversion to Chris"Every morning, as soon as I've said my prayers,
Good Eddy!' "
Lionel Barrfmore, when asked how much the Barrymore
name counted: "About 90%. When I rushed away from Los
Angeles to my father's funeral: our stage manager of 'The
Other Girl,' six-foot Tully Marshall, took my part, There
was no time to reprint the programs 'and there was no announcement. And look at these notices that call the man
who saved the show not only 'great' but 'every inch a Barrysing 'Very

;'

Florenx Ziegfeld: "I think I'll leave legs to the Shuberts and
put my chorus girls in skirts."
Adellna Palll, on her last "last farewell": "It is a li<T"that I
learned to appreciate the music of Richard Wagner from a
mechanical orchestration on my estate at Craig-y-Nos. From
Wagner himself I learned to appreciate his music, -years and
years ago when he was a member of the orchestra in our
,

theatre."

Betty La&ford: "The doctor told me to rest for two or three
but I couldn't do that— my understudy was too good." ,
Al Woods, when asked how he got his start as, a producer:
went into a Kansas City jewelry shop to hang a poster of
Terry McGovern in 'The Bowery After Dark.' Saw a goodlooking girl and gave her a couple of tickets for the show.
After it was over she says, 'You've got your nerve sending
me to that stinkweed.' I says, 'I've got more nerve than
that.
What's the matter with you and me getting married?'
She says, 'How do you expect to support me on your $40 a
week?' I says "You give me $5,000 and I'll go into business
tor myself.' And she'did; and Rose and I got married; and
I've been married and in business ever since,"
Sophie Tucker: "I give 'em new stuff all the time. But,
oh God the hours of. study it takes. Sometimes my brains

<iays,

"I

I

just itch."
Sir Herbert
panned histrlOn,
'

Beerbohm

Tree,

England's

most

widely

when asked to name his gravest fault as an
actor: "My gravest fault Is a too-great deference to dramatic
•
criticism."
George Arllss: "Tree was a very lean man when I saw his

,

much

taller on the stage: "Hie! Collier."
Calve, the all-time greatest of Carmens: "What kind
M<>'ha. she haf ze high registaire;
y, R «
i? yffff\\
S|ohumann-Heink, she haf ze low registaire; and Calve, ha-iia,
she haf ze cash registaire."
OrlUe Gilbert W. Gabriel, when the N. Y. American folded
and left him jobless for the moment: "Now I can be hated

tian Science:

more'."

'

Emma

^f.^reie^.

days."

I

a success.' "

Frederick Lonsdale, sitting with Sir Gerald du Maurier
and this reporter in London's Embassy Club when Tallulah
Bankhead came over to their table and said she'd not keep
us standing if Lonsdale would kiss her on the right cheek, du
Maurier on the left, and the visiting American would kiss
her hand: "Lucky we haven't a fourth man."
Young John Barrymore, acting a small part with Willi*
Collier .in "The Dictator," when asked what made him look

.

-

Irving Berlin, inking on the head of a banjo presented to
whose first job for William Randolph Hearst was
giving him lessons on the national instrument: "From one
bad musician to another."
Fred Allen, on the occasion of a banjoist-crilic busting a
string during a broadcast- with Ben Bernie: "It is rumored
her* on Broadway and Park avenue that Eddie Peabody
was seen leaving the studio with an open jackknife. Mention* this only because a broken G-string closed burlesque
In New York. Trust no repercussions in your vicinity."
Groucho Marx (on same occasion): "Just heard your attack on the banjo. Worst blow since Pearl Harbor."
Jack Benny (same occasion): "Can offer you 10 weeks with
Doc Benny's Minstrels. But you furnish your own cork."
Al Jolson (ditto): "Can place you on Steel Pier at Atlantis
City where you can double the dough by sculping busts in
Yours for
the sand of Berle. Jessel and Sophie Tucker.
smaller G-strings."
..Clare Boothe Luce, to the* above-mentioned G-stringer:
you
or
Heywood
columnist
crotchety
as
gets as
"When a
Broun, he certainly needs a banjo."
Ina Claire, when abruptly and briefly married to ths
how
it
felt
to be
Gilbert
and
questioned
on
cinama's John
married to. a great star: "You'll have to ask my husband."
Mrs. Patrick Campbell, while driving home from a small
her
first
discovery
of
honor,
during
midnight feast In her
America: "I'm sorry you called me 'the adorable Mrs. Pat' in
your notice. Make love lo me if you must, but not in a newscriticisms."
your
the
impartiality
of
paper—it detracts from
George M. Cohan, attending an ancient first night when the
usually gusty author forbore to make a speech: "Paul- Armstrong is not speaking to the audience tonight."
Paul Armstrong, after the audience's rousing cheers for the
Chloago premiere of his "Alias Jimmy Valentine": "This is
one of those mournful nights when the down-hearted critics
gather at the nearest bar and one of them says, 'I'm afraid
a oritio

it's

-

.

.

off

.

Buffalo Bill (William F. Cody): "Think of the swift develof a country in which a man can stage an organization as big as
'Wild West' show on the very scenes of
wildness and wilderness where he served as scout, pony express rider and stage driver!" (And Col. Cody spoke those
words just 42 years ago.)

.

contracts.

dent."
'

opment

.

yells, "Roll "Em," That's when I start my action. I. in my
4
boyish carefree w*ay, walk over to the door, open it, and
make my exit, I am now through for the day
but this
doesn't mean the picture is over because for the next three
weeks they talte closeups of the door. This may seem unimportant lo. you, and 4* cerlaiiJ; does to me
yc'»ifcjA.
weren't important they could have had me make my exit
through the window, So leaving te'chnicalities to those who
make them up, I return to my car and run into my radio
writers, Sam, George, Milt and John, who are very glad to see
me because they have been lost for four days. However, I am
not alarmed as that happens after every broadcast. I tell
them my idea for next Sunday's program, they look at each
other in amazement, and shrug their shoulders. They don't
dare say anything as J have "that certain clause" in their

me

hand

.

.

.

.

Wbltford Kane, the best and most 'durable of the First
Grave-Diggers: "I have buried more Hamlets than Ophelias."
Maurice Barrymore, when his little son John asked who
killed King Arthur: "Henry Irving."
Gertrude Lawrence: "Pardon this long preamble, which is
something like a chorus girl's tights'— it touches everything
and covers nothing."
Helens Modjeska, speaking of the dangers ot long runs to
young players: "You can't cut, sew and fit a pair of shoes if
you know only how to wax the thread."
Wilton Lackaye, beautifully doublecrossing the critic-inter-viewer, who asked what was the very best thing he'd ever
said: "Alice Evans, will you be my wife?"
Let's give Wilton Lackaye an encore. He was saying grace
at a dinner to which a few ministers of the Gospel had been
invited and had responded with regrets: "There being no
clergymen present, let us thank- God."
Margalo Gilmore, at a comfortably crowded dinner table:
"Mr. Raton", either slop talking about, your, wife, or take your

at Schwab's Drugstore where I always
of coffee
Sc.
plus doughplus sales tax $1.30. Finishing my breakfast, I jauntily flip a 10c. tip on the counter
it comes
down tails so I have to leave it there. This is the third
time it's happened, and I'm really becoming quite popular.

nuts

—

his photograph.''

is

Mary

top

—

Joe Frisco, to a Western Union messenger who had answered his call and who stuttered better than Joe^ "You go
right back to the of lice and tell 'cm to s-s-send up a straight
man."
John Phillip Sousa: "When I was in Vienna I heard a band
playing The Washington Post" in front of a music shop. I
asked the man inside who wrote it. He said I must be a
stranger indeed, because it was a great inarch by one of
Italy's most famous composers.
You might say that as the.
shot at Bunker Hill was heard around the world, so have
been my marches."
Michael Todd: "Cassidy and Stevens pan my Chicago reproduction of 'Star and Garter' and the show's a sellout
every night. Why, their papers couldn't even elect a Presi-

Elsa Maxwell, when a jive maniac at Chez Paree groaned
because Paul Draper was tapping to a fugue by Johatm
Sebastian Bach: "There sits a perfect target for pearls."
David Warfleld,. as he turned down a $1,000,000 certified
check to do a' couple of movies.: "I'd rather be an' actor than

now 6:30 and still dark, so not wanting to' wake up
or my daughter Joanle, I tiptoe through the hall, slip
out the front door, ease down the curb where my convertible
Just as I open the car door, I hear a Window
is parked.
being raised, and Mary's voice raised even higher yelling,
"It's about time you got home!" I'm so surprised all I can
lay is. "What?" I, would, give her an argument but I recall
that she had "that, same certain clause" put in our marriage
license ... so I throw her a kiss'and drive off.
It

in whose play ot 'Ghosts' the
on the audience.".
Lillian Rii9sell, sending back a bracelet from a man who
bored her: "I'm a good woman I may be a bad actress, but
I'm a good woman."

Sarah Bernhardt, when driven through the embers of San
five: "But the earthquake came at such a
hour in the morning, when all the bad
people had tumbled into bed and the good ones were not yet

so that I will look 10 years younger, is equivalent to making
a "Dagwood Sandwich." I would resent that if there wasn't
a clause in my contract telling me to "Shut Up." So I inform them that I will rush over to the studio as soon as 1

could always see the thin Tree through the

wrote it."
Mrs. Fiske: "Jolly old Ibsen!

Francisco's great
fortunately early

Makeup Department

I

sins of the fathers are visited

'

Oddly enough, my day starts in the morning. At 6 a. m. an
alarm clock rings in my ear, so I take it out ot my ear and
go back to sleep. About half an hour later I hear a bell
ringing again, but this time it's a telephone call from the
hurry over

tat

William C. Handy, apologizing as he was about to le:id tha
orchestra in his "St. Louis Blues": '-'Haven't been doing so
well last couple of seasons.
Haven't been able to afford
the kind of orchestral arrangement you're accustomed to.
Sorry, but I'll have lo play this blues for you the way I

•

my

in

am. making a picture for Warner Brosi
which has taken THEM six days to
prepare. They would have had it ready

and
stomach."

FalstafT,

'

or Mrs. Roosevelt. The only character
in tins story who bears any resemblance to anyone living or dead, is me
.so whether I am standing up or lying

At present
gram which

ASHTON STEVENS

Chicago.
Betty Law ford, a gifted young actress acquaintance of
mine, shows me a. letter from a ghost-wViter who will, for a
price, write pieces for, even interviews with, this young
actress. He vows they will build up her reputation as an
originating wit. The ghost-writing applicant goes on to say
that actorfolk never are, and never have been, able to say
anything worth saying or printing without the aid of an
author.
I tell Betty that her importunate correspondent is a liar:
and that I can prove it out of my own files of half a century's
reportage of personal interviews and correspondence with
stagefolk who spoke or wrote notHing but their own stuff.
Herewith, the sworn evidence:
Ethel Barrymore, when the Ladies' Home Journal covergirled her portrait by John Singer Sargent, and her skeptical
plus Sargent." "Yes
visitor commented, "I suppose it's you
—and minus resemblance."

for
.

myself alone."

Wynn, when Laurettc Taylor took him
dMesdames
Vanderbilt and Mrs. V.

to call on one of
said she'd heard that
entertained a great number of guests at his new
nights and
Saturday
many
on
flaoe at Great Neck: "Yes, so
undays that I'm thinking of putting in a couple of pay

the

Mr.

Wynn

'

toilets."

•

Not Goodwin, at a vaudeville matinee where an Imitationlst
was attempting to impersonate him: "All I can say Is, one of
us

is

'

rotten."

Mrs. Leslie Carter, when removed at a tryout from the
leading role in "The Shanghai Gesture": "If I am too bid to
plaj Mother Goddam. I'm too goddam old to play anything."
Sir Cedrlc Hardwlcke, when Gertrude Lawrence, acting in
"Susan and God," graciously hoped to have the honor of starring with him in some new play: "Call it 'Gertie and God'

and I'nf your man."
Jack Lalt: "They should have named Billy Rose's Aquacade '20,000 Legs Under the Sea'."
Maxlne Elliott: "And you have the nerve to ask me how I
keep so trim! You may have forgotten this, but I'll always
remember it. 'Beautiful Oxine Elliott!' (she read from an ancient notice, enveloped in a' corner of her purse. 'She is now
more beauty than actress, but if she doesn't look to her diet
she will soon be more actress than beauty'.",
Ben Bernie: "There are three things you must always keep
.

from your door— the river, the wolf, and the Winchell."
Gene Fowler: "I have almost, finished 'Good Night, Sweet
Prince,' and vice versa."
.
Fletro Maseagnl, when the Italian composer of "CavaUerla
'

.

Rustloana" received a cable telling him the title of Chevalier,
of the Order of Savoy had been Conferred on him by King
Victor Emmanuel: "I am very glad. This is so different from
my other titles and decorations—it carrles-a pension.'-'
Percy Hammond, when the hotel telephone operator telu
him Edgar Wallace has just started dictating a play* to his
-

(Continued on page 14)
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escapades
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a

miracle-world of rhythm and fun!
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That *ving

Mexic^Osinov.

Jitter-blrd

AURORA MIRANDA
Brazil's great singing

and dancing

star!
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¥
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TODAY —

ten times more so than the few
weeks ago when it first thundered its shock
drama to the first-run screens of America— "THE
MASTER RACE" becomes increasingly the

I

"must-see" attraction for every follower of the

whoso
theme continues to in*
spire an endless flood of newspaper editorials,
magazine articles and radio comment on "What
shall we do with the Germans after the war?"

headlines! ....

sensational

i

.

.

.

Here

is

.

Here

and

is

the daring picture

thrilling

the picture

whose

stature as im-

portant entertainment grows and grows with

— with each new showing addmore praise to the parade of comment which
already has included reviews like: "ENGROSSING .. SHOULD BE SEEN!" Washington TimesHerald; "TIMELY AND POWERFUL!" Cleveland
every showing
ing

.

Plain Dealer;

"UNUSUALLY WELL-MADE

PIC-

TURE!" Time Magazine; "A VITALLY IMPORTANT THEME!" Cue; "EVERYONE SHOULD SEE

"STRONG
TIMELY
EXCITING!" Charm; "VALID AND MOVING!"
Red Book; "FLASHES WITH EXCITING VIGOR!"
Dallas News; "GENERATES TERRIFIC TENSION!"
IT!" St. Paul Dispatch;

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago Daily News. And WALTER WINCHELL
devotes an entire column to the brutal breed
this picture so vividly portrays!

IT'S

FRONT-PAGE HOT

AND

So get your copy of the Pressbook

SUPER-EXPLOITABLE,

NOW and GO

TO TOWN!
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there aren't any new jokes. _
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ciua.ntii.v of jokes- iiV t)>e. universe just
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tears' lumbered down hiS leathery: civeeks and
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suggests (hat. the gtfg
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sol ve'd-
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".«ey< n. yeai's., For seven^ lpnj£ 7ycars 7Mycr." (he elephaiit. had been staudih^ in a dark corhor.pt a
dismal wareJioiL<e pivVlblh-.-avcnuo swaying from sid<;.tq..sUlt,
24 hours a day. wondering what had become of the Great
During -the days Myer7 consumed. ..7
Ep.-tcin and Vaudeville.
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chalk, lay .drying on the makeup
'As -i-lie Gi i.ii), Epstein'- "preened
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the 'lux', on his r.-.Dbii's root, lb enable
•him uV. rouse h.t> siijikeii 'cheeks, lie ...'•
hummed the 'irsl two bars or •"Loheii-- ;
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Mycr raised his trunk aTid,.lrump:eletl b.fj: key7lqng and loud
through the lonely nights. •''
7 ,;•
White Myer, the EcKfcaled Elephant. ^waVlpwed. iiy .de^pan;,f.
Ilk- Great Epstein, Kis.o.Wher',' Was ^b'u*x'jbusJin'gAviihTJio>:er.l'y'.'
in his dingy, hotel ibbm. ;VVheu..he liad .rtin" out o£ fpbd, in
a moment of gustatory anguish; Epstein had wolfed clown h is
Ealing: paper -had. its' drawbacks^' When vBpsleiri ,.:.
re: points.
sat down he ci'.iitkied.V. Eil.lcti -Avilh. red-- -points, in his /sleep
he kept seeing Chester .Bowles.;. .Fearing, (o "leave his ropni,.
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And now, after. ;seye'iy.. years of suspendefi artistie animaSli'tittirig
oiree' agaiiv the; Great' Epstein was-, happy..
about the dressing room iii his tattered leotard and his wet,
baypy tights, he ran 'over a short speech of appreciation he
had wrilteii in case he stopped the show. The warning buzzer
Founded. The show Vras about, .to -start/ The C| real Epstein
scurried down the iron Xtairs'. Myci'. the Educated Elepjiaiit.'
stood swaying in .the wl^
Epstein
up into the hpwdah. ithat lillle penthouse elephanls carry on;'
their backs).
As .he settled :back into thc. cohnnes .'-o't the"
liowdah. fear gripped Epstein J He suddeiily realized that,'._
in. the excitement attending Sis flight down the hptcl .fire..
,,. •aiMj^aJali'iea.fti.ne Myer out of the back door at the ware T
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'
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S6 .Irving moved his copyrights out.''
Jack B'ob.bins; the .w-ell-known rhumba. \vizj
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Few- were'the sho\ys.\vhieh B'way .gave .us
.That weren't angeled by Meyer Davis.
:Whb: i'6se:\Vheii Fame &, Fortune; beckoned:
Oscar Hannrierstein lilt 2nd!
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ft 'Variety'', thinks new writers caiv-sit: down and -.remedy
profound upset in the cosmic order of things iii a Uice. it
ft will be 75 years- before bur
is living in a fool's paradise.
10 jokes readjust themselves to these new demands on them,
A year from now-Ave may not
if indeed they ever do adjust.
have any. jokes. Our supply- of them, frantic from over-.,
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Sometimes V
. No\yadays: a joke gets exactly one: week's- re.sfL;
7: hot even, a we.e'k.
As "Vaiiety" pointed out, one jpke iiiay
;.be fbimd serving ori five pr-slx comical programs a week, of'
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Prior to tho advent of the- radio comic program the supply..
of 10 static jokes served our.- modest needs. Each of the (0
jpkei -revolved aroiiitd- Mark .Twain, once every .20 years.
When' a joke, or fUnnylstoi'y, WaS usedi it, was then allowed'
to retire for Uvp decides; '.biu-ing 'th^
.falJPw^-and 'restored its energy-. At the epd of f Kevpcriod it
buist frbjii itsi.ciJCcdbn: looking 'as spry-.-a^. F.anii.vf. VVard; and
all
ready lo fulfill anplher cycle.
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Tite' phbne rang:
learned ills salary and had been taken suddenly' ill! As the
C cat Epstein clamped h is ear to the receiver lie heard (heb:>okcr. Jesse Kaye. shout. "Get your elephant, Epstein, and
Bight, awiay!"
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niture had affected .his astigmatism. ',B'efo;re:;;his iris floated:
tiny bird's-eyes.;'. 'At the -end: ojf seyei);' years Epstein's, ribs
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•miw stomped :'ab'qut< .ij) Epstein'^ eiilra its.. ; Eating maple, furi

iip, figain;
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do'':aViylhirig
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This is not <su'i^clM6|{;''ibai.',t^6^6.;or.'>Behn'yi.' or tor that
matter Uerle^'oivgaAfo^
or. Wynn, caiv
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;

only' his feeble "loins "'; but. "his ; stomach... iioyy;7 hod
room
drawers.
Lean mice who 'StagBeve*^
looking for .sustenance lacked strength; to drag; .tli'eiris'elyes
back into their forlorn libles! Little groups ;of ematiale'd
junior rodents lay about the floor Xeiidihg off -tlje; last throes

;fWm

Similarly, smbke'
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<im or bric-a-brac. Sons. 'tf^euvresi-fle;. hfcdseafenrffre rffogsser;.,

piven .up Co;lonha.

i

•process.
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while,

a-

dlsiippeflrs;;; but 'turns

siien>ihg;ly

where' <ts tarboii.-, in abbilt a thousand years; -Hope's joke
'reappears^s a jbk^ on. Ben^
ohiyx
it.doe sii;i;t-<ikq a tlipii.san'd y.ears^ --Marcoritr Whtt ntaiiy. people..^:
now1 feel .jdiitfird .-.Myc;.: st.o'Od '.-in- bed.: has >pceded up ".the

":
;

is oy.er;

[
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.

;

.

boys' and'gpifs.: ;•
;..
<
j
not get thc'sisbil.s.;;.
, And .lhe;V1c.lbi; did
: JThe .Voice \va;< singing: "'.Oh; how I miss her!"
.:~.\Vhen an;egg:chnnectcd with his kisser;, ..;
\;\\ ".
^he-Parluiibuiit—rwhere. if happ'ened-iyrpeked;;
T.iie 'culprit, !of, .coiiVse;'.-'« .as,.b;obbysocked.. .V':!r;' '-'L
^
All/ .siiles tppk.cjuile;a spurt
.'BljEss'
A'flei- the Grosby plugs. / t-A^yerUK.,'
-\-

'.-'

;

.

"Mairay 'ppajs'^'._;
aiid ^hat a:lnit-oal>.v V
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years wore oh Epstein deyo'ured ^the cliaii'S. -Thfe iio.Wi and;
pilchcr had been broken ioto small pieces and consumed' as-

.'"~-'.',YV

:

Great Epstein to start ealing. lire furhjlurcV; The.ijed was nbV,V;;
too unappelizWg- 7. The wooden legs? whittled^
lasted not unlike a well -advertised brand.ot breakfast food,:
fleetMunching'.ihc--straw'o'f..th.c;^
in« thought to Myer and .'he wished; for: the moment thai lie
equipment'./ 'As the
possessed the • pachyder»V$7gastro^
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.

;

,

-

dMt'.''.-hM*n^w:',i\ri'alli(>:K>rcca -the.;-.

bbiillf e

a'

•

A;'sjna.shc'tfob.called

.

.'

landlord lb,ck7;him.

J-

.

disappears.' for

...se'e'niingly

~

.
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:

his

-

.
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I

lest

..

d<>'e.s'.'obt.ccas'e to exist/'.

.which he promptly, 'went Jfnd chucked-^v
With interest—.at'Aqtieducl.

The

•

•''

Aberdb

of:

Aricr-/Hqpe pri.'BMiij^-r|aok^i-jpke pn .t.he'-air''' 'tha'l-'''j'oKi''.
Nature: abhors a yactiurfi.-. The J<»k»"

'

^'lie

j

:

:

live

But kept on losing jtistthe siime.-. '.;
Bard somehow.'.cpn.(i'i.vre(('-to rake.
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-work and abuse,, may. go underground, there to remain \ihtil 7
this< radio fad lias blown over, a thousand years hence.
If that happens what are we to do wi'th;'''Hbp'*.'-.-Berthy;,.'.'
Groiichq. Jesscl and Throckmorton P. Gilderslecve? Sataii
r.
work for idle hands to do. ypu know;'. Lbok'at Fred._
'.finds
And they..all'bf;'em' wbuid'.ve'beei.T iiientioned here
'':',
Allen
as an example, Sensing the coming decline' and foil"
But for lhe''shorlage;pf.' paper.
house, where he. owed S9:]K:Si$'fbr hay. Epsliiin had..iiefc!<-'vlcd
of the gag, he. abandoned radib-^-and .wound lip ill 'picture's!
to rehearse the elephant.
They hadn't done the act lor
1 must, admit
thai. I'Sed's depai Uire may be partly my
seven years; What if Mvcr-v^?
No, he couldn't.. They.",
.fault.
I once worked for him aiid iii the opinion' of many he
had done the same routine for 20 years.: As the act opened
was never the same afterward. I ;workpcl fo< him' for two
Myer trotted, around the stage—Epstein waved at .Hie audiv months iti 1936, at $350 a week, and during thati time, co'nnee ''from the. howdah.' Myer stopped ?eriter-stage .'and '.fepV
tri'biited sevenTeighths of a gag to the program, or at a rale
(.'Diillniicd fioin p;i(;e 7
slein did a back somei'siault ,to ihe llodr. Then *1yer piil his v
This makes mb; the highest>p.aid garf
'of $3;085;6b per. gag.
trunk aroiind his frdir.er. ^i-.ed Epstein gehtiy into -the air
two secretaries: ""Thiink you; I'll hoid;lhp;.\yire till he's fln- 7' \vi;ilcr;i'n v ihe iiislojr'y "of-Rterafure, ^nd qu'aiifled to ponltifical.e,-';
' '
•";-'''
and Epstein .put' his .t.rso (Ujv. n deep into the elephant's
':'.'''". ''''"'
ished-il."
-;:v
as l have iii this- article; On the subject of gags.
7
mouth. Aij the aiid;'c-Vice sa.-ped Myer pulled Epsleiri 'OUt
Ich'ace I'adeiewskl, When asked why Women' fainted al his
of hjs laryngeal regions and set him safely on the; sHage. > 'pia'iiq
Recitals:- ''Partly, on,, account, of f.)ie miisic- .more 'Ion
iit the audience: "I was- so embai rassed ta1mPst:remey»bcred,
Epstein whizzed. Open- the. zipper rfl the lop' of- his .lights to .. account;
of the heaVbut niainly on account 'of llietv corsets."
one of his lines."
let the 'audichees.ee the American Flag tattooed pn his ehe.s t.:
Klchard; Rcnnell to Maude Adanis. one :ol,thb many female-.'
l'rlnce of TPales," before he became King^and. tlyen the;.Dulce
The applause' fi'csceridoed V»'iiat- could gb^wrorig? SpslciiV..star's liOi hudVsevvcd. as leading iii(in:
At liisl:in:;:'ChantW
of Windsor; to llio Duncan Sisters:" '"My life's a vaudeville
in Hie liowdaH ehucklcd at thy m'ls^iyih^.'./Eveln/'if .'-he aiid
you. h'aye.achicyed ymir fbijdcsj,.
ambition—.^ ou. ii<tve .becbme -.show: 1'jvi .bobked-up for every day-iiVthe week.. They Pnnced
.'
Myer h'adn't; dbiie tlie act iqr rsevei) i-ear's.VMyer was' an.
;

;

'

lake.the count.
Other gals artf| ';gehls- this year.
Cut many a curious caper,

'.Hitler's '.ready, lo
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Bob.;Hope nrcd. Paramount;
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eler*^

pliant and -everybpe.

knew

that mv'Cl'epVa'^;'neverTT'-^-. .As

'

ypiir

.

;

he

leahfed out; of lhc.:ho\ydah..l^
reassyrr
ing pat-^tlie. btteriing strains .of ''Lohengrin^
the orchestra pit-^-thc tuh'aiiis parlcd— the. Great .Epstein \vas.
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Bni ico Caruso, on the niorning ^of (lie Sail Fraiicjscb. fli'e
which; Lps ^"ijgflcs dcS'ci;"il)cd as an eartit^itakfei /'Gfye: nie my
y
-7.'
native' Vesuvius!".
:,
PMl Baker, to his' ooe-time ;ParJner.. B'cn< Bernie:' ''If 'ypit
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"lot

IverVt tike
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th,e Great Epstein was ended.'-'.
The'- career
the;moraria: ,If yituj havi ''tfe'ah"n^iviih''.'|»c1iydermV.«lo
not be. too trusting. There Is bound* to be' an occasional
J;v
phant who doesn't remember.

pepred;

'

:

:

'
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; John 'Drew,' when asked for a recipe for behig "50 .it the:,
\age of 89: "Keep the ''hair bn'a'tid the stoiyiach off
Willie Collier, who. rarely spoke a line as. it had been writtep, Pft,seeing Hartley Mariners, his current author, fitting

-
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f ace it— my play: is. the metropolis', secret." " »(orrlii Gest: "Going brpkie has often been

spiiation
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Ruth Gordon: "Hurry as' fast as ypu can, Ashton,: aiid Avitnr
draw' every one of your, ill-advised Words about eats. Re**';;
.

ort

from

.

his 'Elegy*. tp

wntajj

beautiful poent7on a cat,, which landed him. In the Os/pro.
tn«
Book; of English Verse. Did.:you ovor get anything in
-''}
"
Oxford Book of English Verse.?"
'

:

,

,

finest .W*
..

Frank Bacon: "Learn 'all you can about acting— and

Thomas Gray, who took time

:

.:

'

New 'York ..siicces's, "The' .VorteJi:," at a time Wheri ,''Tli»
dear^py, l^ 4 ;
Makr'opdfnps Secret'*: was a'BrpMway hit:
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:
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Npei Cowards .When Clh{eagb'-.tiushedLai;'P^'I^ndon.'.ana

;
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There

,

t ''Cait ;'gef '''yd|i'.'Aiiti'e'e'..{ieivipi e';

Mycr cife)ed Ep.sielii >yrtiv; .'MacWvc^'oh7foi^ypttf;'ne
a. light ripple, 'of "applause.his trunk aiid whisked him.gentiy into the air,' Epstein put ;
Sir. Gerald du Maurler, while pjayiug "The A Last- pf ^Mrs'.'
his head down deep, into the .c |ephnn.L s''.mouth..'-V-As..h!i's:'h'||li
Glieney." iiV- Lbnilo.n; '^wKcix ;..did- ^rtsdaltt.'/wHtc. 'th'ai Hce*. v
brushed My er's- -'ep'igfottis Eps tehi. sensed' 'something was,. siitppiiig business into, the bgdrobnv sceire?
Why; Freddy
wrong. He had given the; cue but instead of being withlKish'tAvrtile^
7;
drawn he felt-Myer's trunk stifidenly tighten about his waist! v
Mae; West* When' Kalharinc- Cornell,- accompanied by thp
He shouted for -.help b.ut his cries 'only echoed. In the "dank.- then little Riilh Hamhibnd. tvenl backstage7'to. c pngrBtnlate:
''.
intestines -bt ..tils piirtner.
Myer' had fprgbllcn. -the- routine.
lief: '.'Miss Corneilil' Said.JMiss West,' Warmly 'cla^phig'the'Iiand.
,,
Instead of depositing him safely on the stage,' Myer: pushed
pf:Miss
:Hamniohd,
U's'Peru^
honor
tP'naVe
you
come''
""
''
'' :"•'
Epstein dovvn into hi$Y rnputh iiiitft/his hao/^o^plcteiy. disap-.:'.; ",.'
tlp apd .see.me."7 ,;7 '7'" 77 ;:
was

/''
yoULvijeep: revenge.' Love'.'.';..
,
v
Kane in a wfrc tp Wellesi ''Happyr NcNy-. Veary Qrse.I
ajsparrow^
is a spVqial providence thot'marks the fall- of
.

.

-

-

.

;V:
might become a successful producer."'
6'rsnn 'Welles iii a wire to Whilfbrd Kane; VMerry Gliiistr
spur
nias; WlvtliJI^aUbcca^rts do inform agaiiist me to
.
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As Myer lumbered\';ai;pund ^
heaved a sigh of relier. Myei;-.kncw. The act was: oft ;\p?a V
Hying start. Myer' flopped -centoy-slage. Ep:<tein did his.
back soHlersa'tili to the lluor.- his- sacto-il iac sijppecl'ptit. there
•

; .7
:'7mc so inifch: iiv Americah „thirt I wanted lo; bark!'- ,
Henrv' Milter, yvheii his soil GiTBert had- four hits bivBrondthat spn.uf mine
, way aiid in. the Loop: "With a little luck;

-.-' : '\
ovyii Joadinglnah^'' ';'.
\:.:-;X. :: .;
'~Ci-V
- .Toe 'K.
liewis. .when' a. f.roiif-table biif at;Cliez Pa,l;ce pushed
but his legs' aiul - tripped One; 'pfYVlie Vpa
"There's.M.rie '-'first pair of shbes; I'.ve ever. .seen -with -three

;
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By H. ALLEN SMITH
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(The scene

My favorite story is an old one which Bennett Cert
revived in "Try and Stop Me." It concerns Nunnally
Johnson, formerly a columnist, on the N, Y. Post, now
a poor millionaire. I had an experience with Johnson
myself recently, He seemed to know that I had been
doing a good bit of writing about the female bosom; because when it was suggested by somebody else that I
interview him, he recoiled and said, "What d'yew want
to interview me for? Ali'in fiatchested!"
As Cerf tells .it. Johnson and Erskihe Caldwell are
both Georgians, and one evening ah indignant Georgian
confronted. Johnson to protest against the Georgia characters' portrayed, by .Caldwell in "Tobacco Road" and
"God's. Little Aero." "I ask you to bear me out, suh,"
said the complainant,' "that our fair slate of Geo'gia
has never known perverts and morons like those characters."
"Why, in the part of the state where 1 come from,"
answered. Nunnally sOftly, "we regard ..the people Mr.
Caldwell writes about as the country club set."

.

the front porch of a cabin in a mountainous

is

region. It is a summer afternoon in the year 1974—and this
is the one spot, perhaps, in the whole United States that
been least -a#ected by (lie strides of civilization. Seated In a

Ms

roching chair on the porch is Grampaw,
a stalwart geezer in his fifties, At curtain his seven-year-old grandson, Little
Oolpli, enters. Little Dolpli. was named
for President Adolph Eerie who, at the
time of the laid'* 'birth, had just defeated
Old Tom Detuey for the fifth consecutive time. Little Dolph seats himself on the porch steps aiid Oon templates his grandfather).
I

.'

Yep.

.:

'

•

fieri V/ilsoii.

'

Broadway and Hollywood,

the wacks of show 'business.
Afid in the "present historical period of

of

conformity 'and' mass similiarity, show
business seems to be one of the few
phases of; -life where noiiTConformity,
eccentricity, individuality, and general
all-nround Emersonian self-reliance is
not only plentiful but praiseworthy.
To be a "character'', is to be distinctive, to be utterly One's self, The term
"character" to describe a completely
self-contained unit of wackei-y absolutely .without, duplicate—is not indigenous lb Broadway, although many

.

—

'.

Maurice Zolotow

.

H. Allen Smith

LITTLE DOLPH: How come, Grampaw, you never go to Moscow or Johannesburg or Rangoon
or hardly any place, even weekends?

of

was

it

fer us.

.

how he sung "Mammy" seven or eight. limes
Hodamighty, what experiences!
-wasn't there any fighting in Alaska.

Well, Little Dolph, I reckon I got me several
reasons fer (hat. First place, the man ain't livin' that could
Hit me in one of these here dad-blamed rocket ships. -Second place, I flgger I seen everthing I wanna see. Sence the
big war, Lillle Diqlph, I bill content to. jist set and think. I
seen so much in that war,. When -it was over and done with,
i jist/comc back to the old homestead and set myself down
and says to myself. -1 seen enough. By dad. soil. that., was'
the purtiest one war ihey ever liad. The things- I seen 'and
the things I

:

LITTLE DOLPHiYou

,

experiences

the Big

iii

GRAMPAW:

Well,,

them

.never told

me

sir,

happen that

jist

it

did.

I

1

was;

You wouldn't hardly

it.

happen to
mind how I

Ihingfc could,

llirillin'

me. But Ihey

LITTLE DOLPH: Go oh and

tell

n".

setlin'

believe

all

GRAMPAW:

me* Granipaw.

.

-

.

•

.

that

BrOwn was

kill

.

any

of.

those Japs.

Nowadays, those who carry on the tradition have dropped
pretense to fiction. Th'cj best of fhe practitioners are H..
Allen Smith, the Rabelais of this genre,, and Earl Wilson,
the Aristophanes of Life in the Roaring Forties. The' present
writer has devoted the 'past few years to inditing, some footnotes on the life, times, opinions, habits and hopes of the
.Genus Charatteridae Brondwat/its. And' he has often figuratively .'gotten down oiv his' knees and thanked his stars that
the Eternal Producer didn't cast him as a writer about
politics pr as a military expert.

Gram-

all

paw?

.

GRAMPAW:

Himnerds of. lliem. I was a tan-gunner. But
what I wanned to tell, you Was how we got over to Australia,
aiid what happens but one .day" some of us walk into a canleen and gucsji \yhat? Wehdeil Willkie. Same Wendell Willkie that's been tvyin' to git into the White House ail these
years, Standin' right there, he. was; and I swear 4t, I talked
to him a full 15 minutes, old style time. He was a ^-oung feller
then and gobd-lpokin' as they come and he spoke' the. purtiest
English airy one man 'ever spoke in his life. Knowed how

them.

snuck

I

.

such masterpiece of Broadway "characterization" as a "A
Day with Conrad Green" or "Nora." Damon Runyon took
..up where Rihngold Wilmer .Lardner left off and added to the
gallery of magnificent drolls. Damon was still writing under
tlie Actional cloak, but the cloak was wearing thin and everybody could recognize that Waldo Winchester was obviously
Walter Winchell or that The Brain was Arnold Rothstein,

in

LITTLE DOLPH: Did you

lie was a cowboy on the radio.
Cowboysbill 'mebby 1 can dig you up a' book'll tell. you. about,
Anyways, he was on the radio! We didn't have.no.
lelly.vision iir lliem days and life was purly hard. But this
Lone Ranger was my. fa vert and' when Paw says I warn/l
to slay up after supper and hear him, I lit a shuck outahere-

was

Mickey Roohey

.

"Scrooge" the time I was in Manila?
GRAMPAW: No. soti. not exactly. This JocTE.

off and.

run away.lo Wichita.

LITTLE 'DOLPH:

Oh, did you go in the 'movies, Grampa.w?

GRAMPAW:

No. no, no, soil. They warn't no movies in
Wichita- Ihcn. Movies was made out in California, place
called Hollingswood. It was only 15 year ago they moved
to Wichita.. What I run 'off fer was to' git me a job in what
called
they
a dee-fonse plain, Right away my adventures
begin. Warnl -work-in) in that dee-fense plant a month till
along come gue. s who. Rosalind Russell.

.

to say rezzavarr.
kill

anybody

iii

Australia.

Gram-

paw?

GRAMPAW:

We

pugnacious sort

GRAMPAW: Thai's right. Rosalind Russell. But you
wouldn't recollect her. Famious movie actress 'of lliem days.
LITTLE DOLPH: The racehorse, Grampaw?
Come right into the dce-fense plant.: she did, got up on a
'_ GRAM PAW: Naw! This was the man that horse was named
.platform and spoke fer 45' minutes, old-style lime. Never
fer.
There he "conic jiggin' down the street with a feller
fergil it hi all my born days. Don't, know how I ever got up
Fred Astairc, siiigin' a. song about growin' up to' be a
named
the narye to do if. but me and some other fellers walked,
inule with dii-t on his face ....
right up to, her and she give us her autygraph.
LITTLE DOLPH: What, Granipaw.
LITTLE DOLPH: Is that all you did in the war, Grampaw?'
GRAMPAW: He was siiigin' this song and
.'-

GRAMPAW:

jist the beginnin'. In:
the air corpse. Seems as
how I was handy with iViachinical doo-dads and Ihey loolcen
me in afore- 1 knowed it hardly and next thing happens, there
I was bein' trained right outside. of New York City. In them
days New York Cily was the biggest town in.' Ihis country,
and I mind how we u.-wl to go in there to a place called
Stage Door Canteen. And what do you. .reckon happen to

your Grampaw

I

was took

paw?

.

.

:

.-

get bbmbetf in London..

Gram-

•

GRAMPAW: Bombed?

:

Oh, shore!' Got bombed might nigh

ever day and ever night.
'
•

LITTLE'. DOLPH: Did any of them hit you,

Grampaw?

Fayay-llarveyiBm*

GRAMPAW:

Who,, me? Shore. Half a dozen times I got
but wait'll I tell you about the experiences I. had when
got to North Africa. There was sonielhin'! No moren't got
in there, right in Ihe 'thick of things, hud who conies along?
Kay Francis and Mitxi Mayfair and Martha. Rave and Carole
Landis. And listen! Don't breathe a word of this to yet

Frank Fay in his dressing room at the 48th
Faysy has the smallest, star dressing room in
the history of the star-system. It is a tiny cupboard of .a
room, no bigger than a clothes closet. 'Faysy could haMly
move around in it to take off his coat and vest and shirt and
he had hardly room enough lo move_ his arms around to
apply makeup on his face! "Now," lie "said slowly, "I ain't
complaining,' see? But I keep telling Brock Pemberton,
u hit- don 't you
Svo.i'r^tjt'i'.'jj
Y'lMr, LV'V'ii ^
f -'—
think I ought to have at. least two cIccTncT'otifDs""'!! iiiy
dressing room?"
Edward Kennedy iDuke) Ellinglon is another one of tjje
extraordinary eccentrics and slightly on the genius side. I
spent a day in his' company al a lhe Earle theatre in Philadelphia, Mr. Ellington has the largest collection ot pills all
sizes, ail colors— that you could find outside of the warehouse of Parke, Davis-*- Co. Mr. Ellington has pills, for every
purpose. Vitamin pills, sulfa pills, blood pills, digestion
pills, sodamint tablets. He takes them at various times durj
ing the day and night. lie can get along on less sleep than
anybody who works as hard as lie does,, averaging three or
lour hours a night, about two hours less than Edison used
I

hit,

in that lilljc place"?

St.

I

sandwidge with Elhel Merman.'
LITTLE DOLPir: Ethel Merman? Who's that.' Grampaw?
GRAMPAW.: Lor-dec! Plumb fcrgot you wouldn't know
nhftlit
?jU^uau.JSi^dis^Jroa<JaaUoii.s.sineej .ii> ih e m
times-.
But oatin' that xandwidge with her warn't all, Hot"
by a dang sight. That same day, dogged if .1 didn't dance
with Tallulah Bankhead!
LITTLE DOLPH: Gee. Graiiipaw, 1 never heard of any of
El, a

Granmaw, but bc-dogged
on that big mouth! She

,

t

.'

Broadway Rose, who has now found a temporary asylum in
an asylum, was one of the stem's gaudiest characters. It was
a pity she couldn't have, been less obstinate about getting
donations from, her friends, as she is very much missed. Her
raucous voice, and tumbledown costume were a part of every
really important first-night.
And there is triple-talking, songwriting Henry (the Neem
is on the Beam) Nemo, who once threw a cow and two calves
into 'Swan. Lake because he was- a social, director at a hotel
in the Borscht Circuit, and a good social director stops at
nothing to make the guests laugh.
.

LITTLE DOLPH: Did you

in

LITTLE DOLPH: What?

GRAMPAW:

.

Lor-dee no! That was

side of six .month'

didn't kiss

if I

Martha Raye! Right

ast nie to!

,

i

t t^t-tt f.,rj,Qr
j>n.-

Grampaw?

.

GRAMPAW: 1 know. 1 know. But lemmy tell you, son,
them was the great days. Them people was real people. Nit
like these here machinical puppers you got today. Them was
the rear lively days. I recollect along about that same time,
durned it I didn't git on a quiz show. That's what they used
to have on -the radio all the time. Ain't heard tell Of a qu'if
show in. a coon'*;. age. Time I was on one, it was run by A

.other than

name

of

Kay Kysciv

Used' to be all the

titiic

'

if

Right after that I was transferred off to place in Californey,
only it ain't in Califohiey no more— it's in the- Slate of Los
Angeles that broke away from San Francisco eight year
ago. and fought the Mexicans.-' And son, excuse ind fer braggin* but inside of no time a-tall I met and shuck hands' with
Betty Grablc, Jimmy Cagoey, Gary Cooper, ,Joaii Crawford,
Dorothy Lainour, Buddy -De Sylva .and Hedy Lamiirr. Hedy
LaMarr!. Wonder what in tarnation ever happen to Old Hedy!
What limes! Don't think you'll ever see the like of them in

.

.

:

'

.

I'm comin' to that. We got sent up to Alaska
think now, yep, it was in Alaska I met Bob
first .'time. Come right down the aisle and looked
6quaV in the eye and says.. "How's it goin' folia?" Said it
like thai. And. oh yes!' Al Jolsoii. Remember it jist like

Hope

me
list

that writes

all

lemmy

That's him, only then he was a' comedian and
hadn't wriften-only -one-introduction. -Wrote oiic fer a fellei
later got killed witii a whisky bottle in
the Prohibition Revolt of 1958. Had dinner with Fred Allen
right there in Bermuda. AVhat days them was! And you ast
me why I. don't go traveling any seiice the war. Lo>'-f'e <
son, I seen ev'crthing! One way cr aiwthcr, I. got- to see evei
mOvie star that was Of aiij'. account. Mel most of them. too.
Personly;
LITTLE DQLPH: But about the bal ties. Grampaw. Hov.
many people did you kill?
GRAMPAW: Oli, that! Didn't kill lio people. Only Japand. Germans. Reckon 1 killed upperds of a flioii:iand. Bu:
Ihem movie stars! I "tell you'-, it was. a wonderful war. Sech
wonderful' people; 'all them, stars!
,

,

to.

•

'

of the

'

Broadway characters

so nice is

muggs even though we frequently limn
pungent and scornful syllables. Neither Smith nor
Wilson has made any enemies because of their mysomaniac
them

^

in

or mammary satire On the contrary, they are loved more
than ever by their subjects. When I composed :a treatise on
the hatcheck .profession, I was in trepidation lest one of- the'

bust nie in the snoot at the first opportunity,
(hie night, in a nightclub, I was introduced to Abe Ellis, the
monarch of the hat'-hoklors, and, as I glommed his rugged
'•body and stern face, I trembled and tripped over the syllables of
name.' But Mr. Ellis was very broadminded.
"It's a pleasure lo meet you,", he said. "Such an instructive
writer. You write liciion. don't you?" He looked at ihe very
ii'f.iicrssioiiaircs'

to. all

What time kin 1 git a rocket ship fer Berlin, son?
think I'll jist run over and have a visit with old Charlie.
Help bring back all Ihtiyi lovely memories Jer inc. What
a war! Wouldn't of missed it fer a million pounds!
I

1

average.

What makes most
lliey dOn't; resent; tis

my

pointedly.
I got the point.

>

.'.

.

:

We. probably do exaggerate now and theii when we write
-'
about 'Broadway characters,
But. then, we are ajl probably Broadway characters our'

think,

the

1

1

—

ihose inlro

GRAMPAW:

GRAMPAW:
and,

'

of thein, Granipaw''
Well. I expect they're al] gone now. All dead
or- disappeared sc.nicwheres. No, by George! Thcy's. one of
lliem that ain't gone! Thcy's one fiimious :>lar that, I ipet that's
still. around- Mcbby I'll ride in .one of them consarned.rocket
ships yet. I got the itch to: see old Charlie McCarthy. again.
They got' hinr in .;ome museum over to Russia. Berlin, I

'

.

'

LITTLE. DOLPIf: What happened

day,, son.

to see

'

-'.

I

went

Theatre.

1

.

Fred Alien;

.named Smith that

can remember the reason:
lie hollered it, but he musta had a reason. Anyways, I- was
on his quiz show and right here in this cabin my Paw happen
to hear it and that's. when he fergive hie fer runnin' away.

war?

"

GRAMPAW:

'

liolleiiH*

did he holler that for, Granipaw?

GRAMPAW:- Dad blamed

y"oiir

,i

.

.

LITTLE DOLPH: What
.

wljerg y<?4!j
^ |g ht jhg .CwniaiK
"

LITTLE DOLPH: The man

"Yes dance.''
.

ih»t

ductions?

,

teller

v

the Germans? Oh. shore. But the in
naresting thing was when the Germans give up and we was on
Hie way back and got to Bermuda. We Hew over from a place
-ailed Munich, (hat's in Russia now. Come into Bermuda aiid
light there, standin' on the dock waititi' fer us was none

.

these people.

y

'

GRAMPAW: Who?

.

'

These wacks, these characters, they're wonderful people.
Like Eddie Jaffe, the little monster, who- is proud to call himthe ugliest press-agent on Broadway. Or Chuck Green,
who sells diamOnd-studdad' bracelets- and other bijouterie to
the LupUs' Broadtoa|/iis to give showgirls. Frank Fay once

nicknamed Green "the doorway Cartier." Chuck Green is a
of' person. He is a screamer, a tumblei^-he
will get into the most violent sorts of arguments with
strangers in Lindy's about very trivial questions. He will
argue and shout for hours and is an' authority on any subject you can think of.

Fur us 1 can recollect, no.
got shipped
lb what, used to be culled Europe then. Went to .Eden— used
lo be London. What doin's we had there! I'm walkin' down
the street one day when what you reckon happens? I run
right into him— old Bing Crosby..' Old Bing hisself!

,

Rosalind Russell?.

'

self

LITTLE DOLPH: Did you

'

LITTLE DOLPli:

'

.

.

Lone' Ranger; Granipaw?

GRAMPAW:

'

like' Sir

mouth

Ring Lardner was jjerhaps the first to see and portray the
wackery of the. Broadway eharactcrs. He did it in fictional
They tell how Lardner would lock himself in a
room in the l^aihbs CUib with four or five bottles of bootleg
spirits.
He would be .wearing a full-dress 'suit when the
mood to. write might be upon him. He would keep to himself and. whiskey for two solid days and emerge with some
,

.

LITTLE DOLPH: Yo'u^meah
saw

I

•;

disguise.'

a feller famious fer

E.

of

.

.

He was

Joe

dames with layers

Lardnci- and Kiinvon

Grampaw?

Brown.

his

'Twas back in the forepart of '41. Got mad at
night on account he wouldn't leave, nie slay up and
listen to The. Lone Ranger. Got so all-farred hind I ...

Paw one

LITTLE DQLPH: Who was the

Japs? What-are Japs,

physicians,

'

.

I

Oh'i

LITTLE DOLPH: Who?

got started.

GRAMPAW;

.

makeup.

the Japs was some little sa wed-Off varmints that used to live on the yoh side of the Eleanor Ocean.
Ain't, any. Japs any .more. But, as I was sayin'. We got to
the Solomons and what happens? Joe E. Brown.
•

pore mohnthig boy

first

GRAMPAW:

.

chair generals, eccentric

!

:

LITTLE DOLPH:

anything about your
(ell me.

War, Grampaw. Go on and

here a-lhinkin' back on
like

GRAMPAW: Jist hold, yer horses, son; I'm comin' to that.
Next: thing I knowed we was in. Hawaii. We was movin'
'west fast anddidn't stay there, long, but long enough, fer one
AvOnderful thing. Artie Shaw. Artie had a. band a-goin' out
there and we had. one whole evenin' lislenin'' to. that purty
-.-music of his'nJ I could of stayed there a year if they'd, of
left me, but we moved on and the' next thing :you know
we was iii the .Solomons. Fightin' Japs,

.

.

.

us..

to

.

,

lis

think this originated \yith

Not too far. But back. Back, for instance,
It goes back.
Jean de la Bruycie, 1045-90, French moralist, tutor to the
Duke. of Both'boh.. the grandson of Conde in whose house he
composed his' great work, "Lcs Caracleres." iSO, alright, I
lifted it from the Columbia Encyclopedia.) La Bruyere was
rather nasty and hot-tempered willi his "characters,"—
vvolyes at the court of Louis XIV, pretentious authors, arm-

yestlddy,

LITTLE :DOLPH: But
Grampaw?

GRAMPAW:

ZOLOTOW

Bv MAURICE

Perhaps it's the era of herd mediocrity, -mechanization,
chain stores and mass production that makes for national
interest in what have come lo be known, as the "characters."

.

GRAMPAW:

19

WACKS' MUSEUM
—

.

LITTLE DOLPH: Grampaw.

-
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method

that a

of

production can be crystallized into
a formula.

We

at Universal don't think there's

any mystery
ful

in

developing a success-

formula. Essentially,

integrity, efficiency

why,

That's

show

and Creative
in

based on

and those most

important elements of
...Ingenuity

it's

Talent.

Universal pictures, ex-

hibitors find every variety

and type

of story.. .from slapstick farce
to the

business

comedy

most serious drama. But above

all. ..at

Universal

we

never lose sight

of this all-important box-office fact:
IT

TAKES ALL KINDS OF TASTES TO

MAKE AN
to
est

make

AUDIENCE... and

we

try

pictures to please the great-

number. Watch our Releases and

you'll

know what we mean!

'
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How

OK 1HNYON
\

motion pic-lures- is- so -^iiii plol mid the row a; J
One wonders why' no more than- >. veral hunas a enrc-r.
dred persons have chosen it over cab-driving
Of course it is admitted that a iahdiivcr meets more h<tcrosiins people. -but. a motion puMijie
Writing

Wednesday, January

Annivernaiy

way anil then pick it up for 10 limes as much? True also,
mosf of ihem haven't gotten round to reading many books
themselves n> .vet. They have readers in New York to make
them a 28-page synopsis, which is in turn condensed in their
home, off.ee and finally presented to. them on the back of a

to Write a Motion Picture
Bv CAPT. <X\l

fS&RIEfY

Thirly-n'uith

l>iu

1

:r-

mere seven geniuses a week,
pending deal to represent one more pub-

l!H4 average

elu.es a

lie

il

1

is

li>her. I'.c oimhl to gel into double figures in 'no.'. time flat. One
im i.'i red h.is -displeasure. In revenge he-dismissed
\lVM <n er>
the churl's novel wilh a \iiiual biushofT. "Here's an epic that
makes a sihleir.el out of Hcminftwa>\ Fourteen studios will
be -grovelling on their knees for it by the time the ink on
thi.- confidential .memo is dry."
'

hoy will moei a gjrl. and t.ho>
will fall in love, have a ''.illy ol a spal.
then become reconciled. Why doesn't
everyone write it'.' Is it simply lazinsss
oh their part'.' The weekly, pay ranges
from over $100 a week to thousands.
Just Tor that: just. Tor put tin" on paperabout the boy and the girl.
Let's get busy and earn some, of that
('apt. 'Claude Binyon
good pay Let's start by pulling, names
in a hat and pulling out two or three. Say the names you
pull oul arc Josephine, Henrietta and Dorothy. That w-ould
mean you'd have to write a story about three girls meeting
each other, and it "wouldn't be worth the effort.'
Let's peek a little this lime and make sure that we draw
the names of a boy and girl. This time we get Josephihe
and Charles. So our story's/going to be about Josephine
and Charles. Now— where will our story take place
Put the names of places in the hat— as many as you want.
Now draw one. Well, what do you know? New York! So
that's where our story will happen.

Tlie (lonviiicrr
There are eight successful plays on Broadway today that
were adapted from books, not including "Sadie Thompson,"
which ;is a distant descendant of a story by Somerset
Maugham. Hollywood agents arc so impressed with this 'feeord they have persuaded Jack and Charlie to let publishers
sit in the front room wilh them at "21." The news that Marshall Field had bought into Simon ti Schuster, and that other
•Wall .Street interests were trying to get a "piece of the new
Grosset A Dunlap setup was another indication that the book
publishers were beginning to edge into the realm of real "big
business"-. and rated at least a telephone-call-if—a-prodjjcer
was in New York for anything longer than four months.
The result of all this is an interesting change -in book publishers' waiting rooms these days. Authors, of course, can't
come in often since they've had to lay up their Cadillacs,
and their ./chauffeurs and footmen are working in defense
plants. Advertising-space salesmen are now at home only
alternate Tuesdays from 5-5:10. But Hollywood personalities
—yes sir. real. live, in the flesh, members of the motion pic,

'.'

Next, put the names of things in a hat. All Ihe things
you can think of. Ship. dog. rainbow, bread, chair, subway,
necklace, nail, book, monkey wrench, rain, haunted house,
canary. One of these things is going to affect the lives of.
our two people. Because of it we are going to have a story.
this time.

What

is

ture

colony— are now beginning to populate those waiting
Time Magazine was so impressed with this developthat it sent newshawks to investigate the whole setup.

rooms.

ment

Dignified purveyors of literature thus learned for the
first
that they were chunky, paunchy. bouncey.
beetlebrowed, and chinchilla-haired. "Variety "s" Literati
Was onlyleft out when a particularly good
ad came along at the last
moment. A Shakespearian scholar who had been the
head of
a dignified old publishing house's editorial
department for
30 years turned in a manuscript report that began
"As a
book this stinkcroo is strictly off the cob. but
.e might boff
.those Be veil v buzzards into thinking
ii was Golden Bantam."
A new day has definitely dawned for literature in America.

time

it?

.

Book.
Thai's a cinch. Charles Is going to write a book. What
shall the book be about? Naturally 'it must have something
to do with Josephine, or- theyvll never meet!
Well— Josephine is a nurse in an insane asylum-rand there's your story. In order to write a book about life
in an insane asylum. Charles pretends to be insane. While
under detention he meets and falls in love wilh Josephine,
in turn falls in love with him. Under Josephine's loving care Charles is soon adjudged lit to be thrown inlo the
world again. ./nTT inasmuch as his book- is not yet. completed he
confesses that he was sane all the .time. and needs a few
more- weeks in the joint for research. This causes a rift
with Josephine, who had permitted Charles to dp certain

who

things to her that no'sane

man would dare

Simple—Very!
And worth

By
In

the last
,

I

a pretty penny, too.

Later, when you have had. "more experience, there will
be no necessity of peeking when you draw the names of
characters, it you draw the names of two boys and a girl
you write the same story with a few little added complica-

.

tions Charles wilt be the novelist as before. Josephine will
be the nurse in the asylum and the third character: Henry,
-will be a doctor at the asylum who already is in love with
Josephine when Charles appears. Henry will become jealous
when Charles and Josephine fall in love, and it will be he
who reveals that Charles is in the hospital on a hoax. When
Charles manages to. become reunited legitim ately wilh
Josephine by drinking himself insane, Henry in a wcioiTs"
plot to restore Charles' sanity and thereby get him out of
the asylum, will work himself into insanity and strike
Charles a cruel blow over the head. The Slow will make

,

Arthur Hopkins
perts in all matters theatrical.
The theatre is the one business in which nothing needs to
be learned.
Everyone is born with an unfailing instinct
about all theatrical problems. Most people arc too busy
with other occupations which they look a -long time to learn.
Strangely enough, learning one's own business requires certain tedious steps, of which the theatre- is happily free.. So
lack of experience is no handicap to Ihe stockholder.
As
with the dramatic critic, his perception is a gift which he
cannot explain. It amazes him, but it just came. His not
to reason why. And it in a sure thing that if the stockholder
is lacking in theatre genius, his little wife can easily .supply it:
.

'

'

'

;

_

Among

the theatre-struck it might be difficult to And a
doesn't know everything about, the
theatre— but finding a woman is impossible.

man who admits he

Just listen to them at a matinee. Battered theatre veterans'are amazed to find the reasons for puzzling success or failure
so quickly grasped by Ihe Hpkinson girls.
It would be a pretty foolish stockholder who dipped info a
production without letting the little woman, read the script.
And then think of the help .she can be to the author: and
to the. director, in casting.' And what she can do for the
dress designer when actresses, who notoriously know nothing about makeup or clothes or hats or handbags, appear
first at dress rehearsal.

GEORGE JESSEL

three years audiences in motion picture
and

presentation houses have become more and
more like they
were uy the days of the old Bowery in New
York and in the
old-fashioned music halls in London. In
those days, while
they booed of sometimes heckled the
folks on the stage, there was nearly
always the excuse that they were a little

and you forgave them because
they did like someone their loyalty
throughout the lifetime of the
In these days, however, there'
is a
tendency on the part of all the
young element to be disrespectful to
things they don't like on the stage
and
to be kind of nuts about what they
do
like.
When I say kind of nuts I mean
that their response to Sinatra or
a hot
band is not always, quite healthy,

bit tipsy
if

lasted

Charles sane again, and Josephine will lead him back into
the world and happiness.
Or would you' rather be a cab driver?

PublisherJSraducier

Romance Blazing
By BENNETT GERE
Picture producers' passion for literature dates back to a
historic occasion in 1931 when Sam Goldwyn discovered "The
Wizard of Oz" and read.it from cover to cover in four evenings. "It ruined my social life." he told George Oppenheimer. "but it's beautiful." Goldwyn put his copy oh the
same shelf as the picture rights, which he purchased but.

M-G-M and Judy Garland were duly grateful a
few years later.
Walter Wanger. of course, had the book-buying habit long
before he came to Hollywood. It was a vice acquired in his
youth at Dartmouth. Shortly before he left for the Coast he
bought SO Modern Library books for the chorus girls' rest
rooms at the Roxy. The girls will never forget it. One of
them exclaimed "Whaddya know! Here's an author named
after those O. .Henry candy bars." Another discovered that
"The Brothers Karamazov" made a wonderful door-stop.
neglected.

For .years a colorful Vine Street bookseller tried to convince producers that books, as well as plays, had infinite picture possibilities. The books: that he peddled around the
studios from his little black bag. however, scarcely bore out
nis point. Not that they would have been costly to produce.
As Harry .Hansen cracked about "Forever Amber." all the action would have had to take place offstage. This bookseller
Anally turned to the greener pastures of agenling— a sad loss
to literature and. about 28 publishers who have been trying
to collect from him ever since.
.

indispensable war-forecasters call
•Hie fateful year of 1945' shows that the romance between
61m producers and book publishers has at last become serious. True, the producers still loathe the. thought of paying'
publishers any real, money. Why buy a book for $10,000
when they can wait until U has flopped as a play on Broad-

'

artist.

.

The opening of what our

boys.

A really fine cast Of stockholders
can sometimes be assembled in a week.
They have no picture commitments, no
radio conflicts. Of course, they are ex-

She is not only a born O'Neill, but a born Belasco, a born
Bob Jones, a born Schiappafelli: a born John-Frederics, a
born Elsie DeWolfe. a born Max Factor, a born George SchafT;
amazingly borne out. unfortunately, not still-born.
How carelessly God showers gifts on people who.' for some
reason,* have never been able to reveal them in work of
their own.
Of course, any business man could have been a damn good
actor if he had ever bothered about it.

Audiences—And Why

do.

Well. Charles leaves the hospital'- with, no girl and no ending for his book. This drives him to drink, the drink drives
of his mind; and in short order he is reunited with
Josephine and working like mad on both her and the ending.

simple?

Broadway has grown a corporation aitcl it is nol always
comfortable.
ThLs corporation does not necessarily mean
thai the street is a groaning table. There Ls plenty of groaning, but nol always from over-nourishment.
In launching a production, are. the
actors cast first?
How old-fashioned.
No indeed. The promoter must first
cast the stockholders.
Stockholders ave not required to submit photographs or press notices: although some of Ihem are gelling fatter
press-books tliBn stars, even breaking
into
national magazines as
wonder

•

Unruly

him out

Isn't that

ARTHUR HOPKINS

By

a

picture' a

draw .one. No peeking

1945

Look At That Corporation

cancelled postage stamp. Entertaining agents are there to serve
ihem tt'O. One of them circulates a weekly dope sheet proc'.iiminti lie' new geniuses he has discovered in the preceding

seven clays

writer may work (or Koori |W dur.ng.
the day and pretend lo tvccl inloroMing peolc at n iy In.
Everyone knows thai in the average

ahead,

3,

I

for.

sn great, thai

Go

'

George J«iel

though

enthusiastic.

Not So Silent Cal

I

Countless surprising moguls have recounted to me their
easy triumphs in college or private theatricals. The crowning surprise came when Jack .'Barry-more and I were invited
to call on Calvin Coolidge at the White House. We wondered what we could find lb talk about. We needn't have
bothered. Silent Cal did all Ihe talking. He told us of the
various Shakespearean roles he had played at Amherst. He
flxecr his eye on Jack, whom he had seen the previous night
in "Hamlet."
Was he impressed? We never learned. The
granite glare was nut encouraging. His manner clearly indicated that, if he had bothered about theatre nonsense; being
a Jack would have been no trouble at all,
I have since believed that if Coolidge could not escape
grease-paint infection, no* .one was immune.
Of course, ceremonial lodges, like the Masons, have a fine
exhibit of wonderfully dressed hams. One visit to Congress
and you will realize that Broadway Sol Bloom is really a
modest violet compared to some of the long-grass Spelvins.
So the availability of money for theatre' gambling is not
surprising. The world Is. full of frustrated hams, male and
female. Hams with angel wings.
:

.

I think the reason for this
irreverent attitude can easily
be found. The finger of blame points
first to a source lor
thaMs the ' act of th* continuous
'lu
entel
entertainmentthat is given for nothing on the
radio
For
example, in two hours on Sunday all forms
of dramatic and
musical expression come to the ears
or America in times
and places far removed from the theatre.
ducer, to get the audience in a gay mood. Then the radio
I was in a home
in New York justjhe other
show itself started with a dramatic skit. You can easily
day. Nice. siniDle people relatives).
The lime 11 o'clock Sunday morning." Son^'of
~SCe - What liapptrii.ed. In-the uiud;iv -«>f a dramatic line some
the"
older members of the family were in the
youngster hollered: "Make the. guy take his pants off again."
front room half
dressed. The lady of the house was in
There is no telling how bad this can become.
the kitchen preparing
lunch, and the two younger boys were not
Managers of theatres should not think of just that one
yet up
All this
while Tosoanmi was on the radio playing
week's business with the hot band or the week's singing
Beethoven's Opus
No. 2. Very little attention was being paid
sensation. The amusement .business is in a much healthier,
to Maestro Toscanini.
Consequently, it this same group of people were
state when a legit, or a picture star can make appearances'
to
attend a concert, unless they were fastidious
throughput the country and' feel safe in going on the stage,
music lovers
they would probably keep talking as they
as they used to in former years. It's tough enough to have
did while the
radio concert was on. I have been at dinner
to worry about how good the entertainment is without having
parties when
Helen Hayes was on the air crying her heart
to say: "I wonder what they'll noller from the balcony after
oul. with
absolutely no one paying any attention to
I say this or that."
Personally, of course, the fellows with
her.
There is
no help for this,
experience are not hurl by audience heckling. Most of us
know all the answers and how to squelch the guy. In nightWrong Participation
clubs you can answer to the stew: "Bless your little alcoholic
heart" or "I've seen you once before, under a microscope."
Then we have the
_

^

E^V?

i

-.'-...

.horrible situation of

managers

atres,

in the-

for the sake of one or two weeks'
business/allowing
people to dance in the aisles while the jive
music is on
Audience-participation acts eventually lead to the
boys

and

girls participating

even when they're not asked to do so.
l ye always rioted throughout
the years that, even where
audiences are more genlle and conservative, as soon
as the
artist asks for requests, unless he immediately
goes into
some, mynber. some smart alcck usually hollers: "Sing Far
Far Away" or some other corny wheeze, and if this
continues it throws the entire performance out
of key, even
though the artist may have been going swell up Jo that
-

;

point.

We. then have

the latest of the. menaces, to gentility and
that so many of trie radio programs have a warmup
before the actual, radio show;
great many of these shows
that

is

etc.

.

But' ho theatre or home is a pleasant place to be in wilhoul
respect. The youngster who Is allowed 16 put a beard on a
in 'his father's
hat, and 'that same youngster will have to be put in his place
if, in
a theatre, he is allowed to holler at the actors and
dance in. the aisle and is given the freedom that he should,

picture of President Roosevelt will spill ink

only have in a schoolyard.
The- theatre has existed all through the ages. Actors and
actresses performed in great amphitheatres in ancient Greece
without the help of audiences, and the theatre managers arid
the radio shows that invite heckling 'and answering-back;
will find thai the next step after that will be stealing pictures
out of the lobby and throwing things' on the stage.
My advice is, make he audiences look. up. not yell down.

A

which

I

follows:

have appeared on

The warmup

is

.

just' lately

in

New York

45 minutes and the

run as

show one-half

2

hour.

Some

radio producers have the very bad taste to employoutside vaudeville acts to go on ahead of the actual radio
show. On one show, on which I appeared.* just before the
program started on. the air/ two men from a nearby nightclub did a striptease.' This was done, I was told by the pro-

Little

Rabbits

My favorite ilory is the one about the two little
rabbit* that were being chased down the road by two
dogt.
Suddenly, one rabbit turned to the other and
said: "What are ice a/raid of? Left stop a tiiiniit* and
outnumber

fliem.'"

Pal C. Flick.
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Aimitvrsary

As a Galley V Slave

Life

A Nome,

What's In
a "Variety" character forced they say so and stop all this- beating
Into what would b« oalled of galleys around trie bush.
When the blggeBt deal aver made
my Inner Sanctum. If I worked for
S&S and tapped ms lor a faw hun- for an unpublished book was andred words for this Issue, It was a nounced several months ago, I'll
morning
foggy
and
and
the
swear
that every tradapaper and
cold,
cute little Scotties from that Black oolumn shouted awesomely that the
purchase had been made from galJ,. White bottle I'd tapped the night
chasing
Vere
their
leys.
It
tails and
was not. What happened
before
yelling view-hallo in my more inti- actually was that the author delivered a carbon copy of his origmate Inner Sanctum.
I

of

was taking a fairly gloomy view
things even before this "Variety"
invited himself in. As the first
a large cloud of smoke

mugg

word and

simultaneously
from
his
However, I
mouth I said. "No."
hastily reconsidered my decision as
the aroma impinged on my aura
and I could feel my red, whit* and
blue corpuscles turning green. That
was the only way in which I could
get the mugg himself and, more important, his segar the hell out of.
there and I could be sick In peace.
Which explains why my byline apissued

.

pears above and you're' no
surprised than I am, bub.

more

Even more of a surprise is the
regularity
with which .the word
"galleys" appears to be favored by
reporters of Broadway and Holly.

,

Hollywood.

way

wood?

'
.

In every trade paper, including
"Variety,", you see a head reading
something like (his:
£

FBODUCSB BUT* NX
BIGHTS OF "FOMVEB THE
AMBBB BELL TOLLS"
FBOM a ALLEYS
(Lousy Head— Ed)

INDIE

Now

why

friend' Indie

why

in

buy

should he?

blazes shouldn't
from galleys? Or
What's so exciting

or mysterious or newsworthy about
galleys? What's so wonderful about
that word? I don't know. Do you?
Our friends who write those

and heads would have you
and me infer something like this.
One morning Mr. Indie presses
every single buzzer on his kneehple
desk and the minions assemble.

stories

.

Meanwhile Indie
taries

to

instructs his secre-

short circuit

calls

all

ex-

Gorgeous audi maybe
Then the oracle speaks.

from

cept

mama.

"Sh-h-h-h.
I hear that Hyperia
Obtrusive has written another sure
bestseller.

I

gotta have

buy

I'll

it.

without knowing the title, withword.
I don't care,
what it costs. But I'll buy it only
from galleys. I don't want to -talk
I don't want the origto. Hyperia.
inal manuscript.
I
don't want a
copy of the original manuscript.' I
it

A
call

!

j

"When I got back to my
from 'a' story -conference there;
Sid Skolsky
was a message that
phoned -me from Albany. -I thoufihl

said D.O.S.

.

PETE SMITH

of whose short h' for >l -tt-.M again U-iid
tlie
hundred grand were laid on the the Held »f live iictlon brierlCH in
*
and soon by an impressed Quls;le.v>Khine'exlilblioi'H pull.
I claim that agent was smart.
Ne'd probably fallen Into
nest Of
galleys in his youth and learned, Par Employees Over
his lesson.
Certainly he deserved

before I returned the
check with you."
"I'm not in Alabny
phone you. Someone
bing you. If you find

about

a matter of fact,

if

you want

to «et technical about it, a galley
isn't what you think It Is. You actuBecause
ally can't read a galley.
as any printer can tell you, a galley
is the tray which holds the type.
If you pull an impression of the
type, in ink, on a long, blank sheet
of paper you get a galley proof.
That's what you read.
And that's
what the caption writers think it's
wondeful to buy from.
But why quibble? Galleys or galley proofs, they're all the same to.

o
.

.

me, which happens to be anathema.
In spite of the above impassioned
prose. 10-wilI-get-you-one that before the week is out you'll see another story about Indie or Major
buying a vehicle for whozis from
galleys.
I don't care.
I only make
living from galleys, that's all. If some
publisher happens to read this piece
I'll probably be blacklisted,
then

my

wish I'd had done what "Variety"
wanted me to do. Which was to devote this space to a memoir titled,
"Why I Like to Buy Stories For
Pictures."
But maybe It's better

I'll

;

way

the'

ft is.

I still like to eat.

let

call

that I'd

me-khow."

me

"Are you sitting down?" he
told him that I was.
"Then I. can tell you," said -Stew"1 just got another call from
art.
Albany, N. Y.' And f rom a Sid
Top on Bond Drive Skolsky. Only the Sid is spelled
The Sixth War Loan drive among with a 'y' instead of mi "i," and it
employees of Paramount in the N. Y. isn't a man it's a woman. Have '-you
area, including homeoffice, newsreel, any relatives there?"
laboratory, and various subsids, has
"Not that I know of."'
gone over the top by a substantial
"Well," went on Stewart, "this
amount,- according to E. A. Brown, lady, Syd Skolsky, has written a
cashier of the company, 'who was book and she wanted me to do
drive chairman. Figures to be dis- something about it for her."
closed in' a report were being com"What's the book?" I asked, flabpiled last week.
bergasted,
Amount to be reported by Par
"It's called 'Evenings With Music,'
includes. $12,00$) in bonds purchased and it's published by E. P. Dutton."
by a non-industry friend of AL Fine"Well, HI be
stone, trade contact for the Par pub"So was I," said Stewart. "But
licity department, and credited to plenty of people are going to think
Par. The $12,000 was purchased by you are an author. You ought to
Joe Kuluva, Kansas City; Kan., mer- thank her."
chant, as a tribute to his two sons,
When ralttieos FaU Oat
who are In the service, one of whom, f
Lt. William Kuluva, recipient of the
But this isn't the. only adventure
Purple Heart, was formerly in I have had with the name' Skolsky.
Broadway legit and on the radio.
There is a barber. shop off Wiltshire
near La Brea that I pass occasionally, and when I do I wave an hello,
Take Over Zlecry Home
to the barber at the first chair. I
Chicago.
Failure "bf Billie Burke, owner ot knew him when he worked in anold Flo Ziegfeld home, on near west other shop, and when I'm in this
side here, to respond to court notice district needing' a shave 1 drop
that building will be placed in re- in .and let this barber shave me.
Recently, the friend I visit in this
ceivership, resulted In naming of
county treasurer to operate prop- district came to me and said, "I must
erty and apply proceeds to payment tell you about your barber friend.
of $5,000 delinquent taxes and penal- He told me to tell you not to wave
hello to him when you pass by. And
ties that have accrued since 1928.
again.
asked.

I

,

—
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1944 Film Gross Average Above 1943;

want bound pages.
want an advance book.- J
dpii't

GALLEYS. Now get
and gel me galleys."

don't

I

WANT
men,

going,
•

Surefire For Publicity
Plainly, the inference is that unbuys from galleys he won't
get a line of publicity on his purless Indie

even

chase
costs
"'

though

property

the

him a

lUblt& T

I

million. That's the inuis'm . Vf-siwuld'jit-**.—

Galleys are just one step in the
process of manufacturing a book. In
that. process galleys aren't nearly as
important as the author's own manuscript, which starts it, or (he fin-

ished book, which ends it. Galleys
are an Intermediate step and, fur-

thermore, they're an invention of the
devil.
Let me tell you.
Have you ever handled galleys?
Have you ever handled them withlosing
your temper or qualifyout
ing

for.

Job's mantle?

Well;

I

have

but not without a large, bare
....
table, two free hands, a pair of tongs

.

and a barrel of luck.
time, man and boy,

And

in

my

had to
more galleys than any one
man oughta. Just try to read a nice,
fat set of galleys on
a crowded
I've

read

the B. O.

Peak Yet

The tendency of grosses to main^
tain strength, With the 1944 average'
actually better than for 1943, leads
to the belief In some industry quarters that attendance will not. be affected for a long time to come, at
least not to any appreciable extent
There are'those also who go further
than that by expressing the thought,
whether wishful' thinking or hot,
that the peak in patronage may not
as yet have been reached and could
..come during the reconversion period
after victory" is won.
There may be greater dips territorially, with gross levels .fluctuating more than at present, however,
it's pointed out
The period of transition from wartime to civilian pursuits also may be
longer in certain sections of the
country to cause more pronounced
fluctuation later on, depending on
when victory is achieved and to
what extent various factors leading
back to normalcy will figure, trades-

men note.
When 1944 blew

in it was felt that
the peak in gross averages had been
reached. That has not proved to be
true.' At its finish the average of
grosses is claimed to have run near

5%

better than for all of
despite a tendency during
to

bound,

1943,

unstapled and unimpressed
by your best efforts' to keep them

mostly of lesser importance in dollar returns, have dropped as much

in order arid within' a
area, say an acre.

as.

reasonable

By

to

Be Reached?

ROY CHARTIER

however. Since aritself, there has be.en
upsurge in business despite
a
the disappointing war news.
than

in'

1949,

Xmas

rival of

terrific

Holiday Biz
Holidays during the past year
have varied when compared to 1943.
For instance, July 4th, wfiich marked
a four-day weekend for most people,
was away ahead, as was Labor Day
(three-day weekender), but Thanksgiving proved to be behind on an
average. Reminded, however, that
fluctuations might be traced to vari-

25% due

this

'

•ion period not only is it anticipated
that film theatre* will substantially
benefit from the work provided for

returning servicemen and - women
but that added leisure time will figure when woAtihg hour* wstiiy are
vastly' reduced. These tame mem-

ber/oTtne armed

forces,

now

total-

-

to various causes, but
has been offset by the strength

Pis tUb it Extended

have

won much added patronage

of business
tories,

1

My

wanted

friend

to

know how

I

hacl chansjed.

The barber told him. "He used to
write such a nice column. It was interesting and amusing. But now it's
pretty bad. He's opposed to everything that's fine and good."
"Wliai's the matter?" asked my
friend. "Did he say something about
Sinatra or Turner that you didn't
like?"
"You make jokes," said the barber,
"and it's serious. I'm surprised you
associate with him. He's against the
government, he's against the way
the
war is .being handled, he's
against labor.' I'm a union man and
a liberal, and I tell you it's a good
thing he doesn't come into my chair.

show him/'
By now you should know, and

I'd

I

hope you

do, that the barber's tirade
against Sokolsky, the political
writer. I would like to make it clear
here thai - I
not Sokolsky, that I
am not related to him, and that I
really don't know him. I met him
once, years ago. That's alL

was

am

is going to get me
what 'with a barber Wantmy throat That Sokolsky
probably responsible for many
dirty looks that' I have received. I
wish. I could do something about
that gliy's name.* I know that he is
older than I am, but I Wish he would
change it, for it is his name that is
getting me into trouble and not my

That Sokolsky

in trouble,

ing to- cut
is

name

that

is

getting

him Into

tight

situations.

The worst that can happen to
Sokolsky in the confusion of names
is that someone says to him, "Say,

how do you know

that Lana Turner
sleeps "with nothing on her?" He
can give a knowing look and pretend that he is me. But there is
nothing that he write* that I would
want to take credit for. .;
.

N

my

I thought
name was odd and
different enough
when I started
writing, but you see that, it isn't
Why I even had a fellow come up to
and say, "What wa«'your nam*

-

me

before you changed

it

to Skolsky?"

mrmmm
OVEBEAS fPJlBO
One bundled
units, or

and. seventy three
437 performer*, at* now

units, comprising 500 perforroera,
are in action on the three domestic
circuits—Victory, Blue and hospital.
Performer* who have entertained
overseas are Grace Drysdale, puppeteer; FrarJkle-Gs&v&e, comic, and
Blossom Sitter*, comediennes, each'

'

21 month* overseas; Penny Beau*
mout accordionist; Gertrude Briefer,
Jack McCoy, comic, and
OlyaKlem; accordionist, each over 9f
months, and Peggy Alexandef, dancer; Evelyn Hamilton, acwrdtonist;
Freddie Llghtner, comic, aqd Will

dancer;

also to be -born* in

min&.

.

;

.

Wright, rope act, oversea* lt'raonth*.
Entertainers who made the moat
trips overseas are Gertrude Briefer;
with eight; Hyles Bell and Nsa
Bedlni, comedian*; Sammjr Waltji,
comic, and Blossom Sister*, tlx trjpti

Bob GltchrK

stager-guitarist;

rr»*

ces McCoy, singer; Olya KIcm; Jac%
McCoy; Terete Rudolph, dancer;
Dorothy WenzeL dancer; Ann An-

derson, singer,

and Peggy AWxandir,

five, trips, and 27 others with Uat
trips each to their credit viz; •
Jetry Colonna, comic; Fraagf**
theatres are .ex"
pected to be erected as soon after Conville; Birdie Dean, dancer; T~
singer;
Erna Fa
the War as construction materials Duncan,
Fennard,
can be obtained; with the estimate dancer;
placed at as high as 1,000. Addition- Charles Gary, accordionist;"
singer;
Gerald Griffjn.
ally, many houses of the shotgun George,
type will probably be replaced, singer; Evelyn; Hamilton; -Irvfjat
while others in a run-down or out- Harris, accordionist; Ken Harvejc,
moded condition are likely to be banjoist; Bob Hope; Stubby SayJb
modernized, with all making the at- comic; Nina Korda, singer; France*
tendance of picture shows more in- Langford; Freddie. Lightner; Jerry,
viting than at present. While some Mann, 'comic;. Pat Ogden, daneatf
Paplle,
accordionist; Jack
theorists- might figure out various Prank
reasons why the film business could Powell, drummer; 'Bart'
be hard hit after V-E and V-J Day,' juggler; Tony Romasey
all in all it would seem the factors Win! Shaw, singer;
pointing in the. other direction tajae singer; Patty Thomas,''
very definite precedence,
Jtuis Thompson, danjsar,
it,"

Also,

In looking for continued prosperity for pictures for some time after
the war is won, showmen are. relying on numerous things. Firstly, it
is pointed out that the fllm theatres

said the barber,
10 be sucn a 1,1CC fd'ow. It
pleasure to shave him. even
l>avc a. tough beard. But
he changed!';"-

bound to be some defection.
oversea* tor USO-Camp Shews oa
Meantime, during .the reconver- 'its foxhole circuit, w'.lle 72 -mora

ing over 11,000,000, have been seeing
films on' farflung warring fronts and
ous factors, including the caliber of;
they also rosy be regarded aav future
the pictures on display, weather,
film theatre potentials. Meantime,
transportation problems, etc.
not only will postwar Jobs mean
No one can. accurately predict added spending money .but over the
when V-E Day will come, though lush wartime years a vast reservoir
prospects look promising for some- of savings have been set up as
time during 1945, but until it does result of lush defense work earn-,
come statisticians on grosses point ings and also through the' purchase
out that in order to get a reliable of many billions of war bonds.
picture of business conditions in the- Teen-agers, formerly not having
atres, about three .months are re- much money to drop at film thequired to average off all factors atre, wickets; are also to be regarded
which bear an effect on the situa- as potential regular patrons of the
tion.
So far as the postwar period future since they have alto, deis concerned, it's all theory, includveloped the habit of going to picing the factors that may then fig- ture snows.
The development of
ure adversely or favorably.
tremendous World markets postwar

since Pearl Harbor more than three
years ago and, it is to be expected,
done in cities and terri- that this will represent an important
with the result when an gain for the fuitire. Deprived of
average is struck in terms of theatre other entertainment and their cars,
That Word!
receipts, plus rental money back to folks "who formerly shunned pictures
But let's get back to our journal-, distributors; an improved condition have turned
to them for, want of
stie preoccupation with inn t word. generally is reflected for 1944. Presomething else to do and, since film
What they mean to tell us is that Christmas period this year. With product has maintained a high
Indie bought a best-seller be/ore shopping
extremely heavy,, affected standard of quality, it is presumed
Publication.
Well then, why don't theatre grosses considerably more that Trillions may have acquired the

Galleys! You can. have them. I'll
take a pocketbook instead, thanks.

film-going habit. The hope is that
not too many of them will try 'to
effect a cure of the habit, though
reminded In theatre operating circles that when opposition' amusements return and autos will again
be merrily' oh- the foil, there* is

.

some
commuting train.
You won't try
twice.
Not and live. Especially if months to weaken, though to only
you try to smoke a cigarette too.
a very minor degree such as ocYou know, of course, that each curred in September and October.
galley-sheet is some 7 x 24 inches Since then the over-all average has
and that there are around 50 sheets been ranging from 9* to 10% better
in a set, depending on the length
than for the same period in 1943.
.of the book-to-be.
Galleys are un- It is true that some towns and zones,

»«••

now

i

'

out reading a

Is

Tllat Skolsky,'
a.

if

I-

and I didn't
must be ribout what it's

Later that day. Stewart. phoned

line

As

'

"

^

!

!

di-

a better fate than to be. made a galley, slave in all the stories about his
big deal.

i

office

the
the

studio.

j

•

.

the resultant exact copies of
manuscript' were submitted to
studios.
They were read, and
gested painlessly and a couple

few weeks ago I got a phone
from Donald Ogden Stewart

was lucky thai you hadn't been
(<»' a shave lately, or he would
have cut your throat."
To «'/ 1 was PU/.zled would put
it

"I just wain to know if you're In!
'I -mildly.
Albany, N. Y.." he said.
-"I asked, him -what was (he matter
"No, I'm still in Hollywood," lj
with you." said the friend, "and this
said
"What's- the idea'.'"
w »at the barber told me:
"Thai's what I want to know,"! •»

manuscript to his Holly wood
agent.
The agent had the whole
thing multigraphed and bounc^ and
inal

I

»»
Eh!

*************** By SIDNEY SKOLSKY-jm

When

his

29

4

.

many hew"

Lew

-.

.

:
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One Agent's 80G Commish
By MORI

KHUSHKN

Hollywood shattered
•records

year

last

went

oompanies

as

on a

oil

previous

major

film

"Another Love Story"
"Jacobowsky and the Coioncl"
"Tars and Spars" (Coast Guard Tab Revue.
"Over 2i;

legit properties, the highest amount
•ver recorded for any film company

during any calendar year. A literary agent, Annie Laurie Williams,
earned an estimated $80,000 in commissions in a single week in December.
An unprecedented level was
reached when film companies made
commitments to pay more than $3,892,000 (may reach more than $4.500,000 when profit participation
finally calculated) for the lights

.

$35,000 (approximate)
350,000
35.000 (approximate)
3o0,000

.

.

Total

.$770,000

Metro
"The Fledgling' (unproduced) .v..-.....:..... $25,000
"Cabbages and Kings" (unproduced musical). 100,000
.

"Violet"
"On the

100.000
100.000 plus

Town"

"Laugh Parade" (consummated
"The Damask Cheek"

is
to-

in 1944'

|e plays during the year ending
Dec. 31. 1944. Cash commitments
•lone topped what was previously
considered the peak year, 1943, by

Total

up

Sol Lester

exactly that.

Feature For June (unproduced) .
"The Searching Wind" (Hal Wallis)

of the 1944 total with deals involving
"Life With Father" and "Voice of
the Turtle," the latter not yet consummated .though announced as a
saja to Warners earlier in the year.

$50,000
100,000

Total

Mary Pickford
1'One Touch of Venus"

|

.$150,000 plus

10%

of gross

PRC

in 1044, with approximately $770,000"
invested in play properties.
Metro
spent $470,000 for the rights to seven

"Angel Island"

$30,000. (approximate)

.

RKO

plays as compared with $290,000 the
previous year ("Laugh Parade" not
consummated in 1943 is included in
this- year's purchases).
20th -Fox, which headed -the playbuying splurge last year with an
estimated expenditure of $1,545,000
(including "Winged Victory" ),
dropped to fourth place witfi $400,000 ("Junior Miss") during 1944.
For the moment, there appeared
to be no hint of any softening in
the strong market for plays, although
tome readjustment may come later
In 1945.
To the very end it was a
seller's market during 1944, report
edly based-on-the-most -acute-shortage of suitable film material ever
experienced.
It promises to con
tjnue a seller's market for some time
to come, according to all indications.

"I-

.

.

.$150,000 (ceiling)
of plays' run)
10.000

$160,000

...

Jack Skirball
"Sunny River"

20th Century-Fox
"Junior Miss" (consummated in 1944)

Warner

$400,000

Bros.

"Life With Father"
"Voice of the Turtle"
"Two Mrs. Carroll's"

.$500,000 plus
500,000 (approximate)
225,000
50,000 (approximate)
250,000 (approximate)
*
75,000 plus
75,000

"Pillar to Post"

"Chicken Every Sunday"
"The Wallflower"
"The Visitor"
.Total
*
'

As in bygone years, there is a
daily rush to the track from the motion picture sector, where execs,
stars and other affluent Improvers
of the breed suddenly discover urgent business that takes them away
from the studios, just about lunchtime. These loftier patrons of horseflesh inhabit the clubhouse section,
from which they can look 'over the
heads of the common people and
actually see the results of their contributions to equine welfare. Dally
handle" by the betting machines Is
so heavy that anything less than
$1,000,000 is looked upon as peanuts,
and the stockholders go home nursing a grouch and feeling that somebody has been holding out on them.

"Laugh Parade" estimated at around
"Sunny River" price not revealed.

$35,000.

V

•

Mary Mckferd'a "Venus"

said

a

Is

A
bets,

$3,000,000 day, mostly in small
means a lot of coin diverted

from

ordinary

channels,

film houses but restaurants

not

only

and

bars.

Drlnkeries reported a sharp drop in
trade when Hollywood Park opened
and a telltale absence of regular
customers, especially on Saturdays
when the purses are higher, the
crowds are bigger and the machines
are bursting with $2 contributions
to the advancement of equine education.

J

•

•

-

gay in Mexico City?
rhetorical question, of
know who said it; two

it is

SCHWAB

imitations of ours, the food is dissecond class, the bands dish

tinctly

up pop tunes mournfully. Since
Mexico is not the home of the
rhumba, .samba, tango or son, and
all the bands are home grown, even
music in the Latin mood is short of
.

The index to the gaiety of a city
At least that's as -inspiring. All this is a pity, for Mexis the nite life.
ico has. exciting music and songs of
far as any tourist gets; beyond that
its own, and a soft, style of Indian
lies Taboo. Down there nite life is
dominated by the International Set dancing soothing to see.. Of these
there is none in the nltespots. The
(an I. S. is any refugee with lettuce
in
They gather for cocktails only true native entertainment is
to wilt)
the saloons the tourists bypass, and
at the bar in the Hotel Reforma.
in the streets. One downtown alley
This bistro is Llndy's with Spanish
is filled with bands called Mariachis
lyrics.
Not that there's anything
wrong with Llndy's, but Mexico who play and sing for an audience
of two. or more, and at" the. soup
City's a long plane ride for a- bum
kitchens down by the car barns
tip on a nag.
trios of boyB will sing their hearts
Upstairs in the same hotel Is out for
a peso.
Clro's, On the Mexican equivalent to
Shew Bis
Fourth of July this plush parlor had
an ad in the papers. Quote: On acThe revue theatres put on a few
count of the lovely treatment of this political skits and bang-bang blackclub by the Mexican people, and be> outs that- are funny in a rowdy way,
Cause' we do hot wish' our friends and there is always one girl to moon
the Mexicans to spend too nuich; a out torch tunes. But talent is scarce
.

Mary

Pickford's deal for "Venus"
payment of 10% of the distribution gross in addition to $150,000
cash.
"
Metro's deal for "Soldier's' Wife"
wad for $75,000, plus additional payjnents based on the length of the run
of .the play with a celling of $200,.000> Deal for "On the Town," which
Metro financed to the extent of some
•62,000, calls for additional payments
baud OA the run of the play, in addition to 1100,000 cash payment.
bat a piece of "Town.?
oalls for

.

•1

.

dinner

Liberty

..being

is

and Cantinflasr their great comic,

ed for only 50 pesos. Unquote, only to be seen In the cinema
Is 10 bucks U. S. Good a seat.

y pesos

[elghbor *tuff,

Ttoa nlteclubs and restaurants try
to ape American hotapots, but
only in the prices that they
"
As a, matter' of fact, tvery11fa}lfc?f:ir«t feast as ex

and almost nothing

Information

.pitiful

*fhow s

»

where

is

at $1
•

•

buildings more
-modern than ours lovely moneydown residence parks, a Banker's
Club that Wall Street would welcome, and *n outside racetrack of
(
lend-lease steel and concrete with
towering mountains In the background, the gayest of wildflowers in
(Continued on page 62)

The

.

Screen
to)
lintodifncul.

A

.

the film .grosses over $1,Price includes sequel rights.

if

reported

'

course. You
of our liveliest magazines, in words
and pictures. Let's examine the
record.

WB'sdeal for "The Visitor" calls for
payment of $75,000, plus certain ad-

not consummated,
and "10 Little In-

Downtown', far from the patter of
hoofbeats, the film house opecators
are not so enthusiastic about the
improvement of the horse. Particularly, the nabe theatres feel the effects of the daily drain on the public
bankroll.
Former film customers
now spend their evenings at home
In study, poring over the form sheets
to decide which longshot will carry
the family exchequer next day.
$1,000,000 day for the track machines
means about twice that amount for
whose
bookies,
independent
the
emissaries " can be found in every
neighborhood. The easiest thing to
find in Los Angeles ana vicinity U a
place to lay a bet on a steed.

By LAURENCE

.

RKO

Angeles travel zone, which covers a
radius o' about 35 miles, so there is
no restriction on the use o( gas.
Daily the parking lots adjacent to
the track are crowded, with cars
bearing all kinds of stickers, adding
greatly to the income of the stock-,
holders. You pay two-bits when you
enter the parking lot and then hunt
for your car when the day is over.
Other potent sources of income are
the eatery and drinkery concessions,
which do business on a nitery basis,
even when the California sun is
shining, which it often does in spite
of caustic, remarks by foreigners'
from the east.

Author-Producer Tinds Mexico City a Very Poor
Road Company of Gay Paree

Who

"The Wallflower" was purchased
by WB for $75,000, plus an additional

.

THE POOR TOURIST!

LO,

...... ....'..$1,675,000

That

this policy.'

plays

weekly for every week

($2,500

Total

long-term payment oasis.
Strongest opposition developed to
.
percentage deals.
Metro and Paramount continued firmly aloof to
profit participation, while Warners
proved the outstanding exception to

ojher

LunebMme Lammlrters
.'
;.

Remember Mama"

"Beat the Band"

Figures dominantly in the strong
bidding for literary properties, has.
©f_course, been the tax structure.
In~addltion to the loss or dimming
of a large number of stars, which
necessitated increased attention to
story' material iri order to bolster
production, film production execs
began calculating the cos^.pf_boxoffice insurance, via sturdy literary
material,' In relation to the high cor
Borate and excess profits taxes.
By the same' token, playwrights
and novelists were thinking of
earnings in terms of net income
taxes. More deals were made on a

'

SRO means

ordinary dayii the

the majority of them enjoyed a
closeup view of the back of some
plher standee's neok, but never
glimpsed a race. They could .hear
who won but couldn't see. It was
that way all through the Hollywood
Park meet and then shitted to Santa
Anita, on the other side of town, and
went through the same performance
to open the New Year.

Radio

"Fabulous Invalid" (option only).

.Tax Structure

ditional payments.

On

con-

culture,

betting wincrowds of pa-

.

Columbia No. 2 to WB.
Columbia, which spent some $107,-

800,000,

SRO

standees were so closely packed that

$150,000

000 in 1943, jumpecfto second "place

$25,000

daily.

the

trons of equine -uplift.

Paramount

•round $3,100,000).
Warners accounts for around 40%

.

through

dows by

$50,000

—

and

refinement

tributed

"Three's a Family"

of hoss

tremendous speed. The horse is not
he is soaking

only being improved

$7,500

.

ers,

-

j

home

and firemen, and the film business
heavy with coin, the improvement of
the breed of horses Is stepped up to

Charles K. Feldman
"Moon vine"

and holidays it is
even more so.
With all these educational endowments poured into the machines,
drama, was "Pari-Mutuels of 1944," the breed of horses has not shown
revival of the old Hayburner any noticeable improvement over
Most o( the
the pre-war brand.
series, shuttered about three years
steeds came to Hollywood Park from
ago when' the Japi were disqualified the Bay Meadows track, up near San
for roughriding at Pearl Harbor. Old Francisco, and the same hayburners
Joe Hoss strutted again In Holly- moved across town to Santa Anita
wood Park with an unprecedented when the feedbag shitted. Daily
purses have been inflated beyond
following of hossplayers who lined
pre-war proportions but the horses
up at the $2 window so eagerly that are the same size as of yore.
you would think they were^ buying
Botli tracks are within the Los
Saturdays

Outstanding equine production of

With the town crowded with mu-

swayed and

PHAIR

E.

On

•Hollywood,

nitions workers, visiting servicemen

$470,000

.........

$1,000,000.

Rights to one play, "Junior Miss,"
shifted from three buyfinally landing in the lap of
Mth-Fox after Miss Pickford and
later Warners had nego'tiated for the
(This deal, in 1944. reproperty.
duoed the 1943 play buy total to

By GEORGE

cigarets.

•

35.000
75,000 plus

"Soldier's Wife"

1945

Drama

Big H'wood Hoss
the year in Hollywood,

Columbia

that set an all-time high in
Warners,
spending for film rights.
alone made deals involving $1.(575.000 in acquiring film rights to seven

•round

1

Week

the film rights.
Towards the clo.<e of the year Columbia closed for the rights to "Follow the Girls" for $100,000.

play-buying

spree

•

in Single

advised .against mining the
scenario submitted.
Bronston dropped "Indians" with
another buyer reported closing for

officials

3,

'Pari-Mutuels of 1944'

Record Ploy -Buying Spree;

..'wood's 1944

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

pffigfffft

Thirty-ninth

:

city

boasts

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

fSj/VRIETY

Anniversary

My Sincere Congratulations

VAR ETY
I

nniversary

Thank
lines

you for the neaa-

you used about the record - treating

business on "Since You Went Away".

For Do re Schary's
Til

Be Seeing You", starring Ginger Rogers r
*

)

Joseph Cotten and Shirley Temple, I suggest

you reserve more

lines tor recor

breaking business, as indicated by the
results of its

World Premiere in Hollywood

Thirty-ninth

DAVID Ov SELZNICK

P48*lETf

CHARLES

R.

VANGUARD

MH

Wednesday, January

WM MARY PICKFORD.MM
BENEDICT BOGEAUS
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SUTHERLAND CART
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Jimmy
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TMrly'Hinth

.

.

t^SOffFT

S3

Anniversary

As the flow of attractions from

nited Artists reaches

a

flood-tide never

efore approached in our history ...

I

carrying a tidal-wave of prosperity

to America's exhibitors everywhere!

CHAPLIN

Wm HUNT

ER

SAMUEL BRONSTON

NEBENZAL

STROMBERG

JULES LEVEY

INC.

DONS' 'flPt

G.C

F.

COWAN

PRESSBURGER

CONSTANCE BENNETT

MNl PRODUCERS
Plus

LESTER

WM» ARNOLD

REGOR RABINOVITCH
ST S,

WILLIAM CAGNEY

-THE

J.

CORP. OF AMERICA

ARTHUR RANK PICTURES

Thirty-ninth

84

fARIBTY

Annlvnary

W«4n«iday, January

The Weirdest Love Story Ever Told!
The Picture the Whole Nation

Has Been Waiting For!

with

ALINE

MacMAHON

•

Made from

RUTH WARRICK

the

sensational stage success

SCOTT McKAY
(JDNKCmi

•

KNYKlfllK

MARIE McDONALD

•
•

MJUtMET

UIITM

•

CIIMEUM

from tfw Sta* Hay b* Haiar IMt and Dak Eunson . Scraan Play by Kattl Frinn?
Dktdor of Hwtofriphy, Ua 8*fmt», A.S.C. • Dinctad by JOHN BRAHM

that kept Broadway taut
,

for

45

solid

%ln$$J iku

weeks!

<Mnit$J

p/M

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

3,

1943

Wily-ninth

as

A nnivorsnrv

pfflHETr

PORTER HALL JOHN EMERY
ROBERT ARMSTRONG RHYS WILLIAMS
ROSEMARY DeCAMP- WALLACE FOJD
LEONARD STRONG PHILIP AHN JACK SERGEL
•

•

•

•

'DiMtfed

FRANK LLOYD

UNITED ARTISTS

self-conscious. But before
word, he apologized for joining

him

An Important Job lobe Done,

"I did

for the other

it

had a chancn

I

me

in

Wednesday, January

Annivertary

p^MRIEff

Thirty -ninth

PICTURES

86

"You

guys,'', .he said.

see, pal, they

Gentlemen and Scholars

I'm blind, and if Ihey feel that I'm having a good time,
why, they kinda relax and get happy, loo. You don't mind,
do ya, pal?"
,
No, no, I didn't mind, but I. had to get away from there-

know

The Hospital

Circuit'

1945

3,

frame a

to

Nora's song.

= By JAMES

•

GELLER

J.

•
Hollywood.
minding my own business at the lop' of my
voice, when Fate reached out and commissioned me as a
Story Editor IfOr Wai'ner Bros.— Ed.]. I had hardly been established when, in no lime, about two dozen acquaintances
.

fast!

By EDDIE CANTOR

•'It

trie,

Hollywood.

Like Bob Hope,

hunk

never

I

left

home

mention Maine and Vermont.
But I have seen New Guinea, through a soldier's. eyes
walked die Lcdo Hoad with a Marine
and swam to (lie Normandy beaches
with a sailor even .'though it was physically impossible for me to go over.
.

:

Latin .which,

near home base
week." But you
could

Loew's

riot

word

me

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

Vaudeville

.

.

a-

.

a Lot

Mrs. Moliere to a .corner and enter into conversation with

.

"1

lot

'

.

I

But

it.

coming?"
Yes, I was coming. I was coming out of a deep well of
pity to rise to this boy's level of courage. I followed Pfc.
corridors, past surgical
across lawns, listening
to a continuous chatter of information about every nook and
cranny of Valley Forge Hospital.
He stumbled here and there, hesitated occasionally, but 1

Ray Villeneuve through wards and
rooms and lounges, down steps and

never reached to help him! He recognized voices, called
cheery greetings' to nurses, doctors and patients .by name.
He finally led me unerringly back to the Recreation Hall,
where we were to put on our evening performance. He left
me then to lake "his seat, with the audience.
|

my

eyes off that blind kid. His arms were
I couldn't take
thrown around his. two buddies beside him, But when we
sang, it was his applause that led the rest. It was he who
laughed first and loudest at every joke.
When our vocalist, Nora Martin; begins to sing "Deacon
Jones," as part of our act I walk irtto the audience, shouting
"Hallelujah," shaking the hands of the boys nearest me,
That' was all Ray Villeneuve needed. He was on his feet
with the* second shout. Taking the hall on the opposite side
;

:

from me, he went up and down that audience matching me
"Hallelujah" for "Hallelujah," pounding "his" patients oh
their backs, climbing over crutches and around wheelchairs.
Later, when it was over, Ray came, back to the dressing
room, loud with praise for the show we had staged, and
there I stood, tongue-tied, trying to think of something to
-say about his magnificent, performance that would not make

trip

Sure Changes You

I

for

it.

made him very mellow.

I

listen-

.

finished

Then we have another alleged writer, whom we shall
identify as. Richard Brinsley Sheridan, although this isn't
-even his pen name. Most writers prefer to embalm their
original stories on paper and rest their case willy the studios.
But not R.B.S. I have it on good authority that this fine
bucko does not use a typewriter, .nor manuscript paper,
Sheridan mingles only with the elite. He has a breezy, glib,
and likeable personality!

Whether you meet him
:

in

your

night spots, bars, on golf courses, or in the picture
theatre lobbies, you must succumb to his charm. He's a
master of precision. At the right moment and place he can
overwhelm you with an idea for a film, whether he offer*
you a central situation concerning an FBI man who masquerades as a taxidriver to track down a gang of saboteurs,
or how one dauntless American outwits nine million Japs,
or how an unknown chorine saves the show. The most
amusing part of this engaging racketeer is that he usually
succeeds in coi'raling some t>roducers. Thus far, I've reoffice, in

We

on them— they've probably starved to death by now. That's
as hard as we fought— but it was still too close to the enemy
to. satisfy me.
played to about 7,000 .guys in a place
called Wakde, in the northwest of New Guinea. Our: boys
had a perimeter of about 2.000 yards and just to make sure

We

,

I

.

While playing the Marshall Islands we flew over the
island of Millie that was occupied by about 10,000 Japs.
flew over at about 8,000 feet and: dropped empty milk bottles

'

whom?"

contract with

.

.

they weren't going to lose it, they aH had guns in their arms
while we did the show. It gives you a funny feeling when
you .look o\it at an audience of that size and they're all carrying rifles. You have to be pretty sure of your material.
Right near the end of the program a guy near the front got
up and taking his gun said, "I'm going out to get a Jap."
I said, "They'll wait. "
He said, "The hell they will— I'm
going to make sure."
I'm afraid the' war ip' the Pacific will be longer 'and mote
bitter than people, here realize.
It's a much more rugged
fight and * much more treacherous fight—our boy* In the
Pacific are up against jungle killers. Lite on these islands
is very boring and 'monotonous and the. boys surely deaerve
movies and radios— which they get, To have these kids
soream and cheer when you do a little routine that would
have been fair at Proctor's Fifth Avenue—well—I guess we
got Into the right racket after all,

"A

Another example is Lytton Strachey, although this Is not
his real name.: This baby apparently wastes all his time
scanning the volumes of the Dictionary of American Biography, the Encyclopedia Britannica, The Lives </J l!:r Saints,
and the historical and legendary chronicles containing the
exploits of the famous. To. date, without the slightest encouragement, he has submitted 'usually condensed into 10
pages) all the highlights of Homer, St, Paul, St. Franois,
Dr. Samuel Johnson, Baron Munchausen, Cortex, Carrie
Nation, Huey Long, and all of our past presidents with the
exception of Hoover. No studio as yet has solved the problem of ending Strachey's forays against the dead.

1

.

inquired falleringly,

The Biographical Kid

ing to a Sinatra record the other day. True; he had'his" coal
hung over the loudspeaker— but he was trying hard to listen.
met a lot of fellows on our tour this past summer who
are in our racket and who are doing a fine job in the service!
Maurice Evans is a major in Special Services in Honolulu.
He really took care of us. He'll shine your shoes, carry your
luggage, anything— just so you'll do a show for the boys.
There's a boy to be proud of. Lanny Ross was with us in
the Southwest Pacific and not only took care of us, our facilities for entertaining, etc., but also did a couple of songs
whenever needed— which was most of the time. Saw Lew
Ayres in Hollandia working in a hospital there. I introduced
him from the, stage and he was cheered by the audience.
That proved to me that his associates loved him and convinced me he's doing a job that show business can be proud

..of..

I

"With his agent," came her jubilant responc.
borchl in peace and contentment.

We

.

saying?"

my

|

even caught him

yoii,

merely mentioned that Goethe has a contract."
a. gleam of triumph in her eyes, but 1 let it go
a few seconds of silence. Then I summoned up lny

detected

courage as

.

man—

and Jack Benny was

asked with deep humility. "What were

"I

a different
he started
to spend. And pf course Crosby's trip to France and Engr
land really broadened him— in places where he didn't need

.

V

contract!''

I

One

in my life. But don't get shocked at what you see. Some
of the fellows here been hurt pretty bad. p. K. Are you

'"

—

r

.

I

"Hey, Eddie," said Villeneuve. "Would you like to see my
huh? Would you let me show it to you, pal?
I looked at the nurse. She nodded.
"Sure, Ray," I humored him. "I like to see your hospital."
"Well, follow me, pal," he called. "Stick with me .and I'll
show you around. This is the greatest place I've evev been to

V

so often as a gentleman (as if this is (he sole qualification
for a screep. writer) that only by a Ihreat to tune in on
some of the local radio monstrosities did I succeoed in
stopping any further talk of Goethe ... until one day at
dinner, when hardly had I tackled the borc-ht; my frau
harpooned me. with one of her rare thrusts. ."Goethe has a

figure that I'd actually be playing the lanks. later. It's
thrilling to hearstories of the different performers who have
gone into the mental wards in hospitals all oyer the world
and made boys laugh, or smile and reason, for the first time
since they had been stricken. Our .business has done a pretty
good job in this war and is capable of doing a greater job.
and anybody that's equipped to entertain our guys and
doesn't is missing the greatest thrill of his or her life.

hospital,

'Em

—

.

did

__L
possi-

'

Flynn went up to Alaska arid did
do much he just sat around arid

Ei'rol

didn't

!

Or, take the case of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe also,
ob'viously, not his true name.
He's a refugee since 1933..
And, like most continentals, his manners arc impeccable. I
cannot say the same for his prose. For. some mysterious
reason, he labors under a delusion that he would be valuable ori a writing staff an opinion which. I am sorry to
say, is shared by my wife. The latter has recommended him

But I thank vaudeville for the experience and the knowledge of show business that I gained so I could make these
trips.
I played many tank towns in my early days— never

^

the Blind Shall Lead

Even

He

That!

bilities of his latest opus 'his 10th within a month), I suddenly saw his spouse rise like Lady Macbeth before she
encountered the apparition, and heatedly exclaim to my
wife in a voice that must have been heard in all- Beverly
Hills, "I 'should -say. not! Moliere is a born writer." Let it
be slated for the recording angel, that the bond between
tl'e Gellers and the Molieres has been severed Tor eternity.

—USO

.

And

No—Not

As Moliere commenced extolling the commercial

Bob Hope
Crosby especially.
Bing went to France, this year
sent him over as part
of the lend-louse deal,' Martha Raye did a g^and job in
Africa with Carole Landis, Mitzi May fair and Kay Francis.
Good old Martha—she yawned once and one of our aircraft
was missing.
a fine job.
reminisced.

'.'",.

'

her:

Hollywood.

.

;

_

|

When, some two hours later, we were settled in the living
room and; Moliere started to hand me anothei manuscript
with his customary elan, I watched my co-conspirator draw

.

Just to give you an idea of what I mean, let me salute
every sick arid wounded boy in any Army and Navy hospital
with this story about one'of them.
On Feb. 14, 1944, they gave Pfc, Villeneuve the D. S. C. for
extraordinary heroism in action. The action had taken place
at El Guettar in North Africa din ing .March 1943. You remember. T.hat^was when we first began to hear that the
war would be over in 90 days.
19-year-old Ray Villeneuve lost both his eyes
Well
getting the D. S. C, and you might ask him when the war
will be over. I met Ray at Valley Forge Hospital, some 60
niles outside of Philadelphia, last May. The brave, impetuous,
gallant youth of El Guettar was a blind noncombalant now.
still too young to shave regularly, he faced the rest of his
life with nothing to look forward to but darkness and a luII tine of grim uncertainty. Yes. those were the thoughts that
Wp ran through my mind when I .shook his hand.
But there were still som'e things 1 had to learn.

•
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:

BOB HOPE
.

memeroics.

.
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Finally, I conspired with my wife to invite the Molieres to
dinner, even- if it consumed all our ration points, and when
we retired to the living room with the contents of our last
bottle of brandy, Mrs. G. was to conveniently manoeuvre
Mrs. M. to a corner, and nonchalantly siiggest that the life
insurance field offered gigantic possibilities to Her husband.
Accordingly, everything/ proceeded
as' per
plan.' The
Molieres arrived punctually and. when they took (heir places
at the dinner table they beamed with no little delight.

.

Imagine my writing for "Variety!" I wish I. had been
writing for this paper the first time I played the Palace
about 15 years ago. I remember the review well. It said.
"Pathe News and Bob Hope Complete the Bill;" Little did
wo footlight pedestrians realize in those
days how that experience would stand
us in good stead on the foxhole circuit.
Only a few of us have been privileged
to tour the battlefront and witness the
greatest guys in the world try. to knock
out a menace to civilization and; believe
me, it is a privilege. I haven't talked
to one actor who would trade his experiences in the camps off shore for a
million dollars; arid you know how tight
and conservative, we old actors are—

.

.

.

.

.

A Great Training

By

playing those hospitals. My .first lesson
I walked into a ward expecting to have to do a
job of cheering up some pretty badly wounded soldiers. In T
stead Ihose guys flashed inc the biggest smiles I've ever
seen outside of an Ipana layout. They were so eager to
Ehow their appreciation for our appearances that their cheer- .
fulness and spirit in the face of some of the most awful
tragedy set us an example nothing will ever erase from our

You learn
beganwhon
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You Learn
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Broadway Rose.

How to prevent him from inflicting his efforts upon me
and yet not break up our. friendship, vexed; mo no end.

For the Gl Circuit
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soldiers, sailors,
Our audiences are just about the same
America's sweethearts
marines, llyers, infantrymen ..'.
all of them, There's only this difference: here, hi these army
and navy hospitals! the fighting man's thrill and excitement
of meeting the enemy face to face is gone. Left now is only
the cold and implacable truth ... that 'war is* hell.
These are men who know what they fought for
, .we
must never make any mistake about that \
and those
kids you saw go into battle over there are still heroes back
and the Only thing' in the world they're scared of
here
is that they'll be forgotten." Long after. the war is won over
.
there these wounded kids will be fighting it over here
and so I like to assure them, -we in show business have
good memories ... that as long as there's a trouper around
there'll never be a lonely, ward in a service, hospital -in this
country..
It makes me feel very proud of- my profession to hear
those lads who gave such a performance on the firing lines
talk about the performances they saw Bob Hope and Jack
Benny, Al Jolson and Joe E. Brown give. And what's even
more heart-warming than that is to hear them talk so glowingly about the people in bur profession the public doesn't
hear about
those wonderful USO units which are doing
one-night stands on the toughest circuit in the world
without any glory
... day after day
just slogging along
al all, except the. great satisfaction ihey must get knowing
they're doing a great job.
.

-

Take one of them, for example. I'll call him Jean Moliere.
Both he and his wife would frequently drop in at our house.
Moliere would hand mo llis latest original, nid hi.s wife
would chat with mine. The next morning he'd phone, me
eagerly for my. reaction, and .each time I'd reply most,
sympathetically that I faitcd to share his enthusiasm without openly deprecating his creation. Within a few days he
would return with his wife, pick up his manuscript of seven
poorly typewritten pages, and leave another asonizing contribulion, with the same results; His -"originals", were so
banal that -it would be criminal even to force ihcm upon
-

introduced him to
was doing here 60

pal," he came back at me with mock hurt, "I came
help you put in the Hallelujahs."
So Nora Martin sang "Deacon Jones" arid Private First
the soldier boy
Class Ray Villeneuve, wearer of. the D. S.
who'd won his decoration and lost his eyes at El Guettar,
the lad who would live the rest of his life in darkness, went
into that cheering throng of America's fighting men, grasping. their hands, pounding their backs, shouting hallelujahs
at all he could reach, his voice high and clear and proud
for the world to hear ..
hallelujah!"
hallelujah, pal
"Hallelujah, brother

.

.

look the precaution to notify me with all the subtlety of a
campaigner that they were available for writing asThey are really genteel .individuals, pleasant
enough to spend any idle evening with in harmless conversation, alternating with a few occasional. drinks, while-lending an car to their silly schemes of ambition. Despite their
extreme affability, I arrived at the, inescapable conclusion
that writing professionally was not within their ken.

political
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signments.

Zcll h.-l told his

"Why,

down

That's why I nevcv left home and
Krtdlt Cantor
am not loo sorry/ because therc!s a
big Job ID be done right at home now ... along with the
guys and gals who make' the plants and -the- ships and the
.>.'.tanks.
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know actors— a guy
make the Palace took

...

.

the Hallelujahs, huh, pal?"
It was Ray Vill'eheuye. of course, and
1
the crowd. Then I asked him What he
miles -from .the .hospital.

in

once

.

.

meant "keep

and sec

,

who

a $25

translated,

.

.

funny announcer
story, Bert Gordon, the Mad Russian. had convulsed the
service men with his' rich dialect, and. Nora' Martin and I
were just, doing our finale, when there was a sudden commotion at the rear of the roorii.
hey, pal," came a familiar voice; "What's with
"Hey

:

The doctor made with

.'

.

Philadelphia. -Harry.

.

.

was giv at." I mumbled, "great. Ray. But you'll excuse
I've got to change my
well
won't you? I've

clothes."
."Oh," he shoi back ai me from the door. "You don't have
lb worry, I irouidn'i look. So long pal. I'll be seeing you."
The' next night we visited the Stage Door Canteen in

Never 'saw a
you -wanna

eiiher.

A.. t 0i\lcss

territory that wasn't U. S.

of

Here was

sisted all his frontal attacks.

.

:
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Last but not least, I must, conclude with one whom Providence forces me to call Rudyard. Kipling, which of course
is a fictitious name. He shares with Richard Brinsley Sheridan one thing in common— he's a super-salesrnan. There,
the resemblance stops. Kipling's technique is a simple one
and I'm surprised he has so little competition. Kipling pays
nominal advances for. originals- to some of the' thirdrate
struggling writers, providing his name goes along as collaborator. His submissions are mimeographed neatly and
bound In excellent covers.' with the title and the authors
names stamped in gold. In the event of a motion picture
sale, the take Is split 50-50, but not until good old Rudyard
first deducts his advance.
These are a few of the barnacles clinging to Hollywood,
but on the whole there" are more nobles In our midst than

knaves and

fools.

.
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The .outlook; on product for the near future, based iip'oh "pictures' which
have beon scheduled '.for. release as well as possibilities which may be
made available, would indicate a record number of top films for the first
quarter of 1945. with the figure to. range, somewhere near the 50 maik,
depending on what may show up for liite Kebruiiry
niiglit pass' thai
It
'.;•.
and during the'.month of March.*
:

.

jusi received yoni- .-delayed letter
rrcilicsliiiK sonic of :niy annual Anni-

gab.

1945
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New ?! Outlook on 1945 Product
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[II. Clay Winer Is Die. oldest ami I.W surviving son of. (lie lule t-'imRicsKDun, Henry C. Miner, owner of Miner's UrUB Stores. Miner's ftlli Aye- versary
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Theatre (where Richard Mansfleld, Fanny Davenport. Kleanoru l)iisei .F^nies
The hours My like leaden-loaded
A. Heme and other famous stars played) Miner's 125lh St. theatre. Miner's nvei'ails up here in mral Connecti;
-iVIcanlime,- dislribuKils- lei loose in December with a "number (il highPeople's theatre. Miner's 81H Ave. (whore Marcus l.oew leanied.aboiil show: nil where 1 am visiting, .a lovable
budgelersi several of which were inade available' on spot bookings, or for
business) Miner's Bowery, where another, son. Tom,, roheelved the "hook," and. voluble aunt .who whiles rcmwidespread national dating over Ihe year-end holidays.
Willi pictures
and Miner's' Newark theatre. Now. 3.8 but active as rliairniaii of Ihe hoard inisi-ent ju'Miu'fiac with intense, unim backed
up throimli choked dating, however, many are running tin in as
•f the Century '.<ircu.it .-of.', around SO heal res in Brooklyn and on -.lion's pnilaitcc. She can live a week to its
much, as 90. days behind, release Thus, the holiday releases 'and those, on.
Island, Mr. Miner was foi', many years president of this- prosperous chain, u; nl ,ysi and' ic U it iii wo hours duriivaiiability lists earlier tliau that will lop over iiilo the first quarter of '45,
,:;.-•-"
rcttrln'c from thai post, three years ;iro.| V
in;; Which 1 live' -in two weeks;
wilh no. possible' prodiiel Shortage being er.visaged.
:."
.'
:
This morning, while listening, a
The haivdieappcrs among Ihe buyers view the coming months as highly
Have you ever fell the horror and .siiikcninS rear of a theatre fire. Well rural .voulh intruded oil uvwtllv firm •favorabln' so far as (jtialily is concerned aiul also look with favor upon
J have.
nlfieial step and handed: nie your
the fact that features arc gradually getting <!iprl.er. This enables theatres
The accounts of the holocaust at H.>t'Vo.< oui»,Ht;<lr6\y n'i^h(-eUil)-in BosioiV letTcr.. "It's, a letter fori you." he to obtain belter turnover and; .where double-bills are played, lightens their
brought to my mind lii.v ''first contact with such uii occurrence— the Brook- s; ,j c
with ih;:t look of unfathom- booking' problenT. Additionally, while: the number of pictures soid singly
lyn theatre lire on December S. 1876, regarded at the lime, as oncv of the able wisdom which you may have appear to indicate :no" decrease; nothing is known at the moi.iienl '-about any
-'"
-..
worst tragedies to' befall any city.
noted On the faces of a Swede emi- films on "the: way in (lie imhiediate future which will-have lo be- piayed. at.
"The Two Orphans!' was the attraction and:tlie last, scene was in progress: grant whe n you ;(sk him for a match. advanced admission prices. Re
tiffms on many hew releases have
Smoke -began to pour from the Hies and the cry of "Fire!" wa.-i 'raised. Kale Looking at the letter, 1 saw. at 'once: silow'n no tendency, lo.come.down. however.. Rather, it would appear ihe
Claxton, playing. Hie pail or lleurieUc. continued with hei' lines, but as thai he was right. It wax a letter average cost of pictures has reached the top.
"
-Sthe air began to thicken with .smoke, and seeing the: audience getting up for me. You can't fool those country
Considering only pictures thal^are ktiown, to. be, or it is believed will
from their seals. MissCiaxfon and' others in (he cast urged the audience boys, 'lie delivers the mail here." be, of lop or good boxoffice caliber Ihrough to April 1, they are iiited
lo remain calm and leave quietly. -The draft caused by the opening of the
aid my 'auiil. I.rifor'rrialion -waSJusl alphabetically' according to Iheir. distributors, its. follows:
doors soon enveloped the interior in (lames and the terro.r-slricken audi- i.-i-p yt-tli iiv* "on me. Then the; postman
the tower floor and hiade an /exit with all the pouter
Though mosl 'of those on """
encc dashed fpk- the doors. '""
(i>ltiml»ia
all but two of the actors escaped, it was among those in the gallery that
pigeon pomp of dignity sometimes
the greatest loss was sustained. Evidently .all the occupants of ihe gallery observed in a small actor .who, after
This company's yeav-end release was "Together Again," w.hileTrhs=monuv.
tried lo get but at once through (lie. billy exit and they got hemmed in on laying oft for some years, gels a sea- January, Will see "One A^aiiVst Seven.'' and in. Febi:uary "Tonight anjl Every
the winding stair. II Was'said that the police believing the'- house to be
son on .the road .with -'a- No. 2 com- Night." Likely for March, is "A Song to Remember."
empty, closed the' doors. The real extent: of the. tragedy was nol revealed pany and- returns lo live club with a
until several days' later; when nearly 300' dead were found -among the
Melro
new suit of clothes, including pants
•
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ruins.
,
In April. 1879,, the; Brooklyn theatre was rebuilt on the same site <'wliich,
With the ihealve passing to'
in my opinion, il should never have been
father's direction, I was. installed iiv the boxoff ice as treasiireiv
Scaled in a stage box of lhe-:New Brookiyii theatre at a Saturday mat:
inee, with Sarah' Bernhardt .acting Ihe part of vCamille.'' .Iehappened'lo
look across the stage, lo. a -door '"which, opened off from the '.scene.. Jli'e
opening was lighted by a bunch light consisting of a collection of gas jcis
backed by a reflector and supported by a pipe sUnd about five feel' Irbni
the floor and able' to be moved about as/ desired. There was no electric
light in theatres at'llinl time.
A lava tip in one off the 'gas. jets had cracked andr a long, thin name shot
'

•'

'

.

;

,).

:

my

.

'.

'

out from ^through the protecting wire

riiesh covering oil the bunch, light.
actor in making his exit had pushed the door so far open thai the
flame hit the canvas on the back of the door.' expanded and began to glow.
Many of Ihe'audiencc also had seep what was happening, became frightended and started to rise, when. 4pme fool' iii ihe balcony yelled "Fire!"
Then I saw for the first time a panic-stricken; audience.,

An

1

.

boasting a complete seat, and per:
haps also with a cane. Oh' well!

Given nationwide booking during the' holidays. "30 Seconds Over Tokyo'-,
was a late Dcc'einbei: release" from this distribulor: "Meet Me iii St.
.

.

When my aunt noticed Die word
"Variety" on the envelope, .she said,
"Qh;' Variety' is ihe spice of life,
She is as bright as anyisn't 'it?
thing, honest. So I said. "No. this
'Variety' -is the life of spice," This,
profundity of thought was .born, of
the reliection that "Variety'' has remoil Of the inroads of'
corded
"spice" into: our theatre since its
birth: not the birth of the theatre
but the birth of "Variety." Some or
these inroads were made before

Louis" and "Thin Man. Goes Home" are set for. general release for January.
No less thah four pictures are down for February, being "Music
For Millions," "Between Two.'Women', "Blonde Fever" and "This Man's
.

1

1

'

.'

i

1

'

A

Navy."

:

March

possibility for

is:

"National. Velvet."

Parainoiint

.

The backlog champion of the field leads off the quarter with "Frenchman's Creek," which went into 300r dates over the holidays, to be. fol-,
lowed- immedialely by availability of "Here Come the Waves." Listed also
tor January is "Ministry of Fear.'* The middle of February will see "For
'Vhorn the Bell Tolls,": originally sold at uppe'd scales, going into general,
release. All that's'.'so'.far certain -for March' is. "Practically Yours."

'

'

"Variety." if we want ,to :go back to
the early Grecian and.Rorhan drama,
but r am referring to the period of
Bernhardt Preveiits Panic
.cleanliness which followed the New
us
Mine. Bernhardt had sensed something- was wrong backstage and had England conscience bequeathed;
air
ordered the curtain lowered (not asbestos in-those days). It Was raised :by the 'Purituns. and continuing
Keith.
almost immcdialely .willi her walking to the footlights to assure the audi- most to the. death of B. K.
ence in her broken English that there was no danger and the rush Jor- ~_Ot lliesc inroads, both in vauder
the exits ceased. A stagehand had!rnoved the bunch light back from the villi" and irrTh"e"regrtirhate, I remem":,;
tcenery.
ber first the closing of "Mrs. WarMy next experience with fire was at Miner's Newark theatre to which I ren's Pretension" by George- Bernard
had been transferred as_ treasurer. It -happened while' I was seated in a Shaw, -when' the ptivists discovered
lower box during the peref6rnian,ce of '"A: Scrap of Paper," statrihg-'Rose that the title.' referred to "The
Coghlan. In. the play a young engaged' girl had previously written a Oldest Profession" and they con
demanded
progress
compromising letter to a rather older man which he had tailed, to 'destroy eluded
that
They haven't
Rose Coghlan, in the role, of friend aiid good Samaritan;' had obtained something newer.
possession of it and, having twisted the letter into the shape of a; lighter, found it yet.
she lit it at a gas log in the fireplace -and lighted the pipe of the aforeThose. Naughty Words
said gentleman with It. Instead of putting the lighted paper out, she threw
it towards the fireplace, but it tell short and. landed on a large bearskin
Clyde Fitch's "God Damn Your
rug in front of the fireplace.' The skin went up in a blaze of Are.
Soul," in "The City" wrought- havoc
The customary "Fire!" fool was present/- bringing the entire audience to with' the "good" and also the near :
its feet in an instant, seemingly paralyzed with fear.
Leaning over the good who, up until that ti.mie, had
front of the box I shouted 'sit down,' causing many of the orchestra patrons raised eyebrqws at "Oh Ginger."
to drop into their seats. The fireproof curtain had been lowered and raised
Edgar Selwyn came along as the
almost immediately, with Miss Coghlan coming downstage, her hand raised
Mexican "Tony" with his many
and pointing to the fireplace in front of which stood a fireman with a fire "damns" and "'God damn's" --.'.id
extinguisher in his hands; the. biaze put out arid two stagehands with Are
"Colorado," by Gus Thomas.
axe and hook in their .hands. Miss Coghlan took up her lines and by
A variant of this; ..no doubt, was
her quick action a panic had been averted.
the character of "Madam Goddam'
Miner's 8th Avenue Burns
in "The Shanghai Gesture," played
ft.rsl-h3t_Mrs, Leslie Ca rter and then
Subsequently on a. winter's night at 2 a.m., with t'Ke tempeTaTO-'e'beldw'
for. a much longer p'e'rTocl" T»jT*tWf
zero, I was awakened by a telephone call to get down to our 8th Ave.
ence Reed.
theatre, as it was on fire.:. I arrived there to find the entire theatre a mass
Willard Mack first brought "God
of flames, in spite of the many streams of water being played on and into
"damrt" into vaudeville vith.his Frank
It from several ladders.
The first Are engines on the scene had been unable to obtain water as Keenan sketch and Edmund Day's
the fire plugs were frozen, Which permitted the. Are lo mushroom and "Oh hell; nobody loves a fat maii,"
in "The Roundup" had quite a battle
doom the entire building.
One noon, on alighting from a Third aye. train at Houston street, I before its utterance was allowed.
noticed clouds of black smoke billowing across the Bowery to the south.
The most far-reaching and personpedestrian going north informed me. that it was Miner's People's the.- ally. Ihe most innocent pioneer of
alre going up.
My first thought was "thank God,' it's ernpty," this born of unabashed vulgarity was Chic Sale's
the memory of the great Brooklyn theatre fire.
with his "Specialist;" now -present in
This fire," which was drowned out; by the number of fire apparatus re- almost eye'ry musical, and many legisponding to the ekrm-.Mestroyed the' Miner's Estate offices in front- of the timate shows.
theatre arid the top floor of Miner's drug store next door, but did hot reach
So, as "action and reaction are opthe theatre proper.
posite and equal," the lime must ap:

RKO

•'

.

'

.

'Throwing "Princess and Pi rale" and .''Experiment Perilous" into holiday
RKO follows up either, this tnonlh 'or''in February with "Woman
Window", aiid vBelle of the -Yukon." While "Three Caballcips" and
.

bookings,
in the

Pleasure" inriy^ be squeezed into release not later than February,
they arc- more' probable for March. "Enchanted Collage" ls ;aii outside
"It's a.

.

:

possibility for latter .month.

*..-.

Repuhlu'

'.

:

•

"Lake: Placid Serenade" -was the topper' froni tli is -outfit -for the year-end.
tjie Way' -among its more costly pictures are ^'Flame of-Harbary Coastin January; "Earl Carroll Vanities" probably during Pebrua.ry. and "The.
Amazing Mr. M", perhaps in March'.

On

'
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:
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Twentioth-Fox
Fortified with some product thai is regarded very, highly, this producerdistributor had "Winged Victory'Vas late Deciember release and'alsp "Sunday Dinner For a Soldier." Due this month is /'Keys of the Kingdom." Set
for February are "Hangover Square" and "Tree Grows in Brooklyn."
Another major release on the way is "Royal Scandal," but il will not be
made available until March, when also "Thunderhead" is scheduled.
.

;

United Artiels
"Tomorrow the World' was

a Dec. 29 release 'from this major, while

1

"I'll Be. Seeing You" Is down for this week, date being Jan. 5:
Later in
January company will haVe "Mr. Emanuel." Among possibilities of the
near future, perhaps some of them by April 1, are "Colonel Blimp,"
"Great John L," "Spellbound'," "This Happy Breed,'! "Her Man Gllbey,"
"Delightfully
Dangerous."
"It's a Boy" and

.

Universal

'

Year-end release from- this company was "Can't Help Singing," while
cbmlng along In January, among- high-budgeters. is "The Suspect," arid^in
February, "Here Come the Co-Eds'." "Salome, Where She Danced" is not
likely until around April 1.

Warner Bros.

'

Headed by "Hollywood Canteen," release date of which was Dec: 30. WB
have four others through to April 1. They are "To Have arid Have Not"
(January), "Objective Burma" (February), "Roughly Speaking" arid "God
will

:
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Is

My

Co-Pilot"

i

v

March),
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Taking a Fire Calmly
The burning

of Miner's 5th Ave: theatre was a quiet and respectable
ivith Ihe dignity of -that famous, thoroughfare.
Fanny
playing at the theatre in Sardbu's "Glsmonda" at: the time;

keeping

Davenport was

After the performance I escorted to her home a lady friend who had been
my guest, and then returned to the theatre to meet my father. On arriving there I found the theatre ablaze and father standing across the street
calmly^watchlng the proceedings. Father was a blunt sort of man and
to my query, "What are you thinking of. Governor?", he replied casually,
"I'm wondering where-I will put my office when t rebuild the theatre." '".
Miner's Bowery, theatre had for many years been' rioted as -New York's
Temple of Vaudeville and Biu'lesque, and it was here I got my only laugh
cut of a theatre fire. The patroils of this house, as a rule, were 10% female
"
and 90% male.
During a matinee performance with'-'a crowded house, smoke was seen
coming up through the wooden flooring under the two rear rows of the
orchestra seats. Some one turned in a'-flVe alarm and firemen. enfered the
theatre with fire extinguishers arid axes with which they proceeded to
cut holes in the floor Ihrough which. to poke the nozzle of a hose. The
laugh was that the occupants' of the seats had to be threatened by the
firemen and a police officer before they would move and lose their view
of the chorus' girls.
The "fire. horror" will-never leave me,. but the sickening, "fire fe'ar" is rib
longer present, even though at the present- time I am associated in the
conducting of fifty moving- picture theatres— all /IreprooJV
/
1
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,--

Time

Out' for Drinks
Vital to India Cinemas

.

Assam, India.
proach when entertainment without
obscenity
and water Editor^ "Variety":
profanity,
You may be interested in my visit
closets, will be barred as '.unfit for
'.'•
'-.-'.
to a film-house in India,
the young.
There are usually about five prices
•Otherwise, there is nothing riiuch
nfw in the theatre. Plays still open with the most reasonable seats beand shut: Politics still try to worm ing in front of the house. Of course

have their own bars' and
restaurants right in the lobby or
lounge of the theatre, which proves
quite welcome especially in this
warm climate. Ten minutes have
now elapsed, the hell rings again

mas

'

:

.affair in

During' the intermission, ushera
will bring all kinds of drinks lo your,
Unlike the
seat, soft or otherwise,
States, in India practically all. cine-

•

•

.

.-'

.

•

;

still

way

into. actbrs' societies.

We

.meet the jokes of our youth on

it

you get the cheapest

will

undoubtedly

find

ticket

you

a very hard
,

the radio, and in the "original" col- wooden bench or. else, a chair minus
umnists. We get the same thrill of either; one leg or one seat. As you
joy out of the Government's ,deduc
go up the scale the accommodations
tions from salary as we used to get become more comfortable and the
out of the deductions bt the agent's' top :price practically, entitles you to
commission, and we still feel rjalri- a couch.
ptic even though our income is cut
bell rings which indicates that
to half the size of Joe Laurie, Jr.
the show Is about to begin.
First
i

;'

.

,

A

Happy New Year!

we

have a batch of trailers followed
by the usual shorts, and the main
feature.- There is always an interLapidus In Navy
mission and .invariably at the most
Lawrence Lapidus, 18-year-old son interesting spot of the main feature,
of Jules: Lapidus, eastern- division even to the point of slopping the
sales, manager for garner. Bros,, film just as- the character on the
:

-

:

>Navy.:

';.'
.

screen

is

in the midst of a sentence.

and the*Show resumes.
However, instead of continuing
with the feature, we leave our main
.

.

their

:

'

character still in the midst .of the
sentence- from which he was so
rudely. Interrupted
and continue
with more -trailers covering every
show four weeks in advance. Then
a cartoon followed by some adverUsing slides and finally our patient
friend in the main feature is permilted to finish his sentence and conAt the end
tinue with! the film.
of the picture;, the patrons who
haven't managed to ex it* In a hurry,
stand at attention while "God Save
the King"" is being played.
-

:

Cpt Werner
9th

C. Sing\e,
Base Unit.

AAT

,

.

'

.
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4,000,000 Seats Already

Pix Biz Faces Severe Tussle

,000

Dimes Drive

Enlisted in

.

-Nearly 125 circuits accounting for

With Unions Soon as War Ends
When

March

(he

War ends and patriotism

U

Picks Up Option On
Sherlock Holmes Series

the campaign this year, which

expected

result

to

Alabama

'Little 3'

Now

AFL

ability to shut

down

film in

be rendered almost
on extremely short
Relieved of the Little Steel
limitations in the postwar era, -de.could

helpless"

notice.

reasons -are

'

cameraman well

.

from the fact that the industry
makes a lot -of money but, rather
because the non-execs In
of that

it

are hot

money.

Most exciting preem of the sear

>

record-breaking

year

during

the

past 12 months which srw, the company nab its own exhibition show.the Republic
theatre, is really spreading out on
musicals that cost close to a $1,000,000 to gel into the can. "Brazil"' is

Broadway,

on

case

;

on release presently, as

is

"Atlantic

City," bolh with slron? b.o. names,
and the company plans to produce
a sequel to its South American mu:

'

during '45.
Janeiro,"
Two others slated for production' are
"Earl Carroll's Vanities'.' starring
"Rio

sical,

:

Dennis O'Keefc and Cheryl Walker

t

'

tore" and foui'~ westerns - siaicd to
start rolling on {he sound* stages
within the next two months.

March 1 marks the 'fifth anniversary of PRC, and a general celebrais planned during that month.
Special exploitation
for
the five
films to be released at that Lime is
.

Bonds, Cash

Harrisburg.
Staging a daring holdup at 9:30
P.m.,
while a capacity audience
watched "Lost in a Harem" unaware ;of what was going on, .three
young Negroes escaped with $219 -.in"

and Wank War Bonds worth
on Dec. 23, after they had
and gagged assistant man-

bound
ager,

Peter Stainback. Holdup occurred wbile Manager Samuel- Gilman was in Washington attending
LoeWs Christmas party for Eastern
'region theatre managers.

Williford'

Spot
Hollywood.

E.

A.

.

eral sales

already being blueprinted.

hopes to purchase a
number of midwest theatres in key
cities as showcases for its product.
Move marks expansion of the company into exhibition as well as distribution and production, the comply having previously announced
purchase outright of eight key city
...

PRC,

too,

exchanges,: in Cincinnati. Cleveland,

"

-

•

-

:

:

luncheon group consisting of Doro
thy Thompson and Clare Luce,
Ethel Merman and Paula Lawrence'
Great." answered, by the critics who. George
Givbt and Luba Malina, Pat
only stayed long enough to yawn
de Cicco and. Lee Mortimer, Walter
Ethel Merman came in out of the Winchell
and Westbrook Pegler.
"Rain"' and June Havoc, a replacement on a muddy track, came in
Thisa and Data
"win, place, and' show
"RhapFew writing drama criticism today
sody" proved that Loraine Manville
Dressylhuys should stick to her as- can approach the pungent wit of the
Hammond, Alexander
bestos curtain. It won't burn like late Percy
the critics did over her wasteful ex- Wobllcott or Heywood Broun, or the
Kreisler's motion picture reviews of the late
travagance in
putting
Isn't it
score to- the most witless book of the John S, Cohen. Jr.?
season
Those' three yoifng hope- amazing .that Thelma Schn.ee) hailed
a few seasons ago for her performfuls, Dick Rodgers, Oscar Hammerance in "The Corn is Green,"
stein, and John van Druten, have a
Ed- hasn't been able to find anhit- in '"I Remember Mama"
win Lester, a new name to be con- other good role in. two. years?
jured with since his L. A. importa- Faces missed along the Broadway-:
the side; Arthur Richman, Harry Kauf..
tion of "Song of Norway"
Ronnie Simon and Myron
success of "Jacobowsky and the man.
most amazing metaColonel" 'proves once again ''what's Grainger
"Anna Lucasta" hit morphosis: Doris Dudley settling
in a name?"
brought John Wlldbeig an unex- down and becoming just' a mother
pected fortune; and the new mon- ... , and isn't it interesting the way
Gertrude Hope Williams, has, retired from the
icker, '^Booker T,"
Nieseii. of the "sassy chassis," be- Broadway scene to operate a French
came the most Important .'reason for restaurant in the East Sixties?
"FoHuwtihg) the. Girls" .1, v ,:Mary producers are still looking: but will
Martin still "One Tqjich of Venus"— never fiiVd. ..another Leslie Howard
prediction: watch Jimmy and
.Ruth Gordon ("Oyer
and Midas
"
21,"),
Mary Orr : ("Wallflower"), Bianca Stroock's youngest .chick,
Margaret Curtis ("Highland Fling") Gerry, currently, doing an impersonand Uka Chase ("In Bed We Cry") ation of K. Hepburn in "Foljow the
decided that none of. the boy play- Girls." She's headed for Big Things
the curtain rang down on one
wrights could do justice to their histrionics, so they penned their own of the theatre's most colorful perportraits. The Mesdames Gordon and sonalities, with the death of Richard
won't Broadway audiOir did all' right, but Phillip Barry Bejinetl
would have done better by Miss ences seem awfully anti-climatic to
Curtis, and Miss Chase'wbuldn't now Katharine Cornell,. Lynn Fontanne
be "crying in bed" it Clare Boothe and Gertrude Lawrence, after their
cheers from the G.Is.? ...
how nice
had given her some laughs- ;
"Bloomer Girl" a gold mine for a that. Kaufman and Hart as single
Goldstone (Nat and a twin triumph features- ("The Late George Apley
Ethel and '-Dear Ruth") have scored, again
tor Arlen and Harburg
looks' as if "Clarence and. Vinnie
Barrymore's illness became Page
One-' news along with Eisenhower. Day," celebrating their sixth anni"Violet" versary in. "Life With Father,' will
Patton and MacArthur
wonder
wasn't modest, enough— it opened live to be octogenarians
biggest, thea- if Vinton Frccdley will ever see an
..
at the Belasco
scoop of the season. Billy other Cast sheet like the one f'roni.
trical
his
'Red. Hot and Blue" (1936J
Rose's capture of. Bea Liltie
Al Bloomlngdale, as producer of which featured words and music by
"Allah, 'Be Praised," provided the.) Cole Porter; book by Howard Xindmost quoted wisecrack of the month say and Russe] Crpuse; and cast
Cy Howards's advice to Mr. B headed by Jimmy Durante, Ethel
hasn't
"Close the show and keep Blooming- Merman and Bob Hope?.
.Ward Morehouse the most affection
dale's open at night!"
.

Des

Monies,-

Omaha and

product during the year ending
June. 1944, exceeded those of the
previous year by $1,700,000. in the
company's greatest expansion period
in Its- history, according to W. Ray
Johnston, president. Monogram has
completed plans tor the underwriting of 100,000 shares of preferred
stock at $10 per share, which will be

Barriers'

Unions guilds, bypassed WLBtbarriers to get wage hikes for some 25,r

.
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000 studio employees. Union strategy
followed ,several different lines
sick leaves, vacations, night bonuses,
location improvements, etc, with
-straight increases tossed in where
they would get by the 15?; Little
Steel, formula.
There's a good chance another
;

.

-

-

.

•

$2,000,000 will be
tion costs in the
if

its

the-

WLB

added to producform of increases

finally

decides to tilt
millions do

15% formula. These
-

not take into account. the actors, assistant directors, publishers, painters

and others Who have not yet completed negotiations! Painters are demanding. a 10% bonus for all Tinters
employed between 12 noon and 8'
p.m. and have agreed not to work
during those hours unless the producers come through.
Unions finally won their battle for
vacations, with studios agreeing to
time off with pay, for all crafts, including laborers. Even occasional
workers will receive vacations, being given one day for each 20 days
.

worked, up to two weeks time off.
Virtually every .craft in the industry has shared in the -pay .-.tilts,
with the exception of film extras,
which was laregly responsible for
their break with the Screen Actors
Guild.

Pat Casey remains as the top labor relations man for the industry,
with: Fred Peltpn handling most of
the statistical work before; the War.

Labor Board apd

other'

Government

Victor H. Clark* acts as
Casey, handling'. Coast
when Casey is in the East.

agencies.

.

.

assistant

matters

to

There 'has been some talk " that
Warners might set individual deals
with the unions, but no. such move
has been made since the company
withdrew, from the Hay. organiza-v
tion and the. Association of Motion
Picture 'Producers.' Actual withdrawal, however, does not become,
-

'l

effective for. several
months aridsome execs have expressed hope. that

Warners,

might

reconsider

before

;

'

'.

-.

that time.

'.

;

.

ate

Sights You'll

Never See

i

Broadway Rose at the Colony,
manager of National Car
bon Co,
added to working capital, and also An opening night without the Jules
Expected that Williford wilt de- used for the: reduction of accounts Bru'latours and the I. -Katzenbergs
vote much of his time
Johnston iii row "A." Julie Haydori in a hat
to supervision payable.' and production.
ot Ansco division
of General AnV- attributes the- great increase in biz by Dache. Tommy Manville and
P fl vid Joy succeeds him In the to the added higtjer-braoketed films George Jesse! stagging It. An empty
National post.
"Htableat the Persian "Room, when the
on the schedule.'
•

.

'

WLB

By-Passed

.

.

.

Detroit.
Los
Pittsburgh, in
its first tangible move to raise the
•organization from stales r i g h t s
status to national distributor.
Gross - collections for Monogram

Dallas,

Angeles,

,

Williford assumes the post
charge of sales and research for General Aniline Sc Film
Corp. Jan. 2, having resigned as gen•

B way Runaround

.

tion

Harrisburg Thea. Holdup

°' v. p. in

liam Pomerance, while- business representative of the SCG. He. later resigned to take a similar post with
with the Screen Writers Guild, with
the result' motion' picture scriveners
arc now talking about a share in.
reissues
and television.' Proposal
floor
show is Hildegarde. .John also was broadly discussed at a re•Golden making "a speech with ho cent meeting ot the Screen Actors'
mention of Mrs F. D. R. The Cub Guild.
Pomerance based his plea- on acRoom minus Morton Downey. El tion of James C.Petrillo in getting
Morocco minus Macoco.
Sardi's a cut on all records for his Ameriminus Eddie Chodorov. A friendly can Federation of. Musicians.

Increase in son was Brock Pemberton's "Harplaying time for vey" because, it re-discovered Frank

.obvious,

..

to

tirely

;';i

.

.

:

$7,000

.

By RADIE HARRIS.

.

four figures

.Unionization"" movements ~~vi'rtii7rr
the_ film field have not sprung en-

\-

in'.

lease.

Reflections of a

.

cash

.

Demands were prepared- by Wil-

reached that and "Calendar Girl." with ari- exwith unioni- ploitation tie'up that, is expected to
of managers and cashiers,
garner plenty of space.
they would be union from cellar to
PRCs 5th, Ahnl..
ceiling:
since
operators,
porters,
cleaners, signmen, engineers, and, in
PRC plans to complete its entire
many instances, ushers-doormen are
.1944?45 product by the end of Febalready organized. Not nationally,
ruary, according to Leon Frpmkess,
however, but all signs point in that
president.
To do this. PRC will
direction in the not too distant fulaunch the heaviest schedule in its
ture.
"histo ry startin g Jan. 1, with 10 tea

War

Cartoonists for 20";; of the boxoftice
received: from reissues of -pictures
and television.; A decision is ex-'
pected shortly, and
if
the panel
recommendation, is adopted by the
board, other unions can be expected
demand they be- cut'
'to'-. Immediately

.

up, in

zation

Yields

They had been

matures

.

weekly, have already

much

which

debt

-prove

stage.- In the theatres,

.getting

film, extortion case.

convicted of same crime.
Inquiries- at the prison Thursday
(28> brought out fact that B & B

in larger prof- Fay in the "winter" of his career '.-..'.
its,' and expansion ot both the sales
Martha Scott deserted Hollywood to
and production ends of each company;
be a "Soldier's Wife." and again
have paid oft at the boxoftice.
"our town"., embraced her
Mae
through the medium of -quality,
West's invitation to "come up and
product.
see me sometime" in "Catharine Was
Republic, for 1944-45. following a

the
top
director,

riders

definitely

business.-; better

writer and other guilds, plus IATSE
unioneers ranging from culinary

workers and .motorcycle

in the $1,000,000

had already been released; but the
warden refused to tell date of re-

their. 'Alms' resulting

-

.

years,

any of these organizations, and the

Meantime, theatre managers, cashiers. 'fllm salesmen and other; loom
in connection with what appears to
be unionization of everyone in the
;

:

ever to be put into negative costs by

for mure money and better
working conditions could conceivably expand the present payrolls by
. hundreds
X>f thousands of dollars,
'yearly.

picture' industry
except
executives.
Studios, with

Boards The WLB recommended'
Disney Productions to' .enter into
negotiations on the demand of the
"

upon Iheir.'evidenee

part of the $0,000,000 of

is

corporation
July 1, 1945.

that
they are ho longer poor relations of
the.' picture producing' and distribut'''"•
ing fraternity.
Amounts, listed are the. greatest

mands

-

.

.

.

three

,

some quarters, the entire

Amount

of

s

The cartoon .producers laughed the

out of negotiation on the coindemand, but the Cartoonists
promptly look their case to the Conciliation Department of the U. S.
Department of Labor and from there
had it certified to the War Labor

from pals of. the convicted
"boys from Chi,"' convicted mainly

bookings "for product from flimdom's
"Little Three." and the large 'strides
by, these companies in the past

;

100%

.

split

sions

1944-45

number

figures, plus the rise in

-

dustry

its

,

studios,
theatres
throughout .the
country and most film exchanges,
cio unions • control _ homeoffice
whitecollar workers in N. Y. and all
exchanges in that key excepting
Paramount, but without the aid of
the 1A strike weapon, its power is
not: great. Were the two .combined
under the AFL banner, as hoped for
'In-

the- theatres;

SGG

-

for

Par's Partial Payoff
program will be approximately $17,750,000. Producers Releasing Corp..
Paramount oh Friday (29) made
nearly $7,400,000. while Monogram a payment' on its funded debt of
$1,000,000.
will spend close to $10,000,000., These

label has. terrific retaliatory

power through

League

By FRED STENGEL

demands arc not met. The IA of made

the

the big coin. Television is included
along with picture distribution in

-

:

in Big

Republic's budget

.

up completely overnight

of the profits, but the- actors, writers
and, other., topflight
groups
are
watching developments and discussing the possibility of .moving jn on

.

(Rep, PRC,

past

now

-

'

Film Cos.

the

submit a demand for a percentage;

partici-

•

'

it

iOO^i

$6,000,000

Hollywood.

-

.

tie

reports

out

during

increases

.

reaching for a share of the boxIndictment against. Willie Bloff for
office .take from distribution of pic$85,000 income tax evasion .was dismissed in Federal court here. Way tures. The Screen Cartoonists- Guild
is now paved for immediate release
Is the first organization to actually'

is-

Island also
pation.

'•

It

priori drive.

wage

year, film unions and guilds are

of the former labor hoodlum serving
10 years in Sandstone (Minn.) prison
for extortion .from the film industry.
Understood order that the case
.National chairman Nicholas M.
here
be dropped was issued by AtSchenck states a goal of $100,000.
torney Genera) Francis Biddle.
has. been set for- the legit branch of
the entertainment biz, with audiB. 4 B. Out Already
ence collections not only in N. Y.
Although George Browne and
legit houses, but also on the road.
Willie Bioff are Snot scheduled to
An especial effort is being made to leave: Sandstone- (Minn.) Federal
enlist theatres catering to Negroes. Prison
under*
(11
until. Monday
Charles. H. Bynum, director of Negro commutation of sentence of 10 and
activities for the National Founda
respectively, it was.
eight years,
tion for Infantile Paralysis; hopes to learned that they had. been given
garner 409. Colored theatres for the their freedom in advance of that
driv.c. with $75,000 goal.
date.', Probably 'to offset repercus-

;

Hollywood.

Having hammered

•

in

DROPPED

VS. BI0FF

the first state to go
over the top in the enrollment of
theatres, pledges so far exceeding
by three the number of houses who
took part in the 1944 drive. Rhode

-

could

85G TAX INDICTMENT

is

largest

,

-

.

any

collection of

the

in

Tilts

RODDY

:

ord number of theatres participating
.in

Universal has picked up option on
unemployment
scene,American,
rights to the Sherldck Holmes stories
problems meantime rearing as a for the^ fourth year via. a deal made
spectre, the., picture business may with late Sir Arthur Conaiv Doyle's
face .'the' most severe tussle .with estate, by his son, Dennis P. S..
Conan Doyle.
U has produced
unions it has ever experienced/ But
eight In -the master sleuth series.
not only so far as the unions now in
Current year's lineup 'of. three
existence are concerned but. with the
Holmes
films
will
be given upped
organization of others which laborbudgets, with each story a separate
ttes in the film Held and picture men
story rather .'than one in a series,
themselves feel is. certain to come.
"Invitation
to Death;" with Basil
\
Thai victory will see the immeRathbone and Nigel Bruce, together
diate end of the somewhat-flexible
again,' Is next to. go into production.
no-strike policy of the' IATSE and

Wage

By RALPH

Forecasts: point to a rec-

>.

other show business unions, including those of the CIO which have
crept into the film industry, is unquestioned. With it will come, in
opinion of insiders, very drastic demands for the things which war, the
no-strike policy (not entirely lived
up to as witness the operators', strike
pulled in St. Louis last month), the
Little Steel formula, etc., have denied
to
the
organized workers,
whitecollar and otherwise.
Should lhei;e ever be a merger, of
the AFL and the CIO, as hinted by
the possibility of first inviting John
L. Lewis arid the United Mine Workers back to the AFL fold, then the
picture industry may prepare to gird
itself for conquests by unions- which,

This Year to $6,000,000

to, circuit

R. Vogel.

begins to pale, with' hard and cold
business dealings returning to the

the

in

Dimes drive for .1945', .acchairman Joseph

of

cording

BOY CH ARTIER

By

have enrolled

4,00P,000 seats

,

'

'

.

memory,

for the nostalgic past?

"A Tree Grows In Brooklyn." but
Noel Coward is out. on a limb
things you can always count on:
an intermission- anecdote from Kel
ccy Allen. It couldn't happen here:
.

-

Bill,v

theii

-

Rose and Mike Todd
press agents to keep

names out of

-

print!

telling

their

Metroites Vacationing
.

j; Robert Rubin; IWcti'O exec, is
scheduled to leave New. York today
(Wed.) for Phoenix for a long-delayed vacation.
;\
William F. Rodgers. Metro v. p.; and.
generul sales manager, is slated to
leave N. V. for Miami Jan. 13. later
going on to tho- Coast.
-

,

42
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Anniversary

More firsts-more total awards— than any other
company, in the summary of all published
polls of the year's 10

Best Pictures and Stars!

Which Reminds Us Of A Famous Sa ying—

"If It's
It's

»

A Paramount Picture,

The Best Show In Town!"

»

PICTURES

44
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Annlvenary

Thirty-ninth
***

*

»

»

v
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.

STORY
MY FAVORITE
»•»
,

»

:

m

»«

1945

3,

Although Federal Judge John C. Knox commuted the .sentences 0
f
George E. Browne and Willie BiofT. former prcz and bu.im.ess -.lyc-in, respectively, of the Inte'r-natfon'al Alliance of Stage Employers, they win
still. remain on probation for five years.
When 'sentencing' ihehv in 1941
for Iheir part in the $1;000.000 film shakedown. Judge Knox -had 'sentenced
them lb prison on first two counts and gave them suspended sentence and

****************************

***** *****

Wednesday, January

»

.

.

-

:

Tallulah Bankhead

Eddie- Cantor
speak at. a. war loan rally at one of our'
defense plants bn\ ilie. Coast. Caiiie rather late and
didn't have time 10 get an. identification button for. -my.
lapel, the usual. procedure. A very' officious- woman. at
the gate stopped inc.
;.
"Where you going, bud?'' she said. -..'."•;
"Bud?", *syf 1. -Listen.: jndy, I'm Eddie Cantor."
"Oh, oh, she answered, '•mass production to the

was

1

to

O'«e..b/'m,tf./«rortt'^
t'liiian. we're

•

i«i;t,

;

i

1

''

.'

—

..

Bennett Cerf
Casting director of big Hollywood studio was inter-:
rupted by his secretary who said, "There's' a man out«idc why insisi^poiv W.iifr iauLioimtaiafely^'f
"What does lie doV-' askcd the. casting: director, ;
-He tells me," said the secretary, "that he specializes,
in slicking his right arm into the .lion's cage in. big
-.',
jungle pictures."
.

'

-

Gracie Fields
C. Nugent

Refugee Children and Their.

•

'

.

:

Phillips

go for New- England stories and,.1

me how

like'

the. one about

And Route

to

II?

Farmer— Nope.

'

—

Tourist Do. you know how to reach the Elm Tree
.'.''...
Trail from here?; Farmer— Nope.
Tourist— If t- follow straight ahead and turn at the
FarSoldiers' Monument will I get to Highway 18?
.
,
mer Dunn'o.
Tourist—rYou don't know much'of anything do you?

—

'•

Farmer— Nope.

But

I

Sullivan

(

1

I

,

,

a barber- shop -to get a
haircut. The; barber asked, "How do you want your
haircut?" and the customer Mid, "Off!
restaurant
and said lo (lie
a
A- drunk, went into
waiter, '"Bring-mc a dozen oysters." The U-aiier asked,
"Stewed?" Souse said, "That's none of your business."
A drunk's tonsils were talking to each other. One
•aid. "This nun be Caplstrano, Her* come* another
Into

'

.

Vanguard Pictures,

Inc.,

one ot David O. Selznick's two corporations,

will function from now on as a holding company, with Selznick Interna?
tional taking nil the "Bows as a producing organization. -Idea is that Van*
guard is litlle.known outside of Holly wood..while the Selznick International
banner is a.farflung institution. Original- motive was* to' release- Selznlck'i

personally conducted, films, under the SI label and to send but the works
of subsidiary producers tinder the Vanguard trademark. Now it's all SI.
production with: Vanguard handling contracts, paychecks .and -other details.

Libby Holrnan

.

.

.

—

:

'

:

'•wallow."

'

never been lost/

ain't

Ed

.

A

Ed Ford

couple of paper saving shorties:

A customer walked

the farmer and. the city tourist:
tell

Phil Del vcrnoitv head of sound dcparlmcnt .'forin Pittsburgh zone,
has a Son; Phil, JrV folibwing;-cxaCtly in his -father's, military foptsi'eps. In.
World War 1, Delvcrnois was a Signal Corps officer, first with tire Belgian army, later joining the American- forces in France. Phil, "Jr., in
World War 2, is also a ieuienant aiid ikewisc in the Signal Corps. Younger
Delvcrnois is- still dn this side but expects shipping orders any day.
Mixup in booking dates had Providence Biltmore hotel, Prov.. .'with, two
name bands on its hands Wednesday t20) in the new Garden, restaurant.
Duke Ellington was booked lo open same night Jan Savitt was- to close his
run. Mixup, was finally straightened out with Jan Savitt and his boys and
girls moving into the Journal Canteen to entertain the servicemen, while
Ellington opened as scheduled.
v
.
•

Senator
"

Tourist— CSln you

WB

:

-

I.

:

-

WAC

:

•

•
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modesty?"
2nd Golfer: "Don t you criticize my daughter.'1st Golfer: "Oh. I beg pardon, I didn't know you,
were the girl's father."
2nd Golfer: "Father hell! You meaix mother!-''

My

Murray Silverstonc. the 20th- Fox Inlei-jiniionai v.p.. because. of his wife's
in the; Christian- jewisli. Committee for the Rescue of Jewish
Rehabililali'uii in Palestine, helped produce a
lO-minulc short to. giaphically point up the plight of the European, children under Nazi oppression. Red Barber commentated it and Julian Oliicy,
a Scarsdale (N,Y.) theatre manager, produced it. The Siiverstoncs- reside
in Scarsdale and tt group of non-Jewish children, utilizing one of their
own church basements for the "studio,'' reenac^ed the cause for the JcAvish
children. The him short got so much attention that Mr?. Wait.stlll; Hastings Sharp, national chairman of the Children to Palestine, Inc., movement,
and' John K. Starkweather, the local mayor, were editorially lauded in
the Scarsdale inquirer. Film has already been widely, exhibited in sundry:
Westchester.' churches and is now being.nationally extended.
activities

ing-,

i

H.

-

.'

A
was cycllnf along a lonely country road durthe one hot day we had In England last summtr.
was really dreadfully, hot/ Suddenly she spied a
lake surrounded by trees, and she decided to take a
.swim/ She looked around, there was no one In sight,
so she dove in and swam around. About 15 minutes
later she came out arid decided to take a sun bath.
Suddenly. a voice boomed out, "Camouflage Squadrondismissed!" And all the trees walked away.

\'

looking at the girls playing the next hole
1st Golfer
in disgusted :tones to his partner), "See
those girls Pressed in pants and men's' shirts and hats!Why don't they 'wear skirts aiid have sortie- sense of

and speaking"

...

pev;

.

;

.

J..

lie

(lie. extortion.
Latter convictions were affirmed by. U. S. Circuit. Court
of Appeals; two days prior to "Brown arid BiofT being granted coninuitalioh
as of Jan. 1:

:

"What

:

himself?"
"Lefty," said the ^secretary.
call

sentence,
,

in

.

;

'

'

,

sounds, interesting,'' said the director.

-

jail

.

.

.

does he

.A

.

.

the

.

1

'•

-

/

When commuting

third count.

Commulatibn of sentence was precipitated by the: aid Bioff aiid Browne
had given the Government in convicting- the; six "boys fropi Chi"- Louis
Cniyipnc.no, Frank MariloVe, John Rqsselli, Phil D'Andreii. Charles Gioe
and Paul Ricca.l and Louis Kaufman, union, business agent, for (licir part

.

Earl Carroll
'.

Backstage, planning costumes -for our new show,
with my costume designer and stage manager, the designer suggested .making' one set of costume? qiit of
barbed wire—^il would conceal nothing and would be
a good defense., I told' him that would never do* One
of the beauties in the show' asked why we .didn't make
the costumes out. of -.'silk! "Impossible," answered my
"How
designer.
"You' cannot buy silk riowadays."
about using wood fiber? It looks just like silk," said
the chorine. "And have me get splinters?",' piped up
my stage manager.

a

0.11

milled the probation to stand.

1

'

That

probation

"die greatest rioiihist in the U'orldi"' He handed it 16
Elman, wh-o.-ni-ttii ii, handed it- to Heifeti, with a bow.
He then called lire icailer and handing him (he -note,
said, "There -lias been a mistake; this is for Fritz
'". "
<", ''.'.
:
K rosier.

right!"

I

'

dining together i>ru roslatifind ihe trailer brought ot'er a note addressed to

and Mischa

Here's one A man. bought a parrot for his wife's
birthday. The bird spoke eight languages 'and cost
1000 bucks. When he got home, that evening he said
"Orchids to RKO"' for -iThe' Master .Race"- are tossed by the monthly
to hi.v wife: :'"Well, Ihow did you like the bird I sent Bulletin for the; Prevention of World War III, of which Rex Stout is
'you?" "Ohi fine, she answered, "I have it in. the oven president.
Bulletin '.for previous months Metro's "Seventh Cross'-' wa*
already:
When the husband came to, he said: 'What! criticized for presenting a too favorable picture of "the good Germans."
Ybu have that bird in the oyeri! Why that bird could
speak eight languages:" "Then why didn't it say
Feist's Harry Link is making a pitch for the Academy award with "The
something," asked the wife.
Trolley Song,'' put of "Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G) just ais he helped
"Over ;the Rainbow" from "Wizard of Oz" to snag an Oscar several, seasons
Louis Sobol
back, Part of the intensive drive is' the fact. that/perhaps a Tin Pan Alley
Louva Brpnifield is a sticker for. auctions. Likes to record of some sort was set when he got "Trolley." No. 1 on the. Hit Parade'bid on anything! Some ntotiths ago he went into the. twice, two weeks before the picture even opened on Broadway.
Anderson Galleries just as the auctioneer was announcing that one of the patrons had lost a purse with
some, valuable papers and was willing to offer a reward of $200. Bro'mfieid Promptly raised his hand.
,

.

fauorite 1944-'45 story

about the

:j«

.little

Buy. in

who approached a buyer: "When I
you that these coals cost me $35 apiece, and that
I'm giving them to you -fat $34 apiece, I'm telling the

the garment center
tell

inith."

'

-

'

.

"Now

;-

how do you make -out?".

"Well;" said' (he
books/'

!

little

"Jf

.

guy, "truthfully,
,

'
•

I

ja*r

'

-

wait a ?iiOntte," interrupted the buyer.

that's so,

"'

-

up

the

;.';.''

:

Lowell Thomas
Here

,

;

one that I used the other day at an affair at
the Waldorf. It was told to me by Rear Admiral fteed
of the Third Naval District, who was sitting next to
me. The Admiral -said he met a colored woman who
lived to be more than a hundred. And when he asked,
her what her. secret was she replied: V Ah works slow,,
ah sits loose, and when ah sees trouble acomin' ah goes*
- 4 to

is

'

sleep."

Jerome Weidman
A. bachelor meets a girl at a dinner party and falls
love with her at first sight. During the course of
the evening he continues to be staggered by the extent
and variety of her many accomplishments. This Is
obviously the girl of his or anybody else's drCarps and
in

he tells her so,- in, detail, all the way home in the taxi,
At her door, just before bidding her good night, he
lakes.Jier key and opens the door for Her. There, In
her living room, is a dead horse. The man stares at 11
aghast.
"Well." says the girl- oi many .virtues- and
accomplishments, "I didn't say I was neat, did 1?"
;

.

Peggy

Major Meredith Willson
1 were about to cast our' first vote— an
somewhat flustering experience, as I re-

and.-

exciting and

was

a local election with Ave issues at stake,
and on the way to the polls we marched' along chanting'
our ballot in good- old 'parade rhythm, like this:- "Yescall.

It

— no— no.

no.

was how we

h'ad

yes

yes— yes— no.

no,"

no,

decided to vote.

On

the

that

—

-.

-

y

Ed Wynn
chap, who had been keeping, steady company with
a lady for almost 16 years, calling on her, at her home,
every Tuesday arid Thursday nights/ finds himself In
need of some advice.' The lady wants him to get married.
He seeks the advice of a married man who re-*
.

plies:

"Well* you, ran marry her

II you wish, but where
on Tuesday and Thursday nights?"

Lapidus meets a friend of his and says, "Where
have you been?" His friend said, "Atlantle City."
Lapidus said, "Where did you live?" Goldberg said,
"The Benjamin franklin hotel."
Lapidus said, "The Benjamin Franklin hotel 4s In
Philadelphia," and Goldberg taid, "No wonder lit wa*
juch a long walk to the beach!"

Willie

Howard

While playing in Salt Lake City, at the Orplteum
(liealre. niy brother Geiie used to sing a ballad called
'.;r.ori> if* and i|i<> w.oviff liu.Min?,' .w\xei>. he
ciimftjto.'
(he chorus, I would haimonize with, him -onstage. The
iiianager rushed hack and thre.w me out of the entrance; sayiyig, Cut thai out. They can hear you out

.

.

pletion, has greatly, increased the
ranks of producers in the majors,
and most of these producers have
come— in the past eight years from
the ranks of' the top writers- in the
industry. A number of others have
iwrhrhcd-wtr -to- the directing sHe*-and this .has created a serious short-,
age Of qualified top writers who
could be handed an assignment with
front office assurance that the re-

—
•

.

;

Although' the producers complain

of writers qualified to
handle screenplays arid film dialog
This Is in "Harvey" idioni.
Instead of the: '6J4- is' steadily and alarmingly diminishfoot rabbit, our character talks lo fish and one day.
ing, there is no concerted effort begot himself an octopus for a pet. For Christmas he
ing 'made to- dig up and develop new
bought a set of bagpipes for the octopus and' was
writers; Several, of the studios have,
surprised Xmas morn to hear, a big commotion around
however, been endeavoring to train
the Xnias tree. Exploring the racket; he was surwriters
for.
film
work— generally
prised to An d the bagpipes was playing the octopus!
young scribblers who
that the

list

•

.

,

have shown

.

buy

'I

production

,

doing!'

:

I sold the -banjo for $3,

with increased frequency.

ot

policy

;

I took the $3.'
stopped him, saying, 'But Uncle, you're not making
any money!'
He replied, 'I know, but look at the business 1'rii

:

A

Dro.djict

.

Growing

which- has a producer handling only
one or two pictures at a time, from
script preparation through to- com-

-

Alan Lipscott
In 1932, my uncle— with great contempt— said to iiie:
'Georgie, I have no .patience with people who complain about a, depression. There are plenty of oppor-

not entirely confined to the smallerbudget films, but hit into the

or have tapped the studios
for healthy checks for film rights to
their' subsequent, books or plays.
salaries,

.

Johnny, a beloccd village inoron, was put on (he dole
of $3 tt week by (he (own- council, but not lo make'
hint feel that he was an object of charily they gave
hini the "Slewlien Giiard" job of oiling the old rusty
catinoii that •flood in the village square. For il jyears
Johnny .attended faithfully to his/ duties. Then one
day he suddenly appeared in the. Mayor's office and
resigned: th. Mayor, both amused and. curious, asked,
"Why?" "Because,'' -answered Johnny, "because, in 1
years I worked. I 'saved $2 a week and now I have,
enough, money, lo go into business for myself. I'm gonna,

Why; only yesterday I bought a secondhand
tunities.
I liade jt for a bottle of cologne.
.oil stove for. $32;
I took the cologne and trade it for an old banjo. Then

WALTER GREENE

Hollywood^
Requirements of meeting release
dates and production of certain
number of Jpictures annually— even
though most major schedules have
been reduced in the past two years
—have sent many of the companies
into their vaults to drag out pld pictures that might be refurbished for
remake purposes. The remakes are

Most notaoie remake 0? trie past
year was undoubtedly International's
"Casanova
Brown,"
which
wasfrom."
,
given modernized treatment from
the original stage play. "The Little
Accident" Paramount is currently sultant script was\worlhy of a proJoe E. Lewis*
duction layout insofar as cast and
At Jamaica Track afler second race a tout came sending' "The Virginian" in front of.
cost was concerned.
over and asked for $10 and- 1 gave it to him. After the cameras for another gunflght
and that famous retort, "Srrtile when
the Sixth Race, he gave my sawbuck back
Trouble-Shoolern
to me,
,The next day at the track, after -the 2d race he you call me that, stranger." Unless
Added writers representing the
borrowed $20 ajid he promised to give it back, to me the studios can find new barrels of cream at -the top have also been proafter the seventh race— which he did:
material* Jor picturemaking, it's a
moted to trouble-shooters oiv scripts.
The third day at the track, he met me after the cinch that more and more remakes They seldom receive screen .credits,
2d race and asked a loan of $30. Then I said no, and of former hits and' standard film fare but sit in on scripts for rewrites and
he said why, and I -said", ^YoU foeled me twice before.'' will be turned out.'
polish jobs to whip the material of

.

Georgie Price

Remakes Writers
By

Lou Holtz

Phil Balcer

A

will you go

In re:

he boomed.

.

for

way home

Peggy remarked: "You know, that parade trick really
saved me. I was so jittery once I got in the booth I:
couldn't remember a. thing but that rhythm— No— No •Yes, Yes, Yes."

•'$300,"

'

.

iny-

own

cannon.'"

sparks df originality in .other fields
arid brought, to. Hollywood under
nominal: term contracts.
But the .-major' trouble is lack of
long-term training of such recruits.
Many have' been disgusted with'
treatment at the studios and returned to other, fields. of/writing with
rnore success than attained
in a
stildib cubbyhole and brushoff from
the front; office. During the past
decade, a number of these former
newcomers to Hollywood -have been
either brought back at fabulous
,

'

,

.

the- assigned writers into shape for
shooting. These jobs are most important, as they are "required not
only- to smooth but the rough edges,
but also to tighten up the r.unning
time in accord with the present polloy of most major studios for the
under
conservation, of printstock
Government rationing.
Some writers have, been attracted
from radio, but the list is not large
In proportion to the overall total of
top radio scripters. Radioites, as- a
'

whole, seem to be satisfied with theirbranch bit -the entertainment business
and the fees provided. Result is gent
erally a deaf ear to offers presented
by the film producers.
It

all

sums up

to

two

thiriga

to

give the film makers /further headaches. There's a definite shortage of
material from.whlch to fashion pictures, arid; tbe supply of writers |*
diminishing.
.
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wham

$55,000.

Downtown (Barger) (1,6*0: 44-95)
—"Murder Blue Room" (U/ (2d run)
with Ray Kinney orch, Ella Fitz:

&

gerald, Buck
Bubbles on stage.
Last week, "Abroad 2 Yanks" (UA)

Grand
'•Woman

(RKO) (1.150; 55^»5>—
Window" (RKO) and

in

"Gal Loves
okav. Lost

Music'.'

week,

(U). Prospects
"Ball of Fire"

Foxes" (RKO)
(reissues),
and "Window"
(RKO) and "Gal Music" (U). 4 days,
good $10,000.

(HKO) and

"Little
3 days,

Oriental
— -riireo

(Iroquois)

(3.200

:

44-95)

Is Family' '(UA) with HowHooray lor Girls" on stage.
Outlook is big. Last week. "Carolina
Blues" (Col) and Harry Cool and
Six Willys on stage, stout $27,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 55-951—
"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter Arsone Lupin" (U). Smash biz
on lap. Last week, "Woman in Window" (RKO) and "Gal Loves Music"
(U>. 3 days, and "Singing" (U) and
"Arscne Lupin" (U), 4 days, sturdv

ard's

•

S2G.000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95W
Eyes Smiling" (20th) (2d wk).
Continues strong. Last week, terrif

"Irish

$'22,000.

(B&K)

55-95)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d wk).
Hefty session looms.
Last week,
smash $34,000.
Stale-Lake

United Artists

2.700:

(B&K)

55(2d

(1.700:

95)— "30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G)

wk

Shapes big again. Last week,
).
socko $26,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200: 55-95)—
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (7lh
wk).
Still
solid:
Last week, big
$20,000.

day.
(2,844; 60-95)
—'•Belle of Yukon" (RKO) plus
Marion Hulton heading stage show.
Sock session in sight. Last week.
Pal Wolf (RKO) and Spike Jones
pre Slickers and stage show, good

Golden Gate (RKO)

Orpheum (Blumcnfeld)
85)— "Can't Help Singing"

Entries, 'Singing,' 'Velvet' Standouts

(2,448: 40-

when $21,700, good, waa
While Christmas was very big lor Xmas
some Broadway houses, but on the grossed.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.10)^
whole more variable than in prior
"Experiment
Perilous"
(RKO).
years, since the fust of the year-end
Opened Friday (29) and. started out

(U). First

days hit smash stanza. Last week.
Three Is Family" (UA) (2d wk).
thin $10,000.
Un.ted Artists (Blumcnfeld) (1,207:

40-85

)— "Dark Waters"

week on Market

St.

(UA');'

Fourth

Last week. $11.-

Picks Up;

'Canteen' Brisk
Pittsburgh.
First-run situations all saved their
best product for proverbially bis
New. Year's week, but it won't do
them a bit of good unless they get
some kind of a break in the.
weather: Xmas Week was worst in
history because of. heavy snows and
.

which brought

to

traffic
.

.

Falton

(Shea)

(1,700;

40-65 V—

"Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep). Quick
opening on Sunday
when
(31)
"Bowery To Broadway" (U) failed
to get expected fortnight. "Bowery"

Detroit.

$5,000

in

8

days,

bliz

Harris (Harris) (2^00; 40-65)—
Christmas.
Four
"Winged Victory" (20th) (2d wk).
bills in the loop this weekOnly new picture in town that manend and with a holiday coming up aged to stand up fairly well against
prospects are bright.
the weather. Did about $12,000 first
week but likely would have done
Estimates for Last Week
better with any kind of break.
60-85)
Adams (Balaban)

—

(1,700;

"Carolina Blues" (Col) and "Strange'
Affair" (Col).
Last weekr "Lake
Placid Serenade" (Rep) and "Missing Juror" (Col), fair $9,000.

way -Capitol

It road

troit)

(2,800;

Harem"

t

80-85)

(United De
"Lost in

—

M-G) and "Naughty Ma-

(M-G)

rietta"

(re-issue)

(2d

wk)

Pair moved over from Palms-State
with good week likely. Last week,
"Sign of Cross" (Par) (reissue) and
"Girl Rush" (RKO), fair $12,000.
Downtown (Howard Hughes") (2,-

—

"Three Little Sisters"
(Rep) and Artie Shaw orch on stage
Looks strong. Last week, "Shadow
or Suspicion"
(Mono) plus "Gay
KO's" revue on stage, nice $20,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 60-85)
—"Sun. Dinner for Soldier" (20th)
and "Fighting Lady" (20th) (2d wk)
Aiming for great session after last

800; 60-85)

week's sock $35,000.
Madison (United Detroit)

—

(1.800.

60-85)
"Conquering Hero" (Par)
and "7th Cross" (M-G).
Back in
loop.
Last week, "Christmas. Holi-

day" (U) and "Hardy's Blonde Trouble" (M-G), okay $5,600, also on re-

bill.

Last

week,

"Lost

in

Harem" (M-G) and "Naughty Marietta"

(M-G)

(reissue), nice $16,000.
Artists
(United Detroit
"30 Seconds Over
(2.000; 60-85)
Tokyo" (M-G). Looks choice. Last

United

—

—

spectacle.'

s.upplement;i]
all-time

New

high in store for New Year's- week
here.
Last week, over Christmas.,
house came very close to beating
previous record of $132,000 by grossing $131,600.

-Sepablic

(Brandt)
50(1.004
Placid
Serenade"
(2d
wk).
Not doing so
only
light,
$8,500.
having
been grossed on initial week ended
:

$110)— "Lake
(Rep)

forte.

'

,

.

I

BbM

.

.

—"Sign

out big.

Since New Year's eve (31) fell on
Sunday, when houses by law are not
permitted to open until noon, a problem on turnover upset matters a bit,
but some houses, in advance, still

of Cross'' (Par) (reissue)
(3d wk). Judging by early stride on
second week stretching through
New Year's, record high for. house is

certain, topping the all-time best
scored the first week with picture
figured out schedules,so that a major over Xmas. being over $21,000.
number of shows could be squeezed
Schedules included
in for the kill.
seven stageshows for the Paramount,
Strand, and five each for K. C.
Yr.;
tip-off that the screen fare is solid. six for the
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo." at Loew's the Hall, Capitol, Roxy and secondrun State. Length of several current
State, and "Can't Help Singing," at
'Victory,' 'Experiment/
winners. pictures complicated the matter.
the
look
like
Rialto,

Sharp on

—

New

>

-

.

—

.

.

'-

.

New

'30 Seconds' Soaring
Kansas
Biz

is

first-runs

City.

skyrocketing" at the local
Christmas
usual
after
looks to get

The New Year

slump.
off to a

rousing start with a strong
new product all around.

line-up of

"Winged Victory," day-date at the
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway, and
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo," soloing
at the Midland, are headed toward
big grosses.
AH others are up
sharply.
t

Estimates for Last Week
Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway
(Fox-Midwest) (820. 2,043 and 700;
40-C0)^-"Winged
Victory"
(20 th).
Opened big.
Last
week, "Lake
Placid Serenade" (Rep), neat $9,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 40-60)—
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G).
and
Last week; "Kismet" (M-G)
"Missing Juror" (Col), so-so $10,000.

Newman (Paramount)

(1.900:45-

65)— "Now Tomorrow" (Par). Last
week. "Doughgirls". (WB) (2d wk),
nifty $11,000.

Orpheum

.

w™„ m
\

Xmas

and
stageshow (3d wk>.

New Year eve scales, listed by
"Bowery to Broadway" at the Strand
alphabetical order, follow:
.Capllol
promises to be in the better coin houses in
(CT)
35-62)
(2,700;
Capitol, $2.20;*Crlterion,
Bowery to Broadway" (U; -and week.
"Parkin'gfon"
(M-G) and bracket. Holdover of "Hollywood Astor, $1.40;
Murder in Blue Room" (U). Last "Song Open Road" (UA) (3d wk), Canteen" at the Mary Anderson is $1.75; Globe, $150; Gotham, $1.50;
Hollywood,
$2.20; Palace. $1.50; Paraweek, "Marriage Is Private" (M-G) fine $16,000.
big for this house.
mount.
$2.20; Music Hall, $1.25 (reand "7th Survivor" (Indie) stout
Last
Week
Estimate* for
Republic, $1.50;
•$9,000.
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) served seats $2.40);
Roxy,
Loew's
Heart" Rialto, $1.10: Rivoli, $1.70;
40-60)
"Lonely
(1,000:
(CT)
35-67)—
(2,800;
Frenchman's Creek" (Par), tiast Frisco Lifts Blackout
(RKO) (moveover). Last week, $2.20; State, $1.50; Strand, $2.40; Vicweek, "Kismet" (M-G) (3d wk).
"Meiry Monahans" (U) and "Enter toria, $1.50.
Estimates for Last Week
sturdy $8,000.
Arsene Lupin" (U), fair $3,000 on
Year's
Eve;
'Brazil,'
Princess
m.o.
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 6O-$1.20)—
(CT)
30-52)—
(2^00;
K. C. Kitty"
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200: 30-40 "Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (6th
(Col) and "Since
Venus' (Col). Last week, "Sign of
'Yukon' Plus Stage, Big —"Rainbow Island" (Par) and wk). With the big push received
Cross' (Par) (reissue) and "Dark
Last since Christmas, a new all-time high
Raiders"
(RKO>.
"Marine
San Francisco.
Mountain" (Par) nUty $6,500r
Wildcat" (U) and is in sight here, initial four days of
week.
"Gypsy
year-end biz loomed for
Mrand (United Amusements *am- allThumping
a Soldier" (Par), okay $1,600. New Year week having been terrif.
downtown nouses this session. "Love
lted)
Loew's (Loew's) (3.300:40-60)—"30 The week running through Xmas eve
(715; 35-45)— "Atlantic City" Warfleld opened with "Brazil"
to bigSeconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Looks (24) was strong $32,100.
gest opening day in "many months,
grosser here. Last week.
Capital (Loew's) (4.820; 60-$1.20)—
while Golden Gate* counted on a like a big
smash week with "Belle of the Yu- "Kismet" (M-G) and "Missing Juror'" "Music for Millions" (M-G) and
JOO,
(Col), modest $9,000.
Tommy Dorsey orch. Hitting very
kon." This chief Pacific port is enMary Anderson (People's) (1.000: socko pace on first holdover session.
joying its first New Year's eve withCanteen"
(WB)
"Hollywood
Initial
week over Xmas went to $78,out blackout since Pearl Harbor. All 40-G0>—
Still sturdy.
Last week, 300. terrific.
Prov. on Upbeat With
downtown houses had augmented (2d wk).
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
$9,000.
New Year's Eve shows and tilted sock
National (Standard) (2,400; 50-75) r-^'Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d wk)
scale to $1.50 tops.
—"When Strangers Marry" (PRC) Was" brought in Christmas day, when
'Tokyo/ 'Canteen' Tall
Estimates for Last Week.
plus Ben Carter orch, King Cole teeing off big. and since then has
Providence.
55-85)— Trio, others, on stage. Shapes bull- suggested likely record for house of
„,.,,
Fox
(F-WC)
(4,651:
With generally packed New Year's
"Winged Victory" (20th). In for 5 ish. Last week, "Lights Old Santa around $50,000, this including New
" special
shows,
grosses
all days of second week. Last week, solid
Fe" (Rep) and "Ride, Ranger. Ride" Year's eve.
„
e bein « given a hefty $32,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; .00-S1.20)—
(Rep) plus Ray Kinney orch plus
Ir.
?F
wiu be in the higher
"Tomorrow the World" (UA) (2d
'Paramount (F-WC) (2,646: 55-85) acts, medium $9,000.
brackets
Rialto (Fourth Avenue). (3.400; 40- wk). Holding up stoutly after initial
—"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Looks
Estimates for Last Week
"Can't Help Singing". <U>. week of $25,000, excellent.
good. Last week, "Till Meet Again" 60)
bte
(RKO) (2.100; 44-60)— (Par) (2a wk), trim $15,000.
Gotham. (Brandt) (900: 60-$1.20)—
exceptionally
for
good
«. ??
Looking
p
^iincess'
and Pirate" (RKO) and
Last week, "Lonely Heart" "Three Is Family" (UA) (3d wk).,
Warfleld (F-WC) (.2JB56; 60-85)— week.
lco "
Hollywood"
Not going so hot but showing an
(RKO) (2d "Brazil" (Rep) plus Deep RiveY Boys, (RKO). best in town at $12,000.
^J\
K
F <>st week was wow $17,000 others, on stage. Off to great start
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; okay profit.
Has picked up since
,Jl
to earn
'
holdover.
40-60)—
"Bowery to Broadway" (U). last week's $8,700.
and looks, sock stanza. Last week.
Carlton (Fay-Loew)
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 50-$l:20)
Outlook is for excellent session. Last
(1,400; 44-55) "Lights Old Santa Fe* (R.ep) and
w«y to JBroadway"
week, "Trail Lonesome Pine" (Par) —"To Have, Have Not" (WB) (13th
(U) and Dante's stage show, good $26,000.
and
"Babes
on
Swing
very steady performer and
Wild".
55-85) (reissue)
wk).
A
(PRC)
St.
Francis
(F-WC)
.(1,400:
(2d
run).
Ni»
2
t
Wce.sesb
at. Majestic earned this a —"Winged Victory" (20th). Opened Street" (U), strong $5,000.
will be stronger, this week than over
:

Hal) (Rocke60-$1.10>— "National

(M-G).

Nativity.",

'

turn date.

solo

"The

Maslc

City
(5.945:

Velvet"

.

'Singing/ '30 Seconds/
Michigan (United Detroit (4,000;
60-85)— "Here Come Waves" (Par)
and "National Barn Dance" (Par)
'Bowery' Standout Fix
'SMILING/ 'BOWERY' Looks bofl. Last week, "Hearts
Louisville.
YOung: Gay" (Par.) and "Great Mo
Montreal.
ment" (Par) (2d wk), okay $16,000.
Some first-class product in town
All main stems booked solid in adPalms -State
(United
Detroit) this week, and with benefit of New
vance for New Year's Eve shows a(
(3,000; 60-85)— "Since Went Away
Year's holiday, most first-runs are
$1.50 top. Business on'all new films
(Selznick-UA).
Shapes as a great trotting out single bills. That is a
looks, strong
Estimates for Last week
Palace (CT) (2.700; 35-62)— "Irish

Radio
fellers)

:

MONTI JUMPING FOR

Eyes Smiling" (20th). Last week.
"Laura" (20th), smash $11,000.

Based upon the increase in grosses
on starting days of the New Year
week, including one major deluxe
opening and holdovers, the first week
of 1945 will run to a smash total, with
some new highs for all time expected
to be set. The Music Hall, over. Xmas
week, came close to exceeding its
former record of $132,000 by grossing $131,600 with "National Velvet"
and Christmas spectacle, '"The Nativity," but on the quickened pace since
Thursday (28) seems certain to do
it on (the current (3d)uveek.
Can't Help Singing," which opened
.
-_j
»„:,»_
j„.. and
v_«„ day
at the Criterion on Xmas
has been extremely socko from the
gun, is assured of a new high for
that house at around $50,000. It is
also likely, with the terrific business
being drawn, that the Astor will establish a record with "Meet Me in'

Friday night (29).
Malto
(Mayer) .(594: 40-85)—
"House~ of Frankenstein" (U) (3d
wk).
wiw. This small-scatcr getting
° terrjfic p]ay wi|h ov£1 $15 Bo 0 g osse(1
on second week through Thursday
(28). near the record $17,000 garnered on first.
-r
Rivoli (UA-Par) (1,092; 76-$1.50)—
"Keys of Kingdom" (20th) opened
Peon (Loew's-UA) «3,30u: 40-63)—
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). St. Louis" for the fifth week to beat big Friday (29). The 14th week,
Last week. "Kismet" (M-G) in 9 by a large margin the $32,100 record- plus an extra day, for "Frenchman's
days only meagre $15,000, being hurt ed for the week ending Sunday night Creek" (Par) which showed a huge,
profit on run, was $20,000, good.
like others.
(24).
Bill
Roxy (20th) .(5.886: 60-$1.20)—
(WB) (800; 40-65)—"Now
Of particular interest is the paTomorrow'" (Par) (Moveover). Last tronage, including considerable so- "Winged Victory" (20th), Nicholas
week, "Hearts Young, Gay" (Par), called, carriage trade, being drawn Bros.. Jack Durant. others, on stage
about $2,500 on m o. in 9 days.
by Maurice Maurer*s little Victoria (3d- wk). Soaring to a hefty take
Senator (Harris) (1.750; 40-65)— where a reissue, "Sign of Cross." is for New Year's after registering
"Carolina Blues" (Col) Had a bit now in its second, week. Despite sev- smash $104,000 over. Christmas, first
of pre-selling because house used eral days of the pre-Xmas period, week for show.
recently for War Bond preem. house hit over $21,000 on the first
it
State
(Loew's)
43-85)—
(3,450:
Last week, "Holiday Inn" (Par) (re- week, best it ever has done. New
"Parkington"
(M-G)
(2nd
run),
issue') and "Aldrich Little. Secret"
Year's week should be higher.
Wingy Manone band and Dickie
(Par). $3,200.
Last Wednesday (27) the ParaStanley
(WB) (3,800: 40-65 )— mount brought in a new bill, "Here Jones. Opened very big last Thurs"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Heavily Come the Waves" and the Woody day (28). Last week, "Marriage Is
Private" (M-G) (2d run) and Eddie
publicized. Last week, "Now ToHerman band, plus Buddy Lester and
morrow" (Par), mild $12,000 in 9 others on the stage. It started out Heywood orch picked up in stretch
to finish at near $22,000, but still
days.
a house afire, with an opening very disappointing for Xmas.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)— like
day's gross of $13,500, one of the best
Strand (WB) (2,756: 60-$1.20)—
"Kismet" (M-G) (moveover). Last non-holidays the house ever has had
week, "Lost In Harem" <M-G). and a teeoff which presaged -a ter- "Hollywood Canteen"
(WB) and
(Moveover), had tough. time getting rific first-week's gross.
Lionel Hampton orch (3d wk). PilA major ing
'em in on third holdover session,
$4,500 in 9 days.
opening Friday (29) was "Keys of
after
coming, through, on second to
the Kingdom" at the Rivoli, while on
particularly
strong
$64,500.
in
the same day the Palace brought
L'vifle
With
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 76-$1.50>
"Experiment Perilous." Both started

Although the weather here has only did
been brutal, biz. has taken an up hurting.
following

$20,000.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 60-$1.20)
—"Here Come Waves" (Par), Woody
Midweek on Wednes- Hermanjoj^liand_Buddy
Lester (2d
day
was surprisingly strong, wk ). Opened in smaKlr-fashion last
while. Thursday and Friday (28-29) Wednesday (27), getting $13,500 on
taxed capacities of the downtown the day, 'One of best non-holiday
takes house has ever shown. Final
N. Y. first-runs, an augury in advance (5th week) for
"And Now Tomorrow"
of one of the biggest. New Year's the (Pari, Glen Gray orch. Andy Russtreet has ever seen, if not the big- sell and Wally Brown and Alan
Carney, was suitable $55,000.
gest.
.

(27)

•

turn
fresh

well. Last week, second for "Tall in
Saddle" (RKO). was satisfactory

sively better.

a virtual standstill. Golden Triangle
practically looked like a deserted
village all week long.
Estimates for Last Week

'Since' R<

holidays business has hit an excepeach of the

week days leading up to' the Now
Ycyr's .blowoff becoming progres-

tionally last pace, with

100.

Pitt.

New Year's Starts Out Terrif;

'Waves'-Herman, 'Keys' Sockeroo New

$29,000.

bli/.zards.

Det Hot; laves,'

with Bentiy Carter Orch-King Cole
Trio staser, firm $17,000.
Garrlck
(B&K) (900; 55-95)—
"Conspirators" <WB) (2d wk). Last
week, nice $10,000.

N. Y.'s

Xmas

solid $16,500 after record

'Family'-Unit, 'Creek'

47

"Doughgirls"

State (F-WC) (2,133; 55-85)— "Meet
Again" (Par), Started Sun. (31).
Last week, "Lost in Harem" (M-G),

Chicago.
Holdovers, with one exception, are
second downtown week. Last week.
In order as Loop houses go into
"Lost in Harem" (M-G) and "Mark
1945. with big grosses indicated by
scales,
which range Whistler" (Col) (2d run), fine $4,000.
adniisli
top
Fay's (Fay) (2,000; 44-55>— "Night
from SI. 80 at Chicago and Oriental
(Rep) and vaude on
at other first-runs New Club Girl"
to SI. 50
stage headed by Buddy Page aitd
Year's Eve,
Last week.
-Looking best are "Now Tomor- Naomi Ray & Co.
row." paired with Johnny Long "Lights of Old Sante Fe" (Rep) and
orch. now in second week; Chicago; vaude. fairly good $6,000.
Majestic
(Fay) (2,200: 44-55)—
Blue Room" with Ray
.'"Murder
Last
Kinney's orchestra and Ella Fitz- "Hollywood Canteen" (WB).
gerald,' Downtown; "Three Is Fam- week, "Bowery to Broadway'' lU)
'Town Went Wild" (PRO.
ily" (only hew one) with Howard's and
Gals"
vaude unit, snappy $11,000.
lor
"Hooray
dualer of "Can't Help
Metropolitan (Snider) (3.100: 44Orient;)!:
Sin"in«." at Palace; •'Frenchman's 50) "Hail Conquering Hero"
Par
Crock." State-Lake and "30 Sec- and "Gambler's Choice" (Par) and
onds Tokyo," United Artists.
eight acts of vaude on stage. Last
week, dark for Christmas holiday.
Kstlmstes far Last Week
State (Loew) (3,200: 50-70)— "30
Apollo
(B&K) (1,200; 55-9*)—
"Very Thought of You" (WBl (2d Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Last
wk>. Looks good. Last week, ine week. "Kismet" (M-G) and "Meel
Miss Bobby Socks" (Col), steady
$12,000.
1
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55 fS^- $12,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,000; (2.000:
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) with ,'jhnny
>— "Frenchman's Creek" (Par)
"LoTik orch heading stage srr *• (2d 44-55
wk i. Aiiain sock after last week's (2d wk). Last week, strong $12,000.

PICTURE GROSSES

Anniversary

pjS&lETt'

Sun.. (31).
Last week
(WB). fair $10,000.

Chi Starts '45 at Hefty Gait; Durbin,

.

(RKO)

(1.500: 40-65

>—

"Experiment Perilous" (RKO) andFirst days
"Girl
Rush" (RKO).
point to sock sesh. Last week. "Tall
In Saddle" (RKO) and "Falcon in
Hollywood" (RKCU, nice $9,500.
Tower (Fox-JofTee) (2.100; 39-60)
and
"Carolina
BIu j-s"
(Col)

—

;

"When

Strangers Marry" (Mono)
with stage revue. Last week. "Sing,
(Rep)
a n d V. "Singing
(U)
with vaude, okay
.

Neighbor"
Sheriff"
$9,000.

.

..

...

.

...

-.
.
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Thirty-ninth
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W&ltfff

W«diWKday, January

Annlwnaitf

3,

1945

VERA HRUBA RALSTON
ft3

lacidJerenade

EUGENE PALLETTE
VERA VAGUE
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
STEPHANIE BACHELOR
-

with

—

WALTER CATLETT* LLOYD CORRIGAN
RUTH TERRY WILLIAM FRAWLEY
JOHN LITEL LUDWIG STOSSEL
ANDREW TOMBES
•

"

RAY NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS
nJ HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS
Oct SjUcUUtie*
MtGOWAN AND MACK

•

TWINKLE WATTS

THE MERRY MEISTERS
with

GUEST STAR

KING OF THI COWBOYS
STEVE SEKELY

-

DIRECTOR

Orjglnol Story by Frederick Kohnor
Strton Floy by Dick Irving Hylend
and Dorli Ollbort

IT'S

A

REPUBLIC PICTURE
m

BUY

U. S.

WAR BONDS

).

Wednesday, January

3,

-

.

1945

Thirty-ninth

Sun. Blue Law Booms Philly

New YrV,
Top Bets

'Canteen,' Tokyo,' 'Pirate
New

of biggest
history

Years' Eves
for

forecast

is

local

Film

.

hypoed by the infix, of
including "Hollywood
Canteen.'' "Princess and the Pirate,"
"30. Second Over Tokyo" plus hold"Mc-el
Mc in St. Louis" and
of
overs

week

also

is

films

string

"Frenchman's' Creek."
Grosses will get an added lift by
unprecedented $1.10 top for late and
midnight shows on New Year's Eve,
highest for fllmers in recent years.
Estimates for Last Week
Aldinr
(WB) (1,303; 40-1.10)—
"Meet Mc St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk).
solid
week's
opening was
Last
.

15 Pii

New Year

for

new year with

the

into

films

15

under their scissors, eight completed
and seven in the rush stage.
Removed from the cameras and
being primped for public exposition
are "The Valley of Decision," "Alter
Ego," "The Clock." "Son of -Lassie."
"Thank You Ma'am." "Ziegfeld Follies," "Anchors Aweigh" and "Thrill
of a Romance." Under the scissors
for future release arc "Her Highness and the Bellboy;" "The Hidden
Eye," "Twice Blessed." "Weekend at
the Waldorf," "Without Love," "Hold
High the Torch" and "Our Vines
Have Tender Grapes."

run).

Friday (29).
Last week,
"Doughgirls" 'iWB), okay $5,000 sec-

Opened

40-1.10).—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d wk).
Opening sesh was husky $27,000.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-1.10)— "Sha^
lows in Night" (Col), with Sammy

Kaye

(2.560:

Film Reviews

Uaier Western Skies

.

Opened Friday

orch.

Last

week. "Strange Affair"

and

Vaughn

Monroe

orch,

(29).

(Col)
nice

(SONGS)
Wilson pio-

l'nh'cr»ul reh'UfU of AW-iiTPii

Slum Murllm

ilUrllon.

O'luiHtinll; fculuiCJ*

Un

CanIUu. Leon Krml,
01 rcc ted by Jeiin Ynrbi-nuxh. Socenphiy by
Stuiilcy Roberts and t'lyilc Uiin-kmon boned

Nouh Beory.
tin

:in

Jr..

army by Roberts; ciimoru.
Van Kntrci «1ii»»r. Arthur Hilton.
Fvemtt Oaner *n<l Milton Hosen.

oVlfflnu)

Churlr»

$20,000.

;

SonffH.by

Fox '<WB> (2,245: 40-1.10)— "30 Pi+vlewecl In N. Y.
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Last lime, 37 MIKS.
Kalle. .'...;•
week. "Lost Harem" (M-G) (2d T<nl
wk), okay $14,000.
KIrk lUnilull
Karlton (Goldman) (1.000: 40-1.10) Willie.......
Mirrlff.
"Somcthinc For Boys" (20th) (2d Professor Morten.

—

Uct..
.

,

'44.

I'K.

..Miii

.'. .

I'll

,

run)

wki.

2d

Last

Nell

week, modest

$4,500.

Mastbaum (WB)

'Canteen'

bills

And

came

ltlce

.

seen as the bandit chief, but briefly;
while Leon Errol is the gal's father.
Shaw and Lee. vaude vets, are also
St en.
shown in one routine.

Wntern Approach^*

eight .days, Rood $11,600.
Liberty (,J-vH) (1,650; 45-80)— "To-

(BBITISH-MADE)

(Ccl-) (2d **1
Last week, solid $10,200.

Asa;:-."-

Box

date at

(CoUr)

\

Record Level After Slow Xmas Wk.;
'Seeing You/

London.

Still

~BTMsV-Woe>-^* a*>fl.«",

(Imilun;

l*ro4luc«il

liy

:if

Cniwn Kllnv.Vro.

Itin

l>uliymple.

Chi Ops

ganize

to

or-

theatre managers

and

secured

1,500

assistants,

1937

in

doormen,

has been "dusted off and brought up
to date," according to Gene Atkinson, business agent of Local 110,
Chicago Motion Picture Operators
Union. Unionists are meeting daily
to set up the actual machinery that
will get the membership drive rolling shortly after first of the year.
'This isn't a new charter, as has

announced,"

been

Atkinson

said.

"Story in 'Variety' a few months
ago that it was an old charter we've
had kicking around was correct. It's
merely been lying dormant till we
could get it dusted off, cleaned up
a little and brought up to date.
Now I feel we're set to do big things
for all theatre employees here."
Wage scale when the charter was
secured eight years ago was based
on admissions and seating capacity,
he said, but takes have been
boosted
considerably
and living
costs have been raised to a point
where it becomes necessary to adapt
the charter accordingly.
"As long
as exhibitors are going to have a
big banquet," Atkinson said, referring
to
upped admissions, "we
ought to be allowed to sit in too
and catch a few crumbs." Atkinson said operators in Loop deluxers
are also seeking adjustment in salary to. $3.75 an hour from their
current $3.25.
1

Decorators Stay Put

Tomorrow
Air

documentary made by Crown
Film unit, and its first in Technishould- draw favorable comment on both sides of the Atlantic,
It's a bit long to fit on duals where
Orpheum (H-E). (2,600; 45-80 )— it will have to go in U. S. There are
Hollywood Canteen" vWB). Shap- no professionals in the cast. The
ing as great session.
Last week. Merchant Seamen, to whom it's dediRainbow Island" (Par) and "Murdor cated, are, with the exception of Pat
Blue Room" (U). bbff $14,700 in 9 Jackson, director, all real naval perdays.
sonnel. Film may do some biz in
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-$l)— U.S.
Dixie Jamboree" (PRC) and "ThorAll the convoy shots are genuine.
oughbreds" (Rep) plus Zorina, top- This is reported the first time the
Ping stage show. Last week. "Bow- Atlantic has been used for scenes
vry Chom P" (Mono) and "Sing in a color film, and there are some
Neighbor" (Rep) plus vaude, grand remarkably fine examples of same.
$13,400.
Story set amid this technical realism
ramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80 >— tells of a lifeboat and its crew, of
«,??l
30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Last their sighting by the straggler from
y« ek "Winged Victory" (20th) and a convoy, and a climax of great in1
Bavn Dance" (Par), big tensity in which the straggler's guns
'•IKlS? ?
$12,800 in 9 days.
fight a battle to the finish with a
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)— submarine.
Rainbow Island" (Par). From OrConsidering the great difficulties
Last week, Tall in Saddle" of filming at sea in the winter, the
(2d wk >- good $5,100.
picture is hot uneven, but some of
i5P?
' n '* r Garden
(Sterling) (800; 25- dialogue will be alien to the Ameri,n
A senic Old Lace" (WB) and can ear. Ah opportunity was missed
«c.
S)*P -Lively" (RKO) (3d run). Lest in not making the final scenes of
ee «wich Village" (20th) greater power for pop appeal. It is
fuVu'. 9V
Winkle" (Col), good $4,400 third a painstaking effort and augurs well
color,

,

.-

1

w

?'

"

.

I

for future product of this sort.

the World'

As Part

Bally

Of 1945 Forecasts
A

six-minulc excerpt from the
film
version
"Tomorrow the
of
World" was set for the Blue network's "Forecast of 1945" program
for Jan. 1 because of the significance
which the yarn has in relation to
world events. Betty Field (also of
the original legit cast) and Skippy
Homeier, who appear in the film,
and Ralph Bellamy, who appeared
in the play, were signed to appear
on the airer along with Edward J.
Noble, Eric Johnston, Philip Murray,
William Green, Joe Louis, Under
Secretary of War Patterson, Under.
Secretary of State William Grew and

smash.

$61,000.
Also "House of
ken s t e i n" and "Mummy's
Curse" in the small Hawaii, where it
got a terrific $10,000, far over expectancy.
"Together Again" came
out with, only $36,400, for below
hopes, but should top this in second
week. "Fighting Lady" and "Sun-

F ran

day

"Theatre Oh Romance" over C^BS
scheduled for yesterday (Tues.).

pace I 5

act as an
assurance of continued attendance at
film houses.
"It is predicted that when present
become freely
materials
critical
available a marked increase in new
theatre construction will follow. The
trade estimates that about 1.000 theatres will be constructed at a cost
of between 75 and 100 million dollars. Seating capacity for these theatres will average from. 800 to 1.000.
and plans for prefabricated theatres

hands of the public

will

.

are complete in

all details.

should
gasoline
"Furthermore,
limitations be relaxed in 1945. an
increase in drive-in type of theatres
is sure to follow. It is estimated that

Cartfaa? Circle

number

also

(FWC)

(l.gi8;50-

$6,400.

(20th),

so-so

on six

$7,400

days.

Downtown

Exhib-Distrib Briefs
Washington.

Local Variety Club is heaving a
testimonial-farewell to Hardie Meakin, recently promoted to
as-

(WB)

(1,800; 50-$l

>—

Canteen"
(WB) (2d
wk). Sailing along in fine style after
doing solid $22,000 on initial week.
Egyptian (FWC)
(1,538: 50-$l >—
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
(20th)
(4th wk). Okay after modest $8,000
for third sesh.

Four Star

sistant division, managership. Blowout comes off Jan. 15 at the Willaid
here.

RKO

Pitt.

Mir. Wounded
Pittsburgh.

.

RKO exchange has heard that Carl
Pepperkorn, former office manager
a storekeeper in the Navy, received shrapnel wounds during invasion of France, and is ndw in a
N. Y. hospital.
now

Harry

Berman manager

theatre. Steubenville.
ners, resigned.

Capitol
O.r for- War-

Bert Bodner. who received medical
discharge from army as result of
wounds while a paratrooper in South
Pacific, has joined staff of Shapiro-

took over house.

Charles

Fox-West

P.

F-WC

Coast

execs

$8,000.

Hawaii. (G&S)

50-$*D—
"House Frankenstein"
(U)
and
"Mummy's Curse" (JJ) (2d wk).
Horror combo paying off and staying big after smash $10,000 initlaler
for this small spot. This was way
beyond estimates.
H«Ujrw««4 (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Hollywood Canteen"
(WBj (2d
(1.10D;

-

wk).

Continues strong after hefty

$23,000 first.
Los Aag«Je* (D'town-WC) (2,007;
50-$*)—"90 Seconds" (M-G; (4th
wk>. Winding up in stout fashion
after steady $23,800 in third .week.

Orsheass (D'town) (2,200: 05-85)—
rWave, WacMMono) with "Tars and
Spars" revue on stage (2d wk). Comparatively better on holdover stanza
than first week, which hit good
$18,000. but below hopes.
Paatagei (Pan)

—

50-$l)

(?.812;

"Together. Again" (Col) and "Missing Juror" (Col) (2d wk). Doing a
bit better on second frame after

modest $18,000 opening

Pirimut (F&M)

sesh.

(3.389;

50-$D—

"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) and "Atlantic City" (Bep) (2d wk). Holding
near first week's total, which was
rather m"»
$19,500,
much lower
than expecvLOcy.
raraasrant Bollywood (F&M) (1.451: 50-W)—"Hearts Young" (Par)
and "Atlantic City" (Rep) (2d wk).
-

Trio

to

(800;50-$1)

Seeing You" (UA) (2d wk).
Holding to initial week's pace of

handsome

Los AngeiL-s.
Skouras upped three

new Okay on

responsibilities before he shoved off
Chief promotes was
for
Y.
N.
George Bowser. Southern California
manager, who- moved into the position once held by the late Arch M.
Bowles as general' manager of cir-

(UA-WC)

—"Be

RKO

seven
KO

first

tu>.

aftijr

nice $18,800 in

days.

HUbtreet (RKO) (2.890: 50OOWTogether Again" (Col) and
"Missing

Juror"

Jumping up

cfter

wk).
(2d
week's $18,400.

(Col)
first

which was way below hones.
Bill (FWC) (1,370: 50-S1)
"30
supervising both Northern and
Seconds" (M-G) (4th wk). Doing
Southern California divisions.
John Bertero. of circuit's legal de- okay on final week after nice $8,100
partment, became vice president and in third frame.
Stale (Loew's- WC) (2,404; 50-$l)
chief counsel, office held by the late
Charles Buckley. Andrew J, Krapp- "Sunday Dinner" (20th) and "Fightman. Bowser's former executive as- ing Lady" (20th) (2d wk). Prospects
sistant, moves up to manager of the for great current stanza after modest
S2L200 first session.
Southern California Division

—

cuit,

Halted Artists
UA-WC J (2,100:.
50-S1)—"Be Seeing You" (UA) f2d
wk). Looks likely to too first week's
sock $16,000, which was way over
expectations. Part of upped biz was
made .oossible through addition of
<

SsMder* Eenajaed
Morris Sanders. N. Y. sales superfor 20th-Fox. reelected president of .Motion Picture Associates
last week, while Jack Elbe. N. Y.
branch manager for United Artists,
re-won. post of v.p. for the coming
visoj

of drive-in theatres, year over Jesse L. Stem, industry
of which are now closed, will attorney and operator of several theincrease from 100 to 300 within a atres who's also president of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors.
short time after the war.
"Most of the major and indie stuNew Hwie far ClevebW
dios in Hollywood are reported to
Cleveland. O.
have made .plans for expansion of
Parma Realty Co. Is building a
present facilities involving expendicomplete shopping center, including
tures of between 20 and 30 millions.
a theatre here.
This could well take place in 1945,
Leo Jones, Upper Sandusky, O..
should V-E day come during this has opened a new film house in
year."
Carey, O.

the

Soldier"

a

"Hollywood

Feteing Hardie Meakin;

Skonras HolsU

(mm

For

$1)—"30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
(M-G)
(moveover).
Last
week,
"Sun. Dinner For Soldier" (29th)
and "Fighting Lady" (20th), light

decorators.

Continued

Dinner

dipped below predictions in four'
houses to hit only $40,400.
Estimates for Last Week

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50(20th).
Another exploitation package set $1)— "Winged Victory"
Opened big Dec. 21 after sellout
the picture by Martin Starr,
charity preem. Last week. "Sun.
United Artists radio director, was on Dinner
For "Soldier"' (20th) and
"Lady"

Ted Barker's HMses
Ted Barker appointed publicist for
LA to join- its ranks, the decorators
the Loew's State and Orpheum. St.
stood by Local 1421. which is taking
Louis. He served as relief manager
a strike vote Jan. 6 because of the for the Loew houses in St. Louis for
refusal of producers to recognize the several months.

Returning 61s

.

up''

for

Fineman circuit.
Frank Lewis, Blatt Bros, circuit
With only one dissenting vote, studio set decorators nixed the IATSE. manager, managing Penn theatre.
and reaffirmed their affiliation with Wesleyville. Pa., since that chain

;

wound

others.

Hollywood.

Screen Set Designers, Illustrators
and Decorators Local 1421.
Although given heavy play by the

most

stanza,

Exceptions were "I'll Be Seeing
You," in three theatres, which went
beyond, expectations to get $34,000,
and "Hollywood Canteen" which hit

unorganized,

.

tious

Xmas-week

solid

below hopes.

IJ i

"Western, Approaches," most ambi-

should hit record

biz

'

figures because new sessions start
on the weekend. After getting away
to what looked like a good start for

spider bite.

and.

ushers

cashiers, all currently

Navy, liny*] Xeiiitrlrwirii*
Navy. Mlnfntry War-TrjtnsiHirt. Alllrtl McrAt Wumfr Ihfatr*. l.ftmloii.
Uov. G. '44. Runnihc time AS MINK.

Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G).
Shapes strong. Last- week, "Winged
Victory" (20th) and "National Barn
Dance" (Par), wonderful $11,400 in
B days, almost equalling take at Paramount.

ent outlook,

houses drooped again and

rhfinl Navlfn.

30

Los Angeles.
First runs in Los Angeles-Hollywood area are looking forward to a
tremendous New Year's eve weekend trade following the slump of last
several weeks that extended into
Christmas session. On basis of pres-

Hollywood.
For .30 years Fred Bergano
handled gunpowder, dynamite
and other violent props so precisely, that he never suffered a
burn or an abrasion in all his
explosive experiences on motion
picture sets. Now he is in the
hospital, getting treatment for. a

Chicago.

c»i*rHt1on of Ro>'h1

Paramount and Music HalL

Last week. "Laura" (20th) (2d wk),
okay $0,000 in 10 days.
Mus e Hall (H-E) (2.200: 45-£0,P-

Xanteen Sturdy Entries

Spider Powder

(H-E)

',
.

L A. New Years B.O. Gimbs to Near

distributors.

Off for Mgrs.

(850; 45-80)— rr^KHl by Put JackHun. Slury by Vml jArk :
Victory" (20th). From day-, mm. Camera, Jack OinlifT. Miicle with co-

'Winged

'37

Charter

'

tunes composed by Everett Carter
and Milton Rosen, none of which is
especially catchv.
Leo Carrillo is

Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Shapes
as great sesh. Last week. "Till Meet
Again" (Par) and "Nevada" (RKO).

Music

Amusement by

Charter Dusted

Miss O'Driscoll's singing and act
ing talents seem especially wasted
here.
She delivers four of the five

into four

Estimates for Last Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergrccn
(800; 45-80 )— "Till Meet Again" (Par)
and "Nevada" (RKO) (2d wk). From
Fifth Ave.
Last week, "Lost in
Harem" (M-G) and "Pal Wolf'
(RKO) (2d wk), big $6,000.

rolling.

Old

49

in favor of the

Friday (29)

related to extended runs granted

United

too.

of larger, houses.

gether

(Para-

Players-Canadian

through their paces in one-two-three
fashion, with montage shots showing
a stagecoach rjee with a bandit gang
Morris Leonard, Balaban & Katz
and a few outdoor scenes depicting a counsel^ announced
following meet
western town and surrounding area.
Yarn concerts the adventures of a ing with 'union heads that operators
traveling vaudc show in a small will get their $3.57 anr' hour asked
Arizona community where several for subject to War Labor Board appeople want the entertainers to leave proval but that grant is a com
pronto. "Turned down on staging the promise measure. Says
that besides
show, they talk the saloon keeper
raise from $3.25 to $3.57 unionists
into giving them room. Meanwhile,
a bandit gang is knocked off through asked for two. men in booth and
time after midnight, and
the marksmanship of schoolteacher double
Noah Beery. Jr.. who gets the gaL they compromised on the raise.

Seattle.

New

JacK

:

New Year here started with hangup
midnight matinees at all main downtown houses, which means upped biz
around.

lice

....1»orolby Gruiiffor

Mruhewa

cer, and Jean Yarbrough, director,
didn't waste muph time in getting
this one into the can. They put the
cast, headed by Martha O'Driscoll,

'Creek' Pace Seattle

all

SliHW-und

,

,

unentertainihg film. Solely a dualer.
Obviously, Warren Wilson, produ-

•

'

:

Cut and dried story, dialogue, acting and direction add up to a rather

40-1.10)—
(WB). Last

(4,692;

"Hollywood Canteen"
week, "Lonely Heart" (RKO) (3d
wk), satisfactory $15,300.
Stanley
(WB) (2.760;. 40-1.10)—
"Princess and Pirate" (Par). Opens
Sunday (31). Last week. "Bowery
to Broadway" (U), modest $16,000.
Stanton (WB) (1.475; 40-1.10)—
"Tall in Saddle" (RKO) (2d wk).
Opening was smash $14,000.

Tokyo

.

n:irtun Brothers,
Miiylielle'.

Jr.
t'nrrlllo
lirrol

;i*eon

vv lit k Uncoil

lun Keith
lenlfTer Holt
.Ivhia'.May Wonncoli
Kinle Ilodk'tn^

llh

MK>-niM

thu O'Drlscoll

I

Charity

Keith's (Goldman)
— "Casanova
Brown"

Kunnlnk

.Noah Heery,

.

run).. Last week. "Laura" (20th)
(2d wk ). neat $8,000 on second run.
(2,200: 40-1.10)
(RKO.)
(2d

Famous

Co., subsidiary of

No

ond run.

(WB)

Suit

Hollywood.
Editors on the Metro lot barged

40-1.101

Boyd

United Amusement

It

$21,000.

(Sablosky) (600;
—Arcadia
>'Parkm«lon"
(M-G) (2d

Wins

F.R.-Can.

PICTURE GROSSES

Anniversary

P45sfl£TY

A suit brought in Montreal by
Garson & Lane, exhibitors, against

latter

MG Editors Slicing

Row

with bulk of
biz going tothe fl!»;rs because of
the Blue Law ban against boozeSundays.
Expected to
hoisting on
keep boitc business, to a rninimum.
Trade prospects for the holiday
Philly'.s

:

mount) was decided

Philadelphia.

One
in

.

all-night grind policy, starting Dec.
30.

I7«tr^-i

"Winged

many

(FWC)
Victory"

—

50-S1)
(20th).
Strong

(1.790:

week

in orosoect. Last week. "Sunday Dinner" (20th) an^ "Fiehting
Ladv" (20th), weak $5,400. and below hones.

ensure (FWC)
"Bp

Seein"

You"

(2 230:

(UA)

.50-$D—
(2d

wk).

'dv.goine tifte r last week's ereat
S 10 0 n 0. which beltcer" ex^'cUncy..
»V»tern
f.WH) (2.500: 50-S1)

—

"Hollywood

"k). Stout
,

first

Canteor"
(WB) (2»
trade on holdover after

stanza's sock $10,000.

'

Thirty-ninth

BO

p^RieTr

Annteenary

Wednesday, January

GARY COOPER
PRODUCER and STAR

INTERNATIONAL PICTURES
Current Releases

Now. Producing

"CASANOVA BROWN"

"ALONG CAME JONES"

Co-elarring

TERESA WRIGHT

(International-RKO)

Co Ataning

LORETTA YOUNG

(Iiileriialiontil)

"STORY OF DR. WASSELL"
( DeMllk-Paraiiioii n I

"FOR

WHOM THE

Co-starring

BELL TOLLS"

INGRID BERGMAN

(Paramount)

Forthcoming Release

"SARATOGA TRUNK"
(Warring INGRID BERGMAN
(Warnier Brothers)

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

t^&RIBTY

51

Annivoraiiry

nnTionm theatres
Charles
FOX MIDWEST THEATRES
ILMER

C.

RHODEN. PRESIDENT

FOX WISCONSIN THEATRES
HAROLD

J.

FITZGERALD; PRESIDENT

P.

Skouras, President

FOX INTERMOUNTAIN THEATRES
F.

H.

RICKETSON. PRESIDENT

FOX MICHIGAN THEATRES
DAVID M. ID2 Al, PRESIDENT

EVERGREEN STATE THEATRES
FRANK

I

NEWMAN,

PRESIDENT

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
CHARLES

P.

SKOURAS, PRESIDENT

Thirty-ninth

52

P^rIETy

Wednesday, January

Annivertary

EDMUND GWENN
"ALTER
"THE KEYS

EGO"-M-G-M

OF THE KINGDOM"—20th-Fox
(COURTESY OF M-G-M)

"OF

HUMAN BONDAGE"—W.

B.

(COURTESY OF M-G-M)

Under Contract

to

Managements

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

HAYWARD-DEVERICH,

JOHN GARFIELD

SEASON'S GREETINQS

ALBERT LEWIN
MET RO-G OLDW Y N-MAY ER

INC.

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

8,

1945

Thirty-ninth

Our

S3

Anniversary

Salute to You, Mr. Exhibitor!

Thanks
Exclusive

p^RiEtY

to

your kind cooperation

Management:

EDWARD SHERMAN

"HERE

On

Coming Release:
COME THE CO-EDS"

—NBC

Air for Camels

Thirty-ninth
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JACK

3,

1945

H. SKIRBALL

presents

FRED ALLEN
So That 1945

May Be The

VICTORY YEAR,
ganization Is

Increasing

BAG
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SLICK FLICKS

bm tht policy of the

New York Paramount for 9
happy years and wo ushor In

and

,

1V4S with the greatest 2-for-l
all groat 2-for-l's!

LIVE JIVE!

show of

We Are Proud to Pay Tribute
To AH

in the

Armed

Services

IN

"HERE COME THE WAVES"
-

The

Aad !N PERSON! -

M

That Play* tka IImi

WOODY HERMAN

John

J.

Ford

AND
featuring

HIS

ORCHESTRA

AN ALL STAR REVUE

with

FRANCIS WAYNI, Vecali • MARJORIE HYAMS, Vibreaheae • CHUIIV
JACKSON, mm Piddle •
CANDOLI • RALPH BURNS • DAVE
TOUCH, Oraan a JOE "HIP" PHILLIPS, Sax • "THE- WOODCHOPPERS"

mi
.

MACK LATHROP

PLUS

and VIRGINIA LEE

"Tap Dancing Gone. Park Avenue**

And

at

an Extra Added Attraction

BUDDY LESTER
Broadway'* Favorite toting Comedy Star

PARAMOUNT,

NEW YORK
TIMES SOUARS
to

Wednesday, January

3,

1949

Thirty-ninth

f^RtETY
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Anniversary

V

BEST

WISHES

s Greetings

(

Comerford-Publix Theatres

for

1
09

Wm.

H. Pine

Wm.

C. Thai

Thirty-ninth
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J/^ARtETY

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

3,

1945

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Para mou nt Th e a tre
Service Corporation
PARAMOUNT BUILDING
NEW YORK

FLORENCE

The Sam*. Old

€ongriitulations

Greetings From

ROGGE

the Rialto

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

New

York City

and BALLET DIRECTOR
RADIO CITY MUSIC

%

HALL— NEW YORK

Congratulations Variety on your 39th

On Vour

Anniversary.

Arthur

trail

May

you always blaze the

of theatrical journalism as you have

in the past.

Mayer

VAN.NOMiKOS THEATRES

'

CHICAGO

Loving Greetings to

My

Friends

'All

Over th* World

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD

Wednesday, January

8,

1945

Thirty-ninth

p^RIETY

Anniversary

IT

'

Thirty-ninth
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f/j

ETY

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

SOL LESSER

Season's

PRODUCTIONS

From Canada!

In

3,

Greetings

Preparation

"PARIS CANTEEN

ff

*

Original •lory by Elliot Paul

"THE SILVER FLAME
By Harold Shumate from

II*

his novel

In Technicolor

"CRAZY TO DANCE"
Original by Gila Lewis

Screen story by

I.

and

Silvia

A. L.

Lardner

Diamond

FLASH!-FL00D!"

FAMOUS PLAYERS
CANADIAN CORPORATION, LIMITED
Canada'' $ Finest Theatres

*

J. J.

—

FITZGIBBONS,

Coast-lo-C.oa$t

President

Screenplay by Francis Spencer

HEAD OFFICE

TORONTO

"ALARUM AND EXCURSION"*
Virginia Perdue's best-celling psychological

"CIVILIAN CLOTHES"
Based on Thompson Buchanan's

drama

*

stags' play

EDGAR MCI lURROUftHl

The World's Largest and
Most Beautiful
Drive-In Theatre

"TARZAN AND THE INTRUDER"
By

Griffin Jay

and Marjorie Pfaalawr

and for the Broadway slag*

"GOD'S FRONT PORCH"
• dramatization of Kelt! Frings' bast-sailer

Vww Mar nl«M»4 ij DtIM IrtMi
The Comedy of a Careless Stork

"3

IS

A FAMILY"

Based on John Golden's hilarious stag*

hit

Soon to be nlented by B.K.O.

EDGAR RICE IURROUGHS'

"TARZAN AND THE AMAZONS"
Starring Johnny Weissmuller, Brenda Joyce and Johnny Sheffield

$ ALLEN -RIVKIN

Is Associate

Producer on These Productions

A

Full

Summer

of

Co-operation With the

100%
War

Effort

1945

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

59

Annivenary

P^Rifffy

Making Good Its Pledge
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
INTERNATIONAL!"

IS

GARY COOPER, TERESA WRIGHT

BROWN"
"CASANOVA
WOOD—
Directed by

SAM

A

Nennally Johnson Production

JOAN BENNETT

EDWARD

G. ROBINSON,

The

WOMAN

Directed by FRITZ

LANG— A

WINDOW"

in the

«.

™*™ massey

Nunnally Johnson Production

RANDOLPH SCOTT, GYPSY ROSE

"BELLE

LEE,

DINAH SHORE, BOB BURNS

OF THE YUKON"

(.-technicolor)

Produced and Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER

SONJA

A

"IT'S
Directed by

Released through

MICHAEL O'SHEA

HENIE,

WILLIAM

PLEASURE!"
A.

SEITER— Produced

RKQ'Radio

by'

(! TECHNICOLOR)

DAVID LEWIS

Pictures, Inc.

GARY COOPER, LORETTA YOUNG

ALONG CAME JONES

if

'

Directed

by STUART HEISLER—Predeced by GARY

COOPER—Screenplay

CLAUDETTE COLBERT.
u

ORSON

TOMORROW

Directed by IRVINE PICHEl

IS

1945

by NUNNALLY JOHNSON

WELLES,

GEORGE BRENT

FOREVER'

PRODUCTIONS
IN

PREPARATION

Pre duced by DAVID LEWIS

SONJA HENIE

and

Brilliant

Supporting Cast

"COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO

PICTURES, INC

.

Thirty-ninth

60

Wednesday/January

Anniversary

945
«i»

3,

1945

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

wist

THEY SHALL

Fabian Theatres

HAVE FAITH

Corporation

GALt STORM with SIR AUBREY SMITH,
JOHN MACK BROWN FRANK CRAVEN, MARY
BOLAND, CONRAD NAGEL, JOHNNY DOWNS

Starring

LITTLE DEVILS
Starring

And

HARRY CAREY and PAUL KELLY
LAWRENCE (DUCKY) LOUIE

Suite 2101

1501

Introducing

NEW

YORK.

Broadway

N. Y.

DILLINGER
EDUARDO
COOK, JR.
LAWREN CE TIERNIY

With EDMUND LOWE, ANNE JEFFREYS,
CIANNELLI, MARC LAWRENCE, ELISHA

And

G.

Introdu cing

I.

Starring

HONEYMOON

GALE STORM

ARLINI JUDGE,

FRANK

with PETER COOKSON
JENKS, JEROME COWAN

THEATRE
VAN BUREN

STATE AT

CHICAGO,

the

In

playing
.

.

.

heart
all

leading

stars of stage, screen

First-run

ILL

of Chicago's

the

STREETS

Loop ...

name

bands

and radio

..

major motion pictures.

CHICAGO'S LEADING

LOOP THEATRE

Wednesday, January

3,

B. G.

1945

Thirly-ninlh

USRIETY

Anniversary

DeSYLVA PRODUCTIONS, INC
First

Production Will Star

BETTY HUTTON

Paramount Release

PAT CASEY

EDWARD
EVERETT

61

.
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Poor Tourist !
Continued from psgt 30

THE SOCIETY OF

INDEPENDENT
MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCERS
.

.

;

the Intleld. and horses on the track
that ate quoted at 1-2 and come in
Amid all this grandeui' you
last.
see giant ads for allmentury tract
curatives above the main entrances
of the Mossiest apartment buildings,
and an army of ragged barefoot

beggars everywhere.

Of course, we rate blame too for
the turn-pocket; methods of the ur-

A good many of our
of culture and democracy might have been selected
I was in a music
a hard mouthed
American woman talking to the girl
behind the counter. She asked for
"Oklahoma" records. They had none.
Then "Mexican Hayride." The girl
was sorry, but she hadn't received
any. Then the woman wanted to
know how about Bing Crosby. No,
Ihe.v didn't have any of his cither.
The woman leaned over, the counter:
ban Mexican.

.

representatives

by our enemies.
shop and found
.

"United in determination

to

enhance and

protect the art of motion picture producing
.

.

.

to

encourage creative

talent

"You
.

,

.

got a
music store

to

—

nerve,

calling

this

.

a

with no Crosby.:"' she
and switched out. The girl's
eyebrows told me what she thought

yelled,

maintain economic equality

.

.

.

to foster

of us.

broader, public appreciation

.

.

."

Then

there's

engineer

"These

Puebla.

in

ect

the

who was working on

Jersey

backward people,

from,

:

a proj-

Spigs are
he com-

all right."

plained. "Heck, I got 500 working
inc.
I've been here three
uiidn'
years, and not one of them's learned
.

my

WILLIAM CAGNEY
CHARLES CHAPLIN

WALT DISNEY
EDWARD A. GOLDEN
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
SOL LESSER.

MARY PICKFORD

language
do

'IV-

JOHN

all

tape, and she was
going to kill him. Yes. by ail the
aTld their, progeny, she was
going to do it. A week later the
other wire was in line for coke this
time— and spied the sworn killer

—

ahead

of her.

"Hi." or the Mex equivalent thereof, she shouted, "I haven't, heard of
thought
I
the president's funeral.
to kill h'im.V

was." replied the other wife. "I
But
io the palace to 'do it.
there was a line there too."
There is gaiety in Mexico City,
but it is in the hearts and homes of
the real Mexican people, and not on
"1

went

sale to tourists.

Neiler

.

Son Gets Wings

Ensign Charltfs H. Netter,

HOLLYWOOD
6233 Hollywood Blvd., Zone

28—HOllywood

right;

maddening red

you were going

C. FLINN, executive lecretary

be

.coke for jour cookstovc. Two little
wives, standing in line for hours for
milk, were griping. Finally one said
was all the president's fault, this
it

just

president

may

If our rain the stratosphere.
tioning irks you, go there and. stand
in line all day for two gallons or gas.
a pint of milk for your baby, or

EDWARD SMALL
HUNT STROM BERG

LOYD WRIGHT,

us

are

saints

ORSON WELLES

to

don't haJe to go there. Bui the
Mexicans do it to each other too.
Wages have risen slightly, but prices

wC

DAVID O. SELZNICK

WALTER WANGER

it

yet.'-

in train-

ing at the naval base at Pensacola,
received his wings during the

Fla.,

6371

past week. He's son of Ledn Netler,
\\p. of Paramount Theatres Service
Corp.. in charge of the southern territory.

Season's Greetings
To My Many Friends
In the Industry

HARRY WARREN

.
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Anniversary

PRODUCTIONS

INC.

1945

*'SALOME—WHERE SHE DANCED"
NIGHT IN PARADISE

41'

BOTH PRODUCTIONS
IN

TECHNICOLOR

Released Through
t

Universal Pictures Company,

Inc.

—

64
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Sees Class literature
Likely

Publishing Stays

If

Horse

In

Y Boggy Stage

By EDWIN SE AVER
Recently, several magazine articles

have pointed

out:

There

1.

is

a

boom
boom

in the book business; 2. this
is likely
to ?.o on after th»
war; 3, the results will probably be
bad for American literature.

Reasons advanced for the anti-climax in clause 3 are: 1. more and
more concentration, on the part of
publishers,
on fewer and fewer

—

lilies
only best-sellers wanted!
2,
increasing power of the book clubs,
causing publishers to look for and
possible book club selections
only book club ^choices wanted! 3,
increasing conccntrn.ion of the motion pictures' in the book field, causing' publishcrs to select books with
Hollywood coin in mind, and authors to write accordingly.
These analysis argue that the more
book publishing becomes part of the
entertainmen; industry, the worse, it
-will -be-f or American literature, increase' fh quantity (distribution and
sales) automatically
\cans decrease

groom

—

.

.

In short, the

in quality.

more bosk

publishing remains in the horse-andbuggy stage the more chance we
have of breeding American Shake-

Chauccrs a'id Miltons.
a mailer of opinion. The

speores,

This

is

1. Our best-sellers of tomore varied and better,
qualitatively, than those ot 30 or 40

facts arc:

arc

day

when there were no Hollycoin, no book club inducements
and no genuine. mass distribution; 2.
It is easier for a writer today— any
wrUer who has something to say
years ago,

wood

to flnd-«-publisheiL-thanj?y_er_'before;

Publishers have never been more
on the alert for new books and new

3.

authors;

Publishers

4.

can't

groom

books for book club choices, since
these choices follow no set pattern;
5. Far from Hollywood lowering the
standards of our books, the books
have helped "rais: the standards of
Hollywood— the big movie money for
speaking, goes not
but to he books that
mr.de their mark in the
market: fi. What the book
clubs began, mass distributors are
con'.inuing— through suoJ» organizations as Pocketbooks, World Pub-

stories, generally
to

originals

have

first

literary

lishing Co.,

Homo

Library,

etc.,

more

good books arc-reaching more people
than ever before; 7. With the raising
of the level of the reading audience,
better books have a better chance ol
being read by more pebple.

ALL-NEGRO SHORTS
Chicago.
Plans have been completed by E.

M. Glucksman, head of All American News, Inc., here for the production of 12 shorts, to be made in New
York, with all-Negro casts. Company has heretofore confined itself
to "the" pJottuclIoii o*»».\vaftW¥»n6)j'Ji,
reel catering to the Negro trade.
Shooting schedule calls for six oncreelers and six two-reelers with first
release set for February, 1945.
Series will be directed by Bud
Pollard.

Season

9

s

Qreetings

LEO ROBIN

Wednesday, January

3,

1945
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Anniversary
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PRODUCTIONS
JUST RELEASED

DIRK WATERS"
Starring

MERLE OBERON, FRANCHOT TONE and

THOMAS

MITCHELL

STARTING

SOON

CURRENT

"CAPTAIN K1DD"

"THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REV"

CHARLES LAUGHTON

CHARLES W. KOERNER

We

"39th

Congratulate You Upon Your

ANNIVERSARY"

BUTTERFIELD THEATRES
—A

MICHIGAN INSTITUTION—

'Thirty-ninth

Annivenary

p4if$t!Effi'

Wednesday, January

3,

194^

"SHOW PLACE OF THE NATION"

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ROCKEFELLER CENTER,

We

(Urngrafillations on
ari'ctv's

All

May

Pix Industry Invests

Get

|

13?

39 fh Birthday

A Break on Taxes
Washington.

Film companies and other show

announcement in the* near future.
Under the 1942 'tax law. excess
profits tax ceiling, was upped from

ALLIED THEATRES

to 95'.;. with the last 5^r to go
a withholding fund to be feturned to corporations after the war.
Today there is roughly $500,000,000
in the fund. Treasury, wants to make
it available to businesses which are
now readying reconversion plans.
However, the law says the money
must be held until after the war.
Treasury, therefore, will issue noninterest bonds to the corporations
which have money in the fund
Companies will be able to discount
the bonds at banks, obtaining cash
immediately for reconversion and
postwar expansion developments.
Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, officials are- talking in terms of a
slash in corporate and personal in-

90.

into

ILLINOIS, INC.

JACK KIRSCH
President

New

biz'

enterprises in the lop excess profits
brackets stand lo gain under a plan
which the Treasury is readying for

Yours for ^/cfoiy

OF

NEW YORK

York Theatres

Million in

O'BRIEN RESIGNS

Bonds

TO AID

Hollywood.

Robert- H.

Film employees, guilds., unions 'and
corporations in the production, end
bt

the

motion picture industry

in-

'

O'Brien,

member

as

a.

ties

& Exchange

become

B.

special

of

S.E.C.

BALABAN
who
the

resigned
Securi-

Commission,

assistant

to

will

'Barney

vested a total of $13,500,000 in the
Sixth War Loan drive, according to

Bnlaban. president

Henry 'Ginsberg, chairman of the
Hollywood Motion Picture War Fi-

since September. 1934. joining as ai-

nance Committee;- Total

will

higher as belated returns come

grow
in.

In six national bond drives, the
committee has turned in a total of
$G4.587,000, not counting the regular
payroll savings and cash sales between drives.

O'Brien
torney

in

has

the

of-

been

Paramount.
with

registration

the

SKi:

division,

later serving as- assistant director 'or

that division

and subsequently,

arici'

various other posts, becoming a com-

missioner of SEC.

His exact duties as assistant

to ilie

Par prcz are not indicated.

ESSEX AMUSEMENT CORP.
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEWARK.

N. J.

come

HUMPHREY BOGART
Warnrr Bros.

With

Hit

Walter Brennan, Lauren Bacall,
Hoagy Carmiehael

JOY-FILM 1

.

Hear Jady

ilea,

at 51st St.

HOLLYWOOD

JUDY
with

ON SCREEN
TliurH., Jan.

4

TOGETHER
AGAIN
.

Irene
Cliaclm

IChoB.

Dl'NN

BOVKR

COBl'RN

PEH80H
ROSARIO

IN

the Hit Parade teiie

"THE TROLLEY SONG"

Dolorei Moran,

B'way

TECHNICOLOR

M-ft-M'S

ERNE9T HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'

TO

GARUND

MARGARET O'BRIEN

MEET ME

IN ST. LOUIS'

—CoafiiHoii—Popular

and

ASTOR

ANTONIO

taxes if the European war situation brightens in the next three
months. If by the end of March,
the end l>f the European war is in
sight,
a minimum slash, of 10%
across the board appears in prospect.

*

Prlcet—B'way

EXTRA!

45tb

St.

Door* Open 1» A. M.

SAI.1CI

off limits to all

the French capital is still full of familiar American faces for all that.
Just a hurried turn about town
will reveal scores and scores of

\.

.1.

CROWN'S)

I.N

AMI

'

PIbi

tit.

St.

,

who

were

Woody

HERMAN

"Here Come
the Wave*"

Hla OrciienCra.
All-Stnr Revue

}.

and

MNUCK
fcv

John

WAYNE

•

Ella

B

WAY &

47th

SI.

RAINES

CtOICE CU»0«

ROJtYSA
BAM,t
CI'IV

MUSIC HALL

"NATIONAL

VELVET
8oe-

Stage* Productions

"TALL in the SADDLE"

says

BKO

ADAMS, Fmldeat

BEN GRIEFER. Maaager

that

ite

will

have 300

GREETINGS

Camp

Shows going within three months.

Lacky

Kastiier,

with the U.

S.

all

of

whom

government.

U. S, government
Davidson Taylor,

men

RUSSELL MARKERT

are

Other

are Bill Paley,

Guy della Cloppa
and Al Hollender who are doing a
radio job for Psychological Warfare

OF

Division.

A stroll to the Scribe hotel is like
turning back the years with dozens
of familiar news scribes pounding,
out their news dispatches. Seen with
Theatre Manager
them are some of the big names who
Detroit.
passed through on special assignPreviously reported missing in ments, including Demaree Bess and
France, Pfc. Peter Tabor, former wife, Bill Hearst and wife, Bill
manager of the Roosevelt (Wisper Shlrer and Ed Murrow, who have
& Wetsman), has been located in a since returned to New York; Rex
hospital in France.
Smith, ex-Newsweek and othtra.
|
(An

A. A.

with whom lie used to distrib French
films in the old days. Also frequenting the Ritz bar these days ,are
Marlene Dietrich, Bing Crosby and
Will Roland, former Benny Goodman's personal manager, who heads
USO-Camp Shows, Inc. here. He

In Por.von

PALACE

J.

formerly

allied to show, radio and
press and other info and entertainment biz in the French capital in the
old days.
Heading the group around the Ritz
these days is Jack Forrester, whb is
over there on some sort of mission
for the Government but he Is very

Just a few. days ago the film contingent was headed by Bob.Rlskln
and included Laudy Lawrence and

MOSS HART S

Olttiii*

STRAND

HUTTON
SONNY TUFTS

BETTY

THEATRE

PATERSON. N.

mysterious about it. He did. get to
see his bid partner, Pierre Parrant,

a Colo Revue

RING CROSBY

tktm

New Seng*

ORCHESTRA

HI.S

B'way at 47th

m.

7

IMSltSON

LIONEL HAMPTON

KINGDOM"
RIVOLI
n'way * 4Blli

•

I treat toads

"THE KEYS OF THE

U. S.

'

BROS.

"HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN"

20th Century-Fox prenent*

N. J.

Paris.

Gay Paree may be

Yanks who are not in uniform or
on official government business but

closely

WABNEB

STARS IN

NEWARK,

Plenty Boulevardiers
Already Seen in Paris

Americans,

rvmyrn
62

ADAMS THEATRE

Radio Picture)

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

OK

NEW YORK

CITY
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3,
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p^StfiSTY
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Anniversary

TECHNIC O LOR
Marches On!

Constant

improvement

in

quality!

Steady growth in public appeal!
Consistent increase in volume!

750%

rise in

1932.....

5,526,128 feet

1933 ....

9,106,155

1934—.-—41,564,771
1935

1936

22,182,981
..... v

1937.

.

.

.

.

37,822,444
40,561,318

Ui years!

.1938.

.

.

66,720,237 feet

"

1939..... 70,126,156

"

1940

'«

1944

.

.

.

.

80,632,168

"
"

"
1941..... 97,014,757

"

^

.

.

1942
1943.

82,367,181
,.

.125,773,775

150,000,000

"

"

(est)

TECHNICOLOR MOTION IMCTIRE C0RPOR.1TI0V
HERBERT

T.

KALMUS,

President and General Manager

Thirty-ninth

68

P*AflfE¥t

Annivertary

Wednesday, January

3,

J

CONGRATULATIONS

TV

VAL LEWTON
Producer
R.K.O.

HOLIDAY CHE-ETINCS

DOC MERMAN
PRODUCTION MANAGER
FOR

PINE-THOMAS PRODUCTIONS

JOAN HARBISON
Congratulations to

Best Wishes

BERT WHEELER
What Do You Think?

1945

Wednesday, January

8,

1945.

.

Thirty-ninth

pftnibfY

69

Anniversary

Season's Greetings

BOB HOPE

Congratulations !

To Everybody

In Show-

business
•

•

•

And

a Salute
to a 1 1 in

FROM

the

armed

forces
•

THE STAFF
.OF THE

ROXY THEATRE
NEW YORK

•

••

ALLIANCE
Theatre Corporation
Chicago, 111.
231 So. LaSalle St,
S. J. Gregory, General Manager

RADIO

70

Chicago.

ward path produclionwise,

Downey's Daytimer For

in

spite

'c

of part of the Coca-Cola
to Mutual -from the Blue
became definite last week with the
coke shows to move bethe
first of

1

Shift

to

ing

live-limc-a-week

the

Morton

.

.

moveover, it's
doped as being inevitable, with a de-

''Spotlight

Bands"

cision likely

to'

come some lime

the

Formation of the Radio Writers
Guild a year ago is generally considered to be one of the most encouraging signs for 1945 because, it's

picture,

Edgar

including

Kobak-D'Arcy

the

agency

rela-

has discouraged top (light writers
from "taking a chance" oh devoting
days or weeks lo write scripts for

good work.
Seeks 'Workshop' Formula

EWT, CBS

NBC's

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Burns

&

7:30-8

with

follow as a result Of increases made
in the 25-minute rate, now used by

Coca-Cola' on

its

across-l he-board

:

in-Phfft
Young

&

Rubicam' and

Lever

plenty
burned
over
BTU
Goodwin taking a powder on his exclusive with Burns & Allen, finally
week
agreed last
to tear up the contract and call it quits.
Previously
it
had been planned to lake the
,

farsightcd-

AFRA. mem-

Goodwin, despite his upped pay
from $450 to $1,000 a week under the
exclusive; signed up for the Frank
Sinatra show, under the Max Facwants to get as extensive a network
tor banner, claiming that- Y&R had
as possible, in line with its blanket
not lived up to verbal promises
'

B&A

WNYC

WNEW
WNEW

to New
for a final audition before be
few
ing aired, and. in most cases if the
show has any merit, it usually stays
there. Many of the production chiefs

heavy budget show must go

met

H)

"The experience of the past 20
years has demonstrated lhat il is
not sufficient to transpose a sermon
from the pulpit lo. the microphone.
The new medium requires a new
approach. We plan to employ pro,

WGN

.

Comm'l Mgr.; Norm Boggs

Back

to Chi

From

WGN

to

commercial

newly created post
mgr.
Promotion

of

I

.

actually puts him in the
No. 2 spot under Chesser Campbell.
Chi Trib ad mgr. and. v. p. of WGN,
due to the change of Operating policy of the station. Prior lo the death
E. McFarlane, several Week's
of

McGuineas

Parker

said.

Plan Radio Workshops
Immediate steps to be taken are:
1.
The first "Radio Workuhop"

W

ever to be conducted for religious
leaders, to be held in New York
.

major decisions were made
by him with Frank Schreiber. station
mgr.. and McGuineas handling the
ago, all

aciual

city;

operations.
setup, McGuineas

station

Under the new.

York sales
sume the

or city federations ot churches or
councils of religious education, have
been invited. Four chaplains, now

serving with the Army and Navy,
jlUa, wjjJW
attend.
Later similar
conducted in Chicago, Hollywood, and a fourth city
not yet designated. The first work-

"JS^^fl^SP Vmc&cps Vflfl 1*e

Ymgr. of
in Chicago sometime in Feb-

WGN

Twenty ministers

,

1

office sTnce

duties

Jan. 17-13.

and directors of religious education,
all of them radio chairmen of slate

will take over the major portion of
McFarlane's duties with Schreiber
remaining in his present post. Nor-

sales

ot

shop

ruary.

George W. Harvey, now

man

We do not conceive this lo
mean any "watering down" o( religion's appeal by radio.
Rather, by
heightening the dramatic appeal of
he program, we intend to increaseits impact and add to ils audience,"
grams.

of

CBS

fit.

Biow agency, which handles. Everhad another client, Englander Bed Co., in the niche until last
sharp,

be

by

led

Parker

and

religious programs.

Several

transcribed
programs to be made available free
of charge to local councils of churches which already have sustaining- radio time allotted to them. One such
2.

January.

Orson

will

Elinor Inman, broadcast director of

a salesin the Chi office, will replace
in N. Y. about the middle or

Boggs

Welles, last week
the
web things haven't
panned out and to go ahead and
utilize the lime segment as it sees

Runs Into Headaches

'

for the past five years, has

been upped

notified

production brass hats.

fessional script writers, actors, musicians and directors to bring into
the home religious mcssagos.wilh all
the forccfulriess and appeal - con-,
lained in leading sponsored pro-

N. Y.

Chicago.
William A: McGuineas, sales mgr.
of

starring

any local, production chief,
for example, to put a real show
across without numerous trips lo
York
New
to consult the network
bility for

of

dramatic program cmploywill be

scries, a
i

series

ing the text of the Bible,
released early this year.

Immediate applications for FM
by the churches. Surveys
determine desirable' locations and
equipment will Be conducted

3.

stations
lo

cost of

immediately.

two-day
4. A series of .one and
cities all over the country to explain to' ministers, directors
of religious education and key lavmen how to utilize bolh religious

seminars in

and other educational programs on
,

Efforts of Ralph Atlass, prexy o
lo inaugurate a series of live
talent shows on his station early
last month is a' perfect example of
the problems involved in getting
production going' in a big way. At
lass,
together wilh Les Weinrott
producer of WVigley's "America in
the Air," discovered in a hurry that
few if any actors or actresses were
willing lo do a show over a class

Oct. 13,

WIND,

when

Who Dream"

lhat,

company's "We

stanza went

off.

Since

then, spot has been filled by dance

the

air

to

build

religious

thinking

and church attendance.

band remotes.
Instead of using Welles, Eversharp
bought Hal Mclntyre's orch on the
Blue Tuesdays, 10:30-11 p.m.. lo replace MiHort. Bcrle, now on CBS.
Mclntyre program, straight musical,

has college fraternity slant-saluting
war hero members each week wilh
Greek-letter theme songs.
William
Morris agency handled the .deal.

"B" station, at, class "B" AFRA
rates, particularly when the shows
were to be aired at a time that
would conflict with possible engage
ments on "A" stations. It turned
out to be the same story the actors
want more -shows in Chicago, but,
when it comes to individual sacrifice
few if any of the performers were

'Scramby Amby' Scrams
Sweetheart

Soap

drops

sponsor-

of
"Scramby Amby," audiprogram, on the
Blue, after Jan. 24, with- stanza vacating its current Wednesday 10:301 1
p.m. time slot.
Program never clicked, bankroller

ship

ence" participation

.

•

changing

CBS SHOWERS

—

DOWN

BEN GRAUEK

-VBC^Ruslalnlng: M, (V .of "Atlantic .Spotlight" with BBC— Narrator
"Music of the New World."
Commercials: 2iBC Symphony for General Motors—'Walter AYInohell
Tony Leader. NBC staff director, for J«u-Kcnu— "Information I'lease" for Heinz— "Mr. and Mrs. Xorth'' for
production
chores
on Woodbury.
resumes
•Word* at War" Jan. •.
National tVianer, IMi.Davk Award tot Announcers
of

agencies
different

midstream,

in

moving stanza around
hours on

willing to accept deal.

"Words"

how

.

is.

Eversharp. which had signified its
intention of buying the 7:15-7:30 Friday p.m. slot on CBS for a program

in the midwest are labeled uncon
sciously as "stooges" because of their
geography rather than because of
their ability. It is a literal impossi

the

Congrega-

audiences.- Courses will be' conducted
to teach religious leaders
to
produce their own '.shows' locally
and how lo integrate a '.recorded
scries with a local "live" feature:

to slay

ORSON WELLES' SHOW
FAILS TO PAN OUT

York

to

wants the show

it

BiH McGuineas to

According to report, Blue toppers
while the prospective coke

roll,

.

Leader Back

week that
put where

feel lhat

&

Atlass

other

"no dice" retort on the part
'& Rubicam; agency on the
Molle account.
Move, to switch "Mystery Theatre" is part of the nighttime realignment sked planned by NBC as detailed
in
last
week's "Variety."
YKR,' however, has protested the
contemplated switchover handed the
client, with the agency replying last,

loss is a substantial belt in

WNYC

.

into a

has

offered,

also

a

distribution.

.

it

matter to arbitration.

made lo him. Goodwin bows in for
Sinatra tonight (.Wednesday).
Agency decision to tear up the
the bank
Goodwin contract is' reportedly
the network should be able, in
predicated on .feeling .that even if
view of current 'radio conditions lo
the case
against
Goodwin were
come, out ahead. They make the won,
the relationship would never
point that there are plenty' of acbe the same and wouldn't make for
counts still anxious to go on the air;
maximum showmanship results.
that a diversity ot programs in the
Harry Von Zell, pacted on a tern
key 9:30 p.m. spot will help the en- porary basis to take oyer on the
nighttime schedule, and
tire web
show, bowed in Monday it)
that in view of the bargain rate when
the program switched over to
given coke when ''Spotlight" came hew lime on CBS. with 'a -permaover from Mutual, the financial re- nent announcer still to. be decided
covery will not be unduly difficult. upon.
Chief headache will be lo gel shows
In view of the 25-minute format
able lo compete with the strong CBS in the new 8:30-8:55
time slot, Jimmy
perfectly content to drift along, do- and NBC programs competing.
Cash, tenor, has been dropped.
ing bits in various shops at the cur-..
POSTPONES
N.
TO
— rent t«pho»»>-*AFRA scale, rather
T.
L. A.
"Bach to Blues"
than make a real effort with the
Harry Ackerman, veepee in charge
and WNE.W. N..„X,.- sharing
resultant gamble to star in their of radio at Young
Rubicam, has Town Hall "Bach to Bluest' "concert'
own show.
put off his skedded trip to the Coast Jan. 6, with the Gordon Siring
Probably the most important fac- until about Jan. 20.
Quartet a\id Art Hodes jive group.
tor, however, is the fact that all
He had originally planned lo
carrying the long-hair stuff
budgetary control of all programs shove west this week for a look-see starting at 8:45;
the jump
produced in the midwest rests with at Y&R, Coast shows, but pressure part.
program
Ted Cott,
the brass hats in New York, who do of business in N. Y. cued the post- director, formerly with WNYC, is
.little or nothing to help
promote ponement.
doing the commentary for both.
radio hereabouts. It's just a case of
anything lhat might be labeled as a
The more

who have long been concerned
over the exodus of shows rrom
Chicago, are veering more and more
to a do-somelhing-about-it attitude.
Ray Jones, exec secretary of the
Chi chapter, "and Virginia Payne,
prexy, have been laying the groundwork for the past year for a Radio
Workshop formula that will be a
proving ground for new talent in
both the acting and .-writing fields.
Both are convinced that many new
hows can be developed here if real
cooperation
between the various
branches of radio can be established
As the picture stands now, most
competent actors and actresses arc

bers,

current

its

Young

of

Bros.,

of

and put

segment, with

slot

o'clock

alternatives

Allen,

yank "Molle Mys-

out

the

Methodist and
Presbyterian, representing a combined membership of more than 11.000,000.
The joint group is an outgrowth' of the radio committee set
tip in June by the Congregational
Christian Churches. Rev. Everett C.
Parker; radio director of the original committee, will serve in the
same capacity for the now group.
Several series of recorded programs will be made available lo local groups for scheduling on stations
and religious leaders will be taught
the technique for promoting and
publicizing programs and building

Sidetrack

efforts to

Theatre"

tery

Tuesday night

tionship; the coke company's burn
over the Blue's hypo attitude, and
an eventual increase in cost of lime
if remaining on the Blue. Latter will

radio directors and program mana- band program, as well as a decrease
gers who, in most cases, don't know' in discounts amounting to 2'i'.<, efwhat they really w<ant but are will- fective wrlh the' Blue's new Jan. I,
ing lo gamble with someone else's rate card. Current advertisers get a
time. It's certain to up the operating year's protection.
Number of stations lo get Downey
cost of agencies and stations in the
immediate future, but on a long haul has not beet set. pending decisions
basis it's sure to attract writers who by individual coke bottlers, who
will have an incentive to do really split program^ costs. C-C. however,

AFRA

/ Molle

SATURDAY NIGHT SERENADE"
Going on 8th Year With Pet Milk
3rd Year Witty Estlinner Beer

.

pretty cci-lain to put a slop lo speculative buying of script. This practice

The three denominations on
joint committee are
tional Christian, the

Tenor

this

close

.

religious educators.

month. Various elements enter into

ture.

the quality of religion*
broadcasting to the point where it
will compete successfully with the
best radio in other fields,
Bid for
increased listening came with an-.
nouncernent by
Ronald
Bridges,
moderator of the CoriRwsallonalChristian Churches, of the (list interdenominational committee lo produce religious programs with professional talent; and to supervise ;i program of instruction for clerics and

Y&R Protests Vs.

BILL PERRY
9:45-10:15 p.m.,

Meanwhile, while nothing definite
has been set for the same account's

radio

utter

,

Joe Hill, who has been directing
"People," will henceforth lake over
as story, editor at the -agency.

currently.

though, according to all
toppers here, has been
lack of concerted effort
on the pail of all branches of
radio to salvage any and all shows
that might tit into the Chicago pic-

problem,

improve

The People."

business

Downey 15-minute program. Downey
is to shift around Feb. 5, Inking the
Problems are many and varied, 12: IS noontime period. This follows
ranging from the total lack of name
a daily five-minute spot with Gabe
talent to the scarcity' of male actors
Heatler and is regarded as ft parwhich,, in many cases, Torces auditicularly good time for the tenor's
tions of new shows to be made in soft drink pitch: He's on at 3 p.m.
'New York or Hollywood. Main

|

Three major Protestant denominaTuesday 12) to

tions disclosed plans

Y&R

Lindsay Mac Harrie is resigning
eastern production mgr. of the

as

in Feb.

For Mutual Early

to

Blue network- to join Young •&
Rubicam. He checks in at Y&R Feb.
taking over direction of "We,

.

hold all available shows
in the midjvosf rather than allowing
them to be aired from New York
or the West Coast.

the
the

Start Drive for Boff Hoopers

Add Blue

Coca-Cola Leaving Blue

c
of all
better than AO
might well, be
shows,
•headed for a record year in 1945
due to a steadily growing effort on
the part of radio execs, station brass
hats, AFRA and the Radio Writers

billing

network

Guild

To

HUNT

Chicago radio, long on the down-

1945

3,

Three Major Church Groups Ready

Midwest Area Out of Doldrums

By BILL

of

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

To

Chi Radio Elements Join Forces
Lift

pfaliEff

Thirty-ninth

lo

nights-

different
several

Only network to hand out a yeartimes.
Windup session will mark
end bonus was CBS, which gave
26 weeks in all for the soap outfit.
most employees a week's salary.
Blue, which had requested permission

to

distribute

a

seasonal

Neither

NBC

a bonus policy.

is

"N. Y. Heroes"

gift,

was turned down by the Treasury,
but, from accounts,
decision.

appealing this

nor Mutual have had

Program honoring N. Y. heroes
service men tecs of Jan. 8 on
WNYC. N. Y. Called "New Yorkers All, Heroes All," to be wrillea
and produced by Mike Jablons.

among

. ..

Wednesday, January

1948

8,

The

Thirty-ninth

pft&tRTf

25 Years

First

Industry

Don't Over- Promote

4

RADIO

Anniversary

Were

Closing Out
1945

Alerted' for

By

Arch Obolw Sounds
Requiem tot' Radio

Boffest Year,

— Fresh

Arouse

EDGAR KOBAK

By
.-'(President,

Once

.

in

Industry as
Observation

Gurioisltv

WtUtiar Broadcasting. System)

.

prompted by the conviction that program
promotion can be carried beyond the bounds -of reason.
Passing these bounds can be harmful
to ihe program itself and. if permitted,
to continue, to the whole industry.
to be arbitrary
I do not presume
is

about
It

is

bin

this,
lii

I

do

feel strongly

.

'

that

the- interest "of an industry
'on- listener acceptance

which depends
to

be

loo

.

end what not

to hear.
I consider a program as a product
for sale! If is not, of course, something
'

charged for, directly. The listerier has made an initial. investment
Edgar KobiK
in the purchase of a radio set and he
has a right to expect something worthwhile lb come out of
that's

:

.

to follow.

apeaker.
Since the program is assumed to be a product, it is a
broadcaster's duty to inform the public with complete pertonal honesty of programs and their worth, just as a contolentious manufacturer would do in selling his products,
the pitfalls in program promotion can "be- delected by examining. some shows on the air that arc not worthy -of the
promotion to the hilt they are getting.'
This is apparent even; to..the layman, for it is nothing,
more or less than' a thoughtless application of ihe old "Wolf!
Wolf!" device. Mislead the listener loo often and- you lose
his confidence. There has been too much of this, A page
might- be taken from the motion picture industry's.; book of
experience. There .have been notable instances in which
its

[

tion lines.

.

'
i

.

Four. Tipe for Sound Policy.

]

|

The dangers in this tendency are worthwhile considering,
not only in moments of self-analysis, but as a matter of consistent policy. In so considering a sound policy in a Held
which must maintain, and even increase, listener confidence,
it nyght be advisable lo consider the following points:
First, it is necessary to be sure the product, that is, the'
program, is right. It should be- evaluated honestly as to' its
potentialities in the matter of listener interest. No one
should be influenced by other factors which seem to make
a program important when it is not inherently -so.
Second,' sell- it. tor all it is worth. buL.ar the same time.'

<

•

:wn\tej^
least so.

If

the listener

it is not in the
the 'program' is worth whiie. and the interest- of
is propcrtly aroused, the program will do the

.

rest.

Use slogans and catchThird, intrigue the listener.
phrases which arouse his interest without promising more
than, or even as much as, the program can deliver.
Finally, we should remember at all tunes that expediency
does not justify promoting a program too heavily, even if il
may appear the only way to guarantee such things as contract renewals. "The public be pleased' is still the best way
to assure a future Of conlracl renewals, even though a few
may drop by the wayside" in the process. Remember— the

"

is

our boss.

when G. W. Hill, retrenching elsewhere to concentrate on
the Benny -Luck ies wedding, gave up "Kollege" and Colgate
it. Maxon agency lost "Information Please'' to. Compwhen Heinz gave way to Socony-Vacuum. Sherman &

Success Story

grabbed
ton

peddler selling shoelaces on the corner of a street
in Des Moines, Iowa.
The big banker of the town
slops and buys a pair of laces for 5c.
The banker says: 'How long have you been

Marquette inherited "Inner Sanctum" from Ted Bates, with
Colgate subsequently 'dropping the show and Lever Bros,
it up.
Weintraub agency lost the lucrative Schenley-Cresta Blaiica account. with the Alec Templeton -Morton
Gould show going off.. BBD&O now has the account via
the appealing and sensitively-wrought 'This Is My Best"
stanza. Pedlar & Ryan lost "Mr. District Attorney" to the
.newly' formed Doherty, Clifford & Shehfield agency, with the
Jerry Devine aircr continuing lo distinguish itself by its
forthright treatment of vital hqmefrqnt war issues. Plus a
:;
flock of others.
grabbing

doing

this?'

The peddler says: 'I. landed in Des Moines 20 years
ago with $1 in my pocket and bought shoelaces: When
I got $2 1 bought $2 worth, of laces, and I've been selling shoelaces on this same corner for 20 years.'
The banker says: 'What's your name?'
The peddler says. 'J.' C. Stevens:'
The banker says: 'You'-re not. the same J. C. Slevent
who just deposited $70,000 in my bank, are you?'
The peddler says: '1 am."
The banker asks him to accompany him lo the Rotan
Club luncheon, which the peddler does. At the luncheon the banker says:
'Brother members, I anv about to. introduce lo you
a man who epitomizes the civic pride we should all
have in our great city of Des Moines!" A man who
landed in this city 20 years ago. withv $l in his pocket,
bought a dollar's worth' of shoelaces ..to sell on the
.-streets: .when he got $2, he bought $2 worth; of laces:
and so on. He has been doing that in the city for 20
years and last week he deposited $70,000 in my bank.
Gentlemen. I give you' .Mr. J. C. Stevens,'
The peddler rises and says: 'Members of the. Rotary
Club, what, the banker says is true. I landed in- Des
Moines 20 years ago' 'with $1 and bought shoelaces.
When I got $2 1 bought $2 worth, and sold them. Thai
Is true.
Two months
I kept doing that for 20 years.
a go my brother. who owned all the^pinball machinesin Chicago died and -left me $70,000.
And that's the
money I deposited in his bank.'
Ed Wynn.
.

•

Continuous PI lips Technique
From the dialtwistcr's standpoint, the general network programming picture wasn't drastically altered. True, the ar'rival' of the new. season was marked by sdme innovations,

•

-

:

.

.

-

such as' .the reshuffling of schedules. particularly on the part
of one of radio's top spenders. General Food*, 'to 'develop a
sequence in programming in order to effect a sustained mood
pver a given period of an evening and permit for A multiplicity of commercial' plugs on back-lOrback shows.. Just how
effective il proved in terms of merchandising; sales dividends
is still to. be determined, but the fact, remains that in some
instances it. has served to strengthen network programming
structures and provide an entertainment hypo.
Similarly, the new season found the boys who fool Ihe
bills becoming -increasingly. Hooper and Crossley-edpscious
via the injection of production penicillin and untying their
purse slrings lor one of the most elaborate and frccrspnnding
star-program exploitation campaigns ever witnessed in radio
as the rivalry, for show supremacy grew more and m.i. c intense. Salaries for' stars and guests meanwhile have zoomed
:'.'".
(Continued on page 72/
.

1

•

|

The upheaval, that attended commercial programming in
the closing, weeks of 1944 is fraught with, unusual significance.
The .'abnormal turnover in sponsorship of shows, the dropping
of programs, including some in the category of "bid reliables,"
portends a year in radio when the weak-structured shows of
the hit-and-miss variety— those lacking a fundamental solid
structure— will be on the Wane: when the programs that can
lay claim to warm, human qualities will assert a greater Influence in thc-overall programming picture. Many are of the
opinion it's one of the most healthy signs to manifest itself
during the year:
For the most pari the agencies, suffering from loss of key
men to the armed services/have been putting up a stiff fight
to maintain top production standards. There have been personnel upheavals on the large, fiCjile.^V'.'h men moving o.Ver.
lo other agencies and bringing fresh slants and new ap-'
-.preaches 16 old ideas. It was d year, too, that saw some- prize
accounts transferred to other agencies, including such stalwarts as the Jac'k Benny show from Young & Rubicam to
RuthraufT 4: Ryan, with the latter retaining credit for billings
despite George Washington Hill's decision to tie in Benny
with Lucky -Strikes (a Foote, Cone & Belding account) instead
of Pall Mall ciggics, as originally intended. There were many
other switchovers, including the $5,000,000 Old Gold account,
with its Sunday and Wednesday night shows and the Brooklyn Dodgers baseball games, with Lennen Si Mitchell reinheriling the account from J-. Walter Thompson. Foote, Cone
Si Belding lost the Kay Kyser 60-minute show to Ted Bales

A

.

'Hous e Gleaning' Seen Heallliy Sign

By ARCH

OBOLER

(re'lnci-em; rek'u'i-) -.(From' L. requiem)
A hymn in. honor of the. dead.

This is a requiem for radio. A requiem written by. a moving pencil of electronic rays converging from a cathode tube.
Television will supplant "blind" broadcasting even as sound
pictures did way with the silent movies. To deny this Is to-'
whistle in the dark, of .wish-thinking.'
Naturally; in the early years of television, one-dimensional radio will operate vigorously, but as the techniques
of the televisor work put. and as equip-

ment improves, our present-day form
walk further along,
own funeral procession.
Funeral services always have their
note of sorrow; eulogies are read for
the deceased, only the good of the dead
and his. evils are conis spoken. Of,
veniently forgotten.- And so. in this requiem for today's broadcasting,
will
overlook, the sins and the omissions
Arch Obolcr
and talk of the good of what we had.
Broadcasting that was only heard was an art form. Yea,
even at its worst— the blatant advertisements and the lowest
of its soap operas— "blind" radio was as pure an art form as
sculpture or painting. Because the listener gave of himself

of broadcasting will
in its

.

.

we

,

as he listened; in his own mind he built-up images and
thought processes evoked, by the sounds of words, and sound
effects, and -music.
But with television the visual factor will become the. predominant one; the listener will see only what he sees, and so
broadcasting win become factual, a composite of the theatre
and the talking picture. No longer will -the listener participate
.

-

.

imaginatively; the emotional content of the broadcast will ba
delivered to the audience on the platter- of the televisor
screen, and once again, as with motion pictures, .the magic
of self projection and participation' will be gone; once again
the listener will become only a spectator, receiving readymade facts, figures and conclusions.
It is not filling., of course, in delivering eulogies for the.
deceased, to speak well of the murderer, and so this is hardly
the place to talk of television's wonders: the new conquest
of space, and the enrichment of living that this new eye for
humanity will bring to the world.
No, this is a requiem— read prematurely, of course, with
the deceased, even at this moment, jingling for Super-bread;
and rhyming for Super-cigarettes, and pitching with comedian and orchestra and chorus for Super-soap.
;But the moving electronic rays are writing the scroll, so
chant, a hymn in honor of the dead. Yes. a requiem to
broadcasting, as we knew it, that went its blind way, that
made its service to the public secondary to its balance sheet
—yet, even in its most offensively, obstrusiv.e commercial
moments, stimulating, and exciting, and thought-provoking, a
medium of heart-filling vtonder!
:

An Advanced Radio

.

Dictionary

By HAL BLOCK
AUDITION— An audition is something you strive for, spend
$1,860 for material for, the network loves it, the advertising

SPONSOR—The

sponsor is the golden
whom you. lay the eggs..
egg is a joke that is in 4F—
estimated that it all the eggs that
are laid by radio comedians were laidend to end- they would reach three
times around the. sponsor and twice into
his pockelbook.

gobse for

EGG—An

it

'

.

-

listener

'-

Radio, too. can broaden the sphere allotted to education,
with its. unlimited, horizons, and definitely clarifv the 'whole
picture of religion in broadcasting. Thus, as radio goes into
1945.- the speed with which it proceeds on these four paths
of development will signify a desire lo assume its place at
the helm in the new world to come..

that the public became sufficiently cynical
so that, when a good picture was produced by the guilty
organization, and justifiably well promoted; 'iox office receipts did not live up to expectations.
,

.

.

.

-

'
.

As a force in molding public opinion radio, can be bound
only by its own vacillation. If it bears the trails of fairness,
integrity, and lack of bias as its indelible trademark, public
confidence is inevitable. To insure its enviable position in
the world of entertainment it must be prepared lo throw
open its doors to. hew talent and encourage everything, .new
bolh from l|ic viewpoint, of experimentation and variety.
Top names as such will, of course, have their place, but if
radio holds to the axiom of the tried-andr-the-lruc. it must
It s not a question alone of
in effect, cut short its growth:
giving new '.performers a. chance, but one of encouraging new
blood among saiplers. directors and right down the produc-

•

producers have deluded themselves into over-promoting a
Sim and have suddenly awakened to find that the public
was. not without intelligence. If it l.appencd too often, it

was discovered

-.Requiem:

:

complacent about our
manner, of telling him what to hear
not

GEORGE ROSEN

present themselves to the -vastly-resourceful industry are
manifold, for the cessation of hostilities will signalize the
opening of markets encompassing all points of the glftbc and
the emergence of a ne-y. era; in which FM. facsimile and
television, with their newly-perfected equipment, will enable,
radio to take a more' conspicuous place in the sphere of
enteirainmcnl 'and advertising.
In taking, inventory of radio at its quarter-century milestone if becomes clearly evident to broadcasters, agency executive's, the sponsors and others sensitive to the trends that
radio. has.' definitely left, the proving ground— evidence that
in its concrete rbrm excludes all argument when il presents
such overwhelming commercial potency as the industry s
$384,000,000 in gross time sales in 1944. .with the four major
networks accounting for approximately S185,000.000 of that
amount: And as 'the industry emerges from its 25-year era of.
experimentation aiid sums up its aggregate gains, there's: a
'Arm realization that, on the threshold of the' next phase of
its growth, it is fmtilicd .by a sound, financial structure, technical advances that will allow, for limitless expansion, and
with the future wide open it can be' handicapped only by its.
own- lack of courage or indecision as to the path it wishes

awhile self-analysis is as healthy for the radio
it is for/any- other group of organizations.
This.

.

-

As. the year 1944 witnessed smashing Allied successes
around the globe and: a growing awareness that the Gl Joes
are on Ihe hard road to victory, the radio industry find.-,
itself "alerted" as it moves into 1945. It's an alertness that's
predicated on a fully-recognized conviction that with Hie
war's end and the triumph for. Ihe democratic .way of hfe,
radio is about to eiiter Phase No. 2 iiy its brief but astound-ingly successful and tempestuous career. The challenges that

Beet Idea Is to Intrigue the Listener,
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the Hardest

Talent Direst Need

Under Par Shows

.

.

is

WRITER—He who

delivers the crates;

or middleman. Also known as the Shostokovilch of the gag file: now very, very
scarce: in fact, the scarcest thing there
has a
could be is a gag-writer,
hotel reservation, standing around with
u i •> u
*•«.•««.
a C arton of cigarets in his hand.
A yoe-k is the largest laugh known to radio; also
known as a belly or a geshray. The' effect of a yock on the
radio comedian is the same as The Bell on Adano.
The smallest laugh known. to man . emitted usually by competitors, or relatives. It has been estimated that
flfity foons, with jel.propuision, will emit a noise almost half
as large as the response from a straight line on the Bob Hope

who

...

YOCK—

FOON—

.

.

^ ..-'.'

show.

AD LIB-^Tha spontaneity of a comedian's ad lib is measured by the amount of noise he makes rattling the paper he's
reading it from.
When tne- script has laid a blockGREAT AIR
buster, the production has been jerky and the comedian more
so, the writers descend- with' a swoop upon all those who will
listen and say, "Well, it was way over the heads of the studio
audience, but don't worry, I'll bet it was a great air show."
LISTENING SURVEYS—The Crossley or the Hooper polls
are the most authoritative listening polls, depending, of
course, upon which, you rate highest in at that particular
moment. If both ratings stink. Ihe best way out is to say.
SELL THE
!'No polls can be accurate, and anyway,

SHOW—
.

WE

PRODUCT."

-

POLITICAL BROADCASTS— Something which always
knocks you off the air just as you have painstakingly put together your best half-hour. It has been accurately proven
that the entertainment value of a political broadcast is. almost
the equivalent of a station break between two commercials
.
as heard on. a crystal set.
CENSOR— A censor is a man with a very evil mind (who
is usually right
and should drop dead..
PRODUCER— A producer is a man who can blame everything on the. director, unless, of course, he also happens to
be the director, in which case he can blame everything on
the writer, unless, of course, he also happens to be the writer.
.

.

)

/
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Tlurly-ninlh

HARVEY'S BROTHER

Television,

Hurley Brothers Bar and
Grill, just a carrot's throw from Radio City.. Having been in',
the radio business for a long time and having met such varied

!

we. for those of you who haven't seen the play, "Harvey,':
which stars Frank Fay as Kiwood P. Dowd, Harvey is a rabbit
more than six feet tall. Mis brothel- Harry is exactly the
just as- likable a creature. I don't want to
split hart*, but there is one radical difference between the
brothers. 'Whereas Harvey is profitably associated with Fay,
Harry is a freelancer, flitting from one radio performer to

and

si/.e

is

.

'

.

'

Hall. Welcome Lewis. Irene Beasley. Rbxy
of course. Jones and Hare. The old-timers liked and understood Harry, and came to him for advice.'

and, his gang. and.

Harry Nixes a Comeback

'

him.." recalled

.

p.o

such thing as a.-falking rabbit."

;

known

lo

CBS. believes, that

.

the cx-F,skimo. .who is now a Seven-Up bottler. "He would
make constructive suggestions about radio, things that wcrcfoi- the benefit of. the weary listener.. We' used to like to thihk
Marcon'i had invented Harry as sort :of radio's guardian
rabbit.
But then a lot of big shots :muscled Into the racket.
They took over and refused to give Harry a tumble. .Said-

was

delaiis of what CBS proposes are
"Variety" readers lo need repeating. Bui the reasoning and motivation that prompted
our proposals are still, in certain quarters, either misunderstood or misinterpreted, and' restatement of them
lure may be helpful.

too well

television's'

'

provide.'

Of course. Harry felt very badly. about this snub, and until
met him the other night, he has been living incognito in Prospeel Park, picking up a little lettuce, here and there and doing
odd jobs' at Columbia Medical School.
"Harry." 1 said, '"it's time for you to essay a comeback..
Radio ncads you.» just like Brock Pemberlon heeds your
brother. Won't you come back?"

Promise

|

- The
kind, of television, the public expects can, we
mainlaiir. be developed from the discoveries of wartime electronic research. We have tried, in the past
year, lo match the sincerity of our words with positive

rabbit replied

ie

t

me

a cabbage and sent

"Harry."

I

to a

defiantly,

''I

man named

pleaded, "don't judge

all

Disney."

possible.

"Oh, just

of the things

I

began

w ^.ttyM^^^^v*^

lo realize

•>ni^rwyBi«pwr

,

what an unusual rabbit Harry was and
8 *--

.

>

In desperation I called Abel Green of "Variety."
He
thought, though, there might be a place for Harry on Lindy's
menu. "He's awfully low on his points for welsh rarebits,"
confided the editor.
.

Defeated,

P.

him

left

I

did the next best thing: I called the A.S.P.C.A,
where I'm writing this from. They took

Harry.

S.— If you see Harry around the broadcasting
to drop

*

me

studios, tell

a card.

First 25 ^ears Hardest

highs.

|

Q uiazera

Hold Their Popularity

'

.

.

I

.

fustian-draped Elizabethan dining room of the Murray Hill,
hotel— The guests were served, ham, eggs; chestnuts, corn,
Miller, the "ghost of honor" was saluted by a number
of comedians and the entire proceeding broadcast over a

etc.

coast-to-coast hookup.

.
|

With the pattern of radio entertainment remaining essenthe same, it points up. if anything, the need for new
and hew ideas to revitalize Ihe 1945 picture. Quiz
shows not only continue lo hold their own with the public,
but more and more of such type programs (Milton Berle's
"Let Yourself Go,", Joe E. Brow' n's "Stop Or Go", Ken Murray's "Which Is Which", etc.), bowed in during 1944,- with
the big SIH question remaining whether interest in the audience-participation gimmick would be just as boff postwar.
The comedy shows still add up to the big b.o. attraction;
with the Bob Hopes, Fibber McGee fit Mollys, Charlie McCarthys, the. Bennys and the Cantors continuing to dominate
Ihe picture but with the shows for the most part suffering
from fictile scriplcr shortage which finds the writers doubling
into two and three shows and a resultant duplication in gags,
situations.: etc.
From the .agencies has gone up a general
alarm for new writers' for the Injection of new blood which,
obviously would stimulate the entire picture.'but the cry and
the hue have not been matched by the deed and, basically, the
"closed door" policy on fres.h talents has not been altered.
Fred Allen's absence remains a distinct loss to radio, despite
the fact that he's failed to crowd Fibber or Hope for top
rating laurels, while the emergence of Ed Wynn as an air
personality, in the face of that "kiss of death" 7 p.m. time slot
snag- (subsequently cleared tip) hasn't off ered too much competish for the comedy, standard bearers. Alan Young has
tially

slants

.

'

-

.

Potent Before Da rk

All Eyes

The new year
Even

finds

on Mutual, Blue

I

Mutual and the Blue networks making
months of 1944 found the eyes

as the closing

of an entire industry focused on the operational somersaulting that attended the inner sanctum revamping of the two
webs, their bids for added prestige and the development oi
their programming .structures are fraught with provocative
facets for the coming year.
The independence asserted by
diet LaRoche upon his ascendancy as the operational biggie
of the Blue, even at the expense of giving the sales department a slight case of, jitters by initiating a move to get rid
of bad programs, is not devoid of its healthful aspects.
When LaRoche made his sensational raid on Y&R, bringing over lo the Blue fold Hiibbell Robinson, Jr., Stan Joselon,
et al., it was quite apparent that the' ex-Y&R topper wai
preparing the Blue for the competitive setup that's likely to

.

;

.

|

Despite the 'perennial slurs which continue unabated, the
daytime serial goes into 1945 still reigning supreme and
accounting tor 25 r i of the commercial revenue of the four
ncls, with the assorted efforts to inject nighttime programming
into the daytime picture failing as yet to show where the
soapers are wrong. Owens-Illinois tried it via its cross-theboard "Broadway Matinee" but gave up, deciding it was the
belter part of wisdom to let the suds-sagas go unchallenged,
and switched over to the nighttime sked with the $18,500
weekly Fred Waring show on the Blue. As in the case of
Wynri, that 7 p.m. time segment again hurt, but one thing,
stands out— the Waring choral-orchestral ensemble has addedup to'- smart showmanship, sock'' arrangements -.and generally
tops musically.
And it moves into the 1945 stretch vifelldeserving of its new time niche,.
Despite the loss of the Benny billings. Y&R closes out the
year as No.. i champ oil radio billings— 824:000.000— the agency
also recapturing from J. Walter Thompson the top position
oil accumulative, network, hours' -in. programming, due principally to. JWT's Toss of the Old Gold account. But withal.
JWT continued. to demonstrate its inherent knowledge of sock
production values as the Edgar Bergen' program. Lux "Radio
Theatre,'' the new Fred Waring show and others on behalf of
top spenders maintained established standards.
There was healthy evidence in the year just closed that
showed, too, just where the vast audience stands on the subject of bias, when both Henry -J, Taylor and Upton Close
were yanked off the air— evidence of the tremendous force
that radio can exercise if it follows the dictates of that veryimich-interesled listening public.

headlines.

.

for Headlines

.

'

.

Still

<Jo.od

Feuds have- always been a standard item in the radio
publicity handbook. The pappy of them all. was the "Battle
of the Baritones." featuring Columbia's Ding Crosby and.
NBC's. Russ Coliimbo, back in the early 30s. One of the
major skirmishes in thai campaign occurred when a Colombo
flack go.1 wind of the fact ihal- the Great Garbo was coming
to town, If only somehow. Colombo could be lied up 16 the
great name?— But how? Finallv he got a simple inspiration;
he merely dispatched. a colossal bouquet of flowers to Greta
at her Manhattan hotel, with a card reading, "With love,
from Russ," tipped oft the papers, and the next day a GarboColombo romance was in full, if transient, journalistio.
bloom.
Celebrated Joe Miller, who. reigned in. the post-Restoration- period, has been used by numerous press agents but
never put to such excellent use as when the p. a. boys decided that those three joke savants, "Senator" Ed Ford,
Joe Laurie, Jr„ aijd Harry Hershfield of ."Can You Top
This?" fame should pay "tribute to the'' patrtff "Staint" dT"»frM'**"
comedians. It was arranged that the "Top This" boys should
salute Joe Miller on. the anniversary of his death in the

What. we propose for FM stems directly from lessons
we have learned in years of AM broadcasting. If FM
is some day to supplant AM, we Want it operated
under a system that will be free from even the false
charge of monopoly. That, is why we have advocated
for FM roughly five times as much, room for competition as there is in AM broadcasting. That is- why
we have askedd for adoption of a "single market"
plan for FM, whereby no broadcaster will suffer disadvantages of power and coverage from his competitor. With technical equality for all in the same
market, and with emphasis on -programming and local
service, FM can .be made wholly democratic;

Soapers

Were

'Feuds

•

are evaluating the returns of such lop-budgeted shows, cueing
the belief that the bankrollers of the $17,0O0-$25,0O0 packages
will be Ughlcnihg the reins in 1945.

'

free coa.sl-lo-coast plus' for Hall!

as a fresh and. engaging personality for radio; for
the.fiist time, Milton Berle appears to have found his comedy
niche, as reflected in that Hooper buildup and his segue from
(he Blue to CBS heightening his 1945 prospects, and Hildegarde via her "Raleigh Room" has established herself as a
distinct kilocycle personality.

But what happens when the peak is reached,
(and some sponsors are of the opinion it's here already) remains for 1945 to disclose. The decision that is made will
do much lo paint the way as to radio's course in the future.
Since depending on top figures and top names is no solution
in itself, it's felt that 1945 will pose the question: "Where do
we go from here?" As the new year begins, some sponsors

new

.

emerged

Continued from page 71)
to

FM

stuff, see!

a
good sliinl— but (he CBS press boys hadn't
It was
counted on a sharp-willed freelance who was publicizing
orchestra leader George Hall. This lad just tipped a bell bo^'
handsomely, and in Ihe middle, of the show, the youngster
strolled through the lobby bellowing "Call for George Hall
... call for. Mr. George Hall!"' And over the mikes went •
'

.

Incidentally, that's

me and

:

Belasco

FM

Advocates 'Single Market'

'

The a. k. p.a.'s insist the best stunts were pulled in the good
old pre-Radio City days, when radio wasn't big business. For
rnsiaiice, there .was the time the just-organized CBS made a
big fuss over What was then great stuff, technically— Ihe.'
Japel. microphone. A super-special dramatic broadcast wal
cooked up to show how ultra realistic ail radio drama was
The lo4 lo tjecome, once the lapel mike came into its own.
cale of the script, was a midlosvn hotel ... ergo, the b.roadr
.'cast 'actually would-be staged from a genuine hotel, with,
the actors doing their.- stuff right from the lobby: Real

—

stooges who knock loudly; on doors before they came on mike.
I suggested they abandon hitchhikes and I. J. Fox and Sally's
Furs. I thought it would be. refreshing if comics didn't expect
a boff every time they mentioned Flattop. I suggested shorter
commercials. I thought it- would be a nice change of pace if
every CI didn't win the $64 question, I thought studio audiences would be happier if. the warmer-upper wouldn't always
ask the woman in the ninth row. to remove her gloves. I even,
suggested eliminating warm-ups. Oh, I had lots of suggestions like that. It would have- made the listeners so happy."
•

—

international understandIts power to shape opinion
ing or misunderstanding— may be even greater after
(he. war. We believe this nation must, in (he interests
of a peaceful postwar world, operate an international
shortwave broaddcasting service that is surpassed by
no Olher nation. We believe, too, that this service must,
in large part, be privately operated.' And we are willing to assume- our fair share in the expense of this
operation, without the slightest hope of profit, but in
the firm assurance of even more tangible benefits from
the growth, of democratic processes. abroad.

you suggested, Harry?"

things like eliminating disc jockeys and

little

1

'

fodils."

•

.

The rabbit stood his ground. "No use. There's no room in
Air they want is some dumb
r*4io lor a rabbit like me.
bunny to guest star with Milton Cross or Nila Mack. .I'm not
that kind of rabbit. I'm a cure-all.
Why, I've made up a
whole list of things they should, do and not dp on ihe radio,
but all I got was scorn."
"What were some

,

.

and .interna-'
What CBS proposes for postwar
lional shortwave broadcasting has met with comparatively little opposition. Again, we feel bur reasoning
has' been direct, pur motives forthright.
The war' has impressively demonstrated Ihe power
of shortwave broadcasting, both for good and for evil.

of us by'. thai isolated

ca.-c."

,

We have spent and are spending more than
any non-manufacturing broadcaster lo hasten the devilopment and demoiislralion of. belter television..
are
no hidden, motives 16 be discovered behind
There'
our addvocacy. We are supporting no group or faction. Our sole aim is better television, as quickly as
action.

.

I- ran
tried once,
But it was terrible. One of the
like a rabbit to Hollywood.
characters out' there called me Happy Boy. wrapped 'me up in

"No."

'

.

:

1

;

•

own

Though radio is a. stripling compared lo the theatre and
the movies; It Is already old enough to have acquired, a
substantial folklore. of press agenlry. It has as yet produced
no such fabulous p.a.'s as Harry Reichenba.ch, Russell Bird,
well or Dick Maney, ;but radio's numerous Directors of
Public Relations, Managers of Press Information, and publicity Directors— any guy handling better than a 250-walter
is. of course, never called a press agent— have- dreamed up a
juicy assortment of space-grabbing stunts. Some of the
And some,
'stunts' have been funny, fantastic, colorful.
brother! well,' "Variety" used to tag those misfires as "Daf-

postwar quality must

Holdtt

the merits of the authors'

;

*

'''

Wartime Research

moment

'

Art?

be vastly improved, before we can have Ihe prosperous
new industry we are all talking- about: Today's picv
litres' are simply not good enough to' attract— and hold
—Ihe large audience that is essential to successful com-;
Prewar set sales indicated a very
mtrc.ia.1 television.
tepid 'interest.' .-and. audience research, which we hayejconducted intensively and continuously since Julie,
tells us without equivocation that the public will demand far better television than present standards can

-

;

modest scheme for a "Press Release of the Month Glub".
designed to give the Literary Guild and Harry Scherman'f
BOM Club some worthwhile competition, the question before
the house is: Are radio press, agents People? Or: But is It

wave, and FM. The

.

there

Skipping for the

publicly
staled its policy concerning three major divisions of
postwar broadcasting— television, international .'short-

As a matter
Il:'rry is exclusively a. radio rabbit.
In> has an antenna attached to his ears;'; Only poor
Harry has been inactive lately.
Harry.
me
about
once
told
An old Clicquot Club Eskimo
In those halcyon days Harry was happy hanging around with
Joe While, the Masked Tenor, the Ipana Troubadours. Wendell

-

Prize for Publicity.

The boys at Louis and Armand's, Lindy's and Coibee'a
are still waiting for a reply from Morningside Heights. Dop
Butler la unusually silent.

has

'

IVOR, N.Y., be/ore "entering the Army)

<it

The other day a high minded citize'n-i-pddly enough; himaelf a press agent— proposed the establishment of a Pulitzer

reality.

The Columbia Broadcasting System

The House ?

{Ramon

.

another.
of Tact.

"He was always around when you needed

CBS)

'

.

1945

By JO R ANSON and PVT. DICK PA iiK
Directs PtibHoUv at WWEW, N. Y.; Pvt. Pack dittoed

PAUL W. KESTEN

By

(Executive Vice President,.

a matter-of-fact, six months. ago—
most of us believed that victory in Europe would make
these the brightest year-end holidays since. Pearl Harbor. Now. although no less confident of ultimate victory,; we know it must be won the hard way, at a cost
far greater than we had hoped to pay.
Moreover,; there is increasing, evidence that the peace
will also be written the. hard way. All of this has
tended to place postwar. planning ou a basis of greater

'A year ago— as

grown w-omen who cry like babies, grown men
who' bark like flogs, and grown dog.-i who bark'likfr' production men. 1 was not startled when,Harvoy s brother spoke to

same

In

at.

'characters as

3,

There A Press Agent

Is

FM, Shortwave

High on JfflS Agenda

By LESTER GOTTLIEB
met Harvey's brother

first

1

Wednesday. January

Annittnar^

pfttolETt

.

.

prevail 'this year— a setup in which all four' niajor network*
stand ready to. match creative brains and ready cash to
upgrade their program operations and take advantage :0f the',
fact that the draft-ridden advertising agencies have been
thrown for a bad loss.
Particularly, eyes will be centered during .1945 on the'
ambitious LaRoche-Rbbinson programming team since It I
argued in' some quarters that, despite brave talk, the bby#
will dive, for the nearest economy cellar if cancellation^
^et too rough. Others argue LaRoche has. the courage, to
.

sl

ick

by

his- gtins.

The new year should find an equal amount of intereat
t'ocussed on the hew Mutual regime under Ed Kobak, whose
Iransfcr of allegiance to M'BS as successor to Miller McCIlnlock was not unexpected in view of the fundamental differences in viewpoint on basic policy he shared with LaRoche.
When Kobak w;as "kicked upstairs" to oversee the Blue's
postwar planning on television,
and facsimile (on whioh;
actually, the network had not committed itself to any definite
stand), 'the predominant industry question was; "What's the
lop Siilesman of the networks doing in the. tcleyisibn department?" Hence, when Kobak shortly, afterward announced his
resignation and a week later stepped into McClintock's berth,
there was a feeling among the Mutual boys of something akin
to a rebirth. That Kobak will have his problems and headaches under the co-.oper.itivc setup can't be denied, but If
ever Mutual is to emerge from, its present state, it's, generally recognized that 1945 will provide the telltale evidence
and that Kobak is the mun to masteuihind the operation.

FM

•

Wednesday, January

8,

1945

Thirty-ninth

RADIO

Anniversary
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RADIO NOT IN CLASS BY SELF'
Directors You've

Met FAULTS.

WLW

VIRTUES

Program-Building Factory
By JAMES D. SHOUSE

But Can't Admire

(V.-P.

E
HARRY ACKERMAN

By

A

One

Rubicam)

of

the

lesser

factory

is

from

.

.

tho

in

.

Nazi hierarchy once said that whenever he hears the word "culture," he
reaches for his' gun.
It has been

entertainment the radio

all fields of

There are

t

wo reasons why
'

this state of

said

of

certain

men

in

radio

500,000 potential dialers throughout WLW-Land. And
no matter what form a
show takes, scores pf
manhours go into its conception, organization and
final realization.
First'step in getting a new
feature, on" the
air is a preliminary meeting of program, and sales
department representatives, to discuss the program
format. There follows a second conference also attended by the general manager of music, the continuity chief, the production manager, and a member
of the publicity department. As a result of this meeting the actual program-building machinery begins to

WLW

that

WLW

whenever they hear the same word,

they turn' pale and reach for a
Crossley report to show that- any
program of proven cultural value
cannot succeed.
I am getting a little tired of hearlowly caste of too many radio impresarios is the simple fact that In no ing the pince-nez boys speak of
radio as a "cultural medium," and I
other field of entertainment are there so many directorial incompetents.
am also tired of hearing critics atThis is not to imply that these incompetents are in the majority— the tack it as a cultural cesspool^One
would think, to listen to extremists
reverse, rather, is true, else radio would not be where it is today.
on the subject, that American radio
It can be said, of course, that the first reason is father to the second.
is either an unique instrument, of enInstead, I believe that there are
I don't believe that this is entirely true.
lightenment, speeding refinement of
top many men in radio who have discovered it is "easy to get by" In the our moral and intellectual nature, or
medium which has sometimes been termed the "one-dimensional, art form." else it is a sorry and. corrupt conspiracy of mediocrity, tending to reIt is comparatively simple to get a radio production on and oft the air on
tard the hiental and' spiritual develtime, and if your show happens to have been born of someone else's crea- opment
of the American people.
tive idea and happens to be interpreted by good actors, then you get
Actually it is neither. Actually it
credit, for a successful job of production even though— and it is regret- rises no higher, and sinlts no lower
than the society which produces it,
table that this is not an unusual stale of affairs— you may not have conand if its abuses and- shortcomings
tributed one constructive thought to the development of said production. and
perversions
seem relatively
It is' just too easy for the incompetents to Ignore the equally obvious fact
greater than those of corresponding
mass media of information and enthat, even granting the one-dimensional tag, a job of great creative proportions can be turned out by the sensitive and interpretive director within tertainment, it is only because of
radio's relatively greater ubiquity.
this dimension. It is too easy for them to forget that the world of sound
The local newspaper comes out once
alone is actually no more confining than the world or sound plus visuality. or twice daily, the local movie bill
First, commercial radio, as it has been developed in the
affairs exists.
United States, has too often been so concerned with the immediate sale of
products it has forgotten that a better showcase in the long run tends to
sell more products and sell them permanently.
The second reason for the

'

!

'

1

strument and vocalist.

,

Recognize Any of These?

Who

are these insensate purveyors of puerile programs?

unfamiliar.

They are not

You may even recognize some Louis and Armand or Toots
companions among the following generic types (chosen at

Slior cocktail

changes once a week, but the local
loudspeaker, meaning, the one in
your living room, performs all day
long if you will permit it. changing
its bill hundreds of times within the
range of an average dial in any
average broadcasting day.

random):

People Set the Pace

1. "The Happy Oaf"— Everybody knows
hahd fellow who always starts rehearsal

matter

how

manifest

He's the bright gladwith a "yak," and who, no

this lad.
off

serious the subject-matter of the program and no matter

needs

the

conscientious

of

directorial

interpretation,

how

I am committed to the belief that
a people gets the kind of government

—

deserves this being an extension
of the basic democratic principle of
it

always

self-determination.
By the same
measure, I believe people get the
kind of radio, or pictures, or theatre, or -press they deserve.
There
2. "The Friendly Fossil"
A charming, old-world personality who in- is, of course, a large area of manipvariably has a regular stable of actors, employing the same people week ulation, wherein better things (like
technical
are
improvements)
kept
week
In and
out.
Each ofx the grateful thespians sings aloud eulogistic
from the public for motives of
paeans in his honor and Moss Hart himself could not be so popular. This,
profit, and high standards of perwarm-hearted chap never fails to enquire after the actors' health, always
formance are discouraged on the
.^scysSe/; the,, decadence of the modern theatre with 'them, and somehow
ground they will not sell soap as
malia^es ~6 corlvey the impression that, although -this network job- is a
effectively as. drivel- will.
But this
bore, one has to do one's part in helping the new medium to grow, doesn't
manipulation (and I call it. that to
one? He is usually a former stock performer (emphasis on Shakespeare),
distinguish it from the morc-or-less
and he doesn't really believe in doing much to pull together a dramatic
natural laws of cultural self-deterprogram because a director who sort of infuses actors with the right mood
mination), is essentially reactionary.
through the projection of his personality and then allows them free rein
It is the kind of reaction which, in
to develop their own characters is the best director in the final analysis,
one form or another, exists as a
don't you think?
force in all phases of society, and
3. "The Cue-Pitcher"
He's the one who oh hell, you know him; soap must be reckoned with in the inopera, two-by-four studio, five actors.
And. brother, why that control dividual arenas of politics, ecoroom glass isn't shattered daily by those wild and magnificent cues to the nomics, art, industry. philosophy,
organ and that fierce shuddering gesture which culminates in the mouth- and what-have-you.
opening of a seedy but intense aetor who bends to the microphone and
The gist of what I am saying is
whispers feelingly, "Hello, Mary," I'll never know.
that the radio of this country cannot
be considered apart from the general
4. "The Network Nibs"
He's the current hopeful of an aggressive chain,
culture and modes of the American
which is determined that he shall represent them in the penumbra of a
people.
Radio today is neither as
Corwin.
He usually directs an hour-long program, to the fruition of
program executive will
which he devotes some seventeen hours of rehearsal time as well in per- good as the
have you believe in his statement
fecting the new technique he has discovered whereby all the actors stand
to the interviewer; nor as bad as
on their heads six and one-half feet from the microphones so that they
the intellectual guest at the dinner
will learn to project a- mental interpretation of. their roles.
party makes it out to be.
If the

manages instead

to dispel the necessity of intellectual effort

member

plotlcd gag^usually at the expense of the newest

with a well-

of the cast.

.

.

.

—

,

.

'

,

—

•

—

.

—

"The Magnificent Maestro"— My favorite. -You are entitled to your
own fond preference, but this is my boy. I never fajl to experience a
peculiar thrill in gazing upon .that fine preoccupied countenance which
disdains personal communication with the actors, but' which stares beHusedly. off toward its own far horizon while eager acolytes convey critical dispatches to the studio.
He. is sometimes a writer, the maestro (well,
adaptor), and. he -just takes a keen delight in watching his actors struggle
with the eighty-seven sheets of mimeographed paper which constitute his
5.-

,

(

first draft.
He is the inspirational, rather than organized, director and,
as rehearsals progress over three days of confused cast calls', he becomes

continually more unshaven, more tousled, more open -dirty- white-collarish.
the tjmc the program stumbles on the. air, he is the living embodiment
of inspiration itself!
He stands before a conductor's tsand (on stage, of
course! his face flaming, his upraised arms atremble as he passionately
draws some inner rhythm from his performers. At the program's end
(which, through some stupid minion's error, ran over three minutes and
ten seconds) the maestro stands mute (centerstagei, his head drooping

%

'

and perspiration glistening upon his bared throat as he wanly accepts the
.

vociferous tribute of the. audience.

.what

do about this state'-.-of affairs? How help the director and
thereby the medium, come of age? The solution to such a problem is
never a simple one. But I do think we can at least reason that it lies in a
development of better working conditions for network directors, better
recognition of creative instinct by advertisers, and— possibly the most vital
al '~ nerf
t l° ni st goals established
and maintained by directors and
ih
.

to

*

their representatives.

the natural union. of these moves will Into the reign of radio's production incompetents, and
a consequent flowering
of the industry.

evitably

come an end

From

American

people

support

soap

operas and tolerate singing commercials; if they pay higher honor to
to
Beethoven,
Gildersleeve
than
then it is not primarily .the job of
radio to elevate their tastes
it is also the job of the school, the
church, the-, press, the movie, the
.

government

itself.

Script

and Publicity

•Meanwhile, the continuity chief has assigned the script writing job to a
and the publicity department takes care of sending out newspaper and trade paper notices on the new program.
Before full rehearsals of the entire cast (which are scheduled by the
production manager) begin, separate rehearsals are held for music— and
these arc further broken down into sectional rehearsals for the various
instruments— for actors' lines, for vocalists, for announcer's sales messages,
and for any sound effects.: In these rehearsals, all numbers and announcements are accurately timed, and padded or cut to fill the show's time limit.
Then comes the dress rehearsal, which is recorded and played back to the
cast, and any changes made are ironed out in the final rehearsal, held

staff writer,
1

jiLst before the show takes the air.
Visitors are always' welcome at Crosley Square for broadcasts which will
accommodate an audience, and obtain free tickets by writing the Guest
Relations Department, whose staff of page girls take charge of escorting
visitors to the studios when they arrive for the program they want to.

50-50 Proposish

conventions are unnecessarily dull,
unimaginative, tasteless, and, what
But there is as
is worse, venal.
much right with it as there is wrong
with it. and this fact is too often
overlooked by its severest critics.
The fact invariably overlooked by
these same critics is that if you were
to consider radio. in the broad, overall picture of American culture—
picture composed of influences contributing to and deriving from our
tastes and criteria
roll up just about. the

habits, attitudes,

—radio would

f

.

.

.

'

witness.

_

Like most all manufacturing establishments, WLW's program-building
factory has an imposing list of wares.
We can't mention them all, of
course, but current products include such musicals as "'17 to '44," "Star
•Parade" and "An Evening at Crosley Square," half-hour variety show. "We
Must Be Vigilant," an hour-long dramatic and musical presentation is devoted to the War Effort; while "Boy's Town," based oh life at Father
Flanaga'n's famous youth center, is also aired by transcription on 202 other
stations.
A 30-minute slice of home is now being sent overseas several
times weekly by WLW. at the request- of thousands Of GIs who want to
hear their favorite late-night show from the. States— the 16-year'Old organ
and poetry feature, "Moon River."
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same score

as the cinema, the press,

and even the legitimate theatre.
Perhaps the most graphic way of
demonstrating this would be to
make a rough point-by-point, measure-by-mcasure breakdown of the
dozen or so functions common to all
major media. I mean by this spch
things

as

their

interna-

relative

lional-mindedness; the honesty
integrity of news services: the
telligence quotients of audiences;
contribution of each medium to
tasks of morale and general

and
in-

the
the

indoctrination;- the taste exercised; the
preoccupation, or lack of .it. with so-

themes; accepted criteria; techniques of primary and adult educacial

M Ull

'

.'"jl

roughly resembling these: that although radio is not consistently doing the best work of which it is
capable, neither is any other medium; that accordingly, there is
room for infinite expansion and improvement on all fronts; that the
men of radio should, stop to measure their product against the output
.

of other fields, and he spurred by
progress in any other.
The idea expressed by that prissy
phrase which I used earlier cultural self-determination— is all right
as far as it goes, butiit Is considerably short of the last stop to be
made in the quest for a higher. order
or civilization than we now enjoy.
In an eclectic sense, an empirical
sense- (Corwin, will you stop scaring' radio
men with words like
.

If you
tion; advertising ethics, etc.
were to score radio, films, the press,
'

and the legitimate theatre in each of
these categories (with some blanks that?) the growing child
exercises
as with the theatre and News)
a certain cultural self-determinayou would_ probably find that, tion; but he obviously has to be
thought there would be great dispari- guided and led; and, by the same
ties' in particular instances, the score
logic,, if radio is convinced that the
would even up in the long run. For mentality of its average audience is
example, though radio's I.Q. might 12' years old, then why does it not
be rated at 3, and the theatre's at apply itself far more diligently and
radio's contribution to primary energetically to the sacred duty, nay.
8,
education might be rated at 6 and the privilege of guiding and leading?
the theatre's at zero
there beI have now used the phrase "culing no established children's theatre, tural self-determination" at least
whereas radio maintains highly de- five times in the course of this piece,
veloped educational programs for and that is good commercial techchildren..
nique.' The idea is to bore stiff any
intelligent listener with so many
No Worse Than Others
petitions of the name that he will
One could make a spirited parlor not only identify the sponsor, -but
game- of this sort of thing, and chew identify him as a jackass. However,
the
fat
endlessly around a hot nothing here in con tained is intended
diathermy apparatus on a cold win- to cast any aspersions* 6n the right of
ter's night.
But in the end you every man to cultural self-determiwould arrive, most likely, at con- nation. Three cheers for it, and a
clusions close to those which have Hapy New Year to all you H ©operreached according to my own meth- and
Crossley-determined
gentle-.
ods
of
navigation
conclusions

—

—

,

.

God wot, I am no apologist for
commercial radio as it is practiced
and abused. I believe certain of its

:

operate
JAMES
The music manager, his assistant, and the orchestra
leader selected for the show meet to set up a music work sheet for the
musical portion of the program. Tunes selected are weighed as to the
vocal capabilities of the singers chosen for the show, and the music library
is checked to see if orchestrations are available in the soloists' key, or
whether they must be made. Music also must follow the script's theme
and fit smoothly into announcer's sales messages, should the format call
-for a tie-up between advertising, and tune titles.
The copyright department then checks the music sheet for copyright
ownership and restrictions, for duplications on adjacent shows, and for
good taste in lyrics. After it has been approved, copies of the work sheetare distributed to all departments working on the show. While musical
arrangers and copyists get to work rescoring selections to fit various orchestral combinations, the music library assembles any stock arrangements
designated from its elaborate files, adds the -special arrangements, and
makes up the complete musical .program in book form for each band in-

,

Perfectionism can be achieved in either form.

Charge of Broadcasting)

a'

'

In the hierarchy of directors

director probably ranks lowest.

in'

building with the necessary equipment for turning out
articles of use for the public's comfort, convenience, or pleasure. By this
definition, Crosley Square in Cincinnati is certainly a Vfactory": a program-building factory, in the business of manufacturing llstenable shows
for the entertainment and information of the 10.-.

NORMAN CORWIN

By

(Vice-president In charge of Program Operations— Youno

A

.

.

'

'

.

'
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War,

FCC Cue

Obviously, no. preview of television in 1945, and there-,
can be made until flnnl decisions "are handed down
by the Federal Communications Commission designating
whether commercial operations are going to ride in an
"upper" or "lower" berth. Predictions as to the final FCC
action are- being tossed around, but one fact stands out, as
far as these soothsaying advance notices are concerned.
That fact is that predictions favoring a "lower" spectrum
berth invariably stem from that part of the television industry already on record as advocating such a decision.
The reverse also is true-r"upper" berth prophets, almost to
a man, are lined up with the minority faction which waged
the fight at the FCC hearings for "strato" tele. CBS has
apearheaded this attack virtually alone, with RCA, NBC and
other members of the Television Broadcasters Assn. waging
under
a determined fight for authorization to go ahead
after,

present conditions.

CBS

"j

,

Not to

B uiltl

Receivers

-

:

|

Cleavage between CBS and most of the opposish, with
regard to manufacturers and non-manufacturers of video
and receiving .equipment, of course, is well
known. The Columbia web is a factor only as a telecasting
medium and, according to a midsummer statement by Paul
Kesten, v.p. in charge during Pres. William S. Paley's Army
leave of absence, does not contemplate entering into the
manufacturing field either through purchase or affiliation
Involving- other companies.
Even those now opposing CBS* stand for high-frequency,
better-definition videbcasts are in agreement (not always
The
vocal) that eventually television will land upstairs.
question of "how soon?" is causing all the furore. As 1944
•ntered the homestretch, CBS came up with the surprising

CBS,

NBC Feud

Wows
By TED

we've watched
variety people appearing before the
television cameras of WABD (DuMont), in New York. Many a big
three' years

wilted down to vest-pocket
size under the eye of the iconoMany an obscure, low-salscope.
aried performer took on unprecedented stature in the television stuWe don't know why. All we
dio.

name

is

As

for material,

if

it's

eye-arrest-

it's

probably

Highlight of

leading ad agencies by DuMoht's willingness to cooperate
in all ways to stage experimental tele shows over
WABD
on s> sponsorship basis.
Pointing; up latter phase was the two-hour telecast several
months ago of "Boys From Boise," presented by Esquire
mag. This original musicomedy, brainchild of Ray Nelson
Charles E. Storm agency vecpee, and Sam MedofT score)'
convinced many a "guy from Missouri" that tele productions'
fashioned along lines already established by the stage and
screen, can be made bofT home entertainment.
Fact that
"Boys" was staged in the cramped DuMont studio space
with resultant camera and lighting difficulties, and still hit
remote receivers as an enjoyable, first-rate show, w;is indeed
a milestone.

—
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DON WALSH

-

|
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Programs Show Progress

|
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Too, as receivers are manufactured
and sold and advertising becomes

more profitable, entertainers will be
increasingly rewarded for their contributions to television.

Television films are being explored by many enterprising comCOLLINS
panies with origins ranging from
pleasant,
perHolly
wood to Wall St These will
The
it.
ignoring
be
sonable m.c, who kids with the folks open still other floodgates of teleas though he was entertaining guests vision opportunity for the talented.
Undoubtedly, no new factor on
in his home or visiting them at their
nightclub table. Is on the right the horizon today holds as much
promise for the entertainer as does
track.
Radio people usually have good television. Now's the time to train
They -must for and explore the field. Tomorrow,
voices for television.
develop believable gestures and ex- television experience will be at a
pressions plus the ability to memo- premium.
rize lines, though, before they're

However, as programming experigrows and the demand for

ence

good for television. The wooden- more fresh television entertainment
faced, immobile singer who doggedly becomes increasingly voracious, the
sings to the mike is rude to the entertainer's
future
in
television
television audience; he appears to will
become increasingly secure.

NBC APPOINTMENT OF
EIGE&

ON TAP THIS WK.

Confirmation of Sid Eiges to head
NBC publicity dept. as successor to John McKay was scheduled for announcement this week.

up the

'

Eiges has been acting manager
since McKay left to join King Features Dec. 15.

for Razor Co.?

|

living-room furniture.
But behind all the formative plans of the television outfits
now operating along standard broadcasting lines, of course,
is the spectre of Hollywood film, companies aqgi what tangent
that segment of the industry is going to take. Theatre telt,
wired video, tele newsreels, films or live talent, and scores
of other possibilities are causing plenty of bad dreams all
along the line.
Final solution, of course, won't come until after Hitler
gets the hook.

Television programming in New York, however, enjoyed
a much more peaceful 1944. Biggest hypoes were: resumption
iCBS) telecasts 'on a regular two-nights-a-week
of
schedule from its Grand Central building studios, largest
and easicst-to-work-with in the city; the contract between
NBC, Gillette razor and the 20th Century Sporting Club
Mike Jacobs), for television rights to boxing bouts at
Mndisoh Square^Garden and St. Nicholas arena, on. a 52weeks-a-ycar basis; the increased activity generated among

'Em On Stage

Plum

.

.

.

Prise

Gillette's deal for boxing shows on WNBT (NBC) was an
outgrowth of the web's remote telecast policy installed in
the interests of convalescent. GIs In N. Y. area hospitals.
OC great significance is the fact that Gillette might wind
up. with the most valuable property in tele, since it's generally agreed boxing. and other sports events will emerge as
top attractions when television receivers become standard

'

'

!

ing and in good taste,

Tele Stalemate

news thai' enterprising French engineers, despite Nazi occupation and the war, had developed a workable 1,050-line
television image. NBC rose to the bait, made an independent
investigation, and blasted away to the effect that CBS was
seeing things. On the heels of this counterattack, CBS came
lip with undisputed documentation confirming existence of
.the multiple-line system via eyewitness accounts.
In this instance, as well, the issue resolved into personal
estimates on the length of time required to convert the
French 1.050-line, process, or similar processes, into accepted
industry-wide practice.

a few vague clues.
for television.
We know that the mass psychol- equipped
Nightclub entertainers are generogy of the theatre, where a few really well received by the television
ceptive people in the audience can
audience.
thousands laughing, doesn't
start
Television's
apply in television.
Legit, Film Actors -Are Naturals
home, audiences are usually in units
Theatrical folks are strong in
The enterof two to six people.
memory- training and generally
tainer with ah intimate, genuinely
adaptable
to television, once they
friendly approach goes over best
learn how not to project their actHis humor must be clean.
here.
fjar.
The kids are listening. What might ing too actors
are almost always exFilm
make mother and dad roll in the
cellent in television, although, when
aisle in nightclubs or the legitimate
inadequately rehearsed, they sometheatre may only embarrass and
blow
lines and forget to ad
times
•nnoy them in their homes.
lib bridges into where they can reTelevision calls for restraint not capture their parts.
only in subject matter but also in
We'll have to develop new techdelivery.
Big gestures look phoney niques for presenting musical prohere.
Overdone facial expressions grams on television or use the music
shriek. "Lookee. I'm acting!" Power- to give background, to visual maful voices aren't imperative to tele- terial
before straight musical shows
vision; it's not necessary to play to can make first-rate television for
the rear of the balcony.
any period of time.

have
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Not Always Good Television
For
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Industry-Labor Orgs

Drives

To Land Agency Contract Deals
By JEBKY
There

FRANKEN

is ample evidence indicating
that radio's labor pains are far from
over. While, to a great extent, the
duration of the war will serve to

two years, which means that whan

lines.

of the 10% which was finally agreed
Uporc, elimination of free-off-the line
recordings and of frequency of appearance discounts, as well as commercial pay for sound men. It was
AFRA's attitude that, with a 10%

the present ticket expires, it will
probably be renegotiated on a peacetime basis. It's an open secret that
postpone radio vs. labor action, and AFRA yielded on many points In the
to maintain the status quo, there is negotiations which ended in Novemlittle doubt that 1945 will pose dif- ber,
ceding such important'
1944,
ficult
questions
along
employee point points as pay hikes in excess
.

,

.

One thing is certain, and dial is
that during 1945, something new will
be added laborWise in the. radio- picture.
That will be the inclusion of
advertising agencies as targets for organization,
with both the Radio
Directors' Guild and Radio Writers
Guild campaigning to set contracts
with these offices. So far, except for
with which they do not sign
directly— the agencies haven't participated in radio labor negotiations.
This year, it's gonna be different.
Directors guild, only two weeks
ago. announced its intention of demanding contracts with the webs,
with the agencies to follow. Similarly, the writers are now working
on their contract demands and will
.

AFRA—

pay hike granted, plus other minor
it was best to avoid a dispute
case with a war. on.
AFRA's attitude has earned the respect of
broadcasters, a fact which may be
an asset when negotiations open two
years hence. But AFRA will still
want to make up, in 1946, for 1944,
it's predicted.
gains,

Organization of radio beyond the
is still another cerpostwar. That goes for acdirectors, writers and soundGracie Fields
men
in such stations now without
probably present them, both to the'
Chet MacCracken, radio head of chains and agencies, within a month union 'contracts and where conditions, according to labor spokesDoherty; Clifford k Shenfleld, left or two.
Both unions have spent
rorihe Coast last week to take over virtually the entire year.jr^strength- men, are still "pretty primitive."
r /ts this is being written, James.JJ.
production on
the Gracie Fields ening their membership, RWGT in
show for Bristol-Myers. .His aim is particular, coming in for a reorgani- Petrillo is again clashing with radio,
to try hypoing the stanza for better zation designed to strengthen its in his battle to get platter turning
bargaining position.
playing and Hooperating results.
Both groups jurisdiction. It's hoped in the trade
that the situation will be battled out,
MacCracken was in Hollywood for include virtually all the top men,
as well as lesser knowns, in their re- once and for all, so as to eliminate
the show's debut, returning
east
the now ever present fear. "Petrillo
spective fields.
after it was launched.
AFRA and the chains are set for
what' next?"

M'Cracken

to Coast'

On

Show

network stage
tainty,

tors,

—

Mining for

News
Philadelphia.

& Reading Coal
giant mining holding
buying radio time, first

The Philadelphia

&

Iron

Co.,

company,
in

is

the firm's history.

The outfit signed, for 52 weeks, the
"Paul Wilson" news show on WCAU,
background-of-the-news roundup
scripted by Vic Wilson, Philiy Record staffer, and read by Paul Phillips,
a

WCAU

staff spieler.

Bracken a

K&E

Acct.

Hollywood.
Eddie Bracken snow which
tees off on NBC, Feb. 4, for Standard
Brands is being handled through
Kehyon & Eckhardt agency.
Previously reported it was a J..
Walter Thompson account.'

New

.

KMAC SELLS TWO
San Antonio.

Two network

newscast periods
sold
across-the-board
a quarter hour, Monday
through Friday, over KMAC. Mutual's Fulton .Lewis Is to be heard
under the sponsorship of Joake's of
Texas, the state's largest department

have

daily,

RAYMOND PAIGE
Mwical Director

STAGE DOOR CANTEEN
,

MANAGEMENT! HAL KACKETT, H.CJL

been

for

store.

Cedric Foster

is

being sponsored

MOLLY PICON

Breaking all records with her original One Woman Ceimdy Theatre.
WHN.
Also" Broadcasting every Tuesday, 8 P.M.
KMAC this week begins carrying Ninth eensecutiv* year for Maxwell House Coffee and Grape Nuta
complete Mutual network programs. Wheatiheal in the Molly Pioon Theatre of the Air.

by the San Antonio Coca-Cola Bottling Co., from the Mutual line.
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Anniversary

75

Lonesome Tot

Pep

Talk; or, Is Radio Getting

My

favorite heart-tug story concerns a

an orphan asylum.

little girl

'Those Good Old Days'

in

She was scrawny, pimplcfaced and
Not being the. type to encourshe was the particular bane,

painfully unattractive,

age donations by

That Union League Spread

of the

has

1944

all

the

daring,

dash

and' novelty of a
vital and exciting.

Ten years ago it was
paisley shawl.
was working to make things happen. Today
.
the way
things go on happening; but nobody's working
he. should!: Those of us who were in
the business 10 years ago— aiid told our

Jveryone

.

:

.

mothers we were piano players you know-where
anyway, back in those
days we weren't always right; but we
were always eager! And we were always in there trying. Today we've lost
some of our eagerness. And a lot of us
have become jus.t' a little too trying.
Ten years ago we were learning how
to make radio work.
Today welre
lounging back on our big fat laurels
and blaming the daily dullness on a
writer shortage.' Radio is doing the
one thing a medium with the imrae-

—

.'•

Carroll

diacy inherent in the wireless can't possibly afford to do.
is getting that Union League spread.
It's getting too
damned comfortable. It's, getting fat and it's getting bid:
Tin not longing for the goad old days when nobody knew
what he was doing and programs were still being written
while they were on the air. But in reaching back to remember the good old days, what' I .want to. do is. remind
us to save the good and gel rid of the old. I'm anxious to
see something that will probably ..never happen.
I'd like to see the whole present radio schedule shuffled..
Take all the old shows 'out of all .the standard spots and.
put theni somewhere else.. Break up the happy sleigh-ride
we're all enjoying behind old Dobbin Habit and see what
happens. And above all. I'd like to see a few stars on a few
radio programs working for money. Not just because they're,
afraid to., quit.
I feel that better work is done by people who think- they'll
lose their jobs if they don't press a little. Today a writer,
producer, and even the artists are in the frame of mind
that allows them to say. "Well, we didn't do so' good last
you can't be great every week."
night. But what the hell
Thai's not what they were saying when they knew if they
weren't great every week.' Ihcre'd be a thud at the end of
the 13th. caused by an option dropping;
It -used to. be that a writer on a comedy show eagerly
counted the laughs his jokes got. Hated the laughs- his cowriters' jokes got. He had a million alibis for every egg and
worked under a system of supply-., and demand. When the
supply of jokes- was not big enough, or good enough-.'- the.
demand for his services ceased. Such is not the cose todiiy;
1944. will. -go down in radio history as the year whorj. incompetence did not go unrewarded. And it looks as if 1943
will also be, a great year for the mediocre genius.
Lei's face it.
Radio is sufTc^ring from a minor touch of
war weariness. But it's loaded with middle-age spread. It
knows it can do a terrific job.. It has done a terrific job!
But at the moment it's commercially boondoggling.
Very few programs today are asked lo pay for themselves
In anything but prestige. Sales just don't fall off! The cost
And even the bad ones
of good shows continues to rise.
are pretty expensive souffles.
What am I getting at? What am I trying to prove? Nothing.
Absolutely nothing. Bul l may make a few folks mad. I'm
Just roughing out the things I think had better .be examined
and corrected .before there's another change in the national
economy. Let's not get too leisurely in radio. Because the
easier we take it now. the tougher it's going to be to get
back lo work when the time comes. And by getting back to
work I don't mean "talking it up;'' I mean the kind of hard,
competitive work that brought radio to the plateau it may

Radio

.

.

.
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Century—-WOR's Scrapbook
By CHARLES

to get into the*
talgia deserves its place, too.

why

—

in

Hampton Roads; and night clubs were introduced to
Broadway though prohibition was the problem then, not
the 20% lax.
It was on .'-Feb. 19, 1922, in. an Oriental rug-draped corner

hear

of

Bamberger's furniture department in Newark; that

was born. The

first

WOR

broadcast was hardly impressive. Some-

one pulled .the big horn-shaped microphone close to the
phonograph, an engineer threw a switch, and WOR's first
listeners heard Al Jolson singing "April Showers."
In the first few months, when the station's staff (all five
of them) learned that WOR had been heard in Staten Island,
Asbury Park and Brooklyn, they were excited and justifiably
proud. They took a newspaper ad to tell the rest of the
world about it.

|

With representatives: of the other networks, we recently
down, with leaders of .the American Federation of Labor
and the Committee for Industrial Organization to. plan. how
sat

.'The desire for "distance" was held not only by flie stations/but listeners as well. It was not uncommon, in the
spirit of neighborly competition, to stay up all night and

,.

record feverishly the call- letters of stations all over the
country; and, if exceptionally lucky, across the sea. Thus, an
English paper of Feb. 19, 1923, ran the foilowing.item— "Mr.
H. A. Elliott, aged 16, of Monks Road, informs us that using
a four-valve receiving set he heard America quite distinctly
at 5:30 this morning. The call sign was WOR, Newark, New
Jersey, V. S. A. Passers-by were called in by Mr. Elliott to
hear a rendering of the "Black Bird Song!"
Lest our glowing reports mislead the reader into thinking
airwas-clover-in -the- industry's youth, it is only fair to quote
the following story from the Newark Star Ledger, July 10,
1922: "WOR was silent last night as a Thanksgiving gobbler
with a slit gullet. Jack Poppele. WOR's operator (now chief
engineer), was also quoted in the article: "We'll be back on
the air in a week," he said, with an understandable paternal

.

f

-

affection.

Mars

Silent

Ever Since

I

No account of this kind would be complete without a mention of the "Mars Incident." Through no fault of radio. Mars
and the Earth came closest to 'each other'in 120 years on the
night of Aug. 22, 1924. A mere 34,630,000 miles separated
them. Radio stations all over the world prepared to send
and receive messages from the fast. approaching planet. That
WOR was not asleep was -obvious by the front-page stories'
that appeared the next .day. The Newark Evening News had
'

this to say:

ASPIRIN AND OLD GAGS

"WOR cocked: its ear wistfully towards old Mars last night
and what it got was this: "E. U. .N. .Z. .A.' It. sounds like
a Martian snoring in his sleep.- Scientists pco-poohed the
idea of life on Mars, and predicted failure, but the strange
sounds began to come to WOR about 7:30 p.m. anrf continued intermittently until 11 o'clock. No one could identify

By ALAN LIPSCOTT
(ft ij the weekly "Reading of the script" setting.
Seated
in the den of the comic's Beverly Hills home are the comic,
the Producer, the Director, the comic's agent, and Mirty and';
Gene, the writers.
bowl of peanut brittle is on a coffee
table.
The comic's wife is serving cokes. They all rock
with laughter as Marty reads the script'. Genesis nervosuly

A

.now!-

microphone nos-

bit of

in 1922? (You'll
a minute!)
Well, io set the scene it was (he
year that the tomb of King Tutankhamen was discovered in
the Valley of the Kings in Luxor; the dirigible Roma crashed-

'"

ws could aid labor to use radio to the fullest. We are hopeful
of developing programs in good listening time on a longterm b'asis. It is also our intention to explore programs,
focusing on the thinking and ideas of management. All the
talent and energy of the Blue will be directed to making
these programs? concerning employei>emplqyee relations, of
equal listener attractiveness to comedy and musical shows.
The conferences: and agreements of the United Nations
and the discussions at the peace table can be made to .come
alive, over radio, by dramatically 'interpreting Hie meaning
of the debates and decisions in terms of the individual. Wflh
increased recognition by our State Department that our
country can act in unison only with instantaneous and full
information, radio faces the possibility of. taking its listeners
to the scenes of conferences with assurance of obtaining
mealy and vital. impressions. Our listeners were able to follow, at first-hand, the greatest hews story of 1944. the invasion of Europe by the United Nations. II was as though Ihey
were actually along the English Channel, as spectators,. With
all its hardship to correspondents and all its technical difficulties, this was an easy job compared to making ideas and
thinking come alive. However, if radio cannot adapt its
collective ability to give a meaningful understanding of the
peace, then we will have failed to realize our potentialities.
In the rise of Nazism, we have had the tragic evidence of
how radio can be used to gain the cause of ruthless leaders.
Free radio, and with it freedom of expression, has much
greater potency in behalf of democracy.

act— a

Can you remember what was. happening

see

management.
to Lu)>ur

like only a

come for radio

-°

Networks Open

seems

yeaivago that "Variety" was celebrating its 38th birthday! I remember that Anniversary Issue
well, because after reading the contents, thoroughly, I was
aware of a sinister movement! It was quite apparent that
reminiscence of the "good old days" was becoming the exclusive property of the theatre and movies. The time has

these problems,, and we hope that our endeavors will contribute to the nation's welfare.
An understanding of war production and reconversion
needs is but. one small segment of the kind of information
that must be personalized and made vital to the public in
the future. More explanation is needed, for example, of the
philosophies of organized labor and management. Radio at
times has presented the views of labor leaders and business
executives; But it is obvious that both .labor and management
Millions of people Want
still have important stories to tell.
to hear these stories, if they are presented in., a. way that is;
applicable to the daily activity of the listeners. By gettingthis information to the public, permanent progress can be
made in reconciling the misunderstandings .of-' labor; .and

I

OPPENHEIiM

J.
(Publicity Director, WOR, flew York)

It

—

.

.

institution,

'

.

Carroll

Flashbacks to Radio's Cradle Days Point
Up 'Superman' Progress
Quarter

who kept

looking for an
opportunity to see her transferred to another Institution.
One afternoon: it looked as though this opportunity had arrived.
The ugly child's roommate reported that little. "Miss
Ugly" was conducting a clandestine correspondence
with somebody on the other side of the- wall. "Just a
little while ago she took one of these notes arid hid it
in the tree, on this side of the wall nearest the gale."
The head of the asylum rushed to Ihe spot and found
the. note.
Openings it eagerly,- a lump, came to her
throat and tears to her eyes as she read. "To anybody
that finds this I love you."
Carl Bfisson.

By CARROLL CARROLL
Radio

visitors,

head of the

'

their possible origin.

.

"They were weird strange sounds, unlike the Morse code
mode of communication used in the world. An
effort was made to record the. broken waves which were re-

or. any other

peated most frequently, 'EUNZA' wag the result
_.
To this day there has been no satisfactory explanation of
-'

The Challenge
By CHESTER

J.

of

doodling dollar marks on the margins of his script. A$
acts out the final blackout, everyone is hysterical.)

1945

LmROCHE

COMIC:

to radio in 1945.

and

in the

PRODUCER:

a script!

summed -up best in a single question: "Can
radio translate, easily, and simply, the news and ideas of
the world into their effect on the living of each of us?"
While the job is difficult and will tax our ingenuity and
talents. I believe it can be done.
In %6 doing, radio no
longer will be sitting so much on the sidelines, as a provider
of mechanical facilities for information. We shall be assuming our proper position as a dynamic force in- the political
and economic structure of the world. We shall be satisfying
our public responsibility as the medium that can communis
cate. information most rapidly to millions of people. While
radio has made important contributions in the interpretation
and personalization of information',, we have by no means
„ realized the full potentialities of the air waves. Greater efforts in developing novel and interesting ways of broadcasting the kind: of information people want and need will. I believe, bring radio to its appropriate place in the field of
communications.
Never, in our history, has there been such a need for
easily understood facts that will permit all of lis to make, wise
decisions. For example, over the last few months, the average American has been confused and bewildered by contradictory, and unclear statements concerning war production
and reconversion needs. To get at .the basics of these problems, to establish a simple denominator of individual judgment and to highlight its effect on each of us these are high
objectives Worthy of the expenditure of. effort, time and

—

money.
Radio can get

at the truth o^ these problems; it can cut
through a staggering mass of information "thrown" at the.public, and it can present programs that will satisfy the
public's- demand for understanding. That doesn't mean doc-

umentary programs, beloved by the intellectuals, but failing
to touch the minds and hearts:
of millions of Americans, It
.doesn't mean old-time "public service" shows, which have
become synonomous with dullness and have resulted in a
mass switching of the dials. It does mean seeking out the best
informed government and business officials, trying to resolve
the conflicts of opinion,
and broadcasting the facts as they
touch on the lives of us as individuals. We are working, on

Yes, boys;

I'll

Marty

.

'

,:.'

AGENT:

It's

is

very happy.)

COMIC'S WIFE: (From

and crossbones.)
leads

.

Into

our sock

PROD:

kitchen) Thai joke about the taxi

.1 didn't get it.
furiously )cA great joke.
(Yelling towards kitchen) Frank yells 'to Eddie:
son wants to be a taxi driver. What shall I do?" And
Eddie answers: "Don't stand in his way!" Get it... "Don't
stand in his way!"
WIFE: (In kitchen -door) Oh!
COMIC: Yeah, you have to think to gel. it.
AGENT: I have a motto: If Mildred here don't understand,
a joke, I throw it out. She's from the Middle West.
PROD; I'm always for the Middle West: They're, loyal.
The hell- with the Lindy crowd. They don't like Fibber
McG.ee & Molly, but loolf at their Hooper:
MARTY: (Quickly) We can afford to lose that gag. We're
.

GENE: (Doodling

MARTY:

"My

overboard anyway.

AGENT:

I

(There

PROD:
GENE:

I'm glad you brought the blackout up. How can
you have Eddie say to the girl: "I'll climb the highest mountain... I'll swim the widest river." You know we sell vita-'
mins and that would make the people think negative. (Burning a bit) Jeeze, think of the sponsor once in a while.
WIFE: Don't worry. Eddie won't say it if it hurts the
sponsor.. I'll see to that.
COMIC: That's the trouble with writers. They're never
practical.
If we lake the blackout out, we've got to Jail
. MARTY:
the three gags leading up lo it.
AGENT: So what harm is there in taking 'em out?

COMIC: (Suddenly) I've been thinkin". Years ago
a -sketch in the "Scandals" about the year 2000. ..
•

AGENT: T remember it. It was a lulu.
PROD: Eddie, I'll/bay thai! The Jboys can

switch

it

I

did

to a

post-war idea.

would take

it

out.

What's one joke more or

less?

:

frantically doodling skulls
(Pleading) But that gag

blackout.

(Everyone
driver.

is

MARTY:

sweet

of you!

.

Leave
and Chicago to Damon Runyon.
I have a motto... How goes the Middle West, so

goes the option!

(Gene
(Muttering) Thanks, Lou!

.

think of the people in Columbus and. Indianapolis.

New York
how's about being my
won't take No for an

answer.

MARTY AND GENE:

.

"E..U;.N.'..Z:.A."

Plenty of bam-

buy that anytime.

DIRECTOR: Beautiful!
AGENT: It's a pleasure! Boys,
Mocambo tonight? I

guests at the

years following,

can perhaps be

-

I call

boolas!
-

tyice Chairman.' The Blue Netu'orlc)

The challenge

Boys, that's what

COMIC: It would be a cinch. Just change the opening and',
closing and 611 in with a couple of yoks.
•'

moment

of silence .)
Marly, read that lip gag again.
That's one joke I'll bleed; and. die for.

is

a

to Eddie: "Why are you
your lip?" . And Eddie says: "Because I'm hungry.
sail."
(Marty and Gene break up.)
thinking from the lop of my head. Do
you think that's in good taste for a vitamin sponsor?
MARTY: (Absentmindedly) Jack Benny thought it was in
good taste when he was selling Jello.
AGENT: I would take it out. I have a motto. '.. Once a
gag is in bad taste, take it out!
DIRECTOR: Personally, I don't mind it. but what I didn't

.'MARTYf (Reading) Frank says

biting

Pass the

PROD: I'm now

the crack about Eddie listening' in al
the keyhole and walking away with a key in his ear. For
my money, it's too wild..
PROD: Bud, you're absolutely right. It bothered me, too.
(TO Marty, and Gene) Look, boys, when you write, please
like in the routine

.is.

WIFE:

I like

it.

AGENT: And the boys can still have that Brooklyn gag.
PROD:, (Getting Into coal) But call it Toledo. Well, I've
got to go. Eddie, how about you and Mildred meeting me
and

my

wife at Ciro's for dinner?
going to the fights.
out) Boys, if I can be of any help to
me at the bar at the Macambo:
MARTY: (Gathering up scripts) Shall we work at your

COMIC: No, we're
AGENT: (On way
youj page

.

home?

GENE: No, my baby's teething, and
Better make it your place,.

MARTY: Okay, But
Schwabs. I'm supposed
yell her head off.

she'll

scream

all night.

I gotta pick up my wife at
take her to the movies. She'll

first
to'

GENE: After we leave the Schwabs, remind me to Stop at
the house for a minute. I've got to pick up the benzedrine.

CURTAIN.

:
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lames' Not Enuf For Hoopers,

of

Adequate Rehearsal
By WILLIAM
aCBS

ROBSON

N.

Writer-Producer)

The curse of radio broadcasting
off— "that s good enough."

No performance, no musical cue, no sound effect
has ever been so good that It couldn't be improved.
But the limitations of time and
budget, and sometimes of our
own ability, compel us constantly
to wrap up a reading of a scene
or a show with "that's good
enough."
.

Fortunately, our skills arc so.
well developed that our mediBut so long
is high class.
don't, or can't, try for
something better than just "good
enough." it's still mediocrity.
Adequate rehearsal begins long
before the cast enters the studio
William N. Robson
It begins
for the first reading.
with the thinking behind the script, and it continues
while the director familiarizes himself with every
detail of the. production, before he casts the show, or
ocrity
as we

music

sets tire

to.

it.

the "good enough" method, it is not too difficult
to turn out slick programs. Given a reasonably good
script, and the best actors money can. buy <and conflicts permit), plus the usually competent technical
staff and an intelligent composer and conductor, you
can, and do get "big time" radio, with a relatively

By

short rehearsal period.
But 4hcre is a small group of radio directors nonexclusive— anybody can get in if he wants to) who
aren't satisfied to go on the air at this point.' These
boys have never had "adequate" rehearsal.
After the liner, have been read, and the cues have
been set., and the sound effects levels established,
i

This is what might be
they start- their real work.
Tired actors are
called the "director's rehearsal.''
asked to repeat their lines endlessly. Music is played
and replayed. Sound gone through again and again.
Aided by the sensitive fingers of his engineer, the
director now polishes and riioulds the already "adequately" rehearsed elements into a pattern designed
to create the strongest possible impact upon the listener.
Here the subtleties of level are achieved, the nuances
of tempo, the intangibles which make the difference
between
a program that is "good enough." and a
•

really fine radio production.
This type of rehearsal is not always understood,
either by the sponsor, to whom it is an expense, or
by talent to whom it is, more often than not, a tiresome bore. Once I was regretfully compelled to deny
myself of the services of one of the firtest actors in
radio.
He objected to the length of my rehearsal,
and opined that he did not need to rehearse so long.
I agreed that he probably did not nee'd so much rehearsal, -but that I did.
I do not think that any
radio program ever had
adequate rehearsal.
N'o radio program I. have ever produced has been
over-produced even "The Open Letter," which was
fully
produced and recorded five times before
broadcast.
No program I have ever directed has yet been
"good enough" for me.

—

'lllll

Wednesday, January

.

"Variety"
the
a
to

(Dec,

.13).

continuing

it's

report

on

stated, "Alibi time is at hand for
of advertising agencies with program flops
explain."
Among the favorite excuses was listed

program upheaval,

number

"fdrmat stateness."
'Where have most of these so-called "off-the-elbow"
ideas originated— what has caused this ''program, state,

ness"

— and

why?

It

—

midfile a few even broke— but most of them
made of sterner stuff that failed to snap at the
blow of an unfavorable Crossley.

were
first

slight

The term "package-show" is an unfortunate handle.
The idea of the package show is not only sound, but
increasingly essential to the future of commercial radio.
to remember is that buying shows
from an individual producer as a complete unit Is as
old as radio '-programs themselves.
Back in '27 the
majority of program ideas were brought to stations by
individuals who "had an idea" 'and who were intrigued
with this new form of entertainment, which extended
a welcome to anyone from a prof, of math, to a janitor.
Station executives were the first- to realize the value
and importance of keeping their doors open to the individual producer, and a great majority, of radio's backbone today is comprised of individuals who "got iflto
radio" through a program idea.
Shortly after commercial radio came into its own
through efforts of sincere, hard-working creators and
talent, a type of "wise-guy" entered the picture, with
the cocky air of a man who'd just found a "goose" who'd
pay gold for having eggs laid.
•
Reasoned the wise-guy: "If some punk hack-writer
with a corny program idea, plus an unknown ham
actor, can make a hit before a microphone, and rake
in a ton of easy coin— think «f the killing to be made
with big names, plus literary properties that are household words."
The wise-guy's pilch was loud, strong, dazzling and
convincing!
From then on in certain circles it became far more
important to snaffle a big name or a property (providing it had nothing to do with radio) than it did to

The important point

as dull and unglamorous Iby comparison) as a sound, solid radio program idea. Sensationalism in names and ideas became the order- of the day.
From the foregoing, one may infer that this is a oneman crusade for the "good old days," when star, talent
in other media, wouldn't waste time on radio. The in-

have anything

ference is wrong. I believe radio should not simply
keep abreast of the times, but keep always one Jump

ahead,
Let program Builders and buyers forget the words
"properties" and "boxpffice, names" unless they can be
applied directly to radio. The backbone of radio is its
intimacy something which no other form of creative
art can claim; "solid, human appeal" is the prims ingredient of its foundation without it St. Peter and a
Choir of Heavenly Angels couldn't get a lasting, faithful, product-buying audience.

—

—

badly "but plays well.

.

at

would seem that finding answers

to this question might steer, us all closer to the solution of a problem which, unless solved quickly, might
strain the backbone of radio.
In the "pre-package-show" era, programs went on
the air. and they stayed on. Granted, some bent -in the'

usually turns out a script that
reads

When the slightest humor is in.
volved, the ones who pass on scripii
cling to the mistaken idea that
they
are reading "The New Yorker,"
audit
reading the gags doesn't make
them laugh, they're no good. Anybody who has smelted grease paint
for any length of time knows
it
doesn't work that way.
So what
happens?
After two or more experienced writers spend several allnight vigils putting together a
script
that --^heir
experience
indicates
should play well, considering ihe performers involved, comes the dawn
and the script is delivered to Die
optics of an assortment of critics who
by then are afraid the show* will be
terrible and read the- script accord'

fancy figures.

"Vadozen non-

As reported not long ago
riety," there often are a
writing script doctors to

in

each keyboard-sweater, and the majority of
"writers" are those who

,

available

have more ambition than experience,
magnetized by the thought of a G a
week and the glamor of working for
big stars. A quick look at the record
reveals

that

the

basic

trouble

lies

with radio's steadfast refusal to
adopt tried and true showmanship
methods that were learned the hard
way via Panlages, Keith, and points
below and beyond.
Concrete illustrations of how many
$20,000-a-week radio shows are put
together should give any old show-

man

the shivers.

The

writer:

is

for-

the guy in the middle, ace
whipping boy for agency, sponsor,
network, and their assorted friends
and relatives. Here is a typical case:
Ye Mugg was at one lime engaged

as. writer or co-writer on a halfdozen top network shows which employed guest and permanent, stars,
plus a crack ork leader.
Let's examine the financial setup. The ork
leader was given a blank check to
engage top-ranking musicians lone
show, I remember, paid a trumpet
player $500 a week simply to guarantee the high notes; he was neither
billed nor known J to the average

Arrangements

came

crew of lay

SCRIPT.

at

around three bills a copy. Rehearsal
time was lavish, and (he three musical numbers cost a pretty penny to
put on the air.

with

for

a

15,

Mutual,

J5.O0O for Slur

Now we have a star at around
The agency boys knew
$5,000 per.
the star had to do something, but
hoped that somehow, from countless
conferences, a script would be born
out of thin air. After all, there were

revealed

network
give

MBS

feels

WCKY

WCKY,

invited to the conferences.
comes when these

Is

a

Then

a
fleeting

—

weakness

of

radio's

iplaying) lines.
The most successful and pleasant
script job I ever did wa.s for Fred
Astairc., He was inexperienced in
radio and knew it. But he had forall

happened— he

TRIED

THING WE WROTE! Then
ling came, because he

EVERYthe cut-

and we knew
But

where the weak spots were.

any assortment of producers, directors and sponsors ca:vt have a gift
that even the George Kaufmans and
George Abbots haven't— that of

put-

Mutual

of

more playing technique than
our crew put together. So what

gotten

knowing for a certainty
will play until it's tried.

coverage than

matter

a

rate

Better

thoughts must be set to paper and
and therein lies the
to "play"

a better deal than other

according

for

Knows

tries it a half-dozen times. Then,
and only then, will he sugucst
changes to improve the performance.
approach to But the words that are to be
scripts, excepting the stanzas which mouthed by Miss or Mr. "$5,000-»the
long ago learned that a good writer Week" are what's left after
wastebasket has undoubtedly received the best laughs and brightest

day

made

rates.

,

Mutual has
would supposedly throw the Mutual price out
asked

With

success-

keep any of his ideas in a script,
writers should be Fred Allen!
Maestro

stations.

Involved

The most

upside down.

The highly paid ork leader la
smart— he takes the
arranger's
AND TRIES IT at a rehearsal
that costs plenty per minute.
He

week that the
more prudent to

it

an im-

is

Wrong

Is

has a crushing effect on
decide the thing

two writers who occasionally were seore

last

omit the Cincinnati

Mutual

the

who soon

all

special

returns to CBS.

there,

execs

"What
It

writers,

to

latter

when WKRC, now

let

BEFORE THE

submit,

I

ful team I knew used to read their
scripts to one and all, and usually
their rendition was funnier than the
finished pro performance. But when
a writer must also be a peifonner

network
vill go without coverage in the key
Cincinnati market beginning June
deal

This,

portant
Radio."
is

Rich Cincinnati Market
WCKY, Cincinnati,, retreats
request

critics

HAS TRIED A
WORD OF THE ORIGINAL

PERFORMER

Move Web Out Of

its

line that, in read-

doesn't make them howl goes
it is even given a chance
be seen or read by the performers.
What successful vaudeville act or
play wasn't made successful by the
performers trying lines and business
FIRST (without an audience) to see
how the spript "feels" to their particular delivery?
But not in radio.
Excepting possibly three comics
(Benny, Cantor and Hope) the great
majority
of
expensive
network
shows go on the air after the writer
has wasted his experience and then
changed the script to suit a motley
ing,

ever

listener).

Hence any

ingly.

out— before

to

Unless

from

j

By PAT BALLARD
Anent the recent consternation in
radio circles over the script and
writer situation on expensive network productions, most writers who
at one time or another have been on
the writing start of numerous high
Hooper shows can quickly tell anybody why they stopped writing, even

WCKY-Mutual Stalemate
Could

1945

3,

IMHUiyll yilMMIIIi'

CI reported:

the verbal brush-

is

DON BECKER

A preamble to this article is in order. "Variety" (Dec.
"There appears to be a belated realization
that audiences are rejecting those 'oTf-'i he-elbow' ideas'
in favor of shows with more solid human appeal."

1

Script Writer's Lament
And a Few Reasons Why

Units' Proved That
By

1

to

from

that

how

a. line

If radio would hire experienced
writers and give them the chance at
least to hear the results of their
brain work, then start editing, more
able craftsmen would be attracted
to the business.
In defense of the
jittery
blue-pencilers
who work

a

cold,

unperformed

.script,

of line in Cincy, the proposed rate

let's not forget that they are dealing
with an expensive show and must
please the sponsor— tut let their

also representing a greater split for

jitters

WCKY

hearsal (and up to that time let the
writers keep the script in their pock-

than

stations.

is

With

given other Mutual
six

months

to go,

come

after .the first script re-

unmolested and pristine-). A
writer is, by nature, a sensitive
animal and this small courtesy
would yield his complete coopera-

it

ets,

shapes up as a swealin- out process'
to see who'll give in first, Mutual or
L. B. Wilson, WCKY's owner.
Web's attitude is regarded as
highly unusual, since it involves so

tion in rewriting, instead of the se-

thought

cret

most

writers

have:

important a market. Mutual, however, seems to feel
it
would be
better to be out of that area than to
set on a pact which would arouse

"Anything

discontent among' other affiliates.
Also figured that WCKY's need for a
network hookup is as great as Mutual'.? need for a Cincy broadcaster.
WCPO, which was. a potential MBS

U. S. Reps
Montreal.
CKAC, Montreal, has "made new
arrangements regarding its United
States representation with Joseph
Hershey McGillvra, Inc.

station

there,

is

remaining

s,

to please these

we can

get

paid and

go

CKAC'b Deal on

inde-

dependent, following a. survey of
listeners on their preference, coupled with the fact that Mutual would
be tillable to clear afternoon time
during', the summer,, due to WCPO'i
bajepaU coverage.

so

home!"

GOOD LUCK
PROM
1

OZZIE and HARRIET

The New York, Chicago and West
Ooast offices of the McGillvra organization will continue to represent
at least until Feb. 17, with
the station's option to continue
thereafter if they so desire.

QKAC

.

.
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DANNY
THOMAS

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

J

"CAN YOU TOP THIS?"

"PALMOL1VE"

NBC

ED.
'

156 W. 44th

J.

WEBER

**

Geifl 'Mgr.
Si.,

New.York 18,

IN.

Y.
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WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY

Walter Thompton Company maiulaina 20 offices throughout thf worl J. In North Amrrtca: Ney York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Loa Angela*, Hollywood, Seattle, Meaico City, Montreal,
Toronto, Latin-American Div, In New York. In Swtfh Amtrica: Buenoa Aire*, SIo Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Santiago. In London, Johannesburg, Capetown, Bombay, Calcutta, Sydney* Melbourne.
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ABOUT

So The Story Goes
PSkTetT SAID:
"Johnnie

Neblett

probably

has

reached the peak of presentation
perfection with the current series,

a 15-minute package of

real en-

tertainment. Neblett narrates

... on each program.

stories

Scripts are written with

two
. .

emphasis

on dramatic points, each high*
lighted

by Neblett's forceful and

Interesting delivery which deserves

the highest praise
transcribed

.

.

."

Now

running in 44 markets!

episodes available.

Full

a few

Still

260

leftl

opening, closing and middle com-

mercial periods.

ABOUT

Louise Nlassey
AND

.

Westerners

THE

AIR

FEATURES

^RZETT SAID:
"Louise Massey and the Westerners

.

.

.

men and a

(four

only sock on the

bill

cut group

.

.

fashion

.

good

. .

.

.

.

.

girl),

the

... a clean-

clicking in corking

instrumentalists

accompanying themselves

Vocal arrangements

.

.

.

.

.

have

been fashioned with an ear to

^^
;

j^je^^available for the

first

time on transcriptions.

Series contains IS6 fifteen-minute programs, arranged to allow

opening and closing,

plus

full

middle,

comptete

commercial announcements by

sponsor.

AND ASK ABOUT

Stay tuned for

TERROR
TO

FILL

A

THAT LATE EVENING SPOT!

new

15-minute

packagel

Gripping, lutpente-pgcked talei
of horror that

will chill

the spine

of every listenerl Weird, fearful stories

author,

by famed "creeper"

Robert

Blochl

Now
247

ready on transcrlptionsi

PARK AVENUE
NETC .YORK

NEBLETT RADIO PRODUCTIONS
PROGRAMS WITH PROVEN POWER
360 N. Michigan Avtnuo

-

-

Chicago

i, .Illinois
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Congratulations to
from

JACK BENNY

From My

Cast

MARY LIVINGSTONE
ROCHESTER
PHIL HARRIS

DON WILSON
i

LARRY STEVENS

And From My
SAM

Writers

PERRIN

MILTON JOSEFSBERG

GEORGE BALZER
JOHN TACKABERRY
.

Hey You! Are You

Listinin'?

Season* s Greetings

From
I

THE JACK KIRKWOOD SHOW
BILL

GREY

Character Comic

JACK
•

JIMMY WELLINGTON

IRVING MILLER

Announcer

Musical Diraeior

i

DON

HILL

JEAN McKEON

REID

Soprano

Tenor

Producer

EVAN YOUNG

BILL

GOULB

Sound

Arranger

Artist

NED CRONK

MARGARET WILKINS
MARYELLYN MANDER

PETER HARKINS

Writers

JACK KIRKWOOD

LILLIAN LEIGH

STARTING JAN.

Thanks

Itt,

194S— COLUMBIA

to Ivory

NETWORK

Soap and Oxydpl
Mi
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£

Greeting*

The Cliapnmiis

"From the sublime...
Fritz Kreisler

made

his radio

ULAIIYS SWARTHOUT
and FRANK

debut

July 17, 1944 oh "The Telephone Hour"

...to

the ridiculous"

Don Prindle and Wendell Nile* fen a
wonderful, wacky

new show for Hint

Ayer radio exhibits a pleasing change

of pace

...

a practical slant

on the

WITH MEN

clients, talent

Yep— it

and the public.

gets results!

BEST

IT'S

business of entertainment, gratify-

ing to

WHO KNOW

PROGRAMS

DM WEILL'S
BLUE

NETWORK

BREAKFAST CLUB
9

W. AYER

& SON, INC.
MAzL NEW YORK

TO

10

(A.M.— BWT)

Wednesday, January

8,

1945

Thirty-ninth

I^&rTETY

83

Anniversary

THIS CAN ONLY BE PORTLAND, OREGON

A

typical

—with a

American

city

different horizon

«

THIS CAN ONLY BE KOIN, BECAUSE
our horizon

is

the community's future.

Today we work

IN THE PEOPLE'S CAUSE
for the Northwest's limitless tomorrow.

PORTLAND
OREGON

FREE & PETERS,

INC.

National

Representatives

Thirty-ninth
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GOES ON AND ON

PUftlEfY
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Annivenary

Congratulations

to

Sincerest Thanks

to

3,

1945

AND SO DO
the

manager and

each

stall of

FIBBER

McGEE and MOLLY

show has played

10

YEARS

cess,

and

radio

splendid co-

for their

operation in making the

JUST COMPLETING

ol the

L Q.

Theatres in which the Dr.

show a

suc-

in further strengthening the

bond between the Theatre and Radio.

ON

THE AIR

FOfc

JOHNSON'S
N.B.C.-RED

WAX

Grant Advertising,

Inc.

New

Mexico City

—TUESDAY—9:30—E.W.T.
Chicago

*

•

Dallas

York

•

Monterey

•

Miami
WITH

HARLOW WILCOX

JOHNNY BETTS

ARTHUR Q, BRYAN
MARLIN HURT

"THE SINGING SALESMAN'

SHIRLEY MITCHELL

BROADCASTING 2ND YEAR FOR

THE KING'S MEN
BILLY

MILLS'

ORCHESTRA

,

4HERK VS LARGEST FURRIERS
WGN-WCFL, CHICAGO

MOST IMPORTANT!
Salts Sources Reports Prov*

WRITING:
DON QUINN

PRODUCTION:
CECIL

UNDERWOOD

AND

HE SELLS
HIGHEST HOOPER RATING OF
ANY CHICAGO ONE-MAN SHOW

RKO

"HEAVENLY DAYS"

PRIVIOUSLY

& Co.
IDOMY DAN

S ConsocMtiva Years. John Morroll

'

I

Salesmen for C.

II Moetfit Singing

R."

Anthony Co., Chain

De»artmeiit NStof*s

24 WEEKS.
M. M.

COH

CHARM KURL

TRANSCRIPTION LIBRARY

AS "THI SINflN* ivANeiusr

RADIO

TELEVISION

-

Writ*

t

Wlr*

-

THEATRES

JOHNNY MTTS. CMMf*

Wednesday, January

3,

1945
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The National Barn Dance
NOW Featured in a New
*
BROADCAST EVERY

SATURDAY NIGHT
For

Years

1 1 Consecutive

Originating

From

WIS

THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS

The

Prairie

LULU BELLE and *SCOTTY

Farmer Station

CHICAGO
Over

NBC Network

SJSsSiS

Sponsored For

^

11 Consecutive Years

by

MILES LABORATORIES,
THE DINNIN* SISTERS

INC.
"FAT

Makers of Alka-Seltzer and
One-A-Day Vitamin Tablets

Production Staff for
P. C.

Wade

LUND

In Charge

JACK FROST
ED.

Continuity

FRECKMAN

GLEN WELTY

Director

Musical Director

AL ALFELD

ED SIMMONS

BUTTRAM

Arranger

.Now

in the Service

JOB KELLY

ARKIE

A

WADE

Radio Production of

ADVERTISING AGENCY
General Advertising Counsel

LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
Also Producers of

._

.

•
QUIZ KIDS
NEWS OF THE WORLD, WITH JOHN W. VANDERCOOK •". ROBERT ST. JOHN AND
ABNER • LADY OF THE PRESS • ALKA-SELTZER NEWSPAPER OF
THE NEWS • LUM
THE AIR • MURPHY BARNYARD JAMBOREE • THE WISHING WELL • FOOTNOTES TO THE
•
ALMANAC OF THE AIR • SACHS' AMATEUR HOUR • BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
HEADLINES
•
•
MARTHA DEAN TALKS
LIVING SHOULD BE FUN

W

i

>Jv-V>

{-^"'/

:

M

Thirty ninth

Wodntiday, January

Annlimnarj

P^ArIE^Y

Season's Greetings
from

G UIDING LIGHT
TOD A Y S CHILDREN
.

!

WOMAN

•

IN WHITE

V

CARL WESTER

IRNA PHILLIPS
Congratulations to

PfiRjEfr

and

HAPPY NEW YEAR
To

All

Our Friends
FIVE

YEARS FOR THE SAME SPONSOR

MILES LABORATORIES
MAKERS OF
AlKA-SELTZER

ONE-A-DAY IRAND VITAMINS

THROUGH

WADE ADVERTISING AGENCY

SUNDAYS.

JAMES PARKS
EXCLUSIVE RADIO REPRESENTATIVE

7:30 P.M. (EWT),

BLUE

NETWORK

LOUIS G.

COWAN & CO.

CREATOR AND OWNER

•

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

p^RIETY

W_

Annivyrsuty

P0^A FOND CHEERIO TO
CAMEL CIGARETTES
IT WAS A PRIVILEGE
TO. HAVE WORKED FOR
SUCH A GRAND PRODUCT

ANP SPONSOR FOR

THE PAST

FIVE YEARS

P$XTHANKS TO WILLIAM ESTV
AND COMPANY ANP THE
WILLIAM. MORRIS

ASENCX INC.

J^GREETINSS TO OUR NEW
BLONDIE SPONSORS

SUPER SUDS
o\\c

.

Tltirtyninlh
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ft

BREAKFAST CLUB

on

its

r rr n.

m: s

DR. CHRISTIAN.

most successful year, and extends

forts are

greater

going

to

MHAW-KHH KSO\

RADIO

«

The Emerson Drug Company
First National Bank of Minneapolis
Ceneral Brewing Corporation

. .

BLUE

THE SAINT... NBC

VOX POP... CBS

Southern Counties Gas Company

SUnco Incorporated
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Standard Oil Company (Nebraska)
The Standard Oil Company— Ohio
Stromberg-Carlson Company
The Soil-Off Manufacturing Company
Swift & Company (Brookfield Butler, Eggs and Cheese)
Tivoli Brewing Company
Twin City Federal Savings & Loan Association
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

Manufacturers Trust Company
Inc.

Company
Northwestern Electric Company
Pacific Coast Borax Company
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
Pacific Power & Light Company
Portland Gas & Coke Company
National Biscuit

Cluck Brewing Company

Pillsbury Mills, Inc.

Globe Mills, Inc.

Richman Brothers Company
Southern California Gas Company

Gruen Watch Company

MALONE.

TED

*

Londonderry

Milk Foundation,

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, Cons'd
Dwight Edwards Company

CBS

MK>TS

Anglo California National Bank of San Francisco
Associated Dental Supply Company
.

.

CBS
. .

come!

American Molasses Company.

California Packing Corporation

. .

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS... NBC

medium of mass entertainment and
to

BLUE

GRAND CENTRAL STATION. CBS

its

and ef-

make broadcasting an even

mass communication in the years

. . .

DEA TH VALLEY SHERIFF.

rwiiii

Best Wishes to all those whose talents

1945

M c C AN N - K II I C KSOX
N K T M O 11 K P It O ii II A M S

M'CiM-ERICKSOfil
r <m;

3,

.

Zonite Products Corporation (Larvex Division)

Hale Brosi Stores, Inc.

Harold H. Clapp.

Inc. (Pacific Coast)

James McCulcheon & Company
Lanteen Medical Laboratories, Inc.
I*isy Brewing

M € CANN-ERICKSON
Cleveland s Clucago

Company

Toronto

•

Montreal

•

•

Sail Francisco

London

•

•Boston

Buenos Aires

•

•

j&t'GuffAe'tip
Detroit

*.

Rio de Janeiro

•

Minneapolis

Sao Paulo

*

• Complete Radio Service:
•

Lot Angeles

Bogota

•

•

Hollyivood

New
•

Havana, Cuba 'San Juan, P. R.

FROM

from

CURLEY
BRADLEY

Arthur Meyerhoff

& Company
"TOM MIX AND Hlf
STRAIGHT SHOOTI RS"
ovn MH

York

Portland

"K. C.

JAMBORII"

OVER NIC
Saturday Morning*
10:00-10:30 A.M.,

CWT

Wednesday, January

8,

1948

Thirty-ninth

p^QilETf

More .than 600 newspaper radio editors throughout the U.S.
and Canada were asked by Motion Picture Daily to nominate
their

1944 radio leaders

25 different

in

classifications of pro-

gramming and performance.
They nominated GBS

programs

CBS produced

not here illustrated: The American School of the

the "Best Sports Announcers"); Let's Pretend (declared the"Best

the "Best

To the members

in 21 of the

in

19

the third network in 14 classes; the fourth network in one.

Beside declaring that

CBS programs

Air (among the"Best of Daytime Programs"); Ted Husing (among

Program forChildren").

personalities or

25 classes; the second network received nominations
classes;

89

Anniversary

of

CBS

artists

of thjy sizeable

and seasoned

respectful appreciation.

News Job By

Radio

in 1944," this formidable jury conferred specific honors

on the

CBS hcadliners whose pictures you see here— all of whom

This is

CBS...

appeared regularly on the Columbia network during 1944.

The record should note

too the honors conferred

on

certain

jury,

and producers, goes the Network's

The Columbia Broadcasting System

on behalf

Thirty-ninth
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1945

LEONARD FEATHER
NOW ACTIVE AS

MUSICIAN — Featured^ as
recordings by Helen

Humes

White) and as leader of

his

pianist

and arranger on new
Linda Keene (Black &

(Savoy),

own

recording band on

all-star

Com-

modore and Continental Reco/ds.

WQXR
10,000 WATTS

•

JOURNALIST -Jazz

Editor of

ESQUIRE;

Asst. Editor of

METRONOME; in charge of new popular music department lor
MODERN SCREEN; contributor to New York SUNDAY TIMES.
London MELODY MAKER.

NIGHT AND DAY

MUSICAL DIRECTOR -

ch ar&

in

,

esquires

of

second annual Ail-American Jazz Concert to be held Jan. 17
at Philharmonic Auditorium,

Los Angeles.

Supervisor of jan

recordings for Continental Records.

COMPOSER—Writer
ington record

WQXQ

BLUES;

hits',

BABOON,

I

of the Lionel

including

and music

lyrics

WOULD

IF

Hampton-Dinah Wash-

SALTY PAPA BLUES. EVIL GAL

THE LADY IN BED. SLEEPY
COULD, and fourteen other new

for
I

& White, Decca,

songs for release on Apollo, Black

Continental,

Special movie and recording material for Lena

Savoy.

Home,

Dinah Shore and twenty-two name bands.

NEW YORK'S

FIRST F.M. STATION
RADIO STAR — Emcee
quiz

and producer

PLATTERBRAINS," now

program,

WMCA (Saturdays,

in

unique swing

of the
its

fourth

year on

7:03-7:30 P.M.).

ARRIVING HOLLYWOOD

THE RADIO STATIONS OF

JANUARY a

W&t Nero lork WimtB

Contact
741

PHtfc

New

JOI 9LASER

tfcro'uqh

9179

Avmwe

Hllltldo

PLaie 9-0071

INTERSTATE

BROADCAST

730 FIFTH AVENUI
Circle

•

NIW YORK

SmhI

toolevard

Hollywood. Cat.

York OHy, N. V.

74M

SINCERE
GREETINGS

Inc.
19, N. Y.

of the

5-5566
SEASON
from

Josephine Antoine
METROPOLITAN OPERA ASSOCIATION
Season's Greetings

THE CARNATION "CONTENTED HOUR"
National Iroadcattlng

from

all

the folks

Mgl.

AUSTIN WILDER, 745

Company

Fiflh Avenue,

New York

in the offices of

GREETINGS
Earle Ferris

RALPH GINSBURGH
AND

HIS

PALMER HOUSE ENSEMBLE
WUN'-MHTUltl.

Wednesday, January

8,

1045

Thirty-ninth

What
It

more than

takes

91

Anniversary

pfaii&rY

takes

it

.

.

great stars, able producers, outstanding script writers, clever

*

supporting

musicians, skillful commercial writers, to

casts, brilliant

make

great

radio shows.

It

takes mutual understanding

Without

All

it

Young

the

common

ability, so that

each

goal of success.

you may have a group of

this inspiration,

only with

and respect for each others'

work towards

inspires the others to

brilliant individuals.

But

can you create great radio programs.

&

Rubicam

Radio Division in thanking the participants of

joins our

the following programs for their great understanding

The Adventures

The Adventures

and Harriet

of Ozzie
Silver

of the

Thin

Bright Horizon

—International

Company

Man—General

The Alan Young Show

The Aldrich Family'

and co-operation:

Foods Corporation

—Bristol-Myers

—General

Company

,

Foods Corporation

—Lever Brothers Company

Dinah Shore's Open House—General Foods Corporation
Duffy's

Tavern—Bristol-Myers Company

Eddie Cantor—Bristol-Myers Company

Edwin

.

Hill—Johnson

C.

Ed Wynn Show

&

—The Borden

The G-E- House Party— General

Johnson

Company

Electric

Company

George Burns and Gracie Allen—Lever Brothers CompanyGreat Moments in Music
..,»*-.TO.^T..w<»»« r «»,»..*3|

te

jf

—Celancse

Corporation of America

—General Foods

Harrigan

Sanctum—Thomas

Inner

Corporation

J. Lipton, Inc.

/

—General Foods Corporation
The Kate Smith Hour—General Foods Corporation
"Kate Smith Speaks"— General Foods Corporation
Joyce Jordan, M.D.

The March

of

Mystery Theatre

The New Adventures

Time—Time;

Inc.

—The Molle Company

of Sherlock

Holmes— Petri Wine Company
Tire & Rubber Company

The Roy Rogers Show—The Goodyear

We Love—General

Those

Two On

"We

Foods Corporation

—General Foods Corporation

a Clue

the

People"—Gulf

Oil Corporation

YOUNG & RUBICAM,

Inc.

Advertising
NEW YORK
HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

•
•'

•

MONTREAL

•
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
•
•
TORONTO.
LONDON

.
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Eddy

G

OWARD

R

And His Orchestra
RALEIGH CIGARETTES'
"CARTON OF CHEER"
ABC—Wednesday

Kites

I

D

3,

C

E
E

T

IRREMXY

ARAGON BALLROOM

A

CHICAGO

N

Y

G
Pergonal Direction,

W,

Biggie Levin

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

S

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth
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PfiftlETY

Ml
As

The

Cclancsc

Hour begins

its

fourth year

opportunity to pay tribute to the distinguished

have made the program

kurt baum
bennett
natalia bodanya
morton bowe
rose marie brancato
hilda burke
walter cass el
lois

jean dickenson

on the

artists

truly Great

air, it

takes this

who, during the past

Moments in Music:

VIRGIL IO LAZZARI

JOHN BROOKS McCORMACK
LYNN MURRAY

EMMA OTERO
JAN PEERCE

ANNE ROSELLE
GEORGE SEBASTIAN

Annamary Dickey

JAN SMETERL.IN
CESARE SODERO

jacques gerard

WILLIAM STEINBERG

igor gorin

SUZANNE STEN

william hain

ROBERT STOLZ

william horne

ALEXANDER SVED

raoul jobin

JEAN TENNYSON

felix knight

ROBERT WEEDE

charles kullman

EARL WRIGHTSON

the Celanese Hour/presented by Celanese Corporation of America,
is broadcast every

Wednesday evening at 10:00

P.

M. E.W.T.,
s

of the Columbia Broadcasting System

»«e«.U.S.rol.Oi.

year,

over

132

stations

i

Tlurlyninth
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Holiday Greetings and a Vlotorlou$

AND

*

*

New News

3,

^

Year!

HIS

CITY SLICKERS
Recently Returned

From

the

Personal Appearances

War

at the

—-Now

Theatre

Making

Following Theatres t

Omaha

Minneapolis

Chicago

Louisville

Columbus

Cleveland

Milwaukee

Newark

Boston

Hartford

Detroit

Ft.

Wayne

Paramount Theatre, New York

Current Recordings for Victor

"HOLIDAY FOR STRINGS"
BB

"COCKTAILS FOR TWO"

1945

a

Wednesday, January

S,

!

194B

Thirty-ninth

JACK Mi'MNRICH

KATCHW

frfittiEff

I
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Auiuvprsary

JACQUES CARTIER • JACQUES GERARD • CARLOS SALZEDO •
JOHFH UtOfTI • JOHN RAITT • PAT ROBINSON EAAILE BAUME • WILLIAM EDMONDSON • AUBREY PANKEY • HUGH
©OWN* • ROBRRT STANTON • MRT DUNNE • BRENDA LEWIS • BENNY WALKER • FRAZIER HUNT • THE FOUR
AOUMIS • RAINI CARRINGTON • "FtPPH YOUNG'S FAMILY" • BARTALINI
STACY HARRIS • DOROTHY BAKER
©LADY! tWARTHOUT • JANOS SCHOtZ • DOUGUS BEATTIE • BRET MORRISON • MARIAN ANDERSON • CHICK
VINCINT • CARL KROENKI • DORIS DOME • IRMA WING TAYLOR • EUGENE CONLEY • HELEN HIETT • ETHEL
•ARRYMOM COLT • LH SIMONSON • RAY YEATES • DAWN BENDER • "DO YOU LIKE MUSIC" r AUSTIN MOSHER
fATRICi MUNIE4 • OUY MADISON • LOUIS KAUFMAN • RUSSELL CURRY • E. ROBERT SCHMITZ • JOHN JACOB'NILES
ARTHUR CARBON • JANI DlllCN~,r RUTH 3U8€H * ERNO BALOGH • MILLIE MONTI* • WILLIAM SLATER • RAY J. SUBER
•

JULIUS

*

JESS WALTERS

•

•

SEASON'S GREETINGS AND
BE S T W I S H E S TOY A R E T Y

5 m » » o o> 2 2 p .v>-k ~ 3 ri 5 C P «

O
O
>O
m2_
CCr
m_w
> fc
•

I

ON

ITS 39th

ANNIVERSARY

5i!i

0** Om>.
a>SI-t
? -< >

&
ill

Si

E5
._.

Jjtl
> z

</>'o

*n 7 >
•

•

V?2

Sai_p±

->-

oz
cnm

f2
%5

SIS

O

8'

•

1-

>>m

O

«7>

Hi:
-5

SB

x5
MERRYLE STANLEY RUKEYSER • GARRY MOORE • RAY EVANS • CHARLES
JANET HUCKIN5
VIRGINIA HASKINS
COURTNEY • DOROTHY MANN • MONTY MARGETTS • ROBERT BELLAIRE • BOSLEY CROWTHER • NATHAN MILSTEIN
IRMA GONZALEZ - HOWARD A. PETRIE • STEVE DUNHILL • GERTRUDE BERG • FOSTER MAY ' ERIC ROWTON • THE
FOURSOME • CHARLES KENNETT • HARRY STANTON & GROUP • MARION F. HALL • WILMA SPENCE • JOHN GOETTE
SIDOR BELARSKY • DOROTHY SARNOFF • LEON FLEISHER • KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD • BERT CISIN • THE GOLDBERGS • FIRN
PERSONS • ROMOLOdt SPIRITO • ABBEY SIMON • GYORGY SANDOR • NORMAN JAY • MICHAEL KIRK • ROBERTO
RENE
DELMAR • Dr WILLIAM STANLEY SIMS > STANLEY NEED * CHRISTINE JOHNSON • OTO KRUGER • NEILA HART
• JOYCE VAN PATTEN • JANE GREEN • EMMA OTERO • SUE
IE ROY • MARION BARNEY • "RAFFLES" • JOSEPH BULOFF
READ • PAT BUTTRAM • MARTIN DEMUTH • BARRY FARIS • JOHN FREDERICK • SIMON BARERE • EVERETT G. MITCHELL
•

•

Th irty-ninth
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Let's
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Take "JOE and RALPH"
in the

DETROIT

AREA
"The Early Morning Prolle" Is a
It covers a primary

Many a sponsor with a network show uses Jo*
ami Ralph ("Th* Early Morning Prolle") for

A

PLUS-PROGRAMMINC

market of over 8,000,000 people.

He

uses

Ms

national

hookup for InirltatioMl advertising and gets
right down to bedrock product selling with
dramatised spots on this great CKLW show

spot on

powerful piece of rime.
crease your sales
advertising
In

this,

.

.

... do

buyl

-low-,

It

will

ln>

"point of purchase"

test the "pull" of

$15.00 per spot, Imagine thatl

(6:00 to 9:30 A.M. dally) slanted straight for
It's a comedy show,
listeners.

as much an Institution In this market as coffae-

DETROIT AREA

.

a new product
The price

America's Third Market.
Sure,

—

all

radio

All In all,

rime

Is

but a deal this good

Is

It's

a

"tough" right
worth waiting

In line for.

for>breakfastl

1000 Watts Day and Night
100 Ke.
Mutual Broadcasting
System

Union ftuardlan lldg.
Detroit It, Michigan

CKLW

Adam

Young,

J.

New

Inc.

York

Opening Jan. 5th

May fair Room
Blatkstone Hotel
•tlO P.M.,

Chicago

IWT

NIC

or RoMgh
"Carton of Oheer"

SCHWINUER

&

SCOTT

ARTHUR TRACY
II

EAST

W

ACKER DRIVE

CHIGAGO, ILLINOIS

THE STREET SINGER
Now

Overseas Singing To Our Boys

Thorn to

MARVIN SCHENK and DAVE SCHOOLER

A HAPPY

NEW YEAR

TO ALL MY PRIENDS AROUND THE WORLD
Dlreotloo:

M.C.A. CONCERTS,

Ltd.,

HARRY

D.

SQUIRES

74S PHth Avenue,

Now

York City

BEST WISHES FOR THf HOLIDAYS

PERCY FAITH

JIMMY BLADE
AND

HIS

MUSIC

MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS
FOR OHICAOO MOTOR OLUB
OVER WMAO, OHICAOO, 4-*:H

P.M.,

CWT

'•

Management!

MCA

ARTISTS, LTD.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

"STARRING CURT MASSEY"
NBC—SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

OVER

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

I

\\I

Pfaafftf

Anniversary

.

MIGHTY PROUD OF ALL YOU

BOYS AND GIRLS

WHO HAVE ENTER-

TAINED OUR FIGHTING FORCES
OVERSEAS, AND OUR HOSPITALIZED

VETERANS OVER HERE.

EDDIE CANTOR

WJJD

JACK MILLER
Musical Director

CHICAGO'S LARGEST
INDEPENDENT STATION

THE KATE SMITH HOUR
-CBS

20,000

WATTS
THE ALDRICH FAMILY

A MARSHALL

NBC
FIELD

STATION

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

PAUL

H.

RAYMER CO.

MOLLE MYSTERY THEATRE
NBC

L

97

Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary

PABST

and

THI SHIRWIN-WIILI AMI

XmianJo and his

with

GEOROI
-BLUE

W. LUFT

-if.

$$$

.

.

PAINTS

"varibt is"
i

&au4 9ft**oA*#mndfoity *A(aAo»**y
...TANOII COIMITIff

COMPANY

<

MUTUAl network

NETWORK

NIW YORK

COMPANY.

TOBACCO

SPatntny &tay,

WARWICK
if.

PIPI

TflNGBB

SAMMY KAYE

Bffff

ftoyal (JanaJians

LARUS 1 BROTHER CO., INC. ... CHELSEA CIGARETTES AND IDOIWORTH

NG E E "SERENADE"

1945

MUSIC MAKERS

him

PABST BLUI RIBBON

§utj

3,

EA1IY JAMBS

with

THE DANNY KAYE SHOW
BREWING COMPANY

Wednesday, January

«ITY, N.

&.

LEGLER, INC.
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

V.

<

AVAILABLE HOLLYWOOD STARTING FEBRUARY 1st

CURT MASSEY
FOR THI PAST

78

WIIKS

"STARRING CURT MASSEY"
FOR SHUTTBR CANDY CO.
NBC—Saturday. Bi4l P.M.

FOR

II

"THE SHEAFFER
NBO^Sunday.

WIIKS

WORLD PARADE"
IiOO-ltlO P.M.

EXCLUSIVI COLUMBIA R6CORDIN® ARTIST

PIMONAL MANA9IMINT

CINTURY ARTISTS.

LIMITED. II EAST S7TH STREET.

NEW

YORK,

NEW YORK
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8,
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Fred Waring
AND

HI S

PENNSY L V AN IAN S

Blue Network,

9 p.m.

EWT
GWT

8 p.m.

MWT

7 p.m.

PWT

Thursdays, 10 p.m.

Management

JOHN O'CONNOR
1697 Broadway
York 19, N. Y.

New

for

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS CO.

Thirty-ninth
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Tra n s c rip t ions
High Speed Processing
Vinylite Pressings

STUDIO AND RECORDING FACILITIES
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

151

West 46th Street

BRyant

CHICAGO,

ILL.

121

9-1247

West Wacker Drive

CEntral 5275

Equipped
tions,

both Lateral and Vertical transcrip-

to supply

Reference Recordings, Line recording for supple-

mental broadcasting coverage.

PROCESSING AND PRESSING PLANT
NEW YORK,

250 West 54th Street

N. Y.

COlumbus

5-8552

L.

Send us your "Acetate" master for the

and

pressing.

plating

We

fastest processing

use only gold sputtering, high speed

and press from the highest grade "Vinylite"

resin.

Muzak Corporation
Transcription Divis io
Licensed under U.

S.

Patents of Western Electric Company, Inc.

A.

WEINROTT AND ASSOCIATES

CHICAGO

3,

1945
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8,

1945
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-read fhe staggering
facts

on listening

habits in America's

2nd biggest market

.

.:;:„/i

We

'

asked: "What station do you

listen to

most?"

In a recent nation-wide, all-county survey, people were asked:

" What radio station do you

427o WMAQ
77

listen to most?**

In the Chicago area— America's second largest

market

— 42%

of the thousands

named

WMAQ.

WMAQ

is

who answered

This overwhelming choice of

greater than that accorded to

all

other

Chicago network outlets combined.
This fact

MORE PEOPLE ANSWERED

is

a fitting tribute to the great shows*

the expert production and the fine transmission

"WMAQ"
THAN THE NEXT 3 STATIONS COMBINED!

which are characteristic of NBC's key Midwest
outlet.

To blanket the 2,855,700
cago area

000 market— astute advertisers place their

and spot campaigns on

WMAQ
CHICAGO

families in the Chi-

— to cut a cash slice of this $3,500,000,local

WMAQ.

The station most people
listen to

most

670 ON YOUR DIAL-50,000 WATTS
A Sarvltt •!

REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES

Rttfi*

Thirly-ninth

102
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3,

WDRC

HARTfORD

WAAT
more

CONNECTICUT.

4

£'w"d

delivers

listeners per dollar

Largest Market

in America's

than any other station -

"WORCESTER

W O t L 0"

including

HuMcd

re

Niitimi

brlnghiK

and tho

making

is

ilihiuliin ifH

mnl

n*-\\

ter BMlerslniKlliii;

all

2«

5Q,000 waiters!*

reafttrli>H

miler

l«

i.r

Hi**

hi-t-

Mu-lr
\V..r-

OWI n-

audlftti-r.

o*e« tbe*o liniiiilni-f- Die
ivoridovrr. TJir prrsN hiiiU
this entlr* W'l"
t-ui.-d
raDior*, pin** IK ('lurk \\

1

i

For am *
hart

r\r1iiuiK«

mihI

«ra\«

lii-«iiiil(H*>(-.

WT
AG
WORCESTER
See
**^*^I0V

1

Latest Surveys! Check Availabilities!

National Representatives Radio Advertising Co.

use
M-G-M'i Mu sic fo r Millioni"
New CAUKI. rBOGn.YM rrlilny
10 p.m.,
Mil.:

LOU

KWT

CLAYTON

Overseas for USO Since Jan
'43— Now in Germany

Do you

realise this

more than these 14

market contain* over 3'/i million people;
combined:— Kansas City, Indianapolis,

cities

Omaha, Syracuse,
Richmond, Hartford, De» Moines, Spokane, Fort Wayne.

Rochester, Denver, Atlanta, Dallas, Toledo,

FRED LIGHTNER
Dir.:

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR NEW
"Somewhere

FIRST LIEUTENANT

In

JERSEY'S BEST

RAY
HARVEY

Tin Marianas ltlandt"

Author of
Comedy

JACK WORHSER

SEASON'S GREETINGS

And

TECHNICAL SERGEANT HAL KANTER
Armed Force* ratMb service's most forward AES
Ocean Network want to take a moment off to convey

of Hi*

In Hi*

PHIL COSC'IA

RADIO BUY

Hlf

"ocHtc

KEY

7/?e

JACK BRICKHOUSE

COWBOY CARUSO

SEASON'S GREETINGS

WGN—Chicago

nbove liltc'i <- mio
front Texiift—tocbIIsm
liondr«d times In o-w hoar dully furl Ultimo

to all their friendi and enemies In sfcowbutlaeu all over the world

Sporli-ISews-Special 'Events

F

—before

iimetlclnff

—

niCKIT,

Virgini a

P a yne

MA PERKINS

tho

•einl-t:lns*>I«K.

Critics—Frometfnt— ft ml *.|>nii•oro— WELCOME. Don't mil. wrllr,

Cynic*

S51

W. 9ATH

ST.,

N

Y. C.

Wednesday, January

8,

1945
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nnlversary

HAPPY LISTENING
.FROM ALL OF

US!

BLONDIE
Super Suds
Sundays^8:00 PM.EWT-CBS
for

BOB HAWK
Camel Cigarettes
Mondays_7:30 PM-EWT-CBS
for

BLIND DATE
Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake
at Blondle and Dagwood

for Hinds-for-Hands

Mondays -8:30 PM-EWT-BLUE
ABBOTT and COSTELLO
for

Camel

Bob Hawk
Thanks to the Yankt

Cigarettes

Thursdays_10:00 PM-EWT-NBC

DURANTE and MOORE
for

Camel

Cigarettes

PM-EWT-CBS

Frldays_10:00
Arlene Franoit

and Blind Dates

GRAND OLE OPRY
for Prince Albert

Smoking Tobacco

Saiurdays-lOsSO PM.EWT-NBG

Abbott end Coitello

•

Transcriptions

and Local Programs for
• PIE L'S BEER

BAUME BENGUE

SUPER SUDS

COLGATE-PALMOLIVI-PEET
Super Sudt

THOS. LEEMINO

COMPANY

Vel

&

CO., INC.

Baume Bangue

Jimmy Durante
and Garry Moor*

•

VEL

•

LIHN

&

FINK PRODUCTS CORPORATION

Hlndt Honey & Almond Fragrance Cream
Dorothy Gray, lusty
Etiquet Deodorant

(Bof AouM, Minnie Pearl,

and Whiter Ford

Cream

PACQUIN, INC.
Pacquins Hand Cream

PIEL

BROS.

Plel't

R. J.

Camel*

Bear

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Prince Albert

•

George Washington

TEA BUREAU, INC.
Promotion of Tea
Piel'a

EST Y and

COMPANY

ADVERTISING

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
•

Qnomo

pfauEff

Thirty-ninth
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WNEW, N.Y.,

3,

1945

Deal With

Talent Orgs Paves

Way

For Programming Hypo

The Pacific

Coast,

Policy of hooking up with outside
organizations which handle talent is
being adopted >y WNEW, N. Y., to
bolster its program schedule with
names and programs it could not
otherwise afford. Three such arrangements have already been made,
with one resulting in a commercial
sale. Station gives the outside orgs
time on the air to exploit the acts,
In exchange for the use of its talent.
Arrangements closed last week by
the outlet will give it a weekly half-

too.

HAS TWO TO WOO!

hour program from Cafe Society
Downtown, using talent playing at
both
Society
nileries
and their
alumni. Acts lined' up so far include
Josh While, Jimmy Savo, Burl Ives
Mary Lou Williams, Ida James,'
Hazel Scott and the Phil Moore
band,
this
embracing
primarily
Negro talent. Program is being donated to various-' public service organizations, "commercials" dealing
With their sundry functions. First
airer goes to American Red Cross.
Two other deals have been made
with
the
Colston Leigh lecture
bureau, one of these having debuted
some weeks ago with a sponsor. It's
called "Round the World," and features correspondents and writers under the Leigh management. Other
agreement is for a program called
"Invitation to Fame," starting Jan..
14, and armed at developing both
new talent and program ideas.
Shows will vary In format eaoh
week, first one being a classical
music affair, with Kenneth Spencer
and three Met singers. Second will
use folk song singers and the third
will dramatize hitherto untold war
correspondents' stories. Leigh office
is Writing, with WNEW to. handle

TSiuU

.

The

Pacific

woo

both halves with radio, you have

Coast

is

divided in

Lee Network. For half the retail

half,

and

sales arc

)00% of ilie

listeners in

Don

are tuned to

Don Lee stations.

made outside

lb« counties containing Lot Angeles, San Francisco,

Otkland, Portland and

Seattle,

many of these "outside"marketa

to successfully

to use the

and only Don Lee com*

Here's

production.

some intcresting"inside" information \Vhen

Jack Benny added a

Don Lee

higher I looper rating on

release recently,

"

Radio Journalism Council

:

To Be Set Up at

he got a

Chi Meet

.
Washington.
Council of Radio Journalism, to
and direct courses in radio
journalism in schools an'd college*,
will be created at a meeting in Cnf»
cago, Jan. 25. Council will be composed of broadcasters and educators,
with NAB also active.
Broadcasters already slated for
places on the council are: Karl
Koerper, KMBC, Kansas City: William Brooks, NBC; E. R. Vadebonr
coeur, WSYR, Syracuse; and Paul
While, CBS.

Don Lee than on Network A, the

A

install

|>J«tely

covers this

oureioi half.

network he's been on

Most markets in lhe"outsidehalP'arc surrounded by

Sublime's Hooper

When

Lee

Thomas changed from

mountains, and long-range broadcasting won't work. But

from Network B.

Don

Network C to Don Lee, he got a higher Hooper in 3 u-etks.

Lte,wilh 36

local stations, broadcasts

from within

each of these moimlain-surrounded markets.
•

for years. Point

rating jumped from 8.9 to 12.4 since switching to Don

Hooper survey (276,010 calls in 33

cities)

A

special

showed 60

to

If

Lowell

you want to woo and win both halves of the

Coast,

Pacific

BUY DON LEE!

Reports From Front
London.
Both British and American military authorities have been preparing to establish mobile transmitter!

The Nation's

*

Greatest Regional Network

THOMAS

S.

Ht,Pr(lidl»t

lewis ALLEN wuss,

DON

LEI

Vite-Pris. ii Gin.

Mgr.

5515 MELROSE AVE.,IIOLLV\VOOD 38.CAU
Represented Nationally by Jolin Blair

& Co.

in Europe to relay the Allied Ev:
peditionary Forces Program of BBC
in areas where there are large con*
ceniralions of troops and direct reception is subject to interference.
The Sixth U. S. Army Group has
.

now opened-

stations

Dijon and Seventh

at

Army

Marseilles,

H. Q. and

the British 21st Army group has
four stations working in the northern sector.
These stations in the
field relay the Allied Expeditionary Forces Program for 16 hours,
a day. ,v> well as broadcasting some
programs of their own.

EBB

Best Wishes

DINAH SHORE

,

January

3,

1945

Anniversary
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"TAKE IT OR LEAVE
Sundays 10-10:30 P.M.

3,

1945

IT''

EWT

CBS
Beginning 4th Year
with

PHIL BAKER
for

EVERSH4RP

THE BlOW COMPANY
Mreettra

WILLIA3!

C)«e*tlon-alr

MeBMS AGENCY

EMTH

OLIVER

-

LOOKING
Season's Greetings

TOWARD

TOMORROW
Mr

AMrr. as alwayt, ra Ik*

UYl kw

•drarrhlaa.

ni<l

ROY BARGY
MUSICAL CONDUCTOR AND ARRANGER

Mm

'tfoea

Utah

rfce

«V

pioala of

mM

i

"

Congratulations

leri-

fotta #1 tka toailBaj "oadari'

of taUvttlaas
•

Mrwfh mmt

pwMIC <«IWBMtTQrtOBl.

A LONG-TIME
For

JIMMY DURANTE

LEADER
Radio hemes

—and

kM« km

Utak

GARRY MOORE

far

KDYL

r

a1 ••

trained la

CAMELS
On CBS

wdlii

leadership

radio enterfalnmear.

of

r

Oii Your
30 th Anniversary

full

A

la

staff

e d aaaeyacarK

tfca

art of show-

anihlp, atturet
af

marker

many yean have recog.

•bad

RADIO PROGRAM FOR

rhti

la

970 of every 1,000

advertisers

affatllwaaw far their

msafes

this Halloa.

Every Friday Evening

HARRY von ZELL

•

Management t

WM. McCAFFREY

—
Nation*] m«pr«M»tativ«

JOHN BLAIR *

CO.

*

Wednesday, January

S,

1945
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Anniversary
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A CAST OF CHARACTERS
JIMMIE DURANTE0 piano smasher and prominent nose and sweater owner.

GEORGIA GIBBSa Palm Springs

derelict

and good

singer, too.

ROY BARGYa

.

rummy player and

gin

HOWARD

a man who plays
Cigarettes a lot.

PHIL

part-time orchestra leader.

PETRIE—
with gin

rummy players and

also talks about

Camel

-

COHANworld's largest buyer of black-snake whips

and blue

pencils.

Directs

stuff, too.

LEO SOLOMANwrites jokes to get enough money to buy nerve medicine
he can keep on writing jokes.

a man who

so's

.

ALAN WOODSa man who writes jokes
telephone, company.

in

between

board and

letters to his draft

JACK ROBINSONa man who writes jokes and
often enough to see.

thinks

he has a wife but never gets

home

SELMA DIAMOND—
a
a

girl

who

writes jokes like cr

man but

is

crazy about John Hodiak like

girl.

PAUL CONLONa man who

writes jokes to eat.

Does quite a

bit of both.

ROLAND SCOTTa man who

writes jokes

by mail-order. General manager of our

Flint,

Michigan, Branch.

ELVIA

ALMANan amateur osteopath and very professional actress.

EMILY VETTERowner of a

and

BILL

brief case containing sharp pencils, cigarettes, train tickets

aspirin tablets.

Also author of "100

Memos

for

Any Occasion."

SLOAN—
not a liniment, but a

CBS

director.

Good,

too.

JOE SCHWEIGER—
a hermit. Sits in empty control rooms waiting for director
he can go home now.

BILLY

to

remember

GOULDa sound man who

is In

a

crash by himself.

WM. ESTY CO.employers of Tom Luckenbill, who employs

all the

above.

Or did

at

time of going to press.

TO ALL OF THESE CHARACTERS
I

offer

done.

my heartfelt
May the next

thanks for things they didn't have to do, but have
year find us intact—ulcers and all.

Thirty-ninth
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8,

Nazi Drive, Tax

Load Put Crimp
In '45 Radio Pic
The lurn

of events on the European tront with the resultant Al-

combined with doubt

lied reversals,

as to tax regulations for 1945, have

thrown a crimp

into

picture for early

In

report.

some

the broadcast

1945,

broadcaster!

cases, cancellations'

have already been credited
held

belief

may go
the

to

the

that '45

business taxes
or at best remain

higher,

same

as this year.

Station men declare that in recent
months; there have been many inquires from advertisers anxious to
get on the air grior to V-E Day, in
campaigns designed to reestablish

consumer product brand names.
These
were predicated on the
thought that V-E Day could be expected early next year and that mafor
manufacturing civilian
iioods would be released as a result.
However, just the contrary has happened, with a clampdown by the

terials

WPB

announced

recently.

Broadcasting execs clelcare that
while there js no fear lor the future,
date ''on which the consumer campaigns will start is now' much further off than originally figured.

Home

AN EVER-WIDENING CIRCLE

Front Forum
Schenectady.

WGY is presenting a Sunday
morning half-hour forum on "The
.

People's Peace," jointly sponsored
by the Schenectady
and the
Citizens Unity Committee, a group
of laymen and clergymen working
to foster a united home front. The
program has a lieup with The
Schenectady Gazette.

YMCA

The

voice of

WIBC,

from a pebble
*

LOW FREQUENCY

water, travels in an almost true circle,

1070 KilocycLs

farther,
that of

s

like the ripple

tossed into a body of

*A CLEAR CHANNEL

WIBC'i lew frequency (1070

and with greater

Kilocycles),

That paper each week prints •
in simple, understandable language by a local resident, of the phase of the peace to be
discussed on the ajr *lhe following
Sunday. The writer of the article ap-

than

summary, written

Station.

and 5000 Waits power

offer greater coverage, greater listener satisfaction,
sults per advertising dollar.

fidelity

any other Indianapolis

and greater

pears on the program.

re-

Write for additional Information.

ASKS SEGUE TO MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

New owner
station

A Mtitual STAT

I B
..W
INDIANA

I

John D. Ewing, publisher of the
Shreveport Times and purchaser of
KTHS, Sept. 1, /vants to looffte" the
studio in Memphis and the transmit*
ter just across the Mississippi river,
in

NBC
Every Thursday Evening

"The Arkansas Traveler"

West Memphis.

He is also 1 asking permission to
build a new 5,000-watt station ii» Hot
Springs to replace KTHS in the
event transfer is approved.
.

I

Coast to Coast

Memphis.
Hot Springs, Ark-

has asked FCC foi
10,000-wati
increase 1U

station to
power to 50,000 watts.

S

BOB BURNS

of

move the
Memphis and

G

P O L

KTHS,

permission to

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth
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KAY KYSER
And Him

College of Musical

Knowledge

ON TOUR EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE
ARMED FORCES
Heard
Every

Wed.

Management

Night Ov.r N.B.C.
for

COL4ATI PALMOLIVE

G-ooO

PEET,

M.C.A. ARTISTS, LTD.

li

lucXTO yo\r

ED

BILL

FROM

QoSffy rVookey

RICHMAN
RADIO AND TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS

Mr fi&M/ny ,^vr \* you io viKt Mt
?LtAS£ -Tunc /n ^QOK^/^LU

With

Thank All Thetr Frltn*
For Htl»4»« «•

Make

1944

A

Sueeaufiil Year

TO THEM mni TO ALL

BEST WISHES
far

mny thanks

mt> to r«e

fo

My

s\0NStRf

1945

ci£/\A£Nf5 C 0.

* AMERICA'S YOUNGEST NATIONAL

NETWORK RADIO COMEDIAN AND
CREATOR OF ROCKING HORSE RHYTHM

10 (AST

4U4 STREET

•

NEW YORK

17, N. V.

•

MU. 2-2044

110
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BERT LYTELL
Stage

Door Canteen's

Officer of the

Day

Sponsored by

CORN PRODUCTS

Season 's Greetings

AL GOOD MAN
and

HIS

ORCHESTRA
"We can't

top that!"

SEASON'S GREETINGS
PROM

IRVING MILLER

SEASON'S GREETINGS

NOW

IN

HOLLYWOOD

Conductor-Arranger

IVORY SOAP

AND OXYDOL SHOW
en

PHILCO'S RADIO HALL OF

FAME

CBS

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

Our Very Best

.

.

p^RlHSTY

Anniwnmry
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.

To You All

.

.

.

EDGAR BERGEN AND CHARLIE McCARTHY

Sundays

The National Broadcasting Company

This

Company Has Pioneered

EIGHT TRANSCONTINENTAL HALF-HOUR BROADCASTS

ON THE AIR EVERY WEEK FROM HOLLYWOOD*
FIVE TRANSCONTINENTAL QUARTER-HOUR BROADCASTS

ON THE AIR EVERY WEEK FROM HOLLYWOOD

But

Who

Each radio show
lot of people . .

Deserves the Credit?

listed in these
.

Somebody

pages mutf owo its success to a
a restaurant gave a boost to

in

the right person at tho right timo . . . Another gave a tip: "Why
don't yoH go soo so and so?". . .Another introduced you to
somebody . . Yes. a lot of friends help furnish the stepping
stones for any man's progress. Here are ]ust a few direct
links in the chain of circumstances that have put the snows
on the air which bring bread and butter to the undersigned. ...
..

Clyde Scott, ban Miner. Jack ^Morse, Art Linkletter, Tom
Wallace, Onie Nelson. Harriet Hilllard, Freeman Keyes.
race tells. E. G. tentley. George layard. Irvln Atkins, Don

elding. Ed Cashman, Art taker, Jim Fonda, Sid Strata, Fax
Cone, Ford Sibley, Tracy Moore, Jack Smalley, Wayne Griffin,
Jim Saphier. Isabel Moses, Don Thornburgh, Hub Robinson,
Louis lohach. T. V. Hartnett, E. M. Lewis, Jack Stanley. John
Murray. Walter Guedel, lill, Hendricks. George Graskin. Jim
tarnett, Charlotte Greenwood, Martin Iroones, Jack Dougla:, Martin Gang, Stan Joseloff, till Hay, Glen Taylor. Lew
Weiss, Corny Jackson, lob Hussey, Carroll Nye, Sam Pierce,
Jack Sayers, Vic Hunter, Jack Hellman, and a whole string of
people from the Press ... There are a lot mare, Including engineers and actors and soundmen and producers, but I'm running
out of space to say to all of these . . . Thanks a lot.
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What Prospect for the Road
Ahead in Foreign Film Mkts?
By

NATHAN

Motion-Picture' Unit,
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these restrictions were equally applied to all foreign
films they had the force and effect of limiting American Aim-distribution.
Through the instrumentality of inspired- foreign government legislation, arbitrary restrictive measures in

RUMANIAN JEWS
KEEP THEATRE

ALIVE
Story of gallant and successful attempt of Jewish actors in Rumania
to keep the theatre alive under recent antUSemitlc regime, has just
•ome to light in report on conditions
sent in

produce Alms domestically

in

order

to.

American-made pictures within the ..country.
Then there were the 11 countries which had legislation to the effect that, if Alms were dubbed versions,
the dubbing must be done within the country itself.
Others required that nil foreign Alms must be dubbed
in the native tongue, within the country another form
distribute

—

of subsidy for a local industry, involving. expenditures
far greater than the cost of the dubbing in Hollywood,

where a superior job could undoubtedly be done.
Then, too, in some countries it was necessary

—

to

purchase import licenses this being in addition to the
payment of regular import duties; in others there were
preferential tariffs favoring Alms and advertising accessories from countries other than the United States.

Paris.

stab' at

garb of yesteryear.

Import Duties

I

Shops did a landslde yearend
which has no counterpart in recent French annals with GI's handing out their hard-earned shekels
for perfumes, silk scarves and stockings, jewelry and other trinkets at
prices 2-10 times for what you can
pick them up, in New York.
:

Lights went up on Dec. 12. They
attenuated lights but they
definitely marked the end of the
blackout- It may be lights, on again
but it's still a far cry from the

were

brilliancy of Manhattan.

dows and

Showwin-

and pix showcases
up and street lamps are
hew customary coverings, but it's still thumbs down on
lighted marquees and neon lights,
From nbw oh this will be the order
are

legit

all lit

their

Mpst countries refused to reimburse import duties
on Alms that were rejected by the censors, nor was
provision granted to bring Alms into certain foreign of things except- in the case of airraids.
countries, in bond for screening purposes or preparation
Auteuil has been the scene of
of prints within the country.
Canada and the United
horseracing with thousands of the
States are the only countries which offer this privilege.
Eleven foreign governments imposed a .remittance diehards religiously attending daily
meets. Ail the pari-mutuel machines
tax before the war in the form of a royalty tax or income tax this in 'addition to the normal internal were left intact by the Germans so
taxes.
Four countries maintained dubbing taxes, and that betting has had a bull market
with money flowing as freely as cheap
five reduced taxes on theatres when domestic films
were shown. Nineteen countries had in effect legis- champagne. With the Seine rising
to dangerous levels last month racing
lation making it compulsory for theatres to show
domestic-made newsreels and short subjects, and Ave meets had to be scratched at the
nearby Maison LaAtte track.
of those nations maintained a monopoly in the reAnd then oyer at the Courbevoie
lease of such subjects, thereby reducing play dates
track,, the hounds continued to hog
available to American short subjects.
One country made \t mandatory to purchase the the spotlight. Here too the , pariright to have one's Aim censored—through the pur- mutuel machines were left intact.
chase from a domestic Aim producer of what was Dogracing was maintained during
known as a "censor card." Then, too, in* some coun- the occupation and was only knocked
tries American Arms paid more to have their Alms oiit early this year after an Allied
censored, as compared, with Alms from other coun- bombing raid. It was resumed in
tries.
Nor did the exaction stop with the imposition August shortly after the arrival of
of these increased fees' for the right to see whether the Yanks in the French capital..
After three months of carefree
(Continued on page 132)
^
gayety, the French .authorities this,
month frowned on the reckless fun
Rumania had ever
of French youth and placed a ban on
dancing in the French capital and'

—

.

by Capt. Lawrence Bachman,

•x-Metro writer, who visited Rumania recently after country went
eiver to Allied camp.
In 1940, when Premier Antonescu's
Iron Guard government came into
power, it passed a series of anti-

the finest theatre
had.
Group recently got hold of Steinbeck's
"Moon
Down," which
opens shortly. Bachman says they
were worried, because they couldn't
get rights from proper authorities,

U

but went ahead anyway. Most New
York plays of past fouf. years were
unknown to group, until Bachman
outlined situash in U. ST'Sack" iif
Mediterranean, Bachman met Capt.
Thornton Wilder, who became enthused about Rumanian Jewish theatre, and wired his agents to send
plays to him to be forwarded to
group.
As Bachman wrote from Rumania,
"this theatre is the one big flame
in this peculiar waste."

Another Argent Group

U. S.-Brit. Relax

Pix Censorship
Washington.

American films
of
Censorship
going ""to Great Britain and on'
British Alms entering this country
was lifted here yesterday (1) by the
U, S. Office of Censorship.
This does not mean, however, that
O. C. personnel will be withdrawn
from Hollywood. At present only
places outside continental U. S.
exempted from motion picture censorship are Canada, Alaska, Puerto
'

Rico, Hawaii and Great 'Britain.
Since censorship remains in effect
for the rest of the export 'market,
blue-pencil reps will remain on
Coast.
.

Hits Product Decree

.

.,

Montevideo.
Association of Motion Picture ImBemitio laws, more stringent than
Germany's, which threw all Jews, presarios Is the latest to appeal to
including actors, out of their jobs. Argentine authorities /for cancellation,
or
at
least postponement, of
These actors, including some of the
finest in the country, Bachman re- the recent decree favoring exploitaports, banded together -in a group tion of native pix, a fixed proporand petitioned the government for tion of which must be shown in all
film
houses at Axed" percentages.
permission to open a theatre of their
This
group
points
out
that
own, for Jews. Waiting ayear-and•-half for an Okay, group meantime scarcity of native product makes
started a school of arts, including compliance with the decree imposdrama, which since has become rec- sible. They also cite that producers
ognized as one of the finest in land. will be unable to supply sufficient
Finally, actors' group got permission number of films to cover theatre requirements during 1945, and have
to open a theatre in the ghetto.
- Group opened their theatre with been lax In fulfilling their 1944 con• revue, says Bachman, which be- tracts. They argue that during the
came a smash hit. Rumanian sol- months, since the decree was endiers and officers weren't permitted forced, eve,n less Argentine pix have
to go there, so they'd go Home and been preemed than previously.'
It is also claimed that the deChange into civvies in order to attend the performance. Group turned cree establishes unfair protection
• -rehearsal room above the theatre in favor of producers, since it forces
|Bto another theatre, to satisfy de- exhibs to show Argentine product
putting on plays there. Two under preferential conditions, but
i an continuously, Baohman establishes no machinery to force
'~ * * " were always sold producers to deliver pictures In pro-

Hollywood will now be left on its
to police itself on matters of
taste and inoffensiveness as far

own

good

is concerned. If a Aim or
through which would cause

as Britain

two

slips

feeling in Britain, Office of Cen-'
sorship has wartime authority to reinstitute its functions.
ill

•

'

'

MITTY GOLDEN GETS

BACK PARIS THEATRE
London,
Mitty Golden's Theatre des Capucines was bought by Pierre Sandrini from the Germans during theij
occupation in Paris. Now having
been handed, back to Golden by the
French Government, Sa'ndrlnl claims
he spent over $200,000 on the place
jh repairs and redecorating, This
will not be refunded, the Court having ruled that's his loss.
Agents still operating in Paris are
Victor Mael, Italian, and Albert
Tavel, Swiss. Both wen in business
in Paris white Nasis 1 were there.

cinema

or

developments

industry

surrounding areas. Strange as it may
seem, they enforced an old Viohy
cavorting
on
decree,
outlawing
dance floors. Now dancing in all its
forms has been banned except for
dancing in American and British
Red Cross and Allied service clubs.
Dancing Ban
All bars, cabarets, nightclubs and
dancehalls were notified as- of Dec.
IS that dancing iu public pieces was
prohibited.
The Paris Prefect of
Police warned that any establishment violating this order would immediately be closed down. The funniest 'thing about this order is the
fact that it was given no publicity
by the French press and for several
days the only, inkling the French had
about it was through Stars and
Stripes. Most of the hot spots continued to permit dancing' for a few
days until the French police decided
to enforce the order.
The reason given for the ban was
the bad effect on "public morale" of
continued dancing while 3,000,000
Frenchmen are prisoners in Germany, and while men are dying on
the front lines.
It was the same type of reasoning
that guided the Vichy government
to pass the original- ban back in
1941,
However, Frenoh dancehall
managers got around the ruling at
that time by opening dancing schools.
Early in 1944 there were about 30'
dancing schools in the capital despite severe police control.
The
French legal definition of a dancing
school at the time was rather strict
It limited 19. couples to the. floor and
banned the sale of all kinds of alcoholic' beverages within the building
limits.
Dancing professors were
obliged to pass examinations to see
if
they were qualified Jo run a
school. But with all these restrictions, Parisians still found it nlwt
tively easy to dance if they had< the
price
pay frtf-tirk privllefl*.
.

*

to

South

In

the

Africa.

cinema
patronage is attributed by managers
to the shortage of general mereandise and to the greater spending
of

power of the community under warwhat it used to
making a great time wage, rates.
In spite of this ready money, medito assume its
"

biz

minus

'

attempting

.

A large continental market limited our distribution
of dubbed versions thereby reducing the number of
American Alms to be distributed. Many others, too,
maintained restrictive measures of some nature. While

I

STEPPING UP
Paris ain't exactly
be but it's certainly

.

lintited scale.

Dubbed Versions

l

to

changes

1944 brought no major

The continued bouyarrcy

distributors.

either to raise additional general revenue or to subsidize local motion-picture production. Quotas, applied
either to production or to distribution, were in effect
in numerous countries that required American Aim

HANSON
Capetown.

PARIS GAYETY

or "cultural" reasons; or to create or develop a
lllin industry at the expense of established

restrictions in foreign markets 'varied
Often they took the form of excessive
import duties, hobbling customs regulations, or surcharges.
High taxation imposed upon American motion-picture companies abroad usually, "was designed

IN 1944
By JOE
The year

considerably.

'

•

Commerce)

American Aim
The specific

.

period.
In Europe alone, at the outbreak of war, restrictive
film legislation had assumed such .proportions that
American motion pictures were practically excluded
from many of these countries. A film-monopoly system
In two countries virtually shut the door against our
American Alms. In our largest market throughout the
world the importation of our Alms was materially cut
through the operation of import restriction's and
quotas. Another important market strove to force us
to produce Alms locally, making it impossible for
American distributors -to operate there on more than

Dept. of

FILM BIZ BIG

Jr.,

domestic

—

were becoming more intensified and our companies
were finding the going a bit more difficult.
What were some of these barriers to the world's
finest motion pictures, and what fqrms did they take,
which made distribution of our films so difficult? A
quick glance at some of the impediments may possibly
supply the answer as to. what is in store for the
American motion picture abroad in the post-war

5.

SOUTH AFRICAN

Par's foreign sales chief.
Rose likely' will be in Hollywood
about three weeks looking at new
product.

Hicks,

GOLDKN-

D.
17.

David E. Rose, Paramount's mandirector in Great Britain,
shoved off for the Coast shortly after
Christmas day for studio huddles
preparatory to his return to England.. Rose came to N. Y. early in
December for. confabs with John W.

1945

3,

aging

some form or another were enacted to curtail the
distribution or revenues of American motion pictures.
Such legislation was pointed either to obtain revenue,
through special taxation on American Alms; to restrict
the distribution of American Alms for economic, politi-

the vital question has insistently been asked:
What will be the American motion-picture industry's
position in foreign markets after this war? If the
question posed were to be construed as referring
merely to availability of product, to supply an entertainment-starved group of nations that have been deprived by the exigencies of war from seeing American
Alms, the answer could easily be given. It would simply
be that we have a terrific backlog of quality Alms that
can take care of the appetites of all those war-torn
oountries for several years to come but unfortunately,
that does not answer the rent question.
The real question is: Will American distributors get
an opportunity in a free world market to distribute
their product? To arrive at even the semblance of an
^authentic answer to that query, one must look at past
history and the conditions that existed In foreign
markets before the war.
The foreign motion-picture market in the days before World War II was, at its best, one where our
American film distributors had to fight for their existence.
Our industry possessed, however, one tremendously potent .weapon which tended mightily to
overcome most of the restrictive measures— namely,
qudlitv entertainment. Our films were so indisputably
superior to domestic-made entertainment that the
peoples of foreign countries demanded and received
our American pictures.
In the years immediately
preceding World War II, however,-' restrictive.. barriers
late,

Wednesday, January

David Rose to Coast

ocre productions are no .dice at the
boxoffice, Some outstanding productions have been released during
the
year and their success has only
accentuated public indifference to poor
pictures. Escapist tendency of 'audiences has become more marked, and
war and invaded country themes are
.

Good musicals are a
as everywhere, but they

deflnitely out.

draw here

must be good. Warners' "This

Army" was

hit of the

Is

The

year in this

category.

A

big shock to exhibitors has been
the increase in the Entertainments
Tax. In the Cape Province this is
.33%% of' the net admission. Exhibitors are more concerned, with the
problem which will face them in the
future when times return to normal

and they have
considerably

to be satisfied with
decreased
patronage

and the

possibility of these heavy
taxes remaining, to keep admission
prices: too high.
Another shock to the Industry was
threat by South: African Government
to invade sphere of Aim production
unless a quota of Alms in Afrikaans
(Dutch) language be included, in
every program. A great deal of effort is being sponsored to devise
ways and means of bringing Afrikaans into more general Use in Aim
programs, Afrikaans, however, is
spoken only in South Africa, and
Alms in that language could only be
shown in this territory. This limited
field for screening would not cover
the heavy production costs unless
Government subsidies were made

available.

Legit Theatre Starved
•

No improvement

legit theatre

in

position

of

can be recorded during

the past year, due to continued inability
to
import productions' or
artists
from
overseas.
Largely,
therefore,
theatrical
presentations
have been produced by amateur societies

and

army

entertainment

African. Consolidated Theatres have
sponsored South African talent as
far as possible, and endeavored to
keep theatre alive, but, after five
years, lack of new artists and talent
is apparent.
.

Marda Vanne (South African) and
Ffrangeon Davies CEnglish)
have done much for the legit theatre
in these war years. During 1644 they
toured the country twice under di-

Gwen

rection of African Theatres with
a company composed
mostly of
South African actors. Among the
plays they staged were "Watch on
the Rhine," "Flare Path" and "Blithe
Spirit."

Berlin Entertaining
In Sydney Solo Prior

To tour of 'Army Show
'

Sydney.
Irving Berlin's "This Is the Army"
show is ^currently rehearsing in
Brisbane whilst a new portable stage
and other gear is being prepared for
the New Guinea runabout. Berlin is
in Hollahdia awaiting the troupe's
arrival.

U. S. military orders would not
permit shows in Sydney, it being felt
khaklclads in battle zones must be
served first. Army will go wherever
General MacArthur's. men happen to
Berlin said .he. hopes to play
be.
Sydney; later in major theatre on behalf of charity.
'Several USO units are on way to
play for MacArthur's troops but will
omit Australia from their routes.
khaki-dads
entertaining
Berlin
solo whilst waiting for "Army"
to reach HoUandia. Berlin given a
grand reception with loads of requests-tor his old song hits.

Wednesday, January
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Gives Brushoff to Latin America's

INTERNATIONAL

Anniversary

Thirty-ninth

Balcon Sounds Off on U.

Postwar Gold Rush for Yanquis
By RAY JOSEPHS

MICHAEL BALCON

By
"South America that's the place for me when the war's over."
(.Production Head
You'll hear that on Broadway .and Hollywood, in Chicago and Miami,
from every corner of show biz these days.
London.
Picture people are giving the south bank of the Rio Grande the o.o.
The Royal Air Force, whose part in this war has beenand chalking up what those pesos, bolivars and milreis will translate to great and glorious, has invented a new form of artillery which is painless though not necessarily harmless,
when it comes time to convert into Morgenfhau 'folding money.
Legit folk,: reading the Pan-American Airways' ads about skipping down It is called shooting a line. It is used to refer to those
to -Rio or Buenos Aires in less time than it currently takes to get a pack latter-day aeronauts whose power of description outweighs their performance. But it is not their prepj cigs in Manhattan, are working out a new setup for the nianana oircuit.
Nitery bonifaces, turning 'em away at home, are calculating what might
ogative alone to use it.
There are no sportsmen lacking in the film industry
be done in a land where the roulette is not only legal but encouraged by
..''"'.
the' powers in command.
to rally round when the line-shooting season begins.
AH of it adds up to a pretty terrific setup—Latin America, land of op- Let .me say at once that these marksmen are to be
portunity;; Latin America, the promised land of the future.found on both sides of the Atlantic; but in this essay I
It's a shame to go klonking this idea right on the noggin so early in the
'propose' to deal with the American film executive visitgame, but having covered radio, pix, legit, niteries and every other angle
ng these shores for' the line-shooting season. I do so
if show biz for "Variety" in "Latin America during the past five years,
not in order to shield the home product from the glare
.his correspondent can report that so far as Latin America is concerned
of publicity, but because the season of visiting, presithere's plenty .postwar posies to be picked—but the Latinos are determined
dents, vice-presidents and other fauna and flora of
to do their own picking, henceforth. .
American corporations happens to be upon us. And. as
Trend is on toward the nationals. And the Argentines, the Brazilians, in previous seasons, I am astonished at the phenomenal
the Chileans and the Mexicans are getting set to do the cleaning up them- accuracy with which, these gentlemen shoot the same
selves, even if it means discriminatory legislation and all. that goes with
line-^whatever may be the divergences of their
it to keep put the gringos— which means us.
opinions when at home.
Pix field has already felt this more than any other. Buenos Aires and
Let me. therefore, attempt to re-create the scene tor
Mexico City makers have, despite all the wartime shortages, already man- those of you who have not had the good fortune' to ''pay.
aged to sew up between 60 and 70% of the playing time in the houses us a visit in Britain and see the sport for yourselves.
from the border to Tierra del Fucgo. Thafs something, considering that The line-shoot does not take place on the Scottish
most of the time has come off Hollywood's product since little or nothing moors; a suite in one of London's fashionable hotels is
'
has come from the other side of the Atlantic during the war,
the customary setting. Usually a patk of press hounds
Nationals are getting better too something no farsighted toppers in the precedes the marksmen. It is their job to scent out a
industry—especially those who've been down trying their Castellano and line. This they do with practiced skill, and our sporting
Portuguese—will deny. And while there will be plenty of after-peace the- visitor proceeds to shoot it. It's as simple as that, but
atre construction for Latin America's 85,000,000 ticket, buyers, neither the its' fascination is more than somewhat.
houses nor what they show are likely to be overly Americano.
At first, conversation proceeds on normal lines. Then
something may be said which will cause one of the
Radio, Top
press hounds to sniff knowingly,. and he's away on theRadio is wide open for. expan- scent. "What do you think," he will say at once, "of the
It's the same in almost every other field.
sion in almost every country in the south. But here again the localitie
chances of British films in America?"
Crack! The first line is brought down.
are aiming fo keep the profits home. In some places they're even doing
"There is nothing I want to see more," says Mr. X
manufacturing of technical items that formerly were -all imported. When
they found they couldrft. get them because of the war they improvised, (who is probably intimately related to a couple of thour
and it's paid off.
sands of transatlantic cinemas) "than plenty of British
Radio outfits in every country have piled up plenty of coin via increased films in America. There's room for them, and the comcash from advertisers who couldn't get the newsprint to advertise their petition will be healthy for us. I don't see what's to
And Uncle Sam, via the stop them." At this, point,' fearful' that someone might
stuff because of acute shortages down there.
office of the Coordinator pf Inter-American Affairs, has been no slouch at
remember his relationship with the couple of thousand
dishing if up either, for goodwill and war-job selling programs.
cinemas, he adds quickly: "But you must make' British
Webs, individuals, idea promoters and talent who hope to. find a snappy films so that American audiences can understand them.
postwar berth in the Good Neighbor territory, comes Unconditional Sur
We can't get your accent." (The press hounds, curiousrender, are going to find that here, too, the gates are' barred, in favor of ly enough, can understand every word Mr. X is saying
the nativos who've been crying Yanqui imperialism long enough.
without straining. "But there is a solution." Mr. X
Legit has never been overly strong, but the concert field has always been says this benignly. "If your producers will only bring
a natural in' Latin America. This is about the one show biz angle that over American screenwriters to write your films and
Isn't likely to suffer. Season is that names in this branch of entertainment
American actors to play in them,, under the direction,
can't be duplicated and. Latin America has yet to reasonably facsimile a
naturally, of an American director, why British films
Menuhin, an Anderson or a Toscanini.
—
will then go round the world."
Transport as it shapes up for after the war will certainly be a help here
The Switch
and make possible the kind of booking hitherto impossible.
Reasons for the growing nationalist trends, are many. Furthermore it's
At this point a slight diversion might take place. For
just as true, If not truer, in other fields than in those concerning show biz. example, one
of the press hounds (scenting, of course,
First and foremost how come is. the result of the war and the growing
another line) may remark that this ideal may be hard
sense of their own strength and importance Latin republics have had
to attain because those American writers,, actors and
They've developed manufacturing just as much as they've developed their directors that are- not under contract to Mr.
are tied
own pix both natural trends even if they arc surprising to many Norte

of Ealing Studios)

up to Mr. X's fellow marksmen, Mr. Y, Mr. Z, etc
"There is'nothing for it," says the press hound with
trained cunning, "but for you, Mr. X, and for. Messrs.
and Z, too, to make the films here yourselves:"
It is at this stage -of the proceedings, I ought to explain, that hounds and marksmen alike are inclined to
get a little hazy as to the definition of a British film. But

Y

1

X

is about to
we'll let that pass, for (tafee cower.') Mr.
bring another line fluttering down to earth.
"Funny thing you should say that," he begins, "but

that's what I'm here for. I don't know about Mr, Y or
Mr. Z, but my company is planning to spend 50,000,000
a year at least oh making films in Britain."
At the mention of this sum, you may be sure that th»

hounds begin
thick and fast.

—

come
What

X

by the hounds. Why the period
given always happens to be nine months is something
that is beyond, my power to explain. Maybe it's, traditional; maybe ^t's ..something to do with the bees and
the pollen; or maybe— more simply— it-sounds less than
a year, but comfortably longer than six months. Who
knows? But nine months it always seems to be.
So here is the beginner's easy steps to a proper understanding of the great Anglo-American film alliance.
America wants our films; America can't understand our
films: Mr. X, an enthusiastic supporter of the alliance,
will help America understand our films by getting

The

line is retrieved

to make them for us.
—
What could be more simple?
And—I almost forgot—in only nine months from now!

America

-

British Viewpoint
There is. really nothing to add to give you a fairly
comprehensive idea of the sport of line-shooting. Except perhaps that pending the fulfillment of these nine
months, isn't it rather unsporting on our part to insist
on quotas and such like artificial barriers to a free exchange of film trade between our countries? After all
what the heck! British audiences do understand American films: American companies can make them understandable to. us (with the help of a small number of
British dircctoi s. actors and writers, not excluding
those who have become American citizens). There is
no problem here at all. So why have these outdated
quotas that only allow the American 80% of British
screen time? Why not 100%?
After all, Mr. X will be here in no time at all (with
Mr. Y and Mr. Z and the rest) to make our British films
palatable fo American audiences, and then presumably
we can nave a reciprocal 100% American screentime.

—

.

'

.

-

X

questions
subjects'.'.

from now."

—

—

The
When? What

in earnest.

Where?

X

spreads his arms out in a deprecating gesture.
VNow, wait a minute, boys," he beseeche;;. "One at a
time, please. We can't begin right now. Questions of
studio space and this and that have to be settled. Equipment, labor these are other problems. But we're going
beams confidently at the
to overcome them (Mr.
gathering) and I hope to begin shooting in nine months

Mr.

>.

.'....-,.
americanos.
Additionally there's been an increasingly strong anti-U. S. feeling. This
is shaping up net only in Argentina
which is definitely not on our sid
but in such. countries as Mexico- and Brazil which are leaders in the Pan
American harmony setup. Whyfor here includes Washington's admitted
and much criticized errors, the controls imposed by war, and the continued
operations of the Nazis who are by no means finished down .there.
'Whole issue, In fact, points out what show biz and especially radio and
pix may be able to do. Goodwilling and. all the rest have been rightly
taboo In 'wartime. Come the peace, however, Broadway and Hollywood
may be able to do a big job.
It won't be just heading south to clean up.
Those days are gone and
they're not coming back after the war. Real Pan. American cooperation
is. wanted thought-real, not phony, for the Latinos are plenty hep when it
comes to spotting what goes.
If that -comes, there won't be any gold rush.
But the final result will
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Montevideo.'

currently

is the.

report that

Miguel

studios and one of
top film officials, still

Film

Argentina's

being held in jail by the government. He held the concession on
the Casino at Mar del Plata, Atis
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London Tin Pan Alley
Fears Yank Invasion
London.

'

Tin

Pan Alley

pienty worried over

reports that American^ song publishers intend to

open

their

own

offices

here after the war.
Understood some name Broadway
publishers have already sent out
feelers among the local song pluggers
whether they would be interested in
Plata was unsatisfactory to' the pres- working for them. Some of toppers
ent regime in Argentina. Hence, are said to have already received
the arrest.
tempting offers to move over.

rent level of these stock market prices, and they are not
too likely to rule postwar.

London.
years of bombing, doodle-pugging, GI occupation, dollar, unfreezing and rising-priced commodities
done to the British show biz stock market? A preliminary
looksee shows what seems to be a vein of gold.
In the case of the theatre-owning concerns, the rises are
genuinely due to good business, as most of these, have enough
houses to more than balance a temporary slump in any area
•ffected by hostilities. When evacuation and plain' scramming sends the cash customer out of London, or sny ether
place, he just rolls Up at the paybox some place else, so the
Doom goes round and round.
Consolidation by J. Arthur Rank has also had its effect on
steadying and upplng some sections, and the methods -of the..
Littlers have combined with favorable conditions to put the
Stoli stock out of the wastepaper class.
One concern" noticeably missing irom the list is Odeon. At
the October, 1939, date this outfit was still small, but that
its stocks is now Tanking
with the biggies is shown by prices
operating at this writing: Its $1 common Is figured at *»25;
the e% cumulative preferred ($4 nominal) at $5, and the
5% debentures, $400 nominal, $413.
All the same, the boom conditions at the bexoSice, the decreased baying power of Use pound, the restricted field for
spending and the total lack of unemployment, side by aide
wltn general high wages, are .(actors contributing to the cur-

What have

Don M.

Machinandiarena, owner of the San

&

.

Exec

Studio, Film

Talk of -Argentine film industry

lantic seaside resort, until recently,

will last.

By JOSHUA

Argentine (io?t Holds

which is under the jurisdiction of
the Buenos Aires government.Under terms of the Casino contract, Machinandiarena was. to devote a part of his profits from the
gaming tables to the creation and
upkeep of new industries. One of
these was the San Magiiel studios.
His arrest is reported to stem from
a recent decision of the Argentine
government to take over operation
Reported that the
of all casinos.
government probe of the Mar del

AM

-

'

Australia Eyes Hegird
Of B'way, London
Sydney.

.

When the war is over, when commercial airliners route M
this way. when the Australian government relaxes ban on
dollar exchange, legit and vaude-revue managements wilt
put on their rose-colored glasses and look for' a major flow
of talent and shows from London and Broadway.
Past the blueprint stage, ready for operation when peace
comes, are plans, made at least a year ago, to import the
finest U. S. and British talent to Aussie. Agents in London
and New York have been instructed what to do immediately the red light turns to green.
Williamson-Tail, the oldest legitimate firm; In this sector,
forced to go-to the storehouse for outdated shows because of
wartime restrictions, will,, when the time Is ripe, bid lor the
best shows and talent available overseas, -with particular
attention paid to Broadway.
E. J. Tait. heading the unit
with brother Frank Tait, will probably go abroad early in
'43 for a personal looksee into the U. S. legit setup.
Theatre Holdings, Ltd., 'with David N. Martin at the helm,
controlling the Minerva, Sydney, together with hooks in
other legit bouses in Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide and
Perth, plus control of the Tivoli vaude-revue loop, will leave
nothing to chance to induce the highest-grade U. S. arid
British talent to come this way for dates in all keys.
That eld bogey of traveling time will completely disappear
In peacetime. Instead of taking three weeks to reach these
bores from the Pacific coast, talent will be able to step
aboard a plane and be in Australia in 4* nouns after leaving
the TJ. &. It wffl be the same going back.
Brought within 48 hours of the V. «, Australia, In postwar,
to lb* V. S. actor a bond new land iJBed, it not
.

.

.

.

sin

wJtt(.^asflk

andhaney," then goodnized paycheck*.
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power shortage

No

Helping

As Aussies Become

It

Yankee-Minded, and
Right now there aocsivt seem to'
be an Australian who doesii't know
the lingo o£ the U. S„ from the Bronx
to the Deep South. It. took over two
years of teaching, but in 1944 the
Aussie pupil was perfect, thanks to
Aussie, too, knows U. S.
coinage almost as well as a native
son. All of which goes to show how

The

They know plenty

lilms.

'

NtW

—

PrOdllCt,

Nazis Combine Oldies

which

had been dribbling -through releases from military
service obtained by men in the
older age groups.
Film companies
had been lining tip some of the
talent and executive manpower in
the '.'armed forces, making deals on
an if, as and when basis. Such recruiting seemed practically ended

By BEG CONNELLY
-

Brit theatre Ops

Face Problems Of

'

The hectic race
various studios to beat the
on signing talent fit uniform

for the time being.

gun

Montevideo.

10
interests Tn-*At^e"nttha! P
arc reported to have tried to cash
in on current shortage of new screen
'

Nazi film

fay

doing some high-handed

They've tried in: past to
faking.
switch" scenes in newsreels to. give
the impression of having new shorts,
but unfavorable audience reaction
i

^

la i tec i this.

Latest efforts was on a feature
Before those, lighting sons-o'-guns
which they called "Eternal Waltz."
hit this zone, it was us easy as lilting,
here that it was a comthose Reported

*ort-lived

Deferred Repairs

much

McMURRAY

F.

London.
agreed the outstanding nightmare of the theatre
owner today is the question of deand 1937,
In.
1936
ferred repairs.
business was generally poor and

t'onlinurd from pmrc 6

result

By W.
It'

Sounding Off

comes

1945

3,

Pop Music Brightens
The Dimouts in England

For Argentine Market among

war can make product

folks under certain conditions.
Aussie, before the sons of Uncle
Sam came this way, knew of them
only via character studies gotten

from the
now.

Shotf OH

and

his U. 5. teachers, the soldiers

Internationally-minded

I

-

.

manpower

Wednesday, January

likely for the near

•

Simultaneously, action was reported being taken by the authorities to shut off the small flow of

Vice Versa

It's

-——

By ERIC GORRICK

sailors.

future.

Annivenary.

p^fU&fx

Thirty-ninth

that others are .'-thrown that
further in the shade. (Now it
out: sour grapes.

That is the first bad way' tremendous prices affect the general run of

will be generally

London,

-

In the winter a music publisher's,
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
"Variety's"
Anniversary
issue— to
realize at the' same time another
year has rolled around.
Quite a
year, too, as they go, certainly not
lacking in drama,, or music for that
matter.
Drama couldn't compete
with the real life thing, during the
summer months, so we of the musicbusiness were more, fortunate. Almost seems "she shall -have music"
-

is now "they must have 'music." They
pushed off on "D" Day to the strain's
most owners were soft-pedalling on of "Roil Out. the Barrel" and "If
I
expenditure; 1938, Muiiich year, was Had My Way/' and Capl;
jimmy
another era of holding off under the Kennedy
reports
from
Belgium
threat of- war, and "from 1939 to the
'J'Attcndrai" and "We're Going to
preseiit date, control of building and Hang Out Our Washing On the
Sieg-

of materials has virtually stopped fried Line" are almost folk songs.
books,
The guy's crazy.)
uny renovations' to property.
your hat to gel a taxi. Came
Remembering the. tremendous vogue
bination of two old German pictures,
One can state that in. the case of 'hot" music enjoyed in Holland, I
s-o-g and the local taximcn knew,
Works In Reverse
with a dubbed French sound track,
the large majority of theatres and won't be in the least surprised to
only the U. S. language. What a hargrievous
Way
is that no"
an
indeA
more
offered
exhibitors
by
and
picture houses; very few replace- (ind when the .shortly, anticipated
vest those guys have reaped! The
particularly
cares
to pay
purchaser
preemed
film
distrib:
It
pendent
Yanks sure shut out -the- Aussies from
ments have been made for nearly
whopping price. After lie docs so eight years, and with the great in- Liberation comes, "Take the- 'A'
grabbing a cab. The Aussies are only at the Luxor as a first-run, but man- a
Train" is the rage with the underhe is that much more apt to be rewaiting now for the Yanks to. quit agement withdrew, the picture after
crease in business' in the, past two ground movement the re
luctant about putting put money for
the area, and they'll have plenty of three days on discovering the trick.
years, the condition of carpets, seats,
Here in England, Home and
iljs
sales
resistance
is
more
goods,
French"
Film purported to be a
say to thos"e taxi guysi
- filrrr—-version .of life of Johanri heightened. His delight in forcing- etc., can well be. imagined. Not only Beauty, despite intolerable and
ft diffn't lake long for the YanltS
is the owner faced Willi the unavoidheart-breaking printing and paper
a bargain is. sharpened. His inclinaStrauss.
to grab off all the best apartments in
able, need for immediate renewals, obstacles, the popular tunes
have
is
lake
away
from
payment
tion
to
this city, leaving the locals to: seek
but at the same time no one can tell .flourished better than ever.' Those
for the general run of books what
apartments- away out in the near
him where supplies are. coming from American ditties that went, over big
he lias; given to the long green.
There'll be plenty of empty
stix.
aiid when they will be available. in the States repeated lhat...success
That
depresses
the.
market
instead
rooms in town when the Yanks bid
Moreover, costs may have so enor- here more often than not; "Mairzy
of stimulating: it. It brings about the
Continued from page 5
us goodbye. Vaude-rfevue troupes,
mously increased that the sums al- Doats," "Don't Ask Me Why;" "Don't
situation where, a few books.get big
plus other flesh-ahd-biood performbudgeler began' to be .watched care
money and most books gel smaller located in the balance sheet for these Sweetheart Me," "It's Love, Love,
ers, will always remember how the
.incident where a pro- money than they might if the few repairs will be totally inadequate at Love," "I'll Be Seeing You." "Long
fully.
The
Yanks made that "room-for-rcnt"
present-day prices.
ducer
spent
on
location
$500,000
Ago," etc., not forgetting the two
didn't
get
the
big
stuff..
From
every
sign just a pleasant memory.
without shooting a single scene be
A theatre seat costs four times Latin-American, honeys,- "Bes'ame
body's' viewpoint, except
the 'few
Oh, yea, and the Aussie civilian
came the classic example of how not "who get the big .stuff, it would be more than prewar, and! the cost o£ Mucho" and "Amor, Amor." This
will always remember how. with the
picture.
(if obtainable) has risen to a
to
make
carpet
a
year, in fact, marked a- decided inbetter
to
have
a
more
equitable
the
(saarrival of the Yanks,
pubs
The head of one major company spread. Not so much money for a greater extent. Building costs (for crease in favor of the rhumba
loons) saved best brands exclusively
for the follows wearing' that U. S. with a negative investment of some handful of books, and the difference decoration, etc,), have also soared, rhythms, as more and more films
$40,000,000 reportedly felt that such applied to the bulk of sales down and in fact where a small owner containing
American
successful
tab. There's -many a long thirst debwould have proposed to spend, say bands featuring this type of material
ited to those giiys from the U. S. A. costs placed too great a strain on the line,
If this were done novelists would $10,000 on renovations, he will now were released. This new Latin, facPretty, nice thing those Yankees both distribution and exhibition. As
did was to teach the local lad to it turned out, however,, a booming feel more friendly toward Holly- find that $40,000 is required, and tor in the field of popular niiisiq
say-it-with-flowers to his best girl. b.o. (as reported elsewhere in this wood. Who said Hollywood cares? even that possibly for an inferior should be a stimulant to writers,
just as syncopation was after the
job.
Aussie florists will, always remember issue) made it a comparatively nor- Hollywood should care, for if good
last war.
the Yank, especially the price he mal task to liquidate these negatives will Were added to making novelists
Yep, at a profit.
financially in a better position to do
paid for homebrew blooms.
It is hardly' fair to judge our presTowards the close of the year, better work, the studios would get
FILMS
they'll sure remember!
ent output/for few. as our best popuRemembered, too, will be those. headline talent and executive man- that muclr belter stories. (Are you
lar songwriters are, quite a number
Yankee cigarcts, chewing gum, rye, power continued a major headache. kidding? No.)
are in the services, viz Jimmy KenIN
the yen for entertainment (the up- Clark Gable, though out of service,
That's why it can be said that
nedy,
Harry Parr Davies, Eric
Sydney.
and-up kind), the coin so lavishly was not yet assigned to any specific studios are paying too much money
Surveying the 1945 local film mood, Maschwitz, Vivian Ellis, et al. Jimmy
7
thrown around, the hot swing music, production. Others such as James for a few books and hot enough for
Passes
cinema loop operators have discov Kennedy's ''An Hour Never
Tyrone
Power,
Victor others. the comradeship twixt Yank and Stewart,
popular favor with you,
has
"found
the major yen is for niore
Aussie, and many other tidbits lika- Mature, etc., were still in service.
Not ''that anything ..will be done ered that
as with us, and. I feel sure Harry
Though many new stars and about this. It's top sensible. (Huh?: and more Technicolor fare, especially Parr Davies' ''Lisbon Story" score
ble to a populace in wartime
featured players were developed, the
But nobody can slop a guy from musical pix..
would do likewise. Jos. Geo. GilIn Reverse
Very little war pix will be routed
millions of potential theatre ticket sticking his heck out! (What neck?
bert, whose son is with the .UY 8.
The Aussie boy and girl also .found sales represented by those stars in You had yours cut off during your in this sector in '45, according to Armed Forces, has turned out a
major Aim bookers. Most loops have
an apt pupil in the Yank. They the armed forces remained unsold. third paragraph:)
couple of big hits this year. "I'm
quickly taught him the lingo of the
already gotten shot-ahd-shell.mate
Star System
Sending My Blessings" and "Shine
Antipodes. Maybe back home very
rial out of the cans, doing this as
On, Victory Moort:''
Yet, on the basis of b.o. results
soon you'll be hearing a Yankee say-,
quickly as possible When fans started
Meroff
Unit
Lauded
Films have not provided British
ing "Dinky-di" instead of "On the and exhibitor reports, the star syscold-shouldering this type" of fare
tem had obviously become more
Ceylon.
writers with such opportunities as
level."
around middle of '44.
Benny Meroff's "Funzaf ire" troupe
the many Technicolor creations from
Maybe, too, you'll hear such terms strongly entrenched than ever beHollywood offer to TT. S. writers. A
as "stone the crows," "a fair cow," fore With 'the public. The top stellar of 10, now in the China-BurmaCinema
Aires
New
Buenos
recent local film features Hubert
"bonzcr." "fair dinkum," "strike me names available were getting niore India area after four months troupMontevideo
before
than
the
war. ing in Italy, has won plaudits of the
Bath's "Cornish Rhapsody" which, if
pink," "up a gum tree," "silly as a attention
Don Humerto Cairo plans, a de it equals the success of Richard. Adsnake." "mug 'with a dash," "drop of Studio toppers, in a move to offset invariably critical CBI Roundup, GI
dad and mum," "put it in the tin the star problem, revised budgets weekly, which stated troupe "put on luxe "film theatre in downtown dinsell's "Warsaw Concerto," ;will
set
certainly be an encouragement to all.
tank," and "heads a quid." Any Yank upward when bidding for suitable the most complete and best-worked- Buenos Aires, with construction
month.
It
will
be
a
who's been here knows this lingo producers, directors and writers. out routine the Roundup, has yet to start next
But the local writer could certainly
The movement to strengthen pro- seen out in .this heck of the world." 1,500-seater known as Palace and do with a British "Sinatra" discovery
pat.
Troupe, under USO-Camp Shows' will be used for pictures, concerts in Alms.
The Aussies (some of them) duction, through top executive man
This year brought The
power
made
auspices,
went
and
legit
shows.
further headway.
abroad for the Italian
charged the Yanks, five bucks for a
Voice to British attention,- with a
As
1944
drew
to
close
there
touiv
after
which,
volunteered
House
will
have
bar
and
a
apit
for
a
tea somewhat
bottle of local whisky worth two
cautious reception, due to
further overseas work.
room for patrons.
bucks. Most of these racketeers are peared to be no relief on the. man
the unfortunate advance publicity.
now in the copier. Taximen (lots
To admirers of Sinatra this is a pity
of them) charged the Yanks three
but maybe a personal visit, such as
bucks for a one-buck ride. They
"King Bing" paid us, will make Britdon't do it any. more because official
ishers accept more generally Sindoin quickly nipped the gyp. in, the
atra's charming voice and manner.
Continued from page 5
bud.
Glenn, Dinah and Bing were treThe Aussies have taught the Yanks
consolidate his radio repute and his place as first in
the first.
They -were teamed first in "Best Foot mendously welcome visitors. The
to like homebrew dishes, to take ad'
opportunity
little
the hearts and screams of his country-women with
Forward." Miss Allyson had been signed from the comparatively
vertising with their pix, to buy from
Broadway play, "Best Foot Forward," -and Miss de radio listeners here were given of
caudybpys inside theatres, to look at persuasive and credible film enactments. These, were
Haven,, daughter of Carter de Haven, came by her hearing Miller's great aggregation of
outdated legit shows, to get the hang a good start for the screen commitments Sinatra owes
entertainment ambitions and abilities as a family musicians led to some quite hot conof Aussie vaude-ruvue humor, to like RKO during the next five^years.
circles, parmatter.. Second appearance for the two young Metro- troversy In professional
Robert Hutton will claim attention as promising
local beer, and to drink morning
^section that
ites was in "Thousands Cheer."
June had a role in ticularly among that
newcomer, for his performance in Warners' "Hollyand afternoon tea,.
"Meet the People" and Gloria in "Broadway Rhythm.". contends the BBC can "do no right."
Both the. Aussies and the Yanks wood Canteen."
'.
They were reteamed in "Two Girls and a Sailor," It is a matter of personal, taste of
have learned plenty in their two
Zachary. Scott made his mark for Warners also, in
which rocketed their boxotfice value. 'Gloria will course, but if Miller's band hag reyears of association. Only thing the "The Mask of Dimitrios," although he had been a
"
be seen in "Higher and Higher" as Sinatra's lead,. and ceived insufficient air. time, that goes
Aussies' haven't been able to teach prominent player in Europe,
v the Yanks is how to. play cricket.
recently completed roles in J 'The Thin Man Goes even more so for our own. RAF
Barbara Br it ton, tabbed, with stardom in ParaHome" and "Between Two Women." JMiss Allyson Dance orchestras, which have done
mount's "Till We' Meet Again," and loaned to Bing
finished one in "Music for Millions" and is currently a lot to- prove that a well chosen
to
Crosby for his independent production, "The Great
in "Her Highness and the Bellboy" with Hedy Laniarr. team, given the right opportunity
Censors Ban Mex. Film
proJohn L-," is cited by her studio as ah. excellent arguEsther Williams, former, swimming champ, came* up play together consistently,, can
the
ment for giving promising newcomers every legitimate
put of the racing pools to make her mark as an duce sound and rhythm to equal
bands and
Politico Grounds chance to progress steadily. '
,
actress in Metro's showy "Bathing Beauty."
Since best. Remembering those
enterWilliam Eythe at 20th rates Importance in his roles
then she's been prominent in "Ziegfeld Follies" and artists came over primarily to
Mexico City.
those disA recent film production,. "Club in, "Berhadette," "Wing, and a Prayer," "Eve of St. well cast in "Thrill of a Romance" with Van Johnson tain troops should mollify
appointed fans who want to hear lots
An intelligent and talented and the forthcoming "Early to Wed."
Verde," starring Celia Mo*ntalvan and Mark" arid "Wilson."
Tom Drake has been favorcdj' and rightly, by Metro more of Crosby and .'Shore.
Emilio Tuer6, has been banned by player bound to go far.
in "Two Girls and a Sailor." "Meet Me In St. Louis,"
On the distaff side our own Vera
Lort McCallister exploited the appeal' he displayed
Federaliilm certsors. because termed
"Marriage Is a Private Affair," "This Man's Navy" and Lynn and Anne Shelton are tretoo much of a satire upon the life so tellingly in Sol Lesser's "Stage Door Canteen"
mendous favorites, but with Bing it
"Hold High the torch."
of a Sonoro politician aspiring to the' with similarly moving performances in 20th's "Home
'
Diana Lynn came to her well-deserved star status is another thing again, for certainly
In Indiana" and "Winged Victory."
presidency.
at ParamoumV'in "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay" no voice, has captured the imaginasecond Mexican film
Vincent Price had his preliminary workouts for
the
It's
and the musical, -"Out of This World," by virtue of tion of the millions as his has done,
banned this month, "Las Abandon- several years at Various studios, but began to reach
several
outstanding performances, especially
her since Caruso's time,
das," a Films Mundiales picture stature this past year in five of 20th's most important
Well, we are pretty well embarked
adolescent's role in "The Miracle of Morgan's Creek,"
.starring Dolores de Rio, being held pictures, "Eye of St. Mark," "Wilson," "Keys of the
'
" The .chance-taking studio execs and the prophetic on another winter of. semi-blackout
Royal
Scandal."
"Laura",
and
"A
correctly
Kingdom,"
not
."did
It
because
tap
casting directors may point with pride— and do—at which does little to dim our .night
June Allyson and Gloria de Haven have- had their
Interpret certain phases of Mexican
their picks for 1645.
| life (so-called).
from
or
less
bracketed
Metro
more
fortunes
at
screen
revelation."
i
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home and headquarters of Britain's Greatest Cinema
Many people come as visitors. Much goes on inside.

ere the

circuit

Outside,

in

318

theatres

The
here

are

length

the

and breadth of

many

The unrivalled

chapters to the story.

of a British Premiere at the Odeon, Leicester
in

showmanship

85

theatre

Britain,

the

by 180 million patrons within the twelve months.

results are seen

to be eagerly

restaurants,

brilliance

Square—an

example

followed by every theatre of the circuit

created as an

integral part

of film

enjoyment

225 Cinema

Clubs for Boys

and

Girls with

225,000 members

meeting enthusiastically every Saturday morning.

These

things

. . .

and

others

.

.

.

worked on

.

.

improved on

THEATRES

expected

—

. . .

by a British Public wherever they see the simple slogan
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TWO CITIES FILMS, Ltd
Memorable Successes:
NOEL COWARD'S

"IN

LESLIE HOWARD'S PRODUCTIONS

WHICH WE SERVE"

"THE GENTLE SEX'*
"THE LAMP STILL BURNS"
NOEL COWARD'S

"THIS HAPPY BREED"
(In Technicolor)

A
LAURENCE OLIVIER IN
ANATOLE DE CRUNWALD'9

Cineguild Production

BERNARD
*

MILES''

Charming Film

"TAWNY

"THE* DEMI PARADISE"

of English Village Life

PIPIT"

(ENTER A STRANGER)
DAVID NIVEN

IN

"THE WAY AHEAD"
DirectedJ>y Carol Reed

ANATOLE DE GRUNWALD & TERENCE RATTICAN'S

LOUIS COLDING'S GREAT STORY

"ENGLISH WITHOUT TEARS"

"MR. EMMANUEL"

(HER MAN GILBEY)

And

Come:

to

NOEL COWARD'S

"BLITHE SPIRIT"
(In Technicolor)

A Cineguild

Production

LAURENCE OLIVIER'S PRESENTATION
(In Technicolor)
of

"HENRY V"
By William Shakespeare

Future Productions Include*
MICHAEL REDGRAVE, JOHN MILLS, ROSAMUND JOHN

in

Anatole de Grunwald's Production

"RENDEZVOUS"
Written by Terence Rattigan &c Anatole de Grunwald
Directed by Anthony Asquith

STEFAN ZWEIC'S

COMPTtfN MACKENZIE'S

"BEWARE OF PITY"

"CARNIVAL"

Screenplay by W. P. Lipscomb- and Elizabeth Baron
Directed by Maurice Elvey

"MARLBOROUGH"
HIS LIFE

By

\

AND TIMES

the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill C.H., M.P.

DAPHNE DU MAURIER'S

"TALLEYRAND"

"HUNGRY HILL"

By
ERIC

the Rt. Hon. A. Duff Cooper, P.C., D.S.O., MJP.

PORTMAN

In Thorold Dickinson's

•'MEN OF

TWO WORLDS"

With Robert Adams
Produced by John Sutro

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

p^RIE^FY

Anniversary
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Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary

CINECUILD
ANTHONY HAVELOCK-ALLAN
RONALD NEAME
DAVID LEAN

Three Films

X

b

/

NOEL COWARD

IN

PREPARATION

"BRIEF

ENCOUNTER"

Wednesday, January

3, 191')

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary

p^SSRIETY

FRANK LAUNDER
and

SIDNEY GILLIAT
PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS OP

INDIVIDUAL PICTURES, LTD
Send Their Best Wishes

OUR

FILMS

the Industry in

to

America

FOR THE SCREEN THIS YEAR ARE

"The Rake's Progress"
AND

"Envoy Extraordinary"
IN

PREPARATION

"The Red Prophet"
(The

Life of Karl

Marx)

AND

"The Sleeping Sword"
(The Story of the

FRANK LAUNDER and SIDNEY
44-45 PALL MALL,

Industrial Revolution)

INDIVIDUAL PICTURES, Ltd.

GILLIAT,

LONDON,

S.

W. .—WHITEHALL
I

6361

124

Thirty-ninth

p^StlETY

Anniversary

Wednesday, January

HARRY
ROY
And

HIS
Are

Now

BANDS

a Regular Feature at

THE MILROY
MAY FAIR'S

SINCERE

GOOD

WISHES FOR

194S

LATEST

AND MOST

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN

AMERICA

FROM

Francis, Day
FREDERICK

&

Hunter, Ltd.

DAY—JOHN ABBOTT—EDDIE DAY

"WE'LL BE SEEING YOU"

EXCLUSIVE NITERY

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

8,

1946

p^Rl^TY

Thirty -ninth

Anniversary
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(greeting*
TO ALL MY FRIE1SDS

FROM THE DADDY OF

BRITAIN'S TIN

PAN ALLEY

Lawrence Wright
CURRENT SUCCESS

THE

100%

RADIO, RECORD AND VARIETY HIT

"My Favourite Dream"
By MURIEL WATSON, JACK

fb* dream

I

hm

DENBY

« .bout

HORATIO NICHOLLS

and

you,

I

h«M

jwaokwain

raj

arma

*

•

ftim.

ALWAYS READY TO NEGOTIATE WITH LIVE FIRMS HANDLING DIG SONGS
BILL WARD, General Manager

MUSIC COMPANY,
LAWRENCE WRIGHT
DENMARK
ENGLAND
WRIGHT HOUSE,

STREET, LONDON, W.
CABLES VOCABLE WESTCENT LONDON

Ltd

C. 2,

t

GREETINGS TO ALL
IN

THE

MY

FRIENDS

U. S. A.

SID FIELD
Mano^«m*nt.:

LEN BARRY
ARCHIE PARNECL A CO.,

LTD.

4 eld tn Square
PICCADILLY, LONDON. W.I.

3

PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE
LONDON, W.

I.

126

Thirty-ninth

pft&lETf'

Wednesday, January

Anntveraary

3,

FOSTERS AGENCY
GEORGE FOSTER
In Charge

ol".

HARRY POSTER

Film Department, Lawrence. Howard
Established SO Years

STILL LEADING IN BRITAIN
FILMS, VAUDEVILLE, LEGITIMATE,

Greetings to All
Phonei

REGENT

RADIO

Our Friends

5367, 5368, 5369

Cablesi
8."'Associates: i

U.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

CONFIRMATION LONDON

INC.

TH^ SYMBOL OF
SUCCESS WITH HONOR

GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS
AMERICA

Mm.

W

Still

m

"Progressing Hand

Under Contract

to

TWO-CITIES FILMS, LTD.

Hand

with the Modern Trend and

Appreciating the Spirit of Co-operation that Permeates

Business

its'

Relationships.
Permanent Add res*

NORMAN

B.

Chairman of Director*
Greater Union Theatrei
Auitralla't

Greateit

Pty.,

15 Hanover Square

Ltd.

Metropolitan

LONDON, W.

Circuit of Thtatroi

i

i

Two-Cities Films, Ltd.

RYDGE

1

Stat* Shopping Block
49 Market Street, Sydney

and Best Wishes for 1945
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS IN AMERICA

(greetings

FROM

& Co*, Ltd

Keith Pro wse
42-43,

POLAND

STREET,

LONDON, W.

I

PUBLISHERS OF THE FAMOUS

WARSAW CONCERTO,
Composed by

from +he

RKO

Picture,

"Dangerout Moonlight"

Richard Addinsell

AND THE

CORNISH RHAPSODY,
Composed by Hubert

from the Gainsborough

Bath

S.

VAN

LIER

Picture,

"Love Story"

1943

Wednesday. January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth

BERT
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J/fautfrr

F

EL DM AN

and STAFF
SEND BEST WISHES TO THE PRINCIPALS AND STAFFS
OF M. WITMARK & SONS AND REMICK MUSIC CORPORATION FIRMS REPRESENTED BY THE HOUSE OF
FELDMAN FOR MANY YEARS.

—

CORDIAL GREETINGS ALSO TO OUR GOOD FRIENDS
THE FIRMS OF SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO., INC.,
MILLS MUSIC, INC., AND OTHER AMERICAN HOUSES

IN

WITH WHICH WE HAVE WORKED IN HAPPY BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION FOR MANY YEARS.

Feldman

Building, Shaftesbury

To

all

Avenue, London, England

those

who

are planning today for the

opportunities of tomorrow,

Levy's of

London

offer:
The best equipped independent

Recording

recording studio

Studio

ACCOHMlOdOtlOil

in

Great

Britain.

For any and every feature, from
the small intimate studio enter*a nmemV *° the full audience par'

ticipation show,

symphony orch-

estra, etc.

Combined Recording
And Production tras> ann ° uncer

».

etc.

We

have at our disposal top-line
bands, orchestras and features.

Talent

•Inquiries Invited

LEVY'S SOUND STUDIOS, LIMITED
7J-N«w

Bonn' 5tra*f, London, Zttqlzr.d

Dirertio,,:

MORRIS LEVY

--

—
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

JACK HYLTON
His Majesty's Theatre

LONDON, ENGLAND

j&woUtt> 9

j run*

trcff'iff

Greetings to All

»

My

American Friends

REG

PROM

CONNELLY

CAPTAIN

JIMMY

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY & CO., LTD.
MUSIC PUBLISHERS OP INTERNATIONAL SUCCESSES
10

DENMARK STRUT. LONDON

KENNEDY

•
t

Some

or*

This Year's Hits

$o/ne of Next Year's Hits

IP
HAD MY WAY
SOMEDAY SOON

PRETTY KITTY BLUE EYES

TAKE

EASY
DONT ASK ME WHY
TAKE THE "A" TRAIN
AN HOUR NEVER PASSES
IT'S LOVE. LOVB. LOVE

DANCE WITH A DOLLY
TOGETHER
COME WITH MB MY HONEY
KENTUCKY
THE VERY THOUOHT OP YOU

OOODNIOHT. WHEREVER YOU ARB
THE CANTEEN BOUNCE

PERDIDO

1

THE SAME

IT

SHINE ON, VICTORY

LITTLE

MY DREAMS

AM

MOON

GLAD YOU LIKED "AN HOUR NEVER PASSES
LOOK OUT FOR "ALL OUR TOMORROWS"

WORDS

ADDRESS C/O

TAMPRPI
V*AMVIl DuL_L_, rONNFI
^.WININL.L.L.Y A
CX
1

•ETTINO BETTER ALL
THE TIME

1

1

CO

TH
L/.

1
L_

V^V./.,

LONDON

1

ENGLAND

*

Season 's Greetings

Charles L. Tucker*'s Enterprises,

ud.

ENGLAND

AMERICA

17 Shaftesbury Avenue

244 South Rodeo Drive

London

Beverly

Hills, California

Wednesday, January

ECHO

3,

OF

1945

A

Thirty-ninth

SERENADE

.i.

APPLE

129

Anniversary

P^SrmE^Ft

BLOSSOMS

IN

THE

DO

RAIN

WORRY

I

.la

THE OLD WISH
IS

THE BEST
AND SO
ONCE AGAIN

STILL

WE WISH YOU
A HAPPY
CO

NEW

GO

YEAR!

CO
CO

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.,

Ltd

LONDON, W.C.2, ENGLAND
General Manager, DAVID

AONVWHON JO $1138

HZVHfl

TOFF

3NIHSNDS AN

N0I1VNI0SVJ

FIRTH SHEPHARD

General Manager
STANLEY FRENCH

W

00A

Production Manager

DAN

O'NEIL

Presents

London's 4 Greatest Hits
"ARSENIC AND OLD LACE"
BRAITHWAITE

LILIAN

MARY JERROLD
NAUNTON WAYNE
EDMUND WILLARD
LLOYD PEARSON
EILEEN

"THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY"
JACK BUCHANAN*
and

BENNETT

SADLER'S WELLS COMPANIES

ROBERT HARRIS

IN

ELIZABETH ALLAN

CORAL BROWNE

MARTIN MILLER
CYRIL SMITH

TOMORROW THE WORLD"

ATHENE SEYLER
AUSTIN TREVOR
JAMES DALE

JEAN CADELL
LILLY KANN
JULIEN MITCHELL

MARGARET SCUDAMORI
ANTHONY SHAW

JOYCE MARTYN

SEASON
OP
OPERA AND
BALLET

DAVID O'BRIEN

STRAND THEATRE

SAVOY THEATRE

ALDWYCH THEATRE

PRINCESS THEATRE

855 Performance* to Date (3d Yr.)

213 Performance! to Dot*

157 Performance* to Data

173 Performance! to Dot*

ON TOUR—"ARSENIC AND OLD LACE" (Two
Offices:

19,

Companies), "JUNIOR MISS"

Charing Cross Road, London,

W.

C. 2

DON MARINO BARRETO
And His Cuban Orchestra
Extends Greetings to His Friends in America
(Recording Exclusively for H.M.V., and Broadcasting Regularly for B.B.C.)
Still

Making More American and English Friends Nightly qt Those Exclusive London

Society's Rendezvous.

Embassy Club and Ciros Restaurant

p^RltifY

Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary

3,

1945

GREETINGS
THE LATEST

MUSICAL SUCCESSES
COMEDIES

AND PANTOMIMES

FROM

LITTLER
EMILE
LONDON
MARTINS
LANE,

31 ST.

NEW YEAR

QREETINQS

from

Chappell & Co., Ltd.
Victoria Music Publishing Co., Ltd
Bradbury Wood, Ltd.
Sterling Music Publishing Co., Ltd.

New World

Publications, Ltd.

LONDON

ENGLAND

STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, LTD.
—
Chairman and Managing Director! PRINCB LITTLER

ALL COMMUNICATIONS RESPECTING VAUDBVILLI ACTS

AND

PLAYS (STRAIGHT

OR MUSICAL) SHOULD

Bl

ADD RESSID

TO THE STOLL OFFICES
THE COLISEUM

LONDON, W.

C. 2

ednesday, January 8, 1945

Thirty-ninth

IN

ENGLAND: THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC

21

DENMARK STREET LONDON

W.CJL

CO- LTD.

ffi\1HETlf'

131

Anniversary

IN THE U.5.A.*. PKTffR

MAURICE

feuitUM**)SN?«:$HAPlRO BERNStTf IN INC. J270, SIXTH

INC.

1VE.NEW YORK

p^RtSTY

Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary

sends .greetings to his friends in the U.

FROM—

SEASONAL GREETINGS

—

can we overlook the important
fact that, as another handicap in doing business abroad,
there were countries that enforced a prohibition or
limitation on remittances in payment for American
films or that discriminated in exchange rates on Alms
as compared with rates for payment on other imported

culation of potentialities extraordinarily difficult. Any-,
one's guess is as good as another's as to the future
of the American motion picture in the foreign markets
of the world.
However, when one weighs all past
factors plus those now in existence plus the trends
which are beginning to show on the surface, one must
come to the conclusion— however reluctantly— thai the
prospect for the "road ahead" in the distribution of
American motion pictures abroad is not too com-

products.

forting.

film

And by no means
.

-JOHNNY GREEN
(GERALDO'S ORCHESTRA)

"Britain's No. 1 Vocalist'

'

-

The examples cited above constitute only a few of
the restrictions that American film companies had to
deal with before this war; there were actually many
more. The number of countries throughout the world
in which American Alms were faced with some sort
of restrictive measure or control, adversely affecting
our film distribution, totaled 58. Geographically broken down, these restrictions existed in countries comprising 10 in the British Commonwealth, 11 in ,Latin
America, 26 in Europe, six in the Far East, and Ave
in the Near East.
Looking at- our problem as it exists today, we find
'that many, major foreign markets still have on their
statute books provisions which do not permit a free
flow of trade in motion-picture Alms.
Many other
smaller markets for American Alms are taking active
steps toward establishing or strengthening domestic
Aim-producing industries. This can lead to but one
objective: a reduction in the importation of foreign
Alms so that nationalistic Alms are. assured a place
on the domestic screens.
Such circumstances as these make any precise cal-

.

—

I
*

A.

Continued from page 112

was acceptable

to a censorship board
some
of these increased censorship fees helped to subsidize
the domestic .Aim industry.

V niver sally Acclaimed

S.

Foreign Film Market Prospects
,

your

&

DECCA RECORDS

Satisfying success abroad, in a degree truly commensurate with the character of our product, cannot
be achieved without having first to combat not only
legislative or decreed barriers, but also mounting competition from many new Aim-producing countries.
If we had only the latter to contend with, American
Alms could well and effectively cope with the situation.
But a combination of the two seems to confront the

a
industry with. 'herculean task which raises the question of the role that may advantageously be played
by governmental representations, negotiations, and
<— -.'

adjustments.

Our American Aim slake and characteristically,
strong position in world markets should be energetimaintained after the war, to the maximum extent
that conditions permit. This (one feels perfectly justified 'in -saying), is of very real and great importance
to our national welfare. The Aim as a silent salesman
for other American products abroad is economically
significant, and, as an exponent of the democratic way
of life, it has a constructive and invigorating influence
on the thought of other countries.
•

cally

MRS. SIDNEY FISHER

Send Personal Greetings
To f heir Friends AH O ver the World
Glad to Welcoiiic Our Old Customers

Greetings

To All Our American Friends

Now WorKing>in

'Europe With the USO-Camp Shows

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON
Still

1945

desmond hurst

brian

MR.

3,

TAILORING

to the Best People in the

Business as Usual

Show World

att—

75-77 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

1,

England

PHIL and SID IIYAMS

.

Wednesday, January

8,

1945

Thirty-ninth

Band B. O. Puzzles
Agen ties and Leaders

Hypo for New Band
Radio time, responsible for much of the financial ills
keeping many a bandleader tossing on his pillow, is still
highly prized as a channel to the public ear, even though it's
been proven that broadcasting alone has only the minutest
Today, the only medium that deserves
effect on the public.
the attention it's accorded is recordings, Airtime is of little
value to any but the best b.o. names, -and then only as a
means of advertising arrangements that are on the market in
disc form.
Insofar as radio is concerned; the 'band business is a ...different ''proposition than it was three to five years ago and
the sooner embryo and prospective leaders realize it the
better off they will be.
No longer is it possible to sit a
band down on a location, job for from three to. six months to
build a reputation that will launch a new name into reasonably good earning brackets, or, if the combo has something
unusual on the ball; into big money. Those days are gone
The public apparently doesn't listen to remote
'.forever.
as much as it did at one time.
Recorded programs on the
air at any -hour, with better performances than it's possible
to obtain on live sustainings, is probably the answer to the
-lack of 'interest in the latter.
Several weeks ago. Rex Ricaidi. assistant to. James C.
Pelrillo at the AFM, conducted individual probes into the
affairs of young leaders for thc< purpose of determining why
so many arc deep in a financial hole.
Without exception
the leaders admitted that if it weren't for the remote broadcasting-time they were able to achieve, none would accept
dates that cust them money to play. Later, during, a meeting
with agency execs, the latter told Ricardl that these young
bandleaders light to be booked into such jobs, that if they
didn't put their own bands in, some other agency'-s budding
talent would grab' the opportunity.

Lack of Discs, Other War Problems
Held Reason for the Decline

.

•

By BERNIE
In the past few months, since just before election and continuing into the' pre-holiday period, the band business has
been in the deepest b.o. doldrums experienced bandsmen
have known since so-called popular music jived its way into
big money. There is no apparent reason for the poor grosses
being turned in on theatre- and one-night dates in areas which
heretofore proved fertile ground for reasonably strong names,
aside from the usual excuses of election and an unusually
active Xmas shopping period. Bandleaders and. agency executives, too well aware of-,the aneihic b.o. figures being, written, are undeniably worried.

.

'

':

.

.

is strictly

more than localized iriterpst.
Despite these obstacles, the formation of new propertied,
continues. In addition to the names, cited above, a handful
of other bands teed off in 1944 and more are in the blueprint
How any of them can hope
stage as this is being written.
to establish a reputation strong enough to overcome the huge \
losses incurred by wartime operating costs is impossible
.

the radio-

Inc.,

set

up

in

1940 as an instrument to parry the
ooin
demands of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers,
which represents the
:

majority of the world's better music,
is beginning to give the Society a
jitters despite the apparent confidence of most of the letter's executives and publisher-writer-directprs.
BMI has made strides in the
past year that can't be ignored and,,
if it continues to move
ahead in
1946, the music business will see a
tough battle for position.'

few

Perhaps the -most Important move
by the radio-music organization during

1944 was its campaign to set
up bandleaders In music firms, a
majority
of
which
remain, on
"paper."
These so-called publish-,
ing houses have consumed a sizable
slice of BMI money.
They are set
up on a guarantee against performance royalty basis running from
somewhere around a $12,000 yearly
minimum to as high as $40,000:
They involve original, unpublished
tunes contained in virtually every
'

-,-

leader's

books.

Since
BMI's
deals
with
the
maestros do not give them longterm holds on the music they are
buying, the idea of distributing
such
important
money for the
formation of virtually mythical publishing houses is obviously not to
add to BMI's catalogs, admittedly
not comparable with ASCAP's. It's
simply a method of securing performances, recordings and other-

wwe making

a showing that
stock subscribers who
soon after the
tlement with ASCAP, for the

will

saws/y

had

Jjeen clamoring,

setdis-

public

BMI.
its

quite possible that the

apathy,

is

the

fact

that

.'the

is

—

However, too many leaders still feel, that the delivery of
is more desirable than the inclusion of
color and showmanship, anything that will make an audience
in a hotel room, for example, turn its collective eyes and ears

They thought

However,, every performance

by

Anyone who

doesn't believe this

with ASCAP. and its recent approach to Ralph Peer on the music
contained in his American Performance Rights Society. It made a determined, but unsuccessful attempt,
too,
returning the Argentine
at

•

,

so vital

•

.

,

'

'

-

'

If this yarn sounds alarming— it's meant to be. Too many
$10,000-a-week-and-over orchestras are failing to justify that
kind of money and there will be only one answer if the
condition continues.
Out they will go.

Hot Jazz a

la Francaise

Thrived

-

holdings to

society's

its

During Time of Nazi Occupation

repertoire.

Nix Russian Tones

On

By JOHN ABBOTT

the other hand, as outlined in

week. ASCAP's directors were reluctant to take under
its wing the music of Russia, now
country by
represented
in
this
Leeds Music. Much of this musicis thought by people in this country to be in public domain and the
result has been extensive use of it
without
royalties.
payment
of
Leeds sought to get ASCAP's support, protection and recognition of
its rights of representation, and to
force proper payment for- the use
of the music: ASCAP's directors
couldn't see eye to eye with Leeds
despite the assertion' that the music
would go BMI if a negative attitude
was taken by the Society.
"Variety"

last

a bandleader of one of his BMI
originals knocks an ASCAP melody
off the air. Since BMI's deals with
for
minimum
maestros
call
a
number of plugs annually (in some
cases 250) plus a certain number of
recordings, the effect on ASCAP
writers and publishers is
clear.
ASCAP collects from radio and distributes revenue on the basis of
performances.
BMI is currently
hurting that to some extent and can
become a serious threat to future
ASCAP annual melons. It's true
that this year's ASCAP split was
the largest in the Society's history,
but the sum pyramided was not due
ASCAP's forte is that It has in
so. much to additional income as it
was to the fact that during 1944 its camp the majority' of the counASCAP was forced to dispense try's best and most prolific writers
Without good writers;.
comparatively little coin for liti- of music.
BMI's assigned purpose of keeping
gation.
ASCAP in a position in which it
Knocking Off ASCAP
again get too tough with
can't
In addition to corraling a majority radio is without backbone.
It reof' the nation's top bandlealers for
alizes this, too, since it. -has also
its
benefit, BMI has made very made substantial offers to some of
substantial
offers
to
established ASCAP's best writers during the
Until
now,
ASCAP music men.
past year. Jimmy Van Heusen and
virtually all of these offers have Johnny Burke,, two of the best, who
been/rejected, but they admittedly were so
dissatisfied
with
their
looked good to those who received ASCAP ratings that they filed suit
them, and resistance weakens with against the latter, were objects of
repeated bids.
bids,but
rejected
them
BMI
to
ASCAP'S entire attitude toward form their Burke-Van Heusen firm
the BMI situation is inconsistent. in association with ASCAP's Edwin
It obviously recognizes the threat H. (Buddy) Morris,
to its position.
It made,
during
To combat any BMI attempts at
1944, determined attempts to re- securing writers, ASCAP has lowcapture some of the music now. ered its admittance requirements
-affiliated with BMI, such as the for new writers from five songs to
sending of attorney Herman Fink- one. And it doesn't delay too long
giving
elsteln to Mexico for the purpose In
an
applicant
action.
of aligning that country's copyrights Same is true of new publishers.
.

is

,

I

it

purpose.

.

business

precision-performance

to the bandstand.

solution of
had. served

it's

changing and too many leaders arc not yet aware or it.
There was a- time when public acceptance to varying degrees
was easy to achieve via., the delivery of good music on a
radio network for not unreasonably long periods. Today, it
takes more than good music. A leader must have, an idea
that's different, talent of .his own or within his band that
stands out as apart and better than that of his contemporaries,
before success of any kind can be reached. Or else he has to
be extremely lucky with a recording, if he can get his discs
marketed:

ASCAFs BMI Jitters
On the Upbeat
Broadcast Music,

conjecture, but

27-month period ending last November, during Which ho. new
recordings were made except by Decca and small disc outfits, plus the fact that war-created problem^ have choked off
the formation and progress of new names, has something to
do with the lack of interest by the public as reflected at the
b.o..
In the past, the band public has proved that it is ever
on the alert for something new and different. And for almost
three years it has. been seeing and hearing virtually the same
names, faces and styles. Perhaps its appetite is dulled by the
same fare day in and day out. If that, is the case.- and it conceivably can be based on band history, then the situation is'
due to get darker before the dawn of the postwar band, business, envisioned by agency men arid experienced leaders as
paling the golden era of 1938 to 1944. Recording companies,
plagued by their own manpower problems and consequent
lack of production, can't take on new, arid untried talent.
Another item that may have some bearing on the demonstrated

to get

owned music organization

.

,

I

Yet they keep coming.

b.o..

.

*

understand.

into his head, the attention of his audience

Record Holiday Hurl Plenty
'This

Blow Dough Despite Airtime
J_
Every one of the younger maestros up before Ricaidi for
questioning litis been on location in N. Y. for varying pcLee Castle, for example,, was
riods .during the past year.
on the air in the N. Y. area for at least nine months without
interruption:- -Dean Hudson was at the Lincoln >Jhotel. N. Y..
with a wire from last spring until Dec. 17; Bob Strong
played Glon Island Casino. New Rochelle. all summer:
George Paxion was at Roseland Ballroom for almost, six
months: Btllic Rogers was at Pclham Heath Inn, N. Y.. for
months.
Between them, these bands probably have lost
between $75,000 and $1001000, and none has started a Whisper
of unusual interest. They're being bought and are. .working
reasonably steady, yes. but compared to what the same airtime might have done for them three years or more aso.
the money they've lost went for absolutely nothing.
Until the end of the war, there isn't much that can be
done for new talent. All the recording companies have
problems of production that prevent them from taking on
new properties. And the smaller disc outfits, which have
managed to use. a handful of those bands not. tied to the
biggies, haven't the nationwide distribution and not near
enough production to enable a hit record by a new band

to

in there doing and shouting almost everything that comes
is glued to the
bandstand.
Last summer, Prima played the swank Astor hotel, N.-Y.,
with Tommy Tucker's orchestra sharing the bandstand. A
few hours in the spot catching both at work was an object
lesson to anyone interested enough in bands to analyze what
was going on. There was Tucker, with about the best outfit
he's ever had, playing really good music and getting a polite
share of applause. Then Prima would come on and his bunch
of youngsters would murder arrangement after arrangement
with the leader up fiont going, through his routines. The result had to be seen to be appreciated.
Of course,, not every leader can bo a Prima, but there are
things that can be done and must be done by a great many
of today's bands if they hope to achieve any success. Plain
good music isn't enough. There arc a couple bands in existence at the moment which arc proof of that. Showmanship
still pays off at the b.o.
Ask Prima.
To get back to the alarming drop in b.o. reaction to some
of the country's best band names, the primary thing under
discussion, among people concerned about the situation, is
prices. Musicians, who have been in the driver's seat since
the beginning of the wrr, are asking,, and getting without
much argument, unheard-df salaries.- Pre-war. $100 weekly
was a good stipend; today it's considered chicken feed and
acceptable only to youngsters too young for service who
are virtually learning how to play their instruments while
serving with some of the available lower-priced and new
bands.
This condition has forced maestros to push asking prices
far beyond their worth in' terms of b,o... value. The topmostnames and those lowest on the list are quoting salaries that
are .guaranteed to kill the goose that has been laying the
golden egg for the past five years. Remember what happened
to vaudeville? Well, already some of the" bookers of major
theatres are considering a change in the construction of
stage show's with an aim toward eliminating as often as possible the name bands that cost so -much money and too frequently of late have failed to deliver. What will be substituted isn't clear in the minds of these bookers, but they
feel that there are other reasonably good names in the'
soloist field; around whom an entertaining show can be
built for $5,000. or so. giving them a chance to at least come
,
out even on a bad business week. This is not idle conversation. Neither is it 71 threat.- It's being mulled,
v It behooves the topmost'maestros to get together and do
something about the salaries of musicians as a means of
rearranging their own price quotations.
An agreement
.among the better outfits,- who must, for once, bury competitive spirit for the good of the industry, will automatically
•
keep lower-level bands in line.
is

Searching for excuses for the situation, agency men simply
throw up their hands after a few weak passss at explanations
and assert, for their own comfort, that theatres not playing
band shows, even legit, are not up to par. This is true to
some extent, but no one connected with the band business
can afford to pass lightly over some of the midwest grosses
being turned in by bands whose price tags label them among
Perhaps the outstanding sufferer during the
b.o. leaders.
late weeks of the year was the Palace theatre, Cleveland,
Which ran into at least five losing weeks with big bands out
of the last 10. One band, drawing in the neighborhood of
$8,500 as a guarantee, shockingly lured between $15,000 and
$16,000 into the

up with Louis Prima's band
He's leading a band that

-.enthusiastically goes about making mincemeat out of music,
yet. every minute. that the band is on the stand and its leader

;

.

WOODS

should, as soon as-possible, catch
at the Terrace Room, Newark;

.

.

.
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Skidding

Not Airtime, Biggest

Discs,

ORCHESTRA-MUSIC

Anniveratiry

pfililkl^Y

.

.

operated

London.
which

Day & Hunter,

Ltd.,

companies

continental

Francis,

in

Europe for many years prior

to the

war, has just received reports and

accounts from

its

subsidiary, Publi-

cations Francis-Day, Paris,- which
indicate they have not only survived
German occupation, but have managed to do a most profitable business. It's been chiefly, in French-compositions thereby accumulating some
handsome profits even if they are
figured in francs.

veloped a hot jazz style of Its own
with a school of composers headed
by the guitarist Django Reinhardt.

some of whose bizarre works had already attracted attention in England and America.
Variety, cabaret, and revue were
allowed and encouraged, but dance
halls were verboten.
The famous
Casino de Paris revue enjoyed good
business and one of F.F.D.'s songs
"Ca sent si on la France" (France
feels good) occupied premier spot
in the final scene for over two years.
.

In spite of paper shortage and
The principal English employees restriction on raw material
for
managed to make their way put just phonograph recordings, the
trade
before the Nazis got into Paris, and graph for
1941 to 1944 showed a
eventually reached England. , The steady
upward trend and 1944 com.

1

one unfortunate who didn't make
the jump quick enough was interned there-cleaving a small native
staff.

The first year, 1940, was a period
adjustment, particularly in the.
relationship with their German
masters, and business was restricted
to Occupied France so far as the
sale of sheet music was concerned.
In the early stages the Germans,
trying to get On good terms with
their
former enemies, interfered
very little, and for a time even permitted the playing of Anglo-American music. The tightening-up period
came later, particularly after December, 1941, following Germany's
declaration of war on the United
;

of

new

States. From then on, only French,
or the music of countries allied with,
or friendly to, the Axis, was accept-

able,

France, during the war, has de-

pared favorably, so far as gross profits are concerned, with the best of
the prewar years. As might, however, be expected, expenses climbed,
so that the net is not so good. Wages

by Government decree were fixed at
2Vi times prewar, but with a smaller
stuff, this

was more or

less

counter-

balanced:

Competition for the services of
popular radio and recording artists
is another item that accounts for a"
growing increase ill expenditure.
The revenue derived from performing and -mechanical rights has now
about caught UP with the 1939 standard, but as this is mainly on French
music, the proportion 0/ profit is
greater, there being no foreign publisher to split with. There are, indications the general public would appreciate a change from their home*

made

diet, and. popular English and
American tunes are now wanted.
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Thirty-ninth

,

'

Anniversary

f*faf$JETY

the post or crania editor for

Wom-

And

who had
was

there

dark-cyCd,

dark-haired,

a

young

-friendly-,

theatre

the N.

for

was accumulating

|

a third or fourth
.

fortune.)

That same day I' went back up-;
town mid sought out Eddie Dunn..
general publicity agent for the pro-

Sunday

V.

.

(

produced "Madame
Harry l'ra/.ee, and

just

'

with

Sherry."

fellow

named George '.'Jean. Nathan, who
was writing occasional piece? about
the

1

geslcd to 'hie. by George W. Lederer.

Wear.

en's

met

Mr. Nathan later helped to
and popularize the Smart
Magazine, and became, with

I

Herald.

President,
assisting
were
olliccrs
chosen, and it was decided -to aivard
a. -prize -for the best piny written by

Always

aiiAmcrican and produced in New
York each season. Maxwell Ander-

Don't Fence.

Set

Henry

Mencken,

L.

;

How Many
I'll

I'll

I'll

.

I.

—

was

I

The

prediction;

ciated with

Awards

right in

my

contest brought
anyone asso

to

it.

Time For a Change
Two years later;, as a Sunday ed
itor,

Diamond

story for the third time.

I

had already run out of imitations of
the Hearst-like discovery of buried
Biblical tablets in Jerusalem:. had in
vented all the super-city and super

and super-men romances my
staff cuukl suggest, and was pretty
Also having saved up $250
tired.
and acquired a terrible summer cold,
I decided that, as Mr. Dewey was
recently fond of reiterating, it was
time for a change.
Mr. Keeley pretended" loyally to re
gret my decision, but agreed to it
after I had promised to act in New
York as a selling agent for Chicago
Tribune features Lillian Russell
Beauty Hints, John T. McCutcheon";
and Clare Briggs' Cartoons, Bright
Sayings, etc. Convinced deep down
that I. as a salesman, would pro'b
ably have some difficulty selling
aircraft

—

shoes to a barefooted millionaire,
still accepted the assignment, hope
fully.
In addition to which I was to
do the weekly N. Y. drama letter for
the Tribune Syndicate.

Among my

prospective N. Y.

ents was the Evening Mail.
ilus

Niles,

managing

cli

Mr

Niles had no use. for Lillian Russell,
or .McCutcheon, or Briggs— but he

he said, want a drama editor.
Franklin P. Adams, columnist on the
Mail at the time, had told him that
At the time.. Mr, N. ex.
I was one.
plained, the- drama was being cared
for by the ship news, reporter
bright lad from Kansas, whose am
did,

'twas

bition

to

become

a

regular

ship

wearing on both his nervous system
and his peace of mind. Brock Pern
bertqn was the name.
I told Mr. N, that, while my heart
was still true to Thespis, I had 'de.

'

.

•

.

White Christmas

-

-

.

.......

Feist

Berlin

...

You Always Hurt

......Sun

..

.

theatre.

Evening Post. Alan Bale of Ihe
American. It seems to me John Corbin and Siark Young both served,
the Times in different emergencies.
But along about 1914 a young
fellow named Alexander WoollcoU

moved

into,

ment.

He

Ruhl

job;

Post,

he

the Times drama departquickly moved out again
tor war duty, but moved right back
when the First World War was over.
Changes were frequent after that,
but for several seasons WoollcoU of
the Times, Ileyw.ood Broun Of the
Tribune, he having taken over the

when
and

John Anderson
having followed

of

the

Towse,
England

the jailer retired to
peace, and Gilbert Gabriel

to

who had gone to
when Alan Dale died— for
seasons these gifted and
keen-minded, observers dominated
the field and served the drama brilof the American,

Hearst

several

and -caustically.
There was considerable shuffling

liantly
;

world Has taken
men to be brutal,
sometimes vicious and occasionally
gallant in the defense and protec.

cided, .that if I went .back into the.,
theatre, so to speak; it would be as
a play reader, or maybe a production
adviser, or something which might
eventually bring, me into what show
men frequently refer to as the big
money. (This line had been sug

Women

tion of their finor liberties.

But the inarch
ward, and always will
tacle.

forbe, even in

is

still

OLMAN GIVEN 5-YEAR
PACT AS

from. Robert
Walls, Jr.

Littell

and, Richard

.

International )
and
Edward
A,
Qolden, who turned out one each.
The returns on these 12 show 10
most promising coin-gel- of them bracketed t:> gel from $1.That picture has played some 000.000 to $2,000,000; one between1)00 dates and brought in. around $4,- $2,- and
$3,000,000. and one may ex100,000 and does not go into its regu- ceed $3,000,000, which is the Hist of
last

I

year's

tor.

lar release until this year.
Paralso Has in its grouping two
films that should take, in over the
mark.
"Story
Dr.
Was$4,000,000
of
sell" can be figured on garncrnig

(he series Spitz-Goclz

amount

made

RKO.

for

release.

United Artists this year is not as
substantial in the lop .money'' pic'
lures, as formerly, having six pix in'
around $4,250,000. and "Frenclinians the $1.-$2,000,000 bracket, and one
Creek" figures into the $4,500,000 which got under way on the advanced showing, but not general rebracket.
Next in the grouping of prospective lease, "Since You Went Away," that
gives promise of doinn; around S5,top- coin-getters that showed before
500,000 or better.
>
Dec. 1, but which Have not gone into
Columbia has six outslandcrs on
general circulation are "Since You
Went Away" (Sclziiick-UAl that had the year, five of them that will gross
mark,
and
the
sixth
over
$1,000,000
advance playdates which should
show a domestic -take of more than that will shade a bit below $3,000,000;
<20lh) Republic, as in previous two years,
mark. "Wilson"
$5,500,000
comes In with one. "Sea-Bees." that'
Ls Headed for -around $1.0)0.000.
:

'

.

•Going/ 'Since' 1-2

Next Year's Topprrs
^

Preliminary returns on David
O. Selznick's "Since You Went
Away" indicate a minimum domestic gross of around $5,500.000, with possibility that it may
go to $6,000,000 or belter.

With -'Going

crop
next

"Nawith

"Hollywood Canteen," •I'll. Be Seeing You," "Meet Me In St. Louis"
and "Music for Millions" seems
headed for boxbrlice prominence.
Lots of new. talent was used in the
pictures that have been listed as

My

Way." (Par),
the season's biggest and fastest
"Sirice"
looms as a
grosser,
strong second at the moment.
;

I

Frorri present indications the
that will be in the lop brackets
year will have such pictures as
tional Velvet" which, along

Rental estimates for' "My Way"
range from $7,000,000 to iS,-

000.000 domestic.

Rentals on "Since" from only
1,40.5 .engagements, as Of Dec. 16,
are
approximately
$2,750,000,
thus indicating a minimum gross
of $5,500,000. The film grossed
around $350,000 in a. single engagement at the Capitol theatre.
New York.

.

into that.

should ring the

Metro owns

of Jack Robbins'

51',.

three music outfits.

final bell

with around

$4,000,000.

..-

Tams-Witmark's

Metro Top*

Metro has the largest number of
films in the $1,000,000 and over class
Court
with 28, with 11 of them headed for
between $1,000*000 and $2,000,000: five
for Feist,
between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000.
Th'p U. S. circuit court of ap-:. and the exceptional number of nine
peals last week (29) affirmed the to gross between $3,000,000 and
Three may head for a goal
$4,000,000.
judgment and permanent injunction
granted Leo Feist, Inc., and Rob- of between $4,000,000 and $4,500,000.

Decish

Robbins

.

'

'

.

.

"Chattanooga Choo Choo,"
You.'" "There Won't Be
a Shortage of Lovc, v "If He Can
Fight Like He Can Love." "I'll "Take
Ta.llulah,", and
"Over There," by
'

On

Okays

Appeals

,

-the Sun man.
Again for a
spell these brighter minds ruled tHc
critical roost, with occasional assists

are in the s:!.fi0n,000 class it
lurried out 14 dtirin:; the year that.'
should bring home M. 000.000 or more.
It has hit its peak in lake with this
product, with 12 In <tn over $1,000,000
and two to get over --$2,000.00(1.
RKO has 12 pietuics thin arc iii
the top coin clyss. Of this nrmip
three were made by outside producers, Sam Goldwvri. Spil/.-Cnet/.

.

wouldn't be able to tell
came about, but it you

came

that

the toppers of the year. Blending
them in with established names has
meant much to the pictures; as well
as to the prestige of the new' faces,
many of whom should Have star ratthe theatre.
ings henceforth.
In the list of pictures that are i-iled
here there are two reissues. Disney's
'Snow White;", which will easily
bring another $1,300,000 lb augment
its monumental laTsc on the oriuinal
'BIG 3' 6JDI.
release, and Paramount's "Sign or the
Cross," which will hit over $1,000,000
Abe Olman has baen given a new
five-year contract as general man- docs not go into release generally on its second trip around.
With the backlog of films the stuager of The Big Three (Robbins, until this year and this one should
Feist and Miller Music Corps.), The bring home around $4,250,000, Metro dios and distribs now Have awaiting
new pact calls for. a substantia) tip- has a couple that are good for the playdates, it seems unlikely that reping in drawing account, arid with final count of $4,500,000 in "While issues will be circulated during the
coming year to any great extent by
it a participation on the Metro pen- Cliffs of Dover" and "A Guy Named
companies.
sion plan, as all. subsidiaries come Joe,"
"ThousaTRls- - Cheer" the major
while

Have grown resigned, perhaps a little'
calloused, in support of the spec-

bins Music Corp.. by N. Y. Federal
Judge Alfred C. Coxe in their comyou how it
bined actions against Song Parodies,
are interested enough to lookup tlie
Inc., and the Red Star News Co. for
facts you will discover that Mantle
alleged infringement of their copyquit the Mail and went to the News
righted songs, by publishing and
H922). Woollcot't went to the N. Y.
distributing versions, of the songs
Sun, which brought Brooks Atkinr
in their son^sheets called "Popular
son to the Times. Anderson went to
Parody Hit Songs" arid "Hit Parade
the. Journal and John Mason Brown
Parody Songs."
moved to '.the Post from Theatre Arts
The district court Held that the
Magazine. Broun went over to tlto
defendants had flagrantly infringed
Morning World and Percy Hammond
on Robbiiis-copyrighlcd songs, "You
came on from Chicago to lake
Ain't
Got
No Romance,"- and
the Tribune job. WoollcoU took to
"Elmer's Tune," and on Feist's copylecturing and Richard Lbckridgc berights
I

Fix's B. 0.-$245,000,000

is Paramount's "Going My -Way,"
which has broken boxofticc and. run
records all over. That company has
21 films in the list of pictures that
are calculated to bring in $1,000,1)00
and more in revenue before their
runs arc terminated. That is without
listing "For Whom the Bell. Tolls,"

them.
The
time out to leach

.

ai)d who found com
news' and. the drama

newspaperman,
binirig

local

after that.

Theoph

editor.

In time I came
to know, albeit no better than casually, my
confreres of the press:
Louis De Foe of the Morning World,
Adolpii
Klaubcr of the Times,.
Arthur Ruhl of the Tribune, Lawrence Reamer of the Morning Sun,
Acton Davies of the Evening Sun.
Charles Darntoiv of the Evening
World. Louis Sherwin of the Evening Globe. J. Rankin Towse of the
the

.

found myself printing a vaof the Curse of the Hope

I

riation

Trolley Song

film

.

no particular- credit

.

.

:

of this contingent figured on coraliug around $7,800,000. This prize coin

—

first

.

.

.Shapiro

Continued from page 3
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were made, but

..

.

.Advanced
Embassy

more, with the top estimated grosser

.

terrible.

.

.

Be Seeing You. .Williamson
Get By
Berlin
Walk Alone ........ .Morris
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.

all

You

.

arc expected to gross $3,000,000 and

.

scripts,

of

,

-^

.

3,000

Hearts

.

(

'

:

.

-.

Me

;

of

an. idol

Dolly, .... .Shapiro
In. ..... .Harms

Goodnight Wherever

Dream

I'Love You ',..'., ,'... .Chappe)
Long Ago, Far Away Crawforc
Love, Love, Love
.. .Sarilly
Mairzy Deals
•;. :. ...Feist
Paper Doll .....
Marks
Swingin' On a.Star
.Burke
Together -.
Crawford

Melodylane

Dance With

•if

A Ipha optically)

Lisl ed

iBerlln

AmOr

son's "Winlcrsol" -wits' the first- playselected.
Mr. A. "being" awarded a
Henry Varriuni I'oore plaque -heavily
clone hi silver and neatly packaged
f0l display, elthtr in the living room

ducing lirrii of Cohan & Harris, who
had been warned for days of my 01 t ], e ;ltt j C
coming. The next night Cohan Si
Since then Percy Hammond's soIhe
The Lilile s i s
Harris w-cre produein
"contenicd. rattlesnakes' have
literary world, as well as the best
Millionaire," and. ..ax the accredited functioned variously and interest:
in.ormed oS the drama scriveners, correspondent of a western syndiBut having deliberately "by-passed- cate, I naturally expected to be in- ingly as. a Cir:le. There have been
heated" debate.--, but no knock-down
the daily grind b.f dishing; out soThere '-wej-c. unhappily., no and drag-out l.W.hts. critics being
vited.
called drama criticism while you
Mr. Dunn was a little bellingcrently inclined only when
tickets loft.
at
wait. GJN probably put himself out
Mamie work typewriting some distance
chagrined, 'but not- much.
of the running for Deanship honors was embarrassed, and a little hurt.
'from UicTr ni:>rc provoking, targets.
on (he daily press. ''I don't, mind
The following day, at the Mail. iUr.
Well, that abo-ii brin.es the Mantle
At
being, called a Dean anymore.
Niles repeated his offer.- He agix'C.d- indulgence in reminiscence down to
first I was a little sensitive aboul-it.
have to 'come t.> date. Yes, Ihe the::lic scene has
but one grows calloused in our busi- that I would not
.'."';
the office, except to draw '.my. pay: i-iiaiigcd considcri piy in 33 years. It
ness.
that I could' write my reviews at has likewise remained largely the
or at the Western Union oilice. same.
Its sclf-a;>pointcd guardians
home,
Chi (o N. Y.
Have them delivered to the have watched over it through boom
arid
remember well making the de- Mail, and that 1 would be free to years and lean years; seen it shrink
I
cision to come to N; Y. from Chicago.;
wanted to get into in tlie matter of output from 250 and
quit any time
For two years I had' been Sunday
how business proper. Remembering 260 productions a year,' to a measly
editor of the Chicago Tribune. Not
Die Dumi disappointment I quickly 100, or even a struggling 80 new.
because I wanted to be a Sunday
took the Mail job— and also the plays and musicals a season.
editor, but because the managing
tickets to "The Little Millionaire."
editor, one James Keeley; told me I
And was Eddie Dunn surprised!
In Summary
had to be. The previous Sunday
Now look what happened: Mantle
editor, it happened, had started a
There are fewer good plays, and
playwritirig contest which, as drama- became drama editor, of the Mail; also
fewer bad plays, than there used
editor, I had had the temerity to Pemberton. who Had really wanted to be, because there arc
fewer plays
criticize in detail, if not in tolo.
As to go on with the drama job, had produced. The average in popularity
organized, I told Mr. "Keeley' it was his feelings hurt and shortly quit: runs' about; the same, as you will
certain to bring discredit upon the Mantle went on being drama edftor discover by even a casual reference
Tribune, even then calling to all the of the Moil for the next 10 years. to "Variety's" annual boxofTice-sucaviiig decided against the Lederer
World's Greatest Newspaper^ beecss table.
The: average in quality
cause it would be quite impossible to job; Pemberton,' going first to the shifts with the seasons and the acCarry out the promises of a guar- N. .Y. Times as drama editor, and tivities of the better dramatists.
anteed production for the -winning later to an association with Arthur
I have no regret that -the theatre
plays.
They were to be submitted, Hopkins, the producer, ..soon became
cannot possibly return to the good
producer on His own account.
if you please, in scenario form.
old days, or even approximately to
Mr. Keeley finally agreed with me. Starting with a production of "Enter the good old methods of the show
r
Three days later, after he had looked Madame," with Gilda Varesi, and a men who cpn'.rollctf them.
When
everywhere for his Sunday editor, bit of "The Tavern," Brock, within better plays r.re written, better profew years, accumulated more
and been unable to locate him for
ducers will be found to- stage them
a conference, Mr. K. called me into money than you could comfortably and better actors to play them.
his office and informed me that I Stuff into a Kansas silo: "There's a'
I would not sell my theatre memwas then a Sunday editor and could divinity that shapes * our ends " in ories for a fortune, nor give a nickel
do What I damned wanted to with the theatre and out.
for any number of predictions and
1 did.
the advertised play contest.
prophecies of what is yet to come.
It was reorganized as a play rather
The finer 'arts languish in war time,
Those Yesteryear Greats
than a scenario contest. We reand finer manifestations languish
ceived,, as I recall it. something like
Those .were interesting days in with
establish

1945

3,

Best Sheet SeDers of 1944

Burns Mantle On This Deaning Biz
Continued (ram
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How About

Paramount has

the $l, r
000.000 and over take category. None
will take between. $1,000,000 and $2,.000,000 but eight should garrior be21 films

tween $2,000,000 and

in.

one

$3,000,000;

in the $3. -$4,000,000 bracket; two
in the .$4. -$4,500,000 sphere, and "Go
ing My Way," the. topper of all, is
headed for $7,800,000.
is

Twentieth

Century-Fox

is

third

films., of which, five arc in
the.$l, 000,000 to $2,000,000 class; 10 in
the $2, -$3,000,000 contingent: two in

with 18

.

the $3,000,000 group and one. "Wilson," Calculated to bring in at least
$4,250,000;

.

Warners

face the barrier with 10.
This is almost a lOO'o rating for
releases of a company, which got
away from the secondary group of
films in the year. It has eight that
arc good for between $l,00p.000 and
$21000,000; five in the $2.-$3,000,000
division;, two in the $3,000,000-and-

publishing] and' distributing versions
It was in October, 1935 (see "The
of the songs in the songshcets in
Best Plays, 1935-30"— adv.) that it 1941 and 1942. The court also apwas decided to reorganize a N. Y. pointed a special master to compute
an.i one should hit
Drama Critics' Circle that, from lack damages, suffered by tlie - -music, over grouping,
"•'•'.'
$4,000,000.
of interest, had sunk into as pretty publishers.
a state of desuetude as ever you picJulian T, Abeles, represented the
Universal is most healthy in the
tured; Brooks Atkinson was elected music publishers.'
top. brackets. Though it has no films
.

-

Suit

Rights to Uterry

Widow' Must Be Tried
Ruling that" only a trial can disperformance
the
whether
close
rights to- the operetta, "The Merry
belongs to Loew's and
Daniel L. Brown, and placing the
burden of proving its title iipon
them, Justice Carroll G. Waller in
N.Y. supreme Court last week denied the motions of Tarns- WilmarkMusic Library to dismiss the answers and counterclaims filed by

Widow,"

.

New Opera Co.
the action involves royalties of
$10,000 sought by Tarns- Witmark for"
use 'of "Widow" by New Opera in
producing the operetta in San Fran-;
the

Cisco

and Los Angeles.

defense and
that neither

New Ope

counterclaims
plaintiff nor

.

'

|

a s

alleges
.

Loew

s

and Brown were the owners of ihe
stage and public performing: rights
of "Widow," and had no. rigHt 1°
contracts. They seek return
of $50,258 in royalties paid for use
of Ihe operetta on earlier .-agreemerits, claiming thai "Widow" is In
Ihe public 'domain.

make

.

.

Carlyn band goes back
Green's, Pittsburgh, next
for its fourth engagement
there in less than a- year.

Tommy

into

'

.

Bill

month

.

.
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Top Tunes
I

Always

Dream of You
Be Seeing You
Get By
Walk Alone

I'll

I'm Making Believe

Love You
You Is My Baby
Had to Be You
Long Ago & Far Away
Love Love Love

Don't Sweetheart Ma
Fellow On Furlough

GI Jive
Goodnight Wherever

I

Sweet

Is
It

Swingin' Oh a Star
Time Waits for No One

Milkman

My

Bottles Quiet

Heart Tells

Me

Alumni

of Calsklll

Henry Tobias, songwriter, who
claims he is one of the. original
directors,
borscht
circuit
social
starting in 1927 at Totem Lodge,
N! Y., when Moss Hart was enter-

'

Mairzy Doats

Holiday for Strings
How Many Hearts

Lovely

head

.

Copake, Danny

at

at White Rose and Don Hartman at Grossingers, all N. Y., is seriously considering formation of a
Borscht Circuit Alumni on the Coast,
now that he. has decided to stay out
there permanetnly.

Kaye

White Christmas

You Always Hurt

Some

of the alumni he has met
he went out there about a
are IVJischa Auer, George
Tobias,.
Barry Trivers,
Hartman, Max Lieberman. Dick Mack,
Benny Lessey. Phil Silvers,* Snag

since

Werris,
Scharf,

forthcoming year probably
beginning of the biggest
boom period the recording Industry
Numerous
has ever encountered.
blueprints have already been drawn
and are awaiting execution for a

The

considerable

number

of

embryo

.

.

.

Manpower
is

majors and smaller independent
companies whose production headaches were much mora bothersome
than those besetting the three leading manufacturers, the overall total

all

was somewhere around
93,000,000,

possibly

a

92,000,000 to
bit higher.
26,000,000 off

This is roughly around
tha preceding year's pace and 40,
000,000 off the produotlon and sales
achieved in 1942, the biggest year
the recording, industry had since the

KEY MUSIC BIZ

SPOT
By MARTIN

ical for

.

Reynolds

in Louisville;

Ky.

BLOCS

that the recording studios are

Carl Ravazza.
bandleader currently at La Martinique, N.Y., is
the latest maestro to conclude a
deal with Broadcast Music, Inc. for
a music publishing firm; With only
six original songs in his books with
which to start a music house.
Ravazza drew the usual $12,000 annual guarantee against performance
royalties.

His contract

with

BMI

includes
the

the. usu%l clause guaranteeing
latter 250 air plugs annually.

As

a

matter of -fact there

few well

known

bands 12

years ago.

-

Phil Spitalnyt contract wjth Universal Pictures for th« use of his
"Hour of Cl?arm" orchestra in the
film, "Here Come the Coeds," recently completed, included clauses
insuring pertain demands. He insisted
that the camera's lens be trained on
the band for at least three minutes
without shifting, that his featured
performers be given certain atten-

Boosted Dane* Bands
The disc jockey was a very important factor in bringing dance
bands into prominence. The bandleaders themselves will admit it. We
demands by
have fetters to prove it.
These
tion,
etc.
What made, the dlsj jockey so Spitalny, briefly, tell the story of
popular? Well, for one thing, he Hollywood's unsuccessful relations
was on many times during the day, with the band business. Few of the
when live talent was not available. other maestros who achieved picture
He had a wide choice of the finest contracts were foresighted enough
musical talent. The programs were to be sure of certain things and as

station.

to

of

.the recording companies themselves now recognize the value of
the disc jockey and curry his favor.
all,

.

.

singers.

•

~

(Sc^nued on

93,000 Sheets of music on its initial
placement to the publishers. Inter-

national -Circulation Co. (Hearst)
distributes for the. trade. This is a
marked uppage from .the 503 racks
or so four years ago, with their
1,000 copies.

Today an average of three songs
each of the 20' bestsellers go into the
racks,
although practically, fortor thereabouts, two
old
songs are pulled out and the two
upcoming ones substituted.

nightly

The MPPA's Walter Douglas did a
job also on paper regulations eliminating 1941 as the base year, because
that was the year whoh the pubs
were off the air due to the BMI fight.'
Had the Government arbitrarily
stuck by "41 as the base year, it
.

would have meant

thejtld all

virtu-

be out of ousiness today.
Thus, the top sellers were many,
as indicated in adjoining columns.
The titles give a representative
cross-section of America's (meaning

ally

the world's) tastes^ and
that so-called war songs,

points

made

up

their

impact only by romantic indirection.
Viz., "I'll Walk Alone" and "1 11 Be
Seeing You." whereas "GI Jive."
Dandy" (WB), plus a
the
"Shoo Shoo Baby" and "Victory
from
realized
125G
estatewin's
Polka"
were more in a novelty
in
Blue"
"Rhapsody
forthcoming
vein. In fact, novelties, like "Mairzy
(also Warners). And so it goes.
Doats,
"Milkman,
Keep Those
Uppln? Revenue
Bottles Quiet," "The Trolley Song."
With or without the blessing of etc., were eagerly taken up as a rePetrillo it was the pot at the end of lief from realities.
Hie rainbow for almost everybody
Trends were orthodox. True, the
in 1944. Of course, now that Victor Latin influence persists as witness
and Columbia arc going to give "Amor," "Let Me Love You ToDecca slitter competition, that's so night." "Besame Mucho," for inmuch extra gravy on the horizon.
stance, and there has also been an
Everything now booms for the inclination to the novelty calypso
music biz. For instance, a former tempo. An old Frank Loesscr tune,
cancer on the industry, the bootleg- revived -by the Andrews Sisters but
has b e e h of a yesteryear Paramount picture,
racketeer
song-sheet
fought to a standstill and scared started it. "Sing Me a Tropical Song"
was the first of the '44 tunes to put
into realizing some $625,000 per an
the acent on the wrong syllabic, and
num to the publishers.
The Music Publishers Protective thence followed "Come With Mc My
"Rum-and-Cola-Cola" and
-Assn. alone has found means for. Honey,
the like.
upping music biz revenue over $1,
The semi-sacred ballad,, of the
000,000 a year. As for instance the
Mann
Curtin-Vic
Mizzy school ("I'
how
racks
music,
12,000 to 13,000
spotted in the crossroads of America, Had a Little' Talk With the Lord")
will probably pioneer more of.- that
In every town and hamlet, in outsort
of
'45.
ballad
in
David Rose's
stationery
of-the-way barbershops,
last year's "Holday tot Strings," of
stores, and the like—outlets, heretocourse, gave vent to that cycle, and
fore foreign to'the.jnusic publishers.
'.

—
—

'

'

•

the. sergeant-songsmith followed
it
Each carries 15-20 of the best sellup with his own series of Brcgmaners and guarantees a rack order of
Vocco-Conn effusions.

Tradewfse, the .highlights included
the final schism of Berlin and Born-

By BERNIE

kisser,

Popular music fitted most, aptly
into formula. And so the disc jockeys featured dance bands and pop
Not only that, but they built
When they
up the performers.
heard a new song or a new band
What a difference from the situa- that had merit, they gave freely of
This enthusiasm not; only
tion about 12 years ago, when the praise.
record business -was in a bad slump boosted the popularity of the recordand radio was blamed for it. At that ing artist,- but waa> no small factor
time the disc companies saw red' in inspiring people to buy phono-,
every time they heard one of their graphs so that they could play their
favorite discs. Tin Pan Alley was
waxings played on the air.
It was oil the West Coast that helped, too, as the publishers will
radio stations learned they could testify. Personal appearances by. the
produce very entertaining programs record artists on these programs also
by playing phonograph records. The boosted' their popularity.
trend quickly, spread across the
The disc jockey has been recogcountry. Soon more than 500 sta- nized in official ways, too. The surtions were playing records. Then veys, such as' Hooper, Crossley' and
the disc jockey was born. Two other Pulse of New York have indicated
trends started about the same time— that these programs compete with,
an d it was not a mere coincidence.
and often surpass, network shows.
Tne sale of records began to zoom
Another barometer of the disc
__ an
d danco bands sprang into pub- jockeys' recognition is the extent to
li
,
uc
* avc* as they had never sorunfi
page 144)

community that has a radio

Ha has contributed a now phase
dictionary. Most Important

'

Bands' Hi-de-Ho With Hollywood
Slows Down to a Waltz

,

humming again, the disc jockey' has
by nature informal and, therefore, a result .the big Hollywood band
gained more prominence than ever, easy to listen to; Audiences grew by boom took, a header before it really
Today, there are only
got started.
He has established himself In every leaps and bounds.

.the

continue to remain forte so long as
wartime rationing minimizes spend*
ing for other luxuries. It's the same
thing as in England all over again,
with extra refinements, of course.
Not .only is the yesteryear .400,000-copy hit selling twice that, but
repeat "revival" hits in '44 trebled
what they did a decade or two ago.
No question, as tempus continues to
fugit, it's going to be a great day for
the music publisher and sohgsmith
Nostalgic values today endow valuable old copyrights with enhanced
worth, particularly where Hollywood
concerned. Now a $10,000 synis
chronization fee fbr an imported and
significant copyright is no longer
startling. Entire film biographies of
Cohan, Gershwin, Youmans, Porter,
Berlin (in part) arid others are being
made. Cole Porter's $300,000 for his
life story and songs is an instance.
Berlin gets a $250,000 guarantee
against 10?i of the gross of the
(Bihg
forthcoming "Blue Skies"

'

BMI Deal

,

were

biz mirrors everything
biz prosperity and will

-

Rayazza's

That the recording business is and
Col. Records Expands
will continue to be the most vital
Columbia Records, beginning; to
form of exploitation to the theatrical
put into effect plans for postwar exbusiness as a whole was obvious in
pansion, last week acquired the old
the plain and gusty sigh of relief
Remington-Rand factory just outthat went up when Columbia and
side Cincinnati and will make it
Victor finally settled with the AFM
over into a major midwestern man
several months ago and went back
ufacturlng plant. It's due to begin
fight.
27-month
Up
after
work
a
to
spinning out pressings Feb. 1.
to that time, the band business par
ticularly was in a mood, what with
things
let
Petrillo,
to
the war and
.slide and get along as best they
could: With the complete settlement,
however, the new life and spark in
the band and music business were
definite and evident in everyone's

before.

DISC JOCKEY IN

Now

;

Reid, radio vocalist, to the Reynolds
Metal Co. He will produce (he mus-

reason.

far as actual sales of the past
concerned, the disc business
didn't do so badly in view of the
manpower problems it had to face
and lick to get any sort of production at all. Embracing the sales of

As

year

Sammy

which, go overseas,, disturbed service

whole by producing entirely new people charged with the responsib.b. names of. their own. That's, not bility of gelling them out.
'conjecture. It's an obvious answer.
As far as new personalities go; the
There are experienced men in the recording business- didn't have a
disc business who assert it isn't diffi- chance ot producing any. For most
cult to envision annual sales more of the year Columbia and RCAtliHn double the totals thp firms now Victor were too concerned with conin existence were able to achieve serving production and materials to
postwar. This means. 250,000.000 to sustain the b o. names and disc royal30Q.000.000 pressings annually. They lies of established artists on their
don't see music on wire, or in any rosters, without devoting time to new
other form, disturbing the recording talent. Decca. which was operating
setup for at least Ave or more years. all of the year due to its earlier
And. of course, when such progress settlement with the American Fedeventuates they will swing into line eration of Musicians, couldn't take
with it.
on new talent either for the same
a

'

Boretz,
Fain, Morty Offner,

The music
show

else in

lumbia) and "Old Square Dance Is
Crosby; Par). Cohan got a ditto
Back Again"- .(Paramount), and a
amount for his "Yankee Doodle
•musical score written with Don
Gersh
cut.

:

stimulate the theatrical business as

Walter

Allen

early 1930s. Estimates of the past Eddie Eliscu, Jay Gorney, Leonard
year's sales are fairly consistent with Sillman and others:
executives' guesses made to ^'Variety"
Purpose of the group, besides solast summer, which stated '44 sales
cial,
would be to And ways and
would be between 75,000,000 and 90,means of giving new talent a chance
000.009, probably closer to the latter.
to display their wares and to deContrary to general belief, the
manufacture of V-Discs for. the Army velop, now that the war has altered
and Navy did not disturb commercial the borscht circuit from the summer
stock company aegis to weekend
record production too greatly. Ap
proximately 2,100,000 12-inch discs stands at most.
Tobias, incidentally, has sold two
were turned out for the services in
the 12-monlh period; the majority by songs, "Rockin"; in the Rockies" (Co

manufacturing venture! among
which are several that will, or
should, according to the foundations
been laid, emerge, as
that have
major companies.
Such ambitious, plans to get on the
gravy train of recordings can have RCA-Victbr and Columbia. Decca
to
produce
refused
only one answer. Some will at first consistently
have difficulty getting started due to V-Discs in Its own factories, but they
the limited number of saleable art- were and are being made by World
owned by Decca.
ists hot .under contract to currently Broadcasting,
established companies, but eventu- Nevertheless, Decca's rejection of V
ally the numerous newcomers must platters, production virtually all of

By ABEL GREEN-

.

tainment

Trolley Song
Victory Polka

month ago

wilt see the

MUSIC INDUSTRY LOOKS
AHEAD TO BIG 1945

Songimlth Plans Hollywood Branch

Together

,

You Are

&

135

BORSCHT MOVES WEST

No Love, No Nothin'
Paper Doll
Poinciana
San Fernando Valley
Surrey With Fringe

I'll

Couldn't Sleep a Wink
Dance With Dolly
Don't Fence Me In

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

Annivenary

J^RgETv

Thirty-ninth

1944

of

I'll

Sesame Mucho

-

three bands tied to .term contracts
any major studio Tommy
with
and Xavier Cugat with
Metro, and Harry James at 20thFox.

—

..

Dorsey

Because of Hollywood's method
of inserting and using, maestros In
pictures, there now is'little marquee
value in their names, whefeas, when
the Coast first started buying up
the more established leaders in
-

bunches,

it

was because they found,

via a survey, that a
a Harry James or a

ttJjjj

This is not
can be attested to

palcfto
It

;

-—

.

Metro

releases.

Currently, there are only, a few

Dorsey, bands at work or with future comWoody Herman mitments on the Coast. In addition

meant extra admissions, By using
:n brief sequences, often
bluean already,
into
written
printed script to add power, to the
marquee, Hollywood alienated these
band followers to the point where
They,
they arc no longer lured.
quickly became aware. of the factv
only
quick
catch
that
they'd
glimpses of the musical organizaindividual
tions
and
"lusici?HJl

H

ABC

Music Corp.' and
formqd
Bourne, Inc., besides getting a $400,000 cash settlement for the privilege
trouble of questioning the reactions
of releasing Berlin's self-written
of fans to their film appearances.
copyrights to the songsmith.
Hollywood never' attempted to do
The payola continues an age-old
much with the possibilities in name
headache. This was complfcated by
music. The best results ever at
BMI wpoing bandleaders, et al., into
tained was by 20th-Fox, which built
forming
their, music "publishing"
W>ves"
a story titled "Orchestra
around Glen Miller about three businesses. Many just contributed
their
instrumental
theme songs,
years ago and turned out a success
never
printing
a tune, but still getful release.
ting paid for the "performances."
No Academy Award Actors
Revival songs 'such as 'Together,"
Film moguls have stated as the "As Time Goes By," "111 G*t By,"
reason that bandleaders have been "Always," "It Had to Be
You,"
unsuccessful on the Coast and have "Sweet and
Lovely" clicked:
not been assigned extensive roles is
Warner Bros.' test suit against
that, few have the ability to handle
Lucky Strikes' method of "Hit
such work. On the basis of past
Parade" appraisal remains a holdperformances that argument cannot
over excitement for the new year.
be denied, Too many maestros have
WB's newest subsidiary. Advanced
demonstrated that they are not acMusic Corp., with "Don't Sweettors.
A few realizing their defi- heart Me," was the first testee. Inciencies, have attempted to overcidentally., talent manager Mne Gale
come them. Harry James, for ex- is partnered
in Advanced.
Buddy
ample, was at 'one tlnie taking actMorris likewise took on Johnny
ing lessons between pictures, it's Burke, Jimmy
Van Heusen >and
said.
Whether he was or not, his-j-iHarry-Warren Outfits/
thus accenting
ability at making-believe improved the
artist's
and „',tlve. songwriter'*
considerably in his most recent value,
especially if enjoying filmusiby any major leader involved with
Hollywood who has gone to the

Tommy

such talent

conjecture.

WOODS

sjein.
The songwriter formed" his
Irving Berlin Music Co. (unincorporated), giving a profit-sharing
deal to most-of the staff he took
away .from the old Saul
Bornstein
partnership firm. Latter retained

own

to the three

cal

outlets.

He

also closed

a

10-

year deal with Bing Crosby, to publish all the Groaner's film tunes.-

bands mentioned above,

Woody Herman just 'completed a
Salle
role in "Murder at the Vanities'
for Republic and will make another,
Neil
there.
Spitalny'}, .chore for UniSan Francisco.
versal and forthcoming work for
Dick La Salle assumed leadership
Gene Krupa and Frankle Carle at
RKO, arc the only ones that ea6lly of Neil Bondshu's band at the St.
come to mind. All of these are one- Francis hotel here, and will keep
film contracts. Except for these iso- the crew intact,
Outfit alow- Its Mul'ar Ro6m stay
lated . nsc^6f bands, Hollywood's
romance with the big-name maestros Feb. 25. end moves east for

Dick La

0?er

Takes

Bowbhu Band

.

is at

an end.

-

lugs previously contracted.
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Thirty-ninth
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Wednesday, January
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Thirly-ninlh

p^RJETY

We are

Anniversary

proud of the

artists

Wednesday, January

who make

Capitol Records. Fine artists are the

most valuable asset a record company
can- have. and Capitol has them -just
. .

read the

list!

Finding the right tune for

the right artist

is

our specialty.

It ac-

counts for more than twenty smash hits
scored by these stars in the last 2 years.

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

3,

1945

Thirty-ninth
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Anniversary
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Thirly-ntnlh
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Wednesday, January

Anniversary

3,

MAESTRO MUSIC COMPANY
PRESENTS

SHEET MUSIC

"JUST CLOSE YOUR EYES"

"BETTER DO

IT

NOW"

RECORDS

GEORGIA GIBBS
SINGING
ft!

THE TROLLEY SONG"

WISH YOU WERE WAITING FOR ME"

Ikasfon's; Greeting*

And Our

Sincerest

Wishes

for

& iWP

Jack

Hocco

Chtsttr

Jleto

gear

B
M

B r«qman

w
V.

eeco

\^/enn
c.

Season's Greetings
in*

Famous Music

Paramount Music

Corporation

Corporation

1945

Wednesday, January

1945

3,

Thlrly-ninth

P^RJETY
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amazing, amfounding, astounding
and perfect proof that quality "COLUMBI A"
attracts quality "the finest artists in the world"
Jt's

Samuel Lifschey
Nino Martini
Curt Massey
Louise Massey A

Roy Acuff
Josephine Antoiiit

Bob Atcher
Gene Autry
Sal va to re Baceflloni

Pearl Bailey

John

Bflrbirolli

Howard Barlow

A RobertBOD
Bela Bartok
Count Basie ,
Bartlett

Kurt Baum
Johnny Bond
Big Bill
Bonnie Blue Eyes
Les Brown
Budapest String
Quartet
Adolf Busch
Cab Calloway
Frankie Carle

-

Meyer Davis
Al Dexter
Don Cossack Chorut
"Eddy DuchiiT
Nelson Eddy
Zino FrancescattI

The Westerners
Frankie Masters
•

Al Goldman
Beimy Goodman

The Modernaires

Martial Singher

Morton Gould
Roland Hayes
Horace Heidt

Buddy Moss x
Dennis Morgan

Phil Spitalny

Oscar Levant
Ray Noble
Guiomar Novaes
Old Hickory Singers

Joseph Szigeti
Leopold Stokowski
JesB Stacy
Claude Thornhill
Jennie Tourel
Helen Traubel

Myra Hess
The Hi Flyers
Adolph Hofner

Kmery Darcy
Karl Davis &
Harty Taylor

Monroe

Kate Smith

Eugene Ormandy
Reach Pickers
Hank Penny
Bill Ferryman

Danny Kaye

Egon

Jan Kiepura

Irra Petina

Edward KilenyiKolisch String Quartet

Ted Daffan

Bill

Harry James
Herbert Janssen
Serge Jaroff

Bionislaw Hubermann

Andre

Cleveland Orchestra
Spade Cooley
Bill Crosby
Xavier Cugat

•

Rudolph Serkin
Lulu Belle and Scotty
Ginny Si mm a
Frank Sinatra

Golden Gate Quartet

Casadesus
Bruna Castagna

The Charioteers
Carlos Chavez

Rathbon*

Dick Reinhart
Paul Robeson
Artur Rodzinski
Bidu Sayao

Lauritz Melchior
Minneapolis Symphony
Dimitri Mitropoulos

Chuck Wagon Ganf

Edwin Franko Goldman

John CartelRobert A Gaby

Lee. Castle

James McCain
Brownie McGhe*
Memphis Minnie
Nathan Milstein

Basil

Fritz Reiner

Kostelanet.z

Louis Krasner
Ernst Krenek
Charles Kullman
Efrein Kurtz

Gene Krupa
Kay Kyser
Mar joi-ie Lawrence
Lotte

Lehmann

Erich Leinsdorf

Petri

Philadelphia Orchestra

New York
Philharmonic

Gregor Piatigorsky
Ezio Pinza
Pittsburgh Sympho'ny
Lily Pons

The

Prairie

Ramblers

Rise Stevens

Tommy

Tucker
Walker A Sullivan
Bruno Walter
Marek Weber
.Robert Weede
Westminster Choir

Bob Wills
Teddy Wilson
Yas Yas Girl
Vronsky & Babin
Maurice Evans
John Gielgud
Astrid Varnay
Curly Williams

John Finley Williamson

.

Thirty-ninth
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Top Tones

Disc Jockey
Continued from page 135

An

war

government

various

whicli

agencies enlist their aid. We have
given yeoinnn service in every war
bond drive, ns well as in Red Cross
campaigns, in appeals for books,
records, pianos and other items for
have been
our fighting men.
asked, to prepare a book, on how to
conduct a "Make Believe Ballroom"
program by the Army, for use In
hospitals where all the boys need
is a phonograph and a batch of records to do an. imitation of pur mike
>
technique.

W

-

DON'T

BLAME
ME
Music by

.

.

JIMMY McHUCB

—

-

Tour Books

lor

All-Time Favorite

.

Big Sales HypiT

I
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Published by
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Now that normal recording is
again under way, another important
function of the record spinner is apparent. We have become a record
buying guide for the listening public.
Each week we play the newest releases from the disc companies, giving each recording a buildup by
talking about the writers and the

BOBBINS

performing artists. ThU' the listener
gets a sample of 'each new waxing,

Can you think

of a better method of
marketing insofar as the record companies are concerned?
The industry which has profited
mo>t from co-operation with the
disc jockeys is the band business.
This has grown from a pittance in

and meny other top

-direct

1933

orchfttra leaders

first

acknowledge

to

of chorUH.

1619
Kroiltlwny

New- York

the

potency of make, believe ballrooms
all over the country.
When they
send advance promotion men out,
one of their first functions is to contact the disc jockeys and solicit plugs

1»

:

SAMPLES FREE.

TUNE-DEX

-HUMMER MUSIC-

i

There's » Int or ohm tor now along
Tin Tun Alley ulioui it Tlmcly-unlque
.long

for the bandleaders'" recordings.

*

—

*
.

"QUIT-CHER-BELI-AKEN"
The War)llcli> To Win

(And

Audiences

Bob Strong's orchestra goes into
the Adams theatre, Newark, Jan. 11

Wood and

with Barry

record

ot Bong IHtB ot over 100 publishers, plus old favorites. Includes lead short* and lyrics

a colossus which involves
today. The baton, wavers

to

millions
are the

VISUAL

Csos this SxG

tlre.-u

I. ike.

This One

Show Finale

'

FREE PROF. COPIES

Patsy Kelly

PUR. OF AMERICA
^^_.1HO Fifth Ave. N. Y. Clty.^_
A-l

radio unit.

MUSIC

Happy New Year
To

All

My

Friends

TLL BE SEEING

YOU''

SAMMY FAIN
TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY.
A

Heartiest
Greetings

,

GREAT POPULAR STANDARD TODAY

SEE

[I'LL
1

YOU

lyrlt

For artist copies,

new

MY DREAMS]

IN

by Out Kahn

•

Mvilc by liham

vocal and

Jmim

J

new dance arrangements

Get in touch with PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager
Standard Exploitation Department, The Big 3
1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19
Circle 6-2939
•

SEASON'S •RIETINftS

to

Mm

ItHrt Int wtol -.meat

THEY'RE HOTI
it
if

*
*
A

m

"There's

• Great Day Coming. "

"There'll Be Sunshine for
of your audience.
"Deep In Arkansas." The

WorM

THEY'RE HlfSI
Ace

of the

war

That Boy O' Mine."

songs.
It will

touch the .heart

rhythm song. New! Different!
"Good Sight, Mister Sunshine." A beautiful story In waltz tempo.
"You Vsed to Be My Sugar." A Itnoclt-out! The boogie-woogie- blues

nong.

.

.

A "Some

Day, Maybe." The Acme of the waltz ballads. It's Irresistible.
Stare, Sereen, Badlb Artists—Professional Copies Available

ART KASSEL

EDUCATIONAL FEATURES ASSOCIATION
.

"In the Heart of the Hills Country"
Calico Rook 1, Arkansas

AND HIS

"KASSEL'S IN

THE AIR"

Season's Greetings

JULIAN T ABELES
745 Fifth Ave.,

New York

Wednesday, January

3,
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GOOD FRIENDS
WORLD OF SHOW BUSINESS AND MUSIC

CORDIAL SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR
IN

THE ENTIRE
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EDWARD
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Manag-

'
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I

HAMPTON

LIONEL
and

his orcheitra
'featuring

RUBEL BLAKELY

DINAH WASHINGTON

?fc^«ltiiliilllliiiiiiiil»lli

•
i

Currently

LIS

Strand Theatre

New

and

MOWN

hit

York

oraheitra

with

DORIS DAY

BUTGH STONI
•
Currently
Pennsylvania Hotel

New

York

MORGAN

RUSS

"Music

in tb,e

Morgan Manner"
'

"•

.

featuring

MARJORIE LEE
AL JENNINGS

FREDDIE SLACK
and hit
Capital Recording

Mdnth

6th

Claremont Hotel

Orcheitra
•
Currently

Berkely, Cal.

Prank Dailey't

Meedowbrook

ANDY
HIS

KIRK

CLOUDS OP JOY
Theatre Tour

SID CATLETT
The Ail-American

Drummer and

his

Famous

JAN SAVITT

Quartette
•

and

"Streets of Paris"

Sixth

hit orcheitra
Featuring

BUDDY WELCOME
HELEN WARREN

Hollywood

Month

•

Now

Theatre Tour

LOUIS
and

ARMSTRONG
hit

orchestra

EDDIE SOUTH
"The Dark Angel

featuring

VELMA MIDDLETON
TEDDY McRAE

of the Violin"

•

Currently

Currently

Zanzibar

Now

.

RED NORVO
featured with

Goodman

•

D.

Benny
"Seven

Ziegfeld Thtatre, N. Y.

Club Bangazi
Washington,

in

Lively Arts"

C.

York

STUFF SMITH
and hi. TRIO

I

.•

now

in

sixth

month

ONYX CLUB, NEW YORK

TOMMY REYNOLDS
and

hit

orcheitra

•

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
PLaza 5r0078

Now

wm

I
,

I

RED ALLIN
new

mU HIGGINROnOM
In

26th month

GARRICK STAGl LOUNGE, CHICAGO

Southland Club
New Orltant

3,

1945

Wednesday, January

1945

3,

Thirty-ninlh

40 Years of Night Clubs

vocalist, will

By ERNEST BYFIELD
Chicago.

<

been connected with nightI have
it seems
club operation so Jong that
next oldest profession in
lc me the
In choosing words, "opapt, but I am not

the u-orld.

may be

1

eration:

sure about "profession,"
hardly define the title

Usually

operator.''

It

Is

and

I

can

"nightclub

used

as. an

epithet.

The origin of one of .the oldest
surviving nightclubs occurred about

Joan Edwards' Roxy Date
Edwards, singer on the
Lucky Strike Hit Parade has been
booked into the Roxy for Feb. 28
or March 7. Victor Borge was pre-

Joan

.

viously signed for this

bill.

Miss Edwards was originally set
to appear
on the. current Roxy
show, but begged off because of song

brother Gene ran Its basement restaurant, the College Inn.

In
the joint, we threw him but.
days, college students were
prone to fight duels In public places,
usually with beer bottles instead of
The other patrons accumusabers.
When more than
lated the scars.
two students got together; the riot
squad wound up the party.
Gene got the idea it would enhance the tenderness of a filet migHe
noii if you -ate it .to music.
thereupon hired a gypsy fiddler
named Rigo, whose chief- claim to
virtuosity was that he was married
to a large blonde American, heiress
who was publicized as once having
been: the bride of a Roumanian
prince.
Nowadays, a Roumanian
prince hasn't much social standing,
but then it was big news.
.

Earlier

Impressions

earlier

impressions of that

Some

College Inn are

still

Indelible in

my

Maxwell used to occupy an attic
room in that Sherman. Vera Invariably opened their evening conversations by saying: "Entertain

me."

Young Ethel Barry more "occasion-

.

graced the College Inn with her
and so did her uncle, John
And Billle Burke. And
Drew.
George M. Cohan, then at the height
ally

presence,

Of his career.

:

Those were the lavish and. osten
tatlous days.
When a patron spent
money in the early 1900's, he wanted
We public to know. it. Empty charri
pagne bottles were never carted

'

.

were left In clusters in
center of the table, or upside
In the coolers.

tway; they

i

aown

Midnight Sappers
Midnight
•'

intal

supper

was

the great
captains

Our

epicures.

for

would bring the chafing dishes to
the table, and there add the sherry
•nd the flourish to the Newburg (we
•till do It, when we have captains).
Rival establishments fought for
htad waiters as they now compete
wr headline acts.
head waiter
condescended to most of the patrons,
•nd was occasionally affable to the
proprietor, but not enough to give
the proprietor an undue sense of his
importance.

A

^The midnight

restaurants had a
then .which has vanished.
word "nightclub" had not yet
oeen coined, nor had anyone thought

gjgnity

™e

W

checkrooms.
Clgaret girls appeared later and, still later, 'the
Msperadoes who peddled flowers,
Joe flashlight
photographers, the
"•wkers of dolls and souvenirs.

H

there

Signed

wer

a nightclub adequately

is

for

seen

1

?f

its purpose,
have
I
of them do not
ot good, presentation,
appear to less advan-

Ik Most

Permit
J™
» that stars

e *nan they

'Sf
ing

u

8

ls

would on the stage.
Particularly inept, hav-

borrowed

nothing worthwhile
which has been
"•Wloped to an art.
The good will of a nightclub, like
Pf any other theatre, lasts, as
11 u abl « *° secure attrac22?-^
that draw.
It ls almost lmle *«> maintain
entertainment
5 • continuously high level.
•t^"" 08 * anything may happen to
wowner of a nightclub. The nightDpe r at
K£*J 1 1 or s cycle of hours and
."Ornately places him apart
worn stage lighting,

:

EF

,

'

pothers.

•

toitf«
'tyiv

vf

If he's been lucky, he
to extract some commemories and assoda-

N.Y. nitery
La Martinique,
be pn bill with

Upton Scraps

Its

Ole Opry House

Union Tiff Averted

As La Conga Signs
was. nearly, a case of

all '.'lit

up

Artists stepped in to pull
the' show after Harris had refused
to sign basic minimum agreement
with the talent union.

Variety

Conversion of Camp Upton from
an induction center into a hospital
AGVA had been dickering with
during: the fall of the year just Harris for several weeks but latter
passed marked the end of a unique is reported as having balked on $50
milestone in wartime 'theatrical history. With the closing of Upton as
a reception point, the Opry House
passed but as the Incubator of more
soldier
entertainment
than
any
other similar spot in the country.
The site is now. used for the recreation of convalescent troops.
.

This

camp

first

came into national
World War I

prominence: during

when

li

ving Berlin created the his-

tory-making
there.

It

was

current war
barking on

Yip

"Yip

week for choristers,
He had been given until Wednesday

scale for six-day

When

to sign or else.
appear at

lie.

failed to

AGVA
AGVA

for the signing of.
took summary
the contract
action and sent a representative to
the nitery* arid ordered the show

put.

•;.'

After addtional confabs the' contract was signed and the performers
were permitted to go on.

Yaphank"

revitalized during the
the. Army, em-

when

its huge entertainment
program, cast the Berlin success,
"Th: Is. the. Army ."The Opry House
also served as the gathering point
;

AGVA Made Concesh

To New England

Alan Gale, comic.
La Martinique has also signed
Karen Cooper for Jan. 11. Chirper
was previously featured at the
Copacabana.

With Talent Union

I

.

will

and no show to show at Jack Harris'
La Conga, N. Y. nitery, last Wednesday night (27) when a deputy of the
N. Y. local' of American Guild of

will never forget my for talent which, later went into
jealousy as I watched "Winged Victory" and "Army Play
John Barrymore squire Lotta Faust, by Play."
who seemed to me then, to be the
While these ileitis got the most
most beautiful woman I had ever
publicity, one of its most vital funcI can recall listening in awed
teen.
tions' was its facility for providing
reverence to tales spun by George
Ade and Booth Tarkington. And, the basic training for soldier enter
tainers.
Under Sgt: Alan Wilson,
later, to Wilson Mlzner.
recently given a medical disI can remember Raymond Hitchcharge, nSwly inducted performers
ooclc. and the Dolly Sisters, whom
he used to swain, never being quite learned how to adapt their own ma
sure which was which,' but satisfied terial to fit the need of troop audiwith either. Fanny Brlce and. Vera ences. The Opry House became an

memory.

adolescent

7.

It

The College Inn was so named because of a certain policy. Whenever
we discovered a college student in
those

as a single nt

Feb,

cohfliciion.

my father owned
here and my

40 years ago, when
(he Sherman' House

Shelvey Denies

Cugat's Copa Deal Off

AGVA

Sets Ralston
Philadelphia..

Frankie Ralston., singing m.c, has
been elected president of the Philadelphia local of the American. Guild
of Variety Artists.

Nitery Operators

Rcpereusions on a. slaU'nuMit issued lasl. week by a spokesman for
New England Cafe Owners
the

Guild, which in. effect implied that
Deal between Xavier Ctigat and the American Guild ot Variety Artthe Copacabana has been called off ists had made concessions on union's
because of Cugat's desire' to remain standard
were
basic .agreement,
for.
on the Coast. Deal had been
heard at the N. Y. national headthe rhumba orch to start at Monte quarters' of AGVA. with Matt ShelProser's spot Jan.' 26.
vey, national administrator of the
with
Copa is currently dickering
talent union, denying emphatically
the^Pancho rhumba orch, but deal that any such concessions had been
is not yet definite.
made.

Standoff on

New

According to Shelvey. the group
hod wanted the concessions they
claimed to. have gotten, and more,
and in reprisal for four of its mem-

being declared unfair,
spots
tossed out talent in several of the.
threatened: a
smaller spots and
greater lockout on its nitery talent if
themnion did not give them the kind
Afler a
of contract they wanted.
Philadelphia.
The American Guild of. Variety few tried it and business toll off. thie
Artists last week announced it would rest, realizing they had bren licked,
no longer take neophyte singers into refused to go along With tlicm.
the union due to a "glut" in the
Prior to this, 'according to Shel-

ber

Philly Singers

•

canary market in Philly.
Since cocktail lounge's and musical
bars have laid off chirpers to elimentertainment tax,
inate the 20'..
there has been an overabundance of
vocalists here, with somo
there are at least
claiming
icials
Off
20 singers to every hoofer in this

AGVA

.

.

area.

Philly

147

make her

bow

She
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Jo Stafford's Nitery Bow
Jo Stafford, former Tommy Dorsey

Hereafter no vocalist who is just
in his career will be
granted union membership unless' he
or she can show a contract from a
starting out

booking agent.

"We

don't

young

want

artists,''

said

discourage

to

Dick

the.NECOG had petitioned the
AGVA national office to remove
Fred Nerrett, AGVA's Boston rep.
claiming he had classified them
above rightful status, among other,
abuses. Dave Fox, head of the N. Y.
local, was dispatched to Boston and
found nothing debatable in Nerrett's
actions. Fox told; them they'd have
vey.

to

accept the. AGVA basic

minimum

agreement 6i' else. The lockout ot
some acts followed and still, accord-;
Shelvey, they further
tempted to challenge the union:
ing

to

Upon

Mayo,

finding that

at-

AGVA-mcmber

executive secretary, "but there isn't acLs. would not remain in the uninOther officers: Johnny Frisco, 1st enough- work for the singers who are pacted places, and after further
already members. If young singers ability to get any agent (o book talv.p.; .Sammy Weston, 2d v.p.; Ivy
Clare, 3d v.p.; Ruth Habcyj. treas- can show us that they have jobs or ent after having been warned by
urer, and. Jackie Hill, recording sec- very good prospects- of getting work, AGVA of the unfair listings, they
retary. Members of the board: Joan we will grant them union member- then signed basic agreement withAlcott, Lou Brent, Charna, Billy ship. But. we must protect our mem- out the alleged modification.
Elkton, Joe Hough, Charles Hagan, bers."
Referring to the supposed victory
Most of the musical combinations on arbitration c 1 a u s c. Shelvey
Kay,
Beatrice
Levene,
Charles
Nanette, Dick Thomas and Ethel playing bars here consist solely of -scouted that, too. He pointed out
Whyte. Richard C. Mayo was chosen instrumentalists, so that customers that no outside arbitration is percan drink without paying the stiff mitted under the contract exceptexecutive secretary for the fifth conFederal levy.
secutive term,
ing with permission of AGVA. When
experimental workshop where macharges are levelled .against any
terial was tested on new inductees.
nitery operator he is given' a hear-,
Most of the entertainers passing
ing by the local of his own territory.
through there later went, to Camp.
If findings of said local are not satSibert, Alabama, from where they
isfatcory he may appeal to the nascattered all over the world playing
tional office for a review. If previto front-line GI's.
By
.
ous decision is. upheld, permission
Today such troops, still going
A renaissance of oldtime type of t«20 acts at a 20-30-50c scale. Usual may be granted in highly technical
strong after one. and two years exbill was 10 acts, with the added
cases to take' matter to American
posure to enemy action,, have had vaude is currently enjoying a vogue starters, hardups
or- newcomers, Arbitration Society,
but only by
their morale lifted to high levels by in the niteries of New York and elsewhom Pastor never let down. Despite permission of the national office.
such shows.
where. In addition, a dozen or more the long bills nicking the coin turnUpton served as the reception of similar stage units are traversing over on continuous performance
center for most entertainers
inpolicy, Pastor didn't mind the drain
the vaude routes. It looks like the
Wood-Kelly Set For
ducted from the New .York area and
as long as everybody was happy.
is wallowing in the
consequently* was able to provide rising generation
Any wonder that such standard
Shep Fields Unit
first-rare shows.- All types of per- type of comedy and nostalgic tunes acts of that era as the Four Cohans,
formers from hoofers, ballet dancers, that were top faves at Tony Pastor's Barry & Fay, Harrigan & Hart,
Barry Wood and Patsy Kelly have
newscasters and opera
singers 14th street variety theatre in the Weber & Fields,' James & Bonnie been signed to replace the late
worked their first Army show at so-called mauve decade.
Thornton, John & Harry Kernell, Lupe Velez with the Shop Fields
During its career. Pastor's rated Sam Bernard, Ed Blondell (father unit on its vaude tour. Duo will
this camp.
When a producer, a
"Variety" mugg, or a film executive tops with the cream of variety acts of Joan), Russell Bros,.. Lillian. Rus- join Fields in Columbus and concame along, Wilson was usually able just as the Palace did later, when sell, Maggie Cline ("Throw Hiitr tinue through' 'Cleveland, Indianaphad long since become Down McCloskey") and hundreds of olis, Akron and Yqungsiown and
to place them on the technical staff. variety
Among those who served at the vaudeville. Theatre, a small capac- others, came back to play "accommo- Boston.
Opry House were Zero Mostcl. ity house adjacent to Tammany Hall dation dates" and hypo Pastor back
The pair became available through
Buddy Clark, Tommy Dix, Gene on East 14th street, N. Y., was pre- Into the money when the changing their Palmollve show on NBC closMarvey, George Putnam, Jack sided over by Antonio Pastor, a scene started to move show, business ing last week. They had been preEigan, Dick Krakauer, Matty Fox kindly gent who loved performers as and its rialto' further, uptown. It was viously booked for a vaude tour for
(former Universal v.p., now a ma- a kid and grew up to realize the all in the nature of an "unconscious January and February, but the radio
Blackburn Twins, Kazimir ambition of owning his theatre, benefit" for the aging Impresario— show's agency forced cancellation
jor),
Kokic (Ballet Russe), Mario (& where he could meet the cream of and why not? Hadn't he done plenty because of the options it held. Now.
employing
Fiona), Maiu-ice (& Cordoba), Jose show biz intimately while
for them? It was their' way of ex- that the alrer is definitely off,
temple of
of
America,
Linion (Charles Weidman. dancers), them at his miniature
pressing gratitude in a small, way Music- Corporation
played the best of
for the many kindnesses he had ex- agents for the vaude package, fitted
Red Buttons, George Church, Wil- variety art. He
and at the same time gave tended throughout the years.
them into the 'Velez slot instead of
liam D'Arcy (Met Op), Sam Wana^ them
many beginners a springboard to
trying to pick up the previous dates.
maker, Cal Tinney and others. Some
Pastor's shows were the essence
fame..
have been given medical discharges,
of variety .and tops in entertainPastor's flourished in the days
vaudeville may
but the majority are still doing
when 14th street was the rialto of ment. Latter day
morale work all over the world.
have had its diverting points but Bill Kent Reelected
shbwbusiness. Academy of Music,
A'ter the war. Wilson,, who has almost adjacent, got the topflight any. oldtimer who had seen both
now resumed scripting radio shows, legits; Big Tim Sullivan's Dewey formulas would still undoubtedly
Prez of N.Y. Agents Assn.
will be able to point to a performer theatre, practically across the street, say, "I'll take Pastor's." The bills
Bill Kent was reelected' president
working at four figures weekly and projected wheel" burlesque shows; had everything that was anything in of the Artists Representatives Asso"That guy used to work for me at Huber's Museum a few doors iaway the entertainment line of that era. ciation at a meeting of the ARA
Every biU projected a congress of
$50 a month."
played Barnum's top freaks, but
board of governors, Thursday (28).
entertainers. In addition to comedy
Pastor's' had the only variety show
Charlie Miller, Music Corporation
patter duos, dance acts, singing acts;
on the street for a long time before
of America vice-president, and Nat
monblogists, minstrels
there was
Seattle's Military
Lcfkowitz, William Morris Agency
B; F. Keith set up the old Union
also a dramatic sketch and comedy
'....-treasurer,- were named, v.p/s and
Square as opposish.
Seattle.^
skit topped off at end of show with
Milt Krasny, General Amuscment\.
The canieraderic between Pastor
Under a new joint army-navy
the headliners combining talcnjts in
Corp. exec., was made secretaryand acts playing for him had never
ruling, all military personnel here
an hilarious afterpiece.
treasurer.
previously obtained nor been, dupliare barred from. any place where
Performers or acts didn't get the
given many, a
had
He
since.'
cated
drinks are served after midnight.
budding performer his big chance coin they're getting now^-nowheres
and in gratitude; these performers near it—but then again neither did Dyer-Bennett Set
never forgot! Many who/ achieved Pastor, get the kind of dough for his
Reopen San Antonio Cafe
For Concerts by
stardom always came back to Pas- shows, either. There are still a few
San Antonio,
Sol Hurok signed Richard Dyerthe old salary at that. of the oldtimers around— and active,
The Gleam Dinner Club has re- tor's and at
was secondary to their too, in the oldtimer stage and nitery Bennett, minstrel singer for national
opened here under management The coin
for
units
who
knew
and
played
concert
tour, his first.
Club has been gratitude,
of J. Crasilneck.
Ted Zittel remains personal and
Pastor's was considered the best Tony Pastor/ They'll tell you, "We
shuttered for some time.
may not have made muoh money but biz manager, Hurok in only as conin entertainment in that era
Local band "provides the dance buy
cert
manager.
certainly
had
a
lotta
fun."
from.
12
bill
of
since it projected a
music!
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A Memory

of Tony Pastor's
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Nitery Catering a

Tough Job

N

Y. Nitery

.'

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

Lefty's Boy. Righty, Writes

FoOowup

a

3,

1945

Letter,

j

SHERMAN BILLINGSLKY MOROCCO CUFFO PARTY
The advent of another new year BUT WITH GIFTS FOR GFS

By

El Morocco's annual New; Year's
day party for its regular patrons' was
sur-le-cufT, per custom, but with a
new wartime wrinkle.
Boniface: John Perbna asked the
invitees to bring gifts wliere a socommittee would transmit
cialite,
them to Ualloran hospital, N. Y.

has made inc wonder if all of us in
the restaurant and night-dub business will

we

have

leam as much

1945 as

in

Jane

in '44.

Never in cafe
history have we
had (o think
quite so quickly on Our feet
as one 'unprecedented problem a' Iter' another in ii k e s
its appearance

— tightened

raSherman Billlngstcy
shorthelp and floods nf cms-.
In the first place, we
tomers. etc.
must continue to please the. backbone of any business; the old
standby customer's,,.while we are met
with thousands of new friends, from
all parts of the globe, as our service
men and women sing the praises of
their pet spots.
One's favorite nite-club, more than'
ever, has. now become a crossroads'
of the world especially your particular world. Soldiers arriving from
Burma frantically greet
fresh from Paris,' and sailors oil
their way to the Pacific leave messages with pals to be delivered in
Europe or Africa. This is not count-

247 Others Get

.

—

chums

together

Copacabana,

The

other, drinkeries,

247

.

cabaret licenses by the N.Y. Police
Depl: Move came as an aftermath
of the wholesale suspension of all.
nitery licenses in the city Oct. 1,
evasion.
tax
because of alleged

she's a boffo click here.
Miss Froman gives out with' '"You
Can't Brush Me Off." I'll Remember
April" and a medley of "It Had to Be
You." "Trolley Song" and "Night and
Day," mid gets healthy enough returns to encore with "Love Life of a
Sailor" and "Aecenl-chu-ate the Posi-'
live."
Her 'final touch. of showmanship came with her. calling over a
lervjceman. from the floor", getting
him into a Helen Morganish position
on the piano and duetting with, him
in a chorus of "Tea for. Two."
Rest of the show is a holdover,
topped by Jerry Lester,' giving the
audience as many laughs per minute
as any other comic to play here, and
George Olsen is up to par with a
crack orch.- Judith Blair and Sherman Hayes supply the band vocals
-j e'f Herron is the alternate
nicely
0
'

Spots were subsequently placed on
probation.

The three boites bearing the brunt
of the investigation were the Copa,
Stork Club and La Vie Parisierine,
The Stork is still fighting the issue
in the courts. La Vie shuttered after
a siege of bad business and (he Copa
settled with the tax- collector.

.

first

the smart, polished personality and,
according to the turnout and reception given ner at her opening show,

with

were granted

Merry Macs booked for an eight
week tour with the Casa Loma band,
ing your known clientele.
winding up in Hollywood for picture
The' rope at the door becomes an commitments late in March..
assignment in diplomacy; it cannot slacken in the face of. fire
hazard and seated customers. A new
"take what you can get" philosophy
has been embraced by even the most
inelastic "brand" drinker, which
leads one to prophesy .that the
N. V.
brand advertising war will begin
Woody Herman (20) with Frances
when the current hostilities, over- Wayne, Marjorie' Hyanis, Chubby
Jackson, Dave Touph; Buddy Lester,
seas leave off.
"Here Come the
All in' all. for most of us' 1944 has LoLhrop & Lee;
Waves" (Par), reviewed in "Vaproved a challenge to be met willriety," Dec. 20. '44.
ingly.
In
the face
of hazards
abroad, our service men want the
Juve-grooved jive crew of Woody
spots they dream about to remain
as unchanged as their own firesides. Herman running as an entry with
Bing Crosby and Betty Hutton's

her

Bringing Back

.

I

Show Biz Memories

By JOE LAURIE, JR.
Mom

Dear

hw

Cabaret License Renewals

tioning,
age of

making

arduous cure lessened ah extremely
gracclul and lovely form.
Neither
does her present inability to locomote prevent her from getting about.
Standing, against the mini piano, an
electrical
contraption
under _ the
piano platform. moves her to all parts
of the floor., imparting a warmth, and
intimacy with her audience.
Miss Froman's pipings are warmthroated and resonant, and her diction is perfect. Her banter and asides
reveal an assured poise. She's still

~
Copa,

Froman,

N. Y. nitery appearance in .Monte
Proser's Copacabana since the tragic
Clipper crash in Lisbon, reveals herself to be one of the stalwarts of
showbusiness. Her long layoff hasn't
_
diminished
artistry, -nor has her

and Dad:

guess this will be a surprise to you. In fact, it's a surprise to
me loo
1 got a 30-day leave from France and arrived here day before
Christmas
I figured I could get a plane out and walk in on you and mom,
but couldn't
get any priorities, so went to grandma's house. In a way, I'm
glad i jubecause it riot only gave Tier a great kick to see me, but it gave
irie a
chance to kinda get back to normal for a few. days. Grand days
with
grandma. I couldn't let her spend her Christmas alone after seeing
those
eyes of hers light up like neons. You know, she docs. spend
her Christ
mas alone, no matter how many people conic to visit her. She is
always
alone when '-her son Lefty and her Aggie and I are not there
Everything- in grandma's house cries out to line about you and
mom and
when 1 was a kid. The little red chair which you sat on. when you
were
a kid and which I. in turn, inherited, is still standing in the
corner of "our
room'."
Remember that grandma wouldn't let anybody use thit rooin
except, you arid I. She had a chance, to rent it but didn't. I
went' to "our
room" and looked at the pictures on the walls, and looked through
your
old trunk and your scrapbooks.
I .felt like an oldlime performer
because
all the"-0ld names-are-so familiar to me from hearing you talk
about thorn
1

.

and'I remember meeting a: lot of 'cm, too:/
Looking the pictures over 1 couldn't help, but think that Father Tinie
'

swung

sure

his scythe the past few years.
Beri Bernlo. Irene Franklin,
Hill, Willie Collier, Lizzie Wilson, Dave Genaro, Harry Brooks, Bill

Gus

Swan, Harry Kelly, Paul McCullough, Herb Williams, Bunny Granville,
Barney Fagan, Jim Thornton, T. Roy Barnes, Geo. M. Cohan, Big Jim
Morton, Joe Jackson, Walter C Kelly, Julian Eltlnge, Bert Swor— names
that shine brighter amid tender memories. These men and women held
options on American laughter. I know their routines by heart. Many's
the night I did them for the boys and got many a smile. The originals
would have gotten bellylaughs. but I figured getting smiles out of an audience "that was dunking its feel in liquid mud up to the hips wasn't half
'

bad.

'

I looked through your scrapbook and old programs where the roses of
fun wefe. pressed between the- leaves. Read the bills you and mom played
on with boys and girls who- have corne a long way since. Jack Benny,
Jose.
musicrew.
when it was Salisbury & Benny; Georgie Jessel, when he was a delinquent,
with Gus Edwards: Fred Allen, when he did a juggling act; Joe Cook, when
he worked with his brother; BennjT Fields and Alan Cross, when they
were just a part of the Blossom Seelcy act; Lou Holtz, when it was Boland
and Hol|z; Joe E. Brown (Prevost and Brown), just a tiny 'acrobat: Hildegarde, who piarioed for Dora "Boots" Early; Charlotte Greenwood, when
she did a piano act with Eunice Burnham; Marx Bros., when they did a
State, N. Y.
Wiiiey Manone Orcli (15), tiiith musical act; Phil Baker, with Ben Bernie; Chester Morris, in sketch with
Stanley Worth; Osinary Diamond, his dad arid mom: Eddie Cantor, with Bedim arid .Arthur; Bob Burns,
Gordyn & Sawyer, Dickie Jones, Bob blackface act; Bing Crosby, Ry thm Boy's, Rudy Vallee, when he first opened
Howard; "Mrs. Parlcington" (M-G)
at the Palace; Burns and Allen' with Sid Gary; Jimmy Durante (Clayton,
Jackson arid Durante); Patsy Kelly worked for Frank Fay; and Frank Fay,
Stale" put a fairly presentable show
when it was Dyer and Fay; and Kate Smith, when she did a single: Edgar
on the boards for the latter half of
Bergen, with his hospital act; Morton Downey, after his big hit in "Excess
the holiday week. With the picture
"Mrs. Parkington," plus Broadway's Baggage"; Bob Hope, when he did that three act; Jack Haley and Flo
jammed streets, it should get its Madden; Ed Wynn (Wyng and Lewis); Lulu. McConnell (McCbnnell and
share of business.
Simpson); Tom Howard/ when he did that "Hold Up"jact; Smith and Dale
Stage session is headed by a pick
a long way on that bumpy vaudeville road.
up band, seemingly made up of ex
Abe Lyman musicians, led by trum
That Lillle Tin Horn
It's a
neat
peter Wingy Manone.
Early Christmas morning grandma blew on that little tin horn she hai
enough combo of six brass, five sax,
three rhythm that performs nicely in used every' Christmas morning, and I didn't have to put on an act to show
the few chances, its given and does a how delighted I was. A bunch of memories rushed at me: There was
Besides con- the tree with the same old star on top. There was the little tin drum
fair job behind acts.
tributing listenable horn solos, Ma- 'that you banged on in your
kid days, and which I pounded, too,- and it
none handles the m.c.ing, a chore would
kinda disappear after Christmas. Grandma would put it away for
he's not cut out for, but one he gets
away with without loo much trouble next Christmas. And there, was your old flrstbaseman's milt and an old
Stanley Worth, former singer with ball, and my rollerskates, a set of lead soldiers and battered train that
Lyman, does one song, "Let Me Love you sent me one Christmas from Frisco, and a lot of other 'stuff given to
You Tonight."
me when I was a kid. Grandma had 'em aU around the tree. It was like
Diamond meeting old friends. Little Jerry had a swell time with 'em all and whilo
Initial
act is Osmary
(New Acts), aero dancer who's cap- Grandma was watching him you could see memories crowding in on her.
able of some unusual and difficult
Then she brought out an old album and showed us snapshots of you and
tricks, which form a good-turn. Gor
dynic Sawyer is a femme comedy mom while louring, pictures taken in front of billboards with your billing
team that gets by mainly on the showing, pictures of you with the Orpheum road shows, pictures in front
screwball antics and mugging of one of stage doors she saved them all. Postcards you sent her and souvenir
They get giggles with spoons you sent from each town. She told us how you would bring her
of the two.
the stuff and wind up in their usual on to spend a few weeks with you on the road and how nice everybody
cape-dance bit.
was to her when they would find out she was-Lefty's mother. How glad
Dickie .Tones (New Acts), radio's she was
She told how many
to get home again and eat home cooking.
voice of Henry Aldrich, follows and
limes you and mom have asked her to come- and live with you in Caliin turn is succeeded by Negro pianist
Bob Howard, standard vaude, nitery fornia. She said she wouldn't know what to do if she ever got rid of her
and radio turn. His act is familiar rheumatism and. anyway, some director may sign her up for pirtures, and
and as effective as ever. It involves she was too old for that now, although she could do much belter than
the playing and singing of a half some she's seen in pictures. She still is stage-struck, dad-, arid al 80, too.
dozen or so standard and pop tunes, I guess it never gets out of the blood.
occasionally by Manonc's
assisted
After a swell dinner grandma look me around. to the neighbors and the
Wood.
bunch.
way she talked you'd think I fought the war all by myself. She pointed at
my service ribbon, marksmanship and good conduct medal, as if they were
IIKO,
the DSC. She sure embarrassed me. but I think the neighbors liked it
Boston.
because it. gave them a chance to talk about their boys and to bring out
Bob letters and pictuics and newspaper clippings telling about their citations.
Charlie Spivak orch
(16),
Dupree & Charlo, At Gordon Rack
"Corny" is what some guys would say to that, but that word "corny" sure
eteers, Cliff Nazarro; others; "Carogets my goat. If someone sings an old song that kinda reminds you of
lina Blues" (Col).
home, and yoOr gal, and you kinda get a lump in your throat, some guy
The Spivak trumpet plus a solid will say "that's corny," just to show, he isn't a sissy and to prove he is a
set of sidemen and. three okay acts smartie.
sets up a neat stage show at the
I got my bid in for a priority to fly out
Well, that's about ail folks.
RKO this week to help snap the your way. I hope it's soon, as 30 days isn't much furlough. I got to get
house back into its. normal groove, back over there for the "second act." I just wanna see you both arid give
with the customers. Show is smooth,
mom a big hug and kiss, and I guess you wouldn't want to put on the
jivy without being oppressively loud,
try some judo— ha, ha.
and the three acts are nicely con- gloves with me anymore, dad, or maybe you wariria
Merry Xmas to you both, as merry as it can be with all that's going on
trasted for balance. In short, tres
her
in the world, and let's all hope that next year, when grandma blows
okay.
"

.

1

House Reviews

Paramount,

•

.

'

filmusical,

New Acts

pi

Sinter
14 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. Y.
Doubling from the Broadway musical. "Laffing Room Only," into Cafe
Society Downtown, Ida James hails
from the band vocalist field and her
floor -work at the nitery shows that
training to have been invaluable.
Sepia singer's command of an audience, with rather a small voice dis-

used on the mike,

is

Even though vocal production

good.

on

is

the thinnish side, she holds attention
fairly well, dressing up her delivery
with showmanly gestures and good
phrasing.
"Snowqualamine Joe-Joe," "Four
Rivers" and "Sunny Side of Street,"
in order a jive tune, narrative and" a
ballad, show she can handle about
any kind of -tune. "Rivers" is especially good, a United Nations number.

She's

pert ^>n

looks and

is'

gowned.

well

Men.

DICKIE JONES
Comedy, Impersonations
15 Mins.
Stale, N. Y.

Dickie Jones

is

the radio voice of

"Henry Aldrich." Like all such acts
that get vaude booking on the slenderest claim to fame, he comes into
the

field with poor, sometimes painful,
material.
He does comedy,
though he has little talent for it. He
sings likewise, opening with a thing
he desperately tries, to enthuse his
audience with, titled "Juvenile Jive."
Later in the act, Jones comes up
with,
impersonations,
the
usual
Charles Boyer, brief Donald Duck,
Jimmy Durante and one of George
M. Cohan in a dance routine: This
segment is acceptable, but on the
whole the length of time devoted to
his turn is hardly worth the vague
bo. value attached to. his role of
radio's famed misunderstood charac-

ter.

.

Wood.

.

OSAMARY DIAMOND
Aero Dancing
>

8 Mins.
State, K. Y;

Here's an aero act {hat- doesn't
come up" with one of the familiar,
standard tricks most terpers of this
type use.
Every effort presents a
different,

difficult

trick

"Here Come the Waves,"
Lester's strong comedy,

Buddy

.

portends potent, b.o. figures at the
Paramount. Early morning lineups
greeted the house crew opening day

IDA JAMES

creetly

us

and

.

it

all

forms an entcraining opening turn.
Short and muscular. Miss Diamond,
however, could improve her appearance by donning filmy; ankle-length
pantaloons to hide the bulgy; gams.
She works now in a black, brief costume that adds nothing to her work.

Wood.

(27)

and automat ticket vending

ma

chines clattered busily until closing.
The Herman herd wisely trains its
ammunish on the 'teen-age battalions
with result that kids' are "dreamy'
from opening themer until the stage
does its down-and-out fade an hour
later. Lester goes' over with kids and
grownups alike as he Xmas-presents
Bob Weitman with one- of the house's
best comedy turns in a long time.
Plenty of credit for the overall belongs to the personable young maestro who paces things superbly with
a sock emcee job, not to mention the
spark he gives the band and his fine
clary, alto and vocal inserts.'
Her-

man knows how

to sell himself, his

orch and rest of the bill without
overpressuring.
Lester (brother of Copa's Jerry)
starts slowly but works into wholesale hilarity with his rapidflre Harry
Lauder and Lawrence' "Two-bits"
impreshes, clowning with Herman
and the musicians, kidding radio
commercial jingles and kindred zany
antics:
The guy works hard but
doesn't overdo things. Encore, bit,
trumpet imitash of Harry James, is

much
"kind.

better than
..-•'
—

most things of

its

~"7

|

.

—

Boston

Bill opens with stomp sendoff tune
by Hermanites giving- way to casyon-lhe-orbs Frances Wayne chirping
"L'm Making Believe" and "Happiness is a Guy Cajled Joe." Latter, a
tough, assignment (Ethel Waters sang
it first, didn't she?) comes off okay,'
thanks to sock backing "up by the
band.. Lathrop & Lee, boy and girl
tap team, follow. Gal puts the turn
over— she can step, has looks and her
choice of- a long, slinky evening
dress, instead of usual gam-revealing
Band, paced 'by Spivak on the
costume, provides a "tease" s.a. eledoes "Liza," "Estrelita,"
ment.-' Dancers return later for a trumpet,
Stuff," "Irish Lullaby" and
briefle during "Whispering." part of "Solid
"Even Steven," each in a varying
band's nostalgia medley.
but shapely style, while the leader
Medley includes "Always" and takes oft to bounce high notes off
'.'Confessin' " with leader's alto solo
the chandeliers and snaffle kudos
and singing putting latter over. Bass from
the kids put of school. Irene
viol
comedy bit, featuring the Daye sings "Into Each Life" arid "It
bearded Chubby Jackson, wows 'em,
Had to Be You," and does very well;
what with Herman singing blues' and Jimmy Saunders tends
to treacle
Clowning
as
the
portly
string- with "Wonderful Winter",
and "Let
snapper wears .his fingers to the
Me Love You;" but is liked.
bone. "Who Dat Up There," another
Bob Dupree and Charlo, whose
Herman vocal, also goes over.
semi-ballroom, semi-acrobatic dancBilled, but hot introed, are Dave ing is exceptionally gracefully conTough, whose steady drumming im- ceived and executed, lend a fresh
presses even the non-hep, and Marr note to the proceedings; Al Gordon
joric Hyams, vibraharpist, who, re- and his purps wow as is their standgardless of the fact that Lionel ard custom, and Cliff Nazarro, turnHampton is only a few blocks up ing his double-talk on Hollywood
the street (Strand), grabs the fea- personalities, wows as usual. There
ture spot for "Flyin' Home" signoff. was plenty of biz at the opener.
She does air right, too.
Doftn.
Elit.
.

''

'

'

'

'

-

.

.

home and
little tin horn, lhat it will bring all lhe boys and girls back
Man.
that once again there will be Peace on Earth and Good will Toward
'
Your son,
Sen
Riehiu.

AGVA, BOOKERS SET

TO CONTROL CLUB DATES

.

;

-

.--'

'is

American Guild of Variety Artists
planning more stringent control
field;
Mortimer S.

of the clubdate

Rosenthal,

AGVA's

associate counsel,

has arranged a series of conferences
with leading bookers in the field,
result of which is expected to lead
to pacts,

The clubdate and casual
been considered a hard nut
.V

has
crack

field
to.

i,'

because bookers are considered employers and consequently terms of
the AGVA contract with Artists
Representatives Assn. and many provisions of the N, Y. state and vnunicipal. licensing laws do- not apply
lo
'

them.

AGVA

seeks to enforce/a personal
guarantee salaries,

liability clause to

arrangement

for

financial

respon-

cases where the booker
has no control of. financial arrangements, and minlmiims based upon *
zoning arrangement from New York.
The 20% minimum now current in
the field- Is expected to remain.
sibility

in

'

Wednesday, January

.

194B

3,

Thirty-ninth

f^RiETTY

Our Armed Forces May Die of Boredom

Do Not Arrange Now to

If

VAUDEVILLE

Anniversary

mMMmk AGVA Shows

Plan For P ostwar Entertainment

We

Increasing Signs

Of Achieving Financial

Bolster Their

American Guild

Caruso, Jr/s, Nitery Dates

One

of the bitterest

World

ot

FRANK SCULLY

War

I

was,

and

was."

stars,

"When we

ball

left

'".'

The ill and injured were even
more neglected than the troops who
returned all in one piece. Soldiers
Hills Hospital, Staten Island,

Fox

in

,to take one example out ot thousands,

lay

much

so

for

as

NORMAN

and truest gags

France they told us that
when we came back nothing would
be too good lor us, and nothing
to fight in

Ave months without
or

seeing a hoofer

a

newsreel of a football game./
One of the authors of this present
plan for the postwar entertainment
of our armed forces abroad and the
wounded at home was lying in an
army hospital in 1019. He was
shocked to read that new plays were
being tried every week at, of all

The entertainment

of convicts in

more

those days was presumed to be

urgent than that of wounded veterans. The author hobbled over to
Times Square and shook Broadway

producers into a realization that
shrapnel
suppurating
guys with
wounds needed dry humor to heal
their draining sinuses just as

to.

move

much

He

eventually (Jot entertainment.
What's more, he got well.
In World War II show business
has been, more alert than other
branches of amusement in this issue
of entertaining the troops, but even
here the press notices have been far
In excess ot the actual performances

For one Bob Hope or Jack Benny or.
Joe E. Brown or Al Jolsonwho has
hopped overseas between radio seasons there have been hundreds who
have not even gone on a bondselling junket for a week or two
Did anybody ever sea Greta Garbo
as far from home as March Field,
Calif.?

Even such an outstanding circuitwhose head and
heart whipped up enough cream of

rider as .Bob Hope,

wit to send thousands of troops roll'
ing in the isles of Sicily, the Aleu<
tians and Capri, ended his magnify
cent tour of morale-building with
the anti-climatic remark, "When the
war ends it will be an awful letdown."

Rations for GI'h

But why? Why should there be
any letdown in the giving of, say,
20% of one's vacation time to -entertaining troops who, even after the
war, will still be giving 100% of

He'

tight little monopoly and
didn't quite know how It could fit
into the monopoly of government
in wartime without losing its iden-

and independence completely.
AH of them wondered, too, if they
submerged their setups under Government directives would, they ever
get them back in peacetime? Thus
none of them felt encouraged to
work out any plans for continuing
to bolster the morale of troops with
entertainment, once an armistice was
tity

to the task of holding
bridgeheads of civilization?

theirs

the

right now. into a realization that
peace needs more morale, if possible,
than war, and soldiers "with nothing
to do" need it most of all.
Still, show business did something
World War II without being
goaded into it, which is more than
oan be said of other branches of the
world of pleasure. The general pub
lie poured millions into the USO for

in

purpose.'

Inc.,

SGT. WESLEY WHITEHOUSE
"THE ACE OF MAGII"
Now appearing dally and nightly

The USd-Camp

under the general

man

Lastfogel, covered'

most of our armed outposts with at
least song-and-dance teams, paying

them

$500' a

troops

month

to

with a base pay

entertain
of $50 a

month.

Show
alert

for

a

spring

SNAG

its own dugouts into umpirebaiting distance of our armed forces
How long will
is a bit of a shock.
they stay out there, once the issues
of life and death have been eased?

Way Back

in '42

These are questions for them as
well as us civilians to answer. The
authors of this Tjrief personally laid
out a plan for the weaving of all en
tertainment and sports into the naval
and military tapestry, with overall
civilian control, as early as Janu
ary, 1942. As early as May, 1942, it
had been submitted to Victory Center, a civilian clearing house for
.

the more sports-minded
Congress.

TALENT

members

money

to be
in trying to build

champions

in action

THE HOTEL STAKES
By BILL HALLIGAN

on foreign me,

We

called it the Scully-Sper Plan
For Sports in War. Officials (the late
Marvin Mclntyre, secretary to the
President, particularly), gladly gave
it the green light.' .

"Willie, outside of myself I

business has even been
enough to the dangers to re

sent the way professional sports, for
Instance, has lagged In this respect,
Producers have pointed out that pro
fesslonal baseball controls its players
with a tighter hand than ancient
Rome controlled its slaves, certainly
tighter than Hollywood controls its

at
Park track. He says. to
would say you have bet on more losers

than any man I know among the thespians, and I know them all" (I didn't
know anyone was next to me). This singer's name is Arthur Loftus and
he used to work for publishers when I first knew him, singing from a box
in a theatre to bolster up some fat prima donna who Was trying to slug

over a sob ballad. He. says, "Willie, the greatest line ever written in a
song was by Will D. Cobb, and it was in 'Sun Bonnet Sue.' It is a standout.
I says, "Singer,
it is: 'Sunshine and Roses Ran Second to You'."
you say that because you are a racetrack man, but it's a good line at that,
come to think of it. I have one that goes for the World of torch carriers I
have met in my travels— me,'* too it's from Joe E. Howard's 'I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now?' The line, 'I wonder if she ever tells him of
jne?' "
I knew a lad who was carrying a torch around the old Friars.
His gal gave him the ozone over 'the' phone on a cold winter night. He

Our general plan included such Here
specific items as. the transporting of
Joe Louis and Billy Conn to Africa,

Alaska,

Solomons,

the

Moscow and London

Chunking,

for a series of

—

dished out of the club in the sleet and snow and tore his shirt off
as he ran, crying, "Oh, Lord, gimme pneumonia, gimme pneumonia." Well,
carried a torch once myself, so I can appreciate the man's feelings. I
carried one once from 7 o'clock one night until 7:15.
The singer says, "I remember a great comedy ljne in a song that was
sung by a colored team. A man and woman. The gal sings, "I want a
Ford and a big sedan," And the comic looks her chassis over and answers, "What a car—what a can."
It's funny enough to be in Bennett
too.
Cerf's hew book. Well to get back to the race course, The singer says:
Football also had been worked out
You know a lot of actors used to come to the track but only a few every
so that the Rose Bowl gams could be
day. The unsuccessful ones of course.
Vincent Serrano, the great onetransferred to the Coliseum, the
time 'leading man; Robert Hilliard, with his gray topper, and carnation—
Roman Coliseum, if people didn't a Saturday man. The antithesis of Al Reeves, the burlesque king, in his
quite get. the idea that our plan was
plaids and his big yellow diamonds. Dewey Bentham, a prominent trainer
part of the grand strategy of offense.
today, was once a hoofer in vaudeville, and a singer of parodies, named
In fact, all the various bowl games
George Armstrong quit the two-a-day to become a handicapper. Mike
had been provided for in the plan.
Simons, the Hammerstein stage manager, was a regular, and so was George
Thus step by step we integrated Choos, who owned a. stable of horses. One of them, Carmen Pantages,
the entire, field of. American sports made- me very happy one day at Jamaica. Today, things are different.
into the war eftort, and though it Actors own racetracks. Pat O'Brien and Bihg Crosby are the bosses of
might have involved one more Gov- Delmar down San Diego way. Mervyn LeRpy is a director of Hollywood
ernment coordinator, what would Park. Irving Cummlngs, Louis B. Mayer, Lum fit Abner, Dave Butler,
one more be among so many?
Veloz fic Yolanda, Rochester and many others have, their own stables.
The thing could of course be done
The greatest bettor of them all was little George White. He' bet $40,000
beautifully
by some well-heeled on a race one day at Belmont Park and won it. Buddy Ensor, the jock,
tycoon, seeing his end on this earth got two tickets for White's "Scandals" as a reward.
is near and worrying how he could
"Take yourself, Bill,", he says to me, "how did you do when you made
ever squeeze through the eye of the book?"
needle that leads to heaven.
"Wait a minute until I brush away a tear," 1 says. "Lost more than I
Such a conscious-stricken per- had but got a- lot of experience."
"Well, Bill, let me tell you a story of ah Irish cleric who liked to make
sonality could gain Immortality on
earth for himself, as well as storing a bet once in a while. He says to me, 'Singer, I know all the owners,
up credits in. heaven, by beating the trainers and jockeys. They give me nothing but winners. When on a
Government to such a noble experl- rare occasion I bet on a loser -the bookmaker is a good man and he gives
tertaining troops because there was me my money back— and wlih all that I am $300 loser on the season'."
I

:

'

.

funds

sufficient,

properly organize

to

nitery

capable

AGVA

field.

respect.

manpower to
The youngest

tough sledding that Equity, the legit
union,

had during its adolescent
However, through Shclvey's

.

period,

guidance. and splendid* support from
his chief lieutenants,

Dave Fox,

head.

.

of the N. Y. local; Florine Bale, head
the

of

Pacific

of

Irving,

Mortimer

Coast

'

Jack

local;

the

Chicago

H.

Rosenthal,

"AGVA

counsel,

and

local;

general

.

has come

into

its

own.

AGVA

the first recognized
vaude union since the old White
Rats, which was scuttled by the
Keith-Albee company union, National Variety Artists, which wasn't
even a union. Equity had thought of
is

.

organizing vaude, also, but was
stymied through lack of a charter.
During the interim there had been
an attempt by Ralph Whitehead to
float a vaude union known as the
American Federation of Actors and
aside from inducting several hun1

-

.

dred members from the: WPA Federal Theatre Project nothing in the
way of potent organization of vaude
had eventuated until AGVA stepped
in.

Hurdled Tough Problems

|

Had we

fields?

a state of chaos in 1941 sans

the vaude and

.

Hollywood.
urgent and thoroughly AmerWe call him the "Singer," a little chunky figure of a man whose looks
not been able to make, belie his age. I would handicap him at 60 only because I have known him
a mighty Army almost overnight,' a long, long time. He hasn't changed much because he leads an outdoor life.
thanks to the physical fitness of our He is a racetrack habitue. .. .Once he was a first-class warbler in vaudesportsmindedness American youth? ville, then later a sawdust canary. The lad goes 'way. back in the RemisWhat, then, could please these boys cence Stakes.
in uniform more than seeing their
We were sitting in the clubhouse
Hollywood
old

as well.

.sufficient

union of the 4A's has had the same

triotic,

ican.

respect and unlimited support' of the

parent union but of the allied crafts

command

.

of

of

Detroit.

with plenty of
hotels,
to spend for acts, is reported
in one of those predicaments

.

In the White House it was welcomed with open arms, hailed as an
inspired and practical program, pa-

'

Asso-

the

Artistes

America, parent Of all talent unions,,
its accomplishments under the guid-

but

up its room business for the chain' outside N. Y:
While willing to spend between
$1,500 and $2,000 for top acts, the
chain is reported trapped between
the dinner and the supper shows.
Report is that top acts at this price,
are a little too blue for the dinner
business, when the family comes in
with the kids, and when acts are
found on the so-called unsophisti-^
cated side It is n.s.g. for the supper
in making his name
shows.
for libraries instead of Homestead
As a result, while willing to unshooting parties, what Rhodes did in
is
establishing his scholarships to take limber the bankroll, the chain
right
the mud of imperial exploitation of having a problem in finding the
backward peoples off his business' names for rooms in its hotels In
WashingBuffalo,
Boston,
Cleveland,
suits, what Rockefeller did in geti«g the greasespots off his name so ton and here. Thus far the Terrace
that he might be remembered' for Room here has had four names in
financing medical research instead since the fall season opened— Hildeot monopolizing coal oil, might be garde, The Hartmans,. Victor Borge
done by any multi-millionaire sin- and Carl Brisson. Since Sept. 15 the
gle-handed in this. matter of bring- quest has been to find acts suitable
ing pleasure to millions of young to the both types of patronage for
men who suffered so much that the the nitery rooms.
rest of us might live to enjoy our
The problem is not acute in New
liberties,
our fortunes and our York, where the Pennsylvania works
sacred honor.
with 'a band policy.

war-winning ideas. By March, 1943,
we had managed to bring it to the
attention of the White House and

of

and

not only has a sizeable "war chest"

Address:

ETO

stepchild

Actors

ciated

From

.

from

under. its present administration, has
gained
consistently
stature.
No
longer the

Statler

Com. Z

of Variety Artists,

ance of Matt Shelvey, national administrator, has not only won the

ON HITERY

the liuropean theatre under the
personal direction ot F.D.R., takes
time out to wish his many friends
Season's Greetings.
Hold over. .indefinitely.- Will advise when available.

'

Abe

slated

in

19th S. S. Co.,

;

agership of

also

STATLER

APO 562,' e/o Postmaster
Believing that the depressing hisNew York City, N. Y.
tory of post-War I is bound to repeat itself, unless taken in hand, we
believe a plan for postwar amuse- no overall control above the via riment of the armed forces is how in ment as entertaining the armed
order.
This particularly is true of forces
a postwar world.
those branches of organized pleasHe would have, many eminent exure and entertainment which were
amples to guide, him. What Nobel,
not very well represented in the
did in setting up his various prizes
war itself.
to remove the stench of dynamite
For baseball, the great American from his family tree, what Carnegie
sport, to take two years to move
did
remembered

It included the deHope's fear of a postwar letdown boxing bouts.
a tipoff that should be heeded veloping of this pattern from heavynow; Those who have gone from weights down to flyweights.
gags to riches while 10,000,000 others
It included, further, the playing of
are going through blood, sweat and baseball in a world's series beginsudden death should hot be allowed ning in army camps and naval trainto desert their
comrades-in-arms ing stations and ending in Tokyo,
the moment an armistice is declared where we had been led to believe
They inevitably will, if not educated there Were pretty good ballparks,

Shows,

is

musical.

signed.

Is

just this

date.

on.

was a

convicts needed to have their
morale bolstered. He got attention.

20%

g<t a

may

be argued that professional
sports have been so remiss in enous professional sports, as there was
Each sport
over motion pictures.
It

as

L

Enrico Caruso, Jr., son of the
noted tenor, will start a nitery tour
at the Town Barn, Buffalo, Jan. 8
and will follow with a Detroit club

SPER

m

places, Sing Sing!

-

L.

but it took professional basenearly two. years after Pearl

Harbor

Stability

By ED BARRY

Morale in Exile
By

149

|

AGVA in its short term o'f existence 'has organized 70C,'
of
the
niteries throughout the country and

•

80% of the vaude theatres. With
most vaude now spotted in niteries,
and many operators unfamiliar with
.

either union affairs or show business,
a tough problem was posed which
the talent union has since hurdled.
successful campaign in reducing
the nitery tax from 30 to 20*5.; better working conditions at better salaries for performers in theatres and
niteries; a '30-shows-a-weck maxifor theatres and 21 shows a
week for niteries, with overtime for
all additional shows and a weekly
day off for nitery chorines, are but
a few of the accomplishments of the
talent union.
Its

mum

"Payoff in the dark" has long
since been out. AGVA members are
protected by cash bonds covering
two weeks' salaries, similar to Equity,
and with immediate payoff should
the place fold overnight or the road
unit close prematurely.

AGVA

has also pactcd 80% of the
talent agents operating in N. Y. and.

throughout the country, either via
group organizations such as Artists
Representatives ; Association,
National Theatrical Agents Association
or 'as individuals. Latter are taxed
$50 yearly for franchise.
Sidesteps Coart Actions

.

|

Besides seeing to it that both performers and operators live up to
contracts,

AGVA

also

adjusts

dis-

putes
between
performers
and
agents which would otherwise have
to be" threshed out in court.
An example of AGVA's strength
with, of course, the backing of the
Four A 's, was the tiff with Billy.
Rose, on pacting of his N. Y. nitery.
•

:

Diamond Horsheshow. Rose

stalled

on signing^

until Shelvey took the
matter to the Four A's. Latter notified Rose that, in the event of an
unfair- action being leveled against'

him by AGVA,

his

legit.

"Carmen

Jones," and his then in the making
"Seven Lively Arts" also would be
affected. The contract was sighed.

Shelvey predicts a better year for
performers in 1945, with many of the
spots already uppihg budgets, both
theatres and niteries, and also forecasts there'll be more, vaude in theatres than during the past yean
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& SCHAEFER

JONES, LINICK
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

BENNY FIELDS
and

BLOSSOM SEELEY

Exclusive Management'

WW. MORRIS AGENCY

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Robinson
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

MARTY FORKINS

Americans Largest
Independent Theatre

NO NAME
TOO BIG!

Where Chicago

*

artists

fa

sees the greatest 'name* bands a*d leading

person

.

..

.

famous

for

booking

top-flight

acts.

NO STAR
TOO BRIGHT
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has broken

all

records

wherever he has appeared
and

Now

VERSAILLES
New York

4th

Return

Engagement

Management:

i.
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"The Hottest Thing in Hot Licks 99

DOROTHY DONEGAN!
When DONEGAN
The

Critics

is

Keyboard,

at the

go Overboard

•.

*

*

«

.

.

THEATER:

NIGHTCLUBS:
NEW YORK— 5 MONTHS!

PAUL SMALL'S "STAR TIME"

ZANZIBAR,

WALTER WINCHELL: "Dorothy

N. Y. Post: "Shout from the
housetops about the greatness of Miss Dorothy
Donegan. . ."

EARL WILSON.

board magic

VIRGINIA FORBES. N. Y. Sun: "Out of this world.
Her sustaining rhythms are tantaliiing. .". She
is a natural. ..."

in

'Star Time'

Is

Donegan's key-

Big Time."

MOVIES:

.

"SENSATIONS OF

1945" (U A)

LEE MORTIMER. N. Y. Mirror: "A terrific swing
pianist, she scores again and again. .

RADIO:

RECORDINGS:

PHILCO "HALL OF FAME"
SID SHALIT, N Y. Daily News: "Dorothy Donegan
is a sensational young boogie-woogie pianist and
singer. She makes the airwaves tingle with her
effervescent rhythms. . . ."

DECCA
ART TATUM.

"She

Esquire:

feminine jazi pianist.

.

.

is

the foremost

."

Exclusive Mtft.

FREDERICK BROS. AGENCY.
XKW YORK

HOLLYWOOD

Iiie.

CHICAGO

GREETINGS

We are proud to be members of the Amusement
and Recreation
sion

Division of the

on National Defense
. .

.

District

. .

Red Cross

Relief

Sfrth

Fund

Nations

.

War

.

.

.

Chicago CommisOffice of Civilian

.

Corps Army Area

Defense
.

.

Drive

Navy

.

. .

. . .

Relief

Fund

.

.

.

United

THE CHICAGO TIMES
Management DAVID

Reliefs.

*
It

9th Naval

Army Emergency

*

P.

O'MALLEY, 203 No. Wabath

Ave.. Chicago

MARGARET FABER DANCERS
AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING SIX-GIRL
DANCING ENSEMBLE

has been a privilege and pleasure

On Tour

Consecutively Since 194*

to have been associated with the
various committees listed

Recent Inqoejementi
Orymplo Theatre, Miami
USO-Camp Shew* Overleaf
Windmill. Charleston, S. C.
Tie Toe. Montreal
Henry Orody Hotel, Atlanta
Clover Clyb, Mioml
Overteat Caravan

above.

We take this opportunity to publicly
thank each Individual

member

the cooperation given us

for

THE FABER SWEETHEARTS
THE FABER LOVELY LADIES

in fulfilling

our desire to make the Chez Paree

ON TOUR
USO-CAMP SHOWS

part of the war effort.

•
Direction:

CHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO

MIKE FRITZEL
JOE JACOBSON

PAUL SANDER, Wood*

Bldq.,

Chicago

A Happy and Victorious New Year
"BE A BOOSTER"
For

MILTON SCHUSTER
Because Milton Schuster

127 North Dearborn

Street

Is

Your Booster

Chicago, HI.
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MATERIAL AND STORIES BY STEPHEN GOODMAN, REPUBLIC
NSW S0NGS SPECIAL
HOLLYWOOD BROUGHT TO MUSICAL PERFECTION BY FLORIA
'

PICTURES,

^
NEW
A MEW

•

VESTOFF AND GORDON ANDREWS OF NEW YORK CITY.
AND GLORIOUS WARDROBE BY HOLLYWOOD'S GREATEST FASHION EXPERTS.

HAH SLAKSTONS ENTIRELY!

STANFORD ZUCKER

AGENCY
MADISON

420

AVE.

NEW YORK CITY

154
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Season's Greetings
From th* Great

f/^RJETY

°* S*ar»

at

CAFE SOCIETY
UPTOWN'
HAZEL SCOTT
JIMMY SAVO
ELWOOD SMITH
EDMUND HALL'S BAND
GENE FIELDS TRIO

the greatest name-band
parade in the world
In the panther

and

CAFE SOCIETY

room and bamboo room

JOSH WHITE
MARY LOU WILLIAMS
PHIL MOORE'S BAND
IDA JAMES
CLIFF JACKSON

cab calloway

mc

hal

intyre

BARNEY JOSEPHSON

boyd raeburn
woody herman
jimmy dorsey
vaughn monroe

Proprietor

HEAR

HEAR

YE!

YE!

THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THI

brown

les

IVAN BLACK

Publicity:

F. B. I.
(FOREIGN IUREAU OF INFORMATION)

hotel

sherman

FOR,

THOSE INTERESTED

MARTY

HARRY

COLLINS

PETERSON

:

"COMMANDOS OF LAUGHTER"
SBND

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
o

With USO-Camp Shows.

eutfu, <%u.

tourlog

s&&~js&$u stmt

"Jut

—MEYER

Representative

Chicago

^ From

NORTH

Oii« k

lulioii to

IN

THE

SHOW

BIZ

WHEN YOU SAY

PHoroMPfWfwrnrjN;;
Fljwlen. gloity prlnti In til ilin.
Made Irem your own pnote or

'LET'S

W.

1.15

4<l(li St.,

Still

1M4 Hroadwey, New

llroariwnv

York. N.

liiMli-

Another

'

n«
,U going *°

„

MOSS PHOTO SERVICE 100 "* 6 ' 60

SAYING
LOOK AT THE RECORD"

IT'S LIKE

pott 18 moathi.

company, Uelt No. 223.

4

AwlA'c
p« * m * *
50>9*K I 3

•

negative.
In large (.iieailUe!
lew ti 3e each: aeflteard olio 2c.
Mall orders everywhere. Write lor
tree samplee.
Price Lilt V.

Uriety

Inc..

for the Ride"

New York

1», N. Y.

ACTS! COMICS!
Wo
K

LEON & EDDIE'S

Wrlto for Headlines

JIXES and HEXXY

Annlvertary Greetings From

M-ll.K

N.Y.C.

LI

30lh

I

N M

Rd„ Lou UUnd

AN
City

1,

N. Y.

Fro* Catalog of

Prepared Material Available

//orec

TIMES SQUARE
"At

Asrox
NEW YORK

1HI CROSSROADS Or THI

WORLD"

Y.
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ELLA FITZGERALD
the nation's No.

1

songstress

JOSEPHINE HOUSTON
the singing star

BOB JOHNSTON
Blue Network singing star

LUCKY MILLINDER
,

and

his orchestra

JAMES STEVENSON
NBC news commentator

COOTIE WILLIAMS
his

trumpet and

his orchestra

MARI YANOFSKY
radio writer

156
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Anniversary
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TONS OF
HOLIDAY
GREETINGS

AND
BUCKETS OF
BEST WISHES

FOR

1945

RINGLING BROS.

AND BARNUM
& BAILEY
COMBINID SHOWS.

INC.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
*

LOEW
BOOKING

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
Dance

Pantomime

Satirists of tha
Return EnvaKflment
Terrace Room

AMERICA'S FAVORITE

-

MAYFLOWER HOT EI.

AGENCY

MAGICIAN

AKRON, OHIO
4th Week

OPENED JANUARY

oiNiJMi ixicunvi
.

_.

OMien
IOEW BUILDING ANNEX

\^p^^C-'

40 W,

*H, M.V.C.

•

FREE

Myanl ».7W0

OPPORTUNITY
TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE
.

PERSIAN

ROOM

-

3rd

PLAZA HOTEL

NEW YORK
Just

Concluded 12 Successful Weeks of Return
Engagement for the Statler Chains

At

PHH-Matttr.eaej-rllM Noi.l-2-J.4-5

$1.00

MILES INGALLS

EACH

Maka Checks Payable
206

W.Mtli

St.,.

PartoMl Rapreieatative

to

PAULA SMITH
Mall to

"Fnn-MoMer"

ASTOR HOTEL

NEW YORK

Suite 10-G, N. V. C. ID

DEL COURTNEY
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

FEATURING

BOTTIE l»OTSO\-JOII?V\Y WILLIAMS
<'l'RRKNTLV

BLUE

ROOM

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW ORLEANS

Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

CITY
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To

the end that this nation

emerge victorious
and lasting

in ay

^

to a just

peace

and

this

, o >

theatre

has,

will put, all of its effort

and resources
calls

.

.

,

whatever

may be made

Bond Drives
Defense

.

.

.

, „ *

, . *

for

Civilian

Red Cross

6

•

or U.S.O. .We stand ready
.

to give

100% of our services.

*

*

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

BELLE
BAKER
SCOn

HAZEL

IMF Of THE IVORIES

If fraternal love

At

Held

all

How

beautiful this

men bound

CAFI SOCIETY UPTOWN

NEW YORK

World would be

FEATURED IN FOUR PICTURES FOR M-G-M AND
COLUMIIA AND IN WARNER BROS.' FORTHCOMING

RHAPSODY IX BIJ

0~

MR.

HAL

(AL)

ft

1

MRS.
TISH

STONE and LEE
WITH

DOINa

NINA KAYI

SINGLE

RKCCA RECORDING ARTIST
Management:

BARNEY J0SEPHS0N

Publicity:

IVAN

HACK

'

Y
n

.

"

'

n

.

;

1

.

'
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pace
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mn Ihe

site of the Teriace
Shuttered spot was lo-

i-festaiiiaiit.

gas

;

I

he' city

limits, and,

being

coupon's

.

what

'

they

are, Wallers felt he'd be belter off
at a location easily reached by tne* last?
Apparently it is expected to last
.Miami Beach propeij. Current spot
medium spenders! fearing a dearth at least long enough to warrant a
Hotel SrW Yorker.
favorable business outlook for 1945.
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saying there was; more loose spend- in 1945.
Labor problems in the. motion picing money around thai there had
ever been before or ever would. be lure industry are likely to remain a
again, later found that 1944 was headache.
By and large, however,
topping 1943.
Film ;.business, dis- any stock-taking of film industry,
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tribution and exihbilion. exceeded
Arabia woivt sweeten '.'certain' aromas.
the previously .*esiablished record
Debatable whether they'll want logrosses for whal was considered the
quacious verbal reminders in their
phenomenal boom year of 1943..
homes.
In an analysis of cross-sections of
Only solution would appear to be
a sharp editing program, both as to the country, previpusjy reported 'in
major company execs
length and taste, until the ;troops get "Variety,"
noted: that the Coast areas, both' east
.sellled once again into ihe American
way. They comprise a fair segment and -west, had shown the greatest inof tomorrow's markets, and their in- creases; even as all other -sectors
fluence on commercials in mags and where there was. war industry im-
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and fresher.
that GIs, who have seen
whole streets and towns strewn with
dead, know that all llie perfumes of
fields '-greener

Independent

Lcadliia,

War

sponsible
Journal.

is

English Hit .Kit. for
being, re-

Office,' be.sides
-
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Dance

Band

'

The t"wo
some ihrec

organizations started out

yeai-s ago. with 8,000 orchestrations every six weeks, / and
now distributes 48,000 copies and

24,000 orchestrations per month, covering entire globe.

petus.

On

the Pacific coast, rentals
increased as much as 18"; over 1943
in many instances.

"
Foreign markets, of course, loom
larger than ever before iii appraising the picture Industry's near- and
long-term outlook.
The wartime
boom, in fact, has increased rentals
to such an extent abroad that the
revenues of u; S. companies are
often as great as iii pre-war years
when ali of Europe was a -market
instead of a batllegrouhtl. 'In England, for example, U. S. film rentals,
have moi-e than doubled since 1940.
The importance of arid the battle
for the world markets; Will assume
first line importance during .1945 in
U. S. film company counsels.
Returns from some foreign' countries
are as much as 400 and 500% above

pre-war.
U. Si fllms, occupying arouiid
'

,

,

85%

Moore to Enlarge To
Mixed Band

Phil

Full-Size,
'

Phi| Moore's small

band

.currently

;

Society Downtown. N. Y..
will.be built to a 16-nian outfit-, half
half white, within, .the

at Cafe

Negro "and

next two months. Moore, who Wrote
"Shoo Shoo Baby,' made his; maestro
debiit With hie present outfit, after
years as a- sideman.
Band is being handled by Barney
Josephson, Society cafe owner, it
1

'•

likewise marking his entry into the

band

.

management^

directs Hazel Scott

field.

-

He

also,

and the Golden

Gate Quartet.
Dick Mack, Pittsburgh trombone
player who broke his wrist in a fall
during a sleepwalking nightmare, ki
,

back

in action.

.

—
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3,

.
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'Harvey' in Sepia

For

He

obtain

amusing the way
brushoU
has been raiding its highbrow
it

By ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE

branch. '-the Metropolitan Opera, for

We were a company of actors, Unii 246. ready to
give "Over 21" for USO-.Camp Shows. Our tour started,
off with that excitement of being' on the alert— that
knowledge that we were, actually to sail, without being
sure '.of the day and hour. Then— the train, the boat.

took'

Legit

.

•.

'

soprano

from the Met for the lead
of Norway" and baritone

male lead

Hatfield for the

Petina

Irra

"Song
Lansing

in

iry

''Sadie

For Adano," although

Bell

—

it's

Bonelli
Baritone
Richard
has
waltzed through the hinterland in
musical about Johann Strauss.
Waltz King," and tenor Jan
Kicpura is on 'tour with last year's
Broadway hit. "The Merry Widow.-'
The raid on the Met was noticed before, when the Czech soprano, Jarmila Novotna. starred on Broadway
last year in "Helen Goes to Troy."
while the season before Australian
baritone John Brownlee was excrtr
himself in the short-lived reiiig
vival of '-'The Vagabond King.".
-

the

,-;:The

Broadway has snared other talent
recently from longhair ranks. Wil"Mexican Hayride"
coming up 'from the concert hall, and
bur Evnnsi of

Ma

Maestro* Ateo.

Opera and concert have contributed conductors as well as singers- to
Broadway in recent seasons. Maurice Abravancl, who is batoning Billy
Rose's "Seven Lively Arts" (and before that directed "One Touch of
Venus" and -"Lady In the Dark"),
was an opera- and symphony conductor in Germany and Australia
before the war. Fritz Mahler.' nephew of great Gustav Mahler and
opera conductor here and in Europe,
.

.

Wolfgang Martin ot "Rosalinda" and Fritz Zwcig
of "The Merry. Widow" were opera
conductors in Europe,. Alexander
Smallens, who conducted "Porgy and
Bess" in -its original and revival
versions, was taken over from opera
directed "Rhapsody/'

and symphony ranks in Philadelphia
and New York: Sylvan Levin, mentioned for Meyer Davis' swing version of. "Pinafore," is ex-conductor
of the Philadelphia Opera Co.
.

-

Pop entertainment

is

.

for teeth washing.

Our

first

performance

in

Oran was

for an outfit of

Signal Corps men. We had two command cars and a
small, truck to carry us and our staff. I carried all my
costumes and two of Adele> in the "Blue Bag," which
When I took them out they
is also used in the play.
were, horribly wrinkled. With an American iron and a
desk in a little office off. the wooden theatre the GIs
had built, I started pressing.
When I'd Anished- we went to mess with' the ..enlisted
men.- Somebody gave lis mess-kits and we, started
down theline. After-chow. I intimated to the Special
Service lieutenant that I'd better "go" before the
performance. He immediately assigned a sergeant to
me. We marched. Righi up. the main street- of the
camp. Several' fiundred eyes were upon. me. And
knew just where I was going.
.

;.

Brooks,' lead in ''Bloomer
three years of
arriving,
training with the Philadelphia Opera
Co.

Girl."

Since; I'm not: allowed to tell about the boat trip.
skip to Cran, where we landed.. We' were billeted
over an Arab bus station. This hotel
had French plumbing. Adcle Longmire and I roomed
together. We had a wash basin and bidet, and right
down the hall was the WC and an enormous tub.
They had everything really except that they didn't
have any running walei\ Instructions in French and
English urged "Please never come in here without
two pitchers of water. Pitchers are to be found in
the hall and the water in the bathtub."
Well, a girl can give her face that shining look w.ith
cold cream, but what to do about teeth? Just get
grapefruit juice from the PX. And very pleasant it is
in a small hotel

a speaking rather than singing part.

David

»Bv

black

invisible

rare,

trying to pay

the debt, the Alms lending
Jeanette MacDonald to the Chicago
Civic Opera this season for "Romeo
and Juliet" and radio sending James
Melton into the Met.
But the score is still one-sided.

back

.

Latrine Dutv
But when

I

got to the latrine,' with the sergeant standI got hysterical with laughter and

ing guard outside.

could barely come out. When I came out, I had no
conversation fbr the sergeant, not even, "Have you
read any good books lately?" It was in a dead silence
that I walked back to the theatre.
Back at the;;, little wooden theatre- 1 found that every
seat was taken along with every bit of standing or
silting room. GIs and officers, stood outside the doors,
just to listen-to the play. That worried me. I thought,
"Nothing is that good ... that they will just wait
quietly for an hour and a half."
We played all the camps and' naval bases around
Oran and then flew to Algiers, playing in their beautiful proud opera houses for two nights each. There .1
had an unexpected visitor
major then, but now
Lt. Col. Thornton Wilder.
We had expected to tour Africa and. after a bit in
Italy, go to the Far East.. But Italy wanted us for 90
days. We arrived by plane in Naples r.nd were stationed at what Vivian Vance, of our troupe, called
the "Termite. Hotel." A grimly apt title, for only the
outside rooms were intact. Inside, was mostly rubble
from bombing. This was just before Rome was taken.
And we. lived on the highway. Coming around that
corner all day and all night were tanks, carriers, ammunition trucks, 'supply trucks, command^cars, staff
cars, jeeps, peeps, motorcycles. Sleep was Impossible.
Adele and I had a little balcony off our room. We
had gone to bed when the sirens starting wailing,
and. then we -heard the. ack-ack guns. We had been
.

.

.

comparable with those of the matter with you, joel? What the hell Ls Molly Pitcher
treasurers and' therefore the pay famous for, for shooting off a cannon." Boom! Loud
spread between the two classifies
and big roared a cannon. The GIs and officers roared
tions was too much.
with laughter. It broke up our scene for a few mo
League of New York Theatres ments, but the C. O. came back stage later and told me
Middled
with the union,
which it was the biggest laugh he'd had since he'd been overseas;agreed to a $5 tilt, managers there
We' were stationed in Naples for seve'n weeks. From
upon joining with the ticketseller
in
applying to the regional War there each day we would .be transported by command
Labor Board, which okayed the in
cars and truck to the various outfits we were to play.
crease.
At the big general hospital where we played eight
Boxofllce stalls received
Pay raise about a year ago and performances, some of the boys came in wheelchairs,
treasurers are getting $90 weekly
while others were in plaster traction casts. One boy
Assistants are now receiving $70 in
came to all- eight performances.': Between matinees
stead of $65 and were also paid tht and night shows, we'd visit the wards. Judson Laire
retroactive boost of $5, for 16 weeks,
(one of the cast) was so swell about writing letters
:

.

;

or $80 each.

Ushers applied for ^higher wages
-are now being
$15 for the .part-time jobs,
former pay being $ll,\althbugh some
theatres always gave ushers more
than the scale; Under
a recent WLB
ruling no application
need be made
tor increases up
to 50c per hour for
maximum of 30 hours weekly,
ushers coming within that
classification. Increase for the Seat
steerers
was also retroactive,
,

some time ago and

Paid

for the 'boys. I managed to get to ail. the wards. In that
last ward I sat on the bed of one boy tiding to divert
himfrom hearing the screams of the bby in the next

boy-wept silently and clung to my hand.
From Naples we went to Bari "on the Adriatic. Then
to Manduria, way down in the Heel.
When we arrived at our billets, a young corporal
was waiting at the door; for me. "Do you remember
me?" he asked! I did recall his face, but where had I
met him? "I'm Bob Richterman," he said, "My father
owns .the laundry on 1st Ave. near 49th St., where you
live. I used to deliver your .laundry to yoti every Satbed.

My

,

which added up urday!"

*
straight
Ullt

|70§

considerable amount.
One
play
house's
retroactive
Ule U8hers totaled -.over
'9
'

A number of bomber bases were situated in our
We met .many young pilots, bombardiers
and navigators. Early every, morning Td leap but of
(Continued on page 162)
next town.

Coming after the season of 1943-44, during which
straight-play production was so keenly disappointing,
the new hit score was amazing.
year ago. producers
bleated that there weren't worthwhile dramatists any
more, or that the playwrights had walked out on the
theatre in favor of Hollywood. Right now it seems that
all, that chatter was just so much bunk.

A

Notice to Maurice Evans

For Hawaii Morale Job
Maurice Evans; the Shakespearean
has tu rned into, _a variety-

actor,

show 'writer-producer, according

to

Quentin Reynolds.
Stationed 'in.
Honolulu as Major in Army Special
Services, Evans in last year-andhalf has put on 23 shows, mostly
revues and musicals, which have
been sent to combat- areas for troop
entertainment.
Evans, says Rcyn-'
olds, wrote half the shows himself,
gags and all.
'

,

.

The actor. says.Reynolds. who just
returned to N; Y. after six -weeks
with a naval task force in the South
Got
is. doing a terrific job.
GIs together, out there, mostly
amateurs; and made real acting
talent out of them. Evans also de
sighs and paints sets himself, says

Pacific,

60

When

Reynolds.

Even in the seasons up to early 1929, the autumn
of '14 compares most favorably, and there haven't been
so many clickers opened so quickly in the first half of
any season since then. In mid-January of '29, when
"Show Boat'" was in its 65th week (during the fall of
the year Wall Street laid that egg), there were 47
theatres lighted on Broadway, plus 11 attractions in
.

.

theatres within and outside the theatre zone. The
agencies' had deals for ticket "buys" for 24 shows, but
there were around the same number of legits in cut
rates/Buys have since been ruled out. and bargain
tickets are out, too, so far as bargain agency sales are
concerned; so show business has changed a lot in the
past 15 year's.
little

Monday

(1)

New

Year's day saw. 36 theatres lighted

on Broadway, the largest numuer. in years. The upsweep of the theatre in the past two seasons has seen
the number of legit houses, increase. Theatres which
were in disuse or with continuous pictures are back on
the legit list, although 42d street, hub of show business
in days gone by, is still a maze of neon grind fluneries.

;
.

Oklahoma

S.S.

was condemned. Evans- stripped it
down for lights for his work. Evans
is now staging Gilbert and Sullivan's
"Mikado,'- says Reynolds, writing a
for it, to bring it up
to date!
War. correspondent says Evans has
had a few. run-ins with chaplains,
claiming GIs and marines were,
men, not boys, and want adult entertainment.
According to Reynolds,
Margaret. Sullavari
cabled
Evans she was willing to. come to
Hawaii with a three-character com
pany of "Voice of the Turtle," to
play for troops, but chaplains nixed:
play as loo dirty, and Evans has
been battling for it ever since.
Actor also put on "Macbeth" with

few new songs

.

The

Hits

Up to Xmas the list of new hits, alphabetically, were:
"A Bell For Adano/' "Anna Lucasta," "Bloomer Girl,"
"Dear, Ruth," "Hats Off to Ice," "Harvey." "I Remember
Mama.": "Laffing Room Only,", "Seven Lively Arts,"
"Song of Norway' 'and "The Late George Apley." That
group docs not include such successes as "Soldier's
Wife," "Snafu" or "fen Little Indians." nor the smashes
of last season, such as 'Oklahoma!,". "Mexican Hayride," "The Voice of the Turtle." "Carmen Jones,"
"One Touch of Venus.'.' "Follow the Girls," "JacobowSky and the Colonel:" "The Searching Wind,'' also the
run leader. "Life; With Father." all being current on
Broadway.
That makes

Judith Anderson,

a total of 23 money shows, which, how-,
ever, does hot exhaust the bunch which, have been
substantial winners, such as "Kiss and Tell" and "Angel
Street," last of which bettered three years' (closed recently). Climbing theatre attendance during the fall

being

only

ties,

acted

in.

when latter visited Hawaii last summer, and did
43 performances of "Hamlet," these
two shows he himself
Shakespearean productions were put on in spile of Army'
offce'r objection, Reynolds says, but
shows played to packed houses,
.

.

Evans, says Reynolds, would like
eight or 10 young actresses to come
out to Hawaii for a year to act in
plays with GI s. saying it would give
the gals excellent training as well
as help soldier morale:
Reynolds, who did seven articles
for Collier's while on Pacific assignment, plans to stay in New York
next 26 weeks, as commentator-

ended topped the prosperous year of 1943 by between 10% and 15%, according to leading ticket agenand the business of the brokers is reflected in
bbxoffice lines.
That, grosses should hold up in a
presidential year was unprecedented, .and despite the
hot campaigns of President Roosevelt and Gov, Dewey
of New York, business was not really dented until the
just

week before the

election.

-

'

emcee of "Radio Readers Digest,"
and with Collier's.
Plans to do
some writing on radio show programs as well as emcee them. Teed
off on air job Sunday (31).
.

,

ON

warned that in any emergency we must always
B O. AIDES, USHERS
wear our helmets. So we jumped up, found them
then stood at the entrance to our balcony, watchB'WAY GET INCREASES and
ing the tracer bullets and smoke from the smut pots.
Assistant treasurers and ushers in We were a picture of discipline, models of deportment.
legit theatres on Broadway received There was only one thing wrong.
a most welcome Christmas present
Except /or out heimelsywe Jifld nothing on!
in the form of pay increases, which
Naples
were made retroactive. Managers
,had been asked for a raise ot $10
We were playing an outfit outstide Naples, when we
weekly for the boxofflcc aides, it be- heard guns during the last act. Harry Bellaver and I
ing felt that they have responsibili- went right on until I came to the line. "What's the
ties

JACK PULASKI-

Broadway registered about a dozen sock successes
between July and: Christmas, and that was the highlight of 1944 legit.

I'll

the fenirhc lead in the Fritz Kreisler
"Rhapsody,"
and
Leon
musical.
Roth.icr. vet Met basso, has a role in

"A

Highlights '44 Legit

Quentin Reynolds' Rave*

'

Aiiriamary Dickey had

Thompson."

a

Parade

Hit

.

•'.

rabbit.

it's

talent:

Broadway

Brock

is
forming a sepia
his hit "Harvey."
adds that Pemberton has
to tremendous expense to

gone

usually gives longhairs the
so

that

Pemberton
company of

Performers

Its

rumor

.stlgator of the

ARTHUB BBONSON—

B.v

Legit

Jim Saute r, United Theatrical
War. Activities head, is the in-,

Met Op

Legit Raids

STROOCKACTSTOSUE
ON MAG ARTICLE
Jimmy

Stroock of Brooks Costume" Co: ha* "town slewming over an
article recently printed in Liberty

mag

and

instructed

George

A.'

Ferris/the firm's attorney, to sue the
magazine on grounds of libel, Yarn
about Billy Rose arid his "Seven
Lively Arts" (Ziegfeld. N. Y.), entitled "A Rose in Bloom," had a
paragraph which read, in part: "two
leading theatre costumers were Willthe rags
.for
ing to make
a peculiarly similar figures: $175,000.
.

.

.

.

.

:

So Rose rented an empty loft
hired an army of seamstresses
.

,

at

plus-wages and made the costumes'
himself, saying $75,000."'
It appears that the Brooks outfit
did' not estimate on that job, because when the "Arts" production
started, the plant had contracts with
other attractions up to its capacity.
Contended there are only two cos.

,

in New York that 'Could
have been referred to—Brooks and

tume firms

Also, that the phrase "peculsimilar .figure" implies collusion between the two plants. Stated
that costumers add W/c of the coat
on all contract orders, so that the
claim of -saving 75 G's is. exaggerated.
Rose said the mag article was
based on a talk between its author
and the manager's publicity .department and that he had no knowledge
of its contents prior to printing.
Rose .rented the Mahieu costume
plant, not an empty loft, as stated
in the yarn.

Eves,
iarly

.

•

Theatre Shortage
1

A

theatre shortage from October has been ho myth.
There are half ..a' dozen shows on the way out, but
some of the new productions now in tryout are reported hot definitely assigned to Main Stem berths.
Booking heads don't seem concerned about the incoming attractions,, both straight, and musical, and claim
the. situation is exaggerated.
It is a theatreowners*
season again, with the house and commanding guarantees both on Broadway and the road;, Formerly producers used to complain that they had to do all the
gambling* when forced to guarantee the theatre, but
that angle is no longer stressed because budgets are
higher and the growth of limited partnerships, which
means an influx of outside money, splits up the. loss, as
it does the profit, In many parts rather, than a few.
But shoestringing has gone info the limbo.

The swing, to legit shows as entertainment at or
near the fighting fronts was another highlight of the
year. Popularity of that type of amusement for G\%
arranged by USO-Camp Shows, was emphasized by the
clicking of such attractions as. "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" and "Over 21." American Theatre Wing
readied and financed "Barretts," USO then taking over.
At the request of Army-heads USO is concentrating on
legiters, both straight plays and musicals, and soldiers
from the hinterland, who are or were in the "foxhole
circuit," are expected to develop theatre audiences for
.

,

stage shows in the future. During the fall there were
24 legiters readied for the GI's, and it's possible that
double that number will be appearing in the widely
scattered -war fronts, before the new year Is out. Show
business gets a big lift in public estimation because of
the numerous name actors and actresses: who have
donned the USO-CS uniform and gone overseas.

Federal admission tant went from' 10% to 20% on
April 1 and show business was fearful that the doubled
levy would greatly affect business.
After the hoist
became effective it gradually became apparent that the
spending ability of the average theatregoer was underestimated, and business continued without the boxoffice being visibly affected.

Upped

Prices

I

There has been a tendency to increase the price of
tickets at the boxoffice. Eight straight plays are now
priced at $4.20 (Instead of the $3.60 top, including tax),
while some of the musicals lofted to $6 top, four having
that rate, while another is $5.40.
However, "Oklahoma!" sticks to $4.80 and is netting a fortune.
That 1943-44 was a rather tired season was shown
when last May 31 it was figured that only 20 shows
out of 70 produced were, in the money, and later it was
discerned that, one of them classed a moderate success'
was out of the money!
Pulitzer committee and the Critics Circle refused to
name a "best" play, but the former condescended to cite
"Oklahoma!," a musical, which type is: rarely considered.- Why cither passed up "Winged Victory,'' lauded
(Continued on page 162)
'
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Marcus Heiman

Stresses

New 'Audience

still-active

Buildup

professionally at

Burke,

Billie
1885,

By JACK PULASKI

players

was

were appearing

tltet

in

3,

1945

Moss 1-Man War
Vs. B'way Agencies

time.

'Continued from page 3)

who was born

starring,

Wednesday, January

Annlverearp

P^RtETlt

cently on the fact that the "armistice" was signed In 1916, at the end
of World War I, referred to varioujs
incidents of that era.
But I would
like to add some- details as to what

1918,

in

Marriage of Convenience."

In

"A

'GLAD'

B'WAY DATE

IN

Mary Boland, who was born in
Marcus Heiman, head of the shows lo the next stand in time for
With most of 1880, was featured in 1918 in "Sickscheduled openings.
United Booking Office, recently reSome doubt when— or whether
the Army overseas, there are fewer a-Bcd."
"Glad lo See You," Dave Wolper's
vealed that "it's certainly differ- troop movements required, so less
Helen Hayes, who was born in
musical which has been trying out
ent on the road this season than trains are tied up, and while ac- 1902, was featured, in 1910, in "Penin
Philadelphia, and Boston, will
commodations
'are
not
comparable
discussed
rod."
later
that
same
playing
thereupon
year,
last year." He
Show closes in
reach Broadway.
keys to those available before the war, opposite William Gillette in "Dear the Hub Saturday (6), coming back
eastern
the
bookings in
there have been no complaints so Brutus."
to New York for possible recasting.
throughout the past fall a'nd men- far as the time element in showKatharine Cornell, in 1918, was Understood that "Glad" represents
Hotel accomtioned the number of new shows travel is concerned.
with Jessie Bonstelle's stock com- an investment around $230,000. Rethat w.ere played in spots hereto- modations and availability of res- pany in BulTalo.
ported that June Knight, one of the
taurant service arc unsolved probfore not available.
Jane Cowl, who was born' in 1890, cast's top names, would be replaced
The reason was plain— last sea- lems. And that goes also for New- and has been on the stage since her should "Glad" resume.
Manager
York.
'and
room.
Try
get
a
genwhich
attractions,
ion's crop of
debut in "Sweet Kitty Bcllairs," at asked permission of Equity to lay
those
to
comparable
not
were
erally
the Belasco theatre, in 1903, was slur o(t two weeks and resume without
of the present season. Had the
of "Information Please," in 1918 at awaiting
the
eight-week interval
ndrunder
been
not
1943-44 period
the Sclwyn theatre.
stipulated in the rules of closed
mal on Broadway, as indicated by
Fay Bainter, who was born in shows! but the request was refused.
the refusal of the Pulitzer Prize
STILL
1892, and Vnaue her debut at Daly's,
"Glad" had been a hard luck atJury and N. Y: Critics Circle to
in "The Rose of Panama," in 1912,
traction from the start, Eddie Davis
By
HAROLD
SETON
the
bookings
in
play,
"best"
name a'
withdrawing in Philly after being
Coincident with recent illness of starred in "East Is West" in 1018.
major eastern stunds would have
In adinjured
in an auto accident.
road
or
hits
with
Gracic
Fields,
who
was
born
in
completed
Ethel
"Barry
more,
"First
Lady of the
been
Theatre," publicity has been given 1898, and starred as a singer in a dition, there were internal troubles.
replicas of them.
Show was supposed to have followed
"So you see." said the showman, to the fact that Miss Barrymore was movie, theatre in Manchester, Eng"Carmen
Jones"
the
Broadway,
at
land,
in
1911,
made
a
hit
in
big
born
in
and
1879,
made her stage
"were it not for the tryouts, UBO
N. Y., this month, but business of
would not have been able to keep debut with her grandmother, the 1918, in "Mr. Tower of London;"
the latter musical perked so much
In 1918 Al Jplson was starring in
the theatres lighted. Of course, re- famous Mrs. John Drew, Sr.. in
Which indi- "Sinbad."
He was born in 1886, that it may remain well into the
vivals on the road were a factor in "The Rivals," in 1894.
cates
SO
years
as
an
actress.
and made his debut in 1899, as one winter before touring.
that direction, too. We aren't comLionel Barrymore was born in of the mob in "The Children of the
plaining about trying out new shows,
but it's quite a change of pace from 1878, and made his debut in "The Ghetto," at the Herald Square theaThus, Lionel has tre. Thus, he has been an actor for Army's Special Stage
last autumn, when producers were Rivals" in 1893.
45 years.
puzzled as to where they could play been an actor SI years.
Equipment for
attractheir
out of town to whip
Herbert Marshall, who was born
Among other famous players whe>
Newest gadget to make GIs stagemansome
tions into shape, just as
are still active, there is Frilzi Schc'fT, in 1890, made his debut in 1911, at minded
and stimulate production of
agers, during the past three months, who was born in 1879 (the same the Opera House, Buxton, England.
shows'
-'by
GIs in spare time or
they
whether
almost daily asked
year as Ethel Barrymore) and made He was discharged from the British
were going to get a house on Broad- her debut at the Royal Opera House, Army, after suffering the loss of a bivouac areas is new basic lighting,
scenic
and
costume kit being dissometimes
it
was
way. A year ago
Munich, in 1898, so has .been on the leg, and, in 1918, bravely reappeared tributed to Special Services officers
to
midwest
the
necessary to go to
at the Lyric Opera House. Hammerstage 49 years.
throughout world by Entertainment
try out but not this season.
~
Victor Moore was born in 1876, smith, England, in an aptly-titled Branch, Army Special Services, N. Y.
Small Tryout brasses
and made his debut in "The Babes play "Make Believe."
Kit includes two lighting units, six
spotlights, all necessary backstage
Heiman did not say much about in the Woods," at the Boston theagrosses tre, in 1893. Thus, he has been an
equipment like props, hardware,
small
comparatively
the
actor 51 years.
paints,
muslin, even a full supply
producnew
several
Helen
Hayes
by
Forced
Out
drawn
C. Aubrey Smith was born in 1863,
of women's clothes in men's sizes.
Takings of
tions during tryouts.
instructions how to stage shows.
some seemed incongruous in stands and made his debut in 1892. at HastBy Sore Throat inCincy Also
ings, England.
Thus,, he has been an
single
•Army
Special Services, N. Y.,
strongestWashington,
like
Cincinnati.
Entertainment Branch, is putting out
show town in the country since the actor 52 years.
Walter Hampden was born in 1879
Compelled by a throat ailment to a Christmas special soldier-show
war filled up the capital. There
were weak figures recorded by new (the same year as Ethel Barrymore), cancel three performances. Helen folio to be distributed to GIs everyin-betweeners in Boston and Phila- and made his debut at Brighton, Hayes managed to appear Thursday where. The 100-page mimeographed
When new shows got England, with F. R. Benson's com- (28) night in "Harriet'.' at the 2.500- booklet contains a completely roudelphia, too.
only mild business in those stands, pany, in 1901. So he has been on seat Taft theatre and announce that tined variety show for Xmas eve; a
the stage 43 years.
she seemed sufficiently recovered to GI Xmas Carol by Cpl. Arnold Auerit was a tipoff that their, chances of
Janet Beecher was born in 1884, carry on through the remaining bach; a variety of skits and blackouts
clicking on Broadway weren't so
Auerbach, actor-writer Gene
good, but a couple of plays that and made her debut in 1904 in "The scheduled three performances, in- by
drew real coin in tryout dates,, dis- Two Orphans." So she has been an cluding a matinee Saturday (30). . Lockhart. Lt. j.g. W. L. Butte and
Margaret Dale,
Loss of three performances caused others, and instructions on making
appointed in New York. However, actress 44 years.
there was a liberal number of fresh who was born in 1880, made her sellouts for the last half, plus dis- sets and costumes from scrap maproductions which clicked out of debut in 1897. So she has been an appointments for most of the ticket terial. Purpose of booklet is to help
holders for the cancelled shows. Top GIs stage holiday shows for themtown at the start, so key-town thea- actress 47 years.
Newspapers, in commenting re- is $3.60.
selves.
tres distinctly benefited.

DOUBT; RECASTING

-

MANY STAGE VETERANS

ACTIVE TODAY

_

the brokers, regarded as export
salesmen, to that end many times.
They, therefore, do not want the
agencies driven out of business, al-

though most, showmen favor control
of the

brokers.

There is in existence
ticket code, subscribed to

the

legit

and operby the League of Ne.v York
Theatres (managers) and Equity: It
is. actually
a contract signed by
every broker of any -standing, they
having paid the League nearly
$18,000 this season for the expenses
on policing ticket practices. Should
Moss go through with his idea, it
might provide grounds for the
agency people to sue every manager
and Equity, and they might collect
a fortune in damages, for 'the code
proyides that- theatres shall allot
tickets .to the agencies weekly.
Of
course. Moss would be a co-defendant or be sued separately, so it's
ated

possible that the City of New York
could be on the damage-paying end.

Gimmick

.

Shows

r

.

-

the paucity of successes
season, bookings out of town

Despite
last

because

the
its

available

to

larger

audiences, and with large capacities
a great many more tickets are to be
had at moderate prices.
Washington is cited as an example
of the widening appeal of the legit
For the first time the Na
theatre.
tional theatre last year remained
lighted throughout the summer, operating without a cooling system
That could not have happened if
the desire to see stage shows was

not present

of

the

several

actions

by

supreme court

last

Wednes-

Agency sought to enjoin
(27).
commissioner from suspending
license on the grounds of charg-

Leblang's officers

Leblang's may close shop starting
Monday (1) unless a legal move
again sets back the suspension or-

dered by Moss last summer.

'VENUS'

capital residents,
who constitute a cross section of the
country, hailing from every section
between, the Atlantic and Pacific.
Some of the attractions played to
big money, others doing just so-so
but the summer at the National

B'WAY

TO TOUR THOUGH
GOOD

B. 0. STILL

"One Touch

of

Venus,"

one

of

Broadway's Vnusical standouts, produced last year, could continue into

theatre was not in the red by a long
shot. Few bookings there were try
outs until late summer.

Heiman believes more, people
seen stage shows, and are
therefore potential audiences out,.of
Their, appetites have been
town.
have

.

tickets .at

tions.

among

whetted either by visiting New York
or short visits to see road shows not
far from their homes or the plants
In which they are employed.
Different, too, is the matter of
transportation.
Last season managers fretted over Jumping 'their

—

contended that one of its clerks may
have charged more than the allowable premium, but they had no
knowledge of such transactions, although the purchaser testified that
he saw the amount charged put Into
the cash drawer. Court ruled that
Leblang's should have been aware of
because the
"guilt,"
the
clerk's
agency could not prove its conten*

Larger Capacities

Booking head also credits the use
cf auditoriums as enhancing the
draw of legit, because plays and
are

who cannot buy

ing excess prices.

unforeseeable deterrents arise!

musicals

Y.

N.

day

bodes well for future seasons, unless
[
'

people"

.

.

Leblang-Gray's ticket agency against
Moss was decided in the lattcr's favor by Justice Frankenthaler in

That

before.

.

.

One

Heiman emphasizes that the fact
there is much more money in the
hands of the average wage earner
has definitely benefited show business and widened the^ amusement
horizon of those who never saw' a
interior

.

than Broadway.
Leblang's

land.

theatre

,

Me
the boxofflce for the hits.
doesn't mention that the demand for
tickets to hit shows is controlled by
supply and demand, an axiom older

less congested
of the steady
principally
stream of new shows and the hesitancy of producers to journey in-

have been more or

legit

There appears to be a gimmick in
the "edict" issued by Moss: "Whenever the Commissioner of Licenses
determines
that the demand for
tickets for any theatre far exceeds
the number available, he shall notify
the said theatre to refrain from selling any tickets to brokers." Fact is
that managers are not permitted to
.sell tickets to agencies, "buys" having been ousted by the code. Latter
instrument provides for allotments,
tickets being consigned for resale by
the agencies, whose function is to
.service lh,c boxoffices and their customers.
Since tickets are not actually sold
to agencies, it's indicated that Moss
is exceeding his authority (he's been
chided in the courts for so-called
arbitrary, methods in withholding licenses to other businesses by the
"crystal ball" method) but brokers
arc quite suspicious of Moss' latest
Commissioner claims that
move.
section 885 of the city's administrative code "makes it a condition of
every license for a theatre that it
may contain provisions and conditions which in the commissioner's
judgment may be essential for the
welfare and benefit of the people
including
and visitors to the city
conditions respecting tickets or other
tokens entitling their holders to admission to such theatre."
Commissioner explains that the
new rule was adopted because of
complaints received from "many

GREETINGS

KATHARINE CORNELL and GUTHRIE McCUNTIC

spring at the 46th Street, N. Y„ but
it's likely to tour bcfqre then. Mary
Martin, show's star, -is under contract for this season to Cheryl Crawford and John Wildberg, who produced '"Venus," and their idea is to
seek bigger money for the show out
of town, as Miss Martin has other
plans for next season.
"Venus" is well out in front
Probable that It will begin touring
late this month or during February.
"The Tempest," being revived by the
same managerial firm, is mentioned
to follow in at the 46th Street.

—

Wednesday, January

3,

Current Road Shows

1945

Thirty-ninth

Legit Folio w-Up

(Period Covering Jan. 1-13)

.

— Erlanger,

"Abie's Irish Rose"
Buffalo U-2).
International
Ballet

—

Erlanger,

In

Detroit.
at Cass, R. H. Burn-

week

first

LEGITIMATE

Anniversary

f^^RME^TY

Torgy' 18G, Detroit

,

New

Highs on

side's "Gilbert Ac Sullivan" company
picked up a tidy $14,000. Continues

"GOOD NIGHT LADIES"
Locust Street, Philadelphia)
(
Philadelphia.
After nearly two years in Chicago

in 14

for another week.

B way;

161

Up To

'Hats

Shows, 'Harvey' Tops

Gloria Swanson and Conrad Nagcl
in "A Goose for the Gander" got off
to a nice start in its first week at the
Lafayette with $11,000. It continue*
(8-13).
another week before working, east,
"Blossom Time" Cox, Cinn. (1-6);
with ultimate destination New York.
Davidson. Mil. 18-13 J.
Improving on its first week. "Porgy
Those new hits that clayed extra ably better during holidav week
and Bess" clicked up $18,000 at the performances established new highs when takings Improved, to S29.000.
"Bonanza" -* Nixon, Pitts. (1-6);
Wilson. First week|s figure. $15,500. during Christmas week. Broadway
Burr.
(8-13).
Erlnngcr.
"School 'for Brides," Ambassador
Holiday"—
Wilbur, Boston
was jammed near curtain time, mat- (22d week) (Crl,117; $3.fi0i. Had
"Brief
inees
especially being big. Sunday slipped
(1-61.
considerably
like
others:
(24) of last week saw some of the right back with. indicated
"Centra) Park"
Forrest. Phila.
$13,000 last
stayers. getting big business, with the week.
Locust..
the
(1-13).
week's grosses expected to be mateAlthough audiences aren't sparing
"Chicken livery Sunday" Nixon.
"Seven Lively Art:,," Ziegfeld (4th
rially upped.
Unless weather interof
the
of their laughter— mostly
week)
(8-13).
(R-1,626;
$6).
Pace of new
Pitt.
feres a full recovery from the prerather
raucous
sometimes
and
"DoM's House"— Lanier, Montg'm'y shame-faced kind-^the show .won't
Christmas slump will have been revue doesn't vary with parlies in
almost every night: $45,00.0.
recorded. "Hats Off to Ice" jumped
(8); Tomp'c. B'm'ngh'm (9; Erlanger.
fit many plaudits from Broadway
"Sine Out, Sweet Land " Interamazingly, going on twice daily for
Atlanm 10-13).
crix. and hot f roiu the more discernnational (1st week) (MM.350: $4.80).
an expected $57,000 in 14 times.
"Errand for Bernice"
Hanna, ing patrons either, but times being
Sophie." one of four Incomers, Opened Wednesday (27): accorded
what they are and .people having'
Clcve. il-U); Cass. Detroit (8-13).
drew bad notices arid stopped. The five rave notices, two panning ones
Gilbert A Sullivan Cass, Detroit dough and looking for a laugh and
other new shows opened too late and a middling review.
entertainment. ,it may over(1-6)'; Col... Akron
(8); Shea's Esie light
"Snafu," Biltmore
last week for their chances to be
week)
(VOth
(8i;
Chicago.
Temple.. B'm'ngh'm (9)r Er- ride what seem almost certain to be
(C-926; $3.60).
Moved here from
adverse notices (all the reviews here,
With two openings this week, all indicated by press time of .this edilangcr. Ailiuila (10-13).
while admitting the fact that! the available legit houses are lit up and tion. "Harvey" topped straight shows. Hudson Monday (1); improved in
holiday
"Glad to See You"— OpiMl'sc. Bos- audience seemed to like it, were far
going;
estimated
around
Estimates .for Last Week
going <7ond, although
Buffalo (4-6);
(8-13L

RoyaV Alex., Toronto

—

Spirit"

."Blltlie

Curran,

Frisco

—

—

midwestern tour,
prothis Howard, Lang-Al Rosen
duction of a new version, by Cyrus
Wood, of .the old Avery HopwoodCharlton -Andrews farce hit which
Al Woods did a couple of decades
ago. has been tuned up again this
fall for a Briadway try and is getting a three weeks' workout here at

and

successful

a

—

:

Straight Shows, 27G, lucasta' 26G
.

'Victory' Tops Chi,

'

55G; "Waltz,' 12G;

.

;'

,

:

1

—

"

-

—

-

Holds Pace

'Okla.'

•

(l-Cl.

ton

"Good Night Ladles"
Locust

'

Co.)

(1st

U-13):

Phila.

St..

from enthusiastic) and make a moderate run of it.
Most in its favor on the more
in line for the
kindest critical attention is the work

"Good Night Ladies" (2nd Co.)— conservative side and
Cohv. Hall. Enid; Okla. (1 ); Civic
Center. BarllcsviUe (2); Aud.. Muskogee
Melba, Dallas
'

'

(3);

(4-5);

Ft.' Worth (6); Par.,, Austin
Tcxa>. San Antonio (9); Music
Hall. Houston (10-11 >; H. S. Aud..
B. Rouge (12 >; Mun. And., N. Or-

Majestic.
(8):

leans (13

I..'

"Goose For the Gander"— Shu'b..
La F., Del. (1-3).
"Harriet"— Anier.. St. Louis (1-6):
Erlanger. Chi.

"Hope

(8-13).

For

—

the

Best"
Natl.,
Wash.. (1-6); Ford's, Balto (8-13).
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)—Studebaker, Chi. (1-13).
"Kiss and tell (3d Co.l^Gearv.
Frisco (1-6); Aud.. Oakland (7-8);
Mayfair. Portland (11-13).

"Lady
(1-6

Says

Yes"— Colonial,

Bos.

).

"Life With Father". (2d Co.)—
Aud., St. Paul (1-2); Lyceum, Minn.
(3-6):

of
Skects Gallagher and James
Ellison, who return (torn Hollywood
to pace the 'riotous, farcial- proceedings, nicely as the two "mere men"

who >ake refuge in a Cosmetarium
(gals' beauty shoppe wit^h a flossy
name) when police raid a stag
smoker which they have been attending. Gallagher and Ellison are
really capital and lend a little distinction to the bedlam of sex, laughs,
lingerie
and bare flesh. Of the
women, Sunny O.'Dca, Randee Sanford' and Marie O'Dwyer are eye-

Playhouse. Winnipeg (8-13).

Widow'— Aud..

(1-3):

Strand,

Ithaca

Rochester

Empire

(4);

Syracuse (5-6): Shubert. Bost. (8-13)

"Merry

Widow"

(2d

Co.)— Bill.,

L. A.-f 1-6); Aud., S. Diego
(71; And..
L. Beach (8); Aud;. Pasadena (9)-'

While. Fresno (11): Coll. Pac. Stockton (12); H. S. Aud.- Sacram'to (13),
"Oklahoma!" (2d Co.)— Erlanger.
1

Chi. (1-6);

Amer

.

St.

Louis (8-13).

"One Man's Show"— Shubert.
Haven (11-13).
"Othello"

N

—

Metro. Seattle (1-6)Temple. Tacoma (8); Strand Vancouver (9-11); Royal. Victoria (1213 ).

Walllllt

~
(MS?'
"
0 V '^lons" _Shl,be,t Ne w Haven
/J
St.,

Phila.

-

v

Plymouth. Bost. (8-13)
"Por ey ,nd Bess"
MUsic Hall.
Clevc. (1-6); Aud.. Roch.
(8); Aud..
Youngstown (9); Col.. Akron (10):
(4-6);

—

English.

Ind'plis

(11-13).

Los Angeles.
Following slump 01
Christmas
week, local legits bounced back to
heavy grosses for New Year's stanza.
Golden flood registered, at all b.o.'s
with Ken Murray's "Blackouts" at El
Capitan climbing to $16,000 for 131st
week. "Gypsy Baron". pulled $22,000
for six performances at Philharmonic
before Saturday close.

"Merry Widow" bowed into

Bilt-

"Ramshackle Inn-^Curran, Frisco
u-6>: Metro. Seattle (8-13).
"Rebecca"
English. Ind'plis (8Cox. Cincy (11-13).

-

_

(6); Mem. Hall. Salina (8); Arcadia
wich. i9): A Shiine. Ok. City (10-11)
Center. Ba'i-.t'ville (12); Conv. Hall
Tulsa (13).

ances.

"Kiss and Tell," Studebaker (86th

week

(1,400: $3.).

)

out Feb. 3 to

run of "Over

Skedded

make way
21."

but

to

move

for second

up

is

time

this

to $11,000.

"Oklahoma!", Erlanger (59th week)
(l;500; $4.20). Back at top of the list
as town's best-seller in next-to-last
stanza, with sellout $30,000 in the till.
"Star and Garter," Blackstone (7th

week)

(1.200;
show in

Only

S4.20-S4.80).

town, it'll do $6,000
Year's Eve. but this time it hit
a new 'low with $18,000. although that
wasn't too bad.
"Ten Little Indians." Harris (8th
sirlie

.

"Anna LucastV' Mansfield (18th
week)' (D-1,033; $3.60). Played five

"Sophie," Playhouse.
Got verv
^fter premiere; but flayed the
cvr then was vanked.
"Bloomer Girl/* Shubert (13th "Ten Little Indians." Broadhurst
week) (M-1,382; $5.40). Held to the (2Bth week) (D-1,160: $3.C0i. Picked
usual eight-performance schedule: up in the holiday TOinc and with
aid of extra matinee the indicated
capacity right along; $34,000.
was over $14,000.
"Carmen Jones," Broadway (57th pa^e
"The Hasty Heart," Hudson (Dweek) (M-1,900: $3). Strong Sunday 1-.094:
$3.60). Presented by Lindsay
start pushed gross way up; $27,000 or
and Crouse: written by John Patrick:
slated
for
more; may stay, although
opens tonight (3).
road.
"The Perfect Marrl3.<re." Barry"Catherine Was Great." Royale more (10th week) (CD-1.115:
$3.60).
<22d
week) (CD-996; $4.80). Big Nmrly ready to close: slipped- after
Sunday also gave this one a goodly rather goodly starting weeks: $11,000
upward push: rated around S14.500: in^i-ated: "Rebecca" will follow.
one week more, then tours:- "Good
'"'lie
Searching Wind." Fulton
Night. Lades" next attraction.
<37th week) (C-948; $4.20). Coes on
"Chicken Every Sunday," Plym- tour at end of the month:- fair last
outh (C-1.075; $3.60). Final and 40th week: around $12,000: "Hope for the
week; stayed much longer than first B<v=»" will follow.
"The Two Mrs. Carroils." Booth
indicated: maybe $13,000. much bet(68th week) (C-948: $4.20). Came
ter than before: "Ten Little Indians"
back fairlv well; estimate for last
moves here.

matinees

and

in

11

performances

little

takings were figured around $26,000

week

"Dear Ruth," Miller (3d week)
(C-940; $4.20). Played an extra matinee and- in nine times was estimated
getting $20,600; capacity: standees
:for soldiers only, cuffo.

•

—

(11-13).

Phila.

"Ten

Little Indiana"
Harris. Chi. (1-13).

Orpheum. Champ.
Par..

to

a'

$20,000 sellout again.

Great Northern
Despite nasty reviews,
(1.482: $3).
public thought it was good enough to
spend $12,000 on.

"Walt* .King."

"Winced Victory." Civic Opera (3d
week) (3,600: $3.60). Near sellout
ind capacity $12,000 for

$55,000.

"Tempest"— Shubert.

(1-6):

Colonial, Bos. (8-13).

Wayne

it

(2d Co.)

—

"(9);

Mich..

Toledo

(11):

Lyceum.
(4-6);

Ind'lis

(8);

.

—

'

REVIVAL
»The

Palace,

'BRIEF HOLIDAY' PANNED,
7G, 'RETURNS' 9G,

HUB

Boston.

(10);

Three openers here on Christmas

Canton

night with plenty of biz for all three
Estimates for Last Week
"Brief Holiday," Wilbur (1.200; S3)
Opened Tuesday (26) and eased out
on press although Madge Kennedy
given hand. Estimated $7>000, not too

(12).

"Voice of Turtle" (2d Co )— Selwyn. Chi. (1-13).
"Winded Victory"—Civic Op. H.,
.

Chi. (1-13).

bad on ,«eyen performances.
Final

week here

"Glad

to

hoVi-cver'.

current.'

See Yon," Opera House
Sagged badly on third

(3,500: $4.20).

Inside Stuff-Legit

week
week

with estimated
overestimated,

$10,000: last
take
actual

hearer $10,000.
Pittsburgh Playhouse's first try in years at a brand new untried script
ovcd P rctty disastrous here recently, Play was Mrs! Ruth Korper's
f?I
The Darkling Plain." which had been entered a year ago in the Pittsburgh
Drama League's first annual $500 play writing contest. Playhouse Director
Robert Gill was one of the local judges and took a fancy to the script even
h
•JP"8 it wasn't among the final prize winners. So taken was Gill, in fact;
with "Darkling. Plain" that he selected it as the Playhouse's tenth anniversary production, arid with all the attendant ballyhoo or a world premiere, with the author coming on for a personal appearance, play, opened
to the worst paining from
the crix any Playhouse show has ever gotten.
After running three performances, the. big snowstorm, broke and there
wasn't a performance' for the next three nights.
When "Plain" finally
resumed, biz was so bad it was taken off that Saturday night, giving it a
complete run of only six times, worst engagement on Playhouse record.'

:

week

"I

filth

"Babes

Room

around $6,000

esti-

Yankee."

Windsor,

In

Toy land,"

Flatbush,

Queenboro,

Elmhurst,

I.

BUZ BLITZES GERTIE IN
PIH FOR WEAK 12G

Stand

>

didn't:

mated.
"Laffinc

.-started

Brooklyn.
"Candida,"
L.

so.

out held to usual schedule, selling
out all limes as usual: $21,500.
"Jacobowsky and the C'o'onel."
Beck (42d week) (C-1.214: $3.60)
Some stayers affected early last
week, Christmas nighl off;- much
better thereafter for goodly $16,500.
"Kiss and Tell." Bijou- (92d week
(C-614: $3.60). Expected bounce .up-

ward but

which

Neighborhood
"Connecticut
Bronx.
\

Remember Mama," Music Bon
$4,20).

Orchard." N. Y.
Playing one-

S2.40).
date,

(2).

"Troplc.nl
Beviie," Cnnlurv
(1st
week) (R-1,713; $3). Limited en"^'-ement of three weeks 'nnoun-»ed;
">i« on road and also at P.eck. N. Y,
ast season; colored, dance revue.

'

week) tCD-979:

(2,693:

return

ADDED

than -last s'cason's rink revue, which
also topped list at holidays:' Wednesday's (27) takings were $9,000: other
.

Cherry

Center

T '-.>day

daily through Christmas week; New
Year's Eve prices Saturday (30) and
topped all straight plays: $27,000.
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (28th
week) (R-2,994: $1,980. Had been
considerably off. but gross shot up
sensatonally; daily matinees: in 14
times estimate was $57,000: bigger

days as big or nearly

Shrine, Ft.

Ann Arbor

New

Year's Eve.

$12,000.

"Embezzled
Heaven,"
National
(5th week) (D-1,164; $3.60). Doing
077: $3.60).
Opened )ast Friday
fairly well after engagement was <9<i): had
booking trouble nnd "Many
punctuated because of Ethel Barry- Hnnov Returns," another,
new show.
more's illness: rated around $15,500. slat«d here soon but if "Trio"
draws
"Follow the Girls," 44th Street that- may ehanue matters?

(

bought $4,700 worth for New Year's
alone, and for last week boosted

Eve

.

"The Voice of the Turtle " Morosco
(47th week)
(C-896l $4/!0).
Last
season's three-person <-ast wonder
still in the big brackets, with tnkings
arni-nd $21,500 or more: capacity
"Trio." Belasco (1st' week) (D-

New

—

Balto: (1-6); Wilbur, Bosl. (8-13).
"Star Time"— Shubert, Bos. (1-6);
Shubert. Pbila. (fl-13).
"Student Prince"
Temple. Birmingham (1); I^anier Aud.. Montgomery (2); Erlanger. Atlanta (3-6);
Aud., Chatt. (8): Bijou. Knox. (9);
Ryman. Nash. (10): Hartman. Col.

San Carlo Op. Co.— Aud.. San AnPaso (3-4): Tern-,
"Three's a Family"
Tuscon (5>: Aud.. Phoenix (6)
Minn. (1-2); .English!

;

Most
praised the
Dowlinc and everyone connected
Tennessee
Williams'
new
comedy-drama. It preemcd Tuesday
~
(26) and got, $8,000 in six performwith

Bell for Adano," Cort (4th
week)- (D-1,064: $4.20). One of (he
new hits, gross of which could, be
estimated in advance. $22,600; highest figure yet. .'...,.

'

tonio (1); Aud.. El

Aud.. S. Frisco (8-13).
"Sons O' Fun"
A ud.. Hastings
<i):
Aud.. Denver
(2-4):
Pueblo
Aud.. Pueblo (5) Chief, Colo. Springs

•

six of "'Menageries." latter, of course,
playing in a much smaller seater'
than "Waltz.":
"Winded Victory" continued at a
near-sellout $55,000. looking ahead
to $12,000 New Year's Eve alone.
"Ten Little Indians." "Voice of the

"Soldier's
Wife."
John Golden
(13th week) (CD-789; $3.60). Bit off
early in week, then climbed, with
midweek matinee capacity: $12,500
or more.
"Song of Norwav," Imperial U9th
,
week) (.0-1,427;- $6). One of the
musical leaders on its wa>- to a
cleanup, capacity plus; $41,000.
•

"A

.

pie,

Mem.

Reviews for "Waltz King" and
Eddie Dowlirig's "Glass Menagerie''
were, on opposite ends of the adlist, with "Menagerie" getting
mostly raves in its premiere, while
"Waltz" drew strong panning on
second run here: however, payees
coughed* up $12,000 for eight performances' of "Waltz" and $8,000 for
jective

$14,000.

C (Comedy). D (Drama),

Keys:

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta,).

(38th week) (M-1,462; $4.80). Came
strongly,
and while some
bock
empties, count was big $34,000.'
"Hand in Glove," Forrest <4th
week) (1,000: $3).. Christmas dol- week) (D-1,060: $3.60. Opened at
"Star and Garter" — Blackstone, drums over, scarv opus went right bad time, before holidav.s; biz last
week promising; around $9,000.
back up to $15,000.
Chi. (1-6).
"Harvey," 48th Street (9lh week)
"Voice of Ihf .-Turtle." Selwyn
"Star -In the Window" Ford's, (13th week) (1.000; $3,60). Payees
C-925:
$4.20)
Played matinees

more, raking $19,000 for its first period.
"Maid in Ozarks" at Belasco
hiked to $10,000 on 12th stanza.

.

I0>;

;

'

"Many Happy Returns"— Plymouth.
L. A. Legits Boff Again;
Nat'l.. Wash. (8-13).
"Merry Widow" (New Opera)—
'Baron' 22G, 'Widow' 19
"Mefry

M

filling and. luscious.
Eward Clarke
Lilley has directed the piece with an
eye to brisk tempo and unfaltering
pace.
With scantily clad femmes
and plenty..of smutty lines, this one
Tell" all
is
more burlesque than legit, and Turtle" and "Kiss and Christmas
certainly not for grandma or the picked up after a bad
week.
kiddies, but (here's no denying it has
Estimates for Last Week
a modicum ol entertainment value.
"Glass Menagerie,"
(900:
Civic
Waters.
S3.60).
crix
Lord.

Boston (1-6);

Lyric, Balto. (1-6): Mas. Aud.. Clcvc
(8-13 ).

"Oklahoma!"

pulls out Saturday (6) after a recordbreaking
months because of commitments in other Theat.-e Guild
cities: and "Star and Garter" is also
skedded to leave the Blackstone the
6th or shortly thereafter, with- "Life
With Father" relighting Jan. 15 for
its third, run here.'

Pittsburgh,
i

j

Gertie Lawrence and her futile
"Errand for Bemice" got a double
pushing around at Nixon last week,
first from the critics and then from
the weather. Not only did her new
one run
unanimously
into a set

of

bad notices, but it hit town along
with a blizzard, a snowstorm, a chilly
Only." Winter Garcloudburst
followed
by
freezing
weather and Just about everything
else in the weatherman's book.
senters: midweek, matinee riol al
Because of her name. Mi.vs Lawboxoffice: estimated $44,000.
"Late (ineorpe Apley." Lyceum (6th rence might have survived the critic
week) (C-993: $4.20). One added cal lambasting, but she couldn't buck
matinee tor class hit sent takings to the elements, with result that there
(1st week)
ing big. despite

den

.

(R-1,523; $6). Starlsome flrst«night dis.

.

"A Ladv

of ?." Colonial (1,500;
Shot right to the SRO de-

around S20.000. new high.
$4.20).
partment following opener and will
"Life With Father," Empire (287IK
come close to. if not exceed. $26,000 week) (C-1.082: S3.60). Run leader
on eight performances. Final week, held to usual eight times: great
which includes New Year's Eve. per- matinees: r,->tpd at $)4 000 or bctl^formance with $5.40 top. .current.
"Mexlcan Havride." Majestic (38th
"Many Happy Returns," Plymouth week) (M-1,695: $6). - Bounded' uo(1,300; $3.60). Although not loo well ward as exocctcd with the indicated
received by critics here, star draw of count bi2, ar^-ip't <33,000.
"Oklahoma!".
Mary Astor and Neil Hamilton suffiSt.
James
(91st
cient to achieve estimated $9.000. on Week) (M-1.529: $4.80). Played an
nine- performances, which isn't too extra matinee., which accounted for
the smash musical runner topping
bad. Second wcck.currcnl.
"Star Time," Shubert (1.500? $3.60). $33,000.
"One Touch of Venus," 4Cth Street
Virtually sellout to achieve estimated
$26,000 here, and more if including 65th week) (M-l, 319; $4.80). Dipped
Prof. Walter Pritchard Eaton, of Yale- writing on "The' Pulitzer Prize" three, extra shows on Sunday (3D of late; but figured to come back:
m the Theatre Annual 'for 1944. reviews Pulitzer play awards since 1924, with matinee, advance-price evening holiday week saw climb' to around
defending them against frequent criticism, and showing how the choices' show ($4.80 top) and midnight show $28,000.
"On the Town," Adelphi (1st week)
have stood up in retrospect over the years, especially when compared with at regular prices. Final week began
(MM, 536; $5.40). Opened Thursday
the Critics' Circle prizes, which were set up as. protest against Pulitzer Monday (1).
"The Young Know Best," Copley (28); sharply divided .press: coup 1 "
choices.
"Matched award for award with the Critics' Circle choices." (1,100; $3). No estimate given here, of raves.
ays Eator. who was a Pulitzer juror 11 years, "The Pulitzer prize hasn't but
"Sadie Thompion," Alvin
(7th
maybe $4,000. Drew poor notices
wen unworthily administered."
all around, and closes Saturday (30). week)
(M-1,388; $6). Did consider-

were cancellations right and left all
week Ions. Show had on advance
sa'e of nearly $12,000 but didn't wind
up grossing that much, due to inability of many customers to get into
town.
Wound up under $11,000. if
that worst star has ever done here.
Top was $3.60 (including tax).
.

.

'

'Kiss'

14G, Frisco

-

.

.

,

San Francisco.
"Kiss and Tell" off to promising
Christmas night start at Geary theatre, with week's 1. 1 '.mate $14,000 tor
tr-e

1.550-seat house.-

ZaSu Pitts and "Ramshackle Inn"
to draw $10,500 for yearend
'
week at Curran.
Advance sale good for "Blithe
Spirit." opening at Curran Jan. '7
with Violet Heming, Reginald. Denny
expected

and Lilian Harvey.

'
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whose principal
is

irpronouiu-ed

"Hope

for

the.

dued pYemu-re here. Opening performance V:'; too erratic to elicit
general indications favored more promising
chances iilier a session wilh the
There's an appealing
play-nieoks.
Mr.sl-nishl

theme

but

hi'av'os;

for

an introvert

aTi

uid to at-

where the
business school,
mother sends her more in the hope,
of snagging n husband than a job.
Instead, the Kill spends her time
Forest
Louis
St.
through
strolling,

—

,

On

inpact of the fatuities of the plot and
the characterization; Even as it is
there are moments of charm and moments of mild amusement, but these
spring from the principal's dexterPark and visiting museums, finally ity with them,, and only she (and
winding up lavishing all her affec- Boris Marshaluv as the refugee) suVtions on a collection of glass animals vive.
The others work hard and
that constitute the managerle from often .capably, but they cannot sucwhich the play gets its title.
ceed in giving the impression they
Both ideas are resolved into one really believe they're emitting witbringing'
into
wlie.; mother nags son
ticisms.
.home from the warehouse 'a. -fellowThe play is nicely mounted, with a
worker.- -Mother plans a dinnciv doll- Delaware country home as its locale,
ing up herself and. daughter in out- while the direction is: more or less
lanish dresses right out of "Sally, limited to having people go in and
Irene and Mary.'' Gentleman caller, out of doors.
Elif.
excellently played in the yokel manner by' Anthony Ross, late of the
Tlie
AAF and "Winged Victory," doesn't
.'
Philadelphia.
turn out to be a suitor, as planned by
revival of tin- iil:iy. liy'
Cle-i'y-l Ci-awi'nr.l
Miss Tavlor. beeause^lie's already enWlllllilil Sli(iki-S)ir:i|-i'; alnKed and' lirodlleed;
gaged, lie does, however., straighten liy MurKniv.l .\VeI»Me'r In l\vo urls nn'il .1
out Miss Haydon's life by breaking in-oliit;; fivUm-i'u \*t;i /.ih-Iii;i niiil C'nn:n'l;i
up her complexes, pointing 'out that I^'i'. w.Hli' Ai-uiiM Miijim: orl-iliHil iniiHle liy
m,*i itiiCM iiti.1 ritiuunic.s by
he's just as good .«< anybody else Diivhl liiiinioml;
M\illoy: i-lidiiNi^r.uiiiy h'y l-^lwui-d CiUnir.
nd that her lameness could be IIkIiUiik liyMut' ll.M-k: on-lioslru under d|.
turned into an asset. Play ends as a
At life sliulipi'l.
•otlrin or Hi", i-oniiivsi-r.
"lit S.t.7-'.
Iilliiiloliililn. r»o.v
tragedy lor Miss Taylor's hopes but

by Hetty

pix.

Auilior has '-an riilercslinn i-iea
here, and play is peopled with intercslinu elutiacters. but' the two elements have not as yet jelled into
sustained" entertainment. Production
is badly lucking in pace, there being
too many stretches of characters
simply tossing lines back and forth

..

ander. Jtny

Doc- 28, '«; »5.40
.Workman:
2nd Workman.

'

.

.

-

Wnrkmnn.

-

I

Mercedes
Joan Wet-

sparkles.
playing Tone's fiancee, also
a columnist, eives correct, polished
snobbery to the Dart -with good effect.
The head of the syndicate that
handles the two writers is in capable
hands of Edmon Ryan. Doro Mc-

more,

H;ivi-y

.

a.
semi-screwball professor,
Paul .Potter offers support as Tone's

soldier-brothea
Single "setting of a living-room
exceptionally attractive and produc
tion is well mounted in toto. Staging
requires not only sneeduo but also
elimination
of
inaudibility, tend
encies.
Bo/ie
-

.

1
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Joe Mielziners brilliantly-lighted
single set. his first stage job since re
lease from the Army ;.Lauretto Tay
superlative limning of. an agirig
southern belle who tries to recapture
for her crippled daughter' the lost
glamor of her own misspent youth
and smooth direction by Eddie Dowling and Margo- Jones that got the
lor's

.
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opener— these

curtain
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Sing

While

Madge Kennedv

discloses

'

.

whose husband, a pompous sort of
booby, has come to take her for
granted. When he"'' brings home an
Austrian refugee who understands
quadratic equations and the effect of
moonlit walks and poetic quotations
on middle-aged women, she finds
herself considering the amorous possibilities.
This so shocks her married daughter that she renounces her
intention to run off with a columnist,
and so shocks her husband that heslops beiiig'a booby long enough to

Tennessee Williams' new cometlydrama about lite in a St. Louis tene-

The

a smash sendoff.
And as it
it wouldn't do badly on
Broadway, although the ending
could
"
be tightened.
There isn't much to the story; it's

Oslorwald. Alma Kaye, Plilllp r.iul..lv:(.,
.Inek .MuOnulcy,: Robert Penn. Jniuej. iv™.
tm Held,- Peter Hamilton, Irene I.uwt :><> n«>.
Kthcl .Mann.
Produdllpn Magcd ity i.i-c.n

.

;

.

'

beautiful, and. of course, graceful
Ariel, but her occasional singing

a.k.

scope.

stunt

The

known as the lobsterflickering spotlight is

used often between scenes probably
to be desired and her because there is too little specialty
uneven. Incidentally, she. talent among the players.
on for little ballet dancing
Betty Comden and Adolph Green,
but spends inost of her lime flitting who wrote book and lyrics, formed
and tripping upstairs and down. In a quartet known as "The Revuers"
fatt, this revival, with its trick set, which played in night clubs:
turntable stage and tiers of rounding
Story starts with three sailors on
steps may well- go down into stage 24 hours leave, who do New York,
history as o new high in stage levita- which takes them and companions
lion.
.Canada Lee gives an Intelli- into three alleged night, clubs, that
gent and deserving performance as- extended interlude being distinctly
that strange moon-man, the hideous unfunny. The boys, go on a hunt for
Caliban, but it will hardly be rated "Miss Turnstiles," subway top girl
as one of his major achievements. of the' month.' That lass turns out
Arnold Moss as Prospero lias what Is to be Sono Osato who quit "One
undoubtedly one of the longest roles Touch of- Venus" recently.
Miss
(4n the matter 'of sides) in- Shake- Osato dances in an original 'way and
speare and, for the most part, he ac- gives one of the better performances.
quits himself well besides being
About even up with, her is Nancy
striking In appearance and makeup.
Walker, appearing as a girl taxi
' Two actors from the Czech stage.
driver, whip' grabs one of the gobs
George Voskoyec and Jan Wcr'ich. and takes him to her apartment. Her
have the' roles of Trinculo and Sle- girl friend sneezes with a head cold,
phano, characters who belong in. the crabbing the plans of the miniature
Bard's long gallery of clowns. Taslcs amazoh biit there Miss Walker han(Continued on "page 17ft)
dles one of the rather good numbers,

much
is

,

.

I must speak of a white jersey dress, worn in
It had became known as "the whistle
When the third act curtain went up and I was
seated on the couch with my full skirt carefully arranged to look decorative, there came such whistles.

where

the last act.
dress."

bed when I heard that massive formation of planes
which I knew were going over to bomb Ploesti. I'd try
and count tliem. All day I -would feel uneasy because
I knew that Red or. Bill or Casey or Eric were up

;

the way it's put over that got a loud
ovation for author; directors, stage
designer and quartet of actors, and,
for Pai»l Bowles, who
turned out the interesting, likling
score., played mostly oh- a xylophone,
which, adds to the dramatic effect

incidentally,

there.

This Is typical of how famoas that "dress became,
The other day, walking along a N. Y. street concentrating upon so many things I had to do, I was startled
when a GI called, "Where's your white dress?"

For an hour and 16 minutes, consecutively, the Theatre Guild has one
of the most delightful evenings h\
the' theatre with its latest Broadway
production, "Sing Out, Sweet Land.
But that spectacuular first portion is
too lough to follow, and a comparatively tame second half mitigates
against this musical achieving the
smash success indicated by its first
'-

a

.

land to the present, with a story continuity by Walter Kerr with which to
link the music.
From the Guild's "Oklahoma!", iri
which he had the original Broadway
juvenile lead, comes Alfred Drake to
pace this cavalcade of song and
dance, and this he does with a gay

abandon as one Barnaby Goodcliila,
singing and ageless wanderer
a
spreading the music of the various
•American, periods.
Thus does this become a cavalcade
of familiar and unfamiliar music,
most of whose composers are unknown. When irt the first portion of
the show the folksong, "When I Was
Single," is sung by Bibi Osterwald,
it sets the pace for a succession of
plaintive, old melodies thut are sock
all the way, particularly in the ensemble routines. Miss Osterwald has
a couple of other melodies that
does with gbod effect, notably the
:

-

"Casey Jones" number.
Burl Ives with his minstrelsy is
another of the, show's standouts, notably in the Mississippi Boat number,
in which he does the "Frankie and
Johnny" tune. It's a pip ensemble
.

routine;' in fact, the best

the

.

,

,

.

-

.

.

:

'

.

:

number

in

-

and brings the curtain
first act.

Nothing, seem-

It.

Others who appear to particular
advantage are Alma Kaye and Philip
Coolidge.
Of the seven scenes in tlie second
are only two that rate with
anythingMn the first part, the "Casey

act, there

Jones" and speakeasy numbers.
The dancing has all been conceived
with imagination by Doris Humphrey
and Charles Weldman, but some of
the -second half terpsing should be

'••.-..

"Sing Out"

Broadway Hit Parade

dition

of

is

in the best Guild traand colorful cos-

lavish

tumes, imaginative settings and expert staging by Leon Leb.nidon.There are certain suggestions of "Oklahoma!", in the type of one or two
numbers, and staging, but any similarity between that Guild smash and
•

(Continued from, page ISO;
»s the greatest War play since .the start of
.

conflict,

was a

-the

present

puzzle.

had their licenses revoked ''Sing Out" ends right: there.
Knhn.
within a short period and there were fears that that
might lead to a ticket monopoly, but that hasn't mate
AGHA EXPELS SINGER
rialized as. yet. A few were reinstated, the others be
ing put out of business. Three or four ruthless specs
Eugene Birlenbach, chorus memwere sent to the clink, but during the fall there were ber of Metropolitan Opera Co., who
few ticket complaints. "The agencies did so much busi- was sentenced to pen recently on
ness there was no alibi for trying evasions of the lim
Federal charges of conspiracy to deSeven

.ticket.' .brokers'

.

itations.

'.

:

-

show,

down on the

cut.

Lust 18 Pounds

'

It should.be good for at least
modest stay, however.
"Sing Out" is programmed "a salute to American folk and popular
music," and is a miscellany of songs:
and dances from. Puritan New Eug-,

half.

-

Home Was very- hot even for August. And the
Dowling acts as.diarrator, leaning theatre was lighted by four great heaters. ,1 had been
up against the brick wall of a tene- wearing cotton undershirts, all through the hot
ment, scrim lighting up to reveal a
weather, :to protect my costumes. It was so hot, wliat
bed-silting room with dining room in
with the weather and those lights that I had lo change
backgwund.
I lost six "pounds that
"Don't laugh at me.", he says. Undershirts between each act.
"Other, plays have had narrators, night aiid that brought the total of lost pounds up to IB.
too."
From here on Dowling flits
Next' was Fifth. Army; which I had been anticipatback and forth front sidelines to cen- ing all along; I had imagined before we started that
ter stage lo: double as tyiss Taylor's
we'd. always be out in the field, .with th. soldiers. 1
much-nagged son.
had never dreamed' that we'd ever live in hotels. But
Plot's dialog is earthy but narra
tor's lines arc too flowery. lie spots we- weren't to be' in the field yet,, for wo were invited
the actjon as 1937, when the. world to live in a Villa requisitioned for officers. It was
was dancing on the edge of a great right on the ocean, a beautiful spot, arid another just
war and' spiritual values we're lost. beybnd it. even larger, was taken over for- ja GI rest,
His crippled sister, dreamily played
by Julia Hnydon: his •mother and camp. From there we drove ..each day through the
himself.: a poet forced- to earn his mountains (an hour's drive) to the little theatre where
bread and, butter as a warehouse we played
cleric, live in a St. Louis tenement
When we moved on to Two Corps, we finally, lived
across the. alley from a ballroom in the field. Adcle and I shared what is known as a
dominated by a grinning photograph '.'small wall tent." Mess was'half a mile away :We were
of his father, who deserted the fam
laid off. there for four: days because there was no place
liy years before.
for us to play. It rained. I had scraped the mud off
It's brought out that the old man
drank, and that Miss Taylor, obsessed iny shoes so many' times that one day at lunch, when
wilh the idea of maintaining an at- a flood came through the. messhall and everybody had
mosphere of gentility in' the face of to- leap upon tables, I just took off my boots, waded
-near-poverly, is afraid her son will through, the mud and went barefoot until we left for
Her other
follow in his footsteps.
worry Is her daughter, a shy. com Florence.
In Florence I had my clothes pressed. And here is
ple'x -ridden girl whose lameness has
considerably.

-

-'

impression is that "On the
Town" does, not qualify for Broadway.
by
first managerial try
It's, the
two Yale grads who found, no trouble
in getting, backing from Metro and
BKO, but it has been pointedly
shown, this season that picture com
panics can be wrong when embark
ing in legit. .Not all the players are
professional, and some appear to be
semi-pros if hot amateurs. Not a real
laugh was delivered at the debut and
vocally the show is mediocre.
George Abbott was in charge of
direction but he is known to -be- out:
of step with some of his own musiWhatever he contributed was
cals.
not clear, except perhaps the use of,
the

Miss Webster.
Even the casting, which seemed on
paper little short of inspirational,
does not prove entirely so in the cold
light of actuality. Vera Zorina is a an

Foxliole Circuit

Ibre:

Swwi Land

.

demands fdr. tricky stagecraft
and mechanical magic must naturally
have appealed to any one- with an
ingenious and resourceful mind like

(Continued from page 159)

.

appar-

I

pest's'.'

stands .now

.

Out,

ingly, could follow

ment

.

artists.

Tlirutro Oulld production Hinder. MiimntHloh ut Lawrence l«njfhor und There*! it',.|.
bum) of musical by Walter Ken-. Vi luminals Ineludo Alfred Drako; Hurl I \
nllii

is "callecl

great personal charm and stage sen
sibilily in her return to the' theatre
in "Brief Holiday."' the play must
be considered a dubious if not a
hopeless entry. It is. just talk: everybody gabbles away and nothing ever
happens.
It tells of a middle-aged' woman
wilh certain intellectual curiosities

without toe

l.eonldofT:
an-antced nnd i-nndn.-ii-d,
Judging from rabid plaudits on aiid.Hiieclnlmusicmusic written, by KII* sleK-Opening night, at 12 bucks top, new me.lsier; book directed by Wnltbr Kerr:
dances nnd .numbers directed by Clurles
revue with a sort of- stor^. thread, Wcldmnn nnd Doris Humphi-ey; -soiling*,
Albert
Johnson:
costumcfi,
Luelud.u >tn)lniil;
get
should
one
this
would
seem
it
verse ehorue directed by Ai-Uiui- l.e^nc.'
over. But indications are that the Opened at International; N. V;, Dee. JS. U;
$i).(10 opening night.
players had their gang out front -and

little

leaves
acting

isn't

.

ballets,

...Herbert Clroene
.

there are

if

ent- cither. There are some fairly
good chorus numbers or so-called

,C:iBMavd.

ll.n-liBi-t-

i

.

... .

.-

...'........-..

Is class in 'Town" it's not
The ensemble is made up of

diminutive damsels and
any lookers present that

.

I'^-u'nreii

.

there

If

evident.

:

I'lKirl'elon JtU.-l/..

.

Tlie

:

FlBllieiH

'

Amy

.

.

.Muxh|e Arnold
%

.

PoMrenuin...Y

Clnhv

JVAli-y

.llli'linrd

.

-.THilliiy ..Tnekilon

,

,

l'nli> :ili.

Anne.

.

.

.

l.iiUy. ......

uiidy..:

with revivals of "Hamlet,"
Richard II" and ••.'Twelfth Night,"
she confounded the skeptics by staging "Othellp" with such .brilliant success that this heavy and not-generr
ally-popular tragedy of. the Bard's
became a boxoffice smash. But "The
Tempest" must be chalked up as one
of Miss Webster's few errors. It has

D*.

Iltilh

Old

s. -Uiiorinan

cesses

ilnii

OliV^'io

.

1'oHlor

Mnude

Greeno

;Crls Alemniler
I.yle Clark
.lolin nulllCB'.
I'Vnnk- WeKtlirook

. .

.

Jin-illli-H 'I'lieiA Jlllil -.lus-'-Ml Vi,-i-|.-.| IM-oilUC
itt i-iinieilv
In ili !-•?«- :ii-ls liy fiirtirtien
Sl:n-S Milili;.' Ki'lnliNly ; fpuluren
n:inill>ler :init li.,i-ls.' 11. .\f:ivslinlov
Ird hv Si. Mlni'o l.otv: set liy Carl
Ki-iii: ut liie Willoii-. R.iri»n.
S«. T.>ll
s:l Uip.
-.
IMiyllia F;ll>y:in
. .l^ilsi'iiKii-y-Uk-o

l-'illlellt-r;

plays

.

Pollcoiimn.

S:illiii*

•

-

Kloren.-p MiK-Mlelinel
.
.
.Mni-lon Knliler
........ .liirry Holloir

KIoshIo
VloKHln'H Krlend

chance.
There is no. denying two or three
important- facts about "TJie.Tempest .'"
In the first place, it is the. second
shortest of all the Bard's plays, and
with Miss Webster's streamlined pacing and -minimum of seene-changing
uppity sisters' of the DAR: and nu- (there's only one intermission), the
merous other homely little touches first-night curtain fell at 10:52. In
the second place.- there are certainly
that add up to real theatre. Mike.
some of- the Bard's most sonorously
beautiful passages, and there is, of
Brief
course, color and novelty galore.
Finally/it is likely' that "The TemBoston.

rande wrings some chuckles from
housekeeper role; Leo Buliakov

.

Master of Cercinonlos.
Margaret Webster has invariably Sinner....:
displayed a magiq touch in, her han- Walter......
......
dling of Shakespearean plays— both Spanish Sinner. ........
heavy and light. On top of huge suc- The rSrcnt' l.ovor.

Holiday

,

........AJolnli uratii

Tiiin.-.

I.ltllo

.Herbert..

.. . . . .

....

i

.

lllll

snmatli

"I Can Cook." "You Got Me" i»
fairly good as warbled by Mis}
Walker, Miss Comden, Gris Alexander, and Green, while John Battles
handles what looks like the best melody "Lucky To Be Me," at the first
act finale. Robert Chisholm doubtless has the best pipes in the cast
but virtually talke his one number,
j
"I Understand."
Settings by Oliver Smith are in
and out, a Coney Island scene which
is mostly an illuminated backdrop
being the most, attractive. It is there
that Miss Osato and Battles do alright
with a novelty dance. Costumes for
the^number, which is near the finale
curtain, are okay too, but there are
too many times when the players are
civilian clothes, a strange and not
alluring thing in a musical.
;

Frank Milton

. ,

.

Andy.: .....

.

girl
As
McCambridKc*

Oeorno

liy

.Mm ten

.;.

Sailor
ilalioy.

.

A

. .
,

(tilp..

l

jovous vistas for Dowling, who's
set to hit the trail for adventures
la his dad. ahd for Miss Haydon,
hose glass menagerie has been re.saps
noticeable
other
with
at each
placed by something more elevating.
in between.
couple of lerrif ideas are exThe term erratic applies only to ploited to the hill. One is the photo
story development, riot to acting, as
of the old man' (really Dowling),
troupe turns in .a creditable job. which lights up every time Miss Tay
Cast as 'a- coju'mhist- who has enlor wonders aloud If the gentleman
deared, himself to millions of read*
Other
caller is a drinking man.
ers -'throush his ability to take their
touches are dialogs' between mother
minds off their troubles via his light- and
daughter which are dimmed but
material,
hearted
Franohot Tone
as Dowling cuts in with narrator's
gives a sincere interpretation of the
lines from the! side; music, from the
part.. .While. the role is anything but
next-door dancehall, with colored
a heavy one, he lends authenticity to
lights flickering through the window
the few dramatic ltnes the play ofcarrying action from sitting room lo
fers when the columnist succurhbs to
fire-escape terrace overlooking the
an inner urge :to go serious arid
dancehall; :Miss Taylor's sideline of
carry he ball -fjor a better world
selling magazine subscriptions to her
the
inspiration,

Ioi>.

:iid
Dr.glo...

TeinpeNl

ith

Dlm-tod

llurilsoii.

nuniberfl anil dam-on MMi«d by
Jerome noblilnn: iwtlliiRK denlKii«d liy
Snillb: c«stu'inen by Alyln ''oil: oonrtucior.-.
Mux Gobei-inun: oiii-ncd Adoliihl, N. T..
Alilwtl;

1

II

Comden and Adolpb Orson, munlo

I^eonni-d BerfiHtoln. Peuture» Mono Owlo.
N'ahey Wnlkor. Silss Coiinldn. Adoliih Qresn,
John Buttles, ltoburt Chlnliolm, l.'rln Alex-

liy

•

:

Town

the

Ollvor SmlUi nnd Paul Felgiiy proUmillun
of rovue In two piyis with Iwok and lyrics

.

•
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Hays on Broadway

Despite all this the comedy might
have a chance if its lines were amusing enough to supply the evening's
entertainment and so diminish the

:

somewhat sub-

a

oir. -to

"
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•

script

a.

moment

-case of wanderlust.
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departs,
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Equity was mostly quiet excep't for a flurry when
councillors were elected.
Paul Robeson refused to
accept office, although electcdi and Philip Lbeb,. who
was not among the first 10 highest in the. voting. Was
named to conlinae, by $he council.
•L'ewis. Nicjiols, of the Times,- won last season's, "Va
riety's" critics box'score and was the leader att t^iis
season's half-wey mark.- Louis. Kronenbcrgcr of
was runner-up and John Chapman was third for
.

.

pelled

PM

.

Summer stocks reached a new low, considering the
gas and (ire shortages, but there was an increase in
the number of open-air operetta revivals, which provided quite a few engagements..

from American Guild

sical Artists.

of

Mu-

.

NEW NOVEL

.

'

1043-44.

fraud government' and failing lo regenemy alien, has been ex-

ister as

Jim

TUlly, on sick

list

for .several

years finished new hovel, 'Ma If -Sis
ter of the Lord."'. Said, to 'b'R about
California evangelism.
Margaret Shedd; author of "Inherit the. Earth" (Harper) winlering
1

Mexico.
Struthers Burt wintering ou
ranch in Wyoming.
in

W«

»

5
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THEATRE GUILD PRODUCTIONS

1944-45

A New

"CENTRAL PARK"
DOROTHY

By HERBERT and

)

by Walter Kerr

[

ALFRED DRAKE

FIELDS

BUHL IVES

and

Musical

SING OUT,
SWEET LEND!
• Alma Kaye
Columbus Circle at 59 tu

Bibi O.stcnvaM

•

International Thea.

&

Mats. Thurs.

SIGMUND ROMBERG

Sat.

FORREST, PHILADELPHIA

"MEXICAN HAYRIDE"
Starring

.

ETHEL BARRYMOBE
EMBEZZLED HEAVEN

A New Play by L. Bush-Fekete & Mary 1
Helen Fay • Based oa a Novel by Franz Werfel
with

BOBBY CLARK
MAJESTIC, NEW YORK

Eduard
Franz

ALBERT BASSERMAN
Sanford
Meisner

.

W.

National Thea.

Martin
Blaine

.

41. Mats. Thurs.

&

Sat.

X
"CATHERINE WAS GREAT"
Starring

MAE WEST

H.

Skirball)

JACOBOWSKT
COLONEL
- S. N. Behrman Comedy Hit
Stated by Ella Kazan

The Frans Werfel

LOUIS CALNIRN

NEW YORK

ROYALE,

(in association with Jack

OSCAR KARLWIIS

•

Marianne Stewart • Harold Vermllyea
Merlin Beck Thta. W. 45. Mats. Thurs. & Sat.

r

"STAR AND GARTER"
The Musical Hit

Starring

HOWARD
BLACKSTONE, CHICAGO
WILLIE

OKLAHOMA!
Based on Lynn Biggs' "Green Grow the Lllaca"
Mtfslo by Blchard Bodgers - Booh & Lyrics
by Oscar Hammersteln 2nd - Directed by
Ilonben Mamoulian - Dances by Agnes de Milla
Evelyn . Kuth
Harry
Joseph
.
.
Wyckoflt
Weston
Buloff
Stockwell
'

St.

JamwThoa. W.

44.

Mats. Thurs.

& Sat.

"BELLA"
By

ARTHUR KOBER

Directed by

ELMER RICE

(On

OPENS

Tour)

THE NATIONAL

WILBUR, BOSTON,

COMPANY

FEB. 5

!

"AND NEVER YIELD"
By BETTY SMITH
Directed by STELLA

In

OPENS

PLYMOUTH, BOSTON,
48+h STREET

PAUL ROBESON
JOSE FERRER

ADLER

the Margaret

UTA HAGEN
Webster .production

FEB. 19

THEATRE

The House of

(In

"HARVEY"

Preparation)

Philip Barry'i

FOOLISH NOTION

FOR MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
The new Rodgen-Hamrnerstein musical

"GREAT SON"
By

EDNA FERRER

Novel to Be Published Jan.

LH.IOM
.(Tentative Title

1

3,
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ternary

I

read the

script changes,

September, 1943, arid

in

was ^hooked. While the ensuing year saw many
draft _was saturated with the same Ineffable

I

that

HARVEY

version of

first

immediately knew

.

first

charm, the same delightful humor, the same gentle philosophy,' which,

HARVEY

combined, have made

not only the dramatic sensation of

particular year but a candidate, for a place
.

theatre,, since

it

knows neither time nor place

its

among the classics of the
nor space—nor, as Harvey

any objections.

says,

Mary
am struck with the fact that she was not only an adroit play*
who knew her material upside-down and inside-out but that she

In going over the receiving end of the correspondence with

Chase

I

wright

was a prophet
is

to boot.

Throughout was manifest the

For

the theme of her play.

me most

that concerns

Instance, last

it.

would say

tion about Nwhich the audience

It

woman who

tries to get

main concern— that

sacrifice its integrity,

'—that

it

If it's

this

liked in the past and pasting

It

the greatest

show

gives the audience

number

"It

was

for that

at all to fear."

man, the one holding a $3.30

and eventual

of laughs

on he has

able to think of
at last

and whispered

Miss Chase's

attrition

stuffing old rags Into

him

the

I

it

ticket

most entertainment)

Maybe watching

satisfaction.

for a couple of hours he will be able to forget

later

When

it

here and there like

windowpane-we have nothing

Again she wrote:

when

Is

does no |

way, a direct attack, war of

stub in his pocket, I wrote this play, to give

.this

it

instead of defensive warfare based on what they have

critics

a broken

man

a play

deep and rooted In truth

instead of gags, and that

done

'It's

her brother in a sanitarium.' That

that the laughs are

humor

has genuine

genuine satisfaction.

on the

must be

a play about a

does not^ pull any punches, that

it

and

whioh

must be the kind of produc-

later, 'It's

goes around with a six-foot white rabbit,' rather than,

about a

my

spirit of Faith,

she wrote i "The thing

the over-all impression of the play. It

is

bold humor, with a folk-lore quality to

who

May

Tarawa^ and

the theatre and remembers, perhaps he will be

left

differently

and be better able

to

bear

it."

production activities began and Broadway pointed at

had

Faith.

rabbits,' not bats, in

As

my

belfry, I

prophet her only mistake was In the price of the

me

borrowed some of

a dramatist Miss Chase failed

riot at all;

ticket. It will

as a

be several

Market
names and telephone numbers.

years before the B.O. js $3.30. Please don't mention the Black
Lto

me

unless you are willing to furnish

Happy Holidays from
and from

me

and

all

Mr,'; Fay,

the rest of the

Miss Hull, Miss Chase, Miss Perry

HARVEY

BROCK PEMBERTON

tribe for years to

come.

presents

A New Comedy by MARY CHASE
with

JOSEPHINE HULL

Directed, by

ANTOINETTE PERRY
JOHN ROOT

Setting! by

48th ST. THEATRE,

East of

Broadway
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the Season

of

MARCUS HEIMAN
1

/

234 West 44th

New York

Street,

DAVID WOLPER

"ROSALINDA"

PRODUCTIONS

JANE

EDDIE

.

WITHERS * FOY,

JR.

" GLAD TO SEE
KENNY BOWERS
Joseph

6ni

MAGAULAY
Dhcm

aad

IARRY

ImmMh

Nancy

in

YOU"

DONOVAN

—

Sawwy CAHN

Mi

"LA

Alexis

VIE PARISIENNE"

ROTOV

•

Association With

.

DAVIS

THE

IANTON

CatraaMt by Travis

NOW IN BOSTON—OPENING IN NEW
Presented

"HELEN GOES TO TROY"

Staaad by Valeria SEniS

—

Haward SAY

KNIGHT

Sisters

Lyric* by
Matlc by Jala STVNE
oak by had THOMPSON oad

farrtafi by

"MERRY WIDOW"

SAMMY WHITE

*

Whitney

JUNE

'

YORK

IN

JANUARY

NEW OPERA COMPANY
113

West

57th "Street

NEW YORK

AL IORDE

GERTRUDE MESEN

in

"FOLLOW THE GIRLS"

1

Holiday Greetings

with

JACKIE GLEASON
USTER WEST

IARONOVA

TIM HERBERT
Vol VALENTINOFF
Dorothy KELLER
Karen Stevens
Walter Long
Richard Dana

%—k

IRINA

From

•radacrlon Davltad oad Stofad by HARRY DELMAR
by Oay Rattan and Iddla Davit—AddMaaal DMaaaa by Frad Thompfon
Lyrici aad Made by Dan Sbaplra, MIHaa Patcal and Phil Charia

—

by Haward Ray
CatraaMt by Lav Eltala
Daaeat aad EaulbNi by Catbarlaa UttMlald

Sarrlaft

NOW IN ITS

OTH

1

MONTH

ELISABETH BERGNER

%

at the 44th St. Theatre,

New

York

.

Season's Greetings

and

PAUL CZINNER

DOOLEY WILSON
Currently featured in

"BLOOMER GIRL"

N

Shubert Theatre New York

BOOTH THEATRE. NEW YORK

Mcml. )HK William Morris. Agency,

;

t

•
'
.

.

.-,

.

.

,

Inc.
i
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR
from

RODGERS and MAMMERSTEIN
With special managerial greetings to: John
Golden, Max Gordon, The Theatre Guild,
George Abbott, The Shuberts, Gilbert Miller,

.

et al.

(Say, fellers, how long has this been going on?)

"I

REMEMBER MAMA"

GILBERT MILLER
presents

BOLES

mi
A new

JOHN
IN

play

by

FLORENCE RYERSON and COLIN .CLEMENTS

One Touch

of Venus"

BUY BONDS
ON TOUR

Max Gordon

Wednesday, January

Annlvertary

UfigTETf
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presents

"THE LATE GEORGE APLEY"
A
by

JOHN

P.

NEW AMERICAN PLAY
and GEORGE

MARQUAND

Baiad en MR.

Staqtd by MR.

MAROUAND'S

KAUFMAN—Stttinqi

and Costum.i by

LYCEUM THEATRE-NEW

S.

KAUFMAN

Pulihwr PriM Novel

STEWART CHANEY

YORK-NOW PLAYING

ON TOUR

RUTH MRGORDON
OWN
PLAY

IN

"OVER TWENTY-ONE"
IN

A New

PREPARATION

Musical Bated on
ly IDWIN JUSTUS

Mh(I« by

Opening

in

"THE FIREBRAND"

MAYER and IRA •ERSHWIN
KURT WEILL

New Haven

on February 22

Season's Qreetings
Dennis

Arthur

F.

O'Brien

Edward C

F.

Raftery

Driscoll

Paul D.

T.

Newrrjian

Lawler

O'Brien

America's Only Ice Theatre
"Th«

hit ie*

show

of th* century."

GARLAND, New. York

Journal-Amwlean.

HATS OFF TO ICE"
PRESENTER IY-

SONJA HEME and ARTHUR M. WIRTZ
Center Theatre, Rockefeller Center
'AT.

THE

NEW YORK

„
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BALLET THEATRE

the

Company of 125 — Symphony Orchestra

MARIAN ANDERSON

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN
Pianist

JANPEERCE

JARMILA NOVOTNA

•

Tenor

Star of the

PATRICE MUNSEL

•

Met and Musical Comedy

BLANCHE THEROM
Mezzo-Soprano

ISAAC STERN

ANUSES SEGOVIA

•

Guitarist

Violinist

Original

DON COSSACK CHORUS ind DANCERS
IEME

JABOFF,

Director
i

AR6ENTINITA and PILAR LOPEZ

CARMEN AMATA

•

Gypsy Dancer Troup*

Company of Spanish Dancers

in "Tropical Revue"

-

"THE BIPSY BARON"
A Production of the New York City Opera Company
Laszlo Halasz, Artistic and Musical Director
MATOB F. H. LA 4UABDIA, President

*

BUY WAR

CeJIlist

Violinist

.

fond more)

BONDS
-* *

Exclusive

Management

HUROK ATTRACTIONS MC-HUROK ARTISTS INC.—HUROK PRODUCTIONS JUG,
7U

FIFTH AVENUE^

MEW YOBK CRY

22

Booking Direction! National Concert and Attiit$ Corp.

p^^RlETY
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RUSSEL CROUSE

present

A New Comedy by JOHN PATRICK
With

RICHARD

ANNE

JOHN

BASEHART

BURR

LUND

Staged by

BRETAIGNE WINDUST

Setting by

RAYMOND SOVEY

HUDSON THEATRE, 44th

Broadway

Street, East of

NEW YORK

Very

MEYER
DAVIS

soon

Another

year

Rolls 'round
Irrevocably

Every good

To

PRODUCTIONS

wish

you for
In

A

Yulelide

Preparation

Medtrn Version of

Gilbert

&

Sullivan's

"PINAFORE"

BROOKS C0ST11E

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

VINTON
FREEDLEY

CO.
"WALLFLOWER"
Warntr
In

Brothers' Picture

Preparation

30 Rockefeller

Plaia,

New

York

Clrcl* 7-7150-1

Jjgi>'

FORTUNE GALLO

Presents

SAN CARLO
OPERA COMPANY
"AMERICAS OLDEST ROAD SHOW"
1909-1945

MEYER
DAVIS

COVERING AS USUAL MOST OF THE
MAJOR CITIES IN THE U. S. AND CANADA

LOS ANGELES

Biltmore Theatre
,*

Orchestras
I.

M. «-AUO,

CHAS.

I.
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*
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Herman Shumlin
presents

CORNELIA OTIS

DENNIS

DUDLEY

SKINNER KING DIGGES
in

LILLIAN HELLMAN'S Great Play

with

BARBARA

0 NEIL
Staged by MR.

FULTON THEATRE,

$ H U

46th

St.,

M LI N
West of Broadway

Goes on Tour January 20, 1943
KERMIT

BLOOMGARDEN

General Manager

4
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Wednesday, January

From

Greetings

s

3,

THE SHIPSTADS and JOHNSON
Ninth Annual

the

Presenting

Edition

of

"The Original and World's Finest Ice Show."

"THE ICE FOLLIES OF 1945"
'A

NATIONAL INSTITUTION"

1944-1945

JOUR

LO$ ANGELES

NEW YORK

BOSTON

MINNEAPOLIS

CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

BUFFALO

SAN FRANCISCO

TORONTO

MONTREAL

PORTLAND

CLEVELAND

NEW HAVEN

SEATTLE

PITTSBURGH
EDDIE SHIPSTAD

ROY SHIPSTAD
OSCAR JOHNSON

CHERYL CRAWFORD and JOHN WILDBERG
CHERYL CRAWFORD

HERSHEY
PROVIDENCE

Productions

JOHN WILDBERG

presents-

HARRY WAGSTAFF

MARY MARTIN

presents

GRIBBLE'S

production of

John Boles

ANNA LUCASTA

ONE TOUCH OF VENUS
S. J.

Music by

Staged by

KURT WEILL

ELIA KAZAN

Book by
PERELMAN and OODEN

YORDAN'S PLAY

47th Street. West of Broadway, N. Y.

Dances by

NASH

AGNES DE MILLE

Lyrics by

1

PHILIP

MANSFIELD THEATRE.

Associate producer

OGDEN NASH

JOHN WILDBERG
3rd Transcontinental Tour

46Hi STREET THEATRE. West of Broadway, N. Y.

CHERYL CRAWFORD
CHERYL CRAWFORD

presents

PORGY and BESS

MIRIAM HOPKINS
new

play by

MOTEN
by

SAMSON RAPHAELSON

THE PERFECT MARRIAGE
BARRYMORE THEATRE,

47th Street,

Avon

Etta

Victor Jory
A

1

presents

Weit

LONG

•

GEORGE GERSHWIN

JOHN WILDBERG,

Williom

•

FRANKLIN

and DuBOISE

HAYWARD

Associate Producer

of Broadway, N. Y.

.

Coming!

CHERYL CRAWFORD
in

association with

Margaret Webster present

THE TEMPEST
.

Opened PHILADELPHIA. Dec.

HOME

26— Prior New

OFFICE: 49
.1

>

»

< f.¥

CALL
produced by

in

aiiooiation «with

JOHN WILDBERO

York

WEST

ME LUCKY

VINTON FREEDLEY

45th STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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Holiday Greetings
ALFRED de LIAGRE,

Ji

Present•

JOHN

DRUTEN

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
SELWYN

MOROSCO THEATRE
•

THEATRE

ELLIOTT NUGENT

K. T.

STEVENS

HUGH MARLOWE

BETTY FIELD
AUDREY CHRISTIE

BETTY LAWFORD

HOWARD LANG PRODUCTIONS
246 West 44th

Street,

New York

General Manager

City

Company Managers

HAROLD KUSELL

IRVING BECKER
LOU LISSNER

General Press Rep.

ZAC FREEDMAN

FOR BRIDES"
SCHOOL
AMBASSADOR THEATRE
NEW YORK
7TH LAUGH MONTH.

Opening Wednesday, January 17, Royale Theatre

SKEETS GALLAGHER—JAMES ELLISON
in

"GOOD NIGHT LADIES
3RD UPROARIOUS YEAR

TOURING COMPANY

GOOD NIGHT
JOHN HUBBARD

•

WYNNE GIBSON

LADIES
•

FRED SHERMAN

I
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Anniversary

ON PRODUCTIONS
LONDON

NEW YORK
tin Association

BLOOMER
HAROLD ARLEN— Lyrics by

With CELESTE

margaret
douglass
dooley
wilson

In

E.

Y.

LOVE

LYRIC Theatre

HOLM
david

Mccracken
mabel

brooks
matt

Dances by

Settings and Lighting by

Beryl

Penelope

MEASOR

DUDLEY-WARD

ON TOUR

SCHORR

E.

Y.

PRIOR TO LONDON

PRIVATE LIVES

Costumes by

MILES WHITE

'

Production Staged by

With

Joyce

CAREY

DUCHESS Theatre

Musical Director

LEON LEONARD!

Revival of

NOIL COWARD'S

HARBURG

Success

With

Kay

Theatre, Matinees Wed. and Sat.

JOHN
ROCKEFELLER PLAZA.

•

PHIPPS

DAN JAMES

AGNES de MILLE

Book Directed by WILLIAM

10

.

Nicholas

Orchestration by

SHUBERT

BLITHE SPIRIT

FRED SAIDY

RUSSELL BENNETT

LEMUEL AYERS

FOURTH YEAR OF
NOEL COWARD S GREAT COMEDY

briggs

taliaferro

Based on the Play by LILITH and

IDLENESS

IN

By TERRENCE RATTIGAN

HARBURQ

joan

Book by SIG HERZ1G and

LYNN

LUNT and FONTANNE

ASSOCIATION WITH NAT GOLDSTONE)

(IN

With H. M. Tennent, Ltd.

ALFRED

GIRL
Music by

John

HAMMOND

•

CLEMENTS

•

Raymond

Lesley

HUNTLEY

BROOK

WILSON

C

NEW YORK CITY

GLOBE THEATRE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE. LONDON, W.

MANSFIELD THEATRE
MICHAEL MYERBERG, Owner

NOW

PLAYING

ANNA LUCASTA
"GOLDIE" STANTON. General Manager
JULIAN ANHALT. Manager

THOMAS

NEW

MAXWELL

S. N.

ELMER

ANDERSON

BEHRMAN

RICE

taslnass

Manager

BURKI. Treasurer

WILLIAM McKENNA,

630 FIFTH AVENUE,

VICTOR SAMROCK

1945

3,

YORK, N.

Assistant Treasurer

Y.

ROBERT

i.

SHERWOOD

JOHN

WHARTON
WILLIAM FIELDS
Press Representative
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SONJA HENIE and ARTHUR M. W1RTZ
Present the

Worlds Greatest

Ice Skating Spectacle

SOU! HEME'S
^HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE
OF 1945"
Now

on Tour

HATS OFF TO ICE99

??

CENTER THEATRE
Rockefeller Center

.

NEW YORK

SON ART PRODUCTIONS

Production by

Executive Direct or,

ARTHUR

Production Director, WII.1.IAM
Staged hy

»

I

31.
II.

WIIITZ

BURKE

ATH Elll> E MTTUEFIELD
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LELAND HAYWARD presents

FRED RIC MARCH

by PAUL

OSBORN

Based on JOHN HERSEY'S Best-Selling Novel

MARGO

with

Directed by H. C. POTTER

Production designed by

•

MOTLEY

CORT THEATRE
!

GEORGE ABBOTT'S

COMEDY

2

HITS!

VIRGINIA

"SNAFU"
BILTMORE

-

W. 47

Matt.

St.,

We4 Md

New York

Sends

ftreetingt

Somewhere

Sat.

in

All

Pacific

USO-Comp Shew

APO

SHEPARD TRAUBE

From

to
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Season's Greetings

.

DUNNING
407

Unit

Producer-Director

180BI, c/« rottaMNMr

San PraaclMO, CalM.

of

"KISS«»TELL"
BIJOU

-

W. 45
Matt.

St.,

Wed. a»d

SAMUEL FRENCH
StNCE

New York
Sat.

"ANGEL STREET"

1830

Brokers and

Play.

»

Authors' Representatives
Zli

811

West 4(lth Street. New York
Went 1»h Street, lam Ancelee

JOStPH M. HYMAti and BERNARD HART

'Chalk Up Another

Pr»$»nt

Hit!'

—BARNES, Herald Tribun*

'A Delightful

Comedy!

1

—NICHOLS, Timet

'Enchantingly Funny!'
-CHAPMAN, News

HENRY

C-

^

MILLER'S THEATRE. 43nl

A "•* ••"•ft
*?* MA*
HART
'Blr—Hd by MOSS

~.

Straajt,

East of Broadway.
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m
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HAPPY NEW YEAR- and t/iank-tc

and gentlemen w/w fume made

talented ladies

a

(Ae fiakt a^eaw

Aa^i^ c ne-^a^

wevys

/

(ALPHABETIC A L L Y
v..

tie

me.

)

.

•

JOHN MURItAY ANDERSON
JACK DONOHlrt

NORMAN
JOHN

H.

GEORGE

• RAOULPENE
•

BEL GEDDES

HAMMOND,
S.

•

KAUFMAN

HASSARD SHORT

•

DANA

•
•

MOSS HART
PHILIP LOEB

•

SUESSE

•

•

DOROTHY HAMMERSTEIN

•

BENHECHT

EU6ENE LORING

MME. VALENTINA

•

•

ROBBIT MRFORD, General Manager

AL COHEN, Manager

WOLFE KAUFMAN. Director of

EDDIE SCANLON,

Publicity

JOSEPH LITTAU,

FRANK HALL. Genera/ Stage Manager

EDDIE COOKE

CHARLES FRIEDMAN

OSCAR HAMMOSTEIN 2nd

HARRIET HOCTOR
COLE PORTER

•

BETTY JENKINS

•

ROBERT SHAW

• RIZABETH WESTMORELAND •

CARMEN JOKES

11VEN LIVELY ARTS

•

ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT

• PAUL DUPONT • EMUFRIEDLANDER •

MARY GRANT

•

JR.

HOWARD BAY

DuBOiS

MILES WHITE

DIAMOND HORSESHOE
JAMES A. SIRO, General Manager

Stage Manager

BENJAMIN GOULD, Manager

Musical Conductor

MEYER HUTNBI,

MAURICE ABRAVANEL, Musical Conductor
EUGENE BURR,

ZIEGTELD THEATRE

Publicity

VINCENT TRAVERS,

Musical Conductor

Executive Assistant

VICTOR IEIGHT0H, Manage
jer

HELEN SHRANK, Assistant

PAUL FRANZETTI, chef

CLARA GEf FINGER, Treasurer

EDDOREMUS, Master Carpenter

LEONLUSARDI, Maitre d'Hotel

;

JOHN RIGGINS, Master Carpenter

SAM KNAPP, Master

Electrician

EDWARD STREMBEL

Master of Properties

ROBERT WHI1TET, Master of Properties

HENRY BEDELL,

VICTORIA RE1LY, V/ardrobe Mistress

LEON SANDERS, Eng ineer

ARTHUS-GARFIBJ)

HAYS—*

CHARLES ORENSTEIN,

Superintendent

W!lUA>!lABRAM$ON

c.p.a.

JULIUS MAY,

Stage Manager

UAftDA BAKER, BECKY ARONOFF,
,

Sw/tchfaooro_VV»iords

^

SIDNEY

STW^

^JIOHN SCHULMAN

PAUL ROSS, Auditor

;.

.
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Ziegfeld Cycle
Hv
i

yio

In iIji- brief cycle of ils
the -Zit-Kfcld. theatre lias had ;i lu>for a
fulllory •.'.xcitinn enough
length novel, ils -page.'- full of sus'

.

pense and intrigue. 'personality.' happiness and heartbreak.

'

.

The very dedication or the theatre
some .4 years- ago' was bizarre... Vincent Lopez, donating his services as

I.

.

;

a iribule to the glorilicr: brought
his entire band u'p'.lo 6th Avenue ana :
54lh Street and gave a conecrl on llic!

sidewalk.

Facing him

were newly

;

constrLicled bleachers which held a
small nfmy of-'stars and well-wish;
crs:

Marilyn Miller. Beit Wheeler,

.

Billie Burke. Patrica. newspapermen
and socialites.
Soon after, for building construe"Show Girl."
lion went speedily- in those days, the ••Follies;"
theatre opened with "Rio Rita" and. Sweet." and "Hotcha."
the premiere was a typical Ziegfeld
Now History
I

:

affair:

jewels. ermine*, orchids,
.

1

so-

But

all

WB

•

'Bitter
'''

Novel

;

moustache.
Says he's given up
romantic leads and now is strictly
a heavy.
"This Was Ziegfeld" in the January
American Mercury by Bernard Sobel
is a frank closeup oh the late great
entrepreneur.
Item in recent "Variety" anent war
Alms being, b.b. poison inspired leading editorial in current (30) issue
Saturday Review of Literature.
Harry Green slated to play Solomon in Edward Childs Carpenter's
"Queen of the South," Biblical play.
Green also listed to cd -produce,
with -Jack Pearl.
David Smart. Esquire publisher,
backing George Hurrell in new commercial photography venture in N.Y.
under trade name of Gaby' Smart,
.

'

incident never told long before, the glorifier himself,
concerns one of the stars talkh.g and moving as the hero of
Alas—the
Great Ziegfeld."
of the show, Charles Winninger, "The
lusty
whose
humor, vigorous dialog famods producer was now merely
and daring somersaults made the past history.

stands out, an
before.

Xmas

WHOM. N.Y., consisted of quickfrozen pheasants, putting the radio
bunch on an ultra-rich diet, for a
change.
Maurice Bergman sporting a dark

too soon, the cycle camc>;to
The theatre went dark, for

and celebrities. The Whole town an. end.
was delighted with the beauty of many months only to be opened,
the playhouse and the charm of incongruously, with motion pictures,
"Rio Rita." with ils famous blue bal- the "canned" entertainment which
let and lovely tunes.
The playhouse
Ziegfeld despised.
Two golden years the show ran had a new name, a new policy, and
only to be superseded by "Show a new staff with different hopes and
Boat." by Oscar Hammerstein 2d ambitions. Locw's Ziegfeld beccime
and Jerome Kern, the finest Ameri- —horrendous words— a grind house,
can musical, its. lovely score now an Seldom could I make myself enter
impressive symphony number, its the place, memories being top movstory and characters enduring sub- ing.
Imagine, however, the emojects for numerous reyivilas on stage tional experience' when I did go in
and screen.
one day and saw on the very spot
For me, however, one incident where Ziegfeld had stood not so

ciety

"The Longbow."
gift handed out by

ing out. his novel.

It

after pub's wife.

role of Capt. Andy so much like the
comedian himself that no one else
has been able to play the role successfully.

into

.

darkness.

And

Paramount theatre.
Samuel Goldwyn has moved

that
pass-

On

returns colBureau of Internal
nation's
show'
biz

basis of

the

in

High Gear

by the
Revenue, the
lected

.

Irf©asfei'4jv-los« at

Hie .boxoffice in

Contrasted with the $30,183.454 in October, the preceding
month brought in $31,097,641.;
The October figures, however, are
almost double those of tho same
October.

month

of 1943
bite on- theatres
in effect.

when

the old

and

on

5'';

'lti.%

niteries

was
is

In Liberated Countries

lax

Motion Picture Bureau ot the
Overseas Branch of .the Office of

War

.Information, in a report

films are fulfilling- all psychological

warfare expectations.

OWI slates that in September the
French Government issued regulations banning all German, Italian,

Curious>parl of the October drop
Japanese,
the fact that nearly all of the na-

loss was registered in New
in the Manhattan area above
23d street. This area, housing major
niteries. and theatres, registered $3,505,674 in October, a sharp dip from
the $4,241,512 of .September.
Manhattan niteries accounted for
the major part of the dive. Taxes
from bistros for October came to
$480,937- in October as against $609,-

tional

York

.

742 in September.

i.-s;:ed

week, noted thai American'

late last

anti-French

and antiFrench films,
produced before
1940..
were
ordered
recensored
while
about.
500
films
banned
between
1940
and
1944
were
approved.
Programs were limited
to a maximum length of 3.600 meters
(11,800 fecti and all double features
natioiial

films.

including,

.

All

those

prohibited.

As a safety measure against employment of persons who worked
for the enemy in .France the names
of applicants for supervisory work
with American companies are submitted to the French Committee of
Liberation before being hired.
-

MARRIAGES
Constance

Virginia

Lund

to

Murphy McHenry, Santa Barbara,
Cal., Deo. 2. Groom is with RKO's
publicity department.
Gloria de Haven to John Payne,
Beverly. Hills, Dec. 28. Both film

One important
man occupation,

players.

16

Kitty O'Malley to Harold (Red)
French, Pittsburgh, Dec. 25. Groom's
with Al Marsico band.
Lemerlse to Ted Husing,
Iris
Miami Beach, Fla., last April but a
Groom is radio
secret, until now,
sports announcer.
Irene Jones to Neil McGuire,
Glendale, Cal., Dec. 21. Groom Is
film producer.

were few 16 mrh*. projectors before
the war there are now reported from
4,000 to 5,000 machines available for

•

:

OWI,

the

is

mm

field in

result of the Ger-

according

the

to

development of the
France. While there
.

commercial circuits as well
as schools and universities.
While film business has been, reuse

in

turned
to
private
operation
in
France, in Italy exhibition and distribution of all films arc still subject
to control by the Psychological Warfare Division.
frequently had
trouble finding undcmolishcd theaMr. and Mrs. John Gallis, son, tres not used by either the Army or
the Red Cross, but by October more
Pittsburgh, Dec. 18. Father is niiery
than 1,000 picture houses were servsinger and m.c.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Williams, daugh- ing a daily average of 1,000,000
,

'

Wally Brown and Alan Carney,
Already, though, this cycle was who had roles in "Girl Rush" for
coming to an end. The theatre closed .RKO, headed for the Coast over the
down again and the flickers faded weekend after six weeks p.a. at
complete

Bureau

Washington.

P. -l.i

•

v
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3,

OWI's Motion Picture

AS COMPARED TO SEPT.

SO MCI.

Zirc/fcftl

existence,

OCT. B0X0FFICE DIPPED

Jack and Rose Robbins' 25lh anniversary Dec. 31.
Bebe Daniels playing in "Panama
Hattio" in Scotland 'for the troops.
Gabriel Keatter. MBS news comwas rushing down;
1)
tin.- time
mentator, has sold his house at
(iihAwiuie wi full 'makeup, with me. Freeport;
L. I.
In-hind him. runiiiiiK as last as. .1
Edward W. Aaron, circuit sales
moment
every
conscious
and.
could
back manager for Metro, celebrated his
ul tin- great wailing audience
50th birthday. Dec. 29.
theatre.
in the
Ben Marden, cx-nitery op, bankkepi rolling the new George Marion, Jr.,
'•The '-show must ;;o on."
>avwiu to myself: and the phrase operetta. "Song of Vienna."
never had a dceiicr significance. On
Pal Broun, late Hey wood Broun's
I
until
daughter, on switchboard of Jean
went, block- after block,
I
caught up with Charlie and then, DalrympJc publicity office.
Estellc Goldsmith.widow of Judge
without further -'ceremony. I started
to
Fred
E. Goldsmith. -in Park West hosstar
back
-lugging the/ recalcitrant
pital as result of an- accident.
the theatre and his place in the play.
Jack. McTlgue,. former NBC-Blue
And, no. one svns the" wiser!
flack., back' in the U. S. after 22
Somehow, it was c'xcitcment_ of months' overseas duly with OWI.
star. is. due In
this that made the place so fascmaV- '"'"Erfo'l Flynn.
town this week to huddle with pubing. a continuous succession of girls,
and musicals— "Smiles." the lishers who are interested in bringstars

KliRISAltf)

t.Oiifilinic

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

PfafZIET't

Broadway Chatter

his
.building.

PWD

BIRTHS

-.

Charlie had a Jap valet to whom very day, as I happened to be
whole staff into the RKO
much attached, a bound- ing, the house manager called to me Formerly was at 729 Seventh Ave.,
valet, a bootlegger and a and said!
wih other departments in RKO ter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 22. Father Is civilians.
trouble-maker. He was, in fact, so
started distribution of films
"Please come in and see the last bldg. and on Madison Ave.
With Marty Irwin band.
Lauren Baeall, who made her film
much of a nuisance backstage that picture we'll ever show here. Isn't
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Dutton, In Brussels, Sept. 29. In November
one night the company-manager it a shame that we're closing down?" debut In "To Have and Have Not,"
some 470 theatres were showing Alhas been chosen as one of the year's daughter, Dec. 27, Glendale. Father
Bred him.
But for me the- news was the 10 outstanding young, women by is producer of Gracie Fields radio lied newsrecls prepared for BelStraightway the entire company brightest I had heard in many a day. Mademoiselle, women's mag.
gium.
show.
breathed a sigh of relief, but when The playhouse was to" open once
By October some 4,500 theatres in
David Lipton, formerly Columbia
Mr. and Mrs. Max Tishman, son,
chief,
now New York, Dec. 20. Father is with France and around 90 in Belgium
Charlie returned to his dressing again, restored to its former glory, Pictures ad-publiclty
with U. S. Army Signal Corps, has
room and found that the fellow had its true name preserved.
films.
General were equipped to show 16
vaude
department
of
been transferred to N.Y., with head
been put out, he flew into a rage,
We drank champagne; We ate quarters
Is
Ruth
Amusement
mother
Co.;
in Times Square area.
stormed and cursed, refused to dress canapes and dropped clgaret ashes
Benny Baker, playing in overseas Gray, of the Gray Family vaude act.
for his next number.
on the floor. We' told stories of the leglter "Nothing But The Truth,"
Keeps Sherlock
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Moore,
Then, suddenly, the dressing Toom good, old days, and if there was an mails review of show in GI paper daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 28.
Hollywood.
was empty and Winninger- had dis- occasional plaintive note, it was on Ascension Island, to show, he Grandfather Is Charles Brackett,
Sherlock Holmes will keep on
appeared. The callboys shouted for drowned out by the fact that the says, how far sphere of influence film producer.
"The
solving .screen mysteries for Unihim. The understudy rushed around love of the theatre' which Ziegfeld of "Variety" has extended.
versal for the fourth year, under an
in a
dither:
The stage director symbolized will live on in the home South Atlantic is now very Broadway
minded," writes Benny; "they
extension of the studio's contract,
started to ring down the curtain, of "The Seven Lively Arts," Billy
have everything down here but a*
with the estate of Sir Arthur Conan
but. Charlie made no answer. For Rose carries on!
Liodys."
Doyle.
Program calls for three pictures in
1945, with Basil Rathbone as the
EDWIN STANLEY
Edwin Stanley, 64, stage and detective and Nigel Bruce as Watson.

he was very

:

er of a

PWD

.
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Obituaries

'

'

•

3to

jHemortam

As a legit actor he travelled extensively in this country and appeared In productions in London.

1944
CHARLES BRAGS

3

Town

Cont
Continued
from page 162

The -Tempest

to

Hollywood

14

,

Kroeger
vaude performer, died in New York importantand Eugene Stuckman have
supporting roles.
Vito
Dec: 26. He had been associated with Christ! is properly ingenuous, and
Olsen and Johnson for 'more than youthful as the lover, Ferdinand, but
ineffectual in the performance.
This revival, by the way, has a
most curious collection of voices and
IN MEMORY
dialects. Voskovec, with his costume
of my beloved hatband
which includes what appears to be a
dented black derby topped by two
DICK RYAN
plumes, one broken, looks and sometimes talks like Arthur Sinclair or
MARY RYAN
Barry Fitzgerald in an Abbey theatre offering, At other times, he has
more than a trace of the old German
20 years, both in their vaude units dialect comedian. Zorina has the
and subsequent revues, "Hellza throaty Latin tinge to her voice; Lee
has an accented Negroid drawl, and
poppin" and "Sons o' Fun."
young -Christi seems to have tonal
Prior to joining tip with Olsen and
and lingual ideas all his own, Of all,
Johnson, Gibson had appeared in Moss comes closest to the convene
vaude as a member of the DeHaven tional Shakespearean delivery.
Sextet.
revolving stage helps' permit
. The
of the single intermission, but the
EDWARD WRIGHT SMITH
setting is more arty than pictorially
Edward Wright Smith, 47, for exciting, and the lighting, at present,
Also, Miss
years a stage manager of legit pro- Is spotty and uneven.
ductions, died in Philadelphia, Dec Webster, in her obvious striving for
tempo and pace, has sped. up the •di25. Smith had been associated with
oftna;
John Golden for & number of years rection .so much that many to unspeeches are blurred and hard

FRANK GONN
HERRICK

ISIDOR HERK

'

FRANK KINTZiNG

JOHN

Plays Out of
IbSS

years differ in this kind of playing, but it
ago. Stanley played character roles should be said that they do their lowbrow drinking bout scene at the end
at practically every major studio.
Surviving are widow and a son, of Act I with zest and spirit. Frances
now overseas.
Helfln is a dewlly virginal and attractive Miranda and moderately effective, while such good actors as
SYDNEY C. GIBSON'
Sydney C. Gibson, 63, veteran Philip Huston, Paul Leyssac, Barry

Moving

ALEX COHN
SOL EDELHEIT

HOWARD

screen, actor, died Dec. 24 in HtWywood. He was a member of board
of the Screen Actors

of directors
Guild.

LEFFLER

.

RICHARD MARSHALL
BARCLAY McCARTY

.

JOHN McCARRON
HARRY

A. SMITH
MORRIS SCHLESINGER
NICK WAGNER

'
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UNION 18032

& MANAGERS

A. F. of L.

as well as other legit producers.
Widow and .two, sons survive/,

—

'

derstand,

However, chief

fault of

the occasion must be laid, to the au«
"'
I;
thor's door. Despite its many beauj.
Philip Seheetz, trumpet player tiful passages and ringing blank
with Berifle Armstrong's staff orch verse, "The Tempest" Is diffuse, ano
tuan
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, died in. that harder to follow in the viewing
in the reading in the seclusion «J
city test week following an abdomone's library. The musical score ana
inal operation.
choreography do not help, woter*.
:

;'

'

'

.

;
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Nazi Prisoners Allowed to See

Show, So Lena

N.

It,

at

1906.

23,

1948,

lilt

X..

ilia
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USO
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By

CARICATURES

By

|

USO

Camp

Shqws

officials

In

New

which writers for pix, radio, legit
and mags,.- as well as editors, have
(Continued on page 18)

'Adano' D. C.

praise for their treatment.
]

a

(Continued on page 41)

Birthday Ball celebration on Sunday,
28.
at, the National theatre.

Sounds Like a Torchless

Jan.

Torch

Even

Song—You Can't
Get ONE Cigaret

Clash between Chesterfield cigarets
and Martin Block, on one side, and
CBS on the other, over censorship of
a song scheduled for airing on one
of Chcsties' three CBS airings, has
been settled with the network changing its mind about the ban. Tune is
titled "Story of Two Cigarets" and
was published by Block's own music
co.

Originally

CBS

ruled that while

it

was okay for male vocalists to sing
the number, it could not be aired by

temme

.

-

.

Song, a torch afwhich report a visit
apartment, with two

warblers.

has lyrics
to a sweetie's

fair,
,

.

butts lipping off a two-timing love
affair.
CBS' altitude was that since
the lyrics reported an overnight
Visit to the apartment, it was too
suggestive to be sung by. a gal.

Subsequently,

the

number which

Was to have been sung by Monica
was instead assigned to
Johnnie Johnstone, with Block and
Sidney Kayt\ of BMI, with which

Lewis,

Block's linn is affiliated, meanwhile
putting in a beef. CBS then reconsidered and gave "Cigorets" an ok.

Catskill Resorts

Look For
Curb

to Fla.

se-

orchestras.

Nevele Country Club, Ellenville,
«• V., has bought Mai Hallefs
orchestra for one week, Jan. 21-28
ana will thereafter use big bands
one week or more a month.

War Manpower

i

Has Complications
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Two nurses and two doctors have
been rushed into constant attendance
at the bedside of At Jolson, whose
malaria condition has become in-

Propagates Fay's
Faith in Publicity
Frank Fay, starring In "Harvey."
St.,.

N.Y.,

is

rapidly be-

For

USO Troupers

performers

arc considered to

exeos,
(8),

in

a

declared

working for USO
be performing an

While interpretation of "essential"
is

still

at the discretion of the local

draft

'

i

Fay by
McCartcn

'BE

A LUCKY FELLOW,
IN ON FIORELLO'

TUNE

Suggestion that Mayor LaGuardia
advertise his weekly broadcasts over
WNYC. municipality owned station,
through the use 6t a 20-second

was made to
week by Lanny and
The radio team,
Grey.

jingle a la Pepsi-Cola,

the

Mayor

last

Ginger
which specializes

jingles
and
in
recorded one for the Little
Flower and sent it to him
So far. the only reply received by

the

Greys was

a letter

from LaGuar-

wasn't a publicity stunt, felt that
not enough New Yorkers knew of
the Mayor's weekly Sunday chats
and -submitted that a catchy -jingle
would serve as a reminder, as well
as giving wavelength and time info.

doing one for the New
Yorker, Sonia Bigman is readying
another for Time, while Rae Pierre
another -profile, for.
is writing still

P.A. Pardons His Gloves
As Sub Boxer: He Lost
Unusual actor-press ugciu .-.witch
took place last week at Jamaica
Arena. N. Y.. when Val ValcntinolT.
Girls."
the
in ."Follow
dancer
skedded for a heavyweight boxing

match

oii

quarters.
Latest Byrnes order banning conventions of more than 50 persona

(Continued on page 10)

Glenn Miller's Fans

Take His Disappearance

As Great Personal Lost
Glenn Miller's younger fans are
taking his disappearance while on (
plane (light between England and
Paris very hard. According to the
constant
frequently
tearful
and
queries re development in the case
being put to location and one-night
operators in various parts of the
country, his possible loss was a
tremendous shock to his teen-age
followers.

As one executive in the business,
who was very close to Miller, says:
"Kids have a way or idolizing such
personalities as

Miller to the point

(Continued on page 41)

is

Glamour.

his night off, couldn't fight

because his opponent didn't show
lip.
The draft board had got him..
Management was -left without a
windup attraction.
.

.

Whereupon. Valentino/T's trainer
and p.a., Lenny Traube. of the Jean
Dalrymple (legit praiscry) office,
was prevailed on to fight instead,
being matched with Ed Salmon,
Negro welterweight. Traube, who
had had some glove experience,
went through an agreed-on live
rounds and lost decision..

9.

'Essential' Status

essential service.

at the 48th

Rulings

Most angles of entertainment appear due for a sharp clipping under
the new manpower and material orders being issued by Government

agencies as a result of the directive
of James V. Byrnes, Director of
War Mobilization and Reconversion.
While carnivals and circuses may
feel the heat a little later, Office of
creasingly complicated.
Defense
Transportation
officials
The veteran actor contracted the denied reports they are now considailment while entertaining American ering banning there- for the duration..
servicemen in the South Pacific.
Fact is, according to one ODT
spokesman, that the matter will not
be brought up for consideration until the end of the winter, when the
circus
and carnival season gels
ready for the road. If conditions
look pretty good then, there will b*
no ban. Otherwise, they are likely
to be ordered to remain in winter

>

Since Florida racing went out and' "3ia in which he said he was looking
gavel south is so difficult, Catskill forward "with interest" to hearing
MU., N. Y. resort operators appar- the record. However, it's infoed that
ently are figuring on getting a lot the Mayor won't approve the use of
ol the winter vacation trade. Some the plug.
•re leaning toward name and semlGreys, who told the Mayor that it

nam»

Latest

mi
Malaria

boards, CSI toppers, quoting
previous directives issued by Seleclection.
coming the most profiled actor in tive Service and the War Manpower
District Commissioner John Rus- show biz this season.
Commission, declared that GI entersell Young ruled out ''Bell," as costWhen the hit play opened Life tainment comes in the category of
ing too much, show requiring two
"Heallh and Welfare Services" under
70-foot cars to move the production gave it a spread, and In the cur- the term of Auxiliary Civilian Welto Washington for the solo, performrent edition (81 the mag goes to fare Services of the Armed Forces"
Also i\ 'John Hersey's book,
ance.
town on Fay with photos and an ex- which is listed in Group 32 by the
from which the play was adapted
Maurice Zolotow. WMC's Committee on Essential Acthe general referred to was Lt. Gen. tended story by
tivities.
George S. Pa (ton, and since he is Life is also using Faysie's picture in
Memo issued by Laurence I. Philnow in high military favor, the Dept color for use in a forthcoming issue. lips, exec y-p of CSI, declared "Perwas reluctant to rehash old sores of One current Life photo shows the sons engaged in essential activities
Play was star with his former wife. Barbara
campaign.
Italian
the
are
by reason thereof automatiAndrew R. Kelley, Stanwyck, taken in 1928 on the callynotdeferred
by
selected
from draft into the
Washington Star drama critic, who beach at Malibu.
armed' services. Decision of the local
saw it in Baltimore before lt opened
Last week the Associated Press board determines whether they will
in New York.
released a biographical sketch about
(Continued on page 41)
Willa Gray Martin, John

"Dear Until" was the substitute

brlcfies.

Boom Due

,

JOlSOTl S

that

Performance"

;

,

USO-Camp Shows
memo issued Monday

Harvey the Rabbit

Adano'' as the so-called "Command
President's
for the

;

Washington, Jan.
.

.

Washington. Jan. 9.
Frowns- from the War Dept. were
factor in ruling out "A Bell For

—

;

I

Patton Rap Key To

and walked out.
Negro paper points out that Miss
Home was well received at eight
previous eamps. Camp Robinson being last stop, and that she was full of

CENTi

Amusement Biz Due for Sharp Clipping

against*
discrimination
The most comprehensive survey
Negro Gls and favoring of Nazi war
ever attempted embracing all phases!
prisoners has cropped up In report Dietrich Capture
of show business and aimed at expaper,
Negro
Defender,
by Chicago
Nazis
posing
"racial stereotypes" in the.
recent
USO-Camp
of an incident in
USO-Camp Shows denies per- Home front campaign against in-;
Shows lour of nine southern camps
sistent reports that Marlene Dietrich tolerance has just been completed by
by Lena Home.
captured by the Nazis. Star Columbia
been
has
University's
Office
of
Robinson,
Camp
Negro actress, at
had been playing close to the front Communication Research.
Little Rock. Ark., allegedly met with
lines in the European theatre.
The survey has been under way
an "unfriendly and uncooperative
execs,
to
Camp
Shows
According
atmosphere" and is reported to have
for some time without fanfare or
had to put on a show for whlta she was last heard from Jan. 3 In public knowledge and involved a deshe- was preparing a
soldiers and officers at which Nazi Paris, where
tailed analysis of motion pictures,
radio programs, stage plays, magawar prisoners were present but at new show.
Negro Gls were barred.
zine articles, newsr-eels, comic carwhich
toons
Claimed, loo. Hint actress had to get
and
advertising
writers
throughout the past year.
up in morning lor special show for
Negro Gls ;>l mess, and that when
Primary aim ot-the survey -is-to
Nazis wore again admitted, she probring Into the open the manner in
tested

—

•

:

I

Alleged

Denied by

25
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Home Walks in Huff
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1945
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10,000 Film Theatres Already Pledged

*
«

For March of Dimes Collection Drive

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S
" m By

"

Frank Scully

*

>><>>»

'

Loit AngeleB, Cal., jan 6
In this city of nickering stars, where barroom brawls and minor
orim.
and misdemeanors are ballooned up to such proportions that they
uu3
•

With the March

of

Dimes drive

enlist all theatres, in the

U.

S.

to

but a

bid, more than 10,000
houses with over 9,000,000 seats have
already been pledged for the collecM.O.D.
tion campaign Jan. 25-31.
campaign leaders are aiming for
16,000 theatres and 11,500,000 seats,

lew weeks

similar, to the participation for War
While there is no
Bond drives.
dollar goal, Nicholas M.
specific
Schenck. national chairman , of the

M.O.D. drive, and his committee, are
hoping for collections of better than.

1

Susan Peters Has
Temporary Paralysis

Actress' physicians believe, however, condition is only temporary,
according to Miss Pelers' mother,
.

Abby Carnahan.

Mrs.

.

Theatre Wing Hires

$5,000,000.

Last year motion picture theatres
representing
$4,070,000,
collected
42.8 7c of all national collections. This
does not include the money raised
by show business personalities via
.

Hall

134th

A

"BLACKOUTS OF

Indoctrinate

to

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
1945"

Hollywood, Cal.
have seen Ken' .Murray's 'Black-

El Capitan Theatre;

Unions on Returning GIs

.

"I

outs' six times,, and I want to see
radio broadcasts and the general
American Theatre Wing has hired'; six times more."
..
business' Times Hall, N. Y. for Jan. 18 for a
from show
stimulation
which boosted all national contribu- meeting to launch its campaign of
During the 1944 Dimes drive educating the public on receiving
tions.
many theatres collected more per returned war veterans into civilian
Kelly Looks'
day for the National Foundation for life. Meeting will be attended by flu's

It

CHARLES COBURN.

•

Meantime, six states are now over
more
having reported
the
top,
pledges so far than were reported
during the entire drive last year.
For the first time, also, every theatre
In

participate.
More
theatre circuits have al-

Hawaii

will,

than 100
ready been pledged.

The New York MO.D. Committee,
cooperation with the national
committee, is planning to tee off the
drive in Times Square, with a polio
display which will become, part of
the Statue of Liberty Sixth War
Loan installation. A motion picture
screen is to be erected for showing
the March of Dimes appeal trailer
and other Alms.
On top of the
screen will be a giant birthday cake,
symbolizing President Roosevelt's
birthday, which ties in with the
in

'

.

M.O.D.

Connors Bulletin

Tom

Connors,

distributor chairman for the drive, has issued a bulletin to all distributor chairmen to
start making
changes..

collections, in

all

ex-

"Miracle of Hickory," 308-foot appeal trailer for the 1945 campaign
features Greer Garson.
Yarn was
written by Frank Whitbeck.
The
film, described by C. C. Moskowitz,
of the executive committee, as "the
test of the kind ever made/' will
have the biggest gross per foot of
any. picture ever made. Oscar Doob,
of the same Committee, states that
13,000 trailers, representing 4,000,000
feet of film, are being made and that
every foot should be worth $1.25 or
better.

Southern
California .exhibitors,
both circuits and. independents, are
out to make a new record in the
drive,
George Bowset, representing
Charles Skouras, chairman of- the
drive in that territory, predicts that
there will be at least. 550 theatres
pledged in the Southern California
area ad that totali collections will
exceed 1944 by 25%. In 1944 California reported $477,129 in collections or 57.2c per seat. The national

average was approximately 54c. per
The California committee is

seat.

attempting
seats

to

enroll

some

200,000

which were not in the drive

last year.

Lining up with all other branches
of the motion picture industry, the
theatre uniofc, under international
president Richard Walsh, have again
pledged their full cooperation in the
M.O.D. drive.
Walsh has advised
Schenck that the IATSE will co
operate fully.

Meyer Tops
Fred

S.

Polio Drive

_fiha.irman _of_the film industry's divi
ion of the infantiFe" paraiyst^caffTpaign, with headquarters on the
20th-Fox lot, where Meyer is director of industrial relations.
campaign starts ofCollecting
ficially Jan. 15 and closes Jan. 30
.

Chaplin Trial Deadlock
9.

Few

9.

Convivlals

•

Chicago's

.:

.

—

...

BENNY TO

FOR

OF

:

"

-

broadcast this week (14) will origi- no finer theatre in the city as far as
nate in the ballroom of the Hotel acoustics go and few theatres are as
Astor, N. Y., and it's likely his con
beautiful. A foundation of some sort
eluding eastern show (Feb. 4) also should be organized to operate the
will be staged there.
Ballroom will theatre. Perhaps the city Itself could
allow an audience of about 2,000, and pay any deficits.'*
program toppers are arranging for
The Auditorium for years was the
seats to be distributed to service men
opera center of the city and has
in
the area.
In-between Lucky housed such shows as "I'd Rather Be
Strike shows, Sunday nights (21 and Right," "The
Great Waltz," "Show
28) will be from service camps or
Boat" and others. At present the
hospitals in the N. Y. area.
stage is being used, for bowling alBenny is due in N. Y. Friday (12) leys,
as part of the .Servicemen's
after a stopover in Washington. He's
Center setup.
skedded a press conference at his
hotel (Sherry-Netherlands)
Friday
noon. In addition to appearances outlined, Benny has been, pencilled in
for several banquet and luncheon ap
pearances while east in connection
BIZ
IN FLA.
with his duties as "March of Dimes'
Unless something markedly hapradio topper.
pens, this season may be the direct
antithesis of last winter. The combination of 126 hotels being returned
Cantor, Karson to
by the Army, the stoppage of racing, the questionable crowd (one of
Revised 'Jessie James! the heretofore
"best" hotels is now
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
owned by a bookmaker), the black
Eddie Cantor and Nat Karson are markets in RR accommodations and
set to produce modernized version of the ODT tabu on general traveling,
"Little Jessie James," retitled "The have all hurt.
Girl From Texas," with opening
"Concessionaires'.' are on the spot,
skedded for Curran, San Francisco, for real.
These are the newsMarch 25.
stands in the top hostelries, many of
Show is being rewritten and re- them in the bookie business as their
scored, and plans call for an all- real enterprise over the winter.
Hollywood cast. Karson, the scenic They've paid hundreds of thousands
designer," ancfXancor wfit-ca-dir«i €o.i4ho conc^Rsjpns only to be kayoed
"'
also.
~
by the no-racing edict. "

TURF BANS WREAK

HAVOC

Do

.

All

Connie Jalmadge
HI in N. Y. Hospital
Constance Talmadge, film star of
silent days, now retired, is seriously
ill in St. Luke's hospital, N. Y., 'but

that's

left

is

what

first

Opposes De-Glamorizing
Melchior or

—

flagrant

ticularly

Miami on the map—sunshine, warm
weather, balmy breezes, sundrenched
beaches for the real seekers of relaxation and health. But that never
paid off like other trimmings, per
the above;
.

.

,

corrie"

on due

to

of

this

up-side down variety of publicity in
the spread on Lauritz Melchior in
the Christmas issue of Life. And I
do mean spread. I refer to the page
of pictures showing the Met star in
corset and little else.

Now I ask you. For a dozen years
so the "new" Metropolitan has
been trying to glamorize opera by
putting the accent on youth and
or

To

Attend D. C. Dinner Of

Radio Correspondents
Top names in Government, the
newspaper biz and the entertainment world will be on hand for one
of Washington's top social functions
(Thurs.), the annual Radio
The show
Correspondents dinner.
which is being staged for the occa-

tomorrow

sion also includes high bracket
ent,

with Jack Benny

to

tal-

serve, ai

m.C.

Some

Wfl guests will be on hand,

Wallace
Vice-President
including
and Vlce-President-Elect Trumani
cabinet members, senators, congressmen and federal agency heads.
Broadcasting is to be represented by
Brig. Gen. Davjd Sarnoff, Frank
Mullin, Paul White, Ed Noble, Mark
Woods, Phil Carlin, J. Harold Ryan,
and Paul Kesten, among others.
.

looks as well as voice of its newcomers.
Granting that Melchior is

unique and unmatchable in his

field,

consider what pictures of this sort
in a national magazine do to all the
years of glamor buildup by the Met,
Life gets

its

pictures, so

it

can't

be

who'll work In the
include, so far, Alec Temple-

Performers

show

Lawrence Tibbett. Dunninger.
Connee Bos well, Johnny Burke, Bill

ton,

Robinson, the Mui\a2ii Sisters, Roand Frank Black

sario and Antonio
and the entire

NBC

NBC
webs
coin

Is

symph.

producing the show, four
this privilege by »

settling
flip,

Fitzgerald Exonerated

—

business.

There was a recent "Variety" item
about Melchior's being signed for a
one-shot by MGM. I wonder how
Leo the Lion feels about this sort of
publicity for its contractees?
Pfc.

Louis Perloff.

GAERY MOORE

1-A

Hollywood, Jan.

9.

In

Auto Death Case
Hollywood. Jan.

9.

Barry Fitzgerald was found not
guilty of manslaughter by Superior
Court Judge William R. McKay
here, today (Tucs.). in the auto
death of 87-year-old Mrs! Mary
Farrar, who Was struck down with
her daughter last March 15 by the

He's co-star with Jimmy Durante
on the Camel airshow, and under
contract for films to David O.

actor's car.
Fitzgerald decided to
forego jury trial and left it to Judge
McKay to decide the case.
Fitzgerald contenc'.cl he was traveling only 20 miles per hour, and
street, at time of accident, was not

Selznick.

properly lighted.

'

no dates have been set.
Gypola's projected vaude tour will
be concurrent with Ann Corlo's trip
being around the circuit. Miss Corlo's act
runs around $2,000-$2,500 weekly.
far

example

Biz Toppers

Show

Stars

Several years ago, when I was in
another line of business, I once
wrote you of the harm that was
done to show business the movies
in particular-rby the type of. reporting, then in vogue, which let the
dear public in on the tricks and
gimmicks used to create the spectacular effects the public paid to see.
This is a sort of belated postscript
to that letter, prompted by the par-

7*G

east from the Coast after
learning of Constance's illness, but
Norma, eldest of the actress sisters,

Any

Editor, "Variety":

expected to give a hoot whether the
subject is helped or; hurt by them.
But I always figured a press agent
was paid not only to get stuff Into
print but, even more important, to
.keep stuff like this out. If the p.a.'s
job at me Metropolitan"' is that much
put of a snap, maybe I'm in the wrong

during the past few days has begun
to show improvement. Admitted to
the hospital Christmas Day, she's
Wkly.
Gypola at
suffering from internal poisoning
that has required her to be placed in - Gypsy Rose Lee is being submitted for vaude by the William
an oxygen tent.
Natalie Talmadge, younger- sister, Morris Agency at $7,500 weekly. So

Joseph Scott, attorney for the
baby, declared he would rejnstitute was unable to
111 herself.
the action.
'

City-Operated theatre
Chicago, .Jan.

Of course much of the grief of this city of fallen angels revolves around
egomaniacs who have been built up too fast and dropped too. suddenly.
Many find escape for a while through drink and thereafter become quite
understanding and amiable. At worst they could.be charged with being
drunk and orderly. Charley Jackson, recorded one such tipsy doodle
dandy in "The Lost Weekend." That got him a chance lo lose himself
around the Metro lot for many weekends under contract. When, however,
"Lost Weekend" is released as a picture,. Jackson can look for another
increase in his fan mail. That's one of the weaknesses of American publio
relations. A man's press notices are often years behind his performances.
The. same is even more true of. his photographs.-

Of convivial drinkers I have known very few. Trader Horn was .one.
Mayor Kelly has fol- He. could drink a quart of scotch in an evening and go along in his easy,
lowed the lead of New York's Mayor breezy conversational way without the slightest change of/voice or pace;
once
suggested he carry a flask instead of a bottle under his Inverness
LaGuardia In outlining plans for a I
drinking man,"; he
municipally-operated theatre to be capo. He vetoed it. "Makes people think you're a
explained.
set up in much the same manner of
Funniest of them was Frank Harris, who used to order a stiff drink
N.Y.'s city-owned City Center. Thus at a sidewalk cafe on the Riviera and then reach for his silver flask to
Chicago's plans for a city theatre, spike it When the waiter wasn't looking. Easiest to cater lo was Isadora
Duncan, who took five whiskeys for breakfast and no breakfast.
to present various forms of proOne with the foulest humor used to load all heavy drinkers into hit
fessional entertainments at popular yacht and weight the keel down with cases of every known brand. Then
prices, follows' on the heels of sim- he'd set sail down the west coast for Mexican waters. Himself a quarterilar setups considered by other mu- horse, he would drink- with terrific speed and invite all to match him drink
Never seasick, he would suddenly develop nausea from over?
"The Way Back Home."
nicipalities throughout the country. for drink;
drinking, and when he did he stopped swigging. The next morning he
3,400-seat
Possibility
that
the
swing from one extreme to the other. He would pitch all remainAuditorium, now used as a service- would
overboard,
and. the more civilized and restrained drinkers would
ing liquor
VISIT FDR,
men's center, may be transformed
face the long .voyage home with their parched tongues hanging over the
into a city-operated theatre for postGene Fowler claims he differs. from others in that they drink to
side.
4 CITIES
'M.
D.' war use, was seen in ideas advanced
whereas he drinks to keep body and soul
together,
and
soul
keep body
Busy sked mapped out for Jack here last week by Mayor Kelly. The apart.
Benny on his March of Dimes east- Mayor suggested that planners study
Years ago some reformed drunks organized themselves into Alcohollot
ern tour has him spotted for special the possibility of buying or leasing Anonymous. These accepted to membership volunteers who wanted to
infantile paralysis fund appearances the theatre for use by the city. He cure themselves.
They worked on a 24-hour plan. You didn't quit for
said he would start a campaign for
in Carnegie Hall,. N. Y., Jan. 20, in
good, you quit for a day. Days ran into weeks, weeks into months, months
Philadelphia, Jan. 23, and in Boston, Chicagpans to' subscribe to a fund into years. Q. E. D.— a reformed drunkard,
to modernize the theatre for the
Jan. 29. He's also to be the guest of
These unbilled boozers, unlike the lost weekenders, will probably never
production of popular programs.
Pres. Roosevelt at the White House,
get into pictures: How can you get a release without stars and how can
Jan. 30, and will participate' in a spe"There ought to be a place where you get stars if you can't guarantee them billing? The thought alone it
cial coast-to-coaster with. FDR in the the. common people can hear opera enough to drive a man to drink.
interests of the drive.
or see a good play at a nominal
Benny's regular L. S. M. F. T, charge.". Kelly declared. "There is

Meeting, titled "The Returning
Veteran," will be sample of what
Wing' intends to do with various
trade union, groups,; in its campaign
of civilian education towards returned vets.
Gen. Ralph DeVoe,
commanding general of Halloran
General Hospital, N. Y., will be a
speaker. Staats Cotsworth will give
a talk, sample of type which 30
speakers sent out by Wing will give
to groups. A trio of Victory Players,
Eugenia Rawls, Warren Parker and
Virginia Robinson, will do sketch,

Charles -Chaplin paternity case in
Superior Court ended in a deadlock.
Five jurors said Chaplin was the
father of Joan Barry's baby, Carol
Ann, and seven said he was not.
Judge Henry M. Willis declared a came
mistrial.

To La Guardia Idea On

taxi-drivers, etc.

.

Hollywood, Jan. 9
Meyer was appointed

Los Angeles, Jan.

heads of various New York unions*
such as transport workers, bartenders, hotel employees, department
store employees, restaurant workers,

A

somewhat."

1

Mayor

Infantile Paralysis than the theatre
grossed..

world-catastrophes off the front pages, it is not surprising that
makeu
should now and then resort to Ironical humor lest they go
mad
Once such a. makeup man took a "Behind the Makeup" column
and
transposed the words, and the other day
makeup man did an unlnteS
tional with a picture of the late Harry Langdon.
I met Harry Langdon when for the first time in his
thrice-roarried life
he was happily married, a proud father, and broke. He must have been
around 50 at the time (the papers said he was 60 when he died) but
he
certainly looked years younger.
He was entertaining our kids with a
double-ventriloquist act. Ho had a boy and girl on each knee,
and h*
fascinated Our fleas from, heaven with his skill at playing himself
and the
two dummies. He was so happy he could even talk about the time he wat
pediculous with pelf and studio squabbles. "It got so," he said "that
oh a
trip to New York I decided to get stinko profundo, and
then End It All
I was walking from bar to bar along Broadway, trying to figure
the easiest
way out when something shot past my head and fell at my feet.
guy
had just hurled himself from a window. That changed my train.of thought

men

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Susan Peters is reported paralyzed
from waist down as result of, wound
received on hunting trip last week.

'

Moore has been

Garry.

1-A by

reclassified

his draft board.

.
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EUROPE AS TOP FOREIGN MKT.
Mm.

Film Toppers Plan 35

For GIs
move

a

In.

menl

Product

Overseas Theatres

in

facilities. for

By MORI KRUSIIEN

the U. S. forces in

Ring's Pix Firm Dissolves
and occupied Europe curHollywood. Jail. 9.
renlly and after the war. for the
Bing Crosby is dissolving his. indie
army of occupation; the U. S. film production company which recently
Industry is working out details of a completed "The Great John L." for
plan to send 35-mm films to be United Artists release. Idea is to form
shown lo 'servicemen at nominal ad- a new corporation later.
James Edward Grant and Frank
liberated

.

prices

mission

requisi-

theatres

in

Supreme Headquarters.

tioned by

While the industry' has been providing 16 mil-, prints free of charge
U.

to

I'uhliug

S.

SEEN FOR U .S. FIX

expand entertain--*

to

combat

forces in

zones overseas, this is the first move
to supply regular film for theatres
-abroad to be maintained exclusively
for men in \inirorin. Indications are
these theatres will be operated by
the :U. S. military authorities along
somewhat similar lines to the Army
camp theatres in the U. S. Admis-

City Investing Co. 1st of Wall St.

S9Q.00Q.QQa BIZ

Maslroly, who functioned as co-producers and members of the board,
will not be with the hew company.
Grant is currently producing at Columbia and Mastvoly has made other
connections.

With

American

and around $350,000 weekly in Belr
gium during the firsl two weeks of
operation by individual distributors

WB

Peak Pool

Of 22 Stories

Film industry toppers are reported
Holly wood, Jan. 9.
anxious to cooperate in the proposal,
Largest story pool in the history of
which was precipitated by the iieed Warners is at the disposal of the proaccommodate men in regular ducers as: "they move into 1943, Exto
theatres where 16 mm projection is clusive of originals by its own
While writers,, the company has a total of
considered
adequate.
not
16 mm prints have been furnished 22 properties, including seven plays,
free, since intended for showing to 12 published yarns, two musical biogsmall groups of- men in combat raphies and one straight biography.
zones, there will be a nominal charge
Legit plays awaiting film producfor the regular prints to be shipped. tion are "Life With Father," "The
Aj In the case ot 16. mm product, Voice of the Turtle." "The Two Mrs.
these wilt consist mainly of the Carrolls." "Pillar to Post," •"Walllatest Hollywood productions.
flower," "The Visitor" and "Chicken
Every Sunday." Published tales are
"One Man's Secret,'' "Land I have
Chosen,". "Honeymoon Freight," "The
Riskin Plans 18 Pix
Big Bow Mystery." "Confidential
Agent," "Four. Men of God," "The
For Overseas OWI;
Big- Sleep," "Too Young to Know;"
"Mildred Pierce," "Hotel Berlin" and
•

:

.

"God
are

Robert Riskin. chief of the motion
Overseas

Information

War

Armour

appointed Reginald
sistant

Branch,

his as-

charge of distribution

in

lias

in

My

Is

"Mr.

Co-Pilot."

Broadway."'

Biographies
the

story

of

Sime Silverman, founder ot "Variety"; "Night and Day" (Cole Porter)
and "Sometimes I'm Happy."
Porter Aulbblog in Feb.
Film script of Cole Porter's auto-

Kingdom

newsrccls in 14 languages
every week. OWI Is mapping* film
plans for Germany as soon as the,
country is occupied.

WB S NET EXPECTED

TO REACH $8,000,000

film activities- are unlikely to

Warner Bros.' financial statement
for the company's fiscal year ending

be discontinued due to documentary
and
other
oiTicial
requirements.
to switch all OWI film producHollywood are how considered impractical.

iaslAug. 31. due out is-?, few weeks,
is expected to. be nearly the same as
when $2.12 per
the- year before,
common share was reported.
Net is expected
lo
be near

Riskin stated last week that there
would be. a vast development in the

$8,000,000.

Plans

tion to

16

mm

film field

He denied

abroad by the OWI.

reports

(published elseto resign from

'Spellbound' 10th Anni

where) that he plans
his

OWI

post

June

.

Feature for Selznick

30.

David O. Selznick celebrates his
10th anniversary as an independent picture producer in March, with

HEMPSTEAD ILLNESS

"Spellbound"
Oiujria Bergman: Gregory Peck) to
be the anniversary film for the occasion. It also marks Sel/.hick's 22nd
year in the picture business and
Alfred

CANCELS RKO PACT
David

.

Hollywood. Jan, 9.
Hempstead, currently un-

dergoing hospital treatment, was
granted a cancellation of his producer contract .at RKO because of his
Physical condition.

For five years Hempstead produced many of RKO's top productions. His most recently
completed
picture was the Cary Grant-Ethel
Barrymorc pic. "None But the
Lonely Heart,"
.

As Trust Violator

.

.

Demand Senate

By Browne-Bioff
9.

Investigation of release of William Bioff and George
E. Browne, has been filed with U. S.
Senate Judiciary- Committee by Studio Sound Technicians Local 695.
Soundmen are also asking for probe
more than
into
disposition
of
$1,000,000 allegedly extorted from
for

Resolution to ask -for investigation was passed at meeting of sound-

men Sunday

(7). and copies have
been rushed to chairman of Senate
Committee. Although efforts were
made to keep move quiet until Sen-

Schulberg's Tax
Sam

Rap

Los Angeles, Jan. 9filed a complaint in

Federal Court charging B. P; Schulberg, film producer,
with income tax
arrears amounting to>$101,810.14.

Government wants
interest

from.

1934,

On

basis

information

of

being

$11,301.52 with
and $90,508.62

with Interest from 1935.

One of the flr.s| civilians lo obtain
a visa to go to Franco on business
other than pertaining to Government matters is Leon Siritzky,
owner with his two sons of a circuit of 75 theatres' in. that country.
Latter were taken over by the
Germans when they invaded France,
the Sirilzkys fleeing for their lives!
Most of the Siritzky theatres are
open, and while operating in their
interest.
arc
in
custody of the
_

LESSER'S $5,000,000

FOR STAGE, PIX PRODS.

•

French Government,

until

the transHollywood, Jan. 9.
fer back to private management.
Both film and stage plays will be The
circuit is the largest in France
turned but by the new Sol Lesser
and embraces the larger first runs
Productions.
Inc.,
capitalized
at
in all
the
leading cities of that
$1,000,000.
and listing Lesser as
country.
president; Louis R. Lurie. v.p., and
Jean Hershplt, M. B. Silberberg ancT
come here with some funds." have
Mike Rosenberg as members of the
been operating theatres on this side
board of directors.
on a modest scale.
Company aims to spend more
than $5,000,000 on screen and stage
productions during 1945.
Lesser's
personally contracted
talent
and
privately-owned
story
properties
will be turned over to the corporation.
Talent includes Allen Rivkin,
Ti-adf Mark ];r,'c iHlr-i oil
'

-

ale received eomiiitmicaiion. many
voters felt it lime someone learned
why Bioff and Browne were turned
out of prison and why income tax
charges
were
dismissed, against
BioJT here.
In taking steps sound technicians

are
apparently
throwing
down
gauntlet lo
IATSE international,
which for some time has -sought lo
take over autonomy of studio locals.

Kurt Newmann, Al Kaufman, assoproducers: Lon McCallistcr,
Johnny Woismullcr, Brenda Joyce,
Johnny Sheffield. Marjorie Reyciate

players; Elliot Paul. Harold
Shumate, Kclli I'rings and Marjorie
Pfaelzcr, writers.

••OKNfiKfl
I'lllillahpil
SI, I

154

Worn

-f

nolds,

Stories and plays arc: "The Silver
"Paris Canteen," "FlashFlood," "Tarzan and the Intruder."
"Crazy to Dance," 'Civilian Clothes"

Flame,"

II.V. SI.Mil

BY WB FOR NIXING ROLE
Hollywood. Jan._ 9.
Ann Sheridan cnlercd Ihe New
Year on suspension from the War-

Briskin

is

Barrett
general manager of the

new company, and Louis Hyman
sales

and distribution

Lana-Van

is

chief.

to Re-create

VAKIKTV,

Si I v-.TJlrci M,

l'r"(liU<.'ILI

Q

l

! Si

Jane Wymau now draws (he
femme, lead in "When Old'New York

Lunt-Fontanne Roles
Hbllywood, Jan. 9.
La na Turner and Van Johnson will
be co-starred in Metro's film version
of the legit play,

"The

..''.

Pirate."
and. Alfred Luiit
roles on the stage.
'..

Lynn Fonlanne
played the same

Annual

$10

siniriA Co'nl.-M.

Hollywood. Jan. 9.
.Hollywood. Jan. '9.
Filming of "Forever Amber" at
At Lewis. Metro producer, re?.0th-Fox is in abeyance while Jerry
a heart attack, is
to start as soon as the star -returns Cady, scriptcr. is ironing out ceil: covering from
from her vacation, in about two soribus wrinkles in the Kathleen reported greatly improved at Cedars
of Lebanon* hosp. His wife is due
Winsor novel.
weeks.
Best-selling tale of femme adr in from N.Y. today (9).
Picture will be produced by Curtis
Lewis will remain in the hospital
Bernhardt, from a screenplay by venture in the court of King Charles
was not written according to Hays. for several more days',
Catherine Turncy.
•

•
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Al Lewis Improved
After Heart Attack
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and "God's Front Porch."

SHERIDAN SUSPENDED

celebrates the 30th ner's payroll,, the result of her reanniversary of his father, Lewis J. fusal to play ihe femme lead in
Selznick, a pioneer in the industry. "When Old Nc.v York Was Young."
Picture is slated to roll Jan. rS.
The producer's eastern publicist,
Jack Goldstein, has lined up a flock with Raoul Walsh directing and
of national mag and press ballyhoo Jerry: Wald producing. Thus far the
features on D.O.S. to celebrate the top femme role is still -vacant.

Hollywood. Jan. 9.
Next starrer for Belle Davis at
Warners will be "Stolen Life." slated

Reclaim 75 Theatres

slock.

gathered, the Justice Dept. will decide whether to launch legal action
against the Technicolor company.
Probe will not be completed for another two or three months.

U.S.t)K

On France Return To

pervise production of pix. on tinted

.coincidental!}',

occasion.

Siritzky Gets

the studios.
Also being looked into
is the provision in contracts which
calls for Technicolor experts to su-

.'

Hollywood. Jan.

Demand

As Bette Davis* Next
Uncle

the tieups between Technicolor
and Eastman Kodak, and also the arrangements between Technicolor and

of

Probe on Walk

Hitchcock's

'Stolen Life' Slated
.

.

,

six basic

picture industry operations, but not

Mark Sandrich
producer-director

Eye Technicolor

'

OWI

Megs Oscar Show

Sandrich

..

and Europe. biography has gotten the finfil okay film workers during 2°'r assessment
Armour is being stationed in Eng- from Warner production chiefs and racket run by mobsters when they
will start rolling on the Burbank were' topping unions.
land.
sound stages sometime next month.
Senate is being asked to. deterRiskin has outlined OWI produc- Arthur Schwarlz will produce.
mine why Federal Judge John C.
tion plans for. 1945 calling for 18.
"Mr. Broadway." saga of Sime Knox freed two labor racketeers be•films, including features and shorts.
founder of "Variety." fore one-third of their sentences
Silverman,
Production will be divided between will follow .thereafter for Schwarlz, was completed: what, if any, influNew York and Hollywood, with the awaiting Humphrey Bogart's return ences were brought to bear. in seflints to be made in ffoin 14 to 23
from Columbia, where he is on loan. curing their release: and whether
languages, including Japanese.
they were required to tell who got
the huge sums taken out of workers'
OWI is to con^nue producing
pay envelopes.
nawsrecl.s in England, consisting of
the United

j

Hollywood. Jan. 9.
until now has one of the larger Wall
will function as Street- firms loomed
in the limelight
of
the
annual as an ..exhibition force. This
is the
Oscar show; to be presented by the City Investing Co.. powerful
downAmerican films. Problem agitating. Academy- of Motion Picture Arts town. N.- Y.. banking and financing
and
Sciences at the Chinese theatre. organization which owns
the block
U. S. companies is how to retain the
March
15,
front
on
Broadway -stretching from
lead in what, promises to develop
Walter Wanger, Academy prexy. 45lh to 4(ilh street., including Ihe
into a $90,000,000 territory.
has handed Sandrich carte blanche in Aslor and Victoria theatres, picture
Billings in. liberated countries are
the arrangement and management of; houses: and three legit stands, the
running about four times as high as
the show.
Fulton,
Bijou
and Morosco
prewar, while collections are reportInterested in operating the Aslor
ed at around 90% of billings. Based
itself, the City Investing Co.. did not
on current grosses in liberated areas
renew the lease on the Aslor,. held
(and mostly old, prewar U. S. films
by Loew's, which expired Dec. 31
are available with the exception of
.and -which, except for a few interthe 40 new features which were first
vals, has housed Metro pictures for
used by. the OWI for psychological
upwards of 20 years on a so-called
recently
and
purposes
warfare
run basis.
turned back fo the eight majors), it's
estimated that Europe; which yieldAccording to R. W. Dowling,
ed around. $30,000,000 annually- in
president of City Investing Co.. his
Washington, Jan. 9.
rentals before 1939, is now worth
Justice Dept. officials here have organization will, permit Loew's to
from $60,000,000 to $75,000,000 and confirmed reports that the Anti-Trust complete its engagement al that the(Continued on page 18)
Division is now investigating Tech- atre with the 'current picture. "Meet
nicolor, Inc., to decide whether it is Me in St. Louis." At the same lime,
operating In violation of the Sherman Dowling- revealed that City Investing is in on the operation of the
anti-trust laws.
(Continued on page 21 )
Anti-Trust wants to know details
(after OWI turned the U. S. exchanges back to original owners):
Europe is now regarded as the
greatest foreign market prize for

.

picture bureau of the Office of

Ties

Banking interests, through financand mortgages, etc* ..have for
some years figured importantly In
ing

i

sion prices will be low.

Armour Named Aide

B way

Theatre Operator With

.

companies

film

already reported grossing approximately $000,000 weekly in France

"

IMp—day, J— uary

4

i

liriHM

teU

Iff

U

ROBERT
TAYLOR
U. S.H.I.

*THE FIGHTING LADY" INJECHNICOLOR-A DRAMA
OP THE PACIFIC • PHOTOGRAPHED IN ZONES OP
COMBAT BY MEN OP THE U. S. NAVY> PHOTOGRAPHY SUPERVISED BY CAPTAIN EDWARD J.
STEICHEN, U.
U.S. N.;

LT.

PHILLIPE DE

S. N. R~ LT. COMDR7 R. L .VJDDLSTON,
COMDR. DWIGHT LONG, U.S. N R.;
LACY • NARRATION WRITTEN BY

JOHN STUART MARTIN

OPENING JANUARY

17th,

VICTORIA THEATRE, NEW

WANTID* 1£099,000 SEATS

IN 1945

MARCH OF

DIMES. JOIN

NOWI

YORK!

10, 1943

Wednesday, Janu ary 10» 1915

P^AfHETY_

CENTURY-FOX

PICTURES

Wednesday, January 10, 1948

WPB SNAGS INDIE
WPB Plans Checkup On Reports Of
Use of

Irregularities' in
War Production Board

plans

WPB

would be curtailed by the WPB If
irregularities have occurred.
The WPB, meantime, plans to cut
raw Aim avocations for all film
users except newsreels by approxiWith approximately
mately 10%.

currently available
for features per quarter, a reducapproximately 27,000,000
of
tion
or 108,000,000 feet annually
feet
would represent the equivalent of a
reduction of 44 "A" productions.
proposal to cut newsreel footof 52,500,000 feet quarterly, by
Sge
,000,000 feet was itrongly opposed
feet

A

end

flnalljt

abandoned when

it

was

pointed out that newsreels have already been cut to around ,729 feet
per issue and a further reduction
would result In a reel of less than
Newsreel companies, at
600 feet.
official request when the first Aim
out was imposed, undertook to maintain the usual number of prints to.
ensure speedy distribution. Govern-

ment officials requested continuation
of the fast coverage because of the
public information values involved.
With- a 10% cut In raw film now
considered certain, majors will now
submit suggestions to the WPB as
to how 'the cut should be imposed.

WPB

Hope

Sees

for

Break

Washington, Jan.

WPB

will try to

And a way

9.

to In-

crease allotments for the industry
and holds out the hope of the better break for the April-May-June
quarter, If things go better on the

J.

forecasts, as

Raw Fflm

E. Grant to Produce
Own Story for CoL

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Columbia signed James Edward
Grant to produce "A Mother for
May,", based on his own story.
«
Grant
recently
functioned
a>
producer-writer on Blng Crosby's
independent production, "The: Great
John L."

NLRB Okays SPU
To Act

some military require-

ments may be unexpectedly revised
If a downward revision Of
military requirements should occur
later in 1945.
will be able to
divert the unused film to. civilian
purposes.
Although the second
quarter situation will not be definitely known until about March 1,
there Is every reason to believe that

later.

WPB

the second quarter production will
be at least the same as the first
quarter."
Reason for the bite is that military
demands for " aero" arid -"X-ray types
'

for Extras

FOR 'LAURA' SLEEPER
An outstanding sleeper. "Laura,"
produced by 20th-Fox and currently
In release, will

gross of

$2,000,000,

Mike

Jeffers,

business

SPU.

sentative of

repre

•

sold.

members

of

Officials

SPU.

remained longer, is reported to have
been beaten in gross on the RKO
Greater N. Y. circuit by only one
other 20lh-Fox picture. "Laura" has
been in' release 1 1. weeks. now.
Fox had another, last season in
"Fllcka," which to dale has gotten
t

nearly. $i.G00,0Q0 in
"Laura," it was sold

rentals.
flat

high

percentages.

ana", last season
sleeper,

Like.

where both

might have been able to

command

"Home in Indiwas another Fox

already

have

•

'

'

Fox to Appeal

experi-

difficulties in setting releasing

enced

On

'Alex Theft

,

viously,

might have

St. Louis,

Jan.

9.

An appeal from a decision handed
down last week by U. S. District
George M. Moore will be
taken to the U. S. District Court of
Appeals by 20th-Fox, which was
Judge

denied a motion for a reopening of
the plagiarism suit filed by Mrs.

Marie Cooper Oehler Dieckhaus
Swanson, the former Miss E. Marie
Cooper, who charged that Fox's
"Alexander's Ragtime Band" film
was based on her unpublished novel,
"Love Girl." .'

The judge, additionally, appointed
Hughes as special master
determine the damages to be
awarded the plaintiff and based on
the earning power of the. film. It is
reported on Aim row that the flicker
A. Evans

to

grossed approximately $5,000,000. In
plagiarism suits the plain
tiffs have been granted 20% of the
from pictures involved.
However, Hughes' work will not begin until the appeal has been adsimilar

net profits

to cut

judicated.

The

NLRB

of

substantiated

They declared any par-

tion.

4 FOR CHAS. ROGERS
IN '45

THROUGH UA

Charles R. Rogeri plans production of four pictures for 1946 release through United Artists.
Wild Irish Rose,"
"First is '/My
scheduled to roll March 17. Others
are "Angel On My Shoulder," "The
Girl" and»

Exhib-Distrib Group

Would Iron Out Rent
Problems on Aussie Pix

"One Man's Fam-

started

tors

and distributors, which would

Iron out film rental problems without government interference.
Another sign that squabbling in
exhibitor ranks over allegedly excessive-rental pictures is seen in the
action of Victoria independent
'INDIANS'
exhibs. They have declined to follow the action of New South Wales
Hollywood. Jan. 9.
Indies in completely banning "over- - Popular Pictures. Inc., recently

POPKIN, PESKAY ASSUME

FILM RIGHTS

N.S.W. independents
so far have a tie-in with projectionists' union, members of which have
agreed not to screen any. film tabbed
excessively-priced by indie group In
suburban and country theatres.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Barney Sarecky, LewU. Dow. and
Gilbert have incorporated as
Delmonico Productions to make four
with first, action comedy,
Alms,
•

Billy

slated to roll Jan. 25.

Eastern money is backing indie
setup, with release being negotiated
through major Channel.

by Harry Popkin and Ed
Peskay, will produce the screen version of "Ten Little Indians," originally slated for filming by Samuel
Bronston. but tied up by copyright

priced" films.

formed

-

difficulties.

TO CONTINUE AT METRO
9.

family

circle,

will

I

-

.

remain,

with
as an

June Allyson pencilled in
added starter in the next picture.

week on the Goldwyn lot.
New company acquired the screen
from the Shuberts and the
completed screenplay from Dudley
Rene Clair, signed to
•Nichols.
direct the picture for Bronston, will
go. through with the K>b for Popkin
and Peskay. who arc trying to line
up Barry Fitzgerald, Walter Huston,
Louis Hayward. C. Aubrey Smith
and Mischa Atier, who were under
contract to Bronston.
rights

'HARDY' WITHOUT 'ANDY'

With Mickey Rooncy in the Army,
Metro will continue the -'eight-yearold "Andy Hardy" scrie. sans Andy:
Carey Wilson, producer of the family
episodes, has been advised lo keep
them going, with top studio names
injected into (he cast to make up for
the absence of Rooney.
Lewis Stone, Fay Holden and Sara
Hadcn, original members of the

Production starts next

|

!

:

;

20TH JOINS TELE ASSN.
20th-Fox'.wa v last week elected an
member of ihc Television
As>n.
J. R. Poppole. TBA president.- an-

.affiliate

Broaflcasli'i.-

nounced decision
board ot directors.

of

organization's

that

distri-

last-run independent exhibitors. Exhibs also aired grievances over the
designation of pictures on circuit
Arstrun bookings Whereby distribl
allegedly 'designate for top billing
pictures Which the exhibs claim are
not strong enough for that category.

Resolution

Was

adopted condemn-

ing the practice of "move-overs" by
Arst run theatres!
At a subsequent meeting of the.
Film Committee of the ITOA last
Monday (8) a resolution was adopted
condemning the: practice of distributors in dating the same picture
simultaneously .in two. theatres as
first runs.

SEARS NAMED TO HEAD

WAC

DISTRBS' GROUP

Grad Sears, v.p. in' charge of distribution for United Artists, was last
elected chairman of the distributors division of the War Activities Committee of the motion picture
industry.
He named Edward M.
Schnitzer.
exec, as assistant
chairman and appointed 10 district
and 32 exchange area chairmen.
Major Arthur M. Loew. who recently returned from active Army
service to his post as head of the
International Department of Loew's,
Inc., was elected chairman- of the
Foreign Managers Division of the

week

UA

WAC.
Major Loew, succeeding Joseph
McConville of Columbia to the WAC
post,

is

Mexico City currently

in

but scheduled
Jan, 15.

When
by'
lo

return

to

to

N.

Y.
•

advised of his appointment

phone Loew stated that he hopes
expand the distribution of Aim to

civilians. in liberated countries.

Harry Goldberg, advertising-publicity
director for Warner
Bros,
theatre circuit, was appointed chairman ot the public relations division

of

lift

WAC.

Ned E? Dcpinel,
of the

WAC

retiring chairman
distributor division, and
retiring assistant,

Leon Bamberger,
will

con

be tendered testimonial lunchand awarded plaques by the
at
the Hotel Astor, N. Y„

WAC
Jan.

9.

W.

L. Titus

Appointed

Grainger Aide at Rep,

!

1

Debut With 4 Pix

the

Australian picture business to set up
a committee, consisting of exhibi-

Hollywood, Jan.

Delmonico, Indie, To

9.

in

Members complained

butors are not taking into consideration the problems of subsequent and

.

down its
accommo-

Sydney. Jan.

charged that the plain-

Louis friend, then revising it. In
1934.
she testified, she sent two
copies 'to the Washington. D. C.
copyright office pending publication.
In January. 1937, she said a copy of
the novel was sent to a Hollywood
literary agent, and she then sealed
and mailed to herself the other copy.
In asking for reopening of the suit
the. defense contended that the two
manuscripts were written after Mrs.
Swanson had seen the picture in St.
Louis in August. 1938. and she had
probably read reviews of it before
actually seeing it.
Judge Moore read "Love Girl" and
saw the picture before handing down
his decision last March. He opined
that there was "more than use of
similar stock characters or situations
in the two and that literal copying is
not necessary to constitute infringement."

(Continued on page 10)

been

suit

tiff wrote "Love Girl" between 1925
and 1934 and had submitted it to St.

own schedule in order lo
date International, thus sacrificing
the full, returns from its own output

Move has

ties
seeking clarification had the
right of petition, but contended that'
so-called
overlapping
Jurisdiction
was taken care of in the certifica-

The murder mystery. Which starthe Aim fleld by running up
terrlBo bir. at the Roxy, N. Y.. where Varga
H had been penciled for two weeks ily."
but stayed for four and could have

tled

.including Jesse' L. Lasky. International Pictures (William Goetz-Leo
Spitz), Walt Disney, J. Arthur Rank
through
releasing
unit
(British
United Artists) and' a score of others.
Producers such as Lasky and In-

ternational

-,

Niven Busch is doing the screenplay but director and cast* are still
to be picked.

.

1.
Mike Jeffers, business
representative for the union, de
clared it would not be necessary for
players lo have SAG affiliations In
order to continue doing stunts, bits
and parts after that date, provided
they also do extra work and are

after Feb.

accord :

on dates so far
Played and contracts that have been

'

seller.

Both new and established independent film producers are affected,

Harry Mayo, president,

show, a national total

more than

Ing to estimates based

WPB

film.

.

that work.

GROSS SEEN

•

WPB

film

$2,000,000

individual recognition from the
Production Board' similar to that
granted 11- distributors in the matter
of film allocations, may be stymied
or at any rate sharply restricted as
decision to rea result -of the
tain the current method' of rationing

negotiations with the producers, to- duction
films
entertainment
of
gether with a request for an Interim, planned by the Disney studios to offagreement providing that all extra set the decline in output of Governwork must go to SPU members, with ment films there. Simultaneously,
the
no discrimination against those em- the further cuts proposed by
would seriously hamper the
ployed for bits, parte- or stunts.
companies to fully
Studios named In the NLRB cer- efforts of U. S.
exploit - the lush European market
tification as employer groups with
up and leave the
which the SPU may undertake col- whloh is opening
way open to British and other comlective bargaining are RKO, Co
product abroad.
lumbia, Loews Inc., Paramount, Re- petitive
International's Deal
public, 20th-Fox, Prlnolpal Artiste
While the International deal to reProductions, Universal, Warners: and
Vanguard Films..
lease four to. six pictures through
Certification
covers
employees RKQ is near the inking stage, there
who perform extra work, 'includ- has been no official word that the
ing those who, In addition to- the- .deal has been closed. RKO would
performance of extra work, also have to allow some 25.000.000 feet of
perform stunts, singing, or bite or film for the International output,
parts involving a line or line* of which would include two or more
RKO, like
essential dialog, but excluding all films In Technicolor.
employees who perform exclusively other companies operating under,
stunts, singing, or bits or parts, and the general 25% cut in film from
Goldwyn,
Samuel
has
levels,
1941
all
Class A and Class A-Junlor
Disney and other independent prodmembers of the Guild."
uct to provide for. Studio,. which- has
Stewart Meacham. regional dl
same
about
the
out
turning
been
rector for NLRB, delivered the cernumber of its own pictures as pretification

.Following a study of the NLRB
document, the SPU announced that
Aim extras holding A-Junlor cards
in the Screen Actors Guild would
be banned from SPU memberahlp

on Terms

Carey Wilson to Ring
For The Postman'
War

*
deals with major companies owing
to curtailed film supplies. The fur.9.
Union waa offi- ther reduction in film proposed by
WPB (a cut of approximately
cially
certified
by the National the
108,000,000 feet annually is planned),
Labor Relations Board aa oolleotlve topping off the already tight supply,
bargaining agent for 4,000 screen will hinder releasing plans for some
players.
Union, immediately de- $10,000,000 worth of product from
Similarly, the Aim supply
manded the opening of oontraet Rank.
problem would curb increased pro-

to

Relief

Members of the Independent
Theatre Owners Assn. of New York
at a meeting last Thursday (4) protested that there was no relief in
sight from demands for high, perHollywood, Jan. 9.
centage terms' and preferred playing
Carey Wilson draws producer time by distributors via the current
responsibility, on "The Postman Alnegotiations on the- Consent Decree
ways Rings Twice." to be filmed at between the Department of- Justice
Metro from James M. Cain's best- and the Big Five.

Independent film producers, with
$80,000,000 in product under
way or scheduled and clamoring for

Players

have jumped slfarply. There the announcement and added that
has also been an Increased military
SAG would continue to bargain for
demand for 16 mm. stock by the actors who did stunts, etc., excluarmed forces.
sively, but not for extras who did

-of

No

DepLs Big 5 Huddles

Via Justice

LASKY, RANK, ETC.
some

Hollywood, Jan.

Screen

western European front.
"While the first quarter outlook
for all types of film. looks gloomy,"
said WPB in a statement Sunday
(%),. "conditions may materially improve in the subsequent quarters..
There is no way to make accurate and
,

.

N. Y. Indies See

RATIONING HITS

to*

investigate reports that various picnegature companies have printed
scheduled for
tives of pictures not
release for six to nine months ahead
majors
or longer. While some of the
have large backlogs of completed
but unreleased negatives, it has been
denied that prints have also been
In anv
mad* *or tnis producthas asked film comevent, the
panies to take stock of such completed negatives and submit a list
Film allocations
of their holdings.

1171,500,000

FILM OUTPUT

James

R. Grainger, president

and

general sales manager of Republic,
last

week announced the appoint-

ment of Walter L. Tilus as executive assistant in charge of branch
operations.
Tilus will accompany
E. L. Walton, assistant general sales
manager, on a tour of Republic
branch offices in the U. S. and
:

"

Canada.
_
Herbert J. Ya'lcs. chairman of the
board of Republic, and Grainger
are expected to announce other
company promotions following the
regional sales meeting on the Coast.
.

Hays Readies Report
To MPPDA March 26
Prelim work has been started on
departmental report's that

various

Will be incorporated into

Will Hays'
animal statement, to members at the
annual meeting of the Motion Picture-Producer:' & Distributors Assn.;.

March
The

26.

•

role the film industry is playing in the war elTorl and the activof the. American newsreels- on
the balllefronts are expected to be
.

ity

two

vital topics in

the Hays report.

s

USRtEfY

6 REASONS

WHY

LEO

IS

PROUD AS A
PEACOCK!

*

"NATIONAL VELVET" BREAKS 9-YEAR
RECORD OF RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!
M-G-M

*

Hit brings

highest week's gross

in

"MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS"
ASTOR THEATRE CHAMP!
Tops

all

Other

previous records!

cities

history of house I

NEW

THE

IS

doing delightfully

ditto

SECONDS OVER TOKYO"
NATIONWIDE SMASH HIT!

"THIRTY
'

From Coast-to-Coast M-G-M'~s Great

Film packs

them

In

I

IS

I

"MUSIC FOR MILLIONS" WINS BROAD*

WAY

CASH AND CHEERS!

Producer of

"2

Girls

And A

Sailor" does

it

again qj Capitol, N. Y,

M-G-M's NEW GROUP OF 7 OFF TO

5
*

A FLYING

START!

"Music For Millions", "Thin

Man Goes Home"

first

5 M-G-M WINS TOP HONORS
*

of Tenth

Group

I

IN TRADE

PRESS ANNUALS!
Exhibitors again vote Leo the box-office leaderl
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unless special permission is obtained from' iiie G.bvernpient, wiir probably knock out the
annual get-together of the National
Assn. ^f Broadcasters, bitt is. not
likely .to interfere .with ..the -regional
are mostly
they
ln^eliOgs : since
after Feb.

"Sht's a Sweetlieart" (Songs)
Col); "B' comedy, okay for the
'..'

"

.

Gets Her , Man" (U).
Itlimdruiri Joan Davis comedy"She;

in.yslery;

Jamboree"

(PRC)..

.<mjilicr groups.-

SloW-paced niusiciil, for duals.
Parents?.
Accuse
My
(Songs) iPRC). Another juven-ile
delinquency theme; weak
dua Her.
\:

;

--.

".

U. S.

in the

.!

,

lowin.u him IP consort 'With such
characters.
The whole ihing lakes tbo long to
get' to the point, is poorly, produced
and' the ac'.ors probably regret e'vei*
having, gotten mijeed up in the: proceedings.
Mary Beth .Hughes heads
the cast. -Songs, such as they, are,
fail.
to
iniprcss.
Direction' lacks
'":'
evenness.
Stcn.
.

though nbl. big
!.'
...

satisfactory,

b.b.

.

An ordinary programmer. Starring
Wallace Beery. 'This !.M;;h's Navy"
should do average

.Running 'time

has been cut
minutes since

'

•

from V97 to .92;
business.
caught "iii London.
direction by Willi;)! i A/ Wf llr
excellent, shots of
in action add. much to
mugging tor a typical charnctenzafilm. Story itself is qr^inai-y al'png
v
ti'Pn:
Supporting .Cast iii- the main
with acting by majority .of cast.
goes through its routines suggesting
Beery, as a chief pilot, loves blimps
awareness of the whole painful
and telling tall tales, especially about an
business.
William Gargan tries to
an imaginary son, although he's- not
play a reporter, in an, awkward man-,
married. Neat the Lakehurst naval
ner. while Leon Errpl has some mo-,
»ir station, howeveiv lives a':wido\v
ments as a frientlly- police sergeant.,
will) an invalid yo.utji whom Beery
'"'''':'. .J. '..-'V
Broil.
,
convinces to' join the; ligliterUhSm-:
air service when hcVgets.' well: In'
that way. he outdoes jrfmes Gleason;
who all along doesn't; believe Beery
''
(SONGS) :.-'"'-i ..-',.,.
has a boy at all. but since the .widow,
VHC rele:ii«.e..iri/ Jui-k',Srh'w:ii'X"|ii'0(rii{'lli>ii.
and her son go' along "with the., gag,1

Good

man and some
Navy blimps

:

;

;

induslry.as helpful: in the

.

.

DETROIT FIRE LEVELS

,

THEATRE, RADIO STA.
'•'"•';'

Detroit, Jan.

"

9.

worK-or-flght situation,

hazy v in the status of
and 4-F employees.

igan last .week cbst
bcilh a radio: station, and. a pix house;
The Butleifield Girculf lost its'
fioo-scat Westtpwh theatre in Bay
Gity in a fire which, wiped out; most
of a block. The ehain qperates fourtheatres in the city, with the Westown, having operated as a siibseq.ueht-ruivhouse. The -theatre prob-.
ably .will "np,t be rebuilt until after
'.''""•..:.-.
the war.
fire in the Masonic Temple in
Ludirigtbiv Wiped, out station' 'WKLA,
building
was gutted in the lire
The
.

Dixie Jamboree
:

:

Gleason

Conclusion
sub
from the blimp, and. Beery marries
his mother.
actual

effects,
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Cohoes, Ni Y., Fire

'Cohoes.' N.. Y., Jan. 9.
Fire .which "origiriated in the; basebpiier, i\ooiri'pf the Empire the
building caused
damage to
biiildihg "and theatre estimated ,al

IThis' .fllm is as slow-moving as the
ploddijig Mississippi showboat bh'
which,all- ils actibii transpires. It has

meiu

'

a tie

.

everything in it -from/crooning by
Frances Langford.. trench ditties- by
FiM D'Orsay. spirituals by .a >fegro
choir and what -passes for comedy by
Charles Bfgtterwortlti Guy Kibbee
and 'Frank Jeriks. down to" a couple
••'•

'

,-"':'•'

':/'':;

$10,000.

2 N. C. Theatre Fires
Greensboro, N. C., Jan. 9.
Fire which damaged the Base
theatre at Maxtbn, N. C., with $10.000, loss, has- left the personnel of
Laiirinburg-Maxtph lirmy air .base
without- regular picture ...sbotysKlor'
ihe next few weeks,-:
Blaze- was- discovered, while: theat re was not in operation.
Blaze iii. Broadvva'y ,'(heatye t .GljarIptte last week; 'was. not of incendiary origin, investigators are' convinced after a thorough probe.
.":

.-

drugstore Indiartsr-Avith just as
as one would expect from such.a setup. A lower-ease
dualer this, for the sticks.
The story; concerns :fhe 'Elliibelia',
last of the .Mississippi. Showboats,
droning along from port to port, putting on shows while; Gapiaiii Jackson i-Guy. Kibbee sells his patent
medicine.. Oh board this trip are Lyle
Talbot arid Frank Jenks. a pair of
fugitive con men posing as health
vacationers; Eddie Quillan. a traiiip
Insurance officials spent" much,
trumpeter, aii.d' a couple of Indians'
lie's
adopted.' the trio "coining ".''on- -time looking into the fire, which
board one day when Miss Langford's damaged the foyer and 'caused addockside singing entranced them: ditional loss by smoke and water.
and the showboat troupe represented
by Misses Langford and D'Orsay.
Kibbee and Butterworth. Oh this last
L. A. to N. Y.
trip, the latter had loaded 'two barrels of whiskey on board, mistaking
Jack Benny'.'
them for water, and in bottling their
Maurice M. Cohen.
medicinal have mixed it With this
Lester .'.Cowan..
fireVvat'er. The two crooks taste- the
Frances Gifford.
stuff, think Kibbee is a distiller; and
Phil. Harris.
plan highjacking boat and .booze.
Yascha Heifetz.
Quillan and Miss Langford roll their
plans.
Jean Hersholt.
Louis Jean Hey dt.
AH this unwinds slowly and pain
fully, to choppy, interludes of stale
Charles Hoffman.
jokes and pleasnot ^ songs.
Edgar Kobiik.
Miss
Langford is, appealing "as .singer and
';
Jack Lail.
does several ballads well. Quillan
Mary Livingston.
plays romantic lead a little bewiidDayjd Loew.
eredly.
Butterworth's dry humor
Jeanette MacDoriald.
mostly goes flat. Loiiise Beavers has
''•"•
S. -.Bai't:et "McCocnijck.
a few ihomeiits. and a couple of
Marie McDonald.scenes^ with' the drugstore Ind iaiis are
mildly amusing. '''
Johii McMillin,;' .'
* Broil
Charlie Miller,
'Margaret' O'Brien.
.

I

also acts as' intei'mediilrV in their ro-

mantic escapades.
Jane Darwell. as.lhe bbardiiigliou.se

;

.

:

proprietress, overacts. Jane Frazee,
who sings and dances fairly .well, is.
an entertainer.' .who;.- in the end wins
,

her man. Larry Parks, though Miss
Darwell seeks to intervene in this
romance. Miss Frazee and Parks, 'as
well as the remaining members of
the cast, do a forthright job. >
Production values are strictly lowbudget. Script is lightweight and
gongs are not of such quality as to be
Sleii.

:

Along the same line, Federal
Communications Commission .arid the
Board of War Communications last
week called on the telephone and

9 YOUNG THESPS DUE

.

telegraph' coinpanies.'to "reclaim the

and manpower
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tired double-feature, cp'medy.
built around a scries of fiendish mufders in a small tpwii. ils humor is
generally -feeble; with only a few real
comic moments a.v for in.slance; the
:
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ODT

director,
warned
tourists last Thursda'y (4) that they
will face plenty of inconvenience in.

Johnson.

'Anything Can Happen'

Purchased by
.

'

.

With the drive on
4-Fs

to, -slap,

factories.

•

for

'

«*

.

.

Miss

daughter of a
chief of police, Is
>called in to solve the mystery. No
chip off the old block, she, fumbles
victims..-

famed'

woman
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'Slllrjty I'Jai'b

;

false clues, while
ap:icc: Not one

moment of it makes sense, but all.
beside the point..; When ready
tp.ou't Miss Davis stun''->l-s onto a
lead that solves the mystery.
enmbiries
Comedienne
hillbilly
•nid cornstalk humor plus', her usual
.that's

.

_.

war

.

.

l<

.

Lorry. -Stevens.
Lt. Robert Taylor,
Beverly Tyler.

:

Sonny Werblin.

V

.

:

^Berni'e Williams;

:

:
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.

.
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Next at Metro
For Abbott-Costello

.

Hollywood. Jan. 9.
Next Metro picture fi>r Abbott and
Costellb
will
be 'pio.-fe Shave.T
which deals with cbniic doings in a-•

ning to suffer fibiii a. drift of worker's, out
of theatres. niteries, and
•

:.

similar spots tp; something that looks
safer for the. duration./ This movement, according" Co "Government" experis, is golng..-tp get much heavier
in the iiext inonih or two!.
.

Congressman,
D.j

(

:

Donald

Martin Gosch will produ«e. froih
a screenplay by Nat Pcrr.in and Lou
./'
Breslow.
-.-'

,

.

One

O'Toole

film studlp.

•
;

.

bandleaders
entertainers" be drafted and assigned lo eutcrtainmcnt units to play
the foxhole circuits. He suggested

Continued from ^)(t 1

letes

for professional athare 4-F.

who

.

.

/•

1

in dim supply, whether UA will be
able to secure all the footage needed
the '.seven.' Rank pictures, of
which
five
in
are
technicolor:
Lasky, among other independents,
was unable to set a releasing, deal
while in New York.

for

.

•

Hollywood^ Worry
Hollywood, Jan.

9.

Draft' boards, acting on a new
order issued by Selective Service
Na.tio.nal
headquarters
over, the
>weekend following President Rpose-.
yell>- recbmintudations for tighter
job '''controls, yesterday started reclassifying 'actors, technicians, writers and other studio workers, who,
i'P

now, were either deferred or

to

4-F.

;

film '-persons, previously re-

from service

2-C

to get

raftings

from (heir draff
the

at

U

'

:.

'

.''

Many
tired

Disney Plan
Disney, whose Govurnniem- fthn
output has bgen. on a cost-plus basis,
which' leaves the studio but a nah'6\v;
margin Pf profit, has' bcejv ihullinB
increased enterlainmont; (Hm p'roduc-lion, which may be postponed unless
special: provision is' macle.
Disney;
although recouping about $1,000,000
from the reissue of "Snow White" is
still behind (he eight bull as a result
of the "Fantasia" and "Bainbi" losses^

boards;,.' can be reconvenience of the
is pointed out likely

Independent

producer!! have no
in;.wilh the
fllin rationing is coh-."
receive film from Jim
various distributors through ,wh"om,
they release. With' independent butput scheduled representing around
25% of the total Hollywood production, efforts were made lo gain rec-.
ognition from the WPB, a proposal
which the latter turned down since
only a specific amo.unt of footage la
?
available'! and 'the
is' not di»i
posed to take footage from (he 'disr

WPB

individual status

sofar as

that iriany >y.ho were released from
service in recent inohlhs; will- be
called back, to duty -agaih..
-.
Big worry of fi in exec's seems to
be the attitude of Selective Service
tpwards actors, as -IherScreeiV.Acfors
Guild sent a cbmmiltee (o Washington a few- years ago to put its mem-'

ccrned

:

raw

but

;

bers on / record as! -not.' .wanting
deferment. Another problem facing
studios is Ihe question of whether
the .wPrk-or-flght recommendation
tributlng; companies and allpcHte It
will apply to (hose up to 38, or
whether it might be extended to 45- 'to producers.Meantime, the. proppscd additional
yeai>eld brackets. Studios are also
cifrtailment in film for 3945- has: bemuch concerned regarding drafting come
of immediate concern to major
of labor and technicians in back-lot
distributors as well! ns hulie- produdepartments,
Painters; -!. carpenters, cers. Dislocation
of domestic dlsti'lsound 'men, electricians, props, etc., butlon
may -result and theatres, parcould easily be directed Into the ticularly subsequent
and last runs,
Army or warplants because of f
tire expected to feci the pinch If furspecified
trades.
If
this
should \ ther cuts are made, according to dishappen, production of a steady flow tribution execs,
.

WPB

"

:

f II

Ralph Bellamy:
Sammy Cahn.

a

dualler.

This one tells of a highschool stu
dent accused' of murdering the head
of a gang of jewel Jthieve's. He Is
acquitted and his parents,; who gamble, drink and neglect him, ale given
a verbal lashing by the judge for al-

heavy

a

.

-

'

carjied:
wiili!

—

tionally known athletes and entertainers serving in.khaki or blue. He
would (eel that they were really
doingi their bit; and really making
sacrifice,"

is

schedule —r including some lenglhy
films from David b. S: l/.niek coming up. is confronted witlv a major
problem, since this ;disfr.ib; handlesindependent product only. Questionable, even without any further cut

"I believ.e." wrote O'Toole, "that
the morale of G. I. Joe would be
greatly raised if he. saw. these na-

some

take on product from which only

to-

a distribution !fee
•; United
Artists,

same thing

the

:

L.

N. Y.l has written, to
that "4-F actors;
a.ud other professional:

Byrnes,, urging

,

N. Y. to L. A.
pic:

,

1

Mux

.-'.Kflil'pli.-p. -.Ifihlisnil

AnSther juve delinquency

weak

;

'Shave'

draft older men
pie-Pearl; .Haibor
show .biz is' begin-

to

(hoie with
children, ajl o(

I

"
.

Wally Westrhore.

;

around, goes off oh
the niurder.s keep

:

Searle.

Barbara Stanwyck.
'

..

,

rUuvh'n HlHkp.,.,
jHitx'v,

v..

-

'

.

:

bumped oft before .one's eyes beinis
too realistic to b(* funny. 'Perpetrator is a niysterioiis killer, wlio uses a
gun which shoots, needles Into his
Davis,

•

;

legislation

uniforms or

iii

and

and

;

William Sistrom.

liiii-.

Slimul:
II"'"

RKO

transit ai\d that they may lie .stuck
in the south Vn'd uriable to get trans- " RKO- Jfias purchased lllhi rights to
portation home again. Up to th is best-selling novel titled "'Anything
point, however, there appears to-be Can Happen." Asking price was re'
no letup 'in the southward, flow of ported around $50:000.
;!
the. wintei>dpdgers. although John- ;,' Columbia last week bought the
son 'W.artied:ihat. there; wull be ho rights' to "Tomorrow Will -Sing,"
special or rel ief tia ins' t.o' bring .thenv novel to be published next month by.
home the way there was last winter. Duell, Sloan A. Pcarce.

gbveri.ifnenl-

.

Rochester.
David Rose.
Art .Schwartz.
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Louise Randall Pi'erson.
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i-|i:ip|p» ll.Piiki-l. Jr.
free-for-air chase ill the end.
Murder can be: a. yrim. subject '\Hl'xN J ''' *'
when hdndled this wa,y. ,despite the K (1 fy It*p'i1
comedy attempts,
w th persons •Ihiiii-h \VII«(ill.";.',

'

Mlljon.

ppii|ihiyi
llinllpy, luiytil
'

.S.

AlcxHiiilpr

Sliiiy. BpIIi

lAWrll, .John

.Vewnphl.

George
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-45

exclusively br principally iiv the dis:.;':
Hollywood. Jan. 9.
seminaUbn' of racing hifbrmalipn:"
Nine youthful thesps arf slated for
This refers to such things as leased
e;c tensive pi'omptip.n ;clu i-ing the next
'"
wires running "into", bt'okie joints
12 months at Metro..
from the tracks, etc., in order to use'
are June Ailyson. GloVia. De
; They,
the men and /'equipment"'for! more
Hayeii, Angela Laiisbury.! Marilyn
essential jobs.
Maxwell,- Elizabeth Taylor;. -Donna.
Warn Tourists
Reed, Phyllis Thaxter, Tom Drake.
In 'an effort to cur(aii .travel from and Hurd Hatfield.
(he northern states lo Florida', and
other resort centers, Col. J, Monroe

.
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obtain correct inioir.iation on the
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lady-turns her house: into an overnight canlcun for scl:vicemeh witlT
short- 1 me passes. She suppl ies. them
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Light entertainment, this picture
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series ";bf five wliicli
have brought ;losses; in excess' of.
$500,000 to the town-^and it will bp
months before the station returns
to operation because of the shortage
of equipment.
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shots./ of

taking 6ft and.
landing of the blimps, as well, as the
films of the hunt 76r subs are thrilling. Pic at 100 minutes, however, is
too long.
5ten.

diiriluii.

HiiltiMVui-ih.

T.illini.

l.ylo

CnblilllW,

l.'hl-fKiy
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Montage

Lakehurst and
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.uineii

a hero, sinking' a
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convinced.

is

youth

finds the

in" Irtich

deferred

all

Meantime,; draft boards are reclassify ihg ;filmitcs, with ail
2-A's
getting the heave-ho nip 1 -A,. Studio
managers are. slated to meet within
ihe next few days With local officials
of the War Manpower Commission

.

Fires

'

studios are

'

.

facilities

•

wiir; effort,",

and transferred registrants into 2-A.
-However, until Congress acts iii (he
mutter and clears up the draft and

'

.

Emmett

.

Callahan,

'

:

-

'-

;

:

'

'

;

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Carney.
Oscar A. Doob.
:
George Evans,
Mr. arid Mrs. Abel Green.

-

:

Appeal .boards classed (he

into 1- A.

.was tlie. clpsiilg of
^Biggest
to switch
jtliej racetrack's, 'ih- order
the personnel ;ihto essential .iiidustry;
Reports from Florida disclose that
the Federal employment service has
already placed numerous jockeys and
track empipyees.in factories. 'There
is considerable piessuve in Washing-ton to get the ban lifted. Horse racing
has a powerful Washington'
lobby composed of senators' and representatives of the slates which derive revenue from the tracks and.
these
men are dying to upset
Byrnes' order.
.

.

.

.

:

:

!!'

-

wprkers, eveni 'wheiv the d ra ft: boards'
held the ;fl]rh industi.y was npnessential'and tossed the tecliniclnng
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-Knulrr
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.

press reception wjis
virtually ilnaninWusly favorable
and film Hppears headed for

.

During the past few years, studios
have had the assistance of appeal
boards in gettiiig defcriiient fpr' key
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Arthur Rank productions to
be released in (he U.,S. by United
Artists, opened at the Gotham
theatre,' N.Y!, last Saturday •<>»..
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Seek to Uiiionize N. Y. Salesmen

11

EImI

Stay, In Line^-or

Nabe Exhib Gtes

Chi

Detroit, Jan. B.
If you get out of line in De-,
and get socked you don't
get damages.

'Favorite

trolt

As Forenmner

of National Org

Norman.
torney

.

{ha nucleus of a nationwide unionisation of film salesmen la a movement, iu activities quietly and zealously guarded, for the- organization
of this segment of distribution personnel in New York the largest sales
key/of the country.
Salesmen of six different major
companies are reported spearheadjng the campaign to organize the
N. Y. groups in the various exchanges, where higher salaries and
better working conditions exist than
in most branches of film companies
throughout the country.
Jacob Left, film attorney, is under-,

Astra Settles Suit
Distrib Rights

David

The defense was simply that
he had no cause for action since
he pushed himself ahead of other

Ion, Raymond A. Klune and Daniel
T.
O'Shea, Involving distribution

defendants,

and
tion

settled,

owned

on the mezzanine

by.

.•

in

New

take the consequences.

York

RKO for Jan.

"Whenever I Remember" with a
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Hollywood cast,
Six hew films and three, holdovers
"The Love Letters" and "Affairs of
from last year will keep RKO pro- Susan," first of the Wallis pictures
duction going at top speed during for Par release, are now being edited
and scored.
./
January.
•

entries are "Those Endearing
Young: Charms," "The Bells' of. St
Mary's,"^ "Man
Alive," '"George
White's Scandals of 1945." "Mama
Loves Papa." and "The Great : Ad-

WON BY METRO,

6 UPPED TO STARS

AT WARNER BROS.

contract players to star rating.
The. stars are Lauren BacaU, Dane
Clark, John Dall, Faye Emerson.

Robert Hutlon

arid

William Prince.

WB

Reclassification increases, the
•tudio tally to 31 stars.

They were instituted some
months ago against. Nathan Steinberg and his corporation, Sanfrebob
Theatre Corp.", which operates the
Grande, Manhattan; and Parkway,
Mt. Vernon. N. Y.
Suits, grew out of charges by
Metro, that the Grande had overweek!

..

.

-

to Contact

New

Exhibs on

Stars

man's trip

to contact exhibs is set
to follow his visit to the studio this

month. He leaves
With Scully on Jan.

for

Ihe

Coast

Damage

.

Smt

Settled

by Loew's

v

Idaho.

Ralph V. Browder, checking for
Suit against Loew's, Inc., for al- Ross and its distributor clients in
leged breach of a- d istributioh con- Idaho, has been awarded $10,000
tract/brought by Grafton -Films, Inc., against Fulton Cook and his wife,
has been settled/ according to papers owners of the B'unagle theatre, St.
Ida., on
the charge they
filed last week (5) in New York fed- Maries,
eral court. 'Action involved distribu- called the checker "a stool pigeon, a
neighborhood. Film salesmen soliction rights for the U. S. of the Graf- peeping Tom and Jekyll and Hyde."
ited Murray for biz all the time,
ton film, "The Stars Look; Down," This was ruled to be. defamatory by
1925 the Milo,
a Federal court jury in Coeur Norman said, but in
and was for $1,000,000 damages.
a larger theatre, opened nearby,.
Graf ton charged Loew's deliberate- D'Alene.
The judge sitting on the case also and when Murray wanted to get "A"
ly delayed exhibition of "Stars" unawarded Browder $500 because of a pix, it developed they always went
til 16 months after it had delivered
Norman argued -that
to the Milo.
the film, thus giving 20th-Fox time to story the Gazette-Record in St.
Murray was forced at one time to
finish and release the similar. "How Maries printed about Browder. He
consolidate with the Milo, owned
originally sued for $25,000.
Green Was My Valley" In 1941.
by John L. Mania, one. of the de'T
Grafton- further /charged; that
fendants, and. had to cut prices, run
Loew's. had failed to observe good
double features, give away dishes,
faith in the exhibition of "Star" by
etc., losing prestige and money all
releasing it in mid-summer and' not
along and finally having to quit encausing~the
.

:

.

;

"-'

.

U

over

comparative

UA Names

LeSienr

&

Krim.

newcomers,

ex-

plaining that novel trailers,, special
magazines and other aides, will be
supplied exhibitors in such, campaign.
Universal salesmen at the confab
held in N.Y. late in IBM were told
by Scully of the company's intention of ballying fresh screen talent,
much of which the company feels is
needed to fill the void caused by
the .war.

\

;

.

-

ASKS 500G DAMAGES,

-

'•'.'.''*

tential.

'.

.

CLAIMS *W1LS0N' THEFT

at first-run theatres,
film
to gross only a fraction, of its po-

Charging

pirated

that
20th-Fox,
his
copyrighted

BACHER, STAHL TAKE

New York and

remained

'IN

its

HEAVEN'

Mgr. of Advertising

Lensing starts March 23, with Wil
liam Bacher as producer.

'Princess-Pirate'

To 500C

UA

Up
in Rentals

Fox Denial
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Charges of piracy in the filming
"Wi Ison" were denied by 20th-Fox

in

such

a

cited

way, Norman

said, as. to force the small operator

out of

biz.

Resumed Friday

.

Recessed

till

Friday

(5),

trial re-

sumed with defendants' attorney,
Edward R. Johnston, querying Mur'-.

ray on differences in construction of
Milo and Thalia,- apparently to try
and bring out that former is a more

:

attractive building and therefore one./
more likely to be patronized. Question of whether it -isn't logical that
a circuit is, after all, entitled to
advantages over indie exhibitors was
also touched on!

Prior

to

.

block-booking,

was

it

argued, railroading was a common
practice necessary because of shortage of prints, with' Murray retaliating' he .was the victim of the practice/
because he had to pay the freight.
At closing Friday Murray said it was
necessary for a theatre in that
:

.

neighborhood to have good new pix
in order to operate at a profit. DUr-.'

ing session Monday (8), question
who Thalia's bookers were
of
"without foundation or merit." through the years, was rehashed,
and
at one point Johnston attempted
Studio issued a statement in reply to
show
that Murray was running
to
a claim by Anthony Richard Pinci'
in New York that the picture in- both theatres' while Manta was on a
tour/ Murray, would only
European
fringes on his legit play, ."Woodrow
admit
"helped but wasn't the
he
Wilson," copyrighteoHh 1929. It says:

of
as

,

.,

.

'^Princess and the Pirate" (Bob
publicity; have resigned,
Hope ) has reportedly, rolled up rnbre
"Whatever similarities in story he
though lattcr's status has not " yet than $500,000 in rentals in first few
may see in our picture can only be
been decided.
weeks of release. First seven weeks attributed to the. fact that they deOther changes in UA advertising- in Chicago netted around $75,000 in
rive .from actual facts of Woodrow
publicity setup are also under con- rentals.
Based on preliminary re- Wilson's life. Obviously a story of
sideration though no official action turns, the Samuel Goldwyn producWilson's life must take into account
had been taken at time of going to tion is headed for a domestic take of
the important happenings of his
Delay 'God Co-Pilot'
press.
around $3,500,000.
times. These happenings are matters
"Summer Storm." United Artists Of. public record, and it Is on. this
Ga.
to Feb. 21
over
on
grossed
$550,000
release,
has
public record that the picture is
World Premiere of "God Is My
Billpost Shortage
approximately 2,400 playdatcs. "Do- founded." i /
Co-Piiot."
slated to be held at
gross of better than $1,250,000
mestic
In Los Angeles Area
the Grand, Macon, Ga., a Lucas &
is indicated.
Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Jenkins' house, on Feb. 1, has been
Pern, Colombia Offices
Film studios are up against a bill
•et. back to Feb. 21. Opening is be-,
boa r d shortage in Los Angeles and Generalis Heads Fox
ing sponsored
Being Opened by Rep.
by the State of
vicinity for exploitation of first runs
Georgia in tribute to Georgian Col during 1945. Blllposting companies
Foreign Publicity
Morris Goodman,, v.p, in charge of
Robert Lee Scott, flying ace, who have informed motion picture execs
George A. Generalis was last week foreign distribution for Republic, last
wrote the autobiography,
week
announced
the open ng of. two
director
territory
have
publicity
of
forappointed
that all boards in that
Warners plans sending contingents been contracted for the year.
eign newspapers., in the U. S. and Republic branches in .Peru and Coto the. preem from both N.Y, and
lombia.
One lucky studio is 20th-Fox, which Canada for 20th-Fox.
Hollywood, the number, Including contracted for space last June. As a
Office in Peru begins operations
Generalis was formerly editor of
newspaper people, to be dependent result, it Will have a full showing of the National Herald, Greek-language this month, while the Colombia office
uPoo transportation facfllties.
opens in February.
daily.
125 boards.

Kambcr,

:

•

.

.

Preem

-

.'.

in

Subpossession until April, 1940
mission of the script, he alleges, was
made in 1936, through his agents,
Hollywood, San. 9.
Eric S. Pinker and Adrienne MorriJohn Stahl draws the director son, and in 1940 through William C.
chores on "Leave Her to Heaven," Lengel.
film version of the Satevepost serial,
at 20th-Fox.

OYER

Manta and the others

tirely.

had operated
play,

by Grafton

'

Howard B. LeSieur was last week
appointed '/advertising' -"manager- '-for
LeSieur formerly
United Artists;
handled sales promotion and the UA
house organ.
adFrank Muneyhun. of the
vertising department, and Bernie

.

.

-

:

.

Benjamin

;

ray, former owner of the secondfloor neighborhood yaude house on
Chi's southwest side, which in later
years changed to pix 'only, were
that Murray, in showbiz since .1906,
bought the Thalia in 1920 for $30,000,
when it was largest theatre in the

:

Phillips, Nizer,

:

;

"Stars" was produced in England "Woodrow Wilson," in producing
in 1940. Exclusive, rights "Wilson."/ Anthony Richard Pinci
played two. of- its pictures, "Tortilla
for its distribution in the U. S. was filed suit in N. Y. federal court last
Flat" and "San Francisco," and by
granted M-G-M, Ltd. (Loew's). Both week (3) asking for $500,000 damUniversal for unpaid extra playing
.assigned rights to their U. S. affili ages and an accounting of "Wilson"
time, unauthorized or unreported, on
ates-.
profits.
its "You're a Sweetheart/' All were
Under the contract, -Loew's and
Author alleges that prior to the
repeat bookings.
Under the' judgment, entered by Grafton were to split the profits of filming of "Wilson," Fox in 1936
Judge Mandelbaum in the U. S. Dis-. the film and were supposed to ex- had requested a script of his play,
hibit the film/ within a reasonable which was delivered in California,
trict Court at<N. Y.,- damages: were
proassessed at from $250 to $5,000 per time after delivery in 1940 at Loew's to Earl Carroll, at that time a
ducer for Fox. They held it for one
were first-run theatres, it was alleged.
Since
there
infringement.
year and returned it to his agents.
three violations of the copyright law,
In February, 1940, the play was
if the maximum amount is finally
again presented to the Fox office in
determined upon. Steinberg and San-

12.

Purpose of Bergman's trek will be
to convince exhibs of the benefits to
be derived from their selling of new
screen personalities. He will outline
methods of aiding
in putting

'

.

-

frebob would be liable to total penalties of $15,000, plus attorney fees.
Complainants were represented by

•

•

'

,

.

•

Awarded 10G

'

In keeping with its policy of selling the public new screen stars,
Maurice Bergman, Universale eastern ad-publicity chief; plans' a swing
through the U;S.. visiting exhibitors
to tell them of the William A. Scully
point-of-viow, trip to start, late this
month or early in February. Berg-

five women. Charging violation: of
anti-trust laws
and restraint of
trade,
suit,
filed under
Sherman
Anti-Trust law and Clayton Act, follows
last
year's
Jackson
Park
theatre suit for $120,000, which resulted in triple damage ruling for
plaintiffs to tune of $360,000, although latter is skedded for rehearing some time this year in U.S. court
of appeals.

in

,-

Bergman

:

before Federal Judge William H.
Holly and jury of Seven men and

Damages From

,

:

off to what looks like another of
those, len thy sessions Wednesday (3)

.

:

N.Y. COPYRIGHT SUITS

1

As in the Jackson Park case, judge
this one is empowered to sock
defendants three times the $1,000,000
if defendants are found guilty.
asked
Checker
Majors Anion; Def endants
venture." '' Holdovers
are
"The
Defendants include Warner Bros.
Spanish Main," "The Invisible
Exhib Distributing
Loew's,
Corp,,
Inc.,
Army" and "Johnny Angel."
Man bites dog story iii the checking 20th-Fox, Universal Film Exchange,
field, where checkers on percentage Inc., RKO, Columbia Pictures, Inc.,
engagements of pictures often have Capitol Film Exchange, Inc., Henri
'Stars Look'
to stand across the street from the Elman of PRC, and Balaban & Katz;
theatre in order to clock attendance, among others.
is the damage suit a Ross Federal
for $1,000,000
Opening arguments by Harold W.
man has won against -an exhibitor in Norman, attorney for Thomas Mur-'

1

.

:

Called 'Stool

'

1

'

-

New

.'-

on

.

of the company's third
plcture, '"Ppn't .Ever Grieve Me."
While west Hazen will also discuss
plans with Wallis for the balance of
this year's five-picture production
schedule. They will also huddle on
British production next summer of

launching

9 Pix FiH Sked

At

9.

Largest damage suit of its kind
ever to be filed here, In which
former owner of Thalia theatre,
nabe house, asks $1,000,000 because
/ Joseph H. Hazen, president of Hal
he was allegedly forced out of busirWallis Productions, which has a reness; by conspiracy of 10 film corleasing deal with Paramount, .left for
porations and five individuals, got
the Coast Thursday (4) and will re-

Joe Hazen to Coast
For Wallis Huddles

.:

main there several weeks during the

To

'

floor;

The jury agreed— in Detroit
you wait in line for your turn or

.

week

last
federal court.

Chicago, Jan.

patrons waiting in line for seats

has been -discontinued
according to a stipula-

filed

Opens

Suit

;

Pictures' suit against
O. Selznick, Ernest L. Scan-

rights to three old films

$1,000,11

Damage Trust

Triple

-.last July.:-'

On
The Astra

-Suit asked for $250,000. damages,
for alleged breach, of contract involving rights to "The. Prison' of
Zenda," "The Adventures of Tom
itood to have been approached by Sawyer": and "The Garden of Allah."
prime movers of the union project, Under the settlement it is underand Is reported to have been asked stood Astra obtained an undisclosed
to consider representing them le- sum of money.
gally. Led is attorney for, the "UnIndependent Exhibitors
affailiated
of N. Y., headed by Jesse L. Stern,
attorney and himself operator of a
•mall string of N. Y. theatres.
Threat
Designers
All the salesmen of tho various
N. Y. exchanges were Invited to attend a secret 'session last, night
Studios
Strike
(Tuesday).
Hollywood,
Jan. 9.
,
v
The terrific growth" of.' booking
With recording of six to one ballot
combines in' the N. Y. and New Jerfavor of striking by Studio Set
sey area. during the past few years, in
Designers, U. S. Government agentogether With threat of greater decies have started c/bick action, and
duction in the number of IndependWar Labor Board has announced a
ent accounts making their own deals.
representative would be rushed here
Is said to have stirred the N. Y.
from Washington for conferences
film peddlers to action, and very
with Herb Sprrell, conference of
probably may spur salesmen to
studio unions prexy, and IATSE tops
similar action in other parts of the
1
in effort to iron out jurisdictional
country for the same reason.
The N. Y. salesmen are looking dispute without walkout.
At same time National Labor. Reprimarily
to
security,
seniority
lations Board offered to take cognirights and severance pay angles razance of case and indicated election
ther than wage scale.
settlement could be completed in
In' the N. Y. exchanges everyone
three to four- weeks. "
Is organized excepting salesman and
branch managers. The shipping room
help has .been organized for some
years now. while more recently the
whitecoliar or so-called front-office
workers have unionized themselves,
U.
-together with bookers.
Playing pix longer than they were
contracted for may cost a New York
exhibitor fines and attorney fees
ranging into Ave figures as result of
copyright infringement suits won by
Metro and Universal during the past

Jack L. Warner, executive producer for Warner Bros., last Friday
(6) announced the promotion of six

On Fib Bookings As

at-

policeman in the Fisher theatre

by

,

an

he was beaten by a private

U.S.ActsQnicklyOn

;

Silverstein,

brought suit for
damages, charging that

here;

•50,000

What may foreshadow and become

boss."

.

After 1931, Murray

this

testified,

broke up, and from
then .till 1938, Lou Reinheimer, another defendant, bought and booked
"After '38,".
pix for the Thalia.
association

Murray

said," I

had

to kir.d of

go

out and do my own buying/' Under
quizzing about physical conditions
of the theatre, Murray would not
admit the Milo had a better cooling
system than the Thalia.
"I sweat just as much in the Milo
as I did in my own theatre," he said,
:

"despite their so-called better cooling system."

:

:

•'.'

i

-

'

Sothem's Next "MaMe"
Hollywood, Jan;*9,'
in the Maiaif
'

Ann Sothem's next

Metro is "Up Goes Maisle,"
produced by George Height.
series for

Filming starts when Was Sotaer*
completes "The Harvey Girls."

5
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PICTURE GROSSES

14

Record 88G

Pix,

New

St. Louis' Tops

LA. Full of H.0.'s;

in 3 Spots, 'Singing'

Balto Big; Tirate'166,
'Singing' 9G,

PhiDy StiD Hot; -Wildcat'

Estimates for This

55G, 'Ministry' 38G, Both in 2

Los Angeles, Jan.
First-run biz
ipite ohly

holdovers staying steady. Biggest
to
regular admission film' attraction
Louis,
nlay here is "Meet.Me in. St.
which piled up a boffo $88 000 for
first
new record in three houses the that
week It looks to be a bit under
last Sunfor current session started

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. .......... $549,500
(Based on 16 theatres)
Total Cross Same. Week.
.$54f,"50O
Last Year.
(Based on 14 mcattes)
.'

.

da

Oniy'a step behind and showing
almost equal strength is "Can t Help
Singing," which looks smash $55,000

Second
In first week at two theatres.
week of "I'll Be Seeing You finished
in first
at large S37.500 after $44,500
week in three spots. Second week of
three houses,

15G, LVille

"Holly wood Canteen" still is in big
week
coin bracket though in third
^three
which will be neat $37,000
and
"Ministry of Fear
theatres.
"Mnn in Half Moon Street" collected,
a fine $38,000 at two Paramount,
leaving for opening of "Frenchman s
(Monday).
Creek" yesterday
Estimates for This Week

m

Louisville, Jan.

Estimates for This Week
(Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
40-60)— "Can't Help Singing"

Omaha, Jan.

Brown

Second downtown
Last week,
session, solid $4,500.
Kismet" (M-G) and "Missing Juror"
(U) (moveover).

01

Downtown (WB) (1.800; 50-$l)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (3d wk).
Nice $15,000. Great $24,850 second

(Col), $3,000.

(Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—Kentucky
"K. C. Kitty" (Col) and "Conspira-

(People's)

(1,000;

40-60)— "Hollywood Canteen" (WB)
(2d wk'): Still the class of the town
solid
after
initial
$7,000
stanza's terrif $12,000, sensational
for this small house.

being

°Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)-^
"Canteen" (WB) (3d wk). Steady
$12,000. Last week, boffo $20,800.
Los Angeles (D'town-WO (2,097;
50-$D—"St. Louis" (M-G.) (2d wk).
Started second week last Sunday
after terrif $46,000 first week, and a
new house mark.

—National
"Follow
Howard's

(Standard)

Leader"
"Hooray

(2,400;. 50-75)

(Mono)

with

for Girls" on
Splendid $14,000. Last week,

stage.

"Strangers
Marry"
and
(PRC)
Benny Carter orch, King Cole Trio

on

others,

stage,

under hopes at

$9,000.

65-85)

Blalto (Fourth

Avenue)

60)—"Winged Victory"

(3,400: 40

(20th).

Nice

with advance bally helping to grand $15,
000.
Last week, "Can't Help Sing
Dante's "Inferno" on stage. Nifty
hg" (U), sock $14,000, and move
Last week. "Wave, Wac
$25,000.
over.
(Mono) with "Tars and Spars" revue
Strand
(Fourth Avenue) (1,400
$15,000days),
wk-six
(2d
on stage
40-60)— "Ministry of Fear" (Par)
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
and "One Body Too Many" (U)
"Can't Help Singing" (U) and Entert
Arsene Lupin" (U). Strong $27,000^ Good $4,500. Last week, "Bowery to
Broadway" (U), big $5,500'.
Last week, "Together Again" (Col)
(2d wk) and "Murder In Blue Room

(Mono)

(3,389;

(Par),

came

in

New

Year's

Eve. solid $26,000.

(F&M)
Hollywood.,„...«

Paramount

.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck-Evergreen)

45-80)— "Till

Meet

(Par) and "Nevada":

(RKO)

(800;

Okay

$4,500 in 6 days.
big $6,700.

Again"

(3d wk).
Last week,

Karlton (Gol&man) (1,000; 40-85)—
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) (2d run).
Good $6,700. Last week, "Something
for Boys" (20th) (2d run), $5,800.
Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)—
"Climax" (U) (2d run). Thin $3,300.

Last week, "Casanova Brown" (RKO)
(2d run), $4,000 for second week.
•

Mastbaum (WB) (4.G92; 40-85)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
Sloughing off to $28,500. still potent,
but a big dip from torrid $50,000 for
initialer, which included an extra
juicy

$8,000 for
at Earle.

New

Year's

Eve

showing

Stanley

(WB)

40-85)—

(2,760;

JFlfth

last week.
Stanton
(WB) (1.475; 40-85)—
Liberty (J & vH) (1,650; 45-80)— •'Gypsy Wildcat" (U). Good $14,000.
"Together Again" (Col) (3d wk) and Last week. "Tall in Saddle" (RKO)
"Unwritten Code" (Col). Good $7,- (2d wk), husky $12,500 for second
000.
Last week, "Together," solo, ride.
grand $9,900.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
"Winged Victory" (20th) (4th wk). Robinoff Ups Thin Man'
I8- Good $4,500 in five days. Last week,
r

Pitt Better; 'Race Nice

10G, Tokyo' Boff 22G,
'Canteen' Fat

(3,000;

swell $7,100,

1%/H.O.s

.

;

To$26,000,D.C.;Tirate

20G, 'Canteen' 23G,H.0/$
Washington, Jan. 9.
Holiday business
brought two
house records last week, the Earl*
and Keith's. Keith's record of 11
years was beaten by "Princess and
the Pirate." The Earle, with "Holly,
wood Canteen," rolled up a stagger*
•

1

ing gross.

Estimates for This Week
44-72)—
Capitol (Loew)
(3,434:

Thin

Man Goes Home"

(M-G). With

Rublnoff, others, on stage. Good $26,t
000.
Last week, "Lost in Harem"

(M-G),

$24,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-72)-r
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 45-80)— "Kismet" (M-G). Nice $8,500. Lest
"Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d wk). Hefty week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par), $7,800.
Earle (WB) (2,240; 30-90)—"HollyLast week, smash
wood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— Grand $23,000. Last week, with tw6
set new. record at
"Rainbow Island" (3d, wk) and holiday matinees,
'

$12,500.

K. C.

Still

Stoat;

'Victory/

'Tokyo/

14G Each, H.0.

Kansas

City, Jan.

9.

Overall first-run biz here is nearer
normalcy, but the fact that the city
is almost solid h.o. this week Is a
rein on bigger takes.
Estimates for This Week

$9,500 in 5 days.
$14,000.

"Carolina Blues" CCol). Good $5,000.
Last week, "Island,'-' solo, hot $6,100.

$35,600.

Keith's
(RKO) (1.800; 34-66
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25- "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (24
50)— "Love a Soldier" (Par) and wk). Dandy $20,000. First week, b.o.
Moment" (Par) (3d run). record with $27,500, aided by New
Fairway Good $4,000. Last week, "Arsenic Old Year's eve special.

"Great

Uptown and
Esquire,
(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700; Lace" (WB) (3d run)
40-65)— "Winged Victory" (20th) (2d Lively" (WB), $4,600.
wk)/ Rousing $14,000 after sock $21,-

50-$D—"Frenchman's Creek'
Opened Monday (8). Last

000 initial round.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 9
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 40-60)—
(Par).
Biz finally is slicking its head
week, "Ministry Fear" (Par) and above the snow after several of the "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d
"Half Moon Street" (Par), opened worst weeks in this town's history wk). Okay $14,000 following big $20,including an all-time new low gen- 000 first staiua.
New Year's Eve, neat $12,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50
erally for the Christmas holiday.
80)— "Can't Help Singing (U) and Weather still is none too good. Solid 65)— "Now Tomorrow" (Par) (2d
"Arsene Lupin" (U). Big $28,000 or clicks are the three top holdovers, wk). Sturdy $14,500. Opening week
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo." "Winged was lofty $19,000.
near. Last week, "Together Again
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)—
(Col) (2d wk) and "Murder in Blue Victory," and "Hollywood Canteen."
"Lights of Old Santa Fe" (Rep) and
Estimates for This Week
Room" (U). $17,800.
Fulton
U.370; 50-$l)— "St
(Shea)
Rllz (FWC)
40-65)— "Firebrands Arizona" (Rep) with
(1,700;
Opened "Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) (2d vaude. Neat $10,000. Last week,
Louis" (M-G) (2d wk).
second week Sunday (7) after clock- wk). Holdover session will be cut "Carolina Blues" (Col) and "When
to three days so that "Suspect" (U), Strangers Marry" (Mono) plus stage
ing record $18,000 in first frame.
State (Loew's-WC) (2,404; 50-SD which has been getting big bally, revue, nifty $11,000.
—"Winged Victory" (20th) (2d wk) can open Wednesday (10). In short
Sturdy $23,500. Last week, giant session, only $1,800, but comparatively better than the $4,500 on first
$35,000.
'Together'
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l) full session.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-65)-.
Montreal, Jan. 9.
—"Be Seeing You" (UA) (3d wk)
"Winged Victory" (20th) (3d wk).
Weather dented grosses, a; little in
Into third frame Sunday (7) after
powerful $20,500 second week, and Solid $11,000 on top of $16,000 last past week. "Together Again" and
stanza, which gives it nearly $45,000 h.o. of "Frenchman's Creek" look
record $21,600 first week. Started.all
(1 451;

9.

Smash' $13,000. Last week, "FrenchMusic Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
man's Creek" (Par), okay $10,500.
"Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-60)
Dinner" (20th). Lieut. Robert TayFrenchman's Creek" (moveover). lor, of
brought here for p.a.
Good $7,000. Last week, "Parklngton" opening Navy,
night, helped biz. Terrific
(M-G) (2d wk), $7,200.
$14,000. Last week, "30 Seconds Over
State (Goldberg) .(865; 35-50)—
Tokyo" (M-G), big $11,800.
"Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) and
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600 45-80)—
"Grissley's Millions" (Rep*. Big $3,"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
500. Last week, "Brazil" (Rep) and
Smash $13,000. Last week, socko
"Thoroughbreds" (Rep), $3,200.
Brandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-60)— $23,000.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
'Experiment Perilous" (RKO) and
From Arkansaw" (PRC) plus
'Minstrel Man" (PRC). Solid $7,000. "I'm
show topped by Ella Mae
Last week, "Belle of Yukon" (RKO) stage
and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO) (2d Morse. Grand $12,000. Last week,
"Dixie Jamboree" (PRC) and "Thorwk), trim $2,500 in three days.
oughbreds" (Rep) plus vaude, great

-

50-$l)—

"Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Opened
Mondaji (8). Last week, "Ministry of
Fear" (Par) and "Man in Half Moon
Street"

Year's biz, huge $25,000.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)— "One
Body Too Many" (Par) with Jan Savitt orch plus vaude. Fair $18,000.
Last week, "Shadows in Night" (Col)
with Sammy Kaye orch, okay $27 500
Fox (WB) (2,245; 40-85)— "30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) (2d wk). Wow
$26,000. Last week, sock $37,000.
'

Seattle, Jan.

60)— "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G ).

'

Paramount (F&M)

14G, Seattle

Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 40-85)—
Partington" (M-G) (2d run) (2d
wk). Fine $8,400. Last week. $8,700.
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 40-85)— "Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (3d wk). Neat
$16,800. Second week, including New

Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 15-80) "Princess and Pirate" (Par) i2dwk).
Creek" (Par) (2d Cleaning up at $27,500. Opener wal
Long band plus Minevitch Rascals —"Frenchman's
wk): Great $14,000 after sock $23,000 hangup $42,500.
brought old crowds back, despite bad

'(Tristates)

Mary Anderson

S

'

.

185 theatres)

Holdovers in mosfspots. this week
will slow the pace after a big New
Year's week.
Main newcomer is
combo of "Fighting Lady," Navy
opus, and "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier," which looks for rousing, week.
Opening was helped by. personal appearance of Lieut. Robert Taylor,
now in Navy.

9.

—

^

house record of $9,200 first. week
Hawaii (GftS) (1,100; 50-$D—
and
(U)
Frankenstein"
"House
"Mummy's Curse" (U) (3d wk).
Forte $7,000. Last week, great $9,-

(U), $18,200.

Kg

at the Orpheum, where stage shows
are visible again after union troubles
of six months' duration.
Johnny

tors"

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D—
"Be Seeing You" (UA) (3d wk).
Third week started Sunday (7). Second week was handsome $8,500 after

Wives"

.$2,600,300
cities,

weather.
Estimates for This Week
(WB).
Okay $1,600.
Last
Orpheum (Tristates) (3.0Q0; 20-70—
week, "Rainbow Island" (Par) and
Carolina Blues" (Col), with Johnny
Marine Raiders" (RKO), $1,500.
Long orch, others, on stage. Terrific
40Loew's .State (Loew's)* (3,300;
Last week, "Hearts Young,
$19,500.
"30. Seconds
60)
Over Tokyo" Gay" (Par) and "She's Sweetheart"
(M-G) (2d wk). Fancy $13,000. Last (U), fair $10,000 at 20-60c.
scale.
week, wham $16,000.
Paramount

-

Egyptian. (F-WC) (1,538; 50-$l
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (2d wk).
Started second week last Sunday (7)

—"Army

$22,500.
500.

lady-Dinner'

Grosses bounced back, particularly

(1,000;

Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)— "Meet
St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk). Giant
Second sesh was sock $24 •

Me

Sam* Week

Last Year
(Based on 23

ONG BOOSTS 'BLUES'
TO GREAT 19& OMAHA

terrif.

beat at almost all deluxers.
Virtually every house is featuring
holdovers.
Estimates for This Week

Y.)

Total Gross

la

week with wickets continuing on up.

including

tfes, chiefly first runs,
JV.

$4,700.

Second week of "Hollywood
Canteen" at the Mary Anderson is

(20th)

(2,200;

9.

business

City Grosses

Estimated Total Grosa
...$2,931,900.
This Week.
Based on 22 cities, 176 thea-

(2,240;

New (Mechanic) (1,680; 20-60)—
Winged Victory" (20th) (3d wk).
Maintaining good pace at $6,000
after neat second sesh at $8,800,
good figures for limited seating here.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-66)—
Hollywood Canteen" (WB)
(3d
wk). Holding its own at $9,000 after
great $16,600 for .second week.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,840; 2060)— "Naughty Marietta" (M-G) (reissue).
Average $4,500. Last week,
'Kismet" (M-G) (moveover). big

best.

(2d
wk). Steady $12,500. Last week, rec-

Orpheum (DHown)

Ace

Biz prospects for current week
only three
are
strong although
houses arc sporting new product.
"Winged Victory" at the Rialto looks

Carlhav Circle (F-WC) (1,518; 50)— "30 Second Over Tokyo (M-G)
$1
(2d wk). Second frame started last
Sunday after good $6,700 first week.
Chinese (Griuman-WC) (2.048; 50-

after record $24,000 first week.

Key

25-55)—
Mayfalr (Hicks)
(980;
National Barn Dance" (Par). Better-than-averagc $5,000. Last week,
"Lake placid Serenade" (Rep) (2d
wk), okay $3,800.

"Victory' Terrif

W

week

20-

20-74 )— "Princess and Pirate" (RKO
plus vaude (2d wk). Very solid at
possible $16,000 after smash initial
sesh at $25,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 2060)— "Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d
Still strong at $9,000 after
wk).
rousing first round to $16,600.

is

first
fine S44.000 after record $71,400

*l)_"Winged Victory"

(3,000;

60)— "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
(M-G) (2d wk). Stout at $14,000
getaway to $23,200.
Hippodrome (RappapOrt)

Broadway Grosses

one new attraction, with

"Win«ed Victory,"

(Loew's-UA)

Philadelphia, Jan. 9.
New Year's Eve
carrying over into this

Impetus of smash

Week

after fine

9.-

strong locally de-

is

Century

14G,

Canteen' 2S^G, Tokyo' 26G. Big

end.

Smash

Fme

Both 2d Wk.

Baltimore, Jan. 9.
Solid holdover of strong, holiday
product is keeping biz up in spite of
considerable snow over the week-

BKO

'

'

and "Step

Metropolitan (WB) (1,800; 30-55)—
Fine
"Hearts Young Gay" (Par).
Last week, "Sign of Cross*
$7,500.
(Par) (reissued), $7,200.

'Body'-Lucas 16G, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Jan. 9.
Biz here continues at accelerated
holiday pace despite continued hold
of icy weather.

Estimates for This Week
(Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 55-75)

—Circle

Palace (Loew) (2,772; 44-72)— "30
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (84
wk). In five days looks neat $12,000.
Second-

week was

big $18,000.

'WOMAN' BRIGHT 24G,

LEADS

OFFISH CLEVE.
"One Body Too Many" (Par) with
Clyde Lucas orch and "Gay 90's ReCleveland, Jan. 9.
vue" on stage. Oke $16,000. Last
One snowstorm after another Is
week, "Doughgirls"( WB), healthy clipping biz at film deluxers. Out$12,000 at 55c top.

standing of

new

entries

is

Woman

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 32-55) in Window," at Hipp, where It will
—"Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Sock have a strong week.
$14,000. 'Last week, "Winged Victory"
Estimate! for This Week
smash $16,000.
44-85)—
Allen
(RKO)
(3,000
Monti (20th).
35-65)— "Hollywood Canteen" (WB). $lg
Keith's (Indie)
(1,200;
"Strangers in Night" (Rep) and $11,500 on m.o. Last week, "VeSf
vaude. Nice $4,500 in 4-day run. Last Thought of You" (WB), $8,300.
week, "Sing, Neighbors, Sing" (Rep)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 44-65>—
and vaude, $5,500 In same time,
"Woman In Window" (RKO). Baat»
best.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 35-55)— ing bad weather to get strong^4,o0(t
Estimates for This Week
"30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) (2d wk>. Last week, "Hollywood Canteen"
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"To- Hefty $10,000 after record $18,000 (WB), extra good $23,500.
Handsome
Again"
(Col).
gether
initialer.
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-85>r
Last week, "Irish Eyes
$13,500.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600; 32-55)— "Very Thought of You" (WB). Falf
0
SmilinB" (20th). $12,000.
(80th). Average $2,700 on moveover.
"Winged. Victory
Last .weejL
Capitol
(CT) (2,700; 39*2)— I $5,000 on moveover. Last week, -'Now ^Laura' AOih)
(3d wk), good
Love Soldier" (Par) and "She's a Tomorrow" (Par), dandy $7,000,
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 44-W)-*
Solid $9,500. also oh M, O.
Sweetheart" (Col).
"Kismet" (M-G). Ordinary $8,000 oft
Last week, "Bowery to Broadway"
moveovar;
week,
"Lost
..Last
(U) and "Murder In Blue Room"
Harem" (M-G) (m.o.), $5,500.
(U), rousing $10,500.
10 GET TRIMMED AT PAB
Palace
(RKO) (3,700; 55-98 )-r
35-87}—
Loew's (CT)
(2,800;
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (U
(2d
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
(Par)
"Frenchman's Creek"
Sturdy $13,000 after $14,500
wk).
Editing staff at Paramount is up wk). plus Mills Bros., Jean Park«.
Cliff Nazarro, on stage. Trim •M.Otw.
last week.
to its ears' in work with 10 pictures,
Princess
(CT) (2,300; 30-52)— including three by Pine-Thomas and Last week, with Earl Carroll's "Vanities," terrific $44,500 despite storm.
"Maisie Goes Reno" (M-G) and
two
by Hal Wallis,' in various stages
State (Loew's) (3,450; 44-65)—"!
"Sergeant Mike" (Col). Hot $6,500.
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) _((
Last week. "K. C. Kitty" (Col) and of cutting.
Films Include "Salty OHourke," wk). Nice $13,000 in five days afti
"Since Venus" Col), $6,000.
Strand (United Amusements, Ltd) "Kitty." "Miss Susie Siagle," "Lost stout $22,000 last week.
SUihmaa (Loew's) (2,700; 44-66
(715; 35-45 >—"Dead End" (FC) and Weekend," "Duffy's Tavern," "The
"Mauda Goes to Reno" (M-G). MM"Music Box" (reissues). Fine $2,700, Love Letters,"
"Affairs of Susan," eat
$8,000. Last week, "Kismet" (Mand likely h.o. Last week, "Atlantic
City" (Rep) and "My Buddy" (Rep', "High Powered," "Scared Stiff." and G), better at (7,500 in Ave days of
"One
Exciting
Night"
moveover.
*2,200.

13^

:

-

on r.un smash.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-65)
50-$l)—
wk). —"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G)
'2d wk). Terrif $22,000 after huge
Strong $8,000. Went to new house $30,500 last
week.
813,300.
week
at
record -first'
SHz (WB) (600;.. 40-65)— "Now
WHshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D— Tomorrow"
(Par).
Second week
"Be Seeing Youl' (UA) (3d wk). here on moveover
from Stanley.
Started third week Sunday (7) after Fairly good
$2,500 after sturdy $4,000
in second and boff first
night shows

Uptown

in

second stanza.

(FWC)

(2d

steady $8,500

week

first

at $13,700.

Wlltern
"Canteen"
$10 000.

;

.

(1,790;

(20th)

"Winged Victory"

week

here.

„ Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
(2.500:
50-$D— ,?ecklcss
Age" (U) and "Sergeant
Okay Mike" (Col).
(3d wk):
Mild $2,700. Last week.
handsome "Carolina
week,
Blues" (Col), $3,000, sad
for holiday sesh.
Stanley
(WB) (3.80*r 40-65)—

(WB)
(WB)
Last

$15,200.

Hollywood

'

Max

Milder in N. Y.

Max Milder, Warners' managing
director in Great Britain, arrived in
N. Y. last week for confabs with
homeoffice officials. It's his first trip
in nearly a year.
Milder plans staying in U. S. until
late In January.
'

.

wk).

mark
frame.

Canteen" (WB)
(2d
Continues smash at $19,000
socko $25,000 on first

after
'

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-85)—
"Master Race" (RKO). Only new
in town, aside from Senator,
which helps. Should get close to
$10,000, nice tor this house.
Last
week, "Kismet" (M-G), third week

aim

downtown,

,;

1

m

•

.

.

•

.

r

'

satisfactory 17,500.

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, January 10, 1945

Wow

'Dark Waters'-Hutton

'H'wood Canteen' Tops
Port. With Record 21G

30G, Chi;

Durbin 24G, Trank'stein' 16G, Huge
Chicago, Jan.

Weather

few days

first

9.

-f

been

has,

and "Mummy's Curse" are breaking
records al RKO-Grand anyway, looking to smash $1C000 this week after
terrif $18:500 last frame. Cops were
called four times New Year's* Eve
mobs.

to. handle

Only'

'Waves-Herman 8CG, Durbin 35G, Both

Week

Sock

town wk). Steady $4,000. Second
United Artists (Parker) (900: 40stanza was snappy $5,500.
80f— "30 Seconds Over Tbkvo" (M-G).
Fay's (Fay) (2,000; 44-55)— "Laura"
(2d wk). Strong $10,000. Last week;
(20th) (reissue) and vaude on stage.
record $13,500.
Nice $7,000.- Last week, "Night Club
Orpheum
(Hamriek - Evergreen)
Girl" (Rep) and vaude headed by
40-80)
"Rainbow Island"
Buddy Page and Naomi Ray and Co., (1.800;
(Par) and "Mark of Whistler" (Col).
strong $7,800.
Husky $13,000. Last week, "Together
44-55)
Majestic (Fay)
(2,200;
'Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk). Again" (Col) and "Case of Missing
Sock $15,000 after snappy $17,000 in Juror" (Col) (2d wk), oke $6,000 in

"Frankenstein"

full of blizzards, but,

B'way Tapers Oil But "Keys' High 46G,

Portland, Ore.. Jan. 9.
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," at
the United Artists, and "Hollywood
Canteen," at the- Paramount, are
standout this session. Latter looks to
hit a new record.

Estimates for This

new one

—

—

ental,

over the
did

Stale (Loew) (3,200; 50-70)— "30
55-95)— Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d
(3d wk) wk).
Continuing strong at $17,000
with Dinning Sisters heading stage after record-breaking $24,500 In first
bill.
Bangui) $45,000. Last week, week.
with Johnny Long and orch.- (New
Strand (Silverman) (2,000; 44-55)—
Year's Eve at $1.80), terrif $60,000
Carolina Blues" (Col) and "Strange
for second sesh of film.
Affair" (Col). Opened Monday. Last
Downtown (Barger) (1,600; 44-95) week, "Frenchman's Creek" (Par)
"Barbary' Coast Gent" (M-G) (2d (2d wk), fine $10,000.
Jun) wil!i Eddie Heywpod orch and
A\ Green on stage. Average $13,000.
Last week. "Murder Blue Room" (U)

(B&K)

(3,900;

(Pax)

—
.

.

(2d run) plus Ray Kinney orch, Ella
Fitzgerald, others, on stage, hot $19,000.

Garrlck
.

SINGING'

(900; 55-95)— "Irish
(20th). Pert $7,500,

Last week. "Conspirators" (WB), one
day. and "Irish" (20th), six days, lush
(10,000.

HOT

(B&K)

Eyes Shilling"

35G;

'..'-

Grand (RKO) (1,150: 55-96)—
"House of Frankenstein ' (U) and
1

"Mummy's Curse"

(U).

Wham

$16,-

Last week. "Woman In Wfnow" (RKO) and "Gal Loves Music"
7), two days, and "Frankenstein''

000.

J) and "Curse" (U), five days,' record-breaking $18,500.
^Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)—
TDark Waters" (UA) with. Ina Ray
Hutlou and orch on stage. Sturdy
$30,000. Last week. "Three Is Fam
lly" (UA) with Howard's "Hooray
for Girls" on stage, socko $37,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 55-95)
"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter
Arscne Lupin: (IJ) (2d wk). Nifty
$24,000. Last week, boff $34,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-95)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Robust
$24,000. Last week, "Irish Eyes Smiling" (20th). one day, and "Canteen
'

•

1

(WB), six days, regal $34,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 55-95)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (3d wk)
Hefty $27,000. Last week, smash $33,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1.700:55-95)
—"30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) (3d
wk). Solid $25,000. Last week, lusty
$33,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 55-95)—
"Princess and Pirate" (BKO) (8th
wk). Swell $19,500. Last week, .very
big $27,400.

TOPS DEI

Detroit, Jan. 9.
Only two new bills to Break Into
the loop here this week after last
week's ripe holiday, bit. Sole new
product ft at the Fox with "Can't

highs
others
But the

landofficc

business.

.

Emmanuel," which opened al the litGotham on Saturday (6). It is do-

On St. Louis Holdovers
Louis, Jah. 9
With biz slill riding at high tide
sjnea Xmas. five of the six deluxcrs
Sre h.o.
'Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo," at Loew's, still looks best
St.

buy

'

In town.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3.172; 30-55a— "30
Beconds Over Tokyo"" (M-G) (2d
Wk). About same as last week's big

$25,000.

Orpheum (Loew)

(2,000;

30-55)—

"Kismet" (M-G) and "Tahiti Nights'"
(Pol) (2d wk).
Stout $7,500 alter
$9,000, strong, in first stanza.
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000;

plicate, of; strong $15,500 of first week.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-60)— "Princess arid Pirate" (RKO) and "Murder

in Blue Room". (U).
Great $22,500
after nice ^18,500 last week. •

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-00)—
in Half Moon Street" (Par) and
"Ministry of Fear" (Par) (2d wk).
flood $7,500 after first week's nice

•Man

•

week over New Year's was a mighty
$55,000.
.

.

tory" is solid in its second fling at
(Tues.) with "Winged Victory", and a
Palace and topping holdovers.
stageshow including Nicholas Bros..
Estimates for This Week
Jack-rBurant^tliers^. A stout $62,000
Albee.. (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "Hol- is probable for current (3d) week
lywood Canteen" (WB). Smash $23.- of "Music for Millions" and the
000 for town's best take in some time. Tommy Dorsey band at the Capitol.
The Paramount hit a big $80,000 on
Last week. "Belle of Yukon" (RKO),

good

its

$15,500.

^

second round with "Here Comes

Waves," Woody Herman orchestra
Capitol
(RKO) (2.000; 44-70)
"Belle of Yukon" (RKO). Moveover. and Buddy Lester. Strand is down
Fair $5,500.
Last week, "French- quite a bit at about $40,000 for the
Help Singing" .and "Enter. Arsene man's Creek" (Par)
fourth' week of "Hollywood Canteen"
run),
fine
(2d
Lupin," which probably will take
and the Lionel Hampton orch but
$8,500.
slight edge over "Secrets of Scotland
Family (RKO) (1,000; 30-40)— "Ne- like other first-run stageshow spots
Yard" and Duke Ellington band on vada" (RKO)
arid "Moonlight Cac- is holding over.
stage of the Downtown.
Among straight picture houses.
tus" (U).
Par $2,300. Last week.
Estimates for This Week
"Sergeant Mike" (Col) and "Old Rivoli is in the higher brackets at
Adams (Balaban) (1.700: 60-85)— Texas Trail" (U), $2.600
about $46,000 with "Keys of King"Sunday Dinner" (20th) and ''Fight
Grand (RKOJ (1,430: 44-70)— "30 dom," while' Astor remains at a' swift
ing Lady (20th) (3d wk). Moved in Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G).
Sec- gait with "Meet Me in St. Louis."
after two great weeks at Fox with ond round of moveover. Socko s9,- which '.got a terrific $32,000 on the
fine $9,000. ,Last week. "Carolina 000 after terrific
sixth stanza ended Sunday night. (7).'
$14,000 last week.
Blues'' (Col) and "Slrange~ATTair
"Can't Help Singing," a whizzbarig al
Keith's (United) (1.500: 44-70)
(Col), back to loop for nice $9,300:
"Holiday Inn" (Par) (reissue). Ten the Criterion, is now in its third
Broadwav-Capilol (United Detroit) days.
Surprisingly strong $10,000. week after finishing the second last
(2.000; 60-85)— "Cabin in Sky" (M
Last week,' "3 Is Family" (UA), only Sunday night at. $35,000, very big.
G) and "Escape" (M-G). Back in $4,500.
Estimates for This Week
Last week
loop for okay $13,000.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400: 44-70 >— "Tiger
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 60-S1.20)
and
Harem"
(M-G)
in
"Lost
Shark" (WB) and "Walking Dead"
"Naughty Marietta". (M-G) (re-issue) (WB) (reissues). Four days. Okay "Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G ) (7th
wk). Remains exceptionally steady,
(2d wk). crisp $14,000.
Last week, "House of Frank- •with big
Downtown (Howard Hughes) (2.- $3,500.
$32,000 for sixth, round
enstein" (U) and "Mummy's Curse" through
Sunday night (7). New800: 60-85)— "Secrets Scotland Yard
(U), 10 days, hefty $10,000.
Year's week ahead took house to a
(Rep) plus Diike Ellington orch on
Palace (RKO) (2.600: 44 - 70)
new high of $39,700.
stage. Great $.14,000. Last week. "3
"Winged Victory" (20th) (2d wk),
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)—
Little Sisters" <Rep) and Artie Shaw
Solid $13,000 alter great $21,000 on
"Music for Millions" (M-G) and
orch oii stage, socko $41,000.
Tommy Dorsey orch (3d wk). Looks
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000: 60-85) takeoff.
44-70)
Shuberl (RKO).
sturdy $62,000, and holds. Second
—"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "En "Frenchman's Creek"(2,100:
(Par).
Third
ter Arsene Lupin" (U). Robust $35.
week,
including second of the yeardowntown sesh. Swell SG.000. Last end holidays,
000.
Last week. "Sunday Dinner
was huge $86,700.
week, "Lost in Harem" (M-G) (2d
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$l. 25)
(20lh) and "Fightin" Lady" (20lh)
"
run), big $7,000.
(2d wk). choice $20,000.
"Canlt Help Singing" (U) (3d wk).
Madison (United Detroit) (1.800
^Continues championship form, with
60-85)— "White Cliffs Dover" (M.G)
second week ended Sunday night (7)
and "Make Your Own Bed" (WB)
hitting $35,000. Initial frame, includ(reissues). Okav $5,800. Last week
ing Christmas day opening and New
"Conquering Hero" (Par) and "7th
Year weekend, added to sensational
Cross" (M-G). $6,000.
IN FRIGID
highest by around $10,000
•S54.500",
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000
that theatre has ever done:
Minneapolis. Jan. 9.
60-85)— "Here Come Waves" (Par)
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)
After New Year's week with its. "Tomorrow the World" (UA) (3d
and "National Barn Dance" (Par)
(2d wk). Great $21,000 behind last sock grosses all along the main stem, wk). Satisfactory at about $14,000.
week's big $31,000.
present canto, hampered by 10-be- while second was just oke $18,000
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,
since it included the holiday. Re60-85)— "Since Went Away low-zero weather, is way o(T in most mains a fourth.
000:
tSelznick-UA) (2d wk). Fine $19,000 spots. Biggest exception is "Thirty
Gotham (Brandt} (900:
Seconds Over Tokyo." which is smash "Mr. Emmanuel" (UA). 60-S1.20)—
after last week's brisk $27,000.
Britishat the State, helped by a big bally.
United Artists (United Detroit) (2
made opened here Saturday 16 and
;iSince Y.ou Wpnt Away" is still rollCS0: GS'CS )'"-"30 Second;- 0>'ftr_Tnk
is doing very well at likely $17,000.
ing strong, too, in its fifth week at
yo" (M-G) (2d wit). Okay $14,000
Holds over. Last week, "Tlviee Is
"
the Century.
after first week's choice $20,000.
Family" (UA) (3d wk), poor $2,200
Estimates for This Week
for four days.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 50-$1.20)
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 25-35)—
"Pack Up Troubles" (FC) (reissue) —"Have, Have Not" (WB) (14th wk).
Rousing 19G,
.

huge.
Strand (WBl.-i2.7i5;

$36.000.,

"Hollywood

Down

r>0-$1.20)-r

(WB)

and

(4th
wk).
$40,000 but
over. New
pip at near to

orch

considerably-, to

good enough
Year's

Canteen"

Hampton

Lionel

to

beheld

week was

a

$60,000.

Victoria (Maurer ) (720; 76-$1.50)—
"Sign of Cross" (Par) (reissue) (4thflnal wk). Stroni; at $16,000 for third
week ended last night (Tues.) and
would remain more than another
frame except for prior commitment
to open "Fighting Lady" (20th) next

Wednesday (17th). Second frame for
"Cross" was terrific $26,400. top in
gross house has shown in more than
a yrar of operation.

.

1

'

—

—

.

—

.

^—

MPLS.

17G

.

>

'Park'ton'

and "Unwritten Code"

Buff.; 'Singing'

Loud 15G,

'Tokyo' 16G, Both

in

Buffalo, Jan;

Biz

New

2d
9.

strong this week, with extra
Year's Eve shows swelling the
is

"Mrs. Parkington" is top new"Can't Help
comer, at the Lakes.
Singing" at the. Lafayette, and "30
Seconds Over Tokyo," at the' Buffalo,

total.

are best holdovers.

'(Col).

Okay

$2,200 in five days. Last week. "Since

Venus" (Col) and "Shadows of Night"
(Col), good $2,400 in six days.
Century (P-S) (1.600:' 44-60)—
"Since Went Away" (Sclznick-UA)
(5th wk). Looks stout $7,000 following strong $8,000 fourth week.
Gopher (F-S) (1.100: 40)— "Meantime, Darling" (20lh). Fancy $3,500.
Last week. "National Barn Dance"

,

1

'

'Town W«ot Wild" (PRC) (3d down- solid

$13,600.

9.

.

.

t

Going surprisingly well at $8,000.
Last week. "Wilson" (20th) (8th wk),
fine $3,800.

Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-75)-r
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) and
"Pal Wolf" (RKO). Slays phenomenal at $24,000 on
$28,000 last 'week.;

•',

:

<-'\

week, after

40-74)
(Par)and
"Double Exposure" (Par) (2d wk).
Fine $23,000 after dandy $26,000 first

Metropolitan (M-P)

—"Now

(4,367;

Tomorrow"

week.

13th lap ended last night (Tues.) and
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 35-75)—
may remain beyond Wednesday (17) "30 Seconds Tqkyo" (M-G). Began
when "Roughly Speaking"- (WB) was here Sat. (Dec. 30) and figuring on

strong $33,800.
Palace (RKO) (1,700;
"Experiment Perilous"

60-$1.10)—

(RKO)

<2d

12 days and holiday specials came
near $50,000, great. Remains another
week. Two extra days of 4ast week
with "Kismet" (M-G) and "Missing
Juror" (Col) was. about $6,500.

Slate (Loew) (3.200; 35-75),—"30
Seconds Tokyo" (M-G ). Began here
Saturday. Dec. 30, and came near
$26,000 on 12 days, including holiday

Last week. "Doughgirls" (WB) and
—"Here Come Waves" (Par). Woody. "She's a Sweetheart" (Rep). In from
Herman orch and Buddy Lester (3d Met last week. $15,000.

New

Year's, Went to a spectacular
$122,000. within $1,000 of previous
all-time high.

...j.

shows.

Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
"Enemy of Women" (Mono) and
Fine $6,700,
Music Hall (Rocked
_ "Kilty O'Day" (Mono).
Champs*
"Bowery
fellers)
week.
(5,945; 60-$1.10)— "National "Last
Velvet" (M-G) and stageshow '.(4th (Mono) and "Crazy Knights" (Mono),
A super-duper $105,000 is opened Xmas day, sock $8,500 in »
wk).
canto.
44-60)—
for
days.
"30 Sec- looked
this week (4th) and holds.
State (P-S) (2,300;
Smash
Over
New
(M-G).
Year's
on
third
frame,
Tokyo"
Over
onds
$17,000. Last week, "Princess and Pi- gross went to $141,000, record high,
Skourases on Coast
'

H

HUB

Boston, Jan.

wk). A mighty biz-getter here, this
show, with a big $80,000 registered
on the second week ended last night
(Tues.). Initial seven days, including

in eight days.

•

40-70)—
(Shea)
(2,100;
Hipp
(M-G) (re"Naughty Marietta"
15G, Strong Pro?. O.'s issue) and "Jade Mask" (Mono).
Staunch $10,000. Last week. "DoughProvidence, Jan. 9.
•Hir
Dree holdovers this week her8 girls". (WB) (moveover). oke $7,500.'
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)'—
all doing smash biz.
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d wk)
Estimates for This Week
and "Murder in Blue Room (U).
Albee- (RKO) (2J004- 44-60)— "Prlh
Brilliant $15,000. Last week, "Sing,
.Jess and Pirate" (RKO) and "Falcon ing" (U) and "Dead Man's Eyes"
Hollywood" (RKO) (3d wk). Still (UK sock $19,000.
ftrong at $10,000 after ringing up
20lh Century (Ind.) (3,000; 40-70)
wow $15,000 in second.
(RKO)
—"Experiment 'Perilous"
Carlton (Fay^Iioew) (1,400; 44-55) arid "Girl Rush'1 (RKO) (2d wk).
•-'Bowery to Broadway". (U) and So-so $6,500 in 5 days. Last week,

23G IN BIG

Cold snap has failed to diminish
big trade which began her*
Christmas day and has been continuing ever since. Only two new bills
this week, but biz remains great. Top
newcomer is "Lake Placid Serenade,
which looks great, day-date at Paramount and Fenway.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$U0)—
"Falcov-in. Hollywood" (RKO) plus
Jimmy Dorsey orch, others, on stage.
Reaching for big $28,000 level after,
many weeks of offish biz. Last week,
"Carolina Blues" "(Col),, with Charlie
Spivak orch. other.-, on stage. Great
$30,000. helped by New Year's Eve..
40-7.4)
(1.373:
Fenway
IM-P)
"Lake Placid, Serenade" (Rep) and
"Armv Wives" (Mono). Great $7,000.
Last week, "Dou7.h'lirls" (WB) and
"She's a. Sweetheart" (Col). $8,300.:
Majestic (Shuberl) (1.500: 40-74)—
"Wuthering Heights"- (UA) (reissue).
'

the

Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-74)—
"Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) and
"Army Wives" (Mono). Great $16.000 as one of two new bills in town.

—

500.

suitable profit at $19,500 on

PLACID* SLICK

wk). Dropping to around $21,000 hut
oke on holdover, while New Year's
week ended under expectations at
Lyric (P-S) U.100: 44-60)— "Prin- $32,000, albeit very good.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 60-S1.20)
cess and Pirate" (RKO I. Moved here

Estimates for This Week
from State. Good SG.Sso. Last week.
Buffalo (Shea) (3.500; 40-70)— "30 ^"Gypsy Wildcat" <U> (2d wk). light
(F&M) (4,000; 40-50)—
^Merry Monahans". (U) and "San Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d $4,000.
Last week,
Potent $16,000.
^lego Love" (U). Neat $3,500. Last wk).
Orpheum (P-S) (2.800; 44-60)—
(,'
terrif
$27,000.
"Cowboy and Lady" (Cap) and
"Ministry of Fear" (ParV Fair $8,Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70) 500. Last week. "Merry Monahans"
as Faithful" (Indie), ditto.
"ParkinglonV (M-G). Bright $19.- (U) and Frankie Carle orch., others,
"Frenchman's
week,
Last
000.
on
stage (44-70), tremendous §29,000
(2d wk), strong $15,-

Creek" (Par)

Showing

scheduled to open. Twelfth week,
taking in New Year's, zoomed to

(Par). $2,900.

111,000.
,St. Louis

Tokyio' 17G, 'Canteen'

same

'

.

50-60)

—"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) (2d wk).
Near $15,000, which is almost a du-

week theatre has ever

had. beonly by the $17,000
initial week with this
picture.
76-$1.25)—
Rivoll (UA-Pal) (1.002:
Keys of Kingdom." (20th) (2d wk),
Exceptionally stout at $46,000 on initial holdover session, while opening
best

ing exceeded
garnered on

tle

30 SECONDS' SMASH

'Singing* 15G, Both Big,

.

13G, 2d

•

25G,

gloomy $5,500. "'Great' Flamarion"
(Rep) opens Saturday (13),
40-85)—
Riallo
(594:
(Mayer)
"House of Frankenstein" <U) (4lhShould got- good $8,500,
final wk ).
while second of the year-end holidays upped total to $16,800.' second
a

Roxv. (2011H (5.886: 60-$1.20)—
Winged Victory" (20lh) and.' on
ing very well at an indicated $17,000
arid holds. The second-run Stale on stage. Nicholas Bros.. Jaok Durant,
Cincy Leader; 'Inn' 10G, Thursday brought: in '•"Together others'' (4th wk ). Fine S79.000 wa»
hit
on third frame through. last night
Again." with learn of RoSario and
Antonio., - plus Salici Puppets on (Tues: i. On New Year week gross
'Victory' Solid
stage but will hit only $21,000 or went lo smash' !)122.000.
Stale (Ix>c\v's) C1.430: 43-85 )—"ToCincinnati, Jan. 9.
thereabouts, just fair.
Music Hall, now in fourth week •iethev A«;iin" (Col) (2d run) plus
Downtown trade is pleasingly firm
with "National. Velvet," continues learn of .Rosario and Antonio and
in wake of New Year week's- splurge.
very strong and should hit $105,000, Salici Puppets. Going slow here,
Sole newcomer and town's tallest remaining on further. At the Rox'y. with only about $21,000 sighted, just
grosser for tome time is "Hollywood the going is along particularly sub- fair. Last 'week. 'Tarkiiigion'' (M-G)
(2d run). Winyy Manohe. orch and
Canteen" at the Albee. "Winged Vic- stantial lines, with $79,000 nabbed on Dickie Jones, take rose to nearly
the third., week ended last night

'Canteen' Socko $23,000,

:

'Thirty Seconds'

.

a

new

New Year week and

total .was held down by rain on New
Year's eve and the holiday itself.
During the past week only one new
picture came to town, this bcinti "Mr.

'

Chicago

2d Wks.; TmrnanueF Trim 17G

houses, established

eral

band on

"Now Tomorrow"

in

Hurt considerably by the snowstorm Sunday (7) and suffering somewhat by the usual letdown which
occurs immediately after New Year's,
Broadway on Die whole adds tip on
the moderate side although some attractions are still doing big. Sev-

"Dark Waters" at Orithree days.
paired with Ina Ray Huttori first sesh.
Paramount (H-E) (3,000: 40-801—
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44stage, which should do big
50)— "Adventures of Kitty O'Day" "Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Recweather
notwithstanding.
$30,000,
(Mono) and Mai Hallett. orch, Patsy ord $21,000. Last week. '"Frenchman's
Estimates for This Week
<
Kelly and Barry Wood on stage for Creek"- (Par) and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO.) (2d wk l, strong ?9,run.
Grand
$8,weekend
three-day
Apollo (B&K) (1,200:55-95)— "Very.
000 in five days.
Thought of/You" (WB) (3d wk). 500. Last week; "Conquering Herb"
Fairish $7,000. Last, week, tidy $11,- (Par) and "Gambler's Choice" (Par)
•
and eight acts of vaude, good $6,000,
000.
this \yeek is

IS

•

.

Radio City (P-S) (4.000; 44-60)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Pari (2d wk).
Mild $9,000 after trim $15,000 initial

Radio

City

'

,

:

rate" (RKO) (2d wk), fine $10,000.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 40-50)—
"Lonely Heart" (RKO). First nabo
showing. Mild $2,200. Last week,

for house in 10 years of operation
by a margin 6f $9,000. On Dec. 31
theatre did $32,000, exceeding any
other day in its history by substan-

"Now Tomorrow"

margin.
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 50-S1.10)
"Lake Placid Serenade"- (Rep) (3dfinal wk). No dice at under $6,000 on
blowoff; while second chapter was

(Par), $3,000.
World (Par-Stefles) (350; 44-80)—
"Man Half Moon Street" (Par) (2d
Moderate $1,800 after last
wk).

week's $2,500.

•

tial

—

Hollywood, Jan.

9.

.

Spyros and Charles Skouras arrived here yesterday (8) from th*
east.

Former skedded for conferencesnext week with Joseph M^, Schenck
and Darryl F. Zanuck.
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Studio Contracts

lefty Writes a Letter
By Joe

Laurie, Jr.
Coolacres, Ca)

Joe:

Was

reading that the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce presented a
portrait of my old friend, the late Senator Johnny Harris, founder of the
nickelodeon, to the Pittsburgh Builders Gallery. It brings back memories
of the old nickelodeons.
.
In the early 1900's the nickelodeons cradled the great picture houses
and vaudeville. Nickelodeons were, to latter-day vaudeville and fllmeries
what the old honky.tonks and saloon variety halls were for the earlier
boost to vaudeville. Nickelodeons were usually converted stores with a
plain muslin screens, and sometimes the walls were just painted white.
The chairs were "undertakers' specials" folding chairs arranged as orderly as possible and not nailed down. A very stale and tired piano player
would play for the pic's "chase music," "Indian 'Music," "Hearts and Flowers," "Wedding March," and many more standards that fit the situation.
Outside the theatre a phonograph would shatter down the sales resistance
of the passerby. Sometimes they used an electric piano. The lobby decorations were full of plastcr-of-paris, potbellied cupids and gobs of gold paint:
The little boxoffice in the lobby had an elderly lady as the cashier, in
later years replaced by an attractive young blonde, who could switch
rolls of tickets and' talk the. checkers (from the pic company) into scram~
ming until past count-up time!

—

•

-

The nickelodeon was run to gather up as many nickels as possible,
usually run by a non-showman with his wife and family, maybe the son
running the picture machine, the father at the door and mama in the boxoffice.
It gave the people what they wanted in entertainment and the
theatre suited the pictures shown. Usually split reels, chase comedies and
• hunk that passed for drama. Most of the pictures were plenty bad, but
they moved, whioh was the main object. The first to focus attention upon
the possibilities of pictures was "The Great Train Robbery," an epic 'in'
three parts. From this humble beginning the number of reels increased
until a full feature came out. This meant
The nickelodeon died hard; It put up a

the passing of the nickelodeon.

terrific battle, but the public,
though liking pictures, didn't like sitting oh hard seats for two hours, in a
house with no ventilation and an assortment of odors that were even worse
than the pix. The better grade exhibitors soon began building houses'
specially for pictures, and the nickelodeon sang iU swan song.
Some of the greatest leaders of the motion picture industry were introduced to show business via the nickelodeon. Men like William Fox, Marcus
Loew, Carl Laemmle and many more started their show business careers
In store shows and penny arcades. In 1904 there wasn't a nickelodeon or
Be theatre devoted to moving pictures in America. In 1907 there were
over 5,000! It developed theatregoers from a section of the population
that cared little for drama. Over 2,000,000 attended every day, a third of
whom were children. The average expense of running a nickelodeon
was about $200 a week. Manager $25, operator $20, doorman and porter
$15, musician $12, rent of film (two. changes a week) $50, rent of projection machine (they wouldn't sell 'em to you) $10, picture booker $5,
rent of store $40, graft to firemen (to allow standees and dozens' of violations), political campaign contributions (besides running the slides of the
candidate), printing, etc., about $18. The average seating was 200 seats
and they gave from. 12 to 18 shows a day, seven days a week. They didn't
have to take out a theatre license, which would have cost $500. Instead,
they worked on an "amusement: license," which only cost $50. Some nickelodeons in good spots started to enlarge and had 800 to 1,000 seaters, then
took out theatrical licenses. There was quite an income from "business
lldes" advertising the neighborhood merchant,.
The advertiser and his family were allowed to come in twice a week
free. Illustrated songs were added to the regular, bills, then a few more
pieces in the' orchestra, then they started to play a few acts, and. some
houses had a small stock rfompany that worked behind the picture screen
end put in sound effects' and talk In certain spots of the pictures; The
competition was terrific: Foreigners attended more than English-speaking
people because they seemed better' able to understand the pantomime of
,

—

.

the picture. At that the acts were usually "down-to-earth" hokum acts,
easy to understand.
Many of our. present-day headllners and stars started in nickelodeons.
Acts would do. six and seven shows a' day. It was a great practice ground.
It was in the nickelodeons that the gag originated about the manager
When the pictur'e machine would get hot
calling the actors "coolers."
they'd put on "a cooler." One of the greatest of the nickelodeons was
the Imperial on 116th street and Lenox avenue In Harlem, N.Y., first run
by Joe Woods and then by the McKibhon Bros. Georgie Jessel's mother
cold tickets and Georgie, even in those days, was studying to be a delinquent-^he wanted to be an actor. He would sing with Walter Winchell
and Jack Weiner, Mae West played there in a hoofing act (Hogan and
West), Eddie Cantor, George LeMaire, Fulton and Burns, Pauline, Laurie
and Aleen, Teddy and Blackie Evans, Leonard and Ward, Bert Hanlon
(known then as Victor Hugo), Benny Ryan, Bissett and Scott and hundreds of others pjayed the Imperial many times. Many nickelodeons would
change their shows daily, some of them twice a day, by the simple method
of canceling the acts after the first show.
Little by little the nickelodeons got larger, cleaner and run by better
showmen. Little by little they gave up to the regular picture houses,
which had the grand names. of the Palace, Bijou Dream,. The Gem, The
World In Motion and Lyceum, they began putting in large stages, orchestras, better acts and pictures. That's how Sullivan and Considine, Fox,
Loew, Pantages, Gus- SUn and Hodkins all started the great era of pop
.

'

vaudeville and pictures.

Yes

sir,

"

'

.

Senator Harris' idea

made many people happy— and

rich.

Sez,

LeftV.
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Literati

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Lloyd, actor, Columbia.
Janet Martin, actress, Republic.

Jimmy

<>> M •«•
Dear

.

Larry Young, actor, Paramount
Phil Silvers, renewed, 20th-Fox.
Bobby DriscolL moppet, Disney.
Sam. Hoffenstein, writer, 20th-Fox.
A. Wigdon, actress, Wra. Wilder,
Helen Logan, writer. 20th-Fox.
Nina Foch, actress, Columbia.
Carole Mathews, actress. Col.
Robert Ellis, writer, ZOth-Fox.

Of Ctola Pmttersra

last two: "Hollywood Goes
To War"
Readers of the real estate classified and "How Progressive is
Hollywood."
ad section of the Washington TimesHerald last Friday (5) did plenty of
Nasi War Crime Dossier
.

eye rubbing after gandering the first
0
press agent 1,38 edited
>
.J, **™^'
edition.
Inserted in an apparently 'Bloody
Record of Nazi Atrocities*
innocuous ad, halfway, down the 25c mag-size pamphlet
on newsstands
center of the page, was a misplaced this week, claimed to
be most comBetty Reinhardt, writer, 20th-Fox. line of type far from complimentary plete dossier of Nazi war crime*
Frank Radcliffe, actor, 20th-Fox. to Eleanor "Cissie" Patterson, pub- published. Text and pix give evl.
lisher of the daily.
dence supplied by government
Juanita Cole, actress, 20th-Fox.
info
Even an incomplete description, of bureaus of 11 countries of
Ern Westmore, makeup, Caghey,
Nazi cruthe "bouquet" would be out of place elty, with Burnet Hcrshey
Jane Ball, actress, 20th-Fox.
sorting
Marietta Elliott, actress, 20th-Fox. in a family newspaper such as "Va- material. Johannes Steel contributes
riety." But it's enough to say that chapter on: punishment
to be meted
the Times-Herald plant took on ah out to Nazis for their
sadistic crimes.
Anzio' 'beachhead tinge: after the
mistake came to the attention of the
CHATTER
publisher,
Linotypers
and
proofJeannette F. Finch new editor
Continued from page 3
of
readers .were hauled on the carpet, Toronto
Star Weekly.
may eventually be developed into a and hastily commandeered trucks
Laurence
Schwab's
"Weekend
were sent racing through the capital War"
$90,000,000 sector.
scheduled for Feb. 10 SateveQueried last week about the phe- streets to recall all available copies post
.
nomenal grosses abroad, Murray of the paper.
Ray LeStrange appointed Holly,
Silverstone, v.p. in charge of foreign
linotype operator and proof- wood
correspondent for the Toronto
distribution for
20th-Fox, stated: reader were Bred, according to reStar.
"Considering the receipts from the ports, but not even insiders were
Cottonseed Clark's hillbilly verses
distribution' of old negatives, it is able to piece together all the facts so
will be published In book form by
obvious that the returns will, be far as to determine just what happened Lees.
greater as soon as we are in a posi- and why.
Theodore Pratt to St. Augustina,
There used to be a series of cigar Fla., to complete
tion to send fresh prints of* new
a book about Call*
product -over."
ads puBlished widely which pro- fornia.
Silverstone pointed out, however, claimed that "Spit is a horrid word."
Current issue of Charm, Street &
that there is a 'more important mat- Well, this ad was even horrlder.
Smith's femme mag, contains an
ter than a temporary increase in
article on television by Ben. Kaufrentals involved.
Since grosses are
Dea-Chr«n Branches pat
excellent with old films available,
The Rochester Democrat & Chron man.
John Ftahchey, New York magawhy worry about fresh films?
ide finds itself in the book business
Stresses Leadership
on the side as the result of activ- zine writer, in Hollywood for ma"Our primary objective," said Sil- ities of asst. city editor Arch Merrill, terial on screen personalities and
verstone, "is tcmaintain our leader- who has
written three regional studios.
ship abroad. The best way to ac- tomes, "A River Ramble," "The
Damon Runyon, Jr., how a copy*
complish that is to send oyer the Lakes Country," and "The Ridge." writer for Ralph H. Jones Co,
greatest American pictures and es- All ran as Sunday serials and a Cincy's ad agency, handling
tablish a standard so high that it couple of
thousand copies were account among others.
will be difficult for others to equal. printed to sell at $1 as a promotion
Helen Colton, "Variety's" Newark
At the moment there is littie com- stunt. First two books already have muggess, profiles Ethel
and Julius
petition for other countries, and passed the 10,000 mark and a first Colby,
play reviewers,
American distributors can get most printing of 7,000 of "The Ridge," current piece in her Backstage in
on
of the available playing time. How- just before Christmas, .went
so fast, Broadway series In Film and Radio
ever, unless we ship across our finest the newspaper stopped promoting it Discussion Guide.
product there will 'be .films from because it was impossible to get new
Rhinebeck Gazette reports that
other countries to contend with and printing in time.
William Seabrook will shortly fly to
a large proportion of the playing
The series, which is partly his- Arabia, for American Weekly
and
time will be lost to U. S. companies. torical, began when Merrill
used Jus Reader's Digest, to do a "Return to
"There should be careful selection vacation to walk the length of the Arabia"
series, a follow-up of his
by all companies of films intended Genesee river and write about the pre-war
book,
"Adventures
in
for export. Instead of sending over towns and people
he met along Arabia."
all types Of pictures, let's send over the way.
True buys from John Wilstach aronly the best. That will serve not
ticle on "Circus War" between Bar*
only to protect boxoffice values but
Borf man's Stage Pictorial
num and John Robinson outfit
also to further' the national interest
Nat' Dorfman's second edition of
Writer got source info from Gil Rob*
by perpetuating and extending the his Stage Pictorial, fan mag of
the inson some years back.
Raymond
influence of American ideals. That theatre, out
on N.Y. stands today Palmer, ed Fantastic
Adventures,
can be done only through first-rate (10) and nationally on
16th.
pictures.
The Telecommunications edition reputedly sold well First will feature Wilstach's novel, "Esover cape From Doom"
in issue out lata
Division of the Department of State 100,000 copies,
but paper situash will
this month.
would certainly approve and back prevent new or winter;
issue going
such a plan.
over 100,000 mark. Mag being issued
"Above all," Silverstone declared, quarterly how, Dorfman hoping
to
"no quotas would keep out the im- convert- to monthly
when newsprint
:

Foreign Mkt.

;

,

.

.

A

'

,

WLW

.

WMCA

;

.

.

.

.

portant American films.
come reconciled to the

Let's beprobability
that native film production abroad
will before long come in for a
greater share of the playing time.
But as long as we send over top-

eases.

New

issue is 10 pages

first (52),

has 26 feature

100 pix,

five

more than

stories,

over

personality portraits,
and resumes and pix of all Broadway shows. Cover is four-color job
featuring Celeste Holm and David

notch product we should be able to
maintain our leadership. The_jnore Brooks from
"Bloomer Girl."
of the poorer V. S. pictures that are"
shown over there the sooner^ will
Canlff-'Terry" Split
European audiences be inclined to
In signing five-year contract with
switch to either native-language or
Marshall Field Publications, Milton
other non-U. S. films."
Caniff had

Selectivity

Pointed out by other major conv

pany efce cs that if the theory
selectivity in exports is adopted,

of

to

leave

rights

to

his

cartoon strip "Terry and the Pirates"
with the Chicago Tribune-New York

no News

syndicate.

In

new setup,
own his own

pany, with, say, five or six top pictures annually; would have 25 or 30

however, Caniff will
new cartoon strip,: retaining pix and
radio rights, too. No political pressure Was involved in his switch to
Field, according to Caniff, switch
being amicable. Switch meant more
dough -as well as Caniff's long

first-line films available for distribu-

ambish

company wOuId be at a disadvantage,
particularly at the outset, owing to
the five-year backlog of American
pictures which have never been
shown abroad. Thus, even a

B com

tion abroad.
Contention is that, on
able to maintain a two-room suite at this basis, a B company could comthe Delmonico hotel, N. Y., for the pete with the top companies.
past Ave years and that she is an
Another argument in favor oi~srIn Gertie Vanderbilt Suit employee of Reynolds Tobacco Co. lecWd exports is the cost of dubbing.
in addition to having an income deJoe Pincus, 20th-Fox talent scout, rived from percentages of work se- Majors are spending around $20,000
for each picture dubbed in a. foreign
Is not obligated to support musicured for various N. Y. modistes, etc.
comedy star Gertrude V. Vanderbilt, It was also revealed in court that language. If the" potential gross of
an "A" picture is estimated at 10
"
his former wife,- ss:&rdinj .*/> a rt»-.
•following the death of William J. times that of a mediocre film, then
cision handed down in N. Y. SuFallon, widely-known trial attorney. five top pictures" would" "butgross
50
preme court last week.
Miss Vanderbilt had applied for letOn the basis of a claimed arranger ters of administration of his estate. inferior films and the. cost of dub
bing 45 films would be saved.
ment at the time the pair were diOne of the chief problems con'
vorced in 1917 in Westchester
fronting distribs at the moment,
County, N. Y., Miss Vanderbilt asked
Defers
however, in plans to send new prod,
for $100 weekly from Pincus, She
uct to Europe is the shortage of raw
asserted in her complaint thai the
Rep. Pic to
stock.
Only a limited volume of
arrangement, in lieu of alimony, was
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
raw film can be assured in France,
that if she ever needed support and . Albert J. Cohen
postponed the and distribs axe feeling the squeeze
Pincus was in r a position to comply, start of "The Iron Master" at
Repubit would be forthcoming.
At the lic to the middle of March to await on supplies for the domestic and
other markets. With the War Protime of the divorce she is said to the services of Michael O'Shea,
duction Board further curtailing raw
have been making $1,000 weekly slated to star., but currently busy
film supplies, distribs would have to
and Pincus $60.
with other commitments."
take stock from the domestic front,
Miss Vanderbilt, on the stand,
Postponement means that Cohen which is already threatened
-with
testified that she has been in need will have two high-budget
produc- dislocation, or stand by and watch
of support since 1938.
Pincus' at- tions rolling in March. The other is
British arid other producers grab off
torney, Julian T. Abeles, countered "Mexicana," a fllmuslcal
in Techni- the lion's share of the European
Hrita the claim that the has been color.

Court Rules for Ex-Mate

•

.

:

.

O'Shea Sked

March

'

'

market

to

own

his

own

strip.

Who's Wh* Estate
Estate of Albert N. Marquis, founder of Who's Who Iiv, America,
containing vital statistics oh thousands of biggies in the amusement
world as well as other professions,
was- estimated last, week at $471,779
in an inheritance tax return filed
in County Court, Chicago.
Total left by the publisher, who
died a year ago at. th'e age of 89,
was really $602,667, jt was revealed,

C

Gear Show Biz
Continued from page

1

—

been resorting

to the use of such
stereotypes"
of
supposed
characters as- the "avaricious" Jew.
the "lazy'" Negro, the "pugnacious'*
Irishman and other ..racial representations where sensitivities are
involved:
Cognizant of the need "to break
down home-front intolerance and
prejudices in order to speed the victory, and aware that such writerseditors— invariably unintentionally—
are helping to foster such prejudice,
the. Writers' War Board is adopting
the survey findings as blueprints for

"racial

its all-out

campaign

to

combat race

hatred. These findings will be announced for the first time at I
special meeting of showmen, writers,
editors and other invited guests tomorrow (Thursday) night 1 in New
York (Barbizon Plaza hotel). The
session, which will be attended by
outstanding show biz and other
figures in the fight to promote better

understanding on the home front,
has been organized by the Writer's
War Board Committee to Combat
Race Hatred.
To dramatize the importance of the
survey
and its findings, Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d, has written special
material for the meeting, which will
have John Mason Brown as narrator,
plus speeches by Eric Johnston,
president of the United
States

.

with amount cited left after disbursements of $130,888, including
and $22,266 state

Chamber of Commerce; Lillian
Smith, author of "Strange Fruit";
Christopher LaFarge and Rex Stout,
chairman of the Writers' War Board.
Nstleo's Film Scries
Latter,
with Robert J. Landry,
The Nation is publishing a series chairman of the
Committee to
of articles on
"Tomorrow The Combat Race Hatred, have been
Movies," in its January issues. First active in
setting up plans for the
article,
In current (8) issue, is session.
$98^297 federal tax
inheritance levy.

WWB

"Hollywood International," by John
Meeting is being held under the
Grlerson,
Canadian Film Board general title "The
Myth That
head.
Grierson also authorized Threatens America,"
with presentasecond article, "Pictures Without tions "of
Columbia University and
Theatres."
Dorothy Jones, former other material
by HammerOWI Hollywood head of film re-1 stein, Landry,arranged
Paul Galileo and
viewing and analysis section, wrote Earle
McGlU."
.

,

I
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PICTURES

Fred Danz Named Mgr. of

[ONE T0P-BUDGETER

Sterling

Large Majority Vote Favors Merger

MONTHLY FOR REP
Republic Pictures-will release on*
top-budget film each month during

Coast Circuit; Exhib-Di$trib Briefs

1945,

Seattle, Jan.

9.

Fred Danz, son of John Danz. has
tucceeded Bill Duggan as general

gates to the national Varietv Clubs
convention, with Pete Wood and William

He

has two theatres in Kirkship-building town, one in
and opoiis a fourth soon

own.
land,

Bm ieiv City
Lake

hi

City, near Seattle.

WB

Ryan With

Albany, Jan.
Kingslcy Ryan
tres in Keesville

who operated

9.

thea-

and Ausable Forks

before entering the. service, is now
with Warner Bros, circuit-. Ryan received a medical discharge from; the
Navy after seeing action in the
Mediterranean area. He was at the
Strand .. here while manager Leo
.

Of SOPECs

chairman

2,000

(8). Sessions, being
held at the N.Y. Athletic club, con-

today

confab

slated

through
at the

St. Louis, Jan. 9.

Albert Stetson, of Fanchon & Marco's exec staff, elected Chief Barker
of St. Louis Tent No. 4 of Variety
Clubs for ensuing year. Louis K. Ansell. of Ansell Bros, circuit, made
fust .assistant Chief Barker.
Others
elected are Andy Dielz, head 'of
P.R.C.. second Chief. BaVker; Joseph
Ansell.. Ansell
Bros,
circuit.'
C.
Doughguy, and Albert Wheeler, manager Ambassador, Property Master.

(10),
lor,

Saturday

SETUP DUE SOON

a

Blackstone hotel.

near the

stages of organization

final'

Yates added that extensive puband advertising campaigns are

and may be announced shortly.
Companies are planning the move to

Cam-

curb losses; allegedly involved in
John J.
percentage
deals,
with
O'Connor likely lb head the tightened checking system. Metro and
Warners have their; own .company

films.

paign budgets will be set on basis

of.

grosses garnered by high-budget. Re-

public pix during the past year.

checkers.

James R. Grainger, president and
general manager, told the sales execs
of the company that an all-lime
booking high -for Rep product was
chalked up during 1944. the increase

Majors
private

1

have

.

using
considered
agencies in addi-

detective

tion to checkers to watch grosses
on percentage pictures.

2%

over 1943. arid-slated
on grosses to date for
"Brazil" and "Lake Placid Serenade"
Rep Outlook for '45 is bright.
Those at the meeting include: E. L.
Wa|lon, assistant general sales mantotaling ?2
thai based

more strongly intrenched white-collar outfit in

New

York.

Originally recommended by tha
executive board of SOPEG to its
members, the Referendum Commit-,
lee reported at a meeting in N. Y.
Monday night (8) that 9T", of the
membership had balloted in favor of
the amalgamation with No. 1. which
is- a combination of three different
branches of white-collar activity in
the financial! advertising and other
fields. 'SOPEG. however, will retain
present- structure and. identity,
its own deals the same aa
unions.
The 2,000'
in SOPEG -will raise the

its

making

From

'Boys

Chi'

UOPWA

o.thor

Denied

members

Appeal Rehearing

ager; eastern, New
central district sales

England and
Rosen was hospitalized and is
The six Boys from Chicago." coiw
Frank
Dowd.
and
M.
manager Max victed in 1943 for conspiracy tp exassistant to Al Flarnme at the
treasurer. I. Y. Robb was voted to
older
brother.
William board of directors and also made Gillis, Jack Davis and Sam-Seplo- tort more than $1,000,000 from, the
Ryan's
Anthony; worked for Fox and Uni- v.p.
wih. and their branch managers; film industry, were denied their
versal as a salesman out of Albany
William Saal, exec assistant to Yates, petition for a rehearing of their apfor sometime.
and a homeoffice contingent headed peal, to the U. S. Cittuit of Appeals
Karl Harlc, veteran in film busiACTIVITY by Walter L. Titus, Jr., exec assist- on
ness' now head booker and office
Monday (8). the Chicagoans had
ant
to Grainger,
manager of the Columbia exchange
filed application to the circuit court
Yates,
After
today's
wind up,
here.
SPOTLIGHTS SEC
several days ago asking to reconv
Grainger, and a homeoffice group sider its denial of the mobsters apPhiladelphia, Jan. 9.
for
Chicago
confab.
shove
off
the
Owners
Det.
Houses
Chance
I
peal from the. conviction which carActivity .in. Monogram pictures

now Angeles
Rit/..

'

i

DEALS

Professional Employees Guild. CIO,
with Local No. 1 of its parent or-

.

planned for each of the

R. & H. Chief
Dallas, Jail. 9.
E. H. Rowley elected head of Robb
.& Rowley United Inc.. at a directors
meeting here, filling vacancy caused
by death of Harold B. Robb, circuit
prexy. C. V. Jones, general manager
and secretary, was elected a vice
president as was Lou Anger of Los

,

UOPWA

midwest
ganization, the powerful United OfA central checking system for Ave fice and Professional Workers of
tomorrow (11)major distributors, as reported in
(13) in Chicago
America, thus bringing together a
"Variety" several months ago, is
with

licity

Rowley New

MONO STOCK

Members,

A large majority vote has favored
the merger of the Screen Office and

CENTRAL CHECKING

meeting Monday
clude

.

E. II.

J. Yates, Sr.,

of the board, announced at the opening of the company's regional' sales

Pancake as alternates.
manager of Sterling circuit and as
Members of the 1945 board of diassistant to the president. John Pan/.. rectors, in addition to the above offipuggan had been with Sterling the cers, Include Lou Holleb, Herbert
last six months, coming from Parker Vance, William Pullin, Jr., Harry SiPrior to that mons. James E. Hale and Ben Altheatres in Portland.
he was a Aim salesman:
mond.
Bill' Hamrick. supervisor of downtown Daii7. theatres, has been upped
SletVon Heads St. Louii Variety
to supervisor of the whole Sterling
string, including the suburbans.
Pete Higgins, who's wanted to be
a small-town exhibitor for sometime, resigned as manager for Republic exchange here to go or. his

Herbert

21

i

SOPEG's White-colare employed in th«
homeofffces and most of the N. Y.
exchanges of the film companies.

total

to 15.000.

lar; workers

the Screen Publicists Guild, also
UOPWA, and embrac-*
ing publicity men, advertising department workers and artists of tha
h.o>, is planning to follow the lead
of SOPEG
in
hooking up with
UOPWA's Local No. 1.
chartered by
'

.

i

'

-

Two

Detroit, Jan. 9.
theatres here, under long op-

eration by their- former owners, have
changed hands! Franklin,. Eastside
nabe. operated for many, years by
Louis B. Golden, has been sold to
Irving Belinsky. owner of Clawson.
In Detroit suburb of same name.
John C. Golden, who for more than
15 years operated
the Irving
in
suburban Red ford, has sold the
house to Associated. Theatres.

Corp. stock again hold the spotlight
in show business securities .transactions, according to a report made
public last week by the Securities
and Exchange Commission here.
Samuel Broidy. Hollywood, purchased 1,499 shares of Monogram
during the Nov. ll-Dec. 10 period
epvered by the report. Other trans;

Monogram

actions in

.slock:

MonogramTJndal Rdchester Proj. Chief
Rochester. N. Y., Jan. -t.
Allan J. Tiiidal elected president
Moving Picture Operators Union. Looal 2S3. defeating Calvin Bornkessel,
'

.

who held office four terms.
projectionist at Cnmco.

He's

Obi Sets 2 Drive Managers
Chicago. Jan.

9.

Jack Kirsch. head of Allied Theanamed chairman of amiisement

tres,

division's

Infantile

Paralysis drive.
Warner theatres

James E.. Coston.
rone manager, appointed chairman
of Red Cross campaign.
Co-chairmen for both drives are
iphn Balaban. Tom Flannery, Eddie
ilverman and Hal Halperin.

Flnestone on Par Pep Club Board
In recognition of services for the

:

Paramount Pep Club, Al Finestone,
Par's trade publicity contact
was elected to club's board
ernors.
Succeeds John
Dcrmott, ^accountancy exec,
resigned from Par.

2-Day

UA

in

N. Y..

of gov-

Mc-

E.

recently

Meet

Two-day/ sales meeting of United
Artists district managers opened in

New York Monday
night <Tues.>.
Carl Leserman.

(8).

winding up

last

UA

general sales

manager, dropped plans for a naconvention in line with the
Government directive banning conventions during 1945.
tional

Milwaukee Film Commissioner
Milwaukee. Jan. 9.
_
Reappointment of Alfred S. Kvool
to head "Milwaukee Motion Picture
Commission made by Mayor Bonn.
Lester J. Bradshaw and William J.
Greehan also named: Terms start
Jan.

1,

Los Angeles, Jan. 9;
Fox West Coast bought the Fox
Fullerlon theatre, in Fullerton. Cal.,
fpr

approximately *250,000. Deal include* *he 1,100-seat film house, ollice
building and adjoining parking lot.

_
™
,

Schwartz to Slaux City
Des Moliivs, Jan.

_

'

',

Inc..
its

total

21.539:

to

-

9.

-Stale s Theatre Corp. named J.
m, -Schwartz manager Capitol,
Sioux City, la., replacing Ira Grain,

Monogram

Pic-

bought 200 shares: Norton V. Ritchey, New York, acquired
100 shares, bringing hi*
total
to
Monogram Midwest Film Co.
added 400 shares to bring its holdings to 2,700. The following reported
their holdings in Monogram to the
tures.. Inc.,

4.661:

SEC:
Arthur
1.086:

Bromberg. Atlanta,
C.
William B. Hurlbut. Detroit.

3.3C3:-

Herman

Boston.

Rifkin.

10.

and Charles W. Trampe. Milwaukee. 5.020.
The Robei't'Cohn trust announced

018.

the

acquisition

of

shares of
Corp.. bringing

2.000

-

Abraham

.

Cohn,

New

slock

was

York. 31:878: Ralph Cohn
trust. 2.000: Joseph Cohn trust, 2.604;
ieannette Cohn trust, 200.
Movement in .-Warner Brothers

6.500

j^ow

manager

Bonham,

Fairbury,

St. Louis. Jan. 9.

One angle of the litigation that
when members of IATSE.

for a rehearing, but applied for a
stay of the execution of his sevenyear sentence and asked to have his
,

continued pending decision by
the
S. Supreme Court on his- application for a review of the case.
The six mobsters are also expected
to apply to the high tribunal for a.

bail

Louis County when exchanges continued to serve the three St. Louis
County houses thai refuse to employ
two union projectionists instead of

review.

one non-union- mail, developed last
week
when an injunction' suit
against Warners, 20th-Fox and
Monogram exchanges was dismissed
district

turmoil,

New

court. At the
the Kirkwood

Theatre Corp.. owner of the Kirkwood. one of .the three houses involved, asked for the injunction to
restrain

breaching

their

distributors - fro
contract to supply

ings

in

this

who cut
security

his

hold-

down

to

220.950.

The SEC announced rectification
of an error in the March U944) repori

listing

acquisition

of

9.896

shares

of Loew's Boston Theatres.
by Nicholas Schenck. The slock
acquired, by Schenck was Loew's,

Inc.,

Inc.

Selznick's 'Notorious'

WlI'MlT

rilOH

withdrawn

.for re-writing.

Joe Santley to

.1

h

)i

ri.

(

"I

LOVE

A'

year pact at Warners yesterday 8
Deal Was negotiated by Jennings

reported the. company (Loew's) may
turn the Mayfair, third-run down-

Anagnost neads Col. Variety
Lang of Sam Jaffe agency.
Columbus, O.,' Jan. 9.
Ueorge Anagnost. manager of:
U'S 50c DIVVY
greystone Skatelarid. elected Chief
Barker of local Variety Club, sucUniversal Pictures directorate de*
Bobbj-. Jones. Other officers clared the usual quarterly dividend
5 are D*,n Burrows, first assist«?. 2? L
ant;
Robert Nelson, second assistant: of 50c on company's stock at last
ia,col> ,E. Luft, trcusurer. and Fred regular meeting,
Divvy payable Jan. 31 to stockOestrelcher. secretary! Luft and William PjjlHn, Sr„. were named dele- holders of record Jan. 17.

.

.

town at 47th street and, .Broadway,
into a run house same as the Astor.
.has
its
own first-run

Company

show-window;

'in

the

Capitol, N-;Y.,

but during the past few years has

numerous films away from that
weekly-change to the Music Hall,
where it now has "National Velvet"
in fourth week of its engagement.

sold

MARGARET O'BRIEN

MEET ME INST. LOUIS'
ASTOR—Coatinuout—Popular

.

&

Prieat— I'way

45th

St.

DiHir* Oiwii 10 A, M.

WARNER

62 STARS IN
2lllli

On(ury-l-'»!i
,\.

.1.

a

2 Great Baadi
l\

RIVOLI

A

New

7

S0R91

i'..i:si,:-;

LIONEL HAMPTON
AMI li:f* OHt'IIKSTH.%

KINGDOM"
B'wnj

BROS.

"HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN"

|W<rtHlii

CIIOMN'K

"THE KEYS OF THE

with Maurer in this company. Presumption all along has been that the
Victoria was a 100'* operation by.
Maurer. who before taking the Victoria
over a year ago had the
outlet
Russian-film
Stanley,
a

Astor.
In the event Loew's is not interesled in such a deal which, in essence. would be the booking of
pictures lo City Investing Co.. it is

>

With

•

Plai-

4Mli Ml.

a Gala Unit*

B'way at 47th

ING CROSfY
CTTY HUTTON
SONNY TUFTS
"Hera Coma
.

the

Wave*"

STRAND

St.

In

l'f:rju>n

Woarfy

HERMAN
'

ami

Ilia Ort'liroltm

All-Htnr Rcvur

P/tfiAMOV/Yr
It.llllli

Understood Loew'», under a
year-to-year leasing deal, .has been
paying over $150,000 yearly for the

<

"THE TROLLEY SONG"

-

TI'l-TS

house, leased by
Victoria.
Maurice Maurer at $116,000 yearly,
is in on
a participating profit arInvesting
with
City
rangement
under a corporation embodying City
Investing known as City Entertainis
Maurer
Corp..
which
ment
of
president. There are other partners

.'

Parade tmme

ting the Hit

JUDY GARLAND

lama
VINCINT

KuDBT

when

Justice

<ITV

i

!

MUSIC HALL

"NATIONAL
VELVET"
Spectacular Stage Production*

BRUMBERG'S

PALACE
Ht4f LAMARR
Geera> IRINT

Succeeda Irving Yargiji, recently
appointed aid* to Stave Trilling and
to Jack L. Warner, v.p., at tha mxiitr

Paal

LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT PERILOUS'

NEW WB JOB

William W. Brumberg, formerly of
Warners' field public relations staff,
working out of Cleveland, hai been
brought into tha homeoffice to take
charge of all field service men.

it

a petition for a r»\ ;arr

JOV.FILM!
Hear J«dy

nd HIh

VIOLIN
a

I'uulrltr

<.oi)i>.\xn

3

of

down

ing of the appeal in the case hera
yesterday (8).
Appeal fpr rehearing was mada
last Friday.

RUBINOFF

SOLDIER"

City Investing Co.

tenant.

WB

turned

Willi

Illl

Bergman farther down on Broadway.
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Reported possible that Maurer,
Ingrid Bergman's next starrer for under some deal similar to that
David O. Selznick will be "Notori- which exists for the Victoria, may go
ous." slated for a March start with
into: the Astor as operator, although
Alfred Hitchcock directing and Ben
the City Investing is said to be conHecht scripting..
sidering otfier deals, including with
"Dawning" was originallyj slated Loew's for booking of its product
as Miss Bergman's next, but was
into that theatre rather than as a
for

Department

M-O-M'^ TECHNICOLOI

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'

TIiui'n.,

This

Washington, Jan. 9.
U. S. Supreme Court practically
closed the door on any further action in the Crescent Amusement Co.
anti-trust suit won recently by tha

York Theatres

'TO

The costs involved, in the case
were paid by the plaintiff. Meantime work of assembling data on

Continued from page

CRESCENT CO. ACTION

HUMPHREY B0GART

m

the

films.

Hollywood. Jan. 8.
Don Rundle, former manager
Joseph Santley. for past 10 years
Wand, Oelwein, Ia./will now manage both the Grand and Ritz thea- ah ace director at Republic. left that
tres.
The late Hy man Levy was organization and started on seven-

urana manager.

.

Motion Picture Operators
Union of Newark, N. J., did not ask
local 244.

Local No. 143, recently walked out
of film houses in St. Louis and St.

in the U.S.
start of the

FURTHER

'

Row

IA

arose

restricted to the sale- of
shares of $5 par common by

Albert Warner,

SUP. CT. NIPS

The seventh defendant. Louis
Kaufman, former business agent of

.

In St. L. on

HOLLYWOOD

i.;
,

'..•••

ajleged conspiracy.

Injunction SuitVlixed.

Columbia Pictures
Walter Brennari, Lauren Ba.call,
holdings
to
5.802.
Dolores Mora'n, Hoaoy Carmiehael
Schneider.. New York, disposed of which damage suits are to be filed,
B'way at 51st St.
25 shares during the report period, .because of loss of revenue during
announcing his totals at 7.880 shares. tiie strike, is continuing. It i<- ex'The following reported these hold- pected the suits will, be filed inI.N PKKSON
IS?**? ON SCBK.KN
ings in. Columbia to the SEC: Jack about 30 days.

Next

$250.M« Deal

_

t

Southern Exchanges,
purchased 900 shares, bringing

ried 10-year prison sentences on the
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'Bandwagon' Blackout

Blue Augmenting

Com! Lineup

Its

The Fitch "Bandwagon" went
off the traok Sunday night (7)
when some of the gag material

With Flock of Top Coin Sustainers
Recognizing its need for lop call-*
bre programs to enable it to compete with oilier webs for business CBS
the B\ue apparently has set on a\
policy of buying expensive programs
A'
and using them on a .sustaining basis
Trade raised eyebrows at CBS'
in the event they cannot be sold bedales.
Network has about-face on plugs for film stars
fore debut
bough I a radio adaptation of ''One and their vehicles on a recent ColFoot in Heaven." film hit, to start gale "Theatre of Romance" show,
tl2>
replncement for heard Tuesdays in the 8:30-8:55 p.m.
Fri.
as
a
"Gangbuslers." Also set is "Ruth niche. Web, it's recalled, was first lo
and Eileen." based on characters in ride herd on too many plugs for
Ruth McKinney's stories. These were gueslors.
Dramatization on show in question
the source for the legil-fllni "My
"Ruth" starts Jan. starred Ralph Bellamy in a radio
Sister Eileen."
30 on an eastern web only. In addi- adaptation of the United Artists piction it is also negotiating for Agatha ture, "It Happened Tomorrow." part
Christie's Hercules Poirot. detective played on the screen by Dick Powell.
and a psycho-analysis Martin Starr, UA radio director, who
character,
program being produced by Don negotiated the sale and put the package together, made a provision that
Becker.
At the same lime, the Blue has continuity used on the show would
adopted a "share the production salute the current UA release, "Tocredit" policy in regard to independ- .morrow the. World," copy reading
ent package producers which has that listeners should not confuse the
caused •» much favorable comment light theme of stanza aired with draamong indie ranks. .This policy pro- matic theme of "World:" Bellamy

Exact nature of Hie objectionnot. be
material could
able
learned in N. Y., but it must
have, been something, Judging
from the gag about a guy having
his coat tails set on fire that got
the
before
shortly
'through'
blackout.

,

.

—

Practice,
without loss of identity.
generally, it's pointed out, is for
ehains or accounts to take a package
and then "smother" it.
"Heaven," radio version of which
Is being' produced by Stanley Wolf,
indie producer, with Hartzell Spence,
the author, doing adaptation, will
cost in the neighborhood of $3,000
with band, a hefty sum for a nonsponsored effort.
Costs on the Poirot and Becker
shows, while not known, will probably run .slightly less than "Heaven,"
a considerable item in the latter being heavier than usual royalties to
Spence.
Behind the Blue's policy; is the
theory that one way it can boost
ratings

is

to

augment

its

Could

in the stage version of

"Tomorrow the World."
To top off, Bellamy also came
for a

"Guest In the House."

pic,

Reshuffle

Mean New

A

reshuffling ot Procter

& Gamble

P.&G., they inform, "are looking
very closely" at their soapers, with
the aim of boosting audience size.

from Young
its accounts.
option.

&

Rubicam

for

Y.&R. has asked

one of
for an

After weeks of skirmishing. Blue
network execs and Coca-Cola toppers Anally reached an agreement
just before the year's end (Dec. 29)
continue "Spotlight Bands," sixnights-a-week remoter from service
centers, on the Noble-owned web.
Differences of opinion- as to. the
to

power

drawing

the

of

series

and

effect on the entire Blue nighttime sked had tangled the sponsor,
net programmers and D'Arcy agency
execs in endless confabs with inside

its

sical

show were renewed

on.WGN by

Hand brewery.

Contracts,

decision followed a gov-

co-op

its

James

L. Fly

Now

Active

On Radio Committee Of
Civil

.

James

L.

Liberties Union
recently

Fly.

to make watches for civilian
use, this accounting for its consumer

able

islation should be based on the principle that broadcasting is a public
campaign.
New government order service supported by advertising, and
caused a revision in plans. Felt that not primarily an advertising, medium.
while a campaign to keep the WalJ. Harold Ryan, NAB proxy, detham trademark before the public clared the association "very pleased
is still warranted, the Welles deal is
with the suggestion contained in the
too costly for this type institutional report of the Lea Conim. with regard
campaign.
to radio legislation."
He pledged
NAB support to bring live act. up to
-

Curt Massey

representing gross times sales outlay of $6,100,528. / D'Arcy agency
was second with $3,720,994 for the
Coca-Cola business.

To

Top

Mutual

Feb.

in

Chicago, Jan.. 9..

definite buildup

and guarantee that

the sustaining show mapped but for
his return to the air will have outlets in all principal cities from coast
to coast. Massey ^winds up his air
activities here Sat. -.(13$ when he

New show

will. originate in Hollyaired five times weekly.

wood and be
Mondays through

Fridays, at 7:15
p.m. (CWT) starling Feb. 5. with
strong possibility that stint will be
sold commercially before hitting the
air. Massey, now in N. Y. for several
Columbia recordings, leaves for Coast
following his final broadcast (13)
over NBC. He'll stop off ehroute
for a vacation on his- New Mexico
ranch.

Wood

"Goldbergs." Latter stanza is rated
as costing around $4,000 weekly.

Chicago, Jan.

Mul Wood has tendered
nation

radio

as

director

9.

his resig-

of

the

McCann-Erickson office here, with
no definite date set for his leaving.
Bob. Wamboldt succeeds Lindsay No successor has been announced.
IfacHarrie as -eastern production
Wood, who succeeded Jim Shelby
manager, of the Blue, when latter last spring, when Shelby joined the
•Tittta to Y&R on Feb. 1.
^Marines, intends locating in HollyWatfiboldt'5 program supervising 'wood to work .on a free-lance basis,
fost will be taken over by someone William S. Shepherd's status as
*ttt*(de the network organization at asst. radio director remains the same

WAMBOLDT VICE MacHASBIE
-

'

.

.

for the, time being!
A

•
.

•.

'

'

1

STANZA

weekly, starting 'Saturday, Jan.

Wood- Show

Resigns From
McCann-Erickson, Chi

Miles Lab.
Gen. Mills

P*G-

15.

for

call

legislation,

however, is contained in the Lea
Comm. report, in which it; kissed
goodbye to its probe of FCC.
"The Communications Act," commented the report, "has not been
substantially changed since 1934, and,

will

originate

20.

on the Coast,

.$3,720,994
2,710,000
2.259,120

(

..v
.........

.

.1,828,699
.

................

Socbny

.

.

.

.

;

Swift

.

Quaker Oats
Sherwin Williams
Libby McNeil Libby

'-....

Bristol-Myers

.

1,726,506
1,456,017
1,351.673
1,257,138
1,219,942

986.630
937,844
923,469
885,486
864,602
849,686

.

.

..'

.

Westinghouse

.

Esquire
Philco

.

;.-.'.

TOP
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AGENCIES

Walter Thompson.

J.

.100,528

D'Arcy

Compton
Kenyon It Eckhardl.

Wade «

3,,720,994
3 ,224.157
i

.'.

2,,259.120

;

1,,828,699

Y&R

1,731,605

Warwick & Legler....
Sherman Marquette..

Dane e.r
Sample

,

Fitzgerald,
.... ... ......

Hill Blackett

Top '44 Spenders

On Mutual Web

Sponsors

•.'...,.

1,511,077
1,057,752

....

Schwimmer St Scott,'.-.
Walker & Downing...
Knox Reeves ........
Lennen & Mitchell. ..

Mutual network policy put into
months ago (prior to
the inner sanctum revamping and
emergence of Edgar Kobak as web
prexy) restricting commercial religious airers to Sunday morning,
effect several

has reflected

"

914,599
889,161
888.644
886.901
853,598
832,348

BRAGD0N TO RCA FROM
NBC PRESS DIVISION
Elevation of Sid Eiges as top

man

where Russell arrived earlier this In NBC's press dept., replacing John
week lo fulfill a picture commit- McKay,, who resigned to go with
King Features, will result in transment.
fer of Tom Knode, head of NBC press

Gospel
-Whereas,
1943.
the
in
Broadcasting Assn., via its expenditure of $1,566,130. represented the
top time-buying client on the network, in 1944 the religious organization nosedived to fifth place with
an expenditure of $950,309.
Sinclair Refining Co. lops Mutual'*
list of bankrollers' for the year with
$1,301,917,
with
B.
R.
Scmler
(Kreml)
second
with
$1,145,708.
Topping the agency list again it
Erwin, Wasey & Co.. with $2,406,501,
with Hixon-O'Donnel second, $1,301.917, and Ruthrauff & Rya'n third
with $1,230,241. Web's total billings
for the year was $19.533,650..
.

was featured in Washington, to N. Y. to take over
two 15-minule sustaining stanzas managerial duties heretofore handled
on the web each week, but since by Eiges. Knode has been in Washington for the web for about two

TOP

several

agencies

interested

in

stanza believe he has stronger

mercial

the

com-

encased in a
30-mi.nute program surrounded; by a
comedian and a gal 'singer. Blue
will spend the coin to give him the
buildup.

possibilities

/

"Norman Gordon Show," which

years.

Another switch in the. department
E.L. "Brag" Bragdon. trade
hews, edito'r, leaving to join Sidney
M. 'Robards, newly, appointed manager of RCA's info dept.' Bragdon
will be succeeded by Allen Kalmus,
who'll move up from a writer's berth
around Feb. 1.
Robards has been with RCA since
1938, having been asst. editor of NBC
finds

has occupied the Tuesday 10-30 slot,
will move over to Friday nights at
the same time, beginning Jan. 30.
preas prior to then.

15

SPONSORS

'

Sinclair Refining,
.$1,301,917
.
R. B. Scmler
1,145,708
Kellogg .............. 1.000.739
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 981,418
Gospel Broadcasting
950.309
Zonite Products
732.427
Mutual Benefit, Health 077.421
Pharmaco
676.310
Bayuk Cigars ,
667.485
Gillette ......
542.590
Amer. Cigaret.
Cigar
530.589
Campana Sales ....... 499.862
Clark Bros. Chew.
465.309
Ralston Purina ......
450.713
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

&

'

Gum

Grove Laboratories

TOP

Singer,, while- east,

in

the 1944 gross

Itself in

billings.

1.029.412

& Co

McCann-Erickson

retired

COAST

and cents, P.&G. figuring' it could
get an equivalent rating with the
cheaper ''Malone" than with the

Coca-Cola
Ford Motor
Kellogg

:

ANDY RUSSELL STARTS

.

The big

date;

Coca-Cola Again

Kreml

chairman of the Federal Communications Commission, has accepted. mem
bership on the radio committee of the
American Civil Liberties Union
30-MIN.
Thomas Carskadon. of the 20th CenAndy Russell will be starred in a
tury. Fund, is chairman of the committee, which meets sporadically to half-hour,variely-show on the Blue
consider legislative and social issues in the 10-10:30 p.m. niche'" "oncetouching upon broadcasting.
Fly attended his first meeting of

would M;ck some

.

completes his. 78lh "Starring Curt
workings .with coke Massey" show for the Shutter Candy
sections of the coun- company.-

bottlers in all
try.
Blue also will reap benefits
from special shows put on in camps
and defense plants before and afler
actual broadcasts.

station sales," and
way to cure that.

Ford RunnerUp

Curt Massey has been signed to
minute show at 9:30 p.m.. Mon.-Sat., an exclusive Mutual network conand "slay put" agreement calls. for tract-that calls for one of the highest
hypoes by the client on program salaries ever paid a staff artist, a

and

..

-Wheeler announced in general that
ernment contract taking all of its
output for the next two years, ac- he was against clear channels. 'since,
cording to Mutual representatives. they fail to allow proper service for
Firm had been advised it would be rural areas,, and added thai Hew leg-

Tops Blue Coin,

Latter switches to Mutual. Feb. 5,
on a deal using transcriptions and
aimed at corraling some 400 stations
for the tenor's quarter-hour song
sessions each day.
"Spotlight" will continue as a 25-

material, along with increased promosh efforts by the. Blue. Latter is
preparing to assign permanent publicity men to travel with the CocaCola troupe to, get full benefit of

-.,

day nights from 9:30 to 10 (CWT), a
playback transcription of the show
heard Monday afternoon over MBS,
and three live shows. Latter are
in many respects, since 1927.
''Say It With Music," aired Tuesdays,
"The basic need now, from a conThursdays and Saturdays, 6:45 to
gressional standpoint, is for a re7 p.m., featuring the Brandt Sisters
examination of the provisions of the
trio; "The Crime Files of Flamond"
Communications Act with a view to
Tuesdays from 9:30 to 10 p.m. and
Coca-Cola again tops, the list of
(Continued on page 26)
"Mystery House,'.' Sundays from 9:30 Blue network
sponsors for 1944, the
to 10 p.m., both written by George
Anderson.
"Flamond" show has outfit spending $3,720,994 for time
created such interest locally that alone with the web. Ford Motor was
couple of publishers are angling for the second highest spender with an Sinclair*
outlay of $2,710;000.
Action rights on series.
J. Walter Thompson was far out
in front among- agencies, programs

was
coke's.

Morion Downey daytimer.

the committee at the Hotel
slock, N. Y.. last week.

.

.

.

"Goldbergs" is being replaced by
"Young Dr. Malone." which wound
up recently for General Foods.
Change was primarily one of dollars

jtreeent time.

Chicago, Jan. 9.
One of- the largest recent deals for
time was effected here when
four dramatic programs and one' mu-

Represented is a total
1.
expenditure of around $250,000.
Shows renewed are "Judy and
Jane," transcribed quarter-hour series, heard Monday through Fridays;
"Bulldog Drummibnd," heard Mon-

indication of- the P.&G. reis the fact that, while it' is
dropping "The Goldbergs." from its
CBS 1:45 p.m. slot. March 30, an-

.

'

Wallham

fect Jan.

Downey on Discs

Wed. t3), and subsequent statements by Sens. Wallace H. While, Jr.
(K., Me.), and Burton K.
last

Wheeler
sponsorship of Sumner Welles^
(D., Mont.), co-authors of the Whilenewscasts on Mutual Jan. 31. At that
Wheeler bill, which died oii Ihe vine
lime, tlve former undersecretary of
in 1944.
State will have been on the air 17
In addition, NAB has jusl given its
weeks.
Pending
Ihe
watch company's blessing, so that it appears fairly
bowout, Mutual is trying to sell certain that the Federal CommunicaWelles to another account.
Any tions Act will really be amended this
new sponsor 'would first require try.
Sen. White told "Variety" that he
Welles' okay, the diplomat exercising considerable selectivity.' as lo .plans to hold an early, conference
who sponsors him. Also a possi- with Wheeler on the prospers of reHe also declared
bility, if a price can be reached, is viving their bill.
that he'll go sustaining if no sale that he had "no patience wilh those
comes: up before the end of the who capitalize franchise 'v;ihies in
month.

Shows Renew

5

went through the
Mitchell-Faust agency, and took ef-

One
vamp

other P.&G. agency is already discussing a deal with Gertrude Berg,
owner pf the program. Present P.&G.
agency for "Goldbergs" is Complon,
weeper "currently plugging Duz.
Other- agency, and the product in
mind for a new deal, are not given.
Mrs. Berg has also had an offer

250GWGNDeal,

the Peter

ballyhoo possibilities provided by
the itinerant nature of the program

daytime program properties is declared by agency execs for that account as being a strong possibility.

dropping

is

9.

Radio legislation is apparently a
cinch for the 79th Congress on the
basis of- the- bea- Committee report

'.'

Chi Brewery In

for '43 -weeks' each,

all

'Goldbergs' Deal

ON SUMNER WELLES
Wallhain Watch Co.

its

-

local

in

meaty plug for the current. UA

dope indicating
''Spotlight"
commercial headed for Mutual along with

lineup with sustainers that will pull.
A previously set deal for Dorothy
Parker to go sustaining on the* Blue
has fallen through, with the writer
now determined to stick lo the printed media.

P&G

was starred

Washington, Jan.

WALTHAM WATCH STOPS

change between emcee Dick
Powell and one of the comics.

,

—

In the Cards for 79th Congress

As

clean family entertainment.

a consequence about IS seconds
of dead air greeted listeners
wheii the control room pulled
the switch during a verbal ex-

ALLOWS PLUGS
PLENTY ON 'ROMANCE'

vides for a royalty payment to the
producers, with actual production
costs actors, band. etc. being paid
by the Blue. In return, the network
gets a 15% sales commission should
the package involved be sold commercially. Also understood that the
Indies will be given equal billing
with the web both on production
credits, on the air. and in publicity;
Advantage of the system, indies
•ay, is that it puts them in a partnership business with the network

Sweeping Radio Legislation Looks

failed to fall In line with MfBC'i
ideas of what constitutes good,

IS

Erwin, Wasey.

.438,095

.

AGENCIES

$2,406,501
Hixon-O'Donne? ...... 1,301.917
Ruthrauff
Ryan
1.230,241
.

.

...

.

.

&

Donahue & Coe...;...
Kenyon & Eckhardt...
R. H. Alber. .........
Ivy & "Ellington
.

.

Arthur M'jyerhoff
Weintraub ......

.'.
.

.

.

Maxon

950.000
733.653
677.421
660.964
542.r>00

Walker

&

Downing...

Wallace Ferry Hanley.

Boynton
H. B.

1.056.848
1.041.945

Humphrey

Gardner ..............

539,659
499.862
475\623
456.696
450,713
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RENEW RESEARCH BEEF

SKEPTICS

Four Webs Hit $190,605,078 in 1944

As SRO Shmgle Holds Up Thru Dec
the year's end, that figure exceeds the fondest expectations of the
pulse boys, with many conjecturing "how much longer wilt it last?" Estimated billings for Dec. include $5,726,619 for CBS, $9,450,000 for NBC,
$4,053,000 /or the Blue, and $1,535,155 /or Mutual.)
to

Gross time sales for the four major networks again went over the $16,000,000 mark, for November, with the Blue's $4,121,192 in billings for the
month representing the largest percentage increase (56%) over the same
period in. 1943. On the cumulative side, the four webs piled up $173,699,186
for the 11-month period, representing a 26% boost over the previous year's
$137,356,480. Oh the cumulative side, too, the Blue copped top honors on
percentage increase over 1943, with 54.% for the 11-month stretch.

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES
(Estimated)

FOB NOVEMBER
Blue ..;
Columbia
Mutual

... ..

NBO

Pet.

1943

1844

5,332,380

$2,623,218
8,358,596
1,472,94$
4,944,571

$16,632,477

$14,399,328

$4,121,192
6,564,323
1,814,582

+ 56

+4
+8
+10
+15

FOB F1KST ELEVEN MONTHS

BO

Pot.

1941

1844

M
otumbis

!|[ntual

Sour Sax Notes, Charged to Tooter

QUESTION 'PURE

_ (On the basis of gross time sales racked up for December, the four
major networks will close their books /or 1944 with estimated pros* billings of $190,605,078. With the SRO shingle out on choice time slots right

up

$37,247,948
60,963,381
17,966,432
67,531,428

$24,118,360
88.3t0.Stt
ia.238,226
48,679,539

+54

$178,699,186

$137,386,480

+26

+M
+47
+18

On

SCIENCE' OF POLLS
By GEORGE RtfSEN

:

A repercussion has been
New York program circles

felt

Ed Wynn almost' wasted

the

to

lapse
memory after the
of
comic's bow in and forgot to
mention one of the real reasons
Wynn's own
for his presence.
show switches next week from
his 7 p.m. Friday spot on the
Blue into the 9 p.m. Monday
following
immediately
spot
"Date."
'

Device used

Fly-FCC Shme, Congressional Group
Doesn't in Harper's Magazine Article
Eddy's Switchover Hypo

That switchover of the Nelson
committee., which InEddy-electrlo companies show to
vestigated FCC last year, doesn't
Sunday afternoon on CB1 jjas paid
shine at all in the lead article of the
off on the latest Hooper results in
ourrent Issue of Harper's magazine,
terms of a 8.8 boost In the rating.
ilntitled "Politicians vs. Bureaucrats"
Show's 9.6 Hooper represents the
•nd written by Robert D. Leigh, former Director of the FOC's Foreign top Sunday afternoon rating for
Broadcast Intelligence Service, the full-network shows. ("Shadow" on

manned House

indulge in small talk for laughs.

Mutual has a 12.0 rating, but Is on a
article pictures the politician* as unand small minded, while limited net of some 80-odd stations.)
the bureaucrats are educated, hard
working, devoted to the public Interest and unfairly besmirched.
What rebuttal, if any. Cox or his
Congressional colleagues may or can
attempt is, of course, not known, but
fair, spiteful

Bert LyteD Off

meanwhile comment In New York
•nd Washington the past week is to
the effect that Fly has gotten a remarkable moral vindication via Harwith its 100,000 circulation
per's,
among the intelligentsia.
Leigh in his summary of the politiwhich he
feud,
cian-bureaucrat
traced step by step, concluded with
the charge that last year's cut In the
FCC appropriations was "punitive
and not fiscal' (in other words,
vengeful). because Fly had defied the

personal wishes of legislators., "The
Commission," writes Leigh, "had
eaught one of the leaders of the House
majority hierarchy violating a Federal statute and had not prudently
.
and
filed the case away." .
.

.

.

.

"when the House leader threatened
an investigation, the Commission did
not retire into its shell, but proceeded with its hearing . . .." and later,
when the Congressional committee
"set

up

a

.

propaganda machine to

provide a continuous barrage of one
sided newspaper comment and critl
olsm of FCC, FCC itself actively en
tared the fight for the headlines."

AIRING FAMILY FUSS
Blval

VAW

Factions

Om

Detrett

Prof ram
Detroit,

Moving well

into

Jan.

9.

the controver-

'Canteen' Anrer
Bert Lyte.ll la withdrawing from
radio ''Stags -floor danteeh
show afterbelng-it* etnaee since inception two and a half years ago.
the

would be about normal,
was removed;

poll

this

particular debit

but another debit, of just the same
amount, was substituted because of
'an unmistakable Dewey trend' then
evidenced."
.

Further insight into another research trade possibility was provided by Dr. Gallup's statement that
he "lacked confidence" in his own
representative in the key state of

New

York."

>

Those In radio who think the
popularity ratings have become •
curse to showmanship are arguing
that the doctoring of raw figures by
the debit method is no more than a
recourse to some one person's personal judgment— or just what the
radio business tries to avoid by appealing to "pure science" and away
from personal slants.
'

.

His finale will be the broadcast of
Friday Jan. 19.
The Equity president reveals that
the parting was arranged amicably
but it's rather well known that
Lytell's partioipatlon has been sliced
to such an extent that he felt he was
out of place on the airer. He Intends
returning to the stage but will con
tlnue his activities with the American Theatre Wing; USO and the
United Theatrical War Activities
A "radio clinic for clergymen"
Committee.
under the auspices of the Congre"Canteen" Is sponsored by Corn
gationalist Church's new radio deProducts, which pays the Wing $3,partment is in session this week
500 weekly, that outfit's most steady
(8-13) at the Gramercy Park hotel,
source of income. Understood that
N. Y., and CBS alternately. Rev.
the producer for the C. L. Miller
Everett. C; Parker; former NBC em
agency, which handles the program
ployee and now radio director of the
for Corn Products, ordered changes
Congregationalist
Home Mission
in the show which disaffected Lytell,
Board, is co-chairman of the clinic
and it's indicated that the format Is with Elinor Inmah, CBS religious
being gradually changed. "Canteen"
Some
director.
20 pastors
program
is
on CBS Friday nights. Helen are receiving Intensive indoctrinaMenken is In general charge of the tion in radio techniques. Similar
"Canteen'.' show.
clinics for clergymen are expected
to be held later in 1945 in Chicago,
Los Angeles and elsewhere.

TRAIN PASTORS
IN

RADIO

WRITING
-

Radie Harris Starts
Blue Show Sat (13)

The five-day session in radio writ
ing this week is divided between
Robert J. Landry, director of the
program writing division at CBS,
and bis three script editors, Elwood

Radie Harris begins a 15-minute
Once-weekly Broadway chatter session on the Blue next Saturday. (13)
Hoffman, Mortimer Frankel and
in the 12:13-12:30 p.m. niche. Fredric
Charles S. Monroe.
March-Will be her first guest.
in the UAW-CIO.
Stanza will teeoff sustaining, but
The factions staged a debate on Blue 'sales staff reported to be hot
George ("Dick") Shafto, of WIS,
the current inter-union row on on heels of several bankrollcrs who Columbia, 3.
was elected presiwhether to revoke the "no strike
have inquired about sponsorship dent of the NBC stations' advisory
pledge on which the, membership every before program has hit the board meeting in N.Y. yesterday
will ballot shortly.
dues.).
ether,

sial field,

WJR

turned over last Sun

*«y'* (17) half-hour "In Our Opin
Ion" show to different factions with-

happened—as

nothing

bally for his

As the skeptics figure the issue,
research is sold and bought as "pure
Statistics have
science" but ain't
made or marred many a' radio deal
and the boys who have come in
second-best on the statistics have
grumbled that research wasn't all
the faithful thought It was.

the'

'

C

on

However, when Wynn finished
this business and went into an
exchange with Miss Francis,

slant.

—

Wynn

get

was to have him
answer the phone in response to
one of the date-hungry GIs and

—

The most serious aspect of Gallup's
is
that his raw figures
in the first instance, 53%
indicated for Roosevelt, but, to quote
the. New Republic's analysis, "Dr.
Gallup deliberately put a two-point
debit against Roosevelt, and in his
(Gallup's) press releases, turned his
poll Into a 51-49% horserace. He
now attributes this debit to the mistaken assumption that there would
be a light poll a Democratic disadvantage. When it became obvious

to

show

the

new

far
as
broadcast time

was concerned. She just thanked
him for dropping in.

.

Chicago', Jan. 9.
An alleged out-of-time saxophone
wailing the morning after New
Year's Eve on the Blue network's
"Breakfast Club" broadcast could be
the basis for one of radio's most
controversial of battles with James
PetriUo's
C.
powerful
musicians
union.
Sour
notes,
purportedly
escaping from the horn of one Phil
Wing., a member of Eddie Ballantine's "Breakfast Club" orch- on the
Jan. 1 program were just too much
for producer Lew Green to put up
with.
Where Green spent New
Year's Eve has not been disclosed
nor have Wing's activities that night
.

his

"Blind
appearance on
guest
Date" Monday, night (8) when
femcee Arlene Francis suffered a

testimony of Dr. George
Gallup before the Anderson Comrecent

mittee investigating Gallup's "wrong
guess" on the Roosevelt-Dewey fuss.
who have long
Those persons
suspected or resented (or suffered
from) radio research have been
quick to pick up Gallup's disclosures
of certain "tricks of the research
trade" as proving that research is
processed and that the significance
of Gallup's revelations Is that research is as good or bad. as one man's
judgment, although research Is supposed to be a way of getting away
from reliance on personal opinion.
The advocates of the showmanship
—or "inspirational" s c h o o 1 of
thought are taking a we-told-you-so

were right

Qub,' Basis of Strike

'B'fast

Blind—But No Date

in

testimony

the Federal Communication* Commission and iU recently resigned
chairman, James Lawrence Fly, shine
brightly, but the Eugene Gox-ohair-

28

Several minutes late?, after
comic had disappeared from the
scene entirely,- "Date" announcer
jogged Miss Francis' memory
and she went into a belated
spiel about the Borden show's
new time. Mlxup, however, resuited in her own program getting badly snafued so that closing few minutes had to be

junked entirely.

been made

public.

Nevertheless, Green told Wing to
"put that saxophone down" and the
orch completed the show on a Wing-

Fellow AFMers of the accused sax player, however, refused
to stand for the procedure and this
less basis.

morning (Tues.) the entire 18-piece
Ballantine crew took a walk and
said they would remain off the show
until Green was ordered to stay out
of the control room during broadcasts. Today's show (9) consisted of
Jack Owen, Marian 'Mann and the
"Club" quartet warbling a cappella
(or clambake) style.
Walkout followed a union ultimatum, issued Jan. 5 which Blue
officials ignored.
Feeling by net-

work toppers

Is that they'll fight to
the limit to keep- Green on as pro-

ducer on grounds that, if rfne musicians are allowed to dictate as to
producing and directing personnel,
the next step might be that they

would refuse

Spreading Guest

to play for the

network

because "so-and-so" is a veepee or
on the\ board .of directors. Understood Prexy Mark Woods, via phone
from N. Y., Instructed Blue toppers
here to stand firm; assuring them
they would be backed up J>y the
high command.
If union takes same-stance all Blue
shows from, here might be affected.
Edward Benkert, of the Chi musiWith the latest Hooper reports cians local, refused comment on the
putting Bing Crosby In the No. 3 affair saying it was something for
spot on rating of top air shows and Petrillo to handle and comment on
the Kraft Music Hall program for as he saw fit.
the first time snaring top laurels in
the highly-competitive Thursday

Shots Pays Bing

Off in Hoopers

night programming skeds, the trade
is becoming more and more cognizant of the guestar factor toward
the hypoing of audience pull.

WOR

Racked Up

Since his return to the air two
months ago, Der Bingle has been
spreading himself around the dials,
appearing in a succession of guestar
In keeping with the entire radio
shots.
And contrary to previous industry trend, WOR, N. Y., is rewidespread opinion In the trade that ported closing its books on 1944 with
If - you - want - to-keep - that-rating'
a gross of $3,750,000, or thereabouts.
hold - yourself - exclusive - and-stay< It's the highest take ever scored by
put-on-your-own-show, those Crosby the Macy-owned outlet. Gross billvisitations, it's now agreed, are pri- ings for the first half of the year
marily responsible for the latest boff alone are said to have nudged the
Hooper returns via the 25.2 year-end $2,000,000 mark.
rating. That, coupled with the fact,
While the biz recorded is more
It's also agreed,
that the Groaner than satisfactory, it is also a tipoff on
has segued partially back into his the problam confronting the new
former banter routine in sharp con- Mutual management in strengthening
trast to his early-season stick-to- that web's competitive position.
It
muslc-alone decision.
means that Mutual must offer
Similiarly, the guestar gimmick Is equal business opportunities if the
station
is
to
de-emphasize
its
own
oppaying off dividends in other directions as well. With the nighttime eration for the web. Same, of course,
programming skeds undergoing applies to other MBS profit-taking
drastic overhauling via the shifting station members.
of a flock of shows to other time
periods, stars are reaping the benefits of extra plugs and identifying
Vanderbilt, H.-Y, Studio
their new broadcast time to dialtwisters through the guest shot exNot find to /Bdfies/
pediency. Most recent example is
the Alan Young-Fred Waring tieup
So Blue Yanks Comics
in connection with Young's broadBlue network has been compelled
cast next week (16), with a multithe
plicity of attention directed at the to yank its comedians from
switchover (4) of the Waring pro- Vanderbilt theatre, N.Y., legit house
taken over by the net for studio
gram into a later time segment.

$3,750,001)

Gross

i

.

WOR

Likewise Ed Wynn,

who moves

space.

The Alan Young Tuesday

NewsPougKkeepsie
had merged with Pough-

night program has moved over to
the~Rilz theatre while the Ed Wynn
show goes 'into the coveted B-H
studio in Radio City, when it moves
over to its new Monday night time
on Jan. 15.
Switches reportedly stem from
squawks that the Vanderbilt, despite
the elaborate refurnishing job done
by the Blue, is an acoustical lemon

keepsie Broadcasting Corp., operating WKIP. Papers on the deal
filed with Sec. of State by John
Vandewater, of Pougbkeepsie.

for the comedians, with the audience
laughs (that's what the man said,
laughs) failing to carry back, to the
mike and over the air.

into the

Monday

night 9-9:30 spot

next week (15) in the half-hour slot,
following "Blind Date," checked in
as a guest on the latter show this
week (8) as a buildup for his new
time segment.
'

Albany

—

papers,. Inc.

.

-

)

—

'

)
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THE DANNY KATE SHOW

Three Webs Finally Give

Labors

Fence

'Don't

—

.

Me

'

191 .1

1 6,

ANPBKWS IIH1M IBOW

JACK K1BKWOOD SHOW

NASH-KELVINATOR

Producer: Jack Hill

With Lionel SUnder, Eta AfdeP, Witt Gabby Hayw, Vie ichoen'a With Bill Grey, Lillian Leigh, Dim
Held, Jean MoKeon, Jimmy Wall.
•rch, faeste
KakHarry James and HU
Inrton, Irving Miller orch
eri, Ken Nller, Eddie Canter, (neat Producer: Mannle Manhelm
Wrttem "Cottonseed" Clark, Stan Writers: Margaret Wllklng, Mai-vdProducer: Dick Mack
len Mander, Ned Cronk, Vtirr
Davis, Joe Errens, Elon Packard
Writers: Sylvia Fine, Milt Greet,
Uarklns
4:Sv
\
p.m.
Mlns.;
Sun.,
30
Fen
Harvey,
Jack
Snyder,
Howard

Hub

Way To

.

Plea

In

.

Perry

15 Mlns.; Mon.-FrT., 7 p.m.
WJZ-Blne, N. Y.
30 Mliis.; Sat., II p.m.
PROCTER 4
PABST
iVeii-«ll)
(Geyer, Cornell
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
ABC-CBS, N. Y.
As recently as two. years ago, the*
Those popular juke box taves, the
tComptoio
prc- "A REPORT TO THE NATION"
iWonoiefc & Lspl«T)
idea of three major networks
Andrews
Sisters,' and Gabby Hayes,
With John Daly. Rep. Helen GabaJack Kirkwood is one of the im.st
.Thatlong-awaited Pabst Blue Hib- be whiskered comic from horse opera
miering a series of public service
can Douglas, MIiir Chen, Henry T. bon SKi.SOU.-wcekly package headed B pictures, would hardly seem the promising guys in radio's roster o(
Gorrell. Pfc. Frank Loesser, Vicshows devoted to labor would have
;by Danny. Kaye debuted last Sat- riglit combination to, sell refrigera- new talent. A veteran of the NBC
others
orch,
Bay's
tor
'-'Mirth
and Madness."
iirday nigh'l (b'l on CBS with Eddie tors, when those, modern miracles sustaiucr.
appealed incredible. Yet radio has Producer: Paul White..
iCaiitar. on hand /or the launching once more 'are available to the pub- now commercial for Ivory So;:p. and
and eco- Director: Earle McGIII
'.
liept pace with the social
it looks. as though lic.
So. n strong gucstar policy has Oxydol, he has many asscts-^-;i b»if
Slocum, Jr., "Siai-earel ceremonies-: And
nomic forces that have .projected Writers: Bill
jKave wasn't -kidding when, iri the been added. Bing Crosby on the first comedy delivery in a vai-iely ot
Wilier
Voices; an excellent sense of liliiin-j;
preem,
the
show's
preceding
in
(lays.
the
program,
Eddie
Dec.
31,
and
Cantor
position
labor into h kev
.10 Mins.: Sat., 1:30 p.m.
good taste, and strong support iii
"spotlight, ads in, the the following week (7>.
those
Pabstthe
(
co'ntINEXTAI/CAN CO.
Bill
Grey, stooge and charaeteischeme of things' 10 dMie.
newspapers i-iiiiHlil the comedian dbThe fact still rema ins. however,
-by WAIK'-CBS, N. Y
launching of the labor programs
mg a Sftv God. what'll I do?".rouline that the regulars on (he show must comedian, and Lillian Leii<h (Xi-.->:
iBBD&OI
the
as he looked forward to- the opening corral the- listeners, in order to estab- K;).-.' The big problem;- obvioii»:v.CBS, NBC and the Blue over
will be to turn out- the t'riuhleip-ii;
f:ir cry
A CBS feature, both spousprctl -'broadcast with trepidation,
past' weekend repn'>chls a
lish any sort of it consistent, rating,
;imouiil
ot , material an
••Repoyt
hu
sustaining
siuee19^.
Ao , H .,jj v what Kaye belter do is to per Bingle iindoubled y altraeted n board series such as thisacross
from the davs.noi mi loui! auo when pud.
rcdiiires
"
" w ith en. endless run
fortify himself
sochdly-mind.^
?h e soci.lly-m.uu,
the
till
Can Co: banneiv 01 'tmtt' special Sylvia Fine (Mrs. flock of dialers and the. same goes But others have done it; and n; ihc
^ -| h P CoriVmc^a
for Cantor. But guests of that calibre self-same time, loo, "Amos
^hMiTn'l^ri"
n.zed the ne,rrssii> <-f 1. '><>• .^'V !;? marking Ihis co
concern's debut
to netH' A n<iv
irademarked
lvt-)
i:i
hi
ai
K
n
lc]
^
(>
otK
doivt last forever after all there for instance.
io
And the leeoff progrum
a hearing wort no. k«M«. ,k.
k
f
ind screen,
probably as. good
Soors of bmadesievs a,>d pleadi,^ nf>r6
the do
ther
has Vc- i -Roporl,'' both as to staging and| ° h 1.* £
:.^ M
for a break.: Th;:i radio
h
on
sponded
ded to the need redounds U> ;ts eonlpn.._ as has ever been
deliver on their own,,
.>ci
ics
an
il
e
|on
to
produces laughs and d(.e"n even
tnbu'.e
failed to keep pae>. with the tempo
credit and stand
4
11
The lattt>.i-'s chief stock in trade seem to- be 15-minules lunv. li s
1
8
the
ii)*i*ccl hh specialized talent
Industry that is ailva CHig with
iSt dwi?IW niffi
tO.be acting as a stooge for the screwball humor, mostly.- Willi Ki.-kBroadway and more lately in. pix. seems
tide of events.
tio v Cohg -e^w^
guests lo crack wise about hU whisk
wood using the poetry i-orner. s.'iii-k
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program* ,ll;>t ;bowed
ers. Then he snarls, "Why you iriis
company, hillbilly and ntlu-v Hut
"Jobs sense statements on woman s place evidence of a nervous star, and an orablc varmint," or .something equally gimmicks from hi.-"Mirth and M:,din Sauivdav and Sunday. CBS'
seu-consriousness hovering
self-consciousness
nqver
overall
°Vorai
broadcast in. wartime: America (piped .in from
for Tomorrow"' iOi. 'being
Piogram. Ami unfortunaiile- complimentary.'' This may roll them ncss" routines. Aiso borrowed Kied
ie. House or Rep.'s radio gallery in
ii) the aisles at cinema palaces caterAlienisms, as witness. "Take Off...
and hest
In collaboration with the CIO
with )v -,,' 1 :was haiulieapped at the start
the interview
Wii
'oshingtoh);
ing;
Thftt
Saddle, Mother, This RiH-e Is
to Gabby Hayes epics but radio
nclusiries,
(li-ig-the-oonimcrcial r.ondealing with American
UP's
P's war correspondent, Henry TjWlU a -kic
is something else again.
The An- for Two-Ycai- Oldsl" What Ihe prowas by far the mo.-t effective in slart- Gorrell. decorated for gallantry in line that, by its length and lack 'of drews Sisters, of course/ are- like grams have lacked, so far. Iliutmh,
originality, bogged down the script.
ing the big educational job that or- air action although ,a civilian; the
Martinis.- you either -like 'em or can't has been the most i.nportant ,n.But. the clo.-i ng JO niinulcs .of the stand 'em.
gredient .if Kirkwood is to gel lisganized labor is attempting. Satur- touching interlude featuring a young
Chen, dubbed the' opening snow vv'sts-ttre .gh'eawajr as to
day also witnessed the opening Chinese girl. Ming
Judging from lirst two- urograms toners to remember him the next
morale kid" by American GI's in what makes Kaye click.. For this was
night— a basic, compelling charaeier
broadcast of the Blue network's. 52the Pacific, and into the closing the Kaye-Sylvia Fine sock combo. It the girls are relying on the tunes
himself. Comefiy
week cycle presented by both the musical ;sequcnco. with Pfc. Frank served to, point tip thiit the inimit which gather the nickels in the na- for .the' comcrjian
clicks on UiQ air have proved that a
CIO and AFL. with the foimer tak- Loesser and his. wartime songs, this .tblc .Kaye. buffoonery, cun get. across tion's juke boxes and there's no de- comedian heeds that (Beimy's. misering over the initial 2(i-week period. half-hour had something to recom- without benelit ot visual assist. Let nying they do those ditties in fine liness.
munchauseiijisnis,
McGec's
Kaye; get his teeth in a "Minnie the stylc-rif you like their style. Script, Allen's acid wit, etc.).- If lie's lo reOn Sunday '7) NBC's "America mend it:
The grave error of complacency Mooch'er," .with which he closed- the burdens haven't been heHvy and the tain permanence,, Kirkwood must
United'' series of discussions under
on the hoine fronf c'lime- in for un- gelaway show:- that torigiic-twisling sisters handle this dept. okay. But, develop some such format— he had
AFL auspices got tinder way w.ilh a spoken
without
the
guests,
thebut
unmistakable
show
just
criticism.
is
number reprised
it lor a
while as the dept. .store..'
permanent panel format set for the In fact, the entire theme of the pro- Tschaikowsky"
from the "Lady- iri the Dark" legiter, the rhythm trio, backed by a sock
a
weekly stanzas. The fact that all gram was" the bitter struggle that or, give free play to the remarkable orch, and an old pappy -guy with owner with Alan Young— butisn't
screwball montage,, as now,
three are capsule shows of 15-min- lies ahead for all of us and the bi tr- gradations of his voice- as in the mul- whiskers. You can't see those, whisk- enough.
ute length is an advantage; any at- ier price-too many of our gallant tiple-voiced solo skit, and it adds tip ers but you can got awful tired hear-Show
alternates
Warblers. Doii
ing about them.
tempt to drive home loo much info sqns have had to pay for. the safety lo bofl stuff.
Reid, tenor, and Jean McKcon,. soNash plugs are themed postwar, as prano, both okay, Reid in particular
at one listening would only defeat and comfort of the homeland.
But. oddly enough, that same voice
Fundamental format of "Report"
Doiiii..
the purpose by losing facts in. a sea
becomes Hat and high-pitched when to be expected.
singing a good song. They ought to
remains dramat-hews presentation
ask. Ku-kwood to. slow Hp on those
of figures and would thus have a with actual incidents recreated and Kaye attempts straight comedy chatKayes a singer who XUCKY STRIKE HIT
introductions, though; he rattles "em
tendency to become dull.
pointed up by sound effects and ter. Essentially,
PARADE"
in
off so fast it's hard 16 get 'cm.
can Wrap up a comedy number
Same
The CBS program, produced by musical trimmings. First show got rare style. As a straight comic, he With Lawrenoe Tlbbett, Joan Ed- applies to Iri's nightly sign off. Ji vwards, Hit Paraders, Mark Warnow ing Miller's orchestra is on
Robert Heller under, supervision o£ a good break .when liming of the can't stand Without benefit of those
the razznews allowed the first -flash on Pres.
oroh, Kenneth Delmar
The
the web's educational director, Ly
gyrations;
ma-tazz side.
antics
and
physical
Roosevelt's "work or fight" message
Lee. Strahorn
man Bryson. utilized production to Congress to be: spotted on—Re- Aliens, the Hopes, the Bennys, the Producer:
On
those
Ivory
and
Oxydol
plugs,
Writer: Tom Langan
values of radio and showmanship'by port" immediately following the Rep. Cantors apd the Durantes have ere 45 Mlns.; Sat,, 9
you just won't believe that they
p.m.
come from the same .stable that pro.
dramatizing cold, bare facts. Open- Douglas interview which Bill Henry ated personalities that stand distinct AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
and apart from their scripts. They've
duces the P.&G. daytime marathon
ing with a UAW-CIO ballad, accom- handled.
ABC-CBS, N. Y.
so integrated, themselves with their
spiels. Oh Kirkwood's shows they're
Musical portion near close, as sup
panied by the strumming of s
(Foote. Cone & Bf.ldiny)
radio
characters
that
one
is as real as
cued in cleverly, are reasonably.
guitar, It picked up, via. a q. & a -plied by Pvt. Loesser's appearance the other.
primarily
But
Kaye
is
brief and not at all objectionable,
Future
radio
Historians
might
gel
a
ahd_the playing of his GI tunes;
stance, a CIO rep giving a girl-whoMvrr.
"What Do You Do in the Infantry?" identified with the clever material of chance, to comment on the unusually '•
didn't-know glimpses Into the vari- "First Class Private Mary Brown," his songs. Bereft of these sock rou- fast tempo of the Lucky Strike or'
'
union in "Pass the Ammunition," etc.. like- tines, his personality ."as. evidenced In chestra as conducted
ous phases of the
by Arturo
DANNY O'NEIL
Tbscanini and also not the su
wise tied in with the overall war the program's earlier moments, be
Detroit. Never vindictive or boast
perb handling of pop liuies by With Lorna Lynn, Ruby Nrwniao
message. Straight entertainment, or comes, dimmed.
ful, but In- a simple and'clear. man
orch
Tceofl' script worked in Cantor as Larry- (Bobbysocks) Tibbett. Matter
ner, the size of membership, methods comic relief spots, as such, just don't
belong on a program like this.
a friend out to knife Kayo on his of fact, they can make half .that com- Writer: Elwood Hoffman
•f functioning, aims for the future
Commercials also were slanted preem for mooching in on the "radio ment now; Tibbett on the "Hit Pa- Director: Ted Huston
and jobs for today, the educational towards main object of the show, racket." by giving him the mike rade." No matter what future com- 15 Mlns.; Mon.-Frl.; 11:15 p.m.
and medical work of the auto work pointing up Continental's contribs to fright business. It was an uninspired ments may be. however, fact remains- Sustaining
ers' union with its huge local were
the war. effort, abroad and at home, fcript that only served to' show up that Tibbett—Tibbett of the Metro- WABC-CBS, N. Y.
with accent on food conservation
made real and understandable
In Danny O'Neil, CBS has a propJaye, in contrast to Cantor, as color- politan Opera
on' the "Parade"
is
The arid lips to housewives re how to less when it comes to handling right how, and however you look at erty that looks like a commercial
brief
this
imaginary trip.
combat the rationing' handicaps in straight comedy lines.
it,
it's
astute radio showmanship. winner. Formerly in the. Navy and
union's stand forbidding racial dis
the kitchen.
First report, on "HeWhile it's essentially Kayo's show, From Sinatra to Tibbett to publicity. heard .on Navy personnel shows,
crimination, with equal rights for
port" is a good one.
engagDoiin. the pacting of Harry James to hold,
Actually, a diagnosis of Tibbcll's O'Neil, sings well, projects an
women iri industry, was presented
down the musical assignment won't first ciggie show leads to the con- ing personality and handles himself
compactly so as not to lose any of
hurt the program's Hooper chances, clusion that he's mostly window well in the line-reading dept. He
the facts, with the short dramatiza- "THE SAINT'.'
impresses as having more than most
potential
importance
James'
although
dressing.did
three
in
He
songs,
and
tion conveying the idea that UAW- With Edgar Barrier, John Brown,
other entries in the. let's chase '-SinaKen Christy, Louise Arthur, Theo lo the show didn'l seem, sufficiently between his first, "Goodnight Sweet- tra sweepstakes.
CIO is proud of its past and looks
dore' Von Eltz, Tom Collins, Joe accented on the opening broadcast heart," and his second. "I've Got
That O'Neil now has a bctler-lhanforward eagerly to a future it can
Forte, Dick Joy, Lonis Adrian orch Aside from backgrounding the: Kaye Plenty o' Nothin' " (not on the 10 average
15-minute song sustainer
numbers, Ihe orch was only spotted best, but ah extiiOr the Hit Paraders
help mold.
Writer: Leslie Charterls
midway with "Two o'clock Jump,'" and Joan Ed wards. cacn did two, ac- doesn't hurt either. Show, has a gimTabbed "Labor U.S.A.", the Blue's Producer: Bill Rousseau
with, the James-horn also getting in counting for- 20 minutes or more" be- mick iri a young admirer, played
program spotted Phillip, Murray,: HO Mlns.-, Sal., 7:30 p.m.
pleasantly
by Lorna Lynn, it being a
opening
closing
signatures.
the
and
Tibbett's appearances. He also
CIO head, as the first in a series of BROMO-SF.LTZER (Emerson Drug) Lionel Slander and Eve Arden (lat- tween
for n
closed with the top tune, "Don't fan in-person idea; Too young
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
k
guest speakers and also, made a preter appeared with Kaye as comcdi
Fence Mc In." but the tipoff is there; romance angle, youngster talks about
(McCni) ii - E rickson
tense of evolving a- dramatic format.
I
enn'c in the Broadway "Let's Face It'
the opera star is there for the ballad her red-haired sister,- with obvious
idea.
with Martin Gabel as the "Voice of
Bromo-Seltzer
dropped
"Ellei-y musical') are also, program regulars
dept. primarily. What happens if a possibilities inherent in. Ihe
f
Dialog also cues in the numbers. Muthe CIO." Here. lob. the presenta- Queen" for "The Saint," and, judging hut the opening script didn't give "Hut Sut Song" goes .No. l?
sically, Ruby Newman's support protion was effective by its very sim- from the first show, it wasn't an in-.; 'hem much opportunity to stand out
Sounds like there are two orchesspired move. Premier prograrii was!
Ken Nilcs handled the -Pnbst com tras on the show now. One. directed vides a strong backstop.
plicity, reducing' the.' whole scope of
"Always."
Following
his
themer,
a dull, slow-moving affair, lacking mercials.
'Rote.
by. Mark Warnow. to back Tibbett. O'Neil wheii heard (27) (lid "See
the work of. CIO, through PAC. to
'
suspense and interest.
is a sweet, soft and string-dominated
its: effect on
one housewife.
Len
Have _.uid
you in My Dreams
The.Saint, in the Leslie Gharlerisl
crew. The other is the standard Hold," "Turn Off Rain," and "Eas;?
DeCaux, CIO press' chief, pointed books and stories, projects a definite JOHANNES STEEL
George Washington Hill brass recipe lo Love."
Doesn't represent too
out it was the aim to "let the (acts personality, that of a swashbuckling, 15 Mlns.: Mon. thru Frl., 7:45 p.m.
also under Warnow. and get into that shrewd song picking, middle Iwo
engaging
speak for themselves'- while Mur-. devil-riiay-care,
Robin PARKER. WATCH. CO.
chorus, lads, but fast. Warnow's ar- tunes
Program
strangers.
being
ray summarized the stand of CIO Hood- He's always a jump ahead of WHN, N. Y.
rangemerits do what they can to take WO uid be better oft with but one unthe cops- and other crooks, both of
tSferliiij/V
:
on taxes, foreign policy, etc.
tile sting out of the formula and to
r arn iliar iune.
Mi'.rr.
whom he constantly combats. NothAfter having held a spot on WMCA make it as bouncy and. listenablc as
The NBC program, unfortunately, ing .of that sort came out of. the tee]
f0l some time. Johannes Steel has
fell into the error of so many, dis- oft (0) show.
As .played by Edgar, shifted- over, to WHN. N. Y.. on a possible despite the brass emphasis.
Piogram.. opened Sat. (6) with a HAL MoINTYBE ORCH
cussion slanzr.s. lacking any produc- Barrier and written by Charteris, cross-tlie-bbard scries sponsored
by brief pitch by Tibbett. explaining. With -Both Gaylor, Al Noble, Johnny
tion and -delivering the facts straight. he.s.just a- smooth-talking guy with the Pill kel Watch Co. From indica-,
Turnbull
with a bit of patronization, why he
As such.-. it. was too general, tried to an occasional propensity tor criminal tions.. its a swell arrangement all was on a program of this sort. Rea Producer: Walter Lurle 1;osc0e
0l
cannon f P r around since- Steel is considered topinclude too many statistics and. beson isn't $4,000 weekly; it's that he Writer: Jock Herman
•?ivh!^.
leyoiyei.
flight- talent- among : the. 'commenta> believes, in folk music,- the music of
cause of -very sad truth (hat authori30 Mlns.; Tues., 10:39 p.m.
lC
t^-anali-sls. currently holding forth
ties do not necessarily have radio
the people and it doesn't have to be EVERSIIARP
ent classical. Which leads to the thought WJZ-Blue, N. Y.
personalities, failed to hold sustained a $1,000,000 fund to aid veterans, with His concise reporting on current
events with folldwlip analysis and that Tibbett might do an operatic
(Biotol
listener interest;
It
leaned over Templar (The Saint) getting the
commentary has consistently' grown i^vtrn oil
tlip-flhow.
"Fitfaro's quick
nniek
oh the
show. "FigaroV
Hul McIn tyre's orcheslra is one
backwards In its attempt to' be fair dough from a crooked judge and his in stature and Steel has, built up extra
tempo should satisfy'Hill.
of the finest musical combinajions
to both labor and management' and. big-business cronies whom he threat- a w^oie
sizable Jifciening
listenlne auatence.
audience
Those coriimcrcials for Luckles, al- among the group of bands that have
Payoff is that the
because of this cagcyncss. presented ens to expose.
ways
provocative,
whether
done
stanza
last
Thurs.
night
(4
by
"is
yet to achieve a really'solid ri'iing.
"diary" which he's used as the blackless information than cither of the
iackinc lever
is
a Dhoriv
StorV provided a graphic account of Eng- auctioncdrs. or a telegraph key, are | His band's performance on this
two .other programs. Lt. Gch. W.: D. jacked action and failed completely land's supposed criticism of the U. S. still overwhelmingly on hand, even initial broadcast' of a series of four
"'"
"* of
"* slaff
*
*
"Styer,'
chief
of the Army
for Eversharp proved its capabilities,
in describing how. the Saint made his t?V refusal Jlo act on^lhe political though you. can walk a mile, for a
Service Forces, was the initial guest miraculous escape from the judge's side ,°f the European War. He also cigarct and not get one. Sat. the but the' show also proved that the
touched on the capture of the Nazi j)lugs look the slant that because day of the straight band commercial
strong-arm guys
Rose.
speaker oh the scries.
Three other "rcguinr ..characters P' es 'ande<l via'.submarine in Maine, Henry WadsWorlh Longfellow wrote is -as outmoded as the surrey wilh
from the books arc o:i the air series Steel thought they were, smuggled in good poetry, Luckies are good smokes the fringe on top.. Probably reahzeven if you can't get them. Why irig the lack of appeal, to ..listener*
—Inspector .Fernak (John Brbwrn, lo .promulgate political, rather than
pop music m
Patricia Holmes, Templar's sweetie" industrial, sabotage, and pointed up can't they just clo'an institutional and who are not fans of
R.
Wylie to Y.
smighi to,
(Louise Arthur), and Hoppy Uniatz ,the current Nazi setup for similar devote the rest of the time to a war particular, the producers,
effort message?
Right now, the eri- inject some .wordage to sprtieo it up.
that
uridonbtcdly
already
purposes
radio
Christy).
Latter,
of
(Ken
dese-demscharge
a
in
Wylle,
Max
Not only was .toe '.aloa
obtains
here.
He
also mentioned a tire Lucky commercial approach is It failed.
quite
dose
lug,
doesn't
come
off.
rehas
Ayer,
W.
production at N.
but Mclntyre
Brown
really draws a picture of the possible shakeup of the high command ludicrous. Something now ought to occasionally silly,
as
Rubicam
Yotihg
&
algned to join
."
loo -obvious- nervousness. also ntidgwi
choleric dick, while the role ot the on the war front but refused to' ex- be added—good taste.
productfon supervisor.
In one other department the show .it for a. loss.
press any alarm over this.
fern me vis-a-vis lacks credibility.
This reviewer's memory aud pen.Steel handles.it all, per usual, iri a. is excellent. Thats Joan Edwards, a
Wylie checked iri at his new pwt
Usubu Bromo-Seltzer plugs.
(Continued .on page 32)
Merr,
corking, all-round singer.
decisive entertaining style. Eaba.
Merr.
IB Monday it), -
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ANNUAL

12 th

SURVEY OF

(To report and, cite the wartime activities of American
their blueprints for the post-war)

Radio Stations and

be the

This win

12th consecutive

VARIETY has undertaken
Because our country

is still

And

year

this project.

fighting

you did

tion in the

"what the broadcasting industry has
doing

to

make

help bring victory

'

it

is

ing

also important at this time to

and

day "when

the

don't forget

What

to

to

help

promote your

community ... things

of things to

Once again

to

,

sta-

that

come.

save time and give th«

stations greater latitude in reporting

our radio stations are prepar-

for the

.

possible your stronger voiae in tho

shape
But

.

Showmanagement

closer."

know how

.

commercial radio:

to

in

the advertiser

time that this survey has had to consider

is

but not least

you made

a

long, hard war, this marks the fourth

done and

last

to report the all-important contributions

•

their

boys come

accomplishments and

VARIETY

home."

is

on

their plans/

not going to send out form

questionnaries

this year.

Radio has a big voice now, an important one.

more

It

will

authoritative

holocaust ends.
find out

.

.

.

short

trimmings won't

when this terrible
VARIETY wants to

what the radio

ning to do about

Keep them

become louder and

and

concise.

mean a

Fancy

thing.

Entries are confined to radio stations

stations are planin the U. S.

and Canada.

it.

Address Reports To Radio Editor

154 West 46th Street

New York

Deadline

19,

N. Y.

for Entries is Midnight,

February 10

"
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PTSStETt
WOR's

'Man' to Answer
Queries Day
Night

More Ike, Equipment, Manpower Give

&

WOR,
up oh

BBC

Bulge on

much

larger

staff,

and no bugaboos as
reporting which has characterised ings, such ns are imposed by NBC
the BBC's war coverage and served and CBS. If necessary, 15 or 25 men
to give its listeners a much better will work on one two-minute reradio contact with the conflict, is a cording for a BBC newscast roundvirtual impossibility' for American up. Compared to that, U. S. radio
radio under existing circumstances. reporters must work virtually single
That's the opinion of George Hicks, handed. Hicks believes that it more
the Blue's European man. whose American radio, personnel was (o beown documentary job on D-Day is come available overseas, in combinof

.

more portable recording
equipment, a marked improvement
could be achieved along documentary lines. Platters could be shortwaved or -flown to the U. S.. for rebroadcast arid the value of such inHicks bases his conclusion on a tensified coverage would compensate
number of factors, all stemming for the loss in quality the use of film
from the essential differences be- or wire recordings frequently en-

universally regarded as the outstanding individual war coverage
job done by any U. S. radio man. He
returned to the U. S. last week after
two years overseas, during which he
covered the entire European front.

ation with

program, with the show,

fact giving

this sort has been broadcast 12 times
weekly in one market by the same
station.

"Answer" now has night, periods
to
Trommel's Beer, PeptoMangan, Lever Bros, and Ex-Lax.
sold

Three: of its daytime pitches have
already been sold to Trommer's, account keeping its evening segments
Double sponsorship, day
as well.
and night, by the same account, is
also

rare.

Program

owned

is

Mitchell and handled
Bruce Chapman.

by
in

Albert
.N.Y.

by

being dropped after the Feb. 6 proReported that gram as the result of a new WPB
Benton & Bowles.
regulation cutting the use of lead for
if he does move into B&B he will
take over production of "Glamor dentifrice tubes. Program will have
completed 13 weeks as of its deparManor," which moves east.
Knight says he's been talking with ture date. Agency involved is DoB&B about a switch but as yet no herly. Clifford & Shcnfleld.
Other Bristol-Myers shows. Eddie
contracts have been signed. Knight
bowed but as Wynn producer sew Cantor. "Mr. District Attornev
"Duffy's Tavern" and Alan Young
cral weeks ago.
will not be affected by the WPB.
slash. There wHl, however, be a reduction in publication spate. Other
shows carrying the Ipana banner
Durante, Moore Set For
will hereafter emphasize other prod••

Summer Overseas Trek

.

.

Bristol-Myers decision was based
on the. angle that the newest of its
programs, since a reduction had to
be made, should be the first to go.
Action followed the departure for the
Coast two weeks ago of Chet McCracken, DCS radio head, to take
Shows. over production reins on the Fields

Starting' in

'

tainment tour for

Shows

USO-Camp

General Eisenhower's request some
time back, for comedians points to
probability of European swing tor
duration of

summer

season.

on
Network*
are

stanza.

Sweeping Radio

hiatus.

No" decision reached yet by William Esty agency or client, Camel
cigarets, as to replacement or comwithdrawal during summer
plete

Highest Rating

the Idea

ucts.
.

Hollywood, Jan. 9.
June with their 13copy week summer layoff from CBS protake gram, Jimmy Durante and Garry
man, Moore will
go on an overseas enter-

'.

Ls

the 49 Goast- produced entertainment

programs for

.

Pacific regional advertisers,

Columbia
arc

Pacific Network.

Columbia

Pacific-built

Four

of these

package shows.

*'October-November Hooper rating, txcluding news and news commentary.

—

_!

"The uncertainties of interpretation/so far as. possible consistent with
the exercise of the reasonable discretionary powers of the Commission,
should be removed. The rights aim
duties of the industry should be more
clearly defined; likewise, the- powers,
duties and limitations of the Commission should also be considered,
and necessary amendments made to
conform to good practice as developed by experience."
Specifically, the Lea Comm. pointed "up for legislative consideration:
Network regulatiorisTsales- prices of
stations; general reconsideration of
licensing power, and clarification of
newspaper ownership of stations.
Differ on Price

-

Tags

The currently hot question

of sta-

found the Lea
with the two
Republican members Loins E. Miller (R., Mo.) and Richard B. Wigglesworth (R., Mass.) at opposite ends
tion

sales

Comm.

far

prices

from

unified,

—

—

of the pole.
Miller, in his minority report, recommended "laissez faire."
"Apparent attempts on the part of
certain members of the Commission,"
he wrote, "to put radio stations in
the same category as public utilities,

the

Commission

having

the

power to control rates, purchase
and earnings as is now exercised with respect to public utilities,
should' be slopped by Congress."
Wiggleswprth, on the other hand,

prices,

had

the six with the highest ratings are on the

Continued from page 22

their modification to conform to the
requirements of administration as
demonstrated by the needs of the
industry, and the Commission, since
the original acts were enacted.

with

Of

Lead Order

Sinks

war makes coverage especially difficult.
A newspaper correspondent

tween American and BBC policies tails.
can follow an action, write his
Hicks also believes differences in and public relations officers
and techniques. In the U. S., the
commercial structure of radio comes the American and British civilian care of the rest. A radio
psychology bear on the problem. though, first has to write his stuff,
first, and war coverage, except on
suph occasions as an invasion of Britons are much closer to the 'war, have it censored, and then broadcast
Normandy or the Philippines, must physically and mentally. After five- it, from a transmitter far behind the
be fitted into that commercial pat- and-a-half years, the average Briton scene of action. Else, he has to recgreater emphasis on or
tern. That places a marked time demands a
it,. have the recording censored
limit on U. S. broadcasts. The Brit- radio coverage. This, perhaps, be- and then see that it gets to where it
ish, however, notes Hicks, have com- comes more acute when the news can be shortwaved back home, BBC,
plete time freedom, for the war favors the Allies.
on the other hand, has recording
comes first with them, in radio as in
Burden placed on American radio vans and smaller mobile equipment,
•very thing else.
men overseas is enormous, Hicks on jeeps and trailers,' which give
BBC also has the advantages of a declares, and the mobility of modern their reporters far greater, scope.

Coast

WPB

its

Ray Knight, who left the Blue
G. Fields
now heard cross-the-board at night, network several months ago to proshortly to be heard six times weekly duce the Ed Wynn-Borden's show
Gracie Fields' Tues. night Blue
more equipment during the day as well. Believed to for Young & Rubicam, is considershow' for Ipana (Bristol-Myers) is
to use of record- be the first time a feature show of
ing another switch — this time to

War Reporting—Hicks

By JERRY FRANKEN
The documentary, human type

N.Y., has decided to double
use of the "Answer Man,"

rAyknighionway
to benton & bowles?

this

-

to say

in

his minority re-

port:

"For years," transfers of stations
and frequencies have been repeatedly approved by the Commission on

'

consideration far in excess of the replacement costs and the demonstrated values of the properties and businesses sold. There have been many
transfers where the considerations
paid far exceeded any apparent
values aside from the values of the
frequencies transferred.
"The practice of trafficking in license^ would seem to involve all of

with which we have
been familiar in tho pa9t in other

•the possibilities

Here

they are:

fields for

the capitalization of earn?

and profits and the sale of Government franchises, to the detriment
ings

1.

Adventures of

1.

Don't You Believe

Planters Peanuts

Campana
3.

Bill

Lance, 11.4

'

It,

COIA'MHI A

ing

Sales Co.

The Whistler,

Was There,

Hunt
5.

This
42

I }/('//}(

8.9

station

He pointed out that, under
the law, no station license can be
granted for more than three, years.
Yet the Commission has approved
leases of stations running up to 09
years, and comments that "it is difficult to understand how any such
transactions, can lawfully be authorized by the Commission."

7.2

Bros. Packing Co.

Is

question concern-

Commission approvals of

leases.

Signal Oil Co,

4. 1

connection with the licensing

In

powers of FCC, Wigglesworth raisea
ji..llttle-rnrjsjdered

10.1

-

of the people."

My Story, 7.0

Products, Inc.

6. Press Club, 6.3
Packard-Bell

NOLAN APPOINTED

TH

E

IDEA N ETWORK

Albany, Jan. 9.
Joe Nolan, who worked on baseof Albany Eastern league games over WABY for

ball play-by-plays

tht past two years and also Is featured on other sports programs. Is
now studio manager of the station.
NolaK has been, on the staff of
WABY, Mutual outlet, and its liter
station, WOKO, sine*

ML

'.•

nestlay,

January 10, 1945.

IT

ODD
II

From where we
from

all

ETA E B PA AEG

stand, we're aware of a challenging spotlight

of Radio Row.

into the classics to give

any

field

you znEYAE BPAAEQZ. That's Greek to

make

of endeavor, to

haste slowly means to

Here

at

..'

all

we

dip

but in
."
.

it

means building

solidly— carefully deliberating every .move.

Mutual, we interpret inEYAE

inventory of

us, too,

make no premature

promises of brave new worlds to come. For a radio network,

— soundly. ..firmly.

beamed on Mutual

situation seems to call for a statement, so

network as a highly suitable text: "make haste slowly.

-E-nglish-it-serves this

In

The

we have to

offer.

A

BPAAEQZ

to

mean an

honest, searching

close scrutiny of those factors

which are

good but which can be improved; an ev?n closer scrutiny of those that are notso-good and which
in Mutual.

must be improved And

To make

a frank realization that both exist

haste slowly also means the application of tested radio

and advertising judgment to the practical problems of programs and stations

and

clients

We think

and

listeners.

we've made a

added other veteran
harmony,

start.

talents

this strengthened

cooperation with advertisers
.-.

To

the veteran minds at Mutual have lately been

new

to this network. Working together in close

manpower
.

.

.

striving

is

agencies

.program producers. Always, of course,

.

.

.

toward

and

full

station operators

.

. .

intelligent

radio artists

in the interest of the listening public.

We'll keep you posted on our progress toward these goals, as

we continue

meantime to XnEYAE BP AAEQX.

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
mm

M

RADIO

WWJs Move

Wednesday, January 10,

Drop

to

night, may join listeners in celebration that radio' has. at last, taken pity
on the public."

All Jingles

A

San Francisco

listener,

~*-*"*-*-*"*"*-*-*-*-*-*i

who read

s

Detroit.. Jiin.

Checks were

your broadcasts."

9.

industry may not.be
dashing in the wake of
here,
the public seems |o bp responding
heartily lo the station's. biin on singing commercials.
Since the si-lion announced thai,
beginning Feb. 1. it was through

While the

re-

turned with lhanlcs by tho station.
One flying officer, returned from
overseas and now stationed in Kansas, u rote thai repatriated GIs were
'•laughing out Ioud Over radio 'pro-

WWJ

:

grams

We

with jingle sales plugs, thousand.-, of
letters have
been received rrom
nearly every stale in the unioii.
Several writers included checks "lo
parlially defray your expenses' in
banning singing corhniorci:'ls from

after being'

lay

in

while a
ing

girl

away

for

years.

our bunks and howled
sang a ditty about chew-

gum."

An

instructor ..I Stanford U. wrote
urging that the station's po'wer be
increased "lo the point where .we. in
California, harassed from morn to

.

t

t*if

From the Production Centres
HllttttltttttrtttlttttMttttHtlMMHMM ni
AX KF.W \OHK CITY

move in "Variety." wrote u I
note "in tribute lo idealism."
|
I
he
A man in Woodslield. O..
with the jingle
wa.- so provoked
.
,
.
blurbs that "before your ban. I'd
sworn oil' -buying any of Iho ''thingIloni & Ilardarl show drew adverse word-of-moulh in trade recently
Ihey .advertised.'."
when a while child imitated ".stereotypic" Negro, complete with all ilia
In the same vein, a Chicagoan so-called trails the race linds so offensive.
.Earl Larimpre. wlio recently
wrote. "It's been an everlasting mys- resumed acting after. a four-year illness, was on Fannie Hurst program
at
tery to me how advertisers^ can be- •Blue last week'. He regularly, plays the actor-father on CBS serial, "This
lieve listener intelligence is so low Lire Is Mine".
."Davidson Taylor and Dr. Win Stumpf (husband of radio
as to be swayed by these offensive, writer Margaret Lewcrthi had dinner together recently in Paris. Franca
never purchase ...Adrian Samish, Blue production head, at Lake Placid; N. Y., for a week
puerile jingles.
I
products advertised in thai fashion." ....Jack McTigue rejoined the Blue publicity dept. after 22 months in
" One .-writer from Ithaca said thai Africa and Europe for OWI.
.Charles "Bud" Barry. Blue program exec
listeners in his town had formed a. .1 -A.
.Michael Sage; radio actor, back in town after play "Bonanza" he
club pledged not to buy goods ad- was in folded. on the road,
Hank Sy (vei n leading musical combo oil Jack
Berch Blue across-the-board stanza, taking over from the "Three Suns"
vertised, by such methods.
.'.'.kirkman s Soap execs throwing annual parly today (10) ror "Can
You
Top. This'.'" cast.
.Bob King.', p a. for Dohcrty, Clifford & Shenfield
back
to work Mon. (8) after hospitalization lor pneumonia.
Norm Sie-el
radio cd of the Cleveland Press, in town
Duncan Miller has joined WJZ
as promotion 'mgr. Formerly in the promotion dept. of Time mag.
Andy Lang appointed editor of special programs at Pre.« Assn
AP's
radio news subsid
George Schreieiyof Earl Mul'lin'* Blue, publicity staff
to Boston- (8) for a week on behalf of Arlcne
Blind Dale" Frances
Maybelle Prihdaville, the "Carol Brent" of "Road of Life" came into
NY
Hist of the year when the serial switched headquarters rrom Chi.
of the

Clicks With Public; Mail Response Big

194ft,
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Sen. Burton K. Wheeler will be guest speaker at the luncheon of
the
Radio Executives Club Jan. 18.
.Joe Bigelow shoves off for the Coast this
week (12) for J. Walter Thompson. .. .Guy Sorel replaces Karl Weber as
.

.

"Adam"

a

o

in "Lora La wton"... .Three 'hew" additions to the cast of "Young
Widder Brown"' are Julie Stevens, Ethel Wilson and Anna Karen
.Stuart
Metz replaces. Sandy Becker as announcer for commercialspots on "Mr;
•Keen" and "Friday on Broadway". .. .Lt. Jack Overall returned to the
Mutual sales staff Frl, (5) after two years in the Navy. He was officer in
charge of the radio section for the Third Naval District ... .Ben Grauer,
who'll do the sales pitching for Harold- Lloyd's "Comedy Theatre" while
it's east, signed to do a local news show for Boscul coffee over KYW,
Philly.
Stanzas are being piped In from N.Y;...."Mr. District Attorney
will do without its lead. Jay J.ostyii, Jan! 17.
He'll be vacationing, with
Jerry bevine writing him out of the show that night.
George Wolf, ex-free-lance radio scripler and late of the Army's movie
studios at Astoria, is back in civilian clothes, honorably discharged, and
has joined tha NBC press dept.... .Ed Thomas, of Geyer. Cornel & Newell,
back at hisSlesk after a Chicago quickie
Nick Keesely, CBS. planed in
.

an

.

1'

.

;

'

l

Monday

(8) after a week in Nashville. ... Reprints of scripts 'by'- Milton'
Robertson on his
"Meet the Russians" scries being distributed
nationwide, by the National Council of Soviet-American Friendship ...
Diana Kemble, radio actress, reportedly set for Mike Todd's new show,

WNEW

This

"Dear Bella." which Elmer Rice, will direct.
Larry Menkin, freelance radio writer, set to do several "Molle Mystery"
scripts, as well as two shows for CBS" sus'lainer. "The Land Is Bright"....
Joey Nash's recorded series, "Notes of Love." sold ,t# WGR. Buffalo, for
local sponsorship. .. .Paul Rickenbaeker named radio head or Foote. Con*
.Brig. Gen'. David Sarnoff given outstanding achievement
Sc Belding.
award Sat. (6) by Tan Delta Phi, national fraternity,

the opportunity of a lifetime

is

.

New

This

IX

v

York, advertising agency

serv.-

.

CHICAGO ...

.Marvin Harms and Robert C. Wilson have;
John Pearson off to Mexico.
.Bill Tulloch
been elected veepees and directors of Hill Blacketl and Co.
has joined staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee. ... Jim Bo'yson. formerly or WTCN,
Minneapolis, also has joined WTMJ. .. .Evelyn Stark, of McFarland Avetranscription
yard, 10 N. Y. to set syndication details for (he Omar, kid
series. .. Bob Hurlcigh, WBBM-CBS news analyst, head's .for Washington
I.
L.
(12) for annual Radio Correspondents Assn. dinner at Statler
Strader joined the WBBM-CBS staff last week as asst.. to Ben Orloff. ...
Sgl. Fred Kasper, former NBC announcer, in town on furlough alter long
.William Huffman, prexy of. the Wisconsin network, has
overseas duly.
appointed Burn-Smith company national sales agent:... Ann Hunter.
WAIT "Woman Views The News" commentator, heading overseas for series
.

ing important national accounts, has mag-

.

azine and newspaper billing running into
millions.
small.

We

But our current radio volume

We

want to make* it

need „a

man

is
|

big.

erations— a mature, successful advertising-

man-in-radio— who can contribute top-

of transcriptions on activities of midwest women in .the armed forces
Ad Hull, Central division Mutual sales chief, looking around for flack to.
head up Mutual midwest press dept.

Fax Cone and Jack Burnett training into K. Y. next week on new network show. ...Ted Vanderbie of RuthraulV & Ryan to the Coast this week
on several radio and pic lieups.
..Jerome Meet*.- NBC central division
news editor, back on the job after three-and-a-half months, leave of absence. .. .Donal McDonnell has, joined the NBC central division staff as
asst. sales promotion mgr. .., Bob Buckley, asst. western sales mgr. of CBS,
received a citation from the Marine Corps for participation in Ihc Sixth
.

program building and

flight radio counsel,

new

Business.

For such

a

man

this

is

a

lifetime opportunity to start

—to work with
and

.

Tfpe

once-in-a-

from the top

.

War Loan mock invasion of ihc Foster avenue beach, pari
Navy Show
Dee Maurer. local WOR siflesman. scheduled

of the recent'

to take over
a Mutual central division salesman ... Urban Johnson,
chief
sound, technician, collapsed in a barber's Chair and had lo be rushed to
hospital for treatment.
.Bernardino. Flynn laid lip wi'h the flu.

as

.

.

WBBM

.

the heads of the agency

to earn as they do, in proportion to

volume developed and

.

.

. .

up radio op-

to head

.

wmi

.cjlioiis to

ice

want way

a box

serviced.

hesitate to outline his qualifi-

mimbcr^and

it

ber jor our sake— but he has our

must be

word

his,

and

his

reply will be treated as absolutely confidential,
letter

destroyed, unless

we

get

num-

a box

oj honor that

hi touch with

him

prmnptly.

PRESIDENT, ADVERTISING AGENCY, Box
Variety, 154

W,

46th

St.,

New

York.

325

19, N.- 'Y.

"Imagine!
Geront'mo.'
bail .out

An airliner

without

And why shouldn't a man-

when Tha Cereal Is

missing?
Grounds lor almost any frenzied
action: being deprived of America's

Whea tie*

favorite,

for breakfast I'

whpje wheat

'flakes

.

.'.

So

nut-sweet.
so. alluringly
Dqbip without,, utterly 'uniiecessari/.
Grocers have plenty of Whcaties.

crunchy,
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Give Thanks To:

I

Who have helped keep 'Truth or Consequences" Radio's #1
God

blest

'em» Herb Most, Al Paschall,

Carl Jampel, Isther Allen,

tillie

Engel,

Phil Davis,

stunt game,.

Carl Manning,)

Margy Cannon,

lla

MacParlane,

Floyd Holm, Dave Alber, Charles Steinglass, 3 Midgets, 2 elephants

and a

revolving door!

Prom one corner of the U.

S. to the other

Truth or Consequences'^ raiseJ\Q0

'"BOND"

and

who have

h

million dollars in w<

STORMING TOUR*

that fine "pub"

ft^fffiffY

for

' ,ving Tru,h or
"

Consequences" radio's top clipping returns.

R.

WICKEL

R.

COMPTOH(andhisogency)

Seveat aWTatti/

C„ A, (H«rb.Ro»enthal)
:
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WFIL,

War Messages

Indies Brosholf to

Combats

Philly,

Racial, Religious Bias
Philadelphia, Jan.

A

*

OWI Move

Cues

Faced with the failure of many in-*
dependent stations in N. Y. and the
rest of the country to use Government agency spot announcements at
hours of the day and night when
large audiences would hear the mes-

War Information,
regional radio directors.
Is
planning meetings with station
managers to seek better timc-.'-pots
and showcasing for important war
messages.
sages, the Office of

through

its

instance, it's been
learned' on reliable authority that
Arthur Hull Hayes, manager of the
In

CBS

N.

Y.,

outlet.

for

WABC.

has been

for Closer Co-op

WLB RULING FAVORS
AFRA1N WMAL CASE

yesterday
War Labor Board
(Tue.O handed down an important
decision insofar as announcers are

concerned when

Blue
pay

affiliate

it

in

ruled that

WMAL,

Washington, must
commercial

spielers

staff

its

AFRA

named

well.

NAB

Yardstick
For
Unlike network programs, where
Hugh Feltis was in N.Y. yesterGovernment -agency live announcements are showcased on topflight day, after a stopover in Washington
shows through the wholehearted co- for huddles with Pres. J: Harold
operation of webs and sponsors, indie Ryan,
of
NAB. concerning his
stations throughout the nation/which forthcoming
assignment, as head
use spots in abundance for local ad- man of NAB's Broadcast Measurevertisers, have been playing oft their ment Bureau. Salary figure for new
(Sovernment-agency commitments at post is said to be 925,000.
hours when the listening audience is
Feltis severed connections New
negligible.
Year's day with KFAB, Omaha and
Lincoln. He had been mgr. of the
Webs Do Utmost
For instance, within the past week CBS affiliate since April, 1943, and
previously was associated with the
such hi ghly r ated network programs

Blue network.
Jack 'Benny, Milton Berle
Fred Ajlen as guest >. and
Henny Youngman programs, lo name
Just three, have used Wave recruit- 'Bluejacket Choir* Stays
ing. OPA and gas-saving pleas inas
Sustainer
tertwined with the continuity of the
Chicago, Jan. 9.
programs. But indies have been usFollowing expiration of Minneaping these announcements, which are
olis-Honeywell's
of
sponsorship
transcribed in most instances, at such
"Bluejacket Choir" on Sunday, Dec.
odd hours as 3 a.m.. or placing them
31, CBS is continuing it on a sustainat frequent intervals in a single day
ing basis as an All Navy show. Stint
to get rid of their commitment to the
had featured tenor Danny. O'Neil,
OWI.
only civilian on
program. SevOWI N. Y. radio topper Harry eral times duringthatha past year it
'

•s

the

(with

CBS

On

Levin, refusing to discuss the situa- became necessary
to pipe O'Neil's
tion with a "Variety" reporter, point- voice from various parts
of the
ad out that a national trade paper country, for his spot on the show,
recently carried a story in which his when he was doing
a film in Hollyagency reportedly praised the Indies wood and playing niteries out of
.

programming national morale town.
announcements in abundance.
CBS sales department here ii
However, reliable reports in the making strong piteh to land new
trade have it that the OWI is far sponsor for show with two interfrom satisfied with the way the in- ested prospects reported on the
dies are sloughing off their wartime horizon.
Minneapolis-Honeywell
for
spot

.

-'

responsibility in this respect, and the
meetings slated for the near future

footed the bills for 68 weeks. Show
emanat« fjrom Great Lakes training

bring the problem to the forefront.-

station.

~

IBEW Squeeze Play

Forces 7 Chi

9.

racial

'Little

been

has

The series is being prepared in cooperation with the Jewish Community Council. Fellowship Commission. Society of Friends, Federation
of Churches and other church and
civic. groups.
It's being scripted by
John Schcuer of the WFIL staff, and
is
tagged
"Within
Our Gates."
Initial show protravs the life of
Wendell Willkie.

Fellows' to Give Raises
'•

NABET FILES AGAINST
BLUE, NBC

DISPUTE

Ohicago, Jan. 9.
Squeeze play by IBEW offloiali
here last week against managements
of

seven

secondary

stations,

on

IN
threat that walkout of technicians
The radio industry's stratagem' would be ordered unless the
union
of getting a court decision to settle
demands were met, resulted In a
the • jurisdictional clash involving
platter' turners, appears to be on its new contract being forced through
way to working. Mon. (8) the Natl with WJJD, WIND, WAAF,

WKFC

Ass'n of Broadcast Engineers and WAIT, WGES and WSBC.
New
Technicians (NABET) filed com- contract, which affects 44 engineers,
plaints against NBC and the Blue calls for wage Increases
running
with the Nat'l Laboij Relations from 12% to 331/3% in
1947, subat Issue
Board in Washington.
ject to WLB approval.
It's doubtThis means that the NLRB now ful increase will be okayed
by the
Dispute will ask a Court of Appeals review WLB, inasmuch as technicians have
of the case with regard to its own already received
a
30%
increase
a station's respon- decision awarding NABET the jurisin 1941, which, added to changes in
advertiser and the diction under dispute.
working

Scope of Standard
Contract

AAAA

Form

.

In

OWI

25G

combat

to help

and religious prejudice
launched on WFIL.

rales on sponsored programs.
WLB's ruling reverses that of an
arbitration panel, which had previStation
ously found for

regional coiinsultanl lo Hai ry Levin.
WMAL.
regional radio topper, and a- had refused to pay AFRA commermeeting of N. Y. station heads has cial fees -to announcers, but now
for
early
(within
must
been called
an
date
do so.
the next week) to thrash Out. nol
only the poorly-limed spot announcement situation, but other GovernFeltis
to Get
ment-sponsored radio problems as

program

WCOP-ILGWU

Question
sibility

rights

to

of

of

an
ah advertiser, under the

standard Four A's (American Assn.
of

Advertising. Agencies)

conditions, vacations, etc!,
Increase, will be in

and the current

Webs, Directors Gnild

contract,

have been raised by the recent canStart Confabs Jan. 19
union-sponsored
cellation
of
a
Four networks have, agreed to
Italian program by WCOP. Cowles open negotiations this month with
Bros. Boston station. With the issue the Radio Directors Guild (RDG) on
now going to court, it marks a pre- a contract covering senior and junior
cedent setting test case under the directors employed by the chains.
terms of the Four A's ticket. Principal Talks will start Jan. 19 at CBS
point involved is whether a slation headquarters.
RDG wrote the chains shortly becan tell a sponsor of years' standing
fore the New Year asking that a
to get off the air.
Agency involved is the Norman date be set as soon as possible.
Furman office, representing Local 89 Alacrity with which the nets replied is held to presage an amicable
of the International Ladies Garment Workers -Union, which had and quick settlement of the di"Voice of 89," an Italian program, on rectors' pact.
.

.

WCOP

for nearly a decade. It was
decided to
cancelled when
drop foreign language programs.
Furman and the local, through A,

WCOP

Eversharp Gives Up
Blue Tuesday Time

excess of 75% in raises since 1941.
Negotiations had been going on
since Dec. 11, when the IBEW made

new wage demands on

Jan. 3. Apirked by the deadlock
which prevailed, the union decided

parently
.on

the stronger course.

When

de-

mands were refused by the broadMcCowen, IBEW inter-

caster, J..C.

national representative, in presence
of
U.S.
Conciliator
William O.

Murray, told William 'Friedman,
counsel for the stations, that walkout would be ordered by 6 o'clock
that evening unless something was
done.
After working all night, a com-

promise agreement was reached
and signed. Pact runs until Sept. 80,
1947, with sliding scale of wages
and improved working condition!.

In handling the situation as they
vacates the Tuesday did, IBEW officials not only elinir
on the Blue, Jan. inated the case bflng brought before
with midwest and western por- Governmental agencies for deterFour A's contract provides that tions of the network set to carry mination but ignored the "no strike"
stations give two weeks' notice when a repeat of "One Man's Family." order of the AFL.
time changes are made and that Program to 611 eastern segment not
stations must render every effort to set.
Sponsor formerly had the Milton
find other time when shifts are
'LADIES'
necessary. Cowles interests and the Berle show in the niche, but moved
union at first agreed that Voice' that program to CBS with the Hal
would stay on the air pending a Mclntyre orch taking over on Jan. 2.
determining
their With cancellation Mclntyre drops
decision
legal
Reversing an original decision to.
respective rights, this action to have out.
drop "Ladies Be Seated." oross-thebeen brought in a. N. Y. court. Last
board afternooner, starring Ed East
WCOP notified
week,
however.
and Polly, when they leave the proSTART
FOR
Local 89 that its program would
gram Jan. 12, the -Blue last week
Legalites
have to bow out Sun. (7)
Goes Into New Monday Slot With announced that Johnny Olsen, recdeclare that the Four A's contract
ord Jockey and announcer, would
New Format
has never before been subject to court
take over as m.c. of the program,
Interpretation on the cancellation anstarting Monday (15).
Ed Wynn show for Borden's virgle. An adverse decision could' possiAs a result, Olsen will relinquish
bly result in rewording of the con- tually starts from scratch when it his Blue "Rumpus Room" platter
moves over to its new Monday night
tract, since all advertisers and agensession in the 12:05-12:30 a.m. slot
spot on the Blue next week (151
cies would be affected:
Mondays through Fridays to Stan
from its current Friday slot. King
Shaw, who look over the chore last
been
Bubbles-fantasy .motif
has
Monday .(8) while Olsen was on vadiscarded with format switching to

Walter Socolow, will

for an in-

file

junction restraining the station from
cancelling in Mass. this week.

Eversharp

10:30-11 p.m. spot

23,

TO REMAIN

'

SEATED AFTER ALL

'..'"'

.

NEW

WYNN

.

straight

situation

.

comedy.

Evelyn

Knight, is now off the show, following decision to drop the singing
spot, with Minerva Pious skedded to
permanently.
Program
slay
on
bowing in has undergone drastic
scries of overhaulings, with entire
production setup also recently being
revamped.
Will Glickman is now
head writer with Sid Reznick inked
in for another 13-week stretch.
Program henceforth emanates

STOP!

cation.

Formal of "Ladies" will continue,
but fewer sight stunts will be used.
and more attention will be given
to gimmicks that will catch home
audiences.

from 8-H studio in Radio City, N.Y.,
because of visual appeal of Wynn.

beforryou

"SPOT"

In a recent "Variety" ad placed by
the Posner agency, N. Y., for the

North Central Broadcasting System,
two of the latter's stations were mislocated on a network map illustraThe ad, in plate form, should
have represented stations KATE as
being in Albert Lee, Minn., and
KELO and KSO in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota.

Avoid a LUrenine "VOID"

tion.

Insure a Listening Audience for Your Clients' Spot

Announcements

INVESTIGATE

SPOTCRiATJeNS BY NOVAK
ORIGINAL MUSIC

•

CLEVER LYRICS

•

—

-

~

10 p.m.,
M|t.:

KWT

LOU CLAYTON

~

ENTIRTAINIM* JINOLE1

Telephone or Write

The Musical "Minute"

M-O-M't
New CA.tfF.L PROGRAM, Friday

Man—Frank

LONDON

Novak

takee pleasure in announcing

^MusLcreaUom
RADIO

RECORDINGS

*

— by cNavak
*

through Variety the Jor illation
of the

FIRST

All

Orchestra of World
%

TRANSCRIPTIONS

Veterans

War

II.

.

rubllc Belntlon*

344 West 72nd Street,

New

York

TRafalejar 4-ltff

tout* w.

turn

WHAM
Sit

osi Birth

H.

ROPfMAN

M*db*M Atmmc, Room 1WM
SSw TertTn. N. V.
Ml'. »-4»1«

.
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N. Y. Outlets Gird for Battle Royal

To Get Their Share of Postwar Coin
By FBfD STENGEL

-f

The 23 radio station owners

in the

STUART DAWSON, CHI,

N. Y. metropolitan area are rolling
up their sleeves for what shapes

TO FC&B FROM Y&R

the biggest .fight for the
Chicago, Jan. 9.
largest concentrated listening audiStuart Dawson, radio ^"•ctor of
ence in the nation postwar. Tilt, .of
the
Chicago office of Young &
course, will decide which stations
Rubicam
for
the
past
two years, has
will garner the largest number of
been appointed radio director of the
sponsors in a market where 18% of
Chicago office of Foote, Cone 4
the nation's wealth -reposes.
Dawson, who will take*
Ingenuity of .indie programming, Belding:
over the new post immediately, willwith fresh, audience-catching ideas,
supervise the Charlotte Greenwood,
will be squared off against large
budgets for live shows among the and Hedda Hopper shows in addition
network flagship stations in the me- to planning new programs.
Before accepting the FC&B offer,
tropolitan area.
Belief by many is that this post- Dawson was scheduled to be transwar scramble will make for a pro- ferred to the Coast office of Y4R to
gram director's holiday. Pointed act as agency supervisor of the new
Electric
show "House
out that there hasalways been con- General
Party." Prior to joining Y&R, Dawflict between the program and commercial departments of indies, but son had been program mgr. of
In the future the sales forces will WBBM-CBS for five years.
have to rely on the program staffers
Schenectady Bill Carpenter is a
to service them with ammunition to
keep the sponsors happy. The pro new announcer at WSNY. -Formerly
gram boys will definitely hold the of KYW, Philadelphia; WBZ, Sarbalance of power when things get anac Lake, and WENT, Gloversville.
tough, and these facts are not only Carpenter succeeded Gene Graves.
true in the highly-competitive N. Y.
area, but elsewhere in the nation.
In N. y., for instance, stations
as

up

RADIO

PfiRIETY

.

—

NOBLE WAS NOBLE AND
FLY'S

A GREAT GUY

clean

Due Late

Blue's Tele Teeoff

Washington, Jan. 0.
of health was given
Edward J. Noble in connection with
the purchase of WMCA, N, Y., from

A

31

in Feb.

Via GE, DuMont, Philco Co-op Deals

bill

Blue network television topper ups of current events by Philco'g
tele outlet in Philadelphia.
Donald Flamm in the final report of Paul Mowrey shoved off Sunday (7)
Mowrey, and other Blue network
the
Lea Committee investigating for Chicago, to survey the video program and homeoffice toppers, for
setup
m the Windy City, and look the past several weeks, have been
FCC, which was released last

Wednesday

(3).,

over visual

possibilities

of

several

Four of the five congressmen network shows originating there, injoined in saying there was no undue cluding Don McNeil's "Breakfast
pressure on Flamm, no shennanigans Club" and the "Quiz Kids."
on the part of FCC or Thomas G.
Blue reportedly is considering the
(Tommy the Cork) Corcoran,, and possibility of using, in the main,
that "Mr. Flamm made continual
suitable network radio shows for
misrepresentations to the committee television, basing the premise on fact
and its staff in his testimony and in that currently, video is solely an exthe investigation of this case."
ploitation medium for its stanzas,
Other highlights of the 79-page with wartime experimentation leadfinal report:
ing to strong television programming when the medium gets rolling.
1. A general whitewash for FCC
Current plans, as blueprinted by
war activities and licensing operations by the three Democratic mem- Chet LaRoche, web operations head,
bers of the committee.
call for teeoff of the network's telePraise for Fly by the majority vision programming late in Februas "a very able, resourceful man" ary with a trio of stanzas on estabwho left the Commission "better lished television stations.
Web has been discussing deals
than he found it." Nevertheless, the
majority heaved sigh of relief over with both General Electric's WRGB,
commenting that Schenectady, and DuMont's WABD,
resignation,
his
to
broadcast Blue-produced
this "has removed him as an element N.Y.,
of controversy from its future ac- video stanzas regularly, with another deal cooking for remote picktivities."
2.

making regular midweek

trips

outlet last

week

(Z).

In Chicago, Mowrey will look
over the Balaban tt Katz television
operations with a view toward putting Blue shows
on that outlet
weekly.

Maj. Bowes Better But
Return to Air Not Set
Maj. Edward Bowes

is

out of'tha

and visited his office last
His return to the air, however, is still vague.
Chrysler, the Maje's sponsor, hai
so far lined up replacement showi
as far ahead as Jan. 25. meaning that
at the earliest, it'll be Feb. before
he's back on the air.
hospital

week.

WQXR„ WHOM

arid WLIB have all
changed ownership within the' past
several months. Result has been a
change in policy at these stations

to make them stronger in the
station-fight sphere than ever before.

bound

MOST BRILLIANT MUSICAL

WHOM,

under the Cowles regime,
will move shortly to new quarters
at 711 Fifth avenue, home, years
back, of NBC. WLIB plans to move,
In the not too 'distant future, from
Brooklyn to larger studio and office

SHOW
NOW

have

to find

new

"Mave—or Have Ahead?"
But the question among those- in
the trade is: "Are these stations just
going to move, or are they going
With strong FM
to move ahead?"
competition around the corner, there
undoubtedly will be no room for
other AM outlets in the N. Y. metropolitan area.

WMCA

and WHN, it's pointed out,
do not have program directors as
such, but station toppers pitching in
on setting the stations' programming

WOR.

course.

under the new Edgar

Kobak regime, which calls for that
station becoming more of a Mutual
network voice than heretofore, will
lose much local
listening appeal,
according to insiders, as its Importance in network operation? in-

creases.

WMCA

is committed to a public
service policy of programs with excellent formats, such as Roi Ottley's'

"New World-a-Comm'" and

"Halls

of Congress," which, however, have
failed to garner extraordinary rat-

WHN, WINS

WBYN

are
primarily sports-minded, but whether they'll continue in this groove
ings.

.

and

remains to be seen.
Bernice Judis. head of

WNEW's

operations, realizing that this Battlefor-life among stations in N. Y. was
Inevitable, brought in Ted Cott as
program manager, and Jo Ranson as
special events and publicity topper,
at

salaries above those
to any other men

paid

'JTJsfs

reportedly

In similar
amoi)g"{fie""coun try's inuie sls-

tlons.

Move has obviously paid

off,

with station last year nabbing largest
billings of any indie in the nation.
N. Y. newspapers figure importantly in future indie N. Y. station
operations. WQXR, now ovwed by
the N. Y. Times, will have facilities
of the Times Hall on 43rd street for
live and forum type shows, as well
as the news facilities of the paper
at

its

disposal

when

the Times deal

WMCA expires soon.'The Journal-American and the Daily Mirror
(Hearst) will, of.'course, be import-

with

ant in the way of things at Hearst's
N. Y. outlet, WINS. The Post, whose

owner

recently

purchased

WLJB,

figures importantly in future special
events and news plans of this indie,

wbile the Daily

«M

News

is

planning

and television operations on
«*Se scale.

PACKAGED
•

WABC

flagship, WJZ, also will
-quarters.

EVER

READY FOR SPONSORSHIP

/

WNEW

quarters in Manhattan, with
reportedly having already signed on
the dotted line for new headquarters, in a shift from its present lo501* Madison
avenue.
cation
at
and its network, CBS, reportedly has made a deal for new
postwar quarters removed from its
present 485 Madison avenue occupancy, since the entire building is
bulging at the scams currently from
network personnel and operations.
The Blue network, and its' N. Y.

a

THE MODERNAIRES and PAULA KELLY.
Top flight singers 6f hit long*. One of
radio'* great vocal combination*.

MEET THE MOB: -Kay

Lorraine,

the four Modemafrei, Jimmy Wallington,
Bob Kennedy and moestro, Irving. Miller.

to

Schenectady to study GE's video setup
with a tie-up between GE and the
Blue resulting. Mowrey reportedly
set the inaugural Blue show at GE
on his last trip to the upstate N.Y.

»*«»»»
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Follow-up Comment
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Frank Sinatra switched back into up bv the fact Sinatra's current cahis old Wednesday. n-'J:HU p.m.. slot reer resembles Vallce\s earlier pop-,
on CBS last week coincident with a ul.irilv. proved a big fizz. Perhaps
change in sponsors. It's now Max the outstanding crack followed Vnl•Factor— Hollywood paying ibe bills lee's remark that he once had to do
and this Sinatra i;uy doesn't conic G2 consecutive songs, so popular was
Axel Slordahl quipped, "his
he.
to
his. usiral
In addition
cheap.
standbys. Eileen Barton. Axel Slov- hose must have been sore for a
dahl
and a weekly jjuosl .star, week."
Musically, the program hit the
Sinatra is no..- ii.-sistecl by Bill Goodjackpot.' As .usual, Sinatra tossed
win and Hie Ken Lane -Singers.
awav that opening rhythm tune,
First show (3) \v«s okay.' It might-'
"There Goes That Song Again." It
have been bettor with better writing, wa.- done lob fast for his comfort.
but on the whole ii turned out an
main Biil the rest of his songs were solid,
It's
entertaining half-lunir.
including a rhythmic version of "Oh
failing was in the ski;.- now evolved
What,
a .Beautiful Morning," usually
in the "Home of
I

:

into the i-oiiigs-on

started
of -laughs,

Tliis
Franklins."
brishtly and lull
with Sinatra pictured -as

the
out

hu.-baini completely
Il
a molhcr-in-law.

bit

a

young

dominated

by

didn't .gel

too

however, before falling apart.
Then the writers gave the impression they couldn't wind it up because abruptly the singer aiid Miss
Barton launched into a version, of
Bill Goodwin fig"Trolley Song."
ured in this skit. His -.aspirations in
far.

the comedy vein are commendable,
But, nevertheless,
as he is capable.
he might be wiser to also handle

commercials .since, if. his comedy
lines fail, he would have the spiels
In the past he has
to fall back on.
demonstrated the ability; anyway, to
wring laughs out of an otherwise dull
plug.

The other low point— Rudy Valappearance — was also due'

lee's guest

It carried a few laughs,
to, writing.
but on the whole the situation set

dor.e as a ballad. Sinatra nas rarely
done a rhythm song well, but must
use them for the sake of pacing.,
Miss Barton didn't solo.
The Ke.n
Lane singers are not always effec-

future emphasis to be placed on
more timely material. It should give
the "Digest" more meaning, along
lines for which Reynolds is particularly suited.
His voice has a some-

what

dramatic

and

,

Radio Reviews
Continued from page 24

compelling

limbic, but his delivery is still too
.slow and deliberate to permit the
pace his sort of variety offering
needs.
I

Fred Allen and Portland Hoffa
Were the only guests on Milton
s "Let Yourself Go" when the
program moved from the Blue to
i'3i but it's a cinch no one else
was needed. Allen seems to be setnew fashion in comedy circles,
helping other comedians get started,

Bevie

CBS

ting a

result being the other guys' stanzas

lake on the Allen freshness. Berle
his- guest produced a slew of
laughs, especially when they started

not have been fast and
cil might
accurate enough, but il seemed, at
the start, that Mclnlyre was hailed
as the' "creator of the world's No. 1
He has hardly
stvle of music."
reached that point, even in some
Nevertheless,
press-agent's dream.
the music, his band turned out on
socko,
uniformly
show was
this
between current
divided
evenly
pops, originals and standards, and
the band richly deserves attention
and the progress it will make— Hitlev and Tojo willing. Ruth Gaylor,
Al Noble and Johnny Turnbull are
'

okav

and

its

Jibbing.
At the' same time it
as though Berle has found
formula .at last.. Also noteworthy
was Evelyn Knight's vocal on "The
Lass With the Delicate Air."

EARL WILSON

vocalists, all

lyric tossers.

Wood.

:

"INTERNATIONAL QUIZ CONFER
ENCE"
With Taylor Grant, Leon Brasseur,

Mme.

looks

tive.
Sometimes they're fine and
sometimes pretty sour. They're used
"Inner Sanctum" continued in its
as accompaniment.
As for Stor- same format of presenting mystery
dahTs arrangements and perform- chillers on teeorr session for new
ance, they were at their usual bril- sponsor (Lipton's Tea) on CBS, movliant level.
ing from Wednesday nights to Tues
Sinatra introduced a new song day nights at 9. Clifton Webb guest
titled.
I Should Care."
It sounded
starred in a thriller, "The Murdered
like a Hit Parade candidate.
Do Not Die," and did a noteworthy
Don Forbes did an okay job on the job.
commercials, which were heavyhanded on the first show.
Bill Goodwin's absence from the
Wood,
Burns & Allen CBSer on their first
Monday night show (1) didn't slow
Quentln Reynolds took over m.c things down one whit, inasmuch
as
chores on "Radio Reader's Digest" Harry Von Zell
kicked in with a top(31
a change due to the show's new
notch replacement job. Exaggerated
producer, Bill Robson.
Reynolds technique
of delivering 'the Swan
presence
apparently
indicates
a
change in program content, with soap plugs was carried over with Von
Zell proving just as laughable a hys
teric as the former salesman. Hilari
ous touch was his wondering whether
Lever Bros, would accept $100 a
'

Sustaining
N. V.
Based on a premise calling for betunderstanding of world event!
Quiz
Conference''
presented in cooperation with the
United Nations Information Service

WNEW,

ter"

"International

GENERAL CIGAR

&

Bob Hope and the group that went
overseas with him to entertain troops
—Jerry Colonna, Prances Langford
and Tony Romano—had a reunion
again Monday night (8) on the Lux
'"Radio Theatre." Occasion was. the
dramatization of Hope's book about
his adventures overseas, "I Never
Left Home." Combination of radio's
top comedian, a good supporting cast,
a script 'filled with laugh lines and
situations arid neat direction came
results.

"Assignment Home" (30) on CBS
came up with a program that was a
standout in every direction, result
being a half hoilr of singular importance and impact, one which deserves superlatives galore.
Story,
called "The Face," dealt with problems of soldiers requiring plastic
facial
surgery, with the subject
matter handled sensitively and in.

-

scr'ipter

Arthur

Sgt.

(7)

Laments. It. got over a terrific message to the public on how such vets
should be treated, without becoming
mawkish or maudlin.. Larry Hainei;
in the lead, handled a particularly
emotional role with a memorable
performance.

Ed

(White Owls)

ter,

kept the stanza evenly paced and

Wilson's N. Y. Post (and syndicated)

Broadway column from newsprint
the airlanes

is

a

to

good one, but the

difficulties
attendant
thereto
are
liable to generate a flock of head-

aches for the young scrivener from
the midwest and the program's production slaft.
Unfortunately, Wilson's tongue, is not nearly as lacile
as his pen (a hardship he shares
with other columnists, Joe Williams
to name just
that his breezy, intidoesn't
come across

and Westbrook Pegler,
a couple) so

mate

style
vocally.

.

too hard for the
listener to
solve, thus giving those at home
added incentive to pay attention to
the answers. For opening show, que-

were drawn up by station staff,
but ensuing programs will feature
questions sent In oy dialers who will
receive a book for their cooperation.
ries

Sten.

Rocky Mount
authority

Preem

Sunday,

night

application for
oonstruot a new

to

Overseas for USO Since Jan,
'48—Now in Germany

stint.

opened with Wilson and
Douglas swapping chatter, the oolumnist contributing inside Info on
(7)

film, nitery and. stage

goings-on with
emphasis on topnotch names, Veronica Lake, Bea Lillie, Sinatra, Marlane Dietrich, Morton Downey, etc.
As could be expected, Douglas
handled his lines okay but the newoomer had a tendency to strain and
put oh too much speed, faults which
experience should correct.
Guest was Tallulah Bankhead, on
the strength of her recent N. Y.
oritios'
award for- "Lifeboat" and
forthcoming starring role in a new
Philip Barry play for the Theatre
Guild.' Trio indulged in light banter,
with Miss Bankhead more than holding her own. Highlight was "love"
scene in whioh she and Douglas
read a Stork Club menu as though
it had been written by Elinor Glyn.
The
IB-minutes
passed
quickly
enough but failed to carry any real
sock. Problem here Is one of translating Wilson's boff columnlstlcs into
comparable radio material. He's also
?ot to brush up on bis delivery, for,
,T
p paraphrase that hit parader" of
World War I, "It he coujd talk like

FRED LIGHTNER
Dlr.i

PHIL 0O80IA

VM4
FiBBn *>on k sour

.

MM

Kl

V
<

—

"LIVES OF THE SAINTS"
With Rosemary Clark
15 Mins.; Sat.. (Noon)

Sustaining

WABY, Albany
Small stations occassionally broad
cast excellent programs of which the

managements ma)' not be particularly aware. This one seems to fell
in such a category. Miss Clark, 1.8year-old sophomore at College of £lt.
Rose,. Albany,, does a writing-spieling
job .of which older professionals

'Phis

is

an alarm

clock,

ttw only ear-appealw

might well be proud. It's her first
fling at radj^aUJVqugh she's understood to have turned out a~WW
scripts for a children's religious nro
gram over WGV, Schenectady. That

that^

in Cincinnati

oommands mori

led to the solo effort.

attention than

Miss Clark fashions her stories
simply and effortlessly (10 of tfie'rh
are to be published in booklet form).
Supplementing literary skill lg an

W8AI

ki th« morning,

a<worcHng to Koopw.*
v

earnest piety which perfectly fits the
material and the format,
speaks
in an unusually soft, almost childlike
tone. Her narration of the birth 61
Christ on a pre-Christmas broadoagt

me

tops. It

measured up

many

to

production, the thing
usually well.

came

Put on in cooperation
Catholic Radio
Diocese, the
.

oft

with
*" the

to youngsters
Radio stations, big

give

more

and small, rrilgh"
attention to features ilk'

even if they can never compete
Hooper or Qrossley survey with
action-packed cliff hangers. Jaco.

this,

in a

f*Msy through BtyHmtor

network
For
n '—
any

resp.edjs.
lltth),

'//<>

COWBOY AW JSO

he can write, oh, how happy White
Owl would be!"
from Texas—vocftUie* F above hlxli C dim
hundred tljnfe In one hour dully fortltwlmo
Plugs, open, midway and close, —before practicing the seml-clanslcs.
were well handled and. Included an
Crnlcj—Critics—Promoters and sponapology for inability to meet desJri-WEI.COM*. lton't call, write,
mands.
Dorm.
HICKEV, 2111 W. 9STII ST.. N. T. C.

out.

was

FM

station has been filed with tTie FCC
by Josh L. Home of Rocky Mount.

The "night owl for White Owl" is
teamed with vet Paul Douglas for
this Mutual venture and a name
guest will be spotted to feature each
quarter-hour

—An

WNEW's "Air Force Newsreel"
last Friday night (6) dramatized a radio article by Cpl. Dick
Dudley which appeared recently in
"Variety," and another aneht the
GI altitude toward outdoor film
exhibitions. Stanza, written by Pfc.
Dick Pack (ex-WOR flack), was
smoothly and rapidly paced through-

standards in

interesting

'

slanza

low-watt station and

In

,

service; Mme. Henri Laurent, Belgian
info center; Gertrude Hung, Chinese
news service, and David Bailey, director of the Australian' news' and
info bureau, answered queries forthrightly.
Taylor Grant, as quizmas-

WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
moving rapidly at all times.
Timely questions kept listeners
(J. Walter Thompson)
The idea of trying to transfer Earl glued to 'their radios. They were not
average

Allen likewise came through, with
guest Charles -Boyer, in skjt casting
the great lover as a "kunnel from or
Kaintucky, suh.''

by

Sunday

teed off
fashion:

Guest experts Leon Brasseur, of
French press and information

Taiil Douglas, guests
Director: Lester O'Keefe
Writers: Wilson, Joe Bigelow,
Rice, Ed Ettinger/Paul Denis
15 Mins,; Sun., 10 p.m.

for. privilege of delivering the commercials. Burns

telligently

Gertrude

.

the
.

With

week from him

through with boff

Laurent,

25 Mins.; Sun., 10:35 p.m.

ad

his

Henri

Hung, David Bailey, Bob Adams

and Dick Bradley
Producer: Ted Cott

UJSRI

'ftf
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ASCAP's Toppers To
Huddle in
Next Wk. Federal

AFM Lashes Out at loss' Locations,

NX

Meeting of sectional supervisors of
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers^ gets under
way next week 15 > at the Ambassador hotel. N. Y. It will be under the
gavel of Herman Grecnberg, assist-

SI

Judge Rules Bandleaders

the

Ordering Pastor-Kramer Pact Killed
American Federation

of

Musicians*

has lake., a long stride in cliroclion
traveling the past f<-w
it has been

months

— the

task

cleaning..- up
which have put
too many young bands so far in the
their
of
incubation
days
during
red
that thoy never became profitable

——

:

orchestra

tor's

can

"

.

;

four-week

scheduled

dale

Kramor-owued

Maria

on
at

.

.

.

Motion by American Tobacco Co.
to set- aside Judge Carroll G. Walters' recent rejection of a motion to
dismiss the suit against it by Advanced Music Co. will be heard Jan,
18 in Appellate. Court, N. Y. American has already filed briefs and Adyanced's- attorneys have until the

i

Tony Pas-

reneg

—

:

AdvaiWted Music Suit U P
Again as Am. Tob. Acts

j

ot

"loss" location dates,

ventures. In ordering that

—

-r—

;

a
the

KHh

Roosevelt

AFM

hotel. .Washington, D. C:, Hie
Jet it be known to band ageucirs-thal
in the future it will act accordingly

to

theirs.

file

Suit is oyer the rating given the
music company's song. "Doivt Sweetheart Me" on the Lucky Strike "Hit

any similar case upon complaint
from a bandleader, even if the leader
is on jstic'h a job and has only par1

in

fulfilled the

tially

time called for

its

move has had

•

results.

who headquarters

AFM
;
1

iri.N. Y.

LEEDS RUSS BID

,

j

|

Kaye-MCABurnAt
Earle, Phila., Deal

.

Philadelphia. Jan. 9.
Sammy Kaye and the theatre der
to erase the method many location, pariment of Music Corp. of America
dale owners use to get music cheaply. are peeved plenty at the Earle theHeretofore, such owners would give atre, Philadelphia, over a situation
n new band a chance to work r usu- that originated during Kaye's run
ally, at., n huge weekly .financial loss
at the -house New Year's week. His
and on the condition lha't they return contract' called for doing a New
to the same job at certain intervals Year's Eve stage show. starting just,
at The same rate of pay. In this way, after, midnight (Penn Blue Laws
many, band buyers have been able to prohibit Sunday theatre performgct,bands to work for them at scale ances), specifying it was to be done
long after they became comparatively .at the Earle. However, the theatre's
big names. This system apparently operators prevailed upon the leader
it's imis. a thing of the past and
to do the midnight performance innow under stead at the Camden, N. J;, .theatre,
maestro
plied
,Vmy
such an obligation can have it where all Earle stage shows play
cancelled simply by complaining to Sunday, and which Kaye had played
the union. It's emphasized, however, all that day Che was supposed to go
that the union will riot interfere with back to Philly for the single Eve
any leader ready and willing to play show).
a job at a loss to himself.. Rex RiKaye apparently didn't realize
cflrdi, assistant' to Petrillo. will act
until too late that doing the midonly on complaints. How spot-own- night show at Camden instead of at
ers will take the idea isn't certain. the Earle would affect his weekly
However, it's a cinch they won't salary. He was at the Earle on a
lake it sitting down. Ricardi's ideas guarantee and split, as all name
constitute
interfering
with
legal bands are booked, .the Sunday b.o.
contracts.
intake at Camden, per usual, not
'•
Pastor's situation
was of long figuring in the Earle total. Kaye figstanding. It grew out of a contract ures that had he played the Earle
wrillen^for lyim during the time he New Year's Eve. as his contract, spec:

,

C'o.'s

re-

American Society of
Composers. Authors and Publishers
for

to

the

support of

recoil deal for exclusive' representation rights to Russian music, has been deferred until
Jan. 24. If at that time ASCAP docs
not accede to Leeds' requests the
music will-be affiliated, with 'Broadcast Music, Inc.
ASCAP's deferment of protection
of Leeds' rights in the Russian tunes
is based on the fact that Russia has
no reciprocal copyright protection
arrangement with the U. S.; and is
not a member of the Berne Convene
lion, set up years ago by most of
the countries in the world for mutual copyright protection. As a matits

ter of fact, Russian music cannot be
copyrighted in this' country..' Any
one able to secure a copy of a RusV
sian tune can use it without payment
of royalty.

:

..

.

This

what Leeds asks

is

ASCAP

to eliminate, in addition to requesting full performance credits. Since

other 'music publishers such as Rob-

'

managed by Consolidated Radio

It called for $1,300 -weekly
lor a run at the Lincoln hotel, N. Y..
with a 12-week option to be played
without' interruption. Mrs. Kramer
could use the band in whichever of
her hotels she chose. When Pastor
shifted agency allegiance to General
Amusement Corp. Jan. 1, 1944. GAC,
prevailed upon .the hotel operator to
break the 12-week stretch into three
four-week inns and. boost the salary
to $1,500.
However, even with the $200 jump.
Pastor stood to lose $1,500 weekly
for the four weeks at the Roosevelt
and he rebelled. At $1,500, weekly he
was drawing $200 above scale (his
original price), but in view of the
AFM's recent investigations into
"loss" dales, He complained and the
».
union acted.
At the time he ordered Pastor's
Roosevelt pact cancelled, Ricardi
Informed agencies that hereafter all
contracts
band and a
between
Kramer-owned hotel must be sub(Continued on page 40)

Artists.

'

-

.

:

:

ary almost double what the orginal
He's getting ap-.
pact demanded.
•proximately $3.000] which will just
about let him break even.
•Briefly what the union is doing is

-was

'

'

he would have added at least
$4,000 or thereabouts to the $28,000
ified,

gross he pyramided on the week and
would therefore have gone into percentage. His split was over $29,000.

Porter's 'Fence

Me

In'

Headed for Over Million

bins, Marks, etc.. also .hold music
that's in the public domain, which
is, in effect, the current standing of

Leeds' Russian melodies, and they
get only l/20lh o£ a "point credit for
arrangements of them from the Society,

ASCAP's

attitude

under-

is

However, Leeds
questing full protection and
standable.

recredits
is

on the basis of an allegedly blueprinted reciprocal agreement be?
tween the U.S. and Russia postwar.
As it stands how. Leeds cannot
market copies of. the Russian material for fear any or all of it will bp
appropriated for indiscriminate use
without royally payment, its deal
with Am-Rus'. Russia's negotiator
here, is for 28 years and' a 28-year
renewal option and the representation rights are world-wide, including
Russia itself. The cost to Leeds' is
undisclosed, but payments are to
be made ever a five-year period,
plus royalties during and thereafter

j

!

Bit-Bandleader

in

Sheet Sales

"Don't Fence Me In," Cole Porter's
musical sagebrush' saga from the
film "Hollywood Canteen." has already achieved a place among the
top songs of the past four or five
years in sales and promises to argue

the leadership in that department. So far the song has sold approximately 875,000 copies and as
yet shows no signs ot slowing up.
It's still the No. 1 tune of the coun-

for

which markets the
tune, one of the few times a Porter
incidentally,
tune,
has been ex
ploited outside the Dreyfus music
Harms,.

Inc.,

When it went to trial several
weeks ago. both James C. Petrillo,
head of the AFM, and Joseph Pad-

tion.

Some of the 30-odd deals thai
Broadcast Music Inc.. has made with
bandleaders for the establishment of
music firms have kicked back at the
radio-owned performance outfit; The
us ual
BMI arrangement with a
bandleader whereby he. sets up a
publishing ht>use (on paper only)
based on origin?', tunes in his band's
library., calls for an advance of $3.000 at the t.ne the deal is made and
similar sums every three months if
all stipulations of the contract are

way, attorney for the .American.
Federation of Labor.; were on hand.
.

Oscar

However, BMI officals have not
always been demanding enough to
obtain "lead" sheets oh the original'
songs listed by leaders with whom it
makes deals, before forking over the
initial $3,000.
It has happened that
a smart maestro made up 10 titles
out of thin air. handed them to BMI
in exchange for the' $3,000, promis-

circle,

confidently -expects

sale of well over a million

a

total
copies.

That's a hot piece of. material even
in these days of big sales. It surpasses last year's "Malrzy Doats,"
which skyrocketed into the 750.000
and over class .in the matter of a

Guy Lombardo's orchestra has
been booked into the Crpitol theatre,
N. Y. for its first date at that house.
Band is due to open sometime In few weeks. "Fence", was first played
mid-May at a price undisclosed, but on; the air late In October.
taid to be equal to anything It got
on Broadway before.
'
'

HtU

rfi.

'

il.y Cuji

^tUj*;-^ w*wr'"'s

one of the few bands that have
played the complete Broadway circuit.
Lombardo first ' played the
Paramount, then the Strand, the
Roxy in 1943 and now the Cap. Jimmy 'Dorsey has also played every
house.

Kirby's Oakland Date
John Kirby's orchestra heads westlater this month to open at

ward

Burton's Cocktail Lounge, Oakland,
Cal.,

Jan. .23.
Contrary to earlier
advice, from Music Corp. of Amer-

Kirby's booking agency, he
did not get a release from that outica,

lit

.

j

-

Before opening at Oakland, Klrby
h doing one-nighters in the Los Angeles area, starting

Sunday

(14).

I

Dorsey's '400 ChA'

WK

Deal Depends on
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra may

play the 400 Club, N. Y., which
has been seeking a booking on him.
Club offered Dorsey a $6,000 guarantee sometime ago, and that figure
still -stands.
At the time, however,
still

possibility of a guarantee against, all
cover charge: was discussed. Whether
that still holds Is not certain.
Dorsey arid his manager, Arthur

T. Michaud, looked oyer the spot last
week. His possible opening there,
however, will depend completely on
whether the spot's owners can secure okay from the Office of Price
Administration to tack on a cover
charge. .It has been operating with
Reports of possible
a minimum,
curfews on. liquor sales, however,
may hold up the ideal.

president of the Cincin-

accompanied
Both the latter were on the
local,

Form B

defense of the
'

Petrillo.,

siarid in

contract.

In his opinion. Judge Dewey cited
the contention that the Form B contract is conclusive evidence of an
employer-employee relationship. ..
•

am

"I
"I cannot agree.", he said.
satisfied that the contract in question was riot entered into by fair'
between the two parties,
negotiations
..
.

.

,

demand ot the musicians
union, and the requirement that it
must be signed or no orchestra could
be obtained; and that it was required to be '.executed with the
avowed purpose of protecting the
leader from payment of taxes as an
employer.'
The judge said further that the

but upon
]

They
the lead sheets later.
all.
In another
instance, a leader listed originals
made for him by an arranger, he
never paid, it's said, resulting in a
squabble as. to the ownership of the
tunes.
The arranger blew up because not only hadn't he been paid
for the tunes, but a nice chunk of
coin was earned by. them.
As a, rule, however, the majority
of the deals BMI has. made have:
ing

1

never did get them

the

enue

the provision

is

'

of.

con-

the

owner
the ballroom
tract giving
right of control over the orchestra,
The answer is that Ulider the situalion shown here, such right could
.

I

not be exercised," the judge said,

J

"If the ballroom owner attempted
to exercise any such right of taking

.

level.

which seems to bolher
commissioner of internal rev-

"difficulty

j

been oh the

Hill,

nati

met.

!

barge of the orchestra it would
the orchestra and its pur|;ose of providing satisfactory, ennot be
It just could
tcrlainmont.

'it

PL*
l/Dl

r
UJL
vOOS WHO

Petrillo

Cost

J.J

I*

ecslroy

'

llUarQefl

City

63G ^nc
Form B has both its good and bad
according to the angle from
1
Qt/ points,
ivol
^.
l80kcd at It was deigned
.

In
^alariPC orate
SinrP
in jaianes

'

.

nicn u s
Chicago. Jan. 9.
by the AFM primarily to protect the
James C. Petrillo. who probably lower level leader, and musician, to
doesn't care one way or the. other whom the' sums they .would 'pay over
.'
anyway, was deprived last week by a year's time if they were responorder of Police Comm. James All- sible for their own s. s. and uncmman of the police bodyguard that ploymcnt taxes, would mean much,
has shadowed him here for the past From the viewpoint of the name
13 years, costing Chi taxpayers $H3.band!. 'it is a headache. Many band600 in salaries. Item came to light leadars claiiri that via the operation
w/ien Allman ordered two cops to of Form B. the 'Governmen t loses a
Mike Nidorf. who resigned as v.p report to the detective bureau for fair amount of. taxes yearly, They
,
assert there are hundreds of cases
of General Amusement Corp. effect- reassignment.
ive Jan. 1, werit to the Coast last
Since 1932, when Petrillo reported
n which the money is never paid by
week <3) with attorney Bernie Miller to police he had been kidnapped the buyer of the band, a good many
for the purpose of settling with GAC from a golf course and ransomed for of whom will never be snagged by
president Thomas G. Rockwell on the $50,000 in musicians' union funds the Government;
slock Nidorf owns in the company. Mater, he claimed, paid back out of
his pocket), the music czar has been
It's said that a tentative arrangement
was made before Nidorf left N. Y., always accompanied -by iwo detecwhich will be legally completed on tives here. This was their one asthe Coast. It calls for Rockwell's signment, when .he was out of town
purchase of the 17&.% of GAC stock they remained at police headquarNidorf owns, to be paid for in ters.
Next two songs published by the
Asked how come. Mayor Ed Kelly riving Berlin Co. will be the first
weekly installments. Nidorf is said
.for
to have preferred this arrangement. could give no reason last week
tunes in that company's catalog not.
Nidorf's plans are-still unkown. abandonment of the detail, although penned by Berlin; They are, ''Comfie did say any person who.fcels his
It's said by his friends that he is now
ing Around the Corner," by Mack
right to ask
so ufldecided on his future that it life is in -danger has the
David and Bob Wilson, and "Good,
wouldn't be surprising if he retracted for, and get, a police bodyguard.
Go'od, Good."' a latin item by Dorii
s "° t
Tns~Tcs;g.«j -Ac t! Hfoo m O »,C_a.nd reFischer and A.an Roberts, Foil ow_
^, '...u:.u
<u„
mained there. He. was with, the until I94j, tvTfcn ..leii'-p.-y-y. as "it?
was .upped to $3,000
agency from its inception about nine to $2,800. and it
starts work immediately, one by
years ago. starling as a one-night last year.
Berlin, titled "AH My Life," conies
His
resignation
several
booker;UPweeks ago was a bombshell to the
Berlin recently broke up his long
band business.
White to Melodylane;
partnership with Saul Bornslein and
subsequently* established a new Irvto Bourne ing Berlin Co., based ori a cohsidr
erable number of tunes he wrote
Meet
Paine to
Elmore While, who severed conduring the association; Since that
Congress of SESAC members will nections with Broadway Music s«v- lime the firm has been busy with
convene in Havana, Cuba, Jan. 16- eral weeks ago via the mutual can- revivals, of "Always" and "White
cellation of a three-year contract.
It will.be the first get-together
20.
J' m3>
by members- of that organization. joined Melodylane in N. Y. as pro._
Confab also will be attended by fessionai manager Monday <8). He
OTTTrKTF
AKllh oir A W'<S» fl.X. UUiLJUE
replaced Abe Blooni. who -•hi f Is I')
other music copyright interests.
Artie
Shaw's new orchestra
John G. Paine, general manager the Bourne ., Inc.
Murray Massey," who was the jumped into N.Y. for one day yesterof the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, will other half of the Melodylane staff day <Tucs.) to record four sides at
be there along with Herman Finkle- with Bloom, resigned. He has not RCA- Victor and right out again to
continue its first road tour.
steiri, ASCAP's attorney.-.
yet "been replaced.

that time.

.

•

'

•

•

Nidorf-GAC Stock

i

'

i

[

Deal Being Doped

j

t

..

try.

Both the American Federation of
Musicians as well as the defendant,
the Internal Revenue Department,
took part in the defense of the ac-

Deals Kick Back

.

Mark

|

j

j

|

|

—

,

>

:

|

L0MBARD0 SET FOR 1ST
DATE AT CAPITOL, N.Y.

"

Likely

Spilalny's all-girl "Hour of
orchestra, after switching
security,
to the Capitol the-'l unemployment arid social
aire. N. Y.. for one date, has now
taxes for their, musicians. This debeen booked into the Paramount cision was arrived at as (he result of
theatre. N: Y. Dale is indefinite, but a. suit brought by Tom Archer's
it will be sometime this coming sumCrystal Ballroom, Dubuque, against
mer. Spitalny has played the Par the CI. S. Internal Revenue Departbefore, the last lime in 1,939.
ment for the recovery of $20.98 paid
Spilalny's crew sets out on an- by the spot owners in uiiemploy
other concert lour in a few weeks. merit taxes on -ands that played the
*
dnnccry. Of. course, the decision is
r
open to appeal, which will probably
If
it
stands, •however,
bo. taken.
through appeal, social security taxes
j. will .come
under the ruling.
Phil

Charm'"

ASCAPDEFERS

B

Dcs. Moines. Jan. 9.
of Musicians'
Form contract look its first beating
in federal, court here late last week.
Judge' Charles A. Dewey decided
bandleaders are independent
that
contractors and must themselves pay

American Federation

from the Strand

quest

Pa.-lor will fulfill the Roo.-evelt date,
opening today < Wed.), but at a sal-

'

Appeal on Form

O n 1jta1nv'«» AlKidl
torch
„ OP
""V Ali-ftui Vrcn
Set for N. Y. Paramount

i

visor,

Are Independent Contractors;

.

Action on Leeds Music

in

his contract.

Already

Parade."

•

ant general manager of the Society.
Due to attend the confab, -.which is
claimed to involve, routine matters,
are Richard J. Powers, western and
northwestern area head: I. T. Cohen.
southern territory headquartered
Atlanta): John Wooden, of midwest,
and Fred Erdman. eastern super-

IRVING BERLIN CO S

2 NON-BERLIN TUNES

,

.
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1
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I

.

—
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•

;

Abe Bloom

SESAC
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.
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.
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Wallerstein, Manie Sacks

Band Leaders Plenty Worried Over

To Coast on Talent Hunt
Edward (Tod)

Wallerstein, head of
Columbia
Records.
and
Maul*
Sacks, director of the company's
Artists and Repertoire division, leave
However.- tho>e outfit.-. 'as are all N. Y. for California Friday (12).
others.- are beginning to feel the Pair go west on new talent and the
weight .hi draft ho-.uu's again. Last enlargement of CRC's Hollywood
week s revised .induction regulations., plant, plans which, of course, won't
particularly the one involving 4-F's be put into effect until postwar.
replacement
creating
'already
•s
They'll
gone approximately
be
headache.-., which will become more three weeks and on the return trip
bothersome as time goes on. Virttir will slop off at Columbia's recently
ally all ihe experienced key men re- acquired
plant outside Cincinnati,
maining in Ihe business, most of which is due to start spewing out
•
.whom are with top bands, hold a discs around Feb. 1.
A-V status and they'll' probably be

Draft Threats, Nitery Clamp

New

Booking agents and night spot
owners employing name baiul> ace
worried and are already preparing;
plans 10 case tiie blow; of any government move.- against Hie sale of
liquor or a curlew. Music Corp. of
America exec.-, for example, went
mil a huddle in Hotly wood the
pan of last week. Dav:d
la; u~!
iS->r.nyi Werhluv and Charles Miller,

;

'

of the N". V. office, having,
lost.
An example: one of the very
in a hurry following n'
lop bands a.-scrtedly had live of its
from p'.vMcicnt Jules Stein.
men recalled -lasl week.

bejel-

gone
call

«M

Bands

ASCAP

sort

Another

sale of spirits

problem

war-time

Tries Again

s

/

)

t'nvrr*
«'«el»i

Bund
.Lexinglon (300; 75c-$1.50) ..
Hal Aloma*.
Jerry Wald. ..
. .New Yorker
(400; Sl-$1.50).
..Pennsylvania (S00; $1-$1.50).
Les Brown
Leo Reisman*.
Waldorf (550; $2). ...
Count Basie.
..Lincoln (275; $I-$1.50):
.

.

Guy Lombardo
Enoch Light.

.

,

.-.

Hal Mclntyre.

.

.

.

Roosevelt (400; $i-$1.50).
Billmore (400; SI -SI. 50.)

.

.

Commodore

or.

(

23.250

3

2.250

7.400

4
6

2.600
2.475

10.000

2

'1.575

4.125

2.IS0O

41.800

9111)

17,550

1.925

ti.OOO

.

15

.

.

15
4

New

i'ulill

l.'Hfar*

Oil |)„ ls

1,575

.

$1-$1.50).

Asterisk*. indicate a supporting floor show.

ice shoirs.

,

.

.

I'unl

Work

12

I'liiyed

,

.

.
.

11.025

Yorker, Billmore, have

Le.ritigfoii, 'Hawaiian floor sIiori.

On By-Law Change To

thai

Chicago

has been increasing right along and

curfew loom-

J <>!.">

Hotel B.O.

at

Hotol

•

.

calls .any

10,

(Presented herewith, as a weekly: tabulation, Is --the '-estimated cover
charge business being don* by name bands in various New York hotels
Dinner busitie»i (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name
hotel give
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates 'weekend and
holiday price. Compilation i» based on period -from Monday to Saturday

i

ihe government
of a limitation on ilio
(rumor lias a 8 p.m.
mi:
the move will
If

,...

.

Remedy Absentee Snag Cab Calloway (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950: $1.50-$2 50 min )
reaching a crescendo, is
American Society of Composers, Calloway opened New Year's Eve. following Bobby Sherwood, who closed
Not only is personnel transDec. 30, to snag 5.000.
portation becoming almost impos- Authors and Publishers (or the secCarmen Cavallaro (Empire Room, Palmer House; 700; $:t-$3. 50 min.).
sible,
but
agencies are warning ond time in six months has circulated
leaders heading for the road that, as ballots among members, seeking an Cavallaro, Digatanos and Mincvitch Rascals responsible for strong 7.200°
often as possible, musicians should affirmative vole to allow. a change in with furniture convensh and New Year's weekend.
carry --mailer
instruments wit h one of its by-laws. According to the
Art Kassel (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.S0 min ). ConIlls
that
won't be disturbed, per. them. There have been too many in- current wording of (lie rule in ques- vensh biz hefty here, too, with 3.700 on hand for Kassel, Tana and Art
usual, are the very top names with stances lately of baggage cars being tion, any problem that comes before Nelson's puppets.
sufficient b. o. power to warrant: sidetracked
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackslone hotel; 400: $2,50 .min.).
enroule.
resulting
in the Board of Directors for adjudicaFair
major theatre work and one-night- musicians arriving on jobs to find no tion and is not -settled at the meeting 2,400 tabs for Snyder and Curol Bruce, opening Friday (5), and Kilty
ers.
at which it is brought up. must have;
Carlisle, who moved out.
horns and no music.
Ihe identical mem'ocrs ol the board
Tommy Tucker (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; nCSO.: S3-S3.50 min.).,
1

likely

kill

off:

now

'.-

hundreds uf work opportunities for;
band< throughout the country and
the blow w ill pack a punch that w ill
eliminate many of the lower level
bands that arc able to exist because:
of these spots. Perhaps the only out-'

travel.

1

;

-

.

|

''',."

j

|

when

it

is

returned

at

a

later

(ASCAP's director meetmust have a quorum of 18, two-

meeting.

10 Best Sellers
1.

Me

Don't Fence

on Coin-Machines

In (8) (Harms')

Making Believe

2.

I'm

3.

There Goes That Song

(5)

Crosby -Andrews

<BVC>
(3

>

Ink Spots

.(

4

Into Each Life

Some Rain

(4'

(Sum

Iiikspots

.

5.

That's Irish Lullaby (6) (Wilmark)..

6.

Trolley Song (12) (Feist)

Morgan.
Sammy Kaye.

f-Russ

(Shapiro'.

Dccca
Deeca
....Decca
Victor

— Fitzgerald

..Decca

Bing Crosby

As elsewhere, New Year's crowd stayed
number of tabs much; 4.700 for Tucker.

ings
thirds of the 24 evenly divided be-

tween writer and publisher members,
lo take action on any problem.)
Making it mandatory that the same
directors must sit in judgment on a
problem until it is finally disposed of

all

evening, so holiday didn't affect

Los Angeles
Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900: $1-$1.50).
post-holiday let'dowh at 4.000 covers.

Holding up nicely despite
.

..

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

has frequently delayed decisions for
months because of illness, travel,
business and any other reasons for
absenteeism, and for this reason

(Chicago)

Decca
Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Claridge, Joe E. Lewie
and Rose. MaFie still getting a steady 5,000.
Pied Pipers
Capitol
Chuck Foster (Blackhawk; 500; $l-$2.50 min.). It's a long cold week
Tony Pastor
Bluebird ASCAP seeks to revise the regulation
Evelyn Knight
Dccca so that any quorum of directors'can when Foster doesn't draw over 3,000. This stanza pulled 3,200:
Frankle Masters (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Every night is
Vaughn Monroe... .... .Victor decide on any problem, whether they
New Year's eve here. Masters and Ritz Bros, still SRO with slighllv less
Mary Martin
Decca were on the case .at previous meet- than 7,500.
Dinah Shore....
Victor ings or not.
sponsored
Bornstein
the
Saul
Bing Crosby
Decca
(Los Angeles)
and letters and ballots went
(Tommy Dorsey ......Victor change,
Gene Krupa (Palladium B, Hollywood, second week). Heavy reaction
members laslVcok over the signa-

|

)

T.

Dance With Dolly

(15)

(Shapiro),

'

|

Walk Alone

8.

I'll

9.

White Xtnas

|

(19) '(Morris)..
;

10.

I

Dream

of

(7)

You

(Berlin)

(Embassy)

(1)

|

(

Andy

.

.

.

Russell.

.

.

Capitol

to

ture

of

president

Deems

Taylor.

from the

kids.

Healthy take at

.29,000 admissions.

Ted Flo Rlto (Trianon B, Southgate, third, week). Heavy b.o. pick-up
Originally, it went out over BornRay Benson's orchestra opens in
with 9,100 passing through wickets.
Gabriel Hull, Mexican tunesmith, stein's signature, and was defeated
the Persian
Room, Hotel Plaza. signed by Republic to compose score Ballots are returnable Jan. 17, to be
Lelghton Noble (Slapsy Maxle's, N. Los Angeles, sixth week). Business
N..Y., Jan. 18.
still bullish.
Capacity being hit regularly here for 8,200.
and special numbers for "Mexicanal" counted next day.
,

.

'

.

.

New

Hits for the

T

I\

ew Year!
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Neweit
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Shcc&U

PRIMA and BOS MIKETlA

By LOUIS

Recordings By

RECORDS

LOUIS PRIMA

HIT

TONY PASTOR

VICTOR

LES

BROWN

GLEN GRAY

COLUMBIA
DECCA

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
iy

BUD GREEN.

LES

BROWN

and SEN

HOMER

,11,

EDWIN
'

;> 1

MORRIS & COMPANY,

H.
'•!

H

i-

oa

tl

v.

a

Nc*

Yorl;

19,

H.

Y.

Inc
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*db«ri«y, January
10 Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending. J»n.

Me

Dream

NBC CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

6)

In

.Harm*

of You..:

Eniba.«iy

Don't Fence
I

There Goes That Sung. .Shapiro'

BVC

I'm Making Believe.,.
Trolley Song

Always

.

.

.'.
.

.

.

.

.

Feist
.Berlin

.Crawford

Together

Witmark
I'll
Walk Alone. ....... .Morris
.Shapiro
Dunce with Dolly.

That's Irish Lullaby
.

.

.

.

.

TITLK

"

Gome

Aocentuale the Positive— t"H«rt
After Awhile
Always— fChrletmai Holiday"
Confessin'
Don't Ever

MoitJb
.Starlight

Berlin

,

.Bourn*
Morris

Chang*

Harms
.Paramount
Crawford
.

Chelsea

,

Dream of- You.
Remember Suzanne

I'll

Embassy

;

......Marks

—

Making Believe t'.'Sweet and Lowdown"
Magic Is the Moonlight— fBathing Beauty".
More and More— f'Can't Help Singing"
My Heart Sings— t" Anchor* A weigh"
I'm

Lane's Guild Action In

PUBLISHES

the Waves"

Don't Fence Me In— t'Hollywood dantean*
Don't You Know I Care
F.valina— ""Bloomer Girl"
I Don't Want to Love You— f 'Let'i Go Steady".
I

Shubert, Olsen Fight

,

BVC
•

.

.

.MelodylHii*

.

Harmi
.....

Leeds.Lewin

.

Saturday Night
.............
Strange Music— '"Song of Norway"
Lee Sluiben and Ola Olsen (& Sweet Dreams Sweetheart—.f'Hollywood Ganteen".
Johnson) applied in N. Y. supreme The Love I Long For— *"Sadie Thompson"
court last week for an order slay- There Goes That Song Again— fCarollna Blue.s"
ing an arbitration proceeding by Hie This Heart of Mine— f'Ziegfeld Follies"
Dramatists Guild, asked for by Bur- Trolley Song f'Meet Me in St. Louis"
ton Lane, writer of the songs for Wailing

Tune Publication Nix

,

,

.

...

.

Announcing the winners for Esquire's 1945 AllAmerican Jaaz Band, and Esquire's All-American
New Stars—selected by a board of 22 leading
jazz critics and writers. This great issue of Esquire
also gives you Barry Ulanov's "The Blues for the
Times"
and many other jazz-minded articles
and stories. At your newsstand January IS.
.

.

.

Esquire* 8 1945 Jazz Book
Published by A. S. Barnes

&

<^^^

Co.*

A

brand-new Esquire Jaza Book, edited by Paul
Eduard Miller. Here are comments by the 22 experts

on their choices for Esquire's AU-American
lists of their favorite records, and

Jazz Band,

named; addisome 50 New Orleans musi-

biographies of about 100 musicians
tional biographies of

cians; lists of all

important jazz records and

events of the year; wartime hints to record collectors

;

a complete history of

New

their musical, "Luffing Room Only.''
now on Broadway. Petition to- halt
the arbitration was applied for in

Lane

at newsstands,

PX

SO.

Co. and

is

to

Film iisical.

•

who severed

Scott,

the new combination. Therefore, he
has tiot been booked anywhere by
the William Morris agency.

At CBS,

he had made with Bregma'n, Vocco
& Conn to publish the' tunes from
the. show and
that Shubert
and
Olsen be restrained from interfering
under the Guild's basic minimum
agreement. His deal witli BVC had
gone as far as payment of an advance on the songs, when Shubert
acted up and prevented their pub-

Orleans jazz

book and department
and ships' stores. $1.

Song Every

The

Her*

laid about

Duke Ellington and his band plus six winners
Band. At the Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Angeles. Cross proceeds to Volunteer Army Canteen Service.

in Esquire's All-American

Band

brating 50 years of

Auditorium,

New

Orleans jazz old-timers,

New Orleans jazz.
Orleans.

"Santa Marta ii a catchy invocation of the Coand the
.
lombian banana port of that name
dance luggettt that the Santa Marten! have learned
some very linuous slips on their banana peels.

has been hankering to- gel into the
record business for some lime, has
been formed.
It
has hired four
artists so far— Dick Brown, singer;
Boyd Raeburn's orchestra.- Maurice
Rocco, nitery pianist, and Lanny &
Ginger, radio novelty team. Brown
will do his
(irsl
recordings next
week.
Label will be titled Guild and will
sell for 75c.
Recording asserledly
will he done al Muzak's studios in
N. Y.. with, the pressing plant in

•

.

"By

Copies

Newark.

UA's

Look
Own

On Gould's

Pic

Tunes

United Artists film company has
songplugger ol its own to
work in conjunction with Mills
Music on the score of the forthcoming-picture.
"Delightfully
Danhired a

V/z-Hour
Broadcast of the Concerts
Over Blue Network
January 17, from 10:30 to 12 P.M.
^Central Wjsr

gerous." Tunes in the film are. written by Morion Gould,, who Is contractually
connected
with
Mills,
therefore their publication of the
score.
Individual put. on by
to work
on the songs is George Bieber. UA's
"artitiv-—i: -.vsMsual
£.%'.& J'ille^ exploitation
dim. scores is leTT
of
strictly to.lhe staff of the firm publishing them.

UA

Time

Hear this great broadcast over the BlueNetwork Jrom Los Angeles, jrom New
.Orleans, plus 15 minutes of Benny Good'
man and his quintet and Mildred Bailey Edison Hotel Stymied
!

.

I

in a studio broadcast

Jrom New

Featured mil be playing by musicians
simultaneously Jrom all three cities. The

show will be broadcast to the Armed
Forces overseas, and shortumved to South
America*
eompmny of
ftuMiahcri of th* Record Book,
Haee«*l Booh, miid F«na*«'«'* th* Raal Jan.

*A. S. Barnae wirf Co.. it th* pmrent

Smith
the

*wi<f

Jan

Dumtl,

g nquiu.

On

York.

INC..

194*

Alterations Till '46

Washington. Jan. 9:
issued an order last Saiurbarring Maria KranTer's
Hotel Edison, ' N. Y., from making
any alterations or engaging in any
construction work over $100 until

WPB

;

!

1

day

(0)

to

Now Ready

Marks

for the best

songs of 1945. From among
the thousands in our popular

Songplugger
j

Sponsored by the

National Jazz Foundation.

last

.

week, Santa Marta had broken the sheet,

music records of Buenos Aires' Tin Pan Alley."

cele-

Municipal

1944.

•,

SANTA MAR¥A:

•

New recording company financed
by the American Glossile Co.. which

Orleans

Wanted—

Secured

whit "TIMi" Megeiine (Nov.

"Latin America had a new long rag* last week
and a dance to go with it. The long wei lante
Both
.Marta; th* dance, the Porro Colombiano.
seamed likely to follow the rumba and the conga—
and other Latin American long hiti— north.

TEEOFF

IN 4-ARTIST

ii

Publisher

MARKS

But

lication.

Wednesday, January 17, in Los Angeles and

New

re^ajm^h^^Tajn^^^CaroJ^e^tnger,

SANTA MARTA

NEW RECORDING OUTFIT

Louis Armstrong and other All-American

band was com-

Scott's

1

catalog, we're proud to start
the year with these top
tunes:
REMEMBER SUZANNE
DIFP'RENCE A DAY MADE

I'LL

WHAT A
MY

IN

LITTLE RED

BOOK

LILLI MARLENE (Authentic Peter
rice Version)

Mau-

M**»A-MAr^5~ AGES AGO
AURORA TROPICAL
LONG LIVE THE FUTURE
UNDER THE BAMBOO TREE (From
"Meet Me In St. Louis")
ANYONE ELSE TURNS UP (TURN
DOWN)
BApNYARD BAND

the

Picture,

IF

'EM

1948.

Penalty was handed out because
the hotel violated regulations by installing an $18,000 air conditioning

said WPB compliance division. Installation took place about
February, 1943, without
author-

system,

WPB

ization.

EDWARD
MII^K

CORPORATION
I

N

..

S K

ii

1

NN

:

.

Re

Settled

Songstress K a role Singer'* suit
against bandleader Vincent LopM. to
cancel a flv* year management contract, was settled out of court, aucdrding to paper* filed In N. ¥. supreme court last week discontinuing
(he action. Miss Singer formerly appeared with Lopez' band. She sued
under her real name of Mary Elizabeth Seawell.
Under th* settlement, the singer

THE NEW SOUTH
AMERICAN RAGE

by Members of Esquire*
All-American Jazz Band

•

Management Pact

con-

posed of crack studio musicians. lie
of time. They feel that the exploi- of course could not use these men
tation of the tunes and marketing in a dance band for sustained work
of them during the show's run will away from the' studio.
be competition for the latter and
that when they expire the musical
will be injured.
Shubert and Olsen also claim that,
per their contract. Lane must con'-;
vey both small rights and copyright
participation in the ownership of
the songs to them and also that they
must be a party to and approve any
contracts the songwriter makes with
a music publisher. Lane, in his complaint to the Dramatists Guild asks
$150,000 damages for blocking a deal

Two Concerts

winners plus

BMI

Lopez-Vocalist Action

Delay on Scott Bookings
Raymond

nexions with CBS in N. Y, Dec. 32
with a view toward playing regular
dance and theatre dales with a new
band, has not so far begun work on

issue)

New

.

Legit musical.

be

12.

instituted the arbitration ac-

with the Guild on Nov. 28,
claiming that Shubert and Olsen
were interfering with his 'small"
rights in the song* lie wrote for their
show by refusing to allow the tunes' to
be published during the run of the
play. Shubert and Olsen claim that,
per their contract with the writer,
they have the right to prohibit the
publication of the songs for. a period
tion

by Leonard Feather, Paul Eduard Miller,
George Hoefer, and James Crenshaw; and 24
full pages of hot jamming photos. On sale about
stores, record shops,

of

hoard Jan.

articles

January 12

name

the

t

.Famous

.

Feint

;

of Esquire

.

Chapped
Remiek

...Shapiro
.Triangl*

—

The February Jazz Issue

10, 194B

B.
...
,.

MARKS
>V,
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SLEIGHRIDE IN JULY
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j
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SLEIGHRIDE IN JULY
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BROADWAY

MURRAY BAKER
GENERAL MANAGER

NEW YORK
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Les Brown's CoL Pact

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

orchestra signed a
contract with Columpact Is for thrt»
years and supersedes a previous, unexpired contract.
Brown's outfit is currently at the
Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.

Les Brown's

MPPA Hops On Parody Infringement

new recording

Al Jarvis. outstanding Southern California record jockey, pels into N. Y.
this week for his first visit here in years. In his own territory he's comparable to Martin Block in N. Y., who is said to have once worked for
Jarvis on the Coast. As a matter of fact, Jarvis claims to have originated
the Makc-Belicve-Ballroom title which Block uses on his own shows nnd
Is said to have warned the latter several months ago, prior to Block's debut

•

on the nationally circulated Chesterfield broadcasts, that if the M-B-B
formula was used a court fight would result. It would have been competition for the first time to Jarvis' own M-B-B shows on the Coast.
During Jarvis' stay in N. Y. he will appear on the stage of the Paramount theatre. N. Y., to award Woody Herman a plaque for winning a
band poll in the Los Angeles area.
Les Brown's orchestra, on a location job on New Year's Eve for the first
time (Penn hotel. N. Y.) found itself without an arrangement of "Auld
Lang Syne.". One day before the recent holiday the fact came to light.
Brown had his arranger up all night to write it, a copyist working next
to the bandstand at the Penn in the early, hours of the Eve turning out
parts.
His musicians studied it between sets, for It was to be played
opening a midnight network broadcast.
Finally the whole thing was in readiness and the broadcast about to
begin.
Brown literally had his arm poised for the downbeat— and out
went the lights in the Cafe Rouge. Every New Year's Eve. it seems, the
Penn pulls the master switch In the cafe and patrons welcome the coming
year in darkness. Brown's men had to fake the tune after all the expense
and feverish preparation.

bia Records.

New

Bing's Peeve at Decca

For 'Fernando' Detour
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Bing Crosby's relations with Decca
Records were a bit strained recently
via the groaner's claim that the disc
manufacturer limited the production
on one fit his recordings as a means
of marketing .a greater number of
pressings of another artist. Crosby
is Dacca's ace salesman and in the
past he has more or less gotten what
he wanted from the company, which
makes Decca's risk of a breach with
him all the more unfathomable.
Discs involved are said to be
Crosby's "San Fernando Valley,"

Decish to Protect Copyright Owners
Music Publishers Protective Assn., is one of the most important legal
which had an important part in pronouncements ever obtained by the
against song music business. It definitely estabstarting prosecution
lyric magazines that printed parodies lishes that a copyright owner sufferof popular tunes, last week dis- ing parody infringement is entitled
patched letters to all publishers to an injunction, damages and conpointing out the significance of the fiscation^ profits.
recent confirmation by the Circuit
Action in question was handled by
Court of Appeals of a previous vicattorney Julian T. Abelcs in behalf
tory In a lower court. This decision of Robbins Music and Feist,
based on
the alleged printing of 12 separate
parodies on songs Ihey published, in
Song Lyric magazine. This sheet Is
Jack Robbins, Taking
marketed by Song Parodies. Inc., and
Red Star News Co., its distributor,
Loss in Financing
was a co-dcfendanl.

80€

Orchs, Empties Stable

In

opinion,

its

the

district

court

found that Ihe publication of paroJack Robbins music publisher, who dies of the lyric of any
musical numwent deeply into the financing .of ber constitutes not a fair
use. but an
new orchestras during 1944, is said to attempt to evade the plaintiffs'
copyhave dropped a total of $80,000 in the rights. It's not likely
that the ca"s»
Which was reportedly held down lo process. During recent months Robwill be taken to the U. S. Supreme
allow more attention to the Mills bins has disconnected himself from
Court, since a favorable decision was
Hurt
the
Brothers'
"You
Always
One of those mixups that occasionally occur in booking bands almost left
all the orchestras he was involved previously obtained
in the Appellate
the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y., with a week open between the current Les One You Love." Latter song is pub- with except George Paxtbn. At least,
Division and confirmed by the next
Brown and Jimmy Dorscy. Apparently everyone,' even Penn ofTcials, lished by Sun Music, owned by he has stopped financial aid.
highest court.
thought Dorsey was opening Feb. 5; Instead, his contract calls for a debut Decca.
Paxton, now at the Roseland Ballon the 12th.
room, N. Y., until later this month,
is the' one combo in Robbins' stable
Fact that Dorsey was booked for pne-nighters on the way back from
TERPALACE SITES EYED
Top Tones tor Your Books
that is making progress. It is booked
•Florida during the week of the 5th accidentally came to the attention of
Hollywood, Jan. 9.
i
into the Paramount theatre, N. Y.. in
the people involved. Luckily. Brown had not yet been definitely booked
All-Time Favorite
Chain of post-war danceries in March and for a stretch at the Pennfor the same week and therefore will hold over at the Penn until Feb. 10
instead of folding the 3rd. He's due to return to the hotel In the fall, al- eastern cities is contemplated by sylvania hotel. N.Y., opening in June.
Maurice M. Cohen, prexy of the
I
though contracts have not yet been signed.
Hollywood
Palladium,
currently
trekking to New York to check on
Bobby Sherwood's orchestra reIllinois Solon Would
Marty Greffor band into Hotel possible building sites.
places Louis Prima's at the Terrace William Penn. Pittsburgh, Jan. 5.
While in the cast, Cohen will
Room, Newark, Jan. 23. Eddy Ho- replacing Bob Rhodes WCAE, staff ogle talent for future appearances at
Kayo Petrillo Disc Tax
ward follows Sherwood.
. .
orchestra.
the Palladium.
,

An

CAN'T GIVE YOU
ANYTHING BUT
LOVE BABY

Chicago. Jan.

James C. Petrillo.
American Federation

9.

head
of

of the
Musicians,

Music by

JIMMY McHUCH
Published by

having his union regulation taxing every recording issued by discmakers attacked in his own home
Obviously aimed at him,
territory.
a bill was introduced in the Illinois
is

Introduced by JERI SULLAVAN

House

Overnight Rage of the Music Business

Monday

Springfield

at

MILLS

(8)

geared to outlaw the placing of a
lax on any product by a union.
Bill was put up by a Chicago

Democrat named Weber, who
"nothing

that

more comment

has

recent

my

in

said

excited

district

than

the Petrillo private tax on records."
It passed, the measure would provide a penalty of $5,000 fine and one

this
of hour It

(.*<••*

lish it*,

year imprisonment.

cliuU-s*

Dorsey, Victor Straighten
'Change's' Release Snag

IlroiHlwiiy
Vorlt 10

New

A'

3\."i
1

1

SI A

1

:

owr

a of

plos
|r:i<l

I

record

100 pub-

ol'l f:i\oiitcs.

Iti-

Hindis ruul lyrics

SAUPI.KS

o( chorus.

TUNE-DEX

Altitude pt the recording companies in these limes of tight production facilities is exemplified in
RCA-Viclor's recent refusal lo place
a release date on Tommy Dorsey's
recording of "Don't Ever Change."
Complete Conservatory Horn* Study Courses
It's Jjow set for late March release,
Pl.tim. Vidll-i.
however. Tune is published by Ed- in ymii of sun-i-.-atiil IrnlnlnK In
(;ui|ar.
('lulin-1.
S:i \ hji^oui
Truiuivl.
r.irnct.
win H. Morris Music Co. and Vic- Mandolin -Voire. Kjt Tmhiliu: ami Slyiii KIiil.kh.
llMtury nf
('ijiiilurllns, PnM|f SMinnl Mn,i.'
rlmml
release
the
tor's refusal at first to
.\nnnE.ii$.
1

.

-

disc was based on the firm's acquisition of the score of the film "Here

Come

Victor thought
"Change" would be sidetracked and
not exploited.
At any rate, after conferences beVictor
and MorDorsey
and
tween
ris,
the latter went to work in
earnest on the song and T.D.'s disc is

Mu»lc, Harmony. Ailvun rM Cnmpn.it inn.
Tlic pnlr lliimc Mmly mIhhiI i.MihtilK
Itxllnil 10 tlpRrcc. U:irhol»r 01 .MtMf.

the Waves."

due for

release.
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TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY.
A GREAT

all

Mill Coupon Now
University Extension Conservatory
E. 53rd 91.. Suit* U 129. Chicago

.

.

POPULAR STANDARD TODAY

GOOD NIGHT SWEETHEART
ly

IAY NOBLE, JIMMY CAMPBELL and REG CONNELLY

and new dance arrangements
touch with PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager

For artist copies,

ISVLC

HARRY LINK, Sm. Prof. Mgr.
GEOROI DAL!M, Prof Mgr.
.

new

vocal

Get in
Standard Exploitation Department, The Big 3
Circle 6-2939
1619 Broadway, N. Y, 19
•

J

.
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Inkspots-Gale Multiple Court Suits

iTI

MRr*

Lifted After

Settled;

Watson to Form Own Quartet

Each of the three suits and conn-*
Ink
teisuils between members of the
Spols quartet and its manager, Moe
Gale was settled out of court Mon'

N. Y. Out of the legal
disputes will grow; a second quartet
in

'i.8>

day

Ivory "Deke" Watson,
to be led by
who for years was one of the sparky
plugs of the "Spots." He will rorm a
group that will not be a copy of the
act of which he was an original member, but will base it on a completely

new

Paul Draper and Larry Adler set
to do 51 concerts this season over
period from Jan. 8 to April 24.
Marks increase over last year,

when tap-accordion team

did 37 con-

certs all season.'

idea.

According

to

the

settlement,

fi-

of w'hich were not
Gale continues as manager
His contract
Ink "Spots.
has four-and-a-halfwith. -Kenny
years to run. Watson and Charles

nancial

'Overselling'

Blamed By

details

disclosed.

Niteries for

Not-SoBoff

ihe

pf

Fuqua (latter now in the Army)
retain a financial interest in Kenny's
earnings. Fuqua continuing to draw
a weekly stipend as he was doing
prior to the "legal 'disputes. Kenny's
action agains.t. Gale for an accounting of the earnings of the Ink Spots
has been dropped.

Attorneys

figuring

in

the

"case

were Andrew^iVeinberg'er for Gale,
Arthur Garfield Hays for Watson
and Fuqua, and I. Gainsburg for
Kenny!.

Cops Crack Down

Philly

On

Nitery

Curfew; Nix

Patrons Nursing Drinks
Philadelphia, Jan. 9.
Philly night clubs trying to get
mound the Saturday night midnight
curfew by selling a flock of drinks
to their customers at the stroke of
twelve and then allow them to nurse
them for a couple of hours while
they put on their floor shows were
told by the police last weck-eiyl
that this was strictly tabu from

—

now oii.
Members

of the special night club
details went to the Kmbassy, Coro.jict.

Little

Rathskeller and other
operators that

spols and told the
hereafter all music

and entertainment must cease promptly at Inidnight and customers must be shooed
out.

.

Draper-Adler to Do
51 Concerts This Season

The gendarmes warned that in
the future police would check each
nitery to see that
the midnight
curfew' is strictly adhered to.
More than 60'.;. of Philadelphia^
are against altering the Blue laws
to allow night clubs to be opened
and liquor sold on the Sabbath, according to a poll taken last week
by the Evening Bullet in.
The poll is an adjunct to the
Gallup

poll.

COPS RAID L A. 'FOLLIES'
Los Angeles. Jan. 9.
Police raided the Follies theatre'.
Main street burlesque house, and arrested 11 performers, charged with
"corrupting the morals of youth and
others."

Players will be tried before a jury
in Municipal court, Feb. 14.

N Y.

Biz

New

Year's Eve
big New Year's

Publicity about
Eve doings will be toned down considerably next year, if N.Y. boite
ops have', their way. Owners of the
larger spots blame overselling the
festivities in the public press for
the comparatively poor showing at
the cashiers' desks.
General belief that all spots had
been sold out caused many to seek
their amusements elsewhere. Some
of the larger rooms failed to get
while others filled up
capacity,
around 1 -a.m. Saving factor for
some spots was the fact that smaller
clubs, which had no trouble getting
their fill referred excess trade elsewhere. The Versailles and Persian
Rooms of the Plaza referred overflow to the Copacabana, Leon &
Eddies' and the Diamond Horseshoe.
The gate was far below that of
last year. Baring down of cover and
minimum charges by the Office of
another
Price
Administration
Is
cause of decline.

'

AGVA Hearing

Vagaries of Nitery Operation Pointed

Wheercr-Pitman Agency, of
Denver, has had unfair listing and
suspension lifted by American Guild

The

of Variety Artists after a hearing by
Chicago local of AGVA! However,
talent union leveled penalties against
the agency that were paid before its
agent franchise was restored.

Commission head, remarked. "Evidence was overwhelming in behalf

Chicago,. Jan. 9.
Chicago,
in
operation
Nitery
a
is
bistros.'the B'-class
peculiar business, as attested by
to three of Them in
what's
happened
Controversy stems back several
Mocarnbp, ncarthe
last few weeks.
weeks when agency, w ithout consent
northside club that folded a year
of AGVA, instituted court proceedwhen it ran afoul of income lax
ings against The Whirlwinds, roller ago
laws as the Colony Club, later la
skating act, to prevent their opening
reopen sans liquor license as Colony
at the Tabor theatre, Denver, claimshuttered this time the day
House,
ing they had an exclusive on the act's
after New .Ye'ar> with amusement
services in that territory. Municipal
ad managers on dailies and other
court ruled, in., favur of the agency
looking high and low for
creditors
but a higher tribunal reversed lower
someone to pay the bills. Colosimo's.
court ruling and the act opened as
on the other hand. longtime strip
lifted the franper schedule.
-apparently hit the jack?
has
mecca.
been
chise because of not- having
pot with a "Moments from Grand
consulted or granting permission for
Brown
And
gimmick.
Opera''
the court action as required in all
Derby, hounded' out of biz hy« .Chi
agent pacts.
Commission last November,
Agency had to reimburse the act Crime
with
reopened
a bang in lime for
court
defending
for amount spent in
the New Year's; Eve bonanza,, under
action before franchise was restored.
the same ownership and with -nary
a squawk from the cops.

AGVA

Inability

Men

Shelvey's Junket

On AGVA

creditors

Matt

.

the

lescnls practically

of

within their organization such as is
force with Artists Representain
tives Ass'n in N. Y.
After winding up affairs in Cleveland, .Shclvcy will then trek to Chicago for a similar mccl.ing with the
National Theatrical A-gehls Ass'n,
org of Chi agents and
official
Shclothers in adjacent territory.
vcy also expects lo- pact .'this group
before returning lo N. Y. lat'.er part
'

•

shi>w<-biz

LICENSES REHEARING'

It

cerpts from "Pagliacci." "Rigolello."-

talent.

mi.ssion

basic

any way they may see
as they hold to the

where
both,

are reported content with vying
with the clatter of dishes in unaccustomed surroundings (minimum
$2.50).
William Fahtozzi, also of
Civic Op, is conductor;
Opening of Brown Derby, which
had its license revoked by Mayor
Ed Kelly lasl November following

:

.

Herman Hover, Ciro's topper,
"New Year's Eve was Ihe

stated.

Crime Commission probe,

.

is

agreement) whereby Uiey will
to slice commissions

permitted

be

packing 'em in at -gel-away 'with
two Pi-hour shows a night. Longhairs had to sign up with AGVA but

mystery

of the week.
Appeal of August
RUielli, alias Sam Riiiclli. alias Sam
Reynolds, owner. to the Chicago liquor
license commission that Ihe spot be
allowed to relight was granted following a three-day hearing during'

.

quite likely both groups will
new discretionary comsplit clause (Article JC in

is

be given the

etc.,

business men's night, out. While the
Case involves the club owners' celebrities were few and far becontention that the State Board has tween, big business names brouglvt
no right to close drinkeries at mid- in large parties and ran up sizable
night. The 12 o'clock closing order labs."
Hover's list of patrons for
they claim is strictly military, while Ihe evening read like Dun & Bradthe State Constitution permits liquor street, and Who's Who and the chamsales until 2 a.m.
pagne tags ran into the hundreds.

week.

of this

Colosimo's Opera Bookings
Meanwhile, Mike Poison. Colosimo's boniface. has boeked Jean
Fardiilli of the Chi Civic Opera.. who
sang
two months ago opposite
Jeanette. MacDonald as the Friar in
"Romeo and Juljcl." and 12 other
singers and ballet dancers, in ex-

Main reason for lack of famous
faces at the strip spots we due to
the number of house parlies given
by several entertainment biggies.
Jack Benny's parly seemingly the
Los Angeles. Jan. 9.
soiree
for
Holly woodsmen.
Suspension cases of five Sunset SRO
Strip niteries will be heard Jan. 19 But even with the drawing cards
by Judge Emmet H. Wilson in Su- slicking to drawing rooms. for their
perior Court.' for the second time. '45 debuts, cash registers clanged a
Re-hearing follows a 17-day reprieve welcome many times over to Ihe
by Judge Wilson, who issued an new year.

..Other niteries reported similar which 30. witnesses, appeared before
the commission testifying as to why
type business and the liquor buying
was emphasized oh the bubbling it should never have been closed in
the first place.
Crime Commission,
rather than distilled spirits.
side,
in
turii.
has requested copy o[
Rendezvous,
Cincy
Glen
Most night spots had goodly porlicense group's-deeision restoring the
of their stock' depleted but
Connee Boswell goes into her first lions .i.,.
license, together with opinion as to
.._'
U..-U
...
night club job in some time Jan. 19. were able to build up another re
the. legal basis on which it was re
opening a two-week stay' at Glen's serve/ during the past week, which opened.
Rendezvous, Cincinnati. -Booking is has been light insofar as trade goes.
"And we're going to follow it
Practically every host had the
a result of an old two-week deal
through," Virgil
Peterson, Crime
Miss Boswell had with the spot, but same slory to tell as far as crowd
behavior went. There was little or
which never was fulfilled.
Singer recently closed In N. Y. In no roughhpusing and, while spirits
ran high, the groups were orderly
"Star Time."

Connee Boswell Into

'

I

.

agent
figure

la'.i

fit

as long

maximum

and bonafide booker
"an engagement of

in

,

Current contract of 'Ihe ARA stipulates a 10 and ft'o split. The N-. Y.
group has been operating under this
.arrangement for past two years.
Western agent groups, however,
convinced AGVA that they could
work out a bet cr deal all around if
permitted lo do their own slicing.
AGVA has acquiesced on this point
but all other fundamentals of the
agent contracts remain as is. There
had been considerable controversy
over tiiis ruling between AGVA and

AGVA

the ARA with
deciding it
would relax that clause tor
if (hat agent group so desired
but thus far it has not made any
request for modification.

ARA

also

AGVA PACTS 3 B'KLYN SPOTS
Three Brooklyn. N; Y.. night spots
Were pacted lo basic minimum
agreements by American Guild, of
Variety Artisls last week. Trio are
Club Aloha, Ridgewood Tavern and
Flynn's.
In addition lo basic minimum sal-'
arics new pacts also incorporate
s'ji-day week for choristers.

BOB

in their frolicking.

was a business man's night out
might well have been the
bouncer's night oft". And Ihe hosts
slate that business was better than
at any time in the past three or
four years.

It

agents

.talent

.

under independent AGVA pact.s it
is now planned to consnl'dale them

here because of one reason or an-

STRIP NITERIES TO GET

;11

of the Ohio territory, and -'although'
a majority are currently operating,

.

management end

adminis-

end with 'first stop set for Clevewhere Shclvcy w'll confer
land,
witli a committee of the Ohio Guild
of Theatrical Agents about pacling
.V.'.cnl group ripbi:.-ic agreement.-

other.

ever,
their
of the usual turnout of celebs in the

and well-behaved

Pacts

national

American Guild o r Variety
planed west over the week-

o'f

Artists,

locale

to

Shclvcy.

trator'

were- squelched, by dopesters who
claim the fan-tease can't edge into

Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
a final check on the
Year's Eve has been
most of the
agree that it was a banner
from the' intake of coin. Howtop niteries pulled most of
cash from non-pros, witn none

New

local boni faces,

night

again.".

Willie BioH and George
Browne, suggests thai Ihcy got' oil
the hook New Year's and are laying
low for awhile. Rumors that Arnstein has been huddling with Sally
Rand, said to be interested in reopening the Mocambo on her own,

tha,t

tabs for

of

volving-

Frolic In

made by
hosts

'

hold

Petey Arnstein and Jim Allegrelli.
who took over Mocambo when
Nick (Circella) Doan got tagged in
connection with the movie plot in-

LA. New Years
Now

of

.

Celebs Stay Home,
Biz

Mayor Kelly's opinion that the
place be closed, and it we find the
license commission's decision docMi't
water we'll Take it to court

among

public watering spots.

order restraining the- State Board
of Equalization from suspending the
night club licenses Jan.' 2.
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VIRGINIA

and

ROBINSON

MARTIN

:

Just Closed

Montreal Show

Biz

30

Gasping for Breath

WEEKS

Persian

SIR

With Tic-Toe Folding

Room

FRANCIS DRAKE HOTEL
San Francisco

Reduction of Montreal showbusiness to the barest essentials is seen
with the' revocation of the _nilcry
license of the Tic-Toe last"week.
is the second important shuttering in abou I three weeks, being
preceded by the official clamp on
the Gayely theatre, the lasl vaudo

Move

CHICAGO TRIIUNE

pating

the

move

since

the

SAID:

" Blast their hearts, they don't pretend to be suave end sultry
They jutt
disciples of doing something sacredly -important.
dance and dance like two energetic kids who get • kick out

iroiise in Canada.
The Tie-Toe management, antici-

tome wonderful steps and think you'll probably get
watching them perform. They're right, you do."

of knowing

Gayely

a kick

cancelled all its shows audi
been operating- as a -straight:
bar, pending clarification of present

closed,

DANTOH WALKER

had

1

government

inlcnlions.

"Add Bob Robinson and
preferred'

Montreal showbusiness. in general,:
has been apprehensive since Premier
Maurice Dup'cssis assumed office.

KIBBEE'S
Guy Kibbce

starts

P. A.
v-„ik!c

SAID:
Martin ."to

LOUISVILLE

I

On

tour, al

Richmond. V;i.. Jan. 25.
Deal was set by Jack Kalcheim,
of Frederick Bros.

Virginia

of dancers,"

NOW PLAYINO
NATIONAL THEATRE

I

the National,

list

TED

Theatre tear

WIEMS

one)

Hit

WMi
Or

'this

eolumn'i

.

—
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Norniandle Roof, Mont'l
Montreal, Jan.

Night Club Reviews
Furl

4

m-rollX H'wood

After
serving
Carroll

and ob-

aslule

yours,

six

Em rl
showman
j'usj about knows whal Ihey
waul out this wav. on their. nights
In -the 11th. revue since slakout.
ing out his tinsel palace just ofl the
Hollywood and Vine crossroads he
'that

.

on thick and
"Sketchbook" he

piles

il

over.

ho

is.

lets

spill

it

call.-

il

but'

bv any name it's still a Carroll proand that means plenty ol
Fust notice
flash, flesh and fantasy.
given Ihis enlerpVise said it was llie
It 'still
best nitery buy in town.
duction

goes.

Not one to be dazzled by names
•nd their personal magnetism ibo.xOfflceward), Carroll has assembled
hers and now an aggregation of performers that probably wouldn't pull
JO cents if lighted up out- front but
they wrap up an evening of high
fun and frivol. Most of the principals are holdovers, those deemed
more important at home than on the
road with a Vanities unit. Among

the newcomers are the Arnatil Bros,
with their conversational whistling
routine, and the Costello Twins, sock
dancers
and tumblers.
Billy Rayes is the chief quipmaslcr
and when he isn't foiling for the
brash and burle.squish Pinky Lee
goes into an impersonation sesh
while bouncing balls around. Lee's
material is on the slag side and
oould be sapolioed to advantage.
The family trade here is not to be
minimized as is evidenced by the

precision

mixture or

rich
tary.

civilian

and.m'ili-

Singing elements of the 'revue,
never given loo much emphasis by
.

By Happy Benway

cover charge

t4);

talthe
change,
refreshing
a
enls of Beryl Wallace are utilized in
several high spot.* of tho show, particularly the Sadie-' Thompson lakeShe's still
off with the preacher.
the best looker among the 40 or
more show-iris -and can tackle almost anv pail with i-fTorl-Ioss ease,
The cornies ratten their laugh average -off her. she whips up a nice
vivacity keeps the
melody and her vivaciiv
others on their Iocs and .-parked
Jean Richey is still' around on her

$l

:

$1.50.

Program currently at this class
spot is lopped by Clover & LaMae,
adagio team, and Tommy Dowd.
Both win liberal apmagician
plause

Par Houses

Y., Jan. 9.
guests at the Will Rogers
big holiday shindig were

Saranac Lake, N.

Among

i

Hollywood, Jan. 6.
backed up by the grouping! of the
Pinky Lee. Arnaut Tailor Maids and Carrollicia. For

Billy Ra\/es.
Bros., BeriJ Wallace. Costello 7'irii'is.
Brady. Jimmy Nolnii, Jean
Bill
Maids CurroUiers,
Tnilor
Ricliey,
JWamiy Slrancl oreh (14); $3.30 tei Hi
dinner, $1.05 icitlfoitl.

4.

Qlovtr LaMae, Tommy Dowd,
Honey Murray. Judy Kerr k Neyna,
Don Turner Oreh 12> u>ifh Betlv
Carroll, are ini the oapable hands of
Band
Brady and Jimmy Nolan, Carr; Louisa McNamura Relief
Bill

Stage Shows Set For

Saranac Lake

the

for

in Toledo,

Minneapolis, Atlanta

Frank Hoffman, Mrs. Walter Conely,

Patricia Grant, Ll. Milton Pickman.An increasing- nuiouiii, or vaude is
Noreen Cohimerrord. T. R. Emerson hitting
oiil-of-tiiwu
Par'a'moui'it

Entertainand Frank Daugherty.
houses
with "Harry
I.pvinc.
Par
ment committee' is receiving kudos booker, handling
three houses on a
for pulling affair over with a bang.

Sel.ignian, projectionist with spot basis. The Kos. theatre. Atlanla,
Bradley- may. however-, continue on a permanent basi.-. pending oujeome of initial
Harold Rodner. Rogers' Fund exec, show. Jan. 26. with Sammy 'kayo.
shot in from the big town to sec the
The Orpheuiii. Minneapolis and
New Year in with the. gang at the
Paramount. Toledo, have also set full
sold for top value.
Rogers.
Dowd .handle;, smartly a flock of
Jordy McLean enjoying a 10-day week shows for Jan. 2li. Toledo getropes, furlough in New York.
Handkerchiefs,
tricks
with
ting Casa Loma and Merry Maes
latter
in
cage,
rings
and
canary
Read
Walter
Slattery.
of
the
Arthur
while Minneapolis get.-; Spike Jones.
rollers.
Production numbers are fii the most spectacular or the lot.. But it office, checked in at the Rogers last
In addition. Levine has .-el Tommy
Carroll 'tradition, which, assures an is his pleasant manner and clever week.
Tucker for eight days, starling Feb.
Fawn club opened and closed same
ocular feasi or fluffy feathers in rare manipulation of -audience participa19, Into the Florida. Jacksonville, for
tion thai puts him across for plenty week.
It was operated by the Coslints, abundance or phosphorescence,
Nut loo four days: Victory'.- Tampa. 'following
the of applause.
tellos from Philadelphia.
platform's.- for
staircases and
Honey Murray, attractive blonde, high with no play.
three days, and a SI. Pelersburg
For'. the Sadie
prancing chorine.-.
Lcn Grotte is progressing so nicely house for one day.
Thompson number a curtain of rain turns in some speedy taps with impressions of Bill Robinson and Pat he can now enjoy" 'his frau's home
was devised to .-pccuuular etVecl.
Not one in 'ovcrlimk a birthday Rooney, selling her act for good C
Kerr and Neyna, feninie
returns.
°Jimmy Marshall handed. out turkey J a y
bet, Carroll gathered 'around a huge
Ol'Ch. Into
cake as on previous anni.'s a bevy singers, open" show with, close har- dinners during the holidays to the
of names he knew in their early- mony on pop numbers.
needy of the colony.
,52d St., N.Y., Downbeat
Don Tin her keeps his oreh sweetWrite to those yiho are III.
days on Broadway. On stage for. the
.Jay
McShann's
opening
al
the
culling while Hash, bulbs popped ened to the customers' taste and
Downbeat Club. N Y with a 14-piece
wore Jack Benny, jimmy Durante, also caters to younger crowd as reBetty. Carr, vocalist, adds
baild. Monday (8| gives 52d St, its
F.rrol
Flyim. quired.
Wheeler- and
Bert
Louise
fiisL full-sized band in several years.
Einceeing job was taken over by allure to musical values.
Benny who was topped fasl by McNamara band. is adequate in reThis thoroughfare, which helped
Lnne.
Flynn. surveying the audience with lief.
catapult Charlie Barnel and Count
the quip, "is there a lawyer in the
Theatre Authority celebrated ils Basie into big money, has been subhouse
Benny admitted to 51 years
4'iroN,
tenth anniversary last week with sisting on small units for the past
and Durante, abetted by his old
Hollywood.
TA
was
Jan.
offices.
7.
N.Y.
In
Its
party
few years.
a
learn mate.. Eddie Jackson, had a
good start in making. a shambles of
Veloj & Yolanda. Dolores and organized at the and of 1M4, when
Scarcity
of
name eocklail-sized
the
room but remembered war Oreh (13). /nun' Scot and Orc/i benefit abuses wera at its height. At. units and the fact that the small outshortages and subsided after break16); $1.50 corer ireeUdays, $2 ti'eefcevery
night
club
vlrtiially
fits with marquee lure cost
that tima
nearly
ing a few dozen plates.
Benny eiids.
operator
house
as much as a king-sized oreh. fig-,
owner and vaude
wound up the hijinks with the
muscled into giving .gratis ured in McShann's booking. He will
crack, "that'll give you a:i idea of
SRO audience bid fair to keep were
what hams we are." It. was a Riling Veloz and Yolaiida on the floor half shows for every conceivable occa- be followed by a return engagement
~
afterpiece to Carroll's 11th premiere, ihe night, with encore
of Art Talum.
upon encore sion.
and the overflow .turnout apparently, Tor slick ballroom terp.team'. Couple
Since then, under Alan Corelli, TA
agreed with Wheeler's appraisal in open with a delicate waltz
Xavier Cugat, originally scheduled
and run exec secretary, the field has been
telling Carroll. "I've seen them all
the gamut from boogie to the tango. under stringent control and every to come East, remains on the Coast,
and this is your be.-t."
Helm.
It is in the latter -that they reach
organisation requesting gratis talent starting al the Trocadero, Hollytheir peak. Major factor in presenmust prove its worthiness. TA gets wood, Jan. 18.
.tation of the dances is not alone In
Hliie Itoom. .\. V.
the intricacies of steps .but apparent 10%-l8% of the gate. Receipts are
(LINCOLN HOTEL)
then distributed to actor charities.
Count Bn.tie's Orcli <18i, nith enjoyment of V&Y in doing them.'
Backing by Ivan Scott and orJimmy. Rushing; -iio minimum rouer,
chestra
seemed
to
lack
punch
$1 xceel:days, $1.50 weekends.
|
i

he Clover-LaMae team have an
authentic touch in their graceful
series of Hips, spins and whirls plus
slcpology illustrating the
straight
samba and rhuiiioa. Acl is deftly
'I

i

Abe

Loew circuit, and Joseph
new arrivals at the Rogers.

j
'

,

McShann

.

10TH ANNI CELEBRATED

.

BY THEATRE AUTHORITY

Hollywood

'.'"'

.

I

1

.

'

•

•

-
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Tboake to

ARTHUR DAVIDSON and

the Staff of Hi* EL MOROCCO for
a •rond 5-WEEK ENGAGEMENT!

STANLEY BURNS

.

-

necessary

yet

room

leave

And we mean
"

tion.

So help

Basie's beating

he and

his

us,
it

attention
that comes

is

to"

shofv

tunes
Dolores and

New Acts

Ventrifoquht

i

j.
,

j

of.

occasional pop vocals arc

ioninel.
Mi/rla)i
:..C9ft*«l/

....

'

MAHK

l.V.tfOt
S. V.

*

i

;
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still

bright.
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Fun-Moiter Gog-Filet No». 1-2-3-4-5

EACH

FORD, HARRIS

I'lillly
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:

•
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Si up
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Setup, Jan. 18

51 Club, N. Y.. nitery

signing

Bonifaces Bou Wasst-rman and
Stan Schwartz have really put together a smart-looking spot and it
they keep the show in llie same
calibre
the.
current
of
offering
they're headed to make h killing- in
"
the nitery field here.
Heading the bill are ihe Ihree

10 Mlns.
Apollo. N. Y.
Ford. Harris and Jones are three
\'egro lads introduced as having refen'lv completed a film appearance
>. ;?h KfSflse C-an-tor.
Their present act.
r.o v. ever, is a nondescript affair with
a particularly blue finish. Open with
a fast rhythm song with unintelligible lyrics, breaking into some fast
and good hoofing, mostly challenge.
When they slick to the legmania,
they're okay,
Close has one of them wearing a
grapefruit-filled sweater. They don't
imiss a trick in capitalizing on the
j

:

1

'

possibilities offered.

Too raw

stand.

any
Merri
for

I

tah.s. w ho never rail to
RED LYONS
put the Old needle into the -proceed- Novelty
ings with their zany type ol'song- 3 Mins.
selling.
When caught they begged Apollo- N. Y.
off, too soon for most of the pali'ons.j
Red Lyons has a novelty act conafter wacky
rendition:., of
sisting of making puppets dance on a
\ Hawajian
War Chant.'' "Rockabyc- small springboard which he bounces
Baby" and "Minnie the Mriochciv
by beating it with his fist. With his
Copsey and Ayre.* ha\e a dance other hand he maneuvers the dolls to

madcap Mui

\

i

,

$1.00

I'uynkle to

PAULA SMITH
Mull to "Klni-Miibltr"
J90 W. Mth-St* Sulla 10-G, N. V.

•

New
The

NAIION'I eAPITOL

formerly

ARTHUR

C. 19

VELOZ and

•

YOLANDA
«'iVIER C U G 5 1
O.IIORES ond ORCHFSTRA
IvftN SCOIT ond ORCHESTRA
THE RHYTHMEERS

;

rouline.
that's
del'milcly dirl'crcnt.
With a flair tor the modernistic type
of terping. without the 'neavy overtones of some of the so-called surrealistic dance. Ihey register with
the customers with jitlerbug-mod-ernistic
stomp ai.d an ''-'Oriental
dance.
They're
detliii'.cly
big
.

give. the effect of tap, eccentric an.d

aero dancing.
Lyons himself sits
dowji on one end of the plank and
his crouch is such that the audience
never sees his face.
Between the
puppets, covering his face, and his
stance, he projects no personality
.

-

'

himself.-.

league performers,
It's an act for kid audiences priJimmy Burns, a personable Celt marily, not strong enough for genwith twinkling feet, likewise scis eral consumption.
Received cOolly
well with. the. .diners wilh his sort- al the Apollo.
JVferr.
shoe tap-terps.
M.c. Jack DeLcoit is:a young newcomer who keeps Ihe show running
Ohio
Nitery Fire
at rapid pace wilh hi» chatter and
contributes a neat bit of mimicry
'Mansfield. O...Jan.-9.
to the bill.
Wonder Bar Nighl Club, on CenEarl Denny's band does an excel- tral Park
Square in downtown
lent Job of accompaniment for perMansHeld. was destroyed by fife of
formers and dansapation.
Room was Kelt-filled, despite undetermined origin, on Jan. 1.
Damage is estimated bv the owner,
after-holiday lull that hit the nitery
-

100G

belt this week.

ShaL

Willis

Wappncr,

at $100,000.

minimum

oaslc

pact, with American
in ety Artists.

of

.MtlKitT

Spot lighting

agreement

uT

('(••-rlltnnv

qnUx

week's salary for performers after

JONES

Dancing-Comedy

1

for

Opens Under

51 Club

-

'

'.'

Minimum Value You Get
When You 'subscribe to

That's the

MnkA ClicUn

UO'l'KI,

OHIO
AKRON.
<K<>

;

is a liw'r. ,-'X/,-r.. r.-.i'.l or. the »;le
of the olo Club Bai..

*500 00 »t $ 1

Danes

Satirists of the
Return Knsi'irrini.Mt
TafTAre Hawa

MAYVLOWKR

i

'Ml

100 Gags

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
Pantomime

designated to bridge the
permanent tuecessor to
Dale Is named by Matt Shelvey, national administrator of AOVA, -withih' the next two weeks.
is

'

Philodplphin.. Jim. 5.
SixfP't >?. .1
n,,',..!.
.,
-Ay.***.

De'-ny O-tb.
•-.ipi'x.

'

$1.00

0 Jn,,,

st^ie N Y
:.
p-j.'v'i '<-«!,
u u
<-<»>l
Gould
nice-looking, taste,
fully-gowned wa b i er with a throaty
voice that retains a high degree of
melody as long as she doesn't turn
the volume on too much. Does mainpop tunes, her magnum opus at
1 v

IVoori.

.

Currently
Plesc, Boston

.

local

,.

•;

force

Now York

j

- Copley

Wr.t 4Hth

Emil Lowe, -of the

American Ouild of Varterty Artists went In this weak as temporary
replacement for Freddie Dale as
head of the Baltimore local: of
AGVA. Dala took over last week as
head of AGVA'i Cincinnati local.

of

-gap until a

Singer
(.

Up

AGYA Temporarily

1

Juit Closed
•loss Hot, Belmont Plena

NKWM.4N.

Bako.

Lowe

.

«

Emil Lowe to Head

dancing.

show caught being an over-arranged operated by Jack White and Fred
"When Johnny Conies Marching Vosburgh, has been taken over by
Home." Did well enough to warrant
an encore.
Responded with the Murray Gold and Sam Goldberg.
this band is great stuff.
„y ,„
„ .
New owners take over Jan. 18,
Jimmy Rushing is alone at the l»"|h-P rovok,n 8 I Wanna Get Mar with a new show headed by Steve
mike now: Thelma Carpenter is no
Okay
Murray and Jerry Baker. They also
for
vaude
and niteries.
longer about. His roiund form is' by
Jose.
have posted a cash bond covering a
now a fixture, bu; his blues and

Amerka't Most Novel

Dir. T,K<>\'

regular

musicrew render

CARYL GOULD

.rhythm
off the bandstand.
It
jumps.
It
gets under your feet,
under the title of "Subtle Swing."
Just so there's no misunderstanding.

NEW YORK

routines.

for

her

maraccamusic to delight of public
hip shakers and nia.estr.ess pours on
torso heat while conducting. Huts.

1

for conversation,
oi-di-arv
rnnvevs-i
ordinary comeisnoicli..ai>
you can talk while
out. The onlv way-

men: interfere
to thje brand

split-timing

combination of old

—

most name band locations, pitch a
performance guaranteed to cure the
most progressed form of inertia

for

However. Scott delivers solidly pn
hits and suave

There's not much that can be said
about the Count Basie orchestra
that hasn't been said before always
highly
commendable.
Musicians
come and miusicians^go in this band
but it's still up among the topmost
crack combos for listening and for
dancing. And when we say "li-slenin«" we don't mean with ear muffs.
It's a bottomless source o£ wonder
how this band, composed of four
trumpets, four trombones, live sax
and four rhythms, can perform in a
room two-by-four in comparison to

Ihr

KhiIIo

simu-

Kmplftyt^M

lioTi'riinii'iil

BATTLE OF THE BUREAUS

Guild of Va-

WTOr

St niton

HiLlitngl.m,

(I'BJi)

C.

l>.

O

AUo

.

.

llrtnidriiHlluir HIh. i'ontt*

-

lmoerm»i*wiriin« for

GIBBONS ALE

Loss' Dates

Motional Concert Artists Corp.

Dir.:

Continued from pais 33

milled to him personally before it's
signed and the leader involved, plus
his musicians, must appear before
Kim.
AFM also gave Mrs. Kramer and
the Fredericks Bros, agency a Jolt on

THE
CHADWICKS

same

sort of situation last week.
It ordered that Ray Herbeck could
quit the Edison hotel,' N. Y„ If he
chose. It seems Mrs. Kramer bought
Herbeck for scale and the
agency

the

Jbhn and Elhob«th
cHirruMy

FB

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO

pay him the difference between his salary and hla payroll,
which wasn't done. He complained
agreed

to.

12 aad Jan. 1»

Jan.

AFM

the
early last week and
closed Thursday night as a result,
with two weeks to go on hla contract.
Mrs. Kramer was In a spot for a
replacement on such short notice, but
picked up a band led by Pancho
quickly enough to open Friday (5).
He's drawing scale for his men plus
$350 for himself, it's said.
AFM's reaction to contracts for
location spots which give the leader
a guarantee plus a percentage of .the
gross is also reported, but unconfirmed. According to the dope, the
union will not interfere; If the spot
has the capacity to do business
enough to return operating costs to
the leader. involved.
Ricardi also had other mestros up
before him for questioning last week.

to

Week

DlrnrllM

MILES INGALLS
Astor

Now

Hotel.

York

'

ALWAYS WORKINft
(

Now
i

Frank
Tominy

at

Dorsey also saw Ricardi and Petrillo
during the week on the same subject.

Wltfc

Adomi
.Ihii.

U.

13.
"

ROBERTS

Shop

Fields'

load

Newark

Theatre,

14. HlBtr Thrn.. Ilitrlfaril

-

- k». S. V.

ACTS! COMICS!
We

Write for Heodtiiien
.HI.KS H»it HKNNV

-

One was Louis Prima, now
Dailey's Terrace
Room.

f

Whitey

11

I

NMA

N

Ln« lUmi Clt> 2. N.
Froa Catafa9 of
Vaaotosl Material- *to'I »>I »

23-31

-K 3Mll MS..

V.

.

.

;

'

.

-

.
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Variety Bills
WEEK OFJAN.

*

Cptown

Claire Sli

Steve Murray

Jan Bart

Johnny & George

Olga Waytova
Anton
Shirley Baron Ore

Rom

Betty Green
Floretto Gilbert
.Mara ICIm

Joe Da Carlo Ore

Clark'e Hawaiian,
Frank Victor

Carman

Clem

Carl Brlason

Ruillo ItehelB

(12)

Howard

PROVIDENCE

XB1V

Ciiultol <l»)

Paul.Reinoii

Roino Vincent

•

Frank Gaby

Tom»»' Doriiey Ore
HRlloy
fl llernerd
Stale ill)

till

S 4

eCamro

flalne Malloy
Stanley & llarll
Harry- .\furtlit

SI*

SPRINGFIELD

1'iirk

(l-:-H)

.Rajah Jtnhold

Moro &

& Young

•

Vm-nnelll

.

KabhiM J-VrHuneltee
Bernle West .',

..

(Ono

to

Tony

fill)

Tom

-

Betty. I.ustro

M

Borgero Oro

Monclilto'

'
.

Bd

'

*

.

.Znnzlbnr
Bill

Robinson

Louis Armstrong
Maiirlco-

Roeeo

ion publicist.'

.

PnHtOr'a.

Cy

Lieut. Col,

BaiMlelt leaving for
visiting, his. wife,

South Pacific after
Ellen Drew.

-

;

•

'.

•

MacArthur.

Nate Blumbefg. checked in at UniAbel Green, editor ot "Variety," versal for his periodical stay through
and Mrs. Green to the Coast .'for six the winter months.
to eight: weeks.
Douglas Smith, son of Pete Smith,
Jack J. Rosenbaum, adminislra- recovering from an aulo accident
tive asst. at USO-Camp Shows, into near Palm Springs.
Army Friday <5).
Ann Savage uivorced Ciehrnd B.
Fi'ankie CoYiville, cbinic, back, in Huniihg.-oli,' film editor, aner iwp.
N.-Y. after 20 months in European months 01 marnage
theatre, entertaining troops.
r"aye tinerson Veturnecl to Warners
Evelyn Chandler, acrobatic skat- alter Honeymooning witn her gi'ooin,'
ing star, out of retirement and Col. jMlioti Roosevelt.
Joseph M. Scncnck returned from
again with the "Ice Follies.
orother,
Christenberry, Hotel a holiciiiy visit with his
.-•."Robert. -K-.
Aslor prexy, re-elected president of >Nichola.<, in New York.
Irving Yergin arrivtct liOiiv New
the Broadway Association for a fifth
York 10 stari his new oiorcs an asterm.
sistant to jack Warner;
Kay Roberts is. heading television
Late Adolph. Ramisn' loft 8127,000
dept. of. Win. Morris agency during to charity, with remainder going to
Selma "Lee's leave of absence on the relatives and employees.

Nli-holjTs Br'QS

Delia Rliyllmi Roy*
Peters -Sin
Louis Armstrong

Puppcln

Pnllci

motor

crash.

Katharine Hepburn shoves off
next week for the old home in Hartford, Conn.
Eugene Vale, author of "Technique
of Screen Writing," Inducted at Fort

Connors.* 20th-Fox sales chief,

back from' Washington;
Tony Crocco is taking his hurty
dogs to Miami very soon.
20th-Fox made an affiliate member: of Television Broadcasters Assii.
Gertie Vanderbilt has become associated with Mildred Kaldor, fash-

P'chlld

Bob Douglas

iTcnr-y-Berman
R Walton Danqere.
H Jncobson :Orc
Stork Club
*
Morales Ore
F.rnlo llylst Ore
Stan Keller Ore

WOONSOfKKT

New

Ellsworth
Poter Blreh
.

Homnnlnn Milage
Jennie Goldstein
.Vora Nlva ;

Viiilelt

Jleh of Itliyilim-

Monies De -Oca
Al Sclienk
Catherine I. Chnng

N

W.llsion

Serby

Hublnoft

KI6

Mftroiwllt'u (l-.'-H)
Jlmmv- I.uncefnrd O
Al.tlnn

(«)

(Ullltol

&

Toil

Court So <1»-J4)

WASHINGTON

1

•

&

ICorn Kobblers
SI* Scliatz Ore

(12)

Hot Mpa' PalRO. Ore
Red ('ni)fl

Appletons

VOBK CITY

Mars 'Trio

WASHINGTON

Ruton'e Doge
Mtiiam Gulnn
red Claire
-

-

Broadway

Diane Courtnoy
Sunny Skylar
Cantu

Frealimen

Co

Bi'IIIiird

his wife seriously injured in a

Verftnlllo*.

Chan Carter
Harold Green

PHILADELPHIA

CHATTER

Leonard

Thelma Nevins

-

Numeral*' In connection with bill* below Indicate opening lay of chow,
whether full or epUt week.

.

Jerry Baker

Sadie Banhe
Joe LaPorte Ore
Rogere Corner
Harry Lcfcourl On

II

.

'Essential'
Paramount
NKW YORK

CITY

(10)
-Herman B<l

"Wundy
Ijji

Knric:i

1

> Carlisle

1

OMAHA

lloih

OouiU

I

M;ny

Rum* Wysft

.lr

I

Jvuiifii llc.aly

I

COM

^5

1

:

.

or

services

Hotel

L»i9 Hi-o\Vi(

Myni's
ArlPon"
'

Mimic*

Ue;i

l.lc

BO

ricmcmu

n«l

Gcor^lnna

:

•'

Coast.

War Manpower Commiswas stated that while no new

llimnlrtlrr

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

France.

PARAMOUNT BUILOlhU'

-

Wilson

eil>y

MIIIh

F

St

Ii

ltO(

TLKVKMNU

.

.

Hitherto, USO asked local boards
deferments of those em.barkmg
overseas tours only. .With the
current act shortage it is now likely
that they will seek deferment of all
performers including those working
the domestic and "Purple Henri

(12),

Unrvoy
Phil ..Mo oro Ore
J a no

Itiiile

I

&

Club 18

Hfhin Co
Vni

Carol .iji ul'o
Jerry LphUt
Mill Mori I) (3).

•
.

.

Girls

KiDic Miulrigucra

XKW YOKK
stntntl

<-|TY

.

(12)

.

elms
M.iX

(l»>

Xlonol Hampton Ore
ieuhyrs

I

i

1

1

Llonol >lHiii|)lon Orr

1 1

1

ManKcari
Marrla Dalo
T.cwln
fMorla I.eRoy
f*eiil

liifly
Hill

;

&

I. .iu.
Mile
l>o— Sis.

S

<'omi;ii

Murr

has

Jane Wyatt

.

Albert
checkcu

in

Dekker,
sc;een. ac'.or,
at Sacramento to start

Chicago
Chuck Foster s t. .-11 has been
up again anu .build will rcr
main at vhe'Blackhawk until' Fc'o,."19i
Ralph MacFarlanc, foimtrly of
taken
.

uarrick theatre staff; now in
charge of the Army camp theatre
the

at Amarillo, Texas.

Jean

.

recent discovery

Copeland,

of Edaie Dowling, is linder.-.udying
Julie Hayden in "The Glass Menagerie" at Civic theatre.-

Bernard Klein, former sales manager of Screen Advertising isgrvice
Co. here/has been appointed sales
promotion manager for Filmack.
Al Fuller, Palmer House piess
chief, back after .being operated on
ai the 'Mayos, Rochester, :vlinn., and
expected to be back al his desk

soon.

'
.

1

E. £. Meredith, one of. "Variety's"
first local. representatives here, now
located in Fairmount, W. Va., made
annual holiday trip 10 visit the
gung.
To increase- war plant efl'iciency
here, the Sixth Service Command
is weighing a request to set a 2 a.m.
curfew for all night clubs, taverns
and other late spots selling liquor.
.

',

,.

.

•

eon^g^di^wlrkn^^

,

n.i

.

:

.

his

-

X

'.

.

his new job as a inemoei: of the
California State Legislature.
fashion Art Design pu&ica'uon,.
raled Louis B. Mayer, v.p: 01 Mc.ro
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..* _•.
performed before audiences of
(.
..»r.A »
and Amelia GilmOre, taps. ress, were
-both Jhite and Neg^o; troops, but
added lo "Star and Garter'' Dcfore
that Naxis were admitted, which bar a stua rt Phlla Tharp, Irma Lowe, iC weiit on tour. Show closed at the
~
~
caused Miss Home's anger and re- Garicn Roberts and Janet
Bryant, Blackstone theatre last Saturday <5).
fusal to complete schedule.
returned to N.-Y. from six months in
Herman Couston, Columbia PicWar Department in Washington, Soiith Pacific for USO-Camp Shows. lures, and Harry Bloms.cin, MGM,
The Theatre Guild's national or were elected: president and business
commenting bn incident, stated Nazi
!",
manager respectively of- the Film
touring
company
of
"Oklahoma
prisoners were present only by achow working way east after long Employees' Union, Local F-45 last
cident, being on kitchen detail.
Chicago run, will give seven mati- week.
Miss Hbrne is believed to have' i\ee performances at Army and Navy
Robert Warwick, appearing in "10
hospitals while on lour from Chi lo Little Indians" at the Harris, .signed
been on edac before reaching Robin
by Lee Shuberl and Albert de Courson due lo incident in Dallas, where Philadelphia.
ville for their summer production
her plane was grounded, and actress
of "Hidden Horizoh"'an adaption of
had lo proceed some distance by
Agatha Christie's novel, "Death On
According
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replaced in Baltimore Monday (8).
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Nazis after their expressed ing'her'third "one-man"' art exhibit
opinion and treatment of the Negro.- lo be held at Ohio University Feb.
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Florence Davis, wife .of Leon Newman of the Mark Leddy office, came
out'of retirement to join the night
club department of General Amusement Corp.
-'Mercedes McCambridge, who won

Shows on trip after!
Hollywood,, did not
complain of any mistreatment at Robinson. Known, however,
that she did walk out of camp a day
earlier than scheduled-, giving as reason the fact that Nazis were admitted
lo licr shbws; and stating that no
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Harry N. Blair, PRC eastern adpublicity manager, back. from. Philadelphia and Wilmington where he
set advance campaigns on "Blue-

s

admitted an "incident" at
Camp Robinson,, but claimed Defender erred on facts and exaggerated mailer. Miss Home, in her re-
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the Persian Room of the Plaza hotel
Tor the dinner show only. Celeste
Holm still on tap for the late display.
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as United Ari.isLs salcsniii.i:
John Emery pickeo by'.iie California College .ot speech a.s Sir cicmpiar
of Englisn diction on the -.screen.
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Sol Jacobson, ex-Broadway
reported recovered from, wounds

Pvt.
p.a.,

directive had been issued, draft of
performers would be up to the dis r
cretion of the local boards. It was'
hot likely that any new directive
would be issued along that line because it is now the purpose of the
government to broaden classes from
which manpower could be called and
not to -narrow its field of selection.
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Leslie Brooks recovering
throat" infection/

from

.a

Joseph Hazen in town for. confabs
with Hal Wallis.
Fred MacMurray observed his 10th

where an occurrence such as his dis- year as film player.-.
Alex JSvclove celebrated his 16th
appearance is looked upon as a great year with Warners.
•".'•
personal loss.'' This executive's own
Bill Elliott, to Chicago for Repubdaughter has. since Miller was re- lic's sales convention.
been
ported
missing.',
frequently
Spyros Skouras in town for> exec.found in her own room playing the u.tive huddles at 20lh-Fox.
Robert Gilham .in town to gander
leadei's discs and actually sobbing.
new product at Paramount.
If this, and Ihc constant questioning
Victor Saville celebrated his 24th
as mentioned above, is representaanniversary in motion pictures.
tive of the averag'e, some band fans
Deanna Durbin drew her final
are taking the news a? if Miller, were divorce decree from Vaughn Paul.
Society of Motion Picture Engia member of their Own families.
That such can be the case .Can be at- neers will, convene here May 14- IK.
Lynn
Farnol checked, in as chief
tested. to by virtually any of- the lop.
name maestros, who have their own of Samuel Goldwyn's publicity staff.
D. D. Durr resigned from Warner.s
experiences 10 back it up.
publicity staff to join an advertising

Board

a

filed

com-

with the local 'Arbitration
against Loew's, Paramount

Pictures,

RKO

Pictures, 20th Century-Fox and Warner Bros, asking
for more reasonable clearance of

pix from

Balaban

it

Ka'.z'

Senate

theatre.

Estate of Maj. Frederic McLaughowner of the Chicago Blackhawks' hockey team, was estimated
at $150,000 in his, will filed in the
lin,

.

Lake county Probate

court.
Most
of the estate has been left in trust
for. his widow, Mrs. Irene Castle

McLaughlin.
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Since the announcement of Miller's
disappearance one thing has come
to light, that both he and RCAVictor, where he made records, kept
under cover. In one year (1941)

Treasure Island nitery remodeled
and" opens Jan. 17 with the Milt Davis,

orch.

Warner theatres are aidingTn fh«
collection of books for the U. S. Merchant Marine.
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Phil Spitalny brings his all-girl orchestra to Constitution Hall for a
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Miller sold a total of 9,000,000. rehighest
cordings,
probably
the
amount of discs any one band or
artist_eVer disposed of in a 12-month
period,
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Board.

Fi-ank Morganjrjlaying his_ 60th film
role in "Hofd High the Torch" at

Metro.
H'.'ford Cr?!s.
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lng ball that obeys Dante's commands, and the girl suspended In air
Chicago, Jan. 6.
without visible support and than
"Over arid Over Again" and "WithVillariuo, Snlici Puppets, Jack Pow- out
Eddie Heywood Orchestra
(6), vanishes, Is a turn that sold big.
a Song." Maybe it's a new style,
George Beatty, Caryl Could; but- latest crop of band singers de- Li7 Green, Chuck & Chuckles, How- Dante lets audience In on a reell,
"Together Again" (Col).
tract from their appeal by their ex- ell & Howser, Wini Thompson; "Bar- hearsal of a cabinet trick to show
how it's done and then prqeeeds to
pressionless faces, and young Mar- bnry Coast Gent". (M-G).
A compact bill comprising five acts tin needs to unlimber facially.. Fourmystify with appearing and disapwho know their stage deportment bandsmen -introed by Fields as Newpearing aides.'
While the current all-sepia bill
give the- State stlibholders a smooth ark boys. Biz good.
Mol-Yo Miller, billed as the misCoif.
marquee
contains
no
names
of
strong
beyond,
run
much
doesn't
show that
tress of magic, furnishes plenty of
value";
Eddie Heywood definitely eye appeal as principal aide to
the regulation time despite nearly
proves the right to headline honors Dante and participates In majority
Capitol,
«verv act taking encores.
with some of the niftiest keybo'arding of the more spectacular illusions, inLayout is topped by Rosario and
Washington'. Jan. 4.
ever heard around these parts. Clos- cluding being the' victim of the saw
Antonio, one ol the best flamenco
Karen Cooper. Steve ing the show, with a five-man group in the finale..
Rn'biiio/T,
teams about. Theirs is an act built
Brog.
for the aliconados but readily, appre- Ecans; Coty & Sue. Sam Jack Kaii/- consisting of drums, bass, sax, trumciated by the general public- Their, iiian's' House Orchestra. Lynti Alli- pet and trombone, the out lit gets the
Slosser;
"The
Thin
Man
most out of tunes like "I Found a
Milton
son,
routines
their
and
boff
heelwork is
Natloaal, L-vllle
Baby," "Carry Me Back to Old Vir.are fiery and colorful. Rosario docs Goes Home" (M-G>.
Louisville, Jan
giriny ," "Please DonU Talk About Me.
a bit of warbling and their small
Harry
Howard's
"Hooray for
Sam. Jack. Kaufman's house orch When I'm Gone," and the highlight
amount 61 banter draws laughs from
Girls,"
with
Leonard
Gau tier's
the Latin elements in the. house. opens with a medley of Cole Porter of the session, Hey wood's unusual Bricklayers, Harold Boyd & Jigsaws,
Geronimo Villareno, a- flamenco gui- tunes, with Lyniv Allison as vocalist. pianistics in a sock interpretation of Al Worman, Larry Stuart, John Mucaudience
singing, "Begin
the. Beguine"
that elicits
tarist, provides some flashy plucking Then Mjlt Slosser's
cio. Ben Beri, Frank Brooks, Bbrle
giving
ses.with
the
console
artist
a
applause,
.His
fingering
the
out
heavy
of
lime
while the terp twain take
Keller's House Band -.(12)
"Follow
from their arduous routines. Their sion with' the bells, fronri the alarm black and whites is something to Leader" (Mono)..
write home. about. Ensemble gives
hearty clock to "The Bells of St. Mary's."
provides

Bawntown, Chi

voice of terrific range and power,
Nelson Eddy, In
of

State, K. Y.

Apollo,

reminiscent

Eosario & Antonio with Geronimo

.

Wash.

.

'

.

.

'

With Earl (Father) Hlnes and his
crew the mainstay of the bill, the
Apollo is rocking this week, and
for
a change, Isn't blasting the leather
oft
the seats and the customers with
it
Those Hmesmen play like they know
one another, and musically thev offer^ good show, despite occasional
tendencies to go overly fortissimo.
Hines has five trombones, one dou.
bhng on guitar; five reeds, four trum.
jiets and three rhythm, including
Hines: himself.
Despite the larea
quota of brass, though, it's by no
means raucous. Only one or two of
the numbers are identified bv title
but in most cases the arrangements

-

number

gypsy

a

showclose.
Salici

Puppets open the

on a

bill

The dextrous manipu-

novelty note.

":

.

Inc.;

Caryl Gould (New Acts) gave a
creditable session of songs openingday, but had to be replaced by Gloria
Blake after that because of illness.
George Beatty's chatter is productive
of laughs despite some familiar
stretches.

Biz only fair

when

caught.

Jose.

Oriental, Chi

Waters" (IM).

•

,

M

ance and is an example- of perpetual
motion while waving the stick.

Band opens, with "Number 920"
followed by Miss Hutton vocalizing
"Accentuate the Positive" to healthy
palming. Danny Ricardo unveils a
good set of baritone pipes on "Mean
to Me" and "Embraceable You" but
A hit. The Harris Trio,
is a bit stiff.
two women arid a man, wow 'em
with nifty harmonizing of "Let Me
Love You Tonight," "Rainy Sunday."
a standout, and "Patty Cake Man"
and have to beg off. Trio makes
splendid appearance. Highlight of the
Hutton outfit, which closes the show.
Is nifty arrangement of "Dark Eyes"
done in several, tempos from semiconcert style to jive arid rhiimba
with Miss Hutton. attired in radium
treated gown, beating out the rhythm
on a bongo drum for soqk finale.
Carlton Emmy and his canine gang
keep the audience in good spirits with
the comedy antics of the dogs to
garner a good hand. Coley Worth
gets plenty of laughs with, his clownand his takerounding out

an amusing turn with eccentric dancing assisted by Marcia. Registers big.

Morg.

I

NewoTk; Jan. 4.
Wary
(14),
Orch
Small, AI "Whiten" Roberts. Ca'gary

Shep

Bros.

Fields

(2),

Sleepy Williams
(Mono).

.

4-

is

after the birth of a daughter:
they've got a bettcr-than-usual show
here. Singer, in filial slot, gives her
all to a terrific version of "I Had a
Talk With the Lord." Garners strong
returns right down the line with

lombo from the band does a warb-

stint. "I Dream of You."' that
clicks.
First, df the two acts; Beth
Farrell. proves to be a super-acro-

Keith's leans heavily on novelty
acts. on current bill. There's one song
and dance turn in a line-up that incontortionists cludes acrobats, balancers, an imitafeats,
frequently given humorous tor and a cartoonist. It's all good,
overtones, are out of the ordinary. routine stuff, but nothing the custom-,
Phyllis Lynn, band's singer, is a ers get excited about. Lanny Gale,
cute blonde trick who does well by who does an efficient job as emcee,
"Them Their Eyes" and "Trolley injects a little comedy element with
Song." "Show Me the Way to Go his mimicry of Fred Allen, GilderHome" is another corking band sleeve, Lionel Barrymore. Charles

ling

bat

whose amazing

number.
Paul

Boyer and

.

1

Allen.' Minneapolitan, also
clicks with his renditions of "Begin
the BegUine" and "Had a Talk
With the Lord." He encores with
"I'll
Walk Alone" and joins Miss
Lynn and the band in a sock corned*, treatment of "Don't Fence Me
In.
is

Pat Henning with his feminine foil
the usual scream and stops the

show. Carle, of course, is tops with
his piano medley of his own hit
numbers and in. "Carle Boogie
Woogie," a terrific show closer
House completely filled.
Rees
.

RKO, Boston
Boston. Jan.

'

8.

Jimmy Dorsey orch. (17); Derby
Wilson & Frenchie; Ladd Lyon, Pafti
Palmer: Teddy Walters: "Falcon in
Hollywood" (RKO).

vaude

"Come With Me, My Honey."
Dream of 'You," and an encore

"I

of

show with only

t<vb

but

Jimmy Dorsey

has

enough, horsepower

to

carry the load

for a firm ride.

Band depends these days On
plenty of decibels rather than the
really sharp jive of yore, and when
the 17 sidemen uncork their full
lungpbwer for an all-out finale the
joint, jumps: Si Zentner. is featured
on a sweet trombone: Buddy Schutz
.

,

others.

a vocal of "Old'

For encore he does

Man River"

•

backing up excellently. Entire effect
is that of an ad-lib jam session.
Third featured player is a youngster,
20-ycar-old
Arthur Walker,

whose reception, on his balladeering
"Besame Mucho'' and "Time on

of

My

Hands" sounded like a sepia Sinatra in the making. He projects an
engaging personality' and has mellow
pipes.
His blues singing is less effective.
Does some trumpet- soloing
as well, okay. General indication Is
that as he gains experience, his work
.

lacking aplomb now. he should be an
asset to the outfit.

Band

also

.

carries

quartet:

a

the

all boys doing average
harmonizing, and a boy and a gal as
Femme. Janie Moses, is 9
looker but quite weak vocally, and
her pert appearance isn't enough to
compensate.
She's new with the
band, Hines- introing her by saying
she's not performed before.
Male'
warbler is Essex Scott, whose falsetto
tenoring of "Danny' Boy" and "Walk

Mellotones.
vocalists.

Alone"

clicks.

the best reactions

of the

to too many band numbers and Hine9'.
failure to keep unwarranted encores
from slowing up the works. His introductions aren't too lttcid, either.
Merr.
the Biz excellent.

a military drill routine.
Show girls
in various costumes representing the

armed

give color to
a swell finale for the
\ Hold.

services

number, and

it's

50-minute show.

,

show

Tower, K. C.
Kansas

City, Jan.

5.

Orphean,

.

.

'

.

:

Comely
femme aides, scenery and staging
mark Dante as tops in his trade.
Show gets underway with Dunlc

general, including himself.

materializing
pigeons
and geese
from nowhere. Next act features the
Mexican escape artist, Victoria Lo
pez, who shows her ability lo vanish
and reappear at ease, under Dante's

Third turn, called' the
ghosts, has the -standard
etc.
tambourines,' table - tapping,
used by. mediums to fool the gullible
Next stunt, that really pleased those
of the audience on aisle seats was
the beer keg trick in which Dante
guidance.
of

.

draws an apparently endless supply
from a keg without head
or bottom and passes it out to the

of beverage

customers.
Spectacular stunts .are the apparent squeezing Of Miss Lopez into
nothing and then bringing her back
whole again, and' the sock finale of
sawing a lady in half— an illusion
Dante states he originated, and his
presentation is certainly tops among
the trade. . Mystery .of air. the float'

,

.

Earle, PliHIv
Philadelphia, Jan,

with some nifty harmonizing on
Don Galvan. Paul Nelson Trio
"Don't Fence Me- In," "Gay RanHelen Shawn, Pat Wymore, Patty &
cherb," "Orchids in the' Moonlight"
and other popular tunes. Ruth and Bobby Foster, Tower Orch (9) with
Johnny Burns arouse some interest Les Harding; "Lights of. Old Santa
with their mixture of tap dancing Fe" (Rep) and "Firebrands in Ariona" (flep).
and juggling. Outstanding novelty is
the slick cartoon routine of Paul
Show gets off to a fa^t start as the
Burke, who draws:.'three caricatures
swings out with the pop,
at the same time, using a fool as well band
Don't Fence Me In," with Les
as both hands. Donahue and LaSalle
who open the bill, rock themselves Harding, front man, baritoning the
perilously on a pyramid of six tables. vocal nicely.
Pat Wymore,. shapely blonde, is on
The Zoppe troupe, which closes the
first with a routine of ballet tapping
bill, does some tricky balancing rouHelen Shawn, cometines on unsupported ladders. Biz which clicks.
dienne,, follows with a line of chatter
Corb.
was fair when caught.
which' she tops off with a George
M. Cohan medley.
The current
"Discovery Night" act is a juve
1~ A.
brother arid sister team, Patty &
Los Allgeles, Jan. 5.
Dante's "Cockeyed Inferno" niagic Bobby Foster, who do a chorus of
show featuring Mbi-Yo Miller and "My Beloved Is Rugged" jand wind
Her Mystery Maids; "Army Wives" up with a bit of tapping.
Don Galvan, who doubles as mx.,
(Mono).
takes over the next-to-closing spot
Orpheum is offering a, slick, show for some vocals, providing his own
accompaniment.
Opening
manly magical aggregation
this guitar
week, staged for audience pleasure with "Cielito Lindo." he follows
and mystification by Dante. From through with "Always" and "Let Me
Call You Sweetheart." He registers
opening .act; Dante keeps his audi
ence responding to his legerdemain solidly.
Paul Nelson Trio contrib lively
and gentle fun-poking at magic in

home

and similarly drop their present cosfuming, boys' outfits which do nothing for them visually and frequently
look awkward.
Show, 85 minutes, is too long, due

,

David and Dorothy Paige get one:
of

his emphasis on comedy, although he
is plenty
dextrous with the tennis
Indian clubs and tambourines.
Gets a swell, hand.
Finale has Larry Stuart in Air
Corps uniform and John Muccio in
sailor outfit, to bring on the girls for
balls..

-

Straight band
specialities,

"Don't Fence Me In." Begs off on
more.
Al "Whitey" Roberts' ad slogan.
"Always working." holds true even
when he's on stage. He works hard on the drums (In old fave "John
In a fast-moving turn Of quippage. Silver."): Marvin Wright on piano
rope dancing, and juggling china and Teddy Walters
oh electric
Points
up dexterity in guitar: all doing great stuff, and all
plates.
Juggling by getting a member of clicking, while Jimmy. Dorsey fools
audience to foil, good for laughs. around on the clarinet and high sax
The zany Calgary Bros, have a as the whim hits him.
clever act which doesn't have to re r
Tunes .unfurled are "King Porter
sort to slapstick for laughs. They're Stomp," "Together." "J.D.'s Boogie"
a new type of booking for this spot and "Silver," while Pattl Palmer
and from the way they're received, does "I Dream of You" and "Tree
a welcome one. Their slow-motion, in Brooklyn" and Teddy Walters
pantomime antics evoked boffo ap- does "Magic Is the Moonlight" and
proval and a call-back..
"Always." Both vocalists draw warm
Sleepy Williams: and his 68-year- plaudits.
old dad, Negro' team, contrib some
Derby Wilson and Frenchie, colfancy tapping. Format has som uo- ored, act, do two-some jive-numbers
paier
challenging
then
ing his stuff,
for- okay audience take, with Wilson
clicking big on a solo imitation of
to show him up despite his age.
Robinson
imitating
Shep
Wilson.
-by
Big
played
is
well
Show
Fields crew, nine sax,- femme harp- hand. Ladd Lyon, using stooge from
audience, does balancing stunts on
ist, drums, bass fiddle, guitar, and
piano, with sax men doubling on bottles for his usual cordial recepTheir organ tion. Show especially .well staged
clarinet and flute.
in
"Lest with one of $11 Champlin's best
effective
sounds
are
Chord," sung by Meredith Blake, band set-ups, all of which in recent
who also does "Making Believe It's months have been both 4original and
bright.
Biz good
when,
for My plenty
"Getting.
Corns
You" and
EHe.
Country." Gene Martin unveils ,a. caught. .
.

work.

Three soloists stand out. especially
Scoots Carey, whose clarinet is most
impressive.
Kermit Scoott's saxina
is another bbff, doing "C Jam Blues.,
in which he sustains one note for an
incredibly long time, with the band

pleasant.

'

enjoyable
the
by
Highlighted
warbling of Mary- Small, back in

like originals anvhow.
Not
attention is paid lb the stageangles, however, other than
affable clowning and-' heckling
by Fats Davis, trumpet. Hines' own
pianistics are his standard clicko

Outside acts arc Salt and Pepper.
0.
Harold Boyd & Jigsaws, three
Lanny Gale. Donahue & LaSalle, knockabout comics in sailor, uni- Red Lyons and Ford. Harris and
Troupe, Johnny & Ruihie forms, have a neat routine of comic Jones, the latter two New Acts. Turn
Band's theme number. "Service Zoppe
Dorothy tumbling and zany, acrobatics. Boys with the condiment tag, two girl
Serenade," is followed by the hot Burns, Paul Burke, David &
hoofers, offers average tap and aero
stress
comedy
throughout,
and
regis
Paige;
"Strangers
in
Niaht
the
"Twelfth Street Rag," with Carle
legmania.
They should drop their
tor for terrific hand at the finish.
(Rep).
leaving piano to conduct. Lee CoBen Beri. juggler, likewise places opening song and come on dancing

which

Dad

"Army Wives"

sound

much
show
some

mood

in a jovial, lively, light hearted

,

Adama, Newark
,

M

.

Pleasing layout this week paced by
Ina Ray Hutton and orch and backed
by two sock comedy acts and a vocal
trio that is stopping shows. La Hutton. with two changes of- gowns,
makes her usual glamorous appear-

ing, patter, imitations
off of Groucho Marx

.

.

Chicago. Jan. 5.
Ina Ray Hutton and Orch. (16)
with Harris Trio, Danny Ricardo.
Colev Worth & Marcia. Carlton

Emmy; "Dark

,

'

edy drumming. The time between
State engagements has been.spent on.
domestic touri for
overseas, and
Shows,

him ample support with trumpet: and
This Harry Howard show follows
his magic 'fiddle down to vaudeville trombone muted on all numbers, and'
size.
He opens with "Valse Russe." work of bass player and drummer the pattern of his previous units, and
is a pleasing blend of femininity and
which shows his virtuosity on the outstanding.
attractive costumes, as" background
violin. Then follows Liszt's "LiebesHowell and Bowser. nexT to shut;
lraum."'and, as a gesture to the -jit- are close second on applause-getting for a solid array of standard acts,
utstanding of which is Gautier's
terbugs, "Pistol. Packin' Mama," with with an amusing array of. crossfire
For. encore, chatter, singing and instrumental Bricklayers, one of the -best dog acts
some boogie-woogie.
in. show biz.
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue." Six specialties.
Comedy material goes
Unit has ah attractive lineup of
bows well earned.
back to the old Bud Harris act, but is dancers and show girls; who look
Steve Evans gets his best results still good, and team delivers it with
from his impersonations when he gets showmanship. Howell's singing, uke swell in vivid, abbreviated costumes.
down to laughs encountered by the and violin playing, and Bowser's an- Unit has two singing m.c.'s, Larry
movie audiences. '.Karen Cooper, a tics, topped by a good impression of Stuart and John Muccio, and they get
deep-throated songstress, clicks with FDR, sends them >off to, nice results. things off to a rousing start, introing
the gals in an, artist model number.
"The Lord's Prayer." impressively
Show tees off with a. unique turn
done. Coty and Sue,, acrobatic danc- by Wini Thompson, who during her Feriimes are on at intervals, proving
cry effective in their "Easter 'Paers, do a smooth and fast routine.
dance, picks up and juggles one. and
ude," "South American," and patriArke.
then two chairs by her- teeth, as she otic finale, dressed in costumes repmoves about the stage. Dance steps esenting the various armed services.
are amateurish, but the strong molar
Frank Brooks' gives a good account
Orphean, pis.
Chuck' and Chuckle.*; of himself with, clever tap dancing,
bit gets 'em.
Minneapolis. Jan. 6.
practically
knock themselves out arid is on for two routines, the first
Frankie Carle Orcli
(161
with With some violent routines of eccen- in evening clothes and later In South
Phyllis Lynn and Paul Allen; Beth tric dancing, a tune or two on the American costume.
Farrell. Pat Heuning & Co.
(2); xylophone and comedy gags interAl Norman essays a few elemenspersed.
"Merry {4onahaiis" (V).
tary-imitations, df Durante, Boyer,
Lil Green, buxom blue singer, does Sinatra, and
then gives demonstra'Just Love Me," "Let's Be Friends"
Playing, a 12-day Twin City en- and "In the Dark" in a stilted man- tion of how different people sleep.
gagement, eight days here and four ner. She lacks stage presence, and His best effort is his comedy eccen'ric dancing.
.
iii
St. Paul, Frankie Carle, prime
sounded off key most of the time.
At show caught Saturday (6) matilocal favorite, hits a new popularity
Ted Phillips and the house band of
peak with his own ace band and 14 are bn!the stage for four of. the nee, house was well sprinkled with
children, and they obviously were
vocalists:
acts, and contribute two numbers on there to see the
Bricklayers, dog
Carle keeps pretty much in the their own.
org.
act.
Mutts are almost letter perfect
less torrid 'swing groove and fashn their training, and provide most
ions the proceedings in a manner
nteresting demonstration of almost
that makes for spontaneity.
The
Keith- s, Indpls.
human antics. A solid hit.
show carries along at a swift pace
Indianapolis. Jan.
cut

'

lation of the strings and satiric conception of their routines is, productive of a robust hand. Still tops is
their takeoff of a concert pianist and
diva spouting opera;
In -bis .Ant appearance hero in two
years, Jack Powell, the blackface
drummer, still socks across his. com-

Camp

showman, has

Rubinoff, master

.

19-15

V.

IS*.

Earl HIjmw' Orch (16) with Essex
Scott, ScooU farty: K«rtnit
Scott
fats Davit, Arthur Walker, Janie
Moses, the. Mellofones (4)' Salt I
Pepper; Red Lyons; Ford, Harris
fc
Jones; "Faces In the Fog" (Mono)

tvsstpoline act.

Earl.

Ed Lowry

Resigns Coast
Job With Camp Shows

Ed Lowry, exec
Camp Shows -west

sec'y

of

USO

coast office in
charge of all Coast operations, has
resigned as of Feb,, t.
Former actor-booker has no future-plans set, but wants .to return
to private life, for financial reasons.
.

'

.

—_

'.

.

.

Jan Savitt Orch
Helen

Martel.l,

Roily

with Buddy
Anita
Dlx;

(18)

Welcome;

6.

Warren,

Tommy

Rolls.

"One Body Too Many"

(Par).

—

A couple of little guys one with a
big band, the other with a big voice
bill toppers at the Earle this

—are
sesh.
'

Jan
is
onetime fiddler with the Phil

The one with the band

Savitt.

ly symph, who makes his periodic
visit to the old home town, this time
with a troupe that's up to par with

other bands, despite replacements.
•
^
Featuring strings, the Savitt aggregation leans heavily on the schmaltzy
brand of music, broken only by a
his

arrangement

jani-jive

of

"One

o'clock Jump."
Other band tunes
are
Room." "Lullaby of
"Rose

Broad way,"-*'Little Fugue."
Helen' Warren, ah eyeful with a.
soothing set of pipes, gives out with
the soulful style: "There Goes That
Song Again." "I Dream of You." "In
the.

Mdod

for

Me Love

Love" and "You Made

You." She could change
her pace a bit to hypo the tempo of
the bill,
which is slow getting
.

steamed up.

The little character with the bigvoice is Tommy Dix. who surprises
with a robust baritone to ring the
gong with superman stuff like "Old
Man River," "Buckle Down, Winsocki," "Lord's Prayer" and "I Got
Plenty of Nothin'."
'

Buddy

Welcome,

man-mountain

clarinetist who doubles on the vocals,
clicks with his special brand of yodeling: "Hot Time in "Town of Berlin,"

Me

"Basin Street" and "Don't Fence
In."

Added

..

.

starters are Roily Rolls and

'.Former ..is Frenchhas a novel act In which he
tickles the keyboard with a', fancy

Helen Warren.

man who
flourish,

Anne Baxter's Hosp Tour

.

from

Brahms

to

boogie,

while putting a highly entertaining
it all with plenty of gimmicks and comic patter.
Miss Warren, on lend-lease from
Kansas and New
England." is a clever juggler, who
likewise gets plenty of laughs with
to 31, starting from New York City.
Ann Miller left the Coast Saturday her ad libs .while she juggles hat-!,
balls, etc.
(6) for a two-week tour of eight hosHouse about three-fourths filled
pitals in Texas, Georgia, Florida and
when caught (Fri. afternoon 1.
Tennessee.
Shfll.

Anne Baxter

to

make

tour of five hospitals

personality

Michigan.
Mexico from Jan. 22

'

.

i.ri

flavor to

;

.

.
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SHORTAGE ENDS
In^de Stuff—Legit

CASUALTIES EASE

Commissioner Moss Reversed

N. Y. Journal-American figured prominently at recent opening of "Trio"
N. Y. Although critic Robert Garland was present at premiere,
there was no review in next day's paper or subsequently. Journal also had
a cameraman present who showed management a note that newspaper
bad tip Belasco would be raided at -8:30. Management gave cameraman a
at BeTasco,

boxseat, latter sat

As LaGuardia Eases Agcy. Curb

through show but nothing happened.

By JACK PULASKI

(Columbus Circle) "On The Town,"
in another part of theatre, and staying till end. Stated he liked play very
much, but couldn't make up his mind how to handle review because of Adelphi (despite a sharp difference
touchy nature of subject and policy of his paper. Also didn't have much of opinion), and "The Hasty Heart,"
time Friday (29) night, with Saturday's paper haying early deadline, so Hudson, a comedy drama.
wrote a brief news story instead. Plans, he said, to do a Sunday piece on
The casualties were led by "Sadie
musical
version
of
play, not having done so heretofore because syndication angle causes him Thomps6n,"
to write Sunday articles well in advance.
"Rain," in which Paramount had a
50% interest, which closed at the
Alvih after seven weeks.
Grosses
Burns Mantle, dean of New. York critics; in recent Daily News- column
were fairly strong for the first month
discusses Jack Pulaski's by lined "Variety" article on current season's "bat-

Story" of "Central Park," Mike
-Todd's new musical, which is
highly regarded in Philadelphia,
where it is trying out, is said to
be somewhat of a tearjerker.
Showman said he thinks he
noticed that Lee Shubert's eyes
were more than just moist at the

end

;

'

claiming this is not only a season of hits but a season of
discoveries, both in play writing and playacting. Names John Hersey ("Bell
for Adano"), John P. Marquand ("Late George Apley"), Mary Chase ("Harvey"), Kathryn Forbes ("I Remember Mama") and- others as contributing
directly or indirectly.
Gives three reasons for big current season: (1)
more and easier production money, (2) new writers, (3) wartime earnings
tle" of legit hits,

of playgoers.

_'""'...

"If season should result in' a boxoffice battle that brings hew attention
tq the theatre," writes Mantle, "I have an idea we can, stand it. We have
spent so much time apologizing for the theatre and its show providers the
last several years it Is a relief to reverse the routine and point with pride
for a change."

or so but operations Were too costly.
Red is around $180,000; but it is- possible for the investment to be recaptured.
Early this week A. P.
Waxman and associates mulled over
plans to tour "Sadie"," if it doesn't

Broadway theatre.
"Many Happy Returns" brought
Mary Astor and Neil Hamilton to
Broadway only briefly, show open-

of

a

performance « down

there.

.

Todd isn't sure whether the
show itself caused the tears or
whether Shubert was weeping
because he knew that the producer
booked the
Shuberts'
Century, N. Y., on a rental basis.
.

.

.

Show

reverting to its original
title "Up In Central Park," opens
there Jan. 25.

Crossed by Philly

relight at artother

ing last Friday (5) at the Playhouse
but being yanked the next night.
Just three performances. "Hand in
Glove" was believed to have a

'The Glass Menagerie" at Civic theatre, Chicago, with Laurette Taylor
and Eddie Dowling starred, caused a stir in the Windy City, with three chance when it moved from the
Playhouse to the Forrest, but it
critics, Ashton Stevens, Claudia Cassidy and Henry Murdock, attending
same date, after four
the performance for a second time after reviewing it. Daily News on stopped on the
Thursday (4) also ran ah editorial paying tribute to Dowling, titled "A light-grossing weeks.
The definite closings this week inMan of His- Word,"' for bringing a play up to what the News said was
clude "Embezzled Heaven," which
Broadway standard.
"As the. producer of an unusual play which has reminded critics of the goes off at the National Saturday
.

—

—

famous Abbey Players of Dublin," read the editorial, "Chi- (13) after six weeks. It's the first
cago has a new interest in him, particularly since he has brought back to .miss in many seasons for Ethel
stardom Laurette Taylor, who gives one of the most amazing pieces of Barrymore, who was. stricken with
pneumonia shortly after "Heaven"
acting the local .stage has seen in a decade, maybe longer."
opened.
The forced layoff of a
month probably affected the drama's
Sudden collapse of "Sophie," which stopped New Year's eve at the chances. First show in quite a spell
Playhouse after one week and one night, is explained by Meyer Davis, that goes on the debit side of the
who produced the play in association with George Ross. Davis says he Theatre Guild's ledger.
asked the cast to accept a salary slice to be paid back from the expected
Mae West to the Road
picture rights money; also, that approximately $10,000 was needed to keep
Going to the road for' a likely
the play lighted for two more weeks so that the show could be eligible
Davis said, too, that his plan for the players cleanup is "Catherine Was Great,"
to share in the Coast coin.
Play leaves the
to accept 10% of the picture coin, to compensate them for the cuts, was with Mae West.
rejected although the total amount of reduced salaries would ndt have Royale Saturday after an engage*
ment of. 23 weeks which started at
been more than $5,000.
Slhubert.
"Catherine"
drew
the
seemingly excellent grosses by virtue
J. J. Shubertand Clayton Ashley are listed as presenters of the musical,
"A Lady Says Yes," first called "Lady In?," which opens at the Broad- of a high top ($4.80; usual price for
musicals),
Mike
Todd
went
but
hurst, N. Y., tonight (10), but it's understood the latter has invested most
of the $150,000 which the production is estimated to have cost. Ashley is overboard on production, and beunknown on Broadway but around the show he's identified as Dr. Maxwell cause of that splurge the show has
investment.
hot
earned
back
its
Maltz, midtown plastic surgeon.
Ashley is credited' with the book of the show, story dealing partly with However, the chances are that it
a woman of another day whose face has been remodeled by a physician. will develop into a winner out of
town. Still another attraction that
The show has been gagged up by Will Morrissey.
started with lusty grosses, "The Perfect Marriage," will shut down at
Dick Maney, who invariably publicizes as many as six shows seasonally, the Barrymore. It hasn't made a
will do likewise for "Foolish Notion," which the Theatre. Guild is producing
profit either but the picture rights
end in which Tallulah Bankhead will star. It's the latest play from Philip
are expected to pull the play Gut of
visits of the

:

1

,

Critics,

Sez Todd

Maney, who will not join the Guild's press staff, headed by Al Tamarin,
When the star appeared
at the request of Miss Bankhead.
Herman Shumlin's "The Little Foxes," Maney was the press agent.

the red.

"Town"

was retained
In

is

something, of a surprise

an indicated click. The musical
has no names and if the business
holds anywhere near the proportions
as

When Brooks Atkinson, critic on leave for the Times, N. Y., returned of last week's gross, it will clean up.
with jaundice from China, where he was a Times war. correspondent, he
Granted that it really, is "in,"
was quoted saying that "dramatic criticism is an ignoble profession." That
"Town" will be the first success ever
crack was the subject of a debate held by the Newspaper Guild forum
housed in the Adelphi, a house outover WMCA, N. Y., Tuesday (9) evening.
side
theatre
the
district
(54 th
Equity,

AGMA

CaH Off

"doublecross" in reviewing "Central

between Equity and the
American Guild of Musical Artists
over jurisdiction of "La Vie Parisienne," which the New Opera Co.
will present for four weeks at the

In

N. Y. City Center starting Friday
02), subsided suddenly.
/Equity
still insists the show is operetta, so
its contracts and working conditions
should prevail, but it was decided to
call off the battle of talent unions
and
came out on top.

AGMA

AGMA

Explained that because
contracts had been issued and signed,
It was not deemed
advisable to. upset the players and the v management

"See

Mark Hanna, John Moses
London Premiere To Produce 'Shore Leave'
London, Jan. 9.
Run," legiter

How They

which came into the Comedy on
Jan. 4, was splendidly received and
looks successful.
'

'

It is a

•

hilarious farce.

Tutt' Delay Releases
Massey From Contract
"Mr. Tutt" play based on Arthur
Train's Satevepost stories, has been
shelved by Guthrie. McClintic but it's
possible the play will be among next
attractions.
Manager .felt
the script heeded more work,which probably could not be done
for two or three months, because

just

the

them $10 per

cost

ticket but refuse
the broker they paid."

most

that

out unless there

nut

St.

theatre, Feb. 6.
In

sell

even the

hits

would
1

is

ticket

Boston the

Todd claimed that the two

—Edwin

show

The'

instead will preera
following week.

critics

H. Schloss, Chilly Record,

LeMang Agcy.

and Linton Martin, Philly Inquirerhad asked permission to attend •
preview benefit showing of "Central

Reorganization

Park."
"1 gave them the okay," said
Todd,
"with the proviso that they would

come back the following night

(Fri-

day)

before they wrote their reThey both promised to do
this— but neither of them came back

views.

the

following

night and

their

re-

views were on the street in the early
editions of the paper even while

—

the

show was

still

on."

No "Sorehead"
Todd 'emphasized
playing "sorehead."

that he wasn't

"Everyone who know

me

In

show

knows

business

that I can. take it.
When you put on a show you stick
ydur neck out. If these two critics
had attended the legitimate preview
and said it was "horrible" it would
be okay with me. That's their job.
But they had no business reviewing
the show until it was ready. They
couldn't judge
audience reaction
with the crowd at the preview."

—

Schloss and Martin both- denied
that they had promised Todd to .return to the theatre the next night
before writing their reviews.
fact

we had no

dealings with
said Schloss. "We

Sam

Stratton

(press representative)."
Schloss also denied that the preshowing was a "dress re-

view

Schloss said that Todd had complained to' the publishers of both

There has been a reorganization
of
Leblang*s, one of Broadway's
major
ticket agencies, and although
th«

outfit had difficulties with Paul
Moss,
It secured the first
license from him
for 1945 last week. Commissioner
had ordered the agency closed for 80

days but as the license automatically
expired a few days from the date, of
the intended suspension, LeblangGray's, as the agency was formerly
called, did not close

down

for

more

than two Hours on Saturday, Dec, 30.
Matty Zimmerman is out as general manager and so are the other
officers of the former ticket corporation. License was Issued with the.
proviso that Mrs. Tillie Leblang
Jasie, her husband, William Jasie, an
attorney, and' Zimmerman do not
participate in any of the agency's
business activities, nor to enter the
premises. All were charged by Moss
with being involved in selling tickets
at more than the legal premium.
They denied knowing anything
about overcharging, claiming that a
.

1

clerk

was

responsible, for

which he

was dismissed. Court held that the
brokers did not prove their contentions and declined to issue a writ
against Moss.
Mrs. Jasie has been dangerously
ill for the past six months.
Zimmerman, who top had been under the
doctor's care because of a heart condition, offered to resign last spring
but agreed to stay on the job until
Mrs. Jasie was discharged from a
hospital.

She was sent home some
new regime the
'now known as Leblang's.

time ago. .Under a

agency
It was

is

conjunction with Postal
Telegraph, that the agency entered
the

in

premium

ticket

now

latter, top, is

out.

business,

but,,

Previously

It

was a cut-rate agency but that type
of bargain tickets are no longer offered and Postal was absorbed by
Western Union a year or so ago.
Daughters of Mrs. Jasie and the
Joe Leblang, whose widow she
now conducting the agency,
Leblang Samilson being the
head. License was issued
under her name and that of her husband Mort. Other Leblang kin interested are Dorothy and Elaine,
both married also.
s
late

-

—

that

theatres,

papers.

-

assured

not

a "dress rehearsal."

by insisting on new agreements.
Todd indicated —that he was
Shows in Rehearsal
However,
"through" with Philly.
understood
that
New Train is hospitalized.
"Foolish Notion"
Theatre Guild.
Opera would have preferred Equity
"I don't have to jeopardize valWithdrawal of "Mr. Tutt" releases
to have jurisdiction;
"The Dark of the Moon" Lee uable properties just because of the
Equity was Raymond Massey from his contract
not awafe of the AGMA contracts
with McClintic, who was to have Shubert
whim of a couple of critics," he
until the show was in rehearsal.
"Ntetarne"—Richard Skinner.
starred him in the show..
said.

—

When

idea.

reverse was true, he declared: "Well,
anyhow, I'm sick and tired of getting
letters from people telling me
hits

So peeved was Todd over the ac- distribution such as afforded
by the
he announced agencies; that hotel guests would not
be able to see the shows
that he. was cancelling the opening
if direct
boxoffice sale was the only
method
of another of his properties, "Dear
(Continued on page 46)
Bella," skedded to bow at the Wal-

'

it.

rated world's

is

tion of the critics that

it recently.
Todd was griping about' inasmuch as
Couple of companies are reported neither his review nor that written
interested in a pre-production deal. by the Inquirer critic were "pans."
George S. Kaufman is currently They praised the show for most part
reading play with possibility of and only mildly criticized it in spots.

staging

La Guardia, who

champ desk-pounder when he's
steamed up, told the managers that
he thought he was doing 'em a
favor in trying to keep tickets out
of the agencies, which indicated that
the Mayor, not Moss, doped up the

more than

relinquished

that,

noon.

of. the talking for the
group. It
was explained to La Guardia that
brokers are really salesmen for

Frederick
Wakeman's
"Shore hearsal."
Leave" dramatized by Major Luther
"It was a public performance, adDavis, is to be produced by Mark vertised in the newspapers in adHanna and John Moses. Producers vance with tickets sold to the pubare agents, independent of each lic," he said. "It was also playing to
other, latter being son of late Henry a packed house.
Incidentally, I reMoses, who produced "Grand view shows, not audience reaction."
Hotel."
Jed Harris had play but
Schloss said he -didn't know what

season's,

deluged the mayor's office with 'letters of protest, that he ordered the
commissioner to ask the showmen
downtown. Moss telephoned the request on New Year's day and the
session was held the following after-

ParkV from a pie-dpehing performance which Todd declared was little

Mr. Todd at all,"
made all our arrangements with

'How They Run' Boff

'Parisienne' Wrangling
Flaieu'p

The Moss plan aroused such a
rumpus among theatregoers, who

to identify

Philadelphia, Jan.

"In

street).

theatres with hits not to sell tickets
to the agencies. Mayor La Guardia
not only cancelled the "edict" but
is said to have given
his commissioner a verbal pasting after a session with the theatre managers atCity Hall last week.

9.
Board of the League of New York
Mike Todd last week accused Theatres
constituted the managerial
two Philly drama critics of pulling a delegation, Brock Pemberton
doing

.

Barry.

Paul Moss, New York's license
commissioner led with his chin
when he ordered Broadway legit
'

Mike Todd's Dilemma

In regards to Garland, management claims critic came in 15 minutes
The hits continue to roll onto
after curtain rose and left after first act, allegedly saying, "I've seen this
Broadway, but with some fas.t flops
before." Critic had hot been one of those transported by management, to
Philadelphia earlier to see show when Shuberts barred it from one Of their out of the way, the house shortage
on
censorship
theatres
grounds, so management couldn't understand critic's seems to have been terminated;
attitude or lack or review next day. Attempts at learning difficulty from
Ringing the bell are such holiday
various editors on sheet, it claims, were also, unavailing, as well as request
musical arrivals as "Laffing Room
for subsequent review of play.
Reached for confirmation, Garland denied leaving theatre, staling he Only," at the Winter Garden, "Sing
International
arrived just after curtain went up, changing his seat after first act to one Out,. Sweet Land,"

was, are

Etta-

current

.

'

£

:
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New Year s Eve

Wednesday, January

B way

Boosts

46G

Othello -Robeson

High;

In

12 Shows

fops

All at $51,000, 'Sing

Jan.

The 12-day engagement

Ouf

'Oklahoma!' 31^G, 'Garter'

of

Robeson in "Othello." inclusive ot
matinees, rounded up $40,000,
total since Olsen and John-,
son jn "Hellzapoppiri."
The Metropolitan was scaled from
$3.75, except New Year's eve, when,
it -wits' $5.
House scats 1,500. Final

But Both Quit Chi; Victory 60G

.

.

'

week was

;

i

'

Wow

33G, Philly

!

(2d

week)

Philadelphia.' Jan.. 9.

(M-1,350: $4.80).
indicated by

"Central Park" did socko $33,000
in its first full week at the Forrest
starling pace/ close to $26,000, virtual and promises lo hit around
capacity
Kei/s: C (Comedy). D (Drama),
figures jn its final week here.
CD (Comedy-Drama). R (Rente).. capacity.
week),
"Snafu," Biltmorc
(11th
In second place last week but a
AJ CiViisiniO. O (Operetta I.
IC-U20: $3.601.. Figured to play into
"A Bell for Artano," Cort (5lh warih weather: moderate success long way behind .the leader was
"Good Night Ladies," which grossed
wev';i (D-1.064; S4.20). Got just as
off to $9,500 but started this week
$12,800 in its second full week at the
much last week as during Christnus swell.
Locust.
Show makes its getaway
week, with count quoted at' $22,600:
"Soldier's Wire" John Golden (13th this
Saturday,
Broadway - bound.
thoy fi-u're this one will rini mote Week)
(CD-789; $3.60). One ot sea- "The Tempest," which drew differ-than a year.
son's better plays aimed through sea- ence- of opinion from the crix, but
"Amu I/ticasta." Mansfield (19th son;
rated over $10,000 last week.
mostly on the adverse side, got over
week) i.D-1.033: S3.60). Another sock
"Song of Norway," Imperial (.20th
success; colored cast drama got $4.- week) (0-1,427; $6). No extra per- $11,200 in its secondhand Inst stanza
000 on New .Year's eve and in nine formance, but a new high at better at the Shubert. "Over 21" got $8,400
last week, with Dorothy Gish taking
pc'-ro' i'vnccs crossed around $24,000.
than $42,500 by virtue p£ raised Eve over part this .week (and maybe
•'Bloomer' Girl,"
Shubert
(14th scale.
next), .and then Miss Gordon is ex-,
wctl:> (M-1.382: $5.40). Those parIndians."
Plymouth peeled to resume for a fortnight.
"•Ten
Little.
ties are still a factor With this faMoved Erin O'Brien Moore had also subbed
(27th week) (D-1.075; $3.00
vorite: musical did not play on the here from Broadhurst; last week
for ailing Miss Gordon.
Although
Eve: S3-1.000. capacity.
fairly good for early success; around takings are not big, Max Gordon
"Carmen Jones," Broadway (58th $12,000.
production is figured to stay the six
woe'.o iPI-l.OOO: $3). Has been ad"The llasly Heart," Hudson (1st weeks planned for it.
vertising last weeks but engagement wtek> (D-1.094: $3.60).
Has very
will continue: with big Eve perform.-' good chance; takings around $10,000
anre. ta::ii)«s figured. around $23,500. in first live performances.
"Catherine Was (Great," Royalc
"The Perfect Marriage," Barry(Cn-9?(i: $4.80 i. Final and 34th week:' more (CD-I, 115; $3.60i.
Final and
hrs been making operating profit but 12th week:'did very well for a time:
still in red .oiv production splurge:
$27,700 IN
around $10,000 last week: will not
should clean up on road: around tour: "Rebecca'' due' next week.
Washington. Jan. 9.
Ladies" here
Fulton
Searching
the

Figured

to

click,

as',

1 .

FRANGHOT TONE PLAY

WASH.

.

$13,000:

"Good Night,

next week.

"Don- *ruth," Miller (4th week)
(C-940:. S4.20>.
One of the liberal
of shows for which it's hard
to set tickets: over $20,000; capacity
all times.
'Einbc.zletl Heaven," National (D-

number

1.1GJ:
?I3.60>.
Final and seventh
week; got off to poor break when
Ethel Barrymore's illness interrupted
engancment: one of few disappointments by Theatre Guild in recent
.

.

seasons.

"Follow
(39th

the

Girls,"

week) (M-1.462;

Street

44th

$4.80).

Tucked

away another

highly profitable week,
and with the Eve show got $32,000.
"Hand in Glove," Forrest. Closed
Saturday
after
playing
five
(6)

"Harvey," 48th Street (10th week)
(C-925: $4.20). Looks like the .wonder show of season; getting all house
will hold: no performance oh Eve;

one extra performance;
"Hats

week)
on

Wind,!'
"The
week) (C-948: $4.20). Fair' biz
last' week, around $10,000; leaving for
the road end of month, and should
<3Bth

"Hope for
Best," new Franchot
Tone play by William McCleery,
was in ragged shape here and in

fare well there.

the process of rewriting, but it did
$27,700 in eight performances last

"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," .Booth
week) (C-948; $4.20). Dipped
around $10,000, the stop limit; may

had
sales,

go on tour in month or so.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(48th week) (C-896; $4.20). Still one
of the most popular plays on the list,
as shown by capacity pace; $21,500.
"Trio," Belasco (2d week) (D-1.977;
Chances not clearly indicat$3:60).

(1.1).

ADDED

'

Off to Ice," Center
29th
(R-2.994; $1.98). Got $11,000
(

Year's eve and gross on the
$95,000; estimate
close to the mark:
got great $55,000.

in the drama
$21,000 in advance
thus demonstrating" the pull-

annexed

power

ing

When

of

Hollywood

this

show goes

the

to

star.

Baltimore

next week, Mercedes McCambridge
who got swell notices from all D. C
crix. will be replaced by Jane Wyatt.
"A Star in the Window,'! with
Peggy Conklin, is being rewritten,
ed; S8.500 last week in the offish go- and scorned the regular
Monday
ing; must go more to stick.
night opening for a dress rehearsal.
It opened Tuesday.
REVIVAL
"Goose for the
"La Vie Parlsien'ne," N. Y. Center Gander." with Gloria Swanson and
(0-2,693: $2.40).' Presented by New Conrad Nagel, follows Jan. 15. The
Opera Co.': new version of Offen- Shuberts- "Merry Widow" is booked
bach's operetta by Felix Brenlano. for two weeks opening Jan. 29.
and Louis Varneuil;. opens Thursday.
"
"Tropical Revue," Century

$22,000..

New

week. -Before he came

(69th
to

(R-l.-

'Overtoils' Fair

Third and final week, but
could have stayed longer: $20,000 for
repeat date; house will get "Central
713: $3).

In

4

Hub
9.

week, first- miss
since .season got under way in October, but there are three this week:
Business remained great for '"A
Ladv Savs Yes" (ex-"Lady of ?")..
and "Stai Time," both in their fi-al
sessions, but was less good for "Brief
Holiday" and practically nuit-exisient for "Glad to See You."
The openers are "The Tempest."
last

1

now

at the Coloirtal for a fortnight;
"The Merry Widow," at the Shubert
also tor. two weeks, and "The OverIons." which opens tonight (9.) at
Ballet International
the Plymouth.
was cancelled for the time 'beinj.-.
Ahead arc "Star in the Window,"
Wilbur, Jan. 15; "The Searching
Wind." Colonial, Jan. '22; -."Catherine
Was Great," Shubert, same night;
"The Signature," Wilbur. Jan. 29:
"Little Women," Feb. 5: ant' "Dark
of the Moon," Shubert, Feb. 19.-

Room

Only/' Winter Gar-

House dark this week.
(6).
"Glad to See You," Opera House
Lost ground steadily
(3,500; $4.20).
on finale here, with $7,900 estimated.
Closed .with no Broadway opening
'
announced."Star Time," Shubert (1,500: $3.60).,
Remained potent on final week here,
actually gaining over opener. This,
plus New Year s Eve show at regu(following two extra
prices
New Year's Day) brought an
estimated $20,000, 11 performances.
lar

shows

torium has 3.271 seats. Top was $3,66.
"Sons" was also strong in the territory, playing in three other spots

.

•

"Icecapades" has nice advance sale
Arena stand Jan. 24-Feb. 1.

for its

for.

one of the

class hits of

"Life With Father," Empire (268th
(C-1,082; $3.60). Bettered $12.last week, under expectations for

week)
000

run leader.

"Many Happy
Opened last Friday

(5);

badly

'Family,' 8G, Indpls.
Indianapolis, Jan. 7.
„_
Three is a Family/ playing a return, engagement, took $8,000 in five
performances at the English Jan. 4-7

including the first Sunday matinee
the house has had.
After a month without an attraction, the town is in for another flush
season, with "Rebecca" here the first
half of this week at the English and
"Porgy and Bess" the last half at the
Murat. "Blossom Time" is set for the
English Jan. 17-20 and tlie Gilbert
and Sullivan company for Jan. 25-27

G-S 15G, Detroit
Current London Shows

.

Improving

London, Jan.

H.

was
Gertrude Lawrence
sion.

It

in

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Happy & Glorious," Palladium

Monday by

Big
(66th week) (M-1,319; $4.80).
Year's Eve $5,800. which helped,
cross to approximately $28,000; may

New

Ballet Russe 8«/2 G, K. C.
Kansas City, Jan. 8.
Three, performances by the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo in the 2,572scat Music Hall of the Municipal Au-

formances last week.
"Sadie Thompson," Alvin,

ditorium here last weekend grossed

an estimated $8,500.
House was scaled to a $3 top for
two nights and to $2.50 for a single

Closed matinee.

Victoria," Vic. Pal.

"Merry-Go-Round," Adelphi.
"Night Venice," Cambridge.

"No Medals," Vaudeville.

'>•'

take to read in month or so.
"On the Town," Adelphi (2d week)
(M-1.536: $5.40). Started out like real
winner; first lull week was close to
$37,000; no previous show In this
house ever got that much dough;
however, did not sell out all per-

Me

Run," Comedy.

Again," Wales.

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors.
"The Magistrate," St. Martins.
"Three's a. Family ," Saville.
"Tomorrow World," Aldwych.
"Unole Harry." Garrick.
"What 7ou Mean," Cambridge.
"While Son SUnes," Globe.

Mo

,

'

,

.;'

:

'

'

tory," with S60.000, biggest
to daie
as usual, town's best
seller'

spite rave notices; is teetering
dangerously, with only S10.000-in
second stanza. "KKs and .Tell" clones

sooner than announced, moviiv out
Jan. 20,
when "Tropical Revue"
ta.kes over for two weeks, to
be followed Feb. 5 by second run of "Over
1
cc ot 'he Turtle" and "Teh
r '.,, "Y°'

continue strong.
Estimates ror Last Week
"Glass. Menajrerie," Civic
(2nd
(900: $3.60
Despite crix
New Year's Eve crowds
second week's lake was a disappointing $10,000.
"Kiss and Tell." Sludcbakcr. (87th
-

.

week)

1.

plaudits .and

'

week)

(1.400:

failing

by only

$;:

Leaves Jan. 20
weeks to equal

i.

H

record 100 weeks of
Good Night
Ladies." ,Not bad $10,000 this time,
considering long run.
"Oklahoma!", ^Erlanger (60th week)
''

-

Closed Salurdav

$4.20).

(1,500;

<ti)

to go louring after 542 consecutive
capacity performances., with $31,500
chalked, up for the week.
Sixty
weeks hjore tops 59-week record for
a musical, csiablishcd by -'Student
Prince" at Great Northern in 1925-26.
"Star and 'Garter," Blackstonc- (8lh

week) (1.200: Sl.20-S4.80). Weekend
walkout because of road commif-

Show

.ments: $22,500.

New

did $5,800

(14th week) (1.000; S3.60). Sellout
again, with $23,000 bulging the safe.
"Winged Victory," Civic Opera
House (4th week) (3,600; $3.00).
'

Town's, best-seller,

knocking

$60,000. in hexl-to-last stanza.

down
.

all-

a

in'

row,

Gertie

'REBECCA- FINE $15,500

WEEK AT M'W'KEE

IN

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 9.
The stage version of "Rebecca"
ended a fine seven-day slay at the
Davidson Sunday (7) with $15,500.
Play received high

critical praise.

"Porgy and Bess." booked into
Pabst by Margaret Rice for Jan. 1821, was cancelled by the producers
oh Saturday (6). No definite reason
given. It was the second cancellation
at the Pabst Within a week. Tuesday night (2) the Ballet Theatre
failed to go on as scheduled. The
troupe's train from Cincinnati to Chicago was several hours late Tuesday,
due to storm, and if it had come up
lo
Milwaukee,
the
performance
would not have. started until 11 p.m.
So the patrons did not know of cancellation until they arrived at theatre, in below zero weather. Theytook it good naturcdly, however.

Bad

'Abie'

$3,000 In

Law-

VHope

for Best," "Stu-

shows

at $2 top.

TamuyMttr

'Window' 4G, Balto
...

'

"Star

in

the

Baltimore, Jan.

Is

.

9.

Window" presented

by Choate and Elkins with Peggy
Conklin starred, was the attraction
at Ford's here last week and failed
•to

$7,500, Mpls.

Minneapolis, Jan. 9.
a Family" did onlv mild
$7,500 in five nights and two matinees at $3 top at the 2,200-seat Lyceum. This despite fact that play
and cast were exceptionally well
received,
Playing its fourth local engagement, "Life With Father" pulled a
good $14,000 between this stand and
-.
St. Paul.

"Three

attract favorable notice from crix
Inched out a bit more than

or

It

9.

Lou Holtz vaudeville
show, "Winged Victory," for two
weeks, "Rosalinda"' and "Catherine
Was Great" following.

$4,000.

How They

musieolossus into the Erlanger

day (8). but Blackstonc
"rerna"
dark after successful run of "S&Gv
l
an 2 2 --«L lcll "Chicken Eyory
• Vf
Sunday
moves in. "Win R ed Vic-

-

"Private Lives," Apollo.
"Quiet Weekend," Wayhpuse.
"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.
"Strike
:

flops

"Peek-A-Boo," Whitehall.

"See

an

That gave Nixon two pre-Broad-

way

"Last Mrs, Cheyney," Savoy.

"Merrie England," Winter Gar.

tcrrif take,

Snowbound Buffalo
rence's/Errand for Bernice,". which
preceded it, having been overestiBuffalo. Jan. 9.
mated. That one did under $10,000
Boffed by worst blizzard in city's
Xmas Week, probablv lowest gross history last week. b.o. activity for
local playhouse has ever done with "Abie's Irish Rose" at the 1,700-seat
a star of Miss Lawrence's magni j Erlanger last week dwindled fast.
tude..
"Chicken Every Sunday" is
"Abie"' .got nearly $3,000 in four

"Honeymoon," York's..
"Jenny Jones," Hippodrome.
"Meet

to

41-year history last
new Albert
Johnson production, bowed in here
and wound up with barely $2,000 at
Got under
$3 top (including tax).
way New Year's night and was murdered by the weather when a blizzard blew up couple of hours before curtain time, and after that the
critics look care of the murdering.
Never had a chance, and the midweek matinee played to just a bit
better than $100.
its

'.'Bonanza,"

current. with
dent Prince,"

9,-

"Another Love Story," Phoenix
"Arsenic & Old Lace," Strand.

panned: taken off Saturday after
in "Errand for
three performances.
Bernice."
"Mexican Hayrlde," Majestic (39th
With a huge $7,000 in two New
week) (M-1,695; $G). Not up to the Year's Day shows, Gloria Swanson
marks, of those registered at Winter and Conrad Nagel in "A Goose for
Garden, but drew satisfactory $34,000' the Gander" registered better than
last week;
$16,000 in the second week at the
"Oklahoma!" St. James (92d week) Lafayette. Play continues for a third
(M-1.529; $4.80). No performance on -week
before
Henry M. Duffy's
the Eve, but an extra matinee sent "Merry .Go-Rounder?' moves in.
the gross to $33,000; still the limit" of
The Wilson is dark, with "Winged
standees nightly.
Victory" due to relight house Jan. 15.
"One Touch of Venus,". 46th Street
.

hit pretty close

week when

Detroit, Jan. 9.
in the second week. R.
Burnside's Gilbert 8i Sullivan
troupe rang up $15,500 last week at
Returns," Playhouse. the Ca.'s after $13,000 in the first sesfollowed
'

Pittsburgh, Jan.

Nixon

time low for

Eve but no extra matinee; nearly
$20,800
season.

owed

Year's Eve alone, and conventioneers
Estimates for Last Week
were turned away at last perfornr"A Ladv' 'Says. Yes," Colonial ance Saturday (6).
"Ten Little Indians," Harris (9th
Including New Year's
(1.500: S4.20).
Eve take al $5.40, estimate runs tb' week) (1.000: $3). This and "Voice
nearly $23,500 on nine performances. of the Turtle" are onlv other aspirants for the long-run title left. Got
"Brief Holiday," Wilbur
(1,200;
satisfactory
$15,000.
Eight performances going to
$3).
"Voice of the Turtle," Selwyh
estimated $4,500. bad.. Moved out

shows

9.

Break-in of "The Overtons" drew a
estimated $6,500 in four $3-top

den (2d week) (R -1.523; $6). Olsen booked by A. M. Oberfelder: At Hast
and Johnson carnival close to top ings,- Neb.. 2.500 seats, top $3. one
money on Broadway; nearly $44,000 show, $3,200. Pueblo, Colo'.. 1,900
seats, top $3, $3,700, and Colorado
last week.
"Ladv Say Yes," Broadhurst (M- Springs, 1.400 seats, $3, $3,100.
"Gypsy Baron," also sponsored by
1,160; S4.80). Presented by J, J. Shubert and Clayton Ashley;, musical Oberfelder, did $10,000 in two nights
at
the Denver auditorium.
mildly received out of town; opens
Next at the auditorium is the Rus
tonight (10).
siari Ballet, Jan. 12-13.
"Late George Apley," Lyceum (7th
week) (C-993; $4.20).
Played the

Garter."

.

fair

did good $12,500 in three nights at
the auditorium. The one" matinee
scheduled was canceled and the company went to Ft. Logan, army hospital here, and put on the show for
the wounded veterans. The audi-

&

.Little Indians','

Boston, Jan.

No openers

at Shubert last weekend (4-6).
'Sons of Fun' Boff 12 '/2 G
Another preem gets the starting
Just Ain't;
gun this week, when "One Man 'Bonanza'
In 3 Shows at Denver Show" stops
off for three days (1113).
Denver, Jan. 9.
Weekend of Jan. 25-27 brings
$2,000 in Pittsburgh
tryout
of "Dark of the Moon."
Olsen & Johnson's "Sons of Fun"

"Lifting

'

Yes, Gets 23G,

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(12lh week) tCD-979; $4.20). New
high for this smash, which topped
$23,000 in nine times; figured to- run
well over year on' Broadway.

"Jacobowsky and the Colonel,"
Beck (43d week), (C-1,214; $3.60).
Started very well. Ithen dipped middle of last week but ended up with
goodly $16,000; due on road in March.
"Kiss and Tell," Bijou (93d week)
(C-614; $3,60). May be noaring end
of long run, takings indicate: around
$T,500: now playing Sundays

"Star

and $22,500. respeclir?elvS
M
to upped New
Year's Ere adm shc^
"Harnct" followed Theatre 'Guild*
of $31,500

'

$6,500
Haven, Jan.

Lady Glad to Say

Park"

month.

9

week

'

.

w^ek was around
on Christmas week

late this

Chicago, Jim

.

legilers pulled out last

Paul Bcisman, manager, of the b "t 'caves Jan. 13.. will, New Opcr;^
American, announced that advance "Merry Widow" opening ,hc 15th.
Biggest -flopperoo or the new
sale for ./'Oklahoma!" which opened,
seaa three-week stand' last night tMon- son, v'Wallz King." folded at the
day ). -is the best ever register"ed for Great Northern New Year's Eve re
funding' $5,000. and there's no'
the house.
prospeel of .anyihii.g else coming
along
to relight
"Glass Menafferie," de-

Sat.

at N. H. Break-In

New

St too

at

$3.66 and the' New ^fear's eve boosted
the take. Crix were lavish with their
posies.

,

"Sing Oul, Sweet Land," International

Week

In

St. Louis. Jan.' 9.
''Harriet.'' w '.ll; llclch Hayes in the
lop role, concluded a profitable oneweek stand at the American theatre
(6)'
with an estimated gross
Saturday
of.'-925.000 for eight performances.'
The 1,700-seat house was scaled to-

"Central Park'

distinctly to leadership, with count,
close to' $51,000: had $12 lop on the
Eve. but not all tickets were sold.

,

the face of smash biz occasioned
fu n t lir <f
conventioneers who
L ,
b.o.'s and specs.
Pair that
"ad.. "Oklahoma-" and
•M'.

by

u,
5
mobbed

'

;

Onlv. "Sing OUl.'Swcel Land."
-On the Town." and "The Hasty
Heart." There were throe added closings I'sl Saturday and as many more
are sc'-e-'i'lcd tor "this Saturday (I3V.
Estimates for Last Week

_
Two

in

$25,000

'Harriet'

capacity.

I

)

R mm

9 15

9.

Paul

four
best

There was a sharp .drop after. NVw suddenly last Saturday, but will posYi ar's Eve on Broadway but '^ro^es sibl.v lour down lo around $20,000.
belie the dour reports lrotri m;tii- which was red operation for musical.
"School for Brides,-''' Ambassador
auers. and the 'big take on the Evo
Did
(C-1.117: $3;00).
doubtless helped- keep the figures up. (23d Week
fairlv well last week, with counl apSome shows wont to ne.w hiy.hs.
"Seven Lively Arts" lopped all and proximating $11,000; still indefinite.
"Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfcld l5l.li
there was real coin drawn by the
Stepped out
'new" lu) ia\ hits, notably. "LalTinc wccki iR-1.026: $6).

J

2G

at Seattle

Seattle,

'Arts'

10.

22i/

.b.o.

Completing a second week at the
Lyric,

local

concert hall, the

New

Opera Co. production of "The Merry

Widow" continued

its previous bullwith total result of the
two-week slay a rousing $64,500.
Current is another pre-Broadway
effort,
the Jean Dalrymple-Mare
Connelly production of William McCleery s "Hope yfpr the Best" with

ish action,

Franchot Tone and Jane Wyatt
starred.
Strong advance action already chalked up.

'Blossom' 15G, Cincy
Cincinnati, Jan.

'9.

For its 20th Cincy engagement,
"Blossom Tihie" grossed a pleasing
,

week in the 1,300-seat
Bad weather was partially, overcome bv the New Year's
Eve sellout at $4.20 top.' Other night

$15,000 last
Cox theatre.

performances were at $3 top arid two.
matinees at $2.40 top.
House has "Rebecca" the last half
of this

week

at $2.40 top.

.
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OLIVER SMITH and PAUL FEIGAY Present

NEW YORK'S
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HIT!

MUSICAL
LIWIS NICHOLS

66

TIMES Says;

N. Y.

In

MOST ENGAGING MUSICAL
SHOW TO COME THIS WAY SINCE THE GOLDEN DAY OF 'OKLAHOMA'!
'ON THE TOWN' IS THE FRESHEST AND

Everything about

right/

It It

It It

fast

and

it It

H

gay,

has wit.

Itt

dances are wall paced.

Its

pleasures era a pltatur* to see, and Ht mutlc and backgrounds are both lifting and eicellent.

The

AMpM

Theatre en Watt f4th Street

Is

the

new

Utopia,

an adult musical show and •

ft Is

y^

remarkably food one.

"A

high diva -that

youthful

-hits

"The

the

many

New

engaging

end

original

hit

York since Okla-

—NEWSWEEK.

years."

—TIME
.

"A great bia bonntlfal hit. 'On the Town'
many faataroi to recommend It Hiat I
don't know where to begin. Production If
•tanning.
Another knackont hat come to
Manhotton to live long and prosper."

m

hot

MAGAIINB.

—GARLAND,
"The greatest musical eomedy ever produced."
HOPPMAN, Hollywood Reporter

"Fresh new musical, crisp and imaginative
blench song, dance and
make believe
story with delight."
—BARNES. Herald Trlbene.
.

most

mutioal te
ho'mal"

water with a splash. One of the freshest,
liveliest,
most engaging musicals In

—

.

" ON THE TOWN'

IS

•

Journal-American

"An attractive, tremendously good natured
Lovely
how done In the modern style.

songi."

—WALDORF,

NOT ONLY MUCH THE BEST MUSICAL OF THE YEAR,

ONE' OF THE FRESHEST. 0AYE8T. LIVELIEST MUSICALS

IT IS

HAVE EVER SEEN"

I

— KRONENBERGER,
"Greeted with something

"Sporkling and delightful as a spring
breexe."

thunders of
applause It It easily the fastest musical show
extant, hat the most musically sophisticated
score and It beautiful In the bargain. The
town's newest hM."
POLLOCK. I'hlyn login

MARTIN, World-Telegram.

—

"About once or twice

a decade a reviewer
gett an opportunity to heave -hit hat into the
stratosphere, lend up rockets and in general
start the tort of journalistic drooling over a
musical comedy that puts an end to all adequate usage of superlatives.
Last night, at
the Adelphl Theatre, 'On the Town* pre*
In a
miered.
word Great.
One of the
finest things to hit Broadway in a decade."

—

—O'BRIEN,

Asso. Press

— RASCOE,

It's

a

solid hit."

"A

Mirror

World-Telegram

and festive musical show. 'On
the Town' hat color, comedy, freshness and
brisk

originality."

—PllLD,

Theatre

NEW YORK

try.

fun— fait-

"Completely winning mutical show offering
superfine entertainment.
general re|olclng."

—CUE MAGAXINI,

54TH STREET, EAST OF

first

—COLEMAN,
" 'On the Town' It lively, good
paced, |eny and tuneful."

PM

"Oliver Smith and Paul Feigey teamed to
produce 'On the Town,' which opened at the
Adelphi last evening and became established
Immediately as the town's newest smash hit
musical.
They belted the jackpot on the

-

"The year's best revue."

ADELPHI

like

Pott

IROADWAY

It

It

a

Newark

eaute for
Ivg.

Newt

—MOREHOUSE,

Tht Sim

.

-

]

Philadelphia. Jan.
.:
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lull: si.::i

This Michael Todd production is
unlike anything the ambitious younu
maestro lias ever tried before, but it
mav eclins;-. in the long run. even the
marks oT such rowdier and cruder
offerings as "Star and Carter" and
"Mexican Hayride." Todd- has been
wise to entrust the various departments responsible for the making of
"Central Park" to veteran specialiss
in their various lines— and then let-

them

The

b'issfully alone.

result

polis

|

Was

'K:

'I*.

the frequently absorbing vain

m

J:i.uo.io|i.

Lydia St. Clair. French "aclres- seen
briefly before on BrOadwav in vpii-iu
to the West." gives a bravura
performance of a high-slruiiK woman
hemmed in .by -her vanities and perversions, which is.ahvavs fascinatinc

.Krnnrlir Nli-lHl-n
i

liihli

.'

.

limiiy

,

.

,.....'..'.

.M.-il^uri-l ....:.'...

:

.

\linp

.

''..'.;.;

C.ilollf I.

I. mill

Jiilln (-iimtibi-U
Vlt'lov Chiililli
'..... I':.irl Joni-.H
1)ihii;I:i.h Cliiiiullri-

.'

.

..I.

(

"nU-ille

Illi'luir.l

l.:u-bli'ii

-

llil'l-i-

Ulniil

not always eoiivincin'^. Bin
do
two l-dds^mvulved ring (rue. -Lois'
Wheeler is often brilliant as ihe beif

Hiim'Ikih

i

i8>:
Teiiiplc.
One set; short cast without names
langcr, Atlanta (10-13): Bijou. Knox- il's distinctly indicated that Lind(15
Mem. And.,- Louisville; say and Crouse have delivered, anvillc
other winner, although it may not be.
U7>: llarln^nn, Columbus (18-20.1..'
"Errand for Bernice"— Cass, De- among the leaders of the season's hit

wildercd

trapped by admiration
Tor. a uifled wonian-of-lhe-woi ld
into
an illicit. relationship.- And Richard

1":

troit

Columbus parade.
'Hasty Heart"

Mailman.

(8-13):

(15-17); Cox, Cinh. (18-20).
Siillivan— Col.,
Gilbert' *
(8.1; Shea's. Erie (9 >: /Shea's.

drama

is

quite a change of pace from
usual, a war' play- with a strange
locale, one whose central- character
has a curious outlook but who provides a generous serving of chuckles.
Yet it has a serious undertone, more
than mcrcW around the edges.Sqene is the convalescent ward of
a British Army hospital in the rear
of the Assam-Burma front, the patients being an assortment of soldiersfrom England and other countries
under the Union Jack, including a
colored tribesman who cannot speak
English. Into the ward comes a young
Scotsman named Lachlen who's had
one kidney removed and the other is
Aud.. Memphis (18-20),
in such condition (hat the si'irgcon"Goose For the Gander' Nal'l, gcncral estimates he' cannot live but
a few weeks. He requests the others
Wash. (15-20
to be companionable to the lad, and
"Harriet"— Erlanger, Chi. (8-20).
does nurse Margaret.
so
"Hope For
(lie
Best" Ford's,
Being nice to a mugg like Lachlen
Balto. (8-13); Nixon. Pitts. (15-20).
doesn't apparently register the right
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— Stiide- reaction on the penny-pinching felbaker. Chi. (8-20).
low from the land of the .heather.
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)—And, He is stubborn, given to declaring
Oakland (8): Mayfair. Porlland (11- himself in a. .most- determined '.way,
and his only other reaction Is play13'.): Metro.. Scalile
(15-201;
ing the bagpipe. Perhaps the fact
"Life With, Father" (2d* Co.)—
that Margaret falls for Lachlen, even
Playhouse. Winnipeg (8-13)
Coli- though he is gruff to her. may .not
.

llic

art Chancy's two sets, especially the
teacher's living room, arc excellent.

—

.

decade or so ago.
"Central 'Park" is probably nearer
operetta than any other branch of

and Sigmund Romberg,

'extremely 'car-able in both its vocal
and dancing chores.
"Central Park" is facing only one
handicap.. It follows, a number, of
musicals (good ones, tool dealing
with various ph"ses of Americana.

Broil.

»l a n v II a p |»y
1l:ll'i:v- |{li,uilitl|.'i;t

contributing His first score in over
12 years, has done a swell job, with
both romantic and comedy numbers
clamoring for recognition. But. the
real news is the book by Herbert and
Dorothy Fields. This is really an exception to the old familiar adage
about the book being the invariable
weak link. Although overboard on
length at the opening and heeding
plenty of sharpening and pruning,
the story of "Central Park" is adult,
authentic, nostalgic, and always believable; and it doesn't keep the

audience waiting impatiently for song
or dance numbers to interrupt the
story development.
Locale is New York in 1870 and
yarn deals with Boss Tweed, then
czar of Tammany Hall, and his gigantic graft ring in connection with

that '-playgoers will eve'ntugel tired of costume "-pieces.
Hardly possible, however, to see that
happening with this beautiful and
ingratiating "show!
can hold its
It
head up against all rivals. Waters.

—

New
.(*/.ii!i:"r

•Ai-I-'mi-

III

Haven. Jan.

liy

I

seum, Sioux- Falls (15): Orpheum,
Sioux City (16); Shrine Aud.. Des
Moines .117 ); Mus. Hall. Kansas City,

.»
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Commissioner Moss
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Conlinlied (ion! p:icc 43
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;

and that Broadway
would doubtless be ruined it visitors
could not obtain tickets

in

such a

manner.

The Mayor was also told that
is a legit code whose restrictive provisions account for dropping- the amount of gyping to a
minimum, even being more effective
(here

than the stale's 75c premium statute.
Also staled that the code enforcement board, administered by the
managers. has spent $36,000 in policing the agencies in respect to ticket
pvices during the past several years,
that the brokers pay for that work
and that at present there is being
raised $18,000 fromnhe ticket people
.

—

i

|

1

for similar activities this season.

.

Quick Decision
In fact. 'that, situation was made so
clear that LaGuardia made his deManagers
quickly.
cision
agreed that selling tickets without
the agencies would not change the

i

1

1<

:

.

.

were

-

I

'

•

.'

•

•

-

-

A
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•

Incorporated

1
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consumed.
r
Author has Injected various manu-

factured material into his script in
reachiflg for- laughs. It misses the
(Cotilinued on page 47)

(8-20).

"Star

Time"— Shuberl,

to

Dayton

to

Phila.

(8-

(19-20).

'

et situation.

Brokers were gratified over the
Moss prohibition idea
from the general public and the
and said it was the first lime
they have ever received such support.
Cartoons and editorials in support
appeared in the Daily Mirror and
N. Y; News, and also in a number of
reaction to the

The combination

of taboo theme, ex"Tempest"— Colonial, Bos. (8-20). cellent performance, literate dialog
"Ten Little Indians" (2d Co.)
and publicity over the censorship
Harris, Chi (8-20).
angle is likely to offset talky play
"Three's a Family"
Shrine. Ft. to give "Trio" a modestly successfulWayne (9); Mich., Ann Arbor (10); run. Based on a Hesbian theme, its

press,

—

—

Par.,.
f

.unl I'APi-

.sCRLT\
\R

Toledo

Palace,

(11);

(12).

"Tropical

Revue"

— Lyric,

Canton

(15); War Mem. And., Trenton
(16); Rajah, Reading (17); Karlton,
Williamsport (18); Erie, Schenectady
(19-20).

town

f

IS

IS

"Voloe of TutUe"

wyn,

(2d

Co.)— Sel-

rghl. (8-20).

"Winged Victory •'— Civic Op.

H.,

Chi. (8-13);-Wilson, Det. (15-20).

Duke

Ellington's orchestra will be
featured in Esquire's AU-American

Jazz Concert

.at

Philharmonic Audi-

torium, Los Angeles, Jan 17. Proceeds go to Volunteer Army Canteen
Service.

primary concern is the dramatic conflict between a young man and an

older
Allen- young

woman

for

possession

of

out-of-town newspapers.
Early this week La Guardia got up

a

"new" idea, that of a' consolidated
ticket ..office, the city, to cooperate
a

girl.

The -odd triangle situation -concerns
a
gifted
French woman writer,
teaching at a midwest University,
who has' made a protegee of a promising pupil. Their relations have included the erotic. When a male student meets and falls in love with the
girl, who is by now trying to get out
of the older woman's clutches, the
boy finds a battle on his hands, the
teacher requiring the girl to satisfy
her ego, bolster her confidence and
help her write a book as well as defend her against the charges of plagiarism on a previous tome. That is
all to the story.
The play presents a full-sized portrait 61 a dominant, vicious woman

that

The only thing they didn't tell the
Mayor was the old but never applied axiom — if the managers didn't
produce hits there would be no tick-

of
theatre doesn't seem
have been the real reason the Shuberts denied 'the Cort theatre to
20).
"Trio" in November. For the show,
"Student Prince"— Aud., Chatt. (8); which finally found a haven at the
Bijou, Knox. (9); Ryman, Nash. (10); Belasco. is neither sensational nor
Hartmah, Col. (11-13); Cox,. Cinn. lewd. Although it's not particularly
important as a play, it is brilliantly
(14-17); Aud., Newark, O. (18); Mem
played by its three lead Characters.
Hall,
Bost.

more' people would want
see the hits than there are tickets.

fact

•

THE DRAMATIC PUNISHING CO.
E.

.

.-.'...-
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i

^

.

of soiling tickets

.

59
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to help give substance to Clare Rummer's hapless script.
But the less said about, the whole
KaUn.
thing the belter.

—

ii

L

,

1

1

Hamilton from Hollywood gave name
value to the marquee, and Rex
O'Malley. «n- experienced hand at
this acting business. Was also around

l-':il ri-ll
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Seldom has it been the displeasure
of t'uyil-nighlers to have seen so inept
a performance as that which look
place Friday night (5) at the Playhouse. "Many Happy Returns" opened
on Broadway thai evening to the dismay, of most theatregoers who attended the premiere, and it closed
seem natural, especially since Yank., the following evening after its third
the only American in the ward, performance. It- didn't have a chance.
would seem to be a better choice.
It was the initial producing venAt the. nurses suggestion they all ture for -Harry Bloomfield. former
chip in and buy the Scotsman a. suit Mike Todd lieutenant, and its. trial on',
of kilts, over which he becomes in- the Main Stem certainly was sponordinately proud. But when he learns sored under somewhat auspicious
of his condition and realizes that the circumstances. Mary Astor and Neil
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Mas. Aud.. Cleve. (8- 13 1;' Chi. Opera
House. Chi. (15-20i.
"Merry Widow"— Shuberl, Bost; birthday present comes from buddies
(8-20L
who are in the know, he gives back
.'.... .1 'li;irli*s l/uli;
Mlnul ...........
"Merry Widow" (2d Co. )— And.. L. the gift kilts and decides to take ad'I'lilliiiiy ........
Inn:, hi Knllll'l...
1V.11111
Jiiiin-s
.Wulli-l- X. Civ:iz:i
Beach (8>; And.. Pasadena (9); vantage of his priority to plane back
White. Fresno (11): Coll. Pac.. Stock- to Scotland. Then Lachlen changes
his mind, takes his place with others
In concocting "Overtons;" the auton (12): H. S. Aud.. Sacram'to (13);
dressed in the kilts as the nurse snaps
was hailed enthusiastically here, it's thor seems to have taken a page from Geary. Frisco (15-20)!
their pictures.
He smiles— for the
easy to see why 'Broadway will get "Private Lives'.' and another from
"Oklahoma!'.' (2d CoJ—Airier., St. first. time and will remain with the'
even a greater kick out of it even If "Up in Mabel's Room." It all ends
other soldiers, also the attractive
Louis
(8-20).
between
the
hotel
haveup
the
covers
places
as
Stetson
of
such
still an"One Man's Shb\v"— Shuberl, N. sweetheart.
long since gone and few playgoers of other bcst-sr-ller— Muclv Ado About'
Richard Basehart jumps into the
today remember the period of the Nothing." Unless it's hypoed by some Haven (11-13); Locust. Philly (15circle of outstanding actors of the
inspired rewriting, this one will prob- 20).
show.
season with his enactment of the
Romberg's score is the kind that ably add two of the season's most
"Othello"
.Temple. Tacoma (8); Scotsman. He was in "Ramshackle
grows in appeal on repetition. One attractive sets to Cain's inventory.
Strand.
Vancouver
(9-11):
Royal, Inn" last season, this being his first
An exceedingly dull first stanza
number. "When She Walks in the
Victoria (12-13); Mayfair, Portland leading Broadway part. Basehart is
Room." is a natural for further plug- gives way to slight.- improvement' as
(15-18): Senior H. S.. Sacram'to (20). an American but the average person
ging: "Close as Pages in a Book" is a the play progresses, but he final cur"Over 21"— Walnut St.. Phila. (8- won't believe it after listening to his
neat love ballad: "Fireman's Bride." tain still finds assets badly outdisdialect, and whoever coached him in
tanced
by
liabilities.
Against
the
20).
"Rip Van Winkle" and "The Birds
the lingo certainly did <i skillful job.
and Bees" are delightful comedy bountiful supply of current Broad"Overtons"— Plymouth. Bost. (8- Brelaigne Wmdiisl. who staged, the
numbers, and then there is the "Cur- way socks, its chances appear to he 20).
play, comes in for a capital assist on
rier and Ives" number, which is one enumerated by a certain model Jap
"Porgy and Bess"— Aud.. Roch. Baschart's performance.
of the most gorgeously attractive bomber.
(8i:
Ahne Burr as the nurse is excelAnd. Youngstown. (9); Col.,
Story unfolds a day in the lives
thing- any musical show has offered
plays
here in a blue moon. Here, however. of Cora and Jack Overton, devotedly Akron (10): English. Ind'plis (11-13). lent and so is John Lund, who
the
Yank. For that matter, the same
married
for
eight
years and an odd"Ramshackle Inn"— Metro. Seattle
Romberg must share honors with
/bee.
goes
for the entire cast.
ity
to
their
friends
because
they
are
for
Howard Bay
his stunning set and
(8-13); Capitol. Tacoma (15); Fox,
lighting. There arc also a number of faithful to each other. Two of these
Spokane (17): Wilma. Missoula (18);
other possibilities and a couple of friends are Bill Minot. athletic star Marlow. Helena
(19); Rainbow, Gr.
Trio
dance numbers that arc very easy to who made the football all-America, Falls
(20).
T,6o Suliliisiiii' proiliirl inn. rif (li-(nn:i It, llit-rt?
take. And there arc also Miss Fields' and actress Judith Bancroft, who has
"Rebecca"
F.nglish. Ind'plis
played^ the field si long she has
(8- IirlH by Pnrnltiy mill llitiv:n-il ll:il{|i|-. niln|iloil ffoni former"
nnvr-1. l-*on luros l.yilln SI.
"mad'-"* an all-America of her own.
10): Cox. Cincy (11-13).
Clair.
I.oIh
Wlii'dci-.
Hlili:inl
WhlinarU.
Mir.ni
Y.f wants to marry ,Juh. inks
San Carlo Op. Co.— Meln. Aud., 3. SI.tk*-i1 by ni-r-lalKiie Wlnihisl: sols by Nlr-ivnrt C-liiuiey. Opr-neil HokiHi-u. N. Y.. Lli-i-.
d-'.':-.
despue her rr-p. hut a former Frisco (8-20 1.
-Ml. 'JJ; $;i.i;0 ton (?4.8U oiil-iiIiie nlijlil).
of 4mm and many,
rtK.n> na-v.ed .fa.T->s f^iv.son. now a
"Sons O' FUn"— Mem. Hall, Salina Jannt I.okhii.
l..ols \\'bi'(-!l*r
.*.:.<ir.i'^ei! i'ji^vi^. ha.; other plar.r. for
other diH'nguiik*6 playt
^8): Arcadia, Wich. (9); Shrine, Ok. Vnuline Shiury
I.vilia Si. Clair
her.
SONG 0.; »ERNAOelTE
Itlrlianl \\ illnui
City (10-11); Center. Bart'ville (12); Rny Mh'i-Iji'IIzIo
Actually,- Judith is overboard for
Ti-rt Cliirfloli.
.K-ltiii'lli. \\'llliams
TOMORBDW THE WORLD
Mary ATau 1 liihiinsoii
Overton but the lad sticks by his Conv. Hall, Tulsa (13); So. Naval Miss Kais'ley
IOST HORIZON HIGHLAND
Rnlnll
lucked
K'i-ii 'I'nwpr
Cora. However, a compromising situ- Base. Norman (15); Majestic Ft Mm.
FUNG EVE OF ST. MARK BEST
Gk.ird
Sara 1'crry
ation makes it look otherwise and
Worth
FOOT FORWARD FEATHERS IN
(16);
Aud..
Dallas
(17); Dean Il.irry. Kenne.ly
Harry Irvine
Cora walks out on him. 'A rough- Metro.. Houston (18* Para.. Austin IIouhc' liny
A GALE MRS. MINIVER GREAT
Henry Coon
BIG DOORSTEP
and-tumble setto brings them to- (19); Texas, San
KITTY
Antonio (20).
FOYLE HOUSE WITHOUT A KEY
gether again for the curtain but not
Fear of censor trouble and possible
"Star 'In the Window"
Wilbur, padlock
until a' lot of garbled dialog has been
their

ttrc

but a couple of short scenes, incidentally, are laid. in the Park itself.
When one considers that the story,
with its references. to places' and people strictly belonging to Gotham,
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girl

Widhiark is a find as a quietly assured student determined In win his
girl in. spite of all obstacles
The
supporting' parts, arc all brief and
good, with Harry Irvine's role as the
college dean being the longest and
best. Brelaigne Windust staged the
play with sensitivity and taste. Slew-

that pro?

v.ides

Akron

Noah Beery. Sr.. comes from the films'
Jamesto do a corking- job' as Boss Tweed,
and the Barry.- score emphatically town (10): Shea's w Bradford (11);
(12-13i:
Aud..
Rochester
Hanna,
in several dance numbers.
Give credit to Todd and his lieu-, Cleve. (15-20).
tenants also for keeping ballet in its
"Good Nifflii Ladies" (1st Co.)
place. The.e are plenty of dances Locust St.. Phila. (8-13).
and some fine ones, but the ballet
"Good .Night Ladies" (2nd Co.)—
effect's are not allowed to sprawl all
Par., Austin (8): Texas. San Antonio
over the stage and interrupt the
19-11); H.
legitimate action. 'as has been, per- (9); Muyic Hall. Houston
haps! too. frequent in recent Iryouts. S. Aud.. .B. Rouge (12); Mun. And.,
Bay's sets: in addition to the-. classic
Orleans (13); City Aud:. Jackson
"Currier and Ives." are uniformly (15); Muni. And.. Shrevcporl (.16);
lops.
The chorus is eyefilling and Robinson Aud.. Little Rock (17);'
.
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Hofno^

.Sinneil
iti-HlKnod

li^KOi'. .......'......

KUvl...

Hlii^jiiim

— Lanier,

from her triumphant moments in the
first act to her spiritual coliap^.
in
the last. The love slorv between
the
two youngsters is Iciidcrlv set
The
performances have a lot io'-'do with

Croime pro-

Itimiifll

(one

ooiuoOyby Bieliy Riiy*
talKiin WimliiHi: Hetllni?
iiiihkI Sov^y: oiiciirit hi HiiiIpoh, N, v., Jan.

.I

Phila.

unit

tlirpt-Hot

Greut"— Ford's, OnWly

— Forrest,

Monlg'in'y
fl'm'ngh'm (9): Er-

1

|

I.linlHftr

of

by John Pan-UK.

ilniui.i

Ymlk ............

"Doll's liousc"

,

:

UowHrd
duction

.1,

.

Park"

(8-20).

!

j

i.

tl5-20>.

"Cliirkcn -.Every Sunday" — Nixon,

1

,

Mil.
Shrine,
Indiana-

Piti. -'(8-l.3i: Cass, Del.' (15-20).

i

;

17-20

"Central

;

;

(

F.ng'ish,

(16):

"Catherine
Ballo.

i

j

(151;

1

smooth, overall •effect that re-

minds one of the Kern-Hammtfislein
musical.. "Music in' the Air." of a

light musical,

Wilbur

;nb.

Mich., Lansing

:

Wayne

has rer-i Ft.

>

I

Arts."

a

(8-13i

'

i,-|..

"Central
the new tunc offerings.
sonjvand-ttanccr.
another
Park."
look's likciv to .join the select class
of Bloomer Girl" (incl Seven Lively

is

dandy

a

.

j

|

Philly hasn't been any too lucky in
try out- this season., but local
Its
houses have really gone to town with

ting

done

111.- s-.'l.vlio:'-'

Time"— Davidson,

"Blossom
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helped him

names
whoever

go-ic alter big

hasn't

his

The Ummiy Heart

.

i8-i:o.

Kvans. looking and a lio a. bit like
Column, is
Hi':i ilii
screen's
the
vocal v sncko and r'lvmntif.illy natisl.ir.V as lh-' lu'.'.i. .mv.I Hose Ingh^ I'pi
ram rates iiit.o a.- i'h- heroine beside.-,
looking niflv ii V'. - costumes of the
in'rio'cl.. .Betty Krii-v. in what used to
In- called a soulnil role/clickN solirily
as the heroiiu-'s I'.irl-l'riiMid. and after
delivering several numbers with good
clVeri earlier in tin- .v.nw. slops proceedings cold in th- l;-.sl half-Hour
oooiliii-! 'night') with an ace1 l:";t)
high lap routine. Charles Irwin and
Walter Burke supply legitimate and
unobtrusive conu-dy as I he two belligerent Irish dad:' or the two girls.
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Hays on Broadway
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with

the

League. That suggestion
be turned down be-

will probably

tried a central
ticket office once before. It flopped
to
the tune of $80,000— and the
brokers paid off the red.

cause

the

League

One pertinent reason why LaGuardia cancelled the Moss plan was
the threat, by thealreowners and
brokers to sue lor damages, with the
city, League and Equity "Tbecause of

-

(

collaboration in the code) as codefendants. Mayor said he wasn'tafraid of the courts, yet he stepped
aslde^-and let Moss take a prattfaU.

W«dnwd»7*

Jmu"7
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1945

years ago and made, the sets for
productions of the Gay 90's era.
In 1936 he collaborated with
George Everett in making miniatures of the. sets they had designed
Continued from page 46
many years before for the Federal
sively florid style, and characters,
•
Ovorloris
Art Project. Some of this work has
ALBERT i.
came an agent in New York, leaving since found its way
who aire stuffed witn straw,' never
into museums. bullseye. Characters arc not too atAlbert J. Law, 40, geaaral counial show business for politics when Al
tractive.
Overton's chief claim to talk: when they can orate, which is
practically constantly. Poor quality
California lhaatr* Smith took him. into Tammany Hall
distinction being an ability to outIpf fclnhani
FRANK A. GLADDEN
drink competitors, while the Bnn- of the acting can't be blamed on the
grwnera Asipoiatlbn and long aotive as one of his lieutenants. He later
Frank A. Gladden, C7, veteran c-i-oit femnie, despite having afTaired players— the scr.pt simply beats their
In legal matters pertaining to ex- served as Smith's campaign manager
ears in at every turn.
hibition and distribution, died In St. but kept theatrical contacts by em- Chicago booker and- former yaude with everything from a banker to an
Ancient editor of the old Bonanza
Luke's hospital, N. Y„ Jan. 3, as the ceeing annual National Vaudeville performer, died Dec. 31 in Benton opera singer, is referred to as "really City weekly, which was started durHe Harbor, Mich. Some 40 .years ago a fine girl beneath it all!"
Artists benefit in New York.
result of a heart attack.
gold rush and heralded the
Buoying
the weak story up to such ing the
Law was a member of the DU- retired six years ago arid divided his he was a member of the vaude team level of entertainment as it possesses, exciting happenings of another era,
is about to lose his sheet to the credof Trask & Gladden and' latef^srntr n thespian' quartet surpasses its scretrlot of Columbia and California Bar time between Florida and California.
After several years
Associations.
Widow, Mary Lewis, who appeared Gladden 3c iavigne. Became an ening allotment. Arlene Francis pro- itors. He doesn't mind that so muchwith the FBI, he became Special in many Broadway musicals, sur- agent and booker 35 years ago and vides a fetching personality and an as he does the fact that his granddaughter will never know the BoAssistant to the U. S. Attorney Gen- vives him.
until recently was active in the fair appealing voice; Glenda Farrell connanza City he once knew; so, when
tribs veteran skill; Jack Whiting has
eral in 1929 and was responsible for
field.
a crackpot desert rati who imagines
FRANK O. MILLER
many successful anti-trust prosecuSurvived by his widow, known playboy polish;; Walter Greaza is; a. he's the king of all the Americas,
talented tycoon, tin subsequent pertions. In California he was Governopportunity,
Frank O. Miller, 70, play broker professionally as Bessie Babb.
formances! Guy Spaull filled Greaza presents him with the
promotes an
ment attorney in the suit, against and head of Co-National Plays, Inc.,
role capably while latter handled the garrulous journalist
about a new gold
most of the major film companies died- in New York, Jan. 2.
radio commitments)! Balance of cast, innocent hoax
LT. FRANK J. McGLOGAN
several years back, After leaving
Charles Lang as the athlete, Mary strike. So for a few brief moments
During nearly a half century in
former
Lt. Frank J. McGlOgan, 26,
life
the Department of Justice, he rep- various branches of show business,
Lawrence a maid, Donald Kohler a the deserted village comes to
announcer at station WJR,' Detroit chauffeur,
again in its bustling glory;' grandresented a number of exhibitors Miller
had been press agent for was killed in Germany in a flight competently.meet their assignments daughter Lean ie has her moment of
in arbitration suits over zoning and circuses, advance agent for Shubert
City setduring December. He was a bomDirection is erratic, staging being triumph and then Bonanza
clearance and was considered an
into its stupor after
tles
back
again
productions' and had managed the- bardier.
split
between
effective scenes,, such
authority on such matters.
painful complications.
atres iti New York and Cleveland.
McGlogan was a native of St. Paul, as one wherein Cora explains to
At time of his death, Law was in
Besides the romance between LeHe had managed the Manhattan Minn., where he did his first radio Lawson the tic that binds her and anie
and an eager young cub reporter,
New York for conferences with gen- Opera
House, N.Y., for 10 years work- at KSTP. He joined WJR's her husband, and cooked up scenes there's another involving a disillueral sales managers of distribution
such as an act one love, tussle be-,
after the late Oscar Hammerstein staff in October, 1941, and was sworn
companies, aimed at working out
tween the married pair. Profanity sioned newspaperman from the east
tenancy, and after that into service; following his enlistgiven
trying to find himself again
had
up
who's
is allowed loo .much leeway.
better relations between exhibitors'
nnd
a bespectacled, femme Ph. D.
organized
trie play brokerage con- ment, on. his own newscast in JanuBeautiful'living room and bedroom
he represented and film companies,
who has Come to Bonanza City to
He is survived by his widow, cern which he had been operating at ary, 1943. He leaves a widow and settings and some attractive' femme write a sociological treatise on povfinery
death.
add
what
lustre
they
can
the
time
to.
of
daughter.
Marion Templeton Law; his mother,
the production, but it all seems in erty.
Survived by widow and four
First act ran over an hour opening
a brother and a sister:
'
vain.
Bone.
brothers.
night (reported cut in half following
LEONARD SOWAR
premiere), and second and third are
BROWDER J. THOMPSON
Leonard Sowar, 50, city manager
Star in the
shorter, but that's as much as can be
GEORGE FREDERICK NASH
Browder' Julian Thompson, 40, Asof five houses at Muncie, Ind., for
said
for them. Dialoc drops with,
Wilmington, Jan. 4.
sociate. Research Director of RCA
George Frederick Nash, 71, who Theatrical Managers, Inc., died in
Choato and Elklns production: of comedy platitudes and meaningless verbiage,
Laboratories, who had been on leave had appeared in legit productions
In thrco nets by L. Buah-Fokete. Sidney
that, city Jan. 2.
and performances for the most part
Sheldon nnd Mury -Hojo'n- Fay. Staffed by
from RCA since December,' 1943, for more than 50 years, died Dec. 31
are pretty .wooden, Victor SutherSowar, a veteran of World War 1, Joseph Cullela. Setting designed tind
lighted
serving as expert consultant in the at Amity ville, L. I., N. Y. He retired
graduated from the Columbia Uni- by Frederick Fox; C090imcs -supervised, by land, Mavis Freeman and Edward F.
Blonca Slroock. At Playhouse, WIlmlnRton. Nannary are about, the best of the
Office of the Secretary of War, was from the' stage in 1938, He had also
versity School of Journalism and Dec. 20-JO. '44;. $2.40 top.
lot, but, like the rest, they're all inkilled in action during a flight in an appeared in films.
worked on the New York Times. Mike. ...
/.William Carroll volved in a lost cause here. Cohen.
Nash made his stage debut in 1888,
William Lynn
He managed theatres i. Fort Wayne, Willis
appearing with Joseph Jefferson in
Daisy
.Florence Shirley
Ind.; Utica, N. Y.; Galveston, Texas, Jo
.Pe'EKy Conklln'
"The Rivals." A succession of other
•came We Think He Would
Helen
Judith Auliott
and Indianapolis.
productions followed including "East
v....-Danny Hlnklcy
Have Liked TO*
Walter
.Hotter Clerk
Is West," "Chimmie Fadden," "Club
Rebecca Sidorsky to Herbert Levy,
SAMUEL HALPER
Collin*. ........
Tom McElhany
Friend," "New Blood," "Witching
Pittsburgh, Dec. 30. Groom is with
Kll-M Ti.l
Billy Ncvartl
Samuel Halper, 49, nabe theatre Sci-onil Tot
Hour,"*"Miracle Man," "Officer 666"
........ .Oracle Carroll Pittsburgh Symphony Orch.
IN
.Jerry Vincent
First
JVIviile.
operator,
died
in
Chicago
Jan..
3.
and "The Old Maid." Latter, played
stvuml i'rlvate
Frederick Tllllmthhsl
Caprice Capron to Edward G.
Partner
with
Louis,
and
Abe
Feder
in 1935, was his last New 'York apxi» \-c.
-.'.Kirk Douglas
Howard, Los Angeles, Dec. 31. Bride
(S.oorce Ives
pearance. He also worked in films. in Lawrence Theatre Co., operators- hv,-ker
Henry
Mli-kay -Stewart is nitery singer.
His wife, known professionally as of Irving and Metro theatres, he had Colonel. -Ilenson. ......... ..(». Albert Smith
Died Dec 1,1944
Patricia Douglas to Blayney Matbeen
in
the
biz
30
years.
Cal>t:iin
Itlchnrd
Cootfan
Julia Hay, died in 1937.
A son,
But Never In Our Hearti
thews, Las Vegas, Nov., Dec 31.
Survived by widow, three children
George Nash, Jr., survives.
Radical changes are in order if Groom is' chief of police at Warneri
and three sisters.
"Star in the Window" hopes to rate Studio'.
JEAN LEVY-STRAUSS
and
more than minor attention on BroadSTANLEY FRANKLIN
Frances Lee Kent to Gregory G.
way. It's a nice, amiable play about
Jean. Levy-: Strauss, 46,
French
BISHOP
Services were held in Los Angeles nice, amiable people but as a full Gay, Beverly Hills, Dec. 29. Groom
motion picture producer, died Dec
for Lieut. Stanley M. Franklin, 25, evening's entertainment there- is too is a film actor.
30 in Santa Monica, Cal., after a
former theatre manager, who was much lacking.
Carlotta King to Richard Wallace.
illness.
Army plane in the Mediterranean short
Basically, it's a good idea. A diskilled Dec. 30 in a plane crash near
Los Angeles, Dec. 29. Bride and
Prior to moving to Hollywood in
area, it has been, announced by the
Walker Field, Kansas. He. was the charged WAC returns to her small- groom are singers.
1940, Levy-Strauss served the French
War Department.
son of John J. Franklin, West Coast town home from abroad and finds
industry in various capacities
Doris Nolan to Alexander Knox,
she has outgrown both her prewar
A native of Roanake, Va., Thomp- film
and
Hawaii
theatre operator.
for 15 years, and functioned as pro
ideas on living and her prewar Hollywood, Dec. 30. Both are screen
son received a B'.S. degree in elecduction manager for Rene Clair and
fiance. The latter is a warplant execplayers.
trical engineering from the UniverEDWIN S. COHN
utive and runs a temperature when
Julien Duvivier. Among his Paris
Leslie Brooks to Anthony Shay,
sity of Washington in 1925, an i was
Edwin
John, 63. former com-, the WAC confesses a love affair with
productions was "Un Carnet-de Bal.'
engaged in vacuum tube research for
pany
manager
for many Broadway a corporal in Normandy. That's Act Hollywood, Jan. 6. Bride is a screeft
the time of his death he was pro.
/
General Electric until 1931, when he At
shows, died at I curtain. The corporal shows up in player.
productions
and
road
duction assistant on "Ten Little In
Joined RCA as chief of the research
Miami
Beach
last Dec. 31. He had Act II, and the rest of the play is
Tannehill to Alexander*
Frances
dians."
section of the Company's Radiotron
and lived in a very verbal tug-of-Awar over who Clark, New York, Jan 8. Both are
Surviving are two daughters in retired some years ago
gets the girl. The Army, of course,
Division at Harrison, N. J. In 1940
Miami
since then.
overseas
in
soon
to
go
players
legit
France.
wins another battle.
he became Associate Director of the
21."
Survived by widow.
Play gets off to a promising start USO production of "Over
research laboratories of the RCA
Sylvia Mlnsky to,. Sidney Elkman,
with sentimental, human touches
ROBERT Di' BONIEL
Manufacturing Company, and subseRUTH HOWARD
surrounding the WACs homecoming. New Orleans, Jan. 7. Bride is sister
'•
quently was appointed Associate ReRobert D. Boniel, veteran Chicago
member However, the sentiment and charm of Harold Mlnsky, operator of the
Ruth Howard, 53, , .
search'Director of RCA Laboratories. radio man, known to early listeners of the Ross fic Howard vaude team begin to wear thin after awhile.
St. Charles theatre in that city.
Surviving are his mother, a sister, as 'The Voice of the Great Lakes,
The authors Tely on stock comedy
and more recently a film player, died
Gloria De Maire to Pvt. Norman
Miss Marguerite Thompson; and a died in Miami Jan. 7.
Dec. 28 in Los Angeles. Surviving is characters to generate laughs the Clerk, Beverly Hills, Jan. 7. Bride is
half-brother
Robert
Boniel, who had been in radio her husband, John Ross, now with fussy uncle, doting mother, precocious daughter of 20th-Fox casting direcLt.
Pitman
child brother arid eccentric friends—
Thompson.
since
its
start,
was director of Warners.
tor.
-nd not always successful.
WEBH in Chicago in 1923, and is
Georgia Martin to Robert Merrltt,
The cast is uniformly good. Peggy
RAYMOND B. MURRAY
said to have given Amos 'n' Andy
Charles 2d, three-moiith-old son of ^onklin is likeable and capable as Newark, N. J., Jan. 0. Bride is forRaymond B. Murray, 48, for 23 among others, their first radio Charles Pettijohn, Jr., died in Fi - the WAC. Kirk Douglas is a movie- mer showgirl with Broadway musiyears director of the U. S. Army chance.
He served as first presi rida, according to word received in type hero as the soldier lover, and cals; groom a legit actor.
Motion Picture Service, which he dent of the Chicago Broadcasters' N. Y. this week. Youngster's dad others ratings bows are William CarFlorence Hatch to Don Martin, Ft.
helped to organize, died of a heart Assn. Later he was connected with has been an ensign in the Navy, sta- roll, the uncle; Florence Shirley, the
musician
Lynn, a hard-work- Wayne, Dec. 29. Groom is
attack in Washington, D. C, Jan. 3, WTMJ in Milwaukee.
tioned off Florida recently, since mother; William
Itayc orch.
child actor, and Roger Clark in formerly with Sammy
He had been driving his auto when
Widow and two stepsons survive. leaving Joseph Breen's production ing
the thankless role of the home-town
stricken and had crashed into a
code office of the film indust"' on boyfriend.
stone wall. Reports stated he. was
the Coast. Charles Pettijohn, child's
Frederick Fox has designed a
bobert s. Mccarty
enroute from a Washington sanl
grandfather, formerly was com;:
novel, two-level setting showing livRobert S. McCarty, 47, Pittsburgh
Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Neff. daughter,
ng room, dining room and upstairs
tarium where he had been under
for the Hays office, and is now ir
advertising man and one of the
bedroom. This allows for plenty of Pittsburgh, Dec. 29. Father is ortreatment when the accident
New York.
pioneers in promoting commercial
movement among the characters but ganist-announcer at WCAE; mother
occurred.
radio shows in that city, died there
eliminate static quality of is Carol Mansfield, former band
Warren Sta' -<". 52, died in doesn't
• The service, which he headed,
play.
Dec. 31.
singer.
Chicago, Dec. 2u, He was in charge
operates a chain of 1,050 theatres in
Joseph Calleia's direction is averMcCarty, as head of publicity for of Balaban & Katz mail and supply
Major- and Mrs. Donald Hcide,.son,
continental U. S:, Alaska, Newfoundage. His homey scenes show careful
Philadelphia Company, gave Pitts
Dec, 29.
Mother It
Pittsburgh,
room for over 20 years, and acted attention to detail.
Ktep.
land and Bermuda. Through handlburgh air artists their first money as secretary to Paul Ash years ago
Florence Parry, former Pitt. Playing film bookings for these he was
'
break by putting on big-time spon at the McVicker's theatre.
house p.a.
well known in the film industry.
llonanza
.sored shows on KDKA for the util
Mr. and Mrs. James Vallowe,
Pittsburgh, "Jan. 5.
ities firm he represented.
daughter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. Father
Mrs. Herbert Freston, 42, died
Albert Johnrinn production of comedy In
AL FIELDS
A bachelor, he is survived by two Dec. 26 in Los Angeles after a long three
is with Billy -Catizone orch.
m-iH tone Hcene) by .Hen Mnrtln.
Al Fields, 72, former vaude and
Slaved by Frederick Coo; HelliiiK. Johnson:
sisters.
Mehl,
Mr.
Mrs. Melvin
and
Deceased was the wife of i-osiuim-ft,
illness.
burlesque comedian, died in N. Y.,
Mary Percy Scheitck. Opened at
Herbert Freston, of Freston St Nixon theatre. FlltHhurKh, Jan. 1, '44; t3 daughter, Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
Jan. 1. He had been in retirement
top.
Mother is Kitty Lou Rodgers, nitery
HUGO L. OLIVER
Files, West Coast attorneys for Warfor years.
Johnny Slink
Frnnk DeRosa dancer.
Hugo L. Oliver, former concert ners.
Fields had been part of the Fields
l/iit-ky .Mm Lcdbcttei'
Robert Simon
Mr', and Mrs.. Herman Dezbrt, son,
K'ltlle. I'oiter...
James Dolinon
and Ward vaude team, for many singer and once a member of MeCrtlhoun
.Joy' G^ffen
Pittsburgh, Jan. 1. Mother is Jane
years, a comedy act that toplined tropolitan Opera Co., died Jan. 4 in
Mother of William J. and Harry I.nonle
.Mike Hoavdinan.
,Mlch:;ftl K0K6
bills on all circuits. He later teamed Cleveland after a heart attack.
W. Walker, veteran Pittsburgh ex- Tho Trumpeter. ........ .J. D?Wlu Spencer Norman, dancer.
HonklnM 1'nitt. .. ...':.. Wrey Helton
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Ft inn, Jr.,
with Dave Lewis and Jack Lewis in
Born in Stockholm,: he first sang in hibitors, and widow of owner of old .\r.iyor
Daniel Webster Calhoun. .Victor Sutherland
vaude and also headed shows on Swedish Royal Opera Co. Going to Academy of Music, Pittsburgh, died Vernon Clack
.Arthur Tell son, Hollywood, Dec. 28, Father is a
Mr.t. Vernon Ol.ut-k
ll'lth Suvltlc
flack at Warners.
burlesque wheels.
Cleveland In 1912, he organized in that city last week.
Flora Wcemn
Frt-derlra Slcinons
—
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Yates, son,
Survived by two sisters.
Venetian Trio and toured with it
Kmperor Sweeney
WIHiam Kent
for several years. Retired from conFrank Lorenzen, 60, former exhib- ('.Union Rversale. i. :-.Edw;ird l-\ N'annary Pittsburgh, Jan. 3. Father is Pitt
Aniii'lu' JIUAlop."
;MavN l-'rt'eman orch leader.
JOHN C. (JACK) LEWIS
cert platform some time ago. to itor, died in Detroit Dec. 29. He was Annie Moustache
:IP»'is StafTord
John. C. "Jack" Lewis, 64, vaude found a chemical company. Survived the former owner of the old Nettie JoneiMo
Major and Mrs. Edward Byron,
.Ji'sV...
Olmben:
Towni«peo|ile.
etc.
miners,
ConBloncc
/ actor and agent, died of heart attack
son, Washington, D, C, Dec. 27.
by widow, two brothers and sister.
B. theatre in Detroit, the Berkley in Colomnn. llarjorle MllllniM. Hulh Itysanek.
in car parked in Hollywood, Jan. 6.
Royal Oak, and also managed the Jean Hill, Joseph Mell, Judnon l.inalll. fill- Father is former radio producer;
b'.-rt Urcen, Alleen 1'or uud Hill Harry.
Lewis, rated as one of foremost
mother former WAC Lt. KaU«
ELMER E. SWART
Rex.
straight men in vaude in his heyday,
Mc'Cune,- radio actress.
Elmer E. Swart, 81, veteran scenic
"Bonanza," about a ghost-town in
teamed first with Ed Wynn and later designer, died in Long Island City,
Byers .G. Ross, veteran Pittsburgh Nevada, doesn't have a ghost of a
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Miller, son,
with Al Fields (The Cabbie).
Hollywood, Jan. 8. Father is head
N.Y., Jan. 6. He began designing projectionist, died at his home there chance.
With decline of vaudeville, he be- scenery for stage productions -CO last week,
Whole thing's written In an execs- booker for Warners theatre dept.

many
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PULLS

THE BAND THAT

10,

THE

WEIGHT ATTHE BO.

LIONEL

'°»©

/»

*

l,«ooi

(Dm. 20, 1*441
STRAND, N. Y.
Lionel Hampton Orchl
with JDiiwh Woih-I
lington, Rubel Bldkely; 2|
I Zephyrs.
(20),

J

'Fow,
I

if

any, I

bands affect an an* I
dianco the

way

this |
I tiantl Hampton out*
Ifttdoos. It works
1 kids
in
much thai

M

I

tamo mannor as thai

I

aid Bonny

I
I

Goodman I

group did, working!
thorn up to a fever-

1 1th pitch of exciteImont. However, thai

[sack showmanshipl
[incorporated in thai

bands delivery.l
whether planned!
lor spontaneous,
I achieves
a similar!
I affect on oldar paI

"Whan Hampton's

I

at work, his "je
with gestures" ap-|
KronHy has no agol
lits. Th ara isn't a I
I mora exciting stag* I
I

I

[band available . . .1
Ito wham ovor a 45>|
Imlnute show."

Wood.

AND HIS FAMOUS ORCHESTRA
«ET TAKES

IM

THEATRES
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Owrl«ht,
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Equity aims to get together with

Heavy As

'

appearances suddenly should be declared verboten, it must be admitted
that only a handful of shows now on
their
could
networks
find
Seoopers
unaffected. On the other
?iand, a veritable plethora would And
hemselves suddenly confronted with
* real problem, since they've grown
accustomed to reliance oh Imported
names from other radio stanaai, and
allied show biz branches, to bolster
ihelr admitted weak permanent pro-

tests.

Similarly, the number of floating
dice games is said to have increased
considerably.

Laud Spitalny
Congress

In

structures.

Top-rated stars have been jumpjag all over the lot, it's pointed out,

Phil
Spitalny and his all-girl
weaker shows— and at the Hour of Charm orch last week was
•am* time widening their own oirole paid an unusual tribute on the floor
of the House of Representatives by
(Continued on page 47)
Congressman Emanuel Celler, New

GEORGE ROSEN

By

B'way

Change in the war situation, and
accompanying realization by

big spenders that victory
doesn't loom in the immediate future, have brought in their wake
the first evidence of disquietude in
the radio industry. On the heels of
radio's biggest year with its $190,000,000 "take" in gross time sales on
the four major networks comes the
first inkling that the SRO bubble
may be about to burst and that the
big spenders on institutional advertising have concluded that with reconversion something of the incalculable future they have nothing to
gain in continuing these tremendous
outlays.
It's predicted in reliable quarters
that unless there's a drastic change
for the better in the. war situation
some of radio's big bankrollers will
go off the air before many more

radio's

:

—

—

(Continued on page 38)

.

York,

who, in addressing the
urged that special commendation be given to the troupe
for its radio program's Influence on

Negro Talent Plays

v
.

With

first

Negro

USO Role;
unit' starting

tour of

USO-Camp Shows'

circuit

Monday

(15),

hospital
organization

has 127 Negro performers on its
These Include eight Tabloid
two Victory units and one
Hospital unit on the domestic circuit, and two variety units, one convert unit, one band unit and the
"Porgy and Bess" leglter troupe
roster.
ynits,

.

"Mr. Speaker, the work of Phil
his all-girl orchestra,
in
their presentation of hymnal
music on * their weekly Hour of

Charm program, merits commendation. The orchestra on the air show
has been featuring hymns for the
past 10 years. The hymns being
featured

are those requested by
of the Army, Navy and
Marines. Servicemen have written
to express their appreciation. Those
in distant lands write to say that
when they hear these hymns they
are carried home and "are once again
UCLA
with their families listening to the
Thus, music
end Brud Holland, pitcher Satchel inspirational music.
and faith are combined to bolster
(Continued on page 47)

members

•verseas.
In preparation for overseas Is first
Negro sports unit, to Include Olympic track star Jesse Owens, boxer
Henry Armstrong,
footballer
Kenny Washington, ex-Cornell star

morale

HENRY WALLACE WEB
PROSPEC; UNLESSUnverified reports state that Vice
President Henry A. Wallace will beavailable for commercial radio
Sponsorship when his term expires
an. 20. He'd be' the second prominent gov't official to turn commentator, Sumner Welles, former Undersecretary of State, having previously

come

l.

I

'

[,

a

world-wide

flexed to be upward* of
week.

when

Broadway legit managers in seeking
showdown in Washington on the
War Manpower "work or

a

latest
fight"

.

program. Actors are essential
for upholding/morale, it's been corroborated more than once by the
Services, and that fact will be brought
sard.
home to War Mobilizer James F.
Soprano two months ago sang title Byrnes. If USO units are given recrole in "Tosca" for Center Opera Co. ognition as being essential, which
at New York. City's Center.
Now has been indicated in the past few
she's in chorus of "On the Town" weeks, it is quite possible all proat the Adelphi.
fessional actors will receive such

Ramifications of a Broadway career are being exemplified this season in case of singer Frances Cas-

ratings..

USO

150

USO Shows

May Go to Front

plans to increase the

entertainment

of

many

and,

fold

units
it's

be done

number
overseas

stressed,

this

players are ordered into war plants. A large percentage of legit people are in uniform, and that goes, too, for pros in
pictures,
vaude,
nightclubs
and

could

riot

if

Last fall, when USO-Camp Shows radio.
It is evident that if the work-6rwas readying 25 legit attractions for
overseas fighting fronts, it was esti- fight order is to affect actors less
mated that before the season was than 38 years of age, some of Broadway's hits would have to close. Plays
over around 50 such units would be

(Continued on page 43)

in action. Since the fi*st of the year
that forecast has been hiked con-

siderably.
It's now expected that,
ultimately. 150 stage shows, mostly
legiters, will be touring the foxhole
circuits.

Should the number of USO units
approximate the anticipated total, it
will mean that there will be more
than double the number of shows
presented to GI's than the joint total number of attractions currently
on Broadway and the road. Current week finds Broadway's list has
34 attractions while there ore 37 out
of town a total of 71.
That USO is getting ready to ex-

—

Naples a Big Sore Spot

for GI Black Markets;
'Lose Less at the Front'
Naples, Jan.

16.

Although the Yank cigaret shortage
has thrown the spotlight on blackmarket activity in France, where
some 200 American GI's and officers
were recently arrested, this port unquestionably is still one of the sorest

lining up production schedules.
spots in the eyes of American offiWarning has been given that pand was indicated last week, when cialdom when it comes to food and
spotty grosses necessitate keeping Abe Lastfogel. head of USO-Camp supply leakages.
the costs down and that comparable Shows, read his annual report beFor months Naples was the only
that
has
been
mafore
committee
a
people can be found on the home
debarkation point for the Army on
terially aiding the production of the Continent and even now is still
lot.
It is emphasized, further, that
(Continued on page 14)
(Continued on page 14)
one of the most important unloading
spots in that part of the world. As a
result it is the port at which more
goods are diverted for blackmarket
'

.

Looking to Postwar

Humor

Veteran Comedian and Writer Foresees the Changes
to

vaudc

UyLr*a
fMM

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Film studio toppers are reading
the riot act to producers and directors who are thinking in terms of
borrowing top stars from other lots
.

Come;

International

Comedy Exchange

activity than .anywhere else on the
globe.
One high-ranking Yank officer recently admitted that "we lose more
stuff in Naples than we do at the
front." There has been plenty of arrests and courtmartiallng but, withal,

there

Rochester's $6,500 For
Wk. at N.Y. Loew's State

culture.

One of the top agencies In radio is
•ubmitting the v.p.'s name for the
J°mmercial. Price is not disclosed,

Pic Execs Order

scale,

Wallace's availablity, it's infoed,
contingent- upon whether he accepts a Cabinet post. Washington
grapevine has him returning to the
teoretaryship of the Dept. of Agri-

so.

u

I

on

helping the American fighting man
and strengthening his will and spirit
on his road to victory and peace.''
The citation appeared in the Congressional Record.

Eddie "Rochester" Anderson goes
into Loew's State, N. Y., week of
Feb. 1. Reported to be. getting $6.500 with another $500 for his foil,
Kitty Murray.
Appearance here Is made possible
by the fact that the Jack Benny program will- be aired from the Astor
hotel, N. Y„ and entire week, will
be spent in this city. No further

done

Stop Borrowing,

soldier morale.
Said Celler:

on Spitalny and

now
:

Own Stars,

Build

Speaker,

1st Hosp. Unit Set

Lead to Chorus
Of Musical in 1 Season

"rosea*

the

hjrpoihg

Important

CENTS

To Fight Drafting of 'Essential' Actors

Balking New-Talent Boost

biggest single factor contribSports Betting
uting to radio's failure during the
past few years to develop outstandTurf Replacer
ing new talent capable of building,
Broadway betting on college basand holding, profitable audiences has ketball games, fights and other sports
been the growing tondeney to "work
skyrocketed terrifically since the
we guest-star policy to death," ac- has
ban on hoss racing. Ex-bookies, it's
cording .to some experienced obclaimed, now are doing a particuservers of the scene.
lar hefty biz on basketball conIf, to assume the impossible, guest

\

25

Equity, Legit Mgrs. Getting Together

DON WALSH

The

gram

PRICE

1945

DEFLATES RADIO BUBBLE

Radio Held Working Guestar Policy

To Death,

17,

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

(Author, comedian, "Variety" columnist and one of the stars of the
"Can Yoti Top This?" radio program.)

We

have read so much about post-

war dream

houses, television, aviation, radar, plastics, electronics and
millions of other new gadgets, but
nobody has said a word about post-

Drain 0-J Powder Keg
In view of the recent ban against
the use of gunpowder by civilians,
Olsen and Johnson are wondering what to do when they run out.
of blank
cartridges, one of the
"musts" in their "Laffing Room
Only" at the Winter Garden. N. Y.
Comics are testing the feasibility of
simulating pistol shots by the use

of film tracks.
weeks arc possible at this war humor.
Without the racket of firearms
time, inasmuch as entire Benny layWhat's it going to be like? Will
out is engaged in a March of Dimes there be no change In the old stand- O.&J. would probably have to wash
tour.
bys or will we have streamlined ver- up, the Broadway wags indicate. It
Music Corp. of America set the sions about Bing Crosby's horses, has for years been their stock
State deal
(Continued on page 14)
In trade.
.

plenty being channeled
(Continued on page 18)

is still

'

•

GLENN MILLER BILLING
STAYS WITH AAF BAND
By order of the War Deportment;
Army Air Force orchestra, for-

the

merly led by Glenn Miller, will
henceforth be known as Glenn Miller's

Band

of

Band

la

still

AEF, according

the

to his friends here.

'.

In Paris,

where

It.

arrived to find Miller, who had preceded it out of England, lilted
mining oh- the night,

m

word

hat-

MISCELLANY

Wednesday, January 17, 1943
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Diverse Intellectuals Use Showmanship

SCULLY'S

I

Down Race

To Break

mmmm

Prejudice

intelligentsia and put on
its cause at the Hotel
Plaza theatre in N. Y.

tion,

the

Jan.

24

Pilot,

to

ON

STUDY

RINGLING CIRCUS FIRE

nula,

audience,
tors,

comprising

writers,

illustrators-artists,

edi-

technicians

Hartford, Jan.

16.

Attorney Hugh M. Alcorn,
had under study here late last

Stale's
Jr.,

week Coroner Frank

E. Healy's findseven circus of-

ing which held
and employees criminally responsible for the 168 deaths in the
Bailey CirRingiing Bros.-Barnum
cus Are last July 6. He also was
studying the fire marshal's report by
State Police Commissioner Edward J..
Hickey.
Indications were that preparation
for the trial of the case might take
several weeks, as the evidence taken
directing it at a few hundred -who
the coroner alone covers 440
by
have the power to mold public
pages, in addition to which there, is
opinion ties in with the
prothe fire marshal,
gram to mobilize its own. In. view testimony -taken by
scores of pictures made during- and
of- the
audience's composition, it
other exhibits
seemed at times unnecessary for ex- after the fire and
was

entertainment and communicawere chosen because of their
guardianship of material for piicradio-legit mags-books; and other
media that in turn could reach the
masses.
The application of showmanship
in the all-out effort to battle "The
Myth That Threatens America" was
a wise one, and the whole idea of
of

-

ficials

tions,

&

.

WWB

which must be studied. Alcorn
prepared to say when he would
serious aspects of the Board's motive not
the case for
with an out-of-tempo delivery. Since ask for assignment of

drama

:

critic

Brown

to'

dilute

the

trial.

was Brown who wrapped the
Of the seven accused in the
whole thing together, set the pace
already are
for the entire show, moderated the coroner's finding, five
manslaughter
on
arrest
"Education,
Please"
takeoff
on under
and are at liberty under
charges
"Info"— in which the Lee-Hart-Cerfby
represented
are
They
bonds.
VanDoren combo of experts turned
In a sock performance and introed William L. Hadden, New Haven lawthe various speakers who vested the year. Alcorn had not decided what
connection
take
in
would
action
he
"racial stereotype" expose with a
maximum of dynamite, it appeared with the other two men, who were
unfortunate that the otherwise-able accused by the coroner of leaving
Brown could not have struck the their posts under the bleachers,
where' .they were stationed to watch
right tone.
it

.

—

Uammersteln's

*OI'

Han

Author'

"vaudeville."

You probably heard

the only O'Sullivan who ever changed his name
so
as not to be confused with the heel pronounce it "vodeveel" on
a recent
Milton Berle program. But Berle came right back at him and pronounced
it "vaudervll."
This O'Sullivan, who dropped the "O" to become Fred
Allen, not only because that could fit the smallest marquee, but
because
it got a juggler's name first in any alphabetical listing at
a benefit— well
anyway, this guy said his secret ambition was to play "vodeveel" again'
But what I want to know from you, Joe, is if this Allen is -right in the
way he pronounces vaudeville? I hope he is, because I've been taught

the benefit of the Hospital-

show for
Barbizon
Fund sponsored
With John Mason Brown as 'a, ized Servicemen's
the Hearst Record-Amercombination emcee-narrator, setup here by
'
had a helping hand from such ican.
Top slug of $3,60 set for the show,
diversified talents as Gypsy Rose
comes in with Jerry Colonna,
Lee, Moss Hart, Carl Van Doren, which
Bennett Cei'f, Oscar Hammerstcin, Frances Langford and Vera Vaguo.
2d, John Roy Carlson, Christopher.
LaFarge, Rex Stout, Eric Johnston,
FINDINGS
Dr. Margaret Mead (the anthropologist), Earle McGill and Benay Ve-

among others. Thus' did the
WWB commandeer the allied arts to
help drive home its message.
The specially invited capacity

<

to Boston on
Boston Garden

comes

play a

for fires.

Those accused are James A. Haley,
The evening hit its peak with the
showmanship hypo' contributed by vice-president and director of the
Hammcrstein, who personally staged circus; George W. Smith, general

145th

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
1945"
"BLACKOUTS OF

to pronounce it that way too.
Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C«l.
I used to roll my r's like Berle when I pronounced it as a kid,
but I
Is
Blackouts'
tliinlca
tleorgc
relative, a New England school teacher, who was always 'correctinghut lie's always so con- had a
me.
She would offer to take me to see Ethel Barrymore and I would say,
servative." Grade.
"Aw,
I seen her in vauderville."
"Saw," she would say. "What?" I would
BURNS A ALLEN. say. "Saw,
not seen," she would say. "Okay," I would say. "Vodeveel,"
she would say. "What?!' I would say. "Vodeveel,'' she would 'say, '"not"
vauderville. There is no
in it." "Okay," I would say. "but Ethel's in it
HIT
FLA.
and I seen her, I mean I sawr her in Barrie's 'Twelve Pound Look,' and
she played it next-to-closing for Percy Williams in Greenpernt. But Roy
T. Barnes got more laughs."
The school teacher never gave up trying, to get me to say "vodeveel."
Washington, Jani 16.
And now this Allen comes along and starts the war all over again with a
Winter tourist season to Florida
guy who has raised pencil-selling from the sidewalks to the upper reaches
and other vacation spots took its
El

colossal,

-

worst wallop

of.

war

the

last

week

appear

Carnegie

at

O'Brien. Ed' Wynn,

Margaret

are

Anne Sheridan

and Joan Edwards.

by the Columbia University Bureau
of Applied Social Research, as revealed in last week's "Variety,"
would soon be available in printed
form.
It shapes up as a "must" for radio
writers, hewsreel editors, pix scripters, playwrights, illustrators-artists,
news commentators, mag contributors, publishers, ad copy writers;
educators and all others who exert

'

an influence on mass thinking.
Rose.

Summon
To

Eastern

Doc

Jolsoh's

Bedside

Hollywood, Jan.
Dr. Edgar

moned here
ailing

Al

16.

With M-G

for consultation on the

whose

Jolson,

a,

malaria,

USO

tour,

has become' increasingly complicated,

necessitating

nurses

and

day and night
medical con-

several

sultants.-

IRVING LAZAR, OUT OF

Paulette Out of Danger

ISth Century to 1910
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
They make an eau de vie around there, which tastes like fermented
harness. Three drinks of it and you begin singing unprintable limericks.
is now reported
Vaudeville started so far back in Vire that even .you, Joe Miller or Allen
Southwest of the town,
couldn't remember seeing the opening night.
Salemson said, is a gorge called Vaux de Vire, and that's where Olivier
known as
Besselin had either a mill, or a ginmill, where the satiric songs

'

..

Irving Lazar, until 'last week a
GraWe Kidnap Threat
captain in Army Air Force Special
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Services, is joining Music Corp. of
Because of tip from someone who
America, a move unexpected by
former associates at the William claimed he overheard plot in bar to
Morris Agency who expected him to kidnap Betty Grable, star has been
resume his job ip the Morris cafe under police guard for past several
department He will be in MCA's days. FBI refused to comment on
case and understood threat is now
-fecit unit
Lazar, who entered the Army as believed removed.
This Is fourth time Miss Grable
• private, created the—-idea for
"Winged Victory," the AAF «how has been target- of extortion plots,
"
with wrests and convictions In first
written by Mow Bart
tear, .wt+Ji. alft&gA attorney, three cases. Tip this time reportedly
fnxn underworld stool pigeon
.

•

L«*^Yfct

.

Paulette Goddard

Allied

victories

in

1944.

That,

coupled with the fact that the War
Production Board is now hedging on
reconversion schemes, is expected to
start the ball rolling on the inevitable tightening of the pursestrings.
There is an ominous note, too, in
the gradual switchover of commercials, particularly those that held
forth on the wonders, to be made

conversion.
Today
these commercials are reverting to

the patriotic! motif- that "there's still
a war to be won," for the realization
seems to have taken hold that peacetime production is not in the imme•
diate offing..

crackdown

expected to be
on those $15,000-$25,000 budgeted
programs with their unprecedented
First

That was way baclrin the 15th century. Besselin
worked in bawdy and bacchanalian rhymes, but the eau de via drunks
century
soon began adding caustic curves 16 his couplets. By the 18th
fairs and were
these skits had worked themselves into the French county
Playwrights like Scribe, Labiche
billed as "comedies with vaudeville."
de
Vaux
in
and Desaugiers moved in on this field, writing their plays
the barrooms.
Vire couplets, thereby forcing authentic vaudeville back to

"vaudevilles" originated.
first

1

French dictionaries of 1910 describe vaudeville as "theatrical pieces,
sometimes set to
usually comic, intermingled with light or satirical songs,
They list it as "obsolete." Obsolete? If that isnit a
familiar music."
it?
precise definition of a singing commercial of 1945, what is
Oddly while the French coined the word vaudeville, they prefer today
must have been
the word variete, which, of course, is pur "variety," and
billing for
nearer to what Sime was reaching for when he was groping for
be if in trying
his paper. A lucky thing, too, for imagine where we would
"Variety" he had
to describe the field of entertainment now covered by
dead
picked "Vaudeville?" With that monicker we'd now be flaying a
i-.or.ie- in a Hay. when, all the horses are out of the running.
.oil.
"Well, Joe, I hope I haven't' gone "bacirWtt"-flMV ouly~to. -fi*4.-yot«- fell.
that
about the place where Jim Thornton came in. And I hope, finally,
yqur
you, Harry Hershfield and Senator Ford don't give up harmonizing
commercials merely because an obsolete French dictionary considered
And
them obsolete in 1910. Why, the guy didn't even have a sponsor!
without a Bulova he probably didn't even know what year it was.
Monsieur, to my distinguished salutations, I remain,

Hoping you agree.

.

after

Mayer has ordered Jolson back to
outlays for
Cedars of Lebanon hospital.

ARMY, JOINING MCA

'

.

Mayer has been sum- available

contracted overseas on

_

Ginny Simms

,

harm engendered by "racial stereotypes" made on behalf of the board

.

.

War

the following day (12), dis
closed to the audience of 600 that
the full findings of a survey on the

"Oleovllle"?

I talked to Norman Sper, whose wife, 'the late Winona Winter, was
cradled in vaudeville,, her father being Banks Winter, one of ihe pioneers
of minstrels.
He said vaudeville came out of the oleo-acls which wound
up the minstrel shows. I asked him why then they didn't call it "oleoville"
cation area."
Unless there is an improvement in instead of "vaudeville"? He decided it paid to be' ignorant and maybe I'd
the European war situation, it ap- better consult my French authority, Joe L., Jr.
Of course, Joe, you could tell me to look it up myself in Larousse, the
pears likely that the summer vacation spots will suffer Ihe same blow. Webster of la Belle France, i used to think that maybe vaudeville came
from a French canton in Switzerland' called "Vaud." Somebody once told
me that Eddie Canton, came from there and changed his name to Cantor
Severs
when he found that Gus Edwards gave preference to kids who could sing.
The towns in the cantons were called yilles. So vaudeville, I reasoned,
Contract
could be something that came out of a town in that canton. Well, beyond
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Swiss bellringers, yodelers, watchmakers and cheese champions (that is,
Ginny Simms asked for and re- champions at making cheese) I don't know of any great acts which have
ceived dissolution of l:er pact with come out of any ville in Vaud, and I lived in this canton for a year. Indeed
Metro, which still has several years the Swiss are not very hot "as entertainers. They, are a lovely peopleto run.
gracious, hospitable and independent as hell—but they have never develStudio's explanation is there was oped a. Fred Allen or a Milton Berle, even under an alias. Except for the
nothing in sight for actress on which apple and William Tell, they have not supplied much.vaud e material either.
both she and company could agree
But the other day Jack Lait's nephew, S/Sgt. Harold Salemson of Ihe
as being suited for her.
Army's psychological warfare* department, told me he had run across the
birthplace of vaudeville in the Battle of- Normandy. He says it air started
in the town of Vire, about 50 miles south of Cherbourg.
'

.

rope

of the globe-encircling airlanes.

when ODT ordered the railroads to
train
passenger
all
discontinue
schedules ''providing' seasonal service to any resort, recreational or va-

.

|

V

BY
SEASON
ODT SCHEDULE CURB

and rehearsed his specially-written manager; Leonard S. Aylesworth, out of danger at St. John's Hospital,
"Ol' Man Author," which, in its boss canvasman; Edward R. Ver- following an emergency operation,
paraphrasing, put guts into his top steeg, chief electrician; David W. resulting from complications brought
"Show Boat" tune ("Old Man Blanchfleld, superintendent of roll- on by expectant maternity. ':
Hiver"), in which the quartet of ing stock, and William Caley and
Actress wife of' Army Captain
Irishman-Jew-Negro-Italian,
most- Samuel. Clark, sealmen.
Burgess Meredith recently retired
sinned-against "stereotypes," pleaded
from the screen' to await mothertheir cause.
It got over with a
hood. The child will not be born,
wham as performed by Alan
according to her physician.
Werner, Guion Rogers, William Van March of Dimes Cast
Woert and Sam .Bronso'n, wi!h a
Headed by Benny, Hope
piano accomp by William Jonson.
Similarly, Miss Venuta scored with
Deflates
Jack Benny and Bob Hope, plus
her rendition of "Free and Equal the entire casts of their top-ranking
Continued from page
Blues."
Herbert Kingsley, her ac
companist on the Earl Robinson radio troupes, will headline the months have elapsed. In other words,
appears
likely
that radio will be
it
Dimes
March
of
show
at
Carnegie
song, which already has become
something of a "social significance" Hall, N. Y
Saturday night, (20). the first to feel the "depression."
It's
generally felt that there's
classic, likewise rates a nod for put- Both Coast-originating programs are
nothing
apparent
in the immediate
ting over the extremely complicated
in the east especially for the infanfuture to keep afloat that feeling of
tune.
optimism which prevailed among
Rex Stout, chairman of the WWB, tile paralysis fund drive.
sponsors
during
the" succession of
Among
other headliners booked to
who with Carl Carmer left for Eu-

.

York, N. Y.

Now that the Anniversary issue is out In the open no harm can come
from discussing, with an authority like you, something which has
been
troubling me half my life. That is how show people should''
pronounce

.

for

t
Vire, Jan. 11

Dear Joe:

-

show

mm

Scully

Jr.,

Can You Top This" Program,

New

Bob

biz-literati

By Frank

Vaux de
Joe Laurie,

Writers' War Board, which*
has projected itself as a force that's
deeply conscious of the need to
Hope's Boston Benefit
break down home-front prejudices, /
Boston, Jan. 18.
particularly racial and religious; last
Bob Hope, recently attacked in
week got together a flock of topthe local Catholic diocesan publicaflight personalities from the show

The

a

M MM MM M-

SCRAPBOOK

is

talent.
With the original
prospects unfolding that an ?.!Nn\it
war .effort would bring about an
early victory, the super-duper programming appeared to be a shrewd
tactical maneuver, but in the light
of present-day developments It's felt
that it just doesn't add up to good
business sense- to go overboard on
spending to maintain goodwill.
Some advertising Agency execs as
a result foresee an early return to
agencies combatting the excessive
talent' costs.
New Ideas and show-,
manship, many agree, will replace
high-priced names.
Similarly, the
agencies say they can whip these
shows together cheaper than buying
package
programsfrom * talent
.

'

-

,waa ooe *> agencies'..

Frank Scully.
(The Left-Wing Coolidge.)

Defers Action
TIEUPS WITH FILM UP
On Ringiing Estate
lTURBI'S CONCERT B.O.
Tallahasse, Fla., Jan. 16.

Fla.

-

.

Use of film exploitation on conF. Caldwell's cabcert tours, and effect of pic popuuntil
today
action
larity on concert artists, is being
on the governor's request that noted in boxofflce returns on. Jose
Stafford Caldwell be replaced! as Iturbi's current recital tour. SpanTexas, grossed
special attorney for handling legal ish pianist, touring
estimated $8,008 ">' San Antonio,
deUUs" -of- Bttcmpte-40- liquidate the -Jaiv: -C; $?^-ir.S^'iOM..Jan.JL.a nd
complex John Ringiing estate.
$5;000 in Beaumont, Jan. 10, torAlthough not suggesting a prefer- largest takes ever experienced by
Gov.

inet

Millard

deferred

(16)

ence

for

the

proposed

successor,

Governor Caldwell

said: "I have a
very Arm conviction that a change
in counsel would help wind this up
much more quickly than otherwise.
I wouldn't like to defer it beyond
ah early date." The two Caldwells
are not related.
,

The

man's

Circus

estate, including

Sarasota,

was

$20,000,000

museum

an art

left

largely

to

at

the

but the Florida Legislature
provided it could not be accepted

state,

until free of debts.

'

him in such size towns.
With Feb. 9 set as national release date on film* "Music For Millions," which stars Ilurbi, Jinimy
Durante and Margaret O'Brien, Metour
tro is helping on his concert
with exploitation to tie in concerts
with pic. Since Iturbi's tour runs
through April, Metro will continue
assisting

on

publicity

of

concerts,

with Iturbi's recitals in towns following preem looked on as personal
appearances aiding film.
This season Iturbi Ls working on
straight percentage for .first time.

;

.

picTumss

Wednefxlar, January 17, 1945

SCRAMBLE FOR COLOR FILM
No

on Theatre Business Seen

Effect

In

Ban on Outdoor

No appreciable, if any, effect on 4
theatre grosses is looked for by op-,
erators when the ban on lighting
of marquees and use of electricity
for outdoor or display advertising, as
recently announced
Byrnes, director of

by

James

War

F.

Mobiliza-

go into effect.
Pending specific instructions on
the ban, decided upon with a view
to conserving coal, Broadway and
tion,

other theatres in Coastline areas are
maintaining dimout operations: Expectations are that orders to go on
the more .severe lighting basis will
come through by Feb. 1, possibly
sooner.
Under the current dimout, theatres
their marquees orfly
from 6 to 10 p^m., thereafter only using some light under the marquees
for purposes of safety. Formerly
Coastline theatres, on the Atlantic as

are lighting

up

well as Pacific seaboards, were under blackout restrictions imposed in
April, 1942, but though only, a mini-mum amount of lighting was' permitted then, it did no harm to busi-

People seemed to And their
lo theatres regardless, although
unable to figure out from any distance what the attraction was: The
dimout, relaxing marquee lighting,
found the situation the same.
Numerous Broadway p i c t u r e
houses (to not have lights on the
marquee sides, using luminous and
other boarding instead, and have
done so nol only through the blackout but also the dimout period. However, these houses are expected to
lower the power utilized for bulbs
ness.

way

on the marquee

ceilings.

The largest mazda display on
Broadway has already, been doused.
Ths Pepsi-Cola sign on Duffy Square
There
shut off Friday night.
only a few spectaculars left on
Stem and the others such as
Camel and Gillette signs are
pected to follow, suit shortly.
largest were dismantled after'
first "dim-put" order three years

are
the
the
ex-

The

Espy Quits Selznick
Agency for De Sylva
,

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Reeves Espy resigned as general
manager, of the Myron Selznick
agency, a post he had held since
the founder's death, and moved into
Paramount as an executive in the
B. G. De Sylva production unit.
Agency will be operated by Bill
Schifrin and Harry Sokolov, attorney for the company, until new arrangements are made by David O.
Selznick and other executors of the

.

•

'

Trading irt Technicolor priorities
may develop, on' a considerable scale
within the motion picture industry
as a result of the acute shortage of

com-

Both major
panies and independent producers
who are high up in the Technicolor
order list have been placed in a
printing.

color

strong trading position if willing to
give up their Technicolor standing
as
for other considerations such
loans of stars, story properties, etc.
Reported that several such deals
are on the fire, with' independent
producers in particular jockeying for

No definite
Improved positions.
future deliveries of
Mabel Search, head of the story commitments on
made by Technidepartment, also resigned and left tinters are^ being
estate^

New

vided that no orders from the U. S.
services, which are filled immediately, intervene.
One of the majors is reported
trying to negotiate a deal to borrow

armed

Up

to 30

See Long Suspension
for Sheridan
At

WB

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Ann Sheridan for
the east with Jack Benny and his
"March of Dimes" troupe means a
long continuance of her suspension
from the Warners payroll. Actress
left
without re-establishing diplomatic relations with the studio.
Company officials said Miss Sherident walked out on "When Old New
York Was Young" because she is
tired of musicals and. wants straight
dramatic' roles. She has not had a
screen credit for six months.
Departure

of

'

feet of Technicolor from
another of the Big Five.
Metro's 3Z on 'Velvet'

M-G

Hits

2,000,000

for Induction

•

Indicative of the delays in getting
Hollywood, Jan. .16.
Technicolor even where orders Tiave
Following confabs with Selective
been given consideration, there were
Service chiefs in San Francisco, Wil- only some 32 prints reported held
liam Hopkins has brought back, word
by Metro oiv "National Velvet" last
to the studios that all physically fit
week'— one for each exchange centre.
film industry employees- 30 years of
Metro also has "Ziegfeld Follies,"
age or under are virtually certain to
"Anchors Aweigh," "Hold High the
be called up for military service.
Torch," "Son of Lassie" and "Thrill
Hopkins is studio manager, for Coof Romance" coming up in color
lumbia and consultant to the rewith no assurance as to dale of print
gional director of the War Man.delivery. Release by the summer o£
power Commission, which post he
these films
formerly held.
He declared that 1945 was planned forWafners
and
20th-Fox,
Selective Service was inclined to originally./
also have a substantial
take the realistic view of problems Paramount
tinters coming up.
number
of
of the film industry, but in the final
crisis, from accounts,, nearly
Color
analysis the last say would be with
individual draft boards. He said he precipitated a break between J.
was assured Of every cooperation Arthur Rank interests andiUnited
and and he did not feel there was Artists when latter encountered

Shortage'

ment

Of

the main

topic of
is
at-I^etro, with Louis B.

discussion

Mayer,

in Brit.

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
film-making equip-

London

in

Nicholas

M.

Scbenck

company

vise

means, to get Sir Alexander
Ben Goetz ..started on
,

their British production

•

-

(

years,

program

Metro

'

(Continued on page 23)

.

OPA action in voiding a large
quantity of outstanding red and blue
ration stamps.
Treasury's War Finance Division,
Hollywood, Jan. 16. ;
which handles the promotion of
Announcement of voting rules for
bond sales, is being swamped' with
annual Academy awards reletters' from irate citizens declaring 17th
that if the Government can break vealed class A junior members of
faith
hy cancelling ration stamps Screen Actors Guild will be allowed
there is no guarantee the bonds will to cast ballots. List includes former
B members of SAG who have been
be honored.
but
who have since
Situation really has some of the excluded
Treasury people worried and may changed their classifications to A-J.
Rules state only actors can nomilead to greater cashing in of small,
nate top performers in- Oscar derby.
outstanding bonds.
Directors will, ballot for meg winner
and writers will participate in nominating scrivening awards. AH three
groups will select top films to go on
$2,800,000
final ballot, approximately 9.150 taking part in vote.. Committees of
Academy will select technical nomWashington, .Jan. 16,
inations and musical members of
Bill for a $2,800,000 film storage
Academy will choose toppers for
building was introduced last week
cleffing honors.
by Rep. Fritz G. Lanham (D., Tex.).
Awards will, be made at Chinese
BUI is in line with plans worked out
theatre March 15.
by Assistant Secretary of State

A-JUNIOR ACTORS OK

TO CAST OSCAR BALLOT

.

STORAGE

BLDG. FOR PIX INTR0ED
-

Archibald MacLeish when he was
Librarian of Congress.

tion as at present.

— On

space in England. Now, it
operates its own studio there but
lacks mechanical equipment. Survey
of the local scene indicates a shortage. of supplies over here, hampering

Lasky Reported In

CoL Release Deal
.

is

reported nego-

tiating -a releasing deal for two or
more scheduled productibns through

Columbia Pictures.,
Lasky had previously discussed

re-

lease through other distribution outlet!, "where a more acute raw stock
abortags prevails.

Lesser

give

will'

Paris

the

onceover in. connection with his
forthcoming picture, "Paris Canteen," to be released through United
After a huddje with ."UA
Artists,
Lesser, will
officials In. New York.
pick up talent in London and move
to the French capital to inspect the
new entertainment center for Allied
servicemen.
With Lesser will be Elliot Paul,
screenwright, who authored "The
Last Time I Saw Paris."
.

'

.

.

.

Setting of allo-

depend on
recommenda-

which the various distributors have meantime subtions on allocations

WPB.

mitted to the

The

some 10%

overall reduction of

on use of slock for entertainment film*
is generally .conceded as likely, although no predictions are being
•made as to how the cut will apply
to the individual companies.
Meantime, understood that over
the past weekend
officials held
a preliminary discussion in N. Y.
wilh an industry representative on
the raw fllm problem.
No general
meeting of company reps was called
for- this session.

WPB's general objective is to secure, in advance, a formula acceptable to the distributors so that final
action- can be taken at the. meeting
next month.

Film Industry Sets

War-Plant Workers
Motion picture industry is setting
plans to cooperate with the various

Government agencies in recruiting
workers for war industries. Meeting
shipments to London.
Mechanical situation is likely to held in N. Y. last Monday ( 15). with
delay the start of British production members of the War Activities Committee and representatives of the
under the Korda wing.
'

.

War Manpower Commission and
Second Service Command of

the
the

U. S. Army, will likely be followed
by similar confabs in key centers

throughout
In-

the

the. country.

New York-New

Jersey area

the theatres division of the Motion
Picture-Manpower Commission has

named

the following to handle the
drive for recruiting war-plant workers:
Leo Brecher, liaison between
the
and the MPI-War Activithe.
ties Committee, for the N. Y. area;

"Night
composer.

of

Who

WMC

Annual.

Has the Negative?

LARRY KENT TO ENGLAND
TO TAKE OVER G-B POST

Hollywood," Jan.
Picture

producers,

He

ting

rooms,

laboratories

'

or

any-

16.

Ram

43
47

Chatter

14

House Reviews
Legitimate

..

Jessel Launches 'Sisters'
Hollywood, Jan.. 167
venture as a
film producer, "T*« Dolly Sisters,"
finally got under way at 20th-Fox
with Betty Grable and June Haver

George

Jessel's first

.

playing the sisters and John Payne
in the top

male

role.

Musical' biography, in Technicolor,
Is

directed by Irving

Cummlngs,

;-:<i

........

......

I

.

...

.

Music

New

21

44
47

...Literati
.

39
21

Acts

-Mi-3hf C'-ih Jifiylews. -^..j,^ 4>

43

Obituary
Orchestras

$2,300,000 Planned

May.

....''..

Inside Legit ................ 46,

first

-

If he can find studio space, Jules
Levey will spend $2,300,030 on two
productions for United Artists release this year, he announced upon
arrival from N. Y. yesterday (15).
First fllm to get the green light
will be "The Homesteaders,"
dolph Scott starrer, slated to roll in

8

the confines of California on the

oh the G-B Monday in March.
on
On that day the assessor puts the
bite on all negatives, in vaults, cut-

Hollywood,. Jan.

.

INDEX
Film Reviews

it

^hlire^ReT~"can~t(5 iBon«;;

,

1

in

especially

will sit in

For 2 Pix, Sez Levey

.Ill

Centii

Bills

ting

his place

, .

No

out of the State to avoid taxes
on finished negatives found within

slsts

duties with Gaumont-British,
in which 20th has a large minority
interest. J. Arthur Rank holds the

film buying, theatre operating and
.postwar planning.

.

s

of rushing completed' product
through the editing rooms and get-

Sko'uras, 20th prexy, left New York
last week for England to tike up his

majority interest.

.

Vol. 157

.

new

Foreign.

.... .IIP

Slno-lo Copied,

iso

16.

dies, are playing the annual game
Larry Kent, 20th-Fox exec, forknown as "Hide the Film." It con
merly executive assistant to Spyros
1

Hollywood, Jan. 16
Sol

Jesse L. Lasky

Paris 4or -Canteen'

'

scheduled.

the acceptance- of the

—

board of directors.

Moves

is

cations at that time will

and Day," blog of
Michael Curtiz will
Frank Damis, New Jersey area.
stock..
direct, pic. rolling next month.
Four trailers
Questionable, also, how soon other
titled
"Silence,"
Grant is being borrowed from Coavailable
for
beprinting
will
color
lumbia in a swap for Humphrey. "Just for Remembrance," "Hands"
which
and "Have You Killed a Jap"— have
productions
four more Rank
Bogart. When latter returns to his
been
set
distribution
the Secfor
by
distribution
in
have been, set for
home lot he will do Mark Hellinger's
the U. S. through UA.
"Two Mrs. Carrolls," with Barbara ond Service Command.
Rank, of course, is but one of the Stanwyck, and by that time "Mr.
producers involved in the current Broadway," the saga of Sime Silvercolor pinch, which may result in. a man, founder of "-Variety," will be
readjustment of Technicolor produc- ready Tor him.
tion planning .generally unless there
Abel Green, editor of "Variety" is
is some indication of increased supdevoting part of his Coast visit col
Trade Mark Itcfrlatcrcd
plies.
laborating on polishing Sam HellFOCNDEM BY SIMB HIM'EIISIAN
For the time being, printing on man's screenplay on Sime. Schwartz
Publblittl Wrtkljr by VABIFTV. lu.
any pioductiar., - rcs-ardless fif...1.bs ^Si-pFsduciirg-.-M.r.-Brjoadway.'J
Kid .SH\Ttiiiaii, I'renldcnt
order rating, may be taken off the
T5 4 V>'Ti«i Mti* St., Now y?T.h..l», N„ T.
machines in the Tech labs when
Army-Navy film orders are received.
si'BscnirxiON
Picture, Picture

Kent takes

Lesser's Brigade

1,

War Production

for'

GRANT
COLE PORTER

Color printing involves a waste
ranging from 25% to 30% in raw

ii

Washington on Feb.

rented

.

If Congress okays it, the Govern
-«&«U-W3i>ld bc--aWe lo «t<\t.£_a_p.rint
of every film made commercially
each year, rather than only a selec-

Board

studio

1

be "classed as
"pool" employees, same as in the
building trades and. similar industries where .the workers are em-

in

the next meeting of film in-

dustry reps and the

Plans to Recruit
former

;

Washington, Jan. 16.
Pix and radio may have a tougher
Job than ever to do in .the coming
7th War Loan, thanks to the recent

be taken

when

Metro.

any occasion of alarm over the difficulties in. getting the prints for
During the past two ALEXIS SMITH,
"Col. Blimp.'
"work or fight" situation.
ago.
however, deal for color
Understood that Hopkins, working weeks,
prints on "Blimp" was finalized,
IN
BI0G
in conjunction with Lloyd Mashburn
with Technicolor scheduled lo start
"
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
and C. J. Haggcrty, eliminated the
deliveries before the end of January.
Alexis Smith has been cast as
reference to the mass of industry
Ration
Delivery of Technicolor, however, Linda Porter, with Cary Grant
workers- as casuals.
Instead, the
will not ease, but rather accentuSnag group that now. works from one stu- ate the' general raw film shortage. playing Cole Porter, In Arthur
Schwartz's Warner Bros, production
dio to another will

fix, Radio on 7th Loan

to

.

the

Stamp Situash May

sibly the second quarter of 1945

biggies trying to de-

Korda and

In

1

Action to set raw film stock allofirst quarter and pos-

and

other

.

Treasury Fears

Washington Feb.
cations for the

WPB

Lack of Supplies

'

.

Due

in

color, with" orders being filled on a
"first come, first, served" basis, pro-

York.

tilmites

Stock Allocations

To Be Taken

Electric Displays

for

Raw

Action on

Pictures

36

;,.

....'

3

..

Radio ..................... 2«
32
Radio Reviews .*.
2
Frank Scully ..[
.

Vaudeville
UAJL.X

.. ...

40
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(Published in Hollywood br
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Detroit

— Akron —Los Angeles —New Orleans

love this exciting

one

new

dazzling, date after

box-office team I

It's

another—
at thetoagr/

\

MaguiM u

Awarded A» Medal oi Pareib'

THE BEST MOVIE OF THE MONTH!

Directed

by LLOYD

BACON

DO YOUR BEST SIGN THAT
MARCH OF DIMESI (JAN. 25-31)

PLEASE, MISTER,

PLEDGE)

Produced by

I

WALTER MOBOSCO

Wednesday, January 1T« 1941

ud yra with JLLCrodn'i "Th» K«ys of the Kingdom" and Mom Hart's "Winged Victory

i
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PICTURES
3 for

Operator Sets Deals For

Skirball in '45
Hollywood, Jan. 19.
one a musical, will

Three

Goldwyn-Selznick Pix at Astor, NY.
Instead of negotiating renewal of-f

the Loew lease on the Astor, Broadway run house, which expired Dec.

Par Holds Up

others as tenants,. the City Investing
Co.,

W

Wall Street firm, has decided to
the house ltfeH and book

after a long shooting schedule, is
not likely to be released before the
end of this year.
One reason for the delay ia the
number of important picture* preceding "Mast" in the backlog. Another Is the number of Alan Ladd
Studio
starrer 8 slated for release.
does not want too many Ladd Alms
too close, together.

operate

on a rental basis the
as any exhibitor does.
Maurice Maurer, who has a leasing
arrangement with City Investing on

pictures inlo'it

same

the Victoria in the same block In
mid-Times Square, calling, for a

yearly rental of $116,000 and participation in profits by City Investing,
,

will

have charge of physical opera-

Owen

tion of the Astor but wilt not figure
In

any participation of

profits.

to Rejoin

to run the Astor itself, R.'

pendent production for 1945, to be
released
through United Artiste.
Productions are "Guest Wife," a
comedy;, "Genius in the Family," a
biography, and "French Town," a

W, Dow

Par As Sales Exec

corporation's
president,
has
concluded an arrangement with Sam
Hugh Owen, former, eastern diviwho releases through sion* sales manager for Paramount,
Coldwyn,
RKO, and Vanguard, Inc. (David O. who resigned that post last April to
Selznick), whose releasing channel is become general tales manager for
United Artists, for a franchise Which Vaiiguard Films, Inc., David O.
will rejoin Par
will make these producers the main Selznick company
picture supply for the theatre. How- early in' February.
ever, as pointed out by Dowling, 'in
On coming back, ha will serve ai
between pictures from these organi- division sales manager for a newlyzations, the Astor. will be in the open: .created
embracing tine
territory
market for product, of- other com- region served by the. N. Y. exonange,
panies. Loew's has had the Astor on plus a portion of the south, includa year-tOTyear "basis for some time ing the Atlanta, Charlotte and New
with sublet deals now and. then, as, Orleans branch offices.
ling,

i

.

1

for instance, on 20th-Fo'x's-. "Lifeboat" and Charlie Chaplin's ''Dic-

Under the new

Par will
one more than
tator."
exists in any other oompany.
Tjia.
Although the Loew lease on the splitup will leave William Erbb the
Astor expired Dec. 31 last, Dowling' New_England- territory,
Buffalo, alt
has permitted Loew's to operate it ot Pennsylvania and the Washingsince then rather than interrupt the ton, .D.
C, exchange zone.
-highly successful run of "Meet Me. in
The central division under James
St. Louis."
Loew's asked that, the
run on this picture be. carried J. Donohue embraces most of the
midwest
and
southwest,
while
through the first week in February.
With its' exit then; Gold.wyn opens George A- .Smith continues with
four middtew'estern branches, plus
"Princess and
(Botf
the Pirate"
all those in the far-west and northHope) Teh. 9.
Selznick's "Spellwest.
Oscar Morgan continues as
bound" will follow.
short subject sales manager, headAt present seating 1,140, the Astor
quartering at the h.o.
"will be enlarged by around 200 seats,
according to Dowling.
It's among
have four

f

setup,

divisions,

the Victoria
and three legits, along the 45th-46th
and Broadway blockfront which Is
controlled by City Investing. Legits
are the Fulton, Morosco and Bijou.

On B way Dates

Loew's may change policy in the majority of office workers employed
Criterion and Mayfair theatres, New by KNX-CBS and.is going after all
York, following loss of the lease on. network and independent stations.
the Astor theatre.
•

Some

talk that the Criterion

the

Astor,

may

to re-

Broadway

the

0n*7th War Loan

though

'

'

.

.

&

Authors' N.Y. Suit Charges

publicity section.

Paramount Eictures was charged
Supreme Court last week

WAC

In N. Y.

.

-

:

'

.

.

moskowitz, milder

'

WB

managers in particular.

Up

is

•tudyihg means to encourage expanded stage entertainment to provide,
additional
employment for
members, Walsh announced.

WAC-0WI

Y.

Edgar Bergen.

SPU THROWS GAUNTLET

Ivan Black.

TO EXTRAS, JUNIORS

Saul Bornstein.
Donald Cook.

Faye Emerson.
Joan Fontaine.
%
Y. Frank Freeman.
George Glass.
John Harris.

Weems

.

.

.Sol Lesser.

act of gratitude toward Ted Weemf,
band leader, who started her on her

-

career as a vocalist.
Weems, out of thi-Army and leading a new band, sought the aid of
his former songbird for hit first date
in' New Orleans.
Miss Maxwell volunteered to sing' with the band for
a week, without .salary. Metro de
nied permission for the trip, al.

.

Mary Pickford.
Mrs. .Arthur Schwarti.
Mabel Search.
Glenn Wallichg,
Orson' Welles.
Paul. Weston.

though she was between pioturea.
She went anyway, and went off the
payroll for the duration of her

N. V. to L. A.
Maurice 'Bergman.
Joseph J. Bernhard.
"
Joe Bigelow.
John By ram. "
Frank Cooper.
Theresa Helburn.
Russell

45

Yon

Henry Blanke.
John Brahms.

Howard Herty,
Louis Jean Heydt
Bob Hope.
" George Jesset."

;

'

managers and all other
showhouse employees still outside
fold.
He insisted report is without
foundation and professed ignorance
of move along these lines now said
Said he
to be current In Chicago.
knew nothing of unsuccessful efforts
during past three years to interest

,

absence.

•

.

.

to both.

Warning

reads:

"Any and all B members .of SAG
who are now members of SPU, but
who may also hold A or A-Junior
oards In SAG, must withdraw from
that organization before Feb.
they will be relieved of their

membership

members

of

1,

or

SPU

of the Acad3my of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Artists' Managers Guild, Association of Motion
Picture Producers, California Theatre
Council.
Independent Motion
Picture Producers Association, Hollywood Victory Committee, Hollywood Writers Mobilization, Screen
Actors Guild, Screen Writers Guild

Get Court Delays

Isadore Zevin, former secretary to

George
stein,

.

E. Browne, and Harry Hochformer Chicago morals in-

spector,

indicted

information

to

.

for
a

giving

special

false

federal

grand jury probing racketeering in
the film industry, had their, respecothers.
tive sentence and trial postponed
Various subjects were released Monday (15) by N. Y. Federal Judge
through the distributor division of John W. Caffey until Feb. 13.
the WAC to around 16,000 members

Any and all B
SAG; who are NOT SPU and
cards.

members, must withdraw from SAG
before applying for membership in
SPU."
Michael Jeffers was elected business representative of the SPU, poll-

of the association.

Stanwyck For 'Wind'

ing 1,043 out of the 1,463 votes cast

RUTH HUSSET'S STAB LOAN

Holman.

William A. Scully.
Joseph H. SeidelmB.it

"

business, than in 1924-25. -which is
the tack his .attorney has been- following.
Order to recess, till plantiff can
get his latest books in order as evi-

among coast trippers

16.

theatre

N

.

•

,

confab, between
followed
dence,
a
first-run. policy,
to
Judge and opposing lawyers while,
whether exclusively as a
jury was excused at outset of the
Metro showcase is uncertain. Latter
what, looks like
week
Of
second
Washington, Jan. 16.
development has been previously,
long; drawn-out' trial.
reported under discussion.
Treasury's Motion Pioture and
An important prop was knocked
Loew's State, N.Y., which has on Special Events Division is being re- out from under Murray's suit when
used first-run product organized and expanded for the 7th Judge Holly turned down pleas of
occasion
might also be made available more War Loan, which is expected to wit- Murray's attorney to admit as eviness the most extensive use of pic- dence film contracts by which he
frequently for such bookings.
ture activities so far, according to hoped to show that defendants, had
Ned Shugrue. head of the division. ganged up on Murray by keeping
Pointing out that the Treasury important pix .out of his Thalia
Par Making Them Into
has been -leaning more and more on theatre and, in violation of anti:
the industry in each drive, Shugrue trust laws, pi-emitting them to be
Perlmutter,'
"Potash
said he has now found it necessary exhibited at the neighboring Milo
to open a special exploitation and
Lester Murray, attorneyinstead.
switched,

SOUND OSCAR RACE

Richard Walsh, IATSE president,
here for union's executive board
meeting, today (16) denied report
that board is considering organizing

L.-A. to

Hypo

16.

dam-

STUDIOS ENTER

WALSH DENIES REPORT
ON IA MGR. UNIONIZING

board,

Big Film

house which has been used ,fbr this
purpose..
The Mayfair may be

.

routine matters

the 2,500 members now working in
the film studios.
Min Selvin, special- SOEO organizer, announced the signing of a

Presenting proof of alleged

suffered by Thomas Murray,
former neighborhood theatre owner,
whose $1,000,000 suit against 10 distributors and others is being-heard
heire
by Federal* Judge William
Holly, took up most of the second
week of the trial. Judge Holly recessed at- noon Monday (15 ..with
ruling that measure of damages can
be better proved on basis of business done in years just prior to
1941. when Murray went out of.

ages

.

.

Among

Chicago, Jan.

Mow On Radio

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Screen Office Employees Guild is
moving into radio, intent on adding
100 white collarities in that field to
..

See Loew Change

Nabe Theatre

Sell Pix to Chi

son of the ex-theatre owner, testiMax Youngstcin, who handled fied that Nomikos circuit had
activities for 20th-Fox in New put the heat on his father by inwho was national coor- forming the major companies that If
with attempting to. make a "Potash York, and
and
publicity
the Thalia got 'films before the- Milo,
and PeVlmutter" of authors Cornelia dinator of advertising
for the picture people during the 6th the circuit would stop buying from
Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough,
War Loan, will head publicity. He the distributors tor its 14 theatres.
in sequels to their book, "Our Hearts
Were Young and Gay," which Par has already moved here and. begun
Slashed Admlsh
filmed.
Supreme Court Justice' work on the next campaign which
Later, according to the younger
in June.
Louis A. Valente reserved decision will probably open
Photographic Mate, 3rd Class, Murray, who was on the stand everyon the authors' motion for an inweek. Thalia's admishes.
last
day
John Sutton. USN, the British actor,
junction to restrain Par from using
Wednesday and Thurshas been taken out of uniform to were slashed
their names In a film about to be
work on payroll savings films for days and dishes were given aw'ayreleased called "Our Hearts Are
lheir efforts to attract
part
of
as
Shugrue.
Major Albert Martini,
Growing Up."
father
began
Finally,
his
trade.
The charges were made by the AAF hero, who did a slick promo- purchasing cheaper product from
tion job during the 5th and 6th
authors' attorney, Arthur Driscoll,
Monogram and Republic. This drew
11 PIX
who further stated, that Par also vio- loans, is being assigned to. Shugrue fair biz for a" while, he Admitted,
for general promotional work.
lated the authors' civil rights.
but Milo management later started
IN
Paramount's attorney, Louis Nizer,
too.
quickies;
grabbing
off
the
asserted- that the Par contract with
never exhibiting them but merely
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
shelving
them so that Murray
Second recording division of the the authors in 1943 was clearly
Oscar Derby has 11 entries, one from drawn and gave the film company
couldn't run them.
each studio. Winner will be pioked the right to use the authors' names
While all this was going" on, MurJoe Moskowitz, v.p. and eastern ray said, Nomikos and John L.
by the Sound recording Award Com' in film sequels. The pic, when remitlee appointed by the Academy of leased, will state that names of studio rep for 20th-Fox, left N. Y. Manta,
Milo owner, offered his
characters used were fictional, he for Hollywood last Wednesday (10). father $27,500 to lease the Thalia
Motion Picture ArU and Sciences.
He will join Spyros Skouras, 20th for 10 years, but, because provision
Candidates are "Kismet," Metro; said.
Authors allege that use of their prexy. in confabs with Joseph M. in the contract gave them the power
"Double
Indemnity,"
Paramount;
"Cover Girl," Columbia; "Phantom names in "'Gay" was allowed be- Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck.
to shutter the house whenever they,
Max Milder, managing director wanted to. Murray was afraid that
Lady," Universal; "Hollywood Can- cause the book is based on their
teen," Warners; "Brazil," Republic; actual experiences, while the sequel for Warner Bros, in Great Britain, rentals of shops
in the 'building,
"Music in Manhattan," RKO; "Wil- ls_purely fictional, The use of their arrived on the Coast from N. Y. which is owned by him, would be.
He was accom- affected and so he turned down the
son," 20th-Fox; "Voice in the Wind," names as fictional characters would last Friday (12).
eastern bid. Elder Murray also, turned down
Ripiey-Monter; "It .Happened To- prove injurious to their reputation panied by Jake Wilk,
morrow," Arnold Pressburger; and and standing as authors and writers, production manager. Joseph Bern- subsequent offer of $20,000 made by
"Casanova Brown," International.
The/ hard, general manager for Warner Henri Elman of PRC, he said, for the
the authors further charge.
tated that it was never their inten- Theatres, left N. Y. for Hollywood same reason.
tion to allow Par use of their names last Friday (12).
Harold Norman, defense attorney,
In sequels.
had. argued that the contracts were,
Selznick Signs
Paramount asked the court for an
admissible as evidence because (hey
early decision, stating that each
H'wood Pix in '44
showed results of pressure caused
Sternberg week the release is delayed, will
Joe
by chain buying, that there was
cost it $15,000.
Par already spent
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
For
Program enough similarity in provisions ot
production
of
for
the
Josef von Sternberg, absent from 1670,000
many of the contracts to show conHojlywood produced 45 motion
major film lots for several years, "Growing Up," it reveals.
spiracy, and
that distribs
forced
pictures for the War Activities Comhas been signed by David O. Sleztheir own method of controlling.admittee-Office of War. Information
nick as a production aide.
Annual re- mish prices on cxhibs. ruling out
film program fo». 1944.
Recently von Sternberg filmed
Norman's first two arguments as not
port of the Hollywood Division of
"An American Small Town for the
strong enough. Holly then said he
the WAC, issued by John C. Flinn.
Office of War Information.
did not feel price-control provisions
retiring co-ordinator in Hollywood,
of the contracts show conspiracy
last Monday (15) revealed that 12
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
studios, 24 producers, 13 directors. 30 and, therefore, do not' have a bearing
Metro Suspends Maxwell
Film extras and junior players writers and 57 performers contrib- on the case.
were warned by Harry Mayo. Screen uted. '
For Gratitude to
Players Union prexy, that they must
Hollywood, J6n. 16.
Flinn paid tribute to the "invaluMarilyn Maxwell drew a suspen- ohoose .between the Screen Actors able' and .over-enthusiastic assist- Zevin, Hochstein
sion from the' Metro payroll for an Guild and the SPU and can't belong ance"

five theatres, including

Minneapolis, Jan.

To

Collarites

place

Chain

'Pressured* Majors Into Refusing

fllmusical.

be used as a Metro showcase

In line with City Investing's plan

How Nomikos

SkirbaU't Inde-

These are in addition to "It's In
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Paramount's "Two Years Before the Bag," the Fred A,\\en starrer,
the Mast," completed months ago pompleted and ready for release.

or entertaining any deals with

81,

Describes

pictures,

make up Jaok H.

by mail. Glenn Stephens drew 334
ballots and Hal Craig 86.

Hollywood, Jan. 18.
Ruth Hussey, on loanout from
Metro, draws co-star billing with'
WB's 'Frome' Bemake
Pat O'Brien in V'Man Alive" at RKO
Hollywood, Jan. 18.
„
Filming starts In 10 days, with
Warners - will remake "Ethan
Robert Fellows producing,
Frome," Curtis Bernhardt directing.

Frank

Rosenberg Elected
P. Rosenberg. Columbia's

ad-publicity chief, elected chairman,
of (he eastern division of the industry's Public Information Commit,

tee.

Replaces Hal

Home, 20th-Fox

ad-publicity boss; latter had served
the usual six months.

Hollywood. Jan. 16.
Hal Wallis spotted- Barbara*S!anwyck as femme star irf'The Searching Wind" at Paramount.
•

Picture, slated for summer production, is the first for Miss Stan-

wyck under her one-plcture-a-year
deal with Wallis.

.

.

Wcdnyday, January

"Has arrived on the motion-picture scene

at

the last possible

17, 1945

1944 moment, but

it

belongs in the front rank of the year's mystery thrillers."

- HOWARD
"Absorbing melodrama
of her time

.

.

.

.Hedy Lamarr is

the direction

.

.

is

BARNES, N.

"Thrilling

In

.

.

.

.

.

tops all

Paul Lukas

•hould have."

is

HALE, N. Y. DAILY

way

- BOSLEY
.

.

.

most beautiful woman

perfectly cast as the

"Easily one of the better melodramas that has come this

hold your attention."

HERALD TRIBUNE

worthy of much praise."

- WANDA

'to

Y.

Miss Lamarr 's performance

stupendous, and George Brent just

- LEE

is

.

; ,\

Well- calculated

CROWTHER,

the best

N. Y. TIMES

she's turned

the sort of rescuer

MORTIMER,

NEWS

NY.

Hedy

DAILY MIRROR

Wednesday, Jauuury 17, 1915

t

"Topnotch murder mystery. Story unfolds

The ending

grows, the suspense tightens.

is

quietly, logically. Slowly tha^ mystery

high-old melodrama."

- EILEEN

CREELMAN, N.

Y.

SUN

"Grapples with^one of the screen's tougher hazards— and

comes

off

very well. Audiences have effective set of shud-

ders awaiting them."

— ALTON
tv

.

The theme
.

.

is

COOK,

N. Y.

WORLD-TELEGRAM

provocative; the performances compelling,

Hedy never looked

that a mental quirk

lovelier?

and you can well believ*

made Paul Lukas

the heel he

is.

George

Brent's administrations are nobly heroic."

-IRENE

A

THIRER,

cut above most thrillers, in addition to

its

N.Y. POST

heavyweight

— JOHN T. McMANUS, PM

Wcdnewby, January

10

A HEART!"

"AW MISTER.. JAVE

For years

we have

we handled

prided ourselves on the

and courteous manner

quick, careful

in

which

our customers.

Today we are on the spot as never before,
trying to maintain the reputation for service

were so many years building up.
'

'

As you read these

lines,

we

>

exactly

504 of

our highly-trained personnel are giving their

Sam.

services to Uncle

504 out of 1 600 employees, or

practically

one out of every three employees are away on
military^duty. That's

a

and

for us to

of these boys are right out of your

own

territory too,

bless

them— they

impossible to

a hole that seems almost

fill.

So we are

And when

trying hard to carry

Mister,
In

on

until

us.

things

go wrong, please have

understanding, a

little

dates

and when they went— God

left

they come back to

will

to take out of

keep going as well as we do.

Many

mm

a big chunk

service organization like ours,

still

a

17, 1945

little

tolerance— Please

have a heartl
the meantime, kindly get those play-

in to us,

help us a

as far ahead as possible. That
lot.

And when some new boy or girl here, happens to

pull

a boner, or something else hap-

pens to aggravate you— Please have a heart.

And

thank you.

WHO CAN KHUN
JOIN

TO HCIP CHIIDMNT
MARCH Of. DIMM (JAN. JJ-31)

o
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Loews Stresses Merit Considerations

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
John English, dir., renewed, Rep.
Benson Fbng, actor, Monogram.
Janet Martin, actress, Republic.
Dick Foran, actor, Jack Skirball,
Louis King,- dir., renewed, 20th.
Bud Geary, actor, Republic.
Basil Rathbonc, renewed, U.
Nigel Bruce, renewed, Universal.
Ramsey Ames, actress, Warners,
S. Bennett, dir., renewed, Rep.

and its parent company
which probably employ
more women in theatre and sales
Chore
Jinx's First
posts than any other company— all
Holly wood, Jan. 16.
of which has been accentuated by
Jinx Falkehburg draws star billing
manpo wer problems arising out of
Senorita"
Columbia
In.
"The
Gay
at
the war— emphasize they want to
film chore since rekeep the femmes on their payrolls. as her first
And the gals will have the same turning from the Burma-India-China
wararea.
chance for promotion as anyone else.
Picture, located on the Los AnThis was stressed during the. spefilm auditors and geles Latin-American colony, will be
cial session of
hpineof (ice executives, held at the Jay Gorney'sTirst production for

Metro

Loew's,

Home

girls,

office

Metro employs several women
managers and numerous book-

actress, Paramount.
Burnett Gufley, cameraman, Col.
Constance Moore, actress, Rogers.
Willis Chiles, moppet, Metro.
Barbara Lawrence, actress, 20th.
Betty Reinhardt, writer, 20th r Fox.

Nora Nash,

Salesmen Union

Loew

Seen a Certainty
film
Unionization
of
salesmen
operating out of N. Y. exchanges is

It is

a virtual certainty in face of a secret
meeting during the past week, at

any exchange where an emergency ariccs on manpower shortage.
a job for which they've been

especially trained.
The Metro sessions were jointly
conducted by Charles K. Stern, astreasurer of .Loew's, and
sistant
Alan F. Cummings, manager of ex-

union.

-

Mass. Theatres

Way Over

On War Loan
March

of

Drive; Set

Dimes Contrib

Boston, Jan. 16.
Sam Pinanski, M. fit P. executive
and state chairman of the Sixth War
Loan Drive, announced here this
week that Massachusetts theatres
scored- heavily in the recent drive
and contributed much of the impetus that sold more than 92 million
This was more than
in E bonds.
five million above the Massachusetts
goal but it was only the second time
the E bond- goal has been met. The
answer, Pinanski says, was in the
trebled number of free pix days,
premieres and children premieres
put on during the drive by Massa
chusetts theatres.
The campaign, meanwhile, of the
March of Dimes is currently under
way with Marty J. Mullin, Pinanski's
co-partner and New England co
chairman with Pinanski of the 12th

annual infantile drive. Tied up with
the drive this year is the Tub
Thu'mbers of America, Tub No. 1,
the newly organized group of publicists, which makes It maiden effort
'

In the

coming drive.

Result is a riot of publicity gags
Tanging from a tleup with all the
restaurant chains, railroad stations,
hotels and niteries for collection
points to a tie-up with a cat show.

Republic Promotes

Two

At Cm' Sales Confab
Promotions of Nat
branch manager in

E. .Steinberg,
Louis, to

St.

-

Salesmen

N.

j.

in Dallas, to
•ales topper;

immediate

increased wage
covering specific
working conditions. Since they do
not have regular hours, are out of
their offices' covering accounts most
of the time and have expense accounts, it's pointed out it would be
difficult to set up any standard wage

.

Seplowin,
central
district;
Jack
Davis, New England; and Francis

Bateman, western

district.

Final of three sales meetings will
belield Jan. 21 and 22 in Hollywood,
with Herbert J. Yates, St., chairman
of board, and other company toppers

preaent

'

Chas. Lamont, dir., renewed, U.
Lauritz Melchior, Metro.

Warren

RKO.

Duff, renewed,

Robert* Fellows, renewed, RKO.
Saundra Berkova, J. S. Burkett.
Noreen Nash, actress, Par.

Arthur

autonomy for studio soundmen.
was disclosed in a letter to

Action,

Harold V. Smith, business rep of
the International

WB.

local

.

corporation

New booking combine in process
of formation among a group of independent exhibitors in New Jersey,
nucleus of which less than two
months was around 25 theatres and
at Christmas tiryie jumped to 46,
now has increased td 70. The organization will merge into its fold Associated Theatres of New Jersey, a
booking service in existence. for several years, which buys and books
through N. Y. exchanges for 19 last-

YEAR

fiscal year.

'

This

,

gives

Warners gross income amounted houses.
to $141,183,039 as against $131,825,540
in the fiscal year ending in August,

1943.
The net compared with
$8,238,483 a year ago, or a decrease
Company report
of
$1,285,021.
pointed out that the year's operating
results were affected by the handling of gross income from "This Is

Stiefel

a

total

Brandt circuit

is

of

still

17

tops

with 123 theatres.

W.

J.

Healy Joins Par

.

the Army" and the large sums
expended on the maintenance and
improvement of physical properties.
.

As Aide

to

Keough

Healy, former administrative assistant of the N. Y. State
War Council,.has been appointed administrative assistant to Austin C.
Keough, v.p. and general counsel for

William

J.

Cited that the largest part of in- Paramount.
crease in gross income is repreHealy formerly headed Packard
sented by receipts from distribution Motor Co.'s public relations. He was
of "Army" but that this increase honorably discharged from the Army
did not result in a corresponding in 1943.
increase in profit because all net
receipts
from the picture were
turned over to the Army Emergency
Par's 2-Day
Meet
Relief.
It was reported
that, the
Paramount will hold a two-day
company produced, exhibited and
meeting in N. Y. Friday and Satdistributed this picture at cost.
urday (19-20) of its district advertising men from all parts or "' the
Douglas Pilots 'First Man' country, plus a number of advertis-

Ad

Howard

for

Metro

.

Herty, exploitation, chief

ill

Southern California,

is

due in New York this week for confabs with Howard Dietz and William
Ferguson.
He's slated to remain in N. Y. for a
week to discuss exploitation plans
for 1945 product
•

Odeon Continues

Soundmen

ing-publicity

directors

of

circuits

which make up the Par theatre setup.
Meeting will be opened. Friday by
R. M. Gillham, publicity-advertising
director for Par,

who

will turn the

gavel over to Alec Moss, company's
exploitation manager.
Par' exploiteers who will arrive
N. Y. tomorrow (Thursday) include Arnold Van Leer, Boston;
Edward J. Wall, Albany; U. M. Joice,
Cleveland; Charles Perry^, Cincinnati; William Brooker, Philadelphia;
James Levine, Pittsburgh; E. G. Fitzglbbon, Chicago; James Castle, Kansas City; Robert Blair, Denver; Allan
S. Glenn, Dallas, and Vernon Gray,
Atlanta.
irt

autonomy

to

arid

cameramen

,

a q.e

understood

to be the only locals that
to ink the deal, some of
the others signing when told their
Moncton, N. B., Jan. 16. ". wage agreements would not be conOdeon Theatres of Canada, com- sidered by th?
otherwise.
prising a chain of some 100 houses
across the Dominion, are expanding
holdings in the eastern provinces United Artists Gets Cuff
(principally New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia) through purchase and
N.Y.,
new construction deals pending.
Odeon's partnership deal with A. I
B'casts
Garson,. St. John, New Brunswick,
United Artists, has inaugurated
operator, brings the Gat-rick-, and
Oxford theatres, Halifax, and the theatre lobby broadcasts three arid
four weeks after Broadway film
Kent, Moncton, into the circuit.
Odeon has been represented in the openings, with comments about the
pic from those leaving the theatre.
Maritimes via the Casino, Halifax,
Idea started several months back
and the Capitol and Empress,
with UA's "Up in Mabel's Room"

Canadian Buys

have refused

WLB

Tnne From WNEW,

'

Simultaneously, Paul Nathanson,
who recently concluded a partnership deal with the

Odeon prexy,

70 THEATRES

NET FOR

WB

its

WLB

'

BOOKING COMBO

UP TO

surrender

to

the International.
Action by the
apparently
ends a long fight by Dick Walsh,
IATSE prexy, to force studio locals
to sign a contract giving their local
autonomy
to
the
International-.

Moncton;

N. J.

Sound Technicians

NWLB, slating the
union's wage contract was accepted
for processing without requiring the
Local 695, from

.

PRC.

St. Clair, writer,

Louise R. PiersOn, writer,

16.

For B'way Lobby

•

run houses in N. J.
Meantime, industry men are being .sounded out to take charge of
buying for the new organization.
scale.
Reported that those already approached include David Levy, N. Y.
branch manager for Universal; Ray
$6,953,462
E. Moon, in charge of the 20th-Fox
exchange in N. Y.; Joe Lee, former
IN FISCAL
N. Y. branch manager for 20th, now
Despite, the fact that gross income in charge of its office in Detroit, and
rose nearly $10,000,000 as compared John Benes, general .film buyer for
with a year ago, Warner Bros.' net the Skouras circuit in the east. Unprofit for the fiscal year ending last derstood that so far none of these
Aug. 31 amounted to only $6,953,462, men has considered such a deal.
below early Wall Street estimates.
The number of theatres sold by
This amounted to $1.87 on the 3,801,- N. Y. exchanges which are now in
344 shares of common stock While booking-buying
associations
last
advance forecast was that the com- week rose to 212 when the Decatur,
pany would show around $2 or close Brooklyn, was added to the books
to the $2.12 reported for previous of the Stiefel Booking Office, N. Y.

.

.

no

have

thought of unionizing with a view
to negotiating for
scales or provisions

and
Colquhoun, branch manager
Southwestern district
were announced by
James R. Grainger, Republic presi
dent, at the company's Chicago re
Hollywood, Jan. 16.~
glonal sales conference which ended
Gordon Douglas draws director
last Saturday (13).
chores on "First Man Into Tokyo,
Steinberg's coverage will include
RKO's
forthcoming attempt to beat
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha,
the front page.
while Colquhoun will supervise DalFilming starts early in February,
las, Oklahoma City and Memphis.
Realignment of districts finds Will with J. Robert Bren producing his
Baiter, midwestern district topper; own story.
Merritt Davis,
Southern district,
Herty to N. Y.
Max Gillis, eastern district; , Sam

Prairie district sales manager,

.

'

tended by most of the film peddlers,
who voted almost unanimously for a

A

Nat Brower.

George Kitchell, actor, 20th-Fox.
Charles Clark, cameraman, 20th.
Margaret Field, actress, Par.
Preston Foster, actor, Metro.
Jeanne Bartlett, writer, Metro.
Scott McKay, actor, ren'd, D. O. S.
Billy Gordon, talent chief, Strom,
Kirby Grant, actor, renewed, U.

.

It was recommended that immediate plans be discussed for affiliation
change operations.
with either the AFL of CIO.
Starting last week Metro began committee of three was elected to
bringing in branch office managers look into the matter of affiliation and
and field exploitation men with a to consider' other objectives.
view to acquainting them, as was
Salesmen attending, last week's
done previously with district and session made it clear that a union
branch managers, with h.o. opera- would be principally for purposes
tions, distribution streamlining, etc. of security,
seniority rights and
In both branches men are being severance pay provisions. It was
brought in three or more at a. time. stressed that there is- no dispute
William R Ferguson, exploitation with the film companies for. which
director, who has 31 men in the.
they market film, but that job profield, will conduct the sessions with
tection, especially for the older men,
the exploilcers.
was something to merit special conLast week 20th-Fox had its field
sideration in view of the growth of
auditors in for a three-day meeting,
combines in the N. Y. and
booking
conducted by Maurice Goodman,
New
Jersey area.
who has charge of branch auditing,

assistant.

16.

Shift in David O. Selznick's production schedule puts the Alfred
Hitchcock picture, "Notorious," up
for early filming.
Ben Hecht, who has been working
on the screenplay of "The Scarlet
Lady," was switched to hustle. along
the "Notorious" script.

Virginia Welles, actress, Par.
Virginia Walker; actress, 20th.

to

and his

Hollywood, Jan.

Samuel Hoffenstein, writer, 20th.
Fuzzy Knight, renewed, Universal.
Helen Seamon, actress, 20th-Fox.

Int'l

Hollywood, Jan.

Despite protests of producers and
the IATSE International; the War
Labor Board has ruled in favor of

/Notorious' Hustled

Scott. Darling, writer, 20th.
Lester Pine, writer, Republic.

Columbia.

circuit has the
largest humber of managers and asskirts
among theatre
in
sistants
The "Commando" gals are
chains.
on roving assignments, to be sent

while the

ers,

For Soundmen, Rebuffs IA's
.

W.

.

Astor hotel. N. Y,, over a four-day
period, by .William F. Rodgers, v.p.
over 'distribution -for Metro.
In addition to (lye "Commando"

iU

WLB Gives Okay to Local Autonomy

Studio Contracts

Femme Employees

In Encouraging

PICTURES

fEff

.

J.

Arthur Rank

announced
have been pur-

interests,

that building sites

-

chased in cities such as Charlottetown, Sydney, Glace Bay, Amherst,
Campbellton, New Watcrford and
St.
John:
Garson is to operate
Odeon's Maritime theatres.

The Capitol and Empress were
purchased from 'Fred Winter and F.
H. Sumner while two. theatre sites
in
Moncton were bought from
Winter.
'At a meeting of the directors of
the General Theatre
Corp. and
Theatres of Canada in
.

Odeon
Toronto

last

week,

it

was announced

that the following holders of "B"
shares, representing Odeon Theatres
of Great Britain, had been elected
directors of Odeon of Canada: t>. C.
Coleman, R. V. LeSueur. John Davis

.

and "It Happened Tomorrow," both
of which played the Gotham, N. Y.
Proved such a successful hypo to
the gross that the gimmick will be
continued tomorrow night (18) from
the. lobby of the Globe for Lester
Cowan's. "Tomorrow the World."
Film company is giving a' way S25
prize for 'best answer to question
about the pic. For instance, for to-'
morrow night's show the query will
be.

"What would you have done

if

came to live in your
Martin Starr,
radio
director, m.c.s the stanza, and Cowan
is the judge on who gets the coin.
Program will be broadcast over
at 10:45 p.mi, same outlet
used on previous airings. Stanza is
aired cuffo. being marked up by the
station as another timely special
that Nazi lad

UA

house?"

WNEW

'

event,

NEELY DROPS ACTION

and Leonard D. Brockington. Directors appointed by the. "A" share-

.

FOR BLOCK-BOOKING

General Theatre Corp.
Washington, Jan. 1.0.
are George H. Beestpn, T. J. Bragg,
Representative Matthew M. Neely,'
Hon. J. Earl Lawson and Paul
Nathanson.
Odeon will operate just reelected to the House from
Virginia;
has lost- his enthusiWest
under Canadian management.
asm for the block booking bill and
will not reintroduce it in the 79th
holders, of

.

SHORTAGES HALT LANTZ
MEXICO CARTOON PLANS
Hollywood; Jan. 16.
Establishment of a cartoon studio
Mexico City by Walter Laritz

session.

This will be a relief to the Motion
Picture ' Producers and Distributors
of America, for the Neely bill in' the
past rounded up all recalcitrant ex-

hibitors and gave them a field day
at open hearings.
Neely is said to consider the Conwas called off for lack of film,
equipment and personnel.
Lantz, sent decree and other measures injust back from the south-of-thfl;- troduced by the Department' ot Jus-

in

border capital, declared his deal,
backed by Bruno Pagliai, Mexican
capitalist,' was postponed until the
end of the war.
Cartoon materials are practically
impossible to get in Mexico, Lantz

and the new U. S. manpower
regulations will prevent Hollywood
technicians from crossing the border.
said,

RKO

Joins Loew's, Par
In Settling Jersey Suit

RKO

has settled anti-trust suits
brought against it in N; Y. federal
court by the Camrel .Co., owner, and
the Rosyl Amus. Corp.. operator of
the Cameo theatre, Jersey City, acr
cordtnft. to papers filed -last weekdismissing the actions. Loew's and
Paramount had already settled on
similar charges, with the Cameo
getting a better run of the RKO,
Loew's and Paramount's products.
Other companies are expected to
settle on those terms.
The Camrel suit is only against
the eight major distribution companies, while the Rosyl action is
against not only the majors, but its
subsidiaries, plus five theatre chains
operating 21 film houses in the
Jersey City area.
The defendants were charged with
violating the trust laws by eliminating
competition,
by pooling
their products, and restraining trade
in the distribution of their films 111
the Jersey area.
.

tice to care for the situation insofar

as the independent exhibitor
cerned.

is

con-

.

Orson Buys Junked
Tinter Pix From

.

RKO

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
After spending about $1,000,000 of
RKO's coin on approximately 375.000
feet of Technicolor negative in Brazil, Orson Welles bought the whole
lot at a knockdown price and toted
the lot for future use.
Welles headed a junket to Rio de
Janeiro three years ago, with actors,
technicians and equipment, with the
idea of shooting backgrounds of a
Brazilian- national festival for an

it off

1

RKO

picture.
Schedule called for
one month, but after six months the
studio, called him home and called
off the

picture.

When

-

the

new

re-

gime moved; into RKO, the South
American footage was written off
the books as junk.

AJpennan Housed

at

20th

Hollywood, Jan. 16.-,
.Shortage of office and stage space
on rental lots forced Edward Alperman to move into the 20th-Fox
studio to film the four pictures he
has contracted to produce for release'
'

through that company.
Pictures will be made on an. Independent basis, with 20th-Fox fifrnlshlrig the filming facilltief.

Wednesday, January

12

A

SPELL- BINDING

matter thot every hu«'"'

band

Ma

,r

every wife 'are

keenly interested

in

but

never talk about.
See

it!

SIGN UPtUrn* A GREATER DRIVE IN

'45!

MARCH OF DIMES

(JAN. 25-31)

17,

1915

,

Wednesday, Jumiury 17, 1945

AN EXCELLENT MOVIE" — San

Francisco Examiner

RACK LING' —Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
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Republic comes up with a nifty
whodunit that lias the makings for
bi/iliT-lhan-average .returns despite
lack of marquee names.' It projects
a compact vai n with plenty of twists

Robert Hull

1

'oHlri-immk'T

Irfsll.C J>Flli»lll

1'ulll CIIIHII

There will be considerable interest
attached to "Hangover Square," iiol
so much because. of its melodramatic
impact, but because it was Laird
Cregar's last picture— in his biggest
before his. recent demise. For
role
boNofficc purposes the film can alio
stand on its owe.
"Hangover Square." is eerie mur-

and suspchscful

situations.'

Grissly Morgan Palmer (Robert H.
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by a motley crew of relatives awaiting the old gent's demise and pre-

When he

H'-ks off
he leaves everj-thing to Virginia
der melodrama of the London gas- Grey, his loyal and favorite grandtypical of Patrick Hamil- daughter. This sets the rest of the
light era
ton yarns, of which this is another. «nny in motion to. polish off Miss
And it doesn't make any pretense Grey and get the coin. Paul Kelly,
at mystery. The madman-murderer a coppev who has trailed the girl's
is knosvn from the. first reel.
estranged husband. Paul Fix. to the
It is the story of a distinguished
household but loses him when he
young
composer-pianist
with
a mysteriously vanishes within, re-

sumed

legacies.

.

—

,

.

Jekyll-Hyde personality. When he
becomes over-wrought, he's a madman and his lustful forages are always accompanied by a loss of memory for the periods during which
he is murder-bent

.
:

—

•

,

Around

this

framework

is

the

yarn of his meeting with a
double-dealing young singer and
how he goes berserk when he learns
leaser

of her infidelity. Her ghastly
is not for sensitive audiences.

end.

Cregar as the madman murderer
shows markedly the physical decline.
through dieting, said to have been a

.

mains to clear up that mystery and
at the same time protect her from
the jealous relatives.
Of course,
they're in on the romantic fadcOut.
.

Miss Grey, gives a neat' portrayal.
Kelly gives his usually slick performance. Don Douglas, Elisabeth Risdon. Joan Blair. Barrat and Fix also
give good accounts of themselves.
John English has paced direction of
Muriel. Roy Bolton's screenplay in
proper tempo. Willjam Bradford's
£dbn.
camera work is okay. too.

Strawberry Roan

factor in his death. Ironically, it is a
picture that would have established
him more strongly among Holly-

.

woods younger

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Jan.

"

stars.

A

Linda Darnell and George Sanders
are co-stars, the former as the twotiming gal and Sanders as a Scotland

1
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Clark

I'otula

G.

fprcat Flaniarlon
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I'deilMP

of Wlllluill

tions.

"Strawberry R*an" (AngloAm.). British-made drama of
farm; extremely mild hopes for
U. S. market.
Shanghai Drama,"
"The
(French),
Prewar meller of
Russ- Jap intrigue. Fair draw.

flrehat

"Woman Without a Soul"
(Songs).
Talky
(Mcx.-made)
Mexican production/ for foreign*
language houses only.
v
"Madonna of Seven l^oons"
(Eagle-Lion). British-made with

by A.
who's done other farm

Street,

yarns.

Wllilir ni.i-

It

'.

looks like blah U. S. -box-

office.

li.ni.

Si:hh

ICrii-ll

LaGuardin's

'

I'm sure that in the postwar world
plane pilots, will replace the: traveling salesman as the butt of the old

man

"traveling

.

—

—

"mother-in-law"

La Mujer Sin Alma
("Woman Without a

Soul")

(

Songs

Cineinnttvp-iillra <le Guadalajara, rel.niH RnrlQiie (JallLmlo p'roiliivl Ion.
starn l''ern:nnlo Soler, .Mariii Felix.
1>Iby Ft-rnant)n lie Ftientes. Slory l>y
i-iM-ti'il
l-'iienlo3: i-aniera.
yforreru soiik-i; Or(o
Aliiw.
At .'Delmont, X. Y.. stnrtlns Jan.
45.
Hon nine lime. 130 MISS.
r*ia

le.-i.ve

about

We

(MEXICAN-MADE)
.

jokes,, those

ministers, children and
morons are the -.same in all larir
guages.
must get ready for a
Radio,
lend-lease humor exchange
airplane and television will help
gags and stories to travel a smile a
politicians,

of

.

-

:

Don Alfmlo.".
,

.

Fernando Soler

..... .-.

...Mnrla Felbc
A nil res Soler
-Antonio Binlu
.Chela Campos

I'i*r»;i

Don VlwnlV.

.

........

.

Knvliine.

1/11

Sponish;

.

Wo English

"Woman Without
cal of the recent
pix.
It has

Titles)

a Soul''

upbeat

in

is

typi-

Mexican

minute.

.

: .

•.

i-

.

Tony

•at

Ferr.-ll

audience.

a neighbor's, estate.

Besides, the forthrisht performStories like this one have little to
"The Great Flamarion"* Is heavy bolster them exccpling pcaceful shots ance by Miss Felix, Fernando 'Soler
melodrama. It offers Erich Von of rural scenery. Camera work in is line, as her godfather and confidant.
A strong supporting cast is
Strohcim in one of his better screen this is strong, but it takes more than headed
by. Antonio Badu, Chela
roles. But because it leans only on this to make a picture.
Wear.
Carol Raye and Billy Hartnell get Campos and Andres Soler.
him and Mary Beth Hughes for boxoffice pull, picture will have to de- as much as possible in the leading
pend mostly on dual combos for best voles. Picture has only limited ap

Comedy has- always reflected the
thoughts and customs of the people.
is the boldest and most out-

Satire

spoken

-form- of

The French
satire. They also

humor.

are past masters of

have a light-hearted way of taking
heavy burdens off life. They can

They figure
tell a "blue" joke well.
that nothing risque nothing' gained.
The English have always had a
subtle sense of humor, and like puns,

The

their ft-ugalness for centuries; the Irish have what the gagmen call a surefire humor, contain-

—

ing wit and philosophy besides arguments. (.What ah argument I'll

Bra

.

'

'

1

'

-

.

.

...

—

'.

-.

.

•

;. .

.

'

.

.

The-

of relief from anxiety, of surprise
and sclf-congratulalion. li's the tri-'
umphaht crow, of victory! Defeat
.

be a thorn

will

and Jap, and

to every German
it will be' reflected in

humor for the next 50 years!
Let us hope that in the postwar
period the fertile and. cultivated
minds of the world's humorists will
wave their magical jester's wand
and fire fusillades of fun and bomb
away the blood, sweat and tears of
•the* world.
Because he who laughs—
their
-

LASTS.

Build
-

Own Stars

Continued from pace

1

good pictures are produced "We
can create pur own top stars."
if

:

Budgets, of courseware being mora
carefully watched this year. In some
cases instructions have gone forth
urging curtailment of needless extravagance on lavish sets. At other
studios producers have been advised
to keep shooting schedules, where
the largest coin outlay is involved,
down to a minimum.

No

large general cost reduction, in

view of high wages for talent and
manpower and the prevailing shortages,

is

considered likely at this time
is held

but some trimming of cost
feasible.

.

Many

of the lots are planning to
revive' the type of film that costs
between $350,000 and $500:000, for-

and RKO, which have seldom
gone overboard on budgets.
General result will be ah increase
in the number of pix without an
increase in financial' outlay.. Understood that the major studios will
turn out about 30 more pictures in
1945-48 than they did in 1944-45.
sal

!

150

mor on

.

'

things.

.

while the Scotch have exploited hu-

have on my hands now!) The Russians and Poles have a "workingclass" humor with "lessons" behind
The Germans have a
each joke.
humor— they
regimented
heavy,
London,
Dec.
18.
Shanghai
Eagle-I.lon
Distributors
release.
poke fun at the weak and those
of
(FRENCH-MADE)
Galn«borouKh pnuliictloii. Stnrrlnir PhvUls who have no German Kultur. The
llnvi.1 Hi-Ill releaxtt oC .Marc Sorkln proCalvert. .Stewart <>rAnfror. .Patricia Roe.
ilui-iiun.
stars r.ouiH Jouvet.. Dlm-ted by Directed by Arthur Crabtree.
any humor.
had
Japanese
never
Sereenplnv
Ifemmc in his act that makes the c. W. Pabst.. S'ereenplay, I.eo Iji'iiiu and by Brta-k Wllllanis, from novel
by M.-ir- They
have "sayings" and never
yarn. "The Great Flamarion" (Von A. Al-nonx. ailapted frunl O'. P. ISUbert irery liawrence. Camera. Jnyk t'ox.
At
Strohcim) lives only for His art. A norel. ."ShniiKhal Cliambaril et Cle": liannmiit. LooUon. Dec. 17, '41. niinnlnit "laugh" but "hiss." True to type!
i-ainera.
Shuntan: music. Halph Erwlii: time, las MINK.
love ;)fTair 15 years previously has Knifllnh V..
tincture
of hate
have
no
Americans
lillr». Herman .G. Weinberg.
At
soured him on women, and Miss V.th SI. I'layhoiiK.'. X. Y., Jan. 10, '44. Mndilnlena }
or violence in their humor; they
Rosanna
5
..... .Phyllis
Calvert
Hughes, stooge in act, is regarded ItmmliiK lime. ?C MINS.
Nino
....Stewart Grungcr go for screwball, hillbilly, exagTallin Jouvet
merely as a prop. That is until she Ivan
;.'..... .Palrli-ia
Jtuc gerated, hangup, bellylaugh humor.
Kay.
ChrlKllana Mahlayne Mtgeta
starts to make a play for him, their Ki-ani-hon
Peter Bienville
Kaymond Rouleati Sandro
In. postwar days we may. have our
John- Sl.uuut
affair winding' up with the '-acci- "Hid" Bill
........
Dorville Gulsepiie
ResWui Id Tale comedy programs travel over the
.Suxanrw Despers Aokroyd
dental" death of the other assistant, Vera
..Peter Murray Hill
Nana...
Kllna l*Nbouru>tte f.ojran.
world's dials. Many people will
her husband. But- she's been playing .s'iiiivi'.i,:,-!!^.!}!!
Neata
Dulcle Gray
.Gabrietle rmntat'
Kvelyn
English as a commercial nethe boys on nearly every vaude bill, DnniliiK lilrl
..AlHIl
stV.dy
Hol'H-rt
...........
.Mila Taray
.......... Mllila Ray-ley
...Llnh-Xam Mrs. Flake...,
and disappears'with a bicycle rider CheiiK.
Maybe some countries will
cessity.
...Nancy l>rj.ce
"ni:u-k llra'Kon" ai:ent
..V. Inkljinoff Madnme/ Rarucol
on a Latin-American trek.'
have interpreters for our programs,
"llliu-k
Dragon" lieiiehmeit. .Ky-I>nyen
Von Strohcim makes his role plaumid' Moang'Dao
like
they
do for pur war speeches
A lavishly handled- production,
sible, and Miss Hughes lends plenty
and
newscasts.
We In America had
the
most interesting tiling about it
of sex to her- part. Dan Duryea is
(In French; tcith English Titles)
is the atmospheric detail.
The story Hitler's, Mussolini's and Hirohito's
okay as the gal's husband. Solid supThis prewar-made Parisian, film; is
far different from the usual boy- speeches translated for us, so why
porting cast is headed by Stephen though a little slow in pace, is an
meets-girl yarn.
Censor
bodies
in
our
own
comedy programs
not
have
Barclay. Lester Allen and Esther interesting melodrama of intrigue
XI. S. likely will do lots of cutting.
translated to the world? Let them
Howard.
in Shanghai in 1935 before the SinoAmerican boxofflce seems- mild at
Strong production values have Jap war. Setting and types seem best.
hear our comedians—and draw their
been supplied by William Wilder authentic fpart of. pic is claimed to
confusions!
As
our Engown
An Italian convent-bred girl Is lish cousins, we have for
while Anthony Mann's direction is have been filmed in French' Indoalways interImaginative and well-paced. James China). background being intrigu- raped by a gypsy, resulting In a changed gags with them. In fact,
SpeiYcer Brown's camera work is ing enough to offset too melodra- highly improbable case of dual per-,
Miller
their
Joe
who
started
it
was
Ttiis results in the girl,
especially effective as is the editing matic plot and occasional wooden sonalily.
acting of principals. Pic should be married to a rich "wine merchant, our corn crop.. I can even see our
Wear.
of John F.- Link.
passable draw for arty foreign-film periodically disappearing. On these radio commercials sneaking Into
disappearing trances she i« shown as homes all over the world. They will
houses.
KEAYS AIOEVS COL
Pic presents interesting situation the mistress ol a gypsy. After these be in the' market for hundreds of
•
of White Russian refugees in Shang- absences, she remembers nothing of American articles. Our commercials
Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Vernon Keays moved off the. Co- hai being drawn into Jap net to her prowling escapades, resuming would be the funniest things they
usual married life.
lumbia lot After four consecutive serve as pawns in enslaving Chinese
could listen to. It would prove to
population. Plot centers on a RusOpening
announcement
claims
one-picture deals as director.
sian cabaret singer serving as tool medical authority proves the au- them we had a sense of humor beRecently he completed "Rockin' In of Jap "Black Dragon" terrorist so- thenticity of such a condition of sides being commercial-minded.
tfae Rockies."
ciety, who tries to break away from mind,
Wars are fertile for gags. They
j>

not to laugh at those

Americans and .British' have produced a delightful seri.se of humor
in
their war cartoons, ^'ags and
stories.
Laughter is the expression

'

(BRITISH-MADE)

This production might have been
called "The Great Doublecross" because it's the manner in which "The
Great Flamarion." crack vaudeville
I pistol
shot,
is
two-timed by the

,

gotten during the supcrdupcr era.
can visualize an international Bill Jacobs at Warners is lining up
pilot walking into the Stork club, halt-dozen in this class.
David O.
and saying; "I was in. Africa this, Selznick has plans for a number of
morning and a funny thing happened them via Vanguard. Bryan Foy,
while I was getting some gas. I said once known as. "keeper
-of (he -B's,''
to a chief of a tribe, 'Who was that
is preparing plenty of the same at
big fat lady I saw you with?!' And he
20th-Fox.
6n Henry Ginsberg's
answered'. 'That was no lady, that was
program at Paramount are -several
my uiiues'.'" A radio comedian hear- "intermediate"
productions.:
Moe
ing this will immediately use it on
Sicgel has already made a few at
his "horizon to horizon" hookup that
Metro, and is likely to make more.
night!
It makes little difference at UniverComedy's. Reflections

Matlann* at 7 Moons

'

peal here.

biz.

fears,
awkwardness and slightly
mental troubles. It's a laugh with
the corners of the mouth turned
down. Perhaps when we. arc sure
of permanent pence we will learn

I

-

:

Me\i.:iii Sios^r

different than the peacetime
gags. They laugh at incidents in our
social and political life, at temporary
uneasiness,
at
camouflaged

:

;i.

i-.

1

are

'

production values, an
Strawberry Roan is a young heifer unusually
capable cast, solid comedy
calf, given by a hard-working young
and expert photography.
But it's
fanner to his skittish, extravagant
too long, with the dearth
young bride. Heedless of the need accentuating the wordy of action
C"llirr nnifjii/ino -fltory by Vicki
episodes.
U.-iiiin.
for returning the money made from
r-jinri
.Linn** Spencer Hrown l*i)iloi-. J..I111
Despite this/film should be top fare
the land back into the' land, the in Spanish-language
V. Link: iiiiisk-iit numbei-K. by FnllU Wnls.in.
houses and a
I^>i. f All'-n. At Reiullillc. X. "Y-. 'Mti\i'lin^
thoughtless girl, formerly a stage few arty theatres
such as this, even
.Inn. in. v..
Runlnc tlnie. 7H .MINS.
dancer, not only splashes money on though lacking English titles.
Kl;>
..Krlrli Vofl Slroholln
r..ii..;.. w.iikn
..
..Mary Until IIUKlii'n all sorts of unnecessary luxuries, but
Maria Felix dominates every scene
Al Willi:. .0
Don DnryiM causes her husband to neglect his
in which she's in.
Basically, this is
rc-i.toStOphon Itin-.-liiy work. They soon head for disaster
Ti.m
the story .of a sewing-machine girl
Lester -A lien Following
a squabble, the wife rides
-CI.-..
Esther lloivui-d'
who weds riches but soon tires of
NIbIH U'.ii. hinnn.
Michael Mark off on horseback, sustains a fall which her elderly mate.
It lacks the necI>n .IK.Joseph: Gninliy proves fatal. The heartbroken and
C..r..ii.
John R. Hniniltnn now impoverished young widower is essary light strokes to make it palarable for the average American
Yelniu-o
( Fred
forced to sell his farm and take work
M.-Vl. iin Tl:
rn.
I^nie'z
1 fnmeri
Von 'Ktruhelm. Mniy
B'-ili MiiclK'x.
l>lr<>eti»il by Anthony Mono.
Si i—'iil>l;iy.
Anne Wlijton. Heinz llcinM
nn.l
l:i.-hiiiil
Well, from slory by Anno
Wluii.ii, Imso.l on c-hnroctor In "Ulc Stint-. 11

dn>

.

malice" instead of the "Insult gag."
Will we trade gag punchlines with
the world? Will there be .'jest-propulsion bombs?.
Will the world
adopt our wheeze-waifs?
Will it
gang up on us and build a hightariff wall to keep our corn out? Will
there be humor, sabotage?

joke."
They will
limited b.o. appcal v
cover more territory than the salesmen ever did, and will bring back
global humor instead of interstate
job and ring .when her daughter laughs. There will
be more travelcomes to live with her from schobL
ing by everybody and more' mileage
n Hongkong. Woman's attempts to
free herself fail, but daughter man- covered than in the pre-war. days of
ages to get away with aid of a 10-day Bermuda trips and short
when Chinese round-the-world tours. Other counfriendly journalist
citizens revolt against Jap plotters.
tries will pronto humorously through
Louis Jouvet, though starred, has an -exchange of friendly ignorance
fairly minor part as renegade- Russ
with our tourists and- so they will
member of Jap ring. Christiane get jokes about us and our habits
Mardayne is mannered, with occa- and customs. Although .our newspa..
sional bad makeup, in lead femme
Dorville lends characler to pers and magazines have reprinted
ole.
cafe-owner's
role
and Raymond the world's humor, it has not always
Rouleau is personable as helpful been the .best because much of the
journalist.
G. W. Pabst's, direction, world's best humor loses its flavor
hough leisurely, is suspensefiil and through translation. Personal conalways interesting. Cabaret scenes, tact will prove a better medium for
with diversity of audience from all
fun-exchanging.
races blr.ck, brown and white are
more interesting part of film, as is
The cornerstone of humor is basicmusic, neat jazz arrangements being ally the same ail over .the world'.
marlly played.
English subtitles The "newly wed," "arguing married
make story easy to follow. Bron.
couple," "henpecked husband" and
.

slow-moving,

typical,

man-shortage,

and Milton Bexle's mother?
will have "amiable

Or maybe we

.

Itn.iiui

back-to-the-lancl film, written

Tti-pftlilii-

weather. Bob Burns' relatives, McGee and Molly's clothes .closet, Joan
Eavis'

'.

KU.'y.

.

.

Millions"
"GrUsly's
(.Rep).
Bel'tcr-than-Average " whodunit
that should do well in all situa-

of

Billy

Ul'py

looks solid mostly in dual setups.

'

Dililiin.'.

.

ji
I

.

.

Mullv

.

i

l-'cal

Mnulii-i-

."i,

performances.
Mrs. M.mIi-V...
Production is grade A, and so isi!\i
.M..1I1J-.
the direction by John Brahm, with' Hill liinil. ...
M„.in...
particular bows to the music score i;i.i.lv>Plhlu-n..
Mid.
by Bernard Herrmann and the sharp V.ii-ar.
editing (pic runs only 77 minutes). I>'r. 1. niln
This is a picture' more notable for Kale
the omniscience of a single olayer
This- is a
than any other factor.
Knhn.

;:

'

5.

rylt'.'isr

Ci.i'p.

^6n Stroheim;

vaude. with Erich

l.y Kititf'.f'ili H:i run from iinyi'l
A. i:. Siio^i. t';nni'i'ii.| .):nnrs Wilton.
At .liijilio. I.i.mlon, -Inn.
1.1.
HunninK
liimv US MINS.

responsible for the
denouement. They, along with F.aye
Marlowe,- contribute the outstanding

i

l-'ilnr

Continued from page

Jack Benny's alleged stinginess, Bob
Hope's ski nose and Jimmy Durante's schnozzola?
Will there be
new angles on Fred Allen's eye-bags,
Frank
Sinatra's
physique,
Paul
Whiteman's stoutness, California's

.

l.y

clues

tell-tale

.'

Nnliniiiil
rihns.
liy
niri-.-lcl

Looking to Postwar Humor

Square"
(20th).
Cregar-Llnda
Darnell-

"Ilang-over

Laird

George Sanders in Cregar's last
pic; good b.o.
"The Great Flamarion'' (Rep).
Vivid melodrama of backstage

.-*.-ti'i'ii|.!.'iy

Yard psychiatrist who provides the
s

ii^li.- Ain^i'i«-:in

l{i-'Hi.--li

Miniature Reviews

Walter H. (»neu pro-

nr-ptililif ii-le.iiie uf

.Mm-hiwo,

till ii

Wednesday, January 17, 1915

<»rK»ly*8 Millions

,

Uapalcr -pro*

.uvllnii.
ptn'gi'

usi-il

.
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Shows

Continued from pace

1

shows

for American GIs in widely scattered combat areas.
Over
$15,000,000 has been earmarked for

USO-CS, though not all will be used
for stage shows; for there are growing hospital diversional activities.
Lastfogel in his report was highly
complimentary to those who figured
in putting on
legit
shows, one
bouquet going to Bert Lytell, the
Equity head, who had devoted much
of his time to soldier entertainment.
Not only will the number. of shows
be vastly increased but it's envU
sioned that a large number of entertainment units will be required
more than two years after the war
ends in Europe. It's now realized
that occupational armies will be kept
overseas for extended periods:'- Show
units will be brought, back and re»
placed, just ag the Army replaces its
overseas contingents from time to
time.
Overseas edition of- "Oklahomal'*
has been announced as having entered rehearsals after many delays.
It will be the biggest legit unit to
go overseas because of the singing
and ballet ensembles required to
properly present the show, which Is
still

a smash on Broadway.

1

.

-

-.

'

I

.

LOU POLLOCK'S BOOK
Lou

Pollock,

who

resigned

.

as

United Artists advertising-publicity
head last week, has set book titled
"Your Baby, Sir," for publication by
World Publishing Co.
Book will be illustrated by prominent cartoonists, with publication
scheduled next falL

P^RlETY

Wednesday, January 17, 1945

1*
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17th of a series, this national magazine advertisement introduces a new star and
a new picture, together with a veteran star and a veteran policy. For in addition
to stars, story, stagecraft and so forth, that policy— of combining good picturemaking with good citizenship— is a vital ingredient of Warner Bros, productions.

This

is

a scene from Warner

Bros.' newest feature pictures

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT*
from the novel by Hemingway.
It

shows famed screenstar

Humphrey Bogart with a
named Lauren

We

girl

Bacall.

believe that, with th«

release of this enormously

dramatic

Lauren Bacall

film,

becomes one of the most

excit-

ing discoveries in the history
of motion pictures.

4

Commenting on Miss

Bacall'i

sensational debut, Jack L.

Warner remarked: "Major
oredit for the discovery of this

new

star belongs to Producer

Howard Hawks, and
best tradition of our

"For Warner
founding, has

is

in the

Company.

Bros., since its

made many im-

portant discoveries — among
them, that motion pictures may
be adult, intelligent and mindful of social realities,

and

still

be magnificent entertainment!"

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT

HUMPHREY BOGART

(which takes up entertainmentwise where 'Casablanca'

left

off 1) serves booming notice

TO

HAVE AND HAVE NOT

that "combining good picture-

making with good
is

citizenship"

a permanent Warner

policy.

WALTER BRINNAN • LAUREN BACALL

§ DOIORES MORAN HOAGY CARMtCHAEl
•

A HOWARD HAWKS PRODUCTION
Scretn Ploy by.)u1»» Purlhom &

WilKom

Foulknti

WAINII BROS.
JACK

t.

WAIMII, ixicutivi rtotvcii

PICTURE GROSSES
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Bop B way

H.0.s

Bliz,

Wednesday, January
'Caballeros' Coins Pesos

Albeit 'Velvet'

70G

lain

in 3d;

Storm, in Chi; 'Canteen Loud 19^G, 2d

theatre grossed 101,960 pesos, raising
lli6,.tolal to 332.492 pesos (about $70.-

000) and establishing aii all-time record for any thontre in Mexico.
Picture is now in 'its fourth week

St/ Sleeper at 11G
(Tues.).. Third was a substantial $76.000. "Sunday-Dinner for a Soldier"

same 'admission

the

at

Despite an all-day. snowfall on
Sunday 14 ). Broadway grosses were
not affected to any appreciable extent. Willi Saturday il3) exception-

Doughgirls'-Vaude Hefty 50G, Despite

Mexico City, Jan. 16.
Third -week of Wall Disney V "The
Three Caballeros" a.l the Alameda

Strong 95G, 5th Wk n 'Waves-Herman

Marietta" (M-G) (reissue) and "Jade
Mask" (Mono), $9,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d wk)
and "Murder in Blue Room" (U).
Looks moderate- $12.QpO for 10-dny
second week. "Bowery to Broadway"
lU opens Thursday 18 1. Last week,
with
Dead Man's Eyes" iU-V sockeroo $19,000.
20lh -Century (Ind.j (3,000: 40-70)—

four

price,

pesos.

-

1

ally goud. the past

was

sult

hind

mid

weekend

(20th) and- the Cafe -Zanzibar revue

sleet

However, continued show
Monday <15) and yesterday

proportionately more
Tups,
did
damage than was caused Sunday. On
•

i

to

-the

lighter side, partly because of. a
majority of holdover attractions.
ment of income taxes Monday
also may bo contributing to the
eral weakness.

large

whole,

the

business

leans

(WB)

Strand

(2.756;

medium

(15)

holds

side at $37,000

another

week.

real

a

sleeper

for

the

pla.v.

Hush" (RKO).

in-person support. House finished the
third frame last night (Tues.) at an
excellent $70,000. All first-runs go
another week excepting the Rialto
and Victoria, latter opening "Fighting Lady" today (Wed.).
Estimates for This Week

Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 60-$1.20)—
Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (8th-.
wk). Continues consistent pace, seventh week having ended Sunday
night
14) at $31,600, right behind
prior frame's $32,000. Remains here
until Feb. 9 when "Princess and Pi-

"Meet

1

rate" iRKO) opens.
Capitol lLoew's) (4.820: 60-S1.20)—
"Music for Millions" .(M-G) and
Tommy Dorsey orch (4th wk). In the
moderate zone at $54,000 this week,
but close to $57,700 garnered previous
lap.
Holds.
Criterion
(60-$1.25)^
(Loew's*)

Palace

(RKO)

(1,700;

this

.

(Fay!

(2.200:

Ice-bound downtown sector

16.

finally

opened up by thaw, and grosses are
new. picture is
Can't Help Singing." giving Hipp a
sock week. Vaughn Monroe's band is
beller.

Liveliest

pushing "She Gets Her Man" up to
another hefty
take
for
Palace.
"Frenchman's Creek" is solid at
44-55)— Slate.
"Under

"Hollywood Canteen"

(WB). Breezy
Second stanza was
$4,000 on third week downtown. Last
Strand; (Silverman) (2.000; 44-55)— week,. "Thought of You" (WB), $2,(Par) and "Let's 200.

sblid $10,000.
$14,000.

"Now Tomorrow"
Go Steady" (Col).

-

'

stage. 4th wk). Show goes six weeks
on basis of strength exhibited to date.
third week, concluded last night
(Tues.), having been excellent $70,00O; socond. $80,000.

(B&K) (3.900:
"DoughgirTs"
(WB) with
Ohicajro

Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 44-65)—
Opened Monday
Last week, "Carolina Blues" Maisie to Reno" (M-G). Ordinary
and "Strange Affairs" (Col) $5,500 on m.o. Last. week, •'Kismet"
(M-G), $5,000. also m.o.
good $8,500.
Palace (RKO) (3.700: 55-95)— '"She
Gets Her Man" (U) plus Vaughn
Monroe orch on stage. Smart $27,500;
'SINGING'
Last week, "Princess and Pirate"

(15).

Grand

ROBUST AT

(RKO)

OKAY

$15,000 IN
Kansas

K. C.

City, Jan. 16.

Wham

Best

m

Cliff

bright $24,500.
State
(Loew's)

Mills

Oriental (Iroquois) \3.200: 44-95)—

"Dark. Waters" (UA) <2d wk) with
Ray Ebcrle and Chaz Chase heading
stage show. Handsome $27,000. Last
week, with Ina Ray Hutton. and orch
on stage, boff $32,500.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 55-95)
"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enler. Arsene
Lupin" (U) (3d wk).
Okay $19,000.
Last week, 8
great

—

.

$20,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500: 55-95)—
Canteen"
(WB) (2d
wk). Staunch $19,500. Last week,
smash $24,000.
SUtt-I.ake-(B&K) (2,700: 55-95)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (4lh
wk ). Fancy $22,000. Last week,
'.'Holly woo'd

$27.000..

.

'Woman'-Bosse Big 34G

.

Go Steady" (Col). Hefty $14.
Last week, "30 Seconds Tokyo'
(2d wk), good $14,000.

Newman

$23,000,

65)— "Now

(Paramount)

(1,900;

45-

Tomorrow"

(Par) (3d
wk). Bright $7,000 for four days, h.o.
•being cut to permit house to return
to regular opening day. First two
weeks grossed $33,500.

Bright Balto

Baltimore. Jan.. 16.

San Francisco, Jan.

16.

Landoffice biz in downtown firstrruhs this week.
"Fighting Lady"
paired with "American Romance" is
top picture combo, giving Paramount
a whopping week. "Can't Help Singing"

still

is

-

Excelleht. $21,500.
"
'

-

Woods

55(4th

Last week,

'

-

-

(1.200: 55-95)—
"Princess and Pirate"- (RKO) (9tH
wk). Nice $15,000. Last week, solid
$20,400.

(Essaness)

News

'Singing' Big

$30,000, Top Frisco Pix;

"Let's

"

UnlUd Artists (B&K) (1.700:
95)— "30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G)

Bros..

(

Midland (Loew's) (3.500: 40-60)—
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G) and

—

strong

In

(3.450:

f

$14,000 following through, after sock
$21,000 opening round.

very

;

Nazarro on stage,

44-65)—
Biz continues at a fast pace al the "Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Sturdy
deluxers this week. Warmer weather $19,500. Last week, "30 Seconds Ovi-r
and new product are combining to Tokyo" (M-G) (2d wk), still great
$12,000 in Ave' days.
help.
"Can't Help Singing," daySllllman (Loew's) (2.700: 44-65)—
date at the Esquire, Uptown and "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
(M-G)
Fairway, looks' best.
(m.o.). Hot $10,000. and holds. Last
week, "Maisie to Reno" M-G.), $8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire,
Uptown- and Fairway
(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
40-60)— "Can't Help Singing" (U)
lady'-'Romance- Smash
Lusty $15,000. Last week. "Winged
Victory" (20lh) (2d wk). rousing

(M-G)

'Creek'

wk) with

(2d

Jean Parker,

55-951

(-1:150:

w eek,

Last

35-74 )—
(2.525:
(Fox)
"Can't He]p Singing" (U) and "Kitty.
O'Day" (Mono), day-date with Esquire. Siro.ng $18,000 or over. Last
week, 'Hollywood Canteen" (WB),
also Esquire, great $20,000.

(RKO)

"House Of Frankenstein" (U) and
"Mummy's Curse" <U) (2d wk). Hot

wk).

500.

Henny

$7,500.

$12,500.
$14,000.

$25,000.

_

—

"

(Col)

Denver

55-95)

wicks heading stage show. Big $50,Last week,. Now Tomorrow"
(Par) (3d wk) and Dinning Sisters
oh stage, grand $45,000;
Downtown (Barger) (1.600; 44-95)
"Music .-Manhattan" (RKO) (2d
run) with Andy -Kirk orch, others,
oil stage.
Perl' $13,500.
Last week;
"Barbary Coast Gent" (M'-G) (2d
run) and Eddie Hey wood orch" aiid
Lil Green on stage, about sairie.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 55-95)— "Conquering Hero" t;Par) and "Dark
Mountain" (Par). Opened Saturday
(13 ). Looks great $12,000. Last week,
"Irish Eyes Smiling" (20lh) (2d wk).

fairly

nice in third

Orpheum

week.. Henry Busse's band is boostThe big news here this week is
° r P h !L,"» VR. KO« ) J 1 '?.0O: ,.,4i;65)_: ing "Woman in Window" to a big
"Frenchman's Creek" at the Stanley.
"Very Thought
.....
, ..
of You
(WB) and
,
w.th trade reported b.ggest -in moons. Dead En
B) (1 cissue) Lus {! session at the Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week
Rest of town, mostly in h.o., is fairish. $12,000.
Last- week.
"Experiment
Perilous" (RKO) and "Girl Rush"
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (FWCJ (2,646; 55-85)—
Radio C?ty Music Hall (RockeCenturv (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 20-40) 'RKO) (2d wk). Okay $8,000 for "Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Amerifellers)
(5.945;
6,0-$1.10 ^"National
can Romance" (M-G).
Whopping
—"30 Seconds Over Tbkyo". (M-G) four-day h.o.
Velvet" (M-G) and stageshow (5th
$30,000.
Last week. "Hollywood CanTower (Fox-Joffee) (2.100:39-60)—
wk). Off quite a bit to $95,000. but (3d wk). Holding well at $9,000 after
"San Diego" i.U) and "Navy Way"- teen" (WB), big $23,500.
still
very good! Prior (4th) week strong $15,800 last week.
Hippodrome (Rapp'aporl) '(2,240: (Par) with vaude. Nifty $10,500. Last
Warfleld .'(FWC) (2,656; 60-85)—
was a mighty $105,000. Goes another 20-74)—
"Strange
Affairs" (Col) plus week, "Lights of Old Santa Fe" "Alaska" (Mono) plus stage show.
stanza, with """Song "to Remember"
Ripley's "Believe It or Not" revue (Rep)
and "Firebrands Arizona" Fancy $28,500. Last week. "Murder
(Col) coming in Thursday (25).
and local radio show in p.a. Fairish (Rep). plus stage revue, hear same.
in Blue Room" (U) and stage show,
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 50-41.10)
$15,000.
Last week, "Princess and
$28,300.
"Great Flamarion" (Rep). Opened
Pirate" (RKO) and vaude (2d wk),
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400: 55-85)—
here Saturday (13) arid doing fairly
big $16,300.
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Pleasat $7,500. Holds. Last week, third
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460; 20- 'Canteen' Brisk
Ih
ing $13,000.
Last week, "Winged
for "Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) 60)—
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (3d
Victory" (20th) (2d wk), good $12,was thin $4,000.
wk). Maintaining fine gait at $8,000
000.
Rialto (Mayer) (594: 40-85)— "Main after
Buff.; 'Woman' Hot
fancy session at $9,700.
SUte (FWC) (2,133: 55-85)— "30
St. After Dark" (M-G). Booked for
Mayfalr (Hicks) (980: 25-55)— "NaBuffalo, Jan. 16.
Seconds
Over
only one week but proving a sleeper tional Barn Dance"
Tokyo" (M-G). Third
(par) (2d wk).
Top grosser this week is "Holly- week on Market street, strong $15.here at near to $11,000. Fourth, week Above-average
$51000 after $7,800 lo
for "House of Frankenstein" (U), in start, best in months here.
wood Canteen," at the huge Buffalo. 000. Last week, "Till Meet Again"
ahead, was close to $9,000, unusually
New (Mechanic) (1,680: 20-60)— "Woman in Window" also i? big at, (Par) (2d wk), big $10,700.
strong. "Man in Half Moon 'Street" "Winged Victory" (20th) (4th 'wk).
Golden
Gate
(RKO) (2.844; 60-95)
the Century.
(Par) opens Friday (19).
—"Woman- in Window" iRKO) and
Winding up at $4,500 after steadyEstimates for This Week
Rlvoli tUA-Par) (1.092: 76-S1.25)— third round at $6,200.'
Henry Busse orch. Grand $34,000.
(3.500:'
-"Keys-of-Kingdom'' (20th) (3d wk),
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70 )— Last week, "Belle of Yukon" (RKO)
Stanley
(WB) (3.280: 25-66)
Holding up stoutly, this week appear- "Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Biggest "Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Smash and Marion .Hutton, others, on slage
ing a probable $40,000. Second lap thing in town at socko $23,000. "Last S2CW00. Last week, "30 Seconds Over $26,000.
,
was nearly $45,000. Here for indef- week, "Hollywood Canteeo" (WB) Tokyo" (M-G) (2d wk). hefty $15,500.
Orpheum (Blumcnfcld) (2.448; 40inite run.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70 )t^ 85)— "Can't' Help Singing".. iU). (3d
(3d wk), fine $9,300.
60-$1.20)—
Rexy. (20fh)
(5,886:
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1.840; 20- "Parkington" M-G) (2d wk). Strong wk). Nice $12,000.. Last week, lofty
"Winged Victory" (20th) and, on 60)— "Naughty Marietta" (M-G) re- $12,000. Last week, bright $19,000.
$20,000.
Hipp. (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "30
stage, Nicholas Bros., Jack Durant, issue) (2d wk).
The big surprise
United Artists (Blurn^nfeld)
1.others (Sth-flnal wk). Down quite a here at forte $4,500 figured after bet- Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G ). Here 207; 40-85)— "Guest in House" (UA)
bit to $64,000, albeit satisfactory, on ter than hoped-for first round at •after two weeks at Buffalo. Still po(2d wk). Satisfactory $16,500. Last
tent at $9,500. Last week, "Naughty •week, solid $18,000.
north week which ended last night house record of $8,700.

I
'

—

-

fine $11,000.

(3d

week to go another, while second
was $21,200.
(Par) (3.664; 60-$1.20)
— Paramount
l
"Here Comes Waves" (Par), Woody
I Herman orch and Buddy Lester on

—

Cleveland, Jan.

ture: of Kitly O'Day" (Mono) and
Mai Hallell orch. Patsy Kelly and "Can't' Help Singing" (U). One of
Barry Wood, 3-day weekend stand, Deanna Durbin's sock grassers, wow
big $8,500.
$24,000; Last week, "Woman in WinStale (Loew) (3.200; 50-70)— "30 dow' '(RKO), big $22,000.-'
Seconds' .Over. Tokyo" (M-G) (3d
Lake (Warners) (800: 44-65)—
wk). Additional five-day run looks

35-70)—

"Hearts Young.. Gay" (Par). Grand
$15,000,
and holds;
Last
week,
"Frenchman's Creek". (Par) (3d wk),

Estimates for This Week
Apollo
(BAK) .( 1.200; 55-95)
"Thought of- You" (WBi (4th wk).
Mild- $6,500. Last week. $7,000.

—

CLEVE.

$24,000,

(3d

:

(

i

,

larly hefty.

000.

"Doughgirls"
WB) and
Estimates foe This Week
Western Skies" (U); Strong $15,000:
Allen
(RKO) (3,000; 44-65)—
Last
week. "Hollywood Canteen"
(WB) (2d wk). near same.
Woman in Window" (RKO). Sturdy
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100: 4450i— "Faces in Fog" (Rep) and Jim- m.o. at $11,000. Last week, "Hollymy Lunceford orch heading stage wood Canteen" (WB), husky $8,500
.-how
for
3-day
weekend run. on m.o.
Weighty $7,000. Last week, "AdvenHipp (Warners). (3,700: 44-65)—

60-$1.10)—

"Experiment Perilous" (RKO)
wk). Good enough at $19,000

)

(

stage, ditto.

oil

Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)—"Can't
Help Singing" (U) and "Kitty O'Day"
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (4th wk). (Mono), also Denver. Fine $3,000.
Finished third round Sunday night Last week. "Canteen" (WB), also
(14) at $24,000, good, though consid- Denver, about same.
erable of a drop from second's fine
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)—
-$35,000.
"Parkington" (M-G) and "Nevada"
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-S1.20)— (RKO) (2d w-k). Nice $14,500. Last
"Tomorrow the World" (UA) (4th week, big $18,000.
wk). Okay at $13,000. Third week'
Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 35-74)—
was $14,200. Remains further.
"Lake Placid Serenade" (Rep) and.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-$1.20)— "Faces in Fog" (Rep). Forte $8,000
"Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (2d wk). or better. Last week, "Enemy of
Holding up stoutly for about $15,000. Women" (Mono) and "Singing SherInitial week was big $17,500. Con- iff" (U), $8,500.
tinues indef
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Winged
Hollywood (WB) (1.499; 50-$1.20)— Victory" (20th). after week at Den"Have. Have Not" (WB) (15th wk). ver, Esquire, Aladdin. Fine $3,500.
Remains consistent at nearly $18,000, Last week, "Thought of You" (WB)
suitable
profit,
for
stanza and "Jade Mask" (.Mono), good $3,14th
through last night (Tues.); close to 000 on m.o.
.
$18,800 scored the preceding week.
•

DURBIN SOCKO

Last

$16,000.

—

-

(Cockrill) (1.750:

Snappy

wk), $10,000.
Carlton (Fay-T.oew) (1.400: 44-55)
"Hollywood .Canteen" (WB) (3d
downtown wk).. Healthy $5,000. Last
week, "Bowery to Broadway" (U)
and "Town Went Wild" (PRC) (3d
downtown wk), steady $4,000.
Fn y 's Ka v ) 2 .000 4 4 - 55
" Rogue's
Gallery" (PRC) and Richard Darnell
heading stage show. Steady $7,000.
Last week. "Laura" (20th) and vaude
Majestic

Denham

)

week, "Princess and Pirate" (RKO)

and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO)

DENVER

Denver. Jan. Ifi,
Biz strong all over town currently-.
Top coin goes. to "Can't Help Sinning." playing day-dated the Denver
and Esquire. "Mrs. Parkinglon'' is
fine on holdover at Orpheum. while
"Hollywood Canteen" still is hot at
Aladdin after big Sessions at Denver
and Esquire.
Estimates for Thin Week
Aladdin
(1.400:. 35-74)—
(Fox)
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB i. after
week at each Denver.' Esquire. Big
$9,500. 'Last week, "Wiiiged Victory"
(20th), moveover, big $9,000.

l

week. "Experiment" Perilous"
and "Girl Rush" (RKO) (2d
slow $6,500.

(5 days),

Chicago, Jan. 16.
continues stout here despite

Biz

weather and number of holdovers,
and extended runs. "Doughgirls" «t
Chicago with Henny Youngman,
Kitty Carlisle and Chadwicks on
stage, should do strong $50,000. Only
other new combo. "Hail Conquering
Hero": and "Dark Mountain" at Garrick, is. strong. while holdover of"
"House of Frankenstein" and "Mummy's Curse" at Grand looks particu-

'Youngman. Kitty Carlisle and Chad-

(

21G IN

i

wk)

.

i

HOT

'SINGING'

Window" (RKO) and
; Rep).
Dandy $171000.

:

«...

Lasl

16.

RKO RKO

Kslimales for This Week
Albee RKO) (2.100: 44-60)— Experiment Perilous" (RKO) and "Girl

over, but

Fourth was
had been

Rialto

Secfilm over, however.
ond«run Slate came in with a new
show. "I Love a Soldier." plus Rubinoff and Romo Vincent on stage,
last Thursday ill), but isn't doing'
well at less than $20,000.
Music Hall, currently on fifth week
with "National Velvet." drops considerably but is still strong at an indicated $95,000 or bit better and
holds over, with "Song to Remember"
due on Thursday (25). Comparatively better than other major holdovers is "Here Come Waves," which
at the Paramount, has the Woody
Herman band and Buddy Lester for

(

Wty.'156;:S£J
.

expected.

not hold

.

Providence. '.I;m.

$42,600. a little better than

which should gel near to $11,000, big.
Booked for but one week, house can-

:

'Doughgirls'

Victoria iMaurer) (720;: 76-$1.50)—
Only two new pictures came lo "Fighting Lady" (20th) opens here,
town during the past week. "Great today (Wed.), after four 'terrific'
Flamarion" at the Republic, and money-making weeks with "Sign of
"Main Street After- Dark" at the Cross v (Par) (reissue), .fourth being
bandbox Rialto. Former is only fair $11,000, third $13,000.
at $7,500 but "Main Street" is proving

in Mildish Prov.;

Grosses are oil ly so-so. with
Albcc.'s "Experiment- Perilous'' and
Majostic's "Doughgirls" gelling hefty

60-$1.20)—

..or.

)

"

Tops

"Hollywood Canteen" (WBi and
Pay- Lionel Hampton orch ifitli wk). On
gen-

Snappy 16G,

'Perilous'

"I

Love a Soldier" (Par) (2d. run I. with
RubinolT. Ronio Vincent, others, on.
Wheels are turning slowly
stage.
here: indications pointing to less than
$20,000. Last week, "Together Again"
(Coli. (ls,t run);. plus loam of Rosario and Antonio and Salici Puppets, not much belter -at $21,000.

as a re-

a bit boiler than the one be-

it.

liext Wednesday (24).
(3-450: 43-85)
Slate-" (Loew's)

open
..

17., 19^.1

Pitt

,

Sockeroo 15iG;

10G

'Suspect' Boff at

'

Pittsburgh, Jan.

16.

Durbin's- the big noise this week
at Harris. "Can't Help Singing" gave
house biggest opening' in months and
.

make an easy run

should
versal
field

Is

practically

of it. Unimonopolizing

currently since "Suspect"

is

go-

ing okay at Fulton and will be
around for a while. Only other new
picture, in town, "Tall in Saddle" at
Stanley,- doing well enough for a

western.
Estimates for This

Week

Fulton
40-65)— "Suspect"
(1,700;
<U>.
Nice bally and good notices
helping this to around $10,000, solid,

and

will

Last

stay.

week,

"Lake

Placid Serenade" (Rep), holiday stay
of 11 days was weak $6,500.

1

.

.

,.

^%

.

.

.

.

\

—

20G

17G

:

j

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-65)—
"Can't Help Srnging" UJ).
Durbin
and Technicolor the lures. Looks
blazing $15,500, terrif for this spot.
May gel three weeks without any
trouble.
Last week, third of "Winged
Victory" (20th), slightly, over $10,000 to give it better than $36,000 ori
the run, spectacular considering the
weather.
"

Penh (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-65)—
Over Tokyo" (M-G) <3d

"30 Seconds

wk).

Still plenty of stuff left and In
final session of Ave days looks $12,000.
Last week, sock $20,000.
.

RUi (WB)

40-65)— "Master
Moveover.. Not bad
$3,200 for small-seater.
Last week,
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) (4th wk),
(800;

Race" (RKO).

okay

$2,400.

Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-65)—
"Winged Victory" (20th) (4th wk).
Moveover after three weeks at Harris.

less

Big $4,200. Last week. "ReckAge" (U) and "Sergeant Mike"

(Col), $2,800.

-

I

—

1

,

,

i

i

'

(

!

—

i

-'

"

in

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-65)— "Tall
Saddle" (RKO). Riding to $14,Last week, second

000. not too bad.

of

"Holywood Canteen" (WB),

$18,000.

-

wow

.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-65)— "Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Moveover.
Hasn't nearly exhausted

its

first-run

evidenced by close to $9,000.
week. "Master RKe" (RKO),

biz, as

Last

good

$10,000,

first

here -in long time.

non-movedver

.

Wednesday, January IT, 194$

JACK

I.

17

WARNER, Ikm^* fWuw
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-
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Wham $56,000 in 3 L A. Spots;

"Keys'

'Canteen Great $30,000 in Mild Hub;

Naples
Continued from page

'Creek' Giant

52^

the wrong direction. GI's are often
caught when they send unexplained
large funds back home. Invariably
they come back with "we won It at
in

in 2, 'St. Louis

Wow 60G in 3, Durbin 31G, 2, Both 2d
Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Holdovers still predominate in local
and all look steady. "Keys
new bilt for week, is
romping home with prospects for
great $56,000 in three theatres, and
holds. "Meet Me in St. Louis'! continues after socko $60,000 on second
first-runs,

week

in

Estimated Total £r.oss
This' Week.'..'.
iBnscrt
Total (iioss

three spots.

"Frenchman's Creek,'' which

fin-

Sunday

(14)

on

.

.

The usual racket is for a. dishonest
GI driver to disappear with a truckload of supplies and/or food after it.
He
is unloaded from a transport.
rolls up to some designated outrOfthe-way spot, the Italians unload, and
pay the GI anywhere from 150,000 to

Broadway Grosses

of Kingdom,''

300.000
.

cash

in

to

($1,500

$3,000).
tires

Hardly ever are the truck or

$530,100

sold because the standardized Army,
equipment could easily be spotted if

16 theatres)

Same Week

Last Year. .......
$555,500
(Bused o(i 14 tneaires)

used by an Italian civilian.
An Italian blackmayket operator
revealed what GI issue sells for and
disposition is made of it once It gets
into their hands.
fell off in its second week but is still
good at S31.000 or near in two spots.
"American khaki blankets bring
B
Be Seeing You" shapes steady $24,anywhere from $8 to $10 each," he
800 on third week in three, houses,
said.
"These are easily dyed and
while "Hollywood Canteen" heads
transformed into suits, coals or dressfor nice $26,500 at three theatres in
ing gowns for men 'or women. A
fourth and final week.
tailor usually charges $30 to $40 for
Estimates for This Week
the tailoring and the dyer $8 for alWashington, Jan. 16.
Carthay Circle cF-WC) (1.518: 50tering the color. For a maximum of
$1)— "Winged Victory" (20th). Solid
Business back to normal after
$60 an Italian has a suit or coat. He
$8,000. Last week, "30 Seconds Over
holidays with many holdovers. Only is willing to pay even more because
Tokyo" <M-G) (2d wk-5 days), $3,- new picture, "Winged Victory,'' at
no clothing is available on the open
400.
Italian market. Your O.D. trousers
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.048: 50- Palace, is wowing them,
bring about $G each. Two pairs make
Estimates for This Weefc
$1)— "Keys of Kingdom" (20th).
a skirt and four of them are suffiSocko $16,000. Last week. "Winged
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-72)
hefty
days),
Victory" <20th) <2d wk-8
Dark Waters" (UA) with vaude cient for a man or woman's suit."
$12,600.
Good
headed by Salici Puppets.
Some of the most amazing transDowntown (WB) (1.800: 50-$D— $23,000. Last week, "Thin Man Goes formations are made and it requires
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (4th Home" (M-G), better than expected an expert or trained eye to pick 'em
Last week,, at $28,500.
Neat $12,000.
wk).
out after the blankets or trousers fall
steady $15,800.
Columbia (Loew) 1,234; 44-72)— into the hands of the ingenious NeaEgyptian (F-WC) (1,538; 50-$D—
30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G).
"Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (3d Fine $9,500. Last week, "Kismet" politan tailors and dyers.
"GI woolen socks have a big marwk). Into third frame Sunday (14) (M-G). sturdy $8,500.
ket for they are one of the most
after great $16,000 second week.
Earle (WB) (2,240; 30-90)— "Holly- highly
Four Star (UA-WC) '900; 50-$D—
sought American commodi3d wk). Great
"Be Seeing You" (UA) (4th wk). wood Canteen"
ties," continued the lbquaclous blackBegan fourth stanza last Sunday after $18,500 after second week's hot $22,- market operator, who rather liked
500.
strong $5,500 third session.
explaining
the intricacies of the trade
Keith's
(RKO) (1,800; 34-66)
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 50-$D—
and "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (3d to any appreciative listener. "They
(U)
Frankenstein"
"House
"Mummy's Curse" (U) (4th wk). wk). Fine $12,000 after last "week's bring from $1.50 to $1.75 a pair. They
are
quickly
pulled apart and made
big
$18,000.
Okay $4,500. Last week, nifty $5,300.
Hollywood (WB) i2,756; 50-$D—
Metropolitan (WB) (1,800; 30-55)— into pullovers or sweaters. Two pairs
"Canteen" (WB) (4th wk). Nice $7,- "Carolina Blues" (Col). Fair $6,500. are required for a pullover without
800. Last week, $9,800.
Last week, "Hearts Young and Gay" sleeves and an additional pair is reLos Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; (Par), over hopes at $9,000.
quired for the two sleeves. OperaPalace (Loew) (2,778; 44-72)
50-$D— "St. Louis" (M-G) (3d wk).
tors who manage to get hold of
Into third week Sunday (14) after "Winged Victory" (20th).
Strong thousands of pairs of socks at one
boffo $31,000 on second frame.
$23,000 or over. Last week, "30 Sec- time
pay women $2.50 to $3 to undo
Orpheum (D'town)' (2,200; 65-85)— onds Over Tokyo" (M-G), big $12,them and knit the sweaters. Women
"Destiny" (U) with Stan Kenton orch 000 in Ave days of third week.
find this profitable as they do the
and Pied Pipers on stage. Good $25,work at home and it enables them to
000.
Last week, "Army Wives"
get money to buy food on the black(Mono) with Dante's "Cockeyed. InPhiDy
Holdovers
ferno" on stage (8 days), $26,500.
market at the fancy, exhorbitant
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$D—
prices.
The operators sell the fin"Can't Help, Singing" (U) and "Enter
ished product for between $20 to $40
'Vanities'
Tever'Bat
Arsene Lupin" (U) (2d wk). Down
each, realizing profits varying beto $15,500 or near. Last week, solid
tween 100 to 300%."
$22,100, but under hopes.
$25,000, Big
He also told of the clever transParamount (F&M) (3,389; 50-$l)—
Philadelphia, Jan. 16.
formation of the heavy and cumber"Frenchman^ Creek" (Par) (2d wk).
Local deluxers are still in the some GI shoes into dapper men's and
Into second week Monday (15) after
throes of holdovers this sesh with women's shoes. He revealed that
sock $35,000 first week.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- only one major opening, "Together these brought about $12 a pair. Other
"Frenchman's Creek" Again" at the Boyd. Biz still hold- clothing eagerly sought were the
451; 50-$l )
(Par) (2dwk). Started second frame ing pace set at start of the year, with woolen Army shirts and heavy winokay grosses reported from virtually
last Monday after grand $17,500 first
ter coats which are retailored into
all sectors.
ished

week

its first

last

.

up a great $52,500 on
frame, which is standout
"Can't Help Singing"

'Gal

Loves Music -Shaw Bangup 31G
Boston, Jan. 16.
„
„ „
"Hollywood
Canteen" at the Met
"Canter.ville Ghost" at the State
are principal new bills this week,
with the former pacing town with
plenty to spare. Biz generally not
up to hopes this' week.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (S;200; 50-$1.10)—
"Qal Loves Music" (U) plus Artie

dice."

.

Key

and

City Grosses

.

Estimated Total dross
This

Week ..........

Based on

18

cities,

tres, chiejly first runs,

.

$2,256,800

145 theaincluding

Shaw orch, others', on stage. Return
Shaw after three years is bring-

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year,
.... $2,800,40*
(Based on 25 cities, 197 theatres)

of

.

—

night, racked

the

initial

for that week.

"Victory'

Sock

,

Victory

Nifty

,

23G

in

—

.

1

WB)

i

—

.

—

.

Bop

Newcomer

—

stanza.

RKO Hilistreet (RKO) (2,890; 5080)— "Can't Help Singing" (U) and
"Arsene Lupin" (U) (2d wk). Good
$15,500 or better for Durbin starrer.
Last week, hefty $23,800.
Rltz
F-WC) '1.370: 50-$l)— "St.
Louis" iM-G) (3d wk). 'Opened third
week Sunday (14) after handsome
$13,000 second frame.
Stale Loew's- WC) (2,404; 50-SD—
"Keys Kingdom" (20th). Smash $30,i

(

000.

'

Last week. "Winged Victory"

<20th) (2d wk-8 days), fine $20,600.
United Artists (UA) (2,100; 50-$l)
—"Be Seeing You" (UA) (4th wk).
Into fourth week Sunday (14). Steady
$14,000 third sesh.

Uptown (F-WC)

(1.790;

50-$D—

"Keys Kingdom" <20th). Big $10,000.
k Last week. "Winged Victory" (20th)
I <2d wk-8 days), neat $7,600.
Wilshlre (F-WC) (2,296; 50-$D—
f
"Be Seeing You" (UA) (4th wk).
Started fourth week Sunday (14)
after okay $5,000 third week.
)—"Can
Wiltern (
) ( 2,500 : 50-$l
teen'- (WB) '4th wk). Nice $7,000.

WB

Last week, $8,500.

Together' 81G, 2d, Mont'I
Montreal, Jan. 16.
holdovers,
sub-zero
ace
will hurt grosses currently
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2.700; 35-62 )--"Toether Again" (Col) (2d wk). Strong

Two

weather

f3,500
in

after

smash

$13,000 initialer.

Capitol (CT) (2,700: 35-62)— "Lost
Harem" (M-G) and "Missing

800.

St. Louis,-

Preceded by a sock
Victory"

Is off

Jan.

bally,

16.

:

"Winged

to a flying start at the

Fox and looks easy winner

of the

current session.
Estimates for This Week'

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)— "30
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (8d
wk). Building grefat $16,000 after big
$23,000 last week,
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 30-56)—

"Naughty Marietta" (M-G) (reissue)
and ,TShe's a Sweetheart" (Col) (id
wk). Good $6,500 after hot $7,000

week

third

Metropolitan (M-P)

at

(4.367; 40-74)

—"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Doing top biz as only big new bill in
town; great $30,000 or near. Last
week, "Now Tomorrow" Par) and
"Double Exposure" (Par) <2d wk),
(

big $19,000.

Orpheum (Loew)
Seconds Tokyo"

"30

35-75)—
(M-G).
Nice

(2.900;

•

on five-day holdover following terrif $47,000 first 12 days.
$16,000

.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-74)—
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Double.

Exposure" (Par). Came in here after
two at Met; okay $13,000. Last week,
—"Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Reck- "Placid Serenade" (RepTaffd— Army
less Age" (U). Sock $18,000. Last Wives" (Mono), $15,000.
State (Loew) (3,200: 35-75)— "Canweek, "Can't Help Singing" (U) and
"Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) (2d wk), terville Ghost" (M-G) and "Let's Go
Weakish $11,000.
Steady" (Col).
smash $16,500.
week, "30 Seconds Tokyo" (MFox (F&M) (5,000; 50-60)— "Winged Last
G) (2d wk). nice .$13,500 after first

Ambassador (F&M)

(3,000; 50.-60)

Victory" (20th). Grand $27,000. Last
week, "PrincesS and Pirate" (RKO)

"Murder

and

Room"

Blue

(U),

$2,3,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-60)—
"Wuthering Heights" (UA) (reissue)
and "Thoroughbreds" (Rep). Solid
$10,500. Last week, "Man in Half
Moon Street" (Par) and "Ministry
of Fear" (Par) (2d wk), neat $7,800.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 40-50)—
"Laura" (20th) and "Gypsy Wildcat"
(U).

Fairish

"Enemy

of

Fancy $16,000

For Cincy; Thin Man'
Ditto, 'Lady' Stont

'CANTEEN' TALL 16G,
INDPLS.; 'HEARTS' 1 1G
Indianapolis, Jan.

shirts

16.

Biz continues on slight upbeat here,
with most deluxers showing good flg»
ures despite weather. "Hollywood
Canteen," at the Indiana, is setting
a stiff pace for film competish. "Our
Hearts Were Young and Gay" looks

okay

at Circle.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.800; 32-55)—
Young Gay" (Par) and "Hi,

8G

Cincinnati, Jan. 16.

Women" (Mono) and

"Kitty O'Day" (Mono), $6,000.

Last week,
(U) and. "San

"Merry Mohahan's"
Diego Love" (U), $3,500.

'Singing'

12-day stretch.
Translux (Translux) (900: 30-74)-r
"Alaska" (Mono) and "Taxi Mister""
Last week;
Nice $7,600.
(Mono).

$3,200.

"Hearts

Beautiful". (U), oke $11,000. Last
week, "One Body Too Many' <Par)
with Clyde Lucas orch and "Gay 90 s

Revue" on

stage, -fair $13,500, at 55-

.

.

(

great

$18,000 after
$23,000.

stanza.

first

Overall b.o. for major stands is
holding to last week's above-par
and sport jackets and will level. Of the flrstruns, "Can't Help
Singing" and "Thin Man Goes Home"
bring in $7.50 and $15 respectively.
.Here are other prices American are clickeroos and even-Stephen for
supplies wiil brings "Yank smokes, front money. "Fighting Lady" and
90c to $1 (as compared with 75c for "Sunday Dinner for Soldier", likewise are turning in a heavy count.
British cigarets). In Sicily they bring
$19,000.
4
Estimates for This Week
Arcadia. (Sablosky) (600; 40-85)— as much as $2 because of the greater
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 44-70)— "Can't
Closed this week for face-lift. Re- scarcity.
Book matches and box
Last week matches, 10c and 30c, respectively. Help Singing" (U). Sweet $16,000.
opens Friday (19).
"Parkington" (M-G), second week of Laundry soap, $1.50; face soap,
week, "Hollywood Canteen"
Last
75c;
second run, bright $8,500.
shaving brush, $2.75; razor blades, (WB), socko $22,000. high in city for
Boyd (WB) (2.560; 40-85)— "To
some time.
to 12c each; Schaeffer pens, $5;
nether Again" (Col). Okay $23,000 10c
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000; .44-70)—
Eversharp
pens,
$15
to
$20, and penplus fairish $2,800 for one-day show"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). MoveLast week, cils, $2.50. And here are the latest over. Big $10,000. Last week. "Belle
ing at Earle, Sunday.
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par), so-so blackmarket prices for stolen Amer- of Yukon" (RKO) (2d run), okay
ican food as revealed by the same
$15,500 for third trip.
$6,000.
Earle
) (2,760; 50-95)— "Blonde
source:
Family (RKO) (1.000; 30-40)—
Fever" iM-G) with' Earl Carroll's
Coffee, $2.50 to $3 a pound; butter,
"One Body Too Many" (Par) and
Husky $4 for a 2-lb. can; canned milk,
"Vanities" revue on stage.
80c; "Lights of Old Santa Fe" (Rep). NorLast week, "One Body Too
$25,000.
powdered
eggs, $6 a pound; canned mal $2,300. Same last week on "Ne.Many" (Par) with Jan Savitt orch,
tuna
fish, $L20; canned C-Ratibns, 40c vada" (RKO) and "Moonlight Cacnot bad $18,500.
Fox (2.245 40-85)— "30 Seconds to 50c; corned beef (%-lb. cans), tus" (U).
Grand (RKO) (1,430: 44-70)— "30
Tokyo" (M-G) (3d wk). Still potent $1.25; canned frankfurters, $L50.
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Third
$21,000. Last week,, big $23,500.
flight of moveover. Hefty $6,000 after
Karlton (Goldman)
1,000: 40-85)
last week's solid $9,000:
—"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) t2d
Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)—
run) (2d wk).
Nice $5,300.
Last BIG
IN D. C.
"Fighting Lady" <20th) and "Sunday
wffek. healthy $7,000.
Dinner". (20th): Fine $8,000. Last
Keith's (Goldman) (2.200; 40-85)—
week, "Holiday Inn" (Par) (reissue)
"Lost in Harem" (M-G) (2d run).
10 days, oke $9,000.
Fair $4,200.
Last week, "Climax"
Washington, Jan. 16.
44-70)—
( 1.400:
Lyric
(RKO)
(U), $3,000.
Variety Club Tent No. 11 turned
"Winged Victory" (20th).
Third
Mastbaum (WB) (4.692; 40-85)— out in force last. night
(15) to honor downtown sesh. Swell
$6,000. Last
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (3d wk). Hardie
Meakin, former Chief. Bark- week, "Tiger Shark." (WB) and
Easing off to $18,500. Second round
er, now assistant zone manager for "Walking 'Dead"
(WB) (reissues)
was okay $23,500.
RKO
in
the
Cincinnati
area. Quite four days, nice $4,000.
Stanley
(WB) (2.760; 40-85)
Palace
(RKO) (2.600: 44-70)—
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (3d a few. out-of-town showmen showed
wk).
Neat $17,800.
Second sesh, up for the testimonial, including "Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G).
Stout $16,000. Last week. "Winged
solid $22,500.
Ned Depinet.
Stanton
(WB) (1.475; 40-85)
Event was held in the small ball- Victory" (20th) >2d wk), wham $13,000.
"Gypsy Wildcat" tU) (2d wk). Mod- room of the
Hotel Willard, WashingShubert iRKO) (2.100; 44-70)—
est $7,500 after solid $13,500 opener.
ton, which was packed: to the doors.
"Top, Hat" (RKO) (reissue). Four
days.
So-so $2,500.
Last
week,

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)—"Meet
Me St. Louis" (M-G) (4th wk). Long
run failing to dent b.o. with neat
$18,500.
Last week, also sock at

WB

75c

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

(3.300: 32-55)

—"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Sock

Last week, "Frenchman's
Creek" (Par), big $14,000.
Keith's (Indie) (1,200; 35-65)— "One
Mysterious Night" (Col) with Hufe
Davis and WIBC Jamboree on stage.
Nifty $5,000 in four days. Last week,
same time, "Strangers in Night
(Rep) and vaude, $4,500.
Loew's (Loew» (2.450; 35-55)—
"30 Seconds Tokyo" (M-G). Trim
$6,000 on five-day extension after
hefty $12,000 second stanza, and record $18,000 opener.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 32-55)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par). Fair
Last week,
$4,500 on moveover.
"Winged Victory," average $5,000,
$18 000.

.

also m.o.

;

St.

1

TURNOUT
FOR MEAKIN FETE

.

—

—

Juror" (Col).
Okay S7.500. Last
week, "Love Soldier"
Par) arid
"She's Sweetheart" (Col). $9,000.
35-67)—
Loew's(CT)
(2.800;
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d wk):
Juicy $9,000 following sock $13,500
Wolfe Cohen's Swing
opening session.
Wolfe Cohen, v.p. of Warner. Bros.
32-50)—
(2.300:
Princess
(CT)
International
"Carolina Blues" (Col) and "Shad- Pictures
Corp.
in
ow? in Night" (Col). Average $6,000. charge of distribution in Latin
Last week, "Maisie Goes Reno" <M- America, Australia and the Far East,,
G) and "Sergeant Mike" (Col), $5,- leaves N. Y. Jan. 29 rfor a swing
i

$27,000, St. Louis

Wash.

ing a strong $31 000. Last week, "Faloon Hollywood" (RKO) and Jimmy
Dorsey orch hit $30,000:
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-74)
"Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Double Exposure" (Par).
Here from
two weeks at the Met; good $5,800.
Last.week, "Placid Serenade" (Rep)
and "Atmy Wives" (Mono), $6,400.
Majestlo (Shubert) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Wuthering Heights" (UA) (reissue)
Surprisingly stout $5,500
(2d wk).
after great $8,000 first week.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-75)—
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) and
"Pal Wolf (RKO) (4th wk). Solid

TERRY TURNER'S TRIP
Terry Turner, head of RKO
ploitation,

for

a

changes
west.

left JJ.

swing
in

the

Y.

Monday

around
south

RKO
and

"Frenchman's Creek"

week downtown,

all

(Par), third
right $4,500.

ex(15)

exsouth-

COL'S 88c DIVVY
Columbia Pictures' directorate de
clared the usual quarterly dividend,

around those territories..
He will accompany Dick Powell, of 68y4C. on its preferred stock last
Strand (United Amusements, Ltd.)
He stops over at the Burbank stu- after setting campaign in connection week.. This maintains the annual
(715; 35-45)— "Dead End" (FC) and
"Music Box" (FC) (reissue) (2d wk). dio,. Mexico City and Panama -en with the latter's p.a. in conjunction rate of $2.75 per year.
Trim $2,200 after average $2,500 la£t route. Sales meeting is scheduled in with "Murder, My Sweet," from St.
Divvy was payable Feb. 16, to
Panama.
Louis to N. Y.
WHk,
stock on record Feb. 1.
.

Louis Court Settles
Suit on Partnership
St.

Louis, Jan.
.

.

16.

The partnership of, Clarence
Groeteke and A. D. Pappas' in the
Webster theatre, a North St. Louis
.

nabe, was dissolved last week by
Circuit Judge William H. Killoren,.

who awarded Groeteke

$2,033

turned the business, plus
ties, over to Pappas.

all

and

liabili-

Squabble between the two reached
a climax in September, 1943, when
Groeteke filed suit alleging that
the partnership
Pappas denied
agreement allegedly formed on June
.

4,

1943, locked

him out

of the thea-

and refused to pay him one-third
weekly profits.
Pappas denied the charge, asserting that Groeteke was. only the manager, and entitled only to wages
which he refused to accept. Pappas
tre

of the

filed

a

counter

suit

alleging

that

Groeteke took $700 from, the theatre
when he departed. This waf
denied by the court The court gave
Pappas 10 days to make payment,
which was based on profits from the
date of the agreement. .
till

Wednesday:, January IT, 1949

GYPSY ROSE LEO
OUTSTRIPS ALL RIVALS!

19

Wednesday, January 17, 1945
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hum
presents with pride

the finest picture in

^
\

its,

...

v

...

-

"3

destined to

rank with

the greatest attractions
'

since

motion

'

mm

00'

starring

A NEW KIND OF
MOTION PICTURE!

to CORNEL WILDE
NINA FOCH

•

GEORGE COULOURIS

Screen Play by Sidney

Directed by

Buchman

CHARLES VIDOR

A N^W MIRACLE OF

TECHNICOLOR!

t

.

.

-

'

REVIEWS

Wednesday, January 17, .1015
Stale, K. V.
RubinoJT, Homo Vincent,
(3),

Wilson

12)

;

:.

.

Two new

'

acts

will)

13.

Jfl7i.

l

..

Dancinr

.<%

'

12.

Jriti.

dienccs with his.'nlugginif and

:

j

.

I

,

-

;

.

'

'

:

:....

..''

.'.,-.

...

:

?.";.;..

:'

•

.

Avhich doesn't add
He',<

.

.

'

an app'la.usc-fetchVV

..does'

.

..

.

;

;

:

iip'

';.•

fo aiiything.

the opening ait. oh lliis:;layr ':
while unsuiled for thai slot,
lo overcome that/handicap'
healthy mitt: .
Jose.
,

out. aiid

;

manages
to

.

•'

with an
presents

Wilson s-larls out with
of .singing and -spnie' banter'

bit

a.

-

;

he

line- o£: terps.

.

•

:

assislanl,

.Partner, a ll^hl-jskinned Negro.puts plenty s.a. -.into the ;iict e.Veiv it
she doesii-:t add up-. 10 much in the

'

--

femmc

ine hepcal impression.

'

l

:
1

-

.-'

.

^

I

:

and.

off,

:

.

.

:

:

:

working

.

;

'•

"

Wilson,

.an cn'lerlaining daiice act suitable, for
-vaudc'r« and nilvrics.:
The sepian
has an affable style. pf dancing -which'
varied, registers' in liis Bill Robinson take-,

tol-de-i ol. Ever since he fcame- over
Leo Fuchs
Dreams.' .Sweetheart.-' aiicl: others.- from his native Poland
.
..
lias been among the Yiddish, the' .always good for., sock returns vw-itli:
Orpheum stage goes musical again' She makes a; .stunning appearance,
re's belter funnymen. But 2d aveGeorge Ma rati and Mrs. Gaby .sLoug-- this week with Stan Kemoii's or- )U,!: »ver .numbers with sp'arklinj; a
iiue lo La Marliniqiie—,lhijt''s. a-, long
'/..'
ing; capably. Laughs on thc'cai'ly- part cheslra. ruVnishirtg
hot notes and showmanship to chalk op a -hit.
Hemvy Yoimgmaiv pipv.idcs the jumpVbhSthcv! The. change of name.
of -their. lui'h .were lost when' Maran. the Pied Pipers " giving out With
Trorii Leo; Fuchs to ^LePn Victor 'is
.isitling'in a .box.:, heckled without 'rhythmic melodies,
Kenlon's 'crew comfdy punch jn lhe clpstne spol. A much easier.
''-•
:.
benefit of a mike. Crowd couldn't Iras, more cnthusiasih lhiuv when las^ gl'b gabber, he is never at a loss for.
doing a polyglot act that's
Victor.
hear the banter too \\e)l. .but subsc- he.re and is' mor« solid in listener 'a quip, but there, are times when his somewhatis suggestive of the type -of
quent part of act walked off to bolf appcal-for Orpheuni audiences, who '.stulT doesn't -..'quite- go p.vof and he
and tl.ieh;
Dunny
Kaye,
Kirn
done
by
.';•. .'.:.
returns.
seem lo prefer arrahge!,menls on :tne.;:<w»its lo'y, laugh.* .tnal do not corno
-Bill his. main
Romo Vincent sets himself solidly commercial side rather lhan those, [.causing a lull, every np\v and'- then, again by Victor Borge.
" will*. "Hallelujah.'' arid 'retains his 'gotten up for appreciation by musiVvOn .(JVe whole his challei;. js slick; drawback Is the pobi- material and
16 'use if rta'm 2d ayenu^
limed, and his current' ra- a tendencji
.. perfectly
firm load .with a new- bit of business cians.
iiianiicrisms thai-'.certainty.' don't click
Keiildn fronts >i is band 'with', plenty dio program liiis .-given him added
to "Is You Is" in' the manner Pf a'
uptown:. and certainly not jn an. east-:
Harlem, 'numbers Writer.' Got an of pep' and also :do'es rti.c. job -for the?' prestige.: Audience likes his: clown
side ea re.- H is s'l.uir is 'pyehvultehV.
b.lher, iicU. iOrch is strong oh brass -ing find sends hhn off a hit.
'ample aniount of'palm -wackirig'.
as for instance his
The Chadwicks jiicsent three-dance and nhfuriny'—
Bubirtblf clos'cs the program with a with five; trumpets ahd- four slides,
takeoff on motion pictures,' And he.
showman ly and 'schhiallzy fiddle, ai- and' they're, heard plenty— and loud: routines: a walti -lo '"Meditation" lacks the proper pacing.
:Five
guitar;
Saxes,
bass,
arid
drums
Kalian"
sprigluly
rrom
"Thais;"
a
though iie would., have attained
He's immaculately' garbed in -a
:''. greater overall ellecl
i'0Und
an
oul
with;
Kenton
taking
Spanish
All
iiumber.
and
a
iouiine:
if
hjs' catgutseehis to have the.
'
v
nice- lifts. Uvirls- dinner jacket and
; are accentuated
solos .were, whittled' dowii and iihufi- occasional turn at the piano!- Vv
assurance for, playing before his'ne.wPied Pipers, sharing' top billing; and 'gracefulhess; A 'hil.
girig itiiniiiiized. .Oiisliow. fraught:. hc
audieiice. But 'that -stuff he's
:

;

.

I

Angeles:

1.6s-

:--

;::

'

De.-by
unbilled

,

.

'

.'

"

S Mlns.
State,, N, Y,

'

'

Orphi'iim. L.

•'

'

DERBY WILSON

.

.

'.-'
\
honors shared 'by Kitty' 2« Mlns.
Martinique, N. T V
Carlisle and Heiiny Yoiih'gman.' M.T*s La
Jt lias been:- some years now- that
Carlisle- repe;ils her. success of the
he" Broad \v3y talent scouts '.have
I.Maylair Room, where she just closed,
been heariifg of'fl slight.ypung comedian; down *>n 2d avenue who. has
been convulsing Yiddish theatre, aiir

headline

.

.'

V

1

;

.

—
tajjrmeni.'in'VoUT.arf fashion.'
Paul Rcmos and his Toy "Boys as
nsiial get maxim tu"h returns, With (he
lo.weiv ease
meriibers
performing
jieally. 'Fj'ahk Gaby',s ve.nlriloqtiy is

'

; Oiicngo.

.-

V„

I

:

'.,

'

21

''

interspersed

,

'

'

Clilvngo, thl
'

K!/ly Cfirli'slei Henvy Youngman
My Hat On the Tree That The
C'/iadiric/.-s
u " (lie
in Brooklyn," clariiieling toy
2;' ,i
"i™ UA' rSharkey
Vti1
"It
Wood. drumming'by Mi.-s Kellyfand t'*f«.;: .^/Lf^ffc ° I- I- mI^p
(V?B >.
smash finish that has aU the bands- Iea " Willinms; "Donolioirl.s
men running across stage from her
Current layout, in for two and pos-. I.EON VICTOR
amorous advances. Full house first
Comedian
sibly four-weeks, lis a bbS bill Avith.
show.
Colt.'

,'ot experienced hands give
the Slate 11 smoothly playing Oil I.
Derby Wilson »nd,Feinatidcz"do C;istro. Sisters '3l'i both New Acts) .iha'kjv.
Broadway vaude bows while
.tlieii:
"the rest of thi? layout provides enters

'.

for

foil

a

'collection

;

a "perfect

Palsy Kelly. Xhelr routine is -pretty
goon and includes qulppage^ a duel.

"

^

'}.'

iPar).

makes him'

thai

Feniajtdei de Oi.strp Six"Hang
FTflnb Onbi/ <3>.; Darby.
Lore a Soldier" Grows
"I

mot (3\
Jers
.

'•-.:

Paul Rc-

':

.

net

'

a:

.',.".

FERNANDEZ DE CASTRO SISTERS

-

Songs

':'.

-.-'

'

-

<

'

9 Mins. '..:.:.-.:
Stale, n; y..

'

;

;

-

.

.

groomed and nicely

Elegiiniiy

'.

.ap-

.

pearing threesome offering Spanish,
numbers- have been making niteiry
appearances -in New. York, but thia

'

i

:

:

.

.

-

"i

':

.

i

.

'

:

II.

;

\

|

.

:

him.

to'

P«la«M».

,

'

•':

Jose.

Sis. 'l4>

"She Col

:

Her Man" iVl:

.-

-

.

.

(

7_t

rr

S-nn^f
J'^^^.^rB.J

Rosemary Calvin; Jape SUHif. Jan
JWiirrajy.' Worloii

-

.,ine orenesira. 10
:

'

—_

'

'

r

:

.

'

-

^

^

.

TATO

.

!a .^Ve

Dabcliif

Okay

interesting for

as

:

.

brev-. niteries:

its

a-

Kahn..

'

Kahn.

.

CARL

ARLENE

and

Acrobaticii
5 Mlns.:
Leon * Eddie's.
-

.

&

''

Eddie's. N. Y.
Leon
Male trio are adopt at the. Varied
harmonicas, but this is' not the type
of act for such a ridisy -spot, as Leon
They fail to get comSt Eddie's.
plete attention.
Strictlyfor.
the small-time va.»
;

-

.

:

.

.

,

,':

--luetics.

-

i

.

which they

fast filler,

Harmonicas

:

,

'

4. Mlns.

.

.

j

N. Y;

Phyllis Manh- -has- a moderately
effective voice for pops, ; but she
shows lack of experience. She's attractive, of diminutive stature arid
is attired becomingly.
Okay
for
modestly
budgeted

'

LEO DIAMOND TRIO

'

'

,

tc 'Eddie's,

-'

'

:

'

v

-'

-

are here.;

(

.

Leon

.

than anything else.

ity

-

•

MARTHA

':.•

more

that's

'

.,

Songs
Mlns.

4

through

;

.

Knltit,

„•

'

.

Tower. K.

!

.

'",•- " :
Leon & Eddie'*, N. Y.
Tatp and Martha are billed as
Afro-Cuban dancers, and they': go
a ritualistic native dance

:

:

-

,

.

-

:-::;.'

and

3 Mlns.

.

'

V

.;

,v

•'

'

:

^^?^0^^o

.

.'

;

-

;

New

.

:

•.

the "Variety'?

in:

'

.

.

,

.

r

.

'

Not

.

jose.

:

.

1

^

> m
„.^^ h^

.

' '_

,

reeds nicely.- Ivu\d: shows it can put
as much.cplor into "Candy Hop" and H»sing.announci^^
"
of p9
''.Ail Die things: You. .Are", as it -inp
ha;ve fo
^ii1
da
jects iritp it's nifty record version of
P
lo ai-hieVe their- former status,
JSg:
rt
Z?
.-the
"Trolley Song.;'
:whwlW-«»fit
Jo»
especially in cases where' few tfe/'
U
Doubling, in brass. Morjrpc regisr
been available in recent
re
ters solidly -With, his .baritone singr
seasons.
ing and liumpe!. specialty. Jol.iriny in her. Votitlnes bill there aren't \ The band. practically all ;new-.as
many 'watching her feel... Bfptf,
Boijd also blows a grand horii solo iii
cut from the usual
to personnel, is
"Gonfessin"."' Ayhilc .Bobby Rickey's;
contemporary- -pattern;-' going in for
hi.de-bea.Ung
makes the fin-lined
heavyv high-pressured avrangements.
C...
boot battalion slather willi cl«>e. -Five
massed effects and ' great performKansas City. Jan. 12.
very effective vocalists also adds
Dp'es "Avenue C,.
C,'
-Johnny, & Riillt Biirns. Dick -Or'nlce; ahce precision. Does
spice to. Vaiigbn's aggregation. 'Rose-, Geiiei-n
Dow, ClieiinttU, *' Dtiy. I "Stardust." "It's Wonderful:" and
mary Calvin is it cute chiiiilciise who { Bliiior Smill),j totcer Qrch i9-< n-ttli-'-' St. Louis Blues" in. this fashion, a
can hold her own. Four Mortons Lps Harding;
San Diego. 1 Lore couple of thenx' particularly smartly
come through with some good har- You". (V) and "Navy Day'' 'rP«r-|.'
arranged. by Ray Conniff. In all.'bf
mony for all-femme quaiiol.
these Shaw takes off on the clarinet,
Coniedy soqkcr is Jan' Murray, who'
House band opens current layout while tony Faso. and Roy Eldridge
gets the Bill put of a jiiierhujv groove with a merflev of "dream" pops, and are featured on trumpet and Ray
witii his acutely timed gags and .mug- tcs HaVding. front man. scores -with Conniff :on trbmbohc.
The Gram
ging; Impressions Ihtlt. haye. fvesh' inme.rdy Five-^trumpet.. piano, drums:
votr.l of: "I Dream of You
dividuality.. .From his crisp take : olTs
Geneva Dorn.v. torrid blonde, fcoh- bass- and guitar with Shaw on clari.'01) crooners to a Skil tibo'ut ii civilian
net., does a. more iiitimale chore oii
trfbs a snappy
_ rr
tap. rouj.ihe.
,
ln deuce
,
whose rwi'fo has joied the WACs. he .-pot. Ciienauil and Day har'moniie: "Sad Sack." etc., and it all clicks
collects a steady stream of 'bitgh's; .'...' "Donkey Serenade." Man then plays 'very, big: So comeback won^t be loo
-'
.livne Slater brightens ah eitrly spot
both straight and boogie arrange- tough.
Willi her speedy tapping and torsbmerits of- "Piano Concerto.""- Pair
Imogene Lynn does the' vocals
..tpssinn'. but her Symmetrical underfinish wilh "Pig Foot Pete." to good ^capably ami ROy Eldridge does his
pinnings alone are enough to sell heiv returns.
'-own trumpet .specialty- on "Body and
EMra-goyd biz.oti opening day.
Following Elinor Smith.' cul.e: juve Soul" lor a wow. while: the vaiide"
Pllll.
"Disepvei y Night" winner who does villc turns' of Sunny Rice as a tapper
an acrobiilic. lap nuiiibe;-. Dick; Drake and. Ross Wyse. (Jr.. with June Mann,
takes over .for n session of ciouniiiy elicit okay.
AilnuiM. '.»!»-« rkAnd balalaika .playing. .Opens with
Bi/.
pretty good al opeiipr. bul
Newurl;. Jim. 11.
Barry "Bright Shines the Moon." follows a.ni. biz has been offish here for
if I.
Bob Sir-any Orch
'.through with a Liszt rhapsody, aikt .-oilie liinr.
Klie
Wood.. Patsy Kelly. Tbni.iii|( Woiider. scls away after a bit of boogie
'Wilfcie & Dnic; "They Lire in Fear"Jiihrii.ty. and RuUv "Burns open will)
"
Carta. l*liI1ly
'.;
'•:.'
tCo!
liij)
Routine
and
then
shifl
to
Philadelphia. Jan. 12.
juggling for nifty response.
"Vnnilies"
ij'illi
CurYolis
..fTiirl
A nifty package, needing only .a
Biz okay al.opening sji.o.w. E«if.
Dare i. Jync
H'ici'e-. Bros.
!3j.
chorus to: give it the aspect of a
'

:

:

.r

time Mixing -bra-sea /and'

Stripfeusg-Slnger
Mins.

'

'

..

i

;

SHERRY BRITTON
6

'

.

".;

I

-

:

.

BOND

SHF.I1.A

I

staiiod'. in

..jive set by .keyJug his similllyi arraitge'd- iiiinibcrs up lo a hoi miioff

most of Hie

«

...

.

who

-''

•

:'

'•

Vaiiehii; Monroe.,

past

AX't flies; this notice:, i.-r strictly, for
the record.
Now she's -doing' only a modified
sliip in one. spot and some songs iif
Dancer
another. ; Her. tonsils are', stronger
4 Mins.
.
in:the stripping department.
I.a'Maillnlq'u*, N. Y.
'-.
A lon'g-tresSexl brunet. -looker—she^
Sheilii; Bond Is a- cute, diminutive has
a plenty classy chassis, 'and
blonde hbprer who does; the standard -when she-- goes ipto the climactic
stuff neatly, being okay for a spot element of her strip, you- can hear
such as this. HoweA'e.r. 'She> perhaps a pin drop. That is, if you're of
.a bit lop .expressive; her JacC assum
'mind to drop pins.
Kahn.
ing a' grimace' ut times:
.;
Wilhal.' okay ioi'r what she-does.
PHYLLIS MANIV
':••'

'

.

•

;

,

ai.tfli.ence appeal;-;

.

good,

i.-

f

.

-

Anstiri'Wylir's orch hyrfcVi's Hie miiestro Who ccnienis his hold, on .llical'

effect

IbCir lalcnts could be better projected [in a ^presentation type of
house.
Jose.
..

Give. Yoii 'Anything. But.Love."

.

;

overall

:

.

•

.

'.

the

'

'.

...

Leon Si Eddie's, N. V.
Sherry Brilton was originally In
shownianly ma'nn.ei^, showing up.'' burlesque, where she was a stripper,
and at Leon and Eddie's she prac-.
nicely on .ballads, novelty or jump
tically goes with the lease, being a.
tunes. Top 'deliveries al show caught
frequent:
booking at the S2d street
were. "Night and Day" and '-"Can't
nitery.'

-

..

This show, needs more variety, and
an emcee la give if belter continuity
but a former C'|evchin<lcr's band and
a socky- coinody act give -.il^st-rnng.

'

for

"

Although

;.

:

:
:

.

:

'V

:

'-Broadway

'a

.

'.'.'

':

seasons'

lo

'

selection.

.Sporting a: nice-looking frame, and
personable' pipes. Miss. Carpenters,
s'ong " deliveries
are executed in-

open,ine-snow,. w.ivii
'lh^tnS :I^.^^1=>: Medley of 'Song'Sits of ^44:" with
S<)
^\, O'Day. band vocalist, catches vocals on;"ni; Be Seeing You" and
Anita
"Dolly With Hole in Slocking" by
popular;' reception wilh ."Tabby, the
Mbry;
attractive. Jean Williams^
Cal." "Somebody's Xiicky" and "Her
Tehrs Flowed Like Wine,"- with
band joining in on la iter, number.
IIKO. HwMiion
.G'cno, Howard., male vocalist with
Boston. .jan'. 12.
N
orch...'- pleases
with "Togo! her.". an .. Ariie' iSliaw .Orch
17)
Sijiin.v
oldie.- "I Dreain of You v and "Say
Rice Ross Wj/se.- Jr. _
t Jinie Mnnii,'
It
Isn't So."
Orch's tiovelly 'spotV.;'vA|jJ\G«T^
.James Infirmary;
only
; aw "S!,
piece -ivith Kenton.' ar the keyboard:
Return to. Boston of- Artie Shaw
and John Ct.rrplU trumpet, giving M rt e ,v ..three years' iii the service
hi.-. version of "Star Dust."
found .a- notice'abic contrast ih audiDoodles '.weaver --is an appealing e „ C e reaction over his last appear-,
coirtedian who^ adds lau.gh 5 ;tp .the
ance .^c-e. He was' nicely received
Ins foolery on .radio Mm-.;.„,„,
biil- with
aM , ha i; but there was little of
personalions^a takeoff on: "The F)y
( ,, d . tulie hysteria.. a.Vd.il brought
my Trapeze and imilal.on .of Ted; the lhe
thought that returning band

.

trip

:

soloist ivwi'th- Count
'Basic's orch and prior to that with
other: sepia -bands, makes an- auspicious bow as a single in 'this spot.
.,

Tirst

Pipings consist mainly of
tunes and American .popa
-translated,- .iri.tb their niolhet tongue,
which accolints for a pleasant n'ov,-elty.
Hpwevei'. greater cffc'cU cbu,ld
have bcin attained with belter song

•

Thclma Carpenter,
(wo

-.•.Clereioiidj- Jw'ji. .12,.
'"V.u tijilivi Monroe's Orch: icilli- Andy
flngni. johnny. Bond^ -Bobby R-ii-key.

.

.

,

<?iov<».' ;;>;';" w..

their

vander.
Spanish

Lc Ruban Bleu; N. Y.

'

i

".'holders'.': topic

'•'

Singing.
IS Mlns.

,

.-.

I

.

TIICI.MACARrENT.KR

'

:

.

Ka/ut.

•

i\ shovy "catrghl.

down

;

.

found
doing is'murder.

doing (heir: first .west coast stage
'-Shai<ke'v;Vt'l]i(!:°sea). *6es tlirouglvhis
appearance and drew' hefty response,, paces of juggling, ^oiiig to bed.vgivJune Hullon holds m g a few impressions and windiiig
the femm<s spol jod carries Mlp \vith the- plaving of ,vWhcre the
plenty to please, the eye as well as .River Shannon Flows" «ii electric
doing nifty work on .tl^ vocaV;sidc; oe iisj ;to:. heavy palmwhacking.
Hopper, and
..Chuik- 'Lowry .v .Hal
Lou Brecsc: dusts off his tenor
Clark Yocum lend the male vorces
arc'

did 22 minutes, greater poriioti. being taken up with an overlong v.ipliiv
arrangement of Gershwin's "Rhapin Blue." which dbesiit listen-its; well as. when done with piano.
Early pai l .of program consists -of
"Intermczzo.'''Slavonic Fantasy;."
and a -mul -styled -arrangement •of
./•"Pistol. Fackin' Mamma." the stub-

sody

is.

'

:

:

:

Kfllui.

-

.

N Y. . •";.
Carl and Arlene are' a mixed;.
acrobatic team; Using a table for the
fulcrum Of mos.1 of - their stunts.
They're adept at the standards and
indicate they could go over better,
;

hampered on

but' theylrfe

.

their, bal-

.

ancing by the. low ceiling.
They
could acquire more showmanship.
Okay
open- oh modestly budget-."
ed variety shows.
Kahn.
:.

W

,

'

I

........

,,

'•.

are. 'a Mexican marraca
the Wieres. 'doin"-- which
lopnotc.h clowning and the
grand finale.- featuring the flags of
the: United Nations.

Highlights

;

number,

!

some

-

•

.

.

.

Show had
Fit.

-(

'

''

".

.

.

'-.'-

•

JVetc Orleans,-

:

i

works logelher

Comedy.

Naiic.y -Lonu,-

.

HiKt;er'.

C'a|iilol. Waisli.

nicer.v, with mvisical.
anil terp Inrn,- -all

ManhuiKtn'.' l.Colt

in.

Pari; Sc CHUord. jiinnij/
Vetyh Eddie Rio. Line 20 i... A'nthnii
<20>:
Siiader's. Ktirle ./louse
b<tnd

Unit

'

Pal. Allen Ames'. Jessie
i2i.
Bill
Gibsons.
4
Houxe -Orch; "Dancing

noselle..ihe

;

:

,

piusical

•

.&

,'Pi'u'J.-

'

.

minialnve

Jnn.U.

:

"..'*

,

:'

-

\

-Smartly pared .layout; makes this
vocal, comedy,
IViis/nHoioVi. J(ii>\ II.
j-hoiv an excellent buy, and plenty
Bltindv i'erer" <M-C<.
Strong is a vorsnlile
good: stuff.
Salici Puppets. Harry iWiiin'ii, Xeil
of. advance
buildup
is -bringing
maestro, stays right with em on -sajc.; Stanley & Marti. Vlaine Mdliey. Sam')
favorable bo. returns.;
tab
ycrCarroll's
This
edition
of
Does
a
n
ice
in-C
clarihel. and luivii.
Kimjmdn's house orchestra;
.-.-Jack
.arict Pal. radio's Molasses
'h'
jfcl'iek
"'
'
Vanilies slacks up pr.clly
jsion of
.
job; too. .He: has a large ci-ew. all "Darl;
,
uar,. Waters"
waters juft/ A i.,
January; score with,
saleable: bill
;. u
e ii with- his. other oKefing, thai; Jan
young. 3 violin-: f s|ix. S- ti unjpet. ,3.
3i
'."„"
Their; blackface comedy
of goods.
circuit'
hsve' nlaved >thelle ..y«
v'audfilm
ll
m •«."«"i.„.
trombone, piano: di iinv, guilai'.- ahd, , The .._',./•...-•
t J1*^. ...^.....^ ,.
!?.^
Salici puppets have an'all new ?SV°
gh^ls art- prqtlier:-:the:'coslt.mesTnad the a.tidiericitf. iii .stitches from
bullllddle, and they nil get. a chance program since they
v apP<V>,ed»nn,?M-S here. The
... 'r,^,.--..
i
start
The'skit
concerning
to finish.
and the aclv are okav j
r
to show. Throes strings, which have, last year. What the. present is a. gay l0
y
attempting, to tell
little to
do. enscmblt- vocals, and
voices- rr<.m
revue,Avitl,
from tl,^h,.
tlio>hu 7
revue, with good voices.
interrupting: friend- of
n
1
l}ahd biz seem tn ii.di(.'iiio thai balid
mans, many new skns ror.the wooden
hi!l illness .jeeuied to strike a "that
L'-v''
he
is being groomed fim buildup as a,ac((.r«. This act is so far superior to:
iind.i.hapPChed to me" note; via the; :audilight
mcs
"which
'^hl
up
c
showmanship. out lit. Warblers Tony :;riitisl
'•'*•
*
i»
' other marionette.~
that, it aives
j enxic.
Pair get big- hand
.Hake for: some tricky, routine.-.
Feoia.- aiid M.ii ie Ctirroll. iii a sexy
complete, and nniquo; enjoy niei)(.
Allen Ames has the audience in
he Wiere Brothers, a
Be.-i act Js
black gdwi). :»re-'plcn.ty okay. For.'.llarry-:M<irt|n is playing his first
trio of zanie.- who pop in and oul' of good hiirhor during h,is-' dialog on
rher does:""T -Dream'--of You" and "I
at;'
several scones besides doing- a sock [.marriage,'. Latin Sinatras, and ladyDon't Want. -to Love Yoii." and iXvcek. in: vaudeville affe-n ie.-sioi)
hospitaf
alhe
Will;
.Rogei>'
Mcmorisif
band::leaders
as seen by the band/
act of t lief I'; .-own satirizing concert
fcmiiie- sends
'cm '.'with "Tiblley
from the Year.- Lad also^docs- showSong.'.' 'Embiiiceable You.'
and an .Sarahac. Hiir. material is Tresh aiid vipliiiisis:
Ti.i' 'eo'medy '.''tcrps.' learn -of'' Da've jcinarilike 'ioli 'of -m&lnk show.
encore
of
Flowed '.Like '.'J»iy&toraU'it}iv'be«infting-:w'rt' '-bls.ild'.'i
"Tears.
jlie.- sw.itching to a siljall' ukejele aiift
Jessie Rosclle Avarble's nicely and'aiul '.ime Hccker also register, - A
Wiiie." with a band voc;:l a>.-isl. V
Slick
Tommy. Ih'eii « jlii a steel guitar- For encore -Hov- to Make' Lovc" skit. however. wiiis plenty of response with "Basin.:
ball riibliiologV
of
"Wonder is a welcome change triPin ''iie dcics (inpressioii. of I he Ink Spots, is 'i'imiiihv and could well be eiirh- Street" and "Way- Down Yonder in
-. -.;•''•
"''
New Orleans.'' Sells herself nicely:
:i;a-!eci.
the usual', lapsferlhg.
Lad's- cane for Jiclt.v hand.
Ijlalite Malley does clever' tricks'
The Gibsons share'..'kudos' with,
Acrobatic team of Park and CI l.f
twirling and dancing .with -dummy
their, thrilling knife throwing al a
Is sock, helglitcucd - bv eye-rolliiig irti the Roman rings'. hen s,wilcln;s tii. ford III their slot: in the proceedings'
partnen hiddeii .fi-oiii view by .a
biz that gets lauatis-."
Wiikic and the trapeze' lor some ihriflin'g'si.u'hls.. wilh grace arid adbpliiess.
Jimiiiy Vcigh. tajj> dancer, and. screen.': -.'
Dare relinked: too miich 'wheh.caughl'. Neil 'Stanley- and' Marli give, imin es.The adagio "turn of the youthful
Their slapstick- aero aiid Icrp antics sion:- ..of Hid lyVvood- sUii's. S'lnie of Es'kllo Rio. in.c. wind up the. slate
Sam of principals. Lalter tries hard- but team: of Bill and Nancy Long clicks,
*
"
.
iihi-ni -good.- others just- so-so• don't need
it.
overture this week- sbinc of- his gags have outworn
theiV especially that portion of the act: oh
'
iJaarr y Wood registers' henvv wit!; Jack Kaufman'.\
a whit'limr platform.
Come Out; Conie Out." 'Ai\vavs>" Vis: a niediey of Viclbr Heiboi'l- tunes, potency.
Well-filled house at show caught.
Tlje. production numbers are away
''Don't Fence Me In." and "I II Walk ' with Lvmi Allison vocalising,
Ark*.
Lit!?.
V.:
above average for this- type of show.
Alone." Has a boffo sense of timing
;.
•
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.
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Hoo Shoe

arid

vie

with
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A;ith''.
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:
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T.iiigV

takcOffs

of

Crosby 'and the Ink Spots
turns.

•
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-
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.to

"r:

Sinatra,;
solid re-'

.-.'•

Chaz Chase holds down lhe next

:

3^
'

,

.

other acts for top honors on currentbill. In closing spot; the Chinese trio
arc slopping shpws with -.their surer
fire routine: of comedy' and' singing.;
From opening number'. "Sing Song.
Girl
with two- men accompanying
(in accordion aiid guitar,
following
with BcU'y Hullon impression by
Miss Hoo- Slice, and the trio's; socic
delivery of hillbilly and Scotch num-'
beii!./ they, have tbe atidie.riee all the
way.V Build up lo a whairnmo^ finish

1
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Hoo Sliee..- 4 Creedom,
4 Bern ice; "Dark 'J-Wiitetr

<UA>.
-

i

Chicago. Jan. 13.
Chase. Ming,

Chuz

Ebeiie,'&

Lino

Lebrnch.

.Siinl.'

.

.

Ray

;

when reviewed

standees
afternoon I.
" " ."

to

standard offering
eccentric dancing, eating.
of
eveiTthmi; in sight and. rounding out.
with a cariCiiture striplease and RusBig hand,
-•iitii sock steps.
<;
Four' -Crecdons- three ^meri and'
womaii: give the bil) a good start

.closing spot syith his

-

:

V

.

.

'

.wjth a variety of: acrobatics and turn*,
bling to good hand.
'.''Ray Ebeiie deuces it .with songs,"Nighl and Day;".. "Easy to Love.
"I'm .Thiiiiigh With Love." and "I
Didn't Know About You:" Puts them
over in easy-style aiid registers.
-i-Lehrach «nd Bernicc click w.ith.'top
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jugg;|irii .whilr riding a iihicyclc.;*
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"Curly" Harris lo Metro
Robin "Curly" Harris last week
jollied Metro to handle special publicity, Including radio and column."
-

ists.

'

':V-;.''

He has been ha ndl hg
i

plclures.'-f or

:

.

'-V .':
individual

United Artists.

.
;

:
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Motion Picture Herald
"Vera Hruba Ralston

it

back on skates again

lake Placid Serenade,' dancing with the
and grace which made her an Olympic
champion. Around her Republic has placed a
cast of competent performers. It's a large and
In

(kill

attractive cast

.

VERA HRUBA RALSTON

impressive production, fully

.

satisfying."

HI

Boxofflce
"Eye-filling Ice spectacles

and

tuneful

number*

by two top name orchestras are the attractions
ofjhis production, upon which Republic spent
the pitch of the entire proa lot o'f money
.

.

.

pUcid

standout 'name*'
is a timely one
upon which the exhibitor may capitalize."

duction

.

.

.

Harrison's Reports
"Those who enjoy watching graceful figure
skating and lavish production numbers with
ice-skating ballets should find

much

In

'Lake

Placid Serenade' to please them. Miss Ralston
is an excellent skater, executing her routine*

with the utmost of ease:

and grace."

Variety
"Republic has g
Serenade.' Film
tacle, specialty

'Lake Placid
a lavish display of spec-

nifty vehicle in
is

and

girls. Pic,

with

its

ice-skat-

is a timely seasonal film, and
do good biz. Lovely to look at, beautifully
built, and a' graceful figure on skates, Mis*
Ralston makes an appealing heroine."

ing background,
will

Showmen's Trade Review
"Vera Hruba Ralston'* build-up by Republl
has been carried along intelligent, showmanly
The star never looked better than a* a
champion and the production
numbers, built around her exceptional ability
to carve graceful and intricate pattern* in ice,
are beautifully staged."
lines.

figure skating

Motion Picture Daily
" 'Lake Placid Serenade' achieve* beauty and
distinction that augurs well for the wintry box
office."

The Independent
"GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.

Mis*

Ralston

it

highly to be recommended. She Is allowed
ample opportunity to display the skating talent

made her the figure skating champion of
her native Czechoslovakia."

that

The Film Daily
"Ice spectacle,

and
of

skating

wizardry of Ralston

musical content should prove the making

this picture.

A

musical cut

skillfully

to pat-

Fashioned along popular lines, the eyecatching production- constitutes a show of
tern.

ample proportions."

The Exhibitor
"Tuneful skating show is packed with selling
angle*. Republic has spent plenty of money on
this ice show, and the result* should justify the
expenditure. Ralston is seen to advantage In
the skating numbers, which are well-staged,
and she get* good support."
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French Pic Director,

Blumenfeld in 1st Move to Expand

Matbot, Revealed

Key Underground Aide

In So. Cal.; Other Theatre Briefies

to put -the theatre
films.

F-WC
first

iiitp

turn replaces Army-bound
Austin at Falrmount, W. Va.

The story of French pic thesp
one-time manager
a division chief Pierre Blanchard, presently visiting
for Loew's, returned to Pittsburgh in the U. S:, is too well known to
after 15 years to go with Bert
bear retelling.
Steam's Co-operative Theatres, in
Then there is the hair-raising tale
executive capacity.
Mrs. Grace Brinkman takes over of trie experiences of film director
management of Opera House, Graf- Leon Mathot, now chairman of the
ton, W. Va., with the sudden death Epuratioh Committee for films and
recently of her exhibitor-husband, radio. A born Belgian, but French
George Brinkman.
to the core, Mathot worked for four
Darlene Stone new biller :gt War- years: as head of
a resistance group
ner exchange with resignation of
which operated in and' around Paris.
Marjorie Mach.
It was he who tipped off the British
Manta-Bose's New Chi Outfit
of three German V-l ramps in
Chicago, June 16.
northern France via radio. Within
New theatre management service a few hours, the RAF came over
to. handle all phases of operation of
and plastered the sites plenty! He
picture houses was opened here last
week by Alex Manta and Jack Rose, was suspected, arrested and grilled
who are dropping out of Indiana- by the German military on numerIllinois Theatres as president and ous occasions but was able tor-talk
secretary-treasurer, respectively, to himself out each time and resume
form new partnership as Manta & his dangerous role.
Rose. ,D. J. Chrissis, former I-I veeJean'Guignebert,' the new director
pee and owner of Owl and Rex theof the French national radio, was
atres, succeeds Manta as I-I prez.
M-H combo, according to Rose, will an underground section chieF like
give himself and Manta "more free- Mathot and they worked together
dom to take on a few outside houses, on many assignments.
besides booking those in the I-I cirAnother French film director who
cuit, for booking and managing, with- risked his life was Andre Berthoout actually owning the theatres."
Empress theatre,, which had a mieu, captain in the French Army
two-month career as a burlesque at the time of the French defeat in
house under Nate Barger and Izzy June, 1940. He was ordered by his
Hirst, is reopening with all-film pol- superior officers to turn over a
icy as part of Van "Nomikos circuit. munition convoy to the Armistice
Committee. Instead he and- his men
Defenbach E. Mich. IATSE Chief
dumped the entire convoy into a
Detroit, Jan. .16.
Dan Defenbach, of Jewel theatre, small lake near Annecy in Savoy.
Mt. Clemens, named president Local
Sabotage
735. IATSE, with jurisdiction over
For the next four years, he and
much of eastern Michigan. Bert
Penzien, East Detroit theatre, named his men succeeded in doing away
business ageiit.
with entire railway and truck conBert Holmes, booker for Republic, voys of war materiel destined for
named president Local f-25, IATSE. the Nazi military machine. They
covering front-office employees, of
stole trucks from the German army
all exchanges.
Harry

condition for

:

'

Bell.

Lease on the West Coast theatre.
tan Bernardino, renewed by Fox
years'.

Kinema

theatre, 721-seater, taken
oyer by Southern California Amiis.
Edwards.)
Co. (Vinnicof, Berman
.

&

Fanchon

it

Marco reopened May-

fair theatre. Los Angeles, after four
months of remodeling,
Murray Youlin sold Aero theatre,
950-sealer in Santa Monica, to Guy
and P. G. Cameron, for $26,000.
.

Simmons Quits in Ft. Wayne
Fort Wayne, Ind., Jan. 16:.
Simmons resigned as mana-

K.' E.

fer of Capitol and Eastern theatres,

Wayne. Ind., and plans to live
In Los Angeles.
R. R. Nichols, formerly of Parsons, Kans., takes his
'ort

place.

.Postwar Theatre Plans in Mo.
St. Louis, Jan. 16.'

Sam

E.

Jerseyville,

Pirtle,

111.,

bought sites for new film houses in
Abigdon. III.: Bishnell, 111., and McLcansboro, 111., as postwar project.
Frisina Amusement Co., Springfield. 111., also plans two new houses
in southern Illinois as a postwar
project and will make improvements
In other theatres in its circuit.
Sam Komm. indie riabe exhib. will
build a new 2.000-seat nabe to be
leased to Hie Missouri Amusement
Co.. headed by Harry C. Arthur, .Jr.,

&

Function

top

Marco

executive

here.

Vincent O'Leary. Joliet, 111., new
of
Publix-Great States
houses in BloominRton, 111.
Richard L. Wright, manager of
Fox-Midwest houses ii.i Springfield
Mo., succeeded Keith Wells as manager of circuit's Orpheum and Plaza
in Marion. III.
William Cain new manager Times,

manager

.

WauUegan,

III.

ldent of International Photographers.
666. I.A.T.S.E., at the bi-annual
election of officers held in Chicago
last week. Orlando Lippert and Fred

Local

were elected vice-presidents; Harold Witt, treasurer: W. H.
Strafford, recording secretary: Fred
Hafferkamp, financial secretary.
Felbihger

Anthony Caputo, George Hoover
and Ralph Phillips were named
trustees, and W. H. Strafford reap
Latter
pointed business manager.
for a term of two years.

New VA

Mgr.

New Haven

.

later

.

.

Philip Gorclick. owner of Carmen
theatre. Dearborn, has taken over
Carlton, northwest nabe here, from

Douglas Brosey, who will continue to
Amsterdam theatre,
operate
his
Gorelick named his son, Ralph, manager of new house.
.

Anne O'Donncil McCarthy's Aide

Anne O'Donncil. who. with William Flemjon, was former PRC franchise holder in Detroit, appointed an
exec assistant to Leo J. McCarthy,
general sales manager of PRC. and
reported for duty yesterday (Tuesday ).
PRC recently purchased the
Detroit franchise from Miss O'Donnell

Kleerup Heads Photogs Local
J. Kleerup was elected pics

Berlel

Wylie

Long,

and Fleinion.

New

the

purchases

are

whereby he acquired

part of deal
the Palace in

Hubbard.

William S. Shartin, named Pittsburgh
BUSCH BOOK FOR SCHARY
branch manager.
Morton Magfll,
Hollywood, Jan. 16
Pittsburgh branch manager, succeeds
Harry Bodkin, resigned, as PhiladelNew Niven Busch novel, "They
phia branch manager.
Dream of Home," will. be produced
Jack Wrege recently was appointed by Dore Schary for Vanguard Pro
Assistant to J. J. Unger, UA western
ductions, starting in September.
ivision manager.
Recently Vanguard acquired another Busch novel, "Duel in the
Variety Honors Felnstein
.Pittsburgh, Jan. 16;

Harry Feinstein, chief film booker
WB and past Chief Barker of
Wariety Club, will be honored by
for

3er
ey

in

club at-a l«stlT\.o.n.la!din-n

William Pehn hotel next Mon-

(22).

Louise Kennedy, assistant at Warners' Rltz, Clarksburg, W. Va., made
manager Princess, 'Donora, with
transfer of Sam Silver to Harris in
Donora. Don Schult, of Harris, In

Sun," currently In production.

C
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resistance groups.
Berthomieu says

comedy.

tello

that

he

the methods of reporting the status
of workers to Selective Service,
classification; of pool employees, etc.
Scores of men. are leaving film industry to take defense jobs in view
of government's work-or-flght order,
union chiefs report Between 35 and
40 men left studio utility employees
local 724 last week, according to biz
rep L. C. Helm.

have

Nineties."

yesterday.
into
production
Work was started Saturday (131 on
"invitation to Death." latest in the
Sherlock Holmes stories for which U
recently announced upped budgets.*

Universal will have six features in
production on sound stages by tomorrow, "That's the Spirit." "Night
in Paradise" and "Scnorita from the
West" having been begun previously.

Mpls. Pix Get Jolt
|

From

WMC Rulings

Minneapolis, Jan.

16.

Film industry here received jolt
from local draft board action placing
in "unessential" class under pres-

it

ent

manpower

regulations.

Saul

North

Dakota salesman,
and Leroy Johnson, head shipper, of

Malisow,

20th-Fox previously draft deferred,
were ordered to enter essential industry within '10 days. Number of
other film salesmen and exchange
and theatre employees will be affected.
Exchanges and showhouses,
already shorthanded, face further
handicaps.
Industry

Most recently established is Cinelande Film Co., which is reported
ready to start on its first big feature.
Its earlier film, "Ave de Arribacao."
was not successful. Robis-Portuguese
Films Co. has succeeded in getting
the blacklist after being reoff
named Companhia Portugucsa de
Filmes, but dominating executive
lineup remains about the same. This
company's studio at Lumiar is used
for
most Portuguese producing.
Ribatejo," "Homen as
Direitas" and "Vizinha do Lado"
are now in production.
One of the most important pictures, "Inez de Castro," was made

"Hbmeh do

here by a Portuguese director. It already has been given the classification

of "first-class and of national

importance." Such rating enables
the Spanish distrib to fix his own
playdates and theatres despite previous contracts. It goes out in
Portugal generally next month.
.

$10 Preem for 'Co-Pilot'
The Lucas & Jenkins circuit,

whose Grand in Macon, Ga.. will
hold the world premiere of "God Is
My Co-Pilot" Feb. 21, has set' an
ment because part of fuel require- admission price of $10 on the openments may be cut off: Industry also' ing. 'with proceeds going to charily.
may be affected by ruling that 48Preem is in honor of Macon's rehour work week shall prevail for turning hero, Col. Robert Lee Scott,
all businesses employing more than
author of the autobiog on which the

is being hit in other directions.
Territory theatres, using
coal, fear forced operations curtail-

,

eight people.

picture

New

is

based.

York Theatres

was

by many brave men who
were planted in the army, police
and ministries. He adds that many
posed as out-and-out collaborationists— a fact which later cost many
of them their lives, as patriots, not
knowing of the role they played,
executed them.
His wife is film actress Line Noro,
a sort of French version of Bette

HUMPHREY B0GART
ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
HAVE AND HAVE NOT'

'TO

Warner Bros

nil

With

Walter Brennan, Lauren Bacall,
Hoagy Carmiehael

Dolorei Moran,

HOLLYWOOD

~

B'way at 51st St.

>
Jan. 18

FKKSON
JEAN

SECONDS

PARKER

IN
|

Tliurs..

'30
I

OVER TOKYO'
TRACY

Sptnrrr
J

[v«n .MIHNSON
lK«bt.

WAI.KKH

.

(tag the Hit

Parade tune

"THE TROLLEY SONG"

JUDY GARLAND
MARGARET O'BRIEN

'MEET ME

IN ST. LOUIS'

ASTOR—Coariaao M
Price*—Tway
Door* Open

•

JOEY

ADAMS

M-G-M'S TECHNICOLOR
JOY-FILM!
Hear Judy

with

'

ON SCBEKV
|

J

62 STABS IB

Popular

ft

45th

•

A. M.

St.

i

WABHEB BROS

"HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN"
26tli

Crbturj-Fox preMitl*
A.

4.

2 Great Bandt

CROMX'8

the Germans occupied ail of
France, he succeeded in getting
films and funds into Morocco.
An interesting sidelight is 'that the
German commissioner for the adr
ministration of American property,
Wilhelm Mertens, who made Lartigue's existence a miserable one,
was later arrested and executed by
the SS for expropriating funds to
the tune of 25,000,000 francs. He
succeeded in temporarily getting his
hands on 7,000,000 francs of Metro
money, but Lartigue was able to
get it back.

LIONEL HAMPTON
AMI II B OKCIIE8TK.V

KINGDOM"

PIm a Gala Revue

RIVOLI
.

Il'way

7 New Spngi

•

IN I'KKSIIN'

"THE KEYS OF THE

when

Ml 49IIi

Si.

B'way af 47th

STRAND

St.

.

ssi

WMC

will

"Naughty

went

helped

Induction
Continued from p»ie S

ployed by several different employers within a given period.
Hopkins said the meeting of the
management-labor committee of the
will be called in the next few
days to decide on ah overall program, in cooperation with Selective
Service. He said this would cover
.

WHO

Train," at Universal studios to-

a.

morrow (Wed. K company

launched two top-budget pictures
within four days. New Abbott-Cos-

Davis.

Artists salesman
In Buffalo, promoted to branch manager in
Haven. He succeeds

-airowurt-n's

3 START IN 4 DAYS

on

1.

Outlook for Portuguese film pro-,
duction shapes big, but a scarcity of
material, studio space, technicians
and capital still hampers a continuous film-making program. Pictures
are made both in Spanish and Portuguese. Spanish-language picture making is on upbeat at present. One of
latest productions, ."Dose Luas de
Mel," had some songs in Portuguese
but dialog was in Spanish. It ran
six weeks at the deluxe Sao Luiz as
against nine-week run of "Gone
Wind," indicating the
With' the
popularity of native films.

U;

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
With the start of production on
Dcanna Durbin's next starrer, "Lady

and the Vichy underlings. In all
they smuggled about 3.000 trucks to
Africa. They blew up others, stole
supplies and passed them on to the

Youngstown, O., Theatre Deals
Belter known to Americans is
Youngstown. O., Jan. 16,
Henry Lartigue,
who protected
Victory theatre here and the PalMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer's interests in
ace, in nearby Campbell, have been
purchased by Peter M. Wellman, France- during the entire period of
Girard theatre owner, from Louis occupation at the risk of his own
and Florence Frisch. of Ashtabula. life and freedom. He went to jail
He plans to reopen the Victory, twice, once, for three weeks and
which has been dark for some time.
for three months. He succeeded
The Campbell theatre has been once
in convincing the Germans that the
leased to Foster Hathaway.
Metro company _jn__Francc was
Peter M. Wellman. Girard, O
French and not American. While
exhibitor,, bought the Victory thea
tre here and the Palace in nearby France was only partially occupied
Campbell, from Louis and Florence he sneaked prints and company
Frisch, Ashtabula, O. Wellman said funds into
the Free Zone, and later,

Ray Wylic, United

-—

WORK AT

6 IN

gain.

tum,. moves to Sharon.

caused by the policy of extended
runs in local de luxe houses.
Jimmy Walker, former Fox-West
Coast city manager in Bell, Cal., was
shifted to the East Los Angeles area,
with six theatres under his wing— the
Golden Gate, United Artists, Royale,
Highland. Arroyo and Starland, Karl
Swanstrbm. formerly at Hermosa.
was upped to Walker's old post at

Coast for 10

Lisbon, Jan.

the

.

.

In addition to the Music Box,
will turn two more houses into
runs to ease the condition

rest

Frank

While many of the big names of
French entertainment world
Bernard Davis/Warner manager of compromised themselves to various
Victor, McKeesport, goes to Charlesdegrees
with their Nazi conquerors,
ton, W. Va., to succeed Bill Hayatt,
every day hew tales of underground
also Army-bound.
Glenn Nelson, WB city manager in heroism are coming to light, and
Tarentum, got a leave of absence to they certainly offset the sordid tales
assist ailing father in business in of those collaborationists who threw
Ohio, and taking his place will be in their lot with the Germrins.'either
Martin Shearn, from Liberty, Sharon,
personal
Perry Salati, from Peoples, Taren- by conviction or because of

Penn here and

Outlook Good But

Hampered by Talent Studio Dearth

Paris, Jan. 16.

Los Angeles, Jan. 16.
Joe Blumenfeld, head of a circuit
In northern California, took over the
lease on the. Tower theatres here, as
the first move in a campaign to expand his operations in southern California, as he has done up north within the past few years.
Understood Blumenfeld is negotiating for two more Los Angeles theatres which, with the Tower, will
form a local showcase to flrst-run
United Artists product.
Fox West Coast will open the Music Box, former legit theatre, as a
968-scat fust-run film house about
War. Prdouction Board reFeb. 1.
cently /approved alterations necessary

Fib

Portugal's
As

25

•

Hollywood, Jan.

Paskow's

Bob Paskow,
advertising

New

WB

In

"Hare Cone
the

Waves"

I'cri-un

Weedy

HUTTON
SONNY TUFTS

BETTY

-*ASSONFEtiS_MCT

HERMAN
and
OrcliMtra
All-Mar. Brvw
llli

<'I1

TCfDSrlC-RAtrL-

•.

"NATIONAL
VELVET"

WAY &

PALACE A7U
B

TT.VI)-.-.

16.

Columbia handed Marion Parson
net a two-way contract as writer
and producer of his own screenplays.
Pact goes into effect when Parsonnet washes up his current scripting
chore on *;Paper Chase" at Metro.

of

BING CROSBY

-St.

Hear LAMARR
George BRENT

Paul

LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT PERILOUS'

Spectacular Stage Productions

Post

for 10 years director
and publicity for
in New Jersey ter-

DEANNA, BRUCE ON 'TEAIN'

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Universal assigned David "Bruce
to the male lead opposite Deanna
on all of the Durbin in "Lady On a Train."
under
Mort
Filming starts this week with
company's pictures
Blumenstock, eatsern pub-ad- direc- Charles David as director and Felix

Warner theatres

WB

has been brought into the
homeoffice to handle commer-

cial

tieup

ritory,

tor.

.

activities

Jackson producing.

VtEiii6t cuioi/j,

mcholAS BWTHB6

*
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OUR ENTHUSIASM FOR
CAN'T HELP SINGING" IS WELL FOUNDED!
Held over

C
ls)c

that "Can't

felt

Help Singing" would be the

biggest picture Universal has ever had.

We

also felt

prove to be the most entertaining and the most

in

i

engagemm

first

would

it

satisfying to

exhibitors and customers. All business returns prove this to be
correct. "Can't

Help Singing" has broken every record of every

Universal picture in the engagements
It

it

has played so

has also received fine critical acclaim, and

happy about the

Deanna Durbin
In the

fact that

many

to

we

far.

are very

it

as the best

Quinn

referred to

critics refer

picture ever made.

New

York Daily

Mirror, Frank

"Can't Help Singing" as "Filmdom's 'Oklahoma'."

No

wonder we "Can't Help Singing" the

praises of "Can't

Help Singing."

2w

Durbin

Help SiHtH
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"House of Frankenstein," Universal'; horror

classic starring all

broken aH exUting records at the RIALTO THIATRE on

again proves that Universal knows when and how to make

We

really believe Jhat "House. of Frankenstein"^

for horror pictures

.

So, brother, don't, be^wary of

Its

Titani of

-T

BROADWAY, NEWJ
this
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You,
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THE SUSPECT
is

o motion

picture

about a matter
that every

husband

and every wife
are keenly

LAUGHTON

•

RAINES

in

interested in
i

the

but never
talk

S.Vf wcr

about

with

STANLEY

C.

DEAN HARENS

RIDGES • HENRY DANIELL

n

ROSALIND IVAN

Sattn Play by Beftftm MillhtuMr • Miplition by Arthur T. HmmM (ion • novtl b»J»mtJten#
DirtcW by R0MRT SrODMAK • Piwluced by ISLIN AUSTER • A UNIVERSAL PICTURI
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Gel* H9f

rlglng) fcron Nay by Worr«n
Wilton ond Ctyd» Btudimar^
Addil'ienal Dlalogi* by Roy
Stngir ond Dhh CrWvlMat
Directed by BUI C, KfNTQN
troduMd by WARREN WIISOM
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Authors League Comm. Warns Writers,
'Don't Toss

Away

Television Rights'

Members of the Authors League, f
as well as writers not belonging to
that organization, have been studyAuthors
the
of
ing
the report
League television committee to the
League Council, because of strong
warning is
protective cautions.
;

'

Relax With Porter
Washington, Jan. 16.
One of the first moves by Paul
A. Porter, new! FCC chairman,,
has put him tops with the Commission staff. For some years
there lias been a ruling- that in

A

that, because tele-,
new. .and not yet of the
and importance it wjll be.
size
'writers should beware of shoestring operators who have sprung,
up all around town with glowing

given to writers
vision

is

mem-

closed staff meetings, staff
were not permitted to
bers
smoke although the Commissioners communed with Lady
Nicotine to 'their hearts' content.
Porter discovered this at his
first meeting. At the close of the
session he leaned forward and
addressed the staff. "I hope," he
.

offer* of opportunities to write for
nothing just to be in on the ground
floor, and so to be in a position to

•

reap millions— sometime.
"The League should advise

all authors leasing television rights to dp;
so for one production only, or for a
limited number of productions, within a specified time; all rights to revert to the author when the contracted period ceases."
further recommendation of the

said.

own

is

for

that work should be retelevision on a royalty

it's

advised.

.-.

returns for. maestro Phil Harris, who
was forced to leave his regular musical crew on the Coast because of-

agencies,
the War Labor
'Board, have never required It.
quasi-judicial

SEC and

such as

travel difficulties.

Orch contribs, however, stood up
what with ex-Paul- W>iitemanites Billy Butterfield and Sammy Weiss present along with: Pave
Bowman -'(Raymond;. Paige}, Ernie
Cacercs and other top studio men,

Nads

six years ago over the format
he formerly employed for a radio
program. Originally. Grombach was
awarded (13,000 damages, plus interest and costs, on the basis of his
claim- that Waring had appropriated
an idea of Grombach's.
However, the N. Y. Circuit Court
of Appeals reversed this decision,
its

Claim that Italian-speaking radio
the U. S. will come
under the influence of Italian broadcasts from Germany unless they are
given adequate service by American
in.

stations will be made today (Wed;)
in U. S, District Court for MassaArgument will be pre-,
chusetts.

Garment

the Iht'l Ladies
Workers Union; Local 89;

against

WCOP,

owned by

of.

Boston

for

by

station

WCOP

from keeping "Voice

of 89,"
.

firm

filed

Supreme

in

its

court,

action
N.Y.,

regard to

Washington, Jan.

Grombach claimed
to

that

he had

John

O'Connor,

search at Columbia U.; Roger Bald,

been advanced by Grombach.

win, director of the American Civil
Liberties; Union
and Thomas R.
Caiskadon, chairman of the ACLU
radio committee and: director of the
All three urged
20ih-' Century Fund.
the court to keep "Voice of 89" on

'MARY MARLIN' MUST

RESPOND TO HYPO

OR-

Although Standard Brands has reits daytime CBS "Mary Marlin" serial for another 13 weeks,

newed

there's likelihood that sponsor, will
drop the show at the expiration of
that period unless the, show comes

-

FCC

ruling on the

WJZ-

KOB

case, on which hearings; were
concluded Friday (12), since a favorable decision for KOB would
probably mark the end of 1-A clear

—Already
filed

with

three other stations have
FCC to shart 1-A clear
and there would be a
KOB should win.

if

.Case dates back to the North
American Regional Broadcast Agreement in 1941. Prior to that, KOB,
in Albequerque had been given a
construction permit for a 50 kw. station on 1180 kc. However, under the
NARB agreement, 1180 kc. went to
a Latin American country, and FCG
had to find a new channel for KOB,
For a while it was put on 1030 kc.
which belonged to WBZ in Boston.
'

because of interference, particularly during winter nights, FCC
to the 770 kc. chan-;
net on a. three-year temporary basis.

switched

KOB

This, of course, had been IKS' '1-A
clear channel of WJZ, home station
of the Blue network, which put up
a terrific howl.

cluded
770 as

10 days of hearings just conmark the attempt to break
a 1-A clear channel and
be a definite tip-off on FCC

is

.

.

the Italian-speaking .community in.
Massachusetts and --N. Y. The theme
of the program

is

'

Blue-Mntaal
-

WCAE,

Hearst's

anli-Fascist."

Carskadon's affidavit noted that
"Voice" has precisely the influence
on its listeners that is needed today
and that it should be kept on the
air "to keep , people from falling
under the influence of Italian pro-

Swap

Sun - Telegraph

station in Pittsburgh/ joints

trie

Blue:

Guests for 'Gaieties'

grams coming from Germany."
A. Walter Socolow is attorney for
the ILGWU In the case.

erations.

,

kes,
-'

Both are

full -time

op-

.

19.6
18.8

sible,

hew programs;

talent,,

sign-

and strongly

pos-

establishment of Mutual's own

production staffs in Chicrso and
Hollywood. Carlin is also planning
to put through, a major expansion of
Mutual's news dept.

.

Much of Carhn's activity will be
carried on with the. cooperation of
Mutual's affiliates. Yesterday (Tues.)
Carlin went on the closed circuit
to talk over problems with Mutual's
station operators. Main point lie
made waY that the chain needs; the
help of all member stations to improve Its competitive position and
that they should feel it their re;

'

House BiH Would

FCC Power

it

Washington, Jan.

.

18.

new

.

sponsibility to air a Mutual sustainer
when offered. He took the angle
that a program's no good if it isn't
heard and that new programming
efforts would go to waste if the
shows weren't carried' by the whole

radio'bill of the -79th web.
Congress was dropped in the hopper
At the same time; Mutual is maklast week by Rep. Pehr Q. Holmes
ing a complete survey of its susMaes.),
Its. main purpose ap(R.,
taining program structure. Web js
pears to. be to more clearjy limit the
sending questionnaires to its affiliBill states in
authority of FCC.
ates, asking the station men to say
part:.-which programs they think should
"Nothing in this act shall be un-;
be continued and which should be
derstood or construed to give the
dropped; This, too, is being done to
Commission the power to regulate
stress the cooperation angle between
business of
licensee
First

.

.

the
the
of any
the web and its outlets.
radio broadcast station, and no regBrokenshlre Joins Web
ulation, condition or requirement
shall be promulgated, fixed, or imCarlin hired his first new talent
posed by the Commission, the effect last week, setting Anita Ellis, vocaor result of which shall be to confer list formerly with the Blue, for
upon the Commission supervisory three nightly spots a week. Carlin
control of station programs or pro- also set Norman Brpkenshirc. vetgram material, control of the busi- eran announcer, for Jane Porterness management of the station, or field's "Do You Need Advice?" sescontrol of the policies of the station sion, aired across the board at 11:15.
or of the station licensee."
a.m.
Bill would also split the CommisMutual's
own production and
sion into, segments, one to handle sponsor -service— 'Staff
is
sorely
radio and the other to handle the
needed, Carlin. feels, chain programs
public carriers such as the telephone
originating in N. Y. now being hanand telegraph companies.
dled by
staffers. These should
The bill has been referred to the be handled by chain personnel, he
House Interstate. Commerce Com- thinks. Likewise, the new sustaincrs
mittee, where it will wait until the the chain will: air, whether created
committee taker up the general by Mutual or bought as a packagesquestion of radio legislation later in require staff producers: Carlin
aV
the session. Holmes is a member of ready
has hired Bill Tbdnian to
the House committee.
handle the new Ellis series.
,

WOR

Answer
set

Top

guester fee is given as $1,500,

Biow agency handling.

up

its

to

whether Mutual

own program

staff in

will

Chi-

MELTON CONCERT TOUR cago and Hollywood depends on
whether
affiliates in -those
TAKES HIM OFF AIRER WGN and Don Lee, respectively,
cities,

its

James Melton will be replaced for
of his Sunday night Texaco
broadcasts
over
CBS beginning
March 4 when h. fulfills five weeks
of concert commitments outside of
N. Y.
five

.

tinuing.

can handle the additional work. Carlin will determine that on his trip.
He's likely to set on at least one
Coast-originated program, this now
being in the works.
Also in process at the web are two

new news

programs, one to feature
a commentator in a morning series,
and the other the result- of a pending tieup- with a daily.

NBC Gabbers
For Military Records

Scripts of

Daily scripts of James Stevenson
and John W. Vandercook, NBC commentators, are being integrated into
the archives of the War Dept. as a
record for future military students
and historians. Said to be the first
instance wherein, daily radio scripts
have heen used by the Army for
such a purpose. Stevenson airs Mon.^
through Sat. at 8 'a.m., and Vandercook at 7: 15 p.m. Mon-Frj. Both prograins include overseas pickups.
Object of the War Dept., was to
obtain scripts that will acquire important historical value by their
.

Decision to move the show to the
Coast for the time that Melton was
on the road, and pick up his part of
stahia out there, was reversed after
meeting of agency and sponsor execs
last

week.

Wave Chorus Fees Go

-

To AFRA's GI Fund
American

of Radio
Artists' servicemen's' fund will benefit from the chorus fees that are
paid ever to the organization, when
a choral group of 80 Waves appears
on Monday night
..Telephone.
Hour.
Although program doesn't

Federation

.

"Gaslight Gaieties," Teel Sat. night
network, shifting over from Mutual,
on June 15, KQV, current Blue out- NBC show, is now using guest stars,
let in that city, goes Mutual on that Program already has had Edward
date in the swap,
Everett Horton and is using Aklm
Hearst station Is a 5,000-watter on Tamirofl Sat. (20). "Gaieties" re1250 kes while KQV is 1,000 watts cently shifted from Coast to N. Y.

on 1410

:".
;

new

ing of

.

h

WCAE, KQV,

....

.

.

:

.

....

Although singer to replace Melton
would
policy, if the Commission follows has not been set, Henry Souvaine
through and makes KOB a perma- office, which produces the stanza for
Buchanan
& Co., Texas Co. agency,
nent co-tenant with WJZ. Among
the witnesses who testified before revealed that format of program will
Leonard Marks, FCC attorney^ who remain the same, Alec Templeton,
singer
guest, Al Goodman orch,
gal
conducted the hearings; were Mark
Wood of Blue,' and some of the coun- and John Reed King, announcer, con-

community: in which through with a bigger audience pull. try's leading radio engineers.'
Program is one of the top-budgeted
heard. The study proves .
Already KGA, in Seattle, and
that foreign language programs are spapers on the air with Joan Blane
KDYL, in Salt Lake City, have filed
of great importance in molding pub- in the lead role and has a 142-station
with FCC, to lfreak the WABC, N.Y.,
..
If not kept on the tieup.
lic opinion
In an effort to hypo the rating new clear channel hold on 880 kc., and
air, listeners will turn to shortwave
KOIN, of Portland, Ore., has apprograms coming from Germany in writers have been pacted for the se'plied to share 880 kc. with WEAF;
rial, having taken over on Jan. 1. for
Italian."
N.Y.
Baldwin. stated, "It is important the new cycle. "Marlin" has a curWord at FCC is that a decision
to maintain balance and diversity on rent rating of 3.6.
on the KOB- WJZ case will not be
the air.
The ACLU maintains a
down for at least two months, and
radio committee which has found
that the other cases probably would
that the program ("Voice of 89"),
Kit,
not .be considered for hearings until
because it is in Italian, exerts a
after V-E Day.
profound and beneficial influence on
Italian speaking

It

.

But,

The

the air.
Dr. Lazarsfeld declared, "On the
basis of a study entitled "The Audi
ence for Italian' Language Programs,",
it appears that the program ("Voice
of 89"), plays a great;. role in the

10.

Broadcasting will watch with In-

"

terest the

channels,

Waririg's manager,, the idea the latr
ter used for his "Your Song" procasts.
Statement that the alternative to gram, in which listeners were asked
to write the maestro the title of the
language
programs
-originated
U. S.
song associated with some outstandis the Nazi radio, was advanced in
affidavits filed yesterday (Tues.) ior ing event in the listener's life. Bath
the ILGWU by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld. O'Connor and Waring disclaimed
director of the office of radio re- any knowledge that the idea had

'

servicing staff; hiring of a program
staff to create

.

scramble

communicated

Steps to be .taken include creation,"
of a N. Y. production and 'sponsor-

.

Aldrlch Family .........

.

was cut

costs *o

.

,.-

KOB-WJZ Decish

this figure

all

.

.

This presentation is the expression of two years of work by (|B$
researchers and Oilbert Seldea, OBI
director of television, who was given
the job as a special assignment.

Later,

On

30,4

Your Hit Parade.

the 13G

by the presiding judge.

36.8

Columbia Broadcasting' System and

material with

Special

in Oct., 1943,

Waring.

cently-inaugurated policy of eliminating all foreign-language broad-

15:

the radio' daytime serial hat been
developed into a presentation by the

.

won.

two lower courts with

pending a
whether the station has the right to
cancel the program under its re-

air.

it

appeal to the Appellate Division, the
full amount of the award was restored. Referred to the Circuit Court
of Appeals, that body reversed the

program off the
suit to determine

the locai's Italian

'

Here's the top

.....
Bob Hope
Fibber McGee and Molly ....

27.4
Charlie McCarthy
Mr. District Attorney ..,.,i.' 24.9
24.6
Bing Crosby.

channel stations.

^

Grombach

verdict.
in half

the Cowles Bros. Hear r
a mandatory injunction,
the ILGWU. restraining

is

sought

cipation.

originally

.

'.-

... 24.2
.......
Jack Benny
23.8
Walter W.inchell
Joan Davis with jack Haley 22.7
.... 22.1
Radio Theatre ..'.';
Kay Kyser ( first half hour). 21.7 ,
Abbott and Costello ........ 21.4
Eddie Cantor -'..
2Q.3
HlWegarde
.....19,7

findings, stating that a "contract

cannot be implied in law. in connection with ah idea." This means
that no one can advance' an idea
and, if it's' used, hope to collect on
it
without proper legal contracts
making provision for such parti-

where

In second
Charlie McCarthy's

third with 27.4. while the Jerry
Devine "Mr. District Attofney"
airer moved into fourth place
(24.9) with a 3.9 boost over it

SHOWN

of serials.

.

"

McGee & Molly

place (30.4).

SERIALS IS

Inc..

sented in the case

.

Fibber

Long-awaited plans for the expansion of Mutual'* program dept
virtually completed and
will be put into action in about
a
month. Final shape- these steps will
take depends, to some extent, 6n
the result of the tour of MBS stations to be undertaken this week
by Phil Carlin, the web's recently
appointed program veepee. As now
stacking up, however, Mutual's plans
call for a major expansion, with a
large number of people to be hired
when Carlin returns. He leaves
Sun. (21) for a three week swing.-

A.' Into 4th Plac« have been

previous rating.

CBS DATA ON

about audience characteristics and
critical recommendations concerning
the writing and production aspect*

ILGWUSeriesIs

P

Latest Hooperatings covering
the Jail. 1-6 period show Bob
Hope, with a 36.8 rating, shooting far out in the lead; with

it
being shown around to trade
gatherings by Mrs. Frances Wilder.
Presentation
comprises
statistics

Claim Italian

listeners

'Mr.

.

Leading; members of the television
In a decision -looked upon by
comm. include Elmer Rice, chair- show biz attorneys as one of- the
man: Lillian Hellman, Hex Stout, most important delivered in. years,
Richard McDonagh.
Fred Waring won a. reversal of a
previous decision against him in a
suit filed by Grombach Productions,

Buffer Vs.

Prelude to Mutual Prog. Dept. Hypo

•okay,

all bring your,
'-Ybii..will
ashtrays to the next meet-

"Other

than a fiat fee. Particular emphasis is placed on the fact
that authors should be careful, in
scanning their regular contracts for'
books, radio,, and. motion pictures,
to see that television right's are not
Included— and thus really "given
away." Television rights should be
retained entirely, instead of. carelessly slipping out of the owner's
control,

Carlins Swing Around Circuit Is

Jack Benny's Lucky Strike preem
from New York's Hotel Astor ball-:
room Sunday night (14). via NBC
recruited some of Radio City's top
musicians to insure good musical

ing."

A

report
leased

Phil Harris Uses Top N.Y.
Tooters for Benny Show

It lias also been suggested to
Porter that. he .abolish the/ gimmick of requiring everybody to'
stand up when the Commission
marches into a public hearing.

basis, rather

ing

:

NBC

.

designation of what news subjects,
military and otherwise, were worthy
of comment and discussion on any
given day. War College source material serves as the library of the
entire U. S. military setup, It was
organized to collect, during war,
.

have a chorus ensemble,

the-

AFRA

ensembles

rates
will prevail;

'

for

choral

usual

Special Wave program will be
broadcast Feb. 9, with Peter Donald

emcee ing.

material that will be of value to students and historians and is said to
militaryhave,
the
outstanding
historical collection in the world.
i

IT
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FCC GIVES TWO-WAY NOD TO TELE
Reverse 'Grapes of Wrath' Brings
Starving (?) Coast Thesps to N. Y.
Reaffirming N. Y.'s position as the*
gold coast for dramatic actors in
radio is a recent influx :of players,
who've moved east. from. Hollywood
of the acting coin;
to get Ahelr share
Within the past few.,
available.

AFRA

according to agency and
network casting directors, at least
two .dozen Hollywood radio actors
have hit N.Y.- With, many of them,
months,

does "too

'

to
the public, buf aided by a rep -within
the trade, landing running parts in
various soapers and sustainers, it's

.

expected that even
t^til

more

grams

:

James turned back the petition and a showdown looms.

-

»

bf

Maes'tro's pact with the beer
show calls for dialog as well as

horn and baton chores.

AFRA

Most
however, are run on a

members

for dramatized plilgs.

of these
virtual

15,

company"
basis,
few outsiders get a

"slock

.

meaning that

.

1

Last

agency

week he walked
off ice

E. Gibbs is packaging for poOn the fourth
show, however; Miss Cnrrihgton will
lake- on some scripting assistance,
inasmuch as her trio of soapers currently on the networks adds, up to
some 30,000 words a Week.
With the General Foods— "Girl
Marries" still snaring lop ratings for
hangover-formula
daylimers.
the
Procter & Gamble "Pepper -Young":
tential 'sponsorship'.

into the

manager's sanctum

to let the o.m. know how well he
was. getting along and announce
that; he had so much time on
his hands, he'd like to tackle a
third show.;- "
Office manager pulled out the
kid's expense voucher, looked it
over and retorted, "Since you got
'

1. Tele, won
its battle with FM,
latter service being forced to
in the spectrum.
FM
goes from the 42-50 meg. band to
the 84-102 meg. band. FM will
maintain its 200 kc. channels.
2. Ninety
channels will be pro
vided for FM, of which 20 will be
for educational services.
Of the 70
commercial channels, 20 will be
held back for release later on to
newcomers in. the industry.
3. The
civilians get a "walkie

the

'•

better
start taking buses hereafter."

tO:

Among

crash' the gates.

Y&R

Buildup at

Coast ites trekking to N. Y.

are Paul Conrad, Eric Linden, Linda
Watkin's, formerly of N. Y. legit;
George Sorrell, Dick Hamilton, currently, iii
"Stella. Dallas";
Frank
,'

Young

&

Rubicam

developing

is

the central. pasting system idea, with
the agency's expanded activity along

Richards, Grace Lenard, Bill Griffiths,
Harold
'Lament..-' Johnston.

NBC

:

rny one daytime scripler) has'trnnsitself
into
an approximate
laied
Which
annual- income.;
$200,000
makes her one of the top scripters
on coin intake in the business.
But what, in Ihe opinion of Ihe
trade; makes it all the more re..

is the. high quality writing
maintained- .throughout .the year by
Miss Carringtqh, many agreeing that
she stands, pretty much" without
herself'
divorcing
co'mpetitibn
in
from boiler-plale-faciory-built stuff.
Particularly since Sandra Michaels
abandoned radio 'she how lives on
her -western ranch r many see in
Miss .Carringtoh a sort of ."final
the qualitative ^school.. of
link"'' on

markable

,

'

a

The Blue network has just set tip
Program Promotion DivisibiT~lo

:

520

handle all the web's air promotion/
This, with.
John C; Turner upped fi#m
may be taken up at somclater date,
as casting di- if the government relinquishes the asst. script editor as- mgr. of the division. He'll report to Hubbell Robr
be Eleanor .Kilgallen,' services.
inson, who heads up 'programming
\vho mpyes- over to. the agency on
5. Theatre
video remains in Ihe at the. network. Eleanor O'Conhell is daytime writing: which refuses to
Feb. .5 "from CBS. where vshe's' been; '.'experimental stage and will get no
functioning, as assistant to Turner. write down to audiences.
holding down a similar post!
..
permanent assignment of frequen- Three writers have thus far been asAnd, in addition to those 30.000
Marge Morrow, ex-CBS. is return- cies for the time/being.
signed lo.\lhe-. division. Thoy are words a week, Miss .'Ca.rrinjj.lpii nins
ing to the network from Warner
6. Provision
is
made for special Juliet Glen, who has just returned a household and a family. Her husBros, lb take over talent post Mon- channels for motion picture studios
Maj. Gen. George Carringlori,
bai)d;
after serving overseas with the Red
day <22>.
for contact with crews-on location.
•Cross and. was formerly with: the is currently in Africa and is skedded
.While it's not unusual for the net7. Facsimile is earmarked to share
Compton agency; Marjorie Duhan. to return shortly.
works: to operate, under a casting
the. FM channels' on a simplex basis,
also ex-Cqmptoli. and. Palsy Cristy.
nevertheless
the
director
setup.
for the time being. Experiments in who was brought up from Texas.
move is still something of an in- multiplexing, will
aiid
continue
New division will not only provide
novation in -agency; circles, with
eventually facsimile may become a
material for network airing, but also,
less than half a dozen all told headmultiplexed service sharing chan- handle all promotion
for local staPreviously,
ing up such activity."
in actual use by FM broadtion use. It will lake its- leads from
Y&R producers sing "supervisors-: oil' nels
casters.
various aspects of Blue sales eairK
the individual..' shows handled the
8. Plenty of channels are provided
paigns and adapt Ihctii to radio
burden of " the casting chores, .but
for. radio hams.
techniques. It's likely; loo. that 'the
with Miss Kilgallen stepping into
9".
The railroads get regularly- web will'follow the lead of both -CBS
the picture ..there'll ;be more latitude
Hoi lywood, Jaii. 16.
assigned channels for train-station ahd
NBC in setting up its own
toward' .'encouraging-, the finding of
Format and lime switch: on Phil-,
and Irain-lo-lraih communication.
weekly promotion aner.
new talent, with the new casting,
co's "Ha'li of Fame" is- being talked
10. There is no specific allocation
director; operating, in conjunction
Meanwhile Turner and his aides, up,, with, possibilily mentioned the
for, subscription (pig squeal ). radio.
with the producers and -supervisors.
have inherited all the networkls c'lient will-buy the $17,500 Jiidy
However, if it proves commercially
Miss Kilijallen is a sister of Doractivities on plugging' of OWI mesGarland package for a half-hoiir.feasible, it can apply for some of the
othy, the Broadway columnist, and
sages aiid are doing a similar chore program co-featurjng Paul WhileFM commercial channels.
for WJZ, the web's N. Y. keystone man's orch
a 'daughter '-of Jim Kilgallen; war
aitd
one guest oach
11! Provision is made for all types
correspondent and veteran newsstation.
week. '-Hair* has been iii the fi to 7
of govcrnmcnlal services and expaperman.
She was formerly a
p.m. niche on the Blue since early
perimentar facilities will be providradio actress.
December, 1943. on a multiple lop
ed for various private services.

.

Martin.
Helen
Parrish,
Gregory
Lewis Howard and .Charles Lang.

ing up the'
rector will

directors say the Coast
thesps have a better chalice to get

Casting

Program

Blue's

4. Standard
broadcasting, remains
unchanged, with the FCC sidestep-

these lines regarded as a far-reach-

-

'

talkie" service, essentially for local
use.
This would, be for the benefit
of physicians to get calls from their
for
pickup ' and delivery
offices,
trucks^ to 'be V notified about calls
from their offices, etc

Don Morrison, Rod Hen- ing step toward evolving: an "open ping the question of using the
530- and 540 bands for. AM.
Cameron
Prudliomme..
drickson,
door" policy for new talent.. HeadHuber,

i

stanzas), and "Rosemary." now firmly,
sked for
entrenched on the
P&G, Miss.' Carrington's .11.000.000
claily audience-pull: (that's tops for

...

chance

:

saga this week marking its 10thanni Under ihe P&G banner. Monday's <15> show reprised past years'

much '"sptfre: time you

so

;

which

Two,"

ment,. "Martiage' for

John

etc.

•

.

Ladder

prestige; took, to riding around
in cabs on missions to NBC,.. CBS,

same place

move higher

a radio actor, other than top performers,, can really look forward to
Hollya cut of sponsors' scratch.
wood today, say these actors, has
about 15 shows using dramatic talent
—other than those using'
'

yesterday

issued

Down

made an

Commercial, video remains in
in the spectrum and
maintains its present 6 me. channels, and .525-line definition. In addition, a large chunk of the ultra-high
frequencies are earmarked for television experimentation both for. improved monochrome and for color,
Other highlights of the report:
(15).

the

in

is

report

location

•

the .actors' union.

'Situation today,, according to some
the ex-Californians. themselves,
that N, Y. is the only city in :which

Up. and

Currently represented- on Ihe daytime programming sked with three
serjals which she scripts solo. "When
A Girl Marries," "Pepper Young's
Family," "Rosemary ")' Elaine Carrington is taking on a fourth assign-

Office boy in one of the top
agencies in N. Y. recently was
assistant producer 'and
assigned :tp two shows. The kid,
in his new-found affluence and

war expansion

order to prove its point
that musicians who have dialog
beyond music cues should Join

will hit the

from Hollywood soon.

to

talking" on* the

Danny Kaye show. AFRA. \jjants
scripts for first two Kaye pro-

unknown

although in most cases

much

Washington, Jan. 16.
flashed the go-ahead signal
commercial television for postin its frequency al-

FCC

16.

American Federation of Radio
Artists has sent Harry James «•.
membership blank, stating^ he

Up

With 4th Daytime Serial Coming

FOR FM SETUP

After James
Hollywood, Jan.

Elaine Carrington's 200G Income,

OVERHAUL DUE

-

!

Y&R ^office

.

.

.

Work here than other door knockers
in cold.
In most cases,

who come

.

;

work;

familiar, either to the
or .10 the director
so ''•many of Ihe latter have
handled Coast productions at one
time or another.

their

is

caster, himself,

since

•

.

S. Steel

I).

Headed
Possibilily.

exists

Seen

Philco's

for Blue
the

that

'

long

'.

;

.

.

,

-

enable the web to clear the lime,
sought by the Guild aiid sponsor;

.

.

With Philco reportedly

;

tion),

Blue 'programmers

will

n

i*

»•

•

C'

KCallSHC tlgglC

Dl

lUgS
°

,

Ible to revise the Sunday night slate
and open up. a later GO-minutc segment for. the projected -dr'amal

bracket Ruestar policy.
The Phi|co program, aired from
here for the past few weeks. Is
skedded to return cast late next
month or early in March but. if the

'

'

Now Being Used in Line
With Request by OPA

be

Ain't

for frequencies far outdistanced the
In Bid for Davis-Haley
jj
available supply. 'The Stale Deptr
will use the recommendations for
Package;
to
deal
permanent
jells,
a
.Gar.liind
use at .international conferences,
.Hollywood home tor. the program
Hollywood. Jan. 16.
Pertinent portions of the report:
Deal to sell the Joan Davis show would appear to bo in the cards.
STANDARD: "The record shows
Realistic altitude concerning the that, both day and night, cOnsitl
away from Seal lest is on the verge U.-e of several guests per show has
with, Campbell made for *high talent costs under
current cigaret shortage has been crabie areas of the U.S. do not re of consummalion
aiid
United Drug bidding. present conditions, hereabouts,
introduced, into some ciggie com- coive standard- broadcast service. If Soup
If. and when, "Hall" returns cast,
merc.ials as a result of a request by feasible,
from Ihe standpoint of Negotiations for the show, packaged
OPA thai the smoke, mfrs. liecds of other services; lhe alloca- by the William Morris office at a prod uccr Tom McKhlght will do a
the
break down and tell the; public there lion of addliional channels to the reputed selling price of $25,000. are I bowout, having taken on writing
licariiig a close.
"As a re- standard band would tend to. -imcommitments at Universal pix which
just: areii'1 any around.
prove 'this condition.
Ward- Whcelnck ag.en.cy.. which will keep him ofr I'nC Coast. Ernest
of the plea, sent to major
sult
"Below 550 kc. il has beeii sug splits CahVpbeir Soup radio billing Lovcmaiv, of the Hulchins agency
ciggie adyeiiisOis by the OWI. most
of the roiripanios have already in- gested thai the following rrcquen \ with F° ole Gone & Belding. said to which handles the Philco air acstandiird
broad
'.added
to.
(he
interested in (he Davis show as count, is here but John McMilliii has
sales
cies
be
be
their
eluded such lext with
cast band: 520. 530: and 540 kc All a:. -replacement for "Radio Readers", returned lo ,N. Y
He's: due back
plugs, or will do so soon;
During the p:ist week lir 10. days. flhr.ee of: the.se '.channels are now as- piscsl." FC&B is also said lo have a lale this month,
radio
scryGovt,
igned
the
S.
linger
in the proceedings and. if sue
to
U.
Luckies, Camels. Philip Morris and
OPA's icqs. No 'decision has been made al .cessful in laliding the show, would
Ihe
RaleiKh have, heeded
1)h\V(>« ^pt
Tft
w
OKI
-XV
*«J«f
whether
;.ny
or
these
on
to
into
the
Caivpn.
this
lime
as
move
Jack'
spot
it
pilch;
Old Gold will shortly do so.
At the .agency, however, it
probably op the basis of an ex.-, frequencies can be .made available CBS.
RetUfPi fOf GhrVSler
was reported that Carsm, would: be
tended campaign which it, was plati- for s4ahd;nrl broadiast service.'
Decii joh lQ c0 lUn |, c thP M:ljm
roquii'es
-thai
this
inlercsl
lime
laic
"Public
at
option
FM:
renew ed
nii'.g at the- lime The iippioach was
, Bowes amateur' program for Chrysler
,
made. Ch.esl.orlicld. through its FM be established in- a peni.anent m0llt h.
Cor P was reached al a confab Thurs
,
).
agency. Newell- RinmeM. slated, las' place in the- spectrum' ..before a con- ,: United Drug, through N. W. Aver.
attended by Bowes.' Chrysler
siderablc invcslmciil is made by Ihe recently approached Groucho Marx
week Ibat il hiid hoi, been asked.
C p.s ;) hd execs of Ruthriiuir &: Ryan;
and
•: li.sliiii.njf public
receiving
sets
in
collapsed
oil a deal but it
when the ihe ' account's agency. There had'
OPA ii'ios^ific strefsed three
tiansmilling
inagency was unable to reserve time \fe cn somc question of-Bowes i retiun
asked lisleners lo share by Ihe; broadcasters
points.
It
(
located
-In.'
inusl
he
nccopjable (o Ihe client. 'Beiicv'ed i 0 Ihe air. in view or his recent hossupply: to Observe iquipnicnl. FM
the available
iiilerfcr- Campbell Soup has ihe inside track piiali/.atipn.
price e'ej lings and report inf.ringe- a'.' region, free of skywavc;
j
ence if its full capabililie's are to be oil the Davis show because of the
Exact dale when the amateurs \7ill
i-siciils. iind not lo buy 'any more than
*
ulili/.cd."
- .liime
Jim McFadden. radio rekume will be determined bs' Bowes
elcijjcnt.
^
dictated by. immediate needs.
"Kriin) thef. evidence, we. believe director of McKee-Albright agency himself, Chrysler- giving him cprte
On inoj-t ciggie; shows, despite the
iiiier/erence iii the 40-50 iSeallcsl >.. has bceii Iconferring with blanche on that, point,
Substitute
shoriaee. sales spiels .have" been iliat such
severe enough Miss Davis but the :new asking.pricc programs have been lined up for Jan.
along the customary high pressure nic. region would be
service
to impair Ihe utility of this
18 and 25, meaning that the earliest
s fm- beyond his client's lop figure,
lines, except for Ihe OPA induced
to such an exltnl Ihiil the full Ae* '-'Program: now:;sl»iMls Sealtcst around rrsumpti6n;date would be sometime
interlude;
in Feb.
$12,500 weekly.
(Continued on page 35)
Rariieses. bud?

I

*

.cutting'

"Hall's" /unning lime to 30 minutes
(see separate story in Radio Sec-

Campbell, United Drug

Enough Room
FCC pointed out that the demand
.liint

declined, prefcrrirfg a later slice .or?
time..

.

;

Theatre Guild-United
.Stales Steel tieup for. an hpiiv Dotwork scries recreating Guild stage
successes will wind up on the Blue
network in a Sunday niyht spot. Reports have it lha't a .reshuffle of Sunday shows is in the ''offing which will
eonlcmplaled

Inlbed that "Big Steel" was orercd the 6 to 7 p.m. slot now occupied by Philco's "Hall of Fame" but

M

To Half-Hour?

.

-

'

Upped

;

25G

;

i

j

•

j

'

series'.

!

•

Sked

shift

make room

for the
understood, will af-

to

j

Steel .show, it's
fect ihe "Life of Riley." among other
shows, with the Bill Bciulix coniecly

|

:

-

,

;

!

.

.

j

stanza reportedly slated to. be' shifted
into an earlier slot than ihe 10-10:30
niche now occupied. The half-hour

Immcdialelv
following
il0:30-in
has been .•usiaining since the shift,

•

;

'

.

two weeks ago. of "Keep Up With
4he World" to 9 p.m. Wed.

I

:

I

,

I

;

New

tunc for 'Riley " therefore.
..would open up the 10-11 hour for
the Sled series which
is
being
handled by BBD&O.

:

;

1

I

i

;

|

MoiA»

1

.

I

'

;

'

'.

;

.

.

.

:

,

'

.

&

'

Ruthiauff
Rvan To
Give Holloway Buildup
'Sterling

.

.

:

,

n

',

'

i.

I

\

[loHowa.v. Illm comedian.
being given, .a iadio ''buildup '-via
& Ryan, Asihc.v has taken'
«n 0|).tion on him and. '...if Uc clicks.he ll be given a. prrhiimcnt sp'ot- on
•h<!
Aulolile ••Evei ythi.)K for.: the
Boys NBC show. Cast is topped by
.

:

?s

:

RiilhraiifT

'

.

:

'

Pick Haymcs.
Holloway did his 'first,- Autolite
Tuesday i9), agency nabbing
'he option immediately after.
His
next date on show is set for Jan. 20.

.

.

j

,

1

I
'

•

:

-

:
'

'

j

'

Got a

.

.

j

J

;..
.
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FCC NEVER HEARD OF

WLW, On

Jim Cassidy,

THAT LEA COMMITTEE

Way Back From Europe
Cincinnati, Jan.

Washington, Jan. 16.
Tenth annual report of the FCC.
oul.lasi week, completely sidesteps
any mention of the Cox-Lea Cdm-

16.

After five months on Europe's
western .front, most of the. lime un16.
believed, can be Heard by iri'nss audi- der (Ire, James Cassidy, Wl.VV cormillee investigation of Ihe coirmiilr
Japan I dices in Japan, and many Nipponese respondent, is due to reach fJ.Y. via
For all tho notice, the 92-page
tee.
vras slopped .to nearly double tempo "Joe Doakcs'' can hear. United Na-J
plane Ihis week-end for a rest; Leav- report took of the. situation it might
h\ OW1 transmitters hereabouts al. lions" hows versions not available to
never have happened.
the very moment Gen. .MacArlhur's those un wealthy Nips who lacked; ing the First Army's front line
Report has the, .following highre- Thursday
forces drove ashore on. Liizoj).'
short; wave
.scarce
ill\ he originated his
.relatively
lights on 1944:
Six new 50.0flO-wall transmitters cei\;ei:s. FCC monitors report .thai daily broadcasts from Paris and
Number of AM stations increased
were ptil into service. These new radio Tokyo is attempting to.dis-j London for' several days.
from 912 lo 924.
facilities almost doubled the hours.' coinass and prevent listening lo the.j
Ri la Racket t, wife ot'Cassidyi who
There were 37 FM stations oper'
r
waver.
mediumSaipan
_[
of broadcasting lo the Japanese and.
conducts WLW's ''Crossroads Cafe"
ating for about 500.0QQ FM receivers,
KCBA
and
-.are:
stations
The
new
improved air coverage of entire Far
series, will meet him in N.V. and
with 202 applications on file tor new
KC'BF, Delano: KNBA. KNBC. KNBI re urn with him to Cinry.
East.
FM outlets.
N'BC operates four bi' the trans- ami KNBX, Dixon. /Former OWI
Si x commercial video arid wo ex-,
mitters at Dixon, in the Sacramento voices here were KGEX: and KGEI.
perimenlat stations were in: opera
Belmonl:
optfralcd.
trie
Valley, while CBS operates two at' General Kief
lion, and 52' applications' were on
FICKETT
Delano, in the San Joaquin Valley. and KWID and KWJX. operated by ;
'•':
file.
.
South
in
At bulh locations, dual transmitters Associated Broadcasters
FCC pointed with considerable
BBD&O.
permit simultaneous 'beaming 01 the San Francisco.
pride tojhe fact that 1944 saw the
same program to -different '.-areas on
-Homer Pickett.' one of .the -..pioneer 'network regulations in operation for
.

San Fraorisco, Jan.

i

J.

The war

ot nerve.* against

i

J

..

:

'

Gabbers Dinner
Boost to Radio
Washington. Jan. i,j
/.I
Smartest goodwill stunt in a
l.mu
time is being credited. lo the bimd'

casling industry for lasl fhu'rsday.'s
(11) first annual dinner of the Jl.ulio
Correspondents Association. Dinner

was perfectly: handled. Ihroimboui
entertainment was tops, and Uie
was packed with big and 'littleof. Government, with President
Roosevelt as No.. 1 guesl of lion,;,-.

place
shots

1

in

I

:.

I

'

j

'

I

FROM
TO THOMPSON

HOMER

,

j

separate wave-lengths.

'.
.
'

Programs originate in .OWTs'jie-w
studios in San Francisco and include!
several new programs of news, com- "
mentary and features in many languages and dialects. Also ready- for
the Luzon invasion and in service
Dec. 26 were a new 100.000-waU
short-waver in Honolulu and a" 50.-'

'Heaven' to Sun. on Blue
B .ue has shifted the air time -for;
its
new sustaincr. "One Foot in
J

Heaven." from-

nights at 8:30 to
Sun. at 10:30, starting this weekend.
Show will now follow Bill Bcndixin ''Life of Riley."
"Heaven'' was slated to make its
bow last week, but casting trouble
000-watl medium wave broadcaster
stymied" its premiered Stanley Wolf.;
on Saipan:
the indie producer whocowhs the
The Saipan station, broadcasters' package.: and Blue program execs,
hope, may prove one of the greatest
were... -unable-. .lo agree on a lead.;
anti-Nip forces unleashed in the -air
Ralph Bellamy, who was to hava'
war. Medium wave broadcasts, it's handled it. h::ving lefl for the Coust.
Fri.

j

-

,

'

i

'

-

agency production men
try, is checking out of

in

the indus-

BBDIO

after

;

a

year,

full

with no casualties re

stilling.

he'll handle creative program
Transfer will be made Feb.
He's been connected with "Cavalcade of America" for many years,
and "recently returned from the
Coast- .where he worked with the
agency staff whipping "This Is My
Best''
into shape for: the Cresla
Blanca teeofV; Ficketl's decish io
leave BBD&O was made soon after
his return east., it's understood.

where

duties.

1'.

,

'

the

affair

might

be

.

'

.

.

networks virtually underwrote

Waller Thompson,

17 years to join J.

general,

compared with the annual dinners of
the White
House -.Correspondents'
Association.
However; the While
House boys are prelly much oil their
own and operate their dinners Without organized backing from e'lher
individual newspapers or- from the
Newspaper Publishers Associatioi
Difference last week .Sfas that lhe
dinner.

was estimated

It

lhe
that close

to 90'< of those present were cui'io,
wUh the. .webs reported picking U! |.,
the check.
In addition. I'ne wetis
William' carefully handpicked the show.
As
Morris off tee,. '''agency to represent •a clincher,: the four nets ran open
him for all branches of the business house cocktail parties before lhe
and was set dinner, with a couple keeping open'
It's a. two-year' deal
afterwards.
with the.\comic"by Abe- Laslfoge.l.
"
with his long-time , JBlue beat the' gun on this phase- o'f
split
Allen
last the evening. It had grabbed a lurge
Batchelor,
Walter
manager,
'
"
room near the banquet hall of liie
year.
Slatler Hotel plenty early. When ihe'
other webs woke up to the situa-

Fred Allen to

Wm.

contract

Morris

.

Fred Allen has signed

ment

with

manage-

a

the

.

:

.

.

'

;

tion, it

thai

was

floor

booked

for

tod late; to gel rooms on
since -.-'everything was
the. evening by olhec

So CBS and NBC took
suites^ on "upper -floors 'of -^he holel
and Mutual gol a place across' the.
affairs.

in the Carlton Holel.
Stunt has probably put broadcast-

street

ing on a better footing with otlicial.
Washington than anything eisc it has
ever tried. It was necessary, to set
up a junior head table to lake care
;

ear

avenue

is

overflow of .big shots, because
so many news commentators grabbed
spots at the No. 1 table.
of the

-

to

VOI/IAIRI']

Among those present:, FDR. who
was flanked by £arl Godwin, president of the association, and Richard
Harkness, its v.p.: Rep. ClareiicaLea, Chairman of the House Interstale Commerce; Committee: Director
.

•of

Voltaire

would have

liked

December onWABC:

.

For during that month, Arthur. Godfrey^ Phil Cook and
Margaret Alien conducted three separate campaigns on the air,
on behalf of the men and women in our armed forces.
Codfrey (from 6:30

to 7:45

A.M.) asked for blood... Cook

{a half-hour later) asked for books. Alien (only fifteen minutes
after that) asked ipr Christinas gifts.
. .

War

DAY at

York Blood Bank — -establishing' a new:- record •which

New

will stand for

some time

to

-

Donor Service is "sure
are members o£
Life Society", of which Godfrey is

come."

/VYABG's"Give a Pint ^- Save a

,'

(GAPSALS

founder and honorary president.)

PHIL COOK'S listeners
hospitals

and

seitt

.him more than 20.000 books for veterans"

rest centers in the

New

York area!

.

New

books,

once-read books, books to nourish e\eiy possible reading

MAKGARF

l

AR1.EN received over 30,000 Christmas'

York Port of 'Embarkation! Tliev .'-filled the

taste.

gifts for the
p.o.c.,

New

then over-

flowed onto ships scheduled to leave before Christinas, into
adjacent army hospitals and camps.

There never was a Christmas quite like
were anonymous gifts; each of them,

this

Wfore. For these

blood, book, or. package, labeled only:

"For any C.

I.

Joe."

can't help

marveling at the

You can't underbond between great radio

generosity of people.

estimate the

personalities arid their listeners.

Represented by Radio

Sales, the

SPOT Broadcasting Division

of

F.

representatives, aiid
in

army
whole-

sale quantities.

day - G APS ALS

Col. Earle Boothe, Director of the Blood

You

•

and navy brass and braid
in a single

James

.

senators,

Results:

CODlluiY got 2,083 pints ofhlood
the

Mobilization.

Byrnes: Speaker of the House. Sam
Rayb'urn; Justices Douglas. Reed,
Rutledge arid Black, of the Supreme
Court:
Paul Kesten.
Edward .T.
Noble. Frank E. Mullen. -Chester
LaRbche. Brig. Gen. '-David SarrioITi
David Sweze'y. Harry Hopkins, Paul
A. Porter. Afty. Geji. Biddlc. Gen.
George C. Marshall, Geh. H. II,
Arnold, J. A. Krug. WPB Chief;
Elmer Davis. Henry. Kaiser. Admiral
E'dwards, Judge Fred M. Vinson, and

CHS

Jack Benny emceed' the show
which, included: Alex Templclon,:
Dunninger. Connee Boswell. Bill
Robinson.\;Sally Moore, Bob Merrill,
the Murtah
Rosni io, and
Antonio, and Frank Black and hiJ

the -Varsity Chorus.,
Sisters. Johnny Burke.

NBC

orchestra.

RADIO
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What's

Canadian Bcasters Have Plenty To
Mull in Feb. But
By

When

C.

Dud

Predicted

W. LANE

.

the Ruthrauff

Irv Mansfield Will

rent set-up.

Totalitarian

government

Eversharp account's Phil Baker and
Milton Berle shows as producer.
Mansfield formerly flacked Fred
Allen and Eddie Cantor.

interfer-

ence with the private stations of
Canada' has made giant strides in
the past year and, at the present
rate of progress these stations will
be merely the docile stooges of the

The names

'

George

Teeolf Radio, Biz Huddle in April

.

B&A

Drop Guests

Burns

&

Washington

Ozzie
show.

.

Hill,

Nelson-Harriet

Hilliard

Edith Hophan, of the
Mitchell radio dept.
on the" Coast, who found her
name doing duty on the Ken.
it's

&

Gold show

16.

Stauffer,
exec, and

.

Now

:

Murray-"Which

Hollywood, Jan.

crumbs that, fall from the rich
man's table.
It is, of course, a one-man set-up
that is exercising almost unlimited
powers. Hardly a month passes but
what .the axe falls on some lucrative
private station source of income that
unnecessary and duly
is declared
squelched. The one court of appeal
—the Board of Governors is of ho
account; all, with one or two exceptions, men unknown to the general public and sitting only four
times a year, their chairman a part
time official who leaves everything
to the manager and knows next-tothe

&

Pattern of the

Don
Ryan

have
been bandied about on the Jack
Benny show; Harry Ackerman,
who heads up radio at Young &
Rubicam, is a character on the
"My Best Girls" program and the.
Hooper-Crossley
combo have,
emerged as neighbors on the

Lenrien

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
by this- time next /year, picking up

of

last

Is Which"-Old
"
week.

Alien's last guester: to

is Alan Ladd, keynpting pos-.
,Des Moines— George Cremeehs has'
new trend locally in that, as been added to the KRNT staff as
George Burns puts it, "you find you- special events director. John Hacksay -the same .thing about ail your, ett, who has .a medical discharge
glamour guesters and it becomes from the Army Signal Corps, has

night
sible

monotonous."
Idea is to adhere

—

named

been
to straight script.

director

sports

for

KRNT.

• ADVERTISING
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CCNY to Launch Annual Awards At

Tendency of top air programs
to use mccoy names of agency
reps and. other "behind the
scene'.! trade people instead of
inventing fictitious tags appears
to be shaping up as an accepted
practice this season.

Montreal, Jan. 16.
the Canadian Association of

Broadcasters meets under the presidency of Glen Bannerman in FebruProduce for Biow
Frontehac, Queary at the Chateau
Irving Mansfield, former p.a., is
bec City, it, will have a pretty knot
to what i? happening now with' the Biow agency's radio
to unravel as
under
the
curRadio
"jo Canadian
production staff: He'll work on the
;

My Name?

first

annual confer-

the

by

effective,, sales

niost

a

'

program,

1

"

.

-

,

MUST PACE PROGRESS

!

'.
nothing of his subject.
through ParliaPolitical' action
ment is out' of the question. The
,

whole CBC lay-out is governmental
and the government has other fish
than to investigate complaints'
by disgruntled private station' own.

to fry
'

ers.

CBC

'

Cracks Whip

and Revolutionized
FOOD MERCHANDISING!

The method does hot vary. The
private .stations are informed that
the CBC does not. like thrillers, soap
operas and the like, and would like
Its
to see them taken off the air.

added that, If this, isn't clone within
will ban
„a reasonable time', the

CBC

Back

them. Thus, 'programs very lucrative
the private operators will be
cut out of receipts, although there
a large and vocal demand for
Is
Similarly, the five-minute
them.
programs are out and wjll be entirely cut from the private stations
In a -short while.
" An instance will point the moral
.of fne situation.. Just before Christmas Day, all private stations affiliated with the CBC networks (and that
means a very large proportion of

1932, Irene \Vicker,

in

The

Singing

Lady started advertising cereal to children,

for

who do
other
trail

not

trail

buy

cereals

was blazed

— but

.

.

.

eul them.

An-

and along that

scores of children's radio programs have

traveled, to create vastly

expanded markets

for a large category of food products.

•

them throughout Canada). were told
to cut. out all commercials on Christ
mas Day, substituting CBC proThere was no appeal pos
grams.
Once the whip had cracked
sible.
down, the stations obeyed— or else.
Once professing itself above all
such sordid matters as commercial
sales, the CBC has gone for advertising on 'a scale never dreamed of

when it was first set up. In addition
to collecting a' $2.50 fee from every
radio owner in Canada, the web is
making millions yearly from straight

IN THE

advertising plugs aired.

There will be plenty to do

CAB

meets at Quebec, but
too likely that they will do

when
not

it

is

it,

many

observers opine.

Duffy's Chi

On

Branch

Non- Hibernian
-.»''

Chicago,
Advertising itself as
"Where the Elite Meet to
using
other
gimmicks
Gardner's
airer
as
Duffy's Tavern,

Basis
Jan. 16.
joint
the

Eat" and

Ed

from

come-ons.

new Loop

night spot,
opened last week— but, leave us face
it, Duffy
ain't there.
•.
Non-Gallic handles- of owhers.are
..Mike Romano, who also has pieces
of other niteries here; Sam Alex,
-

who used

to manage-. Gibby Kapand Fritz Farley,, who owns
part. of Yankee Doodle and Elmer's
Lounge, latter bistro being where

lan's,

Dorothy Dohegan.. got her
few years back.

Start

a

Advertising must again
^LONG

the highroad of America's industrial

progress,

many

of the

main milestones

have been advertisements and advertising ideas

up whole new concepts of mer-

that opened

Post-war

...

.

least

40% consumption

levels-..

demand

:

I'rrM'nt

clients will look to you, in the Distribu-

Decade

after

V-Day, for accomplishments

.

planning and

bility

has

ever

are, looking

ahead

advertising

men

preparing for that responsi-

will

be the key factor in achieving

prosperity.

Again— advertising must

face a responsibility and an opportunity

So

is

and that opportunity.
the 'Nation's Station.

comes, we
ter

will

When

post-war job for your clients in the vast

four-State market that

is

WLW-land.

WliemilHiuU of

This Publication

1nco I

,1

»orklnj, I toioy
u o'urrontlyonothor
Author or

dncto'thli 14 to

fw

Co»o7*o to ulthorti loo. A
tuM Ju«Ur. bo toiom- Jokoi

yro; old talk' of orltlni Toaoo SUr tlioo.
»o pojonM up no. or lomy lorlpti. Cblu U'o
olio dooo ploturo work tm Coott. Olvo thlo bo/ o
Job. Coll rat Kur/tt. o«d rotor to Cooo UMn..

»«»

DIVISION Of 1HC CI0S1EV COffPOf AVION

tr<m

how book - oltho on orooto «. lino
too, SpooUllloo in 'nmrt' oooodjr.
Uuilh. Hoi jood d«ll»0ry »
oon doublo oi ttoogo. TTlro olio roods ooll. For

oMoh <(t«B-|Oto bli

the time

be ready to help you do a bet-

MISS EVELYN MAC NEVIN
Formerly Connected In Optra
Communicate lor 274

l

-

new pre-eminence.

done. Alert advertising
.

pace .progress. As never before, advertising

The

to a

Your

at

increase over pre-war

TRAILS!

to raise the world's highest standard of living

the distribution of merchandise to

.

consumers
national

capital will

NEW

surpassing, everything

because expanded production and

abundant manpower and

men

WANTED TO LOCATE

BLAZt

tion

chandising the products of industry.

promotion

radio station of (a) a local
(b) a network program;
for the most effective commercial
New York at its School of Business radio program developed by t'a) a
and. Civic Administration is finally radio station, (b) a regional network,
felt
long
CCNY
has
taking shape.
(cVa national network for the. most
that the job radio and its agencies effective merchandising of a radio
have done for American business program by an advertising agency;
should receive greater consideration for the most effective radio program
ahd that commercial and promo- developed by ta) an advertising
tional achievements of radio should, agency, lb) a sponsor: for the most,
receive wider; recognition.
effective radio program developed
With Dr. Robert A. Love as di- by a transcription producer (a) for.
rector, the. conference will provide an individual sponsor, (b) for syndic
business,
broadcasters,
advertisers catioii; for the most effective radio
and producing agencies with a program developed by a radio staforum for presentation and a chance tion for the purpose of increasing
to discuss problems of mutual inter- the station's share of the local audiest and postwar importance. Attend- ence;, for the most effective radio
ance will be limited lo those resid- program
developed oy
radio
a
ing in the N. Y. area, because of- network' for the purpose of inwartime restrictions.creasing
the .network's share
of
Conference will inaugurate a se- the national audience: for the most
ries pf national awards, with entries effective radio spot 'campaign.
','
on a national basis.
Awards -will be judged by »• com--Categories for awards, follow: for .liiittee heV.'Jccl by Dr.- J. G. Peatman.

ence on radio and business to be
held in April by the City College of

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE-ABLE STATION

f

.

.
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PSBSIBTT

to oasU of "Juat Plain Bill," "Young Wld4«r Brown"
"David Harum'* oelebratee It*
and "Front Pag* Farrell," In that ordar
.Carl Winston, former asst. «d CUok Magailn*,
ninth birthday today (l7)
Joined Young 4c Rublcam Monday (13) a« radio commerolal writer,
Joan Schlosser, latterly secretary to Lt. Howard Barnei while he handled
war bond programs at CBS, has shifted to CBS program writing division
succeeding Elizabeth Leonard. .. .Robert Hudson, director of Rocicy Mountain Radio Council, Denver, visiting Manhattan ... .In connection with his
talk last week to the Congregationalism clergymen In N.Y. to study radio
writing techniques it developed that Charles S. Monroe, CBS script editor,
is the son-in-law of primate of Canada (Archbishop of Toronto) :.. .The
Johnny Morgan-"Broadwuy Showtime" program on Monday (15) originated from Boston in connection with a shindig for Ballantine ale distributors. .. .Life mag to do a "Sunday in Radio" layout featuring all the.
top programs between 6 and 11 p.m. Cameramen will shoot both in N.Y.
and on the Coast next Sunday (21

Andre* Wallaoe added

.

From

the Production Centres

«««*

MM
IN

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

Despite switch involving two oilier -agencies on trade paper advertising,
Welntraub still retains Anchor Hocking account ("Meet Corliss Archer"),
with the Thursday night CBS show renewed for another year. .. .Charlie
Pekor, newly appointed asst. to CBS press chief George Crandall. trained
out Sunday (14) for a two months' goodwill tour of Columbia affiliates.
.

.

CBS .press- info crew, slated for a Coast trip.... Sid
new NBC press topper, and Joe Copps, of Sieve. Hannagan's outfit,
co-hostcd at Dinty Moore's Sunday night (14' at a press party following
Jack Benny's Hotel Aslor broadcast. NBC and Hahnagan also joined
forces to toss a press luncheon for Benny at the Sherry-Netherland Friday
(12i. the day the LSMF.T troupe arrived in N Y
American Council of
the Institute of Pacific Relations has issued a Chinese pronunciation primer
.BMI has platlered a tune "XXV" In
for announcers to all 'stations'.
connection with the industry's 23th anni, with Del Sharbutt handling- the
Dotty Lcffler. of

'

Eiges.

.

.

1

announcing chores.

.

.

1.

CHICAGO

IN

Bob Hope

in

town Friday

(12

>

for confabs with

Charles Luckman,

1

'

.

.

Virginia Butler is the new time buyer for Leiinen it Mitchell, replacing
Joe Lincoln ... .Tom Shirley, announcer, dieted 43 lbs. off this past month
....Frank Cooper to Hollywood this week on a Him deal for Alan Young
....Ken Lyon now scripting "Two on a Clue". .. .World Broadcasting issuing a special platter of Norman Corwin.'s "Lonesome Train" for Lincoln's
Birthday use. .. .Jack Berch's daily show on the Blue folds next week.
Had been on sustaining since being dropped by Kellogg's. .. .Plenty of
grippe around last week, snifflers including Ted Cott, Martin Block. Mark
Warnow and Ed Wynn. Latter got out of bed to do his Mon. U5> show
....Joan Brooks doing a p.a. at the Palace. Cleveland, starting Fri. (19).
Don Goddard. WEAF morning (7:30 and noon) newscaster, hospitalized
Tues. (9) for an emergency appendectomy at North Country Community
Fred
hospital. Glen Cove. L. I.. Art Gary and Clyde. Kittell filling in
Bobbins, announcer on Eddie Condon's Blue web Jazz concerts, pinch hit
for Bill Stern on Metro's "News of the Day" newsroel during lalter's
Coast trip -to play-by-play Rose Bowl game for NBC. One of Robbins'
subjects, by the way, was the selfsame Rose Bowl game. .. .Connie Martin,
secy, to Geo. Crandall in CBS press dept.. now also doubling into flack
routine on "Wings Over Jordan" "and "Youth on Parade' shows.
In keeping with trend toward a pre-preem buildup of shows by visiting
other airers on the web. Wendell "Nilcs and Don Prindle. whose hew
Hires show debirts next Wed. (24 on the Blue, will guest on "Breakfast at
Sardl's" on the previous day ... .Frank ;Readick playing new character,
Pete Lewis, in "Evelyn Winters". .. .Mary Rolfe, Barbara Weeks and
.

.

1

'

pre/.

Pepsodenl, on their 10-year pact which calls for $7.500,000
Maj.
Richard Bong guest starred on WBBM's "America In the Air" Saturday
( 13
... Bcnlali Zachary. former asst. slage mgr. of "The Perfect Marriage.'
has been added to the production staff of television station WBKB.
.WLS
has averaged over 1,000,000 letters from listeners every year for the last
15 years
Morgan Perron, mag editor of NBC's central division press
dept.. is serving on Du Page County's grand jury during its present court
term.
Barry Keit. former Detroit -mgr.: of Headlcy-Reed, station reps,
has been appointed eastern sales service supervisor for Mutual
Lt.
Norman Barry and Lt. Henry Cooke, former NBC announcers, are reported
safe in U. S. after action in the Pacific.
Barry, a PT boat skipper, was
cited during May for meritorious service in enemy area, and Cooke has
now completed 45 bombing missions and 500 combat .hours over enemy
of

.

.

.

Top Thesps Grab That
Top Coin. For Now, Bat

,

.

IN

.

in N. Y., in

considerably

above standard union rates,
has
agency casters plenty burned.
Be.
cause of changes in available
talent,
due to the war, there are a number
of over-scale troupers around,
and
since most of them are top
players
casters feel they have to pay
them'
rather, than chance untried
actors

An

increasing

number

of

per-

formers, when called for a job
according to. casters, say thev'd lik
e t0
take the part, "but it s not
scale
js it?" If it's scale, they
suddenly
discover a conflict. In a few
cases
some agencies have placed the overscale guys on their tabu lists.
;

Jack Smith, Jao Miner

Move

territory.

Announcer Ray Olson. NBC. has returned to Omaha after futile
attempts
to find housing accommodations for his family here.
.. .George P. Herro
former Blue press man, was appointed radio director and asst.
to Lawrence
W. Rember. public relations director of the Hosp. Serv. Plans
Commission
Betty Lou Simson is new statistician for NBC's central division
advertising and sales promotion dept. .. .Sunday (21) WBBM
arLisU, exec<; engineers, stenos. et al.. will take over the Wabash USO Center
for day 'long'
(7 a.m. to 7 p.m.) entertainment for over 1,000 soldiers and sailors
Harry Kppf. Sidney Strotz and A. W. Kuney in New York this week
for
NBC management meeting. ."A Girl Named Patsy," WBBM's initial
program in cooperation with March of Dimes. Friday (12) was
a true
dramatization of a young Chicagoan. Patsy Visotci
Napoleon Bala Y
Garcia, publicity director of H. Steele & Co.. Amer. watch reos
in Mexico
City, was a visitor at NBC last week. .. .WTMJ continuing
its Sunday afternoon program. "Starring Young Wisconsin Artists" featuring 5(i voting
musicians selected by competitive auditions. .. .Ann Hunter. WAIT
news
commentator, leaves to cover the European theatre in about two weeks.

Can't Last Forever

It

Independent attitude taken by
a

number of radio actors
their demands for fees

Jack
Miner,
for

Into 'Glajn Manor'

Smith,

femme

the

and Jan
have been set

vocalist,

lead,

"Glamour

Manor" cast,
& Gamble

starting with the Procter

show's

first

eastern broadcast '-on the

Blue today (Wed.). Cast topper
remains Cliff Arquette.
Smith's songs will be done on lha

show via e.t.'s recorded in advance,
due to his working weekdays on a
full-time war job.
Also new to the show is ' Joe
O'Brien, announcer.
WMCA, N. Y.

He's a staffer

at

HOLLYWOOD ...

Don Shaw

set up an office for Geyer. Cornell & Newell
and put Mel
in to run. it. -Quarters are in Garden of Allah
hotel- (with
pool) until space opens up. Williamson recently left Lenncn &.
Mitchell. .. .Nelson Eddy's "Electric Hour" moves across the
street from
CBS to Earl Carroll's when Philcos "Hall ot Fame" clears out tail end or
next month. Bobby Armbruster'.s 50 musicians needed more horn

Williamson

swimming

....Ed Cashman gave Arnold Maguire the

•

One of KI.Z'n trio or
prUe-wlnnlnir a c r 1 p t
writers

U

l'aul Brltton.

former flark iiimq
Columbia rlcture*.

for

Super Scripting Wins Accolades and

space

title of television

director for

the Hollywood office of Foote, Cone & Belding, in addition
to his other
production duties.
Ray Buff urn. went on staff al CBS and drew as his initial production assignment the sustaining Coast serial,
"A Man Named
Jordan." He was formerly NBC production head in Frisco and has a long
writer-producer career in Coast radio
Lt. Col: Charles Vanda back to
Washington after being around for two weeks on a special mission for
Strategic Services. ...Another ex-radioite, sporting a silver leaf, in town-for
a few days, was Jack Harris
Don Thornburgh had all the civic biggies
at a luncheon for Edward R. Murrow, who Is on the Coast to visit his
parents
Elsie Mae Gordon, a mere fledgling in radio (22 years), being
shown the sights and characters by Tony and Peggy Stanford. Next month
in N.Y. she marries John Benson, rural painter... .Ed Kobak dusted back
to his home base after soaking up our test brand of sunshine. .. .Bing
Crosby skipping his. Jan. IB broadcast so he can put in two weeks of
entertaining in camps and hospitals
Paul Franklin was released from
his writing exclusive with "Amos
Andy" so he can do a little directing
on the side
Joe Rines Anally persuaded by Carlton Alsop to produce
the Judy Canova sesh. Ted Bates, Art Marquette and Bill Stuhler In town
for the takeoff... .McClatchy's station in Bakersfield, Cal., KERN, changes
over from the Blue to CBS in May
Al Kaye's Brice-Thomas show cluttered the teletype at Benton & Bowies with raves and cheers from the
client and other interested parties. .. .Billy de Wolfe hopped on the Fitch
Band Wagon as a regular passenger.
.

PAUL IRITTON
KLZ Script Writer

.

M-a-M'i " Mtule for MIIHom"
N«w CAMJL PRM^if. Fridaj
Hlti LOU CLAYTON

WHO

V

READ A

NEWSPAPER

MIND

EDITOR'S

3

.

Listeners For KLZ Local Programs!
• KLZ

writes and produces more than 76 live shows
every week, within the past year, KLZ has won
national awards for the content and quality of a

.

. .

MILES

.

AWAY?

Tarn to Page 34

number

These awards have come for
of them.
dramatic shows, farm service programs, news commentaries and a children's program. Winning national recognition Is the least of KLZ's writer's
accomplishments. Getting, the attention of listeners
in the Rocky Mountain region is their purpose and
achievement. Of equal calibre is KLZ's personnel
throughout, which explains

why KLZ

Job, of satisfying

and advertiser* In the

listeners

does the best

Denver markets

HOPE, ADM. NIMITZ ON

'POOR RICHARD' B'CAST
Philadelphia, Jan,

Bob Hope wilt share

air

16.

waves

with Admiral Chester W. Nimilz
over Mutual tomorrow (Wed.) when
their speeches
will
be broadcast

from the Poor Richard Club banquet where Hope will receive the
1944 Award, of Merit for his activities in

KLZ

ll

CBS*
f

1
:

1

1

2

>

CiMisli

Gallico's 'Holliday'

Stories on Market
Half-hour dramatic show based on

560

Kc.

Mjnagement »i!h
Comoanr in d WKY
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C'l,

Paul Gallico's "Adventures o( Hiram
Holliday," has been whipped into
shape and. is currently making
agency rounds; Program, hinging on
fictional. adventure story based on
actual events, will be personally
supervised by Gallico with Ed Sanford handling direction and producing in unison; with Bill Richman.
Larry Menkln is doing the scripting job, "Holliday" originally ap
peered as a Cosmopolitan mag
series, later published in book form.
'

is

milady's ear

WSAI's share

of Cincinnati's

buying power

.

.

and the reason why
loeal

DENVER
A

entertaining; GIs .overseas.;

Nimitz' address will be shortwaved from the Philippines and rebroadcast from WIP studios,, piped
into the ballroom at the BellevueStratford
where the advertising
club's banquet is being held; WIP is
feeding both speeches to the Mutual
network.
Hope is the second radio comedian
ever to receive the Poor Richard
award. First was Will Rogers.

department stores

buy more time on
WSAI than on any
other Cincinnati station.

r

:

How

Feels to be

it

Progress
SEE Radio Daily last Wednesday? Has pages and pages
press of America." It

We didn't walk

crirical

away with the show. Did anybody expect us

ment with shows, with

talent,

When

the other

important because everyone knows
.

•'

13

every

month of 1944; the only major network to

make

rating gains during the day in 1944 ...

that

we might

same
poll better than any-,

roles.

get to be like an actor

That

is

a great record. 2 firsts in the

daytime network."

We

A lot of people at
There-

daytime, 11 at night.

CBS came up

are,

6.

One

in the

5 in the evening.

This Radio Daily

we have two and

one-half times as

many

Man's
top favorites in the evening as CBS. And* when "One
the
Family" moves to the Blue next month, we will have six'bf
raters,

tb

NBC's

ten.

So, as far as 1,051 editors are concerned,

But the

detail

we must be

about

this

which

is

most pleasing

is

the

a great

*

a lot of enthusiasm over here.

A

lot

of determination and

competitive efforts to sell goods at

great network will

low

And

the No. 2

tint five of our

cost

are fuel for the

listen,

fires.

on our network. They

who

are planning to get fran-

are looking at the costs of the three

networks; eyeing their budgets; sensing the increasing need to

saves for

them on

network

is

a

And that $3,500 a week

that the Blue

nighttime half hour over die next less-expensive

a vital factor, and deserves the greatest consideration—

particularly in the light of the Blue's

progress— as evidenced by

NETWORK

THIS IS THE
M

l'

C

A

N

a truly

joint efforts.

speaking of evidences, perhaps the most gratifying of all are

those hard-headed radio time buyers
chises

have made a nation

one day emerge out of our

such things as the Radio .Daily poll.

are in the evening.

B

*

reduce the cost of distribution.

favorite network:

firsts

is

the Blue are doing a lot of work. Night work;

These evidences of progress
evidence that, at least as far as 1,051

poll, is

editors are concerned,

top

many of

plays too

but we're more.

conviction that, with the help of the agencies and advertisers whose

with 4 firsts— two daytime shows, 2 nighttime.

We— the Blue— came up with 6 firsts. That's right:
daytime,

is

who

People might get to saying: "The Blue

*

firsts.

morning of any network

to?

one anticipated we might.

NBC came up with

how well we are doing

;

two

with schedules?

we came out of the

looks as though

it

is

daytime

the best ratings in the

major networks have had a whole string of years in which to experi-

Well,

This
in the

was pleasant reading.

the youngest of the major networks?

Wei

of results on

of "1,051 editors and writers of the

their Certified Poll
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done "GE HOUSE PARTY"
With Art Llnkletter, Jack Slattery,
the oft over-arranged
Larrle Harper, annooncera
Joe Kearns, Ople
by many of the commercial stanza Writer: John Onedel
others
"Happy" Producers: Mary Harris, John Guedel
musical orgs these days.
Producer: Joe Rlnes
Writers: Bill Demllng, Fred Fox, had bounce and life, the tune never 25 Mlns.; Mon. thru Frl., 4 p. m.
got lost, and slill the interpretation GENERAL ELECTRIC
Henry Iloople
had imagination and spontaneity; in WABC-CBS, N. Y.
30 Mills.; 3ut.. 10 p. m.
other words, it was good AmericanC«fLGATE-PALMOUVE-PEET
(Young & Rubicam)
style pop music.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
Lots of time, effort and coin have
Plugs stressed the "14-day Palm(SJierimni, Marquette)
olive plan" to sell Ihe soap and the been expended in the past in a move
To replace the. "Palmoliyc. Parly."' co-feature. Halo shampoo/ was gicen to
break the solid daytime serial
NBC'er which had Barry Wood and a jingle type commercial revolving
around die refrain. "Halo, every- front prevailing on the major net-

JUDY CANOVA SHOW

bolt

clarinet,

was

excellently

relief from
stuff dished out

With Ruby Dandrldge, Mel

and provided refreshing

Blanc,
Cates orch,
.

-

1

i

.

!

Patsy Kelly spotted as principal soapcareful, boys: work. -. Owens-Illinois learned to its
personnel, the Colgate oryani-, body. Halo!" (Better be
happened to vaude- regret last year, via its cross-thezation has booked a Coa.-t cnmeclv remember what
.
stanza built around hillbilly Judy ville.)
CBS "Broadway Matinee"
This Canova show won't cause any board
Canova and depending upon her
show, that its variety stanza wasn't
down-to-earth humorous style (or bonfires on Broadway, but it should
most o£ the returns. She's been pio- make the grade with those customers exactly the ideal counter-offesivc to
combat the wide soap opera appeal,
vided Willi a flrons cast as well. and. out in the rest of the U.S. A Dbini.
and finally switched over into nightjudging from teeofl' broadcast (13).
time programming with the topchief reliance will be put on situash
budgeted :Fred Waring, show on the
comedy, with the main burden fall- "HOUSE OF MYSTERY"
AVi.'.i John Griggs, Others
Blue.
ing on ti.f scripting department.
Producer: Frances Dexter
General Electric now has taken
First program moved along swiftly;
over the self -same CBS spot with
with the Canova gal moving in on Director: Jessica Maxwell
one of the most expensive daytime
her hoity-toity Brentwood aunt, ac- Writer: Johanna De Will
shows in radio, its five-a-week "GE
companied by handyman Pedro cMel 15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri.. 5:30 p.m.
House Party," headed up by Art
Blanc and a mammy type cook, Ge- Sustaining
Linklelter (who's doubling from his
ranium (Ruby Dandridge). The idea WOR-Mntual, N. Y.
"House of Mystery" is a kid show- Friday night "People Are Funny"
was played for all it was worth, with
the studio audience registering strong in which; a story-teller tries to dis- NBC show), reportedly representing
a $1,500,000 annual time-and-talent
reaction to the worthy script and ocA stock butler prove and expose assertions about outlay. That's big money daytime,
casional sock gags.
type in the Brentwood manse also the supernatural on the basis of his nighttime or any other time in radio.
In "House Party," GE hopes to
was good for laughs, and a walk-on experiences all over the world.- It
make a dent In the .daytime "hangcab driver, with an uncontrollable will serve its purpose.
Initial yarn, being unwound in se- over" jinx with an audience particicase of hiccoughs, was good.
Miss Canova opened the show with rial form, titled "Beast of the Ba- pation show, and on the basis of
some trade-mark vocal acrobatics, you," has to do with the efforts of Monday's (15) getaway program it
doing "Can't Give You Anything But frightened mansion owners in the shapes up as a potentially bright
Love" in .a Way Jimniie McHugh swamp lands of Louisiana attempting later afternoon audience puller.
On teeoff Thanks to Linkletter, there's a sponnever dreamed of when he penned the to combat a werewolf.
stanza of series last Monday (15), in- taneity about the stanza which keeps
lyrics, and also delivered, straight.
"Tears On My Pillow." near the end. troduction revealed that kids would it moving at a fairly rapid pace.
Her signbll" song. "Good Night. Sol- be told the stories in dramatic form While nothing boff, Monday's show
via
through
narrator
Roger nevertheless held sustained interest
flashback
dier," also was handled without benOr Elliot (John Griggs), known as "The and succeeded in getting across that
efit of yodels or falsetto tricks.
"anything can happen" routine with
chest ra background for the.show is Mystery Man."
Direction lacks smoothness, tran- .which the program is putting in a bid
outstanding, with Opie Cares, web
.newcomer, delivering solidly all the sition from narration to' dramatiza- for wide attention. Gimmicks are
"way "through. His midway "I Want tion being poorly paced. Script, how- variegated .'aifbV appropriately slants*'
Sten.
to Be Happy." featuring the inaestro's ever, is fairly worthwhile.
toward the kitchen and iemme ap1

sales'
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WLS NEWS
»

WLS

listeners are

war map prepared
under supervision of WLS News

offered a special

Editor Julian Bentley. First an-

nouncement

is

made on newscast

only.

Ne*t morning, 4,318 dimes are
received.
is

By

the second day, the total

12,237. End of the week, 39,989

—and
the"

with no more announcements,

total goes to

45,744.

AH

an-

nouncements are made on newscasts
only. This long established con-

fidence in

WLS

news means

WLS complete news, supplement'
ed by a broad coverage of

all

markets, weather, and other timeis

one of several

reasons for our million letters a
year.

GE

dW

Bruce

Elliot

tag.

Sustaining

WJZ-Blue, N. Y.

m.

This
latest
Broadway - filmland
chatter column of the air has one
commitments on the gimmick that should deliver, copious
Arch Oboler scripts have late- mail returns and
might conceivably
ly become a rarity on the air.
And land a bankroller, although
it's queswith the dearth of creative talent, tionable
whether the Saturday noon

Due

to picture

Coast,

radio can ill afford to lend to Hollywood. Hence, those all-too infrequent contributions from the Oboler
typewriter are welcome as something
potentially, promising.
As the Blue
network's leeolT contr'ib to the March
of Dimes. Oboler joined forces' with

Hollywood

the

Victory

Committee

and the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis Sunday
to write and producer

night

(14)

an elusive

dramatization of why we must combat the dread children's disease if
we're lighting to make the world safe
for children.
From a viewpoint

spotting will prove to be a valuable
time segment, listcnerwisc, for a pro-

gram

of this type.
Miss Harris has introed a novel
idea with fans, asked to write in and
nominate guests for. the program
outlining reasons for their choice.
.

Best letter writer, will be rewarded
by an invitation to appear on the
show along with the guest of their
This, as mentioned above,
undoubtedly will pull the mail, but
also is liable to make for some

choice.
it

sloppy programs.

Initial

broadcast

(13) is a case in point.
Guest was
of. artistry,
craftsmanship and production values, Fredric March, teamed with a young
Oboler hasn't lost, radiowise,»by his gal from Jersey who, according to
hegira into the pix studios. But in Miss Harris, had written in asking
that he be brought to the program.
dramatizing a -need that in itself
Attempt to have the fan indulge
should' have afforded, a wealth of
surefire material, Oboler only suc- in a little crossfire chatter with
ceeded in .cluttering up the script by March failed completely, inasmuch
jumping from the nebulous, Imagi- as the femme visitor was baffled, but
nary land of the child-mind to some goott, by the intricacies of script
This
of the real and unsolved problems of reading and cue following.
the world today. And having fallen added up to several embarrassing
sequences.
However,
far short in allowing his creation to "dead air"
prove his point, he was compelled to when March and Miss Harris picked
it
alone,
up
the
interview
achieved
resort to the prolog-epilog technique
to link
the dramatic script with pace and nroved interesting. "Bell
for Adano" sta"r discussed the play,
March of Dimes.
Having the child protagonist* in his his Hollywood experiences and implay briefly reveal the three great pressions of .GIs gained on his baltours.
One sour note,
jobs facing democracy (elimination tlefront
of racial intolerance, destruction of
(Continued on page 34)
the totalitarian state and the readjustment of. the returned vets.), it was.
we're
fightOboler's conclusion that
.

Getting
Closer to
Television

.

.

usually effective show for a proof this type.
« Device used was- the spot a grumGreen) opposite Allen and

gram

bler (Billy

Mrs. Albert Farnsworth, a' volunteer
member of the Worcester (Mass.)
rationing board, to contrast the unselfish attitude most Americans are
taking towards the domestic Hardships imposed by the war and the
unpatriotic griping by a small miTypical Alienisms were sprinkled
throughout the chatter and, although
the presentation could hardly " be
classified as a laugh riot, it was so
much of an Improvement on what
the public has learned to expect
when they hear the "public service"
tag that the Blue is entitled to take
a bow or two.
Cook's tour format
for sidelights on rationing problems

and incidents

Sw;

lies,

30 Mlns.; Sun,, Jan. 14, 10:30 p.

WJZ-Blue, N. T.

"THE BATTLE OF MAIN

nority.

IHOCVCLJt

Lewi*. Sidney Miller, Shirley' Col'

Writer-producer: Areh Oboler

—

RESULTS!

ly information,

-

its of the. dramatization.
Chiefly it
Rose.
was a case of' Oboler failing to present his dramatic plea simply and
without complicated script detours.
ST."
Greer Garson treated .the prolog
With Fred Allen, Billy Green, Ches
ter Bowles. Mrs. Albert Farns- and epilog effectively and with deep
understanding. The cast as a whole
worlh, Ernl? Pollock, Others
was excellent and the production
Producer: -Walter Gorman
Rose.
flawless.
Writer: Hobert Sherwood
Musical Director: Josef Stopak
"ASK WASHINGTON"
Score: Oscar Charles Caswell
30 Mins.; Wed. (10), 10 p.m. (one With Deaco Rossell and Ed Walker
News
Reports
shot)
15 Mlns.; 6:45 p.m., Mon.-Frl.
Sustaining'
WTRY, Troy
WJZ-Blue, N. Y.
WTRY has a different and tipn
Chester J. LaRoche brought to the type
t
of news service in "Ask WashBlue network a firm conviction that ington," broadcast in the spot for
so-called public service programs, as merly filled by Henry J. Taylor.
aired by the major networks, were Replies to questions asked by local
not doing a good job because pro- listeners are furnished, on basis of
grammers were not using imagina checkups by "a distinguished Washlion, nor enough effort, to give the ington correspondent." Answers are
educational stanzas adequate listener developed in press conferences and
appeal.
LaRoche also thought that personal interviews with officials In
broadcasters, faced with an oppor- the' nation's capital.
Some are of general classificatunity to render a great service and,
at the same time, to strengthen their tion— the kind that might be disstand against attacks from Govern- cussed and reported on any newsment (or other) circles on grounds cast. Others are special: informaof monopoly, commercialism, etc., tion sought by. individual listeners
should make the most of their op- as to sons ana relatives in service,
portunities to perform a real public rules and regulations that affect
service whenever and wherever the them, the reasons for particular
phases of governmental policies,
occasion arose.
Last Wednesday's (10) presenta- etc. Service in such cases is along
that newspapers might
tion of "The Battle of Main St" un- the line
doubtedly reflects some of the firm furnish writers of letters to the
LaRoche convictions on the subject. editors, although here the effort is
Here was a, perhaps unpleasant, to on a broader and more comprehenmany, subject the importance of sive scale. The Washington corre(unnamed) seems, on
adhering strictly to OPA regula- spondent
tions—that, treated in the ordinary basis of broadcasts heard, to do an
manner, would, at best, have at- excellent job of coverage, occasiontracted and held only a handful of ally offering opinions of his own
when none from' official sources is
listeners.
Yet by recruiting Fred
Allen for the program and supply- available.
He could be duplicating part of
ing him and the rest of the cast with
this
coverage for other stations,
a Robert Sherwood script, the Blue
since some of queries are not identiwas able to offer a lively and un-

phasize that

cents,

"BADIE HARRIS REPORTS"

(March of Dime*)
With Gene ftlrby
With tireer Oar«on, Via Perrla, Bill
Shaw, Lou Merrll, F,rank Martin, Director: Boh Steveni
Barbara Jean Wont, Bee Beha- Writer: Rrile Harrlt
daret, Cordell Hickman, Kathryn 15 Mlna.; Sat., MAS
p.n.

peal—with a GE "GI Dept," in which ing the war 'for all children, and
chefs exchange recipes with house- therefore must make a world in
wives, etc. There's a moppet dept., which children must first be protecttoo, with the kids on the initial show ed from infantile paralysis. In effect,
it's Oboler telling us that the issues
registering the top laughs.
Commercials, plugging GE's house- involved are to be fought mainly, behold electrical appliances, now and cause they affect children, an aspostwar, are integrated into the q. sumption that's as misguided as the
and a. stances, tying in with the one. about polio being, only a chilBut this in itself
giveaways to participants, with a dren's disease.
tendency on the preem to overem- would not have invalidated the.mer-

^-THEY

For ten

"WONDERFUL WORLD"

in all sections of the
;

town being -given. A catch must
come in listeners' throats or tears
to their eyes when "Ask Washington" reports on a query from a doctor in Cambridge as to reason personal effects of his son, killed in a
plane crash in England, have not
been returned.
Explanation—they
will,
in
due time-^was perfectly
phrased.
Air format_Js to have announcer
Ed Walker read the query and'newscaster Rossell the reply.. It's straight
question and answer stuff, which
tends to produce a certain amount
of repetition and drag.
And the
fact that both mlkers are on the
precise side Rossell may be considered over - meticulous -r accentuates this.
The phrase, "WTRVs
correspondent learned today," Is
over-worked.
Introductory
and
signoff wordage could be pruned,
:

—

clearer diction.

Program

is

an extension 'of the
public service angle

all-important
of broadcasting, and rates

with the reading of appreciative
messages fromz-F^H and military

other

Don*.

KG

for

experi-

television
broadcasting
the
first such license
mental

—

granted to any station
between the MissisHie west
sippl and

coast— KDYL stands
out in front In the
miraculous new me.
dium of tomorrow just
as this station has led
the west in radio
broadcasting.

Today a talented and
well-trained

announcers

KDYL

staff

of

assures

advertisers ut-

most effectiveness for
their messages.

.

Washington to kudo OPA staffers
throughout the land, personally, and
leaders.

the

fied as emanating from a particular
listener.
Others are, name of the

country also was an interestholder.
Despite all these good things about and changed slightly from time to
"Main St.". It. still ran a trifle long. time. Walker should .try to elimiA sock 15-minute capsule undoubt- nate a throatydelivery, and strive
edly would better' have served the for a more modulated tone and
nurppse. Slgnoff portion had OPA
boss Chester Bowles pitted In from

With a license from

like

commen-

Army, Navy, OWI and
agencies presumably would
"Ask Washington."
Jan.

dation.

s^ir i^ATe

National Rapreseatatlve

JOHN

BLAIR

It

CO.

m
RADIO-TELEVISION

AGENCY WANTED
Interested in Investing In
established radio and tele-

program, merchandising and producing
agency or in helping create
same.

vision

•ex 1U1. Variety
WmI 4Mb 8(re«t
Now York 1», N. Y.
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Risky Discs

New

Chi Program Setup Would Spur

WPEN
dary.

Chicago, Jan.
.

+

16.

Unique new program sefup, aimed

toward the creation of millions of
postwar jobs by the stimulation of

Philly Bulletin

American
Sciences.

whole

I

'

•

•

the

Philadelphia, Jan.

is

the

fact that

have

inventions

10.000.000 jobs in
--Highspo't of the

18

of

created

the past 50 years:

'

proposed 30-minpresentation
ute program will be the
of tomorrow." a
of the "showcase*

preview of the latest things before
By
they reach the open market.
acting 'as a clearing house through
which inventors with workable incan
processes,
be
or
ventions,,
!
brought into contact with business

Record,

Philadelphia

McLean,

Jr.,

.

a

eral

outfit

Pepsi-Cola

It

for

LEVER BROS. SNAPS UP

WRGB,

dis-

here,

Twenty-six percent of the
video audience consisted of youngsters under 18 years of age. Other
personal contact surveys revealed

.

WRGB

telecasts a

number

grams for young people.
performed by adults:
|

j

of proare
others.

Some
in

Several shows
have proved equally entertaining to
and
kids.
"Hansel
adults
and
children

participate.

KING'S TELE QUIZZER

WPEN

Lever

Bulletin purchased
from the Bulova chain recently Jor

The

Bros.,

{

!

WWB

'

inventors of the past
and brief interviews with outstand-

lives of great

ing

calling owners-' of video' sets in the

N. Y. area on the telephone and
making with the chatter. Background will include a shelf on which
is prominently displayed the spontee under its expanded setup. Latter sor's products, with Lever Bros, alcommittee now meets weekly, one of ternating the commercials among its
various products.
its primary objectives being the fostee

contemporary inventors.
American Foundation

.

War Board commit-

of the Writers'

on

and

soldiers'

sailors' scripts,

"

for

.'The

Creative Sciences was founded last
Alfred R. Babcock, noted tax
{ell.
consultant and an inventor, is president; Judge George E. Q. Johnson,
former U. S. District Attorney and
aemcsis of the Capone gang, is vicepresident and legal counsel, and Dr.
Neil H.'Jacoby, professor of finance
and economics of the Chicago Uni.

versity, is sec.-treas.

is

now

channeling

tivity into the

much

WWB

of her ac-

radio commit-

•

tering of a greater understanding
and tolerance on the homefront

through air shows.
Mrs. Rodgers is 4he wife of pro
ducer-songwriter Richard Rodgers.

Sight questions will be used, such
as holding up a map and asking' the
person called to. the phone what
state
forth.

being pointed out, and so
Prizes will be given.

is

.

home could see, what Uncle Gene
was reading. For a variation, cartoonist was brought to ihc studio to
draw for the boy and a girl play-

at

mate.

Circus Parly Clicks

it

produced by the Juiius
Gretel."
Hartt Foundation of Music, Hartford,
through Ruthrauff was one in this category. "Alice in
& Ryan has bought a new television Wonderland." presented by Prof.
executives controlling facilities for
William-Smith's dramatics
idea by John Reed King entitled. George
and marketing them, the $625,000.
;> producing
"Thanks for Looking." Stanza, with .class at Hussell Sage Women's Colfoundation hopes to encourage comKing featured, tees off on .DuMonl s lege, Troy, was another. Special efpetitive free enterprise and elimiWABD, Tuesday, Feb. 9, ir. the 9:30 fects, possible in television but not
pale monopolies in new products.
Plugs Homefrpnt
on the stage, add charm to' the fanto 10 p.m. niche.
To. be -called "Pioneers of Progress,"
'format calls for dramatization of
Mrs. Dorothy Rodgers, chairman
Format of show finds, the m.c- tasy foV children, according to

'

Finds

Slides of the selected cartoons
so that the viewers

were projected

The most ambit ous and. popular
children's program to ('ate at WRGB
was the 'teenslers who could
was in celebration of Children's
answer most promptly the questions
Book Week, Conceived by Mrs.
asked and who could tune in the
Dorothy McFaddcn. president of
television set most accurately.
that

vice-

president of the Bulletin, is prexy
and Richard W.
the station,
of
Slocum, sec. and g.m. of the newspaper, will hold the same offices at
the station.

"Electric's

GE Survey

boy.

16.

closed.

to pay the station for
playing the record; which runs
three minutes.
-Until they can decide when
does a platter cease becoming
music and becomes a blurb, the
station won't play either record.

'

L.

week they received

"Make

offered

named director of WPEN by. the
new owners, the Evening Bulletin
Co., replacing Arthur W. Simon.
William

Schenectady, Jan.

Two," recorded by Vaughn Monroe and Bill Gale's band. Pepsi

16.

been

has

last

from the Pepsi-Cola

titled

Henry Barringer, former head of
foundation for Creative
Main thought behind the the classified department of the

idea

America's

l

by

here

together

put.

tieen

So
disc

WPEN

(or 'Small Fry

Get Good Reaction,
Children definitely like television,
a recent telephone survey by Gen-

firm.

Execs

Will Doable at

^ew inventions and enterprises, has

Shows

•

When the "Rum and CocaCola" platter was recently issued
they decided not to play it because they felt that it was a
commercial plug for the coke

Inventions and Create Postwar Jobs
!"

Special Video

Philadelphia, Jan. 16.
execs are in a quan-

WRGB

Junior Programs. Inc. (which has
produced many radio .shows and pre-

sented legitimate stage performances
[or kids), it was divided into three
parts. The first depicted youngsters
visiting

..a

Schenectady library.

The

was a dramatization of the
bookshop-drug store of John Newbery. who 200 years ago published,
the fust book intended to entertain
rather than to instinct. The third
was a-dramatization of "Jack andthe
Bean Stalk." with an adult cast.
"Big Top" circus parly, to which
the chililrsn under 16 of all set owners in the Albany-Schencctady-Troy
area were invited to the studio, waa

second

officials.

a clicker.
Joe Owens and Family,
"Story of the Willow Plate," prodescribed as a favorite act with
duced as a moppet's program and young and old.
operated their pupdone in pantomime, with a narrator pets for the kids.
and musical background, elicited
favorable comment from parents.
Early Sunday evening was selected
Louisville.
Dick Fischer has been
as the best time for children's pro- appointed program mgr. of WHAS,
grams over WRGB. A series of succeeding A. W. Marlin who re"Uncle Gene" programs were orig- signed December 15. Fischer had
inated.
Each week, Gene Graves, been newscaster and director of the
then of W.SNY, Schenectady, and station's newsroom since Nov. 1938,
now with a Philadelphia station, until he w»nt to KMOX, St. Louie,
read comic strips to a seven-year last July as newscaster.
.

—

.

Od e
be read

to

at a

treasurer's meeting
This ad, you
Is

done

(Our
Is

Of

see,

prose,

Which

we add,

last

New York—

We mean

But, verse or worse,

now

such things 86 Beatty, Deane,

For

with a note of due decorum,

Should read today.

The

fifth,

this verse Is this
If

of course,

is

-

by mere chance we've been amiss

If you have a product or service that women want, or should know 'about,
any
you'll
~
reach IIIUAC
" ~ than on
on WOR's
" v«* • women'sD shows
j — — «» i«avil
people, per-dollar
^Cl'UUJIPl VII
more |ICVpJQ

nw'w

on any other major station

In Greater

New York. Our address is—

cents—
isn't

much.

While other shows

On
Ran

The Food Forum.

WOR

sixty

Which

Our Al McCann and gay Pegeen;

like to say,

And

similar shows

1000 homes or such
less,

confess.

Here's something you

THE MORAL to

They reached each

Cork—

year reachedjnorejiomes for

Five were ours, we'll

even worse.)

We'd

programs in

six like

We're not referring now. to

in verse.

other stations

into quite

Involved equations.

— that
at

poiver-full station

1440 Broudteay,

in JVeie York

I
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Radio Reviews
Continued irom page

linc.s

and

with, much big-name bandying
"inside" info on show biz and

the people

who make

Miss

tick.

it
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Harris' delivers this stuff' during exchanges with announcer Gene .Kirby,
Domm.
who does an okay job.

oroh, others

Producer: Sgt. Edward Haldernan

,

"INVITATION TO FAME"

"MEN O' WAR"
With Maurice Tarplln, Alan Drake, With Military
Bluejacket
Band,
Barry Thompson,
Sbarfe,
Eliot
Quartet; Swlnf Orchestra, Regimental Choir, and others from NeSylvia Leigh, Foolllght Echoes (4),
gro Units at Great Lakes Naval
Kurt Adler Orch
Training Station
Producer: Ted Colfr
Producer: Larry Kurtie
Writer: Gene Hurley
Writer: Thomas Charles Anderson
Mlns.; Sun., 3 p.m.
30

Sustaining
WNEW, N. Y.
WNEW. N. Y. indie, made a deal
several weeks ago with the W. Colston Leigh lecture bureau to showcase some ot that agency's talent on
a halt-hour stanza that would -get
topflight production, good scripting
and casting. "Invitation to Fame" is
'
the result.
On teeoff program Sunday (U),
the Footlight Echoes quartet, recently returned from a nationwide tour
and set (or. a Carnegie Hall concert
later, was featured in songs from the
Broadway smash musical. "Oklahoma!"; a Sigmund Romberg tune,
and a Rudolph Friml composition.
Intertwined with these vocalizations
was a script based on fantasy wherein Bach. Beethoven, Dvorak, Haydn
and other old masters discussed
modern music, tuning in every so
.

Overseas for USO Since Jan.
'43— Now in Germany

25 Mlns.: Sat., 11:05 p.m.

(CWT)

Sustaining

WBBM-CBS,

Chicago

Although aired at a peculiar hour
show, those who tune

for this type of

are assured of an interesting session of varied music. Composed of
singing and instrumental talent from
the Negro units at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Station at Great
Lakes, 111., show is broadcast over
the CBS midwest circuit of 34 sta-'
in

tions.

FOLKSAY"

30 Mlns.; Thurs., 12:30 a:m.

With Jane

Sustaining

William

WOR-Mutual, N. Y.

of the topflight ex-film studio,

1

'

band, followed by the
swing orchestra playing "Slip of the
Lip." and the quartet (formerly the
CBS Southland Singers) doing a
swell job of harmonizing on "Christmas Candles" and the spiritual
"When Was Jesus Born?" to guitar
accompaniment.
Swing orch and
double quartet came back with "I'll
Be Home for Christmas" and "Lady
Be Good," and Wilbert Wellington
proved a whiz on the ivories with
the' -military

Prima*,
Guthrie,

Sustaining

sym-

WCBW-CBS, N. Y.
Repeat performance of Sophie
Maslow's modern ballet, "Folksay,"
via CBS television Friday night (12)
gave ample demonstration that this

.

PHIL COSCIA

Radio Advertiser*

!

PUT ON

YOU CAN

A ©aortar

pay

Hear

P.roejram

Stadia

at Iphh

-

c6*t to you thnn -what you^now

for r brief transcribed

BY

TMISfi Ol'B

fashioned to bring out the serious
ness of the Negro righting man and is
not full of hot jive, as one might
naturally expect, but done in a way
that is a credit to the Colored race
and to WBBM-CBS, who have given
them the opportunity to express
themselves in music.
Morff.

announcement

VSiqtK
RADIO

SELF-PAYING

Adv«rtltlfl9

PLAN

.

the commercial manager of any Matt on
In Oi* L'nllert Slates lo explain to
you the many other d#«l ruble features of
tli m money-making plan.
Afrit

LONGACRE MUSIC CO.

MOWREY-HUBBELL CHINFESI
Cincinnati, Jan. 16.

Paul Mowrey. the Blue network's
television supervisor, visited Crosley
Square last week to inspect WLW's
studios and discuss television devel
opments.
His huddle was with Richard Hubbell, production mgr. of broadcasting and television for the Crosley
station.

.

a

,

armed
by

forces.

Songs were

explanations

of

their

meaning and whole' thing added up
to pleasing entertainment.

Af org.

Tele Stocks Spurt After
Pitch to Dept. Stores

.

June Bentley, plus the soldiers' chorus, and Air Crew (harmony group) arc excellently showPvt.

with
Houston,
especially,
worthy of mention, giving out with
cased,

Buyers of stocks in Wall St. swung
over to electronics last Thursday
(11) and bulled several radio-television shares up a point or so following the talk of Irwin A. Shane,
executive
director
of
Television
Workshop. Shane told the National
Retaii Dry Goods Assn. of the rosy
outlook for television of the future,
stressing the spotting of television
sets. in connection with possible department store networks.
.

accompanied folk songs. Humor was
strictly backwoods stuff, but the material
was handled sincerely and

ballads in fine voice.
Production is smoothly paced, and
the dramatic skit on show caught last
described the relief
air force to infantry
pals in the. besieged city of Bastogne.

without affectation throughout.

-..

Dancing troupe of 10, starring Jane
Dudley (wife of director Leo Hurwitz), Pearl Primus and William
Bales,, were outfitted in ginghams,

Flurry of interest shot up Radio
Neither long, nor wordy, with good overalls, etc., for the authentic rustic Corp. of America common, a stock
effects, this part of the show, touch and did their stepping and
was well done. Mutual program posturing to the simple folk music of that ordinarily moves little in a
day's
trading, about a point and
toppers might well put this half hour the American hinterlands,
Group
on during one of the better Hooper- numbers and solo stints came over pushed up Farnsworth Television
Ste?i.
okay thanks to skillful camera work nearly as much.
rating hours of 7 to 10 p.m.

sound
too,

.

Follow-up

and a good lighting job. Dance sequences were all full-stage shots
with closeups used only to pick up
Guthrie and Kraber on: occasions.

Comment

Stunt

using

of

American faces

pictures of typical
to underline part of

the Sandburg text looked amateurish,
Ed Wynn got out of a sick bed to though, and contrast between this
do his Bordens-Blue broadcast Mon- bit and the rest 'of the show was a
day night (15) but he probably jarring touch.
Donn. „
wished he had of stood there when
he got a gander at that script. Show
BALABAN & KATZ TELEVISION
has dropped fantasy "Happy Island"
With
Fran
Hunter,
Harris,
Ann
Kay
'straight
stressing
a
gimmick and is
Neuman, Everett Westman, Wanda
gag format, Wynn swapping chatter
E. Raab, A. B. Rodher, Jr., Bex
with announcer Paul Douglas, MiHogan, Lee Phillips, <£lenn Mornerva Pious and other cast members.
gan
Main laugh burden is his. of course, Directors:
Helen Carson and Beulah
but unless the material handed him
Zachary
shows a marked improvement ,fhe Cameras: Rachel Stewart and Esther
package seems destined to wind up
R&Jewskl
.

on "Unhappy

'

Island."

75 Mlns.; Thurs. (1), 7:30 p.m.

WBKB,
Arthur Ungar. editor

wood "Daily

of the Holly

Chicago
Considering the fact that WBKB is
operating on an experimental
and pays no salaries for talent,
wpuld be unfair to professionally

characteristi
cally speaks bluntly and with an air
His conof authoritative finality.
tribution to the Thursday (11) edi
tion of "Feature Story" (CBS. 4:304:45 p.m.) packed what should rca
sonably be accurate predictions of
what the public will pay to see and
contained warnings to the film in-

much

dustry which, if heeded, may give
the studios a continued year ot prosperity. The Coast "Variety" ed is a
It may have been
rapid speaker.
nervousness, but at any rate he finished his script in less than the pc
riod alloted him, leaving emcee Bob
Trout with time on his hands which
he used to .discourse on books.

production
department.
Camera
work, for the most part, wag satisfac-

Variety,"

still

basis
it

criticize'

most of their players, inas-

as many amateurs and untried
performers appear before the staThis develops a pro-

tion's cameras..

THE TIME

to spring lattf
action to nil the time, tl!
far. aa Weed Ik Company*
la concerned,V\P»llverinft

gramming problem

that Is difficult
overcome at times, with the result
that shows are often colorless and
uninteresting.
Jan. 11 show was just so-so with
no" great effort called upon by the
to

tory

good

tlrpee

on good

ata-p

llona,

Weed

aa

full-time biulnea*}

It*

Itraattf tlm«v

which mean* mora bu»U

although- lacking definition in

ooaa for its atatkma}

spots.

Ann Hunter, doing her last show
before leaving overseas for station
WAIT on which she does *'A Woman
Hildegarde, Milwaukee's favorite
the News, deviated from her
Views
the
daughter, greeted a fave son in
usual news stint and conducted a
"Raleigh Room"
(NBC) Tuesday round-table discussion on '^hat
night (9), when maestro Woody HerExpects of the Future" with
man shared guesting honors with Youth
two 17-year-old high school boys and
Edward Everett. Horton and Bobby two high school girls expressing
Hookey. Herman and Hildy gabbed their views. Made fairly
good lis-'
about the old home town prior to the tening. Miss Hunter,
probably the
orch leader's vocal and clarry con
most telegenic of all the personalitribs.
ties who have made regular appearances on the station, will be looked
Tommy Dorsey, spreading himself forward to on her return from over•

.

if

the

prefaced

"

.

Produced in top-drawer manner
by Larry Kurtze. show has been

'

Dir.:

in

form has a definite place in the
video programming picture, although
it's doubtful that such presentations
ever will wind up as valuable commercial properties.
However, for
those who appreciate such things,
Folksay" undoubtedly belongs.
Interest of non-ballet fans in this
presentation was whetted by the
sideline song commentaries of balladers Woody Guthrie and Tony
Kraber,
Seated together near, the
wings, Guthrie and Kraber delivered
the eloquent Carl Sandburg lines,
culled from his "The People,. Yes,"
interspersed with occasional guitarart

.

the splendid singing of a medley composed of "Come All Ye Faithful,"
"First Noel" and "Silent Night." Program ended with the reading of
Spirit of Christmas." an original by
Seaman 1st class Thomas Charles Anderson, who does a first-rate job. of
writing and announcing, and com
bined groups singing and playing
"Hep, Hep."

Pearl

Woody.

Director: Leo Hurwltt
Writer: Carl Sandburg
30 Mlns.; Frl. (12), 8:15 p.m.

phonic and jazz band musicians extant. As a result, the 30 minutes speed
by cnjoyably.
Arrangements are played with a
lilt and resonance that is ear-appealing, to say the least, and those near
radio sets any Thursday, at half-past
midnight, can capture a soothing portion of music by listening to this
show.
Stanza originates at the Army Air
Base at Santa Ana, Cal. For the past
two years, or so, it has been aired
on the Don Leo segment ot Mutual,
but starting a couple of weeks ago,
went full network. Singers Cpl.
it
Bob Houston, Cpl. Don Kent and

WAC

Dudley,
Bales,

Tony Kraber, New Danoe Group

This half-hour musical stanza, with
short dramatic turn, features one
of the best orchestras in the country,
civilian or military, comprising some
a

Show caught opened with "We" Are Thursday (11)
Men of the U. S. Navy played by flown in by the

"Jingle Bells." Regimental choir of
160 voices, under, the leadership of
William Ross, was a highlight with

FRED LIGHTNER

a domestic skit played by Kay Neu.
man, Everett Westman, Wanda e.
Raab. and A. B. Rodner, Jr.,
and
sponsored by the Commonwealth
Ddison Co., was amateurish, the cast
all being employees of the
Edison
company and non-professionals Director Beulah Zachary got all she
could out of the players and the
script, but it got very tiresome
at
times. A flug for the electric range
was worked in during the dialog ft
listeners didn't tune out the station
at this point they were rewarded in
the three-quarter stretch by Rex
Hogan's baritoning of "Songs from
Down Under," a trio of tunes he
brought, back from Australia while

Televuton Rtfitwi

::

Dunstedter

Gage, Lt. Col. Eddie

often to the earthbound radio to hear
the modern composers.
Entire session jelled alright, but
could have been more evenly paced.
Station orch was augmented for this
show and was led by Kurt Adler,
from the Metopera. Il came through
with- some full arrangements' that
proved to be entertaining enough.
Sten.

though, was Miss Harris" tendency to
"Freddie" the guy to death.
Balance of .stanza followed usual

'

With Cpl, Bob Houston, Cpt.' Don
Kent, Pvt. June Bentley, Sgt. At*

W

V

V.

I)

1

MY tAlTOWY

around the dial between stage shows
at the Capitol. N. Y., checked in for
his second successive Saturday appearance (13) on Eddie Condon's
Blue network jazz concert program.
Earl Hines and Lee Wiley also
grabbed solo spots. Another recent
Dorsey guest shot was on Mildred
'
Bailey's CBSer:

STOOPMAGte.
INVftiTlOAJS

MADE UP

TO
rAke r^l

Out

'

seas.

"What's Cooking wlth^t^Scottg,

TODAY'S MOST

OUTSTANDING

"The National Barn Dance," halfhour program over NBC from Chicago, has added 26 stations in the Dominion Network of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. to its web. Canadian listeners were greeted (6) on

RADIO
PERSONALITY

the 585th broadcast of the AlkaSeltzer show, which Joe Kelly emcees.Frank Novak, the one-man
band, guested.
Polish Here

Toledo, Jan.
First
46,

Lt.

16.

Mieczyslaw W. Frledel,

who conducted

program over

a

WSPD

Polish radio
before enter-

ing service, has been awarded the
Bronze Star Medal for heroism in

"Thli

la

my postwar package for folk* who low Wheatlea."

NNNMCEt
FM MHO S MOSf llltSTMf

"10

France.
He. came to the U.S. from Poland
at the age of 14.

JACK KIRKWOaD

NOVELTY

LILLIAN LEIGH

The Jack Kirkibaod Sk»u>
MONMT

THIOIWH

MMV.

IN If 44"
-Walter Wteeaell
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».
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Kesten Says FCC Decish

FCC Gives 2-Way Nod
Continued from p*ie

FM

might be retarded,
Yelopment of
has established howriie testimony
that skywave transmissions
ever,
vicinity
W ouid be negligible in the
and would be practically
*f 80 mc.
non-existent beyond 100 me. Accordingly, the Commission proposes
to a band commencing
to assign
continuing to 102 mc.
gt 84 mc. and
.' The economy of spectrum utilization, urged by advocates of the -narrower channel, will be far less than
jhe significant advantages that will
be .lost by such a change and, accordingly, the Commission proposes
to retain the present 300 kc. channel.

TIONS:

for

Expansh

FM

commercial educational stations. The
remaining 70 channels are assigned

commercial

use.

It

tween 480 and

proposed that room for expanbe made available if this space
not adequate.

is

chiefly used

by_
i

In addition,
experimentation wjth intra- and
inter-city relay of theatre television

is:

also

sion
is

Owner Rule Could

Put Hooks to His 'Pig Squeal' Deal
same thing, and that the rule was
Washington, Jan. 16.
meant to cover it. He suggested
Radio, Inc.,, held a not
that the rule could be modified to.
of its "pig
permit three channels for Subscripyesterhere
squeal" radio proposal
tion Radio, Inc.
Strange angle is that if the rule
day (15). and wound up by announcing that it will shortly file applica- proves a stumbling block, former
tions for channels in the FM bands. FCC Chairman James L. Fly— now
Outfit wants three channels in N. Y. interested in "pig squeal" radio— i»
to start and would then place the largely to blame since he pushed the
service in Chicago, Washington and multiple ownership rule when h«
IjOs Angeles. All FCC commission- was on the Commission.
ers turned out for a private unveiling which preceded a demonstration
I

Subscription

public

demonstration

to the press.
Need for three

Salt to

.

channels,

it

was

'

.

regular

"Radio

All Along in Tele Feud
Paul W. Kesten, CBS exec v.p.,

'

"The Commission proposes to aschannels 200- kc. wide for
operation commencing at 84 mc. and
continuing to 102 mc. This will result in 90 channels, 20 of which (84
to 88 mc.) will be assigned to non-

for

Fly's Multiple

Means CBS Was Right

hailed the television allocation plan
headquarters and groups making handed down by the FCC Monday
pictures on remote locations, most of (15) as a victory for Columbia in
winch are aboard ship or in isolated its battle' to move video operations
areas. The required service is not into the- higher frequencies In an
full time, however,' and- therefore the effort to attain better definition immotion picture industry is able to ages and a healthy future for the
share the use of channels with other infant industry. He pointed out
services." (26 channels are proposed that the commission "actually profor the share service).
poses six times as much space in
spectrum for the new and better
THEATRE TELEVISION: "Since the
pictures as for the "prewar" pictheatre television is still in the ex- tures.
perimental stage of development, the
"It seems to us" (CBS), Kesten
Commission does not propose to al- said, "that the whole factual content
locate any specific frequencies at this of the television sections of the Altime. However, the Commission will locations Report clearly indicates
give consideration to applications the Commission's desire and belief'
American television should
for experimental authorization in- that
volving intra-city transmissions, in- move promptly into the higher frecluding studio to transmitter, remote quencies which alone permit highpictures and true nationwide
quality
pick-up and intra-city multiple address stations on the frequencies be- television service."

FM

Room

to Tele

;

the motion picture studios for radio
telephone communications between

.

sign

27

'

programs

920: inc.

may be

other frequencies)."

authorized

(in

explained by Joseph L. Weiner,
counsel for the Muzak baby, was to
have one for concert music, a second
for popular tunes and a third for
public service, such as news, shopping hints, children's programs, etc.
One reporter then popped the $64
question that Weiner never fully
Schenectady— Clyde D. Wagoner, managed to answer. "How would
of the GE publicity dept., has been you get around the FCC multiple
elected president of the Schenectady ownership rules?", he was asked.
County Historical Society.
Weiner argued that this wasn't the

London

That the BBC will endeavor to
continue the close relations now existing with American broadcasters
after the war is shown by John Salt's
Salt,
trip to the BBC homeoff ice.

BBC's North American director, left
last week to take up the question of
continued Anglo-American radio cooperation postwar. If possible. Salt
will obtain an expansion of transatlantic cooperation.
BBC American rep expects to be
in London about a month.

"To keep the door open for later
applicants, the Commission is considering the adoption of the followcommercial chaning plan: 50
nels will be available for assignment
both to present, licensees, and to

FM

newcomers

in

remaining

FM

the radio

field.

The

commercial channels

be reserved from assignment at
the present time to be licensed in the
future in accordance with rules and
will

'

regulations subsequently to be pro-

mulgated."

.

TELEVISION:

"The Commission

fully convinced that by virtue of
the recent developments in the electronic art, a wide-channel television
broadcasting system, -utilizing freis

quencies above 400 mc, can be developed, and the transmission of
definition monochrome pictures and high definition color pictures achieved.

higher

The Commission is also conall of the improvements
have been made possible in the
ansmission and reception of mono
hrome pictures by recent develop
ents in the electronic art cannot
the 6 mc. television
tie utilized in
Channel. However, the Commission
does not believe that broadcast service to the public through the use of
> 6 mc. channel, with the improve
ments presently available over pre
war developments, should be abandoned and commercial television

vinced that

,vii

tth
hat

I

held

abeyance

in

until

channel system in
frequencies can be
proven.
Therefore,

the

SALES FOR
A SONG!!!

a wide
ultra-high

and
have en

developed

we

television
assign' to
to
broadcast as many 6 mc. channels
300 mc. as possible in the
light of the^needs of other services
for frequency space in the same part
of the spectrum.

qeavored
below

Six Channels Deleted
"There can be made available to
levision six channels between 44
id 84 mc. and six channels between
80 and 216 mc. It. will be noted
at the frequencies between 225
d 300 mc. could not be considered
r television broadcasting because
i^iUl of these frequencies are required
for government services, and hence
the six channels formerly assigned
to television in this portion of the

must necessarily

spectrum

be

de

leted."

motion picture radio sta

You bet!— because you
can participate as a sponsor on one of
programs at a cost that is unbe-

Sales for a song?

;

these

low for the job done.
Think of reaching the big and appre-

lievably

ciative

audience these personalities have

built up among the great

new WJZ radio

now totalling more than
.
.
.
18,000,000 people' within range of

family

WJZ's louder,

clearer signal!

And think

of the favorable impression on your

own

dealers,

for they

know

on jobbers and brokers—
that these programs move

goods in the world's richest market!

Here's

Or.JtttiMMfc
'

o»

Mr. tail Martin

ontkovMu

1

t

camj«um

Mf.

» W WAV M*Jf|

DISTINSUISHID
»•»•

b#M

mum O* U*0*

Infer
HmM
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WORLD PIGURfS

Mmlafl to

WORCISTER

WTAG

why they know

it

i

"n-Wnflun,
S!«!tjr..ttl

and »i»n.
Daa't

mteh

call, write.
gt.. W. ¥. c.

.

Monday through Friday.

HOUMWIVIt raOTICTIVI IIAOUI and HINRIfl
SA1UTI — Galen Drake's double-barreled package of selling. The show Billboard Magazm*
calls one of the greatest theories of product selling
in radio! 6 A. M. and 1:45 P. M., Monday
through Friday.

ing

STAN SHAW'S SHOW-Tfc Voice With* Record
—and what a. record! Stan ran a 30-day try-oul

blades brought returns 49% higher than a
similar announcement a couple of years back,
despite the fact that today hundreds of thousands of shaving-age men in this area are
away in the armed forces. Monday through
Saturday.

job into a seven-year record of sales!
WJZ, Saturday mornings only.

Now on

For Details on Your Own- Participation,
Contact BLUE SPOT SALES, or the Sales
Department of

WOMAN

OF TOMORROW— Nancy Craig's after,
breakfast show has frequently pulled more
than. 40,000 letters a month! One participant
in Nancy's program received 1},000 requests
for a booklet after a few announcements!
Monday through Friday.
.

a

.

RIAKFAST IN MMAM-Ed East's early-mornshow recently proved iis sales ability
when one 50-word announcement for razor-

of contest entrants for a sponsor who ran the
same contest on another major New York
station last year!

KEY STATION OF THE BLUE NETWORK
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10 Best Sheet

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs
TITLE

—

...Morris

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.Advanced

.

.

.

Dream

of

.

.

.

Tain't

.

.

My

.'.
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

The Love I Long For— "Sadie Thompson" ... ...
There Goes That Song Again— -(-"Carolina Blues":..
The Very Thought of You— i"Very Thought. of You"
.

t FShmisicai.

'

.Broadway
.Famous

.

.

.Shapiro

closing

.

.

.Feist
~

:C-P

BMI

.

CARNEGIE JAZZ SERIES
Eddie Condon winds up his series

Robert Broder, representing the vaude act of Neal Stanley & Marti, has exchanged communiques with maestro Louis Prima
and Morris Music Co. over the claim
by the act that they wrote the lyric
Prima features
to "Robin Hood."
the tune and it was responsible for
Attorney

I.

part of his band's recent success. It
carries the names of Prima and Bob

of -jazz

N.

recitals

this

Y..

Carnegie

at

Saturday

Hall,

'

after-

(20)

noon. For past several seasons Con-

don and
staged
Hall;

his agent. Ernie

their

but

swingeroos

switched

spacious Carnegie

to

last

Anderson,
at

the

Town

Condon crew

5

....

Le.viiiolon,

Hmraiian

.

3
.... 16
....

1,600
2,200
1,950
1,825

.......16
.

.

New

.

5

.-.

Cm'e'r*

-On llnlo
.

- 2,000-

7

,

(400; $1-$1.50).

24 850

0200
.13530

WSm
5725
44000
18600
8 725

Yorker, Biltmore. hats

floor show.

Los Angeles
Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900; $l-$i.50>. Business up tb
4,100 covers
after holiday letdown.
Joe nclchman (Biltmore.' 900; $1-$1.50). Rousing business with
slrio
nlteries closed and downtown pull at 4.000 tabs.
;

.

Carmen

lull

fejt here,

Ctivallaro

that broad-

as lyricists.

hotel;

950;

$1.50-$2.50

niin

>.

with not too big 5,000.

(Empire Room, Palmer House;

700;

$3-$3.50 min.)

Big convensh biz responsible for 7.500 for Cavallaro, Digatanos, Mincvitch
Rascals and G. rtay Terrell.
Art Kiisscl (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 405; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Here,
as elsewhere, convenshes boosted labs.
Kasscl, Tolia and Art Nelson's
puppets got 3,000.
Bill Snyder (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel: 400; $2.50 min.). Sluggi-sh
2,300 tor Snyder, and Carol Bruce.
Tommy Tucker Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 nii'u ).
Out-of-towners made up most of the 5.300 who broke records here.

This is the third time Slack has
broken up his band in the past few
months.
First two foldings he rescinded in time to keep his band intact, after bookings came through.

He

Chicago

Cab Calloway (Panther Room* Sherman
Post-holiday

<

intends to attempt to secure a refrom the Morris agency after

lease

:

next Thursday (23) when he will
laid off long enough during the
past six months to secure an automatic release, according to American
Federation of Musicians regulations.
Morris' claims to its'iriability to secure consecutive bookings for Slack

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

more have

fall.

Final program will be built around
the regular

.

Commodore

at

.

..

.

.

Asterisks, indicate a supporting Jloor show.

ice shotrs

1.C00
1,000
1.800
2,525

again last

Witmark

./.Triangle
.

.

.

Toini

I'nst

Week

13

4

..

Coyvn

rinyed

,

Freddie

Mills

.

.

CONDON WINDING UP

'Robin Hood' a Steal

'

Backing With Glaser

.

..

Hal Mclnlyrc.

..Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
..New Yorker. (400; $1-$1.50).
..Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Waldorf (550; $2)
.Lincoln (275; $1-$1.50)....
Roosevelt (400; $i-$1.50).
..Biltmore (400; $1-$1.50)
.

Enoch Light

Up Band Again; Tiffs On
Slack's band broke up
week, a few days after
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook. Cedar Grove. N. J. Slack had
no bookings to follow Dailey's and
his desire to keep the band going
got him Into a squabble with Joe
Glaser. his manager. Leader wanted
Glaser to post $2,000 to keep his musicians on payroll, which Glaser refused to do. Booked by the Morris
agency, Slack has not worked since
Jan. 3 and is not scheduled until Feb;.
13 at Tune-Town' Ballroom, St. Louis.

.

.

Guy Lombardo

Freddie Slack Breaks

.

.

Prima-McKenna Lyrics

McKcnna

.

,

.

Mutual

.

.

.

.

.

.Barton
.Chappell
.Remick-

Wtkt

..'-..

Hotel

IIiiiiiI

Hal Aloma".
Jerry Wald
Lcs Brown

Leo Rcisman 0
Count Basic.

Lcoit musical.

Vaode Team Claims

On

.

—

This Heart of Mine— v"Zicgfeld Follies"
Trolley Song -t"Mcet Mc in SI. Louis"
Twilight Time
...
Waiting

.

.

.'.
.

.

... ,\ .. ^ .............

Heart

.

Leeds

.

...

.

•

That Moon's In

.BVC

.Berlin

.

;

Mc

Take Mc In Your Arms.

Robbins

.

.Witmark

Want Love You. Chelsea
Sweet Dreams
Remick

...Santly

,

.

.Chelsea

.

.

.

.

Feist
.

Hotel B. O.'s

at

(Presented herewith, as a weekly tabulation, is the estimated cover
charge business being done by na?ne bonds in various New York hotels
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated, Fioures after name oj hbtci cite
room capacity and couer charge. Larger amount designates weekend mid
holiday price. Compilation is based on period from Monday to Saturday.)

Don't

I

.Embassy
...BVC
./.Harms

You

I'm Making Believe— f'Swecl and Lowdown".
More and More— ;"Can'l Help Singing"
My Dreams Are Getling Better. ......
My Heart Sings— -T'Anchors A weigh"
Saturday Night Is the Loneliest Night
Strange Music— ""Song of Norway".'.
f
Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— "Holly wood Canteen".

.

...

Always

Harms

.

.

.

.Bourne
Shapiro

.

.

.

.

I

.•

.

I'm Making Believe.
Trolley Song..
Thai's Irish Lullaby.

.Berlin

.

Bands

Sellers

etiding Jan. 13)

Accentuate Positive .... .Morris
I Dream of You. ....
Embassy

.Starlight

.

.

.

.

.

.

{Week

.Harms
Don't Fence Me In..
There Goes That Song. .Shapiro

PUBLISHER

Accentuate the Positive t"Here Come the Waves".
After Awhile
A Little On the Lonely Side
Comin' Around the Corner.
... ...
......„
Confessin'
,
...
Dance With a Dolly
Don't Fence Mc In— •"Hollywood C'anleon",
I Didn't Know About You
1 Don't Want to Love Ybu— f'Lcfs Co Steady"
,

-
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A

.. .
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,

-

(Chicago)

Guy

casts jazz sessions on the Blue netthey work each Saturday, augmented by is due to the prices the leader declaim
Stanley
&
Marti
worked a theatre tour with Prima outstanding soloists now working in mands, which, they say, are far out
late last year and at that time the N. Y. Vocal interludes will be by of line with his b.o. value.
instrumental
only. Red McKenzie and Lee Wiley.
melody
was
Prima suggested they write a set of
lyrics.
This was done and. subseStewart Quits T. -Dorsey
quently the pair found what they alLt. Bob Crosby's Marine, orchestra
Freddie Stewart and the Tommy
lege is the same wordage published is now in the South Pacific enterunder the leader's, and McKenna taining devil dogs in that area. It's Dorsey orchestra part company in
name. Morris Music has no part in the second service band to tour un- two weeks. He is being replaced by
the proceedings other than as pub- der the Japs* noses, Artie Shaw'3 a newcomer. Hal Winters, who'
lisher, of the song.
Navy crew having done it last year. never worked with a band before.

tChez Parec: 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Biggest crowds yet for
Claridgc.'Joe E. Lewis and Rose Marie: 5,600 this time.
Chuck Fester (Blackhaw'k: 500; $l-$2.50 min.). Conventioneers helped
here, too. despite zero -weather, draft news and other factors, 3,400.
Frankle Masters lLatin Quarter;; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Still heftiest in
town. Masters and Ritz trio did 7.300.
C'lnrldffc

'

.

(Lbs -Anueles)
Gene Kiupa (Palladium B, Hollywood, third week). Still down from
the holidays and listeners, not dancers, keeping door slim at 26,000 customers.
Ted Flo Rito (Trianon B. Southgatc. third week). Solid business with
Fio Rito name- and style rating 8.500 entrances.
Leighton Noble (Slapsy Maxie's, N,- Los Angeles, sixth week). No variance from capacity business to out-of-towners arid localites as well with
standard 5.200 customers.

TWO GREAT
A Delightful Rhythm Ballad

ion THE IU
hy Mack Bavto

!*'»

flew, It's

Md Robert WUhw

TSovel—It'i A

GUAR Al II

1

(That's VvH -That's Yen)
by Allan Roboriti and Doris Fisher

IRVING BERLIN Ml SIC COMPANY
18.10

Broadway, New York 19,

IS'.

V.

DAVE DREYER, General Professional Mana ger
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Now

Convinced Recordings, Not

N. Y. Local 802 Denial of Election
Orch

Radio, Tops on Pops Exploitation
Actual sales so far of the song-Coca-Cola" and the outlook for the immediate future, have Del Lucas, Pitt Saxman,
convinced music men that recordexploitation
1
ings are the No.
His
Band
medium for popular songs. In the
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16.
past, there has been quite a bit of
Although musician shortage is
pro and con, similar to the old argument as to whether radio or record- supposed to be getting more critical
on the every day, new bands are still being
ings meant most to a band,
subject of song building. Now, be- formed, here and elsewhere, just the
yond question, music publishers same. Latest is that of Del Lucas
(Nick- DeLuca), Pittsburgh saxman,
have the answer.
During the past couple months, who has gotten together a dance
three solid sheet sales hits have outfit from rolls of Local 60. Lucas
keen made through the medium of himself was, until recently with Ted
recordings only, and another be- Fio Rito and before that played for
came <1 moderate hit. All were big Gene Krupa, Bob Chester, Richard
coin, machine clicks. First tune was Himber and Johnny (Scat) Davis.
••You Always Hurt the One You He's a former student of music at
Love." recorded, by the Mills Broth- Duquesnc University here.
For his new band which went into
Decca, backed by "Till
for
ers
Then," which was the moderate the William Penri Hotel's Terrace
Both songs are published by Room recently, Marty Gregor, vetclick.
Decca's own Sun Music Co., and eran local maestro and arranger', has
live radio performances of the tunes recruited his violin section of three
There men from the Pittsburgh Symphony
were actually discouraged.
were some, despite this attitude, but Orch. He won't be able to use them,
they were few and far between. Yet however, on Friday nights, when
the first song became a smash copy Symph gives its regular weekly
concerts.
hit arid the second a good one.
Later, Sun dug up a thing called

"Rum and

Own

Forms

'

1

to Accent Strings

Bob Strong has added strings to
his orchestra by slicing the number
of brass he has been carrying. He
has dropped from eight to six trumpets and trombones and substituted
three strings, at the same time adding a violin played by himself to the
Strong, when he had no
played alto sax up front.
he will play both, depending
on which section demands his at-

strings,

"Into Each Life. Some Rain Must
Fall" and the Inkspots and Ella
It,
Fitzgerald put it out on wax.
too, hit the coin machine jackpot
and soon after began selling sheet
/music in gobs. It has been given
only isolated radio performances as
;

Earle, Philly, Hits

.

tfTJop song.

Now

comes

Back at Kaye's

"Rum and

Coke," which the Andrews Sisters
-recorded for the same disc company.
It has been banned from all the networks, yet the power of its coin
—machine popularity appears to have
started it into, the hit' sheet sales
.

Eve Show Beef

"

,

class.

Feist, Inc., its publisher, last
initial printing or-

.

week placed an

claimed, of 300,000 after
it's
securing a "rack" order that surpassed by 50% the usual first call
der,

by that sales medium.
History of the above songs,

too,

clearly indicates the fears some publishers entertainea that the resumption of recording would hurt sheet
As other pubsales, is groundless.
lishers have maintained right along,
b hit disc aids, doesn't injure, the
sW:ct sales of a tune.
radio
had no part in
To say that
the making, of above songs wouldn't
be quite true. Since recorded prohours
of the day
grams during all
have increased, considerably in the
past couple years; they must have
part
substantial
in the
played a
making of the tunes.. The effect of
such broadcasts on. the music-_buying
public is expected to increase sheet
sales even beyond the current alltime high mark.
This was the
til e or y
of farsighted publishers
'

.

weeks back when the complete resumption of recording induced some
pitbs to say sales

would

fall off.

Philadelphia, Jan. 16.
Sammy Kaye's blast' at the: Earle
theatre here, published in Variety
.

week, yesterday brought a sharp
rejoinder from Ted Schlanger, zone
head of Warner theatres here.
Kaye hnd complained that by failing to do a midnight show oh New
Year's Eve at. the Earle he had lost

tention.

Leader is familiar with strings. He
formerly' arranged for the 36-man
section of the Chicago Symphony.
His inclusion of them in his own

Said Schlanger:
"Kaye's statement conies < in very
taste, to say the least; when you
consider that, the business he did in
the six days^-$26,786 was the worst
gross the Earle has had for that holiday week in seven years.
"And even had we played him for
a midnight show, the total for capacity for one show is 2,052, which,
added to his six-day gross, still
wouldn't have put him over the $29,.'
».
000 figure."
Earle played "Hollywood Canteen"
for the one-day Sabbath showing
(straight films are okay in Philly on
Sunday). Kaye, as per his contract,
did four shows at the
Camden
theatre, where all stage shows play
Sundays.
"If we had switched Kaye to the
midnight show,
Earle
for
the
Schlanger continued, "it would have
been necessary to close the b.o. for
'Canteen' at 9 p.m.—just at the busiest time of the year so that the'
house could be cleared in time for
the stage show. In view of the. tre
mendous gross that 'Canteen' pulled
down that day (approximately $8,

—

'

•

WB

Motion by Edison H., N. YM

To Set Aside Dismissa
Of

ASCAP Siih Reserved

Decision was reserved by the
Appellate Division in N. Y. last
week on an appeal by the Hotel
Edison Corp., from a dismissal of
its complaint against Deems Taylor,
as president of the American Society

Composers,

of

Publishers.

Authors

'

.

—

000), it would have been' ridiculous
to lose all that business just to put

ana

on Kaye. Especially since he proved
such a poor 'draw- all that week."

,

Edison appealed from order granting ASCAP's' motion for dismissal
by N. Y. Supreme Court Justice

Morris Edcr recently.
Hotel sued
under the Donnelly act, charging
ASCAP with monopoly and asking
.for. an injunction.
Complaint contended that the monopoly created
and maintained by ASCAP is in
violation of the- Donnelly act and
that the monopoly should be condemned on the ground that there is
Involved a service used in the conduct of trade and commerce.

is

due

to his assertion

most

lo-

.

.

ASCAP
.

hn<|

successfully,

con-

tended that complaint fails to set
forth any cause under tile Donnelly
oct and

was dismissed.

'

Decca's '44 Sales

Peak; $14,500,000
Decca Records hit a new sales
peak in 1944, according to figures
revealed last week. Net sales figures,
which are only approximated and
include the company's subsidiaries,
are placed at between $13,500,000
and $14,500,000. This Is a considerable jump over the previous year's
net sales of $11,278,000 which also
represented a new high..
During all of 1944 Decca had no
problems except those of production,
which is still a major factor. -Material was not a deterrent to output
(it no longer is with any other disc
outfit, either) and neither was the
American. Federation of Musicians'
record ban. Decca settled with the

AFM

late in 1943.

In Setting

Up

flis

Band

Lyman's Col. Dins

cause they' were not conducted,
according to provisions of the local's
by-laws, was dismissed yesterday
(Tues.) by the AFM's international
executive board. Dismissal followed
a hearing at AFM headquarters
Mon. night, at which Unity presented
its claims and the elected; 802 adCola."
ministration its answers.
This was due to the fact that the
Principal question raised by Unity
Pepsi Company, oppisition to the
was whether the election had actubottlers,
approached
Coke
had
Harry Link, general manager of ally been run under the direction
of the Honest Ballot Ass'n. It was
Feist Inc., with beaucoup inducements to change the title line to claimed that George J. Abrams,
name their product. Link is said to HBA's chief investigator, had
have been negotiating with them at handled the balloting as an indithe time Lyman did the discs and vidual and not as a representative
to protect itself against having to of the organization.
Unity had -asked! Petriilo and the
repeat the date in the event Link
aligned with Pepsi, the song was cut board to declare the elections null
with both title lines.
Deal fell and void, to direct the winners to
step
out of office, to appoint an
through, however.
interim committee to run. 802, to'
name the petitioners to run another
election under the HBA, or, if the
-HBA Is hot available, under election
machinery designated by the AFM.
As an alternative, Unity asked for
permission to take the- issue to court
to determine the legality of. the

Sinatra Lays $6,000

.

Pension Fund For

MCA

Employees;

Four

New

Question

San Diego,

Cal.. Jan. 16.

Of Reneged Hub Date
'Boston, Jan. 16.
George Spencer Fuller, Hub promoter, who was to have sponsored
Frank Sinatra here recently in a

Symphony

Hall concert with Arthur
Fiedler and a half hundred Boston
Symphony musicians, got a check
this week for $6,000 from The Voice.
This was $1,000 more than Fuller
estimated as his expenses after
Sinatra turned out to be too tired to
show as scheduled.
Differences were settled without
courts
or
recourse
lawyers,
to
unions, and Sinatra tossed in {he
extra bill as a gesture of good wishFuiler had made an initial payes.
ment of $2,000 to the singer on the
signing of the contract, which guaranteed Sinatra $4,000 against a percentage.
-

'

.

Up Deal

On GAG Stock

HBA

HBA

HBA

MCA

Mike Nidorf has completed

a deal
of his stock, in General
Corp., of which he is a
former v.p. His interest in the firm
was bought out by Thomas G. Rockwell,
GAC president, a transfer
which was mandatory according to
provisions in the corporate setup.
Nidorf is said to have been asking

Amusement

stock.
it's

W

Schrier, attorney at N.Y.

Policy,

home

board of directors consists of Karl
Kramer, Maurice Lipsey, Charles
Miller. Taft Schreiber, Lew Wasserman, David "Sonny" Werblin and
Jules Stein.'

Anyone with company for. 10 years
or more may retire at age of 55 and
draw benefits from fund for 10 years

Nidorf will leave California later
week to return to New York,
which he will turn to whatever new chore he has in mind.
What these plans involve is also un-

die within 10-year period after retirement, coin will be paid in lump
sum to his beneficiary.

after

at

HY. 400

6G Gnraitee;

0PA Okays

office.

Of 15 veepees; Dr. Hacry Gradle
only non-theatrical member.
New

of -the firm's
17%
Whether the figure is correct or longer, thereafter, depending
upon payments. Should employee

is unknown, but it's said that
worth at least that much.

this

Cbb

Mickey Rockford, Hollywood office;
Sale James Breyley, Chicago; Morris

disposing

$65,000 for his

actually

MCA

T.Dorsey

Nidorf Winds

by Unity was
Abrams, chief

HBA

Ctver Tib

Office of Price Administration has
okayed the switch from a minimum

to a covet charge at the 400 Club,

and Tommy Dorsey's orY.,
chestra will debut a name band
policy there around Feb, 15. Hell
in on a $6,000 guarantee, ones Of
the highest figures ever paid a band
in a N. Y. hotel or nitery insofar
as modern pop bands are concerned.,
That guarantee is against a .percentage of the covers.
400 Club has a capacity of approximately 850. If. is out of the way
a bit, situated on 5th ave. near 42 nd
street' and has operated for years
mostly as a restaurant. Last spring
it went into a nitery policy with
N.

be

Woody Herman

...
•

.

:

New Buddy

.

ASCAP

;

Allan Jones and Ella Mae Morse
headline the opening show,
the ballroom's new name

will

under

J.

HBA, was

.

On

Line to Coyer Expenses

'

t**rry t'iniey, who has leased the
city-owned Mission Beach Ballroom,
will reopen it Feb. 3. after « month
of renovation costing $25,000.

raised

investigator for

authorized by that outfit to run the
1944 election.' Petition submitted by
58 reps of the Unity ticket to th*board, asking cancellation of the

Hollywood, Jan. 16.
Setting precedent for all theatrical
agencies, Music Corp. of America election results',
was accompanied by
has set up a profit-sharing trust fund, an affidavit from
I, Arthur Rosenfor every member of the 'agency,
berg, one of Unity's attorneys, which
including those in branch offices.
"cited Interviews with two
ofRetirement fund, similar to* fund reficials, both of whom denied that
cently started by Metro, is based on
the voting organization, had em15% of employees' salaries, predi- powered Abrams
to handle the balcated on earnings' of previous, year,
loting. Officials quoted by Rosen$250,000 went into first premium in
berg were an attorney, William
December, 1944. Coin is non-taxable
Chadbourne,
president, and
to individuals who are beneficiaries,
Monroe Percy Bloch,
counsel
as it falls into category of philanand secretary. Both told him, Rosenthropic fund.
berg declared, that the association
Jules C. Stein,
prexy, stated
plan had been worked on for two did not -run the election nor was.
years before going into operation Abrams' handling of tifem approved
and It is now. subject to approval by. by the board of directors, RosenU. S. Treasury. Under setup, every berg's affidavit adds that both Chademployee who has been with com- bourne and Bloch said that at no
pany for six years will participate time has. a question of ,the
in fund and those who remain for overseeing an 802 election' ever been
ten years will have vested interest presented to its directors.
Rosenberg's affidavit was suppleregardless of their withdrawal 6>
mented by a letter from Billy Van,
retirement at end of that time.
Results of recent Palm Springs Unity head, to Petriilo, in which he
meeting of
toppers also re- stated, "What really happened was
(Continued on page 88)
vealed Jules Stein elected chairman
of board of directors as well ,as
president of corporation: In addiInto
tion to regular vice-presidents four
hew ones elected, Larry Barnett,

i

for Coast Dancery

elections*

whether George

Vl-P.s

Randy Brooks, trumpeter, last
with Les Brown, is currently reto Play At
hearsing his new band in N. Y. and known.
bands arid acts, which wasn't
doing it the hard way. He assertPresident's Birthday Ball two
very successful.
backing;
financial
edly has outside
Woody Herman's -jrchestra will
Ain't It the Truth
porscy is currently at the Capitol
Whatever costs v are being incurred
play the President's Birthday Ball theatre. N. Y., shifting to Frank
16-.
Pittsburgh, Jan.
are being paid by him. He's said to
More than a year ago, Whitey at the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., Jan. 30. Dailcy's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
be getting help, however, from his
Band will participate also in *a one- N. J., opening Jan. 26. 400 Club
fx-boss Brown in the way of ar- Scharbo, veteran trumpeter, pulled
hour four-network broadcast linking follows.
rangements. He has Bob Anthony out of Mark Lane's orch at Villa
the Coast and. N- Y. only.
Madrid to form his own outfit. He
and Loretta Vail as vocalists.
From' the east the show will be
Brooks, is booked
by General booked it into Don Metz' Club headed
Clark Outfit
by Quentin Reynolds, Jack
Amusement Corp. under a recently Casino in December, 1943, and the Benny, Bob Hops and Joan Edwards-.
Into Latin Quarter, N.Y.
signed contract. He has no opening Scharbo crew has been there steadFrom the Coast didoes by Bing
date as yet.
ily,
with various changes in per- Crosby, Frank
Buddy Clark's newly organized
Sinatra,' another big
sonnel, ever since. Closing there next
name and a unnamed orchestra, will band goes into the Latin Quarter,
week, Scharbo wants no more of be hooked in.
N. Y. Sunday (21), replacing Don
'
Starlight Joins
being his own boss; what with findMcGrane. Change is the first for a
replacements
regulary
and
band in three years for that spot.
Starl.'glU Music Co. was admitted ing
Clark recently got out of the Navy
Eddie Rogers Into Blllmort, N. Y.
to membership in the American So- doubling into a war plant job to
ciety of Composers, Authors and worry about, so he.\s going back
Eddie Rogers' orchestra replaces with an honorable discharge. He went
where he came from,' on Jan. 22 > to
Into service with the Merchant MarPublishers..
Enoch
Light's at the Biltmore hotel,
ine and wound up as a Lieutenant
This is the Arm recently set up Lane's. band, replacing Allan Shine,
"Let somebody else have the head- N. Y., Jan. 24. Light goes out on the in the Navy, His new band Is now in
in N. Y. for the publication of songs
.rehearsal.
aches," he says,.»*'ril take it easy." road.
[.by Nick and Charles Kenny.
.

Names

.

.

.

or not

Randy Brooks Own Backer

Fepsi and Coke Both Get Break in

Petition presented by the Unity
Ticket, one of the defeated parties
in' the December, 1944, balloting for
executive positions in Local 802,
Am. Fed. of Musicians, asking that
the elections be declared void -be-

.

—

bad

TAKES YOUR CHOICE

YA'

Abe Lyman's orchestra, one of the
few that has been using the song
"Rum and Cola-Cola" consistently,
cation spots except the better known
song two ways for Coswing jobs want a sweeter style. As recorded the
lumbia Records. First version was
for stage work, he feels the strings
originally, but the second changed
provide better accompaniment for as
the title line- to "Rum and Pepsisingers.

band

last

u large chunk of dough since the
New Year's Eve take plus his sixday gross at the theatre would have
put him over the $29,000 mark, the
point at which he would have gone
into a split.

Exec. fid. After Hearing of Charges

:

Now

AFM

by

Irregularities Sustained

group.

.

,
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AFM

Wednesday, January
T. Dorsey's Par, N.Y., Date

Action Against Mrs. Kramer

Cues Upped Terms

in

Other Spots

Action of the American Federation siderable sum weekly. However, the
of Musicians last week against Mrs. AFM definitely stated last week that
Maria Kramer over her financial it will not interfere with such pracdeals with orchestra leaders, as- tices if the band involved Is willing
sertedly is already affecting other to lose money.
AFM later last week senfcout letbuyers. It's not definitely confirmed,
but talk among band agencies and ters to various booking agencies, as
personal managers is that several reported in last week's "Variety,"
other spots, which might in the that in the future any dealings by
future be targets of the AFM for leaders with Mrs. Kramer must be
similar reasons, are offering better reported to them before becoming
final.
Union heads want to examine
financial deals than in the past.
contracts made with her and have
In the meantime, bandleaders in- all
volved
with
Kramer, who ordered that maestros Involved apMrs.
operates the Lincoln and Edison pear at the union offices for converhotels in N. Y. and the Roosevelt, sation re the deals.
Paxton Into Lincoln
Wash.. D. C. are still being called
before AFM heads for interrogation.
George Paxton's orchestra has
Petrillo's
office
issued a call to been booked into Mrs. Maria KraCount Basie's representatives last mer's Lincoln hotel, N.Y., opening
week. Basie is currently at the Lin- Feb. 12. Paxton's contract for the
coln and is said to be losing a con- job was okayed late last week by
the American Federation of Musicians di e to the fact the leader is
drawing a salary that allows him to
meet the payroll of the band. This
figure is undisclosed, but it's substantial.

Uses this SxS

Paxton is currently at the Roseland Ballroom, from which he shifts,
with only a' fortnight interval, into
the Lincoln, following the current
Count Basie. From the Lincoln,
Paxton goes into the Paramount theatre, N.Y., in March, and from there
into the Pennsylvania hotel, N.Y.

VISUAL

record
of song hits of over 100 publishers, plus old favorites. Includes lead sheets and lyrics
of chorus. SAMPLES FREE.

IS1»

Broadway
Kerr York It

TME-DEX

802-Unity

Looks Set for Labor Day
Conversations have been begun
reflxing the time of Tommy Dorsey's
fulfillment of the one date his band
still owes the
Paramount theatre,
N. Y. He wlU probably play the
latter

house

in

the

during the Labor Day

possibly
period.
fall,

Dorsey is currently at the Capitol
theatre, N. Y., his first date there. It
his acceptance of a bid by Metro
that started a
to play the house

was

drawn-out argument between him,
Par officials and Music Corp. of
America last summer over whether
or not he owed that house another
date. It was decided he did but the
time was deferred until after the
Cap booking.

Pearl Curran Estate,
$5,447, to

Daughter

Eslate of the late Mrs. Pearl GilCurran was appraised
dcrsleeve
last week at $14,194 gross value and
All goes to her daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Holton, of Pelham
Manor, N. Y.
Mrs. Curran wrote many songs,
among them "Rain," "Dawn," and
"Life." Many of her works are religious pieces, including "The Lord's
Prayer," "The Lord Is My Shepherd"
and "Crucifixion and Resurrection."
She died at the age of 65 on April
She was a member of the
16, 1941.
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
$5,447 net.

Continued
Ulnucd from page
that

with

802

IT
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To

Preem Name Band Room;

^^^J

knowingly dealt
and that Abrams

officials

Abrams"

'17,

Capitol Hotel, N.Y., Set

800

Seating

New name

"held himself out to be an official
the HBA."
Van added that
Abrams, not the organization, ran

itol hotel,

N. Y.,

to debut.

With

the election.

approximately

of

band room

Capacity
in the

Cap-

is just about readv
a seating capacity of

room, which
is three stories high due to the
ripping out of floors above the original
ceiling, is expected to open sometime
next month,
Ii has not yet been
named. (Capitol is on Eighth avc.,
just above Madison Square Garden)!
So far no definite name band lias
been bought for the debut period.
Negotiations are proceeding with
several outfits, among them Jan

Unity has also raised the issue of
whether the HBA, a non-profit organization, ever received any of the
money paid Abrams. This, in 1944,
was about f 1.400. There is also said
to be question of whether the
can administer union elections in
view of its charier, which supposedly refers to municipal campaigns only.
Answer to Unity's charges was
contained in a lengthy, brief signed
by Bill Feinbcrg, 802 secretary and
one of the officers reelected in Dec.
Basic allegations made were that

HBA

800, the

Savitt's.

Gene
booked

Krupa
in

'

band,

currently

"George White's. Scandals''

RKO, will follow with a musical
Abrams had plenopotentiary powers at
chore in "Do You Love Mc?" at 20thgiven him by the HBA; that he acted
Fox.
on the organization's behalf in signing a lease and conducting other
business for it; that Abrams has been
certified as

HBA's

Top Tunes

chief investigator

by Monroe Percy Bloch; that Bloch
designated Abrams to conduct other
union elections, including the 1942
vote of the Restaurant Workers
Union in N. Y.: and that Chadbourne
and Bloch both allegedly -knew that

An

tor Yooi Books
Ail-Time Favorite

South American

Way
Music by

Abrams had been running elections
in behalf of the HBA. Correspondence between Chadbourne and
the Union Audit Bureau, in connec-

. .

JIMMY McHUGB

tion with the restaurant workers'
elections, was submitted to substantiate this last allegation.
Feinberg's brief also referred to
an article in Reader's Digest on the

Published by

HARMS

Louis
Appltbaum, member of
Carmen Cavallaro band inked for
at Ciro's, Los Angeles, mean- Canadian National Film Board, is HBA, by William Hard, referring to
while doubling in pictures at War- collaborating with Ann Ronell on its handling of various union elecners.
score of "Story of GI Joe."
tions, and stated that all referred to
by Hard had been run by Abrams.

a stay

AFM

found,
according
to
its
board's statement, that the elections
had been "properly, and fairly held

ABTSER SILVER Announces

and

conducted In. accordance
compliance" with 802's by-laws;
the HBA did actually conduct
elections and that Abrams ran

STARLIGHT MUSIC CO.
A New Firm Exclusively Publishing the NICK and CHARLES KENNY

Songs

ballotting in "the

and
that

the
the

manner and pro-

cedure" adopted by HBA for previous campaigns in numerous other

AFM

Every Important Band Leader and Singer Already Doing This Top Ballad

AWHILE
FOUR RECORDS SOON TO RE ANNOUNCED
From

the Printer's!

HBA

AFM
HBA

Teachers!. ..Students!

Be

1

To

AFM Rejects Plea
OK Wee-Hr. Jamming

A

Novelty-Rhythm Song Sure to Sweep

52ND

ST. IS

ALREADY JUMPING TO

ssafca

Mar Oam <rtimnp.li — Add

—

pondenc* coons. You receive CAVANAUGH S In.
a tract! on Manual which ahowa you step by step how
to apply eon tan ts of this famous book to any popular
- For Bfftansr, Medium or Adrsnccd Student,
•rear yearr Isea* Mill TODAY! Price (U.N cast,
itpaid sad insured anywhere In the world.
•Mis. Paatp

—

CAVAMAUOM PIANO SCHOOLS

-

mfttotm.

Daft

N*wY«lil7.N.V.

OP HIT Of YESTERDAY
POPULAR STANDARD 'OVA

A 'SRtAJ

»^«tL«aV<:

'

f|

Notes-

Chords— Basses— Biwaks— Bines— Rhy tbms-Modalationi—Tranipoalna— Orchestra and Radio Pitying
Introductions— Engines, etc. 1001 sparkling new
Idaas all contained In one book. Not an ear or correi-

Local 77, American Federation of
Musicians, last week rejected a plea
from Vince Carr, president of the
Spotlight Guilds to allow members
to jam at
the clubhouse, which
caters to actors and musicians.

J

PIANO STYLIST

ambelllshmenta employed by the professional.

Philadelphia, Jan. 16.

ALWAYS DO WATCHA
MAMA TELLS YA

a

• Jazz • Setog •
Our NEW 100 pta* Piano Instruction Book will enable no to pur Popular Sons* with all the fan of

Philly

i

Fresh

unions.
also ruled that Abrams
was the "duly authorized" representative of the
Bnd that officials of 802 were justified In their
belief
that
he had
the
HBA's
authority.
also pointed out
that the
is "now estopped from
denying' or questioning" Abrams'
authority and noted that Unity's attorneys had made no c]aims of dishonesty or fraud in the election.

f*fl*jh,- '+jZ*,J f^
!

> .

.,1s.

. :

,

v
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Hipp, Balto, Figures in Newest Social

As

Security Suit

Snarl Continues

The

social security and withhold--*
tax situation is still in a snarl

lnx
despite previous court decisions and
rulings by the Buwau of Internal

Beg Poddon
Mona

Revenue.

government move was

Latest

Friday
•vaude'

filing

week,

against Izzy
theatre.
Rappaport's
Hippodrome
Baltimore, for payment of back social security taxes. A similar suit lias
been argued against the Carman theatre. Philadelphia, but decision has

of

a

suit,

last

.

is

for a

Set

Deals

imum pacts for four independent
this week on the 30
shows, a week basis' for acts getting
under $600 weekly.
Houses involved are the Adams,
Newark. N. J.: Hippodrome. Baltimore; Royal. Baltimore, and Apollo,
Harlem! N. Y. Operators have been
called in by Malt Shelvey, national
administrator for AGVA, to work
out a schedule that will prove
amicable to both theatre operators
and performers.
Deals call for- 30 shows for acts
gelling $600 weekly or under, and
35 shows weekly for acts getting
above thai figure.- with overtime for
all -sessions
beyond that.
Also a
better arrangement than pro rata on
all midnight shows, with latter not
permissable under regular weekly
schedule since
contract reads
all regular shows must be played
before midnight.
'

vaude houses

Wages

For Vaude Aftors
The vaude booker, one of the
more harassed show business functionaries since

thVe.

start of the war.

always' what with uncontrollable salaries
The
government
ha:
wanted" performersto get benefits pt »»d Ihe difficulty in obtaining suitable talent, is leading a comparatively
the social security and unemploy
ment insurance, legislation and has quieter Jife these days. For Ihe first
tried its utmost to get them into Ihe lime since '.Ihe start of Die war a -degree
of salary stabilization has come
than
category of employees rather
upon the industry. Most of- them
independent contractors.
Should the government be success- feel that salaries have reached their
|

limit.

:

Major reasons for this change of
pace are the more determined atti-

i

tude by bookers and,- more imporlaht, the general belief that theatre
grosses are believed to have reached
their apex. In fact, many believe
that there will-be some decline in
the. number of admissions with the
reverses on the European front.
With the leveling off of: .grosses.

Tars Double Into

British

AGVA

American Guild of Variety Artists
expects to set deals on basic min-

Stabilized

Boston Niteries, Relieve

Owners Act

'Blackout';

-

-

Saranac Lake
Bjr

Happy Benway

Saranao Lake, N.

Y., Jan. 16.

-

Send birthday greetings to Cliff
Farmer, Rose Goldstein and Joseph

formulate a program designed to
prevent a cabaret "blackout."
Meeting took action on measures

.

Bradley at the Will Rogers.
Gang still agog over visit of Roy
Rogers, pix star, and Vera Ralston,
who were guests of Harold Rodner

calling for- retention of a high-priced
public relations counsellor and studied the voluntary closing of niteries'-'

While on furlough at home Carl one night weekly.
(IATSE) Kern was floored, with flu.
Prior to the confab. Noah L.
Sig Mealy handing out laughs 'Braunstein, COG counsel, declared
since he .mastered recent operation. that he would be in favor of the sixAmong hospitals in northern New day cafe week if he could be assured
York to be approved by the Ameri- that every major cafe would abide
can College of Surgeons was the by such a decision.
Will Rogers Memorial. This Is the
A six-day week, according to
27th annual survey of this organiBraunstein. would lit in with their
zation..
Herman Levins, Rogers Fund exec, -cbrrcnt predicament -perfectly, as.
weekending here for. a looksee and not only, could the cafe ops show
.''''
to visit the patients.
voluntary compliance with the GovBen Schlatter back to bed in weak- ernment conservation objectives, but
ened condition.
_
it would also resolve a ticklish situWrite to those who are III.
ation with the American Guild of
Variety Artists, which has recently
"been pressing for one night off week-

.

.

Harry Howard Chorines

for the performers.
He said the
would be seriously consid"
ered.
ly

Pay Claims Up This

matter

'

'

.

The other major itein on the' agenda was the' hiring of a high-priced
publicity man. Steve Hannagan and
Russell B. Poller were considered at
the meet.
COG will publicize the
cafe owners and; entertainers performance in furthering Ihe war effort, such as bond drives and beney
fits for which the performers work,

Wk. on White Unit

.

Settlement of claims- allegedly due
principals and choristers of vaude
unit edition of "George White's
Scandals of 1944'. is still being held
in abeyance by American Guild of
Variety Artists until final claims are

computed

this

;

.

.

months ago, has paTd

closed

Boston, Jan.

16.

bookers would know to what
they could go' in buying talent

,i
!

Draw AGVA

Suspensions;

Niteries are also expected to feel
the effects of -the Office of Defense
Transportation
curtailing
conventions,
Already 17 meetings scheduled for New York have been cancelled, and the American Hotel Association has expressed willingness
to cooperate with any program for-,

several

off in full for

the playing dates but performers
claim there is about three weeks
additional salary due for excessive
layoff time and failure to post official closing
notice one week in
advance of closing.

warded by ODT. -.'
The ODT has approved an
cation form to be filled out

,

to

appli-

not

in

thun 30 days .before a- meeting.
group requesting a
convention must show that the business at hand cannot be. conducted. by

less

snarled

limit

,

gratis.

week.

which

Revue,

-

AGVA

ODT Curbs

The. Cafe Owners' Guild, organiza^
lion of N. Y.- nitery owners, despite
assurance from the Office of War
Mobilization that no action shutting
niteries is presently being .'contemplated, met. yesterday (Tuesday) to

Mix-up angle and controversy as
amount of salary claims had been
up through White having
Claim
Contract
Jumping
advanced
week
that
money to some choristers
discovery
here
this
The
on
layoff periods and secured out-Six
several top niteries were employing
chorus
gals
who
had
been
apHowever'no decline in the price
British sailors as dishwashers at $4 of talent is foreseen for the duration, pearing in the ensemble of Harry side engagements for some of the
brought
out
principals
abpve their contracted
a night plus t\A> meals
unless grosses decline too drastically, Howard's vaude unit. "Hooray For
plenty of local discussion in the which' -isn't an immediate likelihood. The Girls," have been suspended by salries to him and with the producer
press.
Turned out that the sailors For one thing, competition from, American. Guild of Variety Artists not cutting in on the extra coin.
themselves sought such work during niteries as'. well as from other fields and placed on the unfair list for Both White and A. L. Berman, who
lengthy stays in port, and were fill- is too fierce. The bidding for acts contract jumping.
was associated in production of the
ing plenty of part-time'jobs through from these various sources will tend
According (o complaint of the pro- unit, maintain that the extra amount
the efforts of British relief societies to maintain salaries at their current ducer, -the sextet, including Eloise earned by these acts through White's
.In the city to help fill out their high level.
Rand. Eileen Kelly, Vicki Merrill, assistance more than liquidates outtime
while
monthly wages, kill
The talent shortage, a major, rea- Josephine Sanders. Leah Thorne and standing amounts claimed. Since the
awaiting sailing orders and relieve son for the salary boom, has reached Irene
Hayes vamped the show performers scattered 'to other enthe tough help situation in all .ho- the point where it is now no longer despite- having signed contracts for gagements it has taken A nv A some
tels, niteries and restaurants.
The same talent the season.
a selling point.
time to have them file claims. Dave
Tars figured it was okay, so con- scarcity- has prevented the opening
Gals will be subject to fines and Fox, head of AGVA's N. Y. local,
sensus was. "Oh well, that's okay of theatres to stage shows. Vaude other penalties and will not be per- figures the matter will now be
then." Idea long sanctioned, by Brit- performers'. how play a. limited num- mitted to work in vaude or niteries adjusted.
ish officials- in
town, who keep ber of established ho.uses: conse- until suspension is lifted by AGVA
Both White and Berman have explenty tabs on their men on shore quently there arc only a limited
pressed willingness to pay off any
leave.
number of bidders for their services
amounts actually coming to the
Soon. /-it is expected the; Cugat Set for Copa, N. Y.,
in vaude.
performers but do not want to be
upon
realisation will finally come
subjected to overpay. The claims as
them that they might as well take
Berle Into Roxy For 1st
After
Capitol Date is would be between $3,000 and $4,the job even if their agent can't get
The "on-again-off-again" deal be- 000, which is likely to be considerN.Y.VaudeDatein3Yrs. thai extra fifty or a hundred.
tween Xavier- Cugat and the N. Y. ably whittled if White and Berman's
Milton Berle has been' signed for
Copacabaoa nitery has been revived contentions are upheld by the talent
the Roxy starting Feb. 7. This is
and a deal was made late last week. union.
Bcrle's first appearance at this house OHIO AGENTS ELECT
Cugat will go into the Copa in April
and his first Broadway v.aude date in
following his dale at the Capitol
three years.-- Intervening lime has
JOE
AS
theatre. March .1 or 8.
RITZ BROS/ 10G WKLY.,
been spent in musicals, films and
His -Gotham (rip in March, will
Cleveland, Jan. 16;

Dishwash Help Situash

*

to Prevent

Alarmed Over

at the Rogers.

February preem.

4 Indie Vauders

j

theatre ops will
in this case,
•gain have to start collection of
withholding taxes as well.

week by Michael

last

.

to

N. Y. Cafe

Cleveland, Jan. 18.
the Hanna Olub

of

Jordon, decorator, who recently remodeled it. although Jerrie Can son
will continue to own it.
Although Jordon decorated half of
Ihe niteries in town, and often acted
as professional advisor, it's the first
lime he ever operated- one. Agreement made with proprietress Is that
ha will manage the spot for. six
months, installing new entertainment policy to pull it out of the red.
Jordon also prepping a nitery .of his
own. witli a 'Latin-American-, decor,

.

consequently seen

ful

Management
waa taken over

hearsal.

thai -the
•ocial security situation for any; thcr
aire will -not be solved until each
vauder's case will be ruled upon individually by the courts.
It

proceeded

engagement,

the Slate theatre,
where she look a dressing room,
unpacked her belongings, and
rehearsed her entire repertoire
with Shep Fields' orchestra.
wasn't until then that she
It
found she wasn't booked for the
Stale at all. but was supposed
to appear at Dow's, a block and
a half -away.
"Grabbing up her belongings,
slie ran over «o Dow's, where
she was forced to do her first
bcneill
without
of re.show

•

:

Hartford. Jan. 18.
here
arriving
three-day
a
for

Sbltis,

U2>

directly

not yet been handed down.
for
sued
is
being
Rappaport
around S3?. 000 for social .-securitytaxes, the government refusi'tig toabide by previous decisions', such as
the N. Y. Radio City Music Hall easel
and the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue ruling of Feb. 21. 194-1. both
of which declared performers to be
Independent contractors.
A recent mimeograph by the Collector of Internal Revenue, staling
that the Music Hall case was not inclusive, is the current authority for
the Hippodrome case. The mimeograph stated that the conditions sur-'
rounding the MH.case were unique
and did not apply to other theatres.
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VftRIEft
Mike Jordon Makes Debut
As Cleve. Nitery Operator

In that form, the

-

than 50 members: that attend-

less

ance at the meeting will not cause a

upon .transportation, and thirt
meet will not harm the war ef-

.strain

-

the

fort.
The application also asks why
the convention objectives cannot be
achieved by mail and from what
areas the delegates will come.
Hotels and night clubs are expect-,
ed to be hit heavily by this order, as
some of the heaviest spending comes
from parlies attending these confabs.

"

.

'

Bardo's Unfair Listing In

I

Pending

.

city,

*•.'.'

.

>

He

goes in with the pic
Ben.
Yost's
"Hangover Square."
Vikings and Dick Brown arc only
acts so far set to play with Berle.
Current show with Jack Durant.
Gil Malson and "Winged -Victory")
ends Jan. 23 and will be followed
with the Zanzibar Revue with Bill
Robinson and Louis Armstrongs
.orch, after which Berle conies in.
Zanzibar show will go into the
Boxy from the nearby Cafe Zanzibar.
Shows subsequent to Berle are
Victor Borge and Joan Edwards
coupled with "A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn." Count Basie has; also
been sighed for house but date not
radio.

j

'

•

j

I

:

j
>

-

yet

set.

Ink Spots Resume Tour
Fri. (19) ; Litigation Ends

Joe Mall

was

elected

new prcz

of

His pre
vious theatre appearances here have

|

Ohio Guild of Theatrical Agents at
meeting last week when Marly been at the Paramount, where he
Caine. •former head of organization, played Inst in February for 10 weeks
declined to run 'again due to press "with the film "Lady in the Dark;'
|

;

|

'

of business.

j

Leo Fredericks made

Merle
Jacobs of MCA, treasurer, and Alsecretary.
Guest
Jackson,
f>'«M>
speaker at get-together .of bookers was Malt Shelvey. national div'.p.,

.

>

reclor of

AGVA. who

discussed pos-

on talent situation if
government bears down on niteries.

sible reactions

Copa Show

to

Tour As

'

This is also his first local appear:
ance here in "a -cafe.
Prior aflerdark spot dales were played at the
Hoiel .Waldorf-Astoria. He may play
there later ^this season.
has ah arrangement with
' jCugat
Lucius
Boomer.
Waldorf-Astoria
president,
whereby, all his cafe
appearances will be at the Waldorf.
He has previously expressed a desire to try another spot, and this is
the first year that permission was
obtained.
Prior Copa deal

Nitery Unit; Balto Opening February
Current show at the Copacabana.
N. Y„ will make (he rounds as a
.

was made for a
appearance, but was called

off -when

Cugat wanted to remain
on the Coast. Shep Fields was sub-

round

-

Spots, the sepia
quartet resumes work at the Regal
Chicago, ftartlng Friday
theatre,
(19).
Group will be led by: Billy Kenny,
fnember of the original outfit. For
,

*-

the

inked

for

the

"

Feb\

Del Rio Club, Baltimore,

previously operating

the Regal showing, Spots are part ParLslenne and Folies Bergere', dea package which includes the funct N, Y. boites, arc handling the
Troy Bradshaw orch.' Moe Gale set unit. It's being submitted at around
with Harry Levlne, Par. $3,000. Featured talent hasn't been
«p
.

.

La Vie

f

set

yet

latter cut fine to $150.

.

LQ

tacked on the extra $2,500.
Ted Lewis and orch are skedded
in.

when

trio

moves out

in

March.

I

Agent has since claimed innocence
of charges for which fine was leveled, that of tipping of! a performer
about an opening in 'a. unit produced

by Gordon Kibbler afler an unfair
action had been taken against the
litter by AGVA.
Bardo has posted $150 with AGVA
national office pending appeal and
has had franchise restored until final
decision is made after rehearing this

week.

Sepia Shows Slated For

Newark Opera House
The Newark Opera House, now
running with Italian opera and
Jewish drama, will change to a
sepia vaude house. New vaudfllmcr
will be renamed the Orphcum and
will be operated by Jimmy Martime manager of the
shall, one
Apollo, N. Y.. Lincoln, Los Angeles,
.

Cugat

Beachcomber, Prov., In

spot!

Small Folding 'Star Time'

2.

Miles Ingalls and Arthur Lesser,
latter

i

,

original

Ink-

start at the

.

I

.

sequently

.

.'

FOR BOFF CHI DRAW
Chicago, Jan. 16.
Ritz Brothers, now in. their eighth
week at the Latin Quarter, will
draw a pay check of $10,000 every
Saturday for six weeks starting
Feb. 4, winding up their four-month
stint at the Randolph street nitery
on March 17 with $135,000, or $45,000 apiece, one of the biggest wages'
on record for a nightclub act here.
Opening last Nov. 26, the trio,
originally pacted for 10 weeks, have
been pulling in terrific crowds with
three shows a night, seven nights a
week. Starting at $7,500 per, they
agreed to stay an extra six weeks
when Ralph Berger,
operator,

Bardo had-been tried by the Philly
for
conduct unbecoming a
franchised agent, fined $:100 and
franchise lifted, until he paid the
line.
On appeal to 'national" office,
local

j

!

With settlement last week of the nilery unit al the completion of its
uits and countersuits revolving run here. Unit, sans principals, -will

'

union.

.

result in a double switch.

AGVA
Hearing

of

.

PREXY

by

New

Joe Bardo. Philly agent and pre/Variety Bookers Ass'n. of that
has had unfair listing lifted
by American Guild of Variety Artists pending a rehearing of his case
by the national office of the talent

Bway

MAIL

Lifted

Philly

.

Paul

Time"

Small's
will

Jan. 27.

,

•

legit-vauder,

close

....

"Star

Washington,

in

"

the -road.

Basic Agreement

Ruby. Foo's "Beachcomber, Providence, which had b6en declared unfair by- American- Guild of Variety
'Artists for failure to negotiate pact-

.

H

featuring Lou
o 1 1 z„
Fields, DeMarcos, had a fairly
profitable run at thee Majestic, N. Y.,
but failed to make any money on

Layout,

Benny

AGVA

'

weeks ago, slgqed as a
spot with the talent union

ing. several

Class

A

week.
Deal calls, for $85-$50 minimum,
latter figure being for chorister*.
thfa

and -the Met, Cleveland.
Orph will carry a line of

16..

with'

Addison Carey doing the- production,
and will have a name and top band
policy.

•
.

Earl Hines has been set aa the
opening attraction, Feb. 23.

,
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"America'*.

QieaUU

2uafitet"

r:;

Now: CAFE ZANZIBAR, New York

Doubling:

THE ROXY THEATRE, New York
(Opening Jan. 24)
DECCA RECORDS

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Released:

(On Sale: February 15)

"RECKLESS AGE"

Soon To Be Released:

GEE. BABY, AIN'T

"NIGHT CLUB GIRL"

IS

GOOD TO YOUl

RADIO:

SHORTS:

PHILCO HALL OF FAME
THE KATE SMITH PROGRAM
ARMED FORCES RADIO

"SWINGTIME HOLIDAY!'

"ON THE MELLOW

I

THERE SOMEBODY ELSE?

SIDE'

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

400 MADISON AVENUE
PLAZA 3-73*2

NEW YORK

17,
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A
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Night Club Reviews
Persian lloom,

IV.

mains

V.

Tommy

Orch,

Di.r,

Mark

Holm.

Celeste

Gali-Cali,

Monte Orch;

$1.50 cover alter 9:30,

now

the

divertissement
Persian Room has one of those
anomalous bookings in Tommy J3i.\.
the young baritone who several
seasons as;o boft'ed "cm in the George
Abbon Broadway musical. "Best
Foot Forward." later doing the same
in the film version of the show.
Pink-cheeked, slight Tommy Dix
at first sight wouldn't appear to be
the kind of performer .one could
But here
associate with niteries.
he is. and at one of the class casiFoi

its

.

side New York spots, no less.
boffing them as ever.
,

When

he

once

with that

And
,

tonsilling
is right

starts

full baritone,

Dix

out of the top drawer for any class
of audience, whether it's the more
conservative element of the Persian
Room or the bobbysoxers who

fine

comedienne.

State on Broadway
him several months ago.
the
discharged from
in
is making his debut

niteries.

and

he

continues

to

manifest a sense of showmanship
values that belies his 20 years. His
the lighter classics; viz.
Nothin*",
"One
of
Man Rivet " and. of
course, the inevitable "Buckle Down.
Winsocki,"
which
he
originally
smashed over in "Best Fool." And
with a gracious apology .that would
.dispel any suggestion of bad taste
for such a selection in a cafe, he
does "The Lord's Prayer" for a
forte

is

in

'Got

Plenty
Alone," "Old

1

strong climaxer.
Otherwise, the Persian Room has
two other strong, performers in
Celeste Holm, for the supper show,
end Gali-Gali, who shares the dinner billing with Dix.
Miss Holm,- of course, is doubling
from the hit musical Bloomer Girl."
In which she's featured, and she re-

•

VELOZ and

•

song-

num-

fillip

.

how

to sell.

Gali-Gali continues to be one of
the most amazing magic tricksters
with stunts that include little chicks,
his own version of the shell game
and ihe business with the cards and
coins.
And that audience-participation gag. in which he produces chicks
from various parts of a customer's
clothing, has plenty of laughs.
AH
handled with neat patter and showmanship.
Bob Grant and Mark Monte arc
on the stand for their nifty dance
music, with Grant also neatly play' Ka/in.
ing the show.

PantlWr llowm. Chi
(HOTEL SHERMAN)

Medically

Army, Dix
the

She's es-

with that
hoyden manner. It's when she attempt-'- to change pace with a more
scriuus song that interest lags because (hat type of number seems
She's
totally unexpected of her.
plenty ultra on looks and knows
bers a considerable

mobbed Loew's
to hear

a

special-material
sentially
a
stress, of course, giving her

(PLAZA HOTEL)
Grant

Bol>

Chicago, Jan.

6.

Cab Calloway's Orch (18) with
Dorothy Sautters; Simpson Hirmdnettes
Meade Lux Leu'is dud
(2),
Marimba Coeds; $1.50-$2.50 mini-

mum.

speed that

two boys, dance and sing to gal's
whirls. Chester Dolphin presents a

with "Don't Fence Me In," "There
Goes That Song Again" and "Devil
and Deep Blue Sea." More than the
other acts, though, her net results

juggling turn with some unusual
angles that fail to get too much response.
Dottie Dotson, Courtney's /femnie
warbler, nets some palm pounding
for her version of "Hum and Coca
Cola," done uniquely, while Johnny
Williams, also with the band, clicks
with a group of pops.
Liic.

La Martinique,

Dario, the boniface of La Martinique, always one for scouting new
talent for his spot, has come up. with

another such performer irt Leon
Victor (New Acts), and in the past
this practice has paid dividends.
If
Dario never brings another performer to the fore 'he needn't concern himself, for the nitery crowd
recalls all too well that it was he
who gave Danny Kaye the first real
break in the letter's ultimate showcasing that resulted in stardom.
This is Victor's initial nitery date,
as well as his first in the Englishspeaking idiom, formerly being of
the Yiddish stage as Leo Fuchs.

The rest of the bill is fast and
up an otherwise so-so tiptop",
including
rhythm
singer
his usual Karen Cooper, hoofers Gil Johnson
swing tunes, with an adap- and Sheila Bond (New Acts), plus
"Kashmiri Song" thrown in Carl Ravazza's zingy band, a holdto prove the versatility of his top
over, with which the personable
boogie-woogie aggregation.
maestro has his own solo song stint.
Calloway opens the show with a
Miss Cooper has a strong voice
sock rendition of "Cruising with that would suggest she move further
Cab," a high
speed instrumental away'from the mike, but she's otherarrangement followed by Dorothy wise personable and knows how to
Sautters, band vocalist, doing a Cal- sell a pop. Johnson is a good lookloway version of "Tabby the Cat" to ing tapster with a dash of the
a fair hand.
ballet in his turn, all good-, while
Marimba Coeds lee off with "Holi- cute, blonde Miss Bond goes over
day
for
Strings,"
re-christened with a similar act.
"Holiday
for
Marimbas."
Girls,
Ravazza, with those novelty tunes,
who are students at the Northwest- continues to boff 'em, and no small
ern University Sehool-of Music, need part of the maestro's click is due to
plenty of polishing before they can his boyish personality that puts him
rate much in class niteries.
Other over from the first. The band is
Heading

show Cab Calloway does
of
tion of

stint

'

.

Calloway and band close the show
with a sock rendition of his old
standbys,
"Minnie the Moocher,"
"Smoky Joe," "St. James Infirmary"

<

IVAN SCOT'' ono ORCHESTRA
V TKf RHYTHMfERS

Rhumba

Leon Victor; Catalino's
Band; $3.50 minimum.

"Tito Tico."

KAVIER CUGAT o w n-i
DOLORES end ORCHESTRA

Y.

IH'.

Carl Ravazza's Band. Line. Sheila
Bond, Gil Johnson, Karen Cooper,

numbers include "Boogle-Woogie,' nifty for the
"My Buddy" with a sweet and hot Latin outfit.
treatment, "Back Beat Boogie" and

YOLAND

hoof, as

is

Catalino's

Kn/m.

Le Ruban Bleu, X. V.
Monk. Irwin Corey, Thelma
Carpenter,
Imogen e
Coca,
Day,
Dawn & Dusk, Cedric Wallace Trio;
$2 minimum.
Julius

and "Jumping Jive."
Both the Humanettes and Meade
Lux Lewis were reviewed when
The Le Ruban Bleu formula of prethey played the Panther room flye sentation is one of the surest methods
weeks ago.
Hunt.
_
of successfully launching new talent
and giving a performer a buildup
that few spots can equal. The intime
.

1

Blae Hooai,

IV.

O.

(HOTEL ROOSEVELT)
New Orleans, Jan.

FOR SALE
Cmr

Ideal corner liarineM la
I«Uiid.
Include* tfand.
Equipped far Freak
•r Alrl Rhow.
Toa-ether with fl-yr.

W

lettw.
law rent.
Corner
b'r 180*.
pot. Mailable for aajr
or any
butlnemt.
Call for appointment any
time.
Waaler fleraeh. .ESplanade

nmt

surroundings of this room, sophistication of its clientele, and rapt attention given a performer are usually-

11.

Harry conducive to the best possible showCool, KurtU Marionette*-, Rita Lopez casing.
Most acts presently on tap are vetTrio, Chester Dolphin, Dottie Dotson, Johnny Williams; $1.90 cover erans ai this spot. Day. Dawn and
Dusk, the hard-working sepia comSaturday and Sunday*.
Del

Courtney Oroh

(14),

Del Courtney's band can take more
than the acta in this" show
which, for one or two exceptions, is
below standard of this swank spot.
Courtney and crew deliver pleasant musical diversion, being equally
at home with sweet or swing and
credit

'

ACTS! COMICS!
We
K

Write for HMOJIfer.
and Hf&XY

LB

I

N

MA

N

Uni Ittand illy J, N.
Pre* Catalog of
Prepared Material Available

25-31. K 30lh Hi.,

Y.

satisfies

from

all

angles.

Leader

is

on the retiring side and could be a
little showier on the stand.
Standout act is Harry Gool, 'who
gets plenty of palm-poundlng with
his warbling of 'There Qqes That
Song Again," "I Dream of You," "It

Had

to

Be You" and other pop

faves.

it adds up to as much interest as a reading of a phone directory.
His dollar bill bit is much
better.
Lynne Gardner, of the "Thanks to
the Yanks," is a looker, capable of
selling a song. She gets over nicely

Kurtls Marionettes provide novel
entertainment, with* Kurt is giving
voice to the dancing and singing figures which are deftly manipulated!
His "Harlem Hattlc." a sepia blues
singer, proves a wow.
The Rita Lopez Trio, a girl and

edy singing trio, are holdovers. Their
hoked-up spirituals and chanties find
favor with this spot's patronage.
Featured slot on bill is allotted to
Irwin Corey, making a return engagement here. His stuff is smart
and conducive to maximum hilarity.
Dissertations on military affairs and
his take-off on "Largo al Factotum."
from the "Barber of Seville," are his

hampered by the lightingomissions.
Artinl and Consuelo are a standard ballroom duo, with standard
routines. They're strongest in the
Latin
American
numbers,
with
were

'

whjch they close. Show is emcecd
by Marty Drake, whose owh stint is
the last on the bill. His turn lacks
punch and taste, one number being
blue without
being funny.

saving

the

grace

of

He also works the
mike poorly, blasting as though he
were at the Garden. His turn suffers
from a characteristic that affects the
whole show a lack of direction and

—

Merr.

staging,

On

AGVA

Upheld by

Ingalls

Betty Reilly Contract

Betty Reilly's attempt to abrogate
her exclusive agent contract with
Miles.

Ingalls,

talent'

agent,

the agent.

Vogue Terrace,

Pitt,

Mishaps Closes

It

6 Nites

Pittsburgh. Jan.

Vogue Terrace,

N. Y. Nitery Follownp

restaurant

down
It's been said before, but there's
no harm in repeating it— Leon &
Eddie's without Eddie Davis would

make

52d street,

this

just another joint along

N.

Y.,<-

swing

spot

street.

The

was

stymied last week when American
Guild of Variety Artists ruled In.
favor of the agent.
Miss Reilly, nitery singer, had
asked AGVA to nullify the contract
upon grounds that Ingalls had not
given her individual attention in
build-up and furthering' her advancement as required by the pact.
AGVA found little justification in
the claims and ruled that the singer
must fulfill terms 'of contract with

of

near

had

here,

w;here

ceiling,-

to

week when

six nights last

ttie

16.

1,200-seat theatre-

shut
pavt

repairmen

were at work fixing insulations damaged by heavy snowstorm, caved in.
Accident happened during closing
hours.
Bar kept open throughout
week but there was ho dancing or

color that it has must be
credited to Davis, who tosses those
entertainment.
original indigo lyrics around like
As a result. Maurice Spilalny's
nobody's biz. This is a 16th anniversary show for this now-famous •band closed five days early and
nitery institution, and Davis is back Bob Rhodes band had to wait an
again after a try at the legit— and extra night to open. Couple of new
glad to see .you, from the show -of acts, Gaynor and. Ross and Whitney
the same name.
Davis feels he's Sisters, waited around, too, and
that lucky.
"Glad to See You"
demanded full pay, but Bill
folded plenty in the red, and Davis Household,
Vogue Terrace owner,
is glad he got but of it fast, though
it
was an auto accident in Philly countered with claim .room couldn't
that precipitated his exit from the open due lo act of God. No actinn
v
show. Otherwise, this is. a show of taken pending hearings and arbitramostly New Acts,, and reviewed ac 7 tions.
cordingly.
New Acts including
Sherry Britfon, the beaut stripper;

AGVA

Diamond

Leo

harmonica

trio;

From COAST-TO-COAST

Mann, pop singer;- Tato and
Martha, dancers: Carl and Arlene,
acros. Johnny Thompson is handling
the emcee chores and has a baritone
chore of his own, and the goodlooking lad handles both jobs neatly.
Art Waner's orch plays the show
and dancing equally as well. On
opening night there was a little
"anniversary" gimmick in the form
of vet performer Jack Haines being
made up to look like Leon (Enken),
and there were a few Iaffs as he engaged in a Gallagher and Shean routine with Davis.
There are several
special, tunes written for the show
by Art Waner and Eli Bass, workmanlike though not socko. Kahn.
Phyllis

THE CRITICS CHEER

WILLIAM
FRANKLIN
Star of "Porqy and Bess"

FROM
SAN rRANCI.SC O.
".

.

.

(nil

.

.

.

TO
CHICAGO. Herald-Amerloaa
"William Franklin

ABA

Bulletin

triumphant

vocally

Joyously effective."

-

,

ant

plenty at

aometliln'."

Dining BIU Kent

TO

Bill Kent/recently re-elected president of the N. Y. Artists Representative! Association for the fifth
consecutive time, will be feted at a
dinner given by
Friday (19) at

NKW

YORK. New York

"till

Tlaiea

voire la •arallenl.'*

MowmmmM: DOROTHY

ARA

14*

VmI

Cavanaugh's, N. Y.

Slat

DUILIN
Stmt: New York

Circle

6-NM

CAROL WINTERS

highspots.

Imogene Coca lends another bit of
comedy to the divertissement. Her

SAYS

A PLEASURE"

"IT'S

material

is built for audiences of this
type, but seems not sufficiently commercial for mass trade. Crowd would
have kept her on indefinitely even
after two encores. Her discourses on
her tragic love life, glamor, the I. J,
Fox takeoff and her bit with the

trombone are

big.

New item is Thelma Carpenter
(New Acts), former soloist with
Count Basic's orch, making her nitery

T« latertoli the toyi fa the
Araied Force* Over tea*

SECOND OVERSEAS TRIP

bow

as a single.
Julius Monk, who usually emcees
the show, was ill at show caught. Introes were capably performed by
pianist of Day,

Dawn and

Dusk.

Thankt to

AL WII.HON

KI1KIK SMITH AGENCY
Paramount Bultrtlnr, N. Y,

Cedric Wallace Trio (piano, guitar
and bass) dish out the lull music and
.

play the show neatly.

Glass Hal,

Jose

I\.

V.

(BELMONT-JPLAZA HOTEL)

:

Marti/

DrcJce,

Gardner, Artini

It

Mignon,

.

Lynne

Consuelo, Paitoii,

Payson Re and Nino Morales orchestras; $2 minimum weekdays, $2.50
Sat.,-

Sun..

Glass Hat's new show,
which
opened Thurs. (^) is on the light
side as -floor entertainment and with
poor lighting marring the action,
teeoff was unimpressive.
Best of
the acts are Lynne Gardner, vocalist,

who comes from

radio,

THE GOLDEN VOICE OF
LATIN AMERICA

and Pax-

with his -standard memory turn.
Opener is Mignon, dancer. Handicapped by the. tough floor layout,

ton,

with its intervening glass pillars,
she's unable to get over any personality and the turn doesn't come

Does a ballroom, Latin American and George M. Cohan numbers.
off.

.

Much

of the effectiveness of

TITO CORAL
Returning

to Boachcombtr,

Miami

Boach, Florida

Pax-

ton's memory offering Is spoiled by
poor showmanship. Starts by calling
off vital statistics- on key cities requested by table sitters, but rattles
them off at such an unintelligble

Per

ttio

Soatoifc—Opening Jan. 18th
Direction.

LOO WEIS

'

Wednesday, January 17, 1945

HARRISON

G.

'

!

disposing of his last theatre interest,
Orpheum theatre, Paterson,
the
N. J., some years' ago. Watson, rated

comic, had
amassed a sizable forutne via his
burlesque productions and theatre
holdings. He had been a pioneer in

Dutch

outstanding

an

Bom

Chatham Square Museum in 1881.
He acquired the Billy Watson name
through substituting for a singer by
that name the following year, and
had carried it ever since.
Later as a Dutch comedian, Walcon did so well in vaude and burlesque that in 1905 he built his own
theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., known
as Watson's Cozy Corner, which he
eventually sold to Marcus Loew for
about $85,000. Watson had operated

AWAY

22 YEARS PASSED

DAVID POWELL

GOODMAN
Died Jam. 19. 1923

A
A
A

•

voice we loved it trilled;place li vacant in our hearfi
Which never will be filled.

Your

with

house

stock

burlesque

shows for more 'than 10 years before
celling, to Loew.
At the time of its sale, he had
talked retirement, but instead revived his burlesque troupe and took
to the road again in a show consolidating "Alley" and "Beef Trust."
Feature of latter, was a chorus of
hefty dames. His shows had been
top money-getters on the old Empire- Circuit and Columbia wheels.
When the latter wheel folded, Watton retired and went into real estate

He
J.

built the

Orpheum, Paterson,

and had large realty holdings

in that city's factory districts,

many

of which he lost during the 1929 depression. He ran the theatre, with
cafe and restaurant adjacent, along
the .sarrie policy as his Brooklyn
house. But when lack of employ-

ment reduced the once properous
city to a near-ghost town, he was
forced to abandon the enterprise. In
1937, he and his former partner, Billy
(Grogan) Spencer revived "Krausemeyer" for another whirl around the
burlesque wheel.

A

brother, sister

and three daugh-

ters survive.

EDWARD FIELDING
Edward

Fielding, 65, veteran legit
and screen actor, died after a heart
attack while mowing his lawn in
Hollywood, .Jan. 10. After a long
career on the Broadway stage, he
went to Hollywood five years ago
arid

played character parts in sev-

eral

with general
tax matters affecting the industry .as
a whole.
Survived by widow, two children
office to wrestle

film

productions,

Song of Bernadette" and

including
^'Wilson.'

In 1939, Fielding quit the Broad
stage to live in Hollywood,
leaving the cast of "The Brown

Danube"

to

appear with

Howard

Leslie

in

the late
"Intermezzo."

Although born in N. Y,,..he made his
stage debut in London in Beerbohm
Tree's company, later appearing in

England in support of Olga Nethersole, Granville Barker and
Charles
Hawtrey.
Returning to the U, S., he was
wen in <'Gh6sts," "Merchants of
Glory^" "i want My Wife," "Reunion
in Vienna," "Lady From
The Sea,
Soldiers arid Women," "The Rising
Son," "Peace Palace," "Amazing Dr,

Thomas Preston Frith, 62, .pioneer
film cowboy, died Jan. 9 in North
Former, range rider,
Hollywood.
father.
Frith had been a picture actor for 27
Funeral services were held in
.years.
Larchmont, N. Y., where Brown
iived, yesterday (Tuesday).
Vivian Wilcox, 33, film player, died
Jan. 5 in Hollywood.

ELLA WILLARD

Mrs. Charles Willard,

82,

veteran

character actor.
Mrs, Willard had been on the
stage for about 50 years, making her
debut in 1885 with the Madison
Square .Theatre company in "Hazel
Kirke." She later appeared in "The
White Slave" and, with Dustin
'

lb
Manuel G
Blaine
Vivian
Frank, Hollywood, Jan 10. Bride, is
screen .actress; groom a talent agent.
to
Lt.
Joseph
Joan
Sullivan
Grensebeck, Las Vegas, Jan. 4. Bride
is screen actress.
Mrs. D. W. Becker to Charles
Grapewin, Las Vegas, Nev., Jan. 10.
Groom is. the stage and screen ac-

Farnum

"The

in

Virginian,"-

also

playing for several seasons under
the management
of
Cohan and
Harris in "Fifty Miles From Boston"
and "Get. Rich Quick Wallihgford."

appearance was made
in Arthur Hopkins' production of
"Machinal."
last stage

his death.

Born in New York, Wurtzel came
the Coast in 1919 and entered
agency business almost immediately,
handling many top silent film. stars.
Latterly he had devoted his agency
almost exclusively to producers and
directors,
although
Gene Autry,
cowboy film star, had been his
.

client before entering

He

is

armed

forces.

survived by widow.

WILLIAM

E.

LUDWIG

drummer with Brad Hunt's dance
orch before he went into the service,
was killed on a bombing mission
over Europe early In December. Copilot of a Liberator, Ludwig' had
been overseas only a little more
than three weeks when he met his
22,
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Capitol

'leoi-Klo

Kjiy.e

Ol'ninuy

l>inmoiid

'

Ben

& Ore

Cartel'.

King Cole 3
Tinimie' noKere
Savannah Churchill

(

Jimmy

Casino Rnsee
Gypsy Markoft
Codolban Ore
Club IS
Roy Sodloy
Vln'o Curran
Ann Denis
cayo blxon
Jen'y 'T3crgen

Ronoo
Roslla

.

l-ester

Cnnga

I.a

.

Mlcuclilo Valdes

LuMnrr & Martin
Marhllo. Bd

l-'romnn

.h-t-i-y

:

.
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Cnpacanana
.lam-

Patsy Kolly
io i-omev

.

Dlano Page
'Margaret. Gray
Carter
Rose
Joe Caucllo Ore

I'lora Vcstoff
fjordoji Androwe

ruliK-r (23-2S)
Sht-p Fields Ore.
Ilnriy Wuii.l

Kelly'*

Rudya Lynn
Jo Ann Collyer
Aloma
Roberto & Alda
.John Rnckwood
Danny Hlgglns

Mil Jumca
Phil .Moore Oro

N Rh« ,t ''.Waiei-fall
COI.UMIU S

.

Jean Colvlna

Ij» Martinique
l.eon. Victor,

.

Mill north (3)
S.iiiiha Girls

cooper

Kin-en

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

EDWARD
SHERMAN
AGENCY
BEVERLY HILLS. CAL
YORK

Janet Douglas
Hollywood, Jan.

Lee

to

Bergere,

NEW

CALIFORNIA DANK BLDO

PARAMOUNT BUIL0IN3

Groom

2.

is

legit

actor.

Joyce" Reynolds
Lewis/ Hollywood,

Lieut. Robert
Bride
Jan. 11.

to

SAX

Cf.KVELASD

l-'H.VNCISCO

liute

1'alHCe (18)

Ira It Hution Ore
Monlos do". Oca
Joan Brooks

Bob Hall

"

Julie Braverman to Herman Gilbert, Deal, N. J., Jan. 14. Bride is

l£mma

flack

at

WAAT, Newark,

4

I

Ron* Wyse Jr.
(W)
L' llamplon & -Orch
The Zephyrs

Wyso Jr.
WASIIIXtiTON

loss

RONyettes

&

Jark

.l^an.
Sftiiil

.Tudy

.

Jtiirrett

i'il

Nip Nelson

Kurle (««)

(IS)

'

.'

Michael Edwards'
II
Barrett Oro
Vincent Travor* Ore

Ilavuna-Madrld
Raul & Eva Reyes
Dorlla A Valero
Mario Gil

Nip Nelson

(19)

I.azara

.

.

SocasscB Ore

.

Sanabrla Ore
Hotel .Ambassador
Botancourt O

J

I.ouis

Jules

BIRTHS
CITY Tucker & Tremalne

Horses

.

'

(One to mi)

HARTFORD

State (19-21)
Patsy Kelly

Hotel BIMmore
(One to
Joan Hyldoft
MIAMI
George Eden
Palm Island (11)
Michael Ward
Senor Wenccs
De-icers (4)
Folles Miller
Marguorlte Jamee
Oaudsmlth Bros.
Genovlevo Norrle
Harrison ft. Flslior
nil)

'

.

travel

rationing,

lane Potrle

& Bronu

Gi'lsha

Morion

Irwln'Corey
Iinogene Coca
Day," Dawn & Dusk
Cediio Wallace I
Leon A Eddie'*
Joey 'Adams
Mark Plant
Appletons
Tony Canzonerl
Ballard A Rae
Sherry Brlttoa Juen £ Martin
Art Waner Ore
Monte) Carl*
Dick Gasnarre Ore
Elayne Hum*
Alfredo Oro
Oetjea'e
(Braaklra)
Pat Rooney. Sr.
Lorraine & Donnelhr
Joan. Rellly

Jimmy

O'Brleeji

Billy Grlttlthe

Will Ward
Marlsol

Rock HerrnjB A Or.
Old Rrameafaa
Claire Sis

Jan Bart
Olga Waytova
Anton
Shirley Baron Ore.

<!olb*

NEWARK

Adams

-(10) -

Gray Ore
Merry Macs
Dick Leslie

America'* Le^dtotr

(Jlen

Fltz

NOFOI.K
-Sir

T.lttle

N*w

PATERSON

Majentle (18-21)
Tho Seldens
Harris Berger

Dagmar

Barbara' Fraser
liiioili Light Oro
Uotel Coenmodore

('•>

& Dean

Ross

Rhylliroetiee
(22-24)

Ruton's Doks

Haker

I.ou

Kmmi.il Oldfi'-ld Co

Hoh

Pe.-irhorn

PAWTI.TKET

(Four lo All)PHII.AUEI.1'HI A

Wilson

Sis

TROVIPICNCE
Metropolitan
(19-21)

Earl Carroll's Van"s

HPR1XOHKI.D

Personettes

llnb

T.ynn

Dearborn

Stevens Br

Dixon

3

&

Big

Hotel Ednwa
Ray Herbeck

Hotel Lexington
iloml Kal

Jonnle. Goldstein

Tallina
Malle

H

Molclhana
Harold Aloma Oro
Hotel Lincoln
Count Basle Oro
Hotel New Vnrker
Mary Jane Lawson
Jerry

Mapes

B

Jerry

Wald Oro

lintel

Les

.

IVnnsytvanlit

Brown Oro
Hotel Pierre

Sis

FontnlriPB

WOONKOTKET
(19-21)
Tommy Honlon Sis
Montane Kid
J A Beverly Paysec
Marcla .Rice
Tommy Rardln
New Park

and

that comes about Broadway would
probably go into a decline, for without visitor support few shows would
Cabaret Bills
be able to operate. However, Washington
is
believed
aware that
morale is essential, too.
civilian
CITY
NEW"
There is talk of limiting night recreBill Kelser
s
ational spots, argument being to disBill's Oil
Gay 90's Quartette
courage warplant absenteeism, and Ethel Gilbert
Bin* Angel
Bernle Oraaer
Evelyn Knight
that could include the bars, espe- Harold Willard
Jlmt. Alphand
cially in areas where; there are war- Jack Ryao
Bernards
Charles Strickland
plants.
Pearl Bailer
Jimmy Burn*
if

Y0M

M

Marga
ClementO'Bd
I'hll Burton
Gearglana Bannister
Hotel

St.

Vera Nlva
Henry Berrnaa
R Walton Dancer*
Jacobson Oro
Stork Clan
Morales Oro
Ernie Hoist Ore
Stan Keller Of*
'

Tony Pastor'*
t'ptowa
Steve Murray

Ross Lopnard.
TuelmnrNevltuf
Betty Green

.

Florelto Gilbert

Myrus

Arleen & Dennla
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
lintel Barer Plats

Regis

Mara Kim
Joe Do Carlo. Ore
.

Versailles

Carl Brisson

Diane Courtney
Sunny Skylar
Canru
Ellsworth It P" child
Peter Birch

Bob Douglas
Betty Lustre
M Bergere- Or*

-

Dorothy Shay
Meatrlcc Kraft
Mtrnlte Errolle

.

Johnny & George
Jerry Baker

Mary Janb Teo

&

Sadie Banks
Joe La-Porte Oro
Rogers Coraer

Freshmen
Mara Trio
Korn Kobbler*
Slg. scbatz Ofo
Romanian V&age

Billy Teterson

Conrt S4. (18-21)
Valine

Sahlns

York

Harold Green

Tapu Kaua

(10)

Clark Bros

The O'Hagens
Morey & Katon

.1

<*t

Harry Lefcourt Oje
Clark's Hawaiian*

Bunty Pendleton

Viola Laync

Carman

Hal Mclntyre
Ruth Gaylor
Hotel Blal*
Al Traco Oro

Kssex Hoom
Harold Stem Oro

Capitol (21)

Naomi Ray Co

3

1i p ii

1501 Broadway

Stanley * Marti
l.eon N'avara
Murtali Sis

3

—

EDDIE SMITH

Center (19)
3

I

.AgeMt

Carroll

ft.

.

.

.

.

Marty Drake
Mlgnon"
l.ynne' Gardner
Artlnl & Conauelo
Paxton
Payson Re Oro
Nino. Morales Bd

r.add l<yon

.

'

Wood

Barry

Bob StronB Ore

.

of

~

Hotel

Tjlpplzaner

Monogram

possibility

Hotel Astor

.

Morand Oro
Ron Perry Oro
"

NEW YOBK

Music Hall (18)
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Marks, son, Gautler's
Steeplechs
Chicago, Dec. 23, Father is salesman Judy the Elephant
for

Lande Qzo

Jose

Mr. and Mrs, Jules Swartz, son,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 8 Father ii a Pitt.
nltery owner.

Le Rubao Blef
Thelma Carpenter
.

.

fHII.ADKI.rHlA

RoxyeHes
Tony PaBtor Orch
.lean. Jack 'A '.Tudy
James Barton
Ted & Flo Vallett Snndra Barrett"

.-

Jose Perez Oro

Mitchell Brother

-Kurle (««)

D
"

Ben Dova
Wlnl Wnlsh
Don McGrane Oro

LeRoy
Hilly Banks
Hill Quentmever

Gloria

Sonny Hlce

-

Ouartet

Kroner & Dearborn
Paddy CHIT
Harold & Lola

Fi-ancle

Mangeao
Lewln

Cecil

Shaw Orch

Arl-ie

.Strand ci«)
Artie Shaw Orch
.Honny Rice

.

N. J.

Kayo

Lionel

CITY

tjirlo

Billy Vine

Gloria Gilbert'
Ellle Ardelty.

Marcla Dale

NKW YORK

Cainllno Ud
Carl llavazza Oro

Mazzone-Abbott

.

Plorre

II.izcl

,

Johnson

Gil

Frank Ross

.

Bauer to Crosby Gaige,
York, Jan. 3. Groom is theatrical producer.
Sepha Treble to Messmore Kendall, Palm Beach, Jan. 14.
Groom
is prez of Capitol theatre, N. Y. and
also did some legit producing.
Cecelia

former

a

I.

Bond

SJiella

Herron.Oro
Con Rouge

Dlclt Wilson Orch
13' Blzony
Ensemble
Olumouil Horseeboe

a screen actress.
Ethel Craft to Gene Cook, Chicago,
Janr i4. Bride is in cast of "Har-

New

Olson

(.Iporge.

Joel

(17)

tjenry Bus.se Ore
ni-IKa
Vul Unix

is

-

SYD WALKER

Evelyn 'Mannlon Ole
Ted Eddy Oro
Angelo Bd

Downtown)
Mary Lou Wms

Rhythm lOno

ot

.

Syd

Roy Rogers
4 Whirlwinds

..

BOSTON'

Mllada
Oro

Mlsclia Uorr Oro
Icelnnd.

.

Boston (18)

Sl

Herman

Leo

Josh White
Cliff Jackson

Joey Aduins

Equity

Walker, British stage and
radio comedian, died in London,
Jan. 13. He had been a specialist in
cockney humor, and appeared as
"The Wandering' Junk Man" in a

'

Vollioil

Scott.

Wll| 'Osborne Ore

State (18)
.lean rnrlter

.

Clark Tait Brown, 42, attorney for
Paramount In charge of taxation,
was found dead of a bullet wound
"Jjough the temple Thursday night
«1) nearthe Naval Section Base at
Tompkinsvllle, S. I, to which he
was attached as a part-time naval

Hel

Anmimary Dickey

(3)

Cntb Soviet*
(Uptown)

Mirk Plant

Tony Csnznnerl

(19)

Tommy Dorsey Oi-c B Wells & i Kays
Bill Unlley
WASHINGTON
Cnpltol <l»)
G & Gene .Bernard

pix.'
Selme. Kaye
Mr. and- Mrs. Leo Jaffe, son, New
Roiy (17)
York, Jan. 14. Father Is asst. treas- Nicholas-: Bros
Jimmy Sheridan
urer of Columbia Pictures.
J3rnestlne Mercer
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Curtis, son, Oil Malson Co
Durant
New- York, Jan 12. Father is ex- Jack
LONG ISLAND
Jamaica (18-21)
ecutive with Weiss and Geller, now
death.
2 & Clair
on leave to the U. S. Marines. He Bniery
Doris Faye
His widow is the former Patti is son of
Jack Cohn, executive vice- Tip Tap & Toe
Gene (BaMridge), band singer who president of Columbia
Tanya Tamera
Pictures.
Stevo Murray
was with Al Kavelin* and several
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Slezak,
(18)
other outfits. They have a son, who
Hal Bronson
daughter,
in Hollywood,
Jan. 13. Dick Brown
was a year old on Christmas Day.
Father is a screen actor.
Myrtel & Paco
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Palmer, COne to nil)
HAI.T1MOBU
EDWARD L. KLEIN
.
daughter,
Hollywood,
Jan.
13.
Hippodrome (18)
Edward L. Klein, 57, former prez Father is 20th-Fox casting director. Lew
Hoffman
& Dare
of Associated Motion Picture AdverMr. and Mrs. Eddie Rains, son, Wllkey
Cordyn & Sawyer
tisers of America and more recently
Cincinnati, Jan. 4. Father is a mem- Clro ftlmac -Co
eastern rep for Ver Halen Publica- ber of the
Royal (19)
Buccaneers on WLW.
Hot t.lpfl Faffo Orch
tions of Hollywood, died in N. Y.
Red Caps
Jan. 13.
Ted & Flo Vallet
Jcllyrolt 9c Zuku
From 1917 to 1941 Klein had been
State (18-20)
a foreign distributor of motion picJune & Martin
Nan Houston
tures, with offices in London and
Rob Uenshaw
Continued from page 1
Paris, placing Alms of Independent
Kmmett Olrtfleld Co
companies. He had also been man- which would be forced off include
<M-t4>
aging director of World-Wide Pic- "Dear Ruth" (Miller), 'The Hasty D Rlcardo & Afarlon
Peter Chan
tures, Ltd.
BOSTON
Heart" (Hudson) and "Snafu" (BiltBradford Hotel
more). Managers of those* attrac(19)
tions are aware of the possibilities, Adrian Rolllnl
GWILYM JONES
BROOK
Gwilym Jones, 60, former radio saying they'll shut down without BOUND
Brook (20-21)
and. concert singer, died Jan. 5 in Chi- complaint, but how the actors feel Allan Drake
cago".
Born in South Wales, he was about it is not so clear. What will Duke Art All)
(Three to
twice winner of 'national singing happen to musicals if the younger
C.VMI>EN
Towers (19-21)
competitions at Royal National Eis- element is forced into factories, is
Byrno Sis
teddfod of Wales and toured this anybody's guess.
Miriam Gulnn
country with Dynezor Concert group i- Elimination of conventions 'is but Ruton's Dogs
Ted Cralre
in 1922-23, going into radio in 1929.
a secondary worry, for some man- The Apwlotona
Surviving are widow, two sons and agers., claim that the patronage
emoAoo
Downtown (19)
four daughters.
drawn from such groups is over- .T T^unceford Ore
estimated.
Those showmen think I. eon Ci'lllns
Dixon
NORMAN PEEL
that
conventionites
prefer other Tina'
Apiin & Ksu-llllia
Norman Peel, 68, former legit big-city diversions rather than the \ Step Bros
EMZABKTH
manager arid agent, died Jan. 8 in theatre, but ticket brokers disagree
Liberty (18-21)
Los Angeles after a long illness.
with, the viewpoint
Beau Jenkins
In his early days Peel handled
Perhaps more to the point is the 32 Ambassadors
Gobs & Gal

CLARK TAIT BROWN

'St.

Survived by his daughter.

Cltlttlaon
'

Hazel

Blwood Smith
Cene Field (3)
Ed Halt Oro
Cafe BoUelT

tor.

riett."

Wurtzel,
Hollywood
51,
agent since 1920, died at his
home there Jan. 15 following a
heart attack. He was active in the
agency business right up to time of
film

to

.

19)

below Indicate opening da? ef thaw.
or tpllt week.

H

n Men

MARRIAGES

actress professionally known as-Ella
Willard, died Jan. 12 in N. Y. She
was the widow of Charles Willard,

shows for New York legit firms and
was connected with Dillingham for
17 seasons. He was associated with
"Ben Hur," "The Bat," "In Old Kentucky"- and other prominent shows
of a pasj era. Surviving is a brother,

ClitterhOuse," "Post Road,"
ena," B*hd others.

full

Jimmy Savo

.

way

bill*

whether

mother and

Flight Officer William E. Ludwig,

business.

N.

Hays

Harry

JACK POWELL and FAMILY
the

:

HARRY WURTZEL

ion, Jack.

S'nmerali tn connection with

NORTH

Her

loving one from us has gone,

(WEEK JANUARY

67, architect

who designed many New York theHe de-

atres, died in N. Y. Jan. 12.

suicide but no note was left nor have signed John Golden theatre and sevPar associates or close friends been eral houses for the Loew circuit in
able to ascribe a motive.
N. Y.
Survived by widow and a brother.
Regarded as an outstanding lax
attorney", BroWlT "wai for years- with
the law flrrri of Root, Clark, Buckner.
JOSEPH B.
& Ballantinc in NT. Y., through the
Joseph B. North, 71, KrujHsh-born
Par bankruptcy reorganization. The stage and screen player, died- Jan. 8
firm represented the receivers in at the Motion Picture Country Home
that bankruptcy. Brown shifted to near Hollywood. Deceased came to
Par in 1935 to take charge of the this counu-y .in 1919 and remained to
company's lax department and fre
play character roles in legit and
quently. was called upon by the pictures.

brand of show biz.
Isaac Levle on N. Y.'s easthe made his debut, as a singer at

that

tide,

Variety Bills

WISEMAN

Harrison G. Wiseman,
Police listed the death as

reservist.

Billy Watson, 78, veteran comedian who made a fortune in burlesque as producer-star ot "Krause1
-Peel
meyer's Aiiey aafi-r -\V2i
Trust," died after a heart attack in
an Asbury. Park hospital, Jan. 14.
He had lived at Belmar, N. J., after

48

P^RIETY
radio series for British Broadcasting
Co.

OBITUARIES
BILLY WATSON

-

'

Fred Miller Oro

T Brooks Organ
Paul flparr Ore
Laszlo Ore
Hotel. Taft
Vincent Lopec Ore
Hotel Wafdorf-A

Ifonchlto

Bd

Zanzibar
BUI Robinson
Louis Armstrong
Maurlcjp Rocco

Nicholas Bros
Delta Rhythm
Petors Sis

Bon

-

.

BronltUa Kaper doing * lymbolic
score for "Alter Ego" at Metro.

.

LEGITIMATE
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B way

Wtdn-day, January

P435It!ft

Spotty; Heart'

Wbammo

'Oklahoma!'

OK

$13,500
$31,000

in

St Louis

k Chicago Finale,

"Victory 60G

Louis, Jan. 16.
Only the size of the American
theatre and the season's subscribers
prevented gross of the first of three
local weeks of "Oklahoma!" entering the stratosphere.
Eight performances, with the 1,700-seat house
scaled to $4.27, grabbed
about $31,*

IT, 1945

St.

Week.

In 1st

'Arts'

Tops All With

Town' 3(%G,

$46,000,

Sing' 26G

Harriet' 21(1 Menagerie
Current Road Shows

000.
(Period Coverlnp Jan. 1S-2T)
$10,000; okay; al that
Top seats in- the third balcony
"Blithe Spirit" " Curran, Frlioo
were dusted oftsfor this piece and
"Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfold (6lh it was SRO every performance. (15-27). ...
week) (R-1,626; $6). Record number Management has returned $75,000
"Blossom
Time"
Mich., Lansing
that' drop being tripled in an unex- of parlies; demand for tickets excep- mailed in for ducats that are not
(15): Shrine. Ft. Wayne (18); Engplainable instance. That would in- tionally high; selling out, topping available.
lish. Indianapolis (17-20); Cass, Dot.
dicate that some attractions on the $40,000; leads all.
"Sing Out. Sweet Land," (Inter(22-27).
current list will soon be on .their way
to the road, two or three more stay- nationa (3d week) (M-1.350;- $4.80).
"Catherine Was Great"
Ford's,
ers having been added to those defi- Look* in the money; takings again
Balto. (15-20): Shubert, Boston (22The $26,000 or better.
nitely booked for the road.
27).
"Snafu," Biltmore (12th week) (Cstandouts held their own with virPicked up and quoted
"Chicken Every Sunday"
tual capacity the rule. Theatres got 926; $3.60).
Cass,
something of a break when a snow- around $11,000; plenty for limitedDot. (15-20); Blackslone. Chi. (22-27).
storm started late Saturday and cast comedy in one set.
VDark of the Moon"
Forrest,
"Soldier's
Wife,"
John Golden
stopped Sunday evening, -but another
Phila. (25-27).
Held
(1411V week) (CD-789; $3.60).
storm struck on Tuesday (10).
Two musicals comprised the pre- same pace; better than $10,000, satis"Doll's House"
Bijou, Knoxville
Boston, Jan. 16.
miere card last weeki "A Lady Says factory in. limited-capacity theatre.
'The Tempest," "The Overtons" (15) Menv. Aud., Louisville (17);
"Song of Norway,". Imperial (21st and "The Merry
Ye?" drew thumbs down. from the
Widow" all opened Hartman. Columbus (18-20); Hanna.
High-grossing here
critics, but business 'after a midweek week) (0-1,427; $6).
last week to. fill the, vacancies Cleve. (22-27).
start was fairly- good:— -La^yje Pa- operetta continues to cleanup, over made
by shows moving out. OpenGilbert
Sullivan—Hanna,

Only a few shows on Broadway
last week, but several run
musicals, also one new one, took a
dive. Receipts slipped $4,000 and more,
picked up

week around

—
—

figure.

—

I

.

'Tempest' Nifty

—

119,000

12G

Chicago, Jan. 16.
Port-hollday lull didn't mean a
thing here, with conventions respon?.«*• 'or big takes In most houses.
Harriet
got near-capacity $21,004
In |lrst stanza, "Glass Menagerie"
started steamrolling, thanks to columnlsts' plugs and page spreads in
dailies, and ,rWinged Victory" pulled
put Saturday (13) with $60,000 for
eight performances, after five smash
weeks.
Civic Opera was dark only one

*

.

m

—

—

'

night, relighting after "WV" on Monday (15) with New Opera's "Merry

Widow," but Blackstonc remains vacant two weeks, with "Chicken Every
Sunday" taking- over Monday (22)
same night "Tropical Revue" returns
for two-wpok run following record
89 weeks of "Kiss and Tell." which
did only $9,000 in nexl-to-last eight

performances.
Great Northern is still only shuttered legit house in town: following
"Waltz King" cruckup New Year's
Cleve; eve, with no immediate relief in
(15-20); Hartman, Columbus (22-24); sight,- but "Voice of -the Turtle" and
"Ten Little Indians." with $20,000 and
English, Indplis, (25-27).
;

risienne" is in the nature- of a revival, listed for four .weeks only,
then to' the road.
Estimates for Last Week

$41,000.

"Ten Little Indians." Plymouth
Who(28fh week) (D- 1,075: $3.60).
dunit, although under earlier months,
doing all right; $12,000.
"The H*sty Heart," Hudson (2d
'

C (Comedy). D (Dravia),
(Comedy-Drama), R (Reuue,),
week) (D- 1,094; $3.60). Rated around
(Musical), O (Operetta;.
$13,500 first full week, and may climb
Bell for Adano," Cort (6th to capacity; definitely among .the betweek) (D-1,064; $4.20). One of the ter shows.
leaders of the season's crop of hits,
"The Searching Wind," Fulton (Ccapacity all performances; $21,500
948; $4.20).. Final ahd 40lh week:
and would have been more but for drama, among last season's good
parties.
things, should fare very well oii road;
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (20th eased off to around $9,000.
Another
week) (D-1.033; $3.60).
'The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
drama click that is cleaning up. both (70th week) (C-948; $3.60). Another
ways (show and house) over $20,500. run show leaving for the road soon:
."Bloomer Girl,": Shubert (15th missed one performance through illweek) (M-1.3B2: $5.40). Ticket sale ness, but claimed $10,000 again.
extends far into spring; capacity
'The Voice of the Turtle," Morbsco
$34,000.
Also
(49th week)
(C-986; $4.20).
"Carmen Jones," Broadway (59th missed a .performance when Betty
week) (M-1,900; $3). Took a dive Field was hospitalized: Florence Rice
like other musical stayers and likely stepped into cast; capacity otherwise;
to start touring next month; $18,000 $19,500.
Trio," Belasco (3d week) (D- 1.977:
estimated;
Keys:

CD

M

"A

;

:

"Dear Ruth," Miller

(5th

week)

(C-940; $4.20). One of the latest arrivals in. the season's hit parade;
sells out, quoted gross for last week
being $18,700.

Promising improvement last
week, when the count approximated
okay for much-publicized
$11,500;
drama.
$3.60).

REVIVAL

$30,000,

Girls,"

tdie

44th

Street

ADDED

very good.

"Good Night, Ladles,"_-Royale (FHedgerow Players, Cherry .Lane.
"
Presented by Howard Jasper Deeter company from Moylan,
Lang; Avery Hopwood-Charlton An- Pa. Limited date in repertory at litdrews farce revised by Cyrus Wood; tle theatre in Greenwich Village.
virtually same company that made
1.084; $3.60 ).

run record
night (17).
.

:

ooens

Chicago;

in

to-

'Chicken' Starts Slow,

"Harvey," 48th Street (Uth week)
(C-925;$4.20). Getting all house will

To

Ice," Center (30th
week) (R-2,994; $1.98). Rink revue
slipped .to around $24,000; Sonja
Henle in town and biz likely to imr
prove as it did last year when skating star was at nearby Madison

week

is

"Star

the

In

(originally set for previous
week), and, as all the other shows
are remaining second and final weeks

Gets $13,000
.

"Good Night Ladles" (2nd Co.)—
now current,, all downtown .houses City And., Jackson (15); Muni. .Aud..
lit.
Shrevepoit 116); Robinson Aud.,:
The Cheryl Crawford-Margaret Little Rock (17); Aud., Memphis (18Webster production brought rave nOr
Temple, Birm. (22); Lanier
20);
tices from all the critics but Norton
of the Post.
"The Overtons" was Aud.. Montgomery (23); Erlaiiger,
generally
P'Ctty
thumbed-down. Atlanta (25-27).
"Goose For the Gander"
"Merry Widow/' however, going
Nat'l,
nicely.
Wash. (15 T 22).

—

:

Prospect, list reads as follows:
"Hope for the Best." Jan. 22, Plymouth; "The Searching Wind." same
night at the Colonial; "Catherine

"Chicken

Every

Sunday"

Beck

)

—

"Merry Widow"

estimated $14,800. Final week now on.
"The Tempest," Colonial (1,500:
$4.20).
Very strong notices from all
but one^ sheet here, and that, with

name draw, brought dandy $19,000, estimated.' Show remains through
this week. "Searching Wind" follow-

—

Frisco (15-27).

"Oklahoma!"

"One Man Show"—Locust,

Tone-Wyatt-Hope'

St.

"Othello"— Mayfair, Portland
181; Senior H: S., Sacramento

Hot $19,500, Balto
Baltimore, Jan.

16.

There was plenty of magic in the
names of Frhnchot Tone afnd Jane
Wyatt for the Jean Dalrymple-Marc
Connelly production of "Hope for
the Best," by William McClcery. at
Fold's here last week. Biz built rapidly to s.r.o. proportions on weekend with a very robust total of $19,-

Lep Solomon, treasurer of the Na(67th week) (M-1,319; $4.80).. An- tional, N. Y., who was long an offiother run attraction getting ready to cer in the Treasurers Club of Amerbusiness
about
the
same; ica, was elected president- for the
claimed $28,000.
first time at the organization's recent
"On the Town," AdelphI (3d week) annual meeting. Virtually
an entire
high
Surprise
(M-1,536;
$5.40).
grosser; takings around $36,500, ex-' new list of officers was named. They
ceptional in this house; strong .press arc: Richard Hopkins, vice president;
Herman Leins, recording secretary;
doubtless a. factor.
"Sebewo," Barrymore (CD- 1,096; Louis Harris, treasurer; and Harold
£4.20). Presented by Victor Payne- Stehle, financial secretary.
Jennings; written by Daphne ,du
New board: Hughie McAuley, Tom
Maurier; great draw on road; opens Burke, Murray Lang, Pat Liddy,
tomorrow (18).
M8«k»«l for Brides" Ambassador Louis Berge and Joseph Silverman.
former officers will also be.
Several
Eased
?4tb Week) (C-1.U7; $3.60).
the count last named to the board.
ywha^

'

Philadelphia. Jan. 16.
Michael Todd's big musical, "Central Park," got the major part of the
legit: biz last week, spread-eagling
the rest 'of the field with a choice
$32,000 in its second full week at the
Forrest.
Show remains there this
week but will not play the rumored
third stanza here as booking in N.Y.
on the 27th interferes.
Paul Small's variety Fcviie, "Star'
Time," closed Saturday night at the
Shubert.' cancelling its second skedded week at this big south Broad
street house. Grosses of around ^$800
a performance predominated ea'rlier
in
but with some pickup at
of extra matinees
in all) show got
$10,600 but that wasn't considered
enough to warrant continuance.
"Good Night. Ladies'' dropped below the $12,000 mark In third and
final session at the Locust, but man-

week,
end and a couple
(10 performances

—

theatre, Bakcrsfield (24); Civic Aud.,
Pasadena (25); Philharmonic Aud.,
L. A. (26-27).

Wind"— Colonial,

"Searching

'Star

Window' $8,700

Bost.

(22-27).

"Sons 6'

leans
(2HV;

(22):

BeauNew Or-

(20); City Aud.,
Muni. Aiid.,

(23-25); City Aud., Jackson,
Muni. Aud.^ Shreveport (27).
in the Window"
Wilbur,

—

"Star

.

Bost. (15-27).

"Star

Time"—National, Wash.

(22•

27>.

;

"Student Prince"— Cox, Cinn. (15Aud.. Newark. O. (18); Mem.
Hall, Dayton (19-20); Nixon, Pitts.
17):

(22-27).

"Tempest"— Colonial,
"Ten

Little

Indians"

"Tropical

Revue"

Wash.
16.

"Star in a Window'' grossed estiin seven performances
Jack
last week at the National.
Daniel, who took over' direction,
whittled down William Lynn's part
so much that the actor left after the
Washington performances. Peggy
Conklin's role has been considerably
enlarged by the rewriting.
Gloria Swanson and Conrad Nagel
in "Goose for the Gander" come in
with a healthy advance sale. It will
be followed by Lou Holtz heading
"Star Time," opening -with -a Sunday
matinee. Then "The Merry Widow"
for ttfo weeks, opening Jan. 29.

mated $B,700

.

Bos. (15-22). "Dark of the Moon" is listed for two
(2d Co.)— weeks at the National,, opening Feb.
6.

Harris, Chi (15-27).

at

Washington. Jan.

(15);

San Antonio

mont

Week

In

Fun"— Co. Naval

Base.
Majestic, Ft. Worth
(16) ; And.. Dallas (17); Metro, Houston (18); Para., Austin (19); Texas,

Norman.

— Lyric,

town

4

"Sweeter Lower," Ambassadors!
"The Magistrate;" St. Martins.
"Three'* a Family." Savllle.
"Tomorrow World," Aid wych.
"Uncle Harry." GarricK.
"What *ou Mean," Cambridge.
"While Son Sbinei." Globe
"Yean Between," Wyndhams.

FOR 'LADIES/ PHILLY

agement reported satisfied with $11,(27).
500. With Dorothy Gish taking over
"Ramshackle Inn"
Capitol, Ta- leading role from Erin O'Brien Moore
coma '(15): Fox, Spokane (17); last week at the Walnut, when latWilma.
Missoula
(18):
Marlow, ter was called elsewhere by USO
Helena (19); Rainbow, Gr. Falls commitments, "Over 21" reported
about $9,000 for its third local week.
(20); Empire. Edmonton (24-27).
Author and star, Ruth Gordon, is in
San Carlo Op. Co.— Mem. Aud., S. now for' final fortnight, show staya
Frisco (15-20); Civic Aud., San Jose ing here only five weeks in all In(22): Mem. Aud.. Fresno (23); Fox stead of six rumored in advance.

Bend

"See How. They Run," Comedy,
.

and

Pabst. Milwaukee
Central H. S.. Kalamazoo
(22); Prudden Aud., Lansing (23);
Jackson.. H. S., Jackson, Mich. (24);
City Aud., Saginaw (25); Ima Aud.,
Flint (26): John Adams H. S., South

"Merrle: England," Winter Gar.
"Merry-Go-Round," Adojphi.
"Night Venice," Cambridge.
"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"Peek-A-Boo/' Whitehall.
"Private Lives," Apollo.
"Quiet Weekend," Playhouse.
"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.
"Strike It Again," Wales.

.

(15-17);

(18-21):

1

.

Phila. (15-

— Plymouth, Bos. (15Bess" — Wis. Union,

"Overtons"

Clewu

Victoria," Vic. Pal.

.

St.,

20); Shubert, Phila. (22-27).

"Porgy
Madison

.

Me

"Over 21"— Walnut

,

Shows

"Meet

(15(20);

Biltniorc, L. A. (22-27).
•

.27).

14G

James (93d week.)

Philly

(15-27).

-

.

Co.)—Amer.,

(2d

1HG

Shubert, Bost.

-

.

,

—

(15-20): H. S. Aud., Lowell (22);
Court Sq.. Springfield (23-24); War
Mem'. Aud., Worcester (25); Bushnell Aud., Hartford (26-27).
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.) Geary,

cast

Widow'

-tour;

.

,

(44th week) (C-1,214; $3.80). counted for some loss.
"Chicken" 500 the final story.
the run shows leaving for the went from here to Detroit and then
Mae West in "Catherine Was
road soon; last week's gross upped goes to Chicago for what producers Great" is current with a lilting adaround $17,500.
hope will be a run well through vance sale.
"Kiss and Tell,'? Bijou (94th week) spring. Nixon currently has Fran(C-614; $3.60). Around $6,500. which chot Tone's "Hope for' the Best."
may be even break: long stayer fig- which opened to big advance sale.
32G,
ured to hit the road before long.
Cleveland, Jan. 16.
"La fling Room Only," Winter GarNew Opera Company's "Merry
den (3d week) (R-1.523; $6). Devel- 'Rebecca' 10G, Indpls.;
Widow" was held down to-a walk at
oped midweek matinee weakness but
opening by icy weather, but caught
'Porgy*
in Splits its second wind
night' strong: takings eased off to
and- wound up week
around $40,500.
Indianapolis; Jan.. 16.
at Masonic Hall with $32,000 for eight
Town wound up its biggest performances at $3.60 top. ,
"Lady Says Yes," Broadhurst (1st
week) (M-1,160: $4.80). Opened last legit week of the season Saturday
Hanna, downtown legit stand, dark
Wednesday (10) with critics saying (13). "Rebecca" took a dandy $10,- last week, reopened Monday (15'
"no": better line on chances this 000 in four performances at $3 top, with R. H. Burnside's Gilbert Sc Sul
the first half (8-10) at the English livan Co.
week.
"Late George Apley," Lyceum (8th (1,200).. and "Porgy and Bess."
week) (C-993: $4.20). Class comedy booked In here by J. Charles Giltraveling at capacity gait with gross bert, trumped it with a thumping
big $14,000 in four performances at
normally around $18,000.
Current London
"Life With Father," Empire (267th the Murat (1,900) the last half (11London, Jan. 16.
week) (Crl.082; $3.00). Dipped un- 13) at a $3.60 top.
"Another Love Story,". Phoenix;
Advance sale is big for "Blossom
der $10,000; not so much off consid"Arsenic & Old Lace," Strand
ering show played New Year's eve: Time," returning to the English
"Blithe Spirit." Duchess.
makes moriev both ways at this level. Wednesday (17) for four davs. The
"Mexican Hayrlde," Majestic (40th Gilbert and Sullivan rep (25-27 and
"Happy & Glorious," Palladium
week) (M-1,695; $6).
Slipped to "A Doll's House" (Feb. 1-3) were
"Honeymoon," York's.
'around $27,000; leader when at Win- added to the English schedule in
"Jenny Jones," Hippodrome.
ter Garden; another profitable week. past Week.
"Last Mrs. Cheyney," Savoy.
"Oklahoma!"

Solomon Chief Doughboy

(1,500; $3.60).
in first week.

'

to

St.

—

.

Among

Limit' of standees
(M-1,529; $4.80).
continues to be the rule every performance, with gross around $31,000.
"One Touch of Venus," 46th Street

.

"Harriet," Erlan ger
Near-capacitv $21. (TOO

.

Plymouth. Bost. (22-27). .' week) (1.400; $3). Skeddcd to move
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— Stude- out Saturday (20). Long-termer got
Was Great," same night at the Shu- baker, Chi.
(15-20); Cox, Cinn. (22- $9,000 in -ncxt-to-last w^ek.
bert; Martha Graham. Jordan Hall,
"Ten Little Indians." Harris (10th
Jan. 26-27: "Signature," Jan. 29, Wil- 27).
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)—Metro., week) (1.000; $3). Furniture and rebur: "Foolish Notion," Colonial. Feb.
tail merchant conventioneers were
5: "Clover Ring," same night, Plym- Seattle (15-27).
chief stubholders this lime, keeping
outh: "Dark of the Moon," Shubert.
"Life With Father" (2d Co.)—
it at a steady $15,000.
Feb. 19. Both "Foolish Notion" and Coliseum, Sioux Falls
Or(15):
"Voice of the Turtle," Sclwyn (15tli
"Dark of the Moon" come in on The- pheum, Sioux City (16); Shrine Aud.,
week) (1.000:53.00). Got $20,000; just
atre Guild subscription.
Des Moines (17); Mus. Hall, Kansas $600 under capacity.
Estimates for. Last Week
City. (18-20); Mem. Hall. Salina (22);
"Winged Victory," Civic Opera
"Merry Widow," Shubert (1,500; Arcadia, Wichita, (24-25); Civic Cen- House (5th week (3.600; $3.60). Big$3.60). Very okay with $26,700 estiter,
Bartleville
Convention seater's best bet in years got $60,000
(26);
mated on first week. Final week cur- Hall. Tulsa (27).
sellout again in last eight performrent here.
ances.
"Merry Go Round"
Shubert"The Overtons," Plymouth (1,300; Lafayette, Det. (22-27).
Opened Tues. (9), but had an
$3).
"Merry Widow" (New Opera)—
extra matinee. Drew cool notices all
'PARK' 32fi,
around, but nevertheless netted an Chi. Opera House. Chi. (15-27).

its

.

Estimates for Last Week
"Glass Menagerie," Civic (3d week)
(900; $3.60). Daily plugging by every,
in town boosted grosses
from $8,000 in first stanza to $12,000
in third.

columnist

(15-20);

began

tour here at Nixon last week,
following nearly a year's run on
only fair returns.
to
Show -drew swell notices from all
the crix, but only $13,000 at $3 (inSquare Garden..
Finished at top
cluding tax) top.
"I Remember Mama," Music Box
speed but couldn't pull up the slack
(13th weeTO (CD-979; $1.98). One of
the season's top successes; capacity of a sluggish getaway.
Weather still pretty bad around
all times; $21,500.
here, with transportation continuing
"Jacobowsky and - the Colonel," to be: difficult, which likewise ac-

•

"Hope

in Pitt

Broadway,

termers.

Erlanger, Chi. (15-27). Can do $24,000.
For the Best" Nixon, Pitts, , "Kiss and Tell," Studebaker (88th

"Harriet"

ing on the 22d.

Pittsburgh. Jan. 16.

:

$15,000. respectively, look likely long-

are

Louis (15-27).

hold: yfl.OOO.

"Hats. Off

this

Window"

'

"La Vie Parlslenne," N. Y. Center
(40th week ) (M-1.462; $4.«0). Eased (1st week) (0-2.693: $2.40). Opened
off somewhat but not as much as late last week; designed for the road
some other musicals; rated around after month's stay.
"Follow

ing

&

Allen-

(15)^ War Mem. Aud., Trenton
(16); Rajah, Reading (17); .Karlton,
Williamsport (18); Erie, Schenectady
(19-20); Studebaker, Chi (22-27).
"Up In Central Park"
Forrest,
Phila. (15-20).

Mae West

"Catherine

in

Great" is. pencilled
showing.

in

for a

Was

March

Inn' 15C in Seattle

—

Seattle, Jan, 16.

ZaSu Pitts in "Ramshackle Inn"
"Voice of turtle" (2d Co.)—Sel- grossed great $15,000 in six days, including two matinees, at Metropoliwyn, Chi. (15-27).
tan last .week.
j
"Winged Victory"
Wilson, Dei
House, -seating 1,500, was scaled
'

—

(15-27).

from

$3.

.

,
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Drama

N. Y.
Key

to abbreviations;

Pel. (percentage),

LEGITIMATE
Boxscore

Critics'

(At of Jan. 1, '48)
reviewed),

8R (show*

OF CONCERT MARKET
U

Feeling that only limited number
towns get oonoert series, and these
are only restricted to a few topflight
or high-priced artists, W. Colston
Leigh plans to expand the market
for concert talent, bringing young
performers to new centers at moderate prices as well as bucking longstanding local managers who bring In
only the few hlghpriced "names."
Leigh plans handling trade as he
does his lecture biz, sending out
15/20 salesmen to work a town, lining UP organizations, groups and
olubs to take on young, promising

(wrong),

(right),

SB.
.

.

.

Pell
.91*1

tot

......... 46
4t
41

WARD MOREHOUSE (Sun)
HOWARD BARNES (Herald Tribune) ,.
ROBERT GARLAND (.Journal Amerloan)
WILELLA WALDORF (Post)

BURTON RASCOE

B.

."

.

ROBERT COLEMAN (Mirror)
JOHN CHAPMAN (News)

(World-Telegram)

.879

.894
.829

4}
4?
"'"

.768
.

,

.708
.917

48

(Combined)

.822
.788

:

talent.

Shubert Snarl With Nephew Blows

He

Over, So

Retains Philly Post

between J, J. Shubert end*
nephew Lawrence Shubert LawN.Y.Councilmen
rence, whereby latter was ostensibly
busied from general 'managership

Row

.

Mis

Moss On

of Shuberl's four Philadelphia theatres,

seems

slicking

or

to.

May Probe

New

His Dept.

suburban

his

.

Carnegie Hall debut without cost to
them. In fact with possible profit, dePrices will
pending on receipts.
have $2.50 top. Another such concert js planned for April, with regular concerts next season and thereafter, Leigh having signed up Car.negie Hall on all Sunday nights for
next season, with options for 10
'

'
'

years.

'

.

.

the

ize

Cornell-Aherne Unit

agency business by telling
of hits not to sell tickets

managers

Plays for GIs in Paris
American Theatre Wing overseas
troupe headed by Katharine .Cornell
and Brjan Aherne has. just completed a short stay in Paris, where it

No

Settlement On
Belasco Theatre

Row

Controversy between the: owners
of the 'Belasco,

N.

Y.,

and

Max

J.

contract breach were' to
have been heard at the Third MuniCourt, Monday (IS), but the
case was put over until today (17).
There were previous similar court
actions, but the grounds were failure to pay the rent on stipulated
alleging
cipal

dates.

John Wildberg and S. S. Krellberg,
principal' owners of the house; aver
that the lease stipulates that unless
Jelin books in a show produced by
himself, the owners shall have the
right to select the attraction. They

contend that Jelin violated the contract by booking in "Trio" (current)
v/hereas they wanted "Many Happy
Returns" to play the Belasco. Latter
show, opened at the Playhouse arid
stopped after the second day. Jelin,
a Jersey film exhibitor, opened the
Belasco in the fall with "Lower
North," his maiden legiter.
It was

and costly

flop.

BBITON'S PLAY FOR

N. Y.

activities

about

year ago.

a

a

show

Detroit fizzled

in

Duffy

is

readying

"Meny-Go-Round,"

called

open at the Lafayette, Deand then go into. Slavin's Chi
Title
house for an expected run.
has been used several times here
and abroad but Duffy's project is
due

to

troit,

.

Duffy's
Detroit
activities,
with
Slavin the backer, were okay, too,
until
he produced "Life of the
Party." A. musical version of "The
Patsy," it flopped, allegedly costing
around $60,000.
Duffy thereafter
dropped all show contacts for nearly
a year.

tomers.
The reorganization of the Leblang
agency has been further amplified.
The corporation was sold to the late
Co. Settles Suit
ticket
magnate's three daughters,
who formed a partnership, they beVs. Stagehands,
ing
Mrs. Etta L. Samilson, Mrs.
Dorothy L. Mark and Mrs. Adele
A $90,000 damage action brought
Greenbaum, first named being the by Opera On Tour, Inc., a traveling
operating head. All three names are opera company, against James C.
oh the license.
Petrillo, as president of the Ameri-

the** barrier and. is ahead of the
by a goodly margin, while
Lewis Nichols of the Times, and Bob
Coleman of the Mirror divided
the place and show- (second and
Last
third) money, in that order.
year about this lime the same trio
were in the payoff positions but
Nichols was the leader and ultimate
winner for the season of 1943-44.
Catching 48 premieres, .Kronen-'
bei'ger has called 'em right 44 times
for a percentage of .917,' based on the

beat

•

field

the Broadhurst, N,_Y.
In recognition of his aiilhof^
ship, Will claims to have been
made the mayor of Flatbush,

.

which— he sez— entitles him

to

eat on the cuff in every joint in
Brooklyn, He also has nominated
Miss Ryan as "Miss Brooklvn,'
1945.".

...

hew productions that. arrived
Broadway front June- up to New
Nichols was tabbed
day.
42 times for. .S75. Coleman

1944-45

Report Sinatra

oil

Year's
right

Behind
Some

guessers

Sinatra does with his money;
after

is,

the

was

'Glad'

a

in
a photo
dead heat.

finish

with

him,

that

John Chapman of the News closed
plenty of ground oh the homestretch
and won fourth place honors, call-

its

ing 41 right for .854, thereby topping

wonder what Frank

Government takes

huge bite. Backing a musical show Ward Morehouse of the Sun, who
covered fewer first nights.
Latter
is one answer, although it's denied
rated 34 shows correctly out of 41.
he has coin in "Glad To See You," Chapman
m o v e d forward two
which
Dave Wolper closed in notches, having been in sixth posiBoston recently. The show is fig- tion
last January, and as this ii
ured to be more than $250,000 in the his second
season; running for the
red., It was out eight weeks and
retired Burns Mantle, the reformed,
the operating loss was estimated columnist figures' to come
on with a
in excess of $8,000 weekly in Phila- belated rush as the distance indelphia and the Hub.
creases.
It has been denied that The Voice
Other members of the Critics
backed "Glad." but different sources Circle, plus those who resigned, ran
report that Sinatra lent a consider- about to the same form as last seaable sum to the show's song writers. son, although Robert Garland of
Sammy Cahn and Julie Styne, with the Journal American, in his second
the full knowledge that they wished season with the Hearst sheet, imto buy in.
proved his standing. It won't be
"Glad" was a hardluck venture. news that Burton Rascoe of the
Eddie Davis, of Leon and Eddie's World Telegram is running lame
night spot*, was to have made Jijs. again, being right only 34 times out
debut on Broadway in legit as a co- of 48 tries.
As for "Variety's" guessers, th»
star but was injured in- an auto accident after one week of the Philly muggs tied Kronenberger, their perdate, so was forced out, .but. it was centage being better than that ot
understood he didn't like his show last year.
assignment anyhow. Eddie Foy, Jr.,
was hurried into the cast to replace,
Cahn having gone on for Davis in
.

'

•

Atlanta's

the interim.

"Glad", will probably be closed for
eight weeks, and by that
time, should it go on again, will be
in revue—form rather than being a

Ouailn

at. least

book musical.

Wolper,

a

Wartime louring

reformed

In playing Atlanta last week, the
of "A Doll's House"*

nightclub operator and a crack footplayer in, his college days,,
bowed onto Broadway with the
highly, successful "Follow the' Girls,"
currently doing all right at the 44lh
Street, after ah~early summer start
at the Century.
Regardless of whether "glad" »elurns to the boards, Walper is readjv
ing another musical, "Mowdy, Sol-

management

ball

an attendance oddity of
wartime touring.
Opening night was light, with
business for the second performance

discerned

'

dier."

jumping waV up.

.

It

was explained

that the last four attractions to visit
tne (own were delayed in arrival,
curtain not going up until 10:30 or
later, playgoers how therefore ducking the first-night.
James B. Cassidy's Coast-made revival of the Ibsen drama drew its
three southern
biggest gross
In
stands since it hit the road 14 weeks
ag<
Four days-were played in At.

GILBERT MILLER FOLDS
;

'BERNICE' IN DETROIT

1

Ian: i, Birmingham and Montgomery
"Errand for Bernice," starring completing the week,, for combined
Gertrude Lawrence, was closed last takings of $20,000.
"Doll's House" has a cast includSaturday (13) in Detroit, "because of
ing Francis Ledercr, H. B. Warner
authorship difficulty and spotty busi(who replaced Philip Merlvale),
ness," according to the Gilbert Miller Dale
Melbourne fan English bcoffice.
Jacques Deval, who wrote tress (."''Jane Darwell and Lyle Tal"Tovarich," a' hit show produced by bot. Revival goes into the midwest,
and Miller some seasons ago, seemed un- and is due on Broadway in Hie

Opera

1

AFM

William F. Jasie, husband of the ail- can Federation of Musicians,
ing Tillie Leblang Jasie, Leblang's Richard F. Walsh, as president of
widow, Mated that ha never was an the stagehands union (IATSE), was'
officer in the ticket firm and there- settled, just before case was to be
fore was not barred from the agency presented to a New York supreme
when Moss suspended the business court jury last week. Action was
for a few hours. Jasie was attorney being tried before Justice James B.
for the agency but is no longer, con- McNally, who, after a conference
nected with It in any way.
with counsel for both sides, announced, the settlement; Terms were
.

Don Cook With TaUu
Hollywood, Jan.

18.

.

Donald Cook will play opposite
Tallulah Bankhead in the Theatre
Guild's production of Philip Barry's
play, "Foolish Notion," instead of
the Sheridan Gibney drama, "Calico
Wedding," as previously announced.
Cook obtained his release from a
Universal film contract last week

.

'

1.
Robert Broder, theatrical attorney, and Brace Conning have acquired xights to a new play by
James Parish, an Englishman, entitled
"The Police Are Anxious."

lalter's

,

.

fast

independent legit theatre, is again
backing Henry Duffy despite the
acrimony between them when the

'

opened -a ticket office on their own
and are believed to have serviced
most of the outfit's regular cus-

Jelin, the lessee, is still on. Former
aim. to regain possession of the theater,
and dispossess proceedings

For Duffy Revue
Israel Slavin, who owns and operates the Blackstone, Chicago, an

to
the brokers, with La Guardia said to be a vaude-revue.
promptly cancelling that; "order."
Slavin entered show business after
Not a few in ticket circles were his motor car delivery business
amused when the councilmen gave edged down to zero when .the war
ended the manufacture of civilian
the commissioner a going-over.
Joey Deutsch has been given a li- cars. Duffy was doing well on the
cense, as' has Oscar Alexander. For- Coast with productions but moved
mer kept his agency closed for 10 to Detroit when San Francisco was
months after Moss clamped down on blacked out just after Pearl Harbor.
The Blackstone proved to be a
him for selling tickets to exclusive
clubmen at more than the legal money-maker for Slavin, what with
premium. Deutsch paid the rent and such long-run shows as "Life With
Father" and' "Good Night, Ladies."
also the telephone costs during the

"Barretts
ot
Wimpole
Street"' for soldier audiences. Leaves
today (17) for troop areas in Belgium,, where it will play till Jan. 27.
Plans of the troupe, which had
been with Seventh Army in France,
before visiting Paris, are indef beyond Jan. 27, although indications long dark period, and the same went
point to rapid windup of tour and for Alexander. While he was banned,
return to States.
the clerks of the Deutsch agency

presented

futurity, Louis .Kiuncnberser.-aS-EM...

Sue Ryan scores in "A Lady
Says Yes," newcomer musical at

.

"

.

Halfway Pole

at

By JACK PLI.ASKI
At the halfway mark in "Variety's"
annual New. York critics

'

Slavin Shells Out

'

a character- out of Dickens.
Recently Moss tried to. reorgan-

Race

'Variety'

Will Morrissey wrote the song.
"Brooklyn, .U.S.A.," with which

Kenneth Spencer, bass. Concert. will
give young artists advantage of a

the Carper;

Just after Paul Moss relented last
week' and issued- licenses to two
Philly home, Lawrence has been at ticket brokers whom he suspended
New York councilmen
months'ago,
theatre,
Forrest
ot
rear
in
his office
pass at the commissioner
Philly, regularly, where he is also made a
in a most disconcerting manner. He
hou.se manager. ^
number of questions
asked
a
was
manager
company
bshrin,
George
Joseph Sharkey and
of musical. "Lady Says Yes" # (6rig- by Councilmen
and Indications were
inally "Lady in ?"), who was ap- Louis Cohen,
will be introduced
measure
that
a.
acsuccessor,
pointed Lawrence's
investigate
to
commission
for
a
being
never served, still
tually
company manager of the musical, Moss and the license ^department he
heads.
N.
Y.
now at the Broadhurst,
to him,
queries',
put.
answering
In
Oshrin's name, however, .still appears in Philly programs in place' of Moss replied: I have commented on
Ask
Lawrence's as-. Shubcrl's general that to Mayor La Guardia.
Sharkey
rethat
asnwer
to
him."
in
manager. Tiff between uncle and
when plied: "Why should I have to call on
nephew reportedly arose
anything?"
out
Mayor
find
the
to
Philly crix panned "Lady," J. J.
in
favoritism
was
accused
of
Moss
feeling Lawrence should have gotten
better "cooperation" from (he press. raising the wages of some employees
Report is that Oshriu stepped be- in his office but ignoring others.
referred
to
as
the
tween them just as Lawrence was Commissioner was
the La Guard ia
intent on slapping his 'uncle around. "stormy petrel of
the balboy for the.
Another version had a stagehand regime
Mayor" and was likened to Scrooge,
preventing fisticuffs.

York

Pace

Glory for Brooklyn

'

have blown over.

to

Variously reported as being in

Put

With this in view, Leigh has hired
Carnegie Hall for a concert Feb. 11
Concert
to publicize his venture.
will be unusual, having eight artists
on program, with Lawrence Tibbett
Artists will be John
as emcee.
Brownlee, baritone; Adelaide Abbot,
tenor;
Kane,
Edward
soprano;
Leonore Rae, soprano; Martha Lipton, contralto; Ossy Renardy, violinist; Richard Tetley-Kardos, pianLaiideroute, tenor, and
ist; Joseph

43

Kronenberger (PM), Nichols (Times)

of

>

LOUIS KBONENBERGER (PM)...
LEWIS NICHOLS (Times)

"VAR1ETV

LEIGH PLANS EXPANSION

and

lcft.for

New

not disclosed.
Action dates back to 1938.
The
company charged that the musicians'
union ..threatened to put it out of
business unless it abandoned the use
of transcribed music. As a result of
a "conspiracy" between the union
and stagehands, the troupe alleged,
it
was prevented from presenting
opera, causing a loss ot $75,000.
With legal fees the total was brought
up. to the amount sought.
,

York.

able to revise the "Bernice" script
satisfactorily.
Idea of bringing in
a collaborator did not materialize;
Against, weak notices f 'Bernice" got
in
Detroit,
but takings were'
$17,700

under $10,000 both in Pittsburgh
and Cleveland.
Show had been
booked to the Coast, with a Broad-

Give Brook

Du

Clicks In

Maurier Play
Hollywood. Jan. 16.
London. Jan. 16.
John Carradines's "My Dear Children" (former John Barrymore play)
'The Years' Between.'' starring
Anticipated play will open in New tour being'
Brook,
which
opened; at
set by Homer Curran. Clive
York this spring.
Due Frisco In March, but Pacific Wyndham's Jan. 10, looks like a hit.
The author has had, several of his slope, dates must be aligned.
Triangle play
by Daphne du
plays produced in London, but this
Carradine broke it in at Pasadena Maurier, was splendidly acted and
will be his first in this country.
Warmly received.
and did okay.
.

.

Harry Ellerbe Set For
'Turtle'

Lead

>

in Antips

Harry Ellerbe has been signed by
Dorothy Stewart, representing J. C.

way date .a future possibility.
Charles G. Stewart was associated, Williamson Theatres In New York,
to play lead in John van Druten's
with Miller in the production.
comedy, "The Voice of. the Turtle,"
in Australasia (Australia and New
Zealand). Actor, who signed for 16Chorus
For
week guarantee, with two options of
same length, will go out in March or
.

Demands

"Venus/ Due for Road

"One Touch-

of

Venus"

is

iii

its

last four weeks at the 46th Street,
N. Y., and is being readied for the
road, with the management reported
having its troubles, especially with
One male, member of
the chorus.
the ensemble demanded $200 weekly, because of small dance bit assigned him, while one of the girls of
the ballet sought more than $100.
"Venus" ensemble people are' now
getting over the, scale, lowest salary
being $65. They will receive a boost
for the road dates, but those who
hold out for a higher bdqst will
probably be replaced.
.

CAREADINES 'CHILDEEN'

spring.

April.

American actress to play femme
is also being sought, it being
to have U. S.- actors do
roles instead of Aussies because of
typically American idiom of play.
lead

thought best

Castle Goes to 'Widow*
•

William

York

this

Waxman's

Hollywood, Jan.
Castle

week

new

16.

leaves for New
to direct Philip
stage production,

"Star Spangled Widow."
Columbia has granted Castle •
leave of absence from his Aim distribution chores.

.

'

.

LEGITIMATE
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Plays on Broadway
jis a handicap. The
Co. -operetta revival at
the City Center accentuates both the
virtues and. the .drawback.' It has the
catchy melodic* and good voices tp
sing them. It. has. moreover,- -some
intriguing sets and superb costuming
and an e.ve-lilling can -can number.
(lull book is
On the other hand,
wciehle'd down by some very ama-

New Opera

iu-mlm-i li,n On
J.
J. Kluiiit-n
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teurish acting a nii what may charitably be called attempts at comedy, so
Parisicnnc" as a whole di.-aplhal
•

ltniii*y

Arlliui

CiiKlvur

lui-lllir

i

Inside Stuff-Legit

'

lightweight book
ti.muji-hi.tlijii

play ends vice-versalng its opening
by proving the father's dependence
on the daughter.
Dramatic moments are handled
with telling effect. Suspense Is main-

.

poinls.

tained

Oscar Serlin,

interesting

consistently

a

at

comedy applied
Segments arc
dovetailed in building up

level, with sufficient
for change of pace.

Arts, points out

remedy

it.

"Every Day Is Christmas'' in current January Theatre
what he thinks Is 'wrong wilh the theatre, and how to

in

Seerlin doesn't find

much

theatre around on

Broadway today-

beautifully
Id sock curtains, and general play
construction leaves little for final

it's "show business, entertainment, hippodrome."
There's a war on, ha
says; there's loo much money floating around; values are cock-eyed; people

editing.

are.

going to the theatre

for.

same reason they buy caviar, antiques or
jeans.
And the times Square Wallihgfords

the

Performance- of Constance Cum- furs— moola smoking in their
hvin'-s. as the girl entangled in the
are taking them. ."Older producer;., those' who once had ideals, have either
lives of the four inen. is first-grade.
been killed by too much '21' or have cynically sold out to sets of dishes
She possesses the considerable fem- -and marriages on Ihe
slage." Seriin says.
inine appeal. required by the role and
There isn't one noteworthy experimental, theatre in Manhattan, he finds.
her many moods are handled to perHollywood grabs off potent Tally, gified writers. Broadway has to woo
fection. Frank Oinroy calls his veteran lalenls ihlo play in portraying them back. .Serlin says, as it must w;oo an audience that wants good
dex lroi\sly-4h<>—Hiua_of_liic father. theatre and will make a. habit of. it. The theatre needs permanent
reper..lames Rennie's version of Jell iff c tory companies.
Il must do. plays of quality: establish experimental thekeeps step with. the play's other fine
atres: encourage young wrllers:-break down, union mistrusts. "The spirited
performances. John Archer scores
heavily as young Kearny, his chore young need the nutrition., of the .theatre." siiys Scrim, "We of the theatre
Hugh can aid them in acquiring the cultural, habil of going tb the thentre,. where
being particularly smooth.
Franklin is good as the artist who every day is Christmas. When that new day comes, the Broadway baboons
was talked out of his romance with will disappear, wilh the trampled snow. -and the Lindy landsmans be swept
Rac ne. Minor, roles are done effi- back to their bagels and racing forms."

Present production differs from the
Opela's 1941 and. '42 revivals,
with now book, lyrics arid dances,
KumI i:m-iii|:i and new musical arrangements. The
IV,...:..
Kill.-i
KVill
... A
S-l Mll'l
hook dravs and could be shortened.
••.•;.>•!-»••• Mill......
'llllllll.mil.
.niiilis
i'nl«>
The story of a couple of- French
Mi:.-. M:i
;iin-«-li!i Si liml-ll
......
noblemen trying to wheedle. a famed
I':iaCWry racehorse
.r*li nun
mi. Il.->ii
away from its Yankee
tl.-Il
.... h-lili*
Ki-;im.
ninn.h" i:i-i.i. owner is loo thin anyway, and, could
II. -r.t
«
I:irl;.*.'l>
he changed intelligently and still lit.
*H.
lark Allu-riKnil
..
Hi. is:
tire music.
Most of the story seems
.M.irllm :»ircienllv by Mitchell Harris, gallery
1,
to
pointed
towards, or away from.'
be
Mi-lluilii.lil
V.-ill
allendani: Kasia Oi zazewski.. family,
In. Ci-lnil 'the
spectacular
second-act.
finalt "' >
rilJi|i:HL
iM.r.luii.
fill.
cook: Eli/abelh Brew, prospective
Questionable whether Michael Todd can retain the 48lh Street. N.Y^
scene, when some ingratiating music,
gallery customer.
v
after next Nov. 30 when his leasing deal With the Joe Leblang estate exMaybe this musical had the milk excellent solo and ensemble sinain.g
Single selling is in keeping with,
and the gorgeous can-can dance compires.
House is tenanted by. Brock Pembcrton's comedy hit.. "Harvey,"
ings but so much material was inter
the general high calibre. of the propolalcd during the tryout to. courtier- bine for the evenings peak excite- duction, and Miss CuinirftngsMs stun- which is at least expected to run into nexl year. Show is a cleanup for
ment.
the producer and the theatre.
act a dismal book that the premiere
Bone.
A company 'of.' eager young per- niitglv garbed.
" 7
was one of the most curious mixtures
Todd
has a rental on the house for $20,000. but that means the theatre
formers
brings
enthusiasm
and
rough
first
No doubt some
imaginable.
loses $2,500 annually because of taxes and fixed charges. Lease -was made
The .three
nighters liked it. but its chances of vigor, to the operetta:
at a time when the 48lh Street was a liability rather than a money maker,
making the grade appear negligible femme leads. .Marion "Carter, Lillian
Andersen and Fiances Watkins, all
which explains the deal, the estate figuring it could keep the red down.
regardless.
Since. then theatres have been in demand and the Leblang heirs wish to
In some respects "Lady" resembles have fine voices., good looks, and
the "Passing Show" revues which much charm, with a standard of singhold on to their proprietory rights: No doubt that Todd made wise, move
ing well above the average BroadJ. J. Shuberl presented at the WinI.i»vo In f «ll4»nCNN
in getting possession of. the house, where he-intended to move "Star and
musical.
Male voices ddn't
ter Garden quite a few years ago. way
29.
London.
Dec.
Garter,"
then at the Music Box.
match,
-although
Edward'
Roocker.
but the new attraction is not sup'I'--iiii..|iI.
I.I.I..
.liilin r.
Wiliinn
H
best
the
lot.
of
has
his
moments,
as
partly
-operposed to be revue; Its
fnii-iIiy 'Vn\
lli-<iihiii-liu'il
lln-.-e yrl.i
in
his
well-sung
air
in
the
banquetKonlniiiit
partly
i::iuiK:in.
Slin.4
l.ymi
Al.fin-.and
burlesque
partly
etta,
Unorthodox methods of Lawrence Langner and Theresa Helbiirn "a
.'.
fi.-.l
.mil
llh.-.l.'.l liv. Alfi,.il
I. mil.
At
vaudeville. The latter, two ingre- room scene.
dreamy patent lawyer and a Connecticut matron flouting all traditions of
-JI.
Anlal Dorati. who arranged the- ,) ie lli..:ili.-. I.mii.I.Iii. >-i-.dients were put into the show by
..viiir.Kiiiiliinne
show business"— arc responsible for success of The Theatre Guild, acnlivi: lb'invn
Will Morrissey. and it "Lady" makes music, rates- a nod for conducting I'.. H., n ...,...'............ Miii-fciir.'l .Miiri-iiy
cording to Maurice Zolotow in his arlicle. "Broadway's. Amazing Amathe grade it will be to his credit, be- the orchestra with authority" and Ml,-? i.il. ....
IVxuy l>i-nr
teurs," in Jan. 6 issue of Satevepost.
Altrltl. I. Illlt
cause some of his material is really pace. Richard Rychtarik's sets, par- .Sir. ilin l-'l.-l.-h-r
nrnwii.
UrlMn
Nlsnen
.M-ii-luiu>l
laugh-provoking. The book is by ticularly the first-scene railroad sta- I),:..
lit story of Guild's 25-year history, .Zplotow points out Guild's: remarkICullileen Ki-nl
l-'li.(.
.i ...
tion,,
and'
Ladislas
Czcttcl's costumClayton Ashley, pen name, for Dr.
...Minm llari'lfoii- able success- with 40 smash hits out of ISO productions, staling, nevertheWVllUvm til.
'vli-i
ing
throughout,
are
noteworthy.
Leo.Miri>liii.|le KelLli
l,Mll\'
.......
Maxwell Maltz. a plastic surgeon
M U
less; that Langner and Miss Helburii, Guild's directors, "insist, they are
.l-'riiiik l*oi-iler
hide
Massine's
I|i>iii:ih .X'lHI'klllilli.
dance
staging
Sir
is
for
considput
in
associates,
who. with
amateurs and are in show business for pleasure and not for profit." Article
most part undistinguished, the canerable money for the production.
Author Terence Raltigah has writ- discusses how team works, with special attention to way "Oklahoma!"
There is plenty feminine beauty can excepted. Anna Istomiha. Elena
was planned, revised, Worked over and financed. More than 50 people
In the cast with such blonde lookers Kiamarr and James Lyons are at- ten witty, piquant and scintillating
Bron.
dialog to what otherwise would not turned down chance to Invest in the hit musical, according to Miss Helburn.
as Carole Landis, who. is starred! and tractive lead dancers.
bo a loo brilliant play. Had it ended
Christine Ay res, featured, formerly
after the second act. it would have
known as Char.mainc when she was
resulted in a strong drama. But the
Elinor Hughes, legit critic of the Boston Herald, floored the brethren of
a top stripper in burlesque. The
Lunls played and directed the piece- the rialto by lossing off a first-night notice on the Cheryl Crawford-^Play Out of
story switches- from 1545 to the presresult being, that it is the most en- Margaret Webster
ent, with the girls variously being
"Tempest," which opened at the Hub's Colonial on Jan.
tertaining play seen" here in many
alluded to-as courtesans. On the wel8, in iambic pentameter. This was the fourth time Miss Hughes has printed
days.
come side, too, are the costumes,
On<> Maii
"Love in Idleness" is a wisp of. a a- free-verse review of Shakespearean productions.' "Romeo and Juliet!"
some gorgeous duds attracting the
comedy with a twist that threatens "Hamlet" and "Richard II" catching similar treatment in previous seasons.
eyes with the aid of unusually skillNew. Haven.- Jan. 12.:
Interviewed on the radio a few days later. Miss Hughes explained she
.Ti'il
to result in a pathetic end. But it'
ll:n-riy in-nilin-l ion of I'liiiieily-iliiiniH
lighting credited to William
ful
Cnfulmitii nnil AtmuHlu_lJli:e.fi_iii-lM l»y It ill
actually winds up'- -..with- an almpst did it in 35 minutes Ho-meet-tt-deadliuc. but "didn't know how." The
Thomas.
ins tiiifl'/.. I'rHlui-'rN t*i>iiKt:iiu-e ('ntiiiiiliiKii.
Boots McKenna staged the dances I-Vnp!:- t'nnroy;. .Iinlil-^ Iti-nnle. SlilKOil Iiy farcical conclusion as done by the Herald's drama editor,- whose 'marriage to a Navy lieutenant impends, was
but highlight in that. department is a I l:il'rl*; si'ltlim l>>- Sli.\y:n-l Cliime>-. t^iioni-il Lunls.
a Shakespearean scholar at RadclifTe.
An ilnporlant'member of the'BritChinesevballet led by 'Pitman Corry :it Sliiilit-rt th. -aire, New H-iven. Jim. II.
•4:.: *:t tin..
ish Cabinet., debarred by his position
and Tatiana Grantzeva, both excelMlti-lK'll Hari-in
from divorcing his wife, is maintainRonnie Cun- Tom
lent choreographers.
Albert Johnson, who produced shorl-lived "Bonanza." which opened and
l.lli'lan
;ar>lnei-.
-.l-'iimk Conroy
ing a home graced by a widow \yith
ningham and Corry are ycry good, A Woniiin.
ICIl/.alH'lh llli-w
in tryout engagement in Pittsburgh, left after show's Smoky City
whom he :is in love. Her 17Tycar-old closed
On the tune end .lainr^ Uin-ki'ii-I.
Itbt:li Ki inikllii
too. with tap sti engagement for Hollywood and a scene-designing job at one of the studios,
iVni?-t h
'iiiumim:^ son arrives home and is shocked by
the show is lacking but Miss Landis UiK-iiie Uhi-iIii.-i-: ,^
Kiniiiy JellifTe.
..laiiies Iteniiii'
and
sai'd before departure that after-certain revisions by Ben Martin, who
From this arises the
the' situation.
has the best melody, "You're More Ttlani-li...
K.-ikIh t)lV..'lZl'WH vl
:.
wrote
brightly
modplay,
he'd lest it again on C6ast. Johnson says "Bonanza" will be
nbv's
problcin.
It
is
Than a Name and Address."' Arthur I'l-ant-iM- Kearny:
Inliii Art-hrr
ern.
reduced to nine characters: There were 14. in addition to flock of bits
Maxwell's voice counts too with "It's
The. Lunls present the piece with and walkons. in the original script: Show was panned brutally by all of
the Girl Every Time, It's the Girl."
"One Man Show" is strictly for in-,
Sue Ryan, also featured, is the lelligcnl people but not necessarily Comcdie Fiancaise' technique, the the Pittsburgh critics- and, despite the fact lhal it was playing a holiday
comedy hit of the show, handling the intelligentsia': This apparently blending of phrases and dialog, so (New Year's) week, hit a new all-time, low gross at the Nixon theatre
Morrissey's "Brooklyn. U.S.A.". which contradictory statement applies in familiar in pre-war Paris; going far
there, around $1,700.
has a snapper line to end all Noel that it requires alert perception to in making the show click.It is dazzling theatre. Without the
Coward slurs. Working with Bobby grasp the finer points arid the subtleMorris, from burlesque. Morrissey ties: Also, an ability to follow the Lunts there is no telling what the
Brooks Atkinson of the N.Y. Times has been writing articles on China
with
them
It
might
have
been;
result
contributes abiirley boxing bit that mental trend of the play's characters
since returning from Chungking.
Latest yarn, entitled "Backbone of.
Jolo.
had many first nighters giggling. An- is a prime factor in audience re 1 is a certain success.
China's Resistance," appeared in the magazine section Sunday (14i. The
other Morressey bit. is on the raw action. The reward for such alertness
peasants of that country are credited with being "remarkably industrious
side, and still another of his contri- is the assimilation of .some excellent
. . their capacity to work constitutes the nation's greatest source of wealth
butions is a lyric. "We're Three Lit- dramaturgy, plus enjoyment of topit is the enduring peasant, who supplies the rice and the soldiers, hates
tle Characters." hot billed.
flight acting of a topflight script. It's
"
"Lady" opened last midweek and potential adult film material that
and thwarts. the Japanese."
by Saturday agencies claimed a' fair should cash in following an indicated
call for tickets. Miss Landis was re- warm Broadway reception.
overseas
ill. legit
playing
Actors
Charles
Washburn, press agent of "Hats Off To Ice," Center. N.Y., and
several
ported in and out of the show
Play is laid in a small art gallery,
times but she gives a distinctly cred- but the word-picture turned in by for troops in following shows can be Bill Burke, its managing director, "bought" a Brooklyn bowling clnb, but
through addresses listed Willie didn't know about it until the publicist told him about the deal. It's
itable performance on her Broadway the authors surpasses anything found reached
J bee
debut.
strictly a promotion for the rink revue, costing only $150.
The tenpln
on canvas in the ycry attractive set- below:
ting. Playwrights have, conceived a
VSO-Camp Show No. 392. "Jerks people have the title of the skating show lettered on their jerseys.
thoroughly
interesting 'typewriter Berserk": Bob Carney & Roberta,
Vie Parlsirnnc
portrait of a father-daughter attrac- George Mayo. Perry Mayo, Wyhn
Toliimlii Mt'i'n Ti-iitn prffipnl.'iliiitv '»( N<
tion that meets its Waterloo when
Murray, Arthur Wasd. Prof. Cheer. 'Dear Ruth' Slated
Ojipiii I'u. imiilui-llun of Jiu-quex orroniiiK-h**
other males come into the life of the
LEGIT STILL
0|»«>re|iii
In Mirci* ii'-lii (Turn- wcnea). will)
Joanna Andrew. Cynthia Blaire.
new Kngllxli llhrcMIn l>y Kellx hi-eiiliimi girl. An expertly chosen and directOverseas
_ For
mill /.mill* ViTiirul) npiv mu»lt-iil veritlniV by
ed cast transposes this picture into Betty Arnold.: Ray P'Brien, Rosalie
IS
Am Domiii. lyrli-ji iiy M-.irlmi Kiii-iiulmr: the medium of acting with consum- Dee, Milzie Perry, Nancy. Scott,
ySO-Camp Shows' "has received
»tK<"*l Iiy Tliilpll Jlcrbcrll i-OBIllllloji.
IjiiIIhVirCollins,
Riley.
Connie
mate
skill.
Gloria
Overall
result
prois
a
London, Jan. 5.
rights to perform "Dear Ruth." reIm* Czoilel: m-niipry. Jtk-lin^l R.\'chl:lrik.
duction as highly polished as the top ginia Downey. Jocelyn Jones; APO cent Broadway comedy hit. for overTim-nil roniliiclInK: IrvliiK Jianilnu. {-Iini-iil
London legit business in the West
riii-.-oi.ii-.
At I'lty ('eiiier.
v., J.in. 1^.
apolc in a basket of fruit.
or
501. c/o Postmaster, San seas.'
No.
500
End is spotty. Seasonal shows, such as
•43: f2.40 mil.
The. Gardners are a middle-aged. Francisco. Calif.
Other legiters in preparation, in pantomimes, and standard hits, are
Slat innmnHler
... .Plllllil) CI^OI-RO
wido\yer and. His 26-year-old daughI'ulli-einun
Koy.llnllniil
VSO-Camp Show! No. 39g, "Blithe addition to "Dear Ruth." are "Okla- doing capacity trade, largely beter who put on o.nc-man shews in
Newrtlnn'.
..lrvne .R. Slii'rnM.k
their' small art gallery-home.
Klnwei- (ilrl
.ljorvdii Si-lieio
The Spirit": Annabella, Don Randolph, homa!." "The Man Who Came- To cause of advance orders.
fniiiie nmitil tie Gia-ilefeu
Hrlini I.uwi'uni'.Leona Maricle; Edwin Peckham; Dinner," with Moss Hart playing the
But shows relying onv transient
girl, Racine, has. plenty of physical
Biiiou Xolilnct
.Kifwni-ri Jl'.ipckoicharm which is used as a mild racket Adelaide Klein, Oscar Stirling. Al- lead, a second company of "Night trafle are off and reported much
Mel^lla
.Miii'lim Ciirti-i-.
Clniitl-iin.
....l^e Kdwiinlx in getting wealthy customers to pay freds Wallace; APO No. 413 (Rear); of January 16," and another "Ten. worse/than in previous years: This
jHi'kram
.Diivln Mrtvris high prices for the pictures they purLittle Indians" troupe.
c/o Postmaster.- New York.
is blamed on exceptional cold snap
l,llll:in .Allilei'Hpn
.Kyelyn
chase. Play starts off with the silver
USO-Camp Show No. 43S, "Night
and foggy weather.
.Arlhur Newman
Mr. llutflilnuuii
cord premise that the daughter Is de( An.nn iKlntnlnii16": Frances Gregg Andrews,
Suburban and provincial shows
pendent on. the father not only for of Jan.
uiiiii«rui-t-». ......
f-ri-nni-r PanseuneH.
Premier
]vrtiii|:iir
I Klphft
report a similar falling off for the
J.Jnineii l.yixm
Premier Dunccr.
her commercial and- financial well Winnie Mann,' Mady Laurence, John 16-Week Stock Season
[NIi-IiuIhh .1. 1ii8hi-<I[
same reason.
being, but also for her emotional out- Maxwell, John Miijan, Wendy MonriiHlfim InHpeclbi*. ...'.( Syli-nn KvanH
Gqlirlelte
.KrnnePH Wnlklnn let. Thcrc's a thinly veiled allusion cour, Ed Paul Phillips, Ham Baldus,
in
Toronto
Open
Al|ilinii«e
,.T;ee l-MwnnlH. to Incest.
Clarence Straight, Wilfred Allen
(Jtorne Bi*ko«. Dorln M.
DeHiTry renple
Gardner's dream is to have a mu- Spence, Stanley Andrews: APO No.- .„ Starting next Monday (22) a 16Swiud. Bonnie jMurniy. Jeannclie Welm- seum of his
Actor Cited by
own. An opportunity
18277, c/o Postmaster, New York;
week season of stock will play the
uresents itself in the form of wealthy
Staff Sgt. Thomas Greenway. last
A- revival of Jacques Offenbach's Emory Jclliffe. Racine closes a deal
Royal Alexandra, Toronto, under the on the stage in WPA's "Prologue to
'
"La Vie Parisienne" always starts off witlv-Jelliffc. but Gardner snubs the
Glory,"
has been cited for "meritomanagement
of
Ernest
Rawley..
Latwith '/its sparkling music and the plan when he Jearns that his daughShows in Rehearsal
aerial flight" by
exotic" flavor- of a mythical play- ter is the price tag. Meanwhile, Franter advised the United Booking Of- rious achievement in
"Bella's Get a Fella" ("My Dear
President. Rooseveltahd will receive
ground Paris in its favor.- and its cis Kearny, a young friend of Jelfice not to route any road shows into
Todd.
Bella"
)-r-Michael
the
.Air
Corps
medal?
liffe's, has entered the picture and.
"The Stranger"— Shepard Traube. the house during that period and
Sgt. Greenway, who had_ been on
following a candid expression of
opinions regarding each other; these
"—And Be My Love"—Arthur .added that bookings this season had la missions over enemy 'territory,
been too sparse for the theatre to was shot down In a bomber over
two discover they are. in love. To Beckhard.
'
keep 'the girl for himself, Gardner
operate profitably.
"Clover Blng"—Haila Stoddard.
Germany and Is now a prisoner in
NINCE IIM
attempts to break It Op, as he has
First attraction, "Blithe Spirit," latter country.
"Foollth Netlen"—Theatre Guild.
His wife, Beatrice
done on a previous occasion with
Play Broken and
Dark *t th* M«oh»—Lee with Elissa Landl starred, Will play- Hendricks, also of the stage, will reThe
James Dockerel, youthful artist Shubert.
Authors' TtepreMntativM
two weeks. Robert Henderson, who ceive the medal for her husband
whose one-man show Is on exhibit» Wait «A4I» Nrett. New Tuk
ceremony,,
directed
stock
the
Alexandra
last shortly
official
"Slgnatara'*
Richard
Skinner,
at
at
an
tion, In a showdown, Kearny wins
*u w«* tilt
u
summer; U again on the Job.
probably at Mltchel Field, N. Y.
the ftir] awav from. Gardner arid the Dorothy WiUard,
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CHATTER
his jeep hit a shell hole
near Bordeau, returned to town last

Broadway
Ray Milland

New York from

in

Coast.

agenting
Miles
"The
Cnrlton
Searching Wind" on tour,
Frank Case under the weather,
going into the Florida sun.
.

:

Bill

McBride at home

in

Pelham

with severe case of grippe.
Tom Ewcll of the .Navy,
LI.
Squirming because assigned to desk
.

.

when

injury

week from Atlantic Border sector

of

Fiance.

George Abbott a stopover en route
Hollywood where he will 'direct
version of "Kiss and 'Tell,"
which, incidenlly will have scored
an 89-week run when it closes here
to

film

Jan.. 20.

Cine Alameda, and "The
Gypsy Wildcat" (UVCine Olimpia.
Armando de Maria y Campos,

Hollywood

job.'

of Castle Films, in
for staff huddles.

town

week

last

Dave Kapp
iness.

JBeverly Hills,
with. Harold Ross.

in

1

..:'..:'

•

Matty Zimmerman (Leblahg's) to
Kansas City to see son, Harvey,

Army.

who's

newsman -author,

town on Decca bus-

in

Barrett Kiesliiig. recovering from
urgery.
Gary Cooper laid up with throat

from
on a merry-go-round

Dave Chnstn and bride

-

in the
Theresa (Tessie) Hclburn to Coast
for talent for Theatre Guild's newest
musical. "Carrousel."'
Joel Preston- shifted from the Moe
Gale office to the Spencer Hare
flackery Monday (15).
June Laurie' (Mrs. Joe Laurie, Jr.)
now a lieutenant in the Ambulance
Corps fov the metropolitan area.
'

Forrest Crdsman going out ahead
of "La Vie Parislehne," Which goes
to Chicago, after City Center run.
Alan Moll, Jr., and James A. Tren-

holm, discharged from Army, have
gone into "HaU Off to Ice" (Center).
producer
of
Sistrom,
William
UA's "Mr: Emmanuel,** in N. Y. from
Coast, awaiting transportation back
to Eogland.
Frank Fay and supporting players
(48th Street) to be
in -Harvey"
jests at Town Hall Club dinner
funday (2t).
'

infection.
to

:

RKO),

.

Writer Rivers, San Francisco rep

the top pianist of 1944 in a national
contest conducted by radio station
XEW. He won a $1,000 (Mex.)
cash prize.
New officers of the Producers and
Distributors of Mexican Pictures
Ass'n are: Raul de Anda, prez;
Gregory Wallersten, .see, and Jesus
A. Grovas, treas.
Jose Calderon, producer, in the
U. S. .'arranging for expedition of
equipment for the large pic studios
he and associates will build at Ixlapalapo, D.F., a local suburb.
"Bernadette"
(20th-Fox) In its
second week at the Cine Palacio,
Chino. Others in second weeks are
"The Three Gentlemen" iDisney-

new man-,

the

is

ager

radio station
.of local
(.100.000 watts), mouthpiece of

XEB

the

French-owned Bucn Tono Cigarette
Co. He succeeds Manuel Gonzalez

who

Calzada,

quite to devote himself

to pix.

Judy Garland and Vincent Minelli
marry "late in fall."

William Girard. 20lh-Fo\' producer,
hospitalized with strep throat.
Major Arthur V. Jones, late of the
AAF. returned to. screen writing.
Bill Rice succeeds D. D. Durr as
assistant publicity director at Warners.

Max

Milder, Warners British reptown for studio hud-

resentative, in

'.'.-,-

dles."

.

Barthold Fles,' eastern
literary
agent, looking over Hollywood writ
.

ihg scene.
Lieut. Phil Berg, U.S.N., wounded
in action somewhere in the Pacific
battle area.

Laird Cregar left the bulk of his
estate,. listed as "in excess of $10,000,"
to his mother.

Australia
By Erie Gorrick
Vaude- revue, is doing okay at
Luxor, Perth, for the Fuller-Carroll
loop.

Harry Hunter, Paramburifs local
topper, will looksee Mexico before
returning

home

Panama^

via

•Will Mahoney, Bob Geraghty and
Evie Hayes completed successful
bond-selling tour of the; Queensland
stix.

'-.

.

''

biz is still tops with payees
despite heat. Jack Musgrove's Syd-

suit against
.

.

May

20.

of. Ernest Turnbull.
moving else
khakiclads
where, supper matinees may be
dropped at Royal, Sydney. Current

With

:

.

-

in

.

fessionally

well

as

as

Mrs: Harry Ruby, former Eileen
Percy, silent' film star, out of California hospital following abdominal
operation and doing okay.
Francisco Reyes. Mexican matador,
functioning as technical adviser on
.

sequences in "Masquein Mexico" at Paramount.
George Jessel leaves Friday (19)
emcee. $l,000-pei-plate
White
House dinner with Orson Welles,

bullfighting

Luxembourg.

Ralph Kravette switching back to
''Catherine
Was Great" on tour,'
Sam Brin now company manager of
"Mexican Hayride," Majestic.
Sonja Heme opening at Madison
Square Garden tonight (17) in- her
longest New- York' engagement, being scheduled for 18 performances.
Press agents Dorothy Gulman and
Paul Coates are joining forces pro
.

'

maritally.

They've opened joint publicity

of-,

rade
to

bedded

is

in

Richmond,

S.

Barnes

&

Co.,

N. Y.

publishing

the Stretch," by Frank G
Menke:
It's
a biography of Col
Malt J. Winn, Kentucky Derby race

"Down

WashingtoD

Treasure island, swank night spot
reopens tonight (17'). with Milt Davis
Freddie Lightner. who has been orcb.
OrSon Welles will lecture here in
overseas with USO-Camp Shows
unit, reported recovered from re- February on "The Purpose of the
cent .throat operation and about to Enemy."
.

Marjprie Cantor, daughter of Eddie Cantor, has taken a job in the
N. Y. office of General- Amusement
Corp.. as secretary to Harry Santley
of the cafe department.
John Byram, who heads' the legit

with "Casablanca."
Charles ChaUvel.'s ''Rats of Tobruk" will be shown to Original"Rate" at present serving in New
Guinea. Chauvel has presented two
copies of pic to the Aussie Army
;

.

authorities.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Colien
Tommy Carlyn's band back to Bill
Green's Casino.
Leroy (Bud) Meyers has joined

KQV

impresario.

rejoin his unit/

Warners looking for a. major break
into the Melbourne: indie situations
early in '45. Bow into King's. Melbourne, shortly on longrun policy

Va.,

with measles. As a result she cancelled several air guest shots in

flees.

A.

Melbourne, on longrun.

State,

,

the President's Birthday. Ball
celebration:
Acti-ess Marie McDonald currently
east on an Army bases and .hospital

etc.. in

tour,

"Tom Thumb the "Great" will' be
Ihe next attraction at Catholic Uni-

It opens Jan.. 14.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt opened
March of Dimes campaign. Stand
is in front of Loew's Capitol theatre.
Carter. Barron and John J. Payette
department for. Paramount in New are co-chairmen of the President's
York, and Russell Holman, head of Birthday Ball entertainment commiteastern picture production for Par, tee.
are going to the Coast this week for
Frank J. (Buck) O'Neill of the
a huddle with studio heads.
Times-Herald is being, mentioned for
William
Universale membership on the D. C. boxing comA.
Scully,

versity.

the

sales staff.

Singer Janey Knight has joined
new band of Del Lucas.
Everett Neill's unit back into
Starlight Room of Oasis.
Dan Slatlery in town beating the
drums for "Student Prince."
Ed Bartel), radio singer, and Lillian

Wagner

will

be married next

week.

Johnny Mayer doubling between
at Penn theatre

chief artist's job
and a war plant.

queries

10,000

received

who wanted

fans

;

to

from' race

know "what

Mexico and Havana
about the
meets?" Most of the paper's hahdicappcrs are already off the. pay roll
with a skeleton crew operating. The
Telegraph ha6 dropped its Wed.
editions, also, having cut out - the
Sunday
paper
some linrc ago.
Walter Annenberg,. who heads the
newjpaper-mag string, is continuing
along with Racing Form lexccpt
Wed.) for the time being, but Guide
and Tab have been dropped.
Meanwhile, Telegraph, which in
recent years has haa an approximate
90% emphifsis on turf news and
charts, is planning to recoup part of
its
circulation by. devoting, more
space to the Broadway-show biz aspects that, once figured prominently
.

Shaemus O'Sheel preparing

a

new

book of combined poetry and prose

'

in

Greenwich' Village.

Commentator Johannes

Steel is
author of an article "Europe: 1945"
in the-current (Feb.) Reader's Scope.
Lee Miller checked out. of Hollywood to cover the Pacific war front
for Seripps-Howard.
Danny Kaye and wife. Sylvia Fine:

.

profiled in

bert

an

by Dora AlAmerican Mag-

article,

issue of

.i.ri"'Feb,

azine.

Frank.

Grubcr's eighth mystery
novel, "Silver Tombstone," will be
published in April by Farrar &
Rinehart.
Lieut.:

Commander. Max

Miller,

author -of "I "Cover the Waterfront,"
leaving for the South Pacific with
Ernie Pyle.
George T. Frietag has a fanciful
aulobiog of himself and- biog of his
dad on the stocks. A certain publisher waiting a long tjme.
..
Tom Naughton and E. h! Kelly
praise station WQXR, N. Y., in article "Highest^ Fidelity in Radio" in
Knowles Succeeds King
Feb." issue of Reader's Scope.
Clayton P. Knowles, of the New
Louis Bromfield is writing a
York Times, has been elected, presi- novel,
"Colorado," for simultaneous'
dent of. the New'Ybrk State Legislapublication and release as a picture,
tive Correspondents' Ass'n tcr sucfilming to be done by Metro.
ceed Kirtjand I. King, .manager of
Cpl. Max Novack. asst. U.S. atthe Albany bureau of UP. Other oftorney on leave, how on Yank's
ficers chosen at the annua) meeting
N. Y. staff, author, of "How To
in Albany were: vcepees W. Jiorris
Cash In On Discharge Benefits" GI
Paxton, Albany head of AP; John G. handbook,
due next month. v
Rogers, N. Y. Herald Tribune; John
WHN, N. V., news director. SidL. Considinc, UP; freas., Raymond
ney Walton has been appointed to
J. Bors.l, -Buffalo Evening News; sec, the editorial board
of the magazine,
Samuel J. T. Coe, Christian Science Europe in Review, Which
inauguMonitor. Coe is the father of Don- rates' publication
in February.
ald Coe, Blue network war corresWilliam Farnum, 54 years on stage
pondent and former UP staffer in and screen, is writing
a book of his
Albany.
experiences, in show business, dating
back to the time when kerosene
This Month's Show Biz
lamps Were used
as
footlights.
Several articles of- interest to en- Edward Lyn will co-author.
tertainment trade listed for first issue of This Month, new 128-page
digest-size mag debuting on stands
Feb. 8 with March issue. List includes article by Victor Riesel and
Continued from page 1
Paul Sapn on effects of broadcasting of listeners— with the result that,
Congress and Parliament sessions on the "weak sisters" have adopted a
democratic processes; "Mosquito Net- do-nothing' attitude as regards bolwork." about South Pacific, nets and stering their own regular formats.
GIs, by Patricia -Wheel, USO actress; Week after week they've been' de"Ghost-writing* Menace," by John pending on the outsiders to deliver
Tebbel of Dutton's, and "Homo-Eront listeners, it's charged.
This condition is growing steadily
Hi-Jinks," anonymous,, which, includes criticism: of American the- worse, these critics complain, and
atre.
Other articles include' Pearl blame is put on agency programBuck's "Is America Building An ming execs who arc being accused
Empire?"; Paul Gallico's "I Sing of of taking the easy "way out by wavSecretaries;"
Norman
Angcll's ing wads of banknotes in front of
" 'Crimes' of British Empire," and the Cantors,. Crosbys, Hopes, Bennys,
others by Norman Cousins, Edgar Sinatras, etc., instead of digging and
Ansell Mowrer, Christopher LaFargc, delving for fresh, new performers to
Mrs. Paul Robeson, Joachim Joeslen. be developed and signed as. exclusive
in

'

•

,

.

.

.

—

Radio Guestar

a;

.

Harold
is the'

Woods,

former musician,

new manager

of the

little

"21"

'

restaurant on Delray.
(Soxie)

Cohen here filling
manager while Perry

Jack

in

as

Nathan

NSS
is

vacationing.

WCAE newscaster Bob Donley
has gone into the hospital for a
medically-prescribed rest.
John Marcon and Jack Foxe of
Elda Allen, Bob Rhodes' vocalist,
Loew's Columbia theatre awarded had her knees badly banged up
war bonds as super-salesmen in the when Rhodes' car ran into a bus.
theatre drive.
Tech's annual Shakespearean prouct huddles.
Meyer Davis will have his band at duction. "All's Well. That Ends
Frances
Boris
Gashel
(Mrs.
the Willard for the President's Birth- Well." being directed bv B. Iden
Mosen); secretary for many years to
Arthur Israel, exec asst. to Barney day Ball celebration.. He has taken Payne.
part in all of the fetes since they beHarriet Malamud quit booker's
Balabafi, president of Paramount,
berth at M-G to join Gloria Lee
was tossed a buffet dinner and cock- gan.
Dancers at Lookout House, Covingtail partv last week on her retireton, Ky.
,ment. with various execs from Bala
Mexico City
ban down attending. Newly formed Independent Citi
By Douglas L. Grahame
r.ens Committee of the Arts, Sciences
Jorge Negrele inked by Films
and Professions has launched mem
Mundiales.
bership drive.
Fredric March is
Roy, Walt Disney's brother,' here
Continued, from page 1
treasurer
Herman Shumlin on pic business.
and
.chairman of the finance committee
•Luis-G.-Basui-to,-?eenarist, recov- Paige' and vet spor.lswriter Fay Young
of Ihe organization; which is headed
ering arterappSndoctomy.
of Chicago Defender. Unit being
.by sculptor Jo Davidson.
Blanquita de Castrejon, pic ac- readied for three, months offshore
tress, inked by Films Mundiales.
lour starling mid?Februiry.."'
Claude Lapham here again giving
it's acknowledged that particularly
piano concerts' in- halls' and on radio.
Chicago
through efforts of Camp Shows, averAzleca pic studios, second largest
Hildegai-dc returns to the Palmer in Mexico, has obtained more equip- age Negro actors and v-auders for
(lrst lime in show biz are being given
Houses Empire Room Jan. .25.
ment for increased service.
Doc Marcus replaced Jackie Miles
Posa Films readying a super pic same opportunities and pay as while
at the- Rio Cabana Saturday (12).
by Cantinflas. tramp comic, titled, performers. In fact, due to shortage
Variety Club installs officers Jan. "Six Days With the Devil."
of Negro acts to fill Army demands,
19 with James Balmer of. Pittsburgh,
Xavier Cugat so tied up 'with film in some- cases Negro performers are
national Variety Club rep, presiding. work in Hollywood (hat he won't
Bob Hope, en! route to New York, be able to revisit Mexico until April. getting better scale of pay than
in town over Saturday. (13) to do a
Hugo del Carril, Argentinian corresponding white -performers.
show for the Press Photo'gs Ball at tango .singer, featured on semi- Camp Shows has been a. booh to the
the Morrison.
weekly program at radio station Negro performer, in giving. him for
Frankie Harmon, Chi sportsman, XEW.
first time equal standing with- whites,
sold quarter interest in the ShangriFilm biog of Lupe VcTCz being
Since USO's organization in 1942,
La and is devoting full-time to post- mulled by Alberto San'.ander. proCamp Shows has employed' 414
-war real-(>sratft~pT.-oject,'
ducer of "Nana." her last pic in
Negro performers representing ap.Lt.
Col. Charles MacArthur in Mexico/
Chi last week to spend a few days
•Mapy and Fernando Cortes back proximately 212 acts. One-tenth of
with spouse Helen Hayes, hare hi from N. Y.. via' Havana and their Camp Shows' performers), payroll
Harriet." and their two children.
native Puerto Rjco. and have re- goes to Negroes, which is in keeping
Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Dennis sumed pic work.
with average percentage of Negro
Km?- and Dudley Dleges skedded
Margaret O'Brien', who recently population in United- Stales, and disinto Erlancer Feb.
IB for three- visited here, sent Alicia Rodriguez,
maintainswcek-run of "The Searching Wind." child pic actress, sift -.of .two cos- tinctly better average than
in private industry or in show, biz In
A. S. Douulas, Chi Sun's War tumes, a doll and other toys.
^respondent, and victim of hip
Juan Garcia Escutivel picked as general.
Maurice Bergman, eastern
ad-phblicity
manager,
and
Joseph H. Seidelman, Universal's International prexy, left for. the' Coast
•over the weekend for studio prod
sales chief;

Decision to continue in

fold.

face of the heavy circulation
dent followed a reported 8.000 to
the

.

Eurth."
Selig Adler in Hollywood on a
story research job for the N. Y.
Daily Mirror.
»
James Lindsley assigned as AP
war correspondent in. the South
Pacific area.

the sheet's makeup,
It's figured
that expansion of the Broadway
ney Trocadero is fave spot with the 'angle may help keep the sheet alive
dance hounds.
until the "no racing" edict blows
Happy over. Also, price of paper may be
Noel
Coward's
"This
Breed" has arrived here for' dating. lowered.
It was
upped from 15
Will go over the Hoyts loop under
cents to two bits some years ago:
direction

Dance

.

wounded

siblc

'

Gypsy Rose Lee's art objects and
Ruth Tyler, who jazzes "Five. furnishings up for auctioning here.'' show is "Love in a Mist."
O'Clock Whistle" in "Sing Out, Ditto director Archie May.
.Greater Union has set deal with
Darryl. F.
Zanuck's 20th anni
Sweet Land," back in the cast after,
for
dating the Bing
feted jointly by the Lew Schreibers Paramount
recent illness.
Crosby pic, "Going My Way," into
Philip Reed, film juve who saw and Gregory Ratoff at Romanoffs

action in the South Pacific as a chief
petty officer^ getting his Navy med^
ical discharge soon.
Jack Tuerk, assistant publicity director at the Roxy theatre before
going into the Army, has been

CHATTER
Jim Denton sold a short story,
"Elmer Gets Ahead," to Liberty.
Rosamond Marshall in Las V cgas
finishing' her latest novel, "Days On

'

.

Joan Barry's paternity

Charles Chaplin comes up. for another- trial

Morning Telegraph On Fence
N. Y. 'Morning Telegraph appears
be left in a "dangling" posiiion
as a result of the Governmental ban,
on horse racing meets, with- the
management taking a "let's wait and
see" attitude before arriving at any
decision oh the paper doing a pos-:
•

to'

'

mission.

.

—

Negro Talent

-

•

'

-'

.

,

.

.'.

•properties for their clients.
Used To Be Different
Result, some believe, is that radio

etc.

Times-Herald M. E. Quits
is
becoming a parasite industry,
George De Witt, m.e. .of Cissie talentwisc, feeding upon topnotcheis
Patterson's Washington Time.s.-Herwithin,its own ranks and devouring
ald. quit over an "again,, and again
greedily
stars
from legit, films,
and again," picture page which ran niicries, etc. Veteran radio execs
in the daily. It was a collection of
almost tearfully contrast the present
,

war casualty pictures, with a quo- state of things with the contrasting
tation from Pres. Roosevelt's Boston picture of a decade and more
back
speech in which he assured mothers when radio, itself, was developing

that (heir sons would not .be en- the stars and the siphoning process
gaged in foreign wars. De Witt was worked in reverse with films, espeagainst running this page, but (he cially, feeding off the healthy talent
publisher insisted, and accepted his crop turned out by networks and
resignation.
De Witt immediately indie stations.
signed up as president of WashingAlso pointed up is the fact that
ton Printers Inc., which is run. 'by Hollywood continues to bob up with
William' C. Sbeltori, business mgr. of Lauren Baca) Is, Gregory Pecks, and
the Times-Herald. It is believed that other strong newcomers; that stagers
he made .a, substantial cash iii vest- such as George Abbott consistently
ment in .the printing establishment.
.-spotlight youngsters
abie. to hold
their oWn in the stiff. Broadway com,

N. Y. Post's Vaude Col.
New York Post is reviving vaudecolumn discontinued about 18
months ago.
Advertising, commitments Have

ville

.

been cancelled

umn

to

make way

for col-'

Turn Back The Clock
Los Angeles sports writers are
prowling - Hollywood film studios

:

.

.

-

these days, digging uj. oldlimc athletes on the back lots for feature
stories arid art. -Reason for this digression is the* current ^dearth of
athletic activity, locally
and nationally. Sports writers are falling
.

back on nostalgia

to

fill

their pages.

niteries

and dance

bands, through the past few years,
have been lucrative proving grounds
tor strong b.o. performers.
But, these industry critics insist,
as long as the guestar policy continues
to be the favored device of radio
producers anxious to corral large
listening segments in a hurry, there's
little chance that the industry will
become the talent hatchery it should
arid could be, as proved a few years
Sack. If some of the newer shows
were forcd to stand or fall on their
own, without benefit of highpoiwered
gucstcrs, the argument runs, hew
and sock radio talent would be
turned up through *a natural and
healthy process.
.

bylined by Paul Denis:

.

'

and that

pctish

.
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HAL BLOCK
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•

DIRECTOR

•

EXECUTIVE WRITER
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Thanks

4t

Hal
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co

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

inc

to Eversharp. B'tow Co.,

Collins,

MHt.

Phil,

Jay Jones and the rest of the staff.

)

"PLEASE, MISTER,

:

DO YOUR BEST"
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19,

St.

COPVEIOHT,

NEW

No. 7

SHOW
Name Talent Gicks

as Columnists;

Repeat

'

Welles,

political

ing,

GI entertainment, war bond en-

deavors, etc.

In the past, the most

(Continued on page 44)

Million

'Frivolous' Tunes,

Causing Radio Stew
insufficient
Contending
there's
awareness on the home front of music's potency as a propaganda weapon, and that there's a need for distin-

guishing between honest war songs
and "frivolous tunes that are hurting
the war effort," Alan Courtney,
(N. Y.) disc jockey, aroused a storm
of controversy last week when he
announced over the air he was
"burning" a Louis Prima "recording
of the tune, "I Want to Go to Tokyo."
expression,
Courtney's
editorial
unusual
disc
jockeys,
'in
for
which
declared
he would
ha
refuse to
tune,
and
play
the
his subsequent recital of songs that
he considered good or bad for the
war effort, resulted in a deluge of

WOV

(Continued on page 47)

Tommy

CLARE BOOTHE LUCE

SHOW DEAL ON

Rep. Clare Soothe Luce, Republican
representative from Conn, and playwright ("The Women") before she
turned to politics, may shortly become a radio commentator. Deal is
being negotiated between Mrs. Luce
«nd Textron, textile outfit now engaged principally in war work, pro-

ducing

parachutes'.'
Proposed air
is being handled by J. Walter
Thompson,
Should Mrs. Luce turn commentator, her program
is .headed for Mutual as • Sunday
night airer.

deal

Dorsey's

PEACETIME JOBS
Show

business onae again is harnessing its foroes to oops with thj
next job feeing the oountry In reestablishing the peace the rehabilitation and reorientation of the returning (Si to olvlilan life. Just as
show business fully assumed Its responsibility in keeping up the "morale
of the fighting men via its all-out
mobilization of entertainers, so, too,
is. the entertainment industry on the
march in taking up the job which
presents itself as Phase No. 2 in the
broad canvas of Show Biz at War.
Recognizing the need to lay a firm
foundation to cope with the biggest
task that will confront the nation,
when demobilization comes, the various show biz media are already
at work.
It's not onTy a oa.se of an

—

Dorsey

piled
up a gross Income last year of apThis figure
proximately $1,000,000.

As Too Sympathetic

—And

Too

Nazi Radio in U.S.

lions of little
after the war?

.

Look

the highest take ever amassed by
a popular dance band. Kay Kyser
might have equalled it several years
ago, but his income was based mostly on his then Lucky Strike radio

to

Day When

'Aida' Is

Done Under

Water, With Midgets
St; Paul, Jan. 23.

Paul Oivic Opera Assn. has
come through with something new
St.

the

in

way

of

Srand opera on
Iretel" wa.s

entertainment.
ice.

''Hansel

It's

and

mobsters

try each day, the Nazi radio has
just Introduced the most ominotis
propaganda note yet recorded, according to veteran American stu-

Yanked

j

skated successfully, the

Germany

rentals, in some cases higher, and
dents of the German air technique.
70 to 80% of the net profits to a
Introduced almost at the same time
producer.
the Russian attacks on the eastern
front started, the new Nazi technique has been to accuse American,
soldiers of atrocities, against troops Anti-Nazi Airer
and civilians alike. Knowing the
psychological purposes to which the
Array
Berlin radio has been devoted, tl\c_
opinion Is now offered that the cur
Disclaims

and frequently the singers
Coast, from August to early Novem- doing their stun on the Ice, at the
ber, put a crimp In the expectations St. Paul Auditorium before large
•
even though he did work weekends audiences.
(Continued on page 4(1)
Brothers-owned
Dorsey
at
the
All of which prompted John K.
Colonnades Ballroom.
Sherman, Minneapolis Star Journal
^Figured In that $1,000,000 take is music editor, to inquire "if 'Hansel Muni As 'Jazz Singer'
a sizeable Income from the sale- of and Qretei' can be skated, is there
In Warners'
6,000,000 RCA-Victor recordings In any reason why- 'Garmen' can't be
1944.
Such a record sale was
swum, 'Tristan and Isolde' put on
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
unusual as the band's total gross roller skates and 'Alda' made a fireWarners is planning a remake of
since Dorsey had not made a new works spectacle?"
"The Jasz Singer," which originally
18
previous
the
"It's my prediction," commented
during
record
was done with Al Jolson by the
Sherman, "that the old ' operatic same company In 1927.
months, due to the record ban.
staples, from how on, will not be let
This time it's for Paul Muni, and
alone or untampered with. A straw straight, meaning that the Frank
in the wind is 'Carmen Jones,' Sinatra musicalized version is
Plea to Arnold Gets
cold.
played by a Negro cast in a modern
Planed to Jolson hi-de-ho setting. Another is the
Nine O'clock Co.'s clever modernizHollywood, Jan. 23.
ing of Mozart operas and 'The Merry
Al Jolson, whose "Jazz Singer"
Wives of Windsor,' done with good
and "Singing Fool" were particularly
taste, but opening the door, neversignificant milestones not only for
theless, to what may be a weird
Warner Bros., but also for the entire
ballets

in

Thematic criticism has also been
heard on grounds that such a film
pre-supposes U. S. inclination towards a "soft peace" for Germany.
Foreign market for "A" product
represents 40 to 50% of the domestic

With the attacks on Germany
growing more crltloal for that coun-

orchestra

to the Nazis

Office of War Information has
refused to approve "Tomorrow the
World"
(Cowan -UA), reportedly
Cigarets,
owing to feeling in both official and
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
semi-official circles that the treatWhen George Topper, Fox-West ment of the German problem in the
Coast treasurer, was held up and film (based on the. play) is entirely
robbed of his $1(1 bankroll, repercus- too sympathetic to the Teutons. The
sions were heard all over- the F-WC OWI nix means that the film, will
circuit.
not be given an export license unCharles P. Skouras, prexy, issued less some Important ohanges are
orders that all F-WC execs must made in the picture.
carry at least $150 on their persons
Belief is that "Tomorrow," which
at all times from now on'.
stars Fredric March, Betty Field and
Skippy Homeier, is the wrong kind
of a picture for European and other
areas because it raises question that
if an American family is unable to
cope with a single Nazi-indoctrinated youngster, then what will be
the approach in handling the mil-

'Atrocity' Attacks

(Continued- on page 21

is

Remake

'

WB

By Agency When

I

Responsibility

"The Only Good Nazi," by Eve
Merriam, did not go on the air last
Thursday night (18) as a substitute
for ailing Major Bowes' half-hour oh
CBS. The Chrysler company, via its
agency, Ruthrauff & Ryan, decided
that if the War Department shied
away, from taking the responsibility
for the program, then the program
would not be heard.
Situation caused some puzzlement
in radio circles as Miss Merriam'i
(Continued on page 44)
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commercial.
Back in August, it was estimated
that Dorsey's gross would be oloser
to $1,200,000, which unquestionably
would have been an all-time high.
However, his enforced layoff on the
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BIZ EDUCATES EX-GFS

Orson Welles Latest Word Juggler

since the outbreak of the war. It's
been manifested by their campaign-

ALL MIGHTS BESERVEI)

ISC.

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Newspaper oolumni by top show 4
bin personalities are olicking on an
unprecedented aoalo. with the result
Fatal
that several new byline features are
Muskegon, Mich., Jan. M.
being offered for syndication. CurThe fates—or whatever k may
rent emphasis on such features is
traced to the success scored by have been
oaught up with Mrs.
Grade Allen's dally report, with Amelia Schwab, former opera singer.
Bob Hope, who started scrivening
In 1903 she was so seriously
Inter, similarly delivering readers.
Newest name to undertake a col- turned in the iriquols theatre tire in
umn Is Orson Welles, with Eddie Chicago that she had to give up her
Cantor and Frances Langford also career. About a week ago she was
reported In line for a whack at It. burned to death In a local hotel Are.

who gained considerable
stature during the recent
Presidential campaign, started his
"Almanac", in the N. Y. Post, Monday (22). First piece dealt mainly
with political questions In connection
with Welles.' attendance at
FDR's fourth inauguration Saturday
(20).
Post's syndicate is handling,
starting with 11 outlets.
Columning by the show folk is In
keeping with the growing social

N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual aubncrlplion, 110. Single copies. IS cenir
the Poet Oltlbe at New York, N Y„ under the act 07 Hm-th 8, 1879.

BY VARIETY,

1«4»,

industry,

may owe

his life to

succession
operas to

adaptations of
modern conditions
of

old

and
Jack and Harry Warner, in addition
Harry- James
audience demandsThe brothers
to General Arnold.
may yet enact 'Rigoletto' on the
were granted a request to Gen- trumpet."
eral Arnold/head of the Arniy Air
Forces, for a special plane to fly two
New York specialists here to attend
the seriously ailing Jolson.
The actor contracted malaria while
servicemen overseas,
entertaining
and a lung condition developed, resulting in the hurried call for medicos Mayer and Hertz. An operation
has been successful, and while his
condition is still serious, doctors are
now convinced that Jolson will recover. No visitors are allowed to
see him at the Cedars of Lebanon
hospital,
cently.

where he was rushed

re-

F1NKLEH0FFE PIC BASED

ON

LIFE

OF ELLA LOGAN

Author Fred Flnklehoffe, under
contract to Metro, has completed a
film script based on the life- of his
wife, singer Ella Logan, which will
be the first of two films to mark his
debut as a pic producer for Metro.
"Peg b' My Heart" wil be the second production, after Which he'll do
a comedy of his own authorship,
with music, on Broadway next tall.

CONCERTS
ALL

at $4.80 Top!

S.R.O.

CONSTITUTION HALL, Washington,

ACADEMY OF MUSIC,

0. •.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ZIMBftO MOSQUE, Hprrhburf

BU9HNELL MEMORIAL, Hartford
LYRIC Baltlmer; Mel.
looked by

HARRY

SOjUIRIS

THE HOUR OFANDCHARM
ALL OIRL ORCHESTRA

CHOIR

Under Hie direction of

•

PHIL SPITALNY

MISCELLANY
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Nimitz, Marshall, Arnold Join In

to

23.

The nation's fighting leaders paid
tribute to the soldiers in greasepaint
for their contributions In keeping
up

morale

and

spirit

fighting

of

America's men in uniform, in mesaages to the Poor Richard. Club at
its 40lh annual dinner at the Bellevue-Stralford hotel here Wed. (17).

The occasion was awarding of the
club's Gold Medal of Achievement
to Bob Hope as the American "who
has made the outstanding contribution to the nation in the past year/'
The tributes came from Admiral
Chester Nimitz, shortrwaved from

the

South

mmm mmmm
i

and Tony Romano,
Hope's troupe, and
Ralph Edwards, producer of "Truth
and Consequences." Latter's citation
was made for his sale of $400,000,000
in "E" bonds.

Vague
members of

Vera

Hope is the second entertainer to
receive the Gold Medal. Other was
Will Rogers, who got the award in
1935.

'
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BENNY, HOPE GROSS
$4,000

AT CARNEGIE

Said Marshall: "The morale of pur Hall, N. Y., Saturday night (20) to
forces has been strengthened raise funds for the March of Dimes
considerably through the efforts of
was headlined by a violinist
the men and women of the enter
talnment world, whom you are hon- from Hollywood—Jack Benny—and
quipster Bob Hope. They shared
oring tonight."

armed

Said Arnold:. "Your selection of
Bob Hope as winner of the Gold
Medal Award is most gratifying to
us all. He has done most outstanding
work toward the morale of our servicemen all over, the world and certainly has won the admiration of all
Americans."
Patterson also read a message
the

officials

Scully

*

I said.

my

time," said the consul, "but
bet with. that much humor

You can

Since then the mugg magnificent has been leaning on his Stoinway,
whereas Chopin leaned on a Pleyel, when not leaning on Armandine Lucile
Aurore, Baroness Dudevant, or vice versa.. The Baroness was the gorgeous
George Sand played by Merle Oberon, or Lady Korda as she is known
on the casting sheets.

Down Chopin Alley
By now perhaps we've lost Beethoven's far-flung public completely down
Chopin Alley, though I doubt they will forget our mugg magnificent had
written that the "Moonlight Sonata" wasn't a sonata and wasn't about
moonlight. Mike Jablon, of station WYNC, write* that Beethoven described it: in his own words as a "sonata quasi una fantasia." Well, that
fine Italian hand was hardly Lud wig's, his language 'being German.
He
called it, as Paul Chavanne points out. Opus 27, No. 2. A smart publisher
slapped "Moonlight Sonata" on the piece, and turned an opus, into a
million.
The third part actually is in sonata-form but few play that, it
being too hard. Most play the first part, which is. easier, but that's more
like a barcarole an<f could just as well be called "Punting Tonight on the
Old Damp Ground."
Of course, any sound might be called a "sonata" just as any song can
be called a "cantata," but the moonlight was pure moonshine and certainly
looked it in the Paderewski picture.
Maurice Zam, who is so good he taught even J. P. McEvoy how to play
piano, says it's far better to believe Chopin wrote the "Moonlight Sonata"
and appreciate the music than to know definitely that Beethoven wrote
"When Lippincott's brings out my. musical
it and be thinking of moonlight.
dictionary this year," he adds, "you'll find worse things than this boner of
yours. You'll find people applauding the 'Goldberg Variations' of Bach,
never realizing that Bach wrote them under contract as soporifics to put a
guy to sleep. So anybody snoring at such a concert would be the only
guy in the hall who really appreciated the music."

of

the National

War Fund announcing that more
than $150,000 in royalties from
Hope's book, "I Never Left Home,"
has been turned over to that agency;
Quentin
Reynolds, representing
Columbia, also paid tribute to Hope
and pointed out that it was the first
time that officials of CBS, Blue Network and Mutual paid homage to a

emcee h mors, with Don Wilson, announcer on the Benny program, also
pitching in. First half of the parade
of stars was handled by Benny and
featured a violin duet, "Flight of
the Bumblebee," during which, he
was assisted, allegedly, by Isaac
Stern, of the concert stage. Show
grossed over $4,000.

Hope teamed with Jerry Colonna,
Tony Romano and Frances Langford, while Benny brought along
Rochester, Phil Harris and
Stevens, of his radio crew.

GOLDEN-NUGENT PLAY
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Robert Montgomery has gone east
to huddle with legit producer John
Golden and Elliott Nugent relevant
to a play Nugent has written for
Golden production on Broadway.
Montgomery is en route to Florida
for Metro shooting of "They Were
Expendable," based on the W. L.
White bestseller.
.

Billy

Hollywood,
Group headed by James L.
Saphier and Tom Fizdale takes over
Selznlck agency immediately
and operates under name of Myron
Selznick, James L. Saphier & Co.,
for time being at least. David O.
Selznick and other executors of
Myron Selznick estate; plus Saphier,
made announcement jointly over the
Jan. 23.

Myron

Killed in

Larry
•

Belgium

Rose Plans For

Postwar Aquacade

GET SELZNICK AGCY.

On a Permanent Basis
An Aquacade
produced

edly envisioned by Billy Rose as an

annual show to be staged on the
grounds of the New York Fair in
the postwar era.
It's all part of a plan placed before Mayor La Guardla by Rose in
which the water show would be part
of an annual fair to include musio
and theatre festivals, art and industrial exhibits, religious pageants and
"Corliss Archer." All personnel of
major sports events. The mayor has
two; agencies will be retained, it Is
reacted favorably to the Idea.
stated, with operations to be conPlan calls for major New York
ducted from Selznick offices In
Beverly Hills and New York. Fiz- stores, motor car makers and other
'

.

'.'

dale will function as general manager of combination, with Saphier
planning to build up manpower in
his new organization.
It is reported negotiations are current for two former associates of
Selznick office to return to office.

James Doane, associate of Saphier's,
will become active in new setup,
bringing along his own airshow
package, "The Mayor of the Town,"
starring Lionel Barry more. Monica
McCall, who headed eastern offices
for Myron Selznick, continues in
charge for Selznick -Saphier, and
Bruce Powell remains in charge of
eastern radio department. Although
Myron Selznick & Co Ltd., of London, is not included in deal, closeworking arrangement with Selznick Saphier office is being concluded
for interchange of talent representa-

industrial interest* to erect display
buildings.
stadium comparable to
Soldier's Field, Chicago, would also
be a feature.

A

Newsreel 'Finds' Son
Missing in Action
Detroit, Jan. 23.
It was a long way around but a
newsreel changed one Detroit family's

gloom to hope.

The Haney Powers family here

.

tion.

Martin Gang represented Saphier
in negotiations, with Lester W. Roth
handling legal phases for estate of
Myron Selznick. Both attorneys will
be closely identified in future activities of agency.
•

Gracie Fields to

Make

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Grade Fields is going back home
next summer, but not to make a
picture in England, as previously
announced. British actress is slated
for a six-month world tour of Allied
service camps, to be conducted by

War Department more than a year ago that
received word from the

their son, Bill, was' missing in action
at Cassinb. No further word ever

came.
Last week a relative in Columbia,
C, called long distance that in a
Charleston theatre he saw a news-

S.

reel and
was positive that Bill
Powers was one of the prisoners in

the front row. The lamily here appealed to the film exchanges, which
offered to run off recent newsreels
for the boy's father and mother.
They spotted him in the-iront row
of a batch of prisoners finally at the

Universal Newsreel Co. What made
it an additional long way around
was that the Universal release was
German' film captured by American
troops in the recent fighting in Italy.

Making the identification far more
certain than many of those in which
families think they see their sons on
the'screen was that when blowups
were made from the film they

drew a near, capacity crowd, in- and N. Y. State, was killed in action USO-ENSA.
matched exactly the Powers' last
comedian from a rival (NBC) net- cluded Jimmy Savo, Regina Resnik, in Belgium on Dec. 30, his widow
Tour starts in June, when Miss picture from their son. When the
work. The ceremonies were broad- 10-year-old Richard Korbel, Joan was notified Monday (22).
Fields has completed her current local press ran the two pix, it looked
est over Mutual and later rebroad- Edwards, Ralph Edwards, Herb
She was the- former Laura Walker, .commitment in the Constance Ben- like duplicates of the same one.' The
Moss, Lansing Hatfield and Les only daughter of the Postmaster nett production, "Paris — Under- Red Cross
east over NBC.
attempting to learn
Special citations were also given Lanin's orch.
General.
ground."
where the boy. is being held.
,

ifl

.

similar to the one

at the New York
World's Fair in 1940-41 is report-

he

weekend.
Saphier has been identified prominently in radio agency field for past
14 years," packaging and representing number of network shows, including Bob Hope, "The Saint" and

World Tour of Camps
Walker's Son-in-Law

Benny
Capt. Robert Louis Ameno, sonworked with filmster Ann in-law of Postmaster General Frank
Sheridan for. some comic roman- C. Walker, who is president of the
ticizing. Others on the bill, which Comerford
Circuit in Pennsylvania
also

SAPHIER-FLZDALE

;

MONTGOMERY MAY DO

.

from

ia

.

.

.

.

.

"Steinway/J

you're the first one born in a piano."
he never became Secretary of State.

Welles
George C.
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
Orson Welles' debut as political
H. Arnold, commanding general of
"You'll find few comedy revues
the Army Air Forces who himself lecturer at City Center, N. Y., Mon- anytime that can rival Ken Murray's
Blackouts'."
22) can be 'chalked up as a
received the Poor Richard Medal day
LINDA DARNELL.
well-informed
sincere,
success a
last year.
accepting the medal, Hope speaker pointing out forcefully and
In
made it plain that he was merely dramatically the dangers of fascism
acting for the hundreds of "unknown in America. It also can be put down,
soldiers of the entertainment world with no disrespect to speaker or
who traded their dressing rooms for subject intended, as a good show.
A well-filled house chipped in a
pup tents" to bring a little bit of
reported $2,700 to hear Welles, enhome to our fighting men.
The comedian in a serious, tire downstairs being scaled at $2.40.
declared that he A $2.40 crowd is no lecture auditouching speech
had been paid "over and over again ence, most of those present being
Motion picture industry's objecHe satisfied tive
in blue chips, by the guys who come curious or Welles fans.
to raise $5,500,000 or more via
out of their foxholes and greet you the. curious and converted most of theatre collections, for the National
with a big grin and ask if you're the scoffers with a brilliant, perti- Foundation of Infantile Paralysis,
nent speech on fascism's imminent
still doing the same act they saw
starts off under favorable auspices
you do in Loew's State or the Pal- resurgence here, riaming names, tomorrow (25) through the particiace in Chicago and yell 'we'll come pulling no punches, and laying down pation of more than 13,000 theatres
a program for action to keep a post- in
and see you tonight anyway'!"
the March of Dimes campaign.
entertainment war world free.
that
Hope' said
That represents an increase of more
Welles read a prepared speech,
meant more than just a show to the
than 2,000- over the number of theaspeaking into a mike, talking fast, tres participating in the 1944 drive.
O. I. audience.
"When they look at us they are plainly and effectively:. There was In many areas drive leaders have
seeing something else," he declared. some criticism of his use of notes set collection quotas double those of
"Perhaps a living room where the and his quick, almost glib delivery, last year.
family radio stood and where on Welles explaining away first on his
Northern California is expected to
happier night he and his fear to ad lib in N. Y., and un- raise more than $400,000 according
mother and his father and friends doubtedly hurrying his talk to get to state co-chairman George Mann.
so much into one hour's delivery.
were together
I hoped that
Southern California exhibs have
manner
His
la boyish and eager but
like
maybe I represented things
pledged a 25% increase over 1944
two seats, in a movie theatre some- sharply convincing, and audience collections.
Last year, California
where ... a couple of seats that followed intently, frequently punc collected $477,127, or 57.2c. per seat,
had two ha,nds clasped between tuating speech with applause. Fre 10% of the nation's total. Goal this
quent
mopping
of brow by Welles
That's what we meant to
them
year is $600,000.
indicated how seriously he took the
those boys ... not just entertainers
minimum of. 75c per seat has
evening and his subject-matter, but
just a tie with a lot of basic
.
.
.
he had the situation always in hand, been set by state chairman Harold
American blessings."
as proved by competent way he han- Fitzgerald for theatres in Wisconsin,
Salutes Fellow Troopers
dled himself in subsequent question double the 1944 collections of 37%c.
per seat. In Connecticut, 184 of 185
Speaking of his fellow troupers, and answer period.
Hope said:
Welles impresses as an earnest theatres have pledged participation.
The Pittsburgh area has signed 490
"There are a lot of shpwpeople stump-speaker, articulate as well as
out of a potential 600 theatres, with
going over there who are bringing intelligent and well-posted, and talk
film
salesmen making theatre-tq'home' across the ocean to those was heard in lobby afterward that
theatre calls on owners and mankids
These are the people who actor-producer might well be headed
agers to enlist the remainder.
will be remembered by the guy in for a political career. Certainly, he
In N. Y. the Times Square March
the foxhole, the pilot of the Liber- faces facts and states them bluntly.
ator, the marching Infantryman and, If this isn't the mark of the con- of Dimes display opens at noon toparade, and speeches
brother, that's more important than ventional politlolan, it might well morrow (25).
having a next-to-closing spot in a be hallmark of the future statesman. by Mayor LaGuardia and Basil
Welles minoed no words, calling for O'Connor, Foundation head, will
vaudeville theatre.
large motion
"In this show. . . . the biggest conquering of fascist countries, long keynote the event.
occupation, bringing of Emperor picture screen has been erected in
of them all
.the manager
doesn't have to hang out the SRO Hirohito to trial as war criminal, front of the miniature Statue of
breaking relations with Argentina Liberty at 43rd. and Broadway.
sign, because, mister, when this show
and Franco, intervention in fascist Greer Garson's "Miracle of Hickory"
Is over, some of the audience won't
lands, laws against race hate, etc.
appeal trailer will be exhibited conbe standing.''
He's set now for similar lectures tinuously on this screen afternoons
The message from Admiral Nimitz,
in Chicago and Washington, with and evenings during the drive.
•hortwaved from the Pacific, said
Cleveland, Baltimore and others on
Among the stars due to appear
the war was being won not only by
fire.
Reported to have bought Cen during the campaign at the Statue
materiel, but by "high morale and
ter for occasion, getting all receipts of Liberty are: Luise Rainer, Marilyn
the will to win."
above rental and advertising. Wil- Maxwell, Johnny Johnston, Martha
"These are being instilled in our
liam Morris agency is booking tour, Scott, Mady Christians, Tommy Dbc,
fighting men by the people of the
Neil Hamilton, Paul Lukas, James
Bron.
entertainment industry," said Nimitz.
Ellison,
Skeets
Gallagher,
Jane
"They help us to preserve the sense
Withers, Louis Calhern, Oscar Hoof humor and sense of balance so
molka, Frank Fay, Florence Rice,
greatly needed in these grim times."
John Boles, Margo, Michael O'Shea,
Graham Patterson, president of
Jean Hersholt, Lee Bowman, Fay
the Poor Richard Club, who made
Wray, Carol Landis, Roscoe Karris
the award, read the tributes from
All star performance at Carnegie and Michael Whalen.
Generals Marshall and Arnold.
Clix

By Frank

"I've listed a lot of screwball births in

!

KEN MURRAY'S

As Boff as Martians,

from General
Marshall and General H.

ll il

Hollywood, Jan. 18.
Hollywood has three gay illiterates now— Scully, our variolous mugg
magnificent, having nudged Mmes. Parsons and! Hopper to move
over.
Seems while the guy was slumming down Chopin Alley hunting for Columbia's "A Song to Remember" and talking through his beret, he
credited
"The Moonlight Sonata" to Chopin. What's more, he pronounced it "Show
Pan," to rhyme with Van, so everybody knew it wasn't simply that
his
slip was showing.
By now everybody having seen the picture knows
Chopin left the moonlight to Beethoven,
•Years- ago while renewing a passport in Munich an American
consul
asked our mugg magnificent where he was born.

Jerry Colonna, Frances Langford,

Pacific;

l

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

Show Kz Tribute at Bob Hope Citation
Philadelphia, Jan.
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FRANCE WOULD BALK
Korda Tieing Up Taknt for

Brit,

Asks 800G for Reissues

U.S. Films;

Alexander Korda hat been-**
up promising talent In Qraat
Most
Britain with a view of using suitable
players in both U. (I. and British
productions. Korda brought over a

Johnston Deal for Important Spot

CUED BY SPIRIT

With MPPDA Near Inking; Hays Stays

OF

Sir

tieing

Pic Techs Over 80,
No Worry on Draft

number

whioh,

of screen tests

It's

Schenck

in

N.Y.,

optioned the acreenwritlng
of

services

many

British authors.

of

leading

the

.

While in the,U..S., Korda. is also
mulling sale of the American reissue
rights to

some 60

including

films

of his old pictures,
released by United
Artists in former years, for approxi-

mately $800,000.
Korda has been asking a

minimum

guarantee of around $100,000 annually for a minimum of five years for
the reissue rights In the' U. S.

Head

of the British film producunit for Metro was slated to

tion

.

.

terests

Pix Used as GI

,

itles,

according to Major John

Hub

Paramount, with some bell. Army Overseas Motion Picture
response.
Service, who returned to New York
$60,000 invested In the legit venture,
may now be able to purchase' the last week from an eight-week mis
Screen rights for; considerably less slori abroad to report on pictorial
activities.
than, the $150,000 originally asked.
Hubbell stated that there are
Sale of the screen rights to
'2,400 picture shows nightly
"Sadie," a musicallzed version of around
"Rain," would not leave much gravy in the. European and Mediterranean
He related incidents of
for the legil producer and investors, areas.
however, since Mary Pickford has extraordinary circumstances where
the screen rights to the original battle-fatigued boys were taken but
yarn, which would cajl for payment of line of fire, brought back behind
lines to see films, and then reOf $50,000 to the United Artists the
turned to the combat lines the same
owner-member.
night. In one of the Metz forts pictures were shown to U. S. troops
practically under the very noses of
the Germans, who still held other
Pickford Setting
parts of Metz.
Hubbell noted that
Stock Co. in showing "Rhapsody in Blue,
Warners' biog of George Gershwin,
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
the GI's liberated German soil from
Mary Pickford, In, collaboration the Nazi ban on music by Jewish
"The Hitler Gang" Is
with her produoer, Sam Coslow, Is composers.
another picture shown on German
organizing a stock company of talsoil.
ented young players for casting
German prisoners reported they
- forthcoming productions.
were glad to see American films
.

Mary

Up Thesp

1

Understood Robert Ciimmings and
de HavlUand are ready to
•lgn, while deals are pending with
Olivia

'several legit players In

New

York,

Nicholas

M.

Schenck,

Loew's

arrived in N. Y. from the

week accompanied
Howard Dietz,

Coast early this

Benny

next Friday (28).
Schenck was at the Metro studios
week conferring with Louis B
Sir Alexander Korda and

fice

for a

Mayer,

studio toppers.

No

definite decision

was reached on production problems
In England pending further word on
availability of equipment and technicolor for future output.
Korda
will, probably get a decision from
Schenck when he. returns to N. Y,
Korda and Ben Goetz plan to re
to

by the sound track when U.

S; films

the front lines and

in

could be heard by the enemy.
Film coverage. Hubbell said, might
be spotty in some isolated battle
sectors, or where troops were too
widely dispersed for effective film
distribution and exhibition, but in
the main the boys make up for it

England

Thau

Within
will

the

Hedy

to Freelance

When Metro

Pact Ends

Hollywood, Jan.

Hedy Lamarr

23.

will freelance after
of her seven-year

the expiration
contract with Metro In March.

Numerous offers have been made
for single picture deals, but Charles
K. Feldman, .Miss Lamarr's agent,
will not negotiate any until after
the arrival of her expected child In
the spring.

next

remain

in

N. Y. until next Friday (26).

Extras' Pay Nosedives
Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Film extras took a financial skid

Circuit

Bookedlor-fie-

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
John Considine goes, back Into
family history for his forthcoming
production, "S and C of the North
west."
Story is about the old Sullivan and
Considine circuit, of which his»father
was a partner. It was printed years
ago in the Satevepost.

to

stall

most of

Washington, Jan.

own

their

films

yesterday

jiurlhg-Deeeraber .and -their earnings

*

(22),.

Aside from this windfall, however,
the entertainment biz got back relatively, little, either in Hollywood or
.

Renewal of negotiations with Erie
A. Johnston, president of the. U: S:

Chamber

Commerce,

of

assume

to

active leadership of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, reported in "Variety." Nov.
8,
1944, brought deal near closing
stage over the past weekend. With
the film industry facing more Governmental and international trade

'

problems than ever before (consent
decree, exhibitor relations, export
censorship, increasing Governmental-

supervision
and
regulation,
and
of .other pressures), trade toppers have
New
persons, benefiting is very small,
long fel( the need of a more enercompared to. figures for the country getic policy. At tlie same lime, it's
were
out
at large. The refunds
paid
reported that more emphasis on the
In the fiscal year ending June 30, Washington scene was -in order and
1944, and ran into hundreds of milthat operations in the capital would
lions 'of dollars for the nation.
be stepped up while the N. Y. office would become of secondary im-

York,

and

number

total

,

The Coast operations,'
where the Production Code Authority js established, will likely continue on a par with Washington operations in importance.
Original report of the renewed
negotiations with Johnston in "Variety" was countered with a denial
by Will Hays that he would slep
down as head of the
when
his contract expires in March. Under, the deal 'with Johnston, Hays
would remain as president of the

portance.'

Par

to Step

Up

_

Legit Backing

would be detrimen-

the best interests of the
French industry as a whole. The
argument used was that quality
could only be attained on a quanti
tative basis and that the presence
of foreign films on the Frefich mart
•could have a salubrious effect on
to

tal

23.

estate of Carl' Laemmle has
received a $163,291 refund from the
Treasury for overpayment of income taxes, it was disclosed here

The

Paramount, active during 1944

'

in

legit financing, plans to further step

up

interest in play production dur-

Understood that company
plans to make/funds available for as
many legit properties as are found
French picts.
With the exit of the Nazis, the suitable, with view towards purFrench Committee of Liberation chase of screen rights where such
which helped the Allies do the job deals can be set.
Future legit plans will likely be
set up a film section headed by
Jean Painieve, son of the late discussed in studio, huddles on the
scientist and Parliamentarian Coast this week.
This phase of production policy,
Among its multiple Jobs are purgimportantly with
ing the industry of 'all collabora- which also figures
Metro,
20th-Fox,
Columbia
and
tionists and reorganizing the indus
of L, Warners, is largely: determined by
try. The Aim section of the
ing 1945.

MPPDA

MPPDA.

Whether the Johnston appointment will result in the return of
Warner Bros, to the MPPDA is so
(Continued on. page 14)

Report Sears Plans
S.A. Trip to

Expand

,

C

includes

many new

American film nien
very little and care still less about
the Hollywood product.
to

the continuing high prices for screen
rights to plays, the healthy legit b.o.
for legit clicks, and the excess profits
taxes
which minimize monetary

.

Idealists

risks.

and Others

The committee embraces

and profit motives.
patriotic
feel that for the next few
years France must » use its film
French
propagate
to
channels
culture and even
literature, art,
political theories. This- group is inspired by the point, of view that the
tragic results, of the battle, of France
(Continued on page 10)

SALT LAKE CITY TO
Salt

Lake

23.

Sid' Silverman, PreaUlciit

Vim

New

tr,th St.,

Toil! 19. N. Y.

srnscniPTio.N

Cowan,

War

Dept. Eye

Annitnl
.110
Single Coih'om. .'.

branch
and

J.

Changes for

.

'GI Joe'

Lester Cowan has made two trips
to Washington while east, to settle
question of an ending for "GI Joe"
which will be found' acceptable by
the War Department.
Picture, which is in the editing

Delaware,, quilling in 1940 to operate stages, and scheduled for release by
he United Artists next April or May,
theatres in- Eastern Pa. until
may end ofi a more topical note than
Joined the WMC.
that called
for
by the original
screenplay.
Much depends on the

Birthdays Are Wonderful!

O'Brien

the

moppet an estimated -$75,000

rulillaliPil

Foreign.

.

he was made RKO
1923,
manager, covering Pa.. N.

products, which will net

Trado Mark Registered
SIT,VI;;HMAN
Weekly by V.IMKTY. Inc.

FOrNDHU BY 8IME
ltl

time.

Margaret

BOW

KDYL

Commission. Move puts a man who
understands the industry's manpower problems in the WMC brass

of

forces on the

sales

ACQUANETTA'S

City, Jan. 23.

they will carry on experiments In
the schools, theatre lobbies and state
and county fairs.
S. S. Fox/president and g.m. said
extensive broadcasting will start in
the spring. John M. Baldwin will
be in charge of the tele broadcasts

Frank L. McNaimee, former theaoperator and film sales exec,
was upped yesterday (22) to deputy
chairman of the -War Manpower

Licensees

UA

Since
owns all the receiving sets In the lnter-mountain area

tre

first

up

tighten

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
KDYL has converted its PlayFirst starrer for Acquanetla under
house Into a tele studio. Having recently been granted a license by the her new contract at Monogram will
FCC, they have constructed an ex- be "Voodoo Queen," a chiller-diller.
William Lively wrote the screenperimental broadcasting station, first
between the Mississippi and the play, for co-production by Sam Katrman and Jack Dletz.
Coast.

UP FORMER FILM MAN
TO EXEC WMC POST

for the

charge of distribution- for United Artists, is replanning a swing around
South America to expand UA distriported

GET GANDER AT TELE

Some

Washington, Jan.

Distribution

v.p. in

Continent.

of

•

Grad. Sears,

bution there.
Walter Gould, UA foreign manager,
has been mulling a jaunt to Europe to

idealists

as well as men who only under,
stand the jingle of the cash register
Consequently there is a confusion

hat row

On UA

.

unknown
and who know

faces

McNamee has been regional director for Pa., N. J. i.hd Delaware
since July 1, 1943. Following World
War I he sold films for the Universal
exchange in Pittsburgh. Later he
became special sales rep for U. In

(Continued on page" 10)

Thau.

Metro advertising-publicity director,
stayed over owing to Illness and Is
now scheduled back at the home of-

two weeks.

whenever such celluloid was cap
tured.
They' were also fascinated
were shown

Nick Schenck Back
In N. Y. From H'wood

were able

Laemmle Estate Gets
$163,291 Tax Refund

plaining to the French government
that all the measures of defense for

Battle Therapy

FILM AFTER ALL

son," despite the disappointing legit

.

the legislation, planned against them
because of an existing Franco-Amer
ican trade agreement and by ex

PARAMOUNT MAY DO

turn

interests,

.

Motion pictures have been found
so Important as "battle therapy,"
combating homein
particularly
sickness, that films get through to
oombat zones despite every conceivPressure of
able mililary. obstacle.
'SADIE'
demand from GI*s for film enterParamount .'is mulling production' tainment Is sp great that pictures
of a film version of "Sadie Thomp- are being given all kinds of prior

by

which found
in France in
those last tragic months before. German occupation, are going to meet
pio

tough opposition

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Studio execs are not seriously con- with Increased difficulties once the
cerned about the new draft order In French market Is open to them
Its effect on film workmen, as long
again.
as the calls are kept within the
An American distributor attributes
30-year age limit. Great majority of this antagonism to a revived wave
technicians and skilled workers are of nationalism sweeping all trades
above that limit.
and walks of life and to the vested
Apprehension is felt about the film interests who see Hollywood as
status of casual workers, who mi- an influence that must be reduced
in Franca to the absolute minimum.
another
from
one
studio
to
grate
and are not In essential classifica- Legislation introduced by Vichy has
tions. Draft of skilled lahor between been revived in- one form or other,
and unless foreign film interests
would
have
38
the ages of 30 and
some effect, although the major lots, keep their wits about them they
particularly Metro and Paramount, are. going to. find it pretty tough to
edge in and resume their former
elderly
with
equipped
are well
'."''
places in France.
artisans.
Until June, 1940, foreign film in-

arrive in N. Y. from the Coast last
weekend, but delayed departure
pending talks there with Schenck.
Korda is now expected in N. Y. before the end of this month..

prexy,

Yank

'

'

shown to Nick
and to Louis B.
Mayer on the Coast. Korda had pre-

reported, have been

viously

Paris, Jan. 10.
fairly

PIX

U. S.

Metro

to $100,-

080 annually in royalties, hosted the
star at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y.,'last week on the occasion of
her eighth birthday.
Oscar of the Waldorf cut the
birthday cake, the center of which
was a gold watch, gift for Miss
O'Brieh from, the licensees.

thus far in January are' no better,
according to figures issued by HowYoungster may- wind, up- in five
ard It. Phi Ibrook, general manager
or six Metro productions on the 1944of Central Casting.
Jobs for atmosphere players were 45 schedule. In 'addition to already
10,000 less in December than in No- being in "Music For Millions" and
vember, and payments nosedived "Meet Me In St. Louis." she is alabout $100,000. Total placements for ready scheduled for "Vines Have
the. month were 18,490, for a dollar Tender Grapes" and "The Face of
Heaven."
value of $247,541.16.

til
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War Department

11

reaction, and windup will be determined by mililary

authorities just as in case of "Dr.
Wassell."
There's also some talk that the
film may revert to original title,

"Here

Is

Your War."

.

Literati

43.

Night Club Reviews....
.
,
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MUST WAIT

Hollywood. Jan.

23.

Production of David O. Selznick's
proposed picture, "Sarah Bernhardt,"
will be held up until the end of the
war, or Until, the priorities on ma-

Frank

Scully...

War -

Activities.
'

the screen biography of
star calls for .87 sets

Reviews

Radio

terials are relieved.

Script on
the French
an opulent
sible under

prevailing conditions.
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.
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Wednesday, January 14, 1948

Motion Picture Daily:
"A wondrous

Motion Picture Herald:

film that delights for every second of

minutes. Disney dailies with color

qnd sound ond

with comedy and story Incident ...

A

felicitous

tion of live actlorTand animation,

it

weaves a

70

its

delights

combinaspell of

"As

in the

to shout

case of 'Snow White/ the cue for

from

showmen

Is

housetops that Disney, The Great, has

their

pioneered again and counsel them to come and see what

he has wrought

.

.

.

The picture has commanding stature."

enchantment. Disney has come up with something truly
spectacular, yet wholly

sound

boxoffice.

It

will catch the

Imagination of young and old and will serve as a source
•f endless enjoyment."

Showmen's Trade Review:
"Another full-length Disney feature for the enjoyment of
his followers

"Walt Disney reveals a new form

ment wherein he blends

.

.

of cinematic entertain-

live action

•ocko feature production
i

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gay,

with animation

A

Should do well at the boxoffice ...

dazzling, swiftly-moving

Variety t

comedy

.

.

.

has plenty of en-

tertainment."

a

in

colorful, resplendent

Punchily Interspersed are socko songs, surefire for

Hollywood Variety:

(

hitdom

.

to the

screen

.

.

There's

no question that Disney has brought

a technique which

is

and

revolutionary

significant."

"Contrived with the perfection of a revolutionary

A

screen technique

musical

comedy combining

potent with song
Will hold

Boxoffice,
"In 'The Three Caballeros

,

.

.

.

Carries fantasy to

.

.

least,

the feature

artistry

and

action

and animation,

seductive beauties

,

.

any audience spellbound."

another milestone

a new and almost unbelievable high

Sequence after sequence breathtakingly beautiful

Boundless

live

and dance and

the past master of animation

has planted, production-wise at
.

new

swiftly-shuttling, feature-length

technical perfection should

a winner."

.

.

make

Hollywood Reporter:
"Has moment's

of enchanting beauty, other

richly hilarious comedy,'

technical

camera

and some

moments of

of the most remarkable

feats ever achieved in

a motion

picture."
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Laurie Answers Scully]

Big 5 Fights for Time, Myers Warns;
Cautions Exhibitors
Abram
»el

general

Myers,

F.

and chairman

on Buying Pools

John Lund,

of Allied Slates. In

Balk 'Snafu' Deal

report charRcs that the
in the
Bin Five arc fighting for time

Hollywood, Jan. 23..
Government anti-trust action
There will probably .be no deal by
hopes that the delay enable them Mary Pickford for "Snafu" because
influence to
"to muster the necessary
authors Louis Soloman and Hal
hand."
stay the Attorney General's
Buchman want $150,000 for rights.
He also warns exhibitors to •.reiain Miss Pickford offers $100,000 plus
oyer coa high degree of control
another $75,000 if the gross hits a
buy.ing organization?, certain mark, but the dramatists are
operative

Ruth Lewis,

in

1

,

which in some- instances "represent holding out.
self-seeking
or
cftol-ls
the
Miss Pickford is currently bedded
only
into
promoters, and -may develop
by flu in New York,
Frankenstein monsters."
B. P. Finem'an, producer associjoined the
Myers asserts that "every bad deal ated with Mary Pickford,
York :over the past
made bv an uninformed exhibitor latter in New
dangerous weekend.
sets a precedent that is
They will confab on purchasing
He urges widespread disto all."
story properties for future producsemination of proper information
tion by Miss Pickford.
concerning illm prices, so that theaprices
tre operators will know what
make
are being paid and how to
Twin City Indies
deals in their owii tcrr lories.
Referring .to the pending consent
Close 2 Days
decree action. Myers contends that
while the defendants may succeed
in postponing the -final reckoning,
Ease Product Shortage
their
with
escape
will
not
"they
Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
He
power intact."
monopolistic
Twin City independent 'exhibitor
adthe
'to
be
would
it'
states that,
leaders say they're prepared to close
vantage of all concerned for the film their- neighborhood and suburban
reconversion
the
enter
Industry to
theatres, at least two days a week
period with practices and procedure
the product shortage 'becomes
stabilized: that a decree in keeping much worse or inability to provide
with this principle would promote sufficient prints presents a serious

Edwin Hammeras,
Lewis

(

Brandt Seen

problem.
Most neighborhood and suburban
houses now do the bulk of their
postwar era!
business during the weekend period,
theMyers stresses importance of
from Friday to Sunday, it's pointed
Crescent decision as "a precedent out.. The majority of exhibitors feel
and its bearing on the main pro- they'd be "rnoney ahead" by shutceeding in New York." Reviewing tering on Mondays and Tuesdays or
tax developments, he claims that Wednesday's, the leaders declare.
Such a policy would enable the
continued war expenditures and the
mounting public debt carry the exhibitors to get along on less .prod
threat of increased taxation though uct— and permit other substantial
admitting that there has thus far savings, it's pointed .put. The man
been on indication towards seeking power situation itself may make
additional revenue by increasing ex- such operations necessary, some ex
hibitors feel. Monday and Tuesdays
isting rates on theatre, admissions
usually are unprofitable days, ex'
Stock' Review
cept when the picture being shown
The raw stock development which is exceptional, and being closed on
is also reviewed in the report, is atthose days probably would stimulate
tacked by Myers because the main business, om the other days, the boys
effect of the War Production Board believe.
curtailment is that "it affords justification for and lends respectability
to a policy of the major companies
N. Y.
that is proving disastrous to subse
quent-run exhibitors."
'

'

.

PAR BOOKED
UP TO LABOR DAY

Myers notes that the trend towards curtailment of features has
The Paramount, N. Y.^ has booked
been in full swing for five years; pictures through to next Labor Day
and is lined up most of that distance
on bands, too, for its stage shows. It's
unusual for a theatre to be that far
ahead on bookings. So far as .pic-

Urging Org Of

.

ing them toward unionization. The
Brandt circuit now buys for 123
theatres In Greater N.. Y. and surrounding territory, Including upstate N. Y. and northern New Jersey.

t

,

men

Following this attraction there will
be "Bring on the Girls" and an allcolored show including Ink Spots,
Ella Fitzgerald and the Cootie Williams band. After that will come
"Practically
Yours" with Benny
Goodman, with, this show to break
at Easter. Following will be "Salty
O'Rburke" and probably the Charlie
'

Spivak orch.

The George Paxton
band is likely to come in with "A
Medal For Benny," while the stage
accomp for "Out of This World" is

are concerned, hot only in N. Y,
but throughout the country since a
total, of some 1,200 film salesmen
would, if organized, represent
strong influence in the Alliance.
Reported the IA is giving serious
consideration to this new group of
union potentials, not only because
of the movement begun in N. Y., but
as result of feelers it has had from
salesmen in many parts of the oountry during the past year.
.

L. A. to N. Y,

indefinite.

With "Incendiary Blonde," next set
the war
has stimulated
attendance in some areas, for the N. Y. Par, the band will
with the first-runs the principal probably be Phil Spitalny's. Along
beneficiaries of the increased attend- with "Murder, He Says," set to hit
ance, it is Myers' opinion that ex- around Labor Day, band bookings
hibitors cannot expect conditions to are still in negotiation.
remain, unchanged for the remainder
of the war. In line with this belief,
Myers advises exhibitors to fight to

that footage of
two political rallies held at the Garfilm, "Misden was used In the
lion to Moscow," without permis-

charged

WB

sion.

.No money was paid In the settlement,
.

Hume.
Kay Mulvey.
Cyril

Leonard Picker.

JR.

Eihibs Seek Clarification

Would Quit Par

.

Wesley Ruggles:
Nicholas M. Schenck.

Buck

is

from her

Edward G. Robinson.

reported

seeking

release

contract.

'
.

Discontented with her- roles for
some time, Miss Walker wound up
by refusing to play in the Pinepicture,
"Follow
That
Thomas

.

Woman."

Benny Thau.

N. Y. to L. A.

action.

Ed

made.

Bill Pines.

Gross.

Miles Ingalls.
Otto Kruger.

Essentiality Status
Washington, Jan.

23.

Brandt and Si Fabian,
Harry
huddled here last week with Collls
essenStocking, head of the

WMC

Industry
division;
activities
people want a clarification of their
status, under the tighter new regulations, particularly with reference
"locally,
on
people
theatre
to
needed" status.
It appears unlikely here that any
physically fit men under" 30 '.will be
deferred in the future to work in
theatres, short of a eollapse of the
German Army. All of show biz has
been advised to prepare to lose peo-

tial

Singer.

John Steinberg.
Ted Thackrey.

On

The WAC Theatre Exhibitors
Manpower Committee, headed by

.

Spyros Skouras.

This follows a meeting Monday
aftefnoon (22). before the War Labor
Board, to which complaint was

.

JOE LAURIE,

Hollywood, Jan. S3.
Helen Walker, actress under suspension from the Paramount payroll,

R. A. Poole.

cover 'managers

federal court.

Action

Bernard Herrmann.

circuit

Suit
against
Warners by the
Madison Square Garden Corp., has
been
discontinued,
according
to
papers filed Friday (19) in .N. Y.

SEZ

.

Doe Soon

some time by the RKO
on collective bargaining to
and assistants In
theatres of the company in the Metropolitan N.Y. area and Westchester
county,' N.Y., the Motion Picture
Theatre Operating Managers and Assistants Guild may expect rapid

ws

(The Riant- Wing Voltaire.)

Fred Finklehoffe.
Bob Goldstein.
Rita Hay worth.
..George Heller

Stalled for

WB

.

Hugh W. Bruen.

On RKO Mgr.

Bargaining

'Moscow' Suit Vs.

contributing their specialties at other points.
In those days' the theatre
opened early with, a fates followed by. a short olio and ending with a
drama. When the march of time demanded quicker action, the farce was
dropped, but as late as 1885 there were many touring companies of the
cheaper class, which made the oho a distinct feature of the entertainment;
others dropped the olio but included some specialties in the show proper.
"John W. Ransome, who later gained vaudg fame as an impersonator, of
Richard 'Boss' Croker,
probably the first to use the word vaudeville
as the term of variety performances, and this was at the time when B. F.
Keith was still a candy butcher with a circus. Mike Leavitt, a noted showman, also claims to be the first to use the term vaudeville for a variety
performance. One of the first -printed records of the word vaudeville Is
dated Feb. 23, 1871. Sargent's Great Vaudeville Co., from the National
He claimed it
theatre, Cincinnati, played at Weisinger's Hall, Louisville.
was the first time the name vaudeville was used. (Who is going to argue
with a Sargent?). There are a number of others who lay claim to originating the word vaudeville as a term for variety. After years of research
it is Impossible for me to say who is right.
"There was a variety in Queen Elizabeth's and Moliere's time. There are
hints of it In the days of Pericles in Greece, 2,400 years ago. In England
they had variety in 1723, In Philadelphia in the early. 1730's, and in New
York In the early 70's. Early vaudeville had an 'early part,' 'middle, part'
and 'afterpiece.' B. F. Keith was the father of vaudeville, William Morris
was the greatest independwit, Percy. Williams was the father of high salaries, Marcus Loew the greatest of smalltimers, Martin Beck and Morris
Meyerfleld, Jr., the most artistic, Willie Hammerstein the father of freak
headliners. Tony Pastor liked the word Variety, while B. F. Keith favored
vaudeville. Pastor was the first to clean up variety, and Keith cleaned
and scrubbed it for family use. F. F. Proctor was the first to inaugurate
continuous performances. Vaudeville created more millionaires than all
the other branches of show business combined."
So there you are, FrankieJj.oyj. _ft. was .nice having a mugg like you,
who can play beautiful word melodies- pn your typewriter, writing to a
mugg like me, who is just a fugitive from rejection slips. Love and kisses.

Michelle Bari.
Janet Blair.

'

Mad. Sq. Garden Drops
'

..

.

director.

As to the origination of the word vaudeville, and vaudeville itself, I'm
not going to argue with such nice guys as yourself, Norman Sper or Jack
Lalt's nephew, S/Sgt. Harold Salemson. You say Sper claims that vaudeville originated from the old minstrel olio, and that you think it came. from
the French canton in Switzerland called "Vaud," and the towns in the
Cantons, were called "villes."
And that Sgt. " Salemson r<jn across the
birthplace of vaudeville in the Battle of Normandy, saying it ull started. in.
town of Vire about 50 miles south of Cherbourg. You all may be right.
But until you dig into the ruins of '•Vire" or "Vaud" or "Ville" and brings
up a rosin board, an acrobat's' handkerchief or pair, of sleeve garters, a set
of juggler's cigarboxes and oil lamp (doesn't have to be lit), a "hitting"
newspaper (with or without the straight man) or even a few. bars of ."Bow
Music " then and only then will I agree with you birds.

:

the growth of booking associations
such as Brandt heads which is driv

,

Action

Hollywood'* Left-Wing Coolidge,
Hollywood, Cal.
Dear Frank:
It was swell of you to address your last week's column to me. I not only
read It, but understood it. In answering it, it gives me a chance to fill my
own column. .which it did you, loo), and' it also gives our readers i.I always
call my wife that, don't- you?). a chance to read our. maa and to sec that we
have nothing to hide. (or. say). If we had to pay advertising rates. Sid
and .Abel could.take a vacation— and pay off their gin-rummy mistakes.
ft grieved me to hear that the proper pronunciation of the word- vaudeville has been troubling you half of your, life (what troubled you the
other half— burlesque'.'). You call ine an authority; I suppose you know
that authorities are born, not paid. Well, people for years have pronounced
vaudeville "Vaudeville". .Of course, they were just plain "people.
But
when we come 'to the /(literati like -Fred Allen and Milton Berle, then it's
You say that Allen pronounces vaudeville "vodevcel." Well,
different.
he has a smattering of education and comes from Boston, and is one of
our greatest 'Jswitch artists," if not the greatest,. so maybe he is giving his
pronunciation the "switch" just to be different, which' he always is ithank
the Lord). As for Berle— who still owes three years to his primary school
and doesn't come from Boston—rpronourtcing it "vaitderville" on his program with Fred, well, maybe Milton was just trying to top Fred. We also
had a lot of legits who pronounced it "vudd-ville" with a very fast "vudd."
would say that's' a paid-up Equity pronunciation. I've even heard some
people call it "vod-ville" with the ''vod" like in vodka. They all may be
right. Persbnally I pronounce vaudeville—DEAD!

Pix Salesmen

Salesmen are frankly fearful of
booking combinations such as have
tures are concerned, it's believed sprung up in the large territory
this represents the most advanced served by. the N. Y.~ exchanges and
dating any- theatre has ever had.
are all the more determined, as reFrom Feb. 6, when the N. Y. Par sult of the trend" in this direction,
brings In "Ministry of Fear," with to organize themselves.
Johnny Long's orch and Louis
It is believed that the InternaJordan's Tympany Five on stage
tional Alliance- of Theatrical Stage
through to Labor Day, house will Employees, most powerful interna
have only eight changes, according tional in the picture industry, will
to Robert M. Weitman, managing fit into the picture so far as sales-

in check.

Laurie, Jr.

Scully,

History of Vaudeville
But if you are willing to take the word of an "authority" who has the
N. Y. film salesmen view as some
average Ignorance, I will set down for you exactly what I have on this
what paradoxical the remark during subject in my forthcoming "History of Vaudeville" (if and when it is
forthcoming). And here 'tis:
past week of Harry Brandt,
ttie
'Opinions differ as to origin and name.. Some say vaudeville's title came
booking combine biggie, who's acfrom a valley In Normandy, Val de Vire, while others contend -that she
tive exhibitor politico, which Imwas christened on the banks of the Seine, many centuries ago, when Napedpicture
the
that
plied strongly,
poleon
and Notre Dame, and what we now call French history were still
organize.
should
dlers
In distant days to come:
Her sire was supposed to have been a Fuller
Making a pitch for economic se- (who, like
most men, took their names from their occupations; in this case,
curity in the picture industry before
filling the earth).
that
of
His workers each evening after work gave entera meeting of the Motion Picture Astainments
the
on
banks
of
river and became- known as' the entertainers
the
sociates, Brandt reminded that he
of 'Virevaude' or 'Vaudevire' or 'Vire Vire.' To this I say— maybe.
once was a salesman himself but
Vaudeville probably started in the taverns of New Amsterdam with
that If he was one now he would
itinerant
dancing
and
singing
for
throw money. .They rated as vagabonds,
get together with the qther fellows,
He a shade above the town loafers, but they could entertain and so were"for your own protection."
tolerated just as, abroad, minstrels and actors were rated in the social'
didn't elaborate on the statement,
scale
just
above
gypsies.
With
the
coming of the theatres some of these
was
but salesmen, sensing what he
found employment on the regular stage, playing in the opening farce and
driving at, quickly noted that it is

theatre

keep film rentals

actress, Par.

Clark Eggleston, actor, Par.

between; exhibitors and
the
distributors and would pave
way for needed cooperation in the

cost of living,, restrictions on lighting, and other factors which may
affect attendance.

By Joe

J

Frank

(

Audrey Westphal,

harmony

.

cam., 20th-F6x.

renewed, Republic

Val Lewton, prod., renewed, RKO,
John H. Auer, renewed, RKG\
Albert- Hackett, renewed, Par.
Frances Goodrich, renewed, Par.
C. Gardner Sullivan, 20th-Fox.
Bernard Herrmann, 20th-Fox.

Would

While

Collins,

Alice Fleming, actress, Republic.
C. Harriman, pro. asst., C. Bennett.
Mai. S. Boylan, sty. ed. A. Stone.
Walter Wilson, actor, Par.
Mary Hatcher, actress, Par.

WWy. To

that last season the eight top companies released a total of only 259
features. He contends that the pro
ducers could absorb all or a large
part of the loss in footage by eliminating waste at the studios, by -reducing "senseless" screen credits,
and by reducing overlong features,
He concludes, however, that ''they
(the majors) will probabjy prefer
simply to reduce the number of pic
tures released and thereby tighten
their control of the film market."
Myers refers to a previous Allied
bulletin calling attention to .the abnormal condition that enables producing aTid ^distributing companies
to increase their net profits while
reducing the volume of output. Concerning the business outlook, without making any alarmist predictions,
he states that exhibitors should be
alert .to changing conditions' such as
new callups. of manpower,' population shifts, "bleeding" of pictures by
prior runs, the continuing increased
.

actress, 20th-Fox.

Boris Karloff, renewed, RKO.
William Phillips, actor, Metro.
Chester Morris, renewed, Col.
June Haver, renewed 20th-Fox.
Frank Lafimore, actor, 20th-Fox.
Helen Pender, actress, Warners.
Lois Barnes, actress, 20th-F6x.
Lucille Barnes, actress, 20th-Fox.
Mae Busch, actress, Paramount.

".

«««! «««>>« ^f
.

Marguerite Blant, actress, 20th-Fox.
Dorothy Dayton, actress, Para.
Frank Sully, actor, Columbia.
Martin Field, writer.
Joe Ncinieycr, dancer, Metro.

eoim- +

his annual

Hollywood, Jan. 88.
actor, Paramount.

MRS. R. GIVEN 'SIGNAL'
Hollywood, Jan, 23.
Faye Emerson draws "Danger Signal" as her next co-starrer at Warners, with Zachary Scott as male
topper.
Robert Florey will direct and
William Jacobs produce, starting as
soon as the actress returns from her
father-in-law's Inauguration.
,

ple.

Wednesday, January 24, 1945

PICTURES
Disney's

ExMbs Not-So-Sweet Tooth

Hollywood, Jan.
Disney
Productions

Walt

"
'

Minneapolis, Jan.

21.

486G Net

Freeman Defends Raw Stock Use,

23.

an-

nounced a net income of. $486,287.82
for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30.
1944, a gain of $54,751.01 over, the
preceding year.
These figures include a deduction of $221,000 for income taxes.

C'onltMidiiiR that one- of Hie reasons for, "exorbitantly high film rentals" i.- the fact that most theatres have a highly profitable source of

income from candy and popcorn, .Bonnie Bcrger, owner of one of the
largest and most successful independent theatre circuits,
trying to get fellow exhibitors interested in sponsoring a lew prohibiting the sale of these edibles in showhouses. Wllh the state legisnow
in session, he feels Ihe time is ripe for such a measure.
lature
Bcrger argues that exhibitors. "should get back in the show business."
With film prices brought to a proper level and the theatreowne.f dependent entirely upon his boxoffice 'for his ••revenue,' more effort and.
showmanship would be forthcoming to build up patronage and, In
the long-run. he feels, the entire industry would be the gainer. While
higher admission prices have kept the total, grosses at a comparatively
satisfactory level, there has been a substantial and steady downward
trend in attendance during the past five year's in the neighborhood
houses, where the sale of candy and popcorn is an important item,
he points out.
''I have been told- by branch managers and salesmen that, in Axing
the price of film, the profits 1 make and the earnings. that accrue to my
theatres from popcorn and candy^ales ate taken into consideration,"
says Berger. "If a theatre makes money because of its candy and popterritory's

is

Substantial portion of the income

was derived from the reissue of
"Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,"
originally released in 1937..

•

.

corn earnings, the film company raises film prices ,or demands perscnlagc. regardless of how much or little a factor the pictures happen
to be in making the theatre property a profitable investment. This
should not be.
'"'One. ''solution, would be for the exhibitor to give his entire attcnlion to the operation of his theatre as a showhouse. Instead of a
combined confectionery-theatre, and not let his attention be diverted
to side* businesses. It looks as though legislation will ;be necessary,

however,

No Raw Stock

Hollywood, Jan.

raw stock meet

in

new

on

films

against. film rationing policy of
stock,

to

raw

one comapny had reisin this manner, using

that

sued 14 films

print footage government felt it
had allotted them for new product
only.
This order will hit hardest ^Film
Classics, which took over 16 "of old
Sam Goldwyn pix and are said to
Drastic Overhauling.
have paid $2,000,000 for these rights.
Besides this.'compahy is said to have
Lensers in Newsreel
gotten other pix for reissue from
United Artists producers. With,
Fronts other
Pool on
company new, and not in existence
M7
Washington, Jan.
In 1941, upon which year's usage of
allocated films to.
The American newsreel pool is raw stock
completing a shake-up of lto lensers distributing companies, it. is said
government' agency's directiv* will
on the world's battlefronU, Claude
be applicable to that company.

Passible for N. Y. Indies' Prod. Plan
Elaborating on a statement issued
(18
that, the Independent
New York,
to enter actively
with
into production of pictures,
$1,000,000 already available for that
purpose,' Harry' Brandt, president of
1

Theatre Owners' Ass'n,

had discussed plans

.

the ITOA. slates that around $2,000.more might be "arranged
000 oi
through bank and other credits as
a starter for making of possibly
four or five pictures.

The head .of the ITOA added that
members anxious to invest money in
film production have already purchased two stories and lined up a
director who is interested in proBrandt
ducing these and others:
declined to naine the director, pointr
ing out that the film-making project
was in ah embryonic stage and that
no immediate plans had been laid.
In fact, ho stated, active production
by the ITOA may await the war's
end due 16 raw slock and other
problems.

Of

War

.

WPB

A.. Collins,

WAC

newsreel coordina-

Companies that have reissued in
weekend.
past two years have been Warners,
shift is in the Western Metro,
Paramount and Republic,
where several Free French latter oompany reissuing number of
cameramen, employed by the reels Gene Autry pix.
before the' war, have now' been
taken on again and are covering that
tor here, disclosed last

Biggest

Front,

.

theatre of operations. Newly hired
of the pool's Paris
office are Jules Delalande, George.

Denies Stock

and operating out

Raymond Me] at, tfaston.
Me] at,
Madru, Dion Martelliere and Yvst
Nainlre. Each Is assigned to an InThere is no intent by the ITOA dividual newsreel company, with
to set up its own exchange system, Nalntre, of Paramount, temporarily
according to Brandt.
acting as pool manager for the area.
Several Americans, who had been
covering the Western Front, are now
B-B back In this country on furlough and
for reassignment.
These Include:
Bbcktiorst, News of the Day;
$2,000,000 John
Robert Blair, Movietone; Jack Lleb,
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
News of the Day; and Nell Sullivan,
Return of, approximately $2,000,- Paths. Scheduled to return shortly
000. taken from film studio workers from France is Thomas A. Priestley,
in 2"'i assessments, is demanded by Universal.
International Sound Technicians LoOther shifts are also' under way.
cal 695, in a resolution sent to the
From the Paciflo the reel* have re-

Cut Forces Producers

.

SOUNDMEN DEMAND
RETURN

general

IATSE.
Copy

executive
of

the

board

resolution,

panied by one asking the U.

of

the

accomS.

Sen-

ate to investigate the release of
Willie BiofT and George E. Browne,
being sent to every IATSE local
in Ihe U. S. A. and Canada-.

is

Hollywood, Jan.

Alley,

Damlen Parer when

UA

UA

recently went out to the Paoiflo to replace Crotchett. Slated for assignment
with the Navy in that area is Robert

Metro Cues Sales Aides

.

.

.

''Step Lively," RKO.
Color candidates are "The Climax." Universal;

On

Rainbow,

New

Indie

Distrib Streamlining

Metro may bring exchange bookers and salesmen into N. Y.. a few
at a time, to spend a week acquaint-

previous

feet of film.
He. believes that retakes are. in most instances, necessary and represent a saving in
money rather than a loss, -consider^
ing the results obtained.
Freeman pointed out that if
double-billing were' eliminated there
vvould be ample raw stock for all
normal production and distribution
requirements.
.

Freeman Emphasizes
He Won't Quit Par

released.

were

War

Production

Board

officials

asked for the stock-taking to determine how much film the various
companies with large backlogs have
on hand. While there has not previously been any WPB regulation

Certain

rumors concerning Freecleared
Fridav
(19)
indicated
that,
they
untrue, including the re-.,

man were
when he
all

pbrt he was -joining .'the Coca-Cola
company in Atlanta in an important
capacity.
Mentioning this -particular report at a luncheon Friday (!9)
at the Hotel Pierre, N. Y., where Par

was conducting a convention of advertising and exploitation representhe slated that all he knew
about Coca-Cola was that "I. get two
raw stock allocations for printing cases weekly for personal use." Hals
reputed,
however, to be a big
negatives for future release, understockholder in the soft-drink comstood that officials now plan to
pany and, at one time, with S. A.
tighten procedure so that film al- Lynch, Florida, millionaire, is
said to
located must be used within around have, nearly had ctfhlrol of
the or30 days or less of the quarter for ganization.
which the allotment is intended;
The appointment of Henry GinsMeantime, the new curtailment in burg as y.p. in charge of production
raw film supplies Is expected to af- at the Par. studio recently gave risa
feot some of the majors severely, to rumors as to the position of Free-,
particularly those companies that man, who does not have a contract
used around 328 prints for "A" prod- though Ginsberg was given one.uct In 1941, the base year used to Barney Balaban, president of Paracompute current allocations. Majors mount, has refused to discuss, rumors
which used 400 prints or more for which have persisted since then, in
"A" product will, obviously, not be' fact has resented their existence.
aa seriously affected. Distribs that
At the Friday luncheon Freeman
used a smaller number, of prints, discussed- forthcoming Par pictures
however, will not be able to service and stated that the Par studio Is "in
exchanges as fully as previously, better shape than it has been in a
and fewer films may be turned out long time," adding that the comby such studios.
pany's production setup ,has been
Staggering release schedules, in strengthened by the organization of
the opinion of some company execs, the Hal Wallis and' Buddy DeSylva
will, not prove practical because production units as well as the' apprints will In most cases be too pointment of Ginsberg to his present
worn- when they reach the later post.
Talks of Ginsberg
bookings.
prohibiting

companies

from

atives,

Using

.

.

"I

want

all

of

you

to

know

that

the

placing of Ginsberg In charge
my request," Freeman de"He is eminently fitted for
the task. He brings to Paramount all
of Ihe qualities of a fine executive
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
and a full knowledge of the motion
Despite favorable recommendation picture industry gained through
an
by local panel, 10th regional War intimate association with it over
the
Labor Board In San Francisco nixed last 20 years."
request of Screen Cartoonists Guild
Freeman went on to say that his
for 20% of boxoffice from reissues own
association
with Paramount
and television emanating from Walt couldn't be happier than It is at the
Disney studios. WLB panel here present time. He added: "I started
ruled that request for share in box- in the motion picture business with
office take was" proper subject for Paramount and my association with
negotiations
but
regional
board this great company over a span of
stated "the union's request with re- some 20 years signifies to me a respect to this Issue is hereby denied." lationship
with
the
individual!
Decision can be appealed tp Wash- within
the
company which has
ington but In majority of cases re- grown to mean to me much more
gional findings are sustained.
than a mere commercial venture on

WLB NIXES SCG

was

at
clared.

GRIPE ON DISNEY

my

ing themselves with homeofflce op?
erations, same as is currently' being
done with branch office managers
and field exploiteers.
Metro is thus trying to streamline

all

"Variety" Jan.

UA

News of the Day,

Total of 16 films, nine in black- Donahue, Jr., Pathe, who has been
and-white and seven in color, will home recuperating from an attack
compete
for
two art direction of Jaundice suffered In Italy.
awards in the Oscar Derby. Two
Lewis S. Cast, Paramount, la back
winners will be picked by a special from Rome for huddles with the
committee.
newsreel editors in New York, on
Black-and-white entries are "Ad- improving coverage of present and
dress Unknown," Columbia; "Adven- pending operations in the Meditertures of Mark" Twain," Warners.' ranean and Southern Europe.
Ha
"Casanova Brown," International; U now awaiting transportation baok
"Gaslight," Metro;. "Laura," 20 th- to Italy to rejoin John Dorek, ParaFox; "No Time for Love," Para- mount, and severe) Italian cameramount; "Since You Went Away," men employed by the pool.
Selznlck-Iiiternalional; "Song of the
Open Road." Charles R. Rogers, and

"Coyer

Drop Plans

w

'Norman

23.

to

.

in the immediate future, due to lack
of raw stock for prints, was denied
yesterday (22) by George Bagnall,
production exec.
Bagnall said that all producers releasing through
would be provided with raw stock when the time
came for making the release prints.
Charles. Rogers, who returned from
N. Y. last week, made a iiew threeyear deal with
for two pictures
annually. Hunt Stromberg and Ben
Earl
called
Crotchett, Universal;
Bogeaus each have three years to
Irving Smith, Umv»r»ai: Langdon
go on their original agreement, and
Movietone;
and Howard
Scnlck,
Edward Small's release contract/exWinner, Patha. Winner wai the- first
piring in September, will likely be
1th a
reeler to. fly over Tokyo
renewed.
mission.
Senlok
and
bombing
Crotchett both faced death In bombing raids over Nip-held islands and

both were with

Art Direction Oscar

UA

At

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Reports that- several United Artiste
producers would cease production

;

he was killed In action In the Invasion of Peleliu.

Nominate 16 Pix For

.

Stock Inventory

which topped

•

Ask Majors For

Major companies " as indicated in
10, have since been
redistribute pix that had been out of
asked to submit inventories .of piccirculation. WPB heads of film divitures on which negative and positive
this
was definitely
sion
assert
prints have been completed but not
prints

for

in 1944.

records, prospects for .1945 continue
good.

Freeman took exception to the
erroneous impression that there; is a
generally reckless waste of raw film
in Hollywood, contending that the
average "A" picture of around nine
reels involves approximately 175,000

.-.

Washington Feb. 1
that
no new
for purpose of
reissuing
films.
Reported during
past, few years several companies
have been using raw slock allocated

[ement

Thursday

Pasternak Packs Plenty

Hollywood. Jan. 23.
Joe Pasternak, currently produc- as
ing "Her Highness and the Bellboy"
at Metro, has been assigned three
more features, "Brighton; Beach,"
"Holiday in Mexico" and "Colorado.!'
Meanwhile! two of his productions,
"Anchors Aweigh" and "Thrill or a
Romance," are in the cutting rooms,
and another, "Music for Millions'," is
just going into release.

raw stock be used

them

Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in charge
Paramount studio operations, last
week expressed view in N. Y. that
although picture business in 1945 la
not expected to yield as high returns
of

at industry

directive

issue

will

•

gain these ends."

to*

23.

Waste

of Reckless

.

For Reissues
War Production Board

Raps Reports

Brooston s Collateral

Yarns OK'd for Sale

part."
At. Ihe same luncheon at the
Pierre, Adplph Zukor, chairman of
the board of Par, paid tribute to the
publicity, advertising and exploita-

tion departments of Par.
Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Superior Court dissolved a temPar Execs- to Coast
porary restraining order preventing
Hollywood, Jan. *3.
^
Edward Finney from selling story
Paramount chiefs Y. Frank FreeDusts Off Whodunit properties put up by Samuel Bron- man, Charles Reagan, Russell Hoiston as collateral on a $40,000 loan, man, Robert. Gillham
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
arid John Bygiving Finney the right to go ahead ram arrived here
whodunit,
yesterday, frora
Ethel.
Lina
White's
N. Y. for studio confabs.
"Some Must Watch," bought three with the sale.
Properties include Bronston's rights
Visiting execs will huddle with
years ago by David O. Selznick. has
been taken off the shelf and placed in "Jack London," "Ten Little In- Henry Ginsberg, production head, as
dians," "Billy Mitchell" and "Bor- wcll as view several
completed films.
on'ffia -active production list.
Dory Schary will produce., with rbwed Night." They will be sold
Paul Stewart, former radio pro- unless lawyers for both sides reach
a' settlement this week.
Col/sN. Y. Sales Meet
ducer, as assistant.

distribution operations.

DOS

[

•

Hollywood, Jan. M.
Columbia; "Desert
.Rainbow Productions, Ino., a new
"Kismet," Metro;
Columbia starts a three-day sale*
"Lady in the Dark/' Paramount; independent din-malting oompany,
JOHNSON BUYS MAUGHAM-EE meet in New York today (Wed.) for
"The Princess and the Pirate," Re- was formed here by Leo McCerey,
Southern
Threats
branch and district managers and
Hollywood. Jan. 23.
lent Pictures, and "Wilson," JOth- David Butler and Hal Roach, Jr.
Fost.
Nunnally Johnson negotiated the Canadian reps. Sales plans for "A
Admission tax threats loom In
Corporation liste 10,000 share* tL nopar itook, with permission trf Issue Arkansas and Tennessee, and pos- purchase of Somerset. Maugham's Song to Remember" will be set with
book. "Ashenden, British Agent." Abe- Montague, general sales mansibly Mississippi.
1,000 shares.
Leew'g, N. r., BUI Held* Over
Real fights loom in Arkansas and for International, and was assigned ager, presiding.
Understood tte outfit will wind
National sales meet with most of
Cur nt stage bio at Loaw^e State, up eventually under the Interna- Tennessee legislatures as state solons to the double chore of Scripting and
M x is being
sales force and exhibs attending,
«
seek higher admish tariff to' sup- producing it.
held a second week tional Picture* banner, Droduaipf
Bill ] headed by Jean Parker and an independent unit, aa Suf coo;per plant revenue lost from the state
Semi-biographical yarn is slated was dropped becaujvof transportaJoey Adams.
tion problems.
for early summer filming.
gasoline taxes.
le doing.
Song,"

Girl,"

.

Warners;

•

Tax

•
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ican 1. Dolores del Rib starred- In
interesting drama.

dated.
Film's- romantic element is. covered
by a daring Army; flying lieutenant

;

3fanha(ian

Ilinnclng in
:

J

;

to achieve .disiinclioh on celluloid.
bestseller for many niohths, Betty
Smith's novel about ijie Brooklyn of

A

;

Tree Grows

iu Brooklyn.',' has been
given a literal transition to the
screen by 20th-Fox to become an

.

this reason

men

the

in

V

in,-

duslry has been buiir^prlimiiily pn
eti.tprtainmeht .yalue
thdn 'four; years of

only..'

.

more

in

occupation the /

French did not produce ID feature
picts devoted ;.lo ..French culture or
other

to

.propagandistic

subjects.

.

'

hew.srcel clips of 'actual aerial com- with a propaganda me.ssajic'' which;
'phniilMa T^lpii-*,' i.r Wiilini'e MnoDounld
bat. Even these fail to measure up
piiK'hlrlipn.^ Siars l-'ii-il' Itriuly. .fe(T -Donthe audiences could not altogether,
to those of previous Russian .films.
i-ll; ri.*;um-o.i
NViniiiin Wi-IkIH. Ann SnVAKe,
avoid if they attended' a showcase.'
'>''
K !ail.; i)lri>r.lc.,r J'ty Mi-nry, Levin.
Story is marred by several hapAnother straw in the' wind is the
,-ri^-iipliiy. -I-Ji'nii
.ii'/.a'r.ns; .i-ainpi-11,
I/.
\V".
hazard incidents.' typical being .the'
»'t'<>u.netl;i editor.; KMiii iil ('111111: At Binokone in which, the lieutenant is deliv- fact that French audiences in recent
l>n Sliaipl. week uf .lail. !»..'«. <lniii. Jlunili; I'hne. (Ml AllNS
ered to his home after. being appar- months have been supercritical of
ently hurt and exhausted '.after his every film the U, S. has sent over
K.I.I ie .\r.-.i-lin.
...'.... KiCil .Uriltly
lulla-t «)nni>i'H.Jorf Dt>niiell
plane cracks'.lip. Audfence is led to that has had the slightest touch of
Steve i.'rawfnr.l
.. Wlllluin. Wrlulri
-'
believe he is either critically, wound- propaganda.
-.; '•'.',.;'
^..'. Anil .Sa'vftffo
Vnli'i-ie t.'ni w rni-.l
ed, or dead.. Suddenly he'aiVswers the
(nspei-iin- K h'liv
.t'y-tCehilnll
Some of the m'e'nxbers of the,Com»
; ..tln'whi-il Kieoiinin' telephone and goes back.- to active
rsi- llaHley. ..
mittee quite frankly admit that they
Aii.lri....„...
...
.lOdillq Kniic.
:;"..
duty.
.
lllllle
are not motivated by patriotic senti*.
...I... .Sally BIISH
Peter Aleinikov is effective as the
Sullv.
A.lelle nnliei-lH
ments but purely guided by one of
.'. .'. .-.leair
it'im.... '•:..:
Stevens hero lieutenant. Nina Masayeva, the
Others of a more wily naIne
.tieofKO. \leKiiy
nurse, is fairly good. .Supporting cast, profit.
.\llt«.
Doi ulliy'-.V/uiKllnn
lIDIIily
ture use fiagwavlng arguments toof unknowns tto U.S. audiences)
really outdoes the principals. ;
hide their real intentions. Both of
This "B" is notable in only one. re-With bulk of scenes shot outdoors', these categories iook on Americans,
specf. It serves, to introduce radio cameraman E. Andrikam's apparently to quote the aforementioned YnnH
scripter-cpmediaiV Fred Brady lb pic had plenty of trouble, with his light- distributor,. "as; dangerous
ii'tteraudiences. However, weak story line ing. Result' is spotty: photography;
lopers and old enemies who have reand comedy material, make it just an-' some so bad it.looks like a worn-out
turned to! France. Many producera
Wenr.
other dualer.
print.
have
worked
under
German
protecYarn concerns a truckdviver who
tion for more than four years, and
finds $5,000, and father than try to..
Sylvp«<r«
having amassed huge fortunes would,
find owner,' he decides to blow, the
("Wlldflower")
like to continue in their old way*.
coin on- a good tiine. He and his gal
'

•

'

:

experiment in audience restraint.
There have been few pictures. to tug
.

the heartstrings as this one. does.

l

;
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is the story -of that Brooklyn
Abounding in entertainment faclocale called Williamsburg, and of the
poverty-ridden Nolan family. " Katie, tors. "A Song, to Remember" Is one
the young mother, had to scrub down of the top': biographical dramas
to
the tenement steps to; help defray
the family expenses; Johnny, her- get screen presentation to date. Based
husband, had more zest for fuh-lov-' on the colotful-^thbugh brief— life of
ing than the. capacity to support his Polish coniposer \ Frederic Chopin
broddi
Francie,
their:
daughter, picture is
a showmanly presentation
.

.

'

dreamed of becoming a 'writer; Neeley, they oungest, had a desire for food

greater than' the family coffers could
afford. And there was ..Auht Sissy,
Katie's sisteh with her perpetual flair
for new husbands.
Around these are woven a story
^ that is lengthy, but never tediotis_,
a yar.n whose "propensity for minor,
details looms forever- importantly: as.
the tale develops
"Tree"' recalls an. absorbing, period
of a colorful tribe/ of a Brook
lyn neighborhood that' was tough in

drama and music.
most profitable biz in

ot: intiniate,

slated for
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(MEXICAN'rMADE)

help capture a blackmailer. Then he'
is given the mpney by the rightful
owner for aiding. In .the capture Of
the con man.
Brady has the ability to go places
n plx.' He has ah effervescent; personality, and given, the' right kind of
breaks should make the grade. Jeff
Donnell and supporting members of
•'
the cast do all right.
Songs are unworthy of mention.
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and not by- those of.profit, if Is felt'
that vested interests are 'encouraging him to give foreign films the
hotfoot for their own particular
'benefit..
It is reported thatvhe w'iU
soon be replaced by some more
spectacular If less sincere individuBl.
For the time being even the. ene>
mies of American pix admit the
necessity of admitting them iii order
to tide over the French industry unproduction
til the latter can begin
Normally Frenoh 53*
once again.
hibifors require a rnhilmum of 300..
feature picts a year. With less than
100 old films available for exhibition purposes. Yank picts are looked
upon as a necessary .evil but. the
prayer is that it Won't last long.
Steps are being taken to revive production but huge difficulties are it (11
in the way for. even a small »er»
centage of normal pic making, ft ii
said that Eastman Would require at
least 1,000 tons of. coal monlhW ii
order to produce 15,000,000 feet oi
film and this cannot be spared al
this lime. Laboratories and men are
idle.
Scenarios are being prepared!.
For the moment the only studio
activity is the- completion of- five
films begun during the occupation.
Since the Liberation, Psychological- Warfare Division has brought
in 40 pictures, two-thirds of whlctt.
have. already been exhibited; A( oi
last Dec. 15, distribution went b(Of
to the Individual firms with Ministry
of Information and Off ice of War Information acting as shippers.
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Mexicaivmade
impact, being
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in-

this coun-

Yarn is told in flashback. It relates
the anguish and despair caused when
a landowner's son weds' a lab'or'er's
granddaughter.' His father disowns
him and he Joins the revolutionary
element in Mexico. He learns that a
..dinet Warren
Bvaiisun baiid ot outlaws, opposed to the revoK.l
..... .Alun rtrltlBv
lutiohisls. killed 'his father. In the
...... .Kalnh liewin
I'rank Heirher end the landowner's son is executed,
.:)laidlR /Mbritlil
and his wife and son live on.
.fyrll Uel.evantl
Miss Del Rio 'gives a capable, per.Dorothy Clranner
..
formance, as. the laborer's daughter,
V.Iafk. Tngrani
while Pedro Armehdariz; as her hus........ .l.e»ler Dorr
..'.:-.
Ileiiry Kiin
band, goes through his paces rather
:

Slian. 1. ivteK
iltiK time. «0
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Frenoh Newsreel Problem
Washington, Jan. M.

•

,

>•

:

60% Over

WB

'

•

•

Francis Colt de Wolf, head1 of the
telecommunications branch -c
of the
State Dept., will liuddle ini N. ».
next week with officials of the ftaya
office and foreign managers of V)$
.

studios,

France.

on the picture situation

In

'

Meeting will deal .principally with
newsreel problems in that country.
Reports are that the French plan to
produce their own offlicial reel and
'

to prohibit all others there.
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Palnlcve'i Motives
Although Pairileve" is said to be»
motivated by reasons of palriotisrA

.

drama has plenty

jiliixv Oi'iiiKe't'iillnlian^ i-amerrt.' Harry
Dl. k i.'iii i ler.
AI. Hronklyn
iiiHiiii;
e.litiir.

'

Kil.niarOo A rozoniona

.

'-.S.-ieenr-

They fear that letting down the
bars might mean a reduction In
their activities and necessitate im-\
proved quality of production. They
prefer the' German version of the
new order, when competition Wnt'
only a dictionary, term." '',..;..

.tOmllip i'Vrninnlej!
ltntre.lllo •r.iri'es. .
v
linn r ran.:iH.-v "nerio.
iKOel Ansel P>l"rlz'
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and member of underground
band determined, to 'throw off the
Czarist rule. When 22. the stiident and
teacher flee

'

.

.

all

Plot introduces Chopin as a prod
igy at 11, with Paul Muni the old
•music master who easily recognizes
his genius. 'Of poor .Polish parents,
he becomes ;a patriot during his
.youth'.
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runs, with holdovers indicated generally.
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Paris after.Chopfii re
Tiian
fuses to perform for the Russian gov
I.unlxe
ernor..ybungFranzLlszt befriends tlie Milik. '.,.....
newcomer ar\d arranges a conceit K iinlw
debut, introduces him to the famous Ilai|i..-r... .....
uncertainly from the corner-' quench
Meeker.-.
authoress,. George- Sand, and Is di
try.
...'
Until
Some of this might -have acquired redly responsible in gelling 'htm' rec- SlellaJ ...i...
the tinge of travesty in hands less ognition. B.ut.Miss Sand falls in Jove Ai'elier, ......
.Mil.-4lae).
killed than those of Miss- Smith— with the composer, ahd takes him liiMllrey-.
or director EUa Kazan— but never off to the island of Majorca for 'rostilledly. Remainder of cast suffices.
does the' seviorcomic intrude on a mantic Interludes where she drives
Another in the Charlie Chan series .Story line, through strong direction,
false note: never does this story be- .him to compose rather than return "Jade Mask" is above par and should sustains Interest throughout. Sten.
to' Paris and a. concert tour. But his
so-n. £ ._a, a.>. .<JI>ai..
do well on the duals.
This may be fiction but tn'orc's. no patriolixm finally emerges for him to
pitlled out all the stops in
They
disguising the basis of truth for embark on Conceit tour of the Eu
this one. Sidneiy Tbler,. as usual, is
this story. The dramatic., power it ropean capitals to raise funds for the'
the Chinese, detective who solves the
revolutionary cause, even
possesses seemingly-could never have Polish
killings, and clears the mystery in
imagination though .he is stricken with tiiberbeen attained from
Continued from pace 3
his usually qitiet fashion.
alone. Miss Smith h'erscjf, through culosis. 'He finally collapses- at windTouches of Comedy, are added by
one of the characters', professes that, (ip of a. Paris concert to pass Into the Marian Moreland. as a .colored chauf- when they get back for a rest. Most
ages, with the stolid authoress ignoruloi'ies are little lies. that have their
troops are being covered fujly
feur, and Edwin Luke, as the detec- of the.
"
ing his final hours.
basis on truths.
with film 'entertainment'..
Ste«.
tive's son.
The Nolans— and the- characters , Brilliant performances are generTraining films are still being acforever lending strong background ally turned in by the cast with Muni
tively used overseas since' personnel
—make for. superb .studies. Katie provoking maximum interest with
sometimes has to be converted to
K, -pul, In- relijlKp lit Lealer Sllarne proNolan; penny-pinching, her brow his portrayal of the proud and blus^
iiiii.
KealiileH 'I'oin. N'ral, Adelu Murn.
duties in which they haven't, been
forever furrowed ...with '-worry over lering old music teacher.'- Cornel. ilni-l
Sercenpla y.
Ilireeled
liy
leoixe- Itlii ii'..
whether the family would' have Wilde Is spotlighted as Chopin and \\'el^ll' Tnhnaii; eililnr. Rhlpll DltNtlli: previously trained in the U. S. Such
enough food- -or about the hew baby establishes, himself as a screen per- .•aiiiri-ii. Will ia 111 ltrii<lr'or<l. At Hronklvn films are also being^ used to train
K.ix. Jan., IS,.
HnnnlllK llllie, TiB M1NS.
to come— was sometimes loo circum- sonality/ Merle Oberon' click's as
enemy
nieet
the latest
to
the 'Hliaiy i^iirtia.
.Tout- Keul GI's
spect, in her family decision's; Katie cold
AUele Miira weapons and for refresher purposes.
and calculating writer. Stephen Sally I'l-atplall.
Johnny meant Bekassy, as Liszt,
felt she had to be.
la ri, lil
Mallhew..
:itoper l»ryor
and George Cout .lolin
One example is a film- on how to
........ I'Hlll :Ilarvey
t'ranilall
one clay, to be the best darned sing- loiiris, as the
Impresario, are. most ,l^i('-k Ma run,.
deal with "louse-borne diseases!"
tiarriek
.I'ieiio
ing waiter in all Brooklyn— even
prominent in the 'carefully-selected
'ri nil e' Aliil roonei
Ilonillea AVvliver.
Casualties among cameramen are
Manhattan— but Katie— and Johnny supporting
ii.ippui*.
......... lOddld Hall
cast.
did, too, down deep— knew that he
Top. ......
.'L'on'i
r^nuton relatively ve'ry high, Hubbell, noted,
Jose Iturbi is not seen, but he coh- N'Mlla.
...t'linrlea Atilllvan' ^ince they're often In the vanguard
...... ......
didn't have a ghost of a chance.
...... Alun IjUwiirriH
Everything was -against them. And tribtiies. hiiportahlly -In the pverall Major J.iine'.
later
used in
Sa m Berlin rd for. reconnaissance
I'ete...
:
with
his
background
playing
of
nuwhen Katie figured that Francie had
... HuiUly Uorniun
mapping campaigns.
merous Chopin compositions, which Jtoher-'lH'. I.........
to quit school, so she could go to
Hubbell,
who loured England,
work and help out because .of the are'; liberally sprinkled throughout
a
"Thoroughbreds"
is
modest
new baby, that incited Johnny to. the unreeling.' Wilde does a flnc.job' double-bill budgeleiv Plot is simple France,' Germany and. Italy, reported
tramp-i_th.e_.employi.nenl agencies so of keyboard manipulations for the and familiar, but story is told pleas- on pictorial activities- to Col. E; L:
Munson, Jr„ chief, of the Army Picthat his little girl could continue various numbers, and the visual and antly.
her schooling. Johnny couldn't get sound components blend accurately
Story concerns a steeplechase, a torial Service.
a job, but he got pneumonia and for realistic effect.
cavalry, rider just out bf the army,
Also important is the. recording of. and
died trying.
a few sinAll-fry gamblers. Thrf
the-,
piano
numbers—
always
one of lingo- has a hep twist.' but, in view 'Canteen*
To- '.Dorothy McGuire; 'Vho lias appeared in only, .-one -'other dim, in the most difficult assignments for. the of the track ban, such lines as the
Avge.
Playtime
the title role of "Claudia," also for .sound engineers. Reproduction of. the innocent newsstand request, "Got .a
20lh-Fox, went the prize part of piano passages is the best of its kind form sheet'.'", win laughs "from an
According to the Warner sales deKatie- Nolan.
For the first reel or that has so; far been accomplished. audience:
partment, extra playing time obao it's difficult to. associate the ;uid: credit for the achievement imist
Plot revolves around a cavalry tained Oh the' first 350 engagements
jirl wife of "Claudia" with the al- go lO ;Jbhn Livadavy and the- entire' sergeant released from- service abo.ut
of "Hollywood Canteen." a year-end
iriost-calloUsed character.', of Katies Columbia -sound deparinrent.
the same lime, the' Army is'disposiiig
Sidney; Buohman, as executive pro- of sbme horses, the sergeant's mount release, averages 60% above normal.
but soon! Miss -McGuire develops
With the lone exception of "this Is
with the- part, and the part with her. ducer, has combined the wealth of among them. The horse, a .steepletalent
and
material
into
solid
piece
distinctive
a
makes
It is a role that. she
chaser, is bought by a society gal. the Army," released a couple seasons
of entertainment. Script, which was The sergeant, gets a job as the back, the added dating on "Canteen"
by underplaying.
Johnny Nolan is a comeback part turned over to Louis Edelhian to pro- horse's -trainer, foils attempts of tops that .of all other musicals in
for James Dunn.
The role :has a duce, is deftly^ and compactly set up; gamblers to keep the horse out of Warner history.
greater depth than any he has ever Direction by Charles Vidor is top- an important meet and rides It to
: In innumerable lesser spots, where
Played, and- Dunn plays it excel-' grade, and production has been given victory when regular rider is disthe an expensive mounting In Techni- abled. And wins the dame, of course. the usual run of a picture Is a week,
Is yi.
^grtly^J^jgy Ann GarnerL -40
color.
Walt
Tom Neal makes a plausible hero "Canteen" hai gone three.

growing-up, where kids fought
or were kicked in the slats; where
on Saturday nights fathers and husbands, more often. /^hah not. loped
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• generation ago has evfnerged as one
of the fine film dramas of llie year.
The earthy quality of Brooklyn
tenement squalor, about which. Miss
Smith wrote so .eloquently in "A

,

objection offered hy

field.

.'

A

Im-i'i-).

.

,

One
ited

:

transplanted- from the printed page

—

masses.

and out of the trade is that propaganda films have always had a lim-

who carries on a love affair with an The Vichyites and the Germans often
Army" nurse. .Best episodes are the sneaked in documentary product

(songs)

.

'

-

.,

.'.

.

Engfisli Titles)
the. Soviet air force's

Riissinii;

Story about
during defense or Moscow looks
geared for modest returns In Russian-language theatres and a few
scattered arty houses. Biggest drawback is that the picture appears to.
Have .'.been made, 'Iwb or' three years
ago, and the technique is even more

twisted—

but beautiful lo Johnny and. Francie
Nolan, As bent and twisted— and 'as.
bcaulifu|:-<:s the people'3'cU.v Smith,
has written about.
Kri'li'l.

tree that. has

This
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and
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(f?i

horse-race dualer.
"Moscow
Skies"
(Artkino).
Russian -.)>iad<i: romantic
war
yarn lias -.extremely mild U. S;
;'
'....,
appeal.
"Flor Sylvestie" (Clasa; Mex'

.I'm nils
^..Vl Klieri:
.I'eier-'i-iiynn. 11

become one of the
near-legends ol these limes— a tree
that grew irr Bi-ooklyii-^has been

t

Bent and

lived.

iMono).. One of
Charlie Chan dual

"Thoroughbreds? ^Rep). Okay

twisted, it Kiew. somehow., amid
debris and' clotheslines in the backyard of ihie. tenement where the

llj'OPUO
.1.
))ris>a.t :.•>;,
lljlTV.'.llarvry. ..lis

H;i>:l.>r

MIxH

includes the fine
ahd musical score.
Oh., yes-^-the
tree! •'Bent

;'

.

"whodunits;:'

paced the
production
the way, ahd
photography

Skies

'-*0,.

..-

belter

Continued front pace

were

1

comedy

\ -,
for duals.
".lade .Mask"
live

Balk U S, fix
—

ton.

fii

(SOVIET-MADE).
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;

Low-budget

(Songs).

19-1

due in part to. national
apathy aed a voice in iindeislniVding Of the incumbent responsibilities
Arlkiiio 'releHW of jli^niin- siiiiIIoh prortiirof
each
Frenchman. With liberalion. •Slam. 1'eier Alulnlkuv. N'lna M««4>»vn.
tion, there has been horn a new
Story by M.
DliVt leil liy Vinl Iteinmiiii.
Illniiniin, M. n..lKlnl'it-/,t.v: ..-aini'lii. \>\ AllWave, of nationalism which' at tints
'lia ilea
Clellleat.
KiikIikIi lilies.
ll'lkilillK:
is
exaggerated
and whicii fails 16
^Iiii'IIiik
-Jim.
NO.
At Stitnlev. .N; Y..
KiiiiiiIpk lime, HI JIINS..
look beyond the national fronHer«.
;
l.louli' ll>H.S(ioli»nv. ...... .Teler Aloinlkov. Many
French film men belong t 0
.NUia Jlayayevft/.oyii...
this
coterie'
and
sincerely
believe (hat
.Nlkulid H.iftnlynbov
T.li.|it>Col, Hiilaahev.
fa lit. ii'oii.'hnrov.'...
.-.Tel or. #olinlyevitky
French films should be used as a
Kli;«t r.lciit. (.'hei-blna, /. .... Ivan kuzne(zov
vehicle to reeducate- the French

(Col-

or) iCol). Film blog. of Chopin
.excellent cntertniJiment for wide
audience appeal. Hefty biz and
.key holdovers indicated..
"Dancing In Manhattan*. (Col ).

The
all

Remember"

menacing as
Harvey suits

falrfy

it

Moscow

Sock boxoftice.
to

'

:

a gambler, and Paul
as the gal's. father.

-

"A Song,

'»he
ia

Roger Prfor

"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn"
< UOih);
F.xcellent adaptation of
Betty Smith's best selling, novel.

.

lias

.

that

M'i'rUr*

•

.i.iMi:>H Ill'nllMilf
All * < 'ttiiK
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admirably..
values are evident
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.
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.

direction

IKazaiVs

.

.liirkM.n
VJn.-t-iii iSraelf
c t;; :in Ll'Mla"

.'i.Ktiiiji

...

-.
'.

.\l.ll>ll

,M:i.'

1

TyninnYe siMer*.'.

Tes.s

Davis. Willi particular attention paid'
'.
to the original.
Where "Tree"' is frequently slow,
if is ofTsei by the >'ioi'y's significance
and pointed up notably by the

«PaoS% *%f

-

with Adele Mara alhaughty socialite:

#

,

direction, of Elia Kazan.
This iilm
ruii.s two hbiirs and 12 minutes, but

Iti'VniilclK

5

.
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.
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Mis. Wati-rs.
Mr. S|ii»ni-iT.
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Slesinjier: and Frank

The adaptation

made by
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i:tlll»'!l
.'.

another oulstanrfer.
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i.iihui
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Joan
lisp contributes impovlaiuly.
BloiKlcll a.< Aunt Sissy has considerable of the hoyden ''quality intended
l»'
Mks Smith, and Miss Bliihdi'U
also .gives an iiiiprossh-i- per'fo.rmince.. Lloyd Nolan.- as a policeman.

Sliain-

I'YM Sri*

fffoi.))),

Traili-slumir'

ttlhiiini;

Xniie...

Clif-'JIl
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favorite.

story's sympathies, and. the young
actress perforin's capitally.
VbitiVfi Ted Ponaldson, as Nccley t

.loan nlontlell.
Alto .liarner..
Homili'luon. Utiyil .Nii.lau.
lln-i't-li.'.l
liy

Ella Kazan;

Frank

in

..

.

Upon Fraiioie.
Miss Smith has lavished much of the

author's

l.iVhl.ul pro-

1>.

.M.-tiuiri..

r*eiillirt>a-

tci

pilltil.

rOy;
Jen.
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must ": certainly have been the

-
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release nr lAitilH
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.

Metro- handed Clarence.

Franklin.

Meanwhile, Brown, function
• producer, .drew ''Guardian ATI

on his future alatev

,

:

Brown

of directing "fhe Yearllnj
one 6< the studio's high-budj
for IMS, to be produced by

task

1'

..

.

.

TABIETTS' LONDON .OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL

• M. Haitla's Place, Trafalgar Sqoar*

CARR SETS EAGLE-UON
British Film Biz
DEALS FOR PORTUGAL

Warners, Hoyts End Aussie Snag

Maps

11

1»-Yr. Plan

'

By

Lisbon, Jan.

Contract Covering 11 Pictures
Sydney, Jan.

tralian

has

picture theatre circuit,

'

been ended here with signaturing of
deal covering 11 features and posthat a long-term contract
sibility
may be signatured when Wolfe
Cohen,
here,

WB

new

foreign

v.p.,

The

probably in March.

pictures

included

in

arrives

finalized

11

deal

are "Gentleman. Jim," "Arsenic and

Old Lace," "The Hard Way," "Destination Tokyo," "Watch on Rhine,"
"Shine on Harvest Moon," and "Now,

8.

To Place Color Video

E. Carr, Eagle-Lion general

who arrived here on
way back from his. middle east
has sold the first group of his
company's features to Albuquerque
Film Co,, and the second group to

sales manager,

the

r

23;

Two-year contract feud between
Warners., and Hoyts, major Aus-

Teddy

Chauvel Hopes to Get
Rank Into Aussie Prod.

Prince Littler Now Top
Brit. Theatre Investor

Sonoro-Filme, earlier representative
here of United Artists. There are 10
Sydney, Jan. 8.
Aussie backers of Charles Chauvel, features In each group.
Carr 'formerly was with U. A. in
top local picture producer-director,
including Charles Munro, are hope- England.

Announcement

Munro,

Hoyt's'

and

RKO, and

him

places

:

most

Hoyts

arranged

topper,

Net for '43-44

liver;

have
associates
out the Joel family holdings.

and

Littler

bought
They, held

all

Dividend of

together with
Louis Dreyfus.

7%

will be

weekly, Dickering for distribution in
U. S. is in progress.

Producers,
production

British Equity

How

Shows

Robots Ripped Biz
London, Jan.

10.

British Actors Equity Assn., in

:

quarter.
to boost
this, year, claim it is a
body blow to their, elaborate plans.
Only bright spot in situation, as
viewed here, is the statement by
Alstock that he had interceded to
obtain an extra allotment of 3,000,000 feet to be held for emergencies
during "the year.tive

stock

Because;

its

for

each- 1945

who planned

of: this

Cinemato-

slash,-

of Portugal, is a city of about
1,000,000, it has only six .first-run
theatres.
And some of. them are
ital

extremely small or not up-to-date.
Even after a distributor has set a
deal, he sometimes has to wait at
,

three months before getting
product into Lisbon showcases.
least

Some of the present. 27 registered
distributors here control one or more
picture theatres, which aggravates
the situation.
In contrast, the exhibitors,
because they're flooded
with an abundance of features, are
reportedly doing some fancy, juggling of their product agreements.
;

'

-

.

-

.

;

.

-

Famous

Launches

Mex. Exhib Fined For

$2 Scale on Disney Pix
Mexico

City, Jan. 23.

The

federal district department
the Alameda theatre, which
showed Walt " Disney's "Tres Caballeros,"
$4,000 because
the house
charged $2 a seat at the film's preem.
TWo-buck top was a hew high for
Mexico, and officials ruled, it was exfined

.

'

cessive.

and

Barrage on Dubbed U.S.
Pix; Predicts Failure
Montevideo, Jan.

Bank

Hollywood Boom for London
London, Jan.

•nd production Is to open in Mel
John Corfleld; indie producer, has
bourne In March.
Deal was set closed ideal with J. Arthur Rank to
through London office of J. C. Wil produce three films for him at cost
of $400,000 per film.
Hamson theatres by Nevin Tate.
First will be "Sussex Gorse," from
Williamsons had been dickering the book of the same name. It will
be made at Ealing Film Studios.

.into

Some

.even describe this' development as a "robot" bomb tossed
by Hollywood into South.. America,
likely to strain bonds of friendship
Opinions are
to the breaking point.
somewhat divided. Some consider
ent..

.

it

will

be ah advantage for non

English speaking audiences to be
able to follow the dialogue, whereas
others point the finger of scorn, deriding any possibility of audiences,
being pleased at Castillian accents
voicing the dramatic fireworks of a
Bette Davis, or the husky epigrams
of Katherine Hepburn.
The first sample of the new mclh
od viewed, here has been Para
mount's "Double Indemnity," shown
at the Gran Rex, and audience re
action reportedly has; not been too
favorable.
Although the picture is
now in its second week initial audi
ences were restless.
Claimed that
at times the' dubbed version was
markedly indistinct—but this may

tributors,, at first audiences at deluxe
first-run theatres appear a bit irked
at this hew development, because

these include a large proportion of
people with sufficient knowledge of
English, to follow dialogue. And such
audiences have grown accustomed to
superimposed Spanish titles,
Real objections appear to come
from those in the Argentine film Industry who are smart enough to see
that dubbed versions may, In time,
offer real competition to native productions.

9.

Harris, before going into the serv-

Current London Shows

ice, and second is Corp: Joe Beile,
who managed the suburban Perry.
Zeilor, with a field artillery unit
"Another Love Story," Phoenix! in Germany, got his commission as a
"Arsenic A Old Lace," Strand.
volunteer officer candidate nearly

London,. Jan.

28.

"Blithe Spirit," Duchess.
"Happy te Glorious," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Jenny Johesi" Hippodrome.

"Last Mrs. Cheyney," Savoy.

'

"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"Feek-A-Boo," Whitehall.
"Private Lives," Apollo.
"Quiet Weekend," Playhouse.
"Sadler's Opera," Prince's.

How They

"Strike

It

two. years ago, while Bcjle Is serving with an engineers battalion in

France.

Hew

"Meet Me Victoria," Vic. Pal.
"Merrle England," Winter Gar.
"Mtrry-Go-Bound," Adelphi.
"Night iVenlce," Cambridge.

.

program

"The practical realization

of

com-

mercial high-definition, large-screen

'

Bun," Comedy.

television," said a

ment, "together with

Argent. Pix Studio
Buenos Aires. -Jan. 5.
Located on the fringes of the
Argentine Andes, Mendoza, center of
Argentine win* district, is to have
its own motion pic studios.
New
company formed is known as FilmAndes of Mendoza, with subscribed
capital of $500,000 to cover installation of studios and financing' of.
first films,
v
Adolfo B. Nale ls'i director of new
enterprise.
.

SmmmU

means

of

programs of special events will be
reached in about six years, according
to

the

.

plan.

Provision

large

of

veloped in the. eighth, year and a
solution

practical

.

of

stereoscopic
projection is expected to be realized
before the end of the program:"
The plan may tie in with the recent announcement of the British
Institution of Radio Engineers that
it is readying a Radio Research Institute, and is calling for college
courses tor technical training of
radio workers,

HYLTON TO PRODUCE
NEW LONDON VAUDER
London, Jan. 23.
Jack Hylton has leased the Vicand will reiriauguvato

toria Palace

its—vaudeyille^-policy^-jbpehing bill,
12, stars Flanagan and
Allen, plus Teddy Brown, with remainder of lineup, yet to be picked.
Show is in for four weeks. If
clicking, house will operate indefinitely with, regular changes of pro-

set for Feb.

,

gram.
This

makes the only vaudeville
.house in the Immediate West End
vicinity.

War Trims

Leo
Back la N. T.
Leo F. Samuels,. Walt Disney foreign manager, back tn N. Y. following three-month tour of the Caribbean and Central America areas.

Nazis'

Production to 72 Pix
Washington, Jan.' 23.
Nazi film studios which 18 months
ago were bragging about their

mounting output and claiming upwards of 350 features annually art
in a bad way.
Axis-controlled Europe, of course) is down to practically nothing, with a handful of pictures coming from northern Italy,
For. Germany Itself, the announced
194S program will consist of 72 features for the year. It's claimed 90
of these are in the can and 21 in
various stages of production and
preparation. Indication is that this
will enable studios to shut down by
spring, to release, the workers for
other duties. Seven of the features
are to be tinters as against four last
year.

Coval, Palmeri Upped,
Foreign Posts
To

WB

formerly
Coval,
branch
Irvin
manager for Warners in Montreal,
has been appointed
manager In
Trinidad and the British West Indies, succeeding Lester Cohen, who
goes to Panama.
Vincent- Palmeri, formerly manager for Warner Theatres in Bridgeport, has been appointed
super-

WB

WB

visor in .Peru,
dor.

'

Colombia and Ecua-

Mex. Pix Sign New Star

Mexico City, -Jan. 23.
Anna Marie Lynch, wife of Hugo
del Carrill, Argentine film star, has
signed a contract with Film Mundiales for three pictures at $20,000
each. Will be made this year.

Del Carrll, who is in. Mexico also
doing radio, night club and stag*
work, may sign a film pact here also.

Fuller's

.

-

the.

state-

providing and distributing television

,;

Again," Wales.,

"Sweeter Lower." Ambassadors,
"The Magistrate," St Martins.
"Three's a Family," Saville.
"Tomorrow. World," Aldwych.
"Unele Harry," Garfick.
"What Ton Mean," Cambridge.
"While Son Shines," Globe.
Tears Between;" Wyndham*.

Commerce

.9.

Win War

"See

Signs Corfleld for 8
London, Jan. 8.

Dubbing American pictures

Spanish versions for Latin-American
markets has all sections, of Argentine industry in an uproar at pres-

Dr. Vf^ Gero, who o perates the
Potomac resUur^TTJeT^r^ieTroVllo' 2 ExJLtUTis Amus. Aides
reopen the Hollywood Room, excluDecorations
sive' riitery above his Potomac eatery.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
Spot was a casualty during LonHome office of Harris Amusement
don's blitz, and he is waiting okay
Co. here has just received, word
from Ministry of Works to start
that two of its former managers have
repairs.
been decorated with the Bronze Star
Gero also owns the Prince's res Medal for
outstanding service in the
taurant, once famous for importaEuropean theater of war. One of
tion of big- American names.
them is Lt. Bill Zeilor, who piloted
circuit's key house, downtown J. P.

-

for play for three years.

.

have been due to sound trouble.
As anticipated by some U/S-.'. dis-

-

"Blithfr Spirit,'

Payne

,

.

Noel Coward has sold Australian

Walter

Argent Sends Up Big

Raw

interim report for six months ending grapher's Union has perfected a
plan calling for- about 60 features
Sept. 30, reveals the effect of robot
per year as compared with origbombs on legit theatres.
inal proposals to turn out .150. in
"During the quarter ending June. 1945. Past year closely approached
mark. Maximum of 185,000
80, an average of 33 theatres in the this
feet
of negative is to be allocated to
West End were open each- week employing ah average of 945 members," each producer per picture, with
prints
held down to 20 per feature.
the report says. ^-'During the quarter ending Sept. 30, an average of 17 Previously, 28 prints were used per
theatres was open each week em- feature.
members,
Officials
ploying an average of 388
.took a back-handed slap
On July 1, due to the attacks of fly- at dubbed American pictures by oring bombs, there were only 10 the
dering that no film allocated to Mexatres open employing 194 members, ico can be employed for -dubbing
but the situation .steadily Improved into Spanish.
Foreign countries,
thereafter.
meaning IT. S. mainly, must «dub
"Owing to advent of flying bombs their pictures from raw stock alloin June, an arrangement was made cated to them in their own lands
with the Society of West End The and must import their own stock
•tre Managers whereby all artists when dubbing is done here.
Strong C.T.M. union, covering most
whose contract salaries were over
$40 per week were recommended to of film industry here, plans to presaccept $40 plus, a pro-rata share of sure Washington officials for a
any' weekly surplus, this" arrange- higher film quota, Other unions will
ment being, subject to termination by seek the same amount as given in
one week's notice given by either 1944.
organization to the other. Notice to
terminate the agreement and to
withdraw the recommendation was
Players Can.
subsequently given to take effect as
25th Anni.
from Sept. 23. During the period
the monthly Members' Meetings were
Ottawa, Jan. 23.
Famous Players Can. Corp. will
auspended."
tee off 25th anniversary week with
series of banquets for its 25 -YearClub workers, those who. have stuck
with corporation since its start. BanCantinfias to Madrid
quets at Toronto and Vancouver will
honor each quarter-century employee
A.
For Bribing P.
with a diamond-studded pin and special gift, pins 'to go to others who
Mexico City, Jan. 18.
reach the 25-year service mark in
Cantinfias, Mexican screen comic,
future.
will go to Spain In the summer of
FPC's Silver Jubilee spread in1943 to fill contracts as a comic bull- eluded plenty of tie-ups with newsfighter In Madrid and other Spanish papers.
Prepared ad copy showed
bullrings.
He will leave for Spain Freddie Gee, doorman at Shea's, To•s soon as he finishes "Magnificent ronto, a 25-yearer, in action. Radio
Vagabond,", being produced in Hol- time included disc salutes from Cecil
Mille,
Bing Crosby, Betty HutB.
de
lywood.
ton and Dorothy Lamour. Usual tieIt would be the first time a Mexiins were numerous in all FPC. key
can has acted In the Spanish ring.
cities.
In Ottawa, National Film
Board took. 540 lines to congratulate
FPC and plug the Canadian and
British Army film, "Left of the
'Blithe Spirit* Rights
Line," three-reeler on the advance
Sold to Australia of forces from D-Day to Brussels.
rights to his play,

...

:

6%

Mexico City, Jan. 16.
A Latin-American newsreel has
been started by Clasa Films with
Luis G. Manjarrez as editor.
Production is semi-monthly, but
Clasa hopes soon to make it a
.

First four years of

reports.

will be devoted to the development
of color film for airing via television,

screen television in color will be de-

B. Joel, son of H. J. Joel, is refrom the board of Drury Lane,

J.

tiring

.

.

debentures and 70%

of the share capital.

gross income amounted to

Total

paid on "A" preference stocks, and

on "B" stock.
During the past year, Hoyts
Stock; Seek Relief
bought controlling interest in West
Mexico City, Jan. 16.
ern Suburbs Cinemas, taking over
was 23 additional nabe houses.
picture
business
Mexico's
startled recently by the announcement "by Francis Alstbck, of the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs Shortage of lst-Rim
Office; on the raw stock situation.
Lisbon Cinemas Makes
Biggest moan came from producers
who 'figure that they will have to get
Tight Distrib. Setup
along with about a third as much
raw stock as in recent years.; AlLisbon, Jan. 8.
stock said the quota would be
Tight- distribution
problem is
11,000,000 feet of negative and posi- growing here. Although Lisbon, cap-

STARTED IN MEX. CITY

his

against depreciation.

Mexico Pix Producers

$7,757,688.

LATIN-AM. NEWSREEL

larly for large screen use in theatres,

.

is

Alarmed at Big Cot In

a big color, video program, particu-

-

.

.Understood that long-term deal,
now reported cooking, would include a Warner guarantee not to
build theatres, postwar, in opposition
to Hoyts.

the forein recent

Corp. and Associated Theatre Properties (London), Ltd.
Directorate Will include A.. Stewand Charles Gulart Cruikshank

.

Tu'rnbull,

investor

years.
He is chairman and managing director of the Stoll Theatres

Hoyts $55936

readying another local yarn, "Green
Sydney, Jan. 8.
Mountain," for early production.
Voyager."
It's reported that the Aussie GovHoyts Circuit reports a net profit
Product will play Hoyts' ace theernment is keen for the advancement of $559,596 for the company's fiscal
atres including so-called neighbor- of
native films in 1945. May make
hood houses, But it excludes Ade- a subsidy to well-known producers, year just concluded, an increase of
$ 18,184 over 1942-'43.. Taxation took
laide arid Perth, where Warners" it's understood!;
$1,186,208, and $308,820 was charged
have other commitments,
Ernest
deal.

probably

as

theatre

23.

British film interests are planning

London, Jan. 8.
to be carried out over the next- 10
that Prince Littler,
years, the Department of Commerce '

had acquired a large interest in the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane Ltd.,

ful of interesting J. Arthur Rank in
film production here. "Variety" ha6

learned, that an approach was made
to the British magnate regarding an
Aussie break-in, and word is now
awaited from London on the deal.
Chauvel recently completed "Rats
with
of .Tobruk"
in
association

in Theatres
Washington, Jan.

trip,

Sir

Ben

New

Melbourne

Home

Melbourne, Jan.
head of Fuller

Fuller,

8.

cir-

has gained the board's okay to
build a 4,000-seat cinema here on
the site pf the old Bijou, former aco
vaude house for years.
He plans to stage presentations,
and high-class acts imported from
U.S. and England.
cuit,
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L A. Steady; To Have
3 Spots,

'Woman

Fine 48G in

2;

Lewis

UpsTown^atreek^^GiniHA
Los Angeles, Jan.. 23. '•
Boxofltice is steady, here in a majority of situations, and two of the

new

Broadway Grosses

are reaping a handsome

bills

harvest. "Woman in. Window," playing two theatres, is heading for a
fine $48,000 or better. "To Have and
Have Not" looks hefty $51,500 or
over in three spots. "Going to Town,"

with Ted Lewis band on stage,

Estimated Total
This Week
(.Based

on

Gron
$597,900
16 theatres)

Total Gross Sara* Week
.|641,M0
Last Tear
(Based on 14 theatres)

is

.

solid $27,000 at Orpheum.
in St. Louis" has gone
"Meet
Into its fourth frame after steady
$50,300 on third week in three spots.

Me

Stays five. "Keys of Kingdom" is doing a nifty $40,000 on second week
In three houses. "Frenchman's Creek"
started its third session Monday (.22)
after strong $36,500 on second stanza
In two Par theatres.
Estimates for This

$7,200.

Chinese iGrauman-WC)
$1)— "Keys of Kingdom"

Steady

wk).

(2,048; 50-

(20th)

(2d

week,

Last

$10,500.

Together'-Vaude

X

Week

Cartbay Circle (F-WC) '(.1.518; 50$1 )_• Winged Victory" (20th) (2d
wk). Good $5,000. Last week, neat

$13,000, Mont'I

'Pirate'

Hefty $51,500,

9

Washington, Jan. 23.
"Together Again" will lead the
downtown parade this week. Keith's
is keeping "Princess and Pirate" for
a fourth week, followed by "Can't
Help Singing."
Estimates for This Week

'Keys Smash 40G, Del; Tirate'-Vaude

Montreal, Jan. 33.
Milder weather over the week-end
helped grosses currently, with "Princess

and Pirate"

Giant 39G, Vgirls'-Monroe Hot 36G

tops,

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"Some-

Detroit. Jan. 23.

thing for Boys" (20th). Hot $11,900.
Last week, "Together Again" (Col)
(2d wk), big $9,000.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-62)—"Lost

Harem"

in

(M-G)

'

Key

Estimated Total Oram
This Week .......... $3,442,7M

end "Missing

Based on 31

Juror" (Col) (2d wk). Okay $7,000
after strong $8,000 initialer.
Xoew't (CT) (2,800; 35-67)—"Princess

&

(RKO).

Pirate"

Smash

IV.

Huge

THIN MAN* FAT

swing

1

others,

(U) with Stan
on stage, excel-

(Pan)

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.

(2,812;

Paramount (F&M)

newcomers, and both will profit
thereby.
Both have won approval.
"Since You Went. Away," "Thirty
Seconds Qver Tokyo" and "Can't
Help Singing," all ace boxoffice pertant

formers, are standout holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 25-35)—
"She's Sweetheart" (Col) and "Walk,
ing Dead" (WB) (reissue).
Okay
$2,000 in 5 days. "Falcon Hollywood"
(RKO)
and
"Strangers
Marry"

50-$D—

(2,389;

"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (3d wk).
Into third week Monday (22) after
nifty $23,300 on second frame.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M)

50-$D— "Frenchman's

451;

(RKO)

week.

this

"To

Have and

at Mastbaum, looks to
Artie Shaw's
boosting "Girl" Rush" to a
boff session at the Earle.
Estimates for This .Week

HUB

(4th

wk). big

is

Fourth canto was sock $18,800.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 40-85)—
"Naughty Marietta" (M-G)
(rePotent $8,500. Last week
shuttered for refurbishing.
Boyd (WB) (2,560; 40-85)— "Together Again" (Col) (2d wk). Not
issue).

,

so forte $15,000. Opener okay $22,500 plus extra $2,800 at Earle. Sun-

Paramount (M-P)
Fear"

to

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200: 40-86)—
"Tall In Saddle" (RKO) (2d run).
Satisfactory
$5,000.
Last
week,
in
"Lost
Harem" (M-G), n.s.h.
$4,000 second run.

"Now

40-74)—
and "Half
Sturdy $16,500.

(1,700;

Tomorro*"

(Par).

Smash

Last week, "Princess and

$26,000.

(RKO)

Pirate"

(3d wk), solid $16,-

(WB)

Stanton

(1,475;

40-85)—
Neat $12.-

"Merry Monahans" (U).
500.
Last week, "Gypsy Wildcat"

35-75)— "Thin

(U) (2d wk), $8,500.

Johnston

Century
44-60)— 500.
(P-S)
(1,600;
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
"Can't Help Singing" (U). Moveover.
Plenty of boxoffice strength left. "Human Monster" (U) and "Before I
$6,000. Last week,, "Since Went Hang" (U) (reissues). Nice $5,000.
4th week Sunday (21). Trim $10,900 Away"
(Selznick-UA)'
(6th
wk), Last week, "Alaska" (Mono) and
registered on third sesh.
$5,000.
"Taxi Mister" (Mono), $6,300.
State (Loew's-WC) (2,404; 50-$D—
Gopher (P-S) (i.000: 40)
"San
_ "Keys Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk). Diego Love" (U). Fancy $3,500. Last
weefc; 'jOlid- $29 ,100.
"N be S2Z,d0u:
w-cL-k, "P;ht\- ci Death". ./UV,. okay
Have' Lusty

Continued from pane 3

Io

:

-

United Artists (UA)

a— "Shall Have Faith"
is

Family" (UA).

Pday

Last

(21).

(2,100; 50-$l)

(Mono) and

New

bill in

week, "Be

Lyric (P-S) (1.100; 44-60)— "Since
Away" (Selznick-UA) (7th
wk). After four weeks at Radio City
and two at Century. Welcome not
worn out, okay $4,500. Last week,
.'"Princess Pirate" (Par)
(4th wk)

Went

Seeing

p You" (UA) (4th wk), stout $10,700.
Uptown (F-WC) (1,790; 50-$D—
"Keys Kingdom" (20th) (2d wk).
-

Fine

$7,000.

Last week, very big $11,-

nice $4,000.

Orpheum (P-S) (2.800; 44-60)—
"Experiment Perilous" (RKO). Good
Last week, "The Climax"
(U) and Johnny Long orch, others,

000.

Wilshire (F-WC) (»r296; 50-$D—
"Shall Have Faith"
(Mono) and
"Family" (UA), Started Sunday (21).

$81000.

Last week. "Be Seeing You" (UA)
<4lh wk), finnled at $3;400.
Wfltern
(WB) (2,500; 50-$D—
"Have. Have Not" (WB). Good' $12.500. Last week. "Canteen" (WB) (4th

wk-9 days), nice

on stage, big $19,000 at 44-70c. scale.
Radio City (P-S) (4.000: 40-60)—
"Be Seeing You" (UA). Given big
advertising splurge. Crix liked film,
and huge $21,000 looms. Last week,
•'Can't Help Singing" (U). $13,000.
Stale iP-S) (2.300: 44-60)— "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (3d wk).
Fast .$9,000 pace after great $11,000
second session.
Uptown (Par) (1.1W; 40-50)— "To1

$7,200.

IndplIs. Off But

Tanks'

11G; 'Bowery' Fair 10G
Indianapolis, Jan. 23.

Biz hero has receded sharply from
recent highs this week, partly due to
Two
"Abroad
With
holdovers.
Yanks." at Loew's, .is. leading the
•

I

gclher Again" (Col).
First nabe
showing.
Nice $3,500.
Last week,
"Pavkington" (M-G), hot $4,000.

World

(Par-Steffes)

(350;

44-80)—

•"Frenchman's Creek"
(Par)
(4th
wk). Satisfactory $2,000 after good
$3,000 second week.

slow trot, with "Bowery to Broadway" at the Circle the closest con- age

$4,000 in four-day run.
Last
tender.
week, "Mysterious Night" (Gol) and
vaude, sturdy $5,000 same time.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 35-55)—
Circle
Katz-Dolle) (2,800 32-55)
"Bowery to Broadway" (U) :and ""Abroad 2 Yanks" (UA) and "Caro"Enter Arsene Lupin" (U). Modest lina Blues" (Col). Pleasing $11,000.
$10,000. Last^yeck, "Hearts Young, Last week, "30 Seconds Tokyo" (MGay" (Par) and "Hi Beautiful" (U), G), fine $6,200 in Ave days after two
big full stanzas.
dandy $11,700.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 32-55)—
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 32-55)
—"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Mod- "Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) and "Hi,
erate $8,000 on holdover after siz- Beautiful" (U). Okay $4,000 in fiveday m.o. Last week, "Frenchman's
rling $16,500 opener.
(1,200; -33-65)— Creek" (20lh), $5,200 In nine days,
Keith's
(Indie)
Tolo Joe" (WB) and vaude. Aver- also m.o.

—

i

;

MPPDA

In Spotty K.

C;

policies,

"

are

re-shaped,

Warners may resume active mem-

$16,000

bership.

$3,000.

"3

Sun-

Deal with Johnston was discussed
Friday (19) in N. Y., from acat a meeting with Barney
Balaban, N. Peter Rathvon, Harry

'Guest'

last

counts,

Triml3G,Durbin 10G,2d
Kansas

Last week, "Can't Help
Singing" (U) and "Enter Arsene
Lupin" (U) (2d wk), forte $28,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
60-85)
"Bathing. Beauty" (M-G)
and "Secret Command." Nice $5,900,
Last week, "Arsenic and Old Lace' 1

—

(WB)and

Meet Again"

"Till

(Par),

$6,100.

60-85)

(2,000:

— "30

Tokyo" (M-G)

Over

Seconds

(4th wk).

Okay

$13.-

000 after last week's choice $16,000.

'Singing' Terrif
Seattle;

$17,000,

'Pirate'

Cohn and Edward Raftery. Understood that Johnston will take over
his new post at the conclusion of the

City, Jan. 23.

Grosses at the first-runs here are
spotty this week. Topper currently
is "To. Have and Have Not" at the
Newman. After rousing opening
round, "C.m't Help Singing" is h.o.
day-and-date at Esquire, Uptown
and Fairway. "Guest in House" looks
trim at the Midland.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire,
Uptown and Fairway
(Fox-Midwest) (820, 2,043 and 700;
40-60)— "Can't Help Singing" (U) (2d
wk). Neat $10,000 for Deanna Durbin starrer. First week, lusty $15,-

$30,000

in

Smash

Two Houses

Seattle, Jan.. 23.'
Plenty of strength here this week,
with a full array of new bills.
Standout of straight Alms are "Can't

Help

Singing"

and

and

"Princess

Pirate."

Estimates for This

Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
45-80)— "Frenchman's Creek"
(800;
(Par) (4th wk) and "Fighting Lady"
(20th) (3d wk). Former from Fifth
Ave., latter from Music Hall. Great
$8,500.
Last week, "Till We Meet'*
(Par) and "Nevada" (RKO) (4th
•

wk) $4 500
Fifth' Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Lonely Heart" (RKO). Nice $14,-

;

WB

resignation does
far uncertain.
not become effective until May and
remains
that
if
the
possibility

—

.

and Pirate"
Martha Tilton and other

$40,000.

000.

Opened Okay

(4th week).

(2,-

— "Princess

60-85 )
plus

(RKO)

first

"Sing. Neighbor" (Rep) split with Man Goes Home" (M-G) and "Danc(RKO) (2,890; 50- "Missing
Juror" (Col) and "From Ar- ing Manhattan" (Col). Stout $12,000.
Window" (RKO) kansas" (PRC),
satisfactory $2,400 in Last week, "Canlerville Ghost" (MNights" (Col). Big $25,G) and "Let's Go Steady" (Col), $11,eight days.

M-G)

.

Downtown (Howard Hughes)
800:

(Selznick-UA) (4th wk). Continuing

llillstreet
in

i

De-

sturdy at $15,000 after last week's
robust $18,000,
United Artists (United Detroit)

Thin $4,000.
Last week,
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) (2d wk),
okay $5,200, second run.

"Ars'onc Lupin" (U) (2d wk), $15,300.
Rilz (F-WC) (1,370; 50-$D— "St.

Louis"

—(United

(2,800; 60-85)
"Here Come
(4th wk) and "Bride
(3d wk). Strong
$13,000 after last week's brisk $15,000
here on. moveover from Michigan on
alternate weeks.

40-85)

run).

Last week, "Singing" (U) and

000.

$16,000.

Broadway-Capitol

Waves" (Par)

By Mistake" (RKO)

bullish

(1,000:

Broadway" (U) (2d

80)— "Woman
and "Tahiti

wham

troit)

—

Last week,

Karlton (Goldman)

—"Bowery,

Last week. "Now Tomorrow"- (Par)
and "Double' Exposure" (Par), $13,(3,200:

Arsene Lupin" (U). Moved over
after two weeks at Fox, fine $10,000.
Last week, "House of Frankenstein"
(U) and "Mummy's Curse" (U).

—

Good $16,000."
$20,000.

(Par)

(Par).

are sock.
Estimates for This Week
(Balaban) (1,700: 60-85)—

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)—"Girl 60-85)
"Doughgirls" (WB) and
Rush" (RKO) with Artie Shaw orch. Vaughn Monroe orch on stage, Great
Boffo $38,500.
Last week, "Blonde $30,000; Last week, "Bride By MisFever" (M-G) with Earl Carroll's take" (RKO) and "Falcon in Holly"Vanities" on stage, $24,800.
wood" (RKO),' big $26,000:
Fox (WB) (2,245; 40-85)—"30 SecPalms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,onds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (4th wk). 000; 60-85)
"Since Went Away"

G). hot $16,000 on five-day h.o.

"Ministry

Moon. Street"

Downtown

day.

$16,800.

on holdover, after $31,000

Michigan stag* and "The Princess
and the Pirate" with vaude bill at

acts.
Huge $39,000. Last week,
"Town Went Wild" (PRC) plus
Aldine
(WB) (1,303; 40-85)— Ray Huttbn orch, okay $20,000. Ina
"Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (5th
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 60-85)
wk):
Still
groovey
at
$17,500.
-"Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Smash

Mastbaum (WB) (4.692; 40-85)—
"Have, Have Not" (WB).
Near
house record at $55,000 plus terrif
week.
$5,500 for one-day at Earle last SunOrpheum (Loew) (2,900; 35-75)— day. Last week. "Hollywood Can"Thin Man Home" (M-G) and "Danc- teen" (WB), forte $17,000 on third
ing Manhattan" (Col). Trim $24,000. week.
Last week, "30 Seconds Tokyo" (MStanley
(WB) (2,760; 40-85)—
$23,000

(Mono), open Wednesday (24). Last 000.
State (Loew)
week, "Sergeant Mike" (Col) and

(22) after steady $13,200 last

week.

RKO

Creek"

Started third week

(Par) (3d wk).

Monday

(1.-

55G, Philly

Have Not,"

band

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-74)
"I'll Be Seeing You" and "Experiment Perilous" are the lone impor- —"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Great

50-$l)—
"Woman in Window" (RKO) and
"Tahiti Nights" (Col). Fine $23,000.
Last week, "Can't Help Singing" (U).
and "Enter Arsene Lupin" (U) (2d
wk), only $13,500.
Pantages

It,

near the house record.

.

lent 525,000.

with Vaughn Monroe's orch on the

"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter

Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
Clearing weather, and new product are helping to bring a sharp up-

1

Kenton orch,

the single picture looks to be likely
leader..
"The Doughgirls" linked

Adams

To Have' Has

.

36G IN

Three fresh bills are brightening
up the first-runs which have been
hittlnft a good clip recently with extended runs. "Keys of the Kingdom"
la doing a rare solo at the Fox and

the

(Loew) (3,434; 44-72)—
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D— "Guest in House" (UA), with' Will
"Have, Have Not" (WB). Handsome. Osborne orch on stage. Good $22,500
Boston, Jan. 23.
Last week, "Dark Waters"
$19,000. Last week, "Hollywood Can-, or over.
"Winged Victory," "Thin Man Goes
(UA)
with
vaude,
$23,500.
teen" (WB) (4th wk-9 days), good
Home": and "Ministry of Fear," all
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 44-72)— new here, are
$13,900.
going at okay speed
Egyptian (F-WC) (1.538; 50-$D— "Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G). Wal- as biz gains in tempo in town this
"Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G) (4th wk). loping $9,000. Last week, "30 Seconds week while "Hollywood Canteen," oh
Into fourth week Sunday. (21) after Over Tokyo" (M-G), $8,500.
holdover, remains strong.
EarJe (WB) (2.240; 30-90)—"Tobig $12,300 on third week.
Estimates for This Week
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$D— gether Again" (Col) with vaude.
B6ston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10>—
(Mono) arid BorTo $28,500. Last week, "Holly- "She Gets Her Man" (U) plus Benny
"Shall. Have Faith"
wood
Canteen"
(WB)
(3d
wk),
tor"Three's a Family" (UA). Opened
Carter, orch, others, on stage. High
rid
$18,400.
Seeing
Sunday 21). Last week. "Be
Keith's
(RKO) (1.800; 34-66)— average $27,500. Last week,. "Gal
You" (UA) (4th wk), closed at $4,"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (4th Loves Music" (U) plus Artie Shaw
100.
orch. Big $31,000.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 50-$D— wk). Fancy $13,000. Last week, good
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-74)—
and $18,000.
Frankenstein"
(U)
"House
Metropolitan (WB) (1.800: 30-55)— 'Ministry of Fear" (Par) and "Half
"Mummy's Curse" (U) (5th wk).
Man on Half Moon St." (Par).. Av- Moon Street" (Par). Great $8,000.
Okay $3,000. Last week, good $4,500. erage
Last week. "Now Tomorrow" (Par),
$7,000.
Last
week,
"Carolina
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$D—
and "Double Exposure" (Par), $6,000
Blues" (Col), $6,500.
"Have. Have Not" (WB). Hefty $20,Palace
(Loew) (2.772; 44-72)— after two weeks at Met.
Last week. "Canteen" (WB)
000.
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; 40-74)—
"Winged Victory" (20th) (2d wk).
(4th wk), forte $8,700 in 9 days.
Sturdy $14,000 on Ave days. First "Wulhering Heights" (UA) (reissue).
Los Angeles (D'townrWC) (2,097; week, strong $22,000.
(3d wk). Boff $3,000. Last week; big
50-$D— "St. Louis" (M-G) (4th wk).
$5,000.
Started fourth week Sunday (21)
Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-75)—
after sock $27,100 on third.
"Winged Victory" (20th). Smash
Orpheum (D'town) (2,200; 65-85)— 'Seeing You' Boffo 21G,
$29,000 or slightly over, extended run
"Goin' to Town" (RKO) with Ted
certain.
Last week, "Princess and
Lewis orch on stage. Solid $27,000.
Mpls.; 'Experiment' 8G Pirate" (RKO) and "Pal Wolf"
Last week, "Destiny!

172 theaincluding

Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Laet Ye«r...........$2.Ml,M0
(Bated on 23 cities, 180 theatres)

000.

Capitol

great $17,000.

oiti««,

tres, chie/Iy fir»t runs,

$13,-

Last
week,
"Frenchman's
Creek" (Par) (3d wk), sturdy $8,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 30-52)—"Barbary Coast" (reissue) and "Mysterious Night" (Col), average. $6,000.
Last week, "Carolina Blues" (Col)
and "Shadows in Night" (Col), $6,500.
Strand (United Amusements) (716;
35-45)— "Brazil" (Rep) and "Thoroughbreds" (Rep). Fairly good $3,400.
Last week. "Dead End" (FC)
and "Music Box" (FC) (reissues) (2d
wk), $2,200.

City Grosses

:

500 in 9 days.

Last week, "French(3d wk), six

man's Creek" (Par)
days, great $10,300.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 45-80)— "Together Again" (Col) (5th wk). Neat
$4,500 after okay $6,800 last week.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45^80)— "30

Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (5th
wk). Strong $6,000 after smash $7,«
500 last week.
Muslo Hall (H-E) (2,200: 45-80)—
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO). Sockeroo $12,000 In six days. Last week,
"Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday
Dinner" (20th) (2d wk), great $9,500
.

war
ment

in six days.

event.

"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter
Arsene Lupine" (U). Terrific $17,000
or near.
Last week. "Hollywood
Canteen'' (WB) (3d wk), big $8,000

in Europe, although realignof operations may be outlined
within the next few months in any

Johnston Admits Talks
Washington, Jan. 23
For the first time, Eric Johnston,
president of the U. S. Chamber of

Commerce,

admitted
he is headed for a big post in the
000.
film industry.
He denied Walter
Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 40-60)— Wincheirs broadcast of last Sunday
"Guest in House" (M-G) and "Miss night that it was all sewed up for
Bobby Socks" (Col). Trim $13,000. him to enter the Hays office in June,
Last week, "Thin Man Goes Home"
(M-G) and "Let's Go Steady" (Col), asserting only that he has a proposition "under consideration."
fancy $14,000:
"I have been approached," he said,
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 4565)— "Have, Have Not" (WB). Big "by leaders of the picture industry
$16,000. Last week, "Now Tomorrow" to accept a place with them, and
(Par) (3d wk), nice $7,000 for four- there have been discussions' along
day h.o. after total of $33,500 for two that
line
with, no
conclusions
earlier stanzas.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 46*65)— reached. It would be a new Job. in
"Woman, in Window" (RKO) and' the industry, and I would not be
"Johnny Doesn't Live Here" (Mono). successor to Will H. Hays. In any
Nifty $12,000.
Last week r "Very event, I would make no such move
Thought of You" (WB) and "Dead Until much nearer the end of the
End" (WB) (reissue), good $il,500.
war."
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)
He refused to say whether this
—"Faces in Fog" (Rep) and "Reck- meant V-E Day, which;
according to
less Age" (U) with stage revue. Average $10,500. Last week. "San Di- some observors, may come by early
ego" (U) and "Navy Way" (Par) June, at the conclusion of Johnston's
present C. of C. term.
with vaude, about same.
yesterday-. (22)

.

'

.

Orpheum

(H-E)

(2.600;

45-80)

—

in 4 days.

Palomar (Sterling)

(1,350;

50-73-

$))^-"Great Mike" (PRC) plus "Tars
and Spars" revue on stage. Upped
scale helping to superb $16,000. Last
week, "Lights Old Santa Fe" (Rep),
plus stage, stout $10,200 at 30c.-$l.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039: 45-80)—
"Princess and Pirate" (M-G). Great
$18,000.
Last week, "American Ro-

mance" (M-G) and "Under Western
Stars" (U), $10,300.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Hollywood -iCantean" (WB) (4th
wk). Moveover. Good $5,500. Last
week, "Raihbow Island" (Par) and

"Heavenly Days" (RKO) (4th wk),
oke $5,200.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25Coast" (M-G) and
"Conquering Hero" (Par) (3d run).
Okay $4,500. Last week. "Dragon
Seed" (M-G) and "Big Noise" (20th)

50)— "Barbary

(3d run), $4,7M.

,

Goldwyn Adds Flaek
Samuel Goldwyn last week added
Mrs. Mary Curtis Stiider to his eastern publicity department in N. Y.
Mrs. Studer will handle magazine

and radio

publicity.

"

"

Wednesday, January 24, 1948

Together

Tall' Boff $25,000 in Chi;

W

PICTURE GROSSES
$13,000,

Tmorrow'

Sturdy 12G, 'Singing' Ditto 2d-Run
Obioago, Jan.

SM.

He still is strong here. Hesplti niim.
be* of holdovers. 'Tall In Saddle,"
Palaoj, la top newcomer of njftfluii with stoui $28,000. "Together
Again, at the small Apollo, also 'is
,T
71
Can't Help Singing
bit at >12,000.
will get 83 much second-run at the

A

jmell-seater Grant).
Estimates for

•

ThU Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 53-95)—
ether Again" (Col). Sturdy $12,1
',

week, "Thought
wk), fine $8,100.

of.

You" (W

"Dougngirls"

Carlisle and Chadylcks heading stage show (2d wk).
'fashy |40,000. Last week, big $48,-

Youngman; Kitty

Downlown (Barger) (1,600; 44-90)
—•dal Loves Music" (U) (2d run)
nd Jimmy Lunccford orch oh stage,
eft $18,000. Last week, "Music Manftari^ (RKO) (2d run) with Andy
•

rk oroh,.good $14,000.
Qarrlek
(B&K) (900;. 55-95)—
onquering Hero" (Par) and "Dark
uhjaln" (Par) (2d wk). Tidy $9,-'
Last week, swell $11,500.
K

55-95)—
Grand (RKO)
(1,150;
"Qanl Help Singing'' (U) and "En'jr Arsene Lupin" (U) (both 2d run),
[trong
$12,000. Last week, "House of
1
ake'hstein"
(U) and "Mummy's
n
rse
(y), Ave days, and "Singing"
) and "Lupin" (U), two days, hefty
300.

rlental (Iroquois) (3,200: 44-95)—
^APiriy Wives" (Mono) with Eddy
Upward orch: heading stage show.
Islet mOOO. Last week, "Dark WaiJjA) (2d wk) with Ray Eberle
and OnaE Chase on stage, strong
.

W*

fW.OOd.
Pfthee (RKO) (2,500; 55-95)— "Tall
In Saddle" (RKO) , and "Falcon In

Hollywood" (RKO).

Sharp

$25,000.

Lut

week, "Can't Help Singing''
(8d wk), big $19,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-95)—

W)

"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (3d wk).
Solid $17,000. Last week, rousing
$20,000.

.

State-Lake (B&K). (2,700; .55-95)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (5th wk).
Potent .$18,000. Last week, tall $20,000...

United Artists

(B&K)

55-

(1,700;

lay" (Mono), also Enquire,

"

Keys
-

(Fox)

KJngdpnV

of

Denver.

Fprfe-

^

''qan't
'Kitty

35-74)—
(748(2plh), also

Last week
and
(U)
(Mono), also Denver,
$3,000.
linging"
w . _

'

Stout

N. Y. Stronger Despite Numerous H.0.s;
'Lady'

Wham

Vaude 36a

New

High, Tokyo;

Moon

11G, Both Big

35G,

M

Though the total gross for the Adams on stage. In high gear
downtown N. Y. film emporiums does $36,000 or thereabouts, and

(Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- not reach an appreciable figure due
1
in House' (UA). Okay to a flock of holdovers, most of them
about same."
Orpheum (RKO) (8,600; 35-74)— $13,000. Last week, "30 Seconds far down on runs, business is' com:
"Experiment Perilous" (TtKO) and Over Tokyo" (M-G) (3d wk), nice
paratively stronger this week than'
"Gal Loves Music" (U). Stout $14,- $8,900.
000 or near. Last week, "Parking-,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; it was last. The past weekend found
ton" (M-G) and "Nevada" (RKO) 20-74)
"Experiment Perilous" trade heavier, than for the previous
(RKO). plus vaude. Good $16,000. Saturday-Sunday, when bad weather,
(2d wk), $14,5ro.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)^ Last week, "Strange Affairs" (Col) extending over Monday and Tuesday
"Fighting Lady" (20th) and "Sunday plus Ripley's "Believe It or Not" (15-16), created damage. As. result,
several houses on holdover will
Dinner" (20th); Strong $9,000. Last revue, $14,400.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460: 20- equal or do better this week than
week, "Lake Placid Serenade'* (Rep)
60)— "Now Tomorrow" (Par). Strong for the prior frame.
and "Faces in Fog" (Rep), $8,000.
Outstanding on the stem is "The
Rialto (Fox) (878: 35-74).— "Holly- $14,000.
Last week. "Can't Help
Fighting Lady," which ended Its first
wood Canteen" (WB). after- Denver, Singing" (U) (3d wk), big $8,200.
Mayfalr (Hicks)
Esquire, Aladdin. Fine $3,200. Last
25-55)— week last night (Tues.) at the little
(980;
Mike"
week. "Winged Victory"
(20th), "Great
(PRC).
Average Victoria, where it jumped the pre$4,000.
Last week, "National Barn vious record by many lengths to do
$7,500 on m.o.
Dance" (Par) (2d wk), $3,800.
a sensational $35,000. High for house,
New (Mechanic) (1,680; 20-60)— struck over New Year's, with "Sign
"Sunday Dinner": (20th) and "Fight- of the Cross." was $26,000. Only other
ing Lady" (20th). Fine $8,000. Last arrival of the past week was "Man
week, "Winged- Victory" (20lh ) (4th in Half Moon Street," which is dowk), good $4,700.
ing extremely well' at the Rialto at
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; 25-66)— an indicated $11,000 and holds. State,
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d wk). on second-run with "30 Seconds Over
Holding very well at $17,000 after Tokyo," with Jean Parker and Joey
smash getaway to $22,700.
Adams in person, should olook a big
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,840; 20
$36,000 or so. Will remain a second
60)— "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" week, rare here for any show, inCincinnati, Jan. 23.
"Here Comes Waves" looks like a (M-G) (moveover). Doing nioely at cluding pictures on initial runs.
after
three previous, big
tidal wave at the Palace and "Ex- $5,500
Several new bills are scheduled
.ast for this week. They include "Sunday
periment Perilous" is above par for
Dinner for a Soldier" and the Cafe
the. Albee. These are the only new
entries this week. Holdovers are okay
Zanzibar revue at the Roxy today
so the general score is Is the fancy
(Wed.); "Song to Remember" at the:
coin.
Music Hall, and "Thin Man Goes
Home," plus Frankie Carle band,.
Estimates for This Week
Tirate' Record $26,000,
Marilyn Maxwell, Johnny Morgan,
Albee (RKO) (3;100: 44-70)-r"Exat
the
Capitol,
both
tomorrow
periment Perilous" (RKO). Good
Pitt.;
Man' Forte (Thurs.); and "Objective Burma,"
$13,000. Last week, "Can't Help Singwith Artie Shaw's band on stage at
ing" (U), great $16,000.
the Strand Friday (26). On the latCapitol
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—
'Singing'
10G,
2d
ter date, also, the Palace opens
18f€,
Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Second
"Woman in the Window," while on'
Pittsburgh, Jen. 23.
moveover- sesh. Okay $5,000 after
"Princess and the Pirate"; Is the Saturday (27 ) the Republic brings in
last week's nifty $8,000.
''On Approval."
Family (RKO)
U.000; 30-40)— town's big noise this week. Doing
terrific
at
Stanley
Estimates for This Week
where
it
holds
over
and
Saddle Leather Law" (Col)
Astor. (Loew's) (1,140; 60-$1.20)—
"Last Ride" (WB).. Steady $2<300. after giving, this big house the best
Last week, "One Body Too Many" week since it went straight Alms "Meet Me in St. Loyif (M-G) (9th
(Par) and "Lights Old .Santa Fe" months ago, "Thin Man Goes Home" wk). It's a shame this one will be
is okay without being outstanding at
pushed out Feb. 4, when Loew's loses
(Rep), near same.
Grand (RKO ) 1 ,430: 44-70 )— "Can't Penn. Most of holdovers are doing the theatre, in view of business being
Help Singing" (U). Moveover. Oke fine, especially "Can't Help Singing" done. Eighth week, ended Sunday
at Harris and "Hollywood Canteen" night (21), was $31,900, better than
S5.000. Last week. "30 Seconds Tokat
Warner.
for prior stanza when $31,600 was
yo" (M-G), fourth downtown flight,
Estimates, for This Week
grossed. To be operated by City Insolid $6,000,
Fulton
(Shea)
40-65)— vesting CO., Astor on Feb. 9 gets
(1,700:
Keith's (United) (1,500: 44-70)—
"Fighting Lady" (20th) and: "Sunday "Suspect" (U) (2d wk). Falling off "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) for a
*
Dinner" (20th) (2d wk). Satisfac- some, but still okay at $5,500. Last run.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.20)—
tory $4,500 after socko $7,500 on tee- week, fine $10,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200
40-65)— "Music for Millions" (M-8) and
o-tT.
,
"Can't Help Singing" CU) (2d wk). Tommy Dorsey orch (5th-flnal wk).
44-70)—
Lyric
(RKO)
(1,400;
Public's
going
to
the
new Durbin Looks a satisfactory $54,000, near to
"Winged Victory" (20th). Fourth
round on main line. Pleasing $4,000 starrer so healthy $10,000 looms. Last the $54,800 hit the fourth frame.
,

OTay"

9S)—"tp Seconds Tokyo" (M-G) (5th
wk). very good $18,000, Last week,
iock $23,000."

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 55-95)—
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (10th
wk). Not too husky $14,500. Last
week, moderate. $15,000."
.

"Hollywood
Should

Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Fighting Lady" (20th) (2d wk).
sensation here, initial seven day*
haying ended last n^ght at $35,000,
new high for house. Last weeli,
Sign of Cross" '(Par) (reissue) (4Ml
wk), good $10,000.

A

WOMAN* LUSH
14G IN UVlLLE

23GIN CINCY

Louisville, Jan. 23.
Biz is. averaging up fairly good thla'
week. "Woman in Window." at Rialto, looks best of the crop, but "Thin
Man," at Loew's State, and "Lighfl
Go On Again,", plus Clyde Lucas or r
chestra and others on the National,
stage, also look nlce^
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

TWn

•

.

following fine'$6,000 last week.
Palace <RK»)
(2,600; .44-70)—
"Here Comes Waves" (Par): Wham
$23,000 for city's, biggest In some
time. Holds. Last week. "Thin Man

week, brisk $15,000, strong for

this

spot.

LEADS

'

•

19G

in

Two

Denver Spots; 'Lady' 9G
Denver, Jan.

"Keys
il«

of

Kingdom"

23.

looks top coin

week, day-dating at Denver and

"Experiment Perilous," af
)rpheum, and "Fighting Lady," a
Isqulre.

>

40-60)— "Frenchman's Creek*
moveover from Rialto. Ok«
Last week, "Winged Victory"

(1,000;

(Par),

$4,500.
(20th). solid $5,000 m.o.

Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Irish Eyes Smiling" (20th) ajrtJ
'Wing & Prayer" (20th). Good $ljr
700. Last week, "Marriage Is Private
(M-G) and "Big Noise" (20fh), $1,600.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 4Q^-

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)

$16,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loewj
—"Doughgirls'"
(WB)

(1,400; 44-55)

Jones Boosts 'Storm'

and "Under
To
Western Skies" (U) (2d run). Nice
23iG,
$5,500. Last week "Hollywood CanOmaha. Jan. 23.
teen" (WB) (3d' wk). $5,000.
Spike Jones band is tilting "SumFay's (Fay) (2,000: 44-55)— "Sulmet Storm" to smash total' at the
livans" (20th) and vaude on stage.
Orpheum
this week.
Could' easily
Good $6,500, Last week, "Rogue's have been held over if bookings perGallery" (PRC) and Richard Dar- mitted.
heading stage show, steady
nell
Estimates for This

Wow

Omaha

Week

$7,000.

—

Orpheum

(Tristalcs) (3,000; 20-70)

44-55)—
(2,200;
Majestic
(Fay)
"Summer Storm" (UA) and Spike
"Winged Victory" (20th). Playing to Jones
orch on stage. Colossal $23,500,
Last
standees for strong $17,000.
<WB) and "Uh second best in house history: Last

week "Dougngirls"

der

Western

Skies"

(U),

healthy week. "Abroad 2 Yanks" (UA) and
Frankie Carle orch, smash $19,800.

On current pace should get
fourlh
beating
$14,000,
week's $13,500. Remains further.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-S1.20)
"Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (3d wk).
wk).

suitable

Looks stout $16,000 this week, same
as garnered for second, and holds.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 50-S1.20)
—"Have. Have Not" (WB) (16thr
final wk). Good profit at $19,000 for
15th chapter concluded last night
(Tues.), while 14th was a little less
at

"Roughly

$18,000.

Speaking

•

week,

Last
National (Standard) (2,400: 50-75)

$4,000:

$5,000.

Lights Go On" (PRC) and
Clyde _Lucas orch, Ray Eberle and
Chaz Chase on stage. Fairly good
Last week, "Army Wives
$13,000.
(Mono) and Ted Weems orch, other*,
on stage, oke $14,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; «60)— "Woman in Window" (RKO).

Last week, "Sign of Cross"
(Par) (reissue), swell $6,300.

$4,000.

'VICTORY' SOCK 20G,

BUFF; 'BOWERY' 116
Buffalo, Jan. 23.

'iWinged Victory," at Lakes, and
Broadway," at the
to
Lafayette, are top new entries thUj

"Bowery

off,

good

while .third

week was

rather

$19,0rdO.

Paramount (Par)

60-$) .20)

li|

.

"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
G-irv-jti;—$-:-S; '»&-a-0.er

(3,664;

Canteen'
at Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—
Buffalo

'

terrific 124.000

opening session.

.

.

—"Here Come Waves" (Par), Woody
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Herman orch and Buddy Lester —"Winged Victory" (20th). Great

Very steady, fourlh $20,000.
wk).
Last week, "Parkington
frame through last night (Tues.) (M-G) (2d wk), cheerful $11,500.
having brought fine $63,000, while:
Hipp (Shea) (2,100: 40-70)— "Dark
third was $70,000. Goes six weeks.
Waters" (UA) and "Dancing Man*
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- hattan" (Col). Hefty $10,000. Last
week, "30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
fellers)
(5,945; 60-$1.10)— "National
Velvet" (M-G) and stageshow (8th- (M-G) (3d wk), about same.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
Strong $95,000, equaling
flnal wk).
"Bowery to Broadway" (U) and
figure registered for fifth week.
Republic (Brandt) (1,064; 50-S1.10) "Under Western Skies" (U). Neat
Last week, "Can't Help
"Great Flamarion" (Rep) (2d-final $11,000.
wk). # Dropped badly, on Initial week, Singing" (U). (2d wk) and "Murder
in Blue Room" (U), sock $12,000 for
to finish at less than $5,000, poor,
.
.
while this' week (3d) wlll .be only holdover.
20th Centurv (Ind.) (3,000; 40.-70)
about $3,900.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 40-85)— "Man —"Woman in Window" (RKO) and
in Half Moon St." (Par).
Big at "My Pal Wolf" (RKO) (2d wk).
Last week, sturdy
Trim $6,000.
$11,000 and remains over. Last week,
(5th

.

"Main St. After Dark"
(M-G)
booked for only seven days, wound
up a real sleeper at $11,300,

'

'

$17>000.

.

'

•

Socks"

—"When

"Hollywood
(WB) opens next Wednesday (31). week.
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.10)— standout on holdover

"Experiment Perilous" (RKO) (4thOkayat $18,000 on blowfinal wk).

—

'

Bobby

"Miss

—

—

Rlvoll (UA-Par) (1,092; 76-$1.25W
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000: 16- "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (4th wk).
aramount, look next best.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100: 44"Thoroughbreds" (Mono) and 60)— "Since Went Awav" (Selznick- Holding up admirably, with stout
60)
Estimates for This Week
35-74)— Earl Carroll's "Vanities" on stage. UA) (3d wk). Still big at S10.000. $37,000 sighted this week. Third was
Aladdin (Fox)
(1.400;
First week, boffo $13,200.
Continues indef.
$35,000.
run.
weekend
in
3-day
$7,500
Snappy
"Kitty
"Can't Help Singing", (U) and
Brandels (RKO) (1,500: 16-60)—
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 60-$1.20)—
O Day" (Mono),- after week .at Den' Last week. "Faces in Fog" (Rep) "Hollywood
Canteen" (WB> (2d wk). "Sunday Dinner For a' Soldier"
ver, Esquire.
Last and Jimmy Lunccford orch, stout
Nice $6,500.
Nice $5,000. First week, sock $7,800. (20th) and Cafe. Zanzibar revue open
week, '"Hollywood Canteen" (WB), $7,000 in three-dav stand.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-60)— today (Wed.) after five highly profit*
big $9,500.
Stale (Loew) (3,200: 50-60)— "To
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) gether Again" (Coll. and "She's A "30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (MvG) (3d able weeks with "Winged Victory"
—"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par) (2d Sweetheart" (Col). Bin $16,500. Last wk). Big $8,500/ Lasl week, sock (20th). plus Nicholas Bros.. Jack Durant, others in person, Final. stanza
wk) and "One Body Too Many!' week. "30 Seconds Over Tokyo' $10,200.
State
(Goldberg) (865: 35-50)— concluded last night (Tues.) was
$10,000.
strong
wk>,
(3d
week,
(M-G)
(far).
Fine $11,500.
Last
"Hearts"' (Par), big $15,000, solo.
Strand (Silverman'* (2,000; 44-55) "Wuthering Heights" (FC) and "Beau satisfactory $62,000, the fourth week
Denver
35-74)— —."Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Let's Hunks" (FC ) (reissues). Neat $2,800. a little better than $63,000.
(Fox)
(2,525;
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-85),— "30
.Keys of Kingdom" (20th), day-date Go Steady" (Col) (2d wk). Second Last week, "Crime School" (WB) and
with Esquire.
Trim $16,000. Last sesh started Mondav (22) after "Girls on Probation" (WB) (reis- Seconds Over Tokyo" (MrG) (2d
run), with Jean Parker and Joey
week, "Can't Help Singing" (U) and record-breaking $17,000 in first week. sues), $3,200.
$15,000.

and

(M-G)

(Col), good $14,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1.000;
40-60)
"Hollywood Canteen' (WB)
Consistent pace, for fin*
(5th wk).

—"Can't Help Singing'1 (U) (5th wk). Catching excellent $14,000, to to»
"Frenchman!
week,
Topped a nice $23,000 on fourth week city.
Last
concluded Sunday night (21), com- Creek" (Par), wham $16,000:
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400: 40-pared with $22,000 previous round.
Globe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)— 60)— "Fighting Lady" (20th) and
Av*rag|
(20th).
"Tomorrow the World" (UA) (5th "Sunday Dinner"

.

'Keys' Fancy

'

fi

1

and
(20th)
week. "Laura"
ypsy Wildcat" (U), average $4,000.

:

.

.(

.

st

"»

b.o:

WAVES' HUGE

b

(Rep), $8,500.
St. Louis (F&M)
(4,000; 40-50)—
"Lights of Old Santa Fe" (Rep) and
"Big Bonanza" (Rep). Fair $3,000.

wai

$38,000

•

Penh (Loew's-UA) (3,300: 40-65)—
Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G).
Powcll-Loy combo still has b.o.
St. Louis, Jan. 23.
magic:, looks only $18,500. oft from
"Hollywood Canteen," at the F,ox. (JOes Home" (M-G). $16,000.
Ill get top coin, but "Lost in Harem"
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)— recent pace here. Last week. "30
Hd "Main St. After Dark" is doing "Thin Man Goes Home" .(M-G). Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (3d
qilally well at the smaller Loew's. Moveover. Neat $6,000. Last week, wk), bright $10,000 in 5 days.
Rltz (WB) (800; 40-65)— "30 SecEstimates for This Week
"Top Hat" (RKO) (reissue), four
onds Over Tokyo" (M-G). Fourth
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)—. days, only $2,200.
week downtown. Small-sealer doing
"Lost in Harem" (M-G ) and "Main
best biz in a long time, great $5,000.
After Dark" (M-G). Good $16,51.
Last week, "Master Race'T (RKO) (2d
00.
Last week, "30 Seconds Over
wk), moveover n.s.h. $2,000:
okyo" (M-G) (3d wk), big $16,000. 'VICTORY' ROUSING
Senator (Harris) (1.750: 40-65)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000: 30-55)—
"Strange Affair" (Col) and "She's a
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo
(M-G).
PROV. Sweetheart"
$17,000,
(Col). Near $2,700. Last
Neat $6,000. Last week, "Naughty
week.
"Winged Victory"
(20th),
Providence,
Jan.
23.
Marietta"
(reissue),
and
(M-G)
Despite a heavy play being given fourth week downtown, big $4,100.
"She's a Sweetheart" (Col) (2d wk)
Stanley (WB) (3.800: 40-65)— "PrinIce-Capades in its closing days, main
$6,400.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000: 50-60) stem grosses are plenty high. Ma- cess and Pirate" (RKO). Will send
7-"Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Reck- jestic's "Winged Victory" and Loew'6 house to a new high for current
State's "Together Again" are biggies straight film policy, smash $26,000.
less Age" (U) (2d wk). Solid $16,000
among the firal -ru-fis. -Msiropolilan Last week, "tall In Saddle" (RKO)
After great $19,000 first stanza.
Fox (F&M) (5.000; 50-60)— "Holly- got a nice play with Earl Carroll's okay $15,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-66)—
wood Canteen" (WB). Strong $25,000, Vanities oh stage with "Thorough"Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
breds."
(20th),
Last week, "Winged Victory"
Fourth sesh downtown, plenty strong
Estimates for This Week
122.500.
at $8,000 on top of wow $10!000 iast
Missouri (F&M) (3,500: 50-80)—
Albee (RKO) (2,100 44-60)— "Ex- week.
"Winged Victory" (20th). Fancy $12,- periment Perilous" (RKO) and "Girl
000. Last week, "Wuthering Heights'
Rush" (RKO) (2d wk). Strong $10,(UA) (reissue) and "Thoroughbreds'
00Q in six days. First sesh, solid

16G

when

fifth,

medium take for this opera,
but on 42-day run velvety profit

was shown.

;

'Main St/ Loud at

hit

for
the
grossed,
lion,

—

Canteen"
(WB) and
orch
(6th
wk).
about same thus week as

Hampton

Lionel.

•

In St. Loo; 'Harem' Plus

holds.

others,, in person, light $19,500.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20)

.

'

at big

Last week, "Love a Soldier" (Par*
(2d run), Rubinoff., Romo Vincenf,^

Century

60)— "Guest

'

'Canteen' Hefty {25,000

18

14G

Baltimore, Jan, 28,
Rather steady doings, here with
general lineup of new produet helping after extended h.o.s all around.
"Experiment Perilous" plus vaude
at oornbo Hipp, "Quest in House" at
Century, and "And Now Tomorrow,"
at Keith's, looking best.
Estimates for This Week

—

.

(B&K) (8,900; 85-95)—
(WB) with Henny

iie*«o

We,
•quire

Bailo.;

Service Employees Sue
Par for Overtime Pay
Recovery of $35,000 In overiim*
wages, allegedly due since 1938, was
sought by 50 service employees of
the Paramount-owned building on
Broadway in a suit filed last week
(17) in N, Y. federal court.
The defendants are Paramount
Pictures Theatres Corp. and William
A. White St Sons, agents, of th«
In. addition the plaintiffs
building.
ask for liquidated damages
also
under provision of the fair labor
standards act of 1938.
.

16
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n
in just the first

CENTURY-FOX

month of

its

Most

Eventful Year has given you this

and Moss

Wednesday, January 24, 1945

IT

COLLECTIONS EVERY

SHOW

.

.

.

EVERY SEAT!

MARCH OF

Dl/WES

WEEK, JAN. 25-31

THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM
Directed by

Wart's record-roaring

JOHN M. STAHL

•

Produced by

WINGID VICTORY, produced by

Darryl

JOSEPH

f.

L.

Zanock, directed by George Cukor

Wednesday, January 24, 1943

HOUSE REVIEWS

18

IV. Y.
4 Fays, Mark Plant,

State,
Billy Wells

Henie-Tce Revue Boffola in Debut

Jean

By JACK PULASKI
is

—

:

a block

I'

01

hoofer, and

SSS JSSS

~

:

huge ^partner,

tt«t^
his

Joey Adams, Tony
Seconds Ou«r Tokyo"

You

Jiat

Do

features

It"

Orplieum, L. A.

Joe

result*.
Leon Collins tees off the vaude
portion of the bill with a fast line of

that Includes tango and
iM-G).
rhumba excerpts, sliding steps and a
_^
few acrobatics for good measure. All
Bill reads well on paper and plays add up to a big hand.
well on the 'stage and, accompanied
Claude and Clifton Trenler, twins,
by a picture with draw, should ac- alternate In the next spot with the
count for strong trade during its singing of ''I'm Lost," "Invitation to
Biz was hefty opening night the Blues," "You Belong to Me," and
run.
U8).
"I Didn't Know About You." Garner
Vaude layout's success owes a lot

At Mad. Sq. Garden; Eyes Record
Madison Square Garden

&

Parker,

Caiizoiieri; "30

'

Thomas' piping to good
applng

.

-

Los Angeles, Jan.

19.

Ted Lewis Orch (13) with GerDuBois, Bebe Fox, Dewey

aldine

Sisters (2), Audrey Zirnm, Reed Sisters (3), Paul White, EIroy Peace;
"Coin' to Town" (RKO).

Ted Lewis still stacks up on top
of leaders fronting a combination of
orch and stage unit. .Stii)t varies
only slightly from3 year to year but

Is always a class package of merhealthy palm-pounding.
chandise and
selling big at the
to Joey Adams, whose rive, work,
Apus and Estrelita put across a Orpheum this isweek.
Lewis offers
plus his clowning with Mark Plant
familiar line of cross chatter that plenty of variety
in the acts and
and Tony Canzoneri, is boffo. It's
the ma- what "corn"
four deep the same routine they did lately at the patrons eat up. Much of
there is, wears a silver
Broadway's long list
is on the blue side but is funny.
lining of Lewis' own styling that has
when reviewed Friday afternoon). Leon & Eddie's, 52d street nitery, terial
Outfit's eighth annual visit is andance.
A
Wind
with
jitterbug
up
a
always been welcome.
Shal.
but it bears repetition, especially
other triumph for the little goldenhit. Tina Dixon registers with the
since Adams has wisely inserted
Showman puts audience in proper
haired lass from the land of the midsinging of "Her Big Bad Man,"
enough new material to give the
mood with his opener, "Relax." then
National,. L'vllle
night sun. and. she'll be enabled to
"Hello Babe" and "I'l Like to Riff,"
turn a lift.
brings on Bebe Fox, a looker in
Louisville, Jan.: 19.
break her Garden b.o. record, for
while
the 4 Step Brothers wrap up
and
AdamS paces himself
a show
Oriental garb, for some neat terpine.
there are to be 18 performances, more
Clyde Lucas Orch with Jean Lathe show in closing spot with their Geraldine
well.
His
exchanges
with
Canzoneri,
Du Bois, another eyeful
Eberle, Char Chase;
than normally. As Miss Henie's own
Salle, Ray
nifty line of stepping to sock reex-fight champ, are still good
canaries "After You've Gone" folshow will be punctuated by other "When Lights Go On A»ain" (PRC). the plenty
Morp.
sponse.
for
of laughs, though they're,
i?wed. by Lewis with "Beautiful
events at the Garden the date will
Doll
and two then wind up with
Nice layout this week musically, doing virtually the same act they've
extend until Feb. 8.
"Smiles."
Paul
White,
Negri
Miss Henie, of course, popularized Clyde Lucas band (15) giving the done for several years.
Oriental,
dancer, and Lewis step out In "Yan.
Similarly, Adams' "Sonny Boy"
fancy skating on this side of the patrons music for all tastes. Curkee Doodle Dandy" for handy reChicago, Jan. 19.
interpolations with Plant help the
pond. There have been any number re nt aggregation is new, consisting
latter score far better than the
Eddy Howard Orch (14) with Roy turn. Dewey Sisters are two flrstof girl stars of the steel-runners de- of four trumpets, four trombones,
class
acrobats
average
singer.
It's
a
hilarious
bit
who
garner nice
Bast, Pat Henning, Ambassadorettes
veloped since she first appeared at and four sax, and string bass, gal
Band of stage foolery. On his own; Plant (3), Paul Sydell & Spotty; "Army palm-pounding for their difficult
the Garden fresh from Olympic and piano player, and drums.
pretzel work.
world's championships, but none has opens with a torrid arrangement of does moderately well with a Gersh- Wiues" (Mono).
Lewis then treats audience to
Tico Tico," then "Begin Beguine,' win medley and "Irish Lullaby," alever topped her either in popularity
'Sunnyslde of the Street," and inPaul Steel on the vocal, "Your Feets though a cold apparently accounted
or boxoffice draw.
.
Eddy Howard, one of the town's
Perfection in performance— thars Too Big," novelty tune, with Lucas for some flatting.' His appearance is favorite batoneers, holds the boards troduces his drum majorette, Audrey
,
Zimm. Young lady puts her batons
Miss Henie. If Arthur Wirtz and voicing the lyrics, plenty okay. An okay.
Next to closing, latter being left to this week and is pleasing both oldro
h deft maneuver? to the tune
William Burke, the alert Chicago impression of how Ravel's "Bolero"
sters and the bobby soxers' with a °l ,!i!
Stadium showmen who present the would sound in a Harlem joint is Adams and Canzoneri, is' Jean nicely blended variety of tunes and of "The Anvil Chorus" for sock reParker,
from
Hollywood.
her
sponse.
It's
slick,
as
lsjhe
band's
version
Reed Sisters, vocal trio,
jump
Norwegian wonder, engaged a clrtricks. Howard has struck a happy sing "The
second
try
at
p.a.'s,
her^ftrst
attempt
of
Volga
Boatman
Jean
LaSalle,
Trolley Song," but should
about
cus press agent to write things
medium of tonal expression, being chose a tune better
1
"
-~
'"
about
two
years
cute,
with
nice
ago
having
disand
a
set
pipes
of
her
acsuited to their
exaggerate
couldn't
her, they
This time, .thanks to neither too hot nor too sweet, and his delivery.
Paul White and EIroy,
complishments-even with a set of un- does okay with "I Dream of You" appointed.
and "There Goes That Song Again." good material, she has an offering outfit is solid all the way.
Peace click solidly with boff footwork
heard-of superlatives.
Band opens with theme song and
standout is
The show is $6 top, same scale as Band's portion of the bill closed with that doesn't merely count on her then into "Lullaby of Broadway," fol- as next turn on.
*2:45 Hop," plenty on the swingy film rep and a roll call of her pix;
LewisV version of a Dixieland Band,
that of Broadway's top musicals, all
instead, it entertains.
She opens lowed by Roy Bast's vocalizing of using bass, sax, clarinet, trombone
the loges and side-arena tickets be- side.. Scows solid hit.
Chaz Chase, the little guy with with a bit of „
gagging
„ with Adams, "How Many Hearts," "A Kiss for and trumpet on "Panama." Lewis
ing so priced, with good reason. CosTexas"
and
"Minnie,
the
Mermaid"
the
also_
penchant
for
eating
various
then
does
joins
ana
three
songs,
talking
in
them
with
his
clarinet: Finale
tumes alone cost $190,000, and added
sundry articles of clothing, matches, most all the way. First is a rib -on to nice band. Band's rendition of is showman's Peanuts number using
to production outlays, the Henie show
etc., also clicks.
Has them howling Hollywood gossipers, called "I Love RaveFs "Bolero" spotlights drummer Bebe Fox, Geraldine Du Bois and
represents an. investment of $280,000.
Emory Kenyon and gets good re- the Reed Sisters. At show caugluY
with his comic strip tease, and Hollywood," and the second- is
With Billy Linvingston's costume de- closer
sponse, as does the repetition ef the accident to peanut wagon cut work
with comedy' hock steps to a dramatic number that not only pro
signs, the Brooks plant has supplied
swell hand.
vides good change of pace, but has "Electrical Singing Lesson" novelty of Paul White and Lewis in turn.
so much gorgeous raiment that the
Ray Eberle played this house a topical slant with an impact that during which words are spelled out l£ tter JJSyi"? to dispense the gooberi
show is dazzling.
about a year ago, and this time re
from White's sbmbero.
really gets over.
It's cued to the by lighted Jetters handled by the
Broy.
Miss Henie's part In the "Revue" peats his former click.
Was in good current need for cadet nurses, and bandsmen.- Hill Radtke's piano finseems to be increasing each season.
olce
Know
"UOiOnt
About
recounts the transition of a war gering is featured in "High HJU Booy.
.
!&L
Her actual time oh the ice has been You,"
Apollo,
"This With Love," "You'd Be bride from an addle-pated bobby. gie," and highspot of presentation is
partnew
Star's
hour.
one
clocked at
.„ Ammons, Pete Johnson
Ea_sy „ t0 Love" and Brahm's socker into a serious-minded nurse Howard's singing of "Don't Fence Me
,S
A
?
,
Joe
ner is Gene Theslof, a New York lad
Turner;
Bpyd Roeburn Orcfi
Luphy."
In," "Irish Lullaby," "I'll Dream of
after the death of her sailor-hus
Just out of uniform, and he is a
Biz light at show caught Friday band. Not an easy number to sell, You," and two of his own composi- 06), with Don Darcy, Margie Wood:
corker on skates.. As always, there's afternoon (19J.
inn «« Thompson;
:
Hold.
tions, "My Last Goodbye" and "Care- £&ff£ £ Ja
but scored neatly.
plenty new stuff in the numbers and
VJoe,
Helen
Starr)
applause.
Howard
Is
less"
to
sock
Third number- Is an okay "Gay
"Kitty O'Duy" (Monoi.
their adagio is really something to
Nineties" piece,, likewise specially assisted in some of the vocals by Roy
see. That the number took much prepwritten, its principal purpose' beini: Bast and Bob Lee, making up a
Newark, Jan. 18.
aration there Is little doubt. There's
Boogie woogie team of Albert
Glen Gray Orch (16), Fats Dan- to get Miss Parker to do a brie!' pleasing trio.
tjurte a bit of welcome Hawaiian atAmbassadorettes, first of the three blues shouter Joe Turner, carry the
dance -and exhibit a nifty pair of
stems.
She's gowned in a two- supporting acts, do tumbling, der- Ammons and Pete Johnson aided by
tiered hoop skirt, with slews of vishes, cartwheels and other .acro- main burden at the Apollo this
week
with a strong assist from the
batics the hard way by doing them
ruffled panties.
new and amusing bits of business to
First on is Billy Wells and Jour in conjunction with a weighted jumpy Boyd Raeburn band. Latter
her always high-scoring hula. There's
Merty Macs take top honors in a Fays, a breezy quickie that .does swinging rope kept moving close to crew, with Dizzy Gillespie's trum.
a samba, too, in a South American
pet
featured, dishes out the loud
girls
the
by.
of
the
as
the
floor
two
well.
Three
girl?
and
two
men
number, an excellent interlude. The diversified hour stanza. Unlike many combining tumbling, contorsh ami other does her tricks: Score nicely. stuff Harlem audiences eat up ana
Russian finale not only Is a happy radio actsjthat go into vaude, they eccentric hoofing.
earns its keep all the way.
Pat Henning keeps 'em in good
Merr,
_
Idea but brings on Miss Henie In do more than just their radio stint
Two-piano team with Turner la
mor with his amusing gags, stories,
regal trappings, and for that number of harmonizing, and enliven things
tone impressions and other antics and even stronger, however, with the
considerably with dancing and busiLivingston went to town.
dextrous fingering of Ammons 4
Keith's, Indpls.
is a hit, while Paul Sydell & Spotty
Of cburse, there are other note.- ness. Femme Is nicely garbed in blue
cop plenty of applause by the pooch's Johnson cllcko as always. Trio is
Indianapolis, Jan. 20.
ble performers. Freddie Trenkler, on gown, with the three men ^n tux.
spotted at close with band behind
balancing
clever
control
work
and
George Lovette k Co., Bob Hum
leave from the nearby "Hats Off to Opening with "California, Here I
the curtain which parts for the
Morg,
tricks.
Ice," Miss Henie and Wirtz's ice show Come," they segue into "Sweet and mer, Al Zimmy, LaBlondes, Tabeau,
klssoff tune, a jumpy blues which
at the Center, N. Y., cleans up with Lovely," then on to "Mr. Beebe." 4 Lauernes; "Polp Joe" (WB).
Turner milks for plenty.
his antics and great skating stunts. Thejfcearn two encores, a mountaineer
Earle,
On the quieter side Raeburn has
novelty
and
a
Negro
spiritual.
to
twice
on
are
Sisters
Caley
The
audience-participation
idea
The
vocalists Don Darcy and Margie
Washington, Jan. 18.
Comedy is capably handled by gets a good workout in the new bill
fine effect. Fritz Deltl scores on stilt
Wood.
Former
"Don't
Nip Nelson, Jean, Jack A Judy, You Know I Care"baritones
in precision skating with Dick Leslie. His stuff is oldish, but here, .with two of the acts calling on
skates and ...
and "Prison'er of
Bruce Clark; there is pleasant vocal- pleases the buyers, especially his the customers to fill in their routines. Sandra Barrett, the Roxyettes, Jo Love" and the femme chirps "Fence"
lzing by Michael Parks, Muriel Good- satire on radio and television an- George Lovett's mind-reading stunt Lombardi's House Orch; "Together and "Want To Get Married," done
speed and Nola Modine; Catherine nouncers. Fitz and Carroll score with catches the most interest 'He filches Again" (Col).
acceptably, ij. not sensationally.
song titles from the thoughts of the
Littlefleld adds to her high standing jitterbug tap routine,
Rest of bill trots out Chuck •
Gray spotlights several bandsmen, folks out front and transmits them
as a stager; Jack Pfeiffer is again
Roxyettes open show with a now Jack, run-of-the-mill tap team; Winbatoning the orchestra; Dazlan's and Bobby Hackett on the trumpet, via "mental telepathy" to four girl elty number, "Don't Fence Me In," nie Thompson in a freak turn—she
Gladstone are credit with the rich- Jackie Reardon on the drums, and musicians on the_ stage, who favor done with full production and special balances chairs and tables gripped
Fats Daniel on the sax. Latter also with the unspoken request numbers costumes provided
looking fabrics for the costumes.
Harry Anger, with her teeth to a jive musical
by
A revolving stage is used at the warbles "Accentuate the Positive" in on piano, saxophone, clarinet and a While this number is on Sandra Bar- background, and the house foursome.
far end of the Garden for the numer- a piercing voice. - Crooner Skip Nel- half -violin equipped with a loud- rett comes- on for a number of whirls Charlie Ray, Helen Starr and Tiny
ous settings, while among the girders son gets big returns and has to beg speaker. They play snatches of 30- and some agile tap dancing.
tV Joe, In a so-so comedy skit deoff after two encores. His arrange- odd selections in short order.
ls a battery of spotlights. It's a fabupending for laughs on the portly
Jean, Jack and Judy are then in
ments are too drawn out, though.
Al Zimmy, who doubles as emcee, troduced, providing some fast aero comic's' portrayal of an infant
lous show In every way.
Band has no femme vocalist Orch offers' his hat-passing act to good ad- batic work. Comedienne of the team
Donn.
bats out several boogie numbers, vantage. -Five male volunteers from
manages to grab some laughs. Nip
Earle, Phllly
none of them identifiable. Something the audience exchange hats accord Nelson works easily, and manages to
Philadelphia, Jan. 19.
sweet would have made for a nice ing to his directions. They're eliml
Artie
Shaw Orch (17) with change of pace and a relief from the nated when they miss, and the win- get some hearty laughs into his satlr
Baltimore, Jan. 21.
leal impressions of those heard over
lmogene Lynn, Roy Eldridge, Sunny blaring brasses.
Ciro Rimac's "Pan American Rener gets passes. The house finds it
the networks.
Rice, Ross Wyse, Jr., June Mann;
vue" with AlHra Camargo, Dorita k
good fun. Bob Hummer, the dead
An S.R.O. house.
Colt.
Roxyettes close with a number in Teresa, Lew
"Girl Rush" (RKO).
Hoffman, Corden k
pan magician, serves up some laughs -which
they show their proficiency at Men
of Rhythm (2), Timmy Rogers;
as well as novelty appeal in his
C.
pedaling bicycles around the stage,
The truant officers are set for a
"Experiment Perilous" (RKO).
screwy routine.
LaBlondes, acroKansas City, Jan. 19.
For lighting and costuming this show
big headache this week with Artie
bats garbed as clowns, offer a. line
while short, is impressive.
Arke.
.
Shaw and his magic licorice stick
...
...
v _
Spliced together by Bernie Seaback in town after an absence of
wires wlth skill and precision. Taman, this layout has Ciro Rimee
*f]
T
three years. The bobbysox hrlgade
fronting the house orch on stage plus
SZV.\ beau also gets a nice 'hand for her
f
Capitol,
are coming out in division strength Orch
k t*
smart acrobatics on ajplatform about
a brace of specialties tied in with his
(Rep) .and KecWess two feet square.
to get an earful of Shaw's new out- »«
Washington, Jan. 18.
sauare.
Lavernes
Four
own dance duo, Dorita and Teresa,
fit— and they're not disapapointed, A C« (V)
Will Osborne's Orch., with Peggy and a Brazilian songstress, Alzira Cagive the bill a rousing close in their
by the sound of the reception at the
wild apache dance, with much throw Greer, Oramay Diamond, Gtorgie margo. Specialties are Lew HoffCurrent layout gets off to a fast
initial show Friday.
g of chairs, tables, knives and one Kaye, Joe Adams, Flip Pitotte, Sam man, the juggler, and Corden
SawShaw gives them what they want start as the house band swings out another. Biz was fair when caught
Jack Kaufman's House -Orchestra; yer. femme comedy duo. It's labeled
Plenty of jive with accentuation of with a medley of service tunes, in"Guest in the ^ouse" (UA).
Corb.
a "Pan-American Revue."
his own clarinet tootling. His stage eluding "Anchors A weigh," "Marine
Rimac opens with a special lyrio
manners have- Improved percepti- Hymn" and "Army Air Corps," with
around
Will Osborne brines his band to wrapped
Pan-American
bly. He doesn't act annoyed by the Les Harding, front man, taking, the
the Capitol stage and gets a hearty unity, which brings on his dancers
shrill whistling and stomping, by vocals nicely.
welcome from the jitterbugs. Plays for some flamenco stuff that sets
Chicago, Jan: IS.
Judy Kelly, shapely acrobatic-conwhich the younger Philly set shows
Jimmy Lunce/ord Orch (18) with hot and sweet, with the brass section pace. Hoffman is next, with the
trol dancer, contribs a smooth rouits approbation.
dominating.
usual
tossing
around
of balls, high
Leon
Collins,
Trenier Bros. (2),
Band tees, off with a flourish with tine which clicks. Mary Frances SexMaestro sings "Don't Fence Me hats and cigar boxes. Makes spot for
& Ejrretita, Tina Dixon, 4 Step
combo of "Bedford Drive" and "Star ton, juve "Discovery Night" winner Apus
a solo bit by one of Rimac's gals, who
Brother^- "My Gal Loves Hiuit' In" to good results, then acts
Dust," with leader pacing things, in the deuce spot does a neat songemcee.
gives out with a rather hectic bit of
(Vi.
"It's
and-dance
include
number.
Other band numbers
Peggy Greer an amply nxopor* hip weaving a la Cubano..
Pierce & Pierce, sepia duo, open
Wonderful," "Begin the Beguine"
tloned lady with a keen sense of wit
medley of Pan-American tunes
with some fast stepping. Femme then
Management continues all-Negro had the audience eating out of her is contributed by Rimac. after which
and "St. Louis Blues."
.
(Shaw, warbles "Milkman, Keep Those Bot- bills with the current layout head- hand. Sings "Fly Right" and "Get- Corden it Sawyer take hold for amGramercy
Five
The
trumpeter Eldridge, - guitar, piano ties Quiet." Pair finish with more ed by Jimmy Lunceford and his orch. ting Corns for
Country," for top ple laughs and a solid hit. Comio
hoofing.
Next-to-closing
is The outfit has a bouncing rhythm
and bass), beat out "Sad Sack" to speedy
.
_
„ _
returns.
half of femme duo knows how to
the delight of the assemblage, while taken over by Wlllard Woolsey, ec- that is tops but, like most colored
GeorgievKaye is a monologlst with time a gag, and muggs her way into
Eldridge takes the spot for a centric tapper who doubles as m.c; bands, almost blows the roof off a new line of jokes, that keeps 'em §ood returns. Closing bit of a cape
trumpet solo stint on' "Body and His novelty hoofing; easily is the when it lets out. the brasses, which laughing, especially his psychiatrist ance by straight and some clowning
*
standout, pointed with comedy gab is most of the time.
Soul.
patter. .'Oramay Diamond ties her
by her partners makes fpr a strong
Band gets underway with "Bust self into a bundle of knots while series of well-earned bends.
lmogene Lynn, blonde canary^ is and biz which puts him over solOut" a loud number featuring the dancing.
as nice to watch as she is to listen idly.
Alzira. Camargo is a nice-looking
to as she purveys her package oft Johnny Laddie te Co., man and skin beating- of Joe Marshall followed
Closing band number Includes Brazilian warbler who sells with
Baby" with theme songs of Artie Shaw, Harry considerable fire and legit vocal
tunes— "Accentuate the Positive," I woman with a half-dozen dogs, close by "I'm Gonna See
"Can't Help Loving. That Man" and the show. Male works- with pooches vocal embellishments, a la glee club, James, Guy Lombardo, polished off equipment. Punches out three numon an unsupported ladder to good by the band members. "My
"Trolley Song."
by a drum solo by Flip Pilotte, who bers, one In English, and builds finale,
I Done
Told Me" has the bandsmen can certainly beat the wampum.
which brings back Dorita and Teresa
Two standard acts round out the returns.
Bum.
Earl,
Opening day biz okay.
Arke.
for a samba and curtain.
I cutting comic capers and 'The Way
MIL Ross Wyse, Jr.,- tiny zany
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FLASH!

WORLD

PREMIERE!

MONOGRAMS

THEY SHALL
HAVE FAITH
*

follows

SELZNICK- INTERNATIONAL'S
TERRIFIC SUCCESS

"I'LL

BE SEEING YOU

INTO 3 LOS ANGELES
FIRST RUNS -DAY and DATE
i

FOX WILSHIRE, FOUR STAR AND
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRES - Now!
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In

1944 the Greer Garson

Trailer provided the extra

$4,500,000 for polio

victim*. That's

ante to $5,000,000

.

cHmeil
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It
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and hopes

45

that you'll raise her

Greer Garson's heartrending new 1945

telle briefly

the enemy

.., .

power of GOOD

The four and a half
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Miracle of

W. C,

we

last

sum-

give?"

It

dimes marching into action against

million dollar

trailers;

raises the

50,000,000

trailer, ''The

answers the question of "What becomes of the money

the setting

•m'cId

.

of the polio epidemic that hit Hickory,

•hows children actually being saved

[mercy

punch that raised

million dimes. Mist

wallop of 1944 amply proved

and how they
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fl
'Brownout' Doesn't Sctrt

Biz Educates
Continued from pace

Ex-Grs

Cal Theatremen

So.

1

Loi Angeles, Jan. M.
Film house operators In Southern
California are not worrying about
the governmental brownout order,
nor about a possible darkening of
theatre marquees. They point out
that there grosses were not affected
during the dimout period earlier in

Rob OA

(^000,000 Anti-Trust

.

taking

Industry

core

.

of

its

own

when the uniforms are shed, via a
Show Biz GI Bill of Rights, but
emerging a.s a vital mouthpiece in the
tremendous educational job that's to
be done by the entire civilian home
front in America. That not only goes
for finding 11,000,000 jobs for GI Joe
and his fighting buddies, or for the
inoru immediate problem of placing
Johnhle-comc-earlie.s
already
the
wearing their discharge pins, but
likewise for that enormous task
which of necessity must be handled
with- a fine sonsitivity--of educating
Mr. and Mrs! America in how to talk
and act with: the returning yets.
,

Radio, Films, Stage
Radio, films, the stage and allied
identified with show biz's
contribution to the war effort have
already stepped into the breach in
helping to establish a blueprint for
the No. i job on the peacetime
the
readjusting
that
of
agenda,
iicrve-shattcred and wounded vet to
yarticularly notable
life,
civilian
thus -far has been radio's "Assignment Home series (CBS) being produced by Robert Heller, which has
won wide acclaim within a few.
weeks for its sensitively-wrought

groups

-

'

treatment of this

vital subject.

Projectii% itself as a prominent
force in dealing with the psychological aspects attending the welcoming
home of the vets is the American
Theatre Wing, which, since the outbreak of the war, has played an outstanding vole in educating the public, via show biz techniques, to all
In its new
ho.mefro'nt problems.
phase of endea-vor, the Wing last
Thursday (18) put on an- effective
Times
at
presentation
dramatic
Hall, N. Y.. to showcase the job that
confronts the country, with particular emphasis on the role that unions
and trade groups can play. Next
step in the Wang's ambitious plans is
bookings in which
series
of
a
trained actors and speakers tinder
the Wing's aegis will go out into
the field to address and enact for
various organizations the task that
lies ahead of them, of how they can
understand the job that faces the
returning vet in adjusting himself
.

-

.

to a civilization he has almost forgotten. That, of course, is the sim-

pler task, but more important is the
approach In dealing with the oversoldier
sensitive
who has been
maimed and has' thus lost confidence
It's a problem that will
In himself.

class the last two years, 'due to the
shortage of men, they will be able
to resume senior classes next season
with the returnees. Senior class is
,

taken up largely with public dramatic performances, one a week,
and lack of men last two years has
the war.
caused Academy to give it up.
Only protests come from, power
Academy, first dramatic school
founded in America, was started by companies, which, contend that they
Franklin Sargent, with Daniel Froh- use only hydro-electric power, and
man one of original trustees. Law-, that a brownout would not save any
rence Langner, Howard Lindsay aad coal, the chief purpose of the order.
Owen Davis are on present/ board.
Graduates incline Spencer Tracy,
SUIT
I.
Edward G. Robinson, Pat O'Brien.
,

•

Sdt Claim Reduced

Chicago, Jan.

Hollywood, Jan, M.
Frank Ross will get his production
of "The Robe" before the camera at

RKO
Sept.

some time between Aug.

1

with all indications that the
case would go to the jury this afternoon, or tomorrow i24> at the
trial,

and

'

1.

\-

latest.

Meanwhile. Mervyn Leroy, director, will handle "The Fountainhead" at Warners, Humphrey Bogart
and Barbara Stanwyck starring, and
Henry Blanke producing. Pic will
be first of Leroy's recently formed
Arrowhead Productions for Warner
Anti-trust suit brought by the As- release. 'Robe' won't start until Aug.
sociated Playhouses, Inc., operator 1. when Leroy checks in as RKO

TRUST

BY

In closing argument Judge Holly
ruled that the plaintiffs could sue for
$40,000 ($120,000 triplt damages'! instead of the $1,000,000 ($3,000.000

.

L

cording

to

a

stipulation

filed

last

of the time
tiffs

date, while Judge Holly ruled that;
in view of the statute of limitations,

could only be computed
from 1941 to date.
Motion for directed verdict of dismissal, meantime, of eight defendants in the suit brought by Thomas
A. Murray, former owner of the theatre, had been granted earlier, be-

damages

9 District Sales

week (17) in.N. Y. federal court.
The defendants were charged with
violating the trust laws by withholding their products '.from the Bay-

Meets (or Par

Hollywood. Jan; 23.
Return of. experienced 'film actors, shore until 140 days after they were:
Since* a" national convention to
through honorable discharge from exhibited on Broadway, also letting
discuss various distribution probthe armed forces,, is helping to ease Loew's "overbuy" for their Valencia
the thespian shortage ii the picture theatre, Jamaica, L. I., thus prevent- plems is out due to transportation
ing plaintiff from having access to restrictions, Charles M. Reagan, v.p.
studios,
Among the better known players the films, although no competition of Paramount in charge of sales,
who have changed from service uni- existed, plaintiff's theatre being 32 has decided, to hold separate meetforms to makeup' are Robert Mont- miles away.
personnel in nine of
The papers did not disclose why ings with field
gomery, John Carroll, Bruce Cabot,
the country's district zones. In each
Triple
Louis. Hay ward, John Payne. Craig the; suit was discontinued.
key. city, where district headquarReynolds, Alan Ladd. Freddie Bar- damages had been sought.
ters are located, he also is anxious
tholomew, Tim Murdock and Frank
to meet with local exhibitors.
Lattimore. Clark Gable has not 'reNow on the Coast in his first
Freon Situation To
turned to pictures but the welcome
visit to the studio since becoming
sign is on the Metro doormat. Meanhead of sales for Par last spring.
Remain
Tight,
while, 20th-Fox is awaiting the arReagan will hold his first district
rival, of Richard Greene from Eng r
Washington, Jan. 23.
meeting in San Francisco starting
land and Columbia Is ready to greet
Maurice Green, acting chairman Saturday <27l. There will be a
of the recreation and amusement luncheon
Glenn Ford, late of the .Marines.
for exhibitors there on
section of .the War Production Board, Tuesday (30;). Other district sessions
Office of Civilian Requirements, has to follow will be in Denver, Feb.; 1:1
warned that the freon (chemical Kansas City. Feb.. 5: Dallas. Feb. 8;
,.

.-;

cause
of
Insufficient
evidence,
with Paramount. Warners and six
others out ol the defenses lineup.
Dismissed also on Wednesday (17)

were Balaban & Kalz. Columbia,
Universal. Monogram, Morris Leonchief B&K counsel, and Louis
Reinheimer, theatre' operator.
Remaining defendants include United
ard,

.

RKO.
Loew's. Vitagraph,
Capiiol exchange, Milo theatre and
owner, John L Manta, y"an A.
Nomikos, Circuit and Henri El man,
Artists.

.

its

'

SezWPB
-

j

1

SAG-SPU War

refrigerant) situation for theatres
will remain very tight for some time
to

Over Extras
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Legal war between the Screen
Actors Guild and the. Screen Players
Union is threatened because of the'
ambiguity of .the recent National
:

Labor Relations Board ruling on Jur-

isdiction over .film extras performing
reach its peak when attempting to
stunts on bit parts.
delve into the personal relations, for
"The Guild," Prexy George Murthe mothers, wives aiid' sweethearts
phy declares, "will utilize all availwill have to be made to realize the
able governmental machinery, inwisdom they will-need in talking to cluding the
NLRB. the courts and
and living with their returning sol- the
War Labor Board, to eliminate a
dier.
jurisdictional overlap created by the
As an illustration of the able and decision certifying the
SPU as the
understanding approach that the bargaining
agent for extras. We are
Wing is utilizing, it is distributing not fighting the NLRB
in this matter,
to bartenders' unions throughout the
but we believe the decision did not
country, for its various members,
go far enough In defining arid limitcopies of a speech by actor Staats ing
the bargaining authority of the
Colsworth which sets them' straight SPU."
on
their
approach.
Cotsworth's
"sample" speech to the "average
bartender," read at last Thursday's Nix
Detroit Theatres
meeting, won the enthusiastic endorsement of union heads in attend-

4

On Clearance

ance.

Relief

Feb. 12; Cleveland. Feb.
N. Y.. Feb. 20; Philadelphia, Feb.

Chicago..
14:

come.
Recently there were some prom-

damages) demanded because
element involved. Plainclaimed damages from 1925 to

triple

THEATRE DISCONTINUED

Pix Welcome Players
Returning From War

23.

Closing arguments In $3,000,000
Thalia theatre monopoly suit were
begun today (23), 19th day of the

Hob*' R«sts

Ruth Gordon. Margalo '.Gillmore.
Guthrie McCli.nlic, Grace George,
Rosalind Russell, Agnes Moorehead,
Betty Field and many others; with
recent grads including Lauren Baof the Bayshore theatre, Bayshore, director.
call.
Diana
Barrymore,
Pamela L. I., against Loew's, Universal PicRivers and Toni Favor (of recent tures.
United Artists; Paramount
"Pickup Girl") and Edna Skinner Pictures and their distributing com("Oklahoma")..
panies has been" discontinued, ac.

to $120,000

and Atlanta. March. 8.
Reagan is be.ing accompanied on
ises
from WPB that this would the western portion of the tour by
loosen up, but Green says the situa- George A. Smith, western division
tion has again changed and that no sales manager for Par; Claude Lee,
improvement can be expected for a director of public relations for the;
while.
company, and Robert M. Gillham,
Green said very little theatre? con- director
of
publicity-advertising,
struction is Being- authorized even in who will make all the nine' points.
critical areas, and that alterations In the midwest and parts of the
and ^improvements are being held south. James J. Donohue, central
down to a bare minimum.
division manager, will join Reagan.
Lee and Gillham, .while in the east
21.

of

PRC.
JUdge

.

Holly's dismissal of toe
eight followed two-day rebuttal by
defense attorneys of arguments that
evidence of conspiracy was suf-

with Wednesday afternoon
(17) spent by jury, at request of
complainant, looking over properwhich, according to
lies of Milo,
Murray, was favored by distribs to
the extent that that it. put him and
the Thalia theatre out of business.
ficient,

Holly, who snowed up in
court earlier in week with his right
ami in a sling following fall on the
ice outside the federal building the.
previous evening, dropped a hint of
what might follow, when, after ruling there was insufficient evidence

Judge

connecting Paramount, B&K, etc.,- he
remarked, "I don't think there's any
evidence connecting Elman either,*'
Displays of Records
Thursday and Friday sessions
were featured mostly by displays ofrecords, with- a parade of defense
witnesses who testified in the main
that the reason Milo got; the breaks
William Erbb, feastern-southeastern < if any) insofar as booking priorities
Newsreels Break
divisional head, wilt hook up with were concerned was because distribs
Rules for Inaugural the group.
are always anxious to sell their product to the exhib who makes the
Washington, Jan. 23.
Among
most money, for them
Newsreels had to break down
Y. Lingo Plugs Prove
branch .managers -who testified they,
White House rules existing since the
thought Murray was a fine characbeginning of the war in order to
Strong Pix Biz Getters ter personally but that, because they
didn't think he could keep his congive full coverage to the Roosevelt
Use of foreign, language stations
tracts, and hence sold to Milo ininaugural Saturday (20).
in N. Y. to advertise and exploit
stead, were Clyde' Eckhart, former
Rule provides that no more than top-budget pictures is paying off. 20fh-Fox boss here and now head of
two film crews stay on the White Result is an expansion of budget for Los Angeles office; Sath Gorelick,
House grounds at any time. Reelers this type exploitation by several RKO; Jack Shumow. WB; Tom Gilfinally convinced the White House major picture distributors.
liam, 20th; Ben Eisenberg, MonoMost recent click-campaign waS gram, and Harry Goldberg, Capitol.
secretariat that an exception should
be made. Final decision for the day done on United Artists' "Mr. Em- Elman, PRC and Capitol, manager.,
permitted each newsreel company mantiel," currently at the Gotham on here, was skedded to appear but deBrandt theatre circuit .-fense attorney Harold Norman stipto have two cameras on the grounds Broadway.
officials are of the opinion that ma- ulated it wouldn't be necessary sine*
to cover all angles of the affair.
jority of those drawn to the wicker Elman is Recuperating from an Illfor this picture have heard spots, ness in California. Murray and his
aired
on local indies, especially -son'" Lester, an -attorney, were given
Quintet at Barrier
foreign
language stations, during final going-over by the defense
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
past several weeks.
on Monday (22), when they were
Five features get the gun at WarAs a result, UA is planning to challenged, on their system of
ners in February, starting with spend some important coin for "To- bookkeeping in
an endeavor to
three rolling simultaneously the first morrow the World,", now at the prove there were indications Murray
Globe, on Broadway, in an effort to didn't show as much of a loss fromof the month. They are "Danger
hypo that film's gross, and will con- 1937-41 as claimed.
With Judge
Signal." "Shadow of a Woman" arid tinue the' policy with other pix. At
Holly remarking from the bench,
'Too Young to Know."
least two other majors have Inquired "The books were kept in an unsatisBette Davis starrer, "Stolen Life," about rates on indies in N. Y., for factory manner," the evidence all in
goes before the lenses Feb. 5, arid similar- campaigns following success shortly afternoon on Monday, was
"Night and Day" Feb. 26.
of UA ad drive.
followed by. informal discussion between Holly and opposing attorneys
in Judge's chambers on instructions
Wiac.
St.
Exhibs 'Donate'
to be given jury.
United Artists' three-day midwest
Aides to
Effort
sales meet gets under way today
St. Louis, Jan. 23.
Dallas Cracks
(Wednesday) at Land O'Lakes. WisOn the heels Of War Mobilizer
consin, with Rud Lohrenz, Chicago
James F. Byrnes' work-or-ftght orFire Hazards in Theatres
district manager, presiding.
der, the St. Louis Motion Picture
Dallas," Jan. 23.
Branch managers, salesmen, office Exhibitors' Committee, headed by
Strict enforcement of all local lire
managers -and bookers from
ex- Louis K. Ansell, of the Ansell Bros,
and safety rules is keeping exhibichanges in Chicago, Indianapolis, circuit of theatres, last week offered
tors here .on edge.
L. C. Dunbar's.
Milwaukee and Miqneapolis are at- the services of 167 employees, who,
Cliff Queen theatre has. been retending the sessions.
it was claimed, are -"not needed" by
opened following a shutdown dethe exhibs.
manded by the fire marshal!. ForBIRD GETS RE*
In a letter to Congressman Andrew' rest White, operator of' the Maple
J. May (D., Ky.), chairman of the
Hollywood, Jan. 33.
theatre, has been in huddles with
Ginrummy pigeons often interfere House Military Affairs Committee, the local authorities after his house
« n * re was declared a fire hazard.
with production in' Hollywood stu- Ansell asserted' that the 167
dios, but one non-gambling dove on the payrolls of. local flicker houses
Theatre owners find it difficult to
halted work on five pictures for 22 "through the pressure of union or- comply with strict orders because
ganisations compelling these men to In many cases approval must be obminutes on the Republic. lot.
Bird tangled with high tension be employed although there is no tained from "War Production Board
for priority en building materials.
wires and cut off the studio's Juice. work (or them to perform."
'
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Detroit. Jan. 23.
also compiled a list
Relief on clearance time was deDont's" for civilians.
nied four Highland Park theatres by
How.-jp.-Brahao}.. es_-.
Voorhies,
former attorneysence being to use good sense and Paul
good manners. It includes such in- general of Michigan, acting as' arbitrator in the suit brought by the
structions as: never say "it could be
worse;" avoid questions about in- Krim Theatres. The circuit sought
to have the clearance time changed
juries or decorations: don't be too
21
days after the availabilityto
eager, to do things for a crippled
man; don't be over-sblicitous; avoid dates of the key runs, instead of
seven days after three specified runs.
Jokes about his injury, etc
Voorhies ruled that the Palmer
In what is probably the first pracPark theatre, in. the. Detroit snburb,
tical application of the new GI Bill
of Rightsto the amusement Industry, had not unreasonably delayed bookavailability, as
40 young men honorably discharged ings after the date of
by the Army are being educated In was charged by the Krim attorneys.
the theatre this season at the Gov- He held that the new clearance
sought would penalize the Palmer
•

The Wing has

of

"Do's and

co:r:pi-lsd

-

by

.

-

ernment'* expense. The men are
part of the Junior class at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts,
N. Y., getting schooling under terms
of the Bill, which provides educational facilities for vets In any type
of accredited- school for which they

.

Park which,

it

was brought

prior runs.

In making the ruling he also deto cut the clearance time
granted to the Highland Park and
quality.
Under terms of GI Bill, which also Woodward-Grand, other independent,
extends to femmes,
government houses. The ruling upheld the presfurnishes- vets schooling for a year ent policy of basing clearance on the
plus length of time in service, pro- prior sub-key runs rather than oh
vided they are qualified. So this the .change sought of basing clearyear, 'for first time, Army ii helping ance on the availability date to keys.
actors resume education and traintrig, a* well- as providing tuition for
ELLEN
TOPS 'ALIVE'
some who otherwise couldn't, have
Hollywood,. Jan. 23.
afforded it, and in this way helping
RKO signed Ellen Drew as femme
bridge 'adjustment from Army, to lead in "Man Alive," slated to roll
civilian life. Some of the Academy late this month.
GI students have been in service
Ray Enright draws the director
two to three years.
chore, with Robert Fellows as pro-'
Where Academy has had no senior ducer.
clined

DREW

<•

.

out,

while in competition with the Krim
houses, frequently gave the Krim
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WAR
US0 Dancer Hurt

Theatre Ciggy Giveaways Illegal

Charlotte
Greer, ballet dancer
with overseas unit which returned

Det. OPARules; Other Theatre Briefs
Detroit, Jan. 23.

-f

Theatre operators here are mulling
whether giveaways are strictly legal.

who

owner,

recently

acquired the

He took

away.

the unusual precau-

tion of getting the City Fathers' okay.

The

city's

corporation counsel probed

into the old laws and found out it
was illegal to give them away, unless you had a license. Krim said he
would get the necessary $5 license

and have the fans busting down the
doors for two films and a pack of
'

cigarcts.

Then the OPA stepped in. This
Federal bureau said that *'tieing-in"
"the process of linking together to influence the sale of a commodity for which there is little de-

sales,

mand

willi one for which there is a
high demand" is Illegal. Such as potatoes and butter, or films and cigarets.

to New York Friday (19), was carried off the boat on stretcher and
taken to St. Vincent's hospital In
ambulance, suffering from wrenched

back and injured

from the Cranford, Cranford.
Head-scratching started after the J. Conheim is new manager of the
OPA stepped in on Sol Krim, circuit Cranford house.
Abington theatre, when he proposed
a cigaret giveaway.
Krim proposed to build attendance
by using- the scarce smokes as'a give-

shifts

Warners' New Division in South
With the thought of better concentrating sales and distribution
services
the south, Ben Kalmenson,
general sales -manager for
Warner Bros., has created an extra
division in that territory.
Up to

m

now, Ralph

L.

McCoy, headquarter-

ing in Atlanta, has handled the. entire south.
In the .future, he will
handle Atlanta, Charlotte and New
Orleans territories, while Doak Roberts, branch manager at Dallas, becomes a district head in that key
with supervision over Dallas, Oklahoma City and Memphis.
J. W. Loewe, manager In Oklahoma City, moves up to take charge
of Dallas branch, with J. B. Sokley,
Chicago salesman, succeeding him

Oklahoma City. These'new apbecame effective Mon-

at

in Fall

pointments
day (22).

ing

board ship.
Dancer was member of Frank Mc-

Hugh USO-Camp Shows
left states

Nov.

1

unit that

and played Eng-

land, France, Belgium, Holland and
Germany. Unit, besides McHugh

".

Gchring's Sales Confabs
Extended tour of keys was started
week by William C. Gehring,
20th-Fox western sales manager,
with the western chief scheduling a
series of sales confabs in exchanges
this

under

Visits three
his supervision.
offices of the 'Prairie district, Omaha,

Minneapolis and Des Moines, first.
Gehring then goes to Denver and
Salt Lake City, winding up trip on
Coast. He's due-back in N. Y. about
the middle of February. Meetings
will take up current product such as
"Keys of the Kingdom," "Fighting
Lady." "Thunderhead, Son of Flicka"
and "A Royal Scandal."

Rocky

M'tn. Screen Club Setup
Denver, Jan. 23.
New officers of the Rocky Mountain Screen Club are Robt. Garland,
president; Joe Ashby and A. P.
Archer, vice-presidents; Tom Bailey,
treasurer;
Chas. Olson, secretary,
and Duke Dunbar, general counsel.
Directors are Win, Agren, Mark
Ailing; Joe Dekker, Henry Friedel,

Ted Halmi. J: J. Morgan, Harold
Rice and Frank H. Ricketson, Jr.
Atlas theatre manager changes
include moving of M. H. Phillipson
from the Santa Fe, Denver, to manage

Rex,

Brighton,

succeeding

Dwayne. Welch, who left for Coast.
Santa Fe job stMI is .open. Chas.
Lacy, Jewel doorman, promoted to
manager.
Larry. Starsmore, former manager
lor Westland Theatres, here on furlough from Army air base.

Moule-Newman

Circuit Split
Detroit, Jan. 23.
half of the Moule
tc Newman Circuit here, has disposed
of his interest in several theatres,
Understood to be planning to make
new industry connections in California. Moule sold his Detroit theatres
to his partner, David Newman, and
the former circuit will be dissolved

Thomas D. Moule,

to be replaced with a

the

state and national campaigns
in the past year as well as his work
in previous years was considered in
civic,

entcrtHinment.

new

new owner.

making the award.
Blank, now
given award
February.

in

Florida, will
returns,

when he

be

B&K

In

WB

Promotions In New Jersey
Frank Damls, recently appointed
New Jersey zone manager for Warner Bros., has put through five promotions, headed by Edward Batlan,
manager of Branford, Newark, who
becomes zone head In that territory,
Succeeding Robert M. Paskow. Lat-

Albany, Jan. 23.
Stone, one of the pioneers in
picture industry here, will be honored by the Variety Club at a testimonial dinner, Jan. 28.
.

Michigan Variety Club Installs
Detroit, Jan. 23.
Although composed chiefly of
theatremen, the Variety Club of
Michigan held its annual installation
of officers in a nitery—Lou Walter's
Latin Quarter. James F. Sharkey,
buyer for Cooperative Theatres of
Michigan, is new chief barker. Earl
J. Hudson, president of United Detroit Theatres, presided at meeting.

Miss /Greer, included Mary
June Clyde, Nina Nova and

with her leg encased in a plaster
cast as a result of a fall. Despite
her injury, Miss Arnell continued
her jaunt for six weeks after the
accident.

Other members of the company
were Jack Pepper, Ed Lord, Jane
Lou Holt and Edward

,

Fraser, Betty
De Solva.

Inc., of Western Pennsylvania,
appointed Col. HaTry Long Ms assistant. Long was with Loew's theasics,

tres for years.

MPTOA

Boys

in Pacific Prefer

Nostalgic Tunes Dating
•

WB

E.

Ruffin,

Covington, Tenn.,
vice - president
Tennessee Division; Sank Taylor,
Laurel, Miss., vice-president Mississippi Division; B. V. McDouglas,
Monticello, Ark., chairman of board
of directors, and E. R. Gillette, of
Bristol
theatre
here,
secretary-

mostly with Fifth Army in Italy,
where she'd been before, claiming
this is "the forgotten- front" from
public viewpoint.
Stated, however,
Howard Hobbs, former USO-. that troops are getting plenty of
Camp Shows rep in Mediterranean- entertainment, there being about 19

EUROPEAN OPERATIONS

North Africa area, has
pointed

executive

been

ap-

administrator

of

USO-Camp Shows units in Italy,
plus three more devoted exclusively
to hospital work, and several GI

in former
in Europe. Hobbs
Pennsylvania indie operator.
Will Roland continues as field director in charge of operations on
continent. David S. Rogers replaces
Dover in charge of United
Bill

ties

armed

forces overseas as are the
tunes of the. era between 1938
1940, judging by requests submitted to WXLI, the American Expeditionary Station of the Pacific
Ocean Network, on the "Road to

Logan's unit,
her.
Singer goes
.

like

tap

Broadway
and

dancer,

accordionist, of Miss
also
returned with
to

Coast

home

shortly! for a rest.

continent as field supervisor.

Stories

Par's $663,140 Bonds

A

total of $663,140 in sales of extra

war bonds to employees of Para- headquarters Radio. Division of
The staff of WXLI has found that mount in the metropolitan N. Y. Treasury War Finance, for a special
men in the Army, Navy, and area during the Sixth War Loan citation.Marine corps stationed on this island campaign, this exceeding -the quota
Award has been made for her
enjoy the songs that were popular set up by 279%, is reported by Ed- work in promoting the 6th War
when, they were dating their fav- ward A. Brown, cashier of the com- Loan, mainly through informative
orite girl friend or going places with pany, who acted as drive chairman stories in "Variety" and "Daily Vatheir wives, rather than ,the hit for Par.
riety" in Hollywood.
:

tunes of 1944. This is due, the staff
believes, to the nostalgia produced
by the prewar era tunes, which
recall many happy moments to the
serviceman thousands of miles from

girl singers, such as Marion Hutton,
Dinah Shore, Ginny Simms, Frances
Langford, Peggy Lee, Jo Stafford
and Helen' O'Connell, to male vo-

Contrary to popular

belief,

Brown

patrons.

Western and

hibition field on his own, is reported
seriously ill.
He operates a few theatres in
Hamilton, Ont., and in Newfoundland.

York Theatres

ERROL FLYNN

favorites with a large number of
the men, with Roy Acuff, Bob Wills,
and the Sons of the Pioneers. as the

In

Warner Bra. Hit

many

march music.
Although swing numbers top request
also

lists,

requests for

sweet music also

is

Mace • James

Ceorae

Tobias

ARTIE

number of GIs
Programs like

monwealth Amus. Enterprises, Inc.,
of Boston, against the Colonial Theatres Company, Inc., of Nashua, N.H.,
and by the Nashua Theatres, Inc.,
against the Colonial Theatre Company and others. Proceedings are

Paramount release following expected to continue here before
Judge George C. Sweeney and ju{y
'"Don't Ever Grieve Me.**
'

U.

S.

District

Hoary

Hell

Court indef-

In the original action, filed in October,
the plaintiffs asked
1939,
threefold damages to the amount of
later complaint filed in
$100,000.

A

February, 1940, alleged that the defendants were continuing their refusal to allow exhibition of their
films by plaintiffs, thus forcing one
theatre out of business In conse
.

'TO

HAVE AND HAVE NOT!
Warnir Dros

HH With

Walter Brennan, Lauren Bacall,
Dolores Moran, HoagyCarmichae!

SHAW

B'way at 61st St.

and HI* Oreheetra

HOLLYWOOD

with-

• Jac* Mena
Seaay Rice

test Wyte. Jr.

roadway oad

47th

It..

STRAND

IN* CROMY
HUTTON
SONNY TUFTS

BETTY

ON SCBEEX

30 SfCONM
I

OVER TOKYO*

Spencer THAClf
[Van JOHNSON
QBoW. WALK EH
I

in the
initely.

•

irowa

In Person

•

surprising large

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

with

William

given a big

play.

A

HUMPHREY B0GART

_

"OBJECTIVI. IURMA"

most popular performers. There are

for

Minneapolis, Jan. 23.
Tonka, only theatre In Excelsior,
Minn., local suburb, was destroyed
by fire which broke out in the furnace room at 1:30 a.m., two hours
after It had closed for the night.
House was built .three years ago

Maurice Mllligan III
Maurice Milligan, who for yeara

was general manager for Paramount
in Canada, retiring some years' ago
from that post to go into the ex-

music are

hillbilly

Filed in 1939, Reopened
cording to figures Just complied by
Department, of Commerce.
Boston, Jan. 23.
The 1043 and 1044 years were
Suit filed in 1939 against Paraneck-and-neck at the end of the mount, Metro, Fox, Vitagraph, RKO,
first 11 "months. Then in December, UA, Universal, Columbia and others
1944, the Industry dished but a lush by a group of New England theatres
for
the
stockholders, charging the distributors with vio$7,100,000
which was exactly $300,000 better lating the Sherman anti-trust act in
the matter of block booking and
than for the same month in 1943.
blind buying Anally came to trial
here this week.
The suits .are those of the ComWallis Closing Deal

Naze

New

1

.

bers.

file

To

that

sales in the Greater N. Y.
ran to $7,063,900, difference between this and individual
purchases being in bonds that were
bought by Par Itself, its various subsidiary companies and as result of
outside sales credited to Par 'which
members of the company promoted.
Amount does not include sales made
by the Paramount theatre, N. Y., to

territory

it does for the
always popular Bing Crosby num-

for picture stockholders In 1043, ac-

i

reports

additionally

combined

natra recordings as

which GIs seldom listened to at
home, have a large audience here.
They feature light operatic and
symphonic numbers and servicemen

IN '44 BY PIC FIRMS

on 6th War Loan

Washington, Jan. 23.
Florence S. Lowe, of "Variety's'*
Washington Bureau, is one of six
persons selected nationally by the

the

like symphonies.
"Music From America," "California
Melodies" and "The Family Hour,"

.

Papile,

Tokyo."

$22,700,000 DIVVIED

Minn. Theatre

"it's

Delaney,

Edith

Frank

Morton Downey and Frank Moreturned to N. Y. over
operations.
Don Byrnes Hugh alsofrom
weekend
overseas jaunts.
be field director in charge of
Guam (Delayed).
Mediterranean-North Africa
area.
Songs topping the hit parade are
Bob
Rapport
been
transferred to
has
not as popular with men in the
Florence Lowe Cited For

treasurer.

§ Louis

Job niaa R4

she's "on furlough," singer
planning to continue war work for
a while instead of resuming show
biz.
Known to have received offers
from Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.; from
Shuberts for Milton Berle -show;

will,

calists.

elected president of Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Misand Tennessee, succeeding
Louis Haven, Jr., of Forrest City,
Ark.
Also elected were: W. E. Malin,
Augusta, Ark., vice-president for

W.

troops,

Back to Girl-Friend Era
Kingdom
By PFC. STANLEY FINK

Elects

sissippi

Division;

New

to.

HOBBS TO HEAD USO

overseas GIs do not dislike Frank
Memphis, Jan. 23.
Jim Allen West of Memphis, Sinatra, and the radio station here
owner of the Hollywood here, receives as many requests for Si-

Arkansas

returned

from her second
entertain

states

USO-CS European operations, to be shows so that
in charge of all Camp Shows activi- over there."

home.
Steam Picks Long As Assistant
The overseas serviceman prefers
Bert M. Steam, head of Film Clas-

Ark., Miss., Tenn.

to

'

in

moves to
homeofflce to
an die commercial tleups on films.
Stein, manager of Regent,
Film 'Marriage'
Uzabeth, moves up to take over the
Hal Wallis is closing a deal for
ranford, while Maurice Ingram, of
the.
Sanford, Irvthgton, succeeds the screen rights to "The Perfect
Stein In Bizabeik lie U replaced Marriage," legiter.
In Irvlngton by Edward Ki
Cane, who
He plans to produce "Marriage"
er

Mgr.

Roy Mack has been appointed
manager Coast office of. USO-Camp
Shows, as of Feb. 1, succeeding Ed

who
(19)

trip

Ed Eiseman.

Washington, Jan. 23.
are learning to appreciate classical
Film industry dividends totaled music.
$375,000.
House was former West
Side flagship of Lubllner & Trlnz, $22,700,000 during 1944, an increase
ole-time Chicago circuit. Built In the of $300,000 over the sock melon cut 200G Anti-Trust
Suit,

Five

USO

overseas

Albany and

Abe

&

early "208, State Is one of largest (1.•12 capacity) nabe houses here. Sellers were Chicago Title & Trust Co.
and Mrs. Isaac Mills, sister of Harry
Lubllner.

Roy Mack Successor To

hit

Abe^Stone To Be Feted

set-up by

BUte, Chi West Side Spot, to
Chicago, Jan. 23.
Balaban
Katz, operating State
theatre here for the last IS years,
purchased the house last week for

Ella Logan,

York Friday

Lowry.
Mack, two years on Coast with
USO, 'was formerly in charge of some nitery bids, and from Warners
production of shorts for Warners in to appear in pic "When Old New
Amy Arnell's Leg Hurt
York. Was Young," turning all down.
New
York.
Singer Amy Arnell last week reMay, however, do stint for Metro
turned from a three-month USOlater in "The Green Years."
Camp Show tour- of the Aleutians
Singer spent four months abroad,
and

Brian,

Exhibitors checked it over with
the OPA. and vulinj: sticks. But th.-3

A. H. Blank Honored
Des Moines, Jan. 23.
OPA said it had no direct power
Des Moines Tribune named A*. H.
over theatre admissions. However,
Blank, president of Tri-States Theit explained, the practice was to proatres
Corp.
and Central States Theceed against any dealer who used
combination sales. Exhibs here point tre Corp., as winner of its commuout that it might be difficult to prove nity award for outstanding service
that there is little demand for film to this city in 1944. His activity in

Repeat Dates

Oilers; Will Play GI

Lowry as Coast

SS

Home On furlough,' Nixes

Ella Logan,

leg sustained dur-

home while dancing on

trip

ACTIVITIES

IN FEBSON
J LAN

'Here
the

Com*

Wove*"

In Poraon

Woody

HERMAN
and
HU OrcliMtra
All-Star

Berne

PARKER
e

JOEY

ADAMS

PALACE

KINGDOM"
RIVOll

* 4Mb

^ AY
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->l

RENT
Pail LUKAS
'EXPERIMENT PERILOUS*

"THE KEYS OF THE
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8

Heoy IAMARR

Mtb Centary-Fax omenta
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MUSIC HALL
"A SONG TO
REMEMBER''
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Spectacular Stage Production!
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•
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Could Ba

WMCA, N. Y., Maps Ambish Postwar

New Orleans, Jan. S8,
A protest has been filed with
the FCC by Sen. John H. Overher*
ton charging that
refused him time on the air
although time had been given
on 13 occasions to his opponent
.in the campaign last year, It
was revealed here Thursday

Navy

Dept. Overrules O.K. Given

WOSU

Public Servicers for Returned GIs
Program plans

WMCA,

by +

just completed

Y., for this year, estab-

N.
ambitious project for the Rines-Canova Deal Seen
station, with a heavy emphasis on
Cue to Horace Greeley
postwar planning. Project, in line
with the station's policy, accentuates
Gale
Routine for
of
lines
along
service,
public
New Judy Canova program with
veterans rehabilitation and placement and education, both for ex- which Colgate-Palmolive-Peet replaced "Palmoliye Party" on NBC
GI's and the general audience.
Layout calls for the station's own Saturday nights is one of those dualwar correspondent- overseas; a pro- agency affairs with Sherman, Margram tieup with Time magazine; a quette and Ted Bates- splitting the
however, is
special vets program, and airing of billing. Former agency,
new educational programs with the handling ajl production details on

an

lish

Moe

cooperation of two N. Y. colleges.
Purpose of sending a man overseas is to capitalize on the carryover
of WMCA's 24-hour Xmas special,:
"Xmas Overseas," which aired interviews with N. Y. servicemen in
theatres. WMCA's European
correspondent- will follow a similar
format on European originations.
Newsman hasn't been set, but will
most likely be Leon Goldstein, sta-

war

all

news head.

tion's

_

,.

Pending
for

calls

„„„

...

.

,

with Time ^6,
deal
the Luce publication to

provide material and personnel for
a new adult educational series on

geography
the

and

station's

geopolitics,

educational

which

advisory

selected as the second
subject in its educational program
how has one series
series.

.

head up

a

West Coast

office.

WMCA

Under the
psychology.
deal, Time's files would be available
for research and a Time staffer
would conduct the program. One of
the mag's cartographers would also
provide maps for giveaway purteaching

WMAL-AFRA

poses.

Mulling Vets Problem

Nature of the vets' program hasn't
been decided yet. Station worked
some time on the possibility of a
show originating at the Fort Dix
Separation Centre, but this has been
abandoned as impractical from a
radio angle. Another format is now

for

'

with reps of the
YMCA, Veterans Administration
and other vet social organizations.
At the same time, questions conpsychology of returning
cerning
servicemen,
and public attitude
toward them, are being integrated
In the current psychology .airer on
an increasing basis.
discussed

Educational programs in

summer

airing will

mind

draw on

for

facili-

of
CCNY and 'Columbia U,
educational .committee in
eluding a number of prominent edu
cators associated with N. Y. City
These pedagogues are
Institutes.
now working on the summer courses
the station will air,
Project is regarded as particularly
ambitious for an indie station.
ties

WMCA's

Co.,

Needs

Some

Is

Baseball

Games

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.

Granted a release, for the remaining two years of his five-year contract with WKRC. Waite Hoyt will
become sports director and baseball
announcer this and next year for
WCPO, which has tke exclusive, oh
broadcasts of the Cincy Reds National League games for those two
seasons. Hoyt will change stations
Feb.

8.

The switch carries the ex-bigtime
hurler and one of baseball's greats
along with the Burger Brewing Co.,
local sponsor of his play.-by-play on
the past two years and sole
tagger for WCPO's diamond airings

WKRC

Tiff

Much Like 'Henry Aldrich,'

which

Now AO WCPO

the Barry
Coast,
"Party,"
Wood-Patsy Kelly airer from N. Y.,
was a Bates proposition all the way

through.
That agency is in on the Canova
deal by virtue of the Paimolive soap
account and Sherman, Marquette
handles the Halo shampoo biz for
Production supervisor on
Colgate.
the Canova show, is Joe Rines, of
Moe Gale's radio package office.
Rines' active participation on the
Hollywood show has given rise to a
ireport tha t Gale is preparing to
open a Hollywood-branch of his radio division. Understood, he's looking around for a likely candidate to

Providence, Jan.

Overton's opponent was I. A.
Stephens, president of the Ste-

phens Broadcasting

Station's Bid for 50,000 Watts

I.

Charge 'Brewster Boy' Too

So Show Exits March 2

owns WDSU.

the

committee

being

(18).

R.

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Dissatisfaction by the Quaker Oats
company over the rating of "That
Brewster Boy" resulted in Pauline
Hopkins and Owen Vinson, owners
and writers of the show, being notified that the program will be dropped
as of March 2. Stint holds a current

Hooper rating of 11.8, which is lower
than last year. Both Ross Melzger,
radio chief of RuthraulT & Ryan; and
Quaker Oats felt that the format has
followed the "Aldrich Family" format too closely, and that another type
of family show, with top- writers,
would tend to up the rating.
On the other hand, Pauline Hopkins, one of the writers, claims that
during the past three-and-a-half
years Ruthrauff & Ryan and the
sponsor consistently have urged them
to follow the "Aldrich" format, which
they did against their better judgment. Metzger left for New York
today (23) to look into replacement
possibilities for the show, with no
Quaker Oats
successor set as yet.
will retain the 9:30-10 p. m. (EWT)
Friday night slot-on CBS for the new
show.
.

in '43-46.

Hoyt's

release

from

WKRC

was

hanging fire for more than a month,
due to hesitancy by Alms & Doepke's
department store to break with
Hoyt, long sponsored by them In •
series of evening 15-minute sportscasts.
There is a probability that
Alms A Doepke may tag along with
Hoyt on WCPO.
Washington, Jan. 23.
While angling for Hoyt, WCPO's
Possibility of a Sewell AveryMontgomery Ward situash arising Watters also made an overture* to
in radio is mulled here over War Roger Baker for the baseball miking
Labor Board's announcement Thurs- spot, Baker, succeeded Red Barber
Brief answering the recommendaday
upholding
(18)
arbitrator's as WSAI's chief baseball announcer tion of a War Labor" Board hearing
award in case of American Federa- in .1939 and, with Dick Bray; served officer that the present minimum
tion of Radio Artists vs. WMAL. as such through Jast season. For the quota system used by the musicians
Award granted staff announcers spe- past two years Baker has been union in N. Y. and elsewhere be
cial fees on commercial broadcasts, doubling in the Crosley organization eliminated
be filed today
will
reversing previous panel decision.
as an exec, and, with the sale of (Wed.) or tomorrow by Local 802,
Clash looms over reputed attitude WSAI, he continued with WLW, get- N. Y. local of the Am. Federation
of Kenneth H. Berkeley,
ting away from actual mike work, of Musicians. Brief opposes findings
g.m., who finds WLB attitude "in- Watters tried for an arrangement of Herbert R. Northrup, senior hear,
comprehensible" and is reported that would permit Baker to do a ing officer of the regional WLB ofstating station will take necessary two-way job with
and WCPO, fice, In a case involving 802 and
steps to get decision "based on which Baker nixed.
WOV, Bulova-owned outlet.
merits of case." If Berkeley doesn't
Northrup's recommendation conagree with declsh, trade feels, he has
demned "featherbeddlng," with an
two recourses.. One is to sit back Peace Treaty Contest To
alleged waste of manpower as a
and do nothing, whereupon WLB
and declared that
result,
would have to refer matter to
Get Big Air Bally Via should be allowed to reduce its
President Roosevelt for action, thus
.present musicians quota from 12 to
setting up situash similar to AveryHe did, however, approve the
1-Station-Per-City Deal five. request for a 15% pay boost
Ward case. Other move is to go Into
local's
court with plea WLB exceeded Its
The man on. the street will be
Pivotal point made by Northrup
jurisdiction and power in changing given an opportunity to; write a
had acceded to the
a hearing officer's report to an postwar peace treaty In a contest was that
award in arbitration, a move trade which will be held on one station in quota system under protest and
actually had no need for 12 men.
feels would probably be thrown out
each key city throughout the counResult was, he said, a "make work"
on grounds a WLB directive order is try; beginning late in February.
rule assuring a weekly income to
not reviewable by courts.
Cash prizes will be given for the
Felt here that Berkeley, who best letters on the subject. Project men who do "virtually nothing" and
wrote a mag article last September, will receive a nation-wide promo- that it was especially out of place
during a time of critical manpower
after panel found for his station,
newspaper
magazine

AFM

Could Turn Into

Protests

-

A

Monty Ward

'Featherbed' Rule

WOV

In

'

Dispute

'

.

WMAL

WLW

WOV

23.

Announcing disapproval of an
agreement entered into between
WFCI, Pawtuckot, and the Quonset
Naval .Air Station concerning use of
the

WFCI

transmission

Navy

facilities, the

Dept.,
in a statement on
(19), removed itself from
connection with the station's application for an increase in power and
change in kilocycle frequency;
WFCI had applied for permission
increase its power from 1,000 to
50,000 watts, to
change its fre-

Thursday

i

quency from

1,420 kc.
kc. clear channel band

to

the. 1,200

and to install
new transmitter. A letter which
accompanied the application was
sent from the Quonsot Naval Air
Station and recommended that the
a

FCC

give the application "undelayed
and favorable consideration;"
In
the letter, Capt. W. S. Hullfish, supply officer at Quonset, pointed out
that "immediate advantages would
be realized in connection with air
navigation,
both operational and
.

training."

The Navy Dept. statement

The Navy

read:

Dept. in accordance with
established policy, has disapproved

an agreement entered into by the.
U. S. Naval Air Station, Quonsot
Point, with the Pawtucket Broadcasting
Company, Radio Station

WFCI, Pawtucket^
use of the

R.

I.,

concerning

facilities of the radio sta-

tion.

'The agreement in question had
not been submitted to the Navy
Dept. prior to its execution, and was
not In line with the policy of the
department to abstain from making
recommendations to other governmental authorities relating to the
granting of licenses and priorities."
Former G.M. Involved

A

notation that copies of the letter

from Capt. Hullfish, of Quonset, to
the FCC, were to be sent to "radio
material

liaison offices, 1st Naval
District, Attention; Lt. Comdr. W. P.
Oury," was on the letter from Capt.
Hullfish.
the 1st

Oury

now

is

attached to

Naval District as a radio

material officer and

is

detailed to the

Quonset Naval Air Station, according to district headquarters in Boston.

Prior to
June, 1042,
eral

his

commissioning

in

Commdr. Oury was genmanager of WFCI.

In the meantime, stations WJAR,
and WPRO in Providence,
all denied haying been approached
concerning their- willingness to cooperate with the Navy, prior to announcement of the air station's support of the WFCI application.

WEAN

is

Gov. J. Howard McGrath, of R.
a director of WFCI.

I.,

.

WOV

& Sade Now

*Vic

An MCA Package

Chicago, Jan. 23.
claiming that assigned fees were
Exclusive arrangements were con- actually double pay, doesn't want to
eluded here last week between NBC eat crow and hence is adopting
and Music Corp. of America where- stiff attitude.
by agency will offer the "Vic & Sade"
Case came up when WMAL, In
show as a package deal with the negotiating
new contract with

10% commission. Deal means AFRA, refused

usual

that show, long an
being offered away
work.'

principle of special

NBC

feature, is fees for announcers working a comfrom the net- mercial program during their course

of duty.
Station said it preferred
currently has several deals raising pays of spielers to equivacooking, which if completed will lent of what fees would bring.' Inthrow the show to Mutual or the asmuch as Washington's three other
stations adopted special fee principle
Blue. Package consists of Art Van

MCA

.

Harvey and Bernadine Flynn, leads,
and Paul M. Rhymer, author. Format will remain the same, five 15minute episodes each week, with
pitch being made by MCA for late

AFRA

insisted

WMAL do

same. The

parties
agreed to arbitrate but,
through a clerical error, arbitrator
was referred to in proceedings as
"hearing officer,"
reportedly
using this as pretext to upset arbiafternoon or evening spot. Stint
trator's decish on grounds "hearing
was formerly aired in the morning. officer"
couldn't hand down decish.
Show belongs to NBC, having been
originated while Rhymer was still
a staff writer. Last 10 years on the
air, "Vic & Sade" was sponsored Sgt Millard Lampell To

WMAL

'

by Procter
off

on

last

it Gamble before
Sept 29.

it

went

Dig Material Overseas
Sgt. Millard Lampell, scripter attached to the Army Air Forces radio
unit, leaves shortly for overseas on
.

'Faysie'a Prospect

a

Mary. Chase, author of "Harvey,"
Is scripting

a half-hour radio

,

show

Frank Fay, star of her legit
smash. Program is now making the
agency .rounds, with Colgate among
those accounts said to be interested.
Understood the script presents Fay
In a radio light differing from his
for

fast air shows.

material-gathering tour.
He'll
visit unspecified combat zones to
contact GIs under fire.
Material
sought will probably be used for
a new Air Forces series;
Lampell now writes "First In the
Air" oh CBS and "Wings, for Tomorrow" on Mutual He'll write
scripts ahead for those programs before {caving.
.

tional
and
exploitation buildup, calling attention
to the contest and advising readers
to listen to the series of programs
concerning the contest on their looal

shortages.

union's answer
Essentially, the
points out, the quota system does
not involve "featherbeddlng" but
that quotas are agreed on by negoJudges will be appointed locally, tiation. Local declares that if the
with final entries to be judged by a recommendations are sustained, the
would deprive workers, at a
group of nationally-known personalities.
Each, station which gets be- time when they have agreed not to
hind the contest will get exclusive strike, of the only remaining weapon
rights to it in its territory, accord- they have, that of economic power.
ing to agreements being drawn up It would also deprive them of all
by the outlets and the Ziff-Davis gains made after years of negotiaPublishing Co., of N. Y., which will tions and wreck the entire structure
application of the quota
supply, the cash prizes and also co- based on
operate with the stations in pro- theory, used In every field of musimoting the campaign. Publisher will cians employment, as well as by
other unions, brief declares.
Subalso bankroll ads in newspapers
of
Northrup's recomstantiation
heralding the contest.
Program which will be used to mendation, it's also claimed, would
number of musicians to be
give listeners an idea of what the leave the
hired up to the employer alone and
contest is about is "The Gentlemen
Talk of Peace." Prizes will total, In aggravate musioians' losses from
<
most instances, $750 in war bonds, technological advances.
There appears to have been undue
and with' many stations taking part,
are expected to exceed $100,000 over- emphasis laid on Northrup's recommendations, published reports herall
alding it as ending the quota- system. Before that happens, the re
glonal board must approve it, with
Brines to
a decision either way likely to wind
up on appeal to the national body.
Chicago, Jan. 28.
station.
-.'

WLB

Field

Hdqs. for

-

special grants on priorities of building materials and station equipment
Also comes word that Arthur
Rellly Is being readied for a berth
with WSAI. He took leave from
in December after a 28-month
stretch as newscaster.
BelUy*i Stage Tour
Rellly is under the wing of Stokes,
Palmer, Dlnerman, Inc., agency ana,
for a promotion stunt, has bean
booked for three weeks of personal

WLW

'

:

.

,

appearances in RKO theatres in
Washington, Clnojr and Dayton, with
prospect of a fourth week at a theatre in Louisville.

WGN

of the George 9.
joins the
staff
assistant to station mgr.

director

WON

ity

HERMANN SUBS

WGN

as
Frank. P. Schrelber. He succeeds
Dale O'Brien, who resigned several
week* ago.
Brines will head the
public(29)

and promotion department.

Y&R

Video Show

&

Paul G. Brines, former public relations

WSAI

Cincinnati, Jan. 23.

has leaked out that Marshall
Field has purchased a sizable building In the downtown section, on
West Fourth street, between Race
and Elm, which Is expected to be
converted within 90 days for occupancy as the home of WSAI.
Field bought the station several
months ago from the Crosley corporation's broadcasting division, and lt
currently has offices and studios at
Crosley Square, home of WLW.
The changeover would require
It

.

May Company,

Buys New

First Young
Rublcara television
gets going tonight (24) when,
Peabody
Sanforized, a Cluett
subsidiary, transfers its airer, the
Nancy Dixon show, to the video

show

Harry Hermann is acting as head
writer on the Earl Wilson-White
Owl Sunday night show on Mutual. band over

&

WABD,

N. Y. (DuMont).
Hermann took over temporarily Betty Furness wilt be In the top role
following Joa Bigelow*s shove off with Claire McCardelL fashion defor the Coast
signer, the first guest
.
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HIGH PRICE TAGS BRING BEEFS
ABOUT TIME

IT'S

The announcement by I. Keith Tyler at Columbus, O., last week
that there would be no Institute for Education, by Radio this
year was expected and Inevitable. It was hardly a secret In
Columbus last May that the unprecedented!;/ large attendance
oomblned with the duller-than-usual subject matter was somewhat embarrassing. A good deal of private Justifying of the decision to

that

hold the 1944 Institute was heard. The blunt truth was
bit scandalous to have gone through with It.

was a

It

The same was true a few months later when the National
Association of Broadcasters met in Chicago, again with a largerthian-ever attendance^ and with less-than-persuasive evidence
that' anything was said or done that justified the call.
The Government has been tardy In finding the courage to stop
these conventions, so It isn't fair to blame only the men who
decisions at Ohio State and Chicago last year. But just
for the lecord, It should be remembered that a lot of Pullman,
hotel and cocktail lounge space was used up in 1944 and that
more than a few consciences were troubled at the time.

made the

Now that the U.S.A. has found its courage and the inevitable
skip-year Is here, Dr. Tyler's decision is the only one he could
possibly

make.

\

SEE CLIENTS

Kobak's Gonna Have a Network, He

IN

As WGN. WOR, Don Lee

Reveals,
El
By GEORGE ROSEN ^
Some network execs and agency
toppers are openly expressing concern over the mounting price tags
for putting a nighttime show on the
air.
It's no secret that space salesmen for the printed media are makng a concerted pilch to recapture
business and are capitalizing on
client reaction to the zooming costs.
There's a viewing-with-alarm attitude, being taken over the fact
that the top ad agency in the business, in all media, did. unprecedented
business during 1944 while actually
its radio billings took a sharp drop.
Some see it as the "handwriting on
the wall'.' unless those air show costs
are curbed. Some blame it, too, on
bad. radio and the need for Injecting

Toss In With Plan to Rebuild Mutual
Speculation as to whether Mutual
continue along its former

would

Rise of the Carringtons

completely

three" members, or whether

procedures, was answered Mon. (22)
by the web's new president, Edgar
Kobak. Mutual, Kobak made it clear,
is going to be a network, is being rebuilt virtually from the bottom up,
and its new management has been
given a "go ahead" by WON, Chicago; WOR, N. Y., and the Don Lee
Kobak's declarations
regional web.
confirmed "Variety's" accounts, pub-,
lished at the lime of his appointment
last fall, that the new MBS prexy
*
"has t,o have a network."
Extent to which WGN, the biggest
question mark of all, has agreed to

ton.

Miss Berg's "Rise of the Goldberg's"
is
being dropped by
Procter & Gamble while Miss
Carrington,
currently
represented on the P&G sponsored
sked by two of her three daytime serials, is now readying another.

fresh ideas and slant", into program-

By the same token, It is. to be assumed that the N.A.B. will not
disgrace Itself agahr by going through the silly routine of pretending there is any sensible reason whatever for holding a 1945
convention.

A.V

IHr.D.

B.O.

Smash Proves That

ming.

significance"

"Social

and "propacom-

mercial poison often represented in

There
that

'Time Views' Sold Out

O'Cedar, which sponsors "Time
the great program success stories of Views the News" on the Blue every
Thursday, will pick, up the tab for
recent years. This Is the interpretaTuesdays, as well, beginning Feb. 20.
tion many in the trade are placing
Thus this cross-the-board stanza
on the recent attainment of the 4. to 4:15 p.m., will be sponsored
number four niche in the Hooper Mondays through Fridays, with
survey by the Jerry Welch's Grape Juice bankrolling
popularity
Devine-managed' "Mr. District At- rest of the time.
torney" on NBC. This show is now
almost exclusively a reflection of
controversy
and
current
events,

who have

Those
'

that

broadcasters

long contended

and

NBC

Decides

To

closets

to "D.

K.(K Cross Plugs

A." in proof that all the industry
palaver about not "shocking" listeners with realism, not upsetting them
with ideas', etc., is sheer misreading
of the evidence.
The point made by trade observers
is
that Devine has built up' the
know-how for handling hot subjects
and has turned so-called "dangerous
triemes" into big audience, big rating, big payoff for Bristol-Myers, his

Elimination of all cross plugging,
whereby sponsors plug their programs on opposition networks, is. to
be effected as soon as possible by
NBC. Decision was made by the
web's management after vociferous
squawks from affiliates were aired
at NBC's stations advisory committee meetings, held recently in N. Y

sponsor.

It's

:

also likely that similar policies
will spread to other networks, whose
affiliates are also objecting to the

practice.

AFRA's

Political

to Dick Shafto, newly
president of the NBC sta
group, the network does, not

According
elected
lion

expect to

Pot

Still

Boils

the

.

change over

At the same time, Shafto

up by New added that the cross plug eliminaAmerican Federation tion is "an objective we definitely
want and will accomplish."
(AFRA) in NovemThere are several reasons for sta-

brought

Resolution

York

make

night, but will endeavor to educate
advertisers as to the need for such

a step.
local of

of Radio Artists

ber forbidding discussions, motions

tions objecting to the practice.

It's

felt to be poor business to tell liseconomic or religious .mat- teners to tune in. to competitive stations, as unwise as 6ne newspaper
was discussed 'at recent meetreaders buy op

or resolutions by the local affecting
political,

ters

AFRA's national board, with
opinion of counsel now awaited as
to whether local's resolution is constitulionaL
All resolutions passed
by locals are subject to approval ot
national board before they become
ing of

.

'

effective.

New York

AFRA was

local had held that
organized solely to* help

members Improve wages and working

conditions

and

that

outside

Political issues were not their concern.
Hence the resolution. How-

ever,

it's

felt

among AFRA mem-

bers that if counsel holds the resoluconstitutional, there will be
created
an
anomalous situation
tion

where

one local can deal with
and economic issues while
prohibited from even
them.
Furthermore,
when one local expresses itself 'on

suggesting that its
One station exec ex
posish rags.
pressed it, "it's like telling listeners,
Tune us out tomorrow.'"
NBC's affiliates also claim that
the custom is unfair to their own
advertisers who have .bought the
when the other program
time
which has gotten Ihe plug, is on the
Thus, If an NBC station airs a
air.
cross plug on a Friday to listen to a
program on CBS Saturday, the account with the NBC time Saturday
Furthermore,
being penalized.
is
it's argued,
the carryover element,
with 'listeners remaining tuned in to
the competing station, injures other
advertisers,

as'

well.

•political

another is
considering

:

controversial subject, public will
consider this an expression of the
union, anyway, destroying
of the New York local's

CHAIR STOPS HOCKIN'
Mildred Bailey winds up her bus
taining series on CBS Feb. 9. "Show
airs Fri. at 11:30 p.m. and will have
had a run of six months .when

entire

lamming.

effect

Time

resolution.

will

bend remotes.

be

filled

with

reports

current

of the top talent In

dartce

for

the

purpose

of

forming a "dummy" agency to
which they would bind themselves for their exclusive services.
This agency, It's further
reported, will deal directly with
potential sponsors and If any
client Is Interested In a particustar
Identified
with the
lar
agency be will have to deal with
the outfit, which will take over
production-supervision
of
the

shows,

advertisers

.were seeing hobgoblins in
held none are pointing

^ that

are

some

together

etc.

One motive, It's claimed, Is to
eliminate the- 15% commission
that now goes to the legitimate'
ad agencies handling the accounts of their upender*.
Situation,

.

if

so,

Predict Postwar

Brushoff For
Station Reps

was

made

apparent
when he stated that that station has
agreed to 28 day cancellations for all
local commercials. With similar policies also approved by WOR and Don
Lee, according to Kobak, clearance
problems in the three major radio
markets are now enormously simpli-

Kobak,

back

fied,
WGN is also pitching in on
Mutual's programming problem, and.
23.
will contribute financially by making
more than 50% of its talent-production resources availthe» business now done by station able to the network.
.

Chicago, Jan.

radio has been talking of getting

the past, are responsible for one of

Ideological matters.

.

Top Talent Pool?

4;

of being the

instead

genda,"

.

•

.

That the radio vs. printed media
.issue Is already taking 'on added
significance is likewise seen in the
reaction of one particular client.
Shortly before the Frank Sinatra
package was sold to Max Factor,
one of the top agencies offered it to
a client- whose product would have
been tied in as a natural with the

Right Treatment Will Sell 'Realism'

orthodox network operating

shift to

given by Gertrude Berg for .her
contemporary, Elaine Carring-

.

which its .operations were
dominated by -.its' "big
it would

in

lines,

The height of unusual parties was last Wednesday's <I7)
in
party
New York
cocktail
.

would some-

what parallel the setting up
several years ago of the Playwrights Company by a group of
the nation's top stage writers to
produce their own plays and the
more recent trend of plx stars
setting up their own production
units.

Possibility that

reps will be handled by the stations'

own

sales offices, directly after the

seen in discussions among
prominent broadcasters held here
war,

is

during the past few months. Move is
a logical one,- they say, both from an
economic and operational viewpoint,
and would not only effect a substantial

saving in sales costs but give

them

tighter control over customer

relations-.

For sometime there has been a
growing dissatisfaction among certain station owners, with the representation 'they have been getting.
Main gripe is that reps, with many
outlets on their 'list, cannot and are
not doing an adequate selling job in
many instances. There is a tendency,
they claim, on Ihe part of the reps to
take the easiest road in selling;. that
when agencies are in the market for
time they submit those stations having the best availabilities, concentrate or. them and make no great efr
fort toward selling the- weaker outlets with less attractive open spots.

Reps have been lax

the matter of

in

following station policies in their
sales, they charge, and deals "are. a
reflection of the rep organization
overall policy and not that of the sta-

"Revolush" Rates Tipped
Kobak also revealed that studies of
Mutual's entire setup 'are now being
made with an eye*^ toward revamping
If his early im-;
its rate structure.
pressions are borne out. he declared,
the changes will result in the netshortly
introducing
a new. rate
work
system which he described as "revolutionary." This step is part of the
overhauling which the network is
being given on the sales end, steps
including new personnel, at least one
riew policy and a new pay system to
time peddlers.

!

New sales staffers at Mutual, hired
by Kobak and his sales veepce. Jesse
•

include Duncan Buckham,
network salesman, who becomes

Barnes,
vet

eastern' sales mgr. Feb. 1, leaving a
similar post at the Blue; Barry Keit,
who has been* set as eastern sales

service mgr.,- and Jack Overall, who
relumed to the sales staff after ttfo
years jn the Navy. John Donohue,
from the Blue's Detroit office, has
laken over Buckham'-s spot at that

web.

'

1
'

has also promulgated a new
whereby Mutual will no longer
regional networks for commerAt least four sucli accounts
cials.

Kobak

rule
sell

have been tJrned down recently, he
stated, with emphasis hereafter to
Tied
fall on coast-to-coast coverage.
i;p with this policy is a riew proDoscd
Although
nolmh'g
much
is expectthe trade that, with Ihe increasingly
ed to b'e done on the mailer for a pay system. Under present arrangeimportant role that the "package
white, talks indirate a trend toward ments salesmen draw 2% for selling
boys" are assuming in the radio setthe eventual breakaway from reps. a split web and l'/o for a coast-toup, a showdown on production con.(Continued on page 34>
larger stations, whose billings
trol-high talent costs-multiple corn- The
warrant it. plan on ppeuing their own
Voices audience.
However,
the
offices, while smaller stations are
client, weighing the cost, came back
figuring on a cooperative sales setup
with a quick nix, pointing out he
of eight to 10 non-competilive outwas sticking to his successful, news- leis._or_fi£en smaller
groups, under
missions looms as inevitable. ,WilrT
one sales manager. In this way they
many of the lop-budgeted programs will retain full sales control and

paper-mag campaigns and "I'm doing very well, thank you."
Meanwhile, there's some feeling in

As a result, many .stations have
practically lost all control over sales.

tion.

CBS

currently

the airlanes via
packaging by Music Corp. of Amerhitting

William Morris and oilier talent
agencies and production outfits, one
of the questions being posed is how
long will the sponsors be content to
pay the freight for the multiplicity
of commissions.
It was one Ihing. it's pointed out,
for a client to pass on 15'c to the adica,

vertising agency which handled his

account and whipped his show together. But the -current bone of contention lies in. that 10'Ji nick the talent agency '''extracts from the total
package cost, with frequently the
personal agents of individual performers also grabbing a percentage
share.
.
Objects to 10% Bile
.

One bankroller interested- in a
nighttime show recently served notice to the ad agency with which he
does business that he's willing to take
the plunge into radio, but only with
an agency-produced program. Client
has let it be known. that he wants

hope

save 5 to B'; on sales costs.
Careful study of the successful operation of

WOR

and

WLW

WGN

sales offices

here and the
office iii New
York, whose costs arc said to be less
than lO',;, against the' .IS','.- paid to
reps, is one of the most important

movement underway.

factors in the

Last Minute Reprieve

Pays

to' finish

to

its

cigarets'Fri.

Be

Ignorant," slated

run for Philip Morris
(26), was given a last

minute reprieve last week. Show
has been renewed' for four weeks,
with a chapce it may yet do another
complete cycle Of 13 weeks..
Reason given for the account's
.

change- of heart

is

that

agency hasn't been able

the
lo

Biow
set

on

a satisfactory replacement.

"Ignorant," which airs' Fri. on
CBS was due to be reinstated as
expended solely for talent permanent part of the Kate .Smith
show had. It not been -renewed.
(Continued on page i4Y "

his coin

Expand

CBS. which has

devoted

alreaefy

considerable money, and effort to
various phases of television research,
is in the process of formulating an.
expanded video research setup, with
Ihe enlarged operational staff reportedly representing a $20,000 Outlay.

Holds Ignorant' 4 Wks.
''It

to

Tele Research

to

Research

activities

will

em-

brace a survey of programming from
qualitative standpoint to 'deter-

a

mine listener
breakdowns oi\

likes

types

and
of.,

dislikes,,

program

preferences, etc.
.
Last fall CBS brought in Dr. Donald Hortoh, of Yale, to head' tele-'
vision research as manager, his division operating as part of the net-

work research department. Under
the expanded activities, it's expected
that Dr. Horton will continue to
Other rehead up. the division.
searchers", including Dr. Ernest Dlchter, psychologist, also have been retained and it's planned to brinf
them into the operation as the need
arises.

.

'
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Pulitzer's Prat-Dispatch Cleans

WN1W, H. Y., Will air pro
oeedlngs of the annual Biutter'a
Plaza
fall from the Riverside
otel, Thursday, Feb. 8, from 11
to 11: 30 p.m.
Allen Prescott, who does the
"Wife Saver" stanza on the station, will m.c. the event, and

Newscast Plugs, Challenges Webs
The

Posl-Dispalcli
the local NBC

Louis

SI.

(Pulitzer),

owner

'of

KSD, last week turned its
editorial guns on commerpatent
cials, especially those of the.
medicine, variety thai are intermingled in newscasts. The. editorial,
accompanied by a cartoon, reads,

Dave Levy Now

Lt.

program

>

Washington, Jan. 23.
Lt. (J.g.) David Levy, of the U. B.
Naval Reserve, formerly- producer
"The time has come to .urge the big and writer with Young & Rublcem,
of has been assigned by the Navy to
radio networks to. change some
Treasury Dept. under
their practices regarding newseast- work with the
director of adverIn particular. NBC, Columbia. Thomas H. Lane,
ing
In the posiMutual and the Blue network should tising, press and radio.

will

jectionable advertisers.
"News broadcasts nowadays often
reach sublime heights as they tell of
the liberation of a WarsaVf of a
battle of Bastogne, or they, bring
sadness into American homes as
The
casualty figures are released.

Levy

tion.

will act as consultant in

charge of Treasury, radio programming.' including broadcast dates Incurred by Sec. Morgenthati. and su-

pervise transcriptions and other material, made available to stations and
pn ^bond
particularly

networks,

public should not be compelled
listen to commercial plugs in the
news like this, or be
nauseated by the appeals- of patent
medicine or •cosmetic advertising,
while hearing dispatches of heroic

midst- of

Bui

.

~

.

laryngitis.

Staff Sgt, Ben Lifuchen, formerly with WCBW, CBS television
station,
already a Purple Heart wearer, has been awarded the Air Medal,
He's a
tail gunner on the Liberator, "Bronx Cheer," stationed
in England
Jack Forbes Joined the Blue web publicity staff: this week following
a
med discharge from the Army, A former Providence newspaperman, ha
Washington, Jan. 23. _ wag in the NBC newsroom before donning khaki: .. .Tony- Miner, CBS
The FM boys' are up in arms over on the mend after being sidelined by three weeks' illness: .Les Gottlieb'
the FCC allocation moving them up Y&R radio publicity topper, to Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Chicago to look
in the spectrum from 42-50 mega- over agency-station coordination end meet with radio eds.
cycles to 84-102 mc. area, contendGabe Heatter profiled, and how, in last week's New Yorker mag ...
ing this will throw them back sev- Goodman! Ace signed a management deal with. MCA.
Joe O'Brien,
eral years and virtually force them
announcer, set to do Paramount newsreel sporls clips'. .: Gilbert
to starr all over in the higher fre- Mack, actor, has turned director, handling "True Detective Mysteries"
on
quencies.
Mutual.
.Walter Craig, head at Benton & Bowles radio dept., directing
Move means the scrapping of 'Glamour Manor". .. .Edward F. Thomas, Geyer, Cornell & Newell flack,
some 500.000 receivers now in oper- has been named a'.-'v.p. of the agency, which, he joined in 1943. .. .WNYC
atloh .as well as makeovers for all propping sixth annual music festival to be staged from Feb. 12 to 22, with
The FM fac- Morris Novlk assigning station's music director, David Stiemer, to map the
existing transmitters.
tion is planning a full-scale fight in ambitious program!
February when FCC conducts hearDorothy Kirsten signatured this week for three, more featured spots oa
ings for those opposed to the new "Highways of Melody," Cities Service"
Friday night. NBCer:
.Sunday
allocations, but present indications morning broadcasts of the
Southernaires are being piped into ihe BIu»
are that the commission will sit pat. network from local stations during the quartet's current
lour through the
Directors of FM Broadcasters, Inc., Carolinas, Georgia, Florida and Tennessee. Boys will be on the road until
.
_ ..
met here last Friday (19Mj oka? March, heading for the widwest after their swing through Dixie. .. .Harry
the increase in number of FM chan- BThe Hipster .. Gibson signed for Ave guest
shots on the Perry Como.nels and to discuss plans to oppose Chesterfield NBC sessions. ./.Ted
Lawrence now chief announcer at
the allocations at the February hearBYN, Brooklyn, and also acting as programming major domo along with
Bill Norlns.
.Craig Smith, Gillette razor v.p.,' who handles contract with
FMBI authorized the-, president Mutual for boxing broadcasts, recuping in Florida from an appendectomy
to appoint a committee to prepare performed in Boston. ,. .Dr. Frank Kingdon now moderating Newspaper
and supervise the org's appearance Guild's forum sessions on
vice Jack McManus. Latter stays on the
Committee show, however, as one of the "press box" hecklers. :. .Ray Nelson, tela
at the oral argument.
numbers John Shepard. 3rd, chair- topper at Charles M. Storm' agency, spieled before dramat workshop of
man: Theodore C. Streibert, Cecil C. New School for Social Research last (Tues.) night on "Television as a
Mastin, C. M. Jahsky, Jr., J. E. Social Force."

For

FM

Shift

.

In civilian

life.

Levy was connect-

ed as a writer with ''We the People,"
Manhattan at Midnight," and other
commercial shows. Since, donning
uniform he had been working as a
writer in the Navy's film branch,
much of his effort being In connec'

tion

'

-.

drives.

.

to

;

.

'

'..

$32,500,000

.

WOV

•

should quit -interrupting news
broadcasts with commercial plugs,
and »2) should quit permitting these
broadcasts to be sponsored by ob(1)

»».

|

.

inter-

of

consist

>

Four-year-old Josh White, Jr., following in father's footsteps
via v
three-song parlay ("House 1 Live In," "One Meat Ball,"
"Jericho" » «
Alan Courtney's
program last Saturday i20> with Sr doinu tul
guitar accomp. Kid got hundreds of letters. .. .Maxine Keith
appoint
national radio director of American Women's. Voluntary Services.
Walter Greaza returns to the cast of "Lora Lawton" and Ruth
McDeviu
takes over the part of Mrs. Elizabeth Carver in the NBC serial
Slacv
Harris added to cast of "Just Plain Bill" as Set. Michael Cramer "
Marv
Jane Highby, who recently wed Guy.Sorel, of "Lora Lawton"
cast and
Don MacLaughlin take over two new parts in "Helen Trent"
in i
competitive audition for a new sequence lead on NBC's "Right to
Happiness," Patsy Campbell was given the nod thjs week by director
Frank Pano
.Amzle Strickland ("Cisco Kid," "Real Stories," etc.) apartmenlcd
with

officers of the Staff
Club, plus a description of festivities. Arthur Treacher, of the
films,- Is honorary president of
the organization, which comprises butlers, footmen, cooks
and maids of the best households in N. Y.

With Treasury Radio

•

hcavv
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the Production Centres
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SI. Louis, Jan. 23.

M

E

with bond

.

WMCA

.

sales.

.

.

.

.

.

1

proportions.

Quotes Fitipatrlck
"Some months ago, in announcing
that his station has banned middle
commercials, Leo J. Fitzpatrick, of

Peace Won't End

|

. .

WJR, Detroit, pointed- out that the
war has brought a new importance
to newscasts.

BBC-U.

'We. must remember,'

he said, 'that practically all- listeners
have relatives or close friends in the
armed services and that their internewscasts is quite personal,
quite emotional and sometimes becomes terribly tragic as they hear
the names and stories of loved ones
est In

Co-op

S.

With John

North American

Salt,

director of the British Broadcasting
Corp.. now in England to plan continued cooperation, lor the duration

and postwSr, between BBC and
American broadcasters, the extent of
such transatlantic program swapin the news
assumes added importance.
"Since the public today listens to P>n8
Figures coveting BBC programming
radio news with reverence and solnever published
urged that for U. S-. stations,

emnity, Mr. Fitzpatrick
radio respond in kind and clean up
what has become 'one of the most
Important show windows of radio.
"The Post-Dispatch station, KSD,
last year took two steps on its own
volition, because of- its belief that
..news broadcasts should have greater
dignity, especially during a war
when radio must' deal constantly
-

|

.

before, show that in three years;
furnished 40.1942-43-44, the
045 hours of programs to American

BBC

.

,

. .

WMCA

I

Brown and Walter

J.

Damm, ex

Bob Stevens, Blue network director who had been assigned
in Heaven" sustaiher, fe)l on the ice and broke
He's in Lenox Hill hospital,* N. Y.

officio.

This figure, however, does
not Include BBC newscasts picked
up by 725 U. S. indie stations during

stations.

and

,

W

One Foot

Myles Loucks, managing director
of

invasion, when »the major
the transatlantic circuits

FMBI, estimates

which would have to be
the D-Day
scrapped under the new allocations
webs had
at -$30,000,000. This is an average of
tied up.
each
on
of the 500,000 sets out
$60
Broken down into broadcasting
standing. He said there is upwards
days of 18 hours each, this whopping,
of $2,530,000 in transmitting equipment which would have to be
changed over.

.

Turns

Away Revenue

SAMMY KAYE SWITCHES
FROM MUTUAL TO BLUE

featuring
Tangee
'"Varieties,"
Kaye's orch and Paul Winwith Jerry Mahoney,. shifts'
from Mutual to the Blue in the Frldav 10 t0 10:30 P- m slot startin S
Pl'°8 r am currently is heard
Feb
43 and '44 Thus in 1942, Mulual
on MBS Thursdays, 8: 30 to 9 p.m.
carried most of the BBC network
As a result, both radio shows
shows, wlth*NBC arri Blue each in
tor comparatively small totals, and sponsored by the cosmetic house will
CBS none. Figures for 1944 show a be heard on the same network.
R rr<rn ad?^-fc>s-Tao.
fc.-cater amount vt-tiuM-tfven. te-BSS- Ka;. iV'^ii |iii;by NBC and Blue, plus several pro gee occupies the 1:30"to 2 p.m. niche.
Warwick & L'egler is the agency.
grams on CBS.

total. Stand taken by BBC, howis that the hour total is secondimportance to geographic
in
coverage, with nationwide U. S. cirin
,.„„.„.„„ considerably ...
.„„„„„ improving
culation

Sammy

ever,

,

-

-

-

|

;

Shows Spotted
Number of BBC American hours
in 1943 summed up to 11.232, while
that of 1944 was 13,408, excluding
D-Day and frequent pickups of regular
.

BBC

Number

newscasts.
of

programs

in

especially

.

i

O J Nfinvarfh tormM
'.'Polling ra.rrt"
producer, has returned from Hollywood after a six months'
AnnualTparty for staff engineers of WBBM-CBS tossed last week
with Les Atlass guest of honor.

WBBM-CBS
stay

transfer reportedly Is
an effort to hypo the program's audi
ence rating but trade circles point
out the CBS and NBC op'posish of

Durante-Moore and "Amos

'n'

could

MUTUAL WOULD LKE
TO OWN OWN HOME

.

|

.

.

Wdntraub Dkkerinf

Kay Kyser

For Shirer

Fri. Nifbtl

William L. Shirer, CBS commentator cusrently occupying the 5:45 to
8 p.m. slot 6n the network Sundays
for Williams Shave Cream, may grab

1

trick. ..

.

-

m

b
CBS and NBC, by ending the
WOR studio sharing deal. Other is

.

.

.Tony Hardt had to withdraw from direction of
"Those We Love" for an operation and long period of convalescence to
follow.
.Billing has finally been straightened out and printed ducats now*
read thusly: "Chase & -Sanborn Coffee Presents the Charlie McCarthy Show
starring
Bergen and Don Ameche".;. .Ward Wheelock looked over
- Edgar
_
_
the market, chatted with Bill Bacher and hustled back home. Other agency
execa. around are YecR's Joe Moran and Joe Bigelow of J. Walter ThompThey sampled the nippy weather and seemed to like it for they ra
son
the

.

«• are

t» locate in a section not associated
with the cloak and «wH trade, as

.

Reverse lend-lease side of the picture has the BBC devoting a terrific
another sponsor and another 15-minof hours for British rebroad- utei segment 'of the web. within a
casts iOf top U. S. web shows, vir- fortnight.
still around.
tually all of which are aired for
Col. Tom Lewis' operation at' Armed Forces Radio Service won a cltaWeintraub agency is negotiating
both GI and English listeners, sans with the spieler and the web ior the tion from Gen. Frederick Osborn for the hangup Job they're doing. It a
plugs of course. In addition, BBC 715-7-30 pm. slot Friday nights, an all-HollyWood radio project. . .Milton Biow haa three shows to submit
North -Atlantic office produced in the This time segment has been filled to' Phil Morris as replacement for "it Pays to Be Ignorant." BiU Backer
U. S. 120 hours of special shows by dance band remotes since last recorded" him i sample of a JOth-Fox studio show, Benzo Caaaim U pitchabout America, in. 1944, all designed October when Englander Mattress lntf with Eddie Oarrt •*!« For Bonds" and Bill Spier lent a personal
to give, its listeners slants on the dropped its "We Whb Dream" pro- hand to direction ot hla frau'a (Kay Thompson) "Club Midnight, a whoGrouch*
Young tt Rtibicam is. interested
American way. In 1942, BBC pro gram Until recently Biow agency, duni^ with bbtro trimmings
duced 40 hours of such programming acUng for Eversharp, had an option Marx for American Can, first of the war casualties. .. .Pressure boys of
bite on law
here.
on the time and planned to feature National Association of Broadcasters are In town to put the
Bureau by
Measurement
Broadcast
operation
of
Btart
district
members
to
deal
that
it
But
Welles
in
BBC attitude toward American re Orson
1... "Murder Will Out" and "Trading Post," both audience parfaclbroadcasting is that it's a vital ele- didn't jell, and Biow gave up the April
are beihg angeled for a spin on Coast dials.
| petere,
ment in the. two. nation*' relation* iime.

number

Mutual' is reported casting about
.with a view to possibly locating its
N. Y. offices and studios in its own
Now located, at 1440
building.
Broadway, in the same building and
atudios as WOR.
Object ia_said to be twofold. One
to identify the web on its own,

.

Commuting days of "Cavalcade of America" are about over and, with
the exception of a brief pitch in the east come spring, the DuPonter stays
put in the shadow of the Hollywood hills. Don Clark is now producing
for BBD&O while .Paul Stewart .carves out a directing career in the
cinemah. .Blue network is giving Andy Russell a Vth avenue window
dressing to bait clients with loose- purse strings. Surrounding the crooner
are Connie Haines, Lou Brings trained footers (21) and Mel Torme's MelTones. Summer shoppera are asked to give a listen on Saturday nights at
7 (PWT). .. .Treasury Dept. has a stake in the new Don Lee^Mulual series.
Never Too Old." It's an audience, quizzer for oldsters with a messagehold those War Bonds till maturity. It goes five times a week in half -hour
stanzas with Art Baker doing the pitching. . ,Lud Gluskin signed a new
contract as Coast music director of CBS for the start of his llth»year.
Ted Bates installed Paul Phillips as Coast head of his agency before hauling back to his homo base. He'll be kept busy' otherwise looking alter
,

I

.

'

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Andy"

hardly .be classified as soft
touches.
Kaye, incidentally, is in
Atlanta for two weeks of theatre and
camp appearances and segues from
there to Miami for five weeks,
Arthur Henley, scripter for the Paul
Winchell ventro contribs, was forced
to beg oft* other N. Y. commitments
to accompany the troupe.

.

-tC-Sierlpt "Vo»'rg .A-|fnp" »n»l

"Varieties"

Special

produced by BBC for American stations is large, and represents a conconnec- siderable' outlay,
These, include
tion .with entertainment broadcast "Atlantic Spotlight," "Transatlantic
becomes highly objectionable in con- Quiz," "London Column" "Amerinection with a news broadcast.
can Eagle in Britain." etc. BBC
"What do NBC, Columbia, Mutual also
material
produces
special
and the Blue network, which should which is integrated into U. S. sustake the leadership in all matters tained. WLW. Cincinnati, for inpertaining to radio prestige, say to
stance, uses BBC material on. 15 to
the proposal that middle commer20 shows each month. British outfit
cials be barred and that a rigid cenalso has contributed special event
sorship be imposed to rid newscasts
programming to U. S. stations for
of .Improper sponsorship?"
bond drives, conferences and farm
programs. ".

What may be condoned

M

.

.

chell

ary

Don McNeill, Blue "Breakfast Club" m.c, guested for Hildegarde Tuesday (23). .. .Walter Preston, CBS program mgr., planning a western trip
combining biz and pleasure. ,. .Bert Whaley replaces Harold Bean as director of music programs of NBC's central division. Bean resigned to join,
an Indianapolis ad agency ... .Carl J. Biukland, g.m. WTOP, Washington,
last week's guest speaker at Chicago Radio Management Club, discussed
the changes in the Washington market. .. .George K. Hahn, commercial
mgr., of IJSOO, Sioux Falls, was Chi visitor last week... .William D.
Fisher, WGN script writer, made honorary member of International Mark
Twain Sooiety last week. .Irving Pfiaum, foreign ed of Chi Times, took,
over news analyst Robert Hurleigh's commentaries on WBBM while latter
attended Radio Correspondents' meet in Washington. .. .Herb Futran is
radio's only midwest writer and producer handling two flve-a-week shows.
E, R. Borroff, v.p. In charge of network's central division, to N. Y. on
biz. I .Howard Lane, CBS station relations chief, in town for huddle with.
Ralph Hatcher, who handled midwest station relations for the net....
Oliver Morton, NBC local and spot sales mgr. here, vacationing In Hot
Springs. .. Publicity director Don Kelly issuing a new house organ for
WBBM-CBS here. .. .Raymond Allen, former news writer at WKY. Oklahoma City, has been added to Chi Blue news sUff. .Jennings Pierce,
public service director end station relations man Of NBC western division
here last week to huddle with Harry Kopf, veepee of central division
Virginia Dodge, latest addition to Blue's continuity department, assigned
.

.

the

new

CHIC/AGO

|

.

"Just as KSD is how turning away
revenue because of its standards of
radio newscasting, the Post-Dispatch
has rejected many advertisements
because the copy submitted was objectionable, repulsive, suggestive or
offensive in text or in illustration.
Others have been rejected on the
ground that the product and the
advertising were not suitable for
open discussion and, therefore, unfit
to be printed in a newspaper which
Is read in the home.
•The broadcasting 41 news by
radio has become so vital a public
service and has so brilliant a future
that it should not be marred by
cheap commercialism or by a grasping attitude on the part of radio station owners. !There is all the difference in the world. between pure" entertainment and .hews broadcasting.

to the

bin leg last

week.

the value of re-

ceivers

tragedy.
KSD
believes that the people are entitled
to hear news without commercial hourly total means that BBC furinterruptions, and that the broad- nished American outlets with the
casting of news should not be spon- equivalent of 2,224 full 18-hour days
sored by advertisers who deal in over, a three-year period. What this
pains, means in terms of building Anglopallatives
for
aches and
tbmach acidity and gas, body odors, American amity and understanding
enlarged pores, bad breath and a is incalculable.
thousand and one equally revolting
In point of hours, top year of the
subjects..
iBst three was 1942, with 15.405 for

with heroism

.

.

The Fourth Dimension
in Radio-Time
>

The Ether

of Space comprises the firsts

three dimensions of Radio

WCAU

— and

multiply

WCAU's "Umbrella

Coverage" by Radio's fourth dimension

leads all other Philadelphia

—Time. Multiply the "extra millions"
of people undef the WCAU Umbrella
by 365 days and nights and you have
a stupendous figure— just about what
either Scientists or Sinatra Fans would

Stations. Its

50,000 Watts are not con-

fined to a specific pattern.

They

are

"Free Watts" surging out in a great
Tidal

Now

here

Wave

of Power in all directiom

over a clear national channel— giving

call "Solid

"Umbrella Coverage."

use

Radio." For full coverage

WC AU's

Umbrella.

WO All ^
f

V^f l

JLV*'

Coverage*

CBS AFFILIATE

PHILADELPHIA'S LEADING RADIO INSTITUTION

RADIO REVIEWS
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PAN ALLEY OK THE AIR"

Wednesday, January 24, 1945

Ptissnsft-

and end of program, fol- "A TALK TO THE PEOPLE"
lowed by brief singing jingles, afe With Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia
used. Harry Bubect-gayatne show 45 Mins.; Sun., 1 p.m.

ginning

Johnny Ncblelt, Jack Owens,
Four Vagabonds, Jimmy Blade and
thoughtful direction. A Tittle tight Sustaining
the Leaflans, weekly guests
cning up 'here and there is all that's WNYC, N. Y.
Producer: Harry Bubcck
Morg.
New York's dynamic little mayor,
Writers: Bob Carman, Helen Wil- needed.
Fiorello H. LaGuardia, holds forth
liams. Judy Tom
Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m. (CWT)
on the municipally owned and operit
"SYMPHONY FOR YOUTHS"
ated station, WNYC. each Sunday
,EAF GUM COMPANY
Willi Alfred Wallensteln conduollng afternoon to provide metropolitan
WMAQ-NBC, Chicago
Los Angeles Phllharmonlo, Thomas listeners with one of the best radio
(Bo:eII & Jacobs"
Frcebalrn Smith, others
shows on tap .that day, or any other
Tim Morrow has whipped up a

Willi

little package in this 15-miriulo
variety show, dedicated to the song
writers of Tin Pan Alley. Format
for the most part hclds interest except that it doesn't get into the life
of the writer or composer quick/
enough. This could be speeded up by
the elimination of the tribute to a
femmember of the armed forces! Although a gracious gesture' to Viiir

neat

fighting

women,

it

adds nothing to

the program.

Producer-Director: Wallensteln

ship,

black

Sustaining
Light, lofty, attention-getting and
the "Symphony for
authoritative,
Youths" concert, with Alfred Wallcnstein conducting the Los Angeles
Philharmonic before a large audience of school children in that Coast
cityT is one of the better serious-type

musical stanzas
radio docket.

currently

on

the

Following the theme-song, bariHeard Saturdays at 1:30 p.m.
tone Jack Owens, on prcem (20).
sang "Let Me Love You Tonight," (EWT) 10:30 a. m. on the Coast—
then a short commercial and into a this hour-long program, in addition
betternarration of the story behind the to featuring several of the
orchestral works of the masknown
man behind the hit, done by JohnnyNeblett, in his usual forceful style. ters, also comprised a brief quiz conThomas
Subject of opening show was Mitchell ducted by musical' authority
Parish and story brought out the -fact Freebairn Smith, during which he
bithat 20 years ago he was a medical queried five L. A. school kids on
student who dabbled in amateur lyric ographies of the old-line composers.
On show caught (20), Wallenstein
writing. Narration brought him' up
to present time for. medley of his led the topflight orchestra through

—

hits

done by Owens. Four Vagabonds

and Jimmy Blade and the Leaf tans,
a four-piece instrumental combinaMedley included "Hands Across
the Table." "Sweet Lorraine" and
"Stardust." Identity. of subject is kept
secret with only his lyrics or music
as a clue until introduced on the
show. Guest star was Parish, himself, who was piped in from N. Y.
tion.

"Oberon" Overture by von Weber;
the beautifully rendered first movement of Grieg's Piano Concerto, with
moppet Rosita Chang, Chinese high
school lass, as soloist; the first movement of Beethoven's Seventh Symphony: excerpts from "Queen of
Sheba." featuring the cello section,
and ah operatic march from Warfeaturing the
ner's "Tannhauser,

and interviewed by Jack Costello, Youth Chorus.
giving further light on his career.
On paper, the lineup looks good; it
Back to Chicago, Owens and the en- played well, too. Wallenstein preftire ensemble closed with first pres- aced each composition with brief
entation of Parish's' newest song, program notes, and was responsible
"The Love That Never Happened."
for
the smoothly-paced way the
Two short commercials at the be- stanza ran off.
Sten.

ALL-AMERICAN JAZZ CONCERT'.
With Beatrice Lillie, Judv Garland
Jack Benny, Jerome Kern, Daroiv
I

With Don Frederick; Jerry, Edit
Jomnnm
Director: Barry Gray

A

Writer: Edward Bralnard
IS Mins.; Sun., 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-Muiual, N. Y.
Puerile script trappings foisted on
this musical stanza, starring ex-Paul

In fact, his inherent showmanas reflected by his outlandish
hat; his remarkable ability,

when cameramen are

WOR-Mulual, N. T.

MINIATURE MINSTRELS"

Whitcman-featured Ramona, make
its chances look extremely slim. The
"Minstrels" tag is hard to understand,
its.chief function on the opener (21)
work, to seemingly having been availability
screw his expressive features into an as the butt of several tired gags and
attention-grabbing picture, his faith- to allow announcer Don Frederick to
fulness in showing up at fires, etc., adopt a sideshow barker routine
carries over the mike so well that an which didn't help things.
attempt was made several months
Sweet singing gal trio; Jerry, Edie
ago to air his Sunday broadcasts on Si Joanna, shares the musical burden,
a sponsored basis. Also suggested with Ramona's vocal and piano conhas been an intra-city network with tribs and the combination might have
other N. Y. indies hooking on to the accomplished things If so much time
sessions.
hadn't been wasted chinning about
Unconsciously, or otherwise, La- Frederick's "joke book" and other
Guardia hews to the standard soap unrelated
subjects.
The former
opera technique, although without Whitemanite went it alone on "Blue
benefit of tremolo organ tones or a Skies" and "Moon In My Heart" (latsupporting cast. But the emotional ter not too strong), and joined the
sock is there from tears and heart- trio for "Axe-Cent-Choo-Ate" and
break, to courage and grim laughter
Trolley Song." Threesome also hanin the face of adversity. He scolds, dles
open-close themer,
"Golden
occasionally he rants, he threatens, Slippers," another tie-in with "Mincajoles, pleads, waxes tearful.
He's strels" title. There's no other atastonished, he's proud, he's fearful, tempt, though, to utilize the Primhe's querulous, he's enraged.
Oh, rose-Dockstader idea. Ramona prohell, there's nothing the guy isn't— vides the only instrumental touch
and all In the space of 45 minutes!
with her piano and also shares chatOther stations don't allow "persona I ter assignments with Frederick.
Donn.
messages to be transmitted over their
facilities. But LaGuardia, via WNYC,
intersperses warnings to bookmakers,
PULPIT IN THE FOXHOLE"
tin-horn gamblers, chiselers, black With Paul Conrad, Dean Norton,
marketeers, and others preying on
Morton DaCosta, Arthur Jarrett,
N.Y.'s unsuspecting citizens. He also
Leonard' Scherer, Dick Bradley
addresses himself to his police com-, Writer: Milton Robertson
missioner, OPA officials, judges and Director: Jack Grogan
anyone else he thinks needs a pep 15 Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m. talk. It sounds pretty good: too. and Sustaining
at least it lets the taxpayers know WNEW, N. Y.
that their mayor is hep to what's
One of the most dramatic facts
going on and proposes to do what he .
which the war has served to recan to remedy things that need cor- establish
is that most men, under
day.

60 Mins.; Sat., 1:30 p.m.

RAMONA A HER MIGHTY

at

—

Kaye, Lionel Barrymore, Louta
a
Armstrong,
Sidney Beohei J A
Higglnbotham, Benny .Goodman
quintet, Mildred Bailey. Duke
Ellington
orch,
Leonard Feather,

others
Producer: Feather
Writers: Feather,

'

Charles

Smith
90 Mins.;
shot)

Wed.

Edward.

(17), 11:30- p.m. (on*

Sustaining

WJZ-Blue, N, Y.
Esquire mag's promotion stunt *of

whipping adolescent (and other) hot
jazz enthusiasts into frenzies over
respective merits of this alto sax
player or that "odd instrument" virtuoso; the jungle rhythm New Orleans school of jazz or the modern
"petit point embroidery" school built
around skittering vibraharps and
banshee electric guitars, is a good
one. It works out okay as far as the
mag's printed material is concerned.
But it's unfortunate that the publishers don't latch onto some capable
producer to project their pitch effectively on those occasions when
Esquire takes to the airlanes for a
jazz venture. Last year's Metropolitan opera house concert is one case
in point. And last week's three-city
presenting the annual
broadcast,
"best" awards, was another. The ambitious venture just didn't come off
as good radio.

Not that there weren't some good
things on it but they just didn't tie
together, with the result' that appeal

—

must have been limited, and it'a
doubtful that many of the uninitiated
bothered to listen until 1 a.m. for the
finale.
And even if they did, that
farewell New Orleans-Los AngelesN. Y. jam session certainly wasn't
This little gem,
worth, trie effort.
hailed as a world premiere by tha
imported self-appointed jazz critio,
Leonard Feather, was a flop.
Idea was to Have Duke Ellington's
orch take off in L. A. and pipe in
Louis Armstrong from. N. O. and.
Line
battle conditions, turn to religion Benny Goodman from N. Y.
when the going gets tough, regard- switches were worked okay, but tha
less of their backgrounds. It ll this tooters just couldn't seem to get tofact, combined with the general place
ether; in faot, It sounded as though
of religion in the armed forces, which
e three components were playing
All this
"Pulpit In the Foxhole" dealt with,
rea different selections'.
but despite the wealth of material was. Interesting, from tha viewpoint
available and Its Inherent drama, of being a world premiere, but It
hafdly added up to good Jazz, or good
teeofT (21) missed the target.
ln« else,
Story dealt with the heroism of
roadoast teed off from N. 0-, with
three chaplains, of different denom(Continued on page 36)
inations, who gave up their lives lb
save others In the sinking oi a warship.
It's a true story, but weak
scripting kayoed the entire production. Developments were recounted
FOUND
with a plethora of sound effects, filters, cross fades and perspectives, all
of which cluttered up tha works.
A BOOK UNDER A
Show failed to establish any characters and as a natural consequence,
TREE THAT
also failed to develop any sympathy
for or understanding of those InIN BROOKLYN?
'

;

recting.

Typical
(21

)

was Sunday's
LaGuardia talked at

broadcast

when

-

length on the

manpower problem,

which he tied in with

his trip to the
ina.ugural ceremonies in Washington
the day before. He described President Roosevelt as having been
oalled into service by a mighty
draft board the American people."
Latter portion of his message had to

—

do with malefactors

— and

were they

He told "Lew"
Comm. Lewis Valentine) to
make sure the

excoriated!

(Police
get on

the ball and

"boys"

that should be in the Army instead
of chiseling were^ turned over to
Selective Service authorities. Meatless Tuesdays and Fridays for N. Y.

were proclaimed by the chief exec
with warnings that this decree was
going to be enforced. And so forth.
LaGuardia. opens and closes his

performance by repeating the slogan.
Patience and Fortitude" eacl] Sunday. Record of "Halls of Montezuma" precedes and follows him.
He uses no prepared script, occasionally pausing to ruffle through
papers on his desk in City Hall to
lodk up a name, or other reference.
TAM gimmick, too. is good arid tends
to bring him much closer to his listeners' than network commentators
carefully prepared, checked

using

LaGuardia
Doim:

and recnecked scripts.
puts on a swell show*

"WEAPONS FOR VICTORY"
Witt Myron McCormick, John Sylvester, Carl Emory, Dean Carlton,
Byron McGrath, Frank Readick,
W/O Edward Sadowsky and
band, Ma J. Andre Baruch, S/Sgt,

.

'

WHO

GROWS

volved.

Cast and direction did as well as
could be expected wl'1th tfie dlffuS

LETTERS

W$

Mora than twelve thousand
came flooding in to
after Santa greeted

WQAR

youngsters of Northeastern Ohio

assignment the
Forces have given
Devine and writer
Arnold Perl. They're supposed
humanize, dramatize and foster
rmj^ pride in the weapons used
armed forces through the
a

TO SANTA

letters

w£Sc-'cBS. N. Y.
difficult

Service
^r-Aiy
ire-otor Jerry

in hit

annual pro-Christmas
by Coca-

radio visit (sponsored

Cola for the past 4 years). It

i

was more than an exceptional
demonstration of mall responses

a dramatic radio

prothey might, they won't
lie initial stanza in the
'eapons for Victory," heard
'hursday (18) Is any criterion,
not that the purposes of this
are" unworthy of the time and
being expanded. Major preif
t6 ipoint out the critical
It
of the armed foroes and to
a bright victory brought
y the use of ttiese weapons,
a tblng doesn't jell,
'ting the format of most dramatic
stanzas, I.e., a band, a narrator, fair
ejjtora, and an at-timeg llstenable
tonpt, this program tried to drathe services performed by
it .90 mm. anti-aircraft gun during
attack on Pearl Harbor and
throughout the current conflict. Fol16v/ed an Interview conducted by
Major Andre Baruch (ex-CBS announcer) with S/Sgt. Roy Peck, who
It a gun oomrnander of an ack-ack
orew, and Adam wowey, who works
at a plant where the recoil mechanism for the weapon is manufactured.
Mu&oaJ background as supplied
by a N. Y. Port of Embarkation band
'

-

.

Md by

Officer Edward
excellent; but Devine,
et al., are going to have to find another tangent to Hold on to an audience for the important messages this
program desires' to get across.
Sten.

Sadowsky

Warrant
It

Sea Fate 34

12,973

Boy Peek, Adam Howey

Director: 'jerry Devine
Writer: Pvt. Arnold Perl
ft Mins.; Thurs., 5 p.m.

Mer'r.

script.

It

was another expression of tha
that Ohio people,

friendliness

both young and old, have for

The Friendly Stattom

r

Wednesday, January 24, 1943

Inside Stuff-Radio
on new Earl Wilson-White Owl Bspadway gossip
Mutual Sunday nights is that one-half ol the program budget
each week is handed over to the marquee-name guest stars. Show is reported a $2,000 weekly deal with a grand earmarked for the visitors,
Tallulah Bankhead, Fred Allen and Gertrude Niesen having been spotted
on first three shows and Anrl Sheridan upcoming next week (28). Wilson
Interesting sidelight

stanza on

is

said to be in for $500 with rest of the

20 going

for scrlptcro, production

expenses, etc.

.

RADIO

P%!RIETY
WFBR,

Incidentally, the Wilson show had hardly preemed before legal headaches started. It seems a freelance writer submitted a script using the
tag, "Night Owl for White Ojpl," to describe the N. Y. Post colmunist.
Same label was hung on him in print and used by Fred Allen during his
guest stint so the freelancer's lawyer got busy claiming unauthorized use
of his clien's material. Gale Associates, who spotted the. package through
Just a
J. Walter Thompson,' are on the other end. of the controversy.
coincidence, they say.
Incidentally, Mutual chieftains said "Naughty, Naughty" to Wilson after
this wec'JZ, broadcast, referring to some of the dialog in the guest interview and warned the columnist to "keep it clean."

Balto.,

MBS

Leaving

for Blue Berth

New hookup means WCBM,

Blue's

present outlet, a 250-watter, probabiy will attempt to work out a satisfactory deal to become a Mutual outlet, it's thought.

ROIOTTLEY HEADED
FOR RUSSIAN FRONT

annum.

—

;

Chicago Tribune on newspaper's afstation

filiate

settled last

WGN,

Chicago,

week through

WGN

which

AFRA

commercial because
Tribune, but which

claimed were
of

plugs

for

won

retro-

pay varying from six months
two years for a substantial

to

amount

of coin.
closed,

On

other"

of

WGN

activities of Tribune, and
being part of Tribune, pro.

sustainers.

Station also

maintained that back In 1940 it had
oral agreement with Raymond Jones,
exec sec'y of AFRA's local, to regard
such programs as sustainers.
Recently, national AFRA counsel,
with Mortimer Becker handling,
stepped Into picture, claiming tag
"Chicago Tribune presents," which
station used to introduce programs,
did not keep programs sustaining as
maintained, but in reality advertised the Tribune and hence
made programs and performers*
rates commercial,- Hearing was set
for February in Chicago, when
decided to compromise.

WGN

shows,

since
AFRA waived retro
pay. Future shows will only be conbook, sidered sustaining when Trib is not
on WMCA, montigned.
N. Y., recently was given an award
Programs involved included "WGN
by the Writers War Board as among Salutes the World's Greatest News;op programs "combating race bias.
paper," 'Chicago Theatre of the
Air,"
"WGN Symphonic Hour,"
Columbus Crosley Corp., Cincin- "Reading the Chicago Tribune" and
nati, has asked the FCC for a per- others. It was WGN's contention the
mit for a new commercial television station was broadcasting these programs in conjunction with the public
station here.

mags.
Dramatization

service

grams were

WGN maintained WGN

were sustaining. AFRA artists on
programs were paid the lower scale

active

again

efforts of

national counsel of American Federation of Radio Artists, Jaffe &
Dispute involved eight programs broadcast for several years

applicable to sustainers.
AFRA on four shows

theatre, is scheduled to
shortly, this, time lor
Russia.
As before, he'll work for
CBS, the Marshall Field dailies and

leave

was

Jaffe.

pean war

:

Weekly income of $2,150 paid Hal Block by Eversharp is figured as ranking him as the top paid gagman in radio. An unusual aspect of the relationship is that he's under contract direct to the sponsoring firm, not its
ad agency, Biow, or the comics for whom he writes.
Block's take is said to be $1,500 for the Milton Berle "Let Yourself Go"
stanza and $650 for the Phil Baker "Take It Or Leave It" operation.
L_^_
+
_

Chica'go, Jan. 23.

Dispute regarding status of artists
plugging Col. Robert F. McCormick's

I
Roi Oaley, Negro co.reE.r.
recently returned from the Euro'

deal at $750,000 per

Shows Plugging McCormick's Trib

by

.

Commission on Bob Hope's Pepsodent airer is split between Jimmy
Saphier and Louis Shurr, on a 6%"and 4% basis, respectively. Arrangement goes back some years, comic having been "briginallx handled by Shurr
for all fields. Saphier is credited with playing a major part in Hope's radio
success, having taken over his air management after he had laid eggs for
Woodbury and Lucky Strike
Saphier also handled Hope's recent renewal by Pepsodent, a 10-year

AFRA Wins Retro Pay on Four W6N

Effective June 15, WFBR, Baltimore, a 5,000- watter now affiliated
with Mutual, will become a basic

Blue network station.
Licensee Is
Baltimore Radio Show, Inc., with
Hojpe H. Barroll, Jr.. acting as exec
v.p. and gen. mgr.
WFBR is one of
broadcasting's vet outlets, having
been in operation since 1922.

81

N.Y.,

NJ.

Indies Lose

Ottley's

"New World A-Comm'

Pair to Hollywood

"

—

Twentieth-Fox this week signed
Paterson,. N. J, announcer
Harrison Eagles to an acting pact,
screen-tested
WINS, N. Y,

WPAT,
and

singer Roy Williams.
Eagles' initial chore, when he arrives ;on the Coast shortly, will be
In the next Dick Haymes starrer.

'

.

KEN CRAIG TAKES OVER
WOOD'S CHI McC-E POST
Chicago, Jan.

23.

Kenneth Craig has been named
McCanrtof 'the
director
radio
Erickson office here effective Feb.
15 succeeding Mul Wood, resigned.
Latter will locate either in Hollywood or N: Y. in the television field.
Craig comes from KQW, San Francisco, where he was program director and supervisor of operations.
Bill Shepherd, asst. radio director
agency here, has been transferred to a similar post in the

ol the

Minneapolis office succeeding Kenneth Titus.

'Amer. School' Hoopla

For 15th Birthday
Leon Levine and his staff are busy
readying special events and broadcasts for "American School of the
Air's" 15th anniversary during the
week of Feb. 5. Plans call for sta-

tions on CBS which carry the show
to salute the stanza during the week.
Julius Mattfeld, head of the CBS
music library, is the only one con-

show now, who was
employed at CBS when the program
went on the 3ir. Incidentally,

nected with the
first

Friedlich, research director of
the show, has resigned to write a
book.

Ruth

Johnny Olsen Decides To
Stay in 'Rumpus Room'
Due to demands by several sponJohnny ^Olsen, who has taken
over the m.cf chores on "Ladies Be
Seated," afternoon Blue audienceparticipation stanza, will continue
'with his 12:05-12:30 a.m. "Rumpus
sors,

Room" platter-chatter session on
WJZ, N. Y., Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays. Stan Shaw will recordjockey the same slot on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Original plan, when Olsen took

...or

over "Ladies," was for him to give
the go-by to all other chores,
But
money involved in dropping his
"Rumpus" session was too heavy to
let fly out the window.
So he continues.

CHUBCH REPLACES BROWUE
Kansas

City, Jan. 23.

Church,
cation at

is

the

new

KMBC,

director of edureplacing R. Edwin

Browne.
Litter resigned to accept post, of
public relations director at the U.
of Kansas.

WHO CONDUCTED
A TELEPATHIC

to win the
I

sta-

Last minute news bulletins are picked up just before
air time and inserted near end of program. Commercial! written to conform to the style of the program
have proved one of the most interesting features.

"Your World Tonight"— a hot-off-the-wire dramatic

A recent free offer of an atlas brought one thousand
requests— exhausting the supply.

Thirteen

Dr. Charles F. Church, Jr., brother
of the station's president, Arthur B,

how

Baltimore market
weeks— renewed

nine times— that's two

years fc thirteen weeks and still going strong. Yes,
another home-town Baltimore success, High Rock

Ginger Ale, on Baltimore's

own

big

home-town

tion— WFBR.

news program that can and does compete with network shows, has been sponsored for over two years
by High Rock Ginger Ale, now the largest selling
ginger ale in Baltimore.

News is taken off the wires up to 7:15 P.M. A staff
of writers begins preparing dramatic presentation.
Rehearsal starts approximately 7:25; air time is 7:45 !

Remember the above
talking about

- MUTUAL

BROADCASTS SYSTEM •

I

.

•

•

•

...F...B... R.

'Agency: Leon S. Qolnick

6t

Associates

TALENT SEARCH?
MEMBER

when people start
Baltimore Yes, if you

facta

RESULTS in

want to know what to buy in Baltimore
buy what
the successful home town boys have always bought

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

- JOHN

BLAIR

A

CO.

.

.

St
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NBC Winners

Eighth Annual Poll

in

...

Program

Favorite Commercial

Information Please (Heinz)

John Cliarles Thomas ( Westinghouse)

Favorite Male Vocalist (Classical)

.

.

Favorite Male Vocalist (Popular)

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dinah Shore (General Foods)

Favorite Feminine Vocalist (Popular)
Favorite Symphonic Conductor
Favorite Comedian

.

.

.

.

Favorite Dramatic Serial

....

.

Favorite Sports Commentator

Show

'

•

.

.

...

.

.

One Man's Family (Standard Brands)
Bill

.

Don
.

.

.

Tomorrow (Female)

Favorite

Comedy Team

(Heinz)

Fibber McGee
(Johnson's

...

.

.

.

.

.

Wilson (Lucky Strike)
.

Joan Davis (Sealtest)

Jo Stafford

.

Chesterfield)

Kraft Music Hall

(Pepsodent)

(Kraft)

.

.

Wax)

out of 5 on NBC
Chase & Sanborn Program

Bob Hope

FAVORITE ENTERTAINER

j(

Fibber McGee& Molly (Johnson's

PROGRAM ... 5

& Molly
Wax)

.

.

.

....

FAVORITE COMMERCIAL
Information Please

Lowell Thomas (Sun Oil)

......
Stern (Colgate)
... Information Please (Heinz)

.

.

Favorite Comedienne

Bing Crosby (Kraft)

Bob Hope (Pepsodent)

.

.

Favorite Announcer

Star of

.

.

Arturo Toscanini (General Motors)

...

.

Favorite News Commentator

Favorite Quiz

'

Bob Hope (Pepsodent)

Favorite Entertainer

(Standard Brands)

.Top 4 out of 5 on

NBC

Bob Hope

Bing Crosby

Jack Benny

Edgar Bergen

(Pepsodent)

(Kraft)

(Lucky Strike)

(Standard Brands)

•t
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jsten to Most" is

Radio's radio, too
4

out of 26

15

Poll

first

go to NBC

places
stars

in

Radio Daily

and shows

THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
express

writers

its

who

whelmingly
poll

again this year cast their votes over-

in favor of

NBC

programs and

conducted by Radio Daily. In voting

26 first places, radio

more

wishes to

appreciation to the nation's radio editors and

firsts

As these

than

critics

all other

gave

critics

NBC stars

NBC

and reporters

millions of Americans

and

shoivs

networks combined.

results indicate,

Network with

stars in the

NBC 15 out of

who

listen

is

America's No.

1

as well as with the

solely for entertain-

ment^ education and information.

ational Broadcasting

Company

America's No.

1

Network
A Service of Radio
Corporation of America

a
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War Gave Femmes Chance

FCC,

to Cli

WPB Put

Brake On
^

Radio Construction 0.K/&
Washington, Jan.

Place

As

Unprecedented accent on
as

pilots,

f<_;v.mes

alone or in partnership,' of

network' stanzas .this season at first
glance ties in with the war and resultant talent shortages but there
arc"

in the industry who feci
the emergence of distaff stars

many

that

Program Toppers

BorT

has worked, out so successfully that
their place in radio is secure. These
spokesmen feel that outstanding
come
have
performers
fenime
through., against one of radio's most
serious taboos and that they'll continue as good commercial bets.
Up until .very recently Kate Smith
was the lone femme headlining a
nighttime' commercial scries and for
a long time it Was thought she was
the only gal strong enough to headline a top network production. However, after RVidy Vallee exited from
Joan. Davis,
show,
Scaliest
tht

teamed with Jack Haley, took over
and in a remarkably short time, all
things considered, Hooper survey figHies disclosed that she was a definite
click.

manner, Dinah Shore;
like
In
Qi'iny Simrns, Graeie. Fields, Arlene
Francis, and, more recently, Judy
£anbva: the Andrews Sisters, Fanny
Brice, Charlotte Greenwood, Hiidegarde, Mary Small and Beatrice Kay,
among others, have demonstrated
their ability to carry much of the

nciwoik program

burden

in

a

of a
satisfactory to sponsor and
listeners alike.
Not > Surprise
Talent wise programmers, of course,
are not a bit surprised thai this turn

manner

of events came about, remembering,
as they did. the show biz maxim
that sex is no bar to success, as long
Even a lady
as the ability is there.
"strong man" would go over, they
insist, providing only that she wag
Failure of radio to
strong enough.

capitalize

sooner on

its

FCC

cracked

down

last

23.

week on

radio construction work during the
war. As a result of the new manpower and materials squeeze, it will
permit new construction only where
the "construction will result in making service available to a community
which does not receive primary
service from any existing broadcast,
station."

marked
therefore,
is
performers,
as just one of those screwy
accidental things that happen, in this

,

standpoint

of

and the need
tribute to the

available manpower
for the service to con.

war

New

M

Springfield, Mass., Jan.
The quality of commercial transcriptions is the basis of cross
sunt

here this week in district
court
by Joseph A. dolettl, doing business

filed

without government approval.
as Joseph's Tailors. In this city
and
Stations relations staff, under Carl by Kasper-Gordon, Inc.,
of Boston.
Havelln, Is also to be augmented, The Boston firm claims Colelti
Kobak said. New oonlact men will $234 on a $400 bill, while Colettl owee
asks
be added to work in the field, and return of $75 which he says
he paid
will be headquartered in those areas down for a series,
they'll cover.

Network

is

also

reducing all Its policies to written
form, this being the job Jesse
another Mutual staffer
formerly with the Blue, Is handling.
Web has not had such a policy guide
*
in the past.

Thompson,

Kobak

also

Springfield,

man

claims

Blatters

proved unintelligible. Included i
n
claim is a 3% fee for AFM

$234

royalties.

Frieda Inescort/ Cooper

emphasized Mutual's

On DuMont

Television

"make haste, slowly" policy on the
Ran Dunnell, freelance tele pro !
programming end, stating that Phil ducer, landed
three top legit names
Carlin would make a complete report
for a one-acler on WABD, N.Y., Sunon revamping the sked whari he re- day
(28) when Frieda Inescort, Melturns from his current station swing.
ville Cooper and Harvey Stephens

effort."

-

probably because some misguided exec established a principle
that "dames are no good as radio
stars, people don't like their speaking voices," or some other such reacase,

High Price Tags

Web

Continued from page 27

son.

-production and "why should I be
Because of these wartime develop- and
saddled with an unproductive 10%?"
ments, however, the femmes have
Another point that's made soma
carved a place: for themselves in the
sponsors discontented with the domcommercial programming field—
inant role the package boys are asplace they are certain to retain even
suming is the fact that, in many inwhen the talent headache disappears stances, the
ad agencies with which
with the coming .of peace.
they aref dealing have practically no
control over- their shows. In view
Cleveland.
Chet Zohn, former
of the fact the program Is the prodproduction director and night mgr.
uct of the package outfit, ofttimes the
at WTAM, has been named head of
ad agency finds its hands tied in
that station's program activities.
meeting the demands of his client,

—

is keeping its door open to Indie
producers, meanwhile, as a principal
source of new shows.

will perform "Sham," written by
Frank G. Tompkins. Miss Inescort
Is currently on Broadway In Rose
Extent to which Kobak's powers go .Franken's. "Soldier's Wife."
apparent
is made
by the fact that
DuMont stanza is being sponsored
Mutual's board of directors does not by Knox Hats.
meet- until March, but that he will
report then on his steps already
Columbus.
Albert Albinger has
taken, rather than asking for ap- been named "aotlng production mgr.
proval to take them.
and chief announcer of WCOL. >
.

—

TODAYS MOST

show is out of his control.
regarded as one of the main facwhat is seen as
an eventual showdown.
Sponsor

since the
It's

OUTSTANDING
RADIO

tors contributing to

squawks are also directed at the fact
that some of the package boys aren't

PERSONALITY

averse to unloading their stable of
dubious talent that they might otherwise have difficulty in selling, in
rounding out a supporting cast for
the star. Feeling is that if the production is again vested in the ad
agencies there would be wider lati
tude In assembling of talent. ,
It's generally conceded, however,
that it'll take plenty of shoving
around to vacate the package boys
from their stronghold since they per
sonally represent such a large block
of talent.

FEATURE ARTICLES ON THE

It's a question, too, that'll be cata
pulted into the limelight as bank

MASTER MENTALIST

more and more start drawing
in the reins on spending.

tv

(o\

r

26 NATIONAL MAGAZINES RAN

,

rollers

who

SOME CLAIM THEY'RE
PLANNED THAT WAY

Kobak
Continued from paie

coaster, whloh the web's new head
feels is tantamount to penalizing
staffers for selling a full skein.
pay system oennot be put Into effect

whioh

Otherwise, the jobs will have to
involve less than $500 worth of work
and material. Move follows a warning from WPB that "applications
must be critically reviewed from the
top female

down

E

W?/>,

IN 19441

^»

/Heef Vim's Don Davisd suitcase at "Spot Sales" offices

lives In

And that's neither dust nor dandruff
on his shoulders. It's Ivory Snowsprinkled on by- the photographer
to indicate that Davis travels from
frozen north to sunny south, constantly. . the better to serve
advertisers. He is probably the only
radio station president in America
who travels as the station's national
advertising representative.

submitted by telegraph, telephone

or air mail letter. Along with program information and Hooperatings

WHB

to prove that
is your best
"buy in the booming Kansas City

WHB

.

market!

Ask about the new Rush Hughes
Show on WHB — the "Song and
Dance Parade." In its first five
weeks it has definitely increased the
Now, as an associate of Loren sale of Bond Bread (General BakWatson at Spot Sales, Davis has the ing), first co-sponsor on this popassistance of "Watso", Fred W-cster ~ ular- participation -program, origiand Bill Ewing in New York...
nated by Hughes at KWK, St. Louis.
Jameson Brinkmeyer and Willie WHB participation is available in
Kissick in Chicago
John Living- quarter-hour units; one to six times
ston on the West Coast. Six new
weekly, "across the board."
.

. . .

WHB

.

reasons why "the swing is to
in Kansas City". ..witH five offices
over the nation to submit market
information and availabilities whenever you 'phone.
-

Time

clearances

are

tame day from Kansas

For

made
City,

the

and

You'll like doing business with
"the station with agency
point-of-vicw". ..where every advertiser is a client who must get his
money's worth in results. If you
•want to sell the Kansas City market,

WHB,

WHB

is

your happy medium!

WHB

Availability, 'Phone DON DAVIS
at any of these "SPOT SALES" offices:

AMONG Ntw

Kaniat City
MltMHwt

for the

Wichita

•
.

Kansas

•

KANSAS STATE NETWORK
Salina

Kansas

•

Qroat Bond

Kansas

•

York's millions of. metropolitan and suburban
radio lWtenari, you will find • great and growing group
willi whom "Tlio Hill Country Jamboree" la a niadVloorder program. To. Ihlt' ipeciallicd audience of loyal lUtenor*,
and tlia mall count backe tlie statement, 0:30 to 7:00 p.m.
A few
• very weekday li '"muil" listening lime for WOV.
participating periods on Tha Hill Country Jamliors*'' are
.

KANSAS CITV— Scarrlrt Bullding-HArrlion 1161
NEW YORK CITr-400 Modiion Avonuo-Eldorado 3-5040
CHICAGO — 360 North Michigan— fRAnklln 8510
HOUYWOOD-Hollywood Blvd. at Co.mo-HOHywood MIS
SAN FRANCISCO-5 Third Slr.at-EXbrook 355»

KEY STATION

THESE BIG CITY FOLKS LIKE THEIR HILL BILLY TUNES

Emporlr

Xante*

alill

opoa

for aponionlilp.

Wirt or

plione for details.

SAirftN. Wl|J, OfH.ol

JOHN

I.

ftAiSON CO,

Mokwi

!
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Private

DX

RADIO
SPONSOR CAN TAKE IT,
Chi Stations Following
HAL COHEN RENEWED

Ownership Postwar In

View With Govt

Participation

Currently favored for U. S. short-*-

wave operations after the war, from
reports, is the

technique,

mean

"chosen instrument"

which

continuation

would

in

the

of

Kelvinator Spots Chef

Wolk

DuMont

Session With

third

&

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Four-and-a-half months' series of
members
interviews
with
his of
in
the
armed
forces
the
on combat zones via shortwave and
Lewis,
by Ervin
by transcriptions,
WLS
war
correspondent,
has
of
proven so successful as a morale
builder that two other stations here
on are planning similar broadcasts.

renewed by Jerome
actual

Bros., local furriers, for
straight. 13-week stretch

WJAS. Option was picked up
Kelvinator division of Nash-Kelvinator is sponsoring a new series bankroller following completion
of television shows on DuMont's 26th show last Saturday (20 ).
active part in out-of-country pro- WABC, N. Y„ titled "Fun in the
Cohen's quarter-hour session
Stanza is videod Tues- CBS station here
gramming, with the facilities, how- Kitchen."
is called "Cohendays from 8:45 to 9:15 p.m., with ing the Town"
ever, to remain privately owned.
and it's 15 minutes of
With the end of the war still far initial show last night (30) having picking best picture,
safe act, perOtto Soglow and Rube Goldberg as formance, gag,
off, no definite plan can be mapped
story, anecdote, etc.,
out now for postwar shortwaving. guests.
of the week.
Broadcasters close to the picture,
Sponsor showcases its postwar
though, claim that thinking on the ranges and refrigerators, with comproblem has been veering toward mercials devoted to related instituthe "chosen instrument" approach tional messages. Program is tied in
more and more. It's claimed that with the Society of Amateur Chefs,
such handling of the facilities would with Ben Irving Butler, president,
permit private operation, but acting as m.c.
still
Eleanor Larsen
would also permit the Government
produces,
and
Cornell 4c Newell is the
to have a radio voice that will be Geyer,
sorely needed for airing of the agency.

now obtaining. This means that the
U. S. Government would still have an

WLS

Lead In

Homedowning' Overseas Coverage

Harold V. Cohen, movie and
dramatic editor of the morning
Post-Gazette and "Variety" mugg
here, has been

effect

system

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.

ers a personal touch with their kin
than similar airings by network

comentators.

Promotional tieup by the Prairie
Farmer magazine with the actual
broadcasts resulted in hundreds of
small-town and country weeklies
carrying reproductions of the inter*
views with their local boys and, in
most cases/ advance stories, on when
During his stay overseas, Lewis the transcriptions were to be aired.
sought out midwest men for his Procedure used by WLS and Prairie
<

interviews, particularly those from
Illinois,
Indiana,
Wisconsin
and
lewer Michigan, giving
listen-

WLS

to advise relatives and
friends in advance of the. time their
(Continued on page 38)

Farmer was

.

•

American philosophy.
As outlined, the "chosen instrument" plan calls for two, possibly
U. S. shortwave networks.
Insofar as commercial advertisers
are concerned, there would still be
the normal network competition, but
not all of the air time would be
Instead,
available for such use.
definite periods would be set aside
for Government programs, as well
as accredited news services.
Behind it all is the basic thought
that U. S. short wavers will have a
herculean job after the war in trying to educate ex-Fascist nationals,
as well as in helping maintain- the
U. S. position, in the international
economic fracas" which seems certain to follow peace.'
more,

CBS Track Sked
Ted Husing and Jimmy Dolan will
tart CBS' indoor track meet coverage Feb. 3 with a remote pickup from
N.Y.'s

Madison Square Garden for
games. Airtime has
for 11:15-11:30 Saturday

Millrose

the

been

set

nights.

CBS track series will extend to
24 and include broadcasts
from meets in Boston, Cleveland and
Chicago in addition to other Madison
Square Garden events.

March

INT. BIZ,

GE ENVISION

VAST TELEREL AY SYSTEM
Schenectady, Jan. 23.
Five companies, including the In-

Machine Corp.,
have already indicated their intenternational Business

providing television relay
war, according to
Paul L. Chamberlain, transmitter
sales mgr. of General Electric ElecInternational
Biz,
Dept.
tronics
which will, use relaying equipment
developed by GE, is to install its
tion

of

facilities after the

circuit linking Schenectady
with New York. The present hookup relays programs only from New
York to •Schenectady. In the new
initial

circuit,

there

.

Will

be

two

relay

located atop Round Top
points,
Mountain and Beacon Mountain.
This will provide boosters approximately 43 miles apart between fending and receiving points on the Hudson River;
When this circuit is completed,
the next step will be to extend It to
Washington, via Philadelphia and
Baltimore,
Chamberlain
itated.
Later, the hookup will be stretched
south to Richmond, Atlanta and
other Dixie cities. The circuit likewise will be continued west from
Schenectady through Utica, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland
.and Detroit to Chicago.
Such a web will not be used ex-

NIGHT
ON THE BLUE
AT 10 E.W.T.

clusively

television
relaying.
for
of relays, In addition
two-way video' circuits,
will provide facilities for eight regular network broadcasting channels,
two channels for radio photo or
facsimile transmission, and 100 channels for use by I BMC.
All these
various channels can be In operation at one time.

The network
to a pair of

M

ft.M't "M mIc fot MIIIIom"
New CAMEL, PROGRAM. EMdaj
10 p.m.,
Mlt.t

LOU

EWT

CLAYTON

Fort Wayne— Carl Vandagrift has
been named program director of
replacing Eldon Campbell,

WOWO
named

to

a similar

post

at

KEX,

Portland.

We Hope*' You'll

Tune In Our New Show

Wendell Niles &

Don Pr indie

*So does our sponsor, Charles E. Hires Co.!
"Walt 1 A quarter for the movies won't budge him, but
• bowl of Wheatles, milk and fruit in the kitchen will!"
Investment with dividends: buying
Cereal. You get. more than conventional calories and. vitamins. You
B«t that feeling of utter gastronomic

The

... as you abandon yourself to
die dclifthtsof cruncliy flakcsand nuttv

bliss

Whcatiesare more thana cereal.
They're an Experience.
flavor.

fSo does

N W.
.

35

Ayer

&

Son!!

,
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RADIO

86

Don McNeill

++,

» »

Follow-up Comment
-» **»»

»»

spot (latter is still oft the air
to illness) brought to the 9-9:30
niche one of the most notable clramalic presentations, both in the win
theme it' propounded and in its unusually fine production. For if ever
in
a program merited sponsorship
the "heart of the evening" with its
multi-millioncd audience, this is it!

Bowes
due

I

to

Chrysler's

credit

that

'i

and everyone." Incidentally, some of
the Lardner baseball diameters did
not come alive with all their picturesque flavor— but the fight man-

noon suslaincr. '•Assignment Home,
last Thursday night (18) in the Maj.

It's

Continued from page 30

On Blue VB'fast

defended him
unbilled actress
against the charge by certain critics
that he was "cynical of everything
an

of Chrysler to pay the
freight ror a repeat, performance ol
the CBS-War Dept. Saturday after-

in his classic. "The Champion,
ager
,.

sounded true to t\pi

!

Radio Reviews

5-Year Renewal Confab

.

Decision

For

to N.Y.

Club' Armstrong, Sidney

Chicago. Jan. 23.
Don McNeill. "Breakfast Club"
major domo, leaves here Thurs. (25)
with Merrill Schocnfeld, asst. g.m..
of the Blue in- ChU to negotiate a
new live-year deal with web toppers
New pact will be worked
in N.Y.
out in confabs with' Mark Woods,
Blue prcz. mid Hub. Robinson, program veepce.

and

giubotham

giving out wilU'

Bechel.

J;

C. Hig-

hometown craw
some primitive jive.
a

from "righteous" New Orleans, however, is somewhat akin to installing
When Kellogg bowed out as a co- a frigidaire in the kitchen of George
sponsor on "Club"' recently, the net- Washington's Mt. Vernon mansion.
N. Y, portion followed with Benny
work's sales staff encountered reGoodman's quintet
and Mildred
sistance among prospective buyers
Bailey.
This was mostly '•pretty"
since McNeill's future on the show stuff, with the exception
of Miss
was uncertain. With the new con- Bailey's "Downhearted Blues," which
tract, however, it's infoed that Philco
was well done but overlong. Weakwill buy one-half of the hour-long est spot on the show was the Coast
Swift now bankrolling origination where producer Feather
With
show.
brevity.
in personal charge. This could
The vehicle, incidentally, was 15-minutes of the sesh, Blue also was
have been the strongest, just by the
brought up-to-date in the radio ver- expects to be able to dispose of the
simple expedient of letting Duke
sion by introduction of current news- other-quartcr-hour, meaning that for
Ellington's orch play some of the
worthy names and topical situations. the first time in the "Club's" 13
maestro's boff compositions throughIt's legit success was scored 20 years
years on the air, it will be SRO.
out the entire segment. Instead, he
or so ago.
McNeill now rates $2,000 or so opened with a tune from the pen of
obscure composer,
Fred Allen delivered as usual on
Theatre" Sunday night

"Comedy

"The ShowofI"

and the wisdom and dignity

o( the
novel's principal protagonist wa.v lost

the starring

in the condensation.

like the vet

From a production 'standpoint, it
lacked an inspirational touch, wnile
the acting couldn't lift it beyond its
evenly-paced but unfeeling interpre-

NBC: handling

(21) via
role in

stylc that could have been practically lifted bodily for dramatic- presen-

tation, it is unfortunate that tlm
of culling Mime
ed swell, both on guttural vocals and tew dialog passages and linking them
with the trumpet. Bechel didn't get together with straight narration
much of a chance to soprano sax, and could not have taken, the ncccs*ary
Higginbotham got too many chances time to utilize the book in full. For
with his trombone. Also introed was the artistry of Fast could not be imfemme - electric guitar pluckcr. proved 'upon, and the full undern
This idea of using an electric guitar standing of the time and its problems

The incomparable Armstrong sound- adaptation, instead

His raucous laughter,
pomposity and brass, brightened
witticisms,
here and there with
strengthened things immeasurably.
Forced- condensation of "ShowofI'
detracted from, its overall with finale
missing lire because of unavoidable
trouper he

it

chose as a fill-in for Bowes this "Assignment Home" stanza 'with its superb treatment of a problem— rehabilitation of returning vets— which
Its
is No. 1 on the postwar agenda.

the more regrettable that this exceedingly fine CBS-produced series,
that's taking a crack at a big job.
cannot permanently retain the spon-sorship of a Chrysler with a choice
all

nighttime spot.

is.

Jerome Kern is the No. 1 hit
parader around Los Angeles. And
Academy award winners must have weekly and is skedded to get a raise.
ho kiddin'. turn almost any dial and
And wotta breathed easier last Thursday (18)
it's
a Kern medley.
after Frank Sinatra completed his
medley.
Whether Universal s 60th anni straight dramat stint on CBS' "Sus"Can't
with
connection
salute, in
pense," in which he co-starred with Swing, Kennedy Prove
Help Singing.'' is partly responsible, Agnes Moorehead. They did "To Find
or whatever the tecoff, there's no Help," a thriller. Sinatra's portrayal
Click Co-op Material
question but that the seven Cali- of a depressed, screwball killer was
Blue networks' plan to give its
fornia radio stations are kudosing delivered In a deadly monotone, efopportunities to
stations
•the American songsmith.
fective in a way, but his contrlb un- member
doubtedly caused little excitement sell big-name radio personalities to
Ring Lardner's life, from boyhood around the Theatre Guild offices.
local sponsors is paying off.
.

tation.

Rose.

LES ATLASS LINING UP

OVERSEAS INSPECTION
Chicago, Jan,

2.'i.

Lcs Atlass, WBBM president and
CBS midwest head trained to N. Y.
some
and the rest
confabs with other web
of the chapter evolved into discon- last Vreek for

nected award presentations, musical execs relative to going overseas to
selections and a lot of weary, chatter.
study broadcasting problems thero
They also forgot to provide Lionel
Barrymore with a mike until he was and make a general survey for postabout halfway through his award war guidance.
spiel, so it was hard to tell whether
It final arrangements can be mad*,
he was in L. A., N. O., N. Y., or Atlass plans to be gone three months,
Shangri-La.
dividing his time between London,
Recruitment of such boff performand other key points, making
ers as Jack Benny, Bea Lillie, Barry- Paris
more, Danny Kaye, Judy Garland, his trips back and forth on cargo
Gram Swing, who Jerome Kern, etc., was wasted, inas- vessels. Atlass stopped off in WashRaymond
much as no decent material was pro, ington on his way. to New York to
moved into the 7:15-7:30 p.m. slot vided
any of them.
witness the inauguration (20).
on the network last Monday (22), is
Jazz has Arm foundations, though,
being grabbed up by local bank- and probably will survive. Doini.
rollers in such a rush that N.Y. Blue
Returning to Ita
Fort Worth.
headquarters has failed to keep up "FREEDOM ROAD"
home station after an absence, of
with the total number of outlets on ("New World a-t'omlng")
months, the ."Crossroads
several
which he is cooperatively spon- With Frederick O'Neal, Hilda Simms, Party Gang" v/ill broadcast for a
Will Geer, Sanford Blckcrl, Humsored.
quarter-hour, Monday through Friphrey. Davis, Roy Allen, Alex
Like John B. Kennedy, who is on
Louis
Polan,
Scourby,
Waller day, over KGKO. Broadcasts are
the web in a similar setup, Swing
under the sponsorship of the La
Mosby
is being sold on a 52- week basis to Writer: Michael Sklar
France Flour Co.
advertisers, take it or leave it. In Producer-director: Mitchell Grayson
N.Y., on WJZ. Aslor Coffee and Tea 30 Mins.; Sun., S p.m.
is paying the bills for Swing, while Sustaining
Kennedy, who occupies the 2-2:15 WMC'A, N. Y.
Howard Fast's "Freedom Road" a.p.m. niche Mondays through Fri
a novel was remarkable from several
days, is sponsored by Brick Oven
revealed a littlestandpoints.
It
bread locally.
known period of the Reconstruction
Blue sales toppers are convinced Era, arid taught this pha.-"* of history
that both commentators will be sold through a powerful and beautifully!
on every web outlet before the mid- written book. Fast's dramatization
Well-equipped writer seeking gag
of the first— and last chance of the
dle of February.
and comedy work tn radio. Not
Negro to achieve full opportunity for
afraid to tacklt any alignment.
freedom ip America was adapted to
and presented in inradio by
stallments over the past couple of
Hero li a chanc* for someone
Sundays as part of, the N. Y. indie
with a llttl* faith re acquire the
New World a- services of a "natural."
station's fine series,
Continued from page 35
-

.

through his years as a sports writerhumorist to the final period as an
outstanding serious writer and satirist, was tellingly told on "Freedom
of Opportunity" over Mutual (19).

"Truth or Consequences" over

NBC

showmanship and

sock
probably laid the groundwork for another of the program's news-crashing
(20) flashed

was related exploitation stunts, in presenting a 10between a narrator- year-old crippled boy from St. Agnes
Interviewer and the late author's sis- hospital, White Plains, N. Y„ on beter. She (attractively portrayed by half of March of Dimes campaign

Much

of the
through 'dialog

story

'

Youngster, crippled for six years but
soon to discard crutches (he said),
sang "Over the Rainbow" to tremendous studio applause. Emcee
Ralph Edwards promised that if his

Overseas for USO Since Jan.
'43— Now in Germany

listeners sent $10,000 in dimes for
"Bobby," sponsor (Duz) would present a $1,000 war bond to help finance
his education. Idea of presenting an

infantile paralysis victim, preferably
a child but occasionally an adult,
could well be adopted on more network and local programs for the
March of Dimes drive. Where done,
it

FRED LIGHTNER
Dir.i

Ay

LIFE eVTIMES OF CROSBY

PHIL COSCIA

author of comedy

Chicago,

Jati;

23.

Meyerhoff Agency here working
on life of Bing Crosby, skedded for
Mutual's "Freedom of Opportunity"
airer to tie in with Par's "Here
Come,. the Waves" hoopla early next
month.
Planned to hold midwest preem of
pic. at Great Lakes naval training
station, with musical contrlbs by

TA
Wa

WV HARVEY

always has a psychological lm
words alone can rarely

pact that
achieve.

A

4*******r

Waves

stationed there.

—

.

.

:

Just Fence

Me

<

—

In !

|

i

WMCA

Chi Stations

native son was to be interviewed
After the broadcast, a recording of
the interview was sent to the parents or nearest relative, a gesture
that created plenty of good will for
the station.
Lewis went overseas last August,
at the invitation of. the War Dept.,
Radio Branch, and started his first
interviews in September, 1944. Since
that time he has short waved via the
Broadcasting Corp., from
British
which transcriptions were made,
some 150 Interviews and descriptions, supplemented by a series of

Coming."
Unfortunately the

.

effect

Write Uoi 1288, Vnrloty

of Fast's

novel was lost in transition to radio.
Primarily, it was due to the fact

bqok so that
haltit could be presented in two
hour stanzas Tt was necessary to cut,

I.W.

W.

4(ltli

St.,

New York

>t»,

that in telescoping the

and, in trie process, destroy both the
horrible reality of this tragic period
and-much of the historical data that
substantiated the novel. The attempt

may have been noteworthy, but.
being overambilious. the adapter

in
In

instance bit off moi-e^llian. he
could ably present.,
Since the book was written in a

this

HICKEY

7/ie

COWBOY CARUSO
Will Sing
National Antharn

FREE

Writ* HICKEY, 251 W.9Stb.N.Y.C.

commentaries by small-town and
farm boys. As a further good will
move, WLS Is planning to send
Lewis to visit many of the towns,
from which the boys he interviewed

came from, for personal talks with
their folks. If this idea cryslalizes
it will be the first time any local
radio correspondent has undertaken
such a mission.
Follow Suit
WAIT,

IHtRl'S

WBBM

Following
in
is sending

WAIT

WLS's

Ann

footsteps,

Hunter, their

news commentator, to the European theatre for a series of interviews with men from this section.
She'll be overseas, for three months.

top

Whin thi timi comii
At /4h CU 7*W

WBBM

*Hm

starts a

new recorded

pro-

gram tomorrow night

(24)

"Serenade," on which
interviews of men In

five-minute

the

called

armed

forces from Chicago and suburbs,
will be heard on transcriptions made

by the Armed Forces Transcription

Owntrf md OatroftW by

P.

Pacific

1U Mr** Ntwi

9i9 HLOCYIlll-IOOO

OIOR«l

WAU«

HOLMNOIIRY IOMPANY

frUlUaal

((••IbIUm

In
the European, South
and Far East combat areas.
Like WLS, the station will notify
relatives in advance of the broadcasts and present them with recordings. In addition the station plans
sending Harlan Eugene Reed to the
European front in the next two-

Services

UJWJ

and-a-half

months for a
.

series

of

platter interview!.

•JACK

KIRKWOOD
IJLLIAIV LEIGH
The Jack Kirhwood Show
*

MONDAY THROUGH

FRIDAY, CIS. 7

P.

M. IAST, I

P.

M.

WNT
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Goodheart O.Q.'ing N.Y.

Rooms Defer Band

Locations, Hotel

Billy

Buying Due to Unsettled Conditions
Due

lo the possibility of a

on nightclub

curfew*

activities, plus the lack

of business in night spots

Decish Reserved

and thea-

over the country, the orchesbooking business has slowed
tra
considerably the past couple weeks.
Only the very top names, as always,
are moving easily in the current
market. Few of the lesser combos
•re booked far in advance.

On

tres all

.

'Sweetheart' Appeal

Appellate Division last week reserved decision in ft. Y. on an' appeal by American Tobacco Co. in its
case vs. Advanced Music Co. American is appealing from Justice Carrol
Wary attitude of nitery operators G. Walter's recent denial of a mohas caused most of the topnotchcrs tion io dismiss the complaint.
to halt all bookings.
For example,
Suit is over the alleged misthe Sherman hotel, set with con- handling of Advanced's song, "Don't
tracts until sometime in July, has Sweetheart Me" on the Lucky Strike
temporarily deferred all talent ideas Hit Parade.

Georgie Auld Shifts

To Frederick

-

theatre

b.o.e

in the

Bros.;

Must Pay Morris 7G
Georgie Auld has signed his orchestra to a management contract
with the Frederick Brothers agency.
While his signature has been affixed
lo the agreement, It does not be-

•lory)

With

dol-

drums, agency men aren't happy come binding until his expected re•bout the refusal of bookers to buy lease from a previous contract with
lower level combos (that's now the the William Morris agency is forth#5,000 to $8,500 class) very far in coming.
That is due sometime this
advance.
Theatre men are inter- week.
ested today in only the most powAuld shifted to FB from Morris
erful b.o. maestrbs.
after taking an argument with the
latter agency to the American Federation of Musicians, which ordered
Morris M set him adrift. He must
Bauduc Forms Orch
pay Morris some $7,000 in back commissions, however, part in lump sum
1

Ray

Of Former Servicemen
Hollywood, Jan.

23.

Orchestra, made up entirely of
discharged .soldiers and sailors, has

been rounded up by Ray Bauduc
and will open Feb. 16 In Salt Lake
City.

Before entering the Army, Bauduc

drummed

for

several

name

bands,

Bob Crosby's. His partner and manager in the new venture
Including
is

•
•

Gil Rodin.

Council
Contact

Jerry Wald Checks Off

ASCAP

.from a Decca Record contract. Wald
severed connections with the company last week and is said to be
dickering with Eli Oberstein's Hit

Ruled No

Monopoly Twice
Rejecting

theory

the

that

the

the Donnelly Act, the
Appellate Division Friday i20) decided in favor of the Society in an
action
sponsored by the Edison
hotel, N. Y.
Edison had appealed a
previous negative decision by N. Y.
supreme court Justice Morris Eder.
Justice Eder had dismissed the
Edison's action on Ihe grounds that

and the rest weekthe "lump sum" from
music publisher Jack Robbins, who
had been financing the band, but
who stopped a month or so ago. Robbins put in $5,000 more.
Aiild's contract with FB is unusual.
It calls for a N.Y. hotel job and a
major N.Y. theatre aontract within a
year, plus numerous other demands
that, if not complied with, automatically cancel the agreement.

upon
i

ly.

his release,

He secured

Deems

Taylor,

Cleared in Florida

American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers in the State of Florida were finActivities of the

ally

cleared

of

litigation

all

moment

as to

what

from musicians. Since road travel
with bands is getting progressively
worse, and the opportunities for

He had almost

a

year lo go

Form B

the complaint failed to set forth any
violations of the Slate act.
Suit

ASCAP

at ihe

do about a considerable number
membership cards

of applications for

with Decca.

American Society of Composers.
Authors and Publishers is a monopoly

was made out against
president of ASCAP.

of the Music Publisher*
Employees union is in •

securing playing jobs in N. Y. at
good salaries are few (most of Ihe
crack musicians hold them), many
musicians are seeking cards so that
Wald was on Dccca's 35c series. He they can become song pluggcrs.
sought lo be transferred to the 75c
In most cases the musicians inBlack Label series, Which Decca re- volved are men who, while playing
fused lo do. unless he acquiescd to with bands, had direct contact with
the idea of allowing another Decca publishers, making up list of songs
artist lo record wilh him.
This he for remote broadcasts, etc. Publishrefused and asked for and got a re- ers, of course, like to give such men
lease.
jobs because when they return to
the band business Ihe pub who hired
them will have an "in" with the
band they're connected with.
Contract Again
As it stands now the publishers
can use new contact men.- There is
Challenged in Court;
a shortage due to the usual warlime ills. But, once regulars come
Hotel Vs. State of Cal. back after the war there will be, as
San Francisco, Jan. 23.
there was pre-war, an overabundApparently encouraged by the ance of members. And the MPCE
success of a recent suit in Iowa, the Council figures that to honor musiMark Hopkins hotel here has en- cians' applications in any large numtered suit in state court against the ber now will endanger the regular's
Action .seeks job possibilities post-war. However,
State of California.
the return of unemployment taxes the new applications cannot be repaid by the hotel during the past jected. If a publisher proves that
four months In behalf of musicians he cannot get an Incumbent member
in various bands employed by the to do the job he requires, the MPCE
hostelry.
Specific
sums are not must give a new man of his choice
label.

:

quandary
to

Decca; Oberstein Deal?
Jerry Wald's orchestra is the first
band of any note to secure a release

in violation of

Room not quite that far
ahead. In many of the above cases,
the bands already set are not what
are termed lop names. Perhaps the
only major spot in the country
booked far in advance Is the Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y. (see separate
Terrace

Bid for Membership Applications

business last year.

.

beyond that point. Palladium Ballroom, Hollywood, is booked until
mid-June or thereabouts.
Frank
Dailey's Meiidowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N. J., is set until April" 1 and his

MPCE Up Tree on Musicians'

Goodheart, jjormer boss of

Music Corp. of America's N. Y. headquarters, is in N. Y. on a brief vacation from his Indianr farm chores.
He has been seeing shows and covering band spots with incumbent
MCA toppers and will be in town
10 days or so.
Goodheart retired from Ihe agency

IT

last

week. Special Master James Messer,
decided that ASCAP's workings
do not constitute an unlawful monopoly or combination operating in
Jr.,

restraint of trade or in violation of
the statutes of Florida.
Action against the Society in this
case was instituted by Florida's Attorney General J. Tom Watson. Official placed the suit after a previous decision in the Supreme Court
had favored the Society in an action
begun by the Palm Tavern, Miami,
on similar grounds. Watson originally included Broadcast Music Inc.,

membership.

stated.

As cited above, this is the second
court action threatening the legality
of the American Federation of Musicians'

Form

B

contract,

which

designates buyers of bands as their

.

employers, hence liable for unem-

MCA's Belated Bonuses
Music Corp. of America agency
and employees drew
executives

social security taxes.
action was won in Des

their annual bonuses last week after
a delay due to the War Labor Board.

Moines, Iowa, by Crystal Ballroom
operators and Is now on appeal.
and SESAC along with ASCAP in
It's understood the AFM, as it did
his complaint but ASCAP asked for in Iowa, will aid California's fight
and secured separate trial.
against the Mark Hopkins.

It's understood that the coin dispensed was substantially higher than

ployment and
PrcvlouB

the previous year's distribution on
the average, with some boosts outstanding.

HONEYSUCKLE ROSE • CALL ME DARLING • BAST OP THE SUN • THREE* LITTLE PISHIES • IT'S THE TALK OP THE TOWN • I'VE ©OT A PEELING I'M PALLING
SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC • PENNIES PROM HEAVEN • THE PIRST TIME SAW YOU • THE LOVE BUS WILL RITE YOU • BESIDE AN OPEN PIREPLACE * LOVE, LOVE, LOVR
I

SmaJt

Make. W*f, jo* a

•
•

Jlti!

BBS.

\

By VIC MIZZY and

MANN

1
CURTIS

SANTLY-JOY,
161* Broadway.

New

New
•

•

York:

Inc.

York 1*. N. Y.

TOMMY VALANDO.

Prof. Mgr.

JOHNNY GREEN, MAC KOOPIR. LEO JACOBS— Bolton: JACK PAY—Chicago: BENNY

—Hollywood: DAVE BERNIE

MILLER

1

DUTCH MILL • LOVE AND A DIME • MISS YOU • MOTHER NATURE'S LULLABYE • MY DEVOTION • MY FATE IS IN YOUR HANDS • OL' MAN MOSE
THR MAN WITH THI MANDOLIN • THE MUSIC OOES "ROUND AND ROUND • THE TOUCH OP YOUR LIPS • DARKNESS ON THE DELTA • YOU HAVE TAKEN MY HEART
LITTLE

s
•
•

-
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Reserve Decish on Vogel
Appeal Vs. 'Mill Stream'

Benny Goodman to Set Up New Band

Decision

ASCAP Members Defeat Amendment

wat reserved by the U. 8.
week

Circuit Court of Appeals last

To 'Quorum' Rule by Not Voting

For Paramount, N. Y., Date in March
Benny Goodman

new

orchestra

will

early

in

organize

March,

to

ready to play the Paramount
theatre. N. Y., opening either March
21 or 28. Whether the outfit to be

have

it

put together to play the theatre date
will continue after its completion is
not yet definite. Goodman says his
plans are still uncertain. He's not
even sure of the type of band he'll
construct (though it's probable that
it will be along the lines of his last
since any major changes
rewritten
a
necessitate

combo,

would

on an appeal by the Jerry Vogel
Music Co. from • negative Federal
Court decision over the song "DownBy the Old Mill Stream." Vogel was
Harry Owens' Hiatus
Donaldson Cleared
sued by the Forster Music Co. when
Hollywood,: Jan. 23.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
he claimed co-ownership of the
Harry Owens, leader of the Royal
Walter Donaldson, songwriter, ights to the tune, Judge Samuel
Hawalians, will retire to his Victoryesterday (22) was cleared of two
Mandelbaum, of Federal Court, dis- ville ranch for the next few months
bad-check charges brought against
him by Beverly Hills Brown Derby, agreed, awarding clear title to. to regain his health and do a bit of
wrriting.
court granting defense motion for Forster.
"Stream" was written, Forster
While the maestro is recuperating,
dismissal of charges.
Judge William R. McKay declared claimed, by Tell Taylor, who had his bandsmen will knock ofT work
company
the
original
assigned
that
until his return.
Donshow
evidence
to
no
was
there
rights. Earl K,
renewal
rights,
plus
defraud,
to
attempted
had
aldson
having believed he had bank funds Smith was. listed on the sheet music
as co-author and Vogel claimed asto cover checks.
Morris, Via Raeburn
signment of renewal rights from him.
Dispute was over whether or not
Orch, Snares 1st Date
Smith was actually a co-writer de-

a-*-

Wm.

'

library).

Paramount run
work with
first

will be Goodman's
a full-sized band

since last spring, when he broke up
his previous orchestra. He did nothing all summer, but for the past six
weeks or so has been in the cast of
Billy Rose's "Seven Lively Arts" in
N. Y., leading a' sextet. He leaves
the show just before the Par opening.

Goodman broke up originally because of a dispute with his agency,
Music Corp. of America. He wanted
a radio commercial, which

MCA

failed

to

deliver.

As

a

result,

the

sought a release from his
booking contract and broke up the
leader

band after MCA's rejection of the
idea. He was said to have offered
$50,000 for his release, but couldn't
secure it; MCA's refusal was at least
partially based on the theory that
he would sign up with the rival Wil-

liam Morris agency.

Reicbhold Co. Planning

Court Reverses

AAA

In

Lawrence -Jewel Case;

Back Where

Started

It

rare move, N. Y. supreme
court Justice Cohalan last week
upset the findings of a panel of the
American Arbitration Ass> In a dispute between'songwriter Jack Lawrence and Jewel Music Co., vacating
the entire decision and sending It
back for reconsideration. Lawrence
had claimed that,' under the pro
visions of the Songwriter's Protective. Ass'n contract, which entitles
writers to 50% of all publisher in
come aside from the usual sheet
mechanical royalties, etc
music,
Lawrence wanted a split of the coin
Jewel secured for allowing SESAC
to license the tune in its own par
ticular field and a cut of the pub
lisher's income from the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, of which he is a writerIn

Detroit, Jan. 23.

records

colored

in

materials, to distinguish one style of
music from another at a glance, is
the plan of the Reichhold Chemical
Co. here. Chemical company is one
of the world's largest dealers in
resins and other ingredients prominent in the manufacture of recordings.

Reichhold's idea is to market long
hair music, for exarnple, on red
on blue, Latin in still an
other, color and so on. Another ma
which Reichhold holds
terial
in

discs, jive

large interests, and
the plan, is dyes.

which

fit

SESAC

cut of the

At Hotel
Boyd

Raeburn's

New Yorker
orchestra

goes

New

Yorker hotel. N. Y.,
sometime in mid-March, the first William Morris agency orchestra into
that spot. Raeburn's booking has
into

the

the writer membership blocked the
amendment proposed by Bornstein
by the simple expedient of failing
to vote in sufficient numbers.
According to ASCAP by-laws no
changes of a nature requiring a full
membership vote can be ratified
without a total vote of 66?;,?; of the
Society's writer and publisher members. Some 67% of the pubs returned
ballots, but only 47% of the writers
voted, so the combined percentages
fell short of the required minimum.
Ironically enough, the majority of
votes returned are said to have
favored the change.
Bornstein's
proposal
sought to
eliminate what ASCAP execs term
a bottleneck in deciding problems
put to the board of directors. As it
stands now, any problem placed before the directors and hot settled at
the same meeting cannot be decided
pt subsequent meetings unless a

made bandsmen wonder, since it follows by only a few weeks the booking
of George Paxton's band into the op- quorum (18 of 24, directors) of tht
by identical men who probed
hotel,
Pennsylvania
position
the probFrederick Bros., the first time that lem before were- on hand. Bornagency has been able to crack a stein's amendment sought to elimimajor N. Y. spot.
nate the "identical men" portion of
Heretofore, General Amusement the rule so that any quorum
Charlie Spivak'i deal with BMI,
could
which has been hanging fire for Corp. has had a sort of ex- decide a deferred question.
weeks, Is expected to be completed clusive hold on both spots, other
There have been instances wherein
and finally signed later this week. agency-managed outfits getting in cases put to the directors haven't
when that agency had nothing to been decided for months because
It has been held up by constant enbook. Raeburn is set for six weeks certain members sitting on it originlargement of plans, It Is said.
Maestro's arrangement with BMI at the New Yorker, Paxton for four ally were not present, for various
calls for one of the few active pub- at the Penn. Jerry Wald. current at reasons, at subsequent gatherings of
lishing houses to be set up with the New Yorker, might have stayed the board.
BMI aid. It will be a full-size ven there until May, but couldn't afford
ture, with three men in N. Y., one his losses beyond March.
in Chicago and another on the Coast.
Woody Herman will be the Fall
Majority of BMI-flnanced band
band at the Penn. this year. Con- King Cole Trio in
leader firms are on paper only.
tracts are not definitely signed, but
Rudy VaUee is currently in the he will open for eight weeks around
Class After Disc Click
throes of establishing a music pub
Oct. 8. He will be followed by Les
King Cole trio, currently working
lishing firm affiliated with Broadcast Brown early in December, which
in theatres as part of the Benny
Music Inc. Details of the deal are makes the Penn's picture fairly Carter unit, will begin a solo series
said to have been agreed upon and well complete, one of the few of
of dates in March at $3,000 weekly.
the contracts, signed by BMI, are the country's hotels to be booked Trio
has, during the past six months,
now in Vallee's hands for his signa that far ahead (see separate story 1. become a hot recording property via
ture.
What songs are involved as Jimmy Dorsey opens Feb 12, fol- discs made for Capitol Records and
the basis of the new -firm and the lowed by Glen Gray, then Paxton,
the interest in them is responsible
coin BMI is dispensing as a guaran
Herman,
then an open period, then
It's not so
for that kind of coin.
tee, is unknown.
Brown and possibly Frankic Carle. long ago they were earning $300

Rudy VaUee Talks

BMI Music Firm

3G

board decided that
entitled to the cut of
Income, but not the ASCAP
However, in N. Y. state law
cash.
demands a complete decision, in
eluding damages. In this case the
panel gave Lawrence only the right
to an accounting and couldn't fix
So Justice Cohalan va
the figure.
cated the decision and, at the same
time refused to confirm the panel's
rejection of Lawrence's bid for

Lawrence was

ASCAP

both items back

coin.

He dropped

in the panel's

New

lap

Leonard Zissu represented Jewel
Lee Eastman ior Lawrence.

BEIT0 INTO VERSAILLES,

Yorker's picture

isn't

clear be-

yond Raeburn.

Setting

N. Y,

Martin

Up Coast Office

weekly.
First date solo is at
theatre, N. Y., week ot

Martin Block Pub Firm

into

Reichhold is benefactor of the
Phil Brito replaces Sonny Skylar
Detroit Symphony Orchestra. He is in the vocal spot in the new show
credited with putting It on a paying opening at the Versailles, N. Y.,' to
basis, with a sponsored radio se- morrow
night
(Thursday).
Brito
ries, a new conductor, Karl Kreuger, does only the dinner show nightly,
etc.
as did Skylar.

2

ownership.

a

Colored Disc Gimmick member.
Arbitration
Phonograph

the presence of his name on
the music. Court ruled the latter
circumstance not sufficient evidence
and decided against Vogel's cospite

American Society of Composers
Authors and Publishers members
again defeated the by-laws change
proposed by Saul Bornstein relative
to board of director quorums. Again

Brigode's 30th Anni

the

Apollo

March

16,

Salt Lake City, Jan. 23.
troit, has also been booked for May.
Ace Brigode will celebrate his
Ted Straeter and ork play at the
Jerry 30th year as a bandleader next
run the month when he closes a two-month Mark Hopkins, San Francisco, until
branch. He will leave N. Y. within run at Jerry Jones' Rainbow ren- March 15, following up with two
dezvous here.
weeks of theatre dates.
the next couple weeks.-

Block's

firm will set

the

first

music publishing

up a Coast

time

next

office for

month.

Brlghtman has been hired

to

.

RECORD SMASHING SONG HITS/

.5*

'..UP"'
r.- '.i.

n

contract that may be deferred, however, by a picture commitment at
Paramount. Date at Paradise, De-

r

cut-*

MIlLfl MUSIC COtrOITATlOH

moaoway

.

n,y. it

•

ion mooniit,
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on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers
1.

Me

Don't Fence

In (10) (Harms)

3.

Rum and

4.

I'm

Coca-Cola

Making Believe

<2)

I

Dream

or

You

,3)

Andrews

(FtUl)

(5) (BVC.)...;

6 Into Each Life Some Rain

,

Crosby-Andrews

.Embassy)
{

7.

Accentuate Positive. '2) (Morris)
That's Irish Lullaby (8) tWilmark).

, Dance With

Dolly

Trolley Song (14)

.

.

.

.........

J
j

1

;

^

|

Rcmick

On Lonely

1

.

BVC

Side. .Advanced

That's Irish Lullaby. .. .Wilmark
Dreams. Getting Better. ;Santly
Always
...Berlin
.

TITLE

Decca

Pied Pipers.

$250,000

Suit Filed Vs.

Releasing 'Test' Discs
Leo Reisman. orchestra leader, and
Decca Records. Inc., were named defendants

PUBLISHER

,

Accentuate the Positive— f'Here Come the Waves"..
After Awhile
Little On the Lonely Side
Always— f'Christnias Holiday"
Confessin'
Don't Ever Change
Don't Fence Me in— -'"Hollywood Canteen"...'...
Don't You Know I Care. ......
Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye— ""Seven Lively Arts".
I
Didn't Know About You
.....
I Don't Want to Love You— t "Lei's Go Steady"

in
a
action

combined

.

Starlight

Advanced

in

N.

.Berlin

Bourne
Morris

..Harms
Paramount
.Chappell

Robbins

••

.

$250,000
I Dream of You
supreme I'm .Beginning to See the Li.-'hl
court last week by Avon Long andI'm Making Believe -"Sweet and Low-down"...
Helen Doudy, "interpretive music More and More— tvC'an't Help Singing"
artists."
Suit charges that recordMy Dreams Are Getting Better
ings made for Decca by Reisman and
My Heart Sings— * "Anchors A weigh"'
plaintiffs
were released for sale Please Don't Say No— -("Thrill o( a Romance"

damage

:Morris

A

Leo Reisman, Decca For

Capitol
Victor

Vaughn Monroe

HOTEL LICENSE DRIVE

as Nazis

Sweet Dreams
Making Believe

is list oj (lie most played poi;ulnr (unes on die networks for tht
i/irou</li Sunday, January 15-21, from 5 p.m.
to
a.m. List" represents '(lie /irsi (ij;;ji'o.vniiatcly 25 leaders in alphabetical
order (in some coses there (ire lies, accounting for a longer iist)
The
compilations embrace lite NBC, CBS. Blue and Mutual Networks, as represented by WEAF. WABC. WJZ and WOR. N. Y„ and are based on data
provided by Accurate Reporting Service, regular checking source of the
music publishing industry.

Follou.'iun

week beginning Afondnu and

Capitol

BMI SIGHTING ON

French Pubs Reinherit
All Material

1

l^^V.V.V^bS

„7, (Shapirb)
iFeist).

J™^^
Johnny Mercer
Bing Crosby

.

Morris

Liule

Inkspols— Fitzgerald ..Decca

(Sun)....

iB)

'Accentuate Positive
I'm

.Decca

•.

.Chelsea

:,

Embassy
Grand

Y.

BVC

-

Broadcast Music, Inc., has preLeave All in Scramming pared and will send out this week
So swift was the American and to hotel operators, pamphlets and
letters forewarning of the approach
last
advance
on
Paris
late
British
of BMI's hotel licensing campaign.
year that Nazi music publishers, who Originally this form of licensing by
had taken over various French firms, the radio-owned performance sohad no lime to take anything but ciety was to have started Jan. 1.
It's now set to get underway around
As. a result,
their skins with them.
April 1:
-

according to advices here, not only

Harry Somerville, formerly connected with the Hotel Men's Assn.,
will supervise {he job.
.

was

all material,

including valuable

printing plates belonging to FrenCh
owners, left behind, but a considerable amount of Nazi material as
well.
Upon returning to resume
business, French pubs found themselves owners of varying amounts of
German-language songs, which, of
course, were useless.
.

According to the same informaFrench publishers are virtually
.

tion

out of business in so far as sheet
There is no paper availsales go.
able for such purposes. Yet. the excellent business condition of French
nlterics and theatres is returning a
considerable amount of coin Iq pubs

through

.

French

ttie

.

performing

All during the occupation publishing firms were allowed
to continue to function (those that
weren't taken over by the invaders),
rights society.

and as a

result,

it's

said,

Eldridge's Decca Date

...

without their. consent.

According to the complaint^ the
plaintiffs, while appearing in N Y. in
March. 1942. in the operetta, "Porgy
and Bess," made agreements with
Reisman, under which certain vocal
selections, based on arrangements set
to dance music, were recorded with
his band by Decca with the understanding the discs were not to be of•

,

fered for sale. Defendants, it
leged, breached the agreement,

them

is

Roy

Eldridge,
featured
trumpeter with Artie Shaw's orchestra, gets into N. Y. with that band

month he

later this
date for

Shaw's

will

do

record
the fact
a

Decca, despite
is contracted to Victor.

outfit

to join

agreement.

however.

such outfits

Hunter

as Salabert, Chappell. Francis, Day
branches
were virtually
Intact when the master race had to

Lew Sherwood, former trumpeterroad manager of Eddy Duchin's orchestra, has formed an eight-piece

scram.

combo

own

In

N. Y.

Mr. and Mrs.
John Q. Public

ROMBERG'S CONCERT TOUR
Sigmund Romberg
three-month

is

on

Chesterfield's

fM«$ic /Abatisjie»"
Starring

JOHNNII JOHNSTON
* Survey tendusted by

Or.

John O.

fWmoe,

PlrectorOfflf* of tettorch, ftadle OlvUlon,
Y.

•4F0 readwoy.' New York *1. N.

Broadway
:..:Shapiro
...Triangle

C-P
..BMI
Saunders
.

Legit musical.

Summer Pops
A

N. Y. Cafe s Plugs

Series Set

For Carnegie

Hall,

N

season of pop concerts has been
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., for four

prepping a

concert lour starting
March 25 in Boston. Maestro-comr
poser Is taking out a 60-piec.e_band.
together with vocalists. Signed for
the singing spots are Lorna Byron
Victoria
Schools
and
Josephine
Tutnini. Latter Is from tbe Met.

In Middle of

set for

months next "summer, from June
through August. Mark Warnow to be
musical director, Lawrence Golden
biz manager and booker, and Ivan
to do publicity.
Planned to .engage
pop and

chestras, both

leading

or-

classical, en-

From

WOR

Rival Spots Put

Y.

WOR-Mutual, N.

Ruckus

practice of
inserting transcriptions advertising
the Zanzibar, N..Y. nitery, before ana
after band remotes originating from
rival spots, has caused a considerable ruckus the past week or so.
Mallei- came to a head last week
when Monte Proser, operator of th.

Copacabana, moved

Y.,

lo

have

all

WOft

tertainment to be varied. Will in- wires yanked from his club. George
clude jam session night, a national Olsen's orchestra is current, to be
folk music festival, as well as light followed soon by Xavier Cugat.

programs similar lo longestablished "Pops" programs of Boston Symphony. Carnegie to be aircooled, for season.
classical

However, situation was status quo
as of yesterday (Tuesday), with «Jforts being made to eliminate tint
transcriptions.

VARIETY SATS...
"Song, a torch affair, has

lyrics which
a visit to a sweetie's apartment,
off a twobutts
tipping
with two

report

timing love affair"

A Five Time Winner*

Barton
.Remick

the Loneliest Night

Black

His
Decca agreement prevents
Eldridge from being billed on any of
Shaw's recordings.
He perforins
with the band on the Victor sides,

of his

'

Leeds
Feist

This Heart of Mine— rZiegteld Follies"
Twilighl Time
Waiting
Wish You Were Waiting For Me..!..
Filmusicai.

•

al-

who gave up his own band
Shaw, was at the time under
contract to Decca and must fulfill the injunction.

Eldridge.

Is

Harms

.Sanlly
•

mar-

and

without
Despite Shaw-Victor Pact names
were^supposed to

When

Saturday Night

T. B.

'

.

Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— f'Holly wood Canteen"
That Moon's In My Heart
There Goes Thai SOng Again— fCarolina Blues"

t

using plaintiffs'
permission.
They
be "experimental."
Disputed discs were included in an
alubum of Gershwin tunes, "There's
a Boat Dat's Leavin' Soon For New
York," "Summertime," "Bess You Is
My Woman." "I Got Plenty of Nuttin'." "It Ain't Necessarily So" and
"A Woman Is a Sometime Thing."
Action also asks for a permanent
keting

It

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs

Jan. 20)

.

Dccca

Sisters

Ink Spots..

8

10.

(Week Ending,

Don't Fence Me In
Harms
There Coos That Song. Shapiro
I Dream of You
Embassy

Decca

That Son « '»

«•

ORCHESTRAS—MUSIC

PftRIETY
10 Best Sheet Sellers

..
.

.

.
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ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

40

Stokowski Inks Pact
As H'wood Bowl Maestro

Inside Stuff-Orchestras-Music

Bands

Hollywood. Jan. 'i'A.
Leopold Stokowski signed a threeyear contract as musical director of

Like everything else, the cost of bus transportation to bands has risen
Considerably since the start of the war. Whereas the lap once was' 30c and
85c per mile, depending on the type of vehicle, with deadhead charges
only levied from the point of. delivery (if remote) lo the neatest large
city, (he Greyhound compur.y, for example, now gets r total of 70c per
mile. It Rets 45c per with a Vo'.td and the vehicle must be deadheaded back
to the point of sturtiiig at 25c per. mile, a considerable increase on a (rip
of any length.
No busses can be used by bands, of cour.-e. unless dales are being played
for an audience of service men. At
he Marl of the war the Office of
Defense Transportation cracked down on indiscriminate band movement

Hotel B.O/s

at

.Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Hal Aloma*. .'.
Jerry Wald. .... ,:New Yorker (400; $1 -$1.50)..
.Pennsylvania (500: $l-$l 50).
I.es Brown
.

"Symphonies Under the Stars" in
the Hollywood Bowl.
Under the pact Stokowski will

,

Leo RcismanV. Waldorf
.Lincoln
Count Basic.
.

conduct a substantial number of
the
symphonies and will be in
charge of all the Bowl s recordings,
radio and motion picture program.--.

.

Guy Lombardo
Kddie Rogers.
llal Mclnlyrc.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

I'iisI-

2U.575

1.9011

11.100

2.475
2.475

21.075

..

(i

8

..4
.

.

Commodore

On Dm*

1.725

5

..-

,

.

(400; $1-$I 50).

.

..-

1

..

(!

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show.
fee slioirj.. Le.riiialon, Hnicniinn floor show,

•

bus.

Kern at 60 Has Racked

r.

An unusiiai (Circumstance is currently preventing the release of a recording made by one of the belter, known, hands for a major discer. Outfit
cut an original tune several week.- ago during which a tenor sax man
plays a solo. Later, when te.-t discs were lisleneri to. it was discovered
that the sax soloist had. apparently unknowingly, based his "takeoff"- on
the melody of a published song.
Now the disc company involved imisl seek a release from true song's publisher before the plaltci cart be released, to avoid possible .infringement

Up Tunes

for

107 B way

2

(layf.

7.250

40.400

575
1.775

I

by

1U.U25

1 .550
2.400

.. 17

.,

. .

«*tn

IVnrli

.14
..

(550; $2)
(275; $1 -$1.50)

Roosevelt (400; $i-$1.50).
Billmore (400; $1-S1.50)

in.il

1

»» «-i-kv
llniiil

10.500

Qfeic Vorl.er. Bill-more;
hiice

-

:

Chicago

Cab Calloway (Panther Room. Shernmn hotel: 950: S1.50-$2.50 miii )
Musicals and Pictures
Jerome Kern reaches his (10th Bad weather equalled poor 4.800.
Carmen Cavallaro (Empire Room. Palmer House: 700". S.t-S'l.fiO inin
birthday tomorrow (Thursday '. DurIn the stretch, Cavailaro, Digatauos, Minevitch Rascals and C. Rav Terrell
ing the last 41 of -them he has.
)

through the penning of

a largo. proportion of the best of. past and
present song hits, become one of Ihc
most prolific composers, wilh a total
There was a lot of blue ozone around N.Y. last week following the' of 107 scores for Broadway musicals
and lllms. the last of which is the
16). beefs coming
Esquire Jazz Concert broadcast on the Blue' network
high and fast re the selections of prize winners and the brush others got. current Deanna Diirbin filmusical.
Most of .the screaming carhc from, the camps -of Count Basie and Lionel "Can't Help Singing." In. this score
Hampton, both of whose bands drew honors in the poll. of jazz men and is the song "More and More", rated
by Tin. Pan Alley as another smash
orchestras.
Basie drew second prize to Duke Ellington' and Hampton was named as tune.
Perhaps the outstanding melody
the best of the newer orchestras and neither name nor award was menfashioned by Kern
is
"OV Man
tioned, on the program.
River." As Arthur Schwartz, in his
While the papers were signed for Tommy Dorsey's Feb. 16 debut at the recent Look mag, profile of the
400 Club, N.Y., the deal, wasn't quite definite until late last, week. It awaited wirier, says. "America already reyie gathering, of remote broadcast periods, which was difficult, despite gards it as a folk song, rather than
Dorsey's namepovyer. because of the tight schedules handled by all net- one man's work." "Smoke Gets in
Your Eyes." from the musical "Robworks,
Dorsey will have an approximate erta" is also rated one of the top
It's all straightened out. however
Before opening the tunes of all time. It's all the more
total of seven CBS and WOR-Mutual shots weekly.
400 club, Dorsey plays Frank Dai ley's Meadow-brook for three weeks, open- remarkable in the light of reaction
to Kern melodies along music row.
ing Friday (26).
When many of them were first beRecent decision in the Fred Waring-Grombach Productions case, which ing plugged, there was tremendous
with
them;
prominent
reversed an original ruling in favor of Grombach, is applicable to the difficulty
music industry, too. Decision made it clear that without legal contracts bandleaders, noted for their Judgbetween two parties;' the originator, or claimed originator of an idea, can- ment of new songs, rejected them.
not capitalize on it. Music attorneys see in the decision a clear-cut re- Later they went on lo become smash
hits.
This is- the way of all Kern
buttal to any claims on songs if circumstances are similar.
Grombach was reversed in the Waring case by the Appellate Division, tunes, says music row. Whei} they're
A. Walter Socolow .was Waring's first heard they're difficult to take
after having won in the lower courts.
'
lo, but
they grow on you to the
attorney.
point where they can't be shaken.
Widely known maestro, whose business acumen is not in keeping with They're what is known in the trade
his musical talent, has gummed up the booking situation by making com- as perfect "marriages" of lyric and
mitments for himself and musicrew without consulting his agency. Dis- melody. Such achievement by avsonance is so great that the agency topper is hastening to California to erage writers is infrcquenl.
Kern is a retiring personality. He
unscramble same. Understood the maestro had made four conflicting dates
with four nileries in various parts of the 'country. Agency chief is trying rarely allows himself to be spotlighted.
Perhaps 'llie outstanding
to harmonize the situation, with threats of lawsuits in the offing.
personal exploitation ever directed
Dorsey Brothers Music Co. will again work on "Nevada." originally his way was on (he occasion of his
published' during, the record ban and not very successful. Tune will be 50lh birthday. The late Alex Wiiollone
cott,
of
Kern's
staunchest
recorded by Tommy Dorsey's orchestra oir its next Victor date.
friends, along. with a vast number of

However, to those who know of the situation, the peculiar spot
action.
the recording company is in because of the particular publisher who owns
the melody involved, the whole thing is a'howl.

^

1

rated 7.000.

Art Kasset (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 405: $1.50-S2.50, min.l. Kassel
Talia and Art Nelson breaking records wilh 4.000.
BIH Snyder (Mayfair Room, Bismarck hotel: 405: $1.5()-S2. 50 min. i. Small
room always well filled for. Snyder and Carol Bruce; 2.500 this lime.
Tommy Tucker (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; 050: S:f-$;i.S0 min.).
Here, as elsewhere, coiiyenshes helped. Tucker and standard vaude turns,
in next-to-last stanza, got

smash

5.800. biggest yet.

.

Los Angeles
Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900; $l-$1.50).

Solid, steadv pull of 4.000

labs.

.

Everything downtown

Joe Relcliman (Biltmore; 800: $l-$l.50).
the Bowl; 4,200 covers for the stanza*.

rolls into

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(.Chicago)

.

'
.

650; $3-$3.5Q min.V Down a Mile, but 5.200
Lewis and Rose Marie wasn't bad at all.
Chuck Foster (Blackhawk; 500; S1-S2.S0 min>. 'Hefty biz. as usual, for

Gay'CUrldge (Chez Paree;

i

for Claridge, Joe E.

:

who drew

Foster,

3,500.

Frank Manteri (Latin Quarter: 700: $3-$3.50 min ). Masters and Ritz
Bros, standing them up 7,200 to be exact— as per usual..

—

(Los Angeles)

Gene Krupa (Palladium B, Hollywood, rourlh week). Way off al 25.000.
Ted Flo Rlto (Trianon B, Southgate, fourth week); Doing record busi-

i

ness at 9,000 admishes.
Lelfhton Noble (Slapsy Maxie's. N, Los Angeles, seventh
old stosy with sellout each. night to tune of 5,200 labs.

Same

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

Hal Mclntyre's Release
at

i ;

CHARLIE TOBIAS and

Barron Intercedes For

Smaih Novelty Wain

j

To Play

week

FM.

Ball

Washington, Jan.

23.

|

!

member

Barron,

Carter

j

the

of

House Music Committee,

While

is

OH! MOYTLE

said to have gone to bat with oper-

I'liMI-Jinl liv

!

Xavier Cugat and musicrew moved
In for re-opening of the Trocadero,

Sunset Strip nitery, which had been
refurbished during its 15-day susenslon.

Top Tones loi Your Books
An All-Time Favprite

CAN'T BELIEVE
THAT YOU'RE IN
I

LOVE WITH ME

Music by

.

. •

JIMMY McHUGB
Published by

MILLS

prominent people in all walks of
life, arranged a special "Town Crier"
'

Exam Before

Trial Set

broadcast commemorating the event.
Ethel Barrymore. Franklin P. Ad'Love' Song Suit ams, Irene Dunne. Alice Duer MilIn
trial
of ler, and others took part, and at its
before
Examination
Loew'S, Inc., arid music publishers, conclusion Woollcott addressed'Kern
directly (Mrs. Kern made certain
Miller Music and Leo Feist, Inc., is
he heard the broadcast), advising
scheduled for Feb. 13, 14 and 15, re- him to open the door and accept a
spectively, in connection with the gift "from friends, who love you."
$87,500 damage action brought by In walked Irving Berlin, with Kern
Ted Fetter, for alleged conspiracy to one of the nation's best, with a
destroy his one-quarter interest in floral tribute. The timing was per^
the song, "Taking a Chance on fee* _
In addition to songwriting and the
Love." which he wrote with John La
Touche and Vernon Duke. Examina- fashioning of musical books, Kern is
coltions were consented to by defend- an inveterate "flrst edition"
He Is the owner of thouants' attorneys, according to papers lector,.
filed in N. Y. federal court last week. sands of such, rare editions; his HolFetter charges defendants, appro- lywood home is crammed with Kcm.

87G

priated for themselves his interest
in the song, which was used in two
films produced by Metro (Loew's),
"I Dood It" and "Cabin in the Sky."

Herble Fields, tenor saxLst, playing with Lionel Hampton's orchestra
at Strand theatre, N. Y.

Commodore

ators of the

in order to get Hal Mclntyre's orchestra free to play the President's
Birthday Ball at the Statler hole!
Date has been arhere Jan. 30.
ranged, so Mclntyre comes here for
the affair, being replaced in N. Y.
for the night by a local outfit.

will display old favorites

from Mills' library of aever-lo>beforgottea> hits.

STAR DUST

Mclntyre's

Mclntyre's

away

from

New

behalf

is

York

unknown

DECCA RECORDS

orchestra
has - been
the Commodore one
for the past few weeks

week
demands

night a

due

to the

hotel's

of

Inc.

management

its

to let

him

Most Recording and
Companiei

and

Eversharp
radio commercial. Apparently there
was a reluctance on the part of the

Transcription

V*e lliln .1*5 VIM'AI. ivic.1'0
of siihi; Jiiis of «n-i I." 11 1> » • InIIhIm-i*. plns.fiM r:tvniii--s

out.

Band's agency in N. Y. refuses comment. Sy Baker's orchestra will re-

rllllli'M

ll'llil

of iiii)iu».

shi-i-ls mnl
.samim.ks

Hromlwuy
Si'fiw VurU IS

Earl Hines Set to

it

23.

being

opened

in the Persian hotel In March
and, according to reports. It will pay
substantial salaries. Earl Hines' or-

chestra opens- the spot, to be called
the Grotto, on an
yet Indefinite
date the month after next, to ba fol-

u

lowed by Count Basie.
Hines is. set for five week*, at $3,450 per, while Basie it said to be
drawing $5,000 weekly for an Indefi-

numbers of weeks.

A

Teachers!. ..Students!

Be
Our

a

PIANO STYLIST

NEW 100 puge

Piano Inilruction Book will rnyou to play Popular Songs with all the fancy
embclliihmenui employed by the profetmionnl.
Mah* Your Own ArrangamanU-- Add Notp» —
Chords— BftMea — Break t— Bluea— Rhythmi- ModuUtiom—Trannpoiing;- Orchmlra and Radio Playinf
— Introdoclionn— Ending*, etc. 1001 aparhlinff new
Idaaaall contained In one book. Not an car orcoirt-a*
pondtnea count. You receive CAv AN AUG H'S Inalruction Manual which shows you step by -itp ho*
to apply con ten ta of this famous book to any popular
bods. For Beginner. Medium or Advanced Student.
tMSr Mar b»e* NOWt TODAY! Ptipa fl».N
fM#. postpaid and Insured anywhere in the world,
ftblc

ew

CAVANAUGH PIANO SCHOOLS

A*S^^^Jjt^^^^swOr<rlM7^^Ti

475 Flflh
|

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY.
GREAT POPULAR STANDARD TODAY

MARGIE
l»

u

»

.

GOOD NIGHT SWEETHEART
By

Ml* wwwtnr. Ml >•*•

1: i-:i-:.

• Jazz • Swing • Jump • Boog U-Wooel«

.

YOUR ARMS

A BLUES SERENADE

-

TUNE-DEX

Open

Chi Persian Hotel Spot

1

IN

lyrics

'

j-

1S1H

place.

nite

TAKE ME

New York 20

Ave..

Sixth

Reason for Barron's intercedence
in

New name band room

who each week

1250

here.

Chicago, Jan.

THE MILLS MUSIC MAN,

TOBIAS and LEWIS

hotel, N. Y..

RAY NOBLI, JIMMY CAMMILL m»4

RM

CONNILLY

and new dance arrangement!
Gut in touch with PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager
Standard Exploitation Department, The Big 3
°
Circle 6-293V
'619 Drocdwny N Y

for artist

copi'.-s

r.uw vocal

1

"

.

•

Wednesday, January 14, 1948

ODT

VAUDEVILLE
Fields

Convention Nix Seen Heavy
to Chi Niteries, All

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Chicago, convention center of the
country, will* it's felt, be harder hit
than any other city by Office of De-

Show

fense Transportation order,, effective
Feb. 1, limiting meetings to 50 or
delegates, with show .people
less
here already -alarmed by cancellation of large blocks of tickets in
:

houses next month.

Roundup of. opinions of operators
and picture houses,
ballrooms, 'etc.; '.indicates, that new
move, oil top of draft threat hanging
over many performers, will cut into
g r o s s e s tremendously, although
some feel easy dough being circulated by Chi's own war workers will
keep their heads well above 'water.
Right at the start,- despite real
concern displayed by those in the
amusement industry, most hotel
operators are registering pleasure at
the fact that fheir load will be cased
.by- cancellation order, although .lufty
they'll feel about it later, when long
lines at reservation t^esks are short;
ened, is another question.
That those in business .here have
every reason to worry is evident in
all
questionnaire - which
special

License Delay Snafus N.Y.

.

groups planning.' conventions must
secure from ODT. Standard queries
'on. the blank, totaling 12, concerning
reasons for holding confabs, etc., are
topped w'ilfi one that's expected to
stump most of the convention-planners.
"In what way." it asks, "will
the war effort be hurt if your convention is not. held?"

Show Preem
-

more drastic than to beg people not
to travel, really means it this lime is
setup, headed by Col. J. Monroe
director in WashingJohnson,
ton, of its new War Committee on
Other members inConventions.
clude Under Secretary of the Navy

ODT

,

Ralph Bard; Secretary -Robert Patterson of War Dept.; WPB Chairman
J. A. Krug; Deputy WMC Chairman
Charles M. Hay; and R. H. Clare,
former assistant general passenger
"

agent

'df"

Pennsylvania R. R., now
committee.

special' assistant to the

2 Milwaokee Nitery Ops,
Bartender. Seized

Bogus
Two

Bill

On

Charges

Chicago, Jan. 23:
Milwaukee nitery operators

and their bartender were seized last
after one allegedly 'sold $13,400
in near-perfect $100 bills to a Government agent for $4,000 in good,
but marked money. Bogus bills, according to Secret Service head here,
who planned the capture, were part
of $1,000,000 worth of expertly counterfeited C-notes brought here from
Austria by Count Victor Lustig, who.
was Alcatrazzed 10 years ago for

week

counterfeiting.'

Those held are James Carter and
August Sorcey, owners of Melody
Lane, w.k Milwaukee nitery, arid
Dominic Rizzo, barman. Rizzo was
grabbed outside a Cudahy,-_Wis.
hotel after he is said to have sold
.

.

the notes to a Secret Service

man

for

marked bills. Whisked to
Milwaukee for quizzling, he accused
$4,000 in

Carter and Sorccy of giving him'the
$13,400 in, fake bills.
Trio was arraigned before U. S.
commissioner in Milwaukee and held
in $25,000 bonds each pending healing, with Carter, arrested last July
by agents who said he passed hundreds of $20 phonies in Indiana
skedded to appear in Chi Feb. 5 on
another counterfeiting charge.
.

EDWARDS'
CAP, N.

OR C' INTO
Y., AT $8,500

'T

Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Conseradio program will play
the Capitol theatre, N. Y., for the
quences"

second time at $8,500 weekly. Ed
wards' troupe goes into the house
late in February, with Sonny Dun
ham's orchestra and other acts. He
follows Frankie Carle's band.
Edwards books theatre appear
ances, it's said, lo J ne his pockets
with the wherewithal to finance
bond tours of his troupe. He pays
all expenses of such trips.
;

l

Tess Diamond's New Job
Tess Diamond; recording secre
Ury of the Artists Representatives
Ass'n, has resigned to go with. Sol
Tep^er agency.
-

^jg"'*

joins

-

Tepper

office

Monday

Off-Hours

War Work

Enlists

Hotel

Nitery Ops to Operate on 6-Day Wk.

Spot had spent considerable sum

Both had had other partners and
during a swing around the Pantages.
circuit, Fields discovered the late
Nora Bayes in Milwaukee, although
she was not then in show business.
Red-headed I>wis quit the- boards

and

for p'olitics

P.

urday (20). nitery "was given a 10day permit pending issuance of Die

finally gravitated to

the Coast.

•

Fire

Chi's

license later after convincing licensing authorities that further dewould be cosily to the operation.

Crusade

Vs. Theatres, Cafes;

lay

it was found
liquor license
had been granted the 10-day. permit
was issued.

stitious

Chicago: Jan. 23.
Besides being, driven slaphappy by

Cafe Owners. Guild conferred with
LaGuardia Saturday (20)
and apparently made some headway.
Although neither side would divulge

Mayor

the results of the confab, it is apparent that the nitery. owners confronted the Mayor with a voluntary
plan to conserve manpower for. essential
industry and assured
the
Mayor that they would go along
with.him in any measures taken to

conserve food.

allied crafts

bottle of .Scotch each night.

day of relaxation

—

Bowout

At CRA

Headed

OPA

Down

.

:

On CU

.

.

RED CAPS SUIT

JOE DAVIS DISMISSED

.

'

•

Howard

Vaude

;

which

Riobamba, N. Y. Nitery

auditoriums starting March 1. Outfit wiil provide gaslight era entertainment and will have, a line of
Floradora girls, Allen and Drake
and Mangean Belle. Others still to
be set.
Unit is being peddled by Consolidated Radio Artists at $1,500

Lenny Kent Into La Conga, N. Y.
Lenny Kent heads .the new La
Conga, N. Y., show starting Jan. 31.
Others set so far are Jack Soo, Licheron and Adams, and Cninita Marin.
Harry Kilby and Harry Santley of
General Amusement Corp. set the

nightly plus percentages.

'ayout.

ifiat

is

figured to

AGVA

-

.

it

Spurt in February

The Mayor seemed pleased with
the attitude taken by the Cafe
Owners Guild as he afterward., described the bistro ops as "most cooperative." This was the first time
that LaGuardia conferred with cafe day (19) of insides of a "theatre and
However, some spots have been
men since he took office 11 years two niteries, showing Victorian -era
ago.
wiring, lack of fire exits, cloth-cov- doing a consistently good business.
COG at its meeting last Tuesday ered false ceilings, rotten fire hose The Terrao'e Room is. hitting a prof(16) passed a resolution volunteer- and other hazards, to tie in with itable stride as has the Copacabana
ing its. cooperation with the Mayor their editorial-page Carrie Nation
which- has Mital 6reen and Sammy
in any steps he took to conserve ings.
Walsh. The Brook Club with Yvette
food and another that promised to
Clubs whose dingy backstages headlining, the Clover Cftib with
get all nitery workers, eligible to be were Times-photoed were Soho and Alan Gale and Kitty Davis' with a
moved into essential industry by the Flamingo, both of which run floor- medium budgeted show are also
work-or-flght plan, into war work. shows, and theatre was Uptown making ledger entries with black
All now employed in niteries will Players, amateurs' showcase (capac- ink. Bad business at the start of the
have to show satisfactory proof that ity 400) on near north side all, to season caused foldings of the Hurthey will not be affected by the judge from the layout, fire trap? ricane and the Mooambo, but spendprojected legislation. COG hopes to Uptown snaps, for instance, showed ing spurted with the advent of cold
firemen testing props and drapes, weather in the North. Now ops have
fill their places with over-age men
"all of which went up in smoke when hopes that the eitpeoted February
and discharged servicemen.
fire-tested," according to the sheet. crowds will oause a profitable sea"Pursuit of pleasure may take you sonal wind-up.
to a nightclub or theaire," sobbed
Hotels are also in the doldrums.
Hattie Althoffs
the Times under Page One scare- The Roney Plaza is reported operatstreamer.
"Whatever the reason
at around B0% capacity, while
After Policy Tiff that moves you to leave your home ing
most of the others are from 60 to
portals,
there are certain places 75% filled.
Seen
for Courts where- that unseen and unwantedHattie Althoff has resigned as head companion waits. He sits beside you
He awaits his cue
of the Consolidated Radio Artists in the theatre.
Cracks
vaude department and will, move out to make a fiery entrance in nightetc., etc.
as soon as she finds another office. life joint floor-shows . .
Death! .'. Fire!
etc."
Blowoff came Friday (19) when
Latin Quarter
Not quite so graphic but equally
Charles
Green, CRA head,
announced a new policy whereby office threatening to biz were accounts by
ions
agents would get no bonus for new other papers, especially the HeraldChicago, Jan. 23.
artists she brought into the office, American and Sun.
First, crackdown in this area for
Miss Althoff subsequently handed
violations of OPA ceiling prices was
in her resignation.
registered here last week when suit
Dispute seems headed for the
VS.
was filed by the OPA against the
courts as Miss Allhoff's contract with
Latin Quarter, in U. S. District
CRA runs until June, 1949. A fiveCourt, covering theoretical treble
year pact was signed June 1. Green
Suit for royalties and an accountdamages, of 19,000,000. Suit is looked
declared that he intends to abide by
ing on sales of phonograph records
upon as the start of a "price ceiling
the terms of the contract unless he
brought by the Red (japs, Negro enforcement tour" of other Chi
spots.
finds a suitable replacement for Miss
harmony group, against Joe Davis,
According to Marlon W. Isbell,
Althoff.
In the meantime, he deowner of Beacon Records', was dis- Chi area OPA director/ Latin. Quarclared, he cannot legally recognize
missed by N, Y. Supreme Court ter has increased Its minimum and.
her resignation.
Friday's flareup W as accumulative, Justice Louis A. Valente last week.- failed to Ale its base period prices
according to bystanders. Miss Alt- Action was counterclaim, filed by with OPA until a year after deadNine million
hoff had charged previous contract the singers after Davis sued them line, in July, 1948.
violations and had previously threat- and Loew's State for an injunction smackers liability was explained by
ened to resign unless she obtained to restrain them from using the Red estimating that LQ has overcharged
redress, for the new accounts she had Caps monicker.. This case comes up 1,000 payees a night for six months,
for trial Jan. 30.
with each oustomer, under the law,
ibrought in.
.
Caps' suit was dismissed on the entitled to oollect 100 by oourt acMiss Althoff originaly came to
CRA when Charlie* Yates handled ground that no basis for relief was tion for each violation, technically
the vaude department. When Yates established. Davis' suit, which seeks putting management out on the limb
resigned to go with Frederick Bros.* ah injunction and damages, is based of $50,000 a day. Powers Invested in
she took over the vaude sector.
on the charge that the singers the OPA a year ago gives them the
agreed to work as the Caps only on right to step in and ask for damhis Beacon label pressings. Warblers ages even though customers do not,
Forming
Joe E.
were known before plaltering as
the Toppers. Davis, through his atUnit torney, has since discontinued the
Gaslight Era
Nicky Blair Dickering For
action
against Loew's State since the
Joe E. Howard is forming a unit
would tour vaude houses and act- is no longer working there.
.

would guarantee one

the gal

Florida Hoping For

.

.

,

'

:

.

American Guild of Variety Artists
is mobilizing its members and urging an all-out effort in war work,
aside from professional appearances
and aid in bond drives. It's ail on a
voluntary basis, actuated by patriotic
motives,
pointed
mainly to
nitery performers, who, being free in
daytime hours, could devote 30 hours
weekly or better in a war-essential
industry', in addition to their performing stints. To offset the pressure it is asking hotel and .-nitery- op-.
erators in New York and throughout
the country to cooperate in the
movement by declaring a six-day
week, instead: of current seven days,
for performer?::
If accepted by the

work out for .better' performance. all
around.
A directive outlining plans for the
proposed six-day week and modus
operandi of mobilization was sent
out to all
locals lust week by
Matt Shelvey, national administrator of the talent union. Shelvey and
a committee within AGVA
have
been studying the situation for sevMiami Beach, Jan. 23.
eral weeks and have sounded out the
'After the first month of the racing attitude- of the performers toward
Miami Beach niteries have such a movement, arid while stating
ban,
found that, the betting elements are that the talent union is suggesting
sorely "missed.
But the operators rather than ordering its members
have hopes that the Teal spending into' war. work, he is confident, the
gentry will arrive around Feb. 1, plan will meet with 100% 'response.
and are consequently expanding
Doubling in War Plants
their us.ial budgets and are adding
Shelvey further points out that a
potent lures to their floorshows.
recent survey made via the variousThe Copacabana will nave Joe E. locals of
the union shows that there
Lewis; Willie Howard will be at
is about 25%
of the 6"verall. memLou Walters' Terrace Room: Jackie bership
currently doubling between
Miles goes into the Beachcomber
nitery jobs and war-essential indusand Artie Dann hits' the Latin tries, with half
ot this number reQuarter.
sponding in

fire-prevention
shouldered
were confronted last
ordinances
week with another headache in the
threat of immediate shuttering as
result of fire in small Loop hotel in
City
which 14 lives were lost.
Council, coroner's jury, daily papers
and other groups have, ganged up to
demand that all buildings, including
niteries, theatres, etc., found to be a
hazard be condemned and padlocked.
Even if nothing happens in the
folderoo dept., however,- as is so
often the case when such flareups
occur hera, hysterial blasts at firetraps in dailies are felt to be b.o.
poison of the* deadliest type.
Chi Times, concentrating mostlyon theatres and nightclubs, has
jumped headlong, into cleanup campaign, launched three weeks ago by
Louis Ruppel, new Herald-Ameri 7
can ed, following pix of charred
bodies being removed from the hotel
fire, with two-page pic spread Fricold

,

Conserve Food

dress-,

Management found out. why—
was walking out with a

.

To

changing

about

room's."

ing

manpower problems, operators of
many Chi niteries, theatres and
other amusement places who have

N. Y. Cafes Fledge

Lost the Job

'

Papers Pace Drive

When

S.— She

Philadelphia, Jan. 23.
A gal hoofer who got a job in
a South Philly boite was asked
by the manager if she minded
getting dressed in the* liquor
storeroom as the regular dressing rooms were being refurbished.
Gal said she was willing, and
even when the dressing rooms
were finished she said she'd
rather continue using the booze
cache "because she was super-

in display advertising of the proem
which didn't come off, but on Sat-

;

-Strongest indication that ODT,
which up to now has done nothing

other caused considerable comment
in
vaudeville
circles,
especially
among oldtlmers. The duo split
some time before bigtime vaude
ended but In their heyday the turn
was a standard., team cenerally spotted number four, if not next to' closing.

Nitery Floor

Bradley's, new nitery on former
site of The Harlequin, N. Y., had to
preem without floor ishow. last
Thursday night (181 due to delayal
of issuance of cabaret license.

of niteries, legit

.

41

Shelvey Mobilizes Performers For

The recent deaths of Al Fields and
Jaok Lewis within a week of each

Biz

.

.

Lewis

.

Blow

legit

&

I

:

Nicky Blair, former aide to Billy
Rose in operation of the Diamond
Horseshoe, N. Y. nitery, is branching but on his own and reportedly
dickering for lease of the Riobamba, formerly operated by Arthur
Yawitz. Ben Warden is reportedly
financing Blair in the deal.

-

-

so-called critical areas.
In latter instances performers have

permanent

residences

and

steady

war-plant jobs in these cities and rotate in niteries within that area.
"If the hotels and niteries throughout the country give proper cooperation, as we have been reasonably .as* (Continued on page 42)

Hope's

Ad

Lib Routine

At Chicago Latin Quarter

Show Boomerangs on B.0.
'

Chicago, Jan. 23.
Question of whether adlib appearances of visiting entertainers in floor
shows, while admittedly good publicity
for niteries anxious to be
known as hangouts for celebs, is also
necessarily healthy for business was
spotlighted

last

week

when

Bob

Hope it Co., here for Press Photogs'
annual brawl, dropped in to blitz
the ilitz Bros, at the Latin Quarter
and wound up blitzing the .cash

.

register too.

Stopping by
show, troupe,

for
the midnight
including
Frances
La'ngford, Vera Vague, Jerry Colonna and Hope, were mobbed for
autographs not only by payees and
casual passersby on the street, who
tailed them into the spot, but by
waiters, who held up sales of- drinks
and table d'hotes for well over an
hour.
Give-and-take on part of Hope
and Ritzes, repeated along the fame
lines later in the evening between

Hope- and Joe E. Lewis when troupe
threw, the Chez Paree up for grabs,
would have stretched out longer but
for

the fact that Frankie

and orch were skedded for

WBBM

Master!
a.m.

1

airer.

ICE FOLLIES' RECORD
$308,000 IN PHILLY
Philadelphia, Jan. 23.

-

A

record-breaking

was

$308,000

plunked down by Philadelphians to
gander the 29 shows of the "ice Follies of .1945," which closed at the
:

Arena

Sat.

Tyrell,

Arena manager:

(20),

according to Pete.
'

This tops by $7,000 the $301,000
grossed last year, despite fact that
more than 300 seats were killed this
In
year, to broaden skating space.
regular gross; house
addition
to
sold out for special war band premat which more than. $1,500,000
of. "E" bonds were peddled.'
Arena has been booked for week

iere,

,

worth

of April
Vanities."

8,

for

"Roller

Skating

-

—

VAUDEVILLE
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AGVA, MIDWEST ACTS.

Clamps Down

'Celebrity Nights' in Philly Spots

After several Weeks of negotiation
basic agreement covering agent
operations was signed this week by
American Guild of Variety Artists
and National Association of Theatrical Agents, western agent group
working out of Chicago.

been turned .down when they apPhiladelphia, Jan. 23.
The American Guild of Variety proached the Union for cuffo enterArtisls has clamped down on the tainment j at banquets, clambakes,

Spurt in Aussie

War Work

NEGOTIATE AGREEMENT
a

Continued from page
surcd." continued Shelvey, "this voluntary gesture may offset more drastic
moves against the industry.
There are over 3,000 niteries, aside
from the smaller cocktailcrics, operating throughout the country.
The
one-day-a-weck closing would conserve tremendous amounts of fuel,
food and other essentials and also
grant the day of rest to those employees who, cither through necessity or upon voluntary basis, have

Vaude

Activities

Despite talent shortages, vaude acare ircreasing in Australia.
Arrangements are now being made
to put on presentation shows at Adelaide and Brisbane.
Deal is being
tivities

or "Celebrity nights" which etc., got tough pointing out that if
Pact had embroiled considerable
in Philly's nitery actors could appear for free at night
clause in contract
made by the Tivoli circuit, currently
clubs they could do a "benefit" for a confabing due to.
the New calling for a 10 and 5% split on comoperating stage shows ih their MelOrder came from' the national of- political organization. With
bourne and Sydney houses, with the
York ukase against free appearances missions where a booker was infice in New York and was transnow tell the politlcos volved in employment of acts and
J.
C: Williamson Theatres. Ltd.
mitted by letter from Dick Mayo, the union can
the
going
to'
with latter amount
lessees -f Adelaide and Brisbane.
been doubling in war work."
executive secretary of Philly AGVA —"the lid is on".
embooker. These terms had been
office, to nitery operators,
AGVA proposes to set plan in mo- No definite dates for stage shows
ployed for the past two years by the
tion 'officially on Feb. 1. From then have been set, current holdup being
The order from the national olArtists Representatives Assn., N. Y.
H'wood Clover Club
on all contracts for performers will a shortage of comedy material.
flcc look local AGVA officials out
agent group.
carry a six -day week clause, princi- Charles H. Allen, who in prewar
The local
of a ticklish, dilemma.
Changes Management The NATA wanted a modification pals as well as choristers. As for days booked the majority of Amerunit of the union has always frowned

rash

have broken out
belt.

.

on so-called "celebrity nights" as
being a subterfuge to get actors to
free.
But when visiting
mainly from New York, came
town they appeared at niteries

work

for

actors,
to

cuffo

— not

knowing

of

local

slant

on situash.
Seeing that

out-of-towners "took
the leading niteries, Philly
actors bean doing the same thing
and the lid was off.. Now came the
situation that put the union in the

bows"

at

middle.

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Deal to purchase liquor license,
lease and stock of the Clover Club,
Sunset Strip nitery, is currently in
Kalmanovitz and
Paul
escrow.
Nathan Sherry, owners of several
small night spots, are taking over
running of the establishment from
Ivan Staufer.
Escrow on the negotiations will

in this split clause, agreeing to abide

the mobilization plan, as each per-

ican

Down

for

talent

Under,

has

by the 15% overall when a booker former signifies intention of cooper- been commissioned by David N.
was involved but wanted to cut up ation, lists will be compiled and for- Martin, Tivoli managing director, to
the commissions their own way. warded to N. Y. State Employment procure comedy scripts, including
Consequently Rule B in the standard Service listing names and available legit shows. Roland Walton, a cirAGVA agent contract was amended working-hour schedule of perform- cuit exec, may come to America
to permit this.
ers desiring to double in war work. shortly to assist in the selection.
When T e two new houses get rollDave p'Malley. pre?, of NATA, ap- Similar lists and arrangements will
prised Matt Shelvey, national ad- be worked out by the various AGVA ing, one presentation will make the
tour of all four theatres, playing up
ministrator of AGVA, that franchises locals throughput the country.
to 10 weeks in one spot.
Meantime. Kalmano- under the new terms would be issued
close Feb. 13.
Chi Performers Lined Up
Since the start of the war. the mavitz and Nathan plan to renovate this week.
terial needs of the Antip houses
and do some reconstruction on the.
Chicago. Jim. 23T
Understood original
spot.
night
More than 300 American Guild of have changed considerably. Large
numbers
staff will also be retained by new
of GI's in Australia makes
Variety- Artists members, ranging
8 More Vaude Units For
and
managers.
from Jaync & Adam Digatano, it almost mandatory that vaude
legit shows.be produced to American
(ISO Hospital Circuit Empire Room headliners, to lesser- tastes.
Frank Marlowe, Magi,
known acts in smaller niteries, were
Eight vaude shows were added to advised at confab
called by Jack
Draws
Suspension USO-Camp: Shows' Hospital circuit Irving, exec
secretary of Chi AGVA
Frank Marlowe, vaude and nitery last week, to bring total to 20 units local, Friday (12
to
work only
magician, has been suspended by for the domestic sickbay loop. New six nights, a week, with many of
American Guild of Variety Artists units are headed by Gus Van, Sen- them agreeing to double in war
ator Murphy. Jack Gilford. Roy plants,
for conduot unbecoming a member.
Red Cross units and other
Charges had been leveled against Smeck. Can- Brothers. Wally West vital pursuits on seventh night and
the performer for not paying agents' & Co.; Stan Gilbert and Harry Hol- other spare hours during the
week.
fees and money be borrowed when man. and Milier and Lee (Negro
Crowd, which jampacked meeting
World's Foremost Restaurant Feaplaying within Buffalo, N. Y., area unit).
room for the unusual two-hour sestures World's Foremost Attractions
some weeks ago. Buffalo local of
Also joining one of the established sion, heard Irving and other board
AGVA called Marlowe into settle units Monday (22) was Jackie Green. members urge them to go into Xnvlor CiibiiI
llonrj .Klitff
it* MtirfOM
J mi E. ImwIm
the claims, and when he defaulted Mack and Desmond will open on critical
occupations,
leaving
the
Curio* Kanilrw
iiul'-itr
Tito
recommended suspension, which was the hosp loop Feb. 12, and Jan Mur- meeting with applications to
Ivuii Scolt
Dimity Kuw
be filled
Yt>lo>. a YolHDrin
ratified by the national office of ray March 19out and returned
.

-

Politicians,

who

heretofore

had

AGVA

1

LAURETTE and CLYMAS
Pantomime

Satirists of the

Dance

Relorn Kngagemtnt Within S Mnnilit

HOLLENDEN hotel
CLEVELAND

.

to

AGVA.

AGVA

here.

Into on tHe cards, describing individual abilities, will be tabulated,
Irving
S3id,
and
presented
to
Regional
Director William H.
Spencer, following which, he declared, "We'll wait for him to, call
on us." Meantime, many present
promised to apply for factory and
other jobs through USES to help
ease increasingly
tightened
manpower crisis here.
'

Mostel. Into

Renews

Chez Paree,

Wm,

Morris Pact

Zero Mostel has renewed his pact
with the William Morris office. First
date under the new term is at the
Chez Paree, Chicago, starting Jan. 30.
Mostel was originally under contract to Barney Josephson. operator
'

of the Cafe Society niteries In N. Y.'.
but later signed with WM. The
contract ran out some time ago and

WM

was renewed only

week.

last

One unusual development

of

The Jansleys

(5).

Up

one of the old-

est risley acts in showbusiness, will
break up after their four-week date
Orleans,
at the Roosevelt hotel.

New

starting Feb. 8, according to Hatlic
Althoff, their agent and wife of Alphonse Janslcy, co-owner of the act.
Joe Jansley, other owner, may retire while Alphonse will continue
os a single.

3 Stooges Call Off Tour
Vaude dates for the Three Stooge,
have been cancelled because of illness of Curley Howard. Howard was
taken

ill

theatre,

while at the.

New

Orleans,

Shemp Howard subbed

St.

gel-together
was discovery
many present had been doubling in
essential— and, in many cases, critical
jobs for months anyway, especially
club-daters: Latter, of course, have
been taken for granted, but discovery that ballroom team of Betty
& John Chadwick, for instance,
others,

have

a Unique and Amnlug

sm Suiu.ei

been booked as nurses' aides, had
members. wondering where sleeping
hours came in.
Another unique angle was presence

reward when you lubicribe to
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501 MadlHon Avenue,
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Free Catalog of
Prepared Material Available
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Per tonal Management:
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$1.00
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PAULA SMITH

older performersmen crowding 50. or even over
who have little chance of being
drafted but wanled to help the war
effort even more than they have
been. Femme contingent also turned
out strong.
of

nothing compared to year

is

the

Currently Broadcasting Over the Blue Network and Appearing
Nightly at the Hotel St. Morltz, New York—Muzak Transcription**

i!

iiii'd.

$1,000 REWARD

been

"spare-timing" not only in USO
shows but at local hospitals here and
in other cities in which they have

for that en-

gagement.
Stands in Cleveland, Bdston^and
Chicago had to be called off.

Pretexting

many

among

Charles

last

iiovFit.

u.

the
that

—
Jansleys Splitting

ii.

WMC

Y~-PLaza 8-2789

.

'

.
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Moncblto Bd
Zanzibar
BID Roblneon
Louis Armstrong
Maurice Rocco
Nicholas Bros
Delta Rhythm Boys

Versailles

Carl BrlftoB

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JANUARY

Vera Holly
Copley A Ayers
Bob Hopkins
Bob Kennedy
Marian Nlles
M Bergere Ore

28

Lit era ti

Peters Sis

Frailer In Middle
Numerals In connection tvltli bill* below Indicate opening day of ition
Recent Life mag spread on the city
whether (nil or split week
of Boston, its environs, characterNight Clab
istics and citizenry, had violent repercussions in the Hub with the
press and legislators tossing plenty
Chi
of punches in the direction -of the
Paramount
Cabaret Bills
( EDGE WATER BEAtH HOTEL)
Luce publication. Sorest spot seemed
Chicago. Jan. 17.
to be a picture of three young boys
Arnie Hnrtninn, Zoppe Troupe (5),
standing in front of a tenement
.NEW YOHK fITV I'aul, Recti n
Gay
Blades,
CITY
3
Ruth
Pryor,
Dorothy
Paramount (34)
MIAMI
HUd Dancers liO), Emil Vondns block in South Boston and described
Olympln (24)
Wqody Hrrmnn EJi)
Clemeuto Bd'
Dili's On? 90'i
rl7)
The <;ll>*ons
Orch
with
Trudy Marsh, as typical Irish-American kids.
l.illll|-i)|> H Lee
Phil
Burton
Gilbert
iSihei
l-vo Itavis
Buddy LurtUri
An innocent bystander who wound
Gcorplana Bahnleter George Devron, Marshall GUI, Adela
Hiuiicr
Hemic
Crosby
Sis
ATLANTA
Clausen; $3r$3.50 mi7ii?n«m.
up in the middle was Life's associate
Hotel. St. KesU
Harold U ll lard
Kred Itoncr
Fox (24)
Dorothy .Shay
J.iclt Rj'un
'JaudHmllh Bros
editor, George Fi-azier
("Southie"
rt'nmmy ICiiyo .130Beatrice Kraft
Clmrlcs StilcUland
MINNEAPOLIS
Not up to usual standard of Doro- is his home .town), who formerly
Paul 'VVlnclKll
jimmy Burns
Man he E no lie
Orpheum (24)
thy
Hild-produced
current
shows,
3 Welles
Kred Miller Oro
Bill Kelpey
lived in the neighborhood where the
Splllo JoiU'S Hd
bill is bogged down mainly by weak
Xlny .SIO'h wmirtell*
IHl'r'ALO
T 13 ooks Organ
Itlnck. Itrosltlu« Angel
l.utTillo.124)
I/au, Spari' Oro
supporting acts, although Arnie Hart picture of the moppets was taken.
.ludy Manners
Evelyn Knight
Laszto Ore
Clins ..Spivuk. B<1
MarvlB Minis'
man's accordionantics and the hard' Frazier, a descendent of Irish kings,
Hotel To It
'Mlnevltch HaM-iil*
Mm*. Mphand
TOI.RItO
working Hild line hypo things con was rbundjy denounced on the floor
uornai'da
Vlncenl Lopez Ore
Max A -.•Jang
Porn-mount (34)
siderably.
Hotel Wul.lorf-A
of the Massachusetts General Court
Pearl llailcy
«-Hi;-A(iO
tllcn Gray Ore
Annamary Dickey
Hartman.is spotted too early in the by a Boston solon, also of Celtic
H Chlrtiaon (3)
Merry Mac*
, Clllrilgo
(24)
VolkofT
MllaUa
.«wieu
&
<uft>
Ore
show.
Personable lad has to beg off origin, on the grounds
Dick
I.fallo
C Cuvnllero
the associate
Leo R61nman Ore
(t'lMun-D)
1'itz ft Carroll
Ro.-htlle ft Beebe
after "St. Louis Blues," march med
.Mlschn norr Oro
Fa wl Sroit
Encores with ed was casting aspersions on his
ley, and "Glowworm."
Iceland
Jimmy Savo
native heath. Although Frazier grew
101 wood Smith
Sammy Birch
pig-squeals and other barnyard ef
4 Whlrlwjnfla
Gene Flckl (3)
up in Boston, attended Harvard and
fects in "Swingin' on a Star."
>M Hall Ore
La Mar & Martin
Line, which
always opens and formerly worked on the Boston
Cure Niwicly
Muriel KreUoir Ola
closes shows here, bow in "Stout
Herald, Life toppers say he had
(Downtown)
Boyd Heathen
hearted Men" as fencers, combining nothing to do with preparation of
Tod :Eddy Oro
Mary I-ou Wmn
Angeln Bd'
.loHh Whit*
HUSTON
Joan .liroohs
fast footwork with natty costumes,
material on the Hub spread.
CUFT Jaclcison
Jliiimy Kelly"*
line A Waterfall
Boxton (2fi)
complete
with
celluloid face-guards
Jean Colvlna
Ida James
Loul.s t'rlnta Ore
COI.LMIHH
and
Pryor
tpespins
cafoils.Ruth
Rudya
Ly
tin
Marlell
Palnre
(SO-1)Phil
Moore
Ore
Anita
Sargent From Tune to Life
pably in their bowoff, "Midnight
Can Do Bum*
Jo Ann Collyer
Weal A Lexlng
J Lunccfoi'd Ore
Aloinu
01 pa Baclanova
Winthrop Sargent, for the last
P Franks & Janyce 4 Step BroB
Blue," in which girls deftly maneuver ceiling-high wands with crystal seven years music critic for Time
streamers.
mag, is switching to Life where he'll
Zoppe quintet get lukewarm recep- featurize top personalities and events
NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
tion in ladder-balancing stint, top- in the concert, symphony and operping with two femmes and one guy atic worlds.
VAUDEVILLE
Sargent's done occain a three-high. Group could go over sional
features for Henry B. Luce's
much bigger with just a modicum of picture mag in the past, doubling
pretense at enthusiasm in their work.
from his Time chores, but now plans
Three
Blades, definitely too
Gay
BEVERLY HILLS.
weak to carry the 10 minutes allotted a complete severance from the
CALIFORNIA BANK 8100
PaRAMOUHT BUILUINS
news weekly.
rely on handlebar moustaches,

story about stunt girls in motion pictures, with illustrations in Kodachrome by Gene Letter.
Bill Ornstein, Metro p.a., has short
story titled "The Sun Shines Bright"

Review

appearing -in. the 'Negro Story mag
Another yarn is set for a
subsequent issue.
Martin Field polishing two play
scripts, "Bouquet," comedy-drama,
and "All the Answers." farce, before leaving next month to take up
screenwriting chores for Columbia.
Arthur Havison Ficke down from
Hillsdale for- winter in New York.
His pal, Alan Devop, to whom Ficke

Marine Room,

shortly.

NEW TOEK

.

1

,

.

•

dedicated his last opus, "Tumultuous
Shore," will winter in his Hillsdale

l

'

'

'

.

•>

.

.

I

.

'

.

I

.

BOOKING THE

THEATRES

•

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
CAL
NEW YORK
Leon Collins.
Tina Dixon

(18)

Ben Carter Ore
King Cole 3
Thnmlc RogerB
Bus Men Rhylhm

CLEVELAND
Ore

The Fontaines
Monies De Oca

Henry Busse Ore

CITY
Slnad (M)
A rile Shaw Ore

Eerie (24)

Lionel.

Nip Nelson

Paddy CUM

BID Quentmeyer

Tim Herbert
Wayne A Marlln

Carolina Segrora.

A Cora Balrd
Sarco ft Beryl
Los Andrlnto

(Four to All)
(M-21)

Bill

any

.

'

Bill Robinson
Maurice Rotco

Betty Austin
Stuart Sis

Delta Rhythm Boys
Peters Sis
toula Armstrong Or

Follea Miller

B & B

Fullers Stylists

Mixta

Palm

Cole

& Dean

'

(t4-«S)

Adam*

iordan & Parvls

llelahocka

Harper
-

A

N

Louise
Stanley A Marti

,

At

i

(M-M)
J Hutton

.Phyllis Willis

H»nry Kelly

—

e-.BiDBj:

•

Towata (2<VM>

.

Clark Bros
Bernls Oeora*

The O'Hagene
Morey A Baton

NOBFOLK

CHICAGO
Dattatawa

i

•tepln F)>tchlt
Corlo
floyrt

£

~

:

Willis

Leia Lee

KXIXABETH

Uberty (20-2A)
Moke A Poke
•enna A Deaa
tans & Lea
Al Stevens

Lew Brown Co

HABTKOBO

•

B

Mate

(28-2B)

Carrol) Vanities
» Wlere Bros.
Bildle Rio

The Hackers
P»rk A Clifford
Jrm ray Wey

.

N. Y. Nitery Followup

Mt l M Mlll
Evelyn Knight

is

l

MMMMM

back at the Blue

Angel. N. Y., where she acquired
her initial Gotham rep a year or
more ago as a blues songstress. Reviewed more extensively under New
Acts, she's the only newcomer to a
that also includes the comedle
Bernard Bros. (2) (New Acts), Pearl:
Bailey, colored, distinctive specialbill

stresses as is Mme. Alphand, who
here
practically
incidentally,
is,

with )he lease.

Elaylie

Hume

And

there are the

Bernards for the broader phases of
The latter, incidentally,
comedy.
have been doubling into the Capitheatre on Broadway, where
tol
theyYe sharing the billing with
Tommy Dorsers orch and hoofer
Kahn.
Bill Bailey, brother of Pearl.
-

Alfredo Ore
Oesjea'e
(Brooklya)
Lorraine A Donnelly

Pfassa

-

A Conauele
Paxton
Parson Re Ore
Nino Morales B4
natal mifwre
Joan Byldoft

Artinl

La

Conga, Erie, P«l,

Joan Rellly
Jimmy O' Brian

1> Girls

„ HOLYOKE
(28)

ard J. Cook, who for the past two
years was president of the publica-

Will Ward
Marqiilta Blvera

La Conga

Yank

Show

.

.

'

'

'

.

.

•

until recently, the
for Borden's.

An

tion.

Cook,

who

worked

advertising, department
of
Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette until 1942, managed the
mag. for former owners, Alan F.
Clark, now in Navy, and William s.
Walker, of Walker and Downing advertising agency. Under new publisher, William J. Harrton, connected
with magazine for 49 years, becomes
president and David J. Lewis, who
was appointed v.p., continues as
editor. Dan McSweeney named advertising chief. B-I was founded as
the Bulletin in 1876 by John Black
and remained in the Black family
until 1929 when it was merged with
another magazine, The Index, its
Pittsburgh competitor at one time.
in

Emily Hahn Stricken
Suffering from what's believed to
be a malady picked up in the Orient,
Emily Hahn, scribe for The. New
Yorker and author of "China To Me"
and "Soong Sisters," is laid up in St.
Francis hospital, Evanston.

Midwest on a lecture stint, Miss
Hahn had to cancel all speaking
engagements. Caught by outbreak
of war in China, she has been a repatriate since

Placed ob Unfair list

Billy Griffith

.

,

New Acts

.

December,

1942.

One For Dick Tracy

Mrs. Eleanor (Cissie) Patterson,
Club, Erie, Pa., was
publisher of the Washington Timeslist by AmeriHarry. Steffen.
Bock Herman A Or placed on the unfair
Herald, has engaged private dicks to
Conway A Parks
Ann Warren
OW Reemaama can Guild of Variety Artists for find out who put ah extra line- In a
Petsr Chan
Randy Stewart
Claire Sis
alleged failure to pay salary to per- want ad, disparaging her. The
Billy Branch Co
gumEddy Rogers Oro
Jan- Bart
(Jt-81)
formers appearing at spot Claims shoes hang out in. grog shops where
Hotel Commodore
Olga Waytova
B A B Coll
Hal Hclntyre
Amon
for one week's salary -have been filed printers drink on the theory that the
Melahocka
Ruth Gaylor
Shlrlsy Baron Ore
Bohjo A Mathews
against the* nitery by Gilda De smart compositor, when he gets a
Hetel Dtate
Sadie Banks
ltarper~~£"~Lj6uTie:
Ajf fra'<sr-OrD—
'Jcs-'baPccts. 9ro-Washburn.
Don
M'tML.and.
few
too
many,'
will
brag
about
his
The O'Hagens
Uetel Edlaaa
AGVA has notified agents not to coup which caused the T-H plenty of
rAWTVCKEI
Ray Herneck
Harry Lef court Ort
Casual (2S)
book the spot and performer-mem- embarrassment.
Clark's Hawaiian*
Rob Dearborn
Harold Slcrn Oro
Harold Grssn
play
it until claims are
not
to
bers
Five to till)
Bunty PondleCon
Freshmen.Betel Lexlngtea
paid off.
FHLLAPBLFH1A
Mars Trio
CHATTEm
Moml Kal
Carauui (24)
Korn Kobblers
Tapu Kaua
Morton Downey profiled in curArgo A T>ee
Slg Sehatz Ore
Tallma
George Freema
rent (Feb.) issue of Read Magazine.
Romaalan Village
51 Club, N.Y.,
Mallo
K OldHeld Co
Jennie Goldstein
Bob Thomas takes over Hollywood
MoklHana
The Star Lighters
Nlva
Vera
Harold
Oro
Aloma
POBTTHESVEB
[n 1-Night Pact Standoff coverage for AP. succeeding Robbin
Henry Berman
Hotel Lincoln
Capitol (24)
R Walton Dancers
N. Y. local of American Guild of Coons.
Bohn & Uafthews Count Basle Ore
Hotel New Yorker
H Jacobson Oro
Lou Brown Co
Robert A. Fucillo, covering moVariety Artists pulled out the show
Mary Japs Lawsen
Ste>k Clab
P Small'.! Gts
at the 51 Club, N. Y., last Friday tion pictures for Reuters N. Y. office,
Morales 'Oro
Jerry Mapes.
Jordan A Parvla
Hilly Peterson
Urhle Hoist Oro
Artie Dunn
night ilif) when current operators, gandering Hollywood studios.
Stan Keller Oro
Mary Jane Teo"
Viola' Layne
Joe James Custer, UP war corresSam Goldberg and .Murray Gold,
Tony I'lintor'eterry Wild Ore
Aunt Jemima
I'atewa
Hetel r*«n«j«» i>eJ»
failed to pact basic minimum agree- pondent, is in Hollywood to sell his
PBOV1DENCE
Steve Murray
MetrapoHfB <2«-2A) Les Brown Ore
book, "Through the Perilous Night."
ment and post customary bond.
Johnny A George
Rote! rlerra
Lionel Hampton Or
Niven Busch-s novel, "They Dream
Show was restored the following
Jerry Baker
Myr'us
WOONSOtKET
Rosir Leonard-.
Arleen A Dennis
>*0\v Park (24-28)
night when the nitery ops met with of Home," goes into its fifth- printThelma Nevlne
Stanley Melba Ore
Vallee A Lynn
Dave Fox, bead of the N. Y. local, ing, consisting of 200,000 copies,, by
Botty Green
Bote! BaaatreU
iNaonil Hae Co
Clem Belllngs Co
Guy Lombardo Ore Florette Gilbert
and posted bond after also signing Appleton-Century.
Mara
Kim
Plaar
llutel Snroy
Al Schenfc
Florabel Muir sold Satevepost a
pact.
Joe De Carlo Ore
Marga
Aunt Jemima
1

.

.•Uey Anna

Adams
Mark Plant

Marty Drake
Mlgnon
Dale Belmont

.

:

.

Ana

Goorglo Kaye"

Irwin Coroy
lmogcne Coca

Day, 'Dawn A Dudk
Cedrlo Wallace 8
Leon A Eddie's

Joey

Hotel

'

the Pacific.
presi-

Dewey
fall.

—

'

Wilson Sis

J

Thelma Carpenter

1501 Broadway
M#w Yorii

(t«)

Center (26)
Lew Hoffman
Neyal (|«)
Wllkey A Dare
4 Mills Bros
CanHeld Smith
flllle Sogers Bd
Oro Rlmao Co.
im Moore
Girls
Crackshot A Vivian
PATEHSON
Danny A Edith
MaieMte (tt-M)
_ Stale (tS-»7)
Rlcardo A Marlon
Coll

BAB

Perez Ore
Le Rtiban Blea

Jono'

Aganr

Tlmmle Rogers
6avannah Churchill
3 Bus Men Rhythm

4Two to fill)
B-\LTIMOBJE
Hlpaadrsen* (M>
Jos E Howard
Gay 90s Rev

.in

the
dential campaign last

'

I

Lola

Ben Dova
Wlni Walsh
Buddy Clarke Ore

EDDIE SMITH

Benny Carter«Orc
Klug Cole 3

ou Baker
Viola Layne

&

articles attaching France, Paris radio

material warbler; Mme. Claude Alphand, the French chansonier, and
C. Varella Bd
Appletons
Herman Chittison's small instruSocasees Oro
Tony Canaonerl
Hetel Ambassaetas
Ballard A Rae
mental combo. It's VobaWy the bestLouis Betancourt O Sherry Brltton'
rounded bill the Jacoby-Gordon
Jules Lande Oro
Juen.A Martin
lounge has booked, and it plays as
Betel A star
Art Waner Oro
To all intents and purvwell, too.
Jose Morand Ore
Monte Carl*
Ron Perry Ore
Dlok Gasparre Ore . poses there's a conflict when one
thinks of three singers on a fouract bill, but there's none of that
since the Misses Knight and Bailey
Amaflaa) a a^aja)|s)c| la^a^paa^aaa
are entirely different types of song-

NEWARK

Will Sing." published by
Due)|. Sloan
Pearcc, lists him as
a lieutenant, Elliott Arnold has since
been tipped to a captaincy. He's currently in N. Y. for a quickie, having,
checked in recently from Leyte,
where he saw action with the Army
Air Force.
Warren Moscow, for some years
head of the Albany, N. Y„ .bureau of
the New York Times and widely
known in newspaper political circles, recently bid good-bye to associates in Albany and prepared to
leave for an assignment as Times

Emll Vandas, whose forte vocal reports. Apparently the papers are EVELYN KNIGHT
dept. includes Trudy March, George copies of the Trib with phoney Songs
Devron'and Marshall Gill, gives with articles slipped in here and there. 10 Mitts.
Blue Angel, N. Y.
the hot and sweet— including Strauss Stuff was said to have been printed
Evelyn Knight has been around
dancing,
but Adela in Germany.
waltzes for
for some years but this is her debut
Clausen, organist, should learn to
for the "Variety" New Act files. It
maintain band's tempo when she
Class Pitt Weekly Sold
was at the Blue Angel that she
Mifce.
takes over.
Sixty - nine - year - old
Bulletin- achieved somewhat of a rep over a
Index,
Pittsburgh'*
class
news year ago, and since then she's beeri
weekly, has been purchased by Rich- on the radio "Hall of Fame" anal

.

Inland (24)

LONG ISLAND
Senor Wencos
Jamaica (ti.24)
Gaudsmlth Bros
Tucker & Tremalne Harrison A Fisher
Allan DrakeGrlsha A Brona
Billy Branch Co
Marlon Colby
Senna

A

"Tomorrow

war correspondent

'

Lisa Swansona

Bob Dearborn.

(14)

UaTaha-MadrM

Williams (9)
Sonny King
A. J. Cantu
Amanda Williams
The Duanoa

Raeburn Oro
A J Brown

W

Maeto R*D <»)
Jane Deerlng

.

Ellle Ardelty
Kroller A Dearborn

Harold

|

Moscow covered

Gloria Gilbert

Kaye

Cecil Lewln
Gloria. LeBoy
Billy Banks

H
R

CITY

LaMarr A Martin
I^eon Victor

Mitchell Brother '
Michael Edwards
H Barcett Oro
Vincent Travere Ore

NEW YORK

Mlguollto Valdes

Machlto Bd
l.n> Mnrtlnlqoe

Emma Francis
Haiel Maogean t
Marcla Dale

WASHINGTON

Jean, Jack 4k Judy
Sondra Barrett

Tony Pastor Ore

O

I

.

La Conga

Karen Cooper
Mnrty .Martin Oro
Sheila Bond
Cao Boug s
Gil Johnson
Dick Wilson Orch
B Blzony Ensemble Catallno Bd
IHaaioad Bararsliae Carl Ravazsa Ore
lAtln Otrartei
Bob Hall
Billy Vine
La Pierre
MazKone-Abbott D
Frank Rosa

Earle (26)
Roxyettes

PHILADELPHIA

Gordon Andrews
Copacatmna

.

them,

hand.

Joe Cdpello Oro

Koland TwInH

James Barton
Ted & Flo Vallett

Bonny Bice
Boas Wyee Jr

Roslla

Flora Vestoff
nixlu Hoberts
Palsy Dveii'Hler

Bellla
Vnl Sctz

Warner
NEW YOBK

Rence
Dlano Page
Margaret Gray
Carter & Rose

'

Gen Joseph (Dooley) Donovan,
tor years adjudicator between actora
and the Vaudeville Managers Protective Assn. is now publishing two
coast industrial newspapers, Aircraft
Industry Times and Rubber Industry
Times.
Although jacket of his new novel,:

zircon shirtstuds, top hats and other
Gay 90 habiliments, more than on
vocal prowess (except in the case of
the one who yodels) togo.over. MateBall,"
"After
the
includes
rial

'Nazlfled' Her-Trlb
One of the most unusual propaganda rackets of the war has just
been turned up in France. Nazis are
"Strawberry Blonde," "O You Beau- putting in the way of American
faked copies of the New
tiful Doll," etc., with "McNamara's troops
Band" getting the best part of a small York Herald Tribune containing

Alda

St

John' Rock wood
Danny Hlgglns

.

(17)

(IS).
Inn Ray Hutton Ore

Itbbcriu

.

Golden (Into (24)
T"d Lewlrt Ore

Fntsy Kelly
'

.

Kelly
The Foiunlnes
.SAN FKANC1SCO

Wood

Barry

Kstralila
(23-25)

Shep yields Ore
Barry Wood
l'atny

Palace (20)
Bhi'p Fields

A

A|)us

tlavnnnah Churchill

Adla Ku2lietzoff
Simeon Karxaeff
Codolban Ore
Club IB
Roy Sedley
Vln'.o Curran
Ann Donls
Oaye Dixon
Jerry Bergen

home:

ist

Ed Wynn

airsr

willowy blonds.
a distinctive ballad-

attractive,

Miss Knight

is

who: sells with a quiet

dignity.

She has a throatiness that demands
audience attention all the time, and
for intimate spots such as this she's
And for radio,
particularly boffy.
too, she suggests sock possibilities,
though the intime style of her singstageghow
preclude
would
ng
Does pop ballads such
"Always," the oldie comedy lyric,
Saloon" or spirituals with equal

chances.

Kahn.

effect.

BERNARD BROS.

(«)

Pantomime
14

Mum.

Bine Angel, N. T.
The Bernard Bros. (2) ars talented pantomimics, mouthing sH
doing the gestures in time with
phonograph recordings. Their spscialties seem to be in takeoff* on
songs disced by the Andrews Sisters.
While the Bernards are doing a
long

become

since
of act
they're certainly better
familiar,
than most such turns. Duo are currently doubling into the Capitol
theatre on Broadway.
Pair would do best to vary their
takeoffs more, since repeated anas
on the Andrews are apt to grow
monotonous. It's the kind of Act
that can bet changed constantly,,
since their "material" is easily attainable, thus making them aasy

type

that's

'

and quick repeat bookings wherever
they may play. Much of the byplay
is dependent on the deadpan ol the
huskier brother, and his apparent
lack of animation frequently mokes
the act verge on the ludicrous.
Excellent for sight values anyKahn.
where.
'

3

WELLS

Acrobatics
C Mlats.
Terrace Room, Httsbargh
Two girls and a boy, all of whom
look to be still in their teens, have
a standard tumbling-acrobatic act
that's plenty flashy on a floor because it brings the kids, with their
quick spins, and turns, practically
into the laps of the ringsiders. The
trio wear sweaters, with a big
emblazoned on front, and the col-

W

legiate atmosphere is intensified by
musical
backthe
college-song

ground.
Trio go through their routines as
if they're getting a big bang out at
them, and that enthusiasm easily
Tricks'' are
reaches the audience.
conventional but well-executed and
It's an exceptionally fast and showy
few minutes, with the smaller of the
two gals, a peppy cutester, adding
plenty of zest to the turn. Cohen.

)

'

LEGITIMATE

44

Good

'Ladies'

$8,000 in 1st 5; 'Lady

12^G

trends

boxoflfice

some

!

New Opera Widow

Philadelphia,. Jan. 23.
a one-show race as far

was

was concerned

last

week

with "Central Park," Mike Todd's l>ig
musical, jamming the Forrest at all

„
If

performances in its third and final
week and getting over $34,000 with

Current Road Shows

*
The new Jed Harris comedy, production, "One Man Show," got gen-

standees.

quite favorable: belter indica-

state that seasonally there is an offish tions this week.
"School for Brides," Ambassador
trndcncv for at least, throe weeks,
after the Christinas-to-New Year's (25th week t iC-1.117; $3.60 1. Picked
That explains tapering tip and was quoted getting around
splurge.
grosses in some instances during Jan-, SI 1.0.00.. very good for show -ending'
uary both on Broadway and the road. its .sixth nionlh.
"Seven Lively Arts," Zierffcld 7tl)
But. as always, the new hits' are not
(R-1.C2C; $0). Biggest grosser'
alTected. Early last week New York week
had heavy snow, clogging the streets on list is aimed through summer and
and affecting business, but from into next season: $45,000 and more,
"Sing: Out, Sweet Land," 'InterWednesday on attendance jumped
national'
(4th week) (M-1.3E J: $4.80).
were
generally
upward and grosses
not off when the count was ' com- Snow affected attendance early last
week but new musical is rated a good
pleted Saturday (20).
"Rebecca" and "Good Night. La- thing: $25,000 estimated:
"Snafu." Biltmbre (13th week) (Cdies" opened last week, both getting
mixed notices but both figure to 926: $3.60).. -.-Doing- fairly: well and
have a chance. First full week of should span season; laugh show with
"A Lady Says Yes!' indicated it will war background estimated at better
than
$10,500.
fare well enough. "Trio" improved"Soldier's
Wife,"
John Golden
for the second straight week; and the
Was
play, which originally was denied a (15th week) (CD-789; $3.60).
-

:

i

'.

erally okay notices on its opening at
the Locust. "Show" got $7,200 on the
week and with any kind of weather

breaks might beat that, figure, this
week. "Over 21," with Ruth Gordon
at last making her local appearance
in the leading role of her own comedy, improve
.to
nc:»rly $9,000 in
the show's 4th week here. It bows
out Saturday. Figured by many that
star's illness at beginning kept show'
from getting off on the right foot*and
hitting pace expected although crix
wore kind to both Erin O'Brien
Moore and. Dorothy Gish, who played
leads in first three weeks.
I

(Period Cowering Joji. 22-Feb. 3)
"Alice In Arms"
Wilbur, Bost.
(22-27).

"Blithe

Spirit"

—
— Curran,

the grade.

week approximat'ng $7;500; probably netted

>; Geary, Frisco
(29-3).
"Blossom Time"— Cass, Det.

.

.

.

stone. Chi. (22-3).
"Dark of the Moon"
Forrest,
Phila. (25-3).
"Doll's House'^Hanna, Cleve. (2227): Mich., Ann Arbor (29); State,

—

Kal'zoo (30); Shrine, Ft.

Adano," Colt

for

(29th

well against strong competir
surely clean up; better than $21.500.. tion. count last week being close to
"A Goose for a Gander," Play- $11,500.
"The Hasty Heart," Hudson (3d
house (C-865; $3.80); Presented by
week) (D-1,094; $3.60). After snow
J. J. Leventhal and Frank McCoy;
written by Harold J. Kennedy: has storm attendance excellent and new
been out of town; brings Gloria comedy war drama was quoted close
Sw'anson to Broadway; opened Tues- to $14,000.
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
day..
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (21st (71sf week) (C-948; $3:60). Picked,
week) (D-1,041; $3.60). With standees up smartly upon announcement of
In nightly the pace accelerated to final weeks; $13,000; tours after next.,
colored-cast drama enor- week; "The Overtons" follows.
$21,000:
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
mously profitable!
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (16th (50th week) (C-986; $4;20). Despite
week) (M-1,382; $5.40). Demand for cast switches business continues at
tickets here one of the strongest in great pace and the count was $21,500

Boston

in

fairly

.

.

again.

"Trio," Belasco (4th week) (D"Carmen Jones," Broadway (60th
week) (M-1,900; $3). Still advertis- 1,977; $3.60). Picked up further with
ing "last weeks" ads to that effect indications being that it will make

having appeared for months; inr- the grade: last week's business quoted
over $12,500.
provedat around $19,000.
"Dear Ruth," 'Miller (6th week)
'Up in Central Park," Century (OPresented by Michael
(C-940: $4.20). Newer laugh show is 1,713; $6).
selling out regularly and is likely to Todd; score by Sigmund Romberg;
run far into next season; quoted over lyrics and look by Dorothy and Her,

$18,500.

"Follow
(41st

the

week)

Girls," 44th
(M : l,462; $4.80).

Street

bert Fields; highly regarded In Philadelphia; opens Saturday (27).

REVIVALS

Expec-

engagement to span next
summer; doing very oicely, with last
week's count over $30,000.
"Good Night, Ladles," Royale (1st
week) (F-1,084; $3.60). Got three favorable notices, balance being ad-'
verse,' but may prove a money show;
got nearly $8,000 in first five performances.
"Harvey," 48th Street (12th week)

"The

tation is for

-Run

(C-925; $4.20).

$19,000, which means all
house can gross.
io Ice," Center (31st
"Hats
week) (R-2,994; $1.98). After fabulous figures of the holiday week,

Broadway;

OB

business here considerably
"I

Tempest," Alvln (D-1,331;
Presented by Cheryl Craw-

"

cast.

"La Vie Farlslenne," N. Y. Center

(2d week) (0-2,693; $2.40). Designed
for road and tours after another
week; doing fairly well.
.

ADDED

possibilities es-

timated at not less than, two years on

around

$3.60).

ford and John Wlldberg; musical version of Shakespearean work, with
Vera Zorina and Canada. Lee topping
-

off;

rated

Hedgerow Players, Cherry Lane.
Jasper Deetcr's rep company from
Moylan, Pa., In little Greenwich Village spot.

'VICTORY' SRO 42G,

$20,000.

Remember Mama," Music Box

'CHICKEN' 16G,

(14th week) (CD-979; $4.20). Here's
another smash, prognosticators estimating run in terms of years; $21,500.
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel,"

DEL

Detroit, Jan. 23.

Entire rialto here is currently lit.
"Chicken Every Sunday" in six days
Beck (45th week) (C-1,214; $3.60). at the Cass rang up approximately
Getting ready to tour; business still $16,000 at $2.50 top. It was followed
profitable though affected by newer Sunday by "Blossom Time," back for

hits; $15,500.

"Kiss and Tell," Bijou (85th week)
(C-614; $3.60 ). Went up last week,
then gross approximated $7,500, probably some profit at that level.

"Lading Room Only," Winter Garden (4th week) (R-1,523; $6). Although there is midweek matinee
weakness, musical getting plenty,
with count over $40,000.
"Lady Says Yes," Broadhurst (2d
,

week)
week

a

two-week

.

been too active at the
Other shows, however,
boxofflce.
remained very big, with "The'Tem-

ure this week.
The Lafayette also got busy, after
being dark a week, with Henry
Duffy's "Merry-Go-Rounders" revue
opening last Saturday.

Mae

'.

"Oklahoma"'

St.

James

(94th

week

(M-1,529; $4.80): It's only on rare
occasions when there isn't a line in

seems set for another Shakespearean
wow on Broadway. "Merry Widow"
did so well jt will return In a few
weeks for an'olher stand, while "The
Overtons," with star draw, did pretty
well
considering
the
thumbing
.

down

got.

it

Four

openers

legit

this

week.

"The, Searching Wind" opened Monday at the Colonial; "Hope for the
Best" tonight at the Plymouth and

"Catherine Was Great" Monday at
the Shubert. Martha Graham comes
in for two performances at Jordan
Hall, under Richmond auspices on
Friday and Saturday (26 and 27).
Boston Grand Opera Co. returns for
second stand at the Opera House on
Saturday, too, with a 10-performance repertoire carrying through

,

.

(1st

week)

Opened late last
week, drawing mixed notices but
(CD-1,096; .$4.20).

return starting

a

Opera's
a

for.

first

stanza to $1-1.000 in the fourth

alid

"Voice of Ihe Turtle" were

^

a !" lict '*/

';

Tcn

Little Indians'

up over Jast week, with
back m the sellout slot.

1

all

latter again

week)

,

(1.400:

Wilma, Missoula (30); Fox, Butte
(31); Marlow, Helena (1); Rainbow,
Gr. Falls (2).
"Life With

Took a

$3).

spurt to $13,500

in

terrif

last stanaa.

"Merry Widow," Civic
Opera
House (3.600: $3.60). Poor notices
didn't

help.

Avith

$28,000

in

seven performances.

first

"Ten Little Indians," Harris (11th
vveek) (1.000: $3). Convenshes mostly
responsible for $16,000 this time,
$1,000 more than la.sl v
.

Father" (2d Co.)—
Mem, Hall, Salina (22); Arcadia,
Wichita (24-25); Civic Center, Bartleville
(2C); Convention Hall, Tulsa
(27) Worth, Ft. Worth (29); Muni.
Aud., Shreveport (30); City Aud.,
Beaumont (1); Muni. Aud., New Orleans (2); Murphy Aud., Mobile (3).
"Merry Go Round"
Shubert;

"Voice of the Tin lie,"
(16th week) (1.000: S3.C0).
the SRO list with S20.600.

Selwyn
Back on

'GOOSE' $20,700 IN

WEEK AT WASH.

—

Washington, Jan.

23.

Lafayette. Det. (22-3).

—

.

—

TONE-WYAH-'BEST'

TOP

$20,000, PITT

Pittsburgh, Jan. 23.
generally
unfavorable
notices in all three dailies, "Hope
for. the Best" did plenty okay last
week at the Nixon, with combined
•

Despite

draw
Wyatt

.

Franchot Tone and Jane

of

credited with most of. it.
did better than $20,000 to give
legit house its top gross in

Show

$29,000

local

Baltimore

if got close to capacity
$22,500.

:

"Kiss and Tell," Studebaker (89th

—

couple of months.
Nixon currently

in

(22-3).

thesping, but

anyway wilh

.

.

Jose (22); Mem, Aud., Fresno (23);
Fox. Bakersfleld (24); Civic Aud.,
Pasadena (25); Philharmonic Aud.,
L. A. (26-27); Russ Aud., San Diego
(28) Philharmonic, L. A. (29-3).
"Searching Wind"—Colonial, Bost.
;

'

(22-3).

.

.

"Signature"— Wilbur, Bost. (29-3).
"Sons O' Fun"— City Aud., Beaumont (22); Muni. Aud., New Orleans
(23-25); City Aud.. Jackson
(26);
Muni. Aud., Shreveport (27); Robinson Aud., Little Rock. (29); Aud.,
Memphis (30-31); Coliseum, Evansvine. (1);

Ry man

Patterson set to personally appear
for a quickie at the end. Then came
the cancellation. This was not explained in a way that made sense to
the «adio trade.
In place of "Good Nazi." .a repeat
performance was given of "No Confetti." the
initial program on the
new CBS-War Dept. "Assignment
Home" series which has already won
acclaim as the most forceful, effective presentation, in radio to date on.
the rehabilitation of wounded GIs.
'

Aud., Nashville (2);

record for straight shows, topping

has
"Student Com. Hall.- Chattanooga (3).
Talent
opened last night
"Star Time"— National, Wash. (.22(Monday) to terrific advance sale.
Continued from page 1
House will be .dark next week on 27).
"Student Prince" -r Nixon, Pitts;
accrmnt ..QL^eancellati on of "Star
prominent theatrical star to do a
Time," Lou Holtz vaudifSrB'w, which- (2?.-2I);. Muni,. Aud., Charleston (29);
.daity^column was the late Will
ended tour in Washington Saturday Keith, Hunt'ton (30); Hlppo'drunKr
Rogers. At "Tfie""sii n ic "cnrit,-Vhe-pub-..
night (20) after generally poor

$29,000.

biz.

Town

.

is

29.

.

^

-

road

'

'

'

:

.

-

Marietta (31); Weller, Zanesville (1);
H. S.- Aud.. Steubenville-(2); Vir-

'0KLA.:'

WHAMMO

Harris, Chi. (22-3).

"Tropical Revue"

$39,000 IN ST. L00
St. Louis, Jan. 23.

.

in

Rose's ''Carmen Jones," soon leaving
the Broadway for the road.

Miiford plans to go to Hollywood
early next month and may join the
studio staff -of George Jessel, producer for Metro. They are cousins,
.

been

SRO

since the piece teed off

here.

Ducats purchased by the Playgoers
of St. Louis, who attend every piece
at the American, this
burg's sole legit house, kept the gross
down to $31,000 for the first stanza.
presented

payoff to the personalities is
incalculable.
Click of such columns is typified
(2d Co.)— .by the Gracie Allen feature.
Il.'s
now carried five times weekly in 81
^4. Studebaker,
dailies, with a circulation of some
licity

Wheeling (3).
"Ten Little Indians"

ginia,

Miiford Quits Rose
Bob Miiford handed

Name

,

'

dark currently, with Hifth

Gordon in Max Gordon's production
of "Over 21" 6et for the week of
Jan.

•

which

Prince,"

.

week.
"Rebeeca," Barrymore

New

inked in

"A Goose for the. Gander," kindly
"Merry -Widow" (New Opera)
treated by most crix. wound up with
Chi. Opera House, Chi. (22-3).
$20,700 for the eight performances at
"Merry Widow"
H.
S.
Aud., the National last week.
The Shubert version of the "Merry
Lowell (22); Court Sq., Springfield
Widow" comes in Jan. 29 for one
(23-24): War Mem. Aud., Worcester
Feb. 4.
week. It will be followed by. "Dark
(25): Bushnell Aud.. Hartford (26of the Moon."' which arrives under
Ahead are "Signature!" at the 27); Nal'l..
Wash. (29-3).
American Theatre Society sponsorWilbur, Jan. 31; "Foolish Notion" at
"Merry Widow" (2d Co.) Geary, ship, assuring a good fortnight when
the Colonial,' Feb. 5 (Theatre Guild);
"The Clover Ring" at the Plymouth Frisco (22-27); Civic, San Jose (28); the show opens Feb. 5. Tallulah
on Feb. 6; "The Merry Widow" (re- Aud., Oakland (29); Mayfair, Port- Bankhcad. in the new Philip Barry
play. "Foolish Notion." is scheduled
turn), at the Opera House, Feb. 12: land (31-2); Metro. Seattle- (3).
"Bella's Got a Fella" at the Wilbur.
"Oklahoma!" (2d Co.)— Amer., St. to appear here Feb. 26. "Star Time,"
the vaudeville show which opened
Feb: 13; "Dark of the Moon" at the
Louis (22-27); Davidson, Milwaukee
Shubert Feb. 19 (Theatre Guild).
Sunday matinee (21). has a very
(29-3).
good
advance sale and looks good for
Estimates for Last Week
"One Man Show"— Locust, Philly a profitable week.
"Merry Widow," Shubert (1,500; (22-27).
$3.60). Second week as good as first,
"Othello"— Biltmore, L. A. (22-3).
$26,500; returns to the Opera House
"Over 21"— Walnut St., Phila. (22for another sesh on Feb. 12.
Anti-Nazi Airer
"The Overtons," Plymouth (1,300: 27): Ford's, Bait. (29-3).
First week over-estimated; last
$3).
•Overtons"— Shubert, Phila. (23-3).
Continued from page 1
week $11,500; okay considering poor
"Porgy and Bess"—Central H. S.,
notices: "Hope for the Best" opened
Kalamazoo
(22); Prudden Aud., Lan- script was reported to be an innocuhere Tuesday (23); baggage car desing (23); Jackson H. S.; Jackson, ous documentary about booby trap
layed.
"Star In the Window," Wilbur Mich. (24); City Aud.', Saginaw (25); tactics and other dirty fighting meth(1,200; $3).
Wasn't too well liked? Ima And., Flint (26); John Adams ods of the German army. There was
nothing in the script not abundantly
had trouble making $8,500 first week.- H. S., South Bend (27).
Second week current.
"Ramshackle Inn"— Empire, Ed- reported in newspapers and mag
"The Tempest," Colonial (1.500: monton
(24-27); Grand, Calgary (29- articles ever since North Africa.
Grew to smash proportions
$4.20).
Show had been given a War Dept.
on second and final week here with 31); Drake Hall, Regina (2-3).
San Carlo Op. Co. Civic Aud:, San okay, with Under-Secretary Robert
fine $23,600.

two weeks'
(68th week) (M-1,319; $4.80). In its
Despite blizzards and near-zero
final three .weeks, then to road; notice to Billy Rose early this week temperature, "Oklahoma!" is the cursomewhat over-estimated lately but after being with him ln-a managerial rent heat wave in this burg, grabbing
capacity for two years. He was han- a whammo' $39,000 for the second of
rated. around $21,000 last week, '<
"On the Town,"Adelphi (4th week) dling "Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld. its three weeks ending Saturday
(M-1.536; $5.40). Despite some dif- N.Y., and last season was back with (20) at the American theatre. It has

ference of opinion on merit, new
musical is doing cleanup biz, with
takings close to $36,500 again last

which also plays
'.'

.

Dayton (2-3):
"Harriet"— Erlanger, Chi. (22-3)..
"Hope For the Besi"— Plymouth,
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)— Cox,
Cimv, (22-27); Hanna. Cleve. (29-3).
"Kiss and Tell"- (3d Co.)— Metro.,
Seattle (22-27); Capitol, Yakima (29);

-

lobby or outside; $31,000.
"One Tooch of Venus," 46th Street

re-

Gilbert
Estimates for Last Week
A Sullivan
Hartman,
Glass
Menaserle," Civic
.Columbus (22-24); English', rndpls
(4th*
week.) (900; $3.60).
Free plugs by
125-27); Amer.. St. Louis (29-3).
columnists
and
word - of - mouth
"Good Night Ladles" (2nd Co.)— •boosts
got four-character opus up to
Temple, Birm. (22); Lanier Aud..
Montgomery (23)? Erlanger, Atlanta
"Harriet," Erlanger (1,500; $3.60)
(25-27); Bijou, Knoxville (30); Mem. Critics weren't
too kind, concenAnd., Louisville (31-1); Mem. Hall, trating mostly
on Helen Hayes'

pest" providing biggest surprise as it
Show
gainecf over previous' week.
has been great success here and

the Great Terrif

Baltimore, Jan. 23.
demand; $18,000, capacity.
Mae West brought her ''Catherine
"Life With Father," Empire (268th
to Ford's here last week
week) (C-1,082; $3.60). Hits with Was.Greaf?
and achieved terrif b.o. iii "tins. 13*
much lesser runs. are leaving town first
road stand of an impending tour.
but run leader keeps on at profitable
At $3 top, Miss West set a new house
pace: over $10,000 last week.

;

(29-3).

Bost.

,

.

"Mexican- Hayrlde," Majestic (51st
week) (M-1,895; $6). Doing okay
considering that it's ending year's
run: $27,500 last week,

stanza,

'

New

sequently,

stay.

With a sellout in advance, of the
opening, "Winged Victory" tucked
in a choice $42,000 in its first week
at the Wilson. The same advance-^with standees— assures a similar fig-

(M-1.160; $4,80). First full
indicative
of
fairly, good

chance, gross being around $21,000;
uses*$6 top Saturday night.
"Late George.. Apley," Lyceum
(9th week) (C-993; $4.20). One of
the standouts .and it's high in ticket

this

'

Boston, Jan. 23.
"Star in the Window" was the
week's opener here last week but
show failed to draw very ,en :
couraging notices, and has not, conthe

.

town; clicks around $34,000 regularly.

Chicago, Jan.. 23.

-

upped grosses

sult of three .hefty convenshes
aia
any judication, two new legitors
opening this week have nothing but
the best- to hope forr One of
them
road company of "Chicken Every
Sunday." relights Blackstone. dark
two weeks, and 'Tropical Revue"
returns for- two- week engagement
at
the Studebaker to fill in between
"Kiss and Tell," which closed after
terrif.. 89-week run. and
"Over 21 "

.

"Ten Little Indians." Plymouth
week) (D-l;075; $3.60). Doing

(7th

Wayne

— Shubert,

Notion"

—

profit.

.

Bell

7,

"Merry Widow "
month, was spanked
mercilessly, by crix at opening
Monday (15). gelling, fair $28,000 in first
seven performances. "Glass Menagerie
percolates from \ small $8,000
(31);

English, Ind'polis (1-3).

Haven (2-3).
"Fun Time"— Curran.'Frisco

Temped Wham

(22-3).

,

"Catherine Was Great"—Shubert,
"
Boston (22-3).
"Chicken Every Sunday"—Black-

"Foolish

over-estimated, count last

some

Estimates for Last Week "Song of Norway," Imperial. (22d
Keys: C (Comedy). D (Drama), week) (0-1,427; $6). Season's first
CD ( Comedy-Drama),. R (Revue), musical hit is still among the top
Af (Musical); O (Operetta).
grossers at over $41,000.

week! (D-1,064: $4.20). One of a
number of the season's hits that will

Frisco

(22-27

•

booking on Broadway; should make

$28,000 in

'Menagerie 14G, 'Harriet' 22y G, Chi
2

still

as legit biz
,

Improves at 21G, Trio' Up to

34G

PK.'

IN PHILLY FINALE
It
'

Men who watch

'
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'CENTRAL

B'waf Biz OK Despite Snow Storm;

"A

—

.

.

Chi. (22-3).
"Voice of /TurUe"
wyn. Chi. (22-3). '

Co.)—Sel-

Keys include N. V., Bos7,000,000.
ton, Philly,. Cleveland, .Chicago, Milwaukee- and others. Some dailies

Wilson, Det.

spot the column on their front page.

:

"Winged Victory"

(2d

—

(22-27); Taft Aud., Clnn. (29-3);

'Father9

17&G, K. C.

Kansas City, Jan. 23.
Six performances of "Life With
Father'' in the Music Hall of the Municipal Auditorium here last week
grossed estimated $17,500.
House, seating 2,572, was scaled to
$3 for nights, and to $2.50 for matinees.

Feature started as. a result of Miss
Allen's coverage of the political conr
ventiohs last year for North American Newspaper Alliance, King Features sells the Hope column.
In virtually all cases, it's reported,
stars' deals with
their syndicates
are on the standard basis, actors being given a guarantee against 50%
of royalties.
,

.
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Gallo Feals Nothing

Enforcement Measures of Tix

New

Bway Due

Code for

With or without his license commjssioner Paul Moss's aid, New
Yoik's Mayor La Guardia has managed to stir up further Broadway's
Acting on his
legit ticket situation.
•suggestion that some new method of
ticket control be adopted, board of

League

the managerial

Theatres

of

New York

week, and
a likelihood that a plan will

huddled

last

-there is
be offered the legit code's enforcement board. Whether that scheme
would be acceptable is not Indi'

Fortune

humor.

Come Up

to

Maiupulation of Funds Charged

melapropa

Oallo'a

among legit showmen nave keeome aa Increasing touroe of
The opera

In Booking 2 Shows Into 1 Theatre

impresario's latest,

an argument with a busi-

alter

ness aatoelate, was:

Max

J. Jelin, legit

newcomer who

has a contested lease on the Belasco,
N. Y., Is being gandered with some
dismay because, of some, alleged
Ilia Kaaan, legit director, Is turnHollywood, Jan. M.
booking
two
in
"manipulating"
ing produoar and will do a new.,
John M. Stahl's, recently purchased shows into the Playhouse, N, Y„
musioal by Igt. Millard I^mpell.and
story property, "The Dark Conti- collecting advance guarantee money
Jersey picture exdramatized 'for the for both. Jelin, a
Earl Robinson. Jerome Bobbins will
be
nent,"
will
CRITICS IN
PK.
hibitor, made a tentative deal to
do the dances. Show Is as yet unstage before It Is translated to the
lease the Playhouse for one year
Michael Todd will be host to a screen.
titled.
from Harry Fromkes, also new to
Kazan la leaving shortly for. a horde after the premiere of his new
Director, currently, piloting "Leave
tour of Paclflo Army baaee, travel- musical, "Up In Central Park," at Her to Heaven" at 20lh-Fox, will Broadway, latter having bought the
Brady. The
ing as a consultant on entertainment
hike to New York when that job is house from William A.
He's going In the Century, N, Y„ Saturday (27) done, to have the book dramatized. Jerseyite tendered a check for $20,to Special Services.
connection with Gl-oroduoed shows night. He will take over the Tavern He will direct both stage and screen 000 as advance on- the Playhouse
rent but the paper was not deposited^
and will probably oe gone three on The Green, on the west side of versions,
Jelirr. having promised to obtain a
months.
Central Park, for an after-theatre
certified check for Fromkes, but that
party, to which the "Park" company,

"I'm very

how

Kazan TnrniDf Prod.

angry, but someI. don't feel anything!":

Goes Legit

'Continent'

MIKE TODD ROMANCING

CENTRAL

.

.

cated.

figured that La Guar-,
office
idea,
ticket
which he suggested after canceling
the "edict" issued by Moss to theatres with hits not to sell' tickets to
the agencies, was. more or less of

Showmen

celilral

dia's

Managers objected to
a cushion.
the Moss idea, while a flock of letters Were received at City Hall protesting it too. so that the mayor had
no alternative but to scratch out the
Moss "experiment."''
However. La Guardia has framed
an announcement which Is to. be
published in, theatre programs, to the
effect that playgoers who .are overcharged by brokers 'should 'keep the
ticket stubs and send that evidence
to him with the name of the agency
where they were obtained. At his
recent session with the managers
'•{He mayor declared he was "sick and
tired" of getting complaints about
high- prices from people who refused to divulge the name of the
broiTer. La Guardia adding: "The
hell with those people."
is
known that some patrons
It
claim to pay exorbitant prices for
hit tickets, making complaints to
managers but failing to fur-nlsh any
proof of excess prices. Last week a
averred
that
he
paid
playgoer
$12.50 each for ..tickets in the (list
balcony for a standout show and
gave 1 lie stubs to the showman. Lat-

.'

;

•

and the showman's friends
have been invited. It's expected that

Legit Mgrs. Wait

WMC

On
No

checked and it was indicated
that the tickets had been purchased
directly at the boxofllce, manager
figuring that the sqtiawker just liked
ter

or-flght
test

Action

action has been taken in

circles In oonnectlon

;

"

didn't materialize.

critics

expected

show

with the work
is any pro

nor

directive,

until

it

is.

clear

whether the order actually disrupts
or interferes with performances.
Legit managers talked it ever last

week and decided

Jtot to register
complaint, -but should Equity
protest the League, of New York
would then join in the
move. Showmen feel that If they
Impression
the
separately
acted
might be created that their sentl
ments were Inspired by personal
motives.

any

Theatres

there will be around. 300 guests. It
will be a more costly event than, the
recent Billy Rose stunt, attendant
to the debut of his "Seven Lively
Arts," when first-nighters guzzled

champagne

intermission.

at

In the interim, Jelin booked "A
Goose. Fdr-a-Gander" into the Play-.
house, obtaining $.3,000. from J. J.
Leventhal. who owns that play with
:

Rail Freeze Fails

To Balk Shows

For"

Checkup Monday (22 > indicated that
that they paid $24 per ticket. Todd's
most touring shows making. Jumps
first night Is $12 top, regular scale
over the weekend reached their obfor both shows being $6, with both
Washington
the
despite
jectives
boosting to $7.20 on Saturday nights
order principally directed
Century is across the street from "freezing"
trunk lines. Order from
Central Park, one reason why Todd at eastern
to move
designed
was.
Washington
booked the house, which was origsupplies to points
Score is by much-needed war
inally called Jolson's.
number of
Slgmund Romberg, with book by of embarkation, so a
combined
or
cancelled
were
trains
Herbert and Dorothy Fields, latter
Rail traffic jam was
others.
also supplying the lyrics. Show was with
and. eastregarded in Philadelphia, caused by heayy midwest
highly
where It tried out. All the critics ern snowstorms. "Hope For the
.

Best," due to debut in Boston

Mon-

are expected to attend the party,
one day when a bagsince they will not have deadlines day, postponed
',
car. went astray*
to beat, notices on Saturday open- gage
Showmen have- no complaint with;
ings usually/ not appearing until
Mondayi editions. Guests will be transportation, in fact, they say they
theatre in have been lucky since the start of
Report that the "League advocated transported from .the
tallyhos.
the waT, although from the actors'
a swing shift for actors, idea being
standpoint there have been many
that the latter work In war plants,
inconveniences. Some shows have
four or five hours daily and then
been and will be occasionally deScheduled For
play their performances, appears to
layed in transit but few performanhave been an "outside" idea. Man
Detroit Operetta Season ances have been cancelled.
a Re is state that, no such proposal was
Over the weekend several crack
made when the League's board was
•
Detroit, Jan. 23.
1

.'*

.

:

.

10 Shows
'

trains were delayed between New
more ambitfcus York and Chicago from six to ten
season after ending its first year well hours. Several trains were sidebe
In the black, the Civic Light Opera tracked so. that war freight could
York Cenannounced 10 hustled through. New

Managers advised Equity
had been decided *to await
developments, and the attitude on
both ends appears to be that if actors
arc required In war plants, all hands

in session.

hear himself talk:
Moss has been issuing 1945. licenses after calling brokers downtown and quizzing them in detail
but several licenses ate being held
up. the commissioner's explanation
being that he had received many
16

that

will

:

Embarked on

It

Assn. of Detroit has

tral was running "stub" trains beproductions for this year's operetta tween New York arid Xlbany, only
As last year, top names will day coaches being used, passengers
be imported for the leads, with local changing to parlor and sleeping cars
talent,
now processed through a at- the latter point. Pennsylvania
school set up by the company, pro- did the same- thing between New
viding the singing and dance en- York and Philadelphia, both lines
sembles and minor roles;
using local tracks to relieve the sitThis year's productions, starting uation.
well behind the regular season, on
March 21, Includes in order of playing: "The. Great Waltz." "Rio Rita,"

make

shows

if

the best of It, closing
they cannot be properly

season.

presented.

He didn't
anonymous complaints.
say how he expected to check the
The brokers inunsigned letters.

However,

it

more than

is

likely

that the Army will be a factor in. the
work-or-flght order, so far as actors
are concerned. Players are needed

volved had sent their checks for the
license fee and are operating while
their cases, are pending.

.

USO

shows and. it is
well established that plays and other
for additional

entertainment units at the fighting
fronts are wanted by Army com

Chinese Theatre
Thrives, Sez Watts

a

BOOKER

MET

manders for GI diversion.
OUTSIDE
Vlrene," "Balalaika," "Mile. Modiste,''
There probably would be enough "Bohemiaa Girl," "No;. No, Nanette,"
Chungking is
professional talent for war bond and "Three Musketeers," "Pink Lady"
1ST TIME
SLATED
war against
war charity drives If -work-or-flght arid "Show Boat." Each Is Inked In
Japs, according to Richard Watts.
For the first time in its 82-yearlakes 4F's and those under 38 Into for a week with the season's close
Jr.,
ex-N. Y. Herald Trib drama
oW history, the Metropolitan Opera
plants or uniform, but how effective on June B.
It was indicated, howcritic, who returned to N; Y. reAssn. will have ah outside agency
cently
after
14
months in the such entertainment would be is an- ever, that top productions might be. booking part of this season's spring
Chinese
capital
for.
the
OWI. other question. Certainly there Is no given two weeks, which would lour, with the National Concert and
Chinese theatre is doing modern indication that; people In show busi- stretch the season well into summer Artists Corp. and the Sol Hurok ofChinese theatre

thriving

despite

in

Frank McCoy. Then, it's' stated; he
got $7,000 from Shepard Traube as
advance guarantee for that manager's "The Stranger,'', now rehears-ing, the latter show to be spotted
either in the Playhouse or Belasco,
which has the muchly publicized
r Trio."
But as the business for
"Trip"
jumped over the "stop"
clause,
Jelin
found himself up
against a stone wall but with $10,000 of other people's coin in hie
jeans.

"Goose" opened last night (23), as
announced, but not until Leventhal
put up fresh money with' Fromkes
as late as last Saturday (20), The

few in the know were: amazed at
frenzied financing,
especially
since Leventhal is known to be very
careful with money, and Traube,
who produced the clicker "Angel
the

is also no pushover. Fromkes
says he didn't sign any lease for the
Playhouse, and how Jelin "convinced" either Le'velithal or Traube
that he had Tented the theatre haa
not been explained. Fromkes states
that Leventhal got his 3G's back.
Jelin did not appear in N. Y.
municipal court Friday (19) when
the postponed proceedings to dispossess
him from, the Belasco
started, nor did he show up in court
Monday (22) when the case was put
oyer until today.
Incidentally, Jelin was haled to
court this week by Paul Groll,' one
of the 30 backers of "Trio," who
charged Jelin with kicking him during an argument in the Belasco boxoffice over the show's share of the*
taking's.
Magistrate advised both
men to settle the dispute in the
civil courts., Jelin' admitted he was
excited and Groll withdrew the

Street,"

'

"Trib" booked the Belasco,
show's management put up $7,»
000 in advance, representing two
weeks' rental.. One half of that
money was refunded by Jelin after
the play's first week,, the other $3,500 being retained as payment tor
the. final week of the show.'s engagement.

.

..

will hot support the
fully as now, regardless of

ness

plays as well as classics
the so-called Peking operas), and
also doing foreign plays in Chinese.
"Hamlet" and "Romeo and Juliet"
have also been done.
•

the manpower
tended.

:

.

•

~—

OV.'-I.

Max Koehigsberg again is managing Uirector, with Leo J. Filzvice-president of station
patrick,
WJR, president of the association.
Last year's success enabled the civicproject to start off with close to
$100,000 in the bank.

weeks to
under the

'of

100G Ballet Suit
Back on Calendar
The

finish

off
'>..oa...rrsi a n

from latter shortly.
Herald Trib
wants him as war correspondent,
and he's had other offers, but hasn't
made up mind. Says he hasn't discussed, his old drama reviewing job
with Trib, now held by Howard

Shows

in

In

Rehearsal

—

.

—

|

!

i

•

—

—

Ballet

May 1, 1945. bv
Knox last week.

trial

C.

restoring

the

action,

jointly assisting.

Mel this year plans to extend its
spring tour of the midwest, adding
St. Louis. Minneapolis, St. Paul. Milwaukee, Dps Moines and others lo its

Muni

Minneapolis, Jan.

star.
23.

The

Metropolitan pays its first
visit to Minneapolis in more than 20
years April 27 and 28, at Northrop
auditorium, home of Ihe Minneapolis

Symphony

orchestra.

prejudice.'

that the' de-

Statler's Legit

Staller hotels. Situation is not.
conducive to legit theatre-going.
Floor shows start at eight o'clock

or-

will
chestral association, the University
of Minnesota and the Minneapolis
Commerce association.

and during the performance no customers, are permitted to be served.
Shows are supplied by contract with
the Music Corp. of America and the

Civic and

CaatorY Coast Audish

rule,

was stipulated by

the
and'
thus unable to attend theatre.
says it established the rule
because actors in their floor shows >

Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Eddie Cantor is auditioning local talent forMbe Cantor-Nat.Karson
probably tilled I'Howya
musical,
Texas." opening March 21 in San
Francisco. Show is based on reversion of ''Little Jesse
James," yesteryear musicomedy by
Harlan Thompson arid Harry Archer,
blended with top .seven tunes by
Sammy Cahn arid' Jule Styne out of

MCA

complained that performances were
marred by the rattle of dishes.
'

DETROIT DBAWS

written

Dave Wolper's
See You."

.

no-service

MCA' in"
with
For 'James' Musical hotel chain.the'-agreemtfril
Diners are delayed

fendants

conspired to destroy the
business by inducing cer
break (heir contracts
arid go with the Ballot, Theatre.

Snag

Showmen in from the road report
an unusual situation in stands which

Engagement have

be sponsored by Symphony

plaintiff's

tain artists to

Star in Legiter

Hollywood, Jan. '23.
Paul Muni is planning to produce
and direct a play for Broadway
shortly
titled
"Plant the Seed."
Actdr has playwright A. B. Shiffin
on the Coast, now -to polish script.
Muni, if commitments allow, may
.

Mpls. Date

Afel's

to Produce, Stage,

May

also hopes to expand
its 1946 spring season, only question
in both seasons being availability of
Extension will be
transportation.
for two or more weeks longer than
usual tour.

Met

itinerary.

Judge
•'/•.-dis-

j

The complaintxluirgcs

fice

action

missal, order- of last December but
stipulated that the plaintiff's attorney, A. Waller Socolow, within the
next 30 days must submit and. complete his examination before trial,
answers of certain questions asked
by Seva.slianov. managing director
of the Ballet -theatre and be prepared for trial not later than May 1.
Failure to comply with this order,
Ihc court stated, would result, in the
dismissal being reinstated without

—

I

Original

KnoTf serasidt iKvi-vaiated

1

'.

the

calendar for

Judge John

Barney.

•Much Ado About Love" i"The
Firebrand ')— Max Gordon.
"Calico Wedding"
Lester Meyer'.
Richard
Myers.
Hollywood, Jan. 23.
Michael
"Bella's Got a Fella"
Janis Torre'., film studio' story
Todd.
editor,
and
Haydcn
Broughtbn.
Shepard Traube.
•JThe Stranger"
composer; have turned out sr musical
Arthur
"—And Be My Love"
comedy, "Catch of.' the Season,"
slated for slrawhat showing in Con- 3cckhard.
"FooJIfh Notion"— Theatre Guild,
necticut next summer.
"Clover King"— Haila Stoddard.
Play, will be moved to Broadway
Skinner.
if it goes over with the
Richard
"Signature"
cows and
%
Dorothy Willard,
chickens.

by

Russe, Ltd., against the Ballet Theatre, Inc.", German Sevastianov, Solomon Hurok and the Hurok Attractions, Inc., dismissed last year for
lack of prosecution, was ordered restored' to the N. Y: federal court

fighting sectors.

PASTORAL 'SEASON' BOW

.damage,

$100,000

brought

entertainment, as critically essential,
a rating not yet accorded show, business over here. Reported that all
actors were recalled from the war
front soon after the war started.
Thcy-tlien entered 't^ys^-mmy.st
which were toured In the various

1

wo?!: -

ex-

'

Generally understood, too, that
Russia recognizes .professional stage

"Ghost Goes West'
was
with' ghost scenes omitted!
Watts' future plans are indefinite.

—oamc

be

last year's attendance figures, continue this season.

entertaining its soldiers,
direction
of
its
official
bureau
(ENSA), and by doing so players obtained rating giving them the right to
play London theatres. Britain's theatres did not go dark to any real
ex'teht except during the blitz. Last
week there were 26 legit shows operating In London, according to
"Variety's" cabled advices.

shown

Expects to rest a while,

If

will

devote a certain number

shortage- of film slock (imported),
so there hasn't been much native
production lately.
Because of the
blockade, the American films shown
there are very old. usually shown
after exhibitors in India are through
with them. One current 'film, said
Walts, is "Gold-diggers of 1934"!
Films, loo, run up against the severe
Chinese censorship, which is primarily political.
Chinese, reports
Watts, also don't like ghosts. Robert

Pbnat's

as
far

Pointed but that earlier in the
war, England required players to

There are two Chinese film companics in Chungking. Walts reports,
but Jap blockade has caused, a

;

draft

war
how

'.
.

When

the-

,

Chinese

:

•

charge.

FOR

long

.

.

Show won't
heads east. if

ill-fated v/'Clad

to

play Los. Angeles but

cltcJonjE;.

'TONS'

Los Angeles, Jan. 23.
Stage troupe of "Tons of Fan," in
here
for
two weeks,
Detroit where It

rehearsal
;

shoved off for
opens Jan. 29.
'

Cast of principals, headed by Billy
House, is accompanied by .14 dancers

and 16 Hollywood Cover

Girls.

.

...

.

.

.
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"Rebecca" is pretty good theatre
and there should be sufficient audi.

ences wlio like
it

plav

should

a

type of story io

its

moderate success. Yet, the
have boen a bigger

make

thriller.

Daphne du

Manner's

story,

set

within a fine English country home,
was a best seller, then a corking motion picture, also currently on radio.
As a play it toured last spring, and
again during the autumn, drawing
excellent grosses, but it probably
won't get as goodly' money on Broad-

way.
Play brings Florence Reed back
0 Broadway, and while her part

many

iasn"t

sides,

she

makes the
Mander-

nost of the housekeeper of

ey. a sinister woman. Featured with
Hiss Reed arc Brairiwell Fletcher
end his wife, Diana Barrymore, as

the newly wed couple, and both turn
For the
in effective performances.
lighter scenes there are Margaret
Bannennan and Franklyri Fox. and
they're all right,- too, but the tale

doesVt permit much' comedy.
Maxim de Winter has done away
with his first wife after learning she
had an affair with her cousin. The
homicide occurred in his boat, and
to make it a perfect crimei he had
made sure it would sink. De Winter
tells all to the bride, and because she
and he believe the murder justifiable,
their love remains undiminished:
The cloud within the house is
pointed up by_ Mrs. Danvers, the
housekeeper: in 'fact, her affection for
the first wife is fanatical, and this
point is emphasized throughout as
part of a scheme by Mrs. Danvers to
remind him of the past. Why he.
doesn't dismiss the woman, is never
revealed, but if that happened there
wouldn't be much of a meller.
Reginald Mason makes his appearance late in the play, giving a
smooth, convincing portrait of the

here's a play that's a clinker if ever
there was one yet. it should do biz.
'Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath"
is

what

was

il

,

enough.
"Rebecca" figures to develop into a
strong feminine draw, as was true
when the drama .played the road.
Ibee.

called

when produced
I

lor the show^ winiiim; a likely boxIt's certainly not for
ofi'ice response.
the critical fraternity, but its obviously broad situations— wherein a
couple of guys, stray into a women's
lurkish bath should help make a
run of it through the help, mostly, of
oul-pf-towners. To the Broadwayitc
it's bad theatre. The same producers
are
presenting a
similar
effort,
"School for Brides." currently at the
Ambassador, and there, too. the critics' diatribes had little effect oh the
boxoffice. The play is currently in
its 26th week on Broadway.

—

.

Skeets Gallagher, one. of the show's
two stars, is its saving grace most of
the time, as a guy who has to seek
refuge in a women's turkish bath
when a disreputable "arts" ball he
had been attending is raided. He has
most of the laugh lines, and while
few of them are particularly good,
Gallagher's bits of business are always laugh-producing. James Ellison.'' film juvenile, is the college prof
afraid of. dames, his performance being spotty though he's got the looks
to draw the dame trade.

Howard

T.un^-Al

.

Hoscn

prodlletion

of

.

top.

V" »'le
Pu'lie Tm-leliiu
Kiilln Boiiiiit
> f V* "uu.'.'cr.

i

Rosemary Bert rand
Randeo Sanrord
Sunnie O'Dea
Skccis CiallHKlier

l

lirx. 'riieresa
Alli ia Blake
Fied C.lake

Tarleton

Kulbi

.

(loldle l.iilii ity.kx , Morris -SI rAssberK. Me>
nacbem Ituliln. .Incnli Mestel. Kslber Noros*
lavska. Sarah Klnilman. So] K rause, -Motahe
llyelavsky." Jennie t'a>lii*r. Sylvia Woulff.
Kreda Unrv. I.elb KnnlKsl.erH.

—

as Jacob Ben-Aiiii. Isidore
Casher and Menachem Rubin bring

figures

to the play the restrained fury, the
deep-laid feeling that this ovei>
whelming tragedy requires.
The play has a panoramic quality,
Sunnie O'Dea. Randee Sanford and with
a whole community involved,
Lana Holmes give the layout plenty all seemingly
revolving about and
s.a.. which is what this show will decongregating in the house of Abrapend on considerably for its b.o.,
ham Ber Levitt, This makes for
while Kathryn Giyiiey and Max Hoffconfusion in the first scene, as
mann. Jr.. give good support in lesser' much
the various story strands are threadroles.
ed. The play improves rapidly trom
Edward Clarke Lilley has staged, the. second scene on. when the Nazis
for the most part. With an eye for have taken over and are establishing
speed, and Frederick Fox has sup- their form of "order" in the town.
plied two eye'-fllling settings. Billy
Ber Levitt Is superintendent of a
Livingston-designed raiment for the laboratory where a formula to fergals is likewise decorative and re- tilize barren soil has been effected.
vealing.
Kahn.
The Germans try unsuccessfully to
worm this formula from various
townsfolk. Torture, murder, rape are
Honi«> Ik Hip
all tried, the townsfolk holding out
until the Nazis are driven out again
BluckfrUn's Gil Hit pruiliu'tiitn of comedy In
Hiree. nets (cme flel) liy C'niirtenay S.-ivace.
by Partisans,
stfiifi»"l hy Demi Mtiurncy. Opened
In moments when a blinded beggar
nl BlnrVri'i.-irv
OuJiii Hi, *alre. N.-'T..' Jan. 18. MS:
sings of the wrongs done him; when
SI. (Mi ton.
Ber Levitt orders the scorchetj earth
Tlllii- Biiylls
.Ella Playwin.Iny llnri-iM
Kate Glbbonn policy. 'destruction; of the lab and
.Too Kelly.
Davhl Bell other buildings, before the Nazis ar.Twin SmlL
••
I-ailra. MeGlure
rive; when the lab director stands
Ann GfU'ilncr.
MlilHm Galley
the
1-Y.inr-i-.* Merrill.
Virginia Dwyer up to the Nazi interrogators
Ivy Wnrulinim.
TinrotHy Buqno play is strongest.. But even the blind
Jerry Morrill...
TiaroUl Henfcy
ed beggar role is overdone in the
Mary Kislii-r:
Beth Shea piling up of horrors: there Is too
Hay Kfllv. ?.
Kieliaril Corby
Freil K"lly
Hubert Ertllln much told for an audience to grasp;
a wiser selection of incidents would

i

;

reaction.

Linton Martin, Philadelphia; Inquirer critic, was at odds
with the man
last Week.
Martin took the Shubert outfll
oyer the coals in his Sunday, column. 'Call Boy's Chat."
over the sale of
us usual pew on opening night of 'Star Time" at the
Shubert theatre
When. Martin arrived at. the theatre he found his "fourth row on
the aisle"
taken and he started a row which held up the. curtain. The
manager of the
theatre offered to give him other seals, but Martin refused
The holder of the ticket for Martin's seat "said he'd take another
seat if
one could be found in an equally good location, but the front
of the house
was sold out. Ushers and police were called but Martin was
adamant
Then. a couple of elderly ladies helped settle the wrangle bv
offering to
give up their, seals in the third row and they took places
further back
As they walked a.way and Martin was seated the audience broke
Into
applause and the curtain went up.

When Beatrice Lillie said that because Britain and the U. S. took such
bites from her big salary, she couldn't afford to stay
al the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, it was kidding on the square. She's since moved to
less
pretentious quarters.
English comedienne technically gels 10% of the
gross for appearances in "Seven Lively Arts," Ziegfeld, N. Y., which
.

huge tax

means

her pay check should be somewhat more than $4,500 Weekly. But
that
figure is mythical so far as Miss Lillie is concerned, show management
being required to withhold most of the, coin for income taxes, payable to

England and

Government's treasury. E. Howard Reinheimer. her attorney, has beon frequently absent from his office, apparently trying
to
figure out how. come so much of the star's money goes to taxes. He's reported

still

this

in a daze over the problem.

•

John Golden's '3 Is a Family" closed its lour in Akron, O., Jan. 13,-and,
the company, headed by Una Merkle, returned to New York the next' day,
but the baggage car containing the players' trunks was lost. John' Henry
Mears, who was back with .the troupe, endeavored to trace the missing car,
but the Pennsylvania R.R. said its office had. only a vogue, idea where H
was.
Players griped because their .belongings w^re in the trunks and they
claimed they hadn't a change of clothes, therefore had to slay in. their
homes and hotel rooms.- Missing car finally was found and hauled to New
York on Friday (19).

.

.

Hero
'

:

:

.

.
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.

—

•

.
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was generally understood that the comedy boxing skit and the "transbit in "A Lady Says Yes," which opened recently at the Broadhurst, N.Y., had been used at the suggestion of Will Morrissey, who has
been production assistant for J. J. Shubert for several months. However,
It's stated that Bobby Morris put in both the comedy Insertions! Material is
quite the same as he used -in burlesque and vaudeville, also in USO units
here and abroad. Morris Is teamed with Sue Ryan in most of the. lighter
It

former"

portions of "Lady."
"Brooklyn, U.S.A."

Morrissey's chief contributions are songs, principally

.

.

Blackfricrs Guild has a nifty at-

have been far more moving.
Ben-Ami's role as lab sttpt.

Helen Deulsch, former legit press agent, has developed into one of Hollywood's top writers, being principally associated with the Metro studio.
Her name has appeared among the writing credits of several highly rated
pictures shown on Broadway in recent months.
Miss Detitsch was p.a. for the Theatre Guild and Gilbert Miller, also
being secretary for the Drama Critics Cjrcle. She was also at one time
connected with the Provincetown Playhouse.
.

is

re^

.

traction

semi-pro purposes in
Savage's new comedy.
"Home Is the Hero." which should
keep the wickets spinning at its
for

Courtenay

theatre. Its

theme

is

timely,

well cast and holds interest
throughout. Although too talky in
spots, it never really bogs down.
Yarn points up the problem of readjustment of war brides when their
soldier husbands return home. Case
in hand concerns Jerry and Fran
Merrill. Jerry, returning home yi&
medical discharge, finds his wife

seemingly more interested in her $65,weekly war job than in htm. She's

none too anxious. to quit and manage
on the smaller stipend of her hero-

and potent. Casher as the lab
director has a rugged honesty that
sheds quality and strength. Rubin's
Nazi major Is ruthless and unprincipled without stooping to caricature.
Bron.
ticent

Nazi Radio
rent atrocity
hide to some

.T.-5:-li-Hr-v

.

_

'.

.

1

is the pre
Nazi endeavor.
only be con

campaign

new

The purpose

cat)

jectured, but that there is a purpose, observers feel, is inevitable,
since the Goebbels mouthpieces are
seldom used without an objective.
The radio attacks on Poland, Czech
oslovakia, France and Russia which
preceded their invasions are cited
as instances. However, several explanations for the buildup Berlin
has been giving its atrocity slant
are offered:
As a prelude to Germany's com
plete abandonment of the International conventions of war. 6
As a coverup for their own atroci-

•

.

As

.

An exciting lobby incident that didn't get into the papers occurred
recently at the Barrymore, N.Y., the night before "The Perfect Marriage"
closed there. A brunet, armed with a stiletto, went after her husband
and his blonde escort as they entered the theatre. Both the man and his
Frank Smith, the
girl friend were slashed, the latter then disappearing.
house manager, sought to Intercede and was slightly cut on the fingers.
.

Continued .from, page

h-<s!^x.i_Tv;£!;£; a_ nj 50 _ the nlnt ghe
Max Hoftmnnn. Jr. may be romanticly interestedTrTfier
Pmr. .biliii Malilie»s
.James l'llllaoii employer. Showdown comes, howMis. Bla-nvhe O'Brien
Ann Fortr.ey ever, when Merrill declares himself
Anna
Lucille neniinn
and leaves her. This wakens Fran
Viekie
.LHh Kirke
M>-rlli* slu-ii
Lou lie .Tni'Vlj* from her ayariclousness.
Bve l.e' nnurbe.
I^ann Holmes
Virginia Dwyer and Harold Heagy
Policewoman.
Beatrice Newport give
neat portrayals of the Merrills,
Fireman
Wendell Ates
especially the latter, who handles a
tricky role with proper restraint.
A couple of years ago Howard Ella Playwin: as a boarding-house
Lang and Al Rosen brought a mod- keeper, contributes to the comedy via
ern version of an old farce Into Chi- her man trap antics. Kate Gibbons.
oago, and their two-year cleanup Laura McClure, Richard Gorby and
with the show there has since be- Robert Echlin are also okay in supcome one of the anomalies of show port roles. Dennis Gurney has main- ties.
As an excuse for murdering na
biz.
"Good Night, Ladies" is what tained proper tempo in direction.
they call this version of the original
tionals of other countries on the
Edba.
road back to. Berlin, as well as
slave labor of these same "countries.
.

L

l&

:

agement of a Shubert theatre

"We Will Live" is a laudable attempt by the Jewish Folk Theatre to
tell the story of a Soviet community,
especially its Jewish members, and
what befell them when Nazis overran it. But being so close to the horror and so much a part of it, no Jew
seemingly can present, at least now,
an objective. view of the scene. Playwright David Bergclson has presented a blunt, obyions picture with all
the stops but. so that the drama is
only occasionally effective;
The actors, the younger ones in
particular, play the tragedy -for the
most part with a lack of artistry and
restraint with much gesticulating,
posturing: and shouting. Only such

Marlr, J>«vei

:

K^T*

.

,

bandbox

fflreo In three art's (throe scenes) by (.'yrii.s
Wooil, nilapteil from play by Avery llopwaoil ami Onuitnn Andrews: stars* .-SkcetH
OallaRhiT niul .iHmeH.EIlltfon: BtiiKeil bv KitwarJ Clarke l.llley; settings, Frcrtorlcl;
F»x ei.ntninrM deninned by Billy Livingston.
Owned at Itoyale. N. Y., Jan. 17, '^^: $3.00

shows n Quaker city, latter maintaining they base
Reviews on one
°J
musicals and one or two acts of straight plays. Jed
Harris
Man Show" in Philly last and this week.is especially^ vo irvinn nT.i 'n
i°° dd° n J
P
n8de ,ecenl,y *y
'
Crawford (with "Tcmpetr?
'cmpesi )
7 Mike
m.u Tbdd (with "Up In
and
Central Park").
Two Philly morning crix contend that with the usual 11:30
me to make final edition, and with lime needed to get to 11-40 dead
back to oflieV
there s no point in waiting around for a
second-act musical curtain to Voitp at 10:15 or 10:30. not being able to stay,
more than a few mintrtes Pro
ducers answer that morning-sheet reviews be. delaved
a dav has had no
n«

.

lo

'

is

Good Mght, Ladies

We Will Live
.luseph ({reen preseutillinn of Jacob llanproduction of .drnma In two iicIm
Staged
scenes) by tfnvld Ituritelson,
Jacub llollibauiii. sets. M. A. Condeli:
music, Sliolnm Serunila,
At Jewish Folk
Ihealie. N. Y.
Cast: Max Itos-Mi, I>.n a Welssmau, M'ialm
'I'Mfhsiin; Jucub tfen-Anil. Abraliani Tellelliaum, .\turlcl (Irtllier. Isaai- Jtolllblum. T.t.
I'Mille Laniler. llvM*tn UeiKlen, Mlclmel Ooltlsleln, Isidore Caslier. Iijna lliilpei-n. Mark
Miilciel
(.IIIiHon.
Julie
Tuiiel.
laiurcnce.

Amr.i

(live

,

two decades ago by A Woods, and
now Cyrus Wood has given il a modern treatment whose broad lines and
situations arc doubtlessly 'responsible

.

Another performance
that counts is that of Richard Temple, playing the butler, while George
Baxter as the villain does well
logical jurist:

Inside Stuff-Legit

Avery llopwoocl-Charlton Andrews
play, and its debut on Broadway last
week further emphasizes' those -arc
strange tiiiH's on the Main Stem. For

justification

for

murdering

prisoners of war in retaliation for
the alleged U. S. acts.
To help stimulate a last "do or
die" effort within Germany, tying
up' the atrocity gimmick with the
bad news from the eastern front as.
two-pronged propaganda cama
paign for Germans. This is questioned, however, since the stories of
so-called misdeeds are being shortwaved outside of Germany. "
Tosses Book At GIs

Before he was as active in producing, John Wildberg had half a dozen
Last week
soripte of "Curtain Going Up'' going the managerial rounds.
he decided to present the play himself and was in a dither until he finally,
located one of the scripts. Play was written by Ursula Parrolt and Chester
Erskine, first named formerly having been wed to Wildberg.
.

''•'Angels," new publication by Actors Cues, oft press this week, lists
Broadway productions, backers and amounts invested, for reputed first
time of listing backers to legits. About 400 names seem to recur in various
shows. Most believed to finance for spec or investment, but others In role
of patrons, as with "Anna Lucasta"- and "Winged Victory."

Instead of a four-month season of-stock at Royal Alexandra, Toronto,
the policy is only definite for three weeks starling last Monday (22) but
may be extended. It's a stopgap between road shows, next of the latter
being booked for Feb. 26.

Meyer Davis plans no more productions on own this season, awaiting a
suitable script for his contemplated swing version of "H. M. S. Pinafore,"
set for next fall, Producer had two short-lived plays on this season,

now

"Sophie" and "Dark Hammock."

— ——

In

-

'

•

•

*

!

maltreating
maltreating Women";
German prisoners of war and executing a 16-year-pld boy. Other
Berlin airings accused an American
sergeant of killing several prisoners,
shooting them in the back; claimed
ah American captain ordered the
deaths of several wounded Germans
and that all captured. Nazis were
robbed of personal belongings.
Some students of Nazi radio psychology, among them Jack Gerber,

atrocities Was first head of the CBS shortwave listenBerlin emanations on Jan. ing station, are firmly convinced that
11, when "American, gangsters
in (h/^alleged atrocjtie.? vjiU. b.e used
military uniform" were accused of as a coverup for trie' Germans next
shooting arid hand grenading "peace- desperation step.
ful
Germans" (civilians), leaving
It's also pointed out that the emthem "on the road without bother- phasis on atrocities, with the tempo
ing with them in the least." This increasing since the start on Jan. 11,
same broadcast accused Lt. den. makes the policy more .significant.
Omar Bradley of issuing an order Germans have hinted at so called
calling for such action.
U. S. atrocities before, but never on
Broadcasts
on the next day a basis comparable to the current
charged Americans with "raping and campaign.

PLAY PUBLISHERS
•
of 'lh*t» and marry
ether dlilihguifhtd play
.

LOST HORIZON HIGHLAND
FUNG EVE OF ST. MARK BEST
FOOT FORWARD FEATHERS IN
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CHATTER

log here next Monday (29) to address
20th Century Club.
John Trent subbing for newscaster
Bob Donley on
while latter's
in hosp for checkup.
Pearl Bentel has quit continuitypublicity berth at WWSW, with Jane
Schultz replacing her.
HUMBERTO CAIRO
Neal Water has taken over one of
Humberto Cairo, 55, Buenos Aires
the two pianos at the Mercur Music
theatrical manager, died at his home
Bar from Eddie Johnson.
2.
there
Jan.
Three Imaginators and Jo Ann.
Whitney added starters in show at
Born in Italy, Cairo had come to
William Penn's Terrace Room.
Argentina as a youth and for more
Warren Westenberger new accord- than half a century had been one of
ionist with Dick Averre at Fiesta
the foremost figures in Argentina's
Room, replacing Tom. Trimarkie.
He was
film and theatre business.
B. Iden Payne back to Carnegie
Tech for several weeks to stage the first local film producer, formed
own producing unit before the
his
drama school's annual Shakespearean
production, "All's Well That Ends last war, known as Cairo Film, and
produced "Nobleza Gaucha" and
Well," this season.
"Hasta Despues de Muerta," which
featured leading actors of Argentine
legit.
These pix are said to be still
Minneapolis
on exhibition in outlying corners of
By Les Rees
the Pampa.
W. A. Steffes to Florida for balance Later he operated the Maipo; Emof winter.
pire and Gran Cine Florida theatres,
Mary Pickford feted af luncheon putting on the first "gal" shows. He
while here for "March of Dimes."
was responsible for. the discovery of
Orpheum has Spike Jones, Cab Gloria Guzman, who became ArgenCalloway and Woody Herman undertina's leading musical comedy aclined.
Donald Novis into Hotel Radisson tress, and at the Empire he presentFlame Room with The Melodys' or- ed among others Raquel Meller, Nati

WCAE

.

Broadway

Hollywood

Lorella Vnl-Mery going ahead of
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel."
Joe Roberts in Texas exploiting

Joan Crawford laid up with flu.
Signe Hasso bedded by strep throat.
Seton.

Miller, film producer, di-

I.

You Went Away." vorced.
Ginny Simms hospitalized for. rest
Hayworth due. in New York and
check-up.
this week to join husband, Orson
Harry Lichtig recovering after two
Welles.
weeks in hospital.
Eddie Cline, Universal director,
Douglas Shearer recovering from

Bclznick's "Since

Rita

hospitalized in N. Y. with ptomaine' abdominal surgery.
poisoning.
Charlie Smith, film actor, divorced
Joe E. Lewis has been, signed for by Jo Clay, casting director.
the Copacabana,. N.. Y. ( for. a SepHudson Fysh, biggie from New
tember date.
Zealand, gandering the' Aim studios.
the
former
Milwife,
Bert Lahr's
Jinx Falkenburg and Marguerite
dred Sch'rocder, hospitalized for mi- Chapman to. Las Vegas on vacation.
nor operation.
Erd Brandt,; of. Satevepost editorial
Antoinette Perry to be grandma staff, gandering Hollywood studios.
for second time, daughter Margaret
Jane Gottlieb, chief of Berg- Allen(Red) expecting.
berg literary, staff, retired to marry.
William F. Rodgers, v;p. over disMarc Cramer tricycling. around the
tribution for Metro, to Florida for
lot with roles in three pictures.
a two weeks' vacation.
Jerry Mandy and his trick dog, Pal,
Actor. Paul Lukas «nd Warner returned from an extended USO

RKO

producer Henry Blanke in tour.
ew York from Holly wooa.
Samuel Bronston ready to resume
Leo F. Samuels, foreign manager work after a month out with stomach chestra.
for Walt- Disney, back from three- trouble.
Marian Anderson Sunday
month trek in Central America.
Major Frederick Hazlett Brennan noon concert drew capacity
Sros.

'

Bilbainita,

la

afterat Au-

musicomedy
Hallenbcck,Keith
returned to screen writing after his ditorium.
and nightclub hoofer, indicted for release from the
Fernette Wheeler resigned from
Army.
Gene Kelly transferred from San .M-G-M office staff to join the FBI in
Diego to Naval Air Station at Anai- Washington.
Bennie Berger, independent circuit
costia, near Washington, D. C.
orate ceremony yesterday (23).
owner, and the wife off to Mexico
Girard
returned
William
to
his
Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith, will
City and California for a vacation.
honor Samuel Rinzler at a meeting producer desk at 20th-Fox after two
Bauer orchestra with Kay
Tommy
strep
throat.
weeks
out
with
at the Edison hotel, N. Y., Jan.23.
Murphy McHenry shifted from Hughes, vocalist, holding over, inConrad Thibault back from three
definitely at Hotel Lowry Terrace
weeks concert tour of Bermuda RKO publicity to the Siegel-Abbott- Cafe.
service bases for USO-Camp Shows. Herbert indie production outfit:
Five-man city council committee
Marion. Parsonnet vacationing at
Publicist Russell Birdwell, bedded
studying Northwest Variety club's
with bronchial, pneumonia, postpon- Palm Springs before, assuming his
offer to buy closed school and coning his Coastward trip about 10 new producer job at Columbia.
Lt. Sam Engel out of the Navy vert lt into children's' hospital, indays.
original expenditure of $150,volving
after
more
than
three
years
and
finished
recently
who
Janet Blair,
000. and annual $25,000 outlay.
"Tonight and Every Night'' for Co- back oh 20th-Fox writer payroll.
David Snell, Metro composer-conlumbia, in town from Coast last
ductor, lecturing oivfllm music at the
week.
Capt. Irving Reis of the Army, University of Southern California.
Mrs'. Bessie Bogart, retiring after
formerly a producer-director for
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bertell, daughRKO. back from overseas on a fur- 30 years of film booking, will be ter, New York, Jan. 20. Father
guest of honor at a testimonial dinlough.
heads nitery department at Music
Bob Wcithian, managing director ner by Variety Club, Tent 25.
Corp. of America.
of the Paramount, leaving for the
Coast: early, next month for studio
Mr. and M rs George Oberiand;

.

Aurora Jauffret, La

Goya, Amalia de Isaura, Grock, and
Pierre Clarel.

.

'

failing to register, for the draft.
Room 8 at the Lotos club dedicated
to James Montgomery Flagg at elab-

BIRTHS

Schenck,. Howard Dietz
and Oscar Doob return this week
from the Coast. Dietz now recovered

Orson Welles skedded to lecture on
"Nature of the Enemy" at Civic
Opera House Feb. 11.
from flu.
Sgt. Tom McGrath, formerly of
Molly Day Thachec. appointed as

WB

pix contract dept., is now stadirector of the Theatre Guild's play
department, Bea Lawrence being ex- tioned here in WAC recruiting.
Bill White, tenor, has given up
ecutive secretary.
Herman Shumlin, Russel Crouse, singing to join the radio department
Moss Hart and Richard Rodgers of General Amusement Corp. here.
The Frank Berings, and two chilelected to board of directors of
dren left Chi for California, where
USO-Camp Shows.
Eddie Root, of one-time dance they've rented a home in Beverly
team of Minor and Root, out of serv- Hills.
ice and resuming act with new partBlossom Lee, former vocalist of.
ner as Renee and Root.
Lou Breese, joined Frankie Masters'
Bugs Baev, after eight years as band at the Latin Quarter Friday
'm.c., guest of honor at Banshee's
(19).
luncheon tomorrow (25) at the WalLenny Gale was forced to call off
.

.

Jimmy Walker emceeing affair. Bowery date in Detroit where he was
Robert Reilly, a GI whose mom to co-headline with Lois Andrews
Grace Is secretary at the American when bitten by a dog last week.
Theatre Wing, back on leave after,
Jack Kirsch Installed as Variety
two years in. Italy. Married Sunday Club's Chief Barker Friday (19), with
(21).
Jack Rose and Eddie Burnell, first
Nedda Harrigan, Halla Stoddard. and second assistants; John Balaban,
set
Janet
Fox
Trueman
and
Paula
dough man, and Irving Mack, secre-

dorf.

for overseas

Came

USO

leglter,

"Man Who

Dinner," headed by Moss

to

Hart.

tary.

Frederic Ullman, Jr., prez of Paths
News, received a plaque last week

Zac
Freedman replacing Ivan from Amer. Civil Liberties Union for
Black as p a. on "Follow the Girls," his work In fostering tolerance
Black resigning due to added work through hjs short subject, "New
of newly opened Coast branch pub
Americans."
•

>

70,

violinist'

.

HAROLD SANFORD

daughter, Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 16.
Father is spot-booking chief for

Harold Sanford, 65, who had been
an orchestra conductor for National
USO-Camp Shows.
Mr. and Mrs.. Zoltan Korda, son, Broadcasting Co. for many years
Until
his retirement a year ago, died
Hollywood, Jan. 16. Mother is the
former British actress, Joan Garden; at iris home in Springfield, Mass.,
Jan. 19.
father directs, at Columbia. "
During his tenure with NBC SanMr. and Mrs. "Sock" Hettler,
ford conducted the National Light
daughter, Chicago, Jan. 16.. Father
Opera Co., which presented variais on CBS sales staff in Chi.
tions of operettas. Before going into
Mr. and Mrs. Berle Adams, son, radio he had played with N. Y..
Chicago, Jan. 15. Father operates Philharmonic and Metro politan
the Berle Adams Agency in Chi.
Opera orchestra. Prior to that he
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carter, son, had been associated with the late
Pittsburgh, Jan. 4. Father Is cafe Victor Herbert for 18 years. He was
m.c. and radio singer.
also composer of "Mem'ries," "CavS/Sgt. and. Mrs. Ted Shiftier, son, alcade March" and other works.
Survived by widow and a sister.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 4. Father is cafe
formerly on staff of Senator theatre,

Survived by widow, four daugh-

and four

ters

Bobby Tower, 28, actor who had a
minor role in the musical, "Follow
the Girls," apparently suicided before the performance at the 44th
Street theatre, N. Y., Jan. 19. A stagehand found him hanging from the
flywalk of the theatre a few minutes
prior to curtain time. Police called
.

suicide.

been despondent

BUD WILLIAMSON

Pitt

WALTER KENNETH McMILLAN
Walter Kenneth McMillan, 28,
screen actor before entering Navy,,
was killed in action dufing the
Philippine Invasion, according to
word received by his brother in
.

.

Hollywood.
McMillan was a

late

Dave Montgomery.

.

Jockey

.

RCA-

Morris Goodman, Republic's foreign sales chief, returned to N. Y.
from the Coast this week, where he
huddled with Herbert J. Yates, Jrl,
chairman of the board, and Allen
Wilson, studio v.p;
Cafe Zanzibar revue, headlining

.

Bill
.

Robinson and Louis Armstrong's
being held over at the
Zanzibar for another four weeks.
Show doubles into Rpxy theatre,
starting today (24).
Werner Janssen, composer and
orchestra,

symphony

in
shares
conductor,
by his brother, the late
August Janssen, Jr., N. Y. restaurateur.
Property declared formally
to be "more than $10,000."

estate left

ailing wife to California to live.

Lou. Ramsdell in town for UA beating the drums for three coming pix.
Don Metz planning to build a
music bar In his Oakland Club Ca

member

Gang"

appeared

In

of Hal
and
and stage

troupe

films

musicals.

•

WILLIAM M. VOGEL

William M. Vogel, 60, who had
been a pioneer in distribution of

American

films in foreign countries,
died in Cross JRlver; N. Y„ Jan. 16.
In 1917, Vogel distributed rh»
Charles Chaplin films. He was head
of William Vogel Productions, Inc.,
and the V. & D. Productions, Inc.

Survived by.wldow and son.

EDOUARD KOPP
Edouard Kopp, 61, bass drummer
and second violinist for Chi Symphony orch for 27 years; died of
heart, attack in

Chicago Jan. 15 in

basement of Orchestra Hall, where
he had gone for rehearsal.
Survived, by widow and daughter.
Cecil D. MlUer, 47, owner and
theatre, Spokane,
11. in that city.
native
of Cottonwood, Ida., he had managed theatres in Minneapolis and
Pacific coast cities.

manager of Ritz

A

died Jan.

tress

Williamson, despite his years, re-

mained

active

in

show

business,

playing club dates and appearing
with old-timer vaude units until
four years ago when struck by a
truck.
He was unable to dance

and wife

but' following out a pre-dcath
request, he was buried in the National Variety Artists plot in Kensico cemetery, N. Y.
ber,

calls to the N. Y. indie station, particularly from irate Prima fans, many

whom

66,

retired

actress

and wife of James Hammond, former
actor and now state representative of
Waterford, Conn., succumbed to a
heart attack in Hartford, Conn., Jan.

MARRIAGES

Hammond had been his. wife's
man in stock and traveling

leading

shows prior

They

to their marriage in
later were partnered in

Aunt Clare and
Uncle Jim in which they toured for
a vaude act billed as
years.
their

Upon
home

retirement, they
in

Waterford

mode
where

thought Courtney was off
Hammond 'went into politics,
base in his public avowal.
sino.
"Tokyo," released by Hit Records,
Sid Lehman, Rep manager, leaves was listed by Courtney along with
JOSEPH HOLLAND
next -week for Coast and a look-see such tunes as "Eight, Nine, Ten, Hey,
Joseph Holland, 83, former vaude'
at studio.
performer, died Jan. 22 at his home
Frank Vessely, Jr.. Marty Irwin's Tojo, Count Your Men"; ''Good Bye, in Patchogue,
L. I. After leaving
drummer, hurt badly in an- auto Mama,", and "Hot Time in Berlin,"
among others, as bad in the overall show business he had been an at
crack-up.
Mrs. Maud A. Miner, long active In war effort, in Contrast to such "morale tendant in Suffolk County Supreme
Drama League circles, to Arizona for builders" as "Pass the Ammunition," Court until retiring five years ago.
Health.
her
Holland, for years had been a
"Home I Live In" and "Guadalcanal."
Etzi Covato, operator of Villa MaCourtney conducts the "1280 Club" member of the .'omedy team of
drid, rushed. to hospital with abdomsession nightly from 7:30 to 10 Holland and Collins, Upon dissolu
inal ailment.
tion of that partnership he did an
o'clock.
Charles Francis iSocker) Coe com
of

Audrey Long
Beverly
is

Hills;

Edward Rubin,

to

Jan.

Cal.,

a screen actress;

tion assistant at

Bride

16.

groom produc-

RKO.

Peggy O'Neill to Ensign Cloyd
Miner, Las Vegas, Jan. 14. Bride
Metro actress.
Parrish to Lieut.
Casey, Las Vegas, Jan. 14.
screen player at Columbia,

L.
li

William
Bride Is

Betty Arnold to T/Sgt. Owen
Smith, Chicago, Jan. 13. Bride Is
.

star of

NBC

groom was

soapers;

ac-

count exec for Leo Burnett Agency.

19.

1903.

Miller,

Angeles.

Pat

CLARA TURNER
Clara Turner,

Charles

of

former Actors Equity representative
in Hollywood, died Jan. 17 in Los

after that.

Funeral services were conducted
by the Elk9, of which he was a mem-

•

for

"Our

Roach's
later

•

work

several

Bud Williamson, 73, veteran vaude
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Merman, son,
Funeral services were held SaturHollywood, Jan. 13. Father is as- performer, died in N. y;, Jan. 12. day (20) for Mrs. Emily
R. Mochrie,
sistant production chief for Pine- He had been in show business for mother
of Robert Mochrie, general
more than 50 years, and in his early sales manager for RKO. Burial folThomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gcrety, son, career was partnered with Fred lowed at Woodlawn cemetery, N. Y.'
Stone
blackface
in
comedy
act
a
Jan. 12, Rockville Center, L. I,
Mary A. Miller, onetime legit acFather is with Metro publicity dept. prior to the latter's alliance with the

'

record

for

,

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard R. Goodman,
son, Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 21. Father
appointed
Sigmund
Goltlober
is assistant supervisor of exchange
chairman of Foreign Language Press
Philadelphia
operations for Warner Bros.
Division of Public Information Committee of the 1945 Red Cross War
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rosenthal,
By SI Shall*
Fund campaign.
Esther Louise Coppock Is new son, New York, Jan. 15. Father is
First Broadway appearance of new
Savoy and Brennan act will be in head of WIP communications de gen. mgr. of Rockhill. Radio, Indie
partment.
production and recording outfit.
Actors Fund show next Sunday (28),
Marty Bohn signed to. head the
Jay Brennan doing dame with Harry new
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Fitzpatrick,
show at the Shangri-La openAntrim as straight man.
son, Hollywood, Jan. 21. Father Is
ing Friday (26).
J.
J.
president of
Fitzgibboris,
KYW's "Valley Forge Caravan" film producer.
Famous Plavers Canadian, returned has
been re-signed by the Valley
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mayer, daughto Toronto Saturday (20) after conForge Brewing Co.; for fourth year.
ferences with executives of ParaStan Lee Broza, program chief of ter, N. Y., Jan. 19. Father is talent
mount which controls FPC.
WCAU, will be kudoed at a dinner booker- for Warner Theatres.
Jack Potter has succeeded Nick at the Ritz Carlton Sunday (28) on
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Krieg, daughHolde back with "One Touch of Ve- occasion of his 20th anniversary in ter,
New York, Jan. 21. Father is
nus" (46th Street) which soon tours. radio.
with Paramount pressbook dept. at
Bunny Simon back vWth John
Five wounded G.I.'s from Valley the homeoffice.
Golden, heading press department.
Forge Hospital who met Bob Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Depew, son,
Warners' British manager. Max in Southwest Pacific were his guests
Milder, returned east following stu- during his special broadcast over Los Angeles, Jan. 16. Father Is asdio huddles.
Discussed WB British KYW last week.
sistant film director.
production snag caused, by closing
of Teddington studios in England.
Pianist-composer Claude Lapham
Pittsburgh
broadcast his "Concerto Mexicano"
Disc
with 70-pc. ork over XEW, Mexico
By Hal Cohen
City, recently.
Returns to N. .Y.
Continued from page 1
Pianist Jerry Tagress has taken his
shortly
to

Tower

friend of the actor stated'

days,

...

.

sons.

BOBBY TOWER

.

licity office.

Vicloiv

Since

other vaude circuits.

A

A

veteran

87,

his home at
Island, N. Y.,
retiring from the
*
had been a printer.
Hampton began his stage career
doing a song and dance act at
Miner's theatre. Bowery, N. Y., at
the age of 18. He had also appeared
many times at Tony Pastor's and
later played, Keith,
Proctor and

Jan. 19.
stage he

and had

:

-

Chicago

huddles.
Nicholas

Kohon,

concert master, died in N. Y.* Jan.
18.
He was the father of Benny
and Sonia
orch leader,
Meroff,
Meroff, legit actress.
native of Russia, Kohon came
later
became
to the U. S. in 1892 and
concert master for Oscar HammerManhattan Opera, House,
stein's
N. Y. He was also concert master
for the late Michael Mordkin and
Anna Pavlp'W when they toured this
country.
He also played with the
N. Y.' Philharmonic orchestra.
He had married twice and in addition to' son and daughter by previous marriages, he leaves a widow
and son by second marriage, Harold
Kohon, also a violinist.

at

billed

CHARLES HAMPTON
Charles
Hampton,
vaude actor, died at
Midland Beach, Staten

it

KOBON

ISIDORE
Isidore

with trained canine
Joe Holland and Terry.
act

-

'

.

.

Lyda

Rodnok

T/Sgt

Jack
Bride is
daughter of
nitery organist
Steve Rodnok, Pittsburgh exhibitor.
Parker,

Carol

Miami,

McVay

Pittsburgh,
staff of

Jan.

WCAE,

Carmen

to

Jan.
.and
to

1.

Cecil

13.

Both

StucheJi,

are

on

Pitt.

John Passin,
Tiajuana, Mexico, Dec. 13. Both are
Clifford

to

screen players.
Julie Jenner; to Lieut. Theodore
Stege, Las Vegas, Jan. 20. Bride Is
former musicomedy actress-

Karen Holt to Pat McGeehan,
Hollywood, Jan. 17. Groom Is a
radio announcer.
.

Betty Jean Telrick to

Howard

S,

Richmond, Oct. 21, at Boise, Idaho.
Groom is former orchestra press relations man, in Army sovcral years.

***** Utll9
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'Herman has made band numbers
a stage show, and here Is
a new trend with
Herman leading the way."

.
personable young maestro
paces superbly with sock emcee job
.

into

the forerunner of

and sparks band with fine clary,
alto and vocal."
donn— Variety
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Many Names Want

to Play Foxholes
,

But Are Lnnited by Material-Benny
Philadelphia, Jan. 80.
Criticism of big name, screen actora who fail to play "foxhole olrcujts" is sometimes unfair, according to Jack Benny, who was hare
for a March of Dimes appearance at
the Academy of Music last Tues-

S.

:

:

Vet Maestro Renamed
Ass't D. A. in Detroit

TASTES FOR

PIX

;

ODFs

25

CENTS

CENSORS
—

•

'
:

;

;

'Clear All Lines' for Military

Freight Seen Cutting Shows' Travel
Hlllllu
Chicago, Jan. 30.

By GEOHGE ROSEN
The most powerful censors

in the

today are Nazis.
No radio program, no motion picture can reach the many thousands

U.

PRICE

31, 1945

NAZI OFFICERS AS— U.
—

STAGE

MUSIC

S.

Constant
pressure
of
military
and passenger travel brought
an order last week from Office of
Defense Transportation that indi-

Earl Carroll, Friml
Collab on Musical

freight

Detroit, Jan. 80.
Hollywood. .Jan. 30.
Eduard Werner, orchestra leader of German prisoners currently in-:
Earl Carroll and Rudolf Frhrtl are cates further curtailment of movethe Michigan theatre here for tcrned in the U. S. without permis- collaborating on "Call of China," ments of legit, carnival and other
Many actors, in Benny's opinion, years, has been reappointed assistant sion of high-ranking Nazi officers which will first be premiered at the
attractions mighl be in the offjng.
would like to appear before the
attorney
in
Wayne who, although they themselves are Civic Opera. Los Angeles, next Au- New order, effective March 1, limits
troops at overseas battle stations, prosecuting
here as prisoners ot war, are, begust or September, before going roads which in
but don't do so because they feel county.
November of last
cause of their rank, allowed to be
east.
unable
lo do anything that
they're
Werneu studied law after conduct- the "spokesmen" for the p.o.w.
year were carrying 65<?; or more of
would be entertaining.
Carroll is doing the book and
ing the theatre's orchestra for more camps.
their maximum capacity.
"Actresses like Barbara Stanwyok
It's his first stage writing in
than a decade. Following his graduNazi
officers have more lyrics.
These
Although
actual
aiid Bett,e Davis have told me they
rationing of travel
ation, he was appointed to the staff power over entertainment than any years, having concentrated on his is
regarded as out of the question,
are very anxious to make the overcabaret-theatre in Hollywood, which
ojMYilliam E. Dowling, former pros- group of reformers in this country.
continual ODT orders banning releaf trek but they feel that QIs want
ecutor, and when the latter was deSo far the whole subject has been he has been operating the last seven sort trains, cutting down
rnore than a gal to come out and say,
equipment,
feated in the last election, the new pretty hush-hush, but from here on years. Friml has been long domi- and
forcing
civilians
'I'm very glad to be here'," said
off
trains
prosecutor. Edward O'Brien, named it's expected to receive increasing ciled in China, and it, too, is his first needed
by the military, amounts lo
Benny.
Werner to his staff.
attention. For enough people have stage composing in many seasons.
practically the same thing.
"It takes a guy like Bob Hope,
That
now
visited p.o.w. camps and talked
there
is
a tough situation on tap is
Jo]son and the others who have exabout what they saw (and didn't
perfectly
obvious to any' who have
perience in pulling on a show to do
like) that the arrogant thumbing of
made cross-country junkets or even
• real job of enlerlainment," s he
noses at American ideals by the
shorter
hops. Show folk attempting
Many- of these top stars
added.
Nazi officers may yet be curtailed.
to make connections between a Superwould make the trip if they could
It's said the worst of the S.S. Elite
chief and Century here, for instance,
b» part of a troupe headed by men
and the most hardened party fanat-.
are smart to plan on spending the
like Hope. Benny explained.
ics are enjoying as much power to
night
in Chicago, even though there's
Benny expects to make another tour
in
(Continued on page 2)
eight hours between trains, because
(Continued on page 39)

day

(23).

at
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Rap

'Pressure

Met Op

By

operatic

52d St Real

Estate,

repertoire

week), got

into,

(current

this

plenty of difficulty

TRY TO HOLD CHURCH
AIRER VS. KATE SMITH
Toronto, Jan.

when

the Metropolitan stars it had
and advertised for "Carmen,"
the opener, failed lo show.

Sees Spots Westbound

billed

Publisher Pat Mulkern of the
Hobo News recently laid out a re-

The

ported $105,000 for the 52nd street,
N. Y.. headquarters of the periodical
•nd Is said to bo acquiring other
properties (garages; etc.), in the

between Gth and 7th aves.
is that with the Rockemoving into
between 5th
and 6th aves.: where niteries flourish
like weeds in a Victory garden, pro-

outfit,

which

gave

repertoire here in the
the second time with_
(

fall,

all

its

first

came

in

the bally-

Continued on page 30?

Filmusical

Hollywood. Jan. 30.
David O. Selznick will make his

30.

Boston Grand Opera Co., returning here for its second session of

Hobo News Pub Dabbles

To Be

Hub

Boston, Jan.

In

'Gone With Wind'

30.

first

filmusical

(Continued on page 38)

production. 'Scarlett

when he tackles 'a tuned Frankensteen Mulls
version of "Gone Willi the Wind."
Quitting
As V.F.
It's an idea he has long nurtured and
6'Hara,"

UAW

Proposed substitution of the Kate will probably lackle in a year or
Smith program for the St. Stephen's
To Turn Producer
two. It will be in color.
Church service, carried
Detroit, Jan. 30.
"GWTW," first roadshown in 1939,1
Sunday evenings for 13 years, by
Besides going into play production
CFRB, has brought the wralh'.of is filmdom's top grosser, having
women's organizations and church garnered $21,000,000 domestic and as a union activity, it now appears
(Continued on page 14)
around $9,000,000 in foreign rentals.
that at least one official of the labor

Anglican

.

j

organizations

block,

prietors of the boifes are going to be
against it foY locations. Mulkern

up

and

feels,

many agree with him,

that 52nd street has become so
firmly established as a lively belt
clubs
now located there
would be al a great disadvantage if

•that

.forced-

to

move

to

another neigh-

borhood.

.

.He's doped it that the bonifaces
will be looking for spots close by
•nd he feels that the block just west
of the present colony- will eventuSally

inherit the raft of spots now
extinction with, the Radio
expansion move already under

Giving

Disruption of the amusement industr.v in 10 slates east and south ot
the Great Lakes, as the result of
the Washington ruling curbing use
of coal in the show businesses envisioned with increasing fears by
other
of
operators
theatres and
amusement enterprises, while the
outlook for performers is such that
hundreds of thousands of dollars
may be lost to them because of pos.

sible

cancellation

of

contracts.

All

freight traffic for vital
war materials, thus leaving coal in
the yards but helping to circumvent
an extreme logjam on the rails.
The order, by the Solid Fuels Administration, was augmented in N. Y.

week the premises at 18 West
82nd were acquired as part of the
Clearing out process.
Tondaleyo's
holds down the basement of the
building with the 18 Club, a 32nd
•tt'«et landmark, located next door.

Understood "21" and Leon

&

Ed-

on the north side of. the street,
will not be affected in the transformation, both sites being owned by
ye occupants. Conjectured whether
Toot* Shot's eatery on 51st street,
opposite the Music Hall, will be
rarced to give way to the greater
Radio City in the offing.
die's,

WPB

version

of

Em

9

Penalty

Washington, Jan.

30.

one direct cancellation,
been besieged by frantic
operators. They declare
tion

is

moves

but
''calls

the

from.

Washington

or,

local

duced some sCrious effects. Syracuse
and Albany, in upper New York
state, have ordered closing of all
commercial enterprises, with the exception
of
hospitals, hotels, drug
stores and restaurants for one week.
Downtown Cleveland theatres were

the

WPB

would

imprisonment.
Prohibited

lighting

includes

more than 60 watts on marquees,
outdoor lighting promoting war
bonds and blood donations, and
wallage on displays not
menting street lighting.

aug-

(

was

Frankensteen

I

j
!

Among the sentimental reasons
the union official -has for -seeing the
operetta staged is that his father,
the late Harold Frankensteen, for
many years active in local musical
circles, wrote the music. The. lyrics
and book were written by the young
union official who, while a student
at. the University of Dayton, wrote
and staged three plays there,
cast.

>,

day and Tuesday'. It's not yet known
If an establishment feels that
by one from Mayor LaGuardia, who
whether the process will be repeated
lighting is necessary for public
banned coal deliveries to amusement
next week.
safely, statement', of that claim
places unless permission was reSports Arena and Convention Hall
from local police, tire or health
ceived from his office. It's believed
in Rochester, N. Y.. have been closed
authorities must be presented to
the Mayor won't go an> further than
for an indefinite period.
the local field office of the WPB.
that, as. he dec-lured it to be useless
In some places, feeling was genone-drty-per-week closing
to order
erally optimistic. In New York, the
because it lakes too much fuel lo d a y f uc i supplies are seen as failBroadway houses arc fed by the
ing to resume normal pace for some
get the 'furnace started again.
New York Steam Co., a public utility
time,
on
embargo
Although the- 72-hourTalent agencies so far report only
(Continued on page 16)
rail transport of coal was lifted Tucs:j

T.

this year and already has raised
$60,000 among backers toward staging "Gypsy Moon" this spring in the

The SFA ukase has already pro-

ordered to close yesterday (30
but
were slated to reopen today i31).
Cleveland nabe houses closed Mon-

week

last

Frankensteen has announced that
he would produce his own operetta

have
from

authorities.

In addition,
warned that violators
also be liable to fine and

the

will continue as vice president of
the automobile union or lurn producer.

situa-

essential lighting."

of

Workers (CIO)
whether Richard

contingent ifpon more direct

tinuance of electric service as
penally for Ihe use of "un-

is
eyeing the stage
of the big discussions
of the executive
giant United Auto

meeting

the

board

a B.O. Hotfoot

The War Production Board
Monday 129.) threatened discon-

because of the government di-

this

>ity

Last

al

Theatres, Performers Eye D. C. Freezeout

On Coal As

acing

way,

One

fondly.

His idea

feller interests already
62nd street properties

i

Local reports arc that Frankensteen scomsv assured of an additional
$60,000 for producing his operetta,
which calls for a cast of 65. Unlike
productions of unions with the usual
labor slant. Frankensteen reports his
as on the romantic side but predicted one of the hit tunes would
have a union ring "We Revel in Ihe

—

.

Work We Do."
One of Frankenstein's backers
his

theatrical

Barbaro,

ambitions
of the

owner

.

is

in

Frank

profitable

Bowery, huge Hamtramck nitery.

.

.

.

MISCELLANY
'44 Collections

25-50% Over

March

collections

on Thursday

ior

the

drive,

which

ends

(Wed.), totaled over $1,000,000 open-

ing day.

New York
Loew

area

theatres

of

.

the

up collections of
Thursday (25) as com-

circuit rang

$25,759

last

pared with $16,231 for 1944. Out-oftown Loew houses reported $32,065,

Wo

increase over 1944 for the
Randforce circuit of
day.
N. Y. registered first-day collections
of $2,600 against $1,800 last year, an
increase of 40%.

a

Jolson Recoping

with

today

Hollywood, Jan.

Actor was on the. danger list for a
while due to. a recurrence of malaria,
followed by pneumonia, which he
contracted, on a tour of the South

While

147tH

NBC's Radio

William England, RICO; Harry Kalmine, Warners; Sam Machnoviteh,
Universal; J. Land, 20th-Fox and
National Theatres; Harry Buckley,
United Artists; Walter Cokell, Paramount; Eugene Picker, Loew's; A. E.
Schiller, Republic; Norton Richey,

WEEK!

Tours a $2,050,000

1945"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"NO coniertinn I have known in
45 years In show business has ever
received- so' many continuous laughs

my

•

Bonanza

in

11 Years

Public curiousily regarding the innards of a radio network has, in the
last 11 years, contributed a total of
to

$2,050,000

NBC.

Us

The NBC tour is conceded to be
the most popular in the country,
exceeding the Statue of .Liberty
hegira by 30 f i and is way ahead of
its sister lour of Radio City by a
similarly healthy percentage.

NBC

studios

in

one show as Ken Murray."

W.

C.

FIELDS.

conducted

tours through the Radio City. N. Y.
studios have resulted in over 5,000,000 paid admissions exclusive of 12,000 free ducats to servicemen.

Monogram; Ben Schwalb, PRC; Her-

on the Coast, until

Banshee Wolves Honor

Bogs Baer on Learning

Robbins,. National Screen' ServN. Kellman, Century circuit;
Matsoukas, Skburas theatres;
Phil Harling, Fabian theatres; Brwin
ice:

Nick

mmmmm

,

^

:

Or it may have been vice, versa. Anyway. you
to Remember" that Sand (Miss Oberon) wai
Brain' and that she isolated Chopin so that he could
run ragged by the salon set. Actually she was ai
homely as Wallace Beery and wilder than the heroine of "The Beaut From
Montana." Moreover, she was a lousy novelist.
I had a hunch that the playing of the Marche Polonaise in the film was
too good for a studio job and suspected Jose Iturbi had a hand in it. I
Sand's daughter Solange.

would get from "A Song

Never has there been a more
laugh-provoking "show" in the eight
.

years

of

Joe

Connolly's

1943, conducted a similar excursion,
but was forced to discontinue because of work done there for the

armed

"Steeplejack" years later.
life as loose as ashes, belonging to the pne-a-day brand
He even went so far as to make open love to George

Chopin lived a
of boy friends.

Carole Landis Is Guest simply the, Beautiful
compose and not be
By JACK PULASKI.

Banshee

luncheon club than that of last
Thursday (25) at the Artel WaldorfAstoria when Bugs Baer was the
honored guest. Three of New York's
Gold, Randforce.
profitable
NBC sideline wits were in prime form, the humorThis
started in Nov., 1933. Peak business
was reached in 1939 when 660,500 ists and champ ad-libbers being
Wash. Show
Walker, Frank Fay and Baer
Jimmy,
chipped in with $250,000.
Washington, Jan. 30.
There was much of ..the
himself.
The NBC pilgrimage is pretty
The Hollywood Victory Commit- well publicized. advertising bro- theatre in what they sprung from
platform.
the
tee deposited in Washington for the
chures being sent put to schools and
tonight
Ball
Fay made something of a surprise
President's. Birthday
organizations within ah overnight
for he wag dated else(30) a host of entertainers includcoach trip from New —York.
A appearance,
where, but all the assembled newsing' Danny. Kaye, Victor Borge, Ella
healthy slice of trade comes from
papermen knew who Walker was
Logan, George Murphy, Susanna groups of more than 10 which
get in
introducing before he even uttered
Georgia Carroll, Joe E.
Foster,
at reduced, rates.' Instead of the
Fay's name, and the exrmayor exBrown, Gene Kelly (contributed by straight
50c admission, plus 10c tax,
the U. S. Navy, he's now at, Ana- batches of more than 10 get in for pressed deep satisfaction at the recent sensational success of his long-

man

Scully

Chopin Alley, Jan. 26.
of the facte of life which Hollywood will have to face sooner
or
later is that when you start a script with a fictitious character and
then
work In material from a known personality, you oan't get into trouble
But it you start with a historical character and than go "creative," you're
asking tor slaps from critics and suits from libel-lawyers. Call a
picture
"Rasputin" and minor personages still living will aay, "If that's the mad
monk, then, reading from left to right, I'm the third person in the second
row and, brother, you pay." Call him "Razzpu" and whatever yb\i make
Is yours.
Something of this sort of confusion crops up again in an otherwise beautiful picture called "A Song to Remember."
There's an adult thought
along this line in "A Song to- Remember." But as advanced by Paul Muni,
in ths role of Chopin's teacher, it belongs more In this century than in the
last.
That is the case of the interventionist against the isolationist. Merle
Oberon, as George Sand, is made to argue that an artist owes nothing to
anybody but his art. Muni, as Prof. Eisner, argues that the artist owes
plenty to the people that made nim what he is. The professor finally,
convinces Chopin to go on a concert tour, to raise funds for Polish revolutionaries. The picture leads you to believe Chopin did this with such zeal
that the ordeal killed him. Well, better authorities than the boys around
Columbia insist that Chopin did not die either from overplaying lii's piano
for Poland or from parting from George Sand. If anything lie died from
the liaison itself. Jim Huneker, who began his writing career with a biography of Chopin and later had years around Paris to check on the facts,
held to that view more strongly than ever when he got around to writing
•

KEN MURRAY'S

NX,

City,

"BLACKOUTS OF.

-

lined
motion picture home
collections,
company offices in N. Y. aifd at the
studios are conducting an intensive
campaign within the trade. Leonard
Goldenson appointed a chairman
for each home office collection unit
as follows: Wax Seligman,, Columbia;

theatres

'-'.-

Pacific.

:

public

By Frank

1

10 days.

'

up

30.

Al Jolson is resting comfortably
and should be out of the hospital in

same

~~

mmmmmmm

One

started

(25),

indications that totals are around. 25
to 50% over last year. .Collections

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

i

1945

the

for

Dimes campaign

of

off strongly

Seen

Dimes Drive; Openers $1,000,000

In
Theatre

Wednesday, January 31, 1945

.

forces.

.

Max Pons to confirm it. He doubted it. Iturbi, he assured me,
would not cloak himself in such anonymity even for Chopin.'. But later
the learned Pons called back and declared me a genius. He had discovered
that Iturbi actually had played the pieces which Victor' Allen had taught
Cornel Wilde to simulate in the Chopin role on the screen. He wanted
to know how I had guessed it, "The healthiest, lustiest keypounder left
is Iturbi," I said, "and' that wa* played not like a aiek Chopin but like •
healthy blacksmith."
asked

A

-

Sequel

They're at work on "The Bells of St. Mary's" in the hope of turning out
a comedy about n uris that might match their "Going My way." That Leo
McCarey intends to play the blackrobed sisters In • light vein is grand
news. Even kids educated by nuns never seem to quite realize that they
I remember our kids coming home from school at
are human beings.
Hallowe'en last fall and reporting with a shock that they overheard nuns
laughing behind the convent walli The youngsters wondered if even nuns
The brothers of these same youngsters had- been
dived for apples.
taught by these same nuns how to throw forward passes like Bertelli and
Monty Woolley, Veronica 45c tax included while school kids
costia),
The blackrobed pass-thrower, I suspect; was more
to punt like Thorpe.
(48th
in
"Harvey"
Lake, Alan Ladd, Jane Wyman, get in for 30c tax included. Service-' time" friend
of a problem to her old-fashioned mother .superior than Der Bingle when
Street). The suave Fay ogled Carole
My ma Loy, Sue Carol, Gale Storm, men get in at the latter rate.'
he showed up for breakfast in a St. Louis Browns sweatshirt in "Going
Landis, starring in "A Lady Says
and Charles Bickford. Moppet MarTour started out at 50c. for a Yes" (Broadhurst), who was on My Way."
garet O'Brien did not make the midOnly the other day I had one of our fleas from heaven report that they
trip through th£ television studios ahead of him (only femme present
night shows at the Earle, Capitol
and the same amount for the radio among the 400 wolves). So when
and Howard theatres. She went to stalls*
for
the combinations. Baer later said the- sorrel-top wasn't
90c
bed at her usual hour after making Later, entire show was combined for
just flirting with the blond Coastite
the rounds of the six hotels..
begged. Whereupon
50c and tax.
—that he thought Fay was a wolf, in
These are real people, good people, entertaining people, and making picAll the stars made the Walter
rabbit's clothing there was a hpwl.
out
tures about them can be lots more fun than sitting uj> nights figuring
Reed hospital, Forest Glen and the
Baer reminisced about the time camera angles in the hope of fooling the censors but not the cognoscentj.
U. S. Naval hospital at Bethesda,
Walker was mayor— and he told of
Air Corps Norses Filmed
•s well as the Stage Door Canteen.
how the boys used to fish out. of the
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
second-story windows of City Hall,,
IN Gilbert Miller Heads
Army Air Corps nurses, thus far inlo'the pool of the banned statue of BIG MICH.
Klrsch's 258G Goal
neglected in films, will be pictured Civic Virtue. He was crossing the
Chicago. Jan. 30.
Group Reported Doing
in a documentary short by 20th-Fox park at City Hall one day, Baer also
Over 200 exhibs at Infantile at Randolph Field, Texas.
recalled, when Walker hailed him,
Detroit, Jan. 30.
Paralysis drive kickbff luncheon at
Picture, scripted by Robert Metz- saying there was to be a wedding
for the
may
once
who
Blackstone, hotel last week were ler, will be sent into general release
workers,
War
Sure
and & witness was needed.
Shrouded in mystery, one protold by Jack Kirsch, Allied Theatres as
an aid to the recruiting of Army enough, it was the nuptials of Billy have had the ambition of owning
ducer and at /least two newspaperprez and co-chairman with M. M. nurses.
Rose and Fannie Brice, Walker offi- hotdog stands, want nightclubs now.
aboard
a U. S. naval
been
men
have
Rubens of Great States Circuit of
settle—
then
that
ciating.
Latter's fee should have If they can't get
vessel said to have gone to South
Illinois drive, that this year's goal
been $2, but Rose slipped him only for $20,000 at least— for a bar.
American waters about two weeks
for theatres in Cook County (inone, said Baer. The little showman
One of the biggest turnovers to- ago, the possible purpose being to
cluding Chi)' is $250,000, or half of
averred he'd pay the other buck if day—hypoed by real estate men who
absorb atmosphere for a show for
county's total.
the marriage "took."
haven't jnuch business to do in the
Continued from page 1
the Navy comparable to "This Is the
field— is in
Baer's most amusing interlude for non-exiflent "homes"
Army" and "Winged Victory." Rebully and impose their will in the show-minded people present was the Detroit "drinking
establishments."
ported on the mission are Gilbert
U.S. as they had in Germany itself.
story of the late John McGraw's The guys who have had their worMiller, Howard Barnes, film-drama
Policy of the unhampered" Nazi fights in the Lambs club, particularly ries about under-age drinkers getcritic for the N, Y. Herald Tribune,
runs true to form, from re- the night when the former Giants ting in, the Michigan liquor shortBIG $17,000 censors
and Bosley Crowther, pic reviewer
ports, with anything of a liberal or baseball manager slugged Bill Boyd age and the 2 a.m. close are glad to
of the N. Y. Times. Idea is said to
The Actors Fund of America a pro-democratic nature getting a ("What Price Glory"), the actor re- unload— at the profits today.
have stemmed from Milton Shubert,
chalked up one of its most success .quick nix. That not only goes for turning the favor by crowning McSmall nabe spots which once cost a lt.-com. in the Navy.
ful benefits in years Sunday night radio shows and films, but the same Graw with a water bottle. Then the $6,000 are going with $25,000. and
Navy authorities are said to have
(28) at the Imperial theatre, N. Y.
treatment, is applied in the case of aftermath relevant to the late Wilton $30,000 price tags.
At that, it still requested Miller to arrange financwhen it grossed an estimated $17,. magazines, newspapers, comic car- Lackaye, and that part was riotous. is a question if whether the new
ing of the show, as he did when,
toon books and other recreational Baer's story was pertinent to how proprietor hasn't made a good buy.
000. That includes sale of the pro
heading a committee that raised
gram arid- revenue derived from its media. It's a condition that's re- come he started, to write his one- Such spots -are making between $300 $100,000 for the "Victory" producported to be in direct opposition to sentence paragraphs, with blessings and $500 weekly.
advertising.
A good liquor tion.
Vinton Freedley headed the enter- the manner in wtiich the Germans on the three-em dash "which, hap- license-^in view of the fact MichiMoss Hart, who wrote " Victory,"pily, helped pad out the column."
tainment committee. It was the are treating American prisoners!
ganders are limited by the State to a may also write the Navy show, alCaswell Adams of King Features quart a month each is worth a lot.
Fund's 63rd annual benefit.
Some sec in the situation the
though .he's oommilted to go overThosewho appeared included Bert emergence of- strong repercussions arranges the Banshee "bills."
The biz has ben booming and seas for USO in "The Man Who
Lytell. Betty Garde, Danton Walker, after the war In that it is feared
plenty of the oldtime operators are Came to Dinner."
Some spots have
drifting
out.
Russ Brown, Lew Parker, Louis Cal many Yanks will return from Ger"Army" and "Victory" proceeds
changed hands so often it is hard to went to Army charities, and net
hern. Annamary Dickey. Val Valen- many indoctrinated by Nazi propa- Lorraine
in 1st
catch up with the latest owner but from the new Navy show would,
tinoff,
Betty Garrett, Frank Fay, ganda, whereas, the Nazis on this
each one turned it at a neat profit. similarly, go. to Navy relief. "Army"
Beatrice Lillie, Bert Lahr, Bobby. side will go back to their Fatherland
Date Since Lisbon Crash
Mary Small, little touched or - influenced by
Verdi,
Clark,
Joe
and "Victory" are all-servicemen
Lorraine Rognan, comedienne and
Thomas Chalmers, Clarence Der American ideas and ideals.
shows, former about the Army
vent, Joy Hodges, Anne Burr; Helen
proper, latter dealing with the Army
The meticulous respect for the former dancing partner of her hus- Draft Board
Christians
and Geneva Convention, which is the band, Roy Rognan (Lorraine and
Menken,
Air Forces.
Jeanne' Cagney.
basis of American treatment of pris- Rognan), who was killed in the LisExamine Sinatra Again
Also, Raymond Massey, Vincent oners, has already caused much
and
Frank Sinatra will get an encore
Lopez orch with Bruce Hayes, Karen criticism by the French, Russians bon Clipper crash when enroute to;
Larson
and
Pinky and others who lo.ok upon Ameri- entertain troops abroad,' has been draft examination Feb. 8 at the
Jerry
Lee,
While the scope of new selective
He was service and work-or-fight order
Savitt; Jack Benny, "Song of 'Nor- can behavior as soft and Unrealistic. booked to play the Paramount, N. Y., Newark Armory, Newark.
way" troupe with Lawrence Brooks, Since it's expected that many. Hun- starting Feb, 7, her j4irst in- previously rejected for a perforated regulations is not definitely known,
Helena Bliss, Robert Shafer and dreds of thousands of German pris- person theatrical engagement since eardrum, Dec.,. '43.
opinion in Washington continues to
The Voice is currently in Holly- prevail that if actors lake jobs in
Petina,
plus the ensemble; oners may eventually be in camps the plane crash in which "she sufIr:-a
wood and has been" reported ready- war plants during the day there
"LafTing Room Only" troupe with within the continental United States, fered severe injuries.
ing
speaking
tour
break
down
a
to
F6riowin'g rec6vefy~of her injuries
would be nothing to prevent them
Lou Wills, Jr., and Mata and Hari, the "propaganda-conscious" memappearing on the stage at night.
plus ensemble; Bill Robinson, Milton bers of the. Government are said to she returned to Europe as a single, race bias.
He is 28, married and has two
Some actors are reported already
.Berle, Brennan and Anthrim, Burl share the concern of outsiders that entertaining troops in England, Italy
children,
having taken "essential" ^jobs.
a great opportunity is being muffed. and France,
Ives, Carole Landis and Sue Ryan.
-
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Show
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'

Nazi Officers
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ACTORS FUND BENEFIT
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RATION BASE INACCURATE'

May Probe

Senate

Dole of Stock;

Eye Square Deal for Small Indies

•

morrow
The
by

(31)

Cigs?

Hollywood; Jan.

Problem

.

80.

business ethics

iii

Paramount

"puzzling''

since, the studio

'.:

tentative

were

majors, it
Anti-Trust

10% on

is

players

allocations
for the
When the
the justice

'policy

Department learned of

this, it forced
'WPB Mo.' send out questionnaires to
obtain information from all studios
on the amount of raw slock and
prints they had on hand. This information wus used in connection
with the final allotments for the
'Meantime, one or two
quarter.
anti-trust minded Senators got wind
of the possibility that the little fellows might be squeezed, and the
thi*at of an. investigation was the

new

—

accompanying every
paycheck with a coupon good for
one package of cigarets at the
commisary.
Now the actors are wondering

topheavy

is
claimed.
Division of

adopted the

cut on the ciggies.

Metro to Film

alleviated.

'On the Town'

1941,

Ease Cut?
Unconfirmed reports are that

raw Aim

allocations for the first
quarter of 1945 may be cut only
15,000,000 feet instead of 27,000,000 feet. -There is no official
word on this as yet from the

.

by Knut Hamsun, and "The
Romance of Rosy Ridge," by Mac-

WPB.

kinlay Kantor.

This lower reduction will
ease the difficult raw film

Toronto; Jan.

UNIVERSAL PACES STOCK

30.

"Rather than try to produce big
Canadian features, we propose to

starring

•'i.

said that less than 200 of Britain's
3,000 theatres /had been demolished

by bombs.
is

a big-hearted

In

"Bad

Sitvcrslone revealed that 20th had
a deal with Marcel Hellman
produce a film version of "Wanted
For Murder." legiter, with 20th putting up 50";, of the production cost
and handling, worldwide distribu-

Bag-

"Our next move

tion.

Picture houses in England, owing

four-page newspapers, are allotted
advertising space equally,
rationed.
Sheet car. underground
and. bus advertising continues, however.

minimum

With Selznick
Hollywood, Jan. 30,
Cecil B. de Mille, who is winding
up his long Paramount sojourn, is
talking deal with David O. Selznick.
Duo has had several conferences,
with ho point of future business relationship reached as yet.
Selznick feels that with number
of high bracket directors he has
with him that de Mllle would give
his outfit a class touch for which he
has been striving since going on his
own after ending his association with
Jock Whitney in Selznick International.

Silverstone said that there was a
the British government

possibility

might increase the dollar value of
quota pictures being made In England by U. S. companies by around
50%. No offiolal word on this proposal, has yet been received, how-'
ever.
In the event that such an
'

(Continued or page 14)

FILM OUTFITS FILE FOR
1

FM, 4 TELE PERMITS

.

Washington, Jan. 30.
Film industry has applications in

sit-

BR0NST0N FILES DUAL
SUIT

with

FCC

lo build four video staand one FM staaccording to a survey, of new

tions on the Coast

FOR $4,350,000

tion:

Influx to Pictures

Brings

a subject that warrants a more expansive treatment: such subjects will
grow into feature productions with
Canadian themes and backgrounds."
Dinner also marked the inaugural

Club" consisting of

members who were with FP-Can
when it was founded in 1920. They

87

received a diamond-set lapel badge.
$100 Victory bond and engraved
watch: Subject to approval of the
War Labor Board, they will receive
additional two weeks' vacation
with pay from now on.
R. W. Bolstad. FP-Gan treasurer,
stated the company started out in
1920 with 18 theatres in Toronto and
Vancouver, now operates 311 across
Canada. J. J. Fitzgibbons, president,
was chairman at the dinner and
made the presentation.

WMC Quiz

•

n

—

SCHAEFER TO BECOME
V.-P.

I

.

George J. Schaefer, former president of RKO. will become vice
president of Lester Cowan Productions, according to reports. Deal is
aaid to be under discussion but as
yet has not been consummated.
Schaefer declines to comment on
the report but it's understood the
post would cover the business end

.

.

re

.

Al Cohen Leaves Rep.

For
•

Col.

.

Producer Job

WB

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Albert J. Cohen, producer at Republic since 1936, shifted to Columbia under a' contract calling for the
production of two to three top bud
gelers annually under general super
vision of Virginia Van Upp.
While at Republic, Cohen made 26

'

,

.

j

'''•.

,

Pictures, last of which
Carroll's Vanities."

).

1

-

'

was "Earl

.

I

total to

121.235.

i

studio to another.

'

made
to

War Workers'

on a small scale." said Zukor.
will be to establish
a small production unit in Canada,
making a series of a dozen, or so
short documentary -type films annually: not only (Or Canada but on
Canadian subjects- which we know
will be of interest all over the world.
From these features we expect thai/
now and then, we will come across

start

of Cowan's operations. Cowan
leases through United Artists.

W'

Great .Britain is up around
r over
over prewar.
1942. and 1 00
He

•

with

California applications.
Los Angele6, Jan. 30.
WPB
Samuel Bronston filed suit for
Warner Bros., operators of KFWB,
Philadelphia, Jan. SO.
$4,350,000 against Ideal Factors Corp.. Hollywood, have applied for the
Activity was brisk in film stocks tion of 25% below 1941, ranging from of New York. Walter E. Heller &
FM license. Metro already holds •
during the period from Dec. 11 to
(Continued on page 16)
Co.. of Illinois and five others con- construction permit for FM in Los
Jan. 10. according to the latest renected with the production of "Walk Angeles. Only commercial FM staport made public by the Securities
in the Sun" for United Artists; re- tion now in the state is Don Lee's
and Exchange Commission today
lease.
Charging "oppression and KHJ-FM at L.A.
(Tuesh
fraud" by the defendants in selling
In the television field, Warner,
Bulk of the movement reported
his interests in the picture without Metro' and Howard Hughes all want
during this period was in Universal
his knowledge, Bronston demands channels in the Hollywood area, and
Pictures' common stock, with heavifor
rights
and Hughes also wants to place one in
.film
$3,360,000
est sale coming through the liquida$1,000,000 as punitive damages.
San Mateo county. Onlx video outtion of the Standard Capital Co.,
Last Nov. 16, Bronston charges, he lets now operating, in Cal. are the
during which 26.500 shares were,
gave the defendant corporations his experimental
ones
owned
and
disposed of.
note for $650,000, due Nov. l'l, 1945, operated by Don Lee and Television
Paul G. Brown, Boca Ratun. Fia.;
with rights to his interest in "Walk Productions,
Inc.,
subsidiary
of
added 3.422 shares to his holdings
in the Sun" as collateral.
He was Paramount Pictures, both in Los
Hollywood. Jan. 30.
of. Universal, bringing his total to
deprived of his film rights, plaintiff Angeles.
20.022.
War Manpower Commission has declares, by a "pretended sale" to
J.
Cheever Cowdin, UniAt present there are applications
versal
City,
Cal..
acquired 6,787 appointed three-man committee to Ideal Factors for th.e amount of his for 26 commercial FM stations, one
shares as an indirect owner, through Investigate Influx of 'war workers notes on Jan. 6. He was not noti- non-commercial
educational
FM,
the liquidation; Whitehall Securities into "casual" extra acting ranks in fied of the sale, he asserts, and was and 14 video stations to be erected
Co. purchased 1.4f3 shares; Preston film industry. Move by Screen Play- never given an accounting of the in California.
Davie, Westbury, N. Y., purchased ers union to make availability cer- details...
989 shares as an indirect, owner tificates necessary preceded probe by
WMC.
through Standard Capital Co.
Pointed out that workers aren't King Leaves Rep. For
William A. Scully, New York, dis
posed of 800 shares "through error." required to have certificates for
bringing his total down to 100. extra Jobs during 60-day layoff
Selznick Agency Job
Ti-nde Mark Rt>glnUre<l
Charles Prulzman. also of New York, period before they can apply for
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
I'-OCNDIOD BY S1.MK SU.VKHMAN
other posts that demand certificate.
reported he held 7.000 shares.
Hugh King resigned as story chief l-iil.ll>
Weekly l>y VARIKTIY Inc.
Standard Capital's liquidation also SPU points out condition would be
KIU Kilvpi-iDKii, rrpfflUeni
Republic
to resume his old job
at
meant the disposal of 111,283 shares eliminated if certificates were retul W-nt 46lh -Si., N-w York I). N. T.
with
the
Selznick-Saphier
agency.
of Universal Pictures common war- quired and it would also raise ecoKing
Is
the
first
of
the
old
Selzrants.
nomic status of regular film players,
eunscniiyrroN
$M
FoielKn
Through the liquidation Cowdin who earn living solely In picture nick associates to return to the reAnnua)
$10
organized company. He was head of
Cents
SiiiKlf t'oiiloH.
acquired 62.316 additional warrants business.
the agency's story department for
Laborltes Prepare Stand
as indirect owner; Davie acquired
13(1
several
years
before
shifting
Reto
No. 8
Group of labor leaders who recentVol. 157
2.720 warrants.
public
last
May.
Other movement in the Universal ly met with Selective Service heads
are preparing recommendations that
warrants include:
INDEX
Paul G. Brown acquired 8.872; the studios immediately file form 42-A
Nip M-G Pic Again
35
Cheever Corp., 1.084; Whitehall Se- for all 4-F' workers under 30 and apBills
...
curities.
3.578:
Prutzman* 3.000; peals for all employees over 30 who
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
....39
Chatter
.....
been reclassified since the
Scully. 3,000 and Joseph H. Seidel- have
Metro's "Dangerous Partners/' re10
Film
Reviews
work-or-fight directive. Similar ac- tagged from the earlier title, "Paper
man 3.000.
''".
34
Harry Conn, Hollywood, disposed tion is being taken by building trades Chase." lost another director. Jules
other industries where em- Dassin has bowed out from the
of 512 shares of Columbia Pictures and
common, making his total holdings ployees work for more than one piloting chore, reportedly giving as
36
company.
his' reason that Susan Peters would
95.822.
.... 26
Inside Orchestra's
While group feels that all physr. not be able, to take the 'emme lead.
Two transactions were reported in
Paramount Pictures common stock: ically fit men up to 30 are virtually
Fred Zinneman took a suspension
.... 38
Literati
Stanton Griffis. New York, sold 850 certain of Army Induction, they be- a few weeks ago for refusing to dishares, and Maurice Newton, New lieve essential' industries should take rect "Partners"; Dassin then drew
.... 26
Music
every step possible to protect their the assignment. Film has now been
York, disposed of 100. .'
New Acts ............ .... 35
Albert Warner, vice-president of manpower supply. Particular stress turned over to Eddie Cann for helm.... 32
Night Club Reviews.
Warner Bros., sold 1.950 shares Of is being laid on getting understand- ing, with Signe Hasso in the Peters
.... 39
Obituary •".'.
that company's common, to bring ing covering "pool employees." for- role.:
merly classified as casuals, because of
.... 26
his total down, lo an even 219.000.
Orchestras
This
3
....
Monogram Southern Exchanges. their numerous employers.
Piclurcs ...
Curtiz's
Unit
.... 17
Inc., reported the sale of 3.000 shares group is given little consideration by
'Radio.
Hollywood, Jan. 30,
.... 24
Radio Reviews
Monogram Pictures common, draft boards, although hundreds of
of
Michael Curtiz may be another
2
....
Frank Scully ......
making its -net holdings 18.539. W. them were steadily employed. Let.... 31
Ray Johnston, Hollywood, added 700 ter was sent to Stale Selective Serv- producer getting his own unit at
shares, while Monogram Pictures; ice Director asking for recognition of Warners.
Mervyn LeRoy, who is the first
difference between "job jumpers''
UAIl.lt VARIETV
Inc., sold COO.
(PuNl.ilied Id Hollywood by
Loew's Inc.. New York, continued and men formerly classified as producer to have received an auWally Varlely. Lia.)
tonomous deal on the Burbank lot.
to buy up stock in Locwis Boston, casuals, but who are steadily em110 a Tear— 112 Foreign
adding three shares to bring its ployed although they go from one is already working on his initial

Imous Hlaycrs-CaTfadian, Ltd.

LESTER COWAN

biz by.

to

ficial company records), have been
obliged to maintain operations with
less film since
order L-178 was
issued.
This was an overall reduc-

ACTIVITY IN DEC. JAN.

promise* to find out later that these
cannot be carried out," it was staled
here by Adolph Zukor, present for
the 25lh anniversary dinner of Fa-

•of the ''25-Year

i\ot

uation, however.

At 25th Anni Fete
..

and who are now servicing

2,000 to 4,000 accounts more
than fh that year (according, to of-

toria,"

Paramount plans lo make films in
Canada but "will not make grandiose

show

contract

De MiHe May Go

similar problem conr

from

Anti-Trust Division would
Metro has closed deal for the
make its own probe, if it appeared screen rights to "On the Town,"
that the majors were being favored
musical in which the film company
in
the culup of the raw stock.
financed to the extent of approxiWhether the matter quiets down or mately
$62,000.
RKO also has a
goes ahead will be determined very
piece of the legiter.; Price has not
shortly.!
been revealed.
Metro has also purchased the
screen rights to two books, published many years ago, titled 'VicZukor Cites Par's

N

His next role
heavy,

....'•

A somewhat

Those
fronts: other dislribs also.
distribs who used film sparingly in

tion, the

Canadian Aims

new

a

Metro.

combe,"

UA

In addition to a Senate investiga-

inking

UA

:

result:

80.

Wallace Beery celebrated his
40th anniversary in

for raw-film ration-

Considering the number of schedv.p..
uled releases, Grad Sears,
in charge of sales, stated in Washington at the last session with the
War Production Board that
would have to cancel some commitments unless the raw film pinch is

their agents are entitled to a

10%

Hollywood. Jan.

ing purposes.

.

if

PRC

Arthur
Silverslonp.
homeoflice
representative of 20lh-Fox interna-,
lional department, who is in N.Y.
from London for a few weeks, stated
last week that picture business in

Wally Beery's 40th Anni

sult that the distrib was placed in
a group including Republic, Mono-

gram and

'42,

1001 Better Than Before the War*

STOCK

United Artists, among other distributors, is asking for a revision of
the approach towards raw film stock
rationing, contending that the use of
1941 as a base year was not an accurate estimate of the company's
position. At that time UA had very,
few pictures in release, with the re-

A

.

original

WPB

RI

FOR

Washington, Jan. 30.
Possible Senate Committee investigation into the raw stock allocation for- the first quarter of 1945 is
.rumored here unless proper care is
taken of the small independents. Allocations aye expected to be set to-

Up '40% Over

British Pic Biz

OTHERS BUT

UA,

production.

.

'
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THE KEYS
OF THE

WINGED
VICTORY

KINGDOM
Variety headlines

its

Held over! Moved over! In
spot after spot! And topping

country-

wide performance "Smash
"Great!" "Solid I"

!"

the gross-toppers

all

V

m
i
-

i-

1
is?

>t

*

.Bill

vm

m

THE
FIGHTING

.J

HANGOVER
SQUARE

i

is

9

>i

'k Is

LADY
IN

says/'Headed for
healthy receipts !* Just wafcn
it — Roxy,
New York, soon
M.

5-

P. Daily

3rd

TECHNICOLOR

week

of all-time record

crowds at the Victoria as
New York acclaims itl

I

V

9

all

0

*th

for the

long-awalHd

1

L-fctty SfliM's

A

TRIE

GROWS

IN BROOKLYN!
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PICTURES

Loews

Wednesday, January 31* 1945

Run

Unlikely to Adopt

Policy

At 2 B way Houses Despite Astor Loss
H

is highly unlikely that Loew's 4
adopt a run policy in either the
Criterion or Mayfalr, N. Y., following its exit from the Astor, which it
had had for many years as a run

Hollywood, Jan.

The

ci.chl.

played,

St flic

Tome

Wilson Draws Prize

Milri^WiiKip

dir., renewed, U.
Chns. Rozeli, actor, Lester Cowan.
Jack Haley, actor, RKO.
John Lloyd, author, Columbia.

Jean Yarbrough,

.

writer, Columbia.
Frances Rafferly, actress, Metro.
Ed. Blatt, prod.- asst., Ed. Small.

Tod Thomas,

.

'

Murray

-

J, O'Neill Taylor; cameraman, 20th.
Philip Dorn, actor, renewed, M.
Eric.Sinclair, actor, PRC.

JERSEY COMBO TO MULL

ORGANIZATION AT MEET
Organizational plans and a tentative form, of contract to cover the
proposed buying-booking combine
spearheaded by various influential

New

Jersey theatre operators will
be discussed at a meeting tomorrow
(Thursday) in Trenton, when a large
turnout of independent exhibitors

and

owners

circuit

the state

in-

Is

.

INKERS

WONT APPEAL

DISNEY PACT DECISH

major film com-

:.

Monogram, Balaban

On Strength

of

News

Hollywood. Jan.

Two-way
developed

drive

in

30.

Germany has

camoaign in Burbank, where Jack L. Warner' is
rushing all departments to release
"Hotel

a third

Berlin"

within

the

next 30

d?ys.

Picture has passed through the
shooting process and is now in the
editing rooms/ with double crews of
cutlers, mixers 'and clubbers working
night and day.
Meanwhile three
orchestras are readying Franz Wax-

& Katz, Morris
Leonard, chief B&K counsel, and
Louis Reinheimcr, theatre operator.
Verdict followed a tedious trial,
featured mostly by old records, film
contracts, etc., piled two- feet high
in front of the bench, during which
$3,000,000 treble,

sought

were

expected.

five years.

Dismiss

111. Theatre
Beef Vs. 5 Distribs

Chicago, Jau. 30.

Chi Theatre Plans Suit
On Lease Technicality
Chicago. Jan. 30.
Lessees of the Monroe theatre plan
.

court- 'action to define their rights in
possession of the the ss.se for several

Complaint filed
Colony
theatre.

last

November by

McHenry,

111.,

against five distribs, charging they
refused to house some-run of their
pix within scope of Article 6 of the
consent decree,, was dismissed last

more months following its sale last week by William
December to ;he Crown Building arbitrator.
Corp:, headed by James Jovah, oncrMcSwain explained

McSwain,

that the five
ator of the Globe Film Co.
distrib signatories of the decreeAction will be besed on a lease Paramount,
M-G, 20th-Fox,
.

technicality.

New

owners''

demand and

RKO— had

while

'

Warners

complied with Ar-

oU the house on March 1, ticle 6 by providing exhib some
the Monroe Amus. their,
products. Colony theatre
composed of Sam and Ed operated
by R. J. Miller.
Trinz and Harry Lpblincr, claim a
.60-day clause, which would allow
them to run house until Sept. 1. Spot
Y, to L. A.
has been operated by present lessees
Helen Colton.
for 15 years with subsequent runs.
Martin Field.
For awhile, two years ago, it was
Howard Herty.
used by RKO as its moveover house,
Ben Kalmenson.
aut deal didn't work out and house
Jack Mills..
nvierted to present policy.
possession

lessees,

Corp.,

•

N

of
is

the Nashua Theatres of Nashua
N. H., for "over $56,000." Under
the

laws .these damages

,anli : rrust.

if

may

upheld, plus attorneys'

-..-'

excessive,
"discrimiiialory.
unreasonable- and in violation, of
both the United Stales and California constitutions."
Suit declares two F-WC theatres;
the Strand arid Redondo, have been
paying approximately 25%. of all the
license fees collected from all busi-

lax

ganization.

Reported that .the N. J. buying
which expects to start functioning shortly, may not confine It
self to the mosquito state- but expand to the Greater N. Y„ Long Isservice,

land, Westchester county and lower
N.- Y: .state areas covered by the
N; Y; City exchanges. Although sev
erai: persons in the film business, in-

is-'

Redondo Beachi in addition
paying substantial city, slate and
Federal taxes. Refund, if collected-,
will be donated to charity.

SAG, Prods. Ask

NLRB

To Reconsider SPU Act
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Actors Guild is filing a

Screen

to

represent

producers

to.

the National Labor Re-

lations Board for reconsideration of
the certification of the Screen PlayPetition asks clarificaers Union.
tion of the award that gives SPU
jurisdiction over stunters' and bit
players as well as extras.
'.'

Meanwhile, SPU has asked NLRB
for an immediate denial and dismissal of the petition, charging "bad
faith and unfair labor tactics'' by
the producers.
.

...a

House is owned
by Leo Lane and Dave Blight

L.

I.,

to

its

books.

ville

atre

Development company and theby W. D. Joyner, of Gibson.

.

Potsdam, N. Y., Theatre Leveled
Potsdam, N. Y.. Jan. 30..
Star theatre was destroyed by fire

which firemen attributed to
an oil burner explosion. Loss is esti
mated at $40,000.
Jan. 24

Theatre, a one-story' structure, was

reopened

fire

last

February and

last

April

12.

Agnew.

Carlton

Alsop.

Mull

Lauren Bacall.

Jim Bloodworth.
Barney Briskin.
John Byram.
Jack Diamond.

Howard

sales

Films,

Ii.c.

Dietz.

'

.

Russell Holman.

Martin Jurow.
Dave Kapp.

Gene Lockhart
Kathleen Lockhart
Robert Montgomery.
Josepl Moskowitz.
Bill Ncwson.
Venita Oakie,
Manle Sachs.

Don Shaw.
Bill Stuhler.

Walter L. Titus.
Joseph Tushinsky.
Thomas
Walker.

last

indefinitely

N. Y.

IT0A TO MULL
DECLINING GROSSES

Claiming that grosses' are decreaswith the net affected due to. the
ncreased cost of film,' the board of
directors of the Independent Theatre
Owners Assn. of N. Y. has called a

meeting'

peeial

for

tomorrow

(Thursday) to discuss the .situation
and decide how to combat the problem.
is

The 1TOA, of which Harry Brandt
president, is made up of subseThe condition of which

quent-runs.

complains is not' necessarily apThe
plicable to business generally.
association
has long complained,
however, that runs down to those of
the "last" category have been suffering all along' because of the milking of pictures up ahead.
it

Goldman Wins Shorter
Philadelphia, Jan.

30.

William Goldman, ihdic exhib,
is embroiled in a court baltU
with the major distribs and the War.-,
ner organization over alleged mo-

who

nopolistic practices, last week won
a
"diversionary" skirmish before
Assn.
the .American
Arbitration
Four of his antagonists were involved.
granted Goldman's reThe
quest that his two mid-city houses
the Karlton and Keith's be granted

as gen-

—

\

Up

Ires
first

to

now

two Goldman

the

(hea-

had to wait two weeks after the.
runs before his houses got picdistributed by these three

lures

companies. He already has a sevenday clearance from Metro.
A hearing on Goldman's appeal to
the U. S. circuit court of appeals In
his

$1,250,000

damage

against

-suit

Warners, and the major dislribs is'
scheduled to get under way Feb. 8.
S. Attorney General's office
AviU also be represented at the hear-

Vanguard The U.

(David O. Selziiick), .was
tip for

AAA

seven-day clearance in Paramount,
RKO and 20th- Fox product after the
first
run houses— all operated by
Stanley-Warner.

discussion be-

ing as interv.enors in the case. Either

tween Neil F. Agnew, v.p. of Van- Robert- L. Wright or Wendell Berge
guard, and Selznick on the Coast will represent the Government.
Goldman's victory came as a blessduring the past week. Nothing as
.

Carl Dudley.
George Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Farnoli
Joan Fontaine.
Ava Gardner.
Mr.' and Mrs. Samuel Goldvvyn.
James. R. Graingei.

Ernest B.' Loveman.
Ray Milland.

Hugh Owen

manager, of

among matters
'

V

Owen Successor

Successor to
eral

'

to

'

damage.

in $20,000

damaged by

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil

figured

Clearance in Philly

North Carolina Theatre
Hit by Blaze; Other Fires

ville.

The Harry Brandt circuit, largest
buying-booking association in the
country.' reaches
total of 124 theatres, effective tomorrow (Thursday),
when it adds the Strand, Astoria,

Trial

petition coincidental with that-'of the

Blaze is reported to have started
in the boiler room in a basement..
Building was owned by Gibson-

attorney,

of 20th-Fox,
of ihe Shea

"ircuit.

before Judge George C. Sweeney
and jury in the U. S. District court.
Original cases were' filed in. 1939.

ing,

The N. J. exhibitor group, including Lee Newbury, Harry Hecht,
Dave Snaper. Eddie Lachmanri and
others, has retained Monroe Stein,
film

manager
manager

eastern sales
now general

to

Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 30.
Gay theatre at Gibsonville...was
gutted by fire January 15, resulting

.

'

ness in

cluding a couple N. Y. branch managers, have been sounded on the job
of heading the N. J. booking com
bine, nothing has as yet been set.

N. Y.
them.

•

'

:

Tax Right

.

association in process
includes
exhibitors
formation
who buy out of the N. Y. exchanges,
as" well- as those from the southern
part of N. J. who are served out of
l
Philadelphia. A total of 7P independently-operated theitres is already pledged- for the booking combine, this including the 19 last-runs
that
in
Associated
are grouped
Theatres of N. J., Itself a buying or-

.

A.

His report found for the Commonwealth Amus. Enterprises, Inc
of Boston, tor "over $21,000,"
and for

Suit Tests

City Council, demanding a tax refund of $7,947. Circuit' charges the

The buying

Eileen Barton.

man's score.

.

eases.

fees arid costs.

of

damages originally
hacked
by
Judge

Holly's ruling that statute of limitations of Sherman act. under which
suit was filed, limited damages to

Metro; Fox, Vitagraph, RKO, UA.
Universal;- Columbia and others
by
a group 6f New England theatres
found the court accepting Ihe master's report for the- plaintiffs in
both

be trebled

.

WB Hypos

Boston, Jan. 30
Second week of the 200G amitrust trial here involving Paramount

Week's testimony included that of
Jos. Slcrhad, art direct., E. Small.
Charles Morse of the Morse & RolhLex Barker, actor, 20lh-Fox.
cnberg circuit, who outlined the ex^
Allen Lane, actor, Republic.
tent of the damages caused by what
Geo. Blair, direct., renewed, Rep.
is
termed
the
monopoly which
Jim Basquettc, actor, Walt Disney.
forced the plaintiffs to use vaudeWaller, Wilson;, actor. Paramount.
ille, premiums, giveaways and
'run-'
Jos. -C:" Wright, art dir., 20th-Fox.
ing
gags
in
order to do business
Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Tom Noonal, actor, RKO.
hen
products
of the plaintiff's were
Power of municipalities lo levy
Y. De Carlo, actress, renewed, U.
On the
taxes on film house admissions will denied the ^small theatres.
Lotfis Nigro, singer, Metro..
stand
when
the court was recessed
be tested by Fox-West Coast in a
J; Grant, producer, renewed, U.
suii filed against the Redondo Beach 'was Edmund C. Grainger, formerly

-

,

directors, of

Publicists during the year
do the- hosting almost exclusively.
This year they look the foreign
publicity heads to Sardi's oh Australia Day, Friday 126).

City

.

.

Case of man biting dog cropped
in foreign field last week when
Australian newspaper correspondent? stationed in. N. Y. tossed a
luncheon feed for foreign ad-pub-

F-WC

Distributors

P.A.Y

panies.

Wallace Beery, .renewed; Metro.
.Tanis Chandler, actress, RKO.
Rbt. dimming*, actor, Hal Wallis.
'Rbfc'.Florey, dir., renewed, WB.
Tiirhaii Bey, actor, renewed, U.
Ella Raines, actress, renewed, U.

when

Fete

lip

licity

James Dunn! renewed, 20lh-Fox.

In Chi Trust S»it
trust'

Newsmen

Anne

.

Chicago. Jan, 30.
look, another
antirap on the "-chiYi. last week
jury in U. S. 'district court
here found seven of the 15 defend-,
ants originally named in the Thalia
of converting the Mayfalr. inio a run
theatre suit guilty and assessed damhouse, it is declared ihis is very images totalling S105.000-. plus costs, in
probable. At least there arc no immediate plans on that score. This favor of Thomas A. M.uVray". 'former:
same official added that there has owner of the theatre, following a
had
never been any thought of shifting three- week •'.-•trial:
defendants conspired
to
the Astor policy to the Criterion, a charged
weekly - change which force him out of business by preso-called
serves as principal outlet for Uni- venting him from showing first-run
versal pictures.
U his no contract pix, renting them instead to the
Milo, a neighboring house.
covering that house', however.
This is second time within a year
Assumption was that since "Meet
Me in St. Louis'' is. being crowded that a local exhib has won a suit,
out of the Astor .Sunday i.4) while filed against distribs under Sherman
anti-trust
act. consensus here being
still doing a big business, it would,
be moved to either the Criterion or there'll- be plenty more filed before
Mayfair. This assumption was ill- long, in view of the trend. Last
founded since Loew's has decided to crack at exhibs took place March 14,
throw ."St. Louis" into- regular re- of last year, when federal jury
nine guilty of preferential
lease at an early' dale, first playing found
the Loew N. Y. circuit second-run in treatment in block-booking, .return?
the usual manner,.
ing verdict awarding treble damages
The City Investing Co., which of 5360,000 to owners of the Jackson
owns the Astor, will run it on Park theatre. Latter is: ske'dded for
Loe\y's exit, with Maurice Maurer, re-hearing in April session of cirwho has the nearby Victoria, in cuit court of appeals.
In present action. Murray, who is
charge of physical operation Opening picture booked for house under 70, charged he was forced out of
City Investing" tenancy is "Princess biz in 1941, returning at that time to
and Pirate" iRKO-Goldwyn), which the same job as postal clerk he held
opens Feb. 9.
40 years
ago— before he started
showing one and twp-rcelcr.s at the
old Thalia in 1906.
Jury of five men and seven women, who deliberated five hours, returned the verdict before Federal
Judge William H: Holly."' setting
Hollywood. Jan. 30
damages at .$35,000. which, under
Screen Cartoonists Guild has an- Sherman act, is automatically trebnounced that no appeal would be led. Seven defendants, whose heartaken from the WLB decision in its ing of formal motions will be heard
contract dispute with the Walt Dis
by Judge Holly Eeb. 5.- arc 20lhney studio.
Fox, Loew's, In£ Capilol Film ExThis ended the union's request for change, Milo Theatre Corp.
and its
a share in the receipts of reissues prez. John L.
Manta; Van A. Nomiand television, and was expected to kos, pperator of 14
Chi theatres, and
lead to a quick settlement of all Henri
Elman of PRC and Capitol.
pending contract disputes -between Found
not guilty were United Artthe cartoonists and the cartoon pro
ists,
Vitagraph and RKO. Others
ducers.
let but (all having been -dismissed
a week previous for lack of evidence
of
conspiracy)
were Paramount,
Universal, Warner Bros., Columbia,
'Hotel Berlin'

at present., it. is pointed out lij^an
official of Loew's, and while it is
admitted that there wr.s some talk

Total of $77,000 by Master s Report

A. Bezzerides, writer, Par.
Blythe, actress, Universal.

1.

pictures

first-run during 1944 and sometime
back when it was known Ihe Aslor
was goinj; to be lost, but Metro had,
a lot of product on hand, and it »'»«,
proposed that the Stale stop playing
any second-runs. This was vetoed
at the time and that decision, it is
said, will not be reversed.
Metro is not loaded with product

England Exhibs Awarded

John T. Battle, writer, 20th-Fox.
Syd Bochm, writer, Metro.

Picture will be filmed in Technicolor with a' seven-star cast and
John Mochah doing the screenplay.

then, with increasing frequency

during the past couple years, it has
booked pictures for initial N. Y.
showings into that hou<c.

30.

Joseph Harrington, writer, Metro.
Cathy Downs, actress, 20th-Fox;

'

'.
Hollywood, Jan; 30.
Metro assigiied Carey Wilson to
showcase for Metro pictures. Nor is
screen version of Elizathere any intention, as reported, of produce the
prizeVwiiming
throwing the State on Broadway beth Goudge's $175,000
hovel, "Green Dolphin .Street."
into a first-run policy, although- now

_aiid

New

I

Studio Contracts

•will

•

:

yet

set.

ing to
'

(5).
He will head a fourth
newly-created sales division, embracing territories served by: the
N. Y„ Atlanta, Charlotte and New
Orleans exchanges. .When he was
formerly with Par, Owen handled

day

the entire east and southeast.

"

8
-

-

the other central-city

indie,

.

Owen, who resigned his Vanguard the Arcadia, owned by a syndicate
two weeks ago, rejoins Para- headed by Abe Sablosky. The sevenmount, with which he was formerly day clearance granted Goldman by
associated
for
years, next Mon- the three defending companies has

post

SEEK OYEBTDfE PAY

Des Moines, Jan. 30
Francis Kappler and Erma Jean
Sehullz have brought suit against
Republic exchange here for overtime pay.. Kappler, now in Kansas
City, was a former booker for the
exchange. He asks $1,645.60 and
Miss Schultz, now in Chicago, asks
;

$168.64;

been extended

to.

apply to the Arca-

which already has that arrangement with Metro.

dia,,

'

'Suspect

V

Radio Plugs

Six N. Y. radio stations will plug

"The Suspect," by means

of

Orson

Welles' dramatic, recording of new.
Universal, feature starring. Charles
Laughton and Ella Raines. The
set for
transcriptions have been

WEAF, WJZ,

WNEW

WOR

and

WMCA,

and WQXR, Film opens in
N. Y. today tWed,).
Platters will be employed as part
of bally on "The Suspect" in hey
cities.

Wednesday, January 31, 1913

Team

Capra, Briskin

PICTURES
185G EACH TO WARNERS

for Production;

FOR 1943-44 SEASON
Affiliation With Selznick
Hollywood, Jan.

who

Capra,

a corporation

foiiii

and make

Plugs Rival House
Memphis,

his re-

He

Army.

the

from

lease

upon

will start

Sam

Col.

recently

Briskin,

been settled as

own

for his

cial la

theatre.

SOPEG, Majors

yet.

Briskin will open offices immediin Hollywood and will negotiate release deal as well as select
story material -and prepare 'producately

Nearing Accord
Impasse on two-year contract, retroactive to last July is reported
near settlement in the conciliation
proceeding's
involving the Screen
Office and Professional Employees
Guild. N. Y. Local 109, CIO, and the
homcofflces. of five major producer'.

tion setup.

.

SKINNER-KIMBROUGH
DENIED PAR INJUNCTION

distributors.

Authors Cornelia Otis Skinner and
Emily Kimbrough last week were
denied their motion for a temporary

Unable to get. together with N.Y..
homcofflces on a deal to cover
whitecollar
workers, SOPEG recently applied to the U. S. Conciliation Service, which assigned James
Filzpatrick of N. Y. to hold hearings:
Several sessions were held but not
until last, week did it appear that
real progress was in sight.: Another'
^meeting is expected to be held toward the end of this week, with any
agreement, believed likely to be
reached, going back to October, 1943;
so far as. money is concerned. Home-'
offices
involved
are
Paramount,
Loew's, RKO. 20lh-Fox and Colum-

Injunction to restrain Paramount
from using their names as
characters in a sequel film to "Our
Hearts Were Young and Cay," soon
to be released as "Our Hearts Were
Growing Up." on which the restraining order is sought. Supreme Court
Justice Louis A. Valeote in New
York last week handed down the de-

•.Pictures

cision.

•

The court held thai "the contract
signed by the authors confers upon
Paramount the right to make sequels
of said motion picture, arid/or. continuations thereof," adding thai "the
contract also contains other provisions (ending to support Paramount's
contention -that it received from the
authors the right; to make a sequel in
which they were depicted as. characters, but- in which the -story was entirely fictional and. in no way based
upon the material: contained in the
authors book."
Valente further ruled that if the
authors desire an early trial they
may submit an appropriate order
,

.

.

bia.

E.

Thompson,

In

charge of labor relations for RKO,
is serving as chairman for the pro:

ducer-distributors.
Basic issues on which settlement
is
looked for include wage scales
and Increases based upon reclassifications, a closed shop, grievance and
arbitration machinery to cover dis
charges, seniority and a dues check
off.

addition

In

.

to

the

difficulties

which arose sometime ago with Par,
Loew's. RKO, 20th and Col, SOPEG

to the court.

has since become involved in a dispute witjp United Artists, where Its
contract expired a few weeks ago
but which has been extended for 80

Charges Infringement,

days

Sues 20th on lifeboat'

I

against 20th.-Fox last

pending conciliation.
FitzPatrick has alsb been assigned by
the U. S. Conciliation Service to sit
in

Charging infringement of his copyright dramatic composition, "Lifeboat No. 13," Sidney Easton. author,
filed suit

Major Leslie

'

on

this case.

ONTARIO EXHIBS IN

week

Y. Federal court.
Action charges that the Fox film.
infringed on his play,
Toronto, Jan. 30.
which he copyrighted in 1943. the
Owners and managers of film
company appropriating the. title and ;hoU ses in .afl
frai^'"olTontario °
gath"
mnvinif his
hie material.
mo ai< ol An
A n injunction,
mnin/'rmn
...
copying
cred for a one-day conference here
damages and an accounting of profits to organize plans
.protesting the in
are sought
tention of the Ontario,

In'.N.

PROTESTS ON NEW TAX

"Lifeboat."

'

government

to

Hollywood. Jan. 30.
William Randolph, who
under the pen name of

Charles
writes

.

Randall Faye. filed suit for $100,000
against Metro, charging that parts
of the picture. "Canterville Ghost."

were

..lifted

fr.om„tiis

levy a

new 10%

tax on

admis-

20%

tax

which is. levied by the Federal government
Anti-tax committee was set up to
meet Government officials after con
ference was called here by the Mo
lion Picture Theatres Assn. of On
tario and the Ontario Council of Independent 'Exhibitors. Trade unions
have already made known their disapproval of new lax. General opin
ion of theatre managers was that
.

own manu-

"You. Belong to Me."
Author declares his story was
submitted to the studio in 1943 and
returned after five weeks.script,

"nuisance lax" was unfair in that
pix are the only entertainment for
that

large

class

of

citizens

in

the

lower income bracket. Prime mover
of protest in N.A.
(Nat) Taylor,

MPTA

Kaye's Fabulous Chore
Hollywood. Jan. 30:
will need all his
in his forthcoming picture for Samuel Goldwyn, based on

Danny

.

Kaye

Lil

versatility

the

fairy

tales

of

.

will be

Barrymore

for 'Duel in Sun'

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Two stars of an earlier day, Lillian
Gish and Lionel Barrymore,
team up in character roles in "Duel
in the Sun." David O. Selznick production, slated to start this week on
location near Tucson, Ariz.; with
King Vidor directing.
Top roles will be played by Jennifer Jones and Gregory Peck.

In addition to playing the Andersen role, as story teller, Kayo will
•nact several of the roles in the

Mayo

Gish, L.

Team

Hans Christian

Andersen.

fables. Virginia
lead.

pres.

femme

•YOBKSHmEMAN' WON'T FLY
Hollywood. Jan. .30.
High cost of trick photography
under wartime conditions caused
RKO to abandon production of "The
Flying Yorkshireman."
Execs decided the film would require too
many costly mechanisms and too
.

many technicians.
Grade Fields and Barry

NEAL INTO 'TOKYO'

Washington, Jan.

«ad been pencilled

:

Fitzgerald

in for the top

'

|

30.

Hollywood's output is very much
in the saddle in Canada and will
probably continue so for a long time,
although there is a growing British
infiltration; according to a survey of
the Canadian motion picture industry just completed by H. M. Bankhead, commercial ..'attache of theAmerican 'Embassy' at' Ottawa.
The study is released here by
Nathan D. Golden, head of the Commerce Department's motion picture

How

Hollywood, Jan.

30.

Cigarette,
shortage
handed
George (Gabby) Hayes the biggest publicity break of his career.
Cowi-oke actor has made lay--'
outs for Life, Look, Time and

three fan mags, depicting the art
of rolling a pill; •

who was on

unit.

Salesmen Vote

During 1943. the study shows,
.were 1,269 theatres in Canada
plus 99 itinerant operators, who Car-

•there,

To Unionize

ried, portable equipment
to small
communities for commercial showings.
There were 205.820,197 paid

New York film salesmen present admissions at the regular film houses
Untermyer law firm; Samuel pledged themselves almost 100%. to and 1.051.065 for the traveling shows.
Schneider; vice-president, and Morris organize a film salesmen's union in The figures indicated' an average of
Solis
Schorr.
&
N. Y., at a meeting held Saturday .35.7"; of the seating capaeitv filled
Wolfi of Wolf, Block,
Cohen law firm, have been nominal afternoon (27 > to determine. if suf- at every performance.
Admissions increased in every
ed by directorate for election to the ficient sentiment existed to warrant
ex
nominees
All
immediate action in that direction. province in Canada during 1943. the
board of directors.
cepting Schneider have been elected Only two salesmen, of all those from jump being particularly noticeable
the 12 N. Y. exchanges, declined to in the larger cilies. Slightly better
directors of corporation by stock
originally
than
commit themselves. Both are em60% of the performances were
holders, Schneider having
been employed by company in 1924, ployed by one of- the Big Five com- double-feature.
;

and since 1926 he's been, assistant to
president HBrry Warner. Of five di
rectors nominated, only Wolf and
Friedman hold any sescurities in the
company as of last Dec; 1.
Proxy statement also shows that 17
persons in tompany's employ, including director of pictures, actors, etc..

panies.
At the Saturday session, called by
a' temporary committee to investigate the situation and sound out
sources on affiliation with either the
AFL or CIO, temporary officers
were chosen, including a president,
vice
president,
secretary
and
treasurer.
is
It
pointed out that since the
salesmen merely want security rather
than a contract covering wage scales
and general
working conditions,
.

'

but excluding directors and officers
of company, received in excess of
$100,000 each, during past fiscal ear.
Also that' 118 received more than
$20,000 but not more than $50,000. It
also listed James Cagney as former severe opposition to organization is
employee and participant in gross re- not looked for from t,ie f Irn comceipts of cetrain pictures as receiving; panies. Reported it was stressed at
$183,652 in past fiscal year " Serge the Saturday (27) meeting that the
Semenehko' was given $50,000 for salesmen should move cautiously in
services in connection with financing, setting tip a union and negotiating
while Price. Waterhouse & Co., audi- a contract, "avoiding labor methods
that would be inconsistent with the
tors, got $95,966.
importance of. the jobs."
A committee has been appointed
'

Metro Tests

In

'Velvet'

name for the OrganizaThe word Guild, rather than

consider a

tion.

Union, appears to be favored.
Jacob Left, N. Y., attorney who
the Unaffiliated Indesetting 10 tests runs for. represents
Exhibitors,
is
acting as
"National Velvet" during the next pendent
counsel for the film sellers.
10 days to determine selling terms
and release dates before the Lent

To Determine Terms

Metro

is

Five of the

period.

Loew houses with

tests will

the

be

in

others

$31,182,977 ADMISH

in

TAXES FOR NOVEMBER
Washington. Jan. 30.
The national admission tax bite
was a lusty $31,182,977 for November, according to the new Bureau of
Internal Revenue figures. This was,
roujthly. two and one-half times the
$13.048.'274 for

,

Long

AMUS. PLACES ON SPOT
VIA SLASH IN FUEL
Edict of the. Solid Fuels Administration cutting down the fuel supply
for places of amusement is seen as

having a

November,
were in

the lower rates
$1;000.000 above

Runs Force
Twin City Doubling
1st

1943,

when

on amusement

stales affected.

The only

possible theatre exception
will be New York and other large
cities' which are
fed by a central
<

heating
system.
The
houses are supplied by

Broadway

the City
which as ycl has not cut
heating needs of theatres;
However, houses in the rest of the.

Steam

Co.!

down on

somewhat of a jam
unless they have a fuel supply sufficient to last them through the critical period.

stales will be in

Currently, New York's Mayor LaGuardia is not contemplating any
restriction on the use of fuels in
places of amusement, but it's^een
that amusement spots will get less
preferential treatment with dealers
as'war plants and hospitals will get
the bulk of available fuel.

a

previous situation

earlier, in the. war,

arose

many amusement

spot operators converted from oii to
coal.
It now seems that those using
solid fuels are in a worse situation
than those with oil systems. The oil
situation
cal

is

shortly

expected to become critias supplies' are below

normal.

and

The

the $30,183,454 for

sharp'

effect,

critical effect

spots of all types throughout: the 16

When

independent theatres. Firsi of the
scheduled Feb. 1
in Miami.
Dietz.
Howard
Simultaneously,
Metro v.p, in charge of advertisingexploitation, is sending out a shooting script of "Velvet" to drama
desks in those situations where the
*
picture is to be shown.
tests is tentatively-

last

rise

few days have seen a
consumption beHowever, a

in fuel

cause of the cold wave.

October, 1944.

Broadway also enjoyed a good break in the weather is not likely to
month in November. .Collections cause any suspension of the restricMinneapolis. Jan. 30.
for the 3rd Internal Revenue Dis- tions because of the terrific consumpWith double featuring very much
trict, all of Manhattan above 23rd. tion by war plants.
on the increase in Twin City neighstreet,
showed a theatre tax of
borhood situations, exhibitors charge
$3,914,573, compared to $3,505,674 of
they're being "driven to it" by the
large number' of loop first-run ex-

October.
In
addition,
the ticket
20tb-Fox Credit Union
agencies slipped Uncle Sam $52,652
for the levy on their override, inDeclares Dividends
dicating very fat biz.
make for periodical shortages for
Broadway niteries likewise were
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
the neighborhoods.
"hot"
in
November.
They conDividends of lV-t'c were declared
The number of holdover pictures tributed $641,191 to the Bureau of by the 20th-Fox Studio Credit
downtown and the lengths of their Internal Revenue, almost a 50% Union, consisting of about one-half
engagements have broken all rec- jump above the $480,937 of the pre- of the.
lot's employees.
Outfit has
ords by. a considerable distance cur- vious month.
also invested more than $250,000 in
rently.
However, the Aster, only
War Bonds.
loop double feature house, and the
Over $4,000,000 has been loaned
Gopher, another "B" spot, in downAssembles
Vets since the benefit company was ortown Minneapolis, for example, clear
ganized in 1933. with losses on. un-.
around five "B" pictures a week.
For 'Expendable'
repaid loans listed at less than oneFrequently, it's declared, the "B"
half of 1%.
.-Hollywood, Jan. 30.
pictures are the only product availFord
John
has
Commander
able and the only solution to the
independent neighborhood exhibit- rounded up a crew of former servMetro's picture, "They
or's problem is to double feature icemen for
'

tended engagements which tie up
"A" product for long periods and

'

War

M-G

Crew

Were Expendable."

them.

RobL Pirosh /Missing'
Hollywood, Jan.

"Up

In

pictures

Arms" was one
he worked on.

rNGMD

Lieutt

Goldwyn Backs Up
Producers on Raw Film

supervise

30.

shooting

of

boat scenes';

rent, film

raw

.stock

crisis.

of prothe cur-

Samuel

Commander Joe August is Goldwyn on his' arrival In N. Y.
cinema tographer, and Commander yesterday (3d), declared that the
according
Frank Wead is screen' playwright. "creators" of pictures do not intend
wife from

Robert Pirosh. screenwriter,
ported missing in action,
to a wire received by his
the War Dept.

starring

Commander Robert Montgomery.
Championing the cause
Capt. Malcolm Brown is art director:
Capt. James
Haven will ducers over distributors in

is

Lieut.

re-

.

to remain subservient to the major
distributors in this issue.
Goldwyn stated that the major
question is whether indie producers

.

of the last

JOINS BING

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Hollywood, Jan. 30,
Ingrid Bergman, on loanout from
Neal will be the "First Man
at RKO, with Barbara David O. Selznick, will play the role
Into Tokyo
of a nun as co-star with Bing Crosby
Hale as femme. lead.
Filming starts in March, with J. in "The Bell* of St. Mary's" at RKO.
Filming starts Feb. 13, with Leo
Robert Bren producing and Gordon
McCarey producing ai)d directing.
Douglas directing.
"

.

American Diplomat Warns

Showing 'Em

Staub's 'Snapshots' Anni
Hollywood, Jan.

_

Tom

Pix

&

.

sions, this in addition to the

Joseph Bernhard,

leave of absence from Dec. 1, 1942, to
April 9, 1943. for duty with the War
Dept. Note is made that he was paid
at a reduced rate during this period.
He is. listed as receiving. $159,800 during fiscal year covered in. the proxy
statement.
Samuel Carlisle, controller and asP.
Stanleigh
treasurer;
sistant
Friedman, vice-president; Charles S.
Guggenheimer, of the Guggenheimer

"

Sues Metro, Charges
Piracy on 'CanterviUe*

In Canada,
-

ner were the two highest-paid officers and directors of the corporation
during the fiscal year ending last
Aug. 31, former receiving $185,900
and Jack Warner $185,000. covering
53 weeks. Next highest salaried offi-

for "Guest in the House" at
Loew's S,tale, expressing regret
he had been unable to get same

Lt.
dis-

charged from the Army. Production
affiliation.-' negotiations are reported
under way already with David O.
Selznick. which means United Artwould release, although that
ists
hasn't

Jan.- 30.

Most unusual ad was. that
placed in local dailies by Howard
Waugh, Warner theatre
manager here, for picture playing .an opposition house.
Waugh's ad- plugged heavily

will

at least

one personally-directed film annually, witlv several, others to be pro-

duced under his supervision;
Associated with Capra will be

Being Talked

4

30.

Plans lor postwar film production
have been announced by Col. -Frank

H wood Must Be Wary of British

Five directors are to be elected for
terms of two years each at the Warner Bros, annual stockholders' meeting to be held Feb. 20 at Wilmington,
Del.
Proxy statement sent out last
week with this notice reveals that
Hairy M. Warner and Jack L. War-

.

30.

Ralph Staub, who started Columa
Snapshots"
as
"Screen
in 1921. is readying the
"25th Anniversary Series!'
He was
upped to producer, in 1926. and has
bia's.

cameraman

1

producer complains because there is
not enough'vaw stock," he said, "but
they do complain that during the
war, the vast accumulation of finished film by producer-distributor
combinations is in effect a most daii_ a.rnu, »nd unsound hoarding."

been working at it ever since.
This year's series will .be devoted
to subjects covering the last quarter century.

must look to the Government or the
distributors for their raw stock. "No

P^RTEff

Wednesday, January 31, 1945

4*
(I

is strafing

that

stormy weather

with 4 more of the kind of hits
that swept the best-picture
awards of 1944!
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of
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voltage
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The broihcrs W.u ncr have gone' in
for unollKT l;isl;-tiii( o operation in
8 thriller called "Objective. Burni:i."
a yam about Ihc American p;iiiitrooper invasion of Burma. It has.
ramifications
Jap-a/rocily
ghastly
that will dis.-ipate considerable -appeal for Ihc temmes. but vvilli Krrol
Flynn for the marquee, ils general
boxofticc lure will prevail.

"Here Come
With Music ».

C'ostcllo

.

Co-Eds"

(lie

.Nlivrrer

Lalesl

boxuft'ice

a

is

•What
-Mildly

on

ok;:v

tin;: Is:

•Tahiti

(Musical)
iCoH. :Low-budget "B"; duallcr.
Nlglils"

"Blueltrard" iPRC).
One of
pi x to conic from this
horror story headed for
surprising business.

-

RAF

Hayworth. and
man.

Andrew.

Lee Bow-

pilot

"'

songs to good

Titlp tuhe

is

Comedy

bed setting and

Blair, in twin
with both attired' in

wpoleii underwear., is neatly contrived and excellently presented by
the two performers. One of the most
hovel and original presentations seen
in years is Miss Hay-worth in -front
of a movie screen, in which she hails
various characters from the projected
black-and-white film to conic down

.

and

join

The mohotonc-hucd

her.

characters walk off the side of the
screen to appear down front in natural colors. Number is a standout
in both design -and execution, with
great credit due to the technicians
and engineers.

•

Marc

plucked by Columbia
from his featured role iii the BroadPlat'i.

way "Oklahoma!" makes

sensa-

a

out.
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helped considerably by pres-

ical

college hepcat.
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gagged,
smartly
is
'Co-Eds"
smoothly paced, and. even the fa.
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ence of Phil Spitalny's nifty all-girl
"Hour of Charm", orchestra and
Peggy Ryan. Miss Ryan plays a typ-

Ilnn-

(IDOJ)

Mr.

U:ni.l.ill.
.Mi s.
K:in>|;ill.
Klilhil- t;iin.l:il]

ilrtVJi.

t.'i.l

.Alrui llnM
,
.... I 'uiiiilM Wnntlst
;....( 'I MiK S(cV«'nH
.

Kmini-y v'i';inp.,
.1:i. k
Lcsli-

tional debut early with.an improvised l.:ul(.n Af:i
..Iitlm A
solo dance to conform to «very type Km*
..... Miuy 'Son'osa
holds-barred .series, "The Man Be
DiiVTmi; l.i'w is.
I'V-im-is I'jiM'lot
hind the Gun,"' has scripted "Burma," of music coming over. the radio, and It
lMi* Mou.lil. h.
M.i mu t K'tm>on
his -finale stepping to a haranguing
along with Lester Cole. This'adapta
Til- .hi.li;.',
.Ofiii cn t'-nlfwiii
..
speech by Hitler is a showsloppcr. TlH' I'l-iifi^HtT. ....
tion of a story by Alvah 'Bessie like
.t;<Miiv> .>i* a'li
in «>tii ri.-iH.-n...
.J;i(-U i':(l*ri|lll
wise pulls no punches in conjuring a Although Platl briefly appears in a
Tony.
-Km yk Purlin
picture of the type of enemy we're few other dance numbers with Miss .Svf-ll.l
DUr'll.
..... ..fi-*!m Qu:il(in
Hcyworth. his entrance insures, his Tli" J'Htin
fighting.
ii-ii>r.
'li^Hti'r Clni'
Flynn gives a quietly restrained sticking around films. Plait slips into Ciisinnji v In M usii
...... Irvliyn li-tfiin
V-lirf W.H kcr.
Hiii'Mhim Itiitu ii
performance as the contingent's a straight acting spot in ihc proceed;SIK Arim
U'*
leader, while supporting players who ings' and does exceptionally well for
Tilt t'hU.l.
Ann r.jiwrein-i'. M<hi:i l*'r
a camera newcomer.
also perform capably are Henry Hull
tt<:iti.
mltv;i \<\i)H, Mli-la*y K n|i
.ltihnu>
A
Miss Hayworth. turns in a capable
as a- war correspondent; William
nl.
Ihiuou: .Inlin ('iilKln-4. itd-li
performance.
dancing :i|il Wlmrr. .John SliPilikm, .In. Ann \l:uPrince/James 'Brown, George' Tobias, all-around'
Imwi*.;
I'liiny
magnificently,
pjirMOi*.
..Ti-nn
Siilllvjiii,
effectively
L"n
pulling over
Dick Erdman and -Warner Anderson.
(Ir^nory MimnliMn. .lolui Slu*ff
!
the
-song.
'numbers
and
scoring
solRaoul Walsh's direction is topA lilt
idly in the starring assignment. Bowflight, and so is the camera ing of

miliar routines are given new twists.
The gags or bits cover- the field from
face-slapping episodes, down
the
through a comedy wrestling match,
mad
basketball ganie. »
farcical
scramble in a kitchen, to the payoff
chase sequence. One of the funniest
scenes is in a restaurant where Loti
Costcllo encounters difficulty drinking his oyster slew and winds up
being leered at by a pugnacious. live
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Yarn is one of those things, showing a moss-covered, tradition-bound
temme college that's stirred out of
its lethargy by Abbott and Coslello.
These two get jobs as caretakers at
the school when Slats Abbot I ) publicizes his dancing sister as waniing
She
to earn coin lo attend school.
wins the scholarship.' much to the
vexation of Charles Dingle, chairman of the college board. He holds
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James Wong Howe. The other pro- man

1

line as the romalitically-inclined pilot, while Miss Blair catches
is-

"Roughly Speaking". Iransference.
attention as the show's ingenue with to the screen has resulted in a gena refreshing and personable delivery. erally tedious tale of the life of an
Bales, Ernest- Cossart and Pro- American girl not particularly typ
Toniglil anil Kv«>rv Nifthl Miss
fessor Lamberli show to advantage ical;— from 12 to 50. Filled with many
and disconnected episode's
(MUSICAL; COLOR)
as most prominent in support, al- minor
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
though Lainberti's xylophone spe- over 12S minutes, picture will hit
'.tlllllri:! ri
:ik- uf Vli-lm- S:ivllK< iiiihIui-cialty should have been clipped some- nominally profitable gait in thesi
tliiii.
Si:n-.^ Uitu
Ifiiywni-ili: ri'iiliiioM l.-f
days of lush b.o., mainly on the. mar
what.
fi<i\vlil:nl. J:ll-"L llhilr, Mtili- I'Jnlt ilml
^-Hquee
voltage
of Rosalind Russell and
IIiiMibi.-.
j'liiilui-.'il .-mil illrP'-t«>il liy S:t1 ItVictor Saville is credited with; bolh
vllli-.
liy
S.-r,..-M|ilnvl,*vwcr S.nliiufls innl
producer and director chores. He Jack Carson in the starring spots.
AlH-in J.'ln>(,.l. li:,i",i „ii pl.iy. "Il:'ji:- iS ihr
Brief prolog of the 1902 period indefUy paces the story portions.

ductional accoutrements are likewise
Kttliii.
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"Tonight and Every Night" is a
tpprank fllrnu.sical with plenty of eye

and ear enftrtainmenl, diverting
classes

all

of audiences. With
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keys, .with what's on the screen a
"Thunderhead
Son of Fli<ika,"
cinch to create plenty of fast and 20th -Fox's sequel to "Mjt . Friend
favorable word-of -mouth.
Flicka," is a worthy successor. 'A
"Tonight" has plenty of pace .in its simple outdoor idyll of a rnnch lad
backstage talc, which gets slightly and his horse, it has the same -reaway from regulation formula to freshing quality of its predecessor
carry adequately the many show- and a similar appeal, s It's set for
manly production numbers, Setting good biz throughout.
is a flve-a-day music hall in LonStory, like "Flicka," is Aimed on
don, which carries on with dally per- open ranges of Utah and Oregon,
formances during the blitz through with its rolling country, gorges and
-

•

Cill«

for

Rila

Hayworth slarred, picture has strong
marquee dressing for getaways in the

'

u'nion.

;

Wear..

lions.

Original biograpliy of Louise Randall Pierson, who came to the studio
lo prepare the screenplay, is a rambling drama for dashes of comedy
and family crisis along; the route. Di-

rector Michael, Curtiz deftly etches
his' characters, but he's burdened
with too much, and a too-loose script,
to deliver a compact job.
Miss Russell is spotlighted effectively as, the girl who's determined
to* be a success but who finds vicissitudes of life too great to overcome
until her fifties, when prosperity
finally smiles.
Carson provides- a
strong performance ns the alwayshappy husband and pal of the grow-

the courage of the performers, hills. In its Technicolor dress, set,^ft«de4b^ AMErican-bom Miu Bay- ting is a natural, -with beauty of back- ing
.

.
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I\i'ni-k (r>Kinrc

-|<|il:iln

IllllllilPx

kids.

comedy.

which

'.

farce,

lingerie

.the

in

line,

is

slumped for materials because of silk
shortage due to war and is dependent
upon Clarence Kolb, a blticnose competitor, to get materials. He's also
stymied. for gas and deputizes Richard Lane, his playboy butler, to hire
extra riders for his car to solve this
problem, so he can have a greater
ration via share-the-ride. Lalter sells
idea to Veda Ann Borg. stran'ded
vaude performer, who moves the
other gals into the tycoon's menage.
It all adds up to a galloping frolio

-

Woods, Andrea King, Bob-

:

of mistaken identities una the usual
other farcical' ingredients to keep
Errol in hot water throughput.
Errol is at his best. Miss Borg does
all right by the flashy blonde per-

,

-

:

former, the title role, with Lane doing a nifty job as playboy-butler:

There Is a brief romantic interest.
handled nicely by Michael St. Angel
and Elaine Riley. Other support roles
Hi'e capably handled.
Leslie Goodwins has directed at required-. galEdna.

loping pace.
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A

light, low-budget love story \yitl|
six songs of South Seas motif.- "Tahiti Tlights" Is a "B" ror the lower
rung on duals.
Story relates how an American
bandleader arrives on a Tah.itian Jsle
and finds that arrangements have
been- made to marry him oft' to the
princess of one of the tribes.
,

.

"Let Me Love You Tonight." by
Mitchell Parrish and .Rene Touzet, u
the best tune in the picture Hnd. of
course, has long since been exploited
for sock response; Others, composed
by bandleader Harry .Owens, are just
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a mortgage on the school and il lakes
a concert (.by .the Spilaluy band),
fair. Jinx Falkenburg. starred, and
then the screwball wrestling match
remainder of cast go through their
and, finally, the payoff basketball
Direction is
stillcdly.
game, to raise the money, lo lift the paces rather
and production values are
slow-paced
mortgage. Script has Spitalhy in for
Sten.
negligible.
closcups as professor of music appreciation at the girls'- college. He looks
the part.
I'flC -PiotlirOH l^lrnMi- uf l.f.,11 Kr.-illkrBi..
Of the seven tunes by Jack Brooks
|,i-,hIiii'.i-i-.Mq|-|[A
and Edgar Fairchild. "I Don't Care If ln'iiillli-lloll. (AhuOi-Iiiik
.Miitmcy.)
Keui m-»»it .Inlin i\iii'.-i,liiu\ Jeff"
I Never Dream Again." "Jumpin' on
01I'lirkor. NIIn -\i.lli"v. I.iiilvvi^- .-IlsmI.
Saturday Night." and "Some Day, ixM^ort ^y KilRiir (.'. l.-hniT. Si-r«i.ii|il:i.v by
Ai-nola
liy
We Will Remember" loom as best. IMnrro -O^iulron rmiii m-iKiii:i]
•-niiii'ra,
There's also a comedy number. -Let's I'lillllim innl AV'M ii.-r II. l-'ui-Hi
.Im-li'.y A. Kclmlcl: .-.III
Cull IMlimhi. -\t
Play House," that's catchy. It's done llruolclyn Sli-anil.' work uf .l;m. -*i. '-I'.. ,huii.
by Costcllo and Miss Ryan for top HiniillllK Hill". II. AIINS.
.Jnlin
i-iuline
Hi, 111.
laugh returns. "Dream Again." which
.).-: • IMrk^r
appears lo be standout song, is the l.iii-lUe
NJIh Amber
niihcclor l^fevre.
offering of the Spilalny organization, I.nmni'ln
.n.h. h: siokx*.!
•,,1'ui' I'l'iiihroke
with Evelyn. Mcda and Kathryn IliKncrlfii- H|.iiiii-iI

Script by Lesser Samuels, and Abem troduces the character played later
Frankel is compact and interesting ?s- an adult' by Miss Russell. Louise
Randall's the 1,2-year-old daughter of
in both situations and dialog. Jack
Cole v.
Val Raset expertly staged a New England merchant whose
death discloses a small estate to take
t'
un >s .dance numbers.
Picture'- is lavishly mounted, with care of wife and. two girls. Deter- spotlighted. Given superb mounting,
mined,
.to. make her own way in llicf
a real click. "Jumpin"' .is entirely
the out,<- -:iding Technicolor photography.
Tudolph Mate, adding then man's world of business, the a triumph for Miss Ryan, youngster
ambitious Miss -Russell takers a busi- putting over Vh'c ^wingeroo tune vomuch to the overall effect
Walt
ness course to wind up iii New Haven cally and -with her clever tapstering.
and njarry a ;Yale student and bankJohn Grant, originally from musiThnnd<>rh<*atl—
er's son. Donald Woods. Latter makes cal comedy, who's done scripts from
of
.-slow- progress in business, pair raise the A.-&-C..lcam ever since they beFlicka
a brood of four' youngsters, and he gan to go places, did well by the
(COLOR)
finally departs for another woman. comedy dub on -Ine production- end..
iiiih-(. iix n..|(.uh» ,ir itniiot l):i.Jsli>r iiiiiShe then mcels and falls in' love with He's also responsible for IhcVscreen
ilui-lliiii.
l'*i'i|liiiiV Itml'ily
MrDinviill. Pi-iwllill I-'OSH-I-.
Clin .ll llllSllll. ni.TCHll liy TrfllllH Carson, happy-go-lucky gambler who story, along with. Arthur T. Herman'.
Nlnk.
S.-OTli|ii:iy.
Dwljjlil ruinniliiH iin.l
vows 'to settle dowii; It's a happy Jean Yarbrou'gh's direction is aces.
D.il'ilhy
Yosl. -Iiimoil mi nu\-M liy' M:n-y
U'llaiii: f.'iiiu'iii.
Cluirli'.H
Dnrltp; riMlur. marriage, with the trials, tribulations George Robinson did a particularly
X'li h
J)i>
AUiiriilii;
imiAli..
Cyiil .1. MiH-k- and haphazard fortune's of the group fine camera job.
ililei':
miiiiliiil
cllmiinn. Hum Nrwinnn.- displayed iii detail through, the years
Support, headed by Martha O'DrisTr.nlCKli.in n In N. Y. jnn. 2<:,
ItiiiliilnK
until outbreak of the present, when coll, Lon Chancy, Donald Cook and
TH JIINH.
llilli-.
three of- the now-grown boys enter Bill Stern, (as sports announcer at
Ki'll MrlriiuClllln.
L.ll.iUily Millnwdll
service to leave the parents with basketball game), provides strong
Hull .Mi'LhukIiIIii..
:.
I'l-'-i'lun
I'osltfin.-:ii>.
chins
up
for
eventual
family
re.:
Ulln. JiiliiiHon
background for the comedy gyrn-.
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Errol,

(WITH MUSIC)

understanding mother and Diana
Hale 'the amusing little busybody.
James Bel reliably enacts the ranch
hand again.

liuii.',.

. .

.

vAnn

.

.

is geared strictly for the duals. Also,
it will give Leon Errol fans a field
day> since he carries most of the burden and grabs the majority of laughH
throughout the gossamer interludes
of a thin but more or less entertain-'
ing yarn.

the

.

.sun.

.

nednionrt.

Bore

Bllbrock

r.y.lla

redeems ilscif by saving Ken s life
and rescuing the rancher's herd from

.

(inRllpinl....
.McL'heisoli.

RU«y

.

more often than not borders on

ii

.

.

...

ing cast.
Picture- has been given expensive
production mounting, with numerous
sets required to -bridge the long period covered. Photography by' Joseph
Walker is of high- standard llirough-.

Wear.

his assistant.

WiilKnn

in

specialty handled by Miss

...... K);i in*
.Veda. Ann

.

Ken partly
train him for racing.
him towards victory
in a county meet till horse pulls tendon. Thereafter Thundei-hoacl,., when
he "recovers. -is used only as Ken's
saddlehorse. until finally the horse

march tempo, "You Excite
Me" is- a torch number, while "Any--,
where" looks .like the best bet for
pop attention. .,

Hayworth and. Janet

.

'

i

effect.

.«•»<

.

Aiinli*

and

patriotic

.

..

FowUr.

Mrs.

1

addition to several excellently
staged, dances by Miss Hay worth, latter is presented as singing a few

,,

I'rtt..

from, fighting .each tlmi. Htui-H Ituil AhhuM, r.un i'<ihh.<Mci; fo;i(meg I'egKV Rymi, .U.irdin (VDi-l.Hnill.. i.un
tipie they meet, until the death strug*:litnioy,
DonHld. Cuok.
ViUl
Hpli;Ony'V
gle at the close.
'llnui*- of Charm'.'- dll-h lrl
nivhVMira. r»lRoddy McDowall again plays the ccteil by J*>im Yniljiniinh. Si-ivoiipliiy hy
rancher's son,- as in /"Flicka,
with Aitluir T. noi-niHn uiid .luhn iti-nuc, b-iHeil
Aii.Nlory
.lfurnViunn-:' •;iint»i':i
hy ICdmuml.
shy: appeal,
exhibiting,
however,'
looi'dft
Hoblnson;. cdUor.. Ajlliur. HHinn;
more of the practical rancher than Hpicla)
ramora work. ,U*\W l*. Kulnni huhk*
the kid dreamer in this film in try- liy Jnok Brooks, l-Mciir l-'uhchllJ.
Pre-.
'i.v
ing to tame Thunderhead. Prcstpn vrcwoa ni nrco rwin'Sf,. s. v.. :u*h.
Foster play's the rancher, father with Uunnliiff lime, »8 .MIXS.
Hull .Viliuli
warmth. Rita Johnson is again the Slulfl

Iii

nronklrrt

I«H)» Errol
.iHk'liHi-d fcani
..Mlcbiiel m. Anir«)

,

Mr. Da foe...
Mtk. .DafM. ,

;

.

\Vin(am B

\V,
Alitra.

Hoy Hunt. Ar

Cynthia.....

.

worth and the persistence of impresario Florence Bales.
Romance
is quickly developed between Miss

^Kdwnivi "

editor,

J.
..

I'omeroy,,,

r

distrib;

tions in a similar gem C; and conv
parisons are inevitable -.with the
latest objective. •Burma" may not
have the accelerated, pace ol the olh-,
ers but its overall effect is achieved
despite a script that could have- been
cut by half ah hour,
Yarn deals with a paratroop contingent dropped behind the Japanese
lines in Burma to destroy a radar
station. The chutists achieve their
objective but .while returning to a
designated spot to be picked up by
?ilancs and flown back to the base
hey're overtaken by Japs. Then follows a series of exciting, experiences
by the'' troopers. against .overwhelm-,
lng odds.
The film has considerable movement, particularly in the early- reels,
and the tactics of the paratroopers
are authentic in their painstaking deHowever, while the scripters
tail.
have in the main", achieved their purpose of heightening the action, there
are scenes in the Anal reels that
could have been edited more closely;
There will be many who will shudder at the horror of American soldiers suffering the tortures at the
hands of the Japs, as viewed late in
the pic. and if "Burma" achieves
nothing else, it 'will at least have accented that complacency should have
no place in pur dealing with the
Nips.
Ranald MacDougall,- who achieved
an enormous rep with the CBS no-

-

white; stallions

belter

"Air Force" and "Destination. Tokyo" have been other Warner opera-

dered nation but one in which
lighting continues and food and
every-day
conveniences
must
await a later day. It is remark?

M, Y..

time, 11

'

county and stolen its marcs. Fact
that albino has sired Flicka,-' mother
of. Thunderhead, doesn't stop the two.

comedy,.

rnmem,

Vow ler.

ert Hutton, John Sheridan. Jean Sullivan and Robert Arthur are most
prominent. in the extended .support-

a wild albino (hat .lias terrorized

iRKO).

a
Blende'-*
phipriniitiiig

Urodney;

the most succinct
Is
of Italy automatically
suffering the fate of a surren-

Short
oloseup

able spot reporting of the execution of Police Chief Carsuo

T

wow.

;

ReatuM*
St,

"Report

of Time's latest
Italy."

between two magnificent white stallions, .gives pjc some peak moments
of excitement.
Background music
also rales nu-ntion. especially towards
emphasizing its drama.
Thunderhead is a wild while eolt
foaled by Flicka. Ken, the horse
ranohcr's soil, tries to break him and
'

'

ilj)

Abboll-

.

on

.

succeeds, riding

i'

.;..n

March

.

of

Rosalind Russell and Jack Carnominally
son
required
for
inolilable biz.

..lit

I

.

iWB).
American

Speaking:"

Too-long

RKO r*l«tM of Ben Sloloft protluctlo
ictlon.
Ijton Krrol. Kk-lmnt Tjine, Ml "
Augtl. Blaine lllloy. Vein Ann h«,
alraotM by Leillo Qoodvvlnn. (k-reenDla

Vivid and gripping, Including,
a number of ghastly scenes, is

.
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(he hunt rur an equine killer. And
the horse race, as well as the light

"Tliuiiderheari— Son of 'Flicka"
color >, Charming ranch
idyll sequel in technicolor will
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Technicolor,
lent filniusieal
with Rita l.Iaywoilh in -tarring
spot. Plenty b.o.
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Burma"

'•Objective,

Errol Flynn in war film due for

Si'i-ren-

OrulKu Alio:

.ll'i'.l.'i-.

Wednesday, January 31, 1945
ground continually Intruding Into
yarn.
Shots, too, of herds of horses roaming the raiigc, always intrigue, as do
brief scenes of a horse warily nosing a porcupine or violently killing
a rattler. Though story is simple one
of a boy rearing a colt in hopes of
malting him a racer, pic contains
drama throughout, as in vnrious
stages of breaking in the horse or
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Gets 30 Days, Fined $100;

OK'd Too Many' Standees
Because he permitted 295 people
stand in his theatre last Jan. 13,
owner of Gloria
theatre, Brooklyn,"' Nv Y., dre\v
H0day jail sentence and was fined $100
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of the best pictures io
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production

mill,

the

PRC

"Bluebeard" is a horror Illm that
should be able to bring good returns
as the' top film on neighborhood,
.;

duals.

'.

Locale is Paris in the 10th century.
John Carradine gives an excellent,
portrayal" of an artist with an un-

':

controllable desire to strangle his
after he has painted their
portraits. Jean Parker, as one of the
models, gives one '61 her beltei'';' performances iti bringing the killer to'justice. Others who: help make this
chiller topflight arc Nils Asther, as a
member of the French Stircte. and
Ludwig Stossel, as an art dealer.
Production has sonic expensiye setSlcn.
tings and pretty costumes.

models

to"

Samuel Koenig,

SEQUEL

P-T'S 'EXPOSED'

V

.

Hollywood. Jan. 30.
produce
will

Pine-Thomas unit
by Magistrate James M. Fawcett In "Over-Exposed", as
Brooklyn municipal court.
"Double Exposure"
Action came after he pleaded release.
'

.

.

a
for

'

sequel

to

Paramount

:

guilty to violating, the fire department safety ordinance of. "allowing
too many 'standees.

Script calls for the same set of
characters, .-with William Gargan
starting.-

.

CUTTING AMAZING FIGURES HUH* COAST TO COAST!
Collections Every

Show . . . Every

Seat I
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PICTURE

12

'Song' Sock 120G, N. Y.: 'Burma,'

'Brown' $13,000, Mont

Shaw

new shows

arrived

made, "On Arrival," which came to
Its
the Republic, Saturday (27).
getting nowhere at a poor $6,000, but

Cold
remain over anyway.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 60-$1.20)—
weather for more than a week now
Objective Burma" iWB) and the
hasn't seemed to cause any appreciable damage nor does the heating Artie Shaw orch. Business in high
scare appear to discourage fllmgoing. gear here this week, with socko $67,Music Hall, with "Song to Remem- 000 or over seen, and holds. Last
eek. sixth for "Hollywood Canteen"
ber" plus its usual stage presentaWB) and Lionel Hampton orch. a
tion, is doing what amounts to holiday business at $120,000 or close, ter- bill that turned a fine profit here,
Also socko is the Strand bill of was $38,800, oke.
rific.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Objective Burma" and the Artie
Shaw band, which looks to get Fighting Lady" (20th) (3d wk).
Due to length of Naval documentary continues at a
$67,000 or over.
second week haying
pace,
picture, over two hours, house is great
opening early and grinding late in ended last night (Tues.) at spiffy
order to get in four or five stage- $24,000, Initial seven days went to
a sensational $35,000, new high for
shows.
Roxy has a strong business-grab- this, small-seater. Substantial run
ber in "Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" appears assured.
and the Cafe Zanzibar revue, with
initial seven days through last night
clocking $85,000. At the Capitol the
going is also fast, first week for
"Thin Man Goes Home" plus Frankie
Carle orchestra, Marilyn Maxwell
and Johnny Morgan looking a very
Palace on Frisubstantial $70,000.
day (26) came in with a winner
will

',

Dinner-Stager

1

in

respectively.

"Keys of Kingdom" looks
terrif

$40,000

in

first

State-Lake.
Estimates for This

six

set for

days

at

Week

Apollo (B&K) (1,200: 55-95)— "To.
gether Again" (Col) (2d wk). Smash
$15,000.
Last week, colossal $20,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-95)—
"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par), with
Carmen Cavallaro orch on stage.
Mammoth $60,000.
Last
week,
40-80)— "Doughgirls" (WB), with
Heriny

$17,000.

Paramount (H-E) (3,000;
"Till Meet Again" (Par) and "Girl Youngman, Kitty Carlisle and
Chad,
Rush" (RKO). Sock $13,500. Last wicks heading stage show, husky
week, "Carolina Blues" (Col) and $39,000.
"Tars and Spars" revue on stage,
Downtown (Barger) (1.600: 44-95)
strong $15,000.
—"Under
Western Skies" (U), with
Oriental
(H-E) (2.040; 40-80)— Ann
San Francisco, Jan. 30.
Corio and Stepin Fetchit on
Near-sensational biz continues to "Princess and Pirnte" (RKO) and stage. Trim $16,000. Last week, "Gal
pack downtown firstruns. Orpheum "Youth Runs Wild" (RKO). Husky Loves Music" (U) (2d run) and Jimbroke the house record last week $5,000. Last week, great $7,000.
my
Lunceford orch, $14,500.
40-80)—
Muslo Box (H-E) (1,000;
with "Song to Remember," and is
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 55-95)— "Con.
solid on holdover. "Have and Have "Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Trim
quering Hero" (Par) and "Dark
Not" also is big on second week at $4,500. Last week* neat $5,500,
Mountain" (Par) (3d wk).
Good

Fat 28G, Frisco
.

.

the Fox.

.

Estimates

for,

This

i

Me

and "Meet
'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
•sBrutal weather continues and it's
Nothing
costing everybody plenty.
out of the ordinary except perhaps
combo of "The Fighting Lady" and
'Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" at the
Harris. "Lady" is the chief attraction. "Frenchman's Creek," at Penh,
way below expectations. "Dark
Waters" is onty getting by at Fulton,
and "Princess and Pirate" is dropping in half in h.o. at Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea)
40-65)
(1,700;
"Dark Waters" (UA). Well liked by
crix but the weather's giving it a
pounding. Will be lucky to get $6,5O0, but may stay extra three days to
give "Keys of Kingdom" 20th) Saturday opening. Last \veek. second
of "Suspect" (U), over $5,000.
Harris (Harris) (2.200; 40-65)
"Fighting Lady" (20th) and Sunday
Dinner" (20th).
Good thing for
"Soldier" it has Navy's brilliant documentary to back it up. "Lady" will
be chiefly responsible for hangup

day.

St.

Nice $25,000.

Have Not," tall $36,500.
.Paramount (FWC) (2,646;
of

Kingdom".

55-85 )—

thumping

(20th), 2 days,

Last week, "Hearts,"

so-so $12,000.

ST. LOUIS'

Grand

LOUD

$24,000.

$18,000, K. C.

(RKO)

$9,000..

(i,150;

55-95)—

"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Enter
Arsene Lupin" (U) (3d wk). Solid
$10,500. Last week, fancy $12,000.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 44-95)—
"Eadie Was Lady" (Col), with Clyde
Lucas orch and Phil Regan heading
stage show. Fine. $27,000. Last week,

Louis" (M-G), 1
Last week, "Have

"Hearts Young, Gay" (Par), 5 days,

"Keys

Last week, tidy

$7,000.

Week

Fox FWC) (4,651; 55-85)— "Have,
Have Not" (WB) (2d wk), six days,

14%G, PITT.

the Window"
when
opened in an exceptionally big way.
On the first week, house should clock
a great $44,000. All these shows hold
over.
Two new pictures open today
(Wed.), "Roughly Speaking" at the
Hollywood and "The Suspect" at the

"Woman

30.

all solid, especially

.

United Artists (Parker)
Strand (United Amusements (715;
35-45)— "Kitty O'Day" (Rep) and 80)— "30 Seconds Oved Tokyo" (M"Enemy of Women" (Rep). Fairish G) (5th wk). Good $9,000. Last week,
Last week. "Brazil" (Rep) big $10,500.
$2,200.
Orpheum
(Hanirick - Evergreen)
and "Thoroughbreds" (Rep), $1,800.
(1,800: 40-80)— "Princess and Pirate"
(RKO) and "Youth Runs Wild" (2d
wk). Hefty $11,000. Last week, great

LADY* BOFFO

;

...

Chicago, Jan.

Newcomers are

"Hearts Young and Gay," at Chicago,
with hefty stage bill headed by Car.
men Cavallaro band, which is headed
for whammo $60,000 or better, "Under Western Skies" and "Eadie Was
Lady," paired with strong staga
shows at Downtown and Oriental,
also look strong at $16,000 and $27,000

(800; 40-

:

,

Hot 16G, Tadie'-Lncas-Regan Fine 27G

(20th), $11,000.
Capitol
(CT)
(2,700;

35-62)— TWect Again' Sock 13'/2 G,
"Abroad 2 Yanks'^ (UA) and "Danc'Singing* 11G, 2d
ing Manhattan" (Col). Hot $10,000. Port.}
Zanzibar revue (2d wk). Scored a Last week, "Lost in Harem" (M-G)
Portland, Ore., Jan. 30.
strong $85,000 on first week con"Missing
Juror"
and
(Col)
(2d
wk),
"Princess and the Pirate;" "Can't
cluded last night (Tues.). Fifth week $7,500.
Help Singing" and "Till We Meet
for "Winged Victory" (20th), plus
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67 ^"PrinNicholas Bros., Jack Durant, others cess and Pirate" (RKO) (2d wk), Again," sole newcomer, look standout currently.
in person, was an okay $62,000.
Big $10,000 following sock $13,000
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-85)— "30 initialer.
Broadway (J. J. Parker) (1.900; 40Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (2d
30-52)—
Princess
(CT)
(2,300;
run), with Jean Parker and Joey "Sweet and Lowdown" and "Mean- BOWCan't Help Singing" (U) and
Adams in person i2d-final wk). time, Darling" (20th). Robust $6,500. "Enter A'rsene Lupin" (3d wk).
Prospects for about $30,000, stout. Last week, "Barbary. Coast" (M-G) Strong $11,000 or near. Last week,
Initial seven days Was a big $36,000.
and "Mysterious Night" (Col), $6,000. brisk $12,000.

on Broadway during the past week
to enliven the local scene after a
long stretch of many holdovers. Of
the six fresh entries, four of them
at stageshow houses, all but one is
doing from strong to sensational
business. Lone baddie is the Bntisli-

"

"Keys' Terrif 40GL Chi; "Skies'-Corio

Boys"

'Wmo^wmihmMan'-Carle 70G, Big
half-dozen

i

Montreal, Jan. 30.
"Casanova Brown" la the pick of
current crop with repeat of "Princess and Pirate" a good second.
Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 35-62)— "Casanova Brown" (RKO). Strong $13,Last week, "Something for
000.

Hot $67,000, Dinner -Zanzibar Fast 85G,

A

"

,

ACE

"Army Wives" (Mono), with Eddy
Kansas City, Jan. 30.
Howard orch, handsome $29,000.
Despite snow and drop in mercury
.

Palaee (RKO) (2,500; 55-95)— "Tali
60-85)— over the weekend, grosses generally
in Saddle" (RKO) and "Falcon in
are up this week. Top newcomer is Hollywood'' (RKO) (2d wk). Snappy
"Meet Me in St. Louis," soloing at $22,500. Last week, fancy $25,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-95)—.
Saturday (3).
the Midland. "Sunday Dinner for a
St; Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)— Soldier," day-date at the Esquire, "Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
"Now Tomorrow" (Par), 5 days, and Uptown and Fairway, is strong. "To Nice $17,000. Last week, hot $20,000.
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 60-$1.20)
"Have. Have Not" (WB), 2 days.
SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-95)—
"Meet Me in St. Louis" (M-G) (10th
in
Have
Not"
is
steady
its
Have
and
Okay $9,500. Last week, "Now To"Keys of Kingdom" (20th). Opened
On ninth week ended
final wk).
morrow" (3d wk), excellent $15,000. second round at the Newman.
Saturday (27). Looks socko $40,000
Sunday night (28) $31,500, right be
SUte (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "30
or close. Last week, "Frenchman's
Estimates for This Week
hind prior stanza's $31,900, in both
Tokyo"
days,
and
Second
(M-G).
5
Creek"
(Par) (5th wk). huge $20,000
"Princess
and
excellent.
cases
Esquire, Uptown and Fairway (Fox"Sunday Dinner" (20th), and "Fightin final eight days of long run.
Pirate" (RKO) opens Feb. 9.
2,043 and 700; 40-60)—
ing Lady" (20th). 2 days. Above av- Midwest) (820,
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-95)
"Sunday Dinner" (20th). Hefty $15,CapUol '(Loew's) (4,820;. 60-$1.20)
erage $12,000.
Last week, "Thirty
or near. Last week, "Can't Help —"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G)
"Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G)
0P0
Seconds." big $13,200.
Singing" (U) (2d wk), trim $9,500 (6th wk). Neat $18,000. Last week,
and, on stage, Frankie Carle orch,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
keen $20,000.
Mnrilyn Maxwell and Johnny Mor
—"Woman in Window" (RKO) (3d following lusty $15,000 tee-off.40-60)—
Woods (Essaness) (1.200: 55-95)-rgan. In upper brackets at indicated
Midland (Loew's) (3,500;
wk), plus. Ted Lewis orch. Great
"Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (11th
I $70,000 and holds. Last week, fifth
Last week, with Henry "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G). Hot wk).
$29,000.
Grand $15,000. Last week, exfor "Music Millions" (M-G)
and
$18,000. Last week, "Guest In House"
Busse
orch, big $26,000.
Tommy Dorsey orch, $54,500, good. $14,500; Means a second week. Last Orpheum (Blumenf eld) (2,448; 40- (M-G) and "Miss Bobby Socks' cellent $16,200.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25) week, second of "Can't Help Singing" 85)—
"Song to Remember" (Col) (2d (Col), $12,700.
"The Suspect" (U) opens here to
(U), modest $8,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1.900; 45wk). Solid $24,000. Last week, new
day (Wed.). "Can't Help Singing"
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-65)— house record at $30,000.
65)— "Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d.
<U) went two days beyond a fifth "Frenchman's Creek" (Par).
Bright 23G.
Got
United Artists (Blumenf eld) (1,207; wk). Fancy $12,000 after torrid $17
week, on final nine getting $22,000, spanked by the dailies.
i.
Weather 40-85)— "Guest in House" (UA) (4th 000 first stanza.
suitable, while fourth frame was nice may have a lot to do with mildish
wk). Good $8,500. Last week, $9,700.
Seattle; DirbhillG, 2d
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 46-85)—
:
$23,000.
$19,000. Last week. "Thin Man Goes
and
Window"
(RKO)
"Woman
in
Glebe (Brandt) (1,416; 60-$1.20)— Home" (M-G), $18,000.
Seattle, Jan. 30.
"Johnny Doesn't Live Here" (Mono)
"Tomorrow World" (UA) (6th wk)
Rite (WB) (800; 40-65)— "30 SecOpening
Neat $10,000.
(2d wk).
"And Now Tomorrow," day-dating
Very steady at probable $14,000 on onds. Over Tokyo" (M-G) (4th wk). 'KEYS'
round was healthy $13,000.
blowoff, near to $14,500 garnered Winding up downtown, run okay at
at Fifth Ave. and Music Hall, looks
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)—
fifth week, in both cases thoroughly
$3,000. Last week, big $5,000.
IN
CINCY
"I'm from Arkansas" (PRC) plus leader, with "Can't Help Singing," at
satisfactory. "Three Caballeros" (DisSenator (Harris) (1,750; 40-65)—
with Orpheum, and "Princess and Pirate*
(Par)
Choice"
"Gambler's
Cincinnati, Jan. 30.
riey-RKO) opens Saturday (3).
"Can't Help Singing" (U) (movep;
Good $10,500. Last week, at Paramount, as strong pace-setters
Playing two theatres, a rarity vaude,
over).
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 60-$1.20)
4.
Moveover got away to nice
"Mr. Emmanuel" (UA) (4th wk) start, forte $4,000 or over. Last week, here, "Keys of Kingdom" is the box- "Faces iii Fog" (Rep), with "Reckless on second sessions.
Age" (U) and stage revue, 'about
with
office
winner
here
currently
a
Looks $13,000 or over, good. Last "Strange Affair" * Col) and "She's a
Estimates for This Week
same.
plump
figure.
Only
other
new
Sweetheart"
Remains
on
week was $14,500.
(Col); droopy $2,700
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
Stanley <WB) 3,800: 40-65)— "Prin- entry, "Song to Remember." is like
Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 50-$1.20)
Holdovers
cess and Pirate" (RKO) <2d wk). wise plenty on beam.
—"Roughly. Speaking" (WB), pre
(800; 45-80)—"Frenchman's Creek"
Dipping sharply in h.o. but okay at are exceptionally strong, notably
postponed, arrives here to
(Par) (5th wk) and "Fighting Lady"
High
In
l^^ viously
'Waves'
$24,000
(Wed.), after 16 weeks of "Have, $11J»0 or ixs>i. S(roo^ $24,000 last "Here Come Waves," which hit a
(4th wk). Big $6,000. Last week,
Cincy mark onjts first week.
new
Jave Not" (WB), windup round lart i week,
socko $6,600.
~
-Esthualcv fOi- vhis-Weieik'
Warner >V>Bt '1090; 40-65)
ight (Tues.) being good enough $16,
St Lafiis; 'Ssag-Sraash
Fitih AvenBiT(HT-E)' (i,349TT5-"80)
44-70)—
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
'000, previous week $19,000.
Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G).
—' Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "FalPalace (RKO) (1.700; 60-SI.10)— Moveover isn't creating much ex- "Keys of Kingdom" (20th), day-date
23G, 'Together' Oke 19G con Hollywood" (RKO). Terriflo
"Woman in Window" (RKO). Doing citement at $6,000. Last week, "Hol- with Grand. Sweet $13,000. Last
$14,000. Last week, "Lonely Heart"
very big here, initial seven days lywood Canteen" (WB) (4th wk), week, "Experiment Perilous" (RKO),
St. Louis, Jan. 30.
(RKO), in 0 days, fancy $15,800.
good $13,000.
looking probable $44,000.
Fourth about same.
"Here Comes the Waves" at the
Capitol
Liberty (J-vH) (1;650; 45-80)— "Ta(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—
week for "Experiment Perilous"
"Song to Remember" (Col). Big midtown Fox is grabbing the biggest hiti Night" (Col) and "Dancing Man(RKO), which did well on run, was
'2 Woaca'-VaurJe
$14,000 and best here for some time. chunk, of biz.
"A Song to Remem- hattan" (Col). Good $7,000. Last
«kay $18,000.
Trim
week,
Holds.
Last
week,
"Hollywood
Canfifth
of "Together Again"
Paramount (Par) (3,644; 60-S1.20)
ber," at Loew's, received a big and
fling;
teen"
((WB),
third
downtown
(Col),
fair $4,300.
"Here Come Waves" (Par). Woody
costly exploitation campaign and is
27(1
Loo' 26G,
swell $6,500.
Herman orch and Buddy Lester (6thMusic Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
Family (RKO) (1,000: 44-70)— "I only a step behind in this smaller "Lonely Heart" (RKO) (moveover).
flnal wk). Continues steady gait, fifth
Washington, Jan. 30.
Between Two Women" and vaude Love Mystery" (Col) and "Mile. Fifi" house.
week having ended last night (Tues.)
Okay $5,500. Last week, "30 Second*
at $65,000. Fourth was $66,000. "Min- and "Meet Me in St Louis" (both in (RICO). Par $2,300. Ditto last week
Tokyo" (M-G) (5th wk), big $6,000.
Estimates for This Week
istry of Fear" (Par), Johnny Long Loew houses) will fight it out for top on "Saddle Leather Law" (Col) and
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-55)—
"Last Ride" (WB).
orch and Louis Jordan's Tympany money downtown.
Solid "Now Tomorrow" (Par) and "Falcon
"Song
to Remember" (Col).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; :44-70)—
Estimates for This Week
Five open next Wednesday (7).
$23,000. Last week, "Lost in Harem" Hollywood" (RKO). Great $9,000 if>
Capitol (Loew)
Badio City Music Hall (Rockefel(3:434;
44-72)— "Keys of Kingdom" (20th), also (M-G) and "Main St- After Dark" five days. Last week, "Princess and
week,
10)—
Albee.
Tall
$8,500.
Last
"Between
"Song
to ReTwo Women" (M-G) with
lers) (5,945; 60-$l.
(M-G), $16,000.
Pirate" (RKO), big $11,600 in 6 days.
member" (Col) and stageshow. Teed vaude. Fine $27,000. Last week, "Can't HelD Singing". (U) (2d run),
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 30-55)—
Orpheum (H-E) (2,800; 45-80)—
off gingerly and on first week should "Guest in House" (UA), with Will oke $6,000.
"30 Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (3d
"Can't Help Singing" (U) and "ArKeith's (United). (1.500: 44-70)
'hit 'a very strong $120,000 or near, Osborne orch; band pulled this one
wk). Will grab $6,000 to tack on sene Lupine? (U) (2d wk). Bangup
"Thin "Man Goes Home" (M-G). neat $7,500 for second stanza.
holding. Last week, sixth for -Na- up to $24,000.
$11,000. Last week, terrific $17,500.
Colombia (Loew) (1^34; 44-72)— Second transfer for ithird maintional Velvet" (M-G). sock $100,000.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-60)
Last —"Together. Again" (Col) and "Hi,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-$D—
Republic (Brandt) U.0B4; S0-$l.iU) 'Naughty Marieua (M-G) (reissue). stem sesh. Excellent $5,000.
"On Arrival^ (Rep). English- Solid $8,500. Last week. "Thin Man week, "Ffghting Lady" (20th) and Beautiful" (U). Brisk $19,000. Last "Army Wives" (Mono) plus stage.
"Sunday Dinner" (20th) (2d wk.), week, "Now Tomorrow" (Par) "and Fine $9,500. Last week,, with "Tars
Blade doing poorly here with only Goes Home" (M-G). $9,000.
Earle (WB) (2,240; 30-90)— "To- $4,500, no complaints.
about $6,000 sighted, but will rofnain
"Reckless Age" (U) (2d wk), strong and Spars" on stage, terrif $18,200 at
Lyric (RKO) (1,400: 44-70)—"Hol- $15,000.
a second week nonetheless. Last gether Again" (Col) (2d wk). Solid
50-75-$l scale for new house record.
lywood 'Canteen" (WB). Moveover
week, third for "Great Flamarlon!' $22,000. Last week, socko $29,400.
Fox '(F&M) (5,000; 50-60)—"Here
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
• (Rep),.was $4,200.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,800; 34-66)— for fourth downtown week. Great Comes Waves" (Par) and. "Danger- "Princess and Pirate" (RKO) (2d
BlaMo (Mayer) (594; 40-85)— "Man "Can't Help Singing^' (.U).
Great $6,000. Last week, "Winged Victory" .ous Passage" (Par). Smash $24,000. wk). Big $12,500 after solid $16,5W
'
in Half Moon St." (Par) (2drflnal $16,000 or over. Last week, "Prin- (20th), fourth front-line stanza, fine Last week, "Hollywood Canteen" last week,
.,
'
Dropping considerably on cess and Pirate" (RKO) (4th wk), $5,500.
/Wk).
(WB), sturdy $22,000.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
holdover to mildish $6,000. First $13,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2.600; ' 44-70)—
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 50-60)—
(5th
Metropolitan (WB) (1,800; 30-55)— "Here Come Waves" (Par) (2d wk.). "Can't Help Singing" (U) and "Now "Hollywood Canteen" (WB)
week went to a very good $11,000.
iroU (UA-Par) (1.092; 7«-$1.25>— "Hollywood Canteen" (WB) (move- Smash $15,000 after $24,500 kickoff Tomorrow* (Par). Fine $13,000. wk). Good $5,000 after nifty $5,6(10
"Key* of Kingdom" (20th) (5th wk). over).
Good $7,000. Last week, for Cincy's high since "Going My Last week, "Winged Victory" (20th), last week.
Holding up nicely, this week (5th) "Man Half Moon St." (Par). $7,300.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 29Way."
$7,000.
Palace
44-72)—
looking stout $33,000, while fourth
(Loew)
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)—
(2,778;
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000: 40-50)— 50)—"Irish Eyes Smiling'' .(20th) and
Was $35,000. Continues on indefi- "Meet Me St. Louis" (M-G), All the "Experiment
Perilous"
(RKO), "Doughgirls" (WB) and "Bowery to "Impatient Years" (Col) (3d run).
hoilse will hold, huge $26,000. Last Moveover, Mild $4,000. Last week, Broadway!' (U).
nitely.
So-so $3,000. Last Nice $4,500. Last week, "Barbary
- :jr <20th)
week, "Winged Victory" (20th) (2d "Thin Man Goes Home" (M-G) (2d week; "Lights Old Sante Fe" (Rep) Coast" <H-C) and "Conquering Hero1'
J6.W. M-$1.20)
Dinner" <20th) and Cafe wk), big |19,000 in Ave days.run),- stout $5,500;
and "Big- Bpnanza" (Rep), $3,100.
(Far) (3d run), $4,300.
Criterion.

Other arrivals due this

are "Destiny" oh Friday (2) at
the Rialto and "three Caballeros,"
which begins a run .at the Globe,

week

(FWC)

Warfleld

(2.656;

"Sunday Dinner"

(20th) and stage
show.
Strong $28,000. Last week,
(Par) (reissue)
"St. Louis Blues"
plus stage show, about same.
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PRESET?

L A. Off; Harem' $46500 in 3 Spots,

Wcdn^sduy, January 31, 1945

Huge

'Hearts'-Spivak

Wham

Song

30G, Buff.; 'Suspect' 11G

Hub

$45,000 in 2

Spots;

Buffalo, Jan. 30.

Charlie Spivak band is boosting
"Hearts Were Young and Gay." ul
.

New Pix, To Have

Sole

Fast 55G in 3,

IrVaves Tall 30G, *Victoiy' Big 24G, 2d

the Buffalo, to a terrific week to
the city. "The Suspect." al
Lafayette, and
Belle or Yukon," at

pace

•

Wow

H.O., 'Strangers-Ellington

Century, also are strong.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)—
(3.500:
"Hearts Young. Gay" iPuri' and
Charlie Spivak- orch on stage. Terrific $30.0Q0. being helped vast! v by
Spivak band.
Last week. "Holly-

39G

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
With only one new film bill, overweek.

ell tola I biz. locally is off this

an okay $46,500 or hear. Duke. Ellington on the stage at Orpheum Is show-

.

its "Strangers' in the Night'' to
Meet Me in 'St; Louis"
boff $39,000.
did a rousing $42,900 on Its fourth
week in three spots, and into fifth

ing

.

—"Winged Victory"
Great $15,000.

.

$20,000.

(Shea)
40-70)—
(2.100:
"Hollywood Canteen"
WB), Nice
week downtown. Last
week. "Dark Waters" (UA) and
"Dancing Manhaltan" (Coll, rugged

..'

To Boff $24,000,

WO

Mpls.;

$1

I

nice
2d wk
Downtown (WB)

Me St: Louis" (M-G) (5th wk).
28) after
Into fifth week Sunday
stout $10,000 last week;
Four Star iUA-WC) (900; 50-SU—
"Shall Have Faith". (Mono) and "3 Is
Family" (UA) (2d wk-4 days). Started second scsh last Sunday after slow
$3 100 first frame.

$3.400.

P-S) (1.600: 44-60)— "Sign

•

.

Lyric

(P-S)

(1,100:

Seconds Over Tokyo"

i

44-60)— "30

M-G

).

Moved

here- after three big weeks at State.
rolling at $5,000.
Last week,

Still

Went Away" (Selznick-UA)

"Since

Started

fifth

week Sunday

(28) after

(2,200;

65-85)—

Last week. "Goin' to

$39,000.

<RKO) with Ted Lewis
•weet

with
Boff

1

Town"
very

orch.

$27,200.

(Pan)

Panlases

."Woman
v-!;)

—

..'.'.

$24,000 last" week.

Orpheum (D'town)

Window"

in

50-$l

(2.812:

.'(RKO)

)—
(2d

and "Hi. Beautiful" (U), Sweet
Last week, with "Tahiti

$17,500.

N

-hts" (Col), fine $23,100.

Paramount (F&M) (3,389; 50-$ 1)—
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (4th wk).
Started

final

Monday

frame

•ft or nice $17,500 last

week.

(29)
.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.451: 50-$l )
"Frenchman's Creek"

—

(Par)

(4th wk). .Into fourth week
(29) after good $8,500 last

Monday
week.

RKO IIIIMreet
80 1— "Woman in

(RKO)

i

.

Bllr

i

F-WC)

week Sunday

(1.370;

(28)

$8,900 last week.
Stale (Loows-WC) (2.404:

fifth

excellent

.

50-$D—

"Lost in Harem" (M-G) and "Blonde
Fever" (M-G). Good $26,000. Last
week, "Keys of Kingdom" (20th) (2d
wk). good $19,500.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50-

$1)— "Shall Have
"3

Faith" (Mono) and

wk-4 days).
Launched final sesh Sunday (28)
after slow $6,800 last week.
Uptown !F-WC) (1,790; 50-$l)—
"Lost in Harem" (M-G) and "Blonde
Fever" (M-G). Okay $8,500. Last
week, r'Keys Kingdom" (20th) (2d
in

Family"

15G,

16G

L'ville; 'St. Louis'

50-$D— "St.

after

(2d'

wk

nice $6,800.
).
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 50-$D—
"Shall Have Faith" (Mono) and "3 Is
Family" (UA) (2d wk-4 days).
Started Anal week Sunday (28) after
sad "$3,500 first. frame.

Louisville, Jan. 30.
sensational
this
week.
"Princess and Pirate" at the' Rialto,

Nothing

.

sational is
holds up.

was great

"Meet
State,

Me in St. Louis" at Locw's
and "Have and Have Not" at

look standout,
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)

(Col). Nice $4,500 on m.o. Last week.
."Frenchman'.Creek" iPar) m.o.
from Bialto, ditto.

Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)
—"Laura" (20th) arid "Doughgiris"
(WB). Good $1,800. Last week, "Irish
Eyes Smiling" (20th) and "Wing and

Prayer" (20th), $1,700.
L«cw'a State (Loew's) (3.300: 4060)— "St Louisj' (M-G). Sturdy $16.000.
Last week, "Thin Man Goes
Home" (M-G) and "Sergeant Mike"
(Col), better than expected at- fine

•

-

i

Metro's H.O. Huddles
With Exploiteers,' Mgrs.
Four Metro

field

exploiteers

theword

for the way this
Fifth canto

Big $15,000.
$16,500.

".
.

.

<

2d wlc) (5 days).

15iG, 'Victory' 14G, 2d
Providence. Jan.
.

healthy $4,000.
National (Standard)! (2,400: 50-75)
(Mono) plus Ina
'

•

—"Kitty O'Day"

and Ray Hutton

three office managers arrive in N. Y. Modest

orch, others, on stage.

$11,000. Last week, "When
Lights Go On" (PRC) and Clyde Lu.last. Monday (29). for confabs with'
cas oreh, Chaz Chase, on stage, fairly
Ferguson,
M-G exploitation good $13,000;
'Bill
bead, and other home office .execs.
Biatt* (Fourth Avenue) (3,400: 40are Charles Baron, 60)— "Priijfess ahd Pirate'' (RKO):
Publicists
Pittsburgh; Dewey Bloom, Toronto; Pacing for big $15,000. Last week,
Dietz,
William Woman in Window" (RKO), $12,000.
Charles
Detroit;
Strand
(Fourth Avenue) (1,400: 40'Green, Chicago. Office managers .
60)—"Fighting Lady" (20th) and
'1U&S. Zimmerman, St. Louis; A. W. 'Sunday Dinner"
(20th) (2d wk).
UinaeapoUti-Boa Wolf, Bos- Stout $4,000 after 'last week's big

«'

1

30.

Some hefty biz is 'beint! -'.registered $7,400.
Majestic
this session, with the Slate's "Meet'
Me in St. Louis-" heading: Ihe parade —••Naughty

(ShuberD
1.500
40-74)
Marietta" (M-G) (reGreat $13,000.
Lasl week,
new shows. All. stands Jumped the issue
gun on the marquee dimptit rcquol 'Wu'.hcring Heights" (UA) neis-sue).
1

:

'

'

1.

of

and' blacked but Saturday (27 I. Also
voted tO open two hours later each

'

'

1

1.

<

(UV (2d run), nice $5,500^-

$23,500.

:

Fay'g. (Fay) (2.000; 44-55)— "She
Gets Her Man" (U) and vaude on
stage.
Sturdy .$7,000.. Last week.
"Sullivans'' (20th) and vaude, good

Boyd WB)
Kingdom"

—

44-60)
Majestle (Fay)
(2.200;
"Winged Victory"' (20th) (2d wk).
Strong $14,000 after hefty $17,000 in

(2.560;

(

(20th).

day weekender.
State (Loew) (3.200; 50-60)— "Meet
Me St. Louis" (M-G). Wow $24,000.
Last week. "Together Again" (Col)
and She's Sweetheart" (Col), good

"

40-85)— "Winged

'

Strand (Silverman) (2.000: 44-60)
—"Now
Tomorrow" (Par) ahd "Let's

Go

Victory" (20th).
Fine $25,000 or
Last week. "30 Seconds Over
(4th wk),

good

$15,-

,

Ka'rllon

"Lonely

(Goldman)

(1.000:

iRKO)

Heart"-

$7,000.

"Bower/

Broadway"

.

40-85)—

Steady"

(Col).

opened Monday (29):
was record $17,000.

(U),

Kate Smith

^

:

Opener was hangup

$31:000.

CBC.

has

Latter

no. authority

to

Stanton (WB) (1.475; 40-85)—"San compel a privately owned station to
DTeeo Love" (U). So-so $8,500. Last
continue any program if the indeweek. "Merry Monahans" (U). fine.
pendent decides to drop it. Mean$10,300.
while CFRB has offered to move the
St. Stephen's service from 7 lo 8:30
p.m. (EDT). via an earlier recording

'WAVES' COLOSSAL

12G1N MILD OMAHA
Omaha:

Jan. 30.

Sudden cold wave hit boxoffice
this week.
"Here Come the Waves"
al the Paramount, single- featured, is
the

town's sensation.
"Wilson" on
second run at the State is comparatively better than on premiere run.
Estimates for This Week

Paramount

(Tristales)

of the service: they will also give
the half-hour- free of charge (it is
now paid for): and Ihey believe Ihe
service will reach. a larger audience
at the new time than now.
Meanwhile.' CBC says the whole
matter is entirely up to CFRB,
Canadian outlet for CBS.

I8-

(3.000;

I

Det Full

Hang"

Tops

of H.D.s; 'Brown'

New

Entries,

Rugged

'Heart'

27G,

22G

at

.

thin

'

"Human

Monster" (U) and "Before
(U) (reissues). $5,700.

Detroit, Jan. 30.
Only two fresh bills'. movi! into the
loop here this week where biz continues good. "Casanova Brown" and
"Nevada" are steady at the Michigan

week.

$4,000 lor second run.
Keith's (Goldman) (2.200:

.

Last

looks big $7,000. Last week,

Third week
Second sesh

(2d- run).

Last

Satisfactory.
to

nabe!

$14,900.

near.

Tokyo" (M-G)
000.

for. this

.

breds" (Mono) ahd Earl Carroll's
"Vanities" on stage, $7,500 in three-

—

(2.245:

Street" (Par). $15,800.
State
(Loew)
(3.200;
35-75)—
to Remeniber" (Col),
Knock-

"Song

out $15,000. great

1

(Col),

second week.
<

Fox (WB)

Moon

"

Earle WB) 2/760; 50-95) "Johnny Doesn't Live Here'' (Mono) with
Tony Pastor orch. Strong $21,000.
Last week. "Girl Ruth
(RKO) and
Artie Shaw orch. big $30,500.
(

but still lively at $17,000. Last: week.
"Ministry. Fear"
Par (and "Halt

opener.
week.
"Thin
Man Goes Home'"
MetropollUn (Snider) (3.100: 44- (M-G) and "Dancing Manhaltan"
80)—"When Thief Meets Thief (U)
Col). $11,500.
(reissue) and Lionel Hampton orch "" Traoalux (Translux) (9fl0; 30-74)
40-85)— "Keys on stage. Three-day weekend run. "Mummys Curse" (U) and "Dead
Okay $22,500. good $6,500.' Last week, "Thorough- Man's Eyes" (U). Twin horror stuflf

Last. week. "Together Again"
fair $15,000 for

Paramount (M-P) (1.700: 40-74)—
"Hollywood Canteen" (WB). Moved
in here fi-om two \veeks at the Met,
1

$6,500.

Surprising $5,500.
week, mighty $8,000.

**•

40-60)— "Thin
(1,000;
Man Goes
Home" (M-G) and "Sergeant Mike"

'

Fenway (M-P)
;373:
40-7+)—
Hollywood Canlcen" WB I. Hereafter twosome, ai Met, husky .$8 000
Last week. ••Ministry Fear'' cp;n j
and "Half Moon Street"
il>ar)
.

Arcadia (Sablosky). (600; 40-85)—
"Naughty Marietta" (M-G) (reissue)

Mary Anderson,

TOltera
WB) .~.<2.50Q; 50,$LW. -$14,000.
Mi'y 'Andeisot, .'fVoplcyr- H-.860;
"Have, Have Not" (WB) (2d wk).
40.-60 )—"Have,
Have Not"
WB ).
Hefty, $15,000. Last week, way over Niqe
'campaign on. this one. Sharp
sock
hopes to
$19,200.
$7,000 and holds. Last week; "Hollywood Canteen" tWB) (5th wk):
••

better.

stacking up nicely.
"Winged
Victory" is gelling the best play.
Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)— "Meet
Me St. Louis" (M-G) (6th wk). Sen-

$23,000.

Nights" (Col), sock $27,200.

n0-$1.10)—

JN PHILLY

—

(2,890: 50-

Louis" (M-G) (5th wk). Opened:

Brisk

40-85)—
Continued from page 1
"Frenchman's Creek" (Par) (2d run).
Neat $7,800,
Last week; "Tall in groups down on the heads of the
Saddle" (RKO). $5,000. second run.
Appeals
private Toronto station.
Mastbaum
40-85)—
(4.692
(WB)
World (Par-Steffes) (350: 44-801
also being made by these groups
"Have. Have Not" (WB) (2d wk). ar?
'
''Experiment
Perilous"
(RKO).
$30,000.
Opener hefty $48,500 to the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Moved here from Orpheum.. Good Nice
olu* potent' $5,500 for Sun. stand at to step In and prevent the replace$3,000.
Last week, " Frenchman's Earle.
ment.
Creek" (Par) (4th wk), okay $2,000.
Stanley (WB). (2.760: 40-85)— "Now
It's apparent that these people are
Tomorrow" (Par) (2d wk). Healthy over-emphasizing the powers of the

Window" (RKO) 'Pirate' Lusty at
(2d wk) and "Hi. Beautiful" (U).
Bangup $20,000. Last week, with "Tahiti

or

still,

to

bi'i

Week

3.200;

—

because of clearance provisions.
Orpheum (P-S) (2:800; 44-70)—
"Sunday Dinner" (20th) and SDike
Jones orch on stage. Boflo at $24.000.
Last week. "Experiment Perilous" (RKO) (44-60). good $8,000.
Radio City (P-S) (3.000: 44-60)
'•Be Seeing You" (Selznick-UA) (2d
'wk).
This one makini? aslonishnig
b.o. showing.
Good $10,000 after stupendous $21,000 first week.
State
P-S) (2.300: 44-60)— "Meet
Me St. Louis" (M-G). Helped by
sock bally and glowing advance tips.
Terrific $17,000 or over looms.
Last
week. "30 Second Over Tokyo" (MG) (3d wk), fine $9,500.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 40-50)—
"Since Went -Away" (Selznick-UA).
Moved here on first na'be showing
after seven smash weeks in loop. Big
$5,000. Last week. "Together Again"
(Col), good $3,700.

Los Angeles (D'tbwn-WC) (2.097;
50-$!)— "St. Louis" (M-G) <5th wk).

1

.

week, good $4,300:
Hollywood (WB)

$21,000.

.

$25,000

Initial

•"Strangers in Night" (Rep)
Duke Ellington orch on stage.

Louis'

'Belle'

i

(7th wk ), fine $5,000. making huge
$68,000 for run curtailed downtown'

(2.756;

I

did $3,000 on third wr-ek.
Memorial (RKOi 2.900: 40-75)—
morning, plan being equivalent to "Wioged Victory". (20lh I. Still boff
one dav's closing lo conserve on fuel. on second, at $24,000 after wham
$20,000
first week.
Estimates, for This Week
Metropolitan (M-P) '4.367: 40-74)
Albee (RKO) (2.100; 44-00 )— Belle
—"Here Comes Waves" Par) and
of
Yukon" (RKOi and "Johnny '•Dangerous
Passage"
Par
SoarDoesn't Live Here' RKO).- -Strong ing
to terrif $30,000. very high here.
Last week. "Experiment
$15,500.
Last
week. Canleen" i\VB) i2d
Perilous" (RKO) and "Girl" 'Rush"
wk). great $23,000.
(RKO) (2d wk>. snappy $9,800.
Orpheum
iLoew
)
35-75)—
(2.900:
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (,1,400: 44-55)
"Song to Remember" (Col). Mam"Together Again" .-(Col) and "She's molli
Philadelphia, Jan. 30.
$30,000 with h.o. sure.
Last
Another rash of bad weather. kept Sweetheart" (Col) (2d run). Steady week. "Thin Man Goes Home"
Last week. ''•Doiighgirls" (M-Gi and
"Dancing Manhattan"
many people at home, but b.o. s are $5,Q00.
(WBi and "Under- Western Skies' (Col).

"Mummy's Curse'* (U) (6th wk).
Okay $2,500 on final frame. Last
50-$l)—
"Have. Have Not" (WB) (2d wk).
Strong $16,500. Last week, hefty

RKO

1

Gopher (P-S) (1.000: 40)— 'Girl
Rush" (RKO).
Satisfactory' $3,000.
Last week; "San Diego Love" (U),

<

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100; 50-$l)—
Frankenstein"
and
"House
(U)

•

(

24G,

VICTORY' LUSTY

i

Marry." (Mono).
days. Last week.

(

50-$l)—

(1.538;

'St.

(

"Houso .Frankenstein"- (U)
plus
Louis Prima orch. .others, on stage
Prima's stiong personal draw helping. lo high $20,000. Last week, "She
Gels Her Man" (U) plus Bennv Car-

;

Hollywood" (RKO) and

in

Century

"Meet

.

Ksliinatrs for This

Boston,

;.

•

Broadway"

(3.300: 40-70)

(2d wk). big $8,000.

second
after great opening
in

of Cross" (Par) (reissue).
Fancy
$9,000 or near.
Last week. "Can't
Help Singing" (U), fine $6,000 oh m.o.
from Radio City.

-

Egyptian (F-WC)

orders.

.

1

—"Belle of Yukon" (RKOI and "Falcon Hollywood" (RKO). Trim $15000.
Lust week. ••Woman in Window" (RKO) and "Pal Wolf" (RKO)

She's Sweetheart" (Col) and "Walking Dead" WB) (reissue), good $2,400 in six days.

"Have. Have Nof'.(WB) (2d >•*>.
Steady $23,500. Last week, way above
estimates at $26.5001

-20th Cenliirr (Ind.)

'

50-$ 1)—

1.800:

(

good

is

"When Strangers
Okay $2,200 in five

$10,200.

).

1

Wow

solid $12,000.-

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 25-351—

"Falcon

<M-G) and

-Blonde Fever' (M-G). Good, $12.000. Last week. "Keys of Kingdom"
(20th)

17G

at

session.

(2.048: 50-

)

Harem"

in

(20th).

wk

1

Chinese (Graumniv-WC

>— "Lt»t

Be Seeing You"
-Radio City week

week. ''Winged
). good $4,500.

Niftv $7,000. Last
2d
Victory" 20lh
$1

Huge

Louis'

Minneapolis, Jan.
Powerful array of attractions is
giving the loop a tilt this week, Spike
Jones' band is tilting ^Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" to a sock week at
the Orpheinn.
"Meet Me in St.
Louis." at the Slate, is terrific. "I'll

1.518: 50-.

•

.

186 (lieolrc'si

ter orch. S28.000.

(Rcpi.
Staunch $11,000
Last week. "Bowerv to

30.'

Week

Kingdom"

Prov. Strong;

Lafayette (Basil) (3.300: 40-701—
"Suspect" iU> and "Night Club Girl"

(U).and "Under Western Skies" (U),
'St.

day-date trio starts Thursday with
United Artists and Wilshire joining
with new Guild theatre (formerly
legit Music Bon) on Hollywood Boulevard. "Bride by Mistake" heads
dual bill to open this combo.

of

.

i

-

>

)— "Kcvs

;

'cili.es.

$10,500.

Frenchman's Creek"
in two houses.
leaves the two Paramoimts tomorrow
(Wed. alter three flays over three
weeks. New Fo\-We*t Coast first-run.

Cai-lhav Circle (F-

.

$8,500 on third

Jones Boosts -Dinner'

i

frame. "Woman in Window" will
show zingy S3". 500 for second session

Est'mates for This

(Based oh- 25

Hipp,

.

Sunday.
"To Have or Have Not," still in
big money on second week, is headinn for ;in est mated $55,000 in three
houses after smash $70,700 initial:

rousing

wefck,

.

I

i20lh) fid wk).

Last

'

•

Boston, Jan. 30
'Song to- Remember" looks best
here this week, doing terrif biz daydale al Slate and Orpheum. "Waves'*
also is 'great at the Met.
'•Winged
Victory" still is solid on second week
at Ihe Memorial.
Others are okay
despite zero .weather and fuel scare
which threatened for a. lime lo close
down all theatres on Ihe governor's

Grosses

.

wood Canteen" (WB) (2(1 wk),. remarkably strong at- $14,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 40-70)

Estimated Total Gross
.$649,000
This Weak
,
(Based on 18 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year....;
....
$665,000
(Based on 14 theatres)

City

-Estimated Total Gross
.'. .$2,709,900
This Week
Based on 20' cities. 167 tlieafres. chief )/ first runs, tnclwtino
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year;... ....
.$3.400,<UO

•

Broadway Grosses

"Lost in Harem'' and "Blonde Fever,"
In three theatres, the new en^ry, Is

'

Key

with "None But the Lonely. Heart"
brisk al the United Artists.
Estimates for This Week

Adams (Balaban)

(1,700; 60-85)—
Frankenstein" (U) and
Curse" (U). (2d wk).
back after being shunted
off for lasl week's booking and may
luck $12,000 in after original week's
wham $16,000. Last week, "Can't'
Help Singing" (U)' and "Arsene
Lupin" (U>. moved iii after two
weeks al Fox, fine $11,000.
Broadway - Capitol (United De-

"House

of

"Mummy's
Pair are

troit)

-

)— "Here" Come
wk) and '^Bride
(RKO) (4th wk).

60-85

(2.800;

Waves" (Par)

By

Mistake"

toth

Moveovesr should get okay $12,000
after last week's fine $14,000.

Downtown

(Howard
Hughes)
00-85)— "Princess and Pirate"
plus Martha Tilton and other
wk).
Great $33,000 arter
last week's huge $38,000.
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000: 60-85)
(2.800:

(RKO)

acts

(2d

—"Keys

of

.

Kingdom"

(20th)

(2d

wk). Looks great $26,000 after first
week's sock $36,500.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,800:
60-85)- -"Laura" (20th) and "Step
Lively."
Nice $5,800.
Last week,
"Bathing Beauty" (M-G) and "Secret

British Pic Biz
Command." $5,900.
Come Waves" (Par).
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$12,000 or near.
Continued from pane 3
Last
60-85)— "Casanova Brown" (RKO)
week,"Since Went Away" (SelznickUA) (2d wk). smash $10,000. Moves increase is demanded, the cost of a and "Nevada" (RKO). Good $27,000:
Last week, "Doughgirls" (WB) and
to Orpheum for third week.
British feature of 7;000 fect, which
Brandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-30)— permits importation of 100,000 feet Vaughn Monroe orch on stage, great
"Woman in Window" (RKO) and of U. S. film, instead of costing $36,000.
Palms- Slate
(United
Detroit)
"Tahiti Nights" (Col). Surprise $7,- around
$80,000 would cost $120,000.
(3.000: 60-85)— "Since Went Away"
000.
Last week. "Hollywood Can60)— "Here.

Sensational

,

'

•

in.wi»--lWB>-t2d

Since,

-.vkV-jli'.: terrific at

$5,600.

most

of the U. S.

p'rttduci)ig-""A"-pioiii(c.l-

majors arc
Ertgtond,

(Selznick-UA) (5th wk). Still go>.!ig.ftrontfjit413,0d0_if±e.r_lBst u'Aek'.o

$J6.000.
Orpheum Tristates) (3,000: 16-80) such an increase is not calculated to line
United Artists (United Detroit)
Went Away". (Selznick- affect production policy to any groat (2.000:. 80-85)—
"None But Lonely
UA ).-: From Paramount for third extent.
Heart"
and
"Bowery
downtown week. Nice $9,000. Last
Murray Silverstone, v.p. in charge Champs" (RKO)
(Mono).. Robust $22,000.
week, "Summer Storm" (UA) plus of foreign distribution for 20th,- re- Last
week. "30 Seconds Over
i

—"Since

•

.

Spike Jones orch on stage,

terrific

$23,000 at 20-70c scale..

Omaha (Tristates) (2.0Q0: 16-60)—
"Waterloo Bridge" (M.-G)-. (reissue).
Trim. $7,500 with first-run "One Body
Too Many'.' (Par). Last week, "30
Seconds Over Tokyo" (M-G) (3d
wk). still sock at $8,800.
Sta
(Goldberg) (856; 35-$1.10)—
"Wilson" (20th).
First appearance
since orecm rurj. About $3,000, important money for small-seater. Last
week. "Wuthering Heights" <FC)
am' "Beau Hunks" (PC) (reissues),
..''

V

'

.
.

veals that 20th has an interest in a
Mexican production unit where 20th

may

produce a Spanish-language
.versioi) of "Seventh Heaven."

(M-G)

Tokyo"

(4th wk),

okay

$13,000.

•

at 29th-Fox
Hollywood, Jan.

Edwards' Tunes for 'Sue'
Hollywood,' Jan.

Mex Tech

Gus
36.

Max De

Edwards*

music

,30.

will

be

featured in "Sunbonhet Sue," to be
produced by Monogram as one ot its
upper-bracftet specials on the 1944-45

Vega, chief technician of
Servicios Cinemalograflcos, arrived
from Mexico City to confer on de- program.
tails of two Spanish-language picRalph Murphy will direct, with
tures that may be produced by 20th- -Gale Storm ahd Phil Regan coFox in the Mexican capital.
starrine '

.

.

.

.

.

.
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IS

THE WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Reviews with Pride the Activities

On

this occasion

of its Literary

we express our appreciation

AUTHOR
.CoRt. Milton Sparling.

Edward Harris Heth.

GUnway

A PRIVATE MIRACLE.
BELIEVE IN MIRACLES.
BLESSED ARE THE MEEK:

Esquire

Jerry Davis.

American
,

...

Ann Head.
Robert

.

.'.
.

.Liberty"

.... ............

Sylvester....

Collier's

...... ".David Vern.

.

Monthly
'.

...Jerry Davis

.....

:\

,

COUNTERATTACK

......Janet and Philip.

.

. .

,

.Robert Griffith
Joseph George -Hi tree.

.......

:

.

.Harper's.

.Davit. .....

.

.

.

.

.':

Esquire

.".
.

Stevenson

.

.

:

.Coronet

.

.

.Liberty

.

Photoplay
.Reader's Dices?

.McCall's
,

.Liberty

.Collier's

Life Story
.Emily Barret Blanchnrd. '...:.
.Saturday Evening Post

RUSSIA.

PARTING IS SUCH SWEET SORROW. .Jess Arnold........
.Cosmopolitan
REUNION IN BARCELONA......
Cosmopolitan
Jess Arnold....:......
JIMMY SAKAMOTO ARTICLE.
Fred K. Ross. ..'
.Coronet
SENATOR FRANCIS MALONEY,...
Elliot Janeu.'ay.
.Saturday Eveninc Post
SPENCER IAN IN THE KITCHEN
...Philip Freund. ... .Saturday Evening Post

.Columbia Pictures

.

.............. ..Silvia Lardner

Sol Lesser 'Productions

and Gita Lewis

DEATH AND TAXES..,.
DON'T CATCH ME.

Dave Ffeedman. .Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
.

.Mercury Productions

Richard Powell

(With Jacques Chambrun)

'
•

DUFFY'S TAVERN.

HE HAD
LOVE

IS

MAN OF

.

BE A HERO
HELL
TO'

.

Paramount Pictures

Ed Gardner.
Jack Rubin
Deuison

MYSTERY.,..

.Columbia Pictures
Republic Pictures

Cli/t

Raymond

Schindler.

OVER

.Ruth Gordon
Phil Rapp.
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PHIL RAPP SKETCHES.
REACHING FOR A STAR.

.

.Republic Pictures

...

(From New Yorker

.Atlantic Monthly

IS YOUR HEART FOOLING "YOU?
IT ALL HAPPENS TO ME
.Henrietta Hirschfeld
LENA HORNE ARTICLE..
Elliot Paul....
MY EYES HAVE A COLD NOSE. ... .Hector Chevigny. ........
MY HAND ON YOURS....!....
'....Nancy Shores:.NIGHT BOAT TO NORFOLK. .......... :Cy Feuer.
NOTHING BUT SONGS.
Helen Christy.
ONE LIFE, ONE LOVE
Robert Faber
.

Bazaar

Head". ...................... .Esquire

Paul
.Carolyn Coggins

; .

...Collier's

Bros.

and Rosemary Taylor

.

American
American

Edward Harris Heth:.
.Jerry .Davis:

Warner

Philip and Julius Epstein

.American

.

.Cinema, Artists

(Stella Unger-Joau Allison)
Music by Alec Templeton

CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY. .....

.Liberty

Saturday Evening Post
.Cosmopolitan
Ami Head
Hector Chevigny...
Story Magazine.

........

.

........ .William C. White.

IMPOSSIBLE JOURNEY. ...,......,:... .Ann
IN THE TIME OF NICK. ...... ........ Jerry
IS HAPPINESS PHOTOGENIC?
Elliot

OUMANSKY SELLS

.

Collier's

...

Rankin...

.Allen

:.

.

.Atlantic

Paul

...Elliot

.

GREENER FIELDS
HAMMOND'S SHIP.....
HER NAME WAS ANNIE.
HOME TO STAY..........
I DREAMT I DWELT IN

.

.Cosmopolitan

. ;

CRAZY TO DANCE.

IN KARACHI.

..Nunnally Johnson:

.

KOKOMO

AND A SKIRT
GLAMOR GIRL

.

'..Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALTER EGO
Arch Oboler
ANGEL' OF THE NAVY...........
.Joan Angel, V.S.N.R. .. .20th Century-Fox
ANGEL'S CORNER
.Biltmore Productions
.Morton Moss
ANIMAL INSTINCT:
.Bradbury Foote
.King Bros. Prods.
ANNA AND THE KING QF SI AM. .... .Margaret London ..... ,.20tu Century-Fox
BLONDIE SERIES.......
Columbia Pictures
;Chicfc Young......
CABBAGES AND. KINGS
Books and Lyrics. .MetrOtGoldwyn-Mayer

World Pub. Co.

(Reprint)

GIRL IN

.Life Story

.Roy Publishers '(Condensation)
.William C. While

...

CARROT TOP.
CITY DOG
COMEBACK
CONCERNING MIRACLES....,
FOR SERVICES RENDERED
FOR VALOR

.

PRODUCER

AUTHOR

TITLE

ALONG CAME JONES

.

rights) ........ ...McCall's

.'.

.Carolyn Coggins

....

American

............

Wescott

(Serialization

CAREER

MOTION PICTURES

PUBLICATION
Atlantic Monthly

Paul

.Elliot-

Motion Picture

and Magazine Publications

AND ARTICLES

STORIES
TITLE

Department for the Year 1944

to the Authors,

Producers, Play Producers, Book Publishers

ACCENT ON LIVING.!,..
A LADY VERSUS TOKYO ROSE
ALL THE WAY BACK TO CAIRO
APARTMENT IN ATHENS.

INC.

Profile)

....Columbia Pictures

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

;

Al Martin. ........... .Universal Pictures
...AI Martin.....
Columbia Pictures
...Denison Cli/t. ......... .Republic Pictures
Margaret Buell Wilder .. David O Selznick

.-

.

RUSTY
SECRETS OF SCOTLAND YARD
SINCE YOU WENT AWAY...

SWEEPSTAKES SKETCH
TAKE IT OR LEAVE TV...

Dave Freedman. .Metro-Goluwyx-Mayer
20th Century-Fox
.

Sale of Radio Program

.

(Phil Baker)

THE LITTLE- PRINCE.

......

Antoine

:

St.

Exupery

Mercury Prod.

.

.

,

.

.

TAKE IT EASY; SON.
THE DARK LAND.
THE LAST. TANTO
THE OSCARS,.,
THE SAD SACK
.

THE WALSH

:

.

Collier's

.Mary Main

.Esquire

Atlantic Monthly
George Baker..CoNSOLiDATtT> News Features

.Elliot

Paul

(Newspaper syndication)
Janeway.

GIRLS....

Lyons)

'

.

..

.

...Robert Russell.

.Paramount Pictures
.Supreme Pictures

;

..-.Maxwell Grant

..Elirabelh

MacFadden ... Walter Colmes Productions

STORY..........

Publications

-WHISTLE STOP.
GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS.

.

;.
.

.

.

..Maritta Wolff. .Philip YonOAN Productions
.

.George White.

.....

RKO

s

Pictures

REPRESENTING EXCLUSIVELY FOR MOTION PICTURES
KING FEATURES SYNDICATE

.Liberty

.'.

.

(With Al Grossman)

TRUE

Collier's

;

..Robert Sylvester
,

S.

.

.Capt. Milton Sperling.

.'.

,

(With A. &

THE NIGHT BEFORE.
THE SHADOW

(Condensation)

TROUBLE

IN

HAVERSTRAW

JUNCTION ..:.'.,
TWO UNTITLED ARTICLES
UNTITLED STORY
WELCOME HOME:

...Cy Feuer and Arthur Lewis

.

,.

,

WOMEN LAWYERS

.Richard

.Liberty

Atlantic Monthly

Moloney

Russell
......

Gehman

.

BOOKS

.Collier's

.Jerry Davis.

.Esquire

Judge Jerome Frank.. Good Housekeeping

AUTHOR

TITLE

AND THE FIELD

IS

THE WORLD

Dola

PUBLISHER

De Jong Hoowij.

.Scribner's Querido

(Dutch Rights)

BEST FILM PLAYS

PLAYS
AUTHOR

TITLE

BRIGHT WEAPON
CALL ME LUCKY

PRODUCER

Arch Oboler..
Books and Lyrics by

1.

David

J.

Wolper"

Walter O'Keefe.
Vinton Freedley
Music by Jri>ine Orion

CATHERINE WAS GREAT.
CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY.

DO

SI

(or

DO

Mae West.

Michael Todd
Philip and Julius Epstein. .Edward Gross
from book by Rosemary Taylor
.Book by Louis Verneuil
Henry Adrian
and Edward Eager..
.

.'.

THAT'S ROMANCE)
*'
••'-'
'•'

:

_

Ij.yri.cs

hu. Kd.ward, Efiper.

Score by Oscar Straus; additional
themes by Johami Strauss and
Joseph Strauss

BED WE CRY
PERSUADE ME NOT,
RID IN' THE RAINBOW.....
SONG OF NORWAY. .........

.John C. Wilson
........Paul Gordon
.Anita Loos.
Edward Gross
Rosemary Taylor......

IN

.

...

THE YANKEE COUSIN
TUCKER'S PEOPLE.

Ilka Chase

....

.Adaptation of Lyrics and

Music by Robert Wright and
.... Edwin Lester
George Forrest..
.Bert Sirofchovifch. ....... .Harold Winston
'.-....'Elmer Rice.....

.......... .Jed Harris

from book by Ifa Wolfert

Crown

and
Dudley Nichols

-...John Gassner

Judge Jerome Frank
BIOGRAPHY OF CHAS. E. HUGHES
Mary Main
CONSUELA
......Edwin Seaver.
CROSS SECTION II
Elliot Paul.
ITEMS ON THE GRAND ACCOUNT

Purlishers

Doubleday-Doran
Dial Press
L. B.Fischer
...Random House

(Autobiography)

STILL MALONEY........... .......Arch Oboler....
Major Louis Huot.
MISSION TO TITO.
.....

.Dial Press

IT'S

.....

.

.'.
.

:L. B.

Fischer

NO CROSS NOR CROWN
Edward McSorley.
Appleton Century
OBOLER ENCORES
.Arch Oboler
...Duell, Sloan .& Pearce
ONE FAINTING ROBIN.
...Margaret London
...Doubleday-Doran
SOME OF THESE DAYS
.Doubleday-Dorak
.... .Sophie Tucker.
SUMMER IN DECEMBE'R ..... 7.
Random House
Elliot Paul.". .....
I'LL HATE MYSELF IN THE MORNING. .Elliot Paul.
..:...... .Random House
THE SONS OF THE FATHERS. ....... .Edwin Seaver
.Dial Press
THE FOXES OF HARROW. ............ .Frank Yerby....
......... Dial Press
THE SAD SACK. ...........
George Baker. .. ..... .Simon & Schuster
UNTITLED BOOK
.Random House
.... Richard B. Gehman
.

.

"

i

.

:

.

.

.'.

.

.

.

.'..

.

..'.'...•

UNTITLED NOVEL.

...

......

:

.Elizabeth

Jane way.

.

.

.

, .

.Doubleday-Doran

REPRESENTING EXCLUSIVELY FOR
MOTION PICTURES AND DRAMATIC RIGHTS
HARPER ft IROSh PUBLISHERS
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Carl Czolba switches from Kenyon
to the Rowland, and Phil Katz, pilot
of Centre, fjocs to the Kenyon,

Hamrick- Evergreen Shifts Seattle

D. C.

Freezeout

Bob Wolhcim, of Columbia sales
force in Washington, transferred to
Continued from page 1
here, 'taking over Main
Line sales'- post.
.announced ' no intention of nient spots, already under considCorporal Martin Rothcnslein, for- which
eration.
mev Cambridge Springs theatre curbing its service, haying 30 dBys
The coal shortage is directly dua
In
Chicago,
hand.
dison
received honorable
supply of coal
to manager,
nabe .'of its kind. The project
to storm conditions in the last
two
will
include -a charge from Army and returns to coalyards have an ample, supply,
cost $600,000 and
months which hava blocked many
exhibition.
unare
super-service'. auto station, cocktail
while Cincinnati operators
chief,
shipping
Metro's
Ted
Tolley.
carloads
of fuel from this area.
oilier
ailo.v.aml
bowling
stoics,
conies
bar,
concerned because their coal
Theatres have been operating on
The extensive' grounds named lo his lilth term as president on river b*i -es 'fivn'.- "'est Virginia
enterprises.
6
Local
will' contain a 1.000-car parking lot. of .IATSE Filmrow Employees
almost:
day-to-day
supplies
of coal
and, consequently, transportation to
baseball diamond, tennis courts., wad- B-ll.
and constant threat of non-delivery.
that area causes no strain upon
ing
and community' picnic
pool
Added to this headache have beea
grounds.
New Intel slate House in San Anloiie railway carriers. In Providence, delays in getting film from
Buffalo,
San Antonio, Jan. 30.
R. I., theatres have voted to open
laid
to
transportation
difficulties
here,
Martin's New Berth.
Laurel Ihcatre, .newest nabe
and
their houses two hours later each
jammed express offices due to lack
Interstate CirUniversal followed the policy of opened last week.
clay.
of manpower.
promoting from the ranks litis week cuit will operate. All proceeds of
Shortcuts to healing are being
opening night went, to "March of
Poor bus service is reflected at the.
in elevating Harry J. Martin to post
pondered. The Palace in New York boxorficcs, especially on cold
of New Haveii branch manager. He Dimes" campaign.
days,
experimentally shut off the heat public declining to venture
replaced John Pavnne.
long
New Arizona House Started
Martin joined U as a booker in
Sunday t28) at 2 p.m. for the day: waits on exposed street corners
tinChandler, Ariz., Jan. .30.
Boston in 1931. and moves to branch
Construction of new independent There were no customer complaints; less vitally necessary. Last week's
manager spot from job as salesman.
theatre has been started here. J. H. It's. likely that the houses that have sub-zero wave reported to have
Woods is owner-manager: Theatre to provide their own heat will go nicked theatres' take around 80%.
WB's Uolid on 2-Wrck Trip
is next door to' city's San Marcos
into
later
openings
atid
eliminate
Oldtime
theatre
men
still
Dolid.
Warner
Bros,
(Mike)
1. F.
activa
very late shows.
here declare it's the toughest winter
exchange supervisor, left over week- hotel.
end: to conduct series of branch ofTemporary shuttering of the Pal- for operation in all their experience.
Plx Co.'s Expansion
designated
fice meetings in. newly
Expansion program of Pix Theatre ace tHealre, Cleveland, socked the
so.uthern and southwestern districts.
Patsy
Kelly^Barry
Wood-Shep
Fields
Boston
Considers
with
Week
Closings
was stepped up last
His first stop is St. Louis, followed Co.
announcement- by Samuel Cum- show. They're in on a percentage.
Boston, Jan. 30.
by Dallas, Oklahoma City, Memphis, the
Fuel crisis here brought up serioua
New Orleans, Atlanta -and Charlotte. mins, general manager, that the new And this is typical of liow other
such shows will fare.
(Continued on page 35)
assistant genArthur Sachson,
consideration by civic authorities to
Suggestion that theatres operating close down all places of amusement
eral sales manager, who has' been on
three- week tour of western branches
on a full-week basis voluntarily from bowling alleys to. legit and
on sales matters, has returned to*4.Y.
close down one day per week, rer motion
picture houses until the
,

exchange

Mgrs.; Other Theatre, Exchange Briefs

I

Seattle. Jan. 30.

changes in local theatre
year set by HamrickEvcrgrcen. Lieut, ijg) Jack. Rosenberg, until recently in Coast Guard,
in charge of really in Northwest,
of Orpheu'm.
manager
as
resigned
where he replaced Don Gcddes three
Biggest

managers

in a

Gecldes oceanic city
weeks ago.
manager Tor F.vergreen Theatres in

Rosenberg joins his
brother. Mike, in ownership of two
Marvin Fox
theatres in California.
moves from manager of Music Hall
Dclnio
to same post at Orphetim.
Larrison goes from Coliseum to be
Wcnutchee.

manager

Music Hall; Jack Dud-

of

manage
Coliseum, and Bill Gilson, from assistant manager of Orp.hcum to man-

man from Music Box

to

ager of Mu.mc Box.

Long Gels

Dallas Spots
Dallas. Jan.

4

30.

Of major importance here was Ihe
deal giving J. G. Long. of. Bay City,
a long-term lease on four theatre's'
owned and operated by P. G. Cameron in Dallas. Houses include the
Peak, Airway, Grove and new Urban, now building.
Glenn McCl'ain. long an employee
of Long, will head the Dallas Associated Theatres, which will handle
the houses. J. P. Price will be manager of Peak: Albert Cameron will
manage the Grove, and R: .1. Yowcll
Long operates three
the Airway.
nabe houses in Houston and a. group
of 54 smaller houses in Texas.
Albert Cameron named manager
of the Airway theatre here, replacing Guy Cameron, Cameron has purchased the Aero theatre, Santa Monica, Calif., and. will move there to
operate it.

[

|

I

•

.

.

WB

Pic Group to Meet

San Antonio House
San Antonio. Jan. 30.

$100,000

Newest nabe here, the- Laurel,
built by Joseph J. Barshop for about
$100,000, opened as an Interstate Circuit house.
All opening night receipts went to "March of. Dimes."
Eric Brcndlcr named manager of the
.

Captain' Fielding J. O'Kelly. Jr.,
Pacts E. M. Loew Circuit
AUS, retired, has taken up his duties
J. McCarthy, PRC sales man- as assistant to his father, district manhas closed deal- with E. M. ager for Schinc Theatres, Inc., in this
Loew circuit in Boston for 100% of city. Captain O'Kelly was retired
company's product.
recently following two years service
England.

PRC

Leo

in

Joe felder Leaving Mono
Joseph J. Felder, Monogram branch
Feb.

accept another post to be

16, to

announced

Felder

later.

is

Douglas, Ariz., House to Xalis
Douglas, Ariz., Jan. 30.
After an absence of years, James
Xalis returns here to operate the
.

second Grand,

1,250-seater

which he

built

N.Y. Film Board of Trade and

in 1918.
Since 1935, the house had
Motion been leased to Diamos Brothers. A
son, Nick, will assist his father, and
a son-in-law, Jim Loomos, of HolBel. $SM,«M Nabe Project
lywood, will be buyer and booker.

v.p. of

member

of directorate
Picture Associates.

7th

War Loan

of

,

Providence, Jan. 30.
Jumping the gun on Government's request for' a diriioul on
theatre marquees, etc.. in 16

Washington, Jan. 30.
meeting of motion picture

theatre participation

Captain O'Kelly Back to Sehine
Glens Falls, N. Y.. Jan, 30.

ager,

manager in N. Y. and with the company many years, resigned, effective

On
First

house.

crisis passes.

Jumping the Gun

in

put the plan into effect immediately and not wait for the

•to

February deadline.
Managers, headed by Ed Fay,
also- went a step further, and
though the critical stage lias not
yet been reached here, they
voted to open two hours later
each morning, and with .the
seven-day week,, this is equivalent to one day's closing. Plan
goes into effect Thursday (1).

icity for the theatre division of the
campaign. After the appointments
are made. Browning will come here
to huddle with Gamble and other
Treasury execs to lay ihe groundwork of .the campaign.

Gamble will be feted Wednesday
at a testimonial dinner to be given
WB Re-ihafflei Managers
him Wednesday '31) by the NaPittsburgh, Jan. 30.
Wilh resignation of Nat Mutnick as tional 16 iffm War Loan Committee
man chain. The house, to take over manager WB's Ambridge, Pa„ thea- headed by Horace O. Jones, head of
38 acres on the swank East Side, is a -tre, Bill Hock, from Rowland in Wil- the committee. Others expected to
spotted there.: be present include Ned Shangrue
3,000-seater.
It may be the largest klnsburg, has been
and other Treasury officials. Jones
will make a report to the Treasury
on the 16 mm contribution to the
Sixth War- Loan Drive and discussions started on the Seventh. Only
13 state chairmen will attend the
16 mm group confab because of
Detroit, Jan. 30.
There's nothing picayune about the

nabe house designed here for postwar building by the Wisper & Wets

New

York Theatres

ERROL FLYNN
Wunfr

In

"OBJECTIVE. BURMA"
with

WMtan Mac* •
••or**

HaM

la Person

SHAW

ARTIE

nd

And

aVewa

With
Rabart Hattaa - Jwaa Salllvoa

His Orchestra
with

Ron Wfta. Jr. • Jane Mom
Saaaf Rica
Iroodwoy and 47rh St.. STRAND
ON SCBEKN
Thura., Feb.

IN PERSON

Aloa Hale

RING CROSIY

Im

Jum

Iturbl

2Mb

r<r» n

In

iwn

Person

and

Rem

Al Trace

AlhriM

SUNDAY DINNER
FOR A SOLDIER

Ceatarj-Fax preaeota
A. J.

CBONIV8

KINGDOM"
RIVOU
B'n; t Wth «.

MUSIC HALL

"A SONG TO

REMEMBER"

OXY

Seventh Ave. and

ftotta

St.

PALACE
4a

IN

LORD DRAWS A PAIR

Meantime, at the meeting with
the
scheduled
tomorrow
(Thursday), there is possibility of a

WPB

Universal
and
Columbia
RKO,
would receive the second largest cut
while UA, Columbia, Republic and
others would receive the minimum
reduction. ' Thus, instead of a 10%
reduction in film some of. the top
companies may be asked to accept
a 12% or 15% cut while other dis-

would have

certain,

THE WINDOW"

InUraaltaul Ffeture— RKO lUteUM

^sJ

on the vol-

to.

reduce from

four to 10%.
Whether the majors will agree to
this proposal, which has been under
discussion among film execs, is un

Raymond Maaacy

"WOMAN

used by each distrib.

tribs.

Edward G.

t pa eU eator *Jtaae rVaduetiane

to 30 r o, depending

ume

.

A 20th Century- tW Picture
Oa Stoaa—"ZANZIIAR REVUE"

R

12%

levelling off in raw film allocations.
Instead of a general 10% reduction
applying to 'every distributor, pos>
sibility is that the reduction will be
graduated in line with the position
of the various companies.
In this event, the major distributors such as Metro, 20th-Fox, Warners' and Paramount, which took, the
largest
cut
under Order L-178,
would again be subjected to the
reduction.
largest
proportionate

Woody

HERMAN
HI* Orvheejra
All-Star

'Inaccurate'
Continued from page 3

Leveling;

"Hara CaaM

Mm Waves"

"THE KEYS OF THE

cnV"

Woodt

MUTTON
SONNY TUFTS

O'Brien

Jlamy Durante

Doacrla

HOLLYWOOD

MILLIONS"
Mtnant

-

IftTTY

1

"MUSIC FOR Rochester

i

C

In Warner Bron. Hit

"ROUGHLY SPEAKING"

]

sary at this time.

Still

a possibility,

however.
Most of the downtown film houses
buy heat from the Edison-piped heat
system, and do not maintain their
own plants. Thus the shutdown
discussed would have brought up
plenty of complicated problems.

LA.

Times Whiskbroom

gardless of the fuel supply on hand,
Tactics Rile Exhibs
has been made to Mayor F. H, LaBeginning Feb. 1, the Los Angeles
Quardia by Jesse L. Stern, president
Times will run theatre guides only
of the Unaffiliated Independent Exthree, days a week instead of daily,
hibitors, Inc.,- and himself operator
to conserve newsprint.
Change, is
of a small string of houses in N. Y.
causing commotion among 300 exThe UIE is composed of subsequent- hibs, who have been screening
tha
run exhibitors in the Greater N. Y: Times' institutional trailers in
exarea.
change for theatre listing.
Stern wrote Mayor LaGuardia
Printing of guides will be rethat if he thought the suggestion stricted to Sun., Wed. and Fri.
warranted consideration, a meeting
might be called to discuss it.
In the first World War many the- Loew's $194,207,B28
atres in various sections of the
In 18-Mo.
country Shuttered one day each
Sales
week for conservation' purposes. It
Total War Bpnd sales by Loew's,
was found in most cases that ordi- Inc. from June 1, 1942 to- Dec. 1,
narily on the six days theatres did 1944 totaled $194,207,628, according
as well as on seven. Most closed to a report Issued by the company
down then on either Mondays or last week.
Tuesdays.
War Bond sales in Loew theatres,
Operators hope that if the situa- plus purchases by Loew employees
tion must result in shutterings, it'll reached $136,386,128. The corporabe by official order. In that way tion purchased $57,821,500.
they'll be financially protected, as
most contracts have, an "act of God
or public authority" clause. But if
NEXT, 'CHEEK'
they can't open because of an empty
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
coal bin or tank, they may well be
Katharine. Hepburn's next starrer
held liable for the Contracts.
at Metro will be
"The Damask
Erno Rapee and a 75-piece symph
Cheek." based on a John van Druten
orch were cancelled when a scheduled concert for Saturday (.27) was play and listed for early spring

Bond

travel restrictions.

JACK CARSON

.

Jmm

TaMaa • Heatf
Warner Aaderiaa

'

ROSALIND RUSSELL

Bran. Bit

.

"critical" States, main slemmers
voted at a meeting Saturday r27)

the coming

Seventh War Loan Drive will probably be held this weekend or early
next week, according, to Treasury
official*.
Ted Gamble., head of the
War Finance Committee of the
Treasury Department, is now back
in town and is expected to formally
name Sam Pinonski, Boston exhibitor, as head of the theatre drive,
with Harry Browning, Pinanski's
press agent, to take over the pub-

Idea was to close all whether they
had fuel stocks or Edison heal, or
what, so as to prevent unfair competition in the case of theatres which
might have to close for lack of coal.
Gov. Maurice Tobin
in-,
(just
ducted in that post from mayor of
Boston) took a wait-and-see stand,
and by week's end it had been decided that such a step was not ncces.

however,

Cenalete D. C. Plans
Washington, Jan. 30.
Plans have been completed for
meeting here at
Thursday's (1)

which raw stock allocations for the.
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Columbia handed Del Lord two first quarter of the year will be set
director chores, starting Feb. 12, with and announced.
New York representatives of the
"Gertie from Bizerte," a comedy
producers will be down for the seswith a war angle.
Following in April will be another sion with Lincoln Burrows, head of
light piece. The Blonde from the WPB Picture Unit, and ather
WPB officials.
Brooklyn."

HEPBUUTS

called off because Syracuse officials
closed most enterprises.

filming,

.

Harold S. Bucquet directs and
Lawrence Weingarten produces.

Midwest Unwerrled
Chicago, Jan. 30.
The Midwest is not worried over
fuel shortages and restrictions at
the present time.
Ample fuel is
available in the jards in this area,
and if plan of keeping customers
five days ahead on coal supply can
be maintained, most amusement
spots will be able to stay open without changes in operation. Many of
the large
theatre
circuit*
have
enough coal on hand to last until
spring.
Checkup with leading midwest
bookers, supplying both nightclubs
and theatres,, brought out that no
reaction has yet been felt. by them in
the curbing of bookings, with most
of them commenting that it is too
early for any definite reaction lo

'.'..'

have set

-

in.

MINIATUR! LIQUORS
Entire collection of 800 filled boll lee
from all over the world: Home bottled,
before 'Prohibition; many flue.liHiid
blown floral and animal piemen m>ver
ngaln available because of tho war: no
two alike. In ahapo; no duplicate*;'
.iperiol 1200 nhowcaee
with IlKlita.
alnRfl ahelvea Included In oiire: 12.200.
P. C. KLEIN, Sl» N. Vlchlawa AM.

Chleaco

•chetter dating!
Rochester, N. Y. Jan. 30.
City officials have ordered Convention Hall and the Sports Areha
closed because of a serious 'coal
shortage here. These are the only
spots for Visiting dance bands and
sports events, and the- closings are
possible forerunners of shuttering
theatres, nightclubs and other arause-

AVAILABLE
Story Mtar Pr oda ct loa Aisbtoat
fraven oMkal fatal hr aad eaevollfa
Heavy film, theatre ami pna-.

nullity.

Hailing background.
lloti

with forward

am

17.

IM Wot
New Verk

-

WlHlieft u«Mirla-

looking nradlirer.

Vtrttty
41th Slrtet
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BLUE AUDS MUST GROW, OR ELSE
The Blue Comes Through.
When, last week, the Blue Network announced it would retain
the William Oailmor hews commentary program, heard nightly
on WJZ, N. Y., it took a positive and commendable stand on
several vital issues. Mainly, the statement by Chester J. LaRoche,
the web's vice chairman, upholds the principle of free speech In
radio. For here is ho mere lip service to one of the basic Freedoms, but a concrete avowal by one of the major networks that
oould serve well as a pattern for all radio to follow.
In the face of terrific pressure sparked by vehement attacks
Westbrook Pegler, Hearst columnist, and the New York WorldJyelegram, on the personal life and political beliefs of Oailmor
and his sponsor, Samuel J. Novick (Electronic Corp. of America),
the Blue network let nothing swerve it from a fair and unbiased
consideration of all the facts. It Investigated Gallmor, who was
accused of having pro-Communist leanings, and his sponsor, who
was charged with buying radio time to advance his own political
philosophy; And in an enlightened and fair appraisal of the
oharges, LaRoche succinctly branded the name-calling by
acknowledging that: "Communism is an easy label to apply
to a political liberal with whom you disagree." By judging Gallmor solely on the texts of his broadcasts, the Blue found the
charges against his political philosophy unjustified.

Pegler further accused Gallmor of being morally unfit to be a
in the light of evidence that he had once
stolen several automobiles while suffering from a compulsion
neurosis, from which he has since completely recovered. ' And
her*, again, the Blue accepted scientific proof that these were
the Irresponsible acts of a sick man and therefore bore no criminal tinge. LaRoche's statement takes on an added significance
at a time when this particular type of mental sickness confronts
America oh a large scale. Gailmor has done much to erase the
•tigma attached to people who have undergone such treatment.
And the Blue, in proving that the stigma would not prevent
Gallmor from being able to hold a job, has set a fine example.
For if all industry similarly accepts this fact when the thousands
of mentally-frayed GIs, once more rehabilitated, come to them
for jobs, It'll be a big step toward solving one of the postwar
problems.

news commentator

CAB-Hopper Situash Kicked Around

By Ad Agency Reps

"MOT"

Summer Replacement MM.
.

Opens Early; Wayne King for Benny?
Reflecting the general competitive*
state of today's radio talent market,

He Dood

several ad agencies are already mulling plans for. summer replacement
•hows for their top web stanzas; It's
an unparalleled situation in the industry, for, in past years, there has

WABD

been talk of replacements unMarch, at the earliest. Frequentbeen even later.
tlpoff on the picture is

ftaver
til

ly, it's

A. further

as

indicative of the

& Coslello and others. Kate
Smith's time will probably be occupied by two half-hours, instead of a

Abbott

one-hour show.

New at the Blae
Ted Oberfielder, promotion direcWFIL, Philly, checks into. the
network early next month to
Join Fred Smith's promosh brigade.
Newcomer will take over as coordinator of audience promotion.

tor at

sitting

Sposa's wife

WNEW's

Ransom Sherman
the

NBC

is checking off
"Mirth and Madness" morn-

ins cross-the-boarder and the entire
stanza Ls being dropped with Ed East
& Polly checking in Feb. 19 with a
new format to. fill the 9-9:30 sustain-

Sherman, who advanced

ing niche.

poor health as his reason for bowing
out, is expected to return to Califor-

&

CBS from Tuesday to
clearing the spot of stiff
competition, it's felt that the Blue
muffed an opportunity' in not using
9 o'clock as the convincer in establishing proof that, aside from Walter
Winchell, you can get a top rating
on the Blue. Impression is that the
network should have taken one of its
strongest shows and moved it into
the spot instead of the contemplated
Joe E. Brown "Slop or Go" switch
over.
Consensus is that until the Blue
can overcome that low-rating ob
stacle and so give the lie to im
pression among some new sponsors
that they're getting burned in the
plunge into radio, it'll retain the du
bious distinction of being a prov
ing ground for shows. ("Duffy's TaV
ern," Milton Berle, etc.) only to have
them exit into the NBC or CBS fold;
or at worst a "dumping ground" for
smaller-budgeted shows from the
SRO nets to clear time for a toppriced package. Latter case in point
is the Blue's inheritance of the NBC

switchover on

Monday

.

.

nia for a rest.

He came to "Mirth", when Jack
KirUwood stepped out. Latter took
over for Garry Moore when latter "One Man's Family" from Standard
was picked as Jimmy Durante's side- Brands, with' the latter putting the
kick on the Camel show a couple of new $17,500 Eddie Bracken show
years. ago. Sherman is expected to into ihe NB£..slot. ...
whip a 'new. show into shape- on the
"Family" moves info" the Tuesday^
Co?'st when his health permits.
7:30. Blue niche., bringing, along a
East 8i Polly (Mrs. East) will con- 10.5 (Jan. CAB) rating carried over
tinue to do their a.m. 'Breakfast in from the half-hour following Charlie
Bedlam" stanza heard on WJZ, N. Y.. McCarthy on NBC. What happens
but the new assignment means that to the rating in the next few months
they've checked out of the Blue net- should lend strong pro or con evi
work stable. Pair had "Ladies Be dence as to the Blue's future pros
Seated" (2:30 p.m.) going on the net- pects.
work for a year but dropped off recently and Johnny Olsen is now
•

handling.

.

Jack Smith on Discs

.

lue

Hooper pocket-piece folder on
ratings is a poor substitute for
the former format that pre-

For one thing, it's
out,
the ' simplified
ot presentation, on one
side of the folder, is now gone,
the new folder requiring a turnover. And, as one agency exec
vailed.

pointed

method

put

Celambus.
mentator for

—

Jim

WBNS,

Cooper,

com-

has been re-

tion Dec. It.

it,

"the rest

and stuff
unimportant to

is stuff

that's relatively

us."

Similarly, the
new listings
eliminate the. "top 15" with the

month before and year before
comparisons,
compilation

with

the

latter

now published on

the once-monthly folder on day-

time radio. .Thus, it's contended,
it confuses nighttime radio with

daytime radio.
Plan is to present the arguto. the Hooper org with a
request to revert back to the old
format.

ment

Wynn Off, Wayne,
Warnow Remain

Smith, singer

has been initialed by •
of advertising agency rep*
New York whose purpose is to
help achieve maximum service from
the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (Crossley) and the Hooper,
rating organizations. The agencies
are directing their efforts strictly
along constructive lines and to bring
forth suggestions which they feel
will be beneficial to the trade as a
whole, but in some quarters it's interpreted as a realization that the
Crossley organization is up against
stiff competition and has fallen from
its once lofty perch.
While the agencies are cooperatively identified with CAB and thus
have a stake in its operation, it's
claimed that the move is in no way
a gesture of partisanship in CAB'S
favor as opposed to the Hooper popularity survey. Rather, it's an acceptance of the fact that with the
Hooper organization in the past year
making increasing, inroads and in
many cases rated over CAB among
many agency people and broadcasters (in Chicago alone- 75% of
the agencies polled have-, expressed a
preference for the Hooper service),
both are here to stay "so let's pitch
in and derive a maximum of bene-

group

in

.

'

fits."

The N Y. agency reps met last
week (25) to poll suggestions on
Crossley
improvements,- witl. individual studies to be made and
later correlated for presentation to
.

the

On

Borden's has finally decided to call
quits on the $10,000-budgcted Ed
heard Monday nights on
the Blue network. Despite fact pro
gram underwent complete overhaul
ing and. moved into a more favorable
time niche from its previous Friday
night 7 p.m. segment, it was unable
to snare a rating.
Show scrams after 26-week period
on Feb. 26, with Borden's retaining
the time and putting in a new, but
less expensive program on March 5
which will probably be headed up
by Mark Warnow's orch and Jerry
Wayne, both currently spotted on
the Wynn show.
It marks the third Borden show
to fold in recent months, the client
also dropping the. Fannie Hurst Saturday airer on the Blue and the Lou
Sobol "Bright Lights of Broadway"
on WOR. N. Y.
Young ti Rubicam handles the
it

Wynn show

account.

When Leaves

Fall,

Allen

Will Return, Latest Dope;

Abe

CAB.

Borden-Blue

Hooper's Chi Inroads
Chicago. Jan. 30.
Hooper ratings have replaced
(Crossley) as
the standard
measurement of radio- here, with
75% to 80% of the local and network
sales heads and agency executives
using the former service exclusively,
it was revealed, in a checkup here
last week.
Local stations use no
other service, although they subscribe to both, as Hopper is the only
one that gives a local rating.
Objections to the CAB are numerous among the radio, fraternity
C. E.

CAB

Comment of one network
manager was that CAB has
weakened its standing considerably
Hooper began making inroads
on them, by changing their measurement system two o- three times,

here.
sales

since

each time getting closer to Hooper's
method of checking. Another top
exec thinks that CAB has been further handicapped by its too close
identification with advertisers, while
Hooper, being more independent, is
more aggressive in efforts to give
subscribers every possible service.
Most execs talked to are of: the
opinion that Hooper pocket-pieces
have been" a big factor in moving

Lastfogel Handling Hooper

Fred Allen's return to the air with
own show now appears to be
for fall under Abe Lastfogel's
(Wm. Morris office) supervision.
Whether it's for his ex-sponsor, Texaco, is still in doubt, with the Buchanan agency, which, handles the

into

its

present

making a strong pitch to
recapture the star and his "Alley"'
gang.
There were some reports that Allen
would take over the Texaco "Star
Theatre" Sunday night show on CBS
for the final 13-week lap this season
place of James Mellon, who
in
stepped in when- Allen exited last
summer, but Allen says no dice until
the leaves fall. Meanwhile, Allen's
been circuiting the dials in a multiv
plicity ot' jprarraT--shoU tfiafs-bccr.
netting him coin comparable to that,
of stars holding down their own
account,

weekly 6hows.

position

among survey companies.

his
set

Riley Balks

And

Blocks Big Steel
Eleventh-hour snafu late last week
threw the Blue network-U. S. SteelTheatre Guild deal up in the air
again after details had been practically completed to spot the contemplated hour-long dramat series
on the web Sunday nights from 10
to 11.

As a matter of fact, the deal was
so nearly a fait accompli that a
-Marcir IS staitlng date hid alrcad;
/been decided.
Time was to have been cleared
by shifting Bill Bendix's "Life of

Riley" show from the 10 o'clock
Tlbbelt Subs for Melton
niche into the 8:30-9 p.m. spot; latter
Lawrence Tibbelt ,will substitute opening up with the Joe E. Brown
James Melton as m.c. of the quiz .stanza, "Stop or Go," moving to
Texaco "Star Theatre" on CBS Sun- 9 o'clock Tuesday night, the spot
day nights for five. weeks, beginning being vacated by Gracie Fields.
whiie Melton fulfills sev
March
However, at the last minute, Benefal concert dates on the road.
dix sponsor, American .Meat Inst,
Tibbett will continue with his Sat
withdrew its okay to the Sunday
for

«...

on the Pru
urday night "Hit Parade" stint.
dential "Family Hour" show, has
now
Nesbitt
been pacled for a recorded series
Cincinnati— Dick
Which will be spotted locally around sports director of WKRC succeeding
the country for Gulfspray.'
Waite Hoyl, who resigned to join
spieler,
sports
baseball
and
as
agency.
WCPO
is
the
Young & Rubicam
Jack

Alio new to the Blue is Millard leased
from University hospital,
tanks serving as administrative asst. where he Underwent a major opera-

* Smith.

Alio Dipped

Some see in the "March of Time"
dip since moving over to the Blue
(although in the same niche as when
spotted on NBC) the tipoff oh what
the network's up against,, despite
the ambitious diet LaRoche-Hub
Robinson overhauling. The fact that
Ed Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern" enjoyed a top rating on the Blue that
hasn't been duplicated since the
show's switchover to NBC Is viewed
as the exception in the case.
With the Tuesday night 9 o'clock
spot being vacated by the Gracie
Fields exodus and the Burns
Allen

A»k About Face
Opinion among some agency
people is that the revamped

-

NBC, East In

Off

i

is

.

Shaman-mirth'

years won't get by any more.
One agency now looking into the

stanza

The man

fire.

her saved her from be-

Allen Prescott,
(N. Y.) "Wifesaver."

weak shows which sufsummer fare in previous

trend replacement shows may take.
List of shows to be replaced staring in June or July is a long one. injjuding Kate Smith, Texaco, Bob
Hope, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante.

to

was

•ub market is Ruthrauff & Ryan,
which has Jack Benny, Bob Bums
•nd, most likely, "Mayor of the'
Town," to replace. One program under consideration as a Benny sub is
Wayne King and his orchestra, although no decision has been reached.
Fact that a band name in the King
Pay bracket is being thought of as a

summer

on

Guy who saved

-

floed

veil

next

ing seriously burned, stopping
the Are with his hands.

the fact that some agencies now casing the talent situash for fill-ins refuse to discuss their plans. This is
explained by the fact that these
•gency officials don't want to let the
opposition outfits know what budgets
•re being appropriated for summer
shows.
One agency spokesman explained
the early summer action on two
First is, that the earlier
frounds.
i« show is bought, it's figured, the
lass it will cost, since fewer agencies
will be bidding.
Second reason is
that, with three of the major webs
pressuring their accounts to hypo

programs,

It

Sunday (28)' night, at a dinner
tossed by American Kitchens,
after iU WABD. N. Y„ tele show,
wife of Louis Sposa,
technician, accidentally set her

It's

expensive program. Wynn, like Fred
Waring, was moved over from 7 p.m.
to a belter spot, but as yet the rating
hypo hasn't been top noticeable. And
Elgin Watch, it's reported, isn't any
too happy over the rating shared
by "Keep Up With the World." with
possibility seen they may replace the
show with a coin downgrading.

In giving Gallmor a clean slate, the Blue has advocated freedom of speech. Radio, having only a franchise on the "air,"
may not always fare so well in maintaining this Freedom. It
lies within the hands of the public to guard this right zealously.

Trading on

at N. Y. Huddle

A move

the opinion of careful observers in the trade that, insofar as the
Blue network is concerned, there's
a lot that hangs in the balance in
the next few months.
The pulse
boy* take the view that; unless the
Blue can produce some ratings before the summertime exodus, sponsors of big caliber shows may wind
up with a "what's the use?" attitude
and decide it economically unwise to
continue with big coin outlays without the audience payoff. And lacking
time availability on either NBC or
CBS, many are of the opinion' that
unless there's an upgrading of Hoopers and Crossleys, the bankrollers,
while retaining their network nighttime franchise, will switch over to
less expensive shows, or maybe even
do a Dunnlnger arid scram. ("KemTone" called it quits because of inability to get a rating.)
With Bristol-Myers also doing a
quick fold- on the Gracie Fields
Tuesday night show, some are wondering how long the same sponsor
will be content with the 4.5 Alan
Young rating on the Blue, particularly in view of the fact that the
Canadian kid has firmly entrenched
himself as the radio comedy find of
As detailed elsethe past year.
where in this issue, the $10,000 budgeted Ed Wynn show scrams after the
current cycle, with Borden's retaining the time and shoving in a less
.

night switch so the "house" shortage,
currently plaguing the Guild so*
other legit producers on Broadway,
doubled in radio and .stymied tfcs)
outfit from making Its broadcasttag
debut.

-

.
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Special Delivery

Beef to Dailies

Philly B'casters

There was plenty tension

CBS

when

week

Slain Minn. Publisher

last

Had

To

Offered

the

spotted

"Planned Parenthood" program

Re
Philly

radio

Program

'Sloppy, Innac

Philadelphia,. Jan. 30.
stations

last

listing in the radio logs.
The meeting, closed to

Lists

-f

-"oat

week

huddled with the publishers of the
local dailies in an effort to clear up
a long-standing peeve ot the broadinaccurate"
and
casters— "sloppy
outsiders,

lasted for four hours during which
the broadcasters complained to the
daily operators about Ihc brushoff
that radio has been getting in the
press.

A chart was shown, displaying the
Idlings as. sent from the station and
then the way it appears in the logs.
Jack

For example, a show like
Benny's might come up as •"variety"
Another comin lhe newspapers:
plaint was thai changes and deletions were not made by papers when
sent in by station.
.

the 11:15-11:30 p.m. slot in
place of the Danny O'Neil show.
Dr. Richard N. Pierson, obstetrician, was set as the speaker
in

at

misatc

lasir-

'

sarii-

had six deliveries on his
hand and wasn't sure whether
he would be able to show up on

;thal he

Blue Goes Farther

was against the

In-

Than

i

Ft. in

Heaven'

Blue has hiked its budget Cor "One
Foot in Heaven;" sustainer, setting
Philip Merivale and Janet Beecher,
both from the legit, for the leads.
Show, an adaptation pf the Hnrtzoll
Spence book and film, has had casting trouble and. scheduled -far a
month 'ago, has been delayed.
Foot" is now slated to precm Sun.
Program is being
(4) at 10:30 p.m.
co-produced by the Blue and Stanley Wolf, with Martin Andrews di-

Andrews, replaced

recting".

Bob

Stephens.

Janet Flanner, Sheean

On

lime.
Jittery studio gang breathed a
sigh of relief when Dr. Pierson
got in just under the wire.

i

Radio Guild Maps

Miss Flanner, who formerly cmceed
the network's "Listen the Women"
program, is now accredited to the

neapolis studio are c-» strike and.
have refused to obey a
directive to return to work.
The revelation of Kasherman's
Paris.
Plan is to air Sheean on offer sent musician union officials
Mon., Wed. and Fri., and use Miss scurrying to the county attorney's
Flanner the other two days.
office. They indignantly disclaimed
Will necessitate shifting "That's any "racket."
for Me," a mnsical program from
Kasherman, who served a prison
Chicago currently in. the time slot term a few years ago for extorting
to. the 4:15-4:30 niche, and dropping money from a resort keeper on pain
the "Ozark Ramblers" stanza orig- of exposure, was "taken care of" In
inating in St. Louis from the net- his auto in front of a restaurant
work.
where h<. was taking a woman companion.
He is the third scandal
sheet publisher to be murdered here
in recent years. In the last edition
of his paper he accused the present
city administration of being corrupt.
None of the previous killings was
solved and there are no clues this
time, excepting the bullets. Newspapers are demanding an end to the
Return of Andre Kostelanetz and vice they claim gives rise to
such
his orchestral stint for Coca-Cola, killings. After
the murder the lid
"Pause That Refreshes on the Air," went on tight with slot
machines,
is reported set for early spring with
gambling, all-night unlicensed liquor
the sponsor understood to be all for spots, etc.,
shutting down. Mayor M.
checking back into CBS.
Show L. Kline has offered a
$500 reward
dropped out of its 4:30 p.m. Sunday for the apprehension
of the killers.
spot several weeks ago when Kosty
and the missus (Lily Pons) trekked
overseas, for the USO.

GI Rehabilitation

New Yorker magazine and
.

One of the most ambitious projects
to date, designed to re-establish in
the fold those from the creative end
of radio (writers, directors, actors,

Contract

.

pres.,

Radio Tops

WHAT.

in

Efforts on 6th

Promosh

War Loan

With ?1 1,250,000 Contrib

Philadelphia, Jan. 30.
Powers Gouraud, vet
spieler
who. has been billing himself as the
"Night Owl" for the past 12 years,
yesterday announced he wjas consult"ing his attorneys with a view toward
stopping Earl Wilson if latter attempts to use that tag- on. his Mutual
show for White Owl Cigars.

WCAU

Gouraud has a iound-the-town
chatter show on WCAU for the Yellow Cab Co. and has opened his
nightly stint with the greeting: "Yellow, night owls, yellow, thii is the
old Night Owl. himself, Powers Gouraud." .
Gouraud even carries around a.
..
"stuffed owl as his trade mark, the
bird having posed with him in pub... Udty photos ever since he's been' on
.

Buchanan Upped

as is known, no arrangements
having been made for coke, to in-

Berle, 'Romance' Dickers
Duplicating Frank Sinatra's rapid
rise to fame and fortune, Eileen Bar
ton, young singer until recently on

herit the slot upon the maestro's
return.
As things stand now, CBS
is sold out solid Sunday afternoons,
as well as nightly throughout 'the

week.

WNEW

'

Paramount theatre, N.Y., last fall.
Her departure from the Sinatra
package was by mutual agreement
when- the opportunity to step into
top coin brackets came along. Sup
,

posed to open for a stage run at the
Orpheum, L.A., Feb. 6, the singer
cancelled put on account of the
pending radio commitments. She
was booked to leave the Coast for
N.Y. yesterday (.30).

Situash has given rise to reports
that Kosty might wind up on another web with both the Blue and
Mutual, naturally, eyeing the pros
pect excitedly.
Blue recently lost
the Morton Downey ibke daytimer
to Mutual but retained C-C's ."Spotlight Band" show. Chances are coke
execs and D'Arcy agency toppers
are in for plenty of romancing before the musical stanza gets safely
tucked away on a network. Like
Blue and Mutual, NBC has some
Sunday afternoon space available
and must be considered In the pic-

AT NABET HEARING

Buchanan, manager of the
script department,

jituart

Blue

network's

will be upped to a supervisorship,
making the fifth at the Blue. Super-

visors

report

Adrian

to

number two exec

in the

Samish,

program de-

partment.

Reported

soheduled

to

succeed

Buchanan as script manager is JohA
Coburn Turner, his assistant until
recently,

when he took over a

special

program promotion assignment.

McLean, HiiUy Pub, Says
Radio Can't Compete

On

ture.

News Except in Speed
Although exact date of Koslela
Philadelphia!. Jan. 30.
netz* return to the air isn't known,
Radio can never be a substitute
performers on the show before his
departure are being given "on your or serious competitor for the newspaper, according to Robert McLean,
mark" notices.
publisher of the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin and president of the
McMlLLIN OFF PH1LC0

Associated Press.

McLean, whose newspaper recently

SHOW MOVES EAST

H0F,

purchased

WPEN,

addressed

the

Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Convention in Harrisburg last week.
John McMillin, who was v.p. of
"Radio is primarily an entertainthe Hutchlns ad agency handling ment business," said McLean. "News-

Fame" program, is papers are concerned primarily with
up a new the dissemination of news. However,
newspapers at last are awake to the
of its 25th week fact that they have a lusty competi"HOF" moves east tor."
McLean said that newspapers noweeks. James Car-

Philco's "Hall of

He's in N. Y. lining
connection.
out.

With completion
here,

Feb.

25,

another 13
Phllco sales' promotion v.p.,
huddling iii. N. Y; with Wit
liam Morris agency execs to find a
successor to producer Tom Mc
Knight, Who Will remain on the
for

mine,

OVERRULE PETRILL0

To Blue Super

.

,

WMCA

is

now

Motiott by counsel for the Amer. Coast,
Federation of Musicians (Petrillo ) to
adjourn an NLRB hearing considering the NABET dispute; in which 16
to Be Heard
NBC and the" Blue network aTe 'inmgr. for. Radio Sales, Iiic, preceded volved,
was overruled yesterday
Allocations
Hollister and related the story be- (Tues.) by the Labor Board in N. Y:
Washington, .Jan. 30.
hind CBS radio research activities. Adojurnment was asked until Petril...
FCC has already received requests
Harold E.- Fellows, managing direc- lo's charge that NABET is dominated
from
the following to make oral artor of WEEI, introed the speakers.
by the two networks had been sus-.
guments on the new frequency allotained or thrown out by the. board.
cations beginning
28: Television
NLRB maintains NBC and the Broadcasters Assn.,Feb.
Allen B. DuMont
Blue have been guilty of unfair prac- Labs, Inc.;
'Opportunity' for Nose
NBC, the Yankee Nettices by refusing to negotiate with
work, Association of American RailLife and career of Jimmy Durante
NABET
for services of pancake flipwill be dramatized on "Freedom of
roads, RCA, RCA Communications,
pers after the union had been certiOpportunity," MBS series; Fri. <2),
American Tel. & Tel., the Journal
sponsored by Mutual Benefit Health fied by the board. AFM also charges Co., Milwaukee; FM' Broadcasters,
and Accident .outfit of Omaha> Neb! NABET moved for the present hear- Inc.; Chi, R. f. and Pacific R. it;
ing
on
the
advice
of
the
networks,
Probably the first time a half-hour
Cowles Broadcasting Co.; Lorraine
who
thus
sought
to
make
it appear
will be given to an account of what's
City Radio Corp., Columbus, O.; Rathey were not "dominating" the. inde- dio Technical Planning
happened to a nose.
Board, and
Program has used other theatrical pendent union.
Edison Electric Inst,, N. Y.
careers as source material, having
recently aired profiles of Jack RobSalt Lake City— Ed Broman, KSL
Philadelphia— Jack Scanlon,
bins and George M. Cohan, with' sales mgr., is spending two weeks announcer, has resigned to loin
Bing Crosby coming up.
on the Coast 'on business,
spieling, ,t«fl oi WOB..K,
artist
costs, which would
ruin a
sponsor's per capita cost of listeners
and customers.
Howard Meighan, eastern sales

.

far

Class With

1

GOVT. INTERFERENCE

Claim on 'Night Owl'

2G

disc-jockey spurs.
the Voice's radio show, has reached
Idea of the importance attached the $2,000-a-week class as the result
to the Ellis signing may of two deals how being negotiated
by
be deduced from the fact that to spot her on the Milton Berle and
they're spotting' him daily opposite "Here's To Romance" (Bourjols) airplatter ses- ers.
Martin Block's
Huddles were held on the
sions with Ellis whirling the turnCoast yesterday (Tues.) aimed at
tables 30 minutes ahead of Block. spotting her with Berle, starting Feb;
This move, his new bosses hope, will 14, and on the "parfum" stanza,
enable him to capture and hold March 1.
some of Block's admitted large au
"
There's a possibility, though, the
dience.
Bourjois programmers may insist on
Understood the Straus indie plans an "exclusive" pact giving the young
a concentrated sales and promosh chirper star billing.
If the coin's
drive to build up the Ellis stanzas right this might toss the Berlewith coin angle worked out so that Eversharp proposition into the dishe'll participate in earnings above card.
Years ago, Miss Barton, then
a stipulated amount. Latter gimmick a. child singer, teamed up with Berle
makes it possible for the newcomer as "Jolly" on his radio program.
to eclipse the 100G mark over the
Miss Barton went on the Sinatra
next five years.
show last summer when he started
plugging Vims, played through the
life ot that contract and also was
spotted with him on the bill at the

PAUL HOLLISTER WARNS

Staking

Rise to

first

Washington, Jan. 30.
Radio again did a magnificent job
for the 6lh War Loan, according to
dollar figures on. promotional support here by Ted R: Gamble, director of the Treasury War Finance
Division, and Thomas H. Lane,' his
director of advertising, press and
radio.
Overall promotional' dollar value
was set at $25,264,000, almost ?30u,'00lr
belter than the record achieved during the 5lh bond drive.
Radio is shown in the lead with
„
an $11,250,000 contribution, as against VS.
$11,000,000 in the 5th.
Other big
Boston, Jan. 30.
contributions:
Daily
and weekly
"Government interference must be
newspapers. $7,709,600; daily newspapers display, $5,051,000; weekly at a minimum if radio is to continue
to
progress
in
this
country," Paul
display, $2,658,000; outdoor advertising, $3,419,573; general magazines, Hollister, CBS v.p. in charge, of sales
$1,662,000; business publicalions,$S35,- promotion, told 150 agency executives
here
meeting
at
a
arranged by
000; farm magazines, $387,450.
Figures are based, on a dollar value WEEI, local CBS outlet Wed. (24).
Speaking on the subject, "Where
of the space and time used. Ignored
in the tabulation are the efforts of Do We Go from Here?" Hollister
the theatres and Holywood since decried regimentation and said the
they cannot fee measured by the public did not wain radio led by a
same yardstick.
Federal bureau.' He cautioned his
audience against inflated time and

rieler

Valuable time segment was gobbled up almost Immediately by Nelson Eddy's "Electric Hour' with, as

Eileen Barton's Rapid

.

WOR

WLB

in

Find Kosty Spot

WNBT

on live talent shows.
all
Ellis checked off the
night record stanza, "Moonlight Sav
ing Time" lasl week and has been
Former
replaced by Barry Gray.
had been handling the show, for
about a year, coming over from
WPAT, Paterson, where he won his

is

Coke Problem To

,

WMCA

Leon Levy, pres., I. D. Levy, v.p.,
and Robert Pryor, promotion mgr.,
WCAU; Roger W. Clipp, pres.. and
Jack Sleek, publicity director, WFIL;
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., pres., and
Minton,
promotion
mgr.,
Ralph
WIP; Alexander Dannenbaum, pres
and Pat Stanton, v.p., WDAS; Lew
London, program director, WPEN
Paul Harron, pres., WIBG, and Wil-

Blue Overseas Spots

Minneapolis, Jan. 30.
A few. days before'-.the gangster
Slaying of Arthur Kashcnnan, publisher of a sporadically issued scandal sheet exposing vice and alleged
graft here, the victim called Stanley

Blue will tecoff series of newscasts Hubbard, KSTP president, and offrom the European fighting fronts by fered to got out an edition "showing,
Janet Planner and Vincent Shee- up" the musicians' union
AFM)
an, Mon. through Fri., in the 4:30'racket,", if Hubbard would -finance
4:45 p.m. niche besining Feb. 12.
it.
Hubbard, who notified police
Sheean, accredited, to Redbook after the murder, says he refused the
mag, is with the 3rd Army, while offer. Musicians at the KSTP Min-

•

WMCA Signs Ellis
On 10QG

liam Banks,

'Racket/ Hubbard Says

.

producers, etc.), upon their release
from the armed forces, has been initiated by the Radio Directors Guild.
A Rehabilitation Committee of the
Guild,, headed by Fred Bethel, is
pointed
The broadcasters
stations.
currently blueprinting plans for a
moreout that it doesn't take any
centralized agency which will enlist
properly
than
space to list programs
of the .most ambitious platter the support of the various branches
One
inaccurate
it takes to do the present
program ventures in N. Y. radio of the industry.
job.
Initial project contemplated is a
history brought Steve Ellis into the
unThe broadcasters declared that
fold this week summer replacement show for one
Nathan Strausless the dailies cleared up the situa(29) pn a deal that figures to net of the networks entitled "As You
tions they would be forced to pubmore
than $100,000 in the next Were," which will be the brainchild
him
for
their
radio
guide
lish their own
five years. Contract gives " VTr.tCA of radio men who have already won
listeners. The beef was made up in
exclusive rights to Ellis' services on their honorable discharges.
brief form and sent to the publishers
shows but- he'll continue
The Directors Guild is enlisting
who will mull over the situation and platter
the aid of the American Federation
other outside activities.
with
the
staanother
huddle
then
These include gab assignments on of Radio Artists, the Radio Writers'
tions will be held Saturday (3).
were the Gillette-sponsored telecasts via Guild, and other industry agencies
dailies
Representing the
tNBC) of Madison Square for the proposed overall Radio ReRichard W. Slocum, g.m. of the BulGarden and St. Nick's boxing bouts habilitation Committee, with four
letin; Gilbert Kraus, v.p. of the Recwell as straight radio assignments major network representation also
ord; Robert McC. Green; g.m. of the as
boxing shows from the sought.
Inquirer, and Lee Ellmaker, pub- on Gillette
latter battleground, on occasion. In
lisher of the Daily News.
Appearing for the broadcasters addition, Ellis will be allowed to
assignments
were: Leslie Joyj g.m. KYW; Dr, freelance for network
Biggest beef

quirer, whose log is headed with the
editorial box, ihht all discrepancies
are the responsibility of the radio

AFM

Expose

word

Want

On FCC

.

KYW

A,

longer have a "monopoly on publlo
confidence."
"Intensive surveys have revealed
three out of every four persona
get most of their news from the
newspapers. However, three of every
four first learned of the big news
event by radio. Eight of every 10
persons, the polls find, turned to

-that

their

newspapers

more

for

news

about the event'that was broadcast.

McLean said the Bulletin had
broadcast news itself (paper has an
extensive news tieup with WFlL
here).
"But'

we

decided that our func-

tion was to make readers out of ij^r
teners, not listeners out of readers?*

Tobio to Blue
Dink Tobin. veteran

neWspap^

Joined «he Blue's newt
Mon. (68) as. a. Writer-produoer,

."''"'

rnan,

working oj» a new flve-tlrne-a-w^
news review enow to take Aie
'

-

in a

month or

so;

who'll work under O. W,
'
ohnny") Johnstone, flue's, fee
boss, has been with the N. ?•
Tribune (or yjars, bundling
J'ob'in,

'

'

—
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MIDWEST CORN' INVADES N.
NBCs

lux Spot As DeMille Replacement
Savo

•

the

J.

After

Waller Thompson agency.
Lever Bros, had approved
'

Lionel Barry more, the veteran ac-

home

tor's

studio, Metro, refused to

allow him to take another regular

show. To help JWT off the spot,
M-G allowed Barrymore to fill in last
(29)
and may assent to
night
next week's broadcast but beyond
that it's no go. Ha is currently

"Mayor of the Town" for Noxema
on CBS.
Any number of names have been
lubmitted to the Lever crowd but
where their choice will fall is anyone's

Up

guess.

Satisfies

Chesterfleld cigarets has picked up
its option on Jimmy Savo for a second series of. five guest shots on its
"Supper Club" stanza and at the
same time has taken another option,
for
Originally
a longer series.
booked for one shot, Savo starts his

second series Feb. 12.
Strange part of the arrangement
is that Savo, who heretofore was a
pantomlmist, is now doing, straight
vocal comedy.

Joan Davis Drops

consideration

for

Off Sealtest For

are David O. Selznick, Herbert MarMain reshall and Clark Gable.
quirement is that the choice be a
personality closely Identified with
the picture business. Jesse Lasky
and D. W. Griffith have also been

United in Fall

.

—Where

Due

Credit's

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Current C. B. DeMille-Lux
"Radio Theatre" mixup has presented the Radio Directors' Guild
with an opportunity to have a
showdown on production credits
for the program.
DeMille has
been given credit as "producer"
of the show during his nine
years' affiliation, although actual
directing has been handled by
others.

RDG

asked

has

J.

Walter

Thompson agency

to give the actual director air credit if they
Intend to continue practice of
hanging "producer" tab on the

master

"host,

narrator."

of'

ceremonies or

:

the hopper but their
ohances are considered slim.
DeMille took a suspension from
American Federation of Radio Artists rather than pay a $1 assessment
•nd closed out a nine-year association with the top-rated dramat series. He lost his first bout with the
law by being denied injunctive relief in L. A. Superior Court An appeal is being taken but this action
doesn't
AFRA's suspension
stay
order and CBS was forced to order
him off the network in compliance
its
with
contract with the union.
DeMille has publicly announced
that he will fight the assessment
•and subsequent suspension through
to the U. S. Supreme Court
tossed

into

Hollywood, Jan. SO.
Joan Davis and Sealtest are callIt quits at season's end, June 28,

ing

after

a

successful

association

Y&R Prod. Staff
Gets Facelif t

of

more than three

years. Last weekend on her behalf, the William Morris agency signed a four-year contract with United Drug. Both NBC
and CBS are trying to clear time
acceptable both to Miss Davis and

the client. Fiscal elements of thiB
deal were not disclosed but an an^
nouncemerit stated that the combination of program costs and promotion

would approximate $1,000,000 per
annum. Asking price for the package was $25,000, with full control
vested in the comedienne.
Jim McFadden, radio director of
McKee & Albright, made her an
offer of $5,000, which Is almost
double her present figure, but this
was declined when United and
Campbell Soup went on a bidding
spree.
Story making the rounds
here was that Ward Wheelock was
so certain his offer for Campbell
would, be accepted that he an.

Miss Davis would move
Into the "Reader's Digest" spot on

nounced

CBS. Justin Dart, prexy of United,
personally closed the deal in Hollywood. Best guess is that the package went for $18,000 with a quarter
million annual promotion campaign
part of the deal.

:

Only

one

bought

by the

la

&

Rubicam production

again undergoing reshuffling.

Knight,
the Ed

staff

Ray

whb recently bowed out of
Wynn show for Borden's,

takes over a

.

Y&R

commercial

porting players including Jack Haley
may form the nucleus of a new show
being assembled by McFadden. Just
before the. United deal was consummated, McFadden announced that
the Sealtest offer to Miss Davis had

been withdrawn.
New Davis show for United starts
in September. NBC is given preference for a time spot, and, failing
there, the account will then, see what
Columbia' has to offer. Unique angle
here is that Ed Noble, majority
stockholder In the Blue, is also
heavily interested in United Drug.
Understood that Miss Davis would
balk at going on the Blue.

Y&R

mulling stanza at least until April, and his
successor to Carol Irwin, who has spokesmen have denied repeated reresigned as director of daytime ports that he will hot return to the
radio. Although she's already re- show at all.
His Thursday night
ceived a number of offers from niche has been occupied during past
other agencies, she and her husband eight weeks by programs dedicated
(Paul Hollister, the CBS exec) are to agencies furthering the war effort.
going to Nassau first for a rest.
Gould substituted for Bowes once
Trad* gag is* that she's setting a before, back in June, 1041, for sevprecedent and not going to the Blue. eral weeks, whan the Major was UL
ti

An

.

1944 Business With $7,146,971

Family Album
Chicago, Jan.

•

all-time high in

farm

sta-

was. reached

publications

tion

30.

,

the most de luxe market in America has been
undergoing drastic
change.
Following on the heels of the.
Cowles Bros, purchase of WHOM,
the WINS-Crosley setup further
demonstrates the emergence, of the
rural influence into the N. Y. pic
ture. And with such big league operators as Cowles and. Crosley with
their own assorted techniques, smart
merchandising, enterprising promotion, etc., it's seen as portending an
era of stiff competition which will
have the effect of Jolting all other
stations out of whatever complacency currently exists.
Just how the transfer of the
techniques, much of it corn-flavored
but commanding a definite, audience
appeal, into N. Y. programming will
shape up Is one of the Interesting
angles the boys will be watching.
Similarly eyes will' be focused on
counter - measures by
N E W,
WMCA, WOV,
and the other
indies.
But that fresh, aggressive
ideas will follow In the wake of the
new rural Influence in the top
metropolis of the world seems to be
the 'general impression prevailing.
Postwar the new Crosley station
will become a 00,000-watter, since it
already holds a construction permit
for a transmitter of that strength.
Outlet currently is a 10,000-watter
(fulltime) on 1010 kcs.
Thus, the
Crosley Corp. will own two of the
most powerful wattage stations in the
country,
long blanketing its
Cincinnati market because of Us
transmission strength.
Leonard Kapner, g.m. of Hearst
Radio, handled the deal for his^prganization, while James Shouse acted
on behalf of Crosley. Sale leaves
Hearst without a N. Y. outlet for the

last

WHN

numerous

first time since 1922,
established.

when WINS was

Davis Exit Cues

Hour

for Bing?

With the Joan Davis-Jack Haley
program checking off the Thursday
night

NBC

(9:30)

members.

pictures

and

brief

are trade estimates for NBC's top
10. accounts.
That web, unlike the
other three major chains, does not
publish its billings, either by accounts or agencies.
In addition to its NBC time, P&Q
spent $4,350,000 on CBS. Cincy outfit
was Columbia's third best ac-

count for
the

P&G

'44.

Blue's

$1,456,017.

moistened

also

till
to
the tune of
Figures do not include
on gross

talent costs and are based
estimates for time alone.
Second largest combined
.

web

cus-

last year was General Foods,
total for this account being $9,165,376.
spent 3,628,376 on NBC.

tomer

GF

'

where

'Mollie

Goldberg

Scripting

ranked third in
on CBS, where

it

and
ranked

1944,
it

Negro

on these same estimates,
third largest web customer last year
was Sterling Drug, with a total of
$7,815,410 on CBS and NBC.
Company spent $4,508,410 on NBC
where it was the second best individual account— and $2,307,000 on
BasAd

.

CBS

Show for Mutual
Gertrude Berg, whose "Rise of the
Goldbergs" Is being dropped by
Procter & Gamble, Is scripting a new
show which will concern Itself with
the problem of a Negro family. It's
the first time such a program, has
been attempted for radio. Program
is
headed for Mutual, with Miss
Berg having already held discussions
with the web's program topper,
Phillips Carlin. When latter returns
from his western junket, they'll resume negotiations with expectations
that the deal will be closed before
Miss Berg leaves in the spring for
overseas.
In addition to scripting
"Goldbergs," she also played the
lead, "Mollie Goldberg," for years.

Miss Berg will package the show
herself with stipulation to potential
sponsors that program goes to Mutual.
Program will not be aimed
propaganda-wise and will be geared
strictly for entertainment though
Miss Berg, as in the case of the
"Goldbergs," is basically interested
in injecting a warm, human quality
in her Negro family and steer clear
of racial stereotypes or caricaturies.
Miss Berg will be gone overseas
about eight weeks.

(fifth).

Fourth in order for
ings

is

Sponsor Hot On Trail Of

web

total

bill-

Miles Labs, with 4,992,919.

this, $3,164,220 went to
$1,82B;699 to the Blue.
Other leaders in the

Of

NBC

and

sponsors
sweepstakes include Lever Brothers,

(CBS
$4,843,000
Mills, $4,575,088
American

and

alone);

General

(NBC and Blue);
Home Products,
'

(CBS and NBC).

$4,629,031

NBC

Top 10 spenders on
follows:

& Gamble.

Procter

rate a*

$7,146,971
5,508,410
3,628,378
3,164,220
2,849,580
2,610,680
..
Liggett ft Myers
Brown a Williamson. 2,226,987
American Tobacco... 2,054,504
1,618,687
Colgate
Amer. Home Products. 1,499,031
.

.

.

Drug. .......
General Foods
Miles Labs
General Mills........
Sterling

.

;

You'd Never

Know

Downey Was Back
Reverse switch on selling the new
(to Mutual) Morton Downey afternoon song sessions for Coca-Cola,
which switch from the Blue net-

work Feb. 5, finds Hie
program conspicuous by

sked for Sealtest

for

the

first

three

star of thi
his absenc
of thi

weeks

3)

series.

'Assignment Home' But GI

Section), there's some speculation as
to whether the Bing Crosby program
for Kraft
(also National
Dairy)

Stymie Must Be Hurdled
As

the result of

numerous inqui

ries as to the availability of "Assign-

ment Home," CBS has requested the

This despite a recent closed cirtalk over Mutual by
cuit sales
Downey aimed at whipping VP enthusiasm among affiliates and local
coke bottlers. In addition, most of
the publicity about the show is
wrapped around the Connecticut

War

Dept. to approve sale of the Irish tenor, recently back from a
to a sponsor.
Decision is USO European trek.
expected shortly.
Nevertheless, when the series tees
"Assignment," dealing with the
off on MBS next Mon. (5) Felix
most important American social
Knight will hold down the featured
problem of the day, veterans' reha
singing spot, with Bob Hannon on
bilitation, has made a terrific impact
and Earl
following
week,,
the
since its debut last December. ExWrightson slated for the week of
cept for its AFRA cast and CBS proDowney doesn't get a
Feb. 19.
ducer, Bob Heller, it's an all-Army
Feb.
show, directed by Major Ed Byron chance to sing until the week of
War Dept. regulations prohibit spon- 26.
Reason for all this is that during
sorship of such GI offerings, "Assignment" being aired under the Downey's absence overseas, substitute warblers were fitted in and,
aegis of Army Service Forces.
CBS is particularly anxious to since his return was unsettled, a
have the program sponsored and batch of platters was waxed. Mutual
gain thereby the prestige and larger series is an all e.t. affair so the
audience involved.
A sponsorship Knight, Hannon and Wrightson platwould mean switching the show from ters will be used «ven though

program

•

:

to build a new half-hour
retaining the some format.
There's some evidence of a trend,
60 -minute
Incidentally,
back
to
showmanship, with the Philco "Hall
of Fame" show, U. S. Steel prepping
its Theatre Guild legit versions for
the Blue, and the long-time Kate

and

585,000th

$5,537,000

might not go back to an hour show.
Crosby occupies the preceding (99:30) slot on NBC.
While the Davis show doesn't exit
from the Sealtest fold until June,
National Dairy is retaining the
franchise on
the valuable time

Sealtest

the

Family Album.

Radio's top network spender in
1944, as has been the case for soma
years, was Procter & Gamble, with
total web time billings estimated at
$12,952,988. At the same time, P&G,
by more than $1,000,000, was NBC's
best account in 1944, kicking into
that chain for $7,146,971.
Figures

first.

Davis moving over to Rexall in the
fall (as detailed elsewhere in Radio

show

of

WLS

,

(National Dairy Products) and Miss

since
the prevailing SRO
situation
and the current scarcity of sock programming around
have created some belief that Kraft-.
National Dairy may make a pitch to
Der Blngle to revert to his 60r
minute air stance. Decision, it's expected, will rest with Crosby himself on whether or not he's willing to
take on the additional chore. More
likely alternative, however, is for

the printing

biographies of the WLS staff.
This year marks its 15th edition.
In the past years WLS officials
have found an increasing demand among their listeners for
data on folk they hear over the
popular midwest outlet, and
have published numerous books,
and
autograph
reproductions
song collections concerning staff

W

WLW

in

enameled
on heavy
Printed
stock, the 48-page book contains

—

WLW

week

distribution
copy of the

niche

tele-

Am

Meanwhile the agency

WLS

Corp., licensee of WLW,
Cincinnati, at a price of $1,700,000.
Deal, subject to FCC approval, wasIt's
reported. last Thursday (25).
one more evidence of the manner
in which the entire complexion of
the N. Y. indie field—representing

Crosley

drug

show.
Wes McKee, who Gould Orch,
Graduates
bandied the Energine "My Best
Glrte" program, also checks into the
To Sub for Major Bowes
television department, taking over
Until His April Return
the Sanforized show.
Ralph Butler becomes' production
Morton Gould and a 50-piece orsupervisor of daytime shows. He chestral plus a graduate of the Major
was handling "The Thin Man" and Bowes "Amateur Hour." will occupy
"Joyce Jordan." Les Tremayne, in- the Bowes program niche for Chryscidentally, has now taken over the ler on OBS beginning Feb. 8; until
lead role of "Thin Man." Newest sometime in April, when the Major
addition to the
production is expected to return to the program.
staff is Robert Weenolsen, moving
Bowes, who has been ill for past
over from the talent dept
several months, will remain off
vision

Independent station operators are
viewing with something more than
casual interest the purchase of the
Hearst Radio WINS, N. Y., by the

chain, which heretofore had used
radio only for special recordings
with guestars, is Miss Davis. Sup-

.

Young

Y.

P&G Realty Threw It Around, Topped

Metro Won't Let Barrymore Take

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Replacement for C. B. DeMille as
emcee of Lux "Radio Theatre" is
proving a troublesome problem to

.

.

afternoon time to an evening Downey is back and available.
More than 300 stations already
niche. Account hottest for the show
have been lined up for the Downeyis now represented by a nighttime
musical show which would presum- Mutual scries with the sponsor and
D'Arcy agency having set a goal of
Smith and Lux "Radio Theatre" ably go off.
There is precedent for the War 440. Not all of these will be Mutual
standbys.
Dept, allowing sponsorship of an stations, of course, but the plan is to
Army show, Wrigley having such an spot, transcriptions on indies in secCleveland—Hal Metzgar, program arrangement on CBS now. One of tions where Mutual has no coverage.
director of WTAM, has taken a the conditions under which "Assign- Web affiliates, however, will pick upyear's leave of absence due to 111 ment" could be sold, it's declared, the sessions via hookups with
health.
He's been with the station would be that there be a minimum where the platter* will be turn15 years.
tabled.
of commercial copy*
its Sat.

:

WOK

RADIO
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now in the merchant marine, icripling a new air series,
Scoopy", . .Feb. 3 is 10th anniversary of Martin Block's "Make
Believe Ballroom" on WNEW, also his 42nd birthday.
Joe Latham resumes his role of Joe Barton in "Amanda'' which starts
its sixth year Feb. 5, while Evelyn Jtister takes over part of Jean Curtis
in this daytime .serial.
.Susan Douglas added to cast of "Helen Trent". ...
Three new additions to the cast of "Our. Gal Sunday" are Ara Gerald,
Frederic Tozere and Marian Barne.
.(Catherine Meskill and Howard
Smith playing Both Nolan and J. B. Carter in "Just Plain Bill".
.Cathleen
'
Coidcll joins "Front Page Farrcll."
Over at the Blue they think it's a jinx. After Bob Stevens, network
director, fell and broke his leg, Walter Gorman, also of the Blue production stall', banged up His leg over the past weekend when he slipped on the
ice and fell.. He limped back to work Mon. .: .Gene Hamilton, who does
the commercials on the Boston Symph program for AliLs-Chalmers, also
takes over announcements for the John B. Kennedy Tues. and Thurs. news
programs on WJZ.
.Noel Mills, radio actress, has turned restaurateur,
having taken over operation of the Copain at 50th street and First ave.,
with rndioilcs Warren Parker and Richard Keith as co-partners. .. .Don
Shaw, Geyer, Cornell & Newell radio chief, back in N.Y., after Coast o.o.
of Andrews Sisters program teeoff for Nash-Kelvinator.
.Earl Mullin on
week's vacash with Art Donegan stepping in to run Blue bally dept. ..
Bill Maloney, BBD&O, checked in from Washington .business trip Mon.
former
"Leave

From

the Production Centres

^•---4

.

.

i

.

Chi Prog. Factory

Mutual Prospect

.

!

.

.

.

Bernard Herrmann, CBS musical director, is duo in -from the Coast, lie
ends word ahead that reports he has signed'' a contract to join "20lh-Foxs
music crew are untrue, .. .Blue lunching war correspondent Lcland -Slowc
•t the Waldorf today (Wed.) with CBS slated to ditto for Ned Calmer
Friday i2) at the Barberry Room... ...Jo Stafford, who opeiis at La Martinique Feb, 8, did a Chesterfield NBC show with Prrry Como last night
(Tues.) and will repeat Feb. 7, 15 and 22.
Victor Jory has returned as star of Vicks'
«ram, following a two-week Florida hiatus.

CBS

-

'.'Matinee 'Theatre

'

.

puo-

;

.

.

.

.

!

.

.

CHICAGO

j

;

.

Chicago, Jan.

.

.Bud Barry, Blue program
exec, passed his induction physical but was put in 2A by his draft board
....Milton Kaye, from NBC's sound staff, and Ceorgc Foster, from, the
Storm agency, have been added to WNEW's production staff. .. .Warren
Sweeney, the announcer, put in 1A last week, lie's 35 and has several
kids, all pre-Pcarl Harbor.
.Lt. Orrin K. Boice, USN.a. son of Kch Boice,
vecpee in charge of sales of WQXR. reported missing in action. .. ."Crisis ;'i29>..
Jn War Town." second platter series produced by Community Chests, going
/ ,\
.
.
.
into production shortly, last year's "War Town.' Manzas having been 'rated
as doing a rlicko job.... Bill Lewis, radio head of Kehyon & Kckhardl, left
Gene Morrill has boon appointed night program mgr. of the Blue netfor the Coast Fri. i2G) for the prcom ul Standard Brands' new Eddie work's central division
Joe Spadea, former Detroit sales head for the
Bracken show. .. .William Fino.-hribei\ CBS program Cncc, absent for fort- Edward Pel ry org, will handle CBS sales in Detroit; Spadea, who re.Five journalists from France visited Writers War cently got his medical discharge from the Army, succeeds Art Kemp, who
night duelo operation.
Board last week.
resigned the first of the year to join McCann-Erickson. .. .Waller Preston,
Benton & Bowles shifting directors, Les Harris taking over "Glamour WBBM-CBS program mgr., leaving for a tour of western state CBS aft'ilManor" and dropping "Portia Faces Life.'' Latter now being megged by iates, next week in search of new. talent for WBBM
Lou Harrington, of
Kirby Hawkes. Waller Craig, agency's radio head, had handled "Glam" the Wrigley restaurant, planning to take over a war'. plant job in his spare
time
Edward R. Murrow, director of CBS European offices, in town
jsince it came east, but has given it up... .Herb Lundon bowing out of the
CBS press dept. to return to England for the Red Cross. .Sully Michaels,
(Continued on page 22)
.

] 9>1

legit actor

It to

.

30.

Chicago might bea major production center for
Mutual loomed here following a series of meetings between Phil Carlin,
net program chief, and the entire
production sta IT of WON. Carlini on
a .nationwide tour of Mutual affiliates, will
recommend to prez Ed
Kobak that the wob should have 'a
program mgr. headquartered here.
-Possibility that

•-

come

Initial duties of lite new production exec will be to work with Ad
Hull.. central division sales chief, for
the time being with move personnel
being added as soon as a- working ar-

rangement

WGN

for liso of

Mud ins

Can be worked out.
officials are in entire accord
with the Mutual ..production plans,
according to Carlin, -with the extent
of the production program dependent upon the budget set up by the
board of directors and Kobak.

WGN

|
'

.

JUDGE UPHOLDS WCOP

.

ILGWU DISPUTE

IN
'

Boston, Jan.

.

30:

Ruling that the contract between
and the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union, covering
airing of an Italian language program which new owners of the station (Cowles Bros.) wanted to wipe
off their broadcast schedule, had a

WCOP

two-week calculation clause available to pither party, Judge Francis
Ford, in U. S. District Courti today
(Tues.) refused a temporary injunction sought by the union to restrain
the station from: dropping the pro-

gram.

rLGWU Went to court in an effort
until
to hold the program on
Dec. 20, 1945, termination date speci-

WCOP

Judge Ford
the contract.
however, that the station
owners duly gave written notice to
plaintiff terminating the agreement
in
accordance with terms agreed
upon by both parties when the origin

fied

-ruled,

was

inal contract

signed.

Blue Holds Jack Berch

With Sale

in Offing

Jack Berch's musical across-theboard stanza on the Blue In the

noon slot, originally slated
to be dropped last Friday '26), continues on sustaining basis indefinitely.
Compton agency reportedly has. •
11:45-12

client interested
session.

bankrolling the

in

which was on Mutual
about a year, and
current Blue
its
niche for sume sponsor, has been on
Program,

for Kellogg's for
then shifted to

.sustaining since
Stanza entitled.

of

first

Ihe

"Rhythm by

year.
Arlo."

featuring the organ music of Arlo
backed by a small musical combo,
was all set to step into the time slot
(his past Monday '29), but sudden
switch of plans nullified the move.

Femme Angle

for L. A.

Washington, Jan.

CIAA

30.

bombarding Latin America with a series of four programs
on women, as a method of giving
femmes in South America a belter
78

*

*BOB
ROMANTIC

KENNEDY

SINGING STAR f ROM

THE

ORIGINAL CAST OF "OKLAHOMA"

THRU I INC

QUARTER- HOURS

KAY LORRAINE
PARADE" FAME, BEAUTEOUS
BALLAD SINGER

T R

AN SCRIBED

if THE MODERNAIRES AND
PAULA KELLY
TOP FLIGHT SINGERS OF HIT SONGS
ONE OF

RADIO'S

GREAT VOCAL

COMBINATION*

i.s

understanding of the part played
this country by women.

One

has featured stories
Hist
Elizabeth
Blackwoll,
woman doctor in the U. S., Dorothy
Dix, Amelia Earhart, Jane Addnm.%
Ida Tarbcll, Susan B. Anthony, etc.
A second program gives details of
•American life as seen by visiting
women from the Lalin countries. A
third specializes in the contributions
of women
to
the war. including

about

stories

Fourth

is

Wacs

with

*

ir BRILLIANT ARRANGEMENTS
FEATURED BY IRVING MILLER' AND Hit

Waves.

and.

transcription

a

interviews

American women

JIMMY WALLINGTON
IMCifS PLEASURE PARADE IN
AND FUNNY PACE

in

show

about

series of

South

prominent

visiting the U. S.

W0R W00S WRITERS

.

FAST

GREAT RECORDING ORCHESTRA

Because of the shortage of script

WOR,

N. Y., will inaugucourse for scriveners.
semester period, to be
by Bob Simon, WOR's
continuity head, will be conducted
writers,
rate its

own

Ten-week

conducted

NOW

R I

A D -Y

FOR SPONSORSHIP

cuffo
cants.

PnedeiicW
2

NRW

YOttt

2IV

ments

Company

43* READING ROAD

CINCINNATI, OHIO

for

a

maximum

Course will
and' lectures

of 30 appliinclude assign-

by other

WOR

staffers.

HOLLYWOOD

Move was started' after the station's program execs noted a dearth
of writers, most of the reputed radio playwrights being occupied with
regular assignments. - Particularly
noted was a shottage of writers for
adaptations.
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VARIETY

things first

first
Sometimes the hard way
go

at

it

is

the easiest— if you

right.

at

headquartered

in

New York and

buttressed

at key points elsewhere. Into capable hands

have been charged the various problems of

V

Here

21

Mutual we're busy building a better
general

management as well as programming;

network. For a solid decade, this has been a

and

station relations, sales

good network. To make

it

all

other phases of

better— better for
efficient

network operation. Mutual

efforts

listeners, for artists, for stations, for clients-

toward improvement
is

a large order.

And we

plan to do

it

deliberately
ly,

concentrating continuously on

"first

follow the fundamental,

first-

things
thingsrfirst pattern

first in all

in each of these fields

sound-

.

.

.

with the listener— the

our operations.
family on the receiving end of radio—foremost

Foundations come

we

first in

any structure, and

in

our planning at

all

times.

think the rockbottom foundation for a

Shouting from the housetop has no place on
radio network is the minds and skills of

its

per-

the Mutual schedule, but as
sonnel.

Mutual

is

we build upon this

particularly well-grounded-

sturdy foundation,

we

think our "hard-way"

in this respect. Its directorate comprises suc-

approach
cessful broadcasters

may

prove the easiest route to a

whose radio-business exbetter network after

all.

We'll

let

you know.

perience covers the whole span of broadcasting's quarter-century ... a lineup of practical

know-how outstanding

in all radio.

This basis of first-hand experience has lately

MUTUAL

been strengthened from within by the organi-

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

zation of a complete and able executive

staff,

RADIO

12

Form
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On

Council

Air Journalism

Ban

With Fred Siebert As Chairman
Chicago,

year

a

Following,

Jail. 30.

ol

informal

meetings and negotiations, the Council on Radio Journalism was formed
here last week with Fred S. Siebert,
dean of the school of journalism, U.
of Illinois, and president of the
American Association of Schools and
Departments of Journalism, as chairman, and Arthur Stringer, NAB di-

ing, voted to extend continued cooperation to the Radio Correspond-

ents' Association in.
elected a committee

K. Carpenter,

WHK,

Washington and
composed of H.
Cleveland, and

L. Spencer Mitchell,

secretary.
rector of promotion,
Organization will function in the

education for radio Journalthe manner in which the
American Council on Education for
Journalism functions in the publishing field.

)hio State

Maps

field of

ism

the chairmanship of Siebert,
several educators met. with the
news committee, to discuss point by
point, proposed curricular standards
as set up by the American Association of Teachers of Journalism with
broadcasters' ideas to be incorporated in a new draft to be submitted
Whole idea is to
at an early date.
set up teaching standards that will
result in better radio news .reporting:

NAB

writing,

and presenta-

editing

tion.

Attending the meeting were Karl
Kocrper, KMBC, Kansas City, chair-

man

NAB

of the

news comm.;

WSYR,

Vadeboncoeur.
Bill Ray,

NBC,

E. R.

Syracuse;

sitting in for

William

Brooks; Everett Holies, CBS, repre
senting Paul White, arid Arthur
of

Stringer,

NAB, Wash.

Among

educators on hand besides Seibert
were I. Keith Tylor, Ohio State U.;
Floyd Baskette, Emory U„ Atlanta;
Wilbur Schramm, Iowa State U.,
and Mitchell Charnley, U. of Minnesota,

and several guests.
news comm., at

NAB

ltf

meet-

FM Workshop

1st

Columbus, Jan. 30.
While, the 16th Annual Institute
for Education by Radio at Ohio
State University, scheduled for May
-7. .lias been cancelled, Dr. I. Keith
Tyler, the director, has announced
that the first educational
workshop in the U. S. will be held June
19 to July 27. The first Ave weeks
of the course will be at Ohio State
and the sixth and final week at
WBOE,
station
at Cleveland
operated by the Board of Education.' The program will be spon
sored jointly by the U., the state
dept. of education, the U. S. Office
of Education, and Cleveland public
schools.
The Institute for Education by
Radio was cancelled after a conference of U. officials and members of
the state dept. of education, in view
of the ODT's suggested national ban
on large conferences and conven-

FM

FM

tions, Dr.'

by using
'

'

"

station

low

uniform

with
rat*

on*
for

. •
all advertiser*
regional
\ional,

local.

stories that

CBC vMH

bar/

Hornet" and several others as ex-

CBC

amples.

Continued from page 20

over the weekend
Owen Vinson and Pauline Hopkins deluged with
offers for their "Brewster Boy" show after getting their notice
from
^nali'eT OiiU, shu «t iin^trTntveniy-Hjc-ev&st under «-ii«w s|/um>j;v
Paul Gibson holding open house at his new apartment in the Hotel
Continental.
.Steve Mudge, of the D'Arcy agency, in town to set up some
more Coca-Cola spotlight band shows
Murray Knight; of J. Walter
Thompson, and Bob Carter, free lance writer-producer, married in Les
Atlass's office last Friday (2G) with Atlass throwing a champagne party
after the ceremony. .'.Les' Weinrott discovered a new top flight dramatic
actor on his "America in the Air" show last week: Actor had bids from
all four nets and most of the agencies in less than a week.
:Niles Trammell, NBC prexy, in town last week for the 1944 all-county survey presentation and cocktail party. Paul Raymer crowd threw a cocktail party
last week for Col. Harry Wilder, owner of WSYR, Syracuse, and his two
ace news- commentators, H. R. Ekins and E. R. Vandeboncour.
.George
Crandall, CBS press chief in town over the weekend for confab with Don
Kelly, new WBBM-CBS flack chief
June Meredith in town dickering
with two ad agencies, for a new starring role in nighttime shows to be
.

horror" air shows on indie stations.
Church and educational groups in
Canada have been hammering at

replied that

its

own

webs had clipped such shows and
had the power to order indies to do
likewise, but would rather use persuasion.
Now Dr. Frigon, in a statement
issued .after a meeting of corp. ofsays: "Any statement
ficials here,
to the effect that the CBC is ordering private stations not to renew
contracts involving certain of these
programs is, not correct. The CBC
of course, against any program
is,
which tends to upset the emotional
equilibrium of both children and
adults by excessive stimulation of
the nervous system, but the corporation's policy will continue to be, as
it has been in the past, to point out
such excesses.
Dr. Frigon's statement made no
mention of the church and educators'
blasts against air shows plugging
laxatives.
The statement also touched television, saying that Canada would
have video broadcasts as soon as
possible, but they "wouid not be
available to the general public in
certain areas for another 15 or 20
years." It added that CBC has a
Toronto site for television and others
would be obtained across the Dot
•

'

minion.

Film

considering the possibility of a closed
circuit broadcast, with prominent
persons in commercial radio, the
armed forces, government, and education participating. Whether or not
this plan is carried out, the annual

'

WDRC,

newspaper

From the Production Centers

Shows

WNEW

will

Promosh Stunt On

Kitchen Telecast Runs

12G

Overall Budget to

be

Up

.

Stanzas, dedicated to the late Fats
Waller, will feature Tommy Dorsey,
Willie (the Lion) Smith, Andy Raiaf, Pat Flowers, Cootie Williams

.

.

.

P.

is a natural for its prodAt the same time special showings of the telecast were held at a

theory tele

the outfit .plans in the way of advertising when consumer production

resumed.
Production costs on the tele version of "Queen" included $75 minis

imum

for a cast of eight; a specially
made by the sponsor and
costing
several
props;
thousand;

built set,

Stark.

.

.

aired shortly.

Vincent Pclletier take's over the announcing chores on "Tin Pan Alley of
the Air" this week... Two agencies and a network currently looking .for
a program-production mgr.... Ann Hunter, WAIT femme newscaster,
leaving soon for an overseas stint
Campaign to bring network shows
back to Chi kicks off next week at a luncheon thrown by AFRA and the
Radio Writers Guild with more than 30 execs expected to attend. .. .Lt.
Norman Barry, former NBC announcer, in town on a 30-day furlough
after 15 months as skipper on a PT boat in the Southwest Pacific;.. .Pete
Maddux,
sales chief, in town to find a salesman "for the Chicago office.

WOR

IN

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

Sixteen of the 22 broadcasters attending the NAB session here signed up
for Broadcast Measurement Bureau. .. Frank Morgan and Fanny Brice
will exchange guest shots. One of those "you hypo my show arid I'll-hypo
yours".
.Curt Massey, sagebrush canary, goes warbling across the Mutual
skein to bait a buyer
Fitch Bandwagon gets a format change, going
either for straight band music or comedy, but not a combination of the two.
Dick Powell may ask for his release, regardless
Ted Bates bested Kay
Kyser in the Palmolive commercial setto. Maestro didn't like the bad
breath plugeroo. ... .Joe Rines moved his family here. . ."Date With Judy"
will use guests when the script calls for one, which lt does Feb. 6, and
Frank Sinatra is it. .. .There's a dozen deals, cooking for Judy Garland
but that $17,000 package price must have scared off firm offers. It's for a
next fall takeoff for anyone interested
Writer Artie Phillips passed his psysical arid was. tagged with 1A....
Are Harold Lloyd and his cigaret sponsor calling it a day when the current
"One Man's Family'! shed its serial formula on the move
cycle runs out?
to the Blue. Each broadcast will be a complete dramatic episode without
story threads left dangling in mid-air. .. .Dropping of Sardi's from Tom
Breneman's breakfast show is developing legal complications. Lawyers
are trying to keep it out of court.
,

.

.

.

—

'''

'.

MARY HUNTER FREELANCES
to

USO

Overseas for

—Now

'43

Has Been Exclusive

In

Since Jan.

Germany

"Aces" For

Past Several Seasons

Mary Hunter, who has been
"Marge" on the "Easy Aces" program for years, and latterly under
exclusive contract to that show, has
resumed her 'freelance status as a
radio actress in New York. She
originally Joined "Aces" from WGN,
Chicago.
When and under what sponsorship "Easy Aces" returns to the air
is not yet settledr When- they -da-it's
reported show will have an entire
different format.

FRED LIGHTNER
PHIL COSCIA

Dlr.i

WHO

uct.

Film is
N. Y. hotel for dealers.
Johnson among others. being used to show distributors what

sound

.

.

.

GUM SHOW MOVES

.

and James

.

.

Telecast Sun. (28) of "The Queen
Was in the Kitchen," sponsored by
pub- American Kitchens on WABD, N. Y.
lished and it will contain the views (DuMont), was one of the costliest
of qualified American and Canadian half-hour telecasts on record. Show
enperts on problems of radio in the cost $4,000.
war and postwar period."
Actually, sponsor's outlay on the
will continue 'to project will run considerably more,
Institute
also
judge entries in. annual exhib of abput $12,000, difference being, acr
educational recorded programs as counted by expenditures for a film
well as for the Bernays award.
short using the same script, set and
cast, to be made this week for dealer merchandising and promotion.
Stars
Lines
Both the telecast and the short
were undertaken with a view to
For 'Swing Festival* postwar
advertising and sales. Tele
WNEW, N. Y„ will air its second stint was aired as an experimental
Swing
Festival
during
the
annual
endeavor with a view to regular use
week of Feb. 4 to 11 in the 10:45 to of the medium by the manufacturer
daily.
11 p.m. time slot
(American Central Mfg. Co.), on

yearbook

.

1

Tyler said.

"However, there will be on 'insti
tute,' in 1945," he declared. "We are

Institute

CONNECT IN
CONNECTICUT

Indie Horror

Ottawa, Jan. 30.
Augustin Frigon, Canadian
denies
g.m.,
Corp.
Broadcasting
Dr.

.

in

Under

Will

CBC to shutter all chiller airers,
WDAE. Tampa, naming "The Shadow," "Green

formulate recommendations for
maintaining the high status of radio
news.

;

as

CBC

Frigon Denies

Gum

shifts

IS

RADIO'S

tw

HUMAN ADDING V

once a
week half-hour show from the Blue
Show, now
to Mutual March 18.
heard Sat. afternoons, will air on
Ivoryne

its

MACHINE?

MBS

Sun. at 1:30. for 30 minutes.
Stanza features Marion Mann, vocal-

r

ist.

McJunkin agency,

See Po«e 24

Chi, handles.

men and script by Sheldon
Show was produced by Jerry

Kaye and

directed

by Ted

Cott.

BLUE SEEKING SOCK

TAG FOR 'ABC TITLE
This

is a badge
the mark of
of honor
one who has done his
great share in our fight
.

and

is

. .

now

entitled to

every courtesy from
us who stayed at home.

Think about It,
won't you? And when
you see this lapel button,
open wide the door 1

Blue network is searching for an
identifying
gimmick to go along
with its new name "The American
Broadcasting Co." During next couple of weeks the.' web will sign on
at 8 a.m. and sign off at 1 a.m. with
"This is the Blue network of the

American Broadcasting Company."
But, behind the scenes at headquarters in N. Y., web toppers have
called on all members of the homeoff ice staff to recommend .ideas on a
suitable musical cue or sound effect
to give the new tag a sock.

The open and

close

message will

continue to be the only cue for the
network's new identification mark
Blue execs decide on a definite
gimmick. New tag will go into allday use in about two weeks according to present plans.
'

until

'HAHORAITS' 2D YEAB
"This Is Halloran," half-hour Interview program with wounded
begun Its second
year on Mutual, with Stan Lomax as
service men, has
pilot.

Broadcasts originate at Halloran
General Hospital, Btaten Island,
N. Y.

"But where

la

the milk and fruit?"

Glee so me threesome: The Cereal,
with milk and fruit. Taste buds thrill
to a trio of lush flavors, when juicy
fruit and creamy milk merge with nut-

sweet

ment

flakes.

Triple-threat

nourish-

too, in case you're interested.

Whole wheat food values in Wheattes,
"Breakfast of Champions."

—
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New Watch

RADIO
Mo. Convensh Will Use

Cos. Try to Establish

Hayshaker Network

23

in Miss. Valley

Radio With Travel Out
St.

Toss Mucho Moola to Radio

Selves,

Louis, Jan. 30.

To Spot New

When the recent Governmental ban
on conventions was announced the
Missouri State Chamber of ComChicago, Jan. 30.
merce put the red light on for the
on.._.taj;m
r.cv.-- format
RaiiliVi
annual conclave in St. Louis and im-Broza Feted
mediately, began prepping to take the broadcasting wa6 created here last
convention to members via radio. week
Philadelphia, Jan. 30.
in the formation of an agriRadio, newspaper, and advertising H. C. Relhwisch, exec, sec: of the
Mississippi
the
network
in
agency men about 100 strong paid C. of C; said: "We hope to have each cultural
tribute
to
Stanley Broza. Philly of the Chambers of Commerce and Valley by the North Central Broadradio pioneer, who celebrated his other groups in session at their re- casting System. Some 35 stations in
20th anniversary in radio Sunday spective places equipped with radio Illinois,
Iowa
Indiana,
Michigan,
facilities.
The first part of the pro(.28).
Kansas will be added to the
The occasion also marked the 17th gram will be intrastate in character, and
anniversary of his program, the emanating from various points within regular NCBC affiliations, making
Horn & Hardart Children's Hour," Missouri. We then will' have word a tolal of 62 outlets carrying the new
believed to be the oldest show in from Eric Johnston, prez of the U. S. series. Programs will originate out
C, of C."
radio under the same sponsorship.
of WLOL, Minneapolis, key station
Relhwisch opined that this type of of the network, with possibility that
Broza was presented with a gold
watch by Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU "convention" would enable many to arrangements will be made at a
prexy, and a portrait, autographed participate.
later date to originate some proby all present, painted by George
grams from here.
Fayko, Philly artist.
First of programs is scheduled to
Big laugh of the- evening was
Visits Coast
be a farm forum with government
when I. D. Levy, v.p. of the station
in
farmers and leaders
officials,
Hollywood, Jan. 30.
who acted as toastmasler. opened
industry
and labor taking part for
For the first time since it was set
with
.long
"rave .notice" /or
a
Communications diverse opinions. Arrangements are
Powers Gouraud, vet spieler on the up, the Federal
expected
to
be
made
to
install
speCommission, as a body, is visiting
station, and sat down without. men
the west coast on an Army ar- cial circuits to Washington to entioning the name of the guest of
ranged junket to inspect military able members of the Dept. of Agrihonor.
and other Federal agency installa- culture to participate on broadcasts
tions in this section. Party arrived intermittently, and allow members
of agriculture committees to speak
Dallas Martin Campbell, g.m. of in California yesterday" (Mon.).
WFAA-KGKO, was elected a new
In addition to the commissioners, direct to the farmers.
director of the 13th district, National the entourage includes members of
Plan,
as
outlined
by John W:
Assn. of Broadcasters. He succeeds the FCC engineering, technical and Boler, president of NCBC, calls for
Hugh Halff, WOAI, San Antonio.
office staffs.
a farm hour between 5:30 and 6:30
-

Series

on 62 Stations

-

—a

et

A'uViiTpi-j

ivvrabe.r„.o.f ', Ji.ew.f-

walch companies (o establish their'
trademarks on a par with other,
Jong-established firms, is a war development thai has already spelled
coin
to
broadcasting.
o(
plenty
There arc a number of such new outon the air, with helly-sized
fits
budgets, result being that, in addition to meaning big dough now, it
means more ol the same postwar.
Most recent example is the Parker
Watch Co., which started in radio
.

1

December and already has

set a
budget of- $350,000 aiid plans to expand that figure. Parker has "These
in

,

Arc Our
Johannes
deal

WHN
for

ing

Leaders" on NBC
WHN.
on

Steel
represents

and

NBC

the
$250,000, and
program $70,000, both beParker's
time and talent.
.

contract with Steel, which runs for
a year non-cancellable, also gives
the account the right to syndicate
him on stations in other cities, commentator to be paid on a sliding
scale for each extra station added.

..

Other accounts which have burgeonpd into good-sized radio spenders include Helbros, which has a
half-hour quiz on Mutual; Harmon
and Harvel, latter two concentrating
Meanwhile, veteran acon spots.
counts, such as Longine and Bulbva,have been increasing their budgets
to meet the new competition, Bulova
reported spending $2,000,000 in 1944,
Longine
for time signals alone.
uses both spots and a symph show,

an

latter

%
*

—

—

FCC

—

-

iCWT) Mon, through

a.in.

be

will

on a

offered

Sat.,

which

participating

iii individual quarter-hour strips." Programs will feature music; a short period of news,
weather reports and agricultural'

spbh'soTSnif/'tafeis

bulletins.

WILEY'S WIVES LEAGUE

PLANS BIG EXPANSION
Chicago. Jan.

30.

Fletcher Wiley's Housewives Protective League, currently operating

on a participating' sponsorship basis
in three markets, with an estimated
gross income of

week

in

readying

more than

$10,000 a

Chicago and Los Angeles, is
series
a
of
open end

transcriptions

use
every major market,'
Initial

for

in

literally

series will be handled out

Chicago

with
Paul
Gibson's
story narrations being used on the
discs.
Wiley, now on the Coast, set
the deal while here last month.
Overall expansion plans call for the
opening of new Housewives Protective League programs in near future
in other markets to be opened as
soon as talent and sales arrangements can be completed.
of

e.t.

Story behind 'the watch, situation
involves the 100% takeover of the
output of all domestically produced
watches, suoh as Elgin and Waltham.
Latter aocount, which had been
given a go-ahead to produce for consumers, has since received a reversal,
aooountlng for its dropping
this
Sumner Welles' MBS series. Elgin,
while still unable to manufacture for
the public, Is maintaining its trademark with its regular* Blue series,
"Keep Up With the World," and Its

Thanksgiving

vmJUi

Xmas- two-hour

and

specials.

McCprmick's

"H0 0"

WGN Nixes

Nelson Churchill

Wallace N. Y. Speech In
Spite of Mutual Pickup
Chicago, Jan. 30.
Col. Robert H. McCormiok's Chi
oago Tribune station, WGN, gave an
other indication last (Mon.) night
that, despite recent Mutual network
efforts to sublimate the station's poliwould
cies to those of the web,
continue to assert Itself, especially

Another Yankee Network

.

WGN

along political lines. The McCormickcontrolled outlet refused to carry
Monday night's (29) broadcast of
ex-Vice Pres. Henry A. Wallace's
speech, as well as that by shipbuild
ing tycoon Henry J. Kaiser, from the
Hotel Commodore, N. Y.
•The speeches were delivered at a
dinner tendered Wallace by the

Radio Neighbor Speakt to a Loyal

New England Hometown Audience
From Bangor to Bridgeport
Each Morning

,

Monday

through Saturday

Union of Democratic Action in cooperation with the New Republic
Plans for the affair had been drawn
long in advance of the current tur
moil raging over Wallace's npmina
tion to succeed Jesse Jones as Sec. of.
Commerce, which is being bitterly
assailed by the Trib.
Although Mutual's N. Y. flagship
WOR, originated the broadcast from
N. Y. and made it available to the
•entire chain,

.

WGN

.said

"NINE O'CLOCK NEWS"
is

The Yankee

New

Los Angeles, Jan.

30.

Albert F. Cooley, radio advertiser,
fined $5,000 In Federal court for
failure to observe previous injunctions to cease broadcasting plugs for

*

•ertain patent medicines.
Advertising of remedies had been
broadcast for the last six years from
a Mexican station.

Mutual spot

News

Institution

Washington Bureau

Staff of
in

14 Experienced Men
addition

tAt Exclusive Reuter's

News

Service

30...

In five years during the
of Feb. B.
Lester Smith, Yankee net's news
•nalyst end special events director,
JfHl carry on for him in the 2 p.m.

week

Yankee News

and now,

CEDRIO FOSTER'S VACASH
Cedrlo Foster, Yankee net and.
Mutual oommentator, lakes his flrsl
vacation

England's Radio

if Yankee's

was

Boston, Jan.

Network News Service

* Complete Associated Press
* International News Service

Medicine Plugs Net Fine
.

edited by

NIX!

Chicagoans sympathetic to Wallace's" cause scurried around over the
weekend, when it became known the
speech would get a MoCormick "si
lence treatment," and arranged for
WCFL, Chi outlet affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor, 4o air
the Kaiser and Wallace addresses.

THE YANKEE NETWORK,
Member of
21 BROOKtlNE AVINUf, SOSTON 11, MASSACHUSETTS

inc.

/he Mutual Broadcasting System
fepraiented Notfonolly by

EDWARD

FtTftY

ft.

CO, NOt

e
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"IC'K
Willi

BOX FOLLIES"

Prindle,
Blune, Billy
tittle
Mills orch, Harlow Wilcox, others
Producer: Herb Suiiford
Director: Jack Kourkc
Writers: Puul ( onion, others
30 Mins.: Wed.. 10 p.m.
Bl'.KR
HIRES
W.IZ-Blue, N. Y.
Niles,
Itobbins, Mol

Wednesday, Januury 31, 1915

PfiRlEff

IT EASY TIME"
Sours Chefs (3). Frank Novak
Oreh and Dirk Wlllard
Produccr-Dlrrclor: Chel Miller
Li Mins.: Mon. -Wed. -Frl... 11:30 a.m.
STOKF.LY MtOS.-YAN CAMP, INC.

"TAKE
Dun

Wendell

Willi

WOR-Mutual, N.

Y.

AUTHOR MEETS THE
With John

S.

McCaffery,

CRITICS"

Gunther, John K. M.
Burnett
and
Whit

Harry Hansen
Monday,

30 Mlns.;

CI.l'B

"SHAM"

ISelucnb & Bea ('(/)

(Catkins & Holder)
ecu minutes of .sprightly mimic
This interesting discission stanza
11:30 a.m. on allcrnate weekdays brings to the mike weekly an author
should -gamer for any sponsor a of a best seller, whose opus is disIN. W. A yen
audience. sected by a brace of literary critics!
listening
suable
fairlv
New comedy stanza repkiiini; the
Take Ii Kasy Time" is that kind of with the scrivener given final half
Horace H<5idt musical program f'>r
stanza on Mutual of session for rebuttal. It's all sponHires is up against the s;imc -problem, a show, and teeofl'
proved the point.
taneous, is informative in keeping
facing all other laughter wooers these last Monday (29>
Formal comprises the three Landt listeners posted on what's new on
days whether or not the gag nop
bovs— Carl. Dan and Jack billed as the book shelves. Also there is just
will stand up throughout the series.
Novak's small enough of the tome discussed to
Chefs.
Frank
'Song
Both Wendell Niles and Don Printlle Ihe
bul .fliiieful '.'musical combo arid a create
interest
and undoubtedly
can go along with a gag: in fact. Ihov
character- known as. "Helpful Dan,
handled themselves very nicely on the Take II Easy Man" who makes hypo sales of volumes under discussion.
the opener (24). But- thai bid law of uilh the menu suggestions. Package
On Monday (29) night's session
averages was working, as usual, with obviously is an inexpensive one;
John S. Gunther. war correspondent,
result that reaction was varied.
On initial' program, the trio gave
Returns from the studio audience out with three popular tunes plus a commentator and novelist, was sewere good, however, throughout most poetic reading backed by .organ lected as candidate .to walk the.
of the half-hour and. as often hap- music, while Novak's crew: swung critical plank, with Harry Hansen.
book reviewer, and
pens, even quips thai didn't sound along with "Goofus," an oldie. Dick. World-Telly
so foile coining out of the speaker Willard's announcing and m.c. chores Whit Burnett, editor of Story, magadrew howls from those viewing the molded the entire stanza in good zine, preparing the hotfoots. It all
made for good listening and lotsa
broadcast.
The team favors bur- fashion.
fun.
John K. M. McCafTery. fiction
lesque and broad satire, working
Commercials on both ends of pro. ed of American magazine, stands by
in
a gram were kept lq a minimum, but
these techniques profitably
as moderator.
"household chat" and a good comic "Helpful Dan" went overboard in
Gunther and his latest novel, 'The
paper reading-the-funnies-to-the kid- his eagerness to sell the Van Camp
Midnight,"
were gooddles bit handled by Prindle. Pair also products. His message could easily Troubled
naturedly taken apart with plenty
borrowed the Fred Allen "alley" be cut down. Sten.
of ribbing, yet sufficient criticism
gimmick of ringing doorbells for
by
Hansen and Burnett. It was all
laugh interludes with various-stooges.
"THE BANDSTAND"
in fun.
Closing portion was a "dramat club"
With Louis Prima orch, Lily Ann
Listeners are invited to participate
revolving around the Niles and PrinCarroll, Jerry Roberts, other*
by writing in their opinions of the
dle fire dept. which was spotty. Plugs
discussion
for
which the BOM
by Harlow Wilcox were handled well, Writer-producer:. Lee Stewart
3* Mlns.; Sal., 4:36 p.m.
awards book prizes for the three
with informality and trick inlroes
Sustains?
best letters.
•
stressed.
Edbo.
Musically the new Hires show ap- WAAT, Newark
This
show
is an earnest attempt at
pears to be well fixed. Billy Mills'
musical therapy, being an effort to
NEVER TOO OLD"
tooters chipped in "There Goes That
Song"' on preem and songstress Gale boost the morale of. patients at St. With Art Baker. The Cavaliers, others
Bobbins made nice itnpresh doing Albans naval hospital oh Long Is- 30 Mlns.: Mon. -Frl., 2:30 p.m.
land, N. Y.. to which the program Is Sustaining
"Don't You Know I Care."
Success of "Follies," though, de- beamed. Makes no pretense- to cure WOR-Mutual, N.. Y.
This new public service program,
pends on the ability of the writers specific ills. In keeping with idea of
to keep grinding out gags that will furnishing music for patients, broad- originating in Hollywood, in cooperacast is picked up at St. Albans and tion with
the U. S. Treasury Dept.
click.
Donn.
piped through the hospital via p.a. is geared to have oldsters owning
system.
war bonds retain them as part of
Also in line with this. Lee Stewart, their old-age security.
Fort Wayne.— Paul K. Roberts has
been named program director and who scripts and produces, gets data
On teeoff stanza Monday <i9). a
Rosemary Stanger asst. program concerning men at St. Albans from mixed quartet, all over 70 years of
Waves there. This includes request age, were selected from the studio
director' of
recently acquired tunes
and personal
by Farnsworth Television & Radio instances, including notes: in some audience by Art Baker, who emcees
suggestion that the program, and quizzed on their
Corp. from Westinghouse. Roberts some tunes be dedicated
to their ideas on child discipline and other
has been with
since 1940 as wives, mothers or sweethearts. Show problems with which they
would
newscaster and commentator, while caught had Louis Prima outfit on naturally be familiar. Four
prizes
Miss Stanger, who will be in charge' from the bandstand at Frank Dailey's are awarded with audience' voting
of all special events, has been active Terrace Room, Newark. Other bands for contestants.
also are used. Bobby Sherwood's or
Quiz is punctuated with vocal
In tha Fort Waynt Civic Theatre.
ganization being due in next.
treatment of nostalgic tunes by the
Prima clicked neatly with "Robin Cavaliers quartet and also paced with
Hood" and "Angelina, two numbers a "save your bonds" spiel by Bob
widely known to his swingeroo fol O'Connor. Opening stanza was somelowers, and sang both in his familiar what thin, but series may build
up
husky, almost breathless, voice. Lily as it goes along.
£d(>n
Ann Carroll, femme warbler with
band/handled "Let Me Love You To

ROOT

"""''Fill

at

—

—

.

.

.

WGL

WGL

SPORTS

night," and others. Outfit also did a
nice job on "Star. Dust," but "The
Blizzard," an unusual song which
Prima dedicated to elderly ladies
helping the boys at St, Albans,
sounded to Jivey for widespread appeal.

Lee Stewart has scripted intelli
gently and his production job is okay.
Jerry Roberts paces program nicely
.

as spieler.

Added

tie-In

calls

for

group of men from the naval hospital
being guests at Terraca Room during
broadcast and later at dancing: Advisers on show are Robert MacDougal, education director, of WAAT, and
Dr. Harold Nelson of Westminster
Choir School. Princeton.
Wear.

Television Reviews

8 p.m.

BOOK-OI -TI1F.-MONTH
WHN, N. Y.

With Frieda Inesrort, Melville Cooper, Harvey Stephens, Charles Wil-

Ransom

P.
-

Comment

kitchen is one of the busiest "crossroads" in the world newsreel clips

—

36 Mlns.; Sun. (28), 8:15 p.m.

KNOX HATS

showed

WABD-DuMont,

N. Y.
Sophisticated one-acler, staged by
Ran Dunnell with topdrawer cast of
legit performers, -for Knox Hals from
DuMont's N. Y. studio Sunday night
(28

1

traffic in Times Sq., etc., as
a
gag contrast— script developing
this premise by visiting in a kitchen
with a housewife.. Done mostly in a

comedy vein— a brat kid, a gasman,
milkman, gabby neighbor and a negdemonstrated that this sort of ligent husband who
forgot a wedding
anniversary date.

presentation shapes up as good commercial programming when television reaches ils hoped-for postwar
circulation.

Tompkins' play had Frieda Inesand Melville Cooper, husband
and wife, surprising a gentleman
burglar (Harvey Stephens) in their
home and depends for comedy on
letter's lack of desire to steal anything. He, an art and antique lover,
complains that Ihe couple possess
nothing worth stealing and chides
them that, when they report him to
the police and confess nothing was
stolen, neighbors will be tipped off
c'ort

their home furnishings are a
bunch of junk.
Result is that the. property owners wind up begging the burglar to
steal something to save their reputation.
Confined to a single livingthat

room

"Sham" was

set.

short on ac-

tion and long on chatter. Cast, as to
be expected, turned iri a smart overall job although Stephens "went up"
a couple of times, and once the voice
of the prompter came through, lending a ghostlike quality at that par-

ticular

Camera

point.

work

was

okay, u'ilh longsl)ot and closeup
switches worked effectively. There
was no lighting problem, set being
bathed brightly .-throughout. Make-

Special kitchen set, built by tha
sponsor, screened with effective realism, Allen Prescott. narrator, being
out of sight most of tha time after
his original opening.
Brunt of tha
acting fell on Abby Lewis, as tha
housewife, who, except for a few
timing lags, did well.
Support by
Amy Sidell, Woody Parker, Arnold
Slang, Leonard Sherer and others
was okay.

Commercials were based on an

in-

triguing idea, focussing the oamera
on-modeLkits used by the sponsor's
salesmen to design miniature kitchens to fit any sized room, kits having scale sinks, refrigerators, stoves,
etc.
While Prescott read off dlmensions of .various shaped rooms; camera picked up the model being adapted to fit the needs. Clever merchandising.

Flaws in the program, outside of
occasional off timing, -were primarily
technical—out-of-focus shots cropping up several times. By and large,
though, a well-directed, bettcr-thanaverage

telecast.

Dayton

-

Mer'r.

— E.

C. "Buck" Crane, lata
Navy and former city
up, too. was satisfactory.
and news editor of the Dayton
Only bad technical blunder was Journal-Herald, is the new news
the use of stiff wrapping paper dur- room chief
at WING.

of the U. S.

ing the business of preparing a picture for the thief to make off with.
Mike picked up the crackling noise
with a glacierlike effect which detracted
from
conversational
exchanges going on at the time.
All

down

in

all.

"Sham", can be marked
and

as a successful experiment,

it's to be hoped the venture will result in other performers of Irfescort-

Cooper

Stephens

caliber
lending
their talents to the budding medium.
Plugs for Knox hats were confined
to printed lilies <il open and close
and a couple of references to Cooper's "Knox hal"
written into Ihe
-

Don n.

play proper.

Follow-up

necessity for the cast memorizing a
slew ot sides, as an additional a-i-

•vantagc
Program was sponsored by the
Dun- makers of American Kitchens,
and
nell
was slanted to show housewivesWriter: Frank <i. Tompkins
what kitchens will look like, postCameras: William Lloyd, Raymond war.
Basic premise was that a
Klrkebev

liams
Producer-Director:

"THE QUEEN
KITCHEN"

WAS

M-G-M't "Ma rie for Million"
Ntw C.iMKf. I'KOftKAM. Friday
10 p.m., KW'T

THE

IN

With Allen Prescott, Abby Lewis;
Dickie Monahan, Leonard Sherer,
David Herman, Amy Sedell, Woody
Parker, Arnold Slant
Producer:
tween Frank Fay and Christopher Director: Gerald O. Kaye
Ted Colt
Morley in N. Y. and Dennis Brogan Writer:
Sheldon Stark
and H. W. Auburn in London. An- AMERICAN
CENTRAL MFG. CO.
swers to queries, and asides, by those
WABD-DuMont, N. Y.
taking part were bright at all times,
This show made good use of the
with the Americans nosing out their
combined sight-and-sound media and
British opponents in a vey close quiz
in the face of studio and other techcontest.
"Transatlantic Quiz" (Blue-BBC i.
in its new half-hour format, proved
lb be an entertaining 30 minutes or
repartee last Monday night (29) be-

nical

handicaps

prevailing

at

Mil.:

MIC

KEY

7/i

COWBOY CARUSO
Will SiiMj
National Antfcs>m FREE
Writ* MICKEY, 2S1 W.tSrh.N.Y.C.

the

The Mary Small-'Munlor Miss" DuMont tele setup, came off as an
unusually smooth affair. Technique
San Antonio. Latest addition; to show on the Blue web Sunday (281 involved used narration, dramatics
announcing staff of KONO are Cliff proved to be exactly as billed, "a and a brief film shot, the narratronbright spot on a Sunday afternoon."
Reynolds and Bill Pfail.
Miss Small's singing, backed by Ray dramatic phases resembling the style
Bloch's orch, and the dramatic- popularized in film shorts by Pete
comedy niche in the show were put Smith. That is, the narrator's lines,
across In top-flight fashion.
Jack geared to accompany the actions' of
Rubin's deft direction aided through- the cast when they were working In
what amounted to pantomime, were
out.

LOU CLAYTON

—

In

I
|

SALT LAKE MARKET

the

and casual in nature. Done in
an engaging fashion, it paid, off well.
And. obviously, it did away with the
flip

TODAY—
most

Its

KDYL for radio's
popular shows

win be
TOMORROW—
KDYL
Television
it

for

TMs

stario* It

granted a

Mm

Hcmh

*re»

by

befwMn

tfts

FCC

t»« Miniitlppl and Hi*
for •iparlmenrol

Wait Coatt

to

b»

ulevldon ^•odcottlng.

National

JOHN

Representative!
ILAIIl * CO.

"Ellery Queen" program shifted
webs and sponsors Wed. (24) going
from NBC to CBS and from BromoSeltzer to Anacin. On ah average, it's
certainly one of the top whodunits
and probably the most cerebral,
keeping the "let's think this out'.'
fluvor projected by Fred Donnay and
Manfred Lee. creators of the character, in their books and short stories.
That didn't stop last week's show
from falling below par, not only in
that the guilty character was fairly
obvious, but the clue was one whicn
stuck out midway,, thereby actually
obviating the need for the rest of
the show.. .As a production, it's a pip
of a job, even though Sidney Smith
(Ellery) doesn't come over with the
necessary incisiveness. Santos Ortega
and Ted de Corsia, as the crochety
inspector and the dumb police sergeant, are excellent.
New femme
lead, replacing Marion Shockley, Is
Barbara Terrell, part being built up
on her romance with Ellery.

name

ol

t

well

letters to spell

known author

out the

|

RAYH

MEY

(ANSWER: RAY HARVEY)

OUTSTANDING
RADIO
PERSONALITY

r

DUNNINGER
172 CELEBRITIES

APPEARED WITH HIM

The Groaner and his juke-box gal
Andrews Sisters, really
broke H up on Crosby's Thursday
night (26) soiree for Kraft. Especially their combined vocalizing of

AS GUEST STARSI

Ball."

LILLIAN LEIGH
WOOD
JACK R IKKThe
Jack Kirkwood Show
MONDAY THROUGH MIDAY.

CIS. 7

P.

I

ol comedy.

TODAY'S MOST

friends, the

"One Meat

Rearrange these

M. EAST. •

P.

M.

WEST

•
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warm up

Picture of a team about to

Century

for the Battle of the
MAYBE
over.

it's

.print has

along way

off,

but some day the war

is

going to be

Then: reconversion.

You've heard

a lot

about reconversion. But most of the worry-in:

been about the business of turning bicycle plants back into

bicycle-making; and what will happen

and what they are going to do with

when

all

the

contracts are cancelled;

odd

pieces of

uncom-

pleted projects.

But there
as

much

is

another side to the reconversion picture. Hasn't had

publicity, but

it's;

manufacturers can keep prices down and sell so
our twenty-four-hour-a-day economy won't fall
apart. Because if it should fall apart, we would have a lot of
unemployment, and if we have a lot of unemployment nobody

so cheaply that

that

will buy anything,

and

. . .

Cutting distribution costs

well,
is

we have been

1945.

picture— the

this

this advertisement,

going

to

have to

roll

up our

sleeves and light a

and the public on the post- war's most im-

portant economic front.

Our
radio.

objective

is

the Baltimore market like a blanket, have joined the Blue parade.

Improvement of
is

we've got to increase the effectiveness of
efficient,

more economical, than

ever before— and we're not overlooking the fact that the wise use of
radio has always been the

most economical way to
good enough.

sell

goods. But

just being "best" is not necessarily

How

are

we going

to improve radio?

is

sought

all

new programs on

the risk that

By working together-

our'

I

C

A

N

O

a

new show goes on

Aftet the war, the radio networks will be

anything like comparable cost. That
than the volume of

A

all

the

air<-

on? of the greatest

on our

feet.

patticularly

prosperity and a

You

on our

why

radio

it

it is

on

our.

competitive position,

up to 60,000,000

agreement that
c;:nnot be

if

we

S.

jobs, to
will

C

O

one down.

M

f

A

N

i

.

is

industry and

new

levels

of

only a.rrtinue to

matched anywhere

NETWORK
DCAST ING

no

sales at

volume has grown

potential ability to help U.

common

can. write that

is

forces

Properly used,

othet media.

But our post-war eye, while

more

THE
BR

time to remove a percentage of

when

in the nation in helping us all land

improve our way of life,

M

own

always involved

is

radio a national habit and their joint efforts and ours have raised radio

ownership from 10,250,000 homes in 1929 to 33,100,000 homes

sustain-

to uncover low-

is

Thut's service to both agencies and advertisers.

First, let us recognize that the advertisers and agencies have done
remarkable job. By competing for audience they have helped to make

E

often the lowest,

is

program departments. By using

ing time to develop shows this department's job

the people gear this country

M

talent

must be developed from the

media ot combination of media has been able to produce

a

A

of the job. The second

Blue commercial programs.

cost talent that promises to deliver large audiences and by pre-

faster

IS

part

first

in building

cost producer of sales. But the winners

agency, sponsor and network— to harness the experience that all of
us have had. By building the kind of a network that knows how to
help— and how to play on a team with agency folks.

THIS

the

facilities is

to help where help

testing

clear:

Radio must be made more

which has established the

biggest local listeriingaudiencein Pittsburgh, and WI'BR, which covers

the most outstanding of
All three of us are

WCAE,

beginners. So the Blue has started to build what v.c believe will be

sponsors and the agencies and ourselves.

vital battle for industry

(WLAW, WCOP, KRNT)

markets of New England and Iowa have just joined the Blue.

As we prepare

Take the problem of talent. High-priced

to that party!

where we come into

THE SHOWS PRODUCED BY 0KE AGENCY ALONE

Sioux City, and three important stations
in rich

there just the same.

That's the problem of getting peace-time goods distributed

much

in

REACH AS MANY PEOPLE IN A YEAR AS ALL THE J ILMS OF
ALL THE STUDIOS IN HOLLYWOOD.
Our own first job is to provide maximum physical facilities to
reach these millions: Today the Blue reaches over 21 ,000,000 homes.
The number is increasing. WFTL and \VPDQ, the most powerful
stations in Miami and Jacksonville; WNAX, a great farm station iri

INC

in the world.

ORCHESTRAS—MUSIC
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Music Biz Back
In Old

.

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Jan. 11, '46)

Morey Amsterdam, one of the
writers of "Rum and Coca-Cola."
has been signed to a year's 'contract

Drive

by

Feisl, Inc., as a writer.

he -was

Stride

Wednesday, January 3], 1945

Amsterdam With Feist,
Works With 'Achin' Back'

on Plugs

giveo.. a

$5 0J.ML

said

It's

manager.

Amsterdam,

hasn't

many

.

demise.

London, Jan. 11.
.Gay
Year

judgment

against Vogel.

Judge Bondy in 1943 decided in
favor of the Von Tilzer firm, holding that they are the sole owners

.

.Dash

'SwFiB7ng~bir'S"f ar

CiW]>pefi

Dance With Dolly
Trolley Song.
Victory Moon..
Time Waits No One.

Connelly

Be Seeing You.

at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, which hasn't been too
good
jumped with Tommy Dorsey's orchestra, refuting claims that the
opening of the spot at such a time of tight transportation was a mistake
Dorsoy played to almost 900 opening, night, capacity 1.700-odd Saturday"
a;-vfrcv-ci^530-Ei>;(ck:y, in a light snowstorm.
Ever since Dailey reopened the spot back in September, it has been
budded by snowstorms and general bad weather, except for the opening
weeks of Harry James and most of Shep Fields" run. Sammy Kaye's and
Freddie Slack's weeks were ruined by weather. Dallcy's Terrace Room
Newark, with Louis Prima's band, outstripped both those bands at the b.o!

...Wood

Walk Alone

.

.

•

Sun

Connelly
.

.

.

Feldman
& H.-

f. D.

.

Inside Stuff—Orchestras—Music
Business

lately,

.Cinephonic

Chocolute Soldier U.S.A.

'

during' that period.

Decish Due Soon

On

.

American Federation of Musicians' executive board

last

down Tommy

.

court, N. Y., entering the

New

to Ireland. ...

.

"Drives" on new songs, one of the tunes to his credit, was admitted to
things that was thought would be membership last week in the AmeriAuthors
wiped out by the alphabetical ar- can Society of Composers,
He recently, put
and Publishers.
rangement ot "most played" lists, are lyrics to a melody written by Fred
again becoming increasingly popu- Asia ire, titled. "Oh My Achin' Back."
lar.
For awhile during the past two Astaire wrote the novelty, it's
years or so the drive system, which claimed, after hearing a gag with
that punch line delivered by comesome publishers prefer to call a dian Willie Shore during dancer's
"concentration of plugs," was rare.
recent European-USO trip. Shore is
Currently, there is much activity
there for USO. Because the "time is
every week and again the old battles
based on his gag, Shore has been
for the most plugs between two
cut In as a third writer of the thing.
melodies in one week is popping
vocal
and
mental
songpluggcrs'
teams.
Publishers are not agreed as to the Vogel Assessed $10,000
value of the "drive" today. Most say
the purpose is to push tunes onto
Costs for Tilzer Suits
the Lucky Strike "Hit Parade," from
Jerry Vogel Music Co. Inc.. was
which most commercial radio pro- ordered last week to pay Harry Von
ducers make up their programs.
Tilzer Publishing Co. $10,000 counAlong the way, of course, the tune is
sel fees as a result of a suit over
drummed into the listening public,
alleged infringement of six songs,
possibly influencing sales of records
which Vogel lost. An interlocutory
out on it, etc. However, It's pointed
decree was signed by Federal Judge
out by pubs opposed to the practice,
Bondy in New York federal
that drive weeks are always followed William

by weeks of sparse plugs, and if the
song successfully reaches the "Hit
Parade" becaiise of the first week's
concentration, it drops off the next
week because of the lack of them,
"this in-and-out performance, some
olaim, hurts a song's chances more
than if it were allowed to gain its
own momentum, always providing
the song has the stuff, and, once on
the "Parade," to stay there until its

Go

If

III

»Av :inrc_U\

bind the agreement, but this is de-.
hied by Harry 'Link, Feist -genera!

who

Happiest

Distribution of

Taper

40G On

week turned

Dorsey's request that the board rcassume' jurisdiction in
S.v Shribman's case against him.
Shribman some time ago filed
charges with the AFM. alleging Dorsey owes him money on a deal made
in the leader's early days by which Shribman loaned the
leader money-.

promoter

Doll' Royalties between them

Question of who gets, approximately $40,000 earned by the song
"Paper Doll" may be settled finally
in the near future.
Federal Judge
A. Conger last week redecision after a two-day
N. Y. in the suit brought by
publisher Edward B. Marks to ascertain the ownership of the royalty
monies; now held In escrow by the

Edward

!

Some time back, Dorsey had requested that the executive board release
the case to civil court channels. This was done. Recently he changed his
mind and sought to have the board take it back. This was denied at last
week's meeting.

served

Artie Shaw heads right back for the Coast after his current stint at the
Strand theatre, N.Y. He is planning one-nighters between here and Chicago on the way west, however. Several tentative dales have already
been set up in Canada at $3,000 per against the usual 60%.
court.
When he gets back to the Coast, Shaw expects to play theatres and oneClaimants to the royalties are nighters in that territory prior to possible picture work. There's a film
Sally Black Waldo, widow of com- deal in the making.
poser Johnny S. Black,' and Mattie
S. Shanks. Latter claims she is coTalk about odd benefits. Nurse at the Chelsea Navy Hospital, Boston,
writer of the song, and an oral
called Louis Prima at the'RKO theatre there last week and asked him toagreement with Black, provided that put in an appearance. He couldn't right then, so the nurse asked him
upon death of either party the sur- instead to sing Into the phone. Gimmick had the phone system .hooked
vivor is sole owner of the tune.
up to amplifiers in the wards. He obliged.
During the trial Miss Shanks,
through her attorney, Charles H.
While Music Corp. of America announced its pension plan recently, this
Tuttle,
made an agreement with
Marks, through letter's attorney, is not the first agency to have such a system in force. The William Morris
established a pension fund four years ago for its more than 200
Julian
T.
Abeles.
This
agree- off ice had
employees in all branch offices.
ment was to the effect
trial in

.

original renewal rights to the
Want a Girl Just Like the
Girl Who Married Dear Old Dad,"
"All Alone," "Down On the Farm,"
of

songs "I

.

that

if

Marks withdrew completely from
"Summertime,"
"I'll
Lend
You trie suit. Miss Shanks would recogEverything I Got Except My Wife." nize Marks renewal rights to the
and "When the Harvest Days Are tune, obtained from Harry S. Won
nell, administrator of the late com
pro and con notwith- Over. Jessie Dear."

Roundup 2d Promoter

Ballroom Battle Looms

'

At any

rale,-

standing, pluggei-s are again feeling
the pinch of "driving."

Vogel is by Judge Bondy's order
permanently enjoined from infringing or licensing to others use of the
songs and to account to Von Tilzer
on the alleged infringements. The
'Don't Fence' Exceeds
court appointed Herbert Jacoby, of
the law firm of Schwartz and Froh
in Sheet
Million
lich, to take evidence to ascertain
profits made by Vogel and report
Sales; 2d Since 1929
findings to the court, which retsfhs
Cole Porter's "Don't Fence Me In" jurisdication until the accounting is
lid over the 1,000,000 mark in sheet finished.
sales within the past couple of days,
Judge Bondy also ordered that
the first song to do that since "White further fees by Louis Nizer, attorney
Christmas" and the second since 1920. for the Von Tilzer firm, be held in
With the million-mark passed, the abeyance until master files his re
song so far has given no indication
port.
of slackening and a total sale of
around 1,250,000 isforecast. It's published by Harms, Inc.
Prevented
An unusual type of tune for PorLeaving Peer by Contract
ter, "Fence" piled up its sales in a
comparatively short time.
H was
Abe Bloom, former professional
Started about three months ago. manager of Southern Music Co., has
"Mairzy Doats." last year's big smash, not yet severed connections with
was equally meteoric. b.ut never at- that firm, despite his resignation and

Mark

From

Bloom

tained the

around

same

sales figures. It

went plans

750,000.

Louis Armstrong orchestra held
over at Cafe Zanzibar, N. Y., for
another four weeks making 14 in all,
It's now doubling Into Roxy theatre, N. Y.. with rest of nitery show

to move elsewhere. He had
a contract with Ralph Peer, owner
of Southern, which Peer refuses to
cancel. It runs until June 1.
Peer Is ourrently at the Havana
conference of Latin- American music
men and Bloom's situation won't be
straightened out until he returns.

San Diego, Jan. 30.
This war-inflated town has turned

Columbus, Canton Act
On Juke Box Licensing
Columbus,

O., Jan. 30.

City Fathers have enacted a measure licensing about 1,200 Jukeboxes
in the city at an annual fee of $10.

Into a

two

ballroom battleground, with

rival hooferies

slated

over the -weekend of Feb.
fortified

by top

to clash
3-4,

'

lng the machines.
Ditto for Canton
Canton City Council plans to enmeasure to slap a $25 license
all coin-operated merchandise and

act a

oh

amusement machines, Including Juke
boxes, candy and cigaret machines,
punchboards, and similar devices.
Though exact number is not known
council said city has "at least, several thousand of such machines" at
present.

Louts Prima's orohestra has been
re-signed to the Hit record label for
another year.

Put Up Dough for Dough
Maestro Stan Kenton, his manager,
Carlos Oastel, and Dlok Webster,
General Amus. Corp. exec In Hollywood, have gone into a new sideline
for bandsmen.
Between them they
recently put up $14,000 to purohase a
flour mill In Kentucky, which is in
the process of being shipped to Mexico.
There It will be set up as the
maohinery of the Tacati Milling Co.,

owned by the
Mill will
rels dally.

I'M IN

9- NI8HT AND DAY

Louis

of

dance

a

Jordan's

employing

band bounced

forestalled a layoff by the outfit. At
4:30 in the afternoon of the scheduled date, at Graham And., Newark
last

Friday

Corp.,

(26),

Jordan's

General

bookers,

Amus.

eased one

promoter out of the affair and
rounded up a new one.
Since the dance had been advertised widely, and Jordan is a solid
draw, GAC didn't want to lose the
date.
It dug up a promoter who
couldn't get to his bank at that hour
the deposit, so the
to withdraw
owners of Graham were prevailed
upon to lend it to him. on an I.O.U.
Hall's owners wouldn't undertake
the promotion themselves. Later,
they
were sorry; Jordan drew
around $1,500 at $750 guarantee
against 60%.

Stuff

Smith

orchestra

closed

ington, D. C.

OP RMIAROHt RADIO DIVISION

John •.

Pecrtaraa,

Dlreeter,

Hew

York

EYES

1

*Hy

Week 1945
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at the Onyx Club, N. Y. to
shift Feb. 12 to Club Bengazl, Wash-

weeks

three.

have a capacity of BO bar-

last

a quick switch of promoters

THE MOOD FOR LOVE

7- JUST ONE OF THOSE THINGS
8- HALLELUJAH
10— BEGIN THE BE8UINE

1st Guy's Check Bounces
When a deposit check by one
promoter

week

Larry Finley has booked Ella Mae
Jones and Henry
Allan
Measure
will
.become
effective Morse,
Busse for his Mission Beach dancery,
Feb. 22.
ajid Wayne Daillard has signed the
Council is planning to enact a corn
panion measure to levy a $10 annual King Sisters and Vaughn Monroe
fee for each plnball machine, and f
for his Pacific Square instep palace.
license of $176 a year for penny ar
Clinch will involve the heaviest arcades. The measure will also Include ray of talent ever heard in San
a ban against minors under 17 play
Diego at one time.

(Llsttnlaf

2- 8UMMERTIME
3- BLUI SKIES
4- 8TAR DUST
5- 8M0KE SETS IN YOUR
6- EMBRACEABLE YOU

both

talent.

Radio's Ail-Time Standard Song Favorite—First

1

For Jordan Date After

'

OWei
Dr.

Between SDTerpalaces

poser's estate.

te* Iwy Fei With HaraM

Mmm »

'Wednesday. January 31,

1

915

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Sy Shribman Dispute

In

B. 0. Spots to Protect Their Prestige
Willi bookings of all types off-*Iheir b.o. feed lo varying degrees,
smart maeslros and their managers Mrs. Berlin Hostess At
are currently burning the midnight
Firm's Party
work tours that will
to plan
oil
Mrs.'
Irving Berlin hosted, the
avoid as much as possible engagemen's thai have proved pitfalls re- party marking the opening of the
.songwriter's new music publishing
It doesn't
cently -for other bands.
make any leader look good lo run Offices in N. Y. Friday 26 ». Berlin
jhlo bad theatre weeks, or poor ohe- is In the South Pacific with the GI
troupe.
nighlcr business no mailer whether "This Is the' Army
Berlin's dim, which 'grew out of
business generally is off. or weather
The odor is his split With ex-partner Saul Born-,
closed in on the b.o.
stein, has been in operation since
just as bad.
I

New Pub

'

Eddie Cantor,

American Federation of Musicians
executive board last week awarded
Dick Raymond $145 in his dispute
with Sy Shribman, New England
band buyer.
Raymond had filed churges wilh
the AFM asking S2M5 of Shribman
as a result of an argument over
transportation money when a band
led by him played dales for Shrib-

man

Eddie

There are

j

|

Accordingly, 'virtually"

all

belter bracketed mae.slros

'

and

late

the

of

last

year.

their

mentors, are culling all. sorts of
didoes 16' route their, names through
that have continued (0 prove'
okay through the bad business of the
If not that, the
past few months.
bands are being measured to .hole'
up in one or a series of key city
runs,
hotel
cafe or
where the possi-

new

offices.

.'

falling

bility of

on their

Hollywood. Jan. 30.
Harry Jame,s' orchestra, playing
the Casa Manana. CulvOr City, at an
unusual salary of $5,000 guarantee
against 80'; of the gross, won't realize visions of huge dividends. Local
tire department stepped in recently
and ordered the spot's capacity cut
considerably to 2.100 nightly. Previously, the spot could play lo. it's
claimed, between 3.000 , and 3.!>00.
nearer the latter figure. So the firemen's action means plenty to' James.
James had been playing weekends
at Ihe Dorsey Bros.-operateci Collonades Ballroom'.. Ocean Beach, on
a 511'; split basis. However, this spot
is closed for the winter months for
repairs, hence the Casa deal. He. like
Tommy Dorsey and other bunds,
won't play the Palladium Ballroom..
Hollywood, because of that spot's low
financial deals. One weekend he took
as much as $8,500 out of the Dorsey
spot, niore than he could for a week's
work at the Palladium.

SPAR IN ROUND

b.o. kissers

'

'

joint.

quarters, in

N Y.

is

said lo

Up Band Due

to

War

Problems; Stays on Air
Chicago, Jan. 30i

With

transportation
problems
steadily getting tougher and several
of his men subject to draft call.
Eddy Howard has decided to break
up his orchestra. It's effective Feb.
A after a scries of one-night stands
in this territory.
Howard organized
his own outfit four years ago when
he left the Dick .Tureens band, with
which he was featured vocalist.
.

However •Howard is- retaining
Buddy Baer and Hill Radlke. pian-

|

have

or-

dered that Richards' weekly price
lag be boosted by $150 before it
would approve his contract.
It's claimed that Richards us drawing better than scale.
Which indicates the AFM-orde'red increase was
tacked on to take care of incidentals
not ordinarily listed as direct operating costs and as a means; of eliminating the possibility that he would
lose money. Richards followed Tony
Pastor at the -Roosevelt. - Pastor
only, two weeks .after the
at first cancelled his contract,
because he was losing money, then

stayed

MCA
Mike

STILL

ON FIRE

,

on the Are. In what capacity
he would be spotted at that agency
is still

isn't

too-clear.

Nidorf returned from California
week, where he completed

the

AFM cracked down oh. Mrs: Kramer
Tony Pastor case, the union
implied that In the fyture any band
in the

was under option to a spot
under- which it would lose money,
could have the option cancelled by
complaining to the union. Apparently, Mrs. Kramer seeks to avoid
that possibility in Paxton's case. She
wants the options made unbreakable
now, or Paxton won't play the Lincoln.
His salary nhere. however, is
said to be unusually good.
that

deal

to

dispose, of

his stock in
to other executives of that outfit.
He leaves for a 10-day stay in.
Florida Feb. 9, after which he'll
probably turn to a new connection.
Me left
Jan. I.

GAC

GAC

Add Al Donahue

Collab on

Tommy

2 New Songs

Dorsey's

orchestra

will

record

next week for RCA-Victor
his wife, Pat
Mrs. D, wrote the
lyrics
.to
melodies
supplied
by
George Bassman, Metro studio arranger. They're titled. "You're Onlv
Wonderful" and "I Want You To

two songs on which
-Dane, collabbed.

Know.".

BG

was

in

Coast,

Benny Goodman's

past year,
Reiter was

Marks
prior

over
been
with,

music

where she records
is

publishing company
to service.
Williams shifted
to WHN, N. Y., where he has
spending part time for months,
his own radio show,!.

up

Aragon

the

is

Still

married

Cap Carnival Room, N.Y.
Art Mooney's orchestra

will

open

.

for Capitol
to

New

the new room at the Capitol hotel.
To be called the
N. Y., Feb. 19.
Carnival Room, with a c i r c.us
motif by Russell Patterson, the new
cafe! will employ a large floor show
composed mostly of acts that fit that
atmosphere. Booked so. far are the
Calgary Bros., A. Robins. :clownact; Stevens Bros, and "Big Boy," a
bear: Frank Boriden, singer: Lucy
Gillette, aerialist, and a line of eight
.

Leonard

.

Dave Kapp's 3d Tune
co-writer of the tune, "Just
A Prayer Away," the third of .his
songs published by Shapiro-Bernstein.
H> to be their next No. 1

girls.

^

Remick and Wiimark. For com-

He

took over Krupa's .skins from
•Dale, while the latter assumed
the post of asst. road manager.
Zito remains as playing-manager, Dale his. understudy while
he's at work with the band.

I

j

who was

among

also

the

representing the outfit, in
They, had a meeting
28 at Cantor's home

Hollywood.

!

i

Inc..

foremost catalogs in copyright .content' value, was bought by the Robbins-Metro combine for $400,000.
Mcilugh and t.'anior have been
.meeting on the Coast with Sain
Buzzell. Mills', attorney and
10'i
partner in the firm, and Irving Mills,

Sunday night

'

i

HAL M1NTYRE IN

which the .-ale asscrtedly was
mulled thoroughly. Irving Mills, however, denied, when contacted on the

BID FOR (ISO

a subsidiary, unit similar to that set

TRIP

up by Buddy Morris for Jimmy Van
Heusen and Johnny Burke, might
be laid out for McHugh and Harold
Arlen (latter has such a deal how

i

at

Coast,

that

with

Moved deeply by

the

a

deal was being constaled that an ar-

He

templated.

rangement was-

disappear-

Max

roads,

progress whereby

in

Dreyfus. He's in on CrossOn the other hsnd,

Inc.).

.

.

I

versation as to his reasons' for the
move. Mclntyre approached the USO
on a overseas tour, doing it at a lime
when, his crack band has the first
opportunity since its organization' to
establish a reputation.
It.
wasn't
long in existence when the recording
ban was clamped on. and the leader

aerial act are to

be booked.

.

.

|

\

is

new

life

They

accepted.
into' the

firm,

will inject
which for
.

outfit has had no professional staff
designed to compete with other large
publishers in the pop field. McHugh
and Cantor intend to activate it fully.

has been marking: time since, like
any number of other young bands
that couldn't go far without records.

:McIntyre's overseas tour will beBand
gin sometime in the. spring.
will be out of the country about six:
in which
months.
It's not known
Musicians
in
direction it will go.
the band are now being queslionnaired by the FBI and, aside from
two or three men who are having
draft board trouble, all are set to go.

Art Kassel Quits flu's

Bismarck Hotel in Huff

.

After Billing

Battle

Chicago, Jan. 30. ,
Dissatisfaction over billing resulted in Art Kassel withdrawing his
orchestra from the Walnut room of
'

.

has two outfits over-

Snub Moseley and
seas
now
D Artega. Only other band to have
gone across for Camp Shows is Spike
Jones.

the Bismarck hotel last week after
playing five weeks of a scheduled

.

three-month engagement. Band had
been booked to stay until Easter.
Opening his 15th booking at the
Bismarck last, month, in as many
years, Kassel was nettled over bill-

Lawyers Negotiating

Getting nowhere after discussing the- matter with Otto K. Eitel,
managing director. Kassel turned in
He opened at the Club Madrid, Milwaukee, Monday <29) for
two weeks, to be followed by theatre
dates. He returns to Chicago March
6, opening at the Aragon ballroom.
ing.

Krupa, Metro Contract Nil
Hollywood, Jan.

30.

notice.

Negotiations have stprted between
Gene Krupa's handlers and attorneys for Metro over a film contract
had with that company,

Krupa

which was arbitrarily cancelled

fol-

lowing his mixup with the FBI some
lime ago. Contract was a one-picture deal with options, calling for.
guarantee of $6,000 weekly for four
weeks to the leader, the studio paying his men and all other expenses.
There assertodly was no "morals"
clause in the agreement and Krupa's
managers -claim Metro had no right
to cancel the pact because of the
trouble the leader found himself in.
Its said that if no satisfaction is

CASTLE MAY JUNK

OWN

0RCH TO JOINT. DORSEY
Lee Castle may break up his' orchestra to join Tommy Dorsey. He
had an offer from the
last week and since
band has found hard
cjosmg at the New
N. Y.. about six weeks

latter maestro
his own new
.

sledding since

Yorker

hotel,

ago. he asscrt-

edly has made up his mind to junk
the whole thing and go back to side-

forthcon ing from Metro in. the talks,
the case will be referred to the
American Federation of Musicians.

man

work:
Castle started out last summer,
with financial backing by Jim Peppe,
Kaye's mentor. That aid was
.

Sammy

One dance team and another

Mooney's band will be relieved by
Frank Sorrcll's combo or nine pieces.
Former outfit is. a new one built rcKapp wrote ''For the First Time." •cently. Its official opening at the
who col- Cap will tffi.'.on the '21st. First two
with Charles Tobias,
tabbed oh: "Prayer." He's also one nights will be special shows for -the
of the co-writers of- the hit, "Dance Army and Navy.
With Dolly." That tune was wrilten
Jack Tcagarden band playing
five years ago with Jimmy Eaton
and Terry Shand, under the alias, weekends at Casino Gardens, Lbs
Angtles.
Mickey Leader.
:

offer

years has been relatively inactive in
so far as modern pop material Is
concerned. Outside of a brief period
during the pas' couple of years, the

withdrawn weeks

Elgart Bros. Debut

New

brother-maestro

into Work last night

act went
(Tues. t at the

Lcs and Larry EWart. who have
formed a 18 1 piece orchestra said
to have financial' backing up to $53.000. Money-man
is shunning
the

'

'

leads

the

combo on
,

1

1.

yer.

is

a

into

the

Feb.

22

.

debuting a n::mc-band policy
was under option lo Monlc. Proser, Copa'i

year.,

svhich has conrl'nue'l since,

,

Lcs'. Elgart

•px

JT. Y.

Fields' orchestra go:s back
Copacaban.-;. N. Y: cafe,
for an
e'-ht-wctk run.
Fields, who firs', -played the spot 'last

Shep

i

'imclighl.

trumpet while brother Lorry

ago..

Shep Fields Into Copa,
I

effort.

,

formerly with E. B.

gel back lo playing.

Broadcast Musicfirms.
publishing

set

Art Mooney Into

Vannerson, now a Chief Petty officer in the Navy, and is a mother.-

tive, Is

NEW BMI FlACK

has

March. Singer, who

her first theatre, route.
Miss Tilton has spent most of
her time in the past, few years on the
Records. She

Inc..

parison. Feist.
to

Co..

on the Coast
with his band, where he has been
fox almost two years.

Dave Kapp, Cecca record execu-

SETTEE

music

Donahue

Donahue

Paramount theatre. N. Y.
Goodman's orchestra,

vocalist with

for-:'

Dick

man-

of

500 yearly setup.

orchestra back in that band's early
days, is now and has been working
as a single. She is starting soon on

Both, songs will be published ljy
D.'s Embassy Music Co. (BMI)
at a substantial advance.

.

with

financed

list

to the many other BMI-backed ventures. It's said to be the usual $12.-

for Par Date

Negotiations are currently being
conducted to bring Martha Tilton

with Benny
opening late

Zito,

with
as road

Last week Zito got itchy and

wanted

'

T.

Hy Reiter hfls replaced Tod Williams as head of the publicity department at Broadcast Music, Inc.
He had been in the Army for the

maestros

the

to

on the basis of numerous
original material he owns. It will
be. an- inactive "paper" firm, similar

Martha Tilton May Reunite
With

Lou

was hired

—

BMI PUB COMPANY

Music

into the

Pat Dane's (Mrs. T. D.)

Stabile,
ager.

Camp Shows

AL DONAHUE SETS UP

late last

a

Ay res drummer.
drummer

,mcr

Jack Mills is leaving N.Y. today
(Wed. for the Coast to join Buzzell.
Decca's Guarantee Of
Mills
catalog
has
tremendous
with. Hal Mclntyre has offered his Value.. It is based chiefly on the old
orchestra to USO-Camp Shows, Inc.. Wattersoh, Snyder & Berlin, catalog,
Million Discs Each
which
Mills
purchased
many
years
for an overseas tour.
Mclntyre was
2 Cugat-Crosby Records with Miller's band from its Obscure ago. In addition, it is bolstered by
a vast number of tunes written by
Hollywood. Jan. 30.
days through its rise to prohiinence McHugh, Hoagy Carmichael, Duke
Dccca Records- is said to be guar- and most
outstanding
of its .reign on top' of the Ellington- and. .other
'
anteeing a pressing of one million
Miller helped him get writers.
discs each on two discs '(-four! sides) band heap.
McHugh and Cantor have, it's said,
Xavier Cugafs orchestra made Fri- started as a maestro.
already laid extensive plans for the
day (26) in Hollywood with Bing
Without fanfare or any sort of con- company's future in the event' their

Crosby. Cugat, who is a Columbia
Record property, allowed his contract with that company to expire
during the recording ban and before
re-signing with Columbia recently
had committed himself to the.Decca
sides.
He- did with Crosby "Siboney,"- "Hasta
Manana." currently
Mexico's No. 1 song hit: "Orchids in
Ihe' Moonlight" and "Baia.". from
"Three Caballeros."
Cugat is now at the Trocadcro.
Hollywood, at a substantial guarantee ihe drew $5,000 weekly at nearby
Ciro's), plus a 50% cut oyer, a certain
figure. At the Copa. N. Y., where he
opens around mid-April following
his' first run at the Capitol theatre,
N. Y., Cugat is drawing $6,500
weekly.

George Paxlon's contract with
Maria Kramer for his forth-,
coming date at the Lincoln hotel.
N. Y., has. sti|l not been approved
by the American Federation of Musicians.
According to the story.
which neither the union nor FredMrs.

band on the initial engagement.
Several weeks back, when

former executive
v.p. with General Arrus. Corp., Is
considering an offer from Music
Corp. of, America. MCA made him a
pilch a couple weeks ago. but at
that time it was thought he turned It
down cold. According to Nidorf. it

:

.

to

option clauses In the contract.
Mrs. Kramer wants the AFM to okay
these clauses or. she won't take the

Nidorf,

the

:

!

of

NID0RF DEAL WITH

at -drums all

he hired Joe Dale, former Mitch

.

On

ists,
and Billy Baer, arranger, as
keymeii for his studio orchestraheard on the Raleigh "Carton of
Cheer'' radio show, oh which he will erick Br,os: agency, will affirm, the
devote his lime for the present, as approval Is being held up because

musical director and vocalist.

.-.ongwriler

.

be reinstated after Mrs.
Kramer boosted the ante.
It

and

are currently negotiating a deal whereby they may
acquire the catalog of Mills Music
Co., one. of the most valuable in ihe
industry.
Pair have made an offer
of $1,500,000 cash for the properly,
which is one of the 'highest ''figures
ever, mentioned in connection with
the sale of a music publishing' firm,
exceeded only, perhaps, by (he individual prices paid by Warner Bros,
when the latter, acquired Harms,

ance of Glenn Miller, the only leader
of an organized band hcever worked

AFM

allowed

work

.

'

Eddy Howard Breaks

his
to
lime'. 'so

.

Washington. Jan. 30:
American Federation of Musicians
is still
on the (rail of Mr.s. Maria
Kramer, operator of the Roosevelt
hotel here; and the Lincoln and Edison hotels. N,Y; Prior to the opening of Johnny Richards band at the
Roosevelt last week, the AFM head-

chin and having it get around the
trade that so and so smelled tip a

'

"

THREE

.

Law Snag

.';

AFM - KRAMER

more remote.
Look oyer the. plans of many of
the b.o. toppers and their aims are

.'apparent.
Despite the sag in business all around, many cafe and
hotel dales outside N.. Y„ and some
in N, Y.. are paying substantial coin.
Such dales, while they don't pay as
much as theatres, arc becoming increasingly desirable because there's
less chance of taking one oh the

Hits Fire

,

is

,

When Krupa built
new band he didn't want

date.-;

i

sorts of unusual

of prize.

was 1

Friday's affair

on the occasion of the opening of

all

happenings, in the band biz. but
the recent switches in Ihe. Gene
Krupa orchestra take some sort

James' Casa Deal

j

Cantor

.-

Jimmy McHugh

Kxupa-Dale-Zito Parlay

i

'

.

Co-

Form Extensive Plans If Deal Okayed

last July.

|

1

Jimmy McHugh Make

$1500,000 Offer for Mills Music

i

•

27

Raymond Awarded $145

Top Maestros Map (De) Tours of Bad

operator.

,
!

:

Xavier
C.igat
-.•nd /-r -il 2V

follows

Fields,

•'
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Amsmt. Tax ASCAP Hands Leeds
Exemption May Be Nixed
Philly Orch's

Morris Release

Philadelphia. Jan.

Sought by Slack
Freddie Slack has filed a complaint
the American Federation of
Musicians, socking release from his

Philly.

Willi

dinance introduced in
Ordinance, expected

William Morris agency contract, it's
Leader is basing His plea
claimed.
for release on the. charge lhal. for the
six months ending last Jan. 2:i his
band had been out or work a total of
12 weeks. According lo union rules,

shortly,

this automatically

from

lets

band

a

loose

booking contract.

a

Morris'

answer

this

lo

charge

is

that numerous bookings have been
offered the leader during Ihe |)asl six
months, which he turned down because, he claimed, the money wasn't
Coin involved, the
enough.
liiah
agency says, was as high, if not
higher, than he ever .not belore.

Union's regulation pertaining lo such
cases states that all dales oll'ered a
band in such situations must be commensurate with what it has been geltins in the past.

Slack

broke up

band several

his

weeks ago. after a dispute wilh his
manager. Joe Glaser. He is around
N. Y making solo piano records for
Capitol
director,

(Paul
is

Cap musical
conducting them).

Weston.-

east

Back Orders

Pile

Up

As Pubs Feel Paper,

Manpower Freeze
Difficulties

of

getting

Russ

3(i.

Exemption from the city's amusement taxes granted the Philadelphia
Orchestra and 'oilier non-profit organizations who present shows in
will

be lifted

would place

a

to

lo

be passed

one cent lax

'

lhal

responsible for

lite

collection of the

lax.

Billie

Rogers Breaks Up

Orch; Travel, Operating

Costs One Big Headache
Billie
Rogers' broke tip her orchestra late last week, after a week
at the Hipp theatre. Baltimore. .Like
so
many others, she has been
plagued recently by operating and
transportation costs, so decided to
give up.
Her plans are unknown.
Prior to forming her own band she
was a featured trumpeter and singer

with Woody Herman.
Miss Rogers' outfit was on a theatre tour wilh the Mills Bros., which
will continue next week at the Howard theatre. Washington, D. C. Her
place will be taken by the orchestra
of Randy Brooks, another new band.

.

INTO CARNEGIE HALL

Lionel Hampton's orchestra will
play a concert at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y., sometime in mid-April. Date,
his first there (other colored bands
have done similar stunts at the home
of longhairs, including Count Basie,
This, in many cases recently, ac- Duke
Ellington),
will
be hooked
counted for a song's sudden drop off up with Esquire magazine, which rebest seller lists and subsequent re- cently cited the band as the most
appearance the following week.
outstanding of new combos.
Hampton will do another concert
Lionel Hampton band re-signed for at Symphony Hall, Boston, before
Strand theatre, N. Y„ for another the Garnegie affair. It's dated for
It's his second appearance
data later in 1949. Band just closed Feb. 7.
there.
there under similar circumstances.

many

cases,

lat

ly,

Mumtxu I.KOWIXC.
.

ing ASCAP_ to protect its Russian
holdings against piracy and give it
full performance credits until a pro-

•

completed between this country
and Russia.
ASCAP has been reluctant to give
Leeds an answer on its requests because all Russian .music in this couti:
try is in public domain and only
arrangements of such material' can
is

•

. .

'

.

.

.

•

13.075

2.1)50

2,575

.

.

.

.

.

.

18

.

.

2

.

Asterisks indicnle a -supporting floor

Hal
"Urt

28,350

.1175

.

.

•

On

1.775
1

.

.

I

I'll-sl

H'ei-fc

15

,

.

18.875

23.050

.'.87:>

9.125

2.300

48.700

1.0(11)

1.575

1.7511

12,250

Neto Yorker. Billmore,

liava

Cab Calloway (Panther Room. Sherman hotel: 950; $1.50-52.50 mimi.
ODT crackdown on conventions prodded labs up to

5.000

ice sltows.

Lexington,

xlioiu.

H<ric<iiinn floor slioic.

,

be copyrighted. Since other ASCAP
pubs with arrangements of p.d. material draw only partial performances credit at ASCAP. the latter
sees trouble if acceding to Leeds'
requests'.
Foreign Relations Committee has been given the job of
finding a

way

Lou Levy.
will

out.

Hollywood, Jan. 30.
Leeds Music prcxy.

head for N. Y: next week

to

Chicago
stanza before
for

Last
'

Calloway.

Ruddy Franklin '(Walnut' 'Room. Bismarck hotel: 405: Sl.50-S2.5tl
Art Kassel moved out Thursday (25). with Franklin following and

min.).
Tali a

held over. Down to 3,500.
Bob Grant' (Empire Room, Palmer House: 700: S3-S3.50 min). Hildegarde
and Grant followed Carmen Cavallaro. Digalanos and Minevilch Rascals

Thursday 125), accounting for smash 7.800.
Bill Snyder <Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel: 405: $1.50-52.50 min..). Here
as elsewhere convenshes helped: 2.800 this lime for Snyder and Carol
Bruce.
Art Weeras (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel: G50: S3-S3.50 min.). Around
6.000 for Weenis and standard vaude acts including Lalage. Jack, Powell
and Low, Hite and Stanley. Tommy Tucker, who closed Thursday (25 1,
broke all records here.

settle the question of collecting coin
and protection for Russian music

which
rights

Leeds
in

has the
this country.

Los Angeles

publishing

Freddie Martin (Ambassador; 900: $1 -$1.50)

.

Business up

to solid

4.300

payolas.

Krupa

to

Dance Tour on April
its

Joe Reichman (Billmore; 900: $ -S 1 .50 1.
table with 4,400 tabs selling out the Bowl.

Tee Off Concert,

contemplated

I

some of. which have
been tentatively set. If plans remain
as they are, he will open in Omaha
and work through the OklahomaTexas, ate, territory which Tommy
Dorsey, and more recently Harry
James, found so lucrative. Few big
names have gone through that area.
asking $3,000 against a %
for the dates, which will be combo
concert and dance affairs similar to
is

the Dorsey-James plan. Following
these bookings he'll take a two-week
vacation, then Into the Capitol theatre, N. Y. Band ts currently at Pal-

ladium Ballroom, Hollywood.

799 Seventh Avenue,

a

.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

will start

concert-dance

ries of 31 dates,

Krupa

Songpluggers can't even get

1

tour April 1. on its way back east
from the Coast. Band will play a se-

UCO Wl \<i

ROBRINS MUSIC CORPORATION

Hotel B. 0.\

Hotel
Hund
Hal Aloma*.
..Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
Jerry Wald
New Yorker (100; $1 -SI .50 >
Les Brown
.Pennsylvania (500; SI-S1.50)
Leo Reisman*.
Waldorf (550; $2)
Count Basie.
.Lincoln (275: SI-SI. 50)
Guy Lombardo
noosevelt (400: $i-$l.no)
Eddie Rogers.
Billmore (400; $1-$1.50>
Hal Mclnlyre.
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)..

jected post-war reciprocal agreement

on

HAMPTON ORCH

pubs of
outstanding hits have found themselves bare of copies for days at a
time, with back -orders piling— up^
In

Foreign Relations Committee, the
problem involving Leeds Music Co.
and the killer's representation of all
Russian music. Leeds has been ask-

Gene Krupa's orchestra

LIONEL

at

<'ll\|Ti

Authors'

:

music

printed are increasing for the majority of publishers. For the past couple
years all pubs, large ard small.' have
had trouble securing music due to
paper and manpower shortages, but
lately their woes have doubled.

Bands

Problem

American Society of Composers.
and Publishers executives
under an orhave turned over lo Ihe Society's
City Council.

admission,
similar
each
25c
charged oh all professional
entertainment,
Measure, it's eslimated, would add SI. 500.000 to Ihe
City Treasury.
Under ihe ordinance, the promoicr of the show would be held

on.

Music

To Foreign Rec. Comm.

(Los Aiioeles)
Gene Krupa (Palladium B. Hollywood, fifth week). Krupa si ill not
equaling outstanding recent totals, but still okay at 25.000.
Horace Heidi (Trianon B. Southgate. first week). Breaking all preceding
records with 14,000 entrants, chiefly Gl.
Lelghton Noble (Slapy Maxie's. N. Los Angeles, eighth week). New
show still can't do any belter than usual capacity quota of 5.200 tabs.
Xavier Curat (frocadero, N, Hollywood, nr.st week). Cugi drawing 4.000
.

full seats.

(Chicnoo)
Oay Clarldfe (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Steady 5.200 for Claridge,
Joe E. Lewis and Rose Marie in last stretch.
Chuck Foster (Blackhawk; 500; $1 -$2.50 min.). Foster held over wilh
Ray Parker and Porthole, Edward and Diane, to snag 3,500.
Frank!* Master! (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min ). Not, as heretofore,
best in town, wljat with the Hildegarde competish, but 7,500 for Masters
and Ritz Bros, plenty potent.

POM

IX

N. Y. 19

5

LA KIT Y!

JERRY JOHNSON, Gen.

Prof.

Mgr.

Wednesday, January 31, 1945
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The Spotlight's on...

RESTAURANTS * PLUNGE * ARCADES
SWIMMING * S1W ,4M> StflV BATHING

*

*

* CONCESSIONS
SKATING RINK * JHDJ55
GAME'S

UNDER THE PERSONAL SUPERV/S/ON OF LARRY FINLBY 6 ASSOCIATES
Coming Attractions

JIMMY STARR and HIS HOLLYWOOD ALL-STAR REVUE
Plus Tiny Hill

THE PIED PIPERS

with

and His Orchestra

WINGY MANONE

and HIS

ORCHESTRA

RED NICHOLS AND HIS FIVE PENNIES

THE HOOSIER HOT SHOTS

MISSION BEACH AMUSEMENT PARK

•

SAN DIEGO

8, CALIF.

•

TELEPHONE HUMBOLT 8-2902
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10 Best Sheet Sellers
Week Endhiy Jan. 27
Harms
Don't Fence Me In

NBC, CBS, Blue, Mutual Plugs
Folloiriiif) is
u-t'cl:
«<>

1

Monday and

represents die
sonic enscs Micro

/.is[

n.ni.

<jid(>i

i

most plaiyvd pup.iilm

ol the

lisi

lipyiniiiiio

in

embrace

co/ii|iil(i!ions

throuyit

if

apprn.viiiinTi'lp

Ji'ixt

lies,

fire

leu'tlers in u I plr.i l>cl liu

'J3

ami Mutual

Hlitc

Ioiioci

for n

uc'couiiliiif;

Come

llie

W;i\ es"

rcprc
Iwixert on ('«'«
source ol llie

.

.

Confciisin'

Don) Von Know

1

Care

Didn't Know About
Don't Waril to Love

:

.

.

•

.........

;

You— VLet's Co

Steady"

.

Marks
..BVC

.

I'm MaKing Believe -.-Swccl and Lowdown"
Invitation To the Blue*
More and More -•• "Can't Help Singins"'
..

.

.

.

.

:

Arc- Getting Belter
....
Heart Sings— t" Anchors A weigh"' .........
Little Rhode Island— {-"Carolina Blues"
Is the Loneliest Night ...
•*•
Slcighric'.e In July^-; "Belle of the Yukon".Sweet Dreams Sweetheart— r'Hqlly wood. Canteen".
There does That Song Again— {"Carolina Blues"
This Heart of Mine— v"Ziegfeld Follies"

.

.

Lcoit musical.

•

J'i.'i/iiisirnl.

NEW RECORD
N

CO.

a record
Capital, slock is

c-onciuci

to

Y.

charbusiness

Recording Corp.

Signature
tered
in

$501,000.

shares arc preferred at
$100 par -value. 'and 1.000 are common ai SI par value. Directors are:
Robert Thiele, Belle Gould and
Helen Mincho. all N.Y.

Of

.

.Shapiro

.

this 5.000

his

'

.

as

he

By

l

IIAM'K'

l.

Notrd

OKCHKSTKATIONS

Colored

Arranger

—Wilh

PAPPY TABLE HAPPY"
"OUR LOVE AFFAIR IS
A SEE-SAW"

"KEEPIN*

and

JUST

50— Both for Only—$1.50
MELODY PUBLICATIONS

II.

Boi

1340.

Cincinnati

I,

0.

FIELDS

new

You Ul

i

i

(Shapiro

i

(

i.

BVC'i .......

Embassy

Ink
I

>

Some Rain

7.

Into Each Life

H.

Thai's Irish Lullabv (H)

9.

Trollcv Song

t

(7i

).

.

.

Melody by JIMMY

vocal and

1

McHUOH

\

new dance arrangements

lo

what appeared

to

be a

attempt to crowd the
Boston company out of the scene.
Financial setup of the Boston
is not too clear,
but Erwin
stated to one of the music editors
of the local press that he +iad enough
funds to take a loss for a whole season if that were necessary to estab-

group

lish the

Get in touch with PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager
Standard Exploitation Department, The Big 3
Circle 6-2939
1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19

.

I'm Beginning to See Light (IV iCSraucU.

.Decca
...... Victor

...Capitol

Pied Pipers,
Vaughn Monroe...

(

Harry Lane

Duke

.

.

.Capitol
.Victor

.

Columbia

Ellington

Victor

Upbeat—Music Notes
i

I

Morey. collaborating on the score for
'The Enchanted Forest'' at PRC.

j

|

band slated for two
westerns at Columbia after recording tunes for "Have a Heart" at UniSpade

t'oiiley

:

Reyes band move into Joe
San Francisco nitery
weeks with options.

C'liuy

j

DiMaggio's
j

versa)..

*

Feb.

I

for four

7,

Irombonisl. and
IVuller
I.ouellu Scliilly and her Ladies of
Dick Naunii'iun. trumpet player, have Note- and Four Blazes al the Oasis,
rejoined Tommy Carlyn orch with, Pitts.
to Bill Green's!
that
ouint
return of
seventh
en-'
Pittsburgh,
for
Casino,
Lew Salter band into- the Pi rale's
gagcmcnl u\ less than two years.
Don. Hollywood.
Hiirlesiiii,

|

i

and

Shapiro

Ted

sold their song.

While." to

advance and

Goell

Keriiiit

"Home For

Famous Music

fur

six cents a

a Little
a' $5,000

Top Tones for Your Books
An All-Time Favorite

copy roy-

ally.

Cecil CjaiU and Gill Edge Recordings turned over publishing rights on
two tunes. "I Wonder'.' and "Pul Another' Chair al -the -Table." to ),ced>

MUST HAVE

I

THAT MAN
Music by

Music Co.

.

Verne Recording Corp.
ica,

chartered

Inc..

business

New

lo

records, wilh

in

of

Amer-

condncl
oMTces

Published by

'

York.

leading roles with

company,

financially interested, in

is

the

outfit.

.

JIMMY McUUCU

a
in

MILLS

functioning as
Norinun Ilawes
musical director for Ihe ACES on
weekly Army camp
group's
the
show:.

I

Packer, former' arranger
for Tommy Dorsey. inked for similar
chores for Ted Slracter. Orvllle

Sammy Cahn

and

Saul

DECCA RECORDS
Inc.
Most' Recording

Chaplin

and

here.

that
sings many

the

-..Dceca
Victor

Spots

Tommy. Dorsey
Andy Russell

j

)

tune, "Michael the Bicycle
Rumor, too, sold their
Rider." to Columbia for use in "Ten
Virginia Pemberton, who

company

is

•

.-Capitol

Inkspous— Fit/.gerald ..Decca
Bing Crosby ......... Decca

(Sun)..

Witmark

(Feist).

(IS.)

Dceca
...... Ue'cea

'

deliberate

DOROTHY

of

iti)

Crosby-Andrews
Andrews Sisters
Johnny Mercer
Russ Morgan.
Sammy Kaye.

|

'

DON'T BLAME ME
by

.....

j

basic

added up

Lyric

Making Believe

,

POPULAR STANDARD TODAY

For artist copies,

(7

i

.

TOP HIT OF YESTERDAY.
A GREAT

(Morris

)

j

'

V»eo1

I'm

j

.

Ki

There Goes Thai Song

a.

(H

Manny Smith, currently' in the Diek Averre unit at Hotel Roosefloor show at the Park Central hotel. velt's Fiesta Room lo organize liin
N. Y., and Joe Schuster, former own trio for a radio commercial.
Vuiidc performer, now on the Roxy
Alex- staff, are partners in a hew music
Albert Hay Malotte and Larry
publishing linn.

C-P
.BMl

A minimum

class

4.

iFcisO ......

i.l)

i

ous tricky angles.
There' is no cloubl here, however,
agreement with American Guild of
among the musical brelhern that
Variely Artists.
the Metropolitan and its local assoDeal set last week via Florine ciation have been active in making
Bale, west coast local head of AGVA, announcement's, which would tend to
calls for maximum of two shows diminish whatever interest the Bosnightly on nitery dates and 30-show ton company could drum up.
Oh
'weekly maximum when playing the- the announcement of Ihe Boston's
atre dales, with overtime for all ad- repertoire.
the
Met association
ditional shows.
launched a campaign u> establish
the fact that there was no similarity
between the Boston company and
I.tnnie Ilavton assigned as musical
the Met. Then on the Sunday (281
director on "Yolanda and the Thief"
that the Boston -.company .began its
at Metro.
first full week at the Opera House,
the Mel issued ils repertoire for its
April engagement. All this, coupled
with the rumor that the Met was responsible for forcing Miss Tourel
and the others to break their conwith
the Boston company,
tracts
«

Accentuale Positive

10.

- In any case Jennie Tourel.
ander Svcd and Armand Tokatyan
failed to appear for opening night's
bill
'Carmen." Show went on
of
wilh .substitutions and drew sha>;p
raps from Ihe music critics.:' The
Metropolitan allele in the case was
played down, however, as some of
Ted Lewis Inks AGVA
the facts in the case are obscure, and
Ted Lewis, orch leader heading nobody quite dared t
crack open
his own vaucle and nitery unit, has a situation in which there are vari-

paclcd

:i.

Dream

of"

.

(Harmsi;

In (111

and Coca-Cola

contracts -with

.•.Triangle

.

Waiting

Rum

I

Names

'

Don't Fence

j

claimed to have been
informed that Ihe Metropolitan had
pressured its singers not to appear
with the Boston company.
pear,

.Burke
.Remick

.

.

Tourel.
etc. to the press. At that time, howthe possibility
ever, he suggested
none of his Mel singers might ap-

.Leeds
.Shapiro
.Barton

.

Saturday Night

Me

1.

2.

I

At the press parly. Krwin actually

showed

Harms

.Santly

.

M>

Poor

Time

T. B.

.

(lie

tone.

tional

.Capitol

.

•

.

My Dreams

Twiliglr.

.

.

...

from .pace

aid of. socialites In d run tip standing
heaved a
the enterprise and
for
cocktail party fur. the press. Such
names as Tourel. Tokalyan. Svcd
and Kirslcii gave the venture addi-

Robbins
Chelsea
.Embassy

.

Dieam of You
I'll Remember Suzanne
I

Paramount
Crawford

.

Caul

iiuii'd

hoo it could muster. Stanley Ei-win.
running llie company, enlisted the

Harms

.

.".

•

Yon

iiirtioriic

ti.

.Morris

.

Evaliiut— '•"Bloomer Girl"

(liesis

pl«i/ed.

lieiiifj

I

Rap 'Pressure'
I

Bourne

.

.

Don't Ever. Change
Don't Kence Me lii—; "Holly wood Canteen"

or*

figures and name's in pnrcunimilier 6/ weeks each sown -has been in die lisd'upj

irliose rerordiiif/s

and rcspecii cc publishers.)

Thai's Irish Lullaby .... Witmark
Dream.- Gelling Belter. .Sanlly
BVC
I'm* Making Believe...

..Advanced
Rerlin
.Block

.

:

j/i/.edo.rej

vocalist after the title indienfes, in order ol popu-

larity.

.Starlight

.

.

:

t

more than one band or

Uemiek
.

ni.lSIIKK
.Morris

.

.

below are o tabbing most ..nickels tliis ivcel; in
country as reported by operators to "Variety."

iliroiiolioiu (lie

.

I

"

.

.

I'(

Accent will' he Positive— v'llore
After Awhile
A Little On llie Lonely Sirie.
Always— "Christmas Holiday"
A Story of Two Cigarettes

I

....

There Goes Thai Song .Shapiro
Foist
Hum and Coca-Cola
Little On Lonely Side. .Advanced

iiidnsirii.

ini.Olisliinf;

titi.i:

I

1

The

lift)

iVi'ltnir/.s. ns

tented by H'E.AF, tV/lBC. H'JZ ami ll'O/i, iV. V.. cine! (ire
prorided by Accurate IJcponino Sen-ire. rri/Wnr 'clierl.-iwo

music

Dream ul You..
Sweet Dreams .,

(Records

Morris
.Embassy

AiTcntuale Positive

I

10 IS

!{].

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

i

lie ncln nrl.s toi Hit
"C-; on
Jioilimy 22-28. /rum 5 p.m.

I

NBC. CHS.

flic

(

.S'lindd!/.

Wednesday. Juniiary

VARIETY.

Transcription

and
Companion

VISUAL reotiiH
of over 100 v ul >'
UhUoi-h, plus old favorite*. In• lu>la»
lend hIicoId nud lyrl<»
•it lliorilK.
SAMPM-IS I-'KKK.
H90

Cents- a Dance."

llliu

u( boiik

Johnny Mercer defied "On the
Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe" for
"The Harvey Girls" al Metro.

3x5

lilts

1619

HniiMlwny

John Charles Thomas recorded
"Kansas City" and "Oh,. What a
Beautiful Morning." from 'Oklahoma." for Victor Red Seal.

N'nw.

Turk 10

TUNE-DEX

CHARLIE TOBIAS and
Warner Weidler. discharged from
Army, has re-organized his band
on the Coasl.

CARMEN LOMBARDO'S

Ihe

Who's Soiry

Now?

"Blue"

Smash Novelty Wahx

Johnny
Fra/Jer,
comedy bass
player with Ike RoUinson and his
Chocolate Drops, has left that unit
to form his own for a run at Hollywood Show Bar, Pittsburgh. Robinson recently played same spot.

OH! MOYTLE
IMIiIIhIiciI

l»'

TOBIAS and LEWIS
Bernle Wayne and Ben Raleigh
writing English lyrics for Mexican
tune, "Adios, Mariquila Linda," at
1

Carft

Give You Anything But Love

Clock"

What A

Pal

Was Mary

New

at

a

new

in

"The

TWO

York

TOP PEOPLE ARC DOING
*7A/r

Dorothy Dndd composed

"I'm- Just
a Hillbilly Sailor" for radio.

BUTTS TIPPING OFF A TWO-TIMING LOVE AFFAIR"—

TOP TUNE

AFTER AWHILE
STARLIGHT MUSiC

!b:9B-o^^ JH

Variety'

A STORY OF TWO CIGARETTES
ALL MATERIAL AVAILABLE

MARTIN BLOCK MUSIC,

Inc.,

Larry

Taylor,

M

York

I

Metro.

Dom Ti-imarkl*, veteran Pittsburgh
musician-accordionist, has quit the

"A TORCH AFFAIR WITH

New

Paramount.

George Bassinan turned
symphonic poem for use

Oh!

1250 Slith Ave..

Gen. Mgr., 501 Madison Ave.,

New York 22,

N. Y.

PLaza 3-8112
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50%

Only

VAUDEVILLE

Ops Respond

'gwingtime Follies' Vaude
Unit Launched in Va.

6-Day Work Week Appeal

show produced by Max Landau and
Mike Taflin, opens- at the Academy.

of U. S. Nitery

Chicago, Jan.

"Swinglime

AGVA

To

vaude

Follies,"

Lynchburg, Va., today '23) to be
according to Shelvey, who feels that
followed by several weeks' playing
although there may ba some holdtime over the Kemp circuit.
York and throughout the country to outs among operators, who still' hold
Show, which went out from here,
Invoke a six-day work week for contracts with several weeks yet to is composed of Ken Kennedy & Co.
performers so that latter could de- go, will also adjust itself when these I'D, comedy; Housse
&. Co. (2),
vote more time to the war effort expire and the six- week oontract is magician: Dorothy Tillman, impressnd still have one day of rest has Invoked.
sionist; Jack Frazer & Co. rii, wire
thus f«r met with about 50% react; Shirley 4 Lee. dancers, and sixsponse.
piece band undei-rEverett Johnson's
Matt Shelvey, national adminisdirection. Taflin' is traveling with
trator, of the talent union, wilL make
the unit as manager.

SHELVEY DELAYS PACT

flcull

swing

around

to

situations

this

week

.

the

or not. AGVA, on its own, w;7T
voke the six-day week clause in

on nitery dates from

contracts

morrow

'

Adams. Newark: Hippodronie, Baltimore, and Apollo. N. Y., have been
week due to preoccupatidn of Matt Shelvey, national
administrator of the talent union, on
natters involving the six-day week
campaign.
Trio of houses are currently operating practically under the AGVA

to-

on.

1 )

regulations sans actual pat-ling. At'
previous meeting operators signified intention of signing contracts
but further discussion is required
on several points which has held up
inking*.

Marlowe, Magi; Settles
Differences With
Frank Marlowe,

also help solve this problem for the
talent union should local directives
.be issued shuttering niteries for one
or more days a week.
A committee of the Cafe Owners
Guild of Ohio trained to N. Y. last

week and pledged support to AGVA
on the new plan. Group, headquarCleveland,

in

represents

niteries in that area.
Chicago
adjacent territory looks set to

AGVA

week

for

a

showdown on

AGVA
who

magi

claims.

Marlowe appeared at Uie national
37 office of AGVA in New York last
and week, acknowledging the indebtedness and agreeing 'to take care of
the matter if suspension was lifted
to. continue work-

go

along, with
save several top
spots that have remained non-committal up. to now. Shelvey will meet
with (he N. Y. Cafe Owners Guild
this

.the

not make his complaining
agent-creditors, disappear, had his
suspension lifted at American Guild
of Variety Artists last week upon
promise to pay oft outstanding

could

2 Weeks Despite Big

Biz;

set over until next

'

tering

Roxy Show Must Scram

Chicago, Jan. 30.
Filling in for Al Fuller, ftnolr« Room flack who's been ill
for the past five months, Al
iSdelson has become the busiest
p. a. in town.
H« also handles,
among other accounts, adver-

and

tising

publicity

Chanticleer,

MCA

Baltimore,

Pantomime

Satirists of the Dance
Hfluru KiiKilKi'ini-nt Wllhln S MonCh-

HOLLENDEN HOTEL

E
Hd„

I

i

IIK.NNV

exclu-

I

llano

CU»

2.

Initial

department,

N.

guaranteeing
for acts, covbistros mush-

Irving

but established spots as well.

AGVA

Yanking of FD. show by

week

second lime in six
months leaves only a. small band as
Acattraction nt north side nitery.

last

for

tion against FD, Irving said, was
direct result of shuttering by Alof Mpcambo. another spot
formerly owned by them, day after
,

legretti

New

with

Year's,

meet the
to

Allegretti failing
entertainers' payrolls,
Irving, who cracked
to

prevent recurrence

Mocarhbo bust up.
"If there's any doubt at all as to
financial standing of night clubs

of

Settlement

:

-

Trio

probably

Magpies',

Dancers

Camp Shows

the

go

in

Irving Blueslnnc, vaude comedianimpersonator, has been mustered
out of the Army after 17 months of

Y.

Free Catalog of
Prepared Material Available

tour

cancelled

month because of the death
and Copeland.

LOEW

BOOKING

last

of Far-

ley

AGENCY

JANE WITHERS' VAUDE DATES
.lane

also

is

Withers

is

set

for

a

vaude

• fMltAl IXICUJIVI Officii

tour starting Feb. 13 at the Palace.
Columbus, and conliiuies with the
Palace. Cleveland, and Ihe Downtown. Detroit.
Miss Withers was made available
by folding of the Dave Wolper legit

IOIW BUILDINO ANNEX

^IP^IM W. 44*

It.,

N. Y.«.

•

ny.rt t-7*M

show, "Glad to See You."

Chinese Barl lnln l.a Conga, N. Y.
Jack Soo, Chinese baritone a la

Al

Crosby, .Como and Sinatra, opens at

La

Conga, N. Y. nitery tonight
Wed ). Date is his first in N. Y.
Soo has been stashed the past
six months at the Continental Grove.
Akron. He's originally from San

and will shortly resume
vaude and nitery chores.
Comic is currently shaping up a
new act which he expects to breakin within the next fortnight.
Francisco.

service

M A N

N

Um

1.

be Russell

BLUESTONE OUT OF ARMY

ACTS: COMICS!
L

nitery

Chandra-Kaly
March 21.

ri.KVKI..\M>

30III

will

spotting acts into (he Park Plaza,
Baltimore, through General Amusement' Corp.
Feb. 7 starters there
include John Hoysradt and Andree
& Bonnie. Myrus and possibly the

LAURETTE and CLYMAS

K

new

wartime boom,

in

down on them

AGVA OK

On Claims

salaries

only

not

rooming
said,

bond

post

to

two weeks'

.

On as

Die; Carry
Musical

show
Swan.
Sheila Barrett, Dean Martin and a
Boots Mi-Kenna line.

MCA

under

JJJI.K

order
ers

Members

-

sively Plaiting Feb.

mill

AGVA

according

MCA

I.KS

Bis-

of failure of one of them to pay off
entertainers, was announced yesterday (29) by Jack Irving,
exec, secy.' here.
Ruling, result of
refusal of Jimmy Allegretti. owner
of "Famous Door," to heed AGVA's

to

Kibbler Asks

Marlowe had been suspended by oldest Negro quintet in show biz,
Irio through
Buffalo. N. Y.. local of AGVA has been reduced to a
upon complaints of agents in that death of two members in Cleveland.
Deceased are George Farley and
territory that he had withheld comSherman Copeland, who had bean
missions due and had failed to pay
with act since 1918 and who died
back borrowed money.
within a month of each other. Farley had been comedian with the outfit while Copeland directed and comRussell
Into Baku's posed arrangements -Tor combo.
Joe Cisco, Harry For and EUehue
Chanticleer;
Deal
Cobbe will go along as a trio and
Music Corp. of America will book will
shortly embark upon the USOthe

Write for H«idlin«ri

for

night.

Swan

.11

Time

to Kill

the

at-

titude .nf the N. Y. ops.
Performer response to suggestion
that they accept war-plant work in
ofl'time hours has met with much
greater response- than anticipated.

We

Chicago, Jan. 30.
tightening of bondposting rules for all night spols
throughout the midwest, as result

Gordon Kibbler, producer of the from now on," Irving' said, bonds
vaude unit, "Cover Girls," who has will be posted or shows won't go
been on the unfair list of American on,"
Mocambo, meanwhile, which
Guild of Variety Artists for past as Colony Club has had a series of
several months for failing to liqui- ups and downs since it was opened
date salary olaims in a previous about eight years ago by Nick Dean
unit, has petitioned the talent union and
Sonny Goldstone, including
to reopen negotiation of- the claims crackdown by government for inagainst him.
come tax troubles, has been sold and
Kibbler, according to AGVA, has Is scheduled to re-open as restaurant
up.
expressed willingness to pay up, In about a month.
Complete line-up for the Berle of- which would consequently restore
fering are Connie Russell, Ben Yost's
him to good standing and again perVikings. Three Rockets, Slay'manHerth Extended at Cop»
mit AGVA members to accept em''Hangover
film,
Ali Troupe and
ployment from him. In addition to
Milt Herth Trio's option at the
Square."
the payoff, Kibbler will also have to Cabana Room of the Copacabana,
post cash covering a week's salary N.Y., has been picked up and outfit,
for current and all future units. continues there until June.
Spot
Producer la slated to make settle- recently installed a CBS wire and
of Magpies
2
ment this week.
Herth gets, five shots weekly.

and was permitted
ing.

Berle Booking Snag

Inability to get a postponement of
the Milton Berle show, skedded for
Feb. 7, at the N. Y. Roxy. will result
in only a two- week run of the current film and stage show.
Roxy management apparently figured that ''Sunday Dinner for a Soldier" (20th-FoxJ would, be milked
dry in two weeks and subsequently
booked an expensive stage layout,
''Zanzibar Revue," doubling from the
nearby nitery of that name, to give
the parlay the needed b.o. strength.
However, combo has shown unexpected b.o. strength.
Day after opening of the show
Roxy management started dickering
to get a postponement but definite
dates had already been set for Berle
and commitments couldn't be moved

Pay Off

Fails to

.

How

one-minute spot announcements
a
month and three U-minute
sports programs a week, besides
managing to squeeze in a fairly
respectable few hours a week
with the wife and kiddies. And
last week he took on job an an
inspector on the assembly line
at 'Erla Sentinel Radio Corp. h#re.
Five nights a week— 8 to mid-

In

Bond-Posting;

Immediate

marck hotel and the Walnut and
Tavern Rooms and writes 24

all

Shelvey stated that most of the
small operators in N. Y. and elsewhere have already pledged themselves to go along with AGVA on
the six-day proposition but larger
operations playing top talent have
beefed they cannot operate successfully on this basis.
Despite that attitude Shelvey slated they also will
be subject to it on all new conHe also pointed out that
tracts.
wherein a contract had been signed
prior to Feb. 1 these contracts will
remain as is and will be permitted
to mature without interference 61
the talent union but after that the
operators will have to pact on the
six-day week basis along with the
others.
Current fuel situation may

~*-

TALKS ON 3 HOUSES

an

in-

Famous Door. Chi

Conference on the pacting of basic
minimum agreements with American
Guild of Variety Artists and the

Tlif-

in

Down on

unit

New

another

Cracks

30,

American Guild of Variety Artists'
petition to nitery operator* in

attempt to get the holdouts into line
on the idea and whether successful

AGVA

81

i

JJ"

.

CAN USE TWO MORE ATTRACTIONS
A Management That Grooms

a Three Figure Artist Into the Four Figure Class

ROMM
IRVINGMANAGEMENT
PERSONAL

1650 Broadway, Suite 405. New York 19, N. Y.-Urole 5-7965

An

Experienced,

Comprehensive

Managerial

Service

Covering

All

Fields

of

Show Business
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Boulevard Rami, Chi
(STEVEN'S HOTEL)

Night Club Reviews
Versailles,

IN.

Y.

Line. Vera Holly, Bob Copsey &
Carolyn Ayres, Bob Kennedy, Bob
Hopkins, Marian Niies, Phil Brito,
Carl Brisson, Maximilian Bergerc
Orch, Monchito Rhumba Band; S2.50
mini mum weekdays; $3.50 Saturdays
and holidays.

New

spring revue at the Versailles
keeping with this spot's usually
and
divertissement,
while the Nick and Arnold Eastside
nitcry could use another sock act,
It plays well all the way.
Heading the layout of course, is
is in

satisfactory

Chicago. Jan.

26.

Ted Weems Oreli (15). Lalane,
Phil Brito. pop Galenic & Leonard. Jack Powell,
"name" singer at Lou?, Hite & Stanley. Phil Kinsman,
Nora Neal. Even Stevens (12),
Otherwise, this remains a bill of Sophisticates (61, Afisclin Novy Orch
"new'' personalities, and their rc- (6); minimum $3-33.50.
frcshing quality hclns keep up the
Such acts as
Versailles standard.
Unlike other night spots here,
Vera Holly, singer; Bob Copsey and Boulevard Room isn't counting on
Carolyn Ayres. dancers, and Marian name acts to draw its crowds, which
Niles. hooter, are reviewed exten- policy, from all indications, it'll have
Bob Hop- to reverse when ODT's ban
sively .under New Acts.
on convenkins is a youngster new to the East,
tions of more than 50 goes into effect
and he does okay with takeoffs on Feb. 1. Room has always been heavthe standard show biz names.
ly
patronized
by conventioneers
Maximilian Bergere and Mon- who've jammed the hotel since the
chito's rhumba bands play for the Army avacuatcd a year ago; howshow and dancing, with Bergere's ver, Ted Weems and orch, longtime
playing for the show being par- Chi fnves. plus standard vaude acts
ticularly forte. The line may well
nd lavishly dressed, well-paced lay-

a.m. shows, with
tenor, being the
dinner only.

of 28, including vocal group, supplied
tunes for the show as well as plenty
of danceable music.
Band rates
rounds of applause from nitery
hounds after each set, an unusual

by

practice

generally

blase

cus-

tomers.

Rhythmecrs. a

trio,

hoof

it

act, however, with Parkw
getting around to tables while
suu
tlonary dummy answers question
plus latter's leers and cynical
e\>
brows, is good nitery stutY.
Also on bill are Edward and Dian.
(New Acts).

mg**

around

among the table:-, when Dolores and
her rhumba band or the Scott outfit
are not on the stand. Intimate chanting keep.-; Ciru's full of music at all
times, and is good break for the ears.

Carl Brisson, and the singer, a holdover from the previous show, is still
boffing 'em with his showmanship and be comprised of the best lookers the
out, should account for a good slice
'
intimate style. The Danish swooner Versailles has ever had.
of any biz on tap locally— for awhile,
Boots McKenna has paced this iinyway.
remains one of the hardest cafe
After that, it's anybody's
workers around; he had trouble get- show adroitly, and Billy Livingston
uess
ting away at show caught. Brisson designed the colorful and imaginaPhil Kinsman opens with barker's
Kahn.
Is here just for the midnight and 2 tive costumes.
spiel announcing all acts, and Lalage,
in 1890 costume, follows line's high
kicks in a Police Gazette routine to
My Sweetie and Me." capably bari
tpned by Kinsman, with striptease
to "Over the Waves." after which
aerialistics a la Lillian Leitzel win
her a big hand.
'Harlem at Night." boogie ballet in
black lights by four of the Even
Stevens, is- lost in the shuffle, with
Jack Powell following in standard
blackface
drumantics
to
garner
plenty laughs. Dishes, bus boys' buttons, scenery. etc_ get the w. k.
drumstick treatment. Low, Hite and
Stanley's clownantics also go over
big, particularly mugging by the trio
to Andrews Sisters' disking of "Sonny Boy" and Ella Fitzgerald-Ink
Spots' "Cow Cow Boogie."
Combo of line and showgirls
(Sophisticates) in a bolero is fetch :
ing. Galante and Leonard click with
standard ballroom terping. topped
with sensational midair twist of
femme while guy twirls in "Tico
Tico" samba.
Windup. wow blacklight production by line and showgirls to "Rio de
Janeiro." closing with wand-andstreamer drill for bofl eye appeal,
isn't helped too much by Nora Neal's
intro with offkey singing of "Beautiful Love."
Weems aggregation leans toward
oldies, but doesn't neglect pop tunes
not-too-brassy
accomps.
and
In
Mischa Novy orch relieves okay.
.

N. Y. Nitery Followup

/fills.

Though Monte Proscr

Illairklimvk.

< 1*1

ChTi-ago, Jan. 26.

Chuck

Foster Orch
(12)
u;ith
Foster and Jimmy Confer;

Gloria

Ray Parker &
Diane;

Porthole,

minimum

And the Copa layout could
probably be called "new" on the
basis, at least, of Miss Froman's perFor the singer, continues,
seemingly, to give a "new" presentaLester.

tion at every catching. She remains
of the most refreshing songstresses around, and her showmanly
qualities are always evident.
Her

one

pops are

made

to

sound

All done with fine
charm and excellent

like classics.
voice, dignity,

taste.

Lester, for 15 minutes or so. looks
easy-going way
that clicks with payees, socking over like one of the brighter comedians,
rousing (albeit plenty blue) "Rum but then he loses all sense of pace
and Coca-Cola" vocal to open big, and flounders for the last half of his

an

and Jimmy Confer Irish-tenors "Irish act.- He remains a comedian who
Lullaby" and "Begin the Bcguinc" suggests fine possibilities, but just
for a big hand, begging olY with "Al- when one begins to think that maybe
ways" a hit. Gloria Foster, shapely he's "arrived," he starts slithering

—

thrush, doesn't sing during the show, into a series of inanities that may
but during regular dance intervals be funny the first or second time, but
proves extra easy on the cars by the not thereafter.
simple expedient of singing along
Otherwise, for the "spring" revue,
in band's tempo.
Which is refresh Al Siegal has produced a bright little
ing in view of the vogue for trick show that includes the Roland Twins,
vocals.
male singers in the production numRay Parker and Porthole, in sec bers, okay; Estelita. the peppery litond nightclub stand here, is standard tle Cuban singer with the socko pervaude act that would gel across bet- sonality;"Dixie Roberts (New Acts),
ter if Parker worked harder at pre- hoofer; Pat Brewster (New Acts),
tending to be a ventriloquist which jivester. and the beaut Samba Sirens.
he isn't of course, and which it It's a fast show staged by Douglas
George Olsen's band Is
doesn't take payees long to find out Coudy.
there for the dancing, and Joel Herfor themselves became cable run
ning backstage from dummy's stand ron plays neatly for the show.
Kalui.
Mind
is in full view at all times.
.

—

THE CHAMPAGNE MUSIC OP

Hollywaod

Hollywood. Jan. 25.
Carlos Ramirez, luan Scott Ofch
Orch
(13)
Rhyth(28). Dolores
meers; $1.50 cover weekdays, $2
weekends.

Reopening of Ciro's brought a capacity turnout, following the 15-day
blackout. Not only was the club welcomed back' to the bright lights, but
crowd was on hand to see Carlos Ramirez ushered into his star spot with
style.

Preceding Ramirez into the spotShelly Mitchell warbles a

light.

Gershwin medley that

is

sufficient-

ly pleasant but
as far as lyrics.

completely inaudible
Miss Mitchell sings
too far back in her throat to be heard
well, but her appearance helps put
across whatever words are lost.
Ramirez's bow brought lengthy applause, and his rich baritone needs
no microphone, which Is a relief
from the general run of warblers.
Latin-American ditties.made up most
of Ramirez's program, and he delivers with punch, besides having
plenty of natural charm, which sells
with the distaff customers. After returning several times, he threw the
Largo Al Factotum aria from "The
Barber of Seville" at the audience,
and they ata it up. He also balled
Axy Barrostt from a table to couple
with him for a rendition of Barrosa's
"Brazil," with latter doing keyboard
work.
Ivan Scott's augmented musicrew

m

DIOSA
COSTELLO
THE
AMERICAS'

most unusual
NOW

the

LATIN COMEDIENNE-

APPEARING with

XAVIER

CUCAT

at

TROCADERO, HOLLYWOOD

just completed

THE BULLFIGHTERS'
20th

calling his

Edward & formance.

$1-52.50.

Held over for new layout. Chuck
Foster and orch, besides dishing out
the sweet swing Blackhawk regulars
go for, monopolize a healthy chunk
of an otherwise so-so fioorshow with
good results.
Maestro has

is

current Copacabana. N. Y.. revue
"new," basis for the show are actually
the holdover Jane Froman and Jerry

Mike.

Ciro'w,

19.45

reading

CINTURY-FOX

OINIRAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION

_
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ALL-TEXAS MUSICAL

FOR INTERSTATE LOOP
Jan.

Dallas;

Biltmore,
The Biltmore

30.

Wee Bonnie Baker baby-

With

TRIES OUT VAUDERS

Coast Guard to Give Up

voiced singer of "Oh Johnny" fame,
as one of its headliners, an all-Texas

Palm Beach

hotel,

will soon be returned by the
Coast Guard to its civilian owners.
Spot has been quartering Spars, who
be transferred to Manhattan
Beach, N. Y.
Spars are expected to evacuate the
hotel by Feb. 17.
Fla.,

musical show is now in production
by Interstate in
for presentation
theatres of four major Texas cities,
The Texas production, which was
conceived by R. J. O'Donnell of Inter-

will

and Ligon Smith of Texas ballrooms and airwaves, is under superCharles
J.
of
Freeman,
vision
head of Intcrstate's road show book-

Glason Quits AGVA Job
For Full Time Scripting

ing department.
It will open in Fort

at the N. Y. local of

state

Worth

at the

Worth theatre on Feb. 22, followed
by appearances at the Majestic in
Dallas, Metropolitan in Houston arid
the Majestic in San Antonio:
Occupying headline niches will be
an augmented orchestra of 1C; Miss
Baker, who hails originally from
Houston; diss Cross, the Callahan
Sisters, dancers, and Dick and Dot
Remy, comedy dance team. Featured in the Smith musical aggregation will be Red Varner with his'
guitar and Alice Holcomb, violinist.
In addition to the four' theatre engagements, the show will also be
featured on Interstate's Showtime

broadcasts over

Texas Quality

the

Network.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y. Jan. 30.
Via a squib in this column read in
Eydney.. Australia, Kay "R.K.O."
aus who is recuping at the Rogers
now gets V-mail from that point
from an old friend who had lost
(

track of her.

Green now

Marion

IN N.

Palm Beach

Joe

Wright,

taking a

Billy Glason has resigned, his post

American Guild

former vaude actor, had
been in charge of unfair actions at
the talent, union and also edited the
AGVA Bulletin. Arthur Shields has
taken over Glason's former berth.
Glason;

AGVA

Blacklists Brill

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
Florine Bale, western director of
the
American Guild of Variety
ordered

Artists,

local

members

vaude producer,

Is

hb Club, Granlwood, N. J., which
has been operated solo by Arthur
Lally.
Latter remains as partner.
Spot is currently undergoing alterations and reopens Feb. 15 with

Open Orpheum, Newark, Set for Feb. 3
The

Gypsy Rose

Weeks

I^ee Sets

opening

Per

at $4,500

'90's

Coast Burley House Sold,

tal.

She was originally submitted

Switch to Vaude-Revues
Los Angeles, Jan;
Follies theatre,
lesque house, has

Main
been

30.

street bursold by the

Los Angeles Amus. Co. to Robert
Biggs, Sr., and Robert Biggs, Jr., for
"upwards of $50,000.00."
New owners will dunk the burlesque policy and. go in for vaude
and musical revues.

but

$7,500,

flat

William

at a

Morris

Agency

after getting no bite, decided
the lower figure, hoping that
takes in those houses would be big

on

enough

to

warrant

her

resubmis-

sion for other houses at higher sum.

Fire Clips St. L. Nitery

BURMA

'

situation

cancellation

of

Consequently
ploy men over 65.
Jimmy Marshall, former manager of

and other sepia
throughout the country,
to call a halt to the refurbishing of house, currently operating as the Newark Opera House,
which is now playing. Jewish drama
and Italian operas.
the Apollo, N. Y.,

vauders

was forced

Newark has been designated as
one of the most critical areas in
which a labor shortage exists and
especially careful of all activity
there because of the large concenis

war
The WMC's

plants.

action in the Orph
seen as a stopper to any new
projects in the Northern
Jersey area. It is unlikely. that

is

amusement

New

any new amusement endeavor
get either the necessary
material to open.

help

Ressler

Sonny Skylar, singer, has been
booked into the Park Plaza hotel,
Baltimore, for at least three weeks,
opening Feb: 7.
Skylar recently'
closed at the Versailles, Nl Y.

fur-

lough to New York.
Eddie Rehberg, well-known artist

and cartoonist, was recently handed
a mess of O.K. reports after two
trips to the general hospital to be
de-ribbed; both trips were very successful.

After three years of bed routine
Helen Inglee (20th-Fox) upped lor
meals and mild exercise.
Stanley' Ranch pepped up over
Jurprise visit* from his brother, Lt.
'hilip Rauch, last week.
William Cairns, while in N. Y. on
) furlough, was feted by Joe Laurie,

FRED

r., at the Lambs Club.
Margo Meredith rates an orchid for
her untiring efforts as chairman of

March

Dimes

of

drive.

Mme. Louza Riane. legit actress,
new arrival at the Rogers;

•

Thanks
-

of •'Trio,
here.

Is

Lee Sabinson, producer
for greetings to the gang

to
'

.

Ed Groething and Horace Bentley

news that they'll soon
go-home papers.

•lated over
receive their

Marie Gallagher and Carol Phelps
have been upped for three meals a
week.
Betty Hoffman and Arthur Slattery
are coming around nicely after minor
operations.

John Louden, who has been bedded

some

for

time,

is

improving, so he'll

soon be up and around again.
Chris Hagedorn. who cured here.
Shore. L.

working

and

married

Is

lri

Bay

I.

Garham.

Bobby

Toronto

drama

iip after licking bad- cold, but
recently floored with arthritis.
Write to those who are 111.

critic,

Royal, Balto,

AGVA

Sign

Royal theatre. Baltimore, which
operates with sepia talent and bands,
pacted basic minimum agreement
With American Guild of Variety

BLAIR
H E AN
AND

DOROTHY

week.

Artists last

Thanks

Deal calls for 30 shows weekly for
acts getting $350 or under, and
overtime for all additional
shows.
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Starting March 14
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or

areas.

downtown

a

anticipating

will

Action is also likely to act as a
precedent, which will hamper openings of other spots in critical labor

ozoner at the San Antonio Apts.
Walter Hoban left for Rochester,
N. Y., after getting his okay papers.

Benny

the

Newark,
The house has been designated by
the War Manpower 'Commission as a
Class E project and could only em-

case

bookings*, from
the
The Riverview County Club, a
VAUDE FOR INDIA,
Office of Charles Spellman.
nitery operated by George N. Graff,
London, Jan. 11.
Miss Bale declared the agency was
Gino Arbib, French refugee agent in St. Louis County, was damaged
placed on the unfair list for bookextent of $8,500 last week by fire
to
complete
sending
here,
is
ing free auditions and accepting "over
vaudeville unit to India and Burma which Is believed to have been
contracts below wage minimums.
for six months under auspices of started by defective wiring.
ENSA.
Steve Cady, how part owner of a
Adams-Canzoneri Balto Date
Show will be headed by Art Hollywood music publishing comJoey Adams, Tony Canzoneri and Thompson's band, which Just termipany, formerly operated a nitery in
Mark Plant will. continue working .as nated two years' run at swanky
the same spot.
a unit after their current Loew
Embassy nitery.
State,
N. Y., engagement.
Trio,
Show goes there at request of
booked for the Club Charles, Balti- Leon Cassell-Gerard, associate of
Menasha Skulnlk, Yiddish legit
more, Feb. 6, originally started at Anglo American Agenr"
o is in the comic, makes a return appearance
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Royal Air Force in India.
at Loew's State, N. Y., March 22.
refuse

Booking

manpower

of the Orpheum theatre,
skedclcd for Feb. 23,

tration of

St. Louis, Jan. 30.

to
Brill

critical

has forced the

2

Revue." Upon
Gypsy Rose Lee has been signed
conclusion of run here Wright says
for two vaude dates starting March
he'll send it on tour as a vaude unit.
Producer also Intends to use nitery 2, at the Riverside, Milwaukee, and
as showcasing stand for other of his Oriental, Chicago, March 9,
Renew vaude units.
ported, to be getting $4,500 and overage for the Milwaukee stand and
$5,000 plus percentage at the Orien-

"Bowery Gay

of Variety Artists to devote entire
time to radio script writing.

Manpower Snag Snafus Plan To

NIGHT CLUB

J.

as a nitery operator.
half interest In Tally-

flier

He has bought

33

do " e-r,;
GENERAL

AMUSEMiNI

HOUSE REVIEWS

Si

M& usle
Cora

Hall,

ft*.

Wednesday, January 31, 194$

Straad.

bracket outfits. avokaa pl«nty of enthusiasm from th« kldi.. fikst lt«m

V.

ft.

brass, two strings and a
tion of Ave, including

Y.

rhythm sectwo sets of

Shaw Orch (18) with
Artie
vocalizing ot ipeoiel- Imogene Lynn, Roy £ldridoe; Sunny drums,, piano, banjo and harp. Sev"Whoopee," "Funiculi,". Rice, Ross Wyse & June Mann; "Ob- eral of the boys are flrst-rat* comics
and vocalists.
Numbers, for the
and "Robin Hobd;"
jective Burma" (WB), re't'ieired in
and Si/mphouy
most part,' are old favorites and each
Jimmy Vincent, drummer, blows current issue of "Variety."
Orchestra; "A Song to Remember"
has its quota of laughs as. well as
his top for the Pastor novelty. VPara(Col.) rerietred 'in '"Variety,"-- Jan.
melody. Jones himself is a smooth
diddle Joe."
Also highlighted is
There's no question but that Artie and witty enough emcees and at one
24.
Tony's brother. Stubby, and his horn. Shaw's first appearance in front of
of the sets of drums and of unusual
Vocalist Dick Dyer does an obviCurrent Music Hall show,- stacks up ous lake oh The Voice, laying on a band in N. Y. in about two years noise-making contraptions tosses in
as a smai'l production, off one of the the swoon notes with the ballads is contributing strongly to the over- the screwy sounds. at the appropriate
flow crowds at the Strand,
but
select shelves of the Leon idolt-Mar"Song Is You." "Once in a While" there's also no question that once musical moments. Fun and music
Showkert-Rogge producing staff.
in combination, as In this instance,
and a medley of hearthrob pops.
inside stubholders are not getting
lias atmosphere, color and flair, built
Ruth McCullough sets oft the palm- the performance they might have prove sure-fire.
Band opens' wilh "Black Magic"
on. a central motif instead of around pounding with her swingy-stnging of
expected from Shaw's new bund. Gigi Royce;
one of the boys. con-,
a certain act or two. with all skill- "Accentuate the Positive." "There:
Film is. "Objective Burma." which tributes an amusing
inebriate bit for
fully blended and the. unrivalled Goes That Song Again" and the
drew rave notices. This is Shaw's "Clink.
Clink,
Another Drink."
Rockettes. as so often, the real stars. '.'Trolley -'Son".'!
first
shot at Broadway since his
Whirling lap routine's are spiced
Motif this lime is a salute to South
novel act—-Die Valletta— polish Naval service. He was honorably
A
America, "Saludos." with a riot of off. the bill.
This team combines discharged about a year ago and after with body gyrations by,; Mavis Mims
in her specialty.
Red Ingles is in
color to back it up,, from, eye-filling baton-twirling ana acrobatics to a months oh
the Coast, organized this and out of most numbers
and always
costumes to arresting sets. Such sets Hssh.v finish.
band. It has been working close to a, scream.
Carl Grayson from the
of the huge guitar background, with
Mouse about 'three-fourths filled two months.
band handles the vocal for "Sheik
the male chorus standing in the when reviewed (Fri. afternoon).
With two months or so under its of. Araby" well. The locally re'•belly." or the bullring-in-miniature
Shall
belt. Shaw's combo should shape up cruited femme
harpist has her innfor the puppet corrida, arc knockin view of Ms fine musicianship. ing during
"Holiday for. Strings."
outs. The red rose backdrop of theHowever, its performance during two
Black Brothers are tops as
opening number, with Rockettes cos< aphol.
shows caught proves otherwise. It's acrobats, and tumblers, andcomedy
their
tumes to match, even to the green
an ordinary outfit that plays with- feats and clowning are performed
Washington, Jan. 25.
to
underskirts to match the plants
out
even
semblance
a
of
the
spark
an
Nazarro,
Cardini,
Cliff
De Castro of prewar Shaw
accompaniment
of
audience
framing the rose's, also rates special
organizations.
It
Sis.. Peggy Taylor Trio, Sam jack
laughs and applause.
The band
mention.
goes through number after number, scores with "Chloe"
Kaufinan's
House
Band.
Lynn
Alltand
then
Judy
The girls, of course, are their in- ion: "Between Two Women"
even the leader's click arrangement Manners; its vocalist,
(M-G).
hits
a
high
as
in
the
balwhether
imitable selves,
of •'Begin' the Beguine." and nothing a singing
comedienne, scoring with
let sequence of. the opening "Bellas
happens to make an car perk up and "The Trolley Song," ('I'm
a Patriotic
Flores," or the rumbu-ebnga swayMilt Slosser at the organ presides take notice. Nothing, happens with Jitterbug" and,
with Jones, "Glow
Ings and final precision work of the while the March of Dimes collector's the audience, either, aside
from Worm." Some high jinks make the
closing "Fiesta." Jane Deering solos pass through audience, regaling with polite applause.
And when caught band's " Hotel) a Chor«a"
outstanding.
with the corps de ballet in the open- a number of patriotic airs. Trailers the first time (Friday night) the George Rock
takes
the
spotlight
for
er, to Florence Rogge's choreogra- part to reveal a scrim of President pews were packed with teen-agers. a
socko trumpet solo, "Mainka." and
phy, for fine effect.
Roosevelt while Lynn Allison sings
It's difficult to figure this- Shaw
follows it with a* comedy song, "I
Chief outside contributors to show "Hail to the Chief." The De Castro band. It's a bit rough occasionally, Said No" in a high-pitched voice.
sisters
a
fault
follow
that
probably
with vocal of "I'll
won't continue The band comes through
•re the Bairds. expert puppeteers
strongly
who put their wooden minions Walk Alone" in Spanish. For their long, but that has nothing to do with with "Liebestraum" and then winds
It
has up with its first
through a fascinating bullfight, with encore "Rum and Coca-Cola" gets the band's lack of -spark.
been said that bands reflect a Fuehrer's Face." smash hit, "Deipicadors, matadors, toreadors. horses.( em off on to a nice hand.
Capacity at the
The fast talking Cliff Nazarrao is leader's personality. Could be that noon opening show Saturday.
bulls and excited spectators partakglib entertainer.
SetHe tells some that's what's wrong here; Shaw. too.
ing in Lilliputian enthusiasm.
Rees.
ting of miniature- bullring is a honey stories, then pushes out the piano gives the impression he's. just! uoing
His playing
for some boogie-woogie, winds up through the motions.
and whole act a tour de force/
with his double talk. The suave and lacks the drive and punch it once
ft'allbnal, L-vllle
Zarco and Beryl, add a smart verslick Cardini then comes on for displayed. At any rate, he's leading
sion of ballroom adagio-, with a tango
Louisville, Jan. -26.
some magic, using the background musicians who can put on a bettcr
ina Ray Hufton
motif,- and Los Andrinis contribute
music of Burrus Williams at the performance. .He', has four trom- Aleaaiider, Danny Orch, iwith Bob
Riccnrd, 3 SlbieLatin vocals to smooth guitar accom- piano. It's
a sophisticated routine of bones, lour trumpets, five sax.' and aioays. Belly; Bradley;
paniment. Carolina Segrer'a offers deft tricks with cards and
^Adventures
billiard four rhythm with him.
Kitty
O'Day"
'fMpiio).
several satisfying songs wiMi male
Imogene
Lynn is the band's vocalballs:
He winds Up with his familBron.
ensemble for support.
iar
lighted
cigarets
trick.
The ist. She's badly spoiled between
La Hulton and her all-male band
Peggy. Taylor trio comprises two the two accompanying acts, doing,
muscular young men and Peggy. in fair voice. ^Accentuate the Posi- (14 undertake, the bulk of the entert\. v.
tive" and "Can't Help Lovin' That tain mg chore this week, and the perRobinson. Louis Armstrong They toss her around like a piece of Man." Nice hand.
Bill
sonality gal fronts for the band in
Orch, Velmo Mtddlelon. Maurice fluff, with all three of the adagio
Sunny Rice, tapstrcss. is on up her usual weaving style. InstrumenA. fast
Delta dancers skilled and adept.
trj).
Rocco, Peter* Sisters
front
following
the
band's
two tal ion of five sax. three trombone,
Arke.
Rhythm Boys (5), Pee Wee Mar show, snappily presented.
opening
numbers.
A cute and three trumpets, bass, drums, and
?iuetle. Otto Eason,- "Sunday Dinner
capable performer, she goes over piano is solid, and her current crew
or a Soldier" (20th- Fox), rei'teu-ed
nicely with two interpretative rou- gives out with Ihe hot music in
Apolla, ft'. V.
in "Variety." Dec. 6. '44.
tines which the band -handles, well standard fashion.
Frank
Humphries
Orch
(16)
for
Danny Ricardo handles the vocal
Marie '.Wells, Joe Medltii, Red Caps withher. Ross Wyse and June Mann
their comedy material arc. the chores for the band, and gives
According to the best'vaude stand- (5.) Spo Dee O Dee, Nat
out
Mimi. show's
boff act.
Their standard with "Mean to Me," "Embraceable
ards this bill, doubling from the N.Y Sed.es & Taylor, Line (8); "Delinwork goes over with a bang and You" and "I Dream of You." Lad's
Zanzibar nitery into the Roxy. is a quent Daughters" (PRC).
when caught they could have done vocal quality is slightly mushy,
success. Layout -has potent name and
and
more, but Shaw cut 'em off with the he was noticeably
entertainment value, and has the
off pilch at the
This week's show at the Apollo has
Wood,
added lure of providing all that en the. saving grace of the Red Caps and blowoff tune.
close of one of his numbers. Caught
tertainment at a tariff lower than the hard-working band of Frank
a light response. Band's two opporthat prevailing at the night club.
Shea's Buffalo
tunities arc playing of "HedgehopHumphries. Rest of the bill can be
ping.
a jump number which the
Bu[Talo, Jan. 26.
There is sufficient material in the written off as one of the lesser efCharlie Spivak Orch (17)' u-t(li Hutlon crew did in the films, and
how to warrant layoff of the line forts of this sepia house.
The few Zanzibeauts
The Red Caps (5). vocal and in- Irene Day, Jimmy Saunders, Hrir- "Dark Eyes.", in which Miss Hulton
this session.
Rascals,
Max & Gang: beats t>ut. rhythm on a drum about
that are around are there to provide strumental group, are strong in both nionica
"atmosphere only. The bill in this in- departments, and cash' in heartily "Hearts Were Young ;and Gny" three feet long called the "Conga."
Number was effectively lighted, and
stance is complete -without them, al
with "Don't Fence Me In," "I (Pan.
Danny Riccardo gave assistance on
though they are an integral part, of Learned a Lesson" and "Cow Cow
Charlie Spivak's streamlined trum- the vocal.
the proceedings at the nitery.
Boogie."
Three Stowaways, comedy knockThe all-sepia divertissemert has an
Humphries plays a showy trumpet pet paces the show, relighting the
ace topper in- Bill Robinson, whose and works hard in front of the ba'nd. stage after several months and mark- abouts, in sailor costumes, get a lot
taps and throwaway stories brin-: but unfortunately good effect of the 'ng his first showing here in over wo of laughs out of their efforts. They're
maximum returns. Similarly. Mau orch is spoiled by the inferiority of years. Maeslro's sweet horn! backed dressed in sailor uniforms, and are
by
bevy
of
incisive
brasses, clicks lol- introed by Miss Hutton as just disRocco's
uninhibited stanrtun .•eyeral of the sidemen. Thin-voiced
rice
pianolbgy with his rendition of "Tico Marie Wells does well by "Evil Gal lop returns, although a raucous re- charged from the. service. Act needs
Tico." "Robin Hood" and "St. Loii
Blues." but the mare chirper, Joe ception from the plaid jackets and a little tightening up, as it appears
Blues" bring forth a boff salv-v
Medlin's uncertain voice, has a dif- short socks almost ruined the open- to be new and a little rough in spots.
Harmonics of the Delta Rhythm ficult time sledding over two num- ing performance. Guitar: and bass Boys go off to a nice hand,; everyBoys (5) ?re similar'y *vr-n f--- r
bers.
It appears that he has nat- are the only strings being used cur
thing considered.
Doing "One'O'Clock ural tenor pi.ics. but attempts bari- rently by the crew, which is paced
serve stock.
Betty Bradley, introed as a sln'gJump." "Bones" and "Ye.-. Indeed." tone placement. His falsetto at the by 5 sax, 4 trombs and 4 trumpets. ing comedienne of radio! has a small
there are no inactive mitts at their end of his songs, however, helps net General effect is excellent both in voice, which was too weak for this
sight and sound, but the ensemble's nouse even wilh
exit.
him a good hand.
the help of the p.a.
Peters Sisters (31 are the other
Discussion of Spo Dee O Dee and comedy, especially in the over-long She has very expressive features,
sin5ing act. These ponderous femino
Nat and Mimi takes place under New "Solid Stuff" number, reeks of the and a winsome personality. Opens
are as expert at both caoers and Acts. Rest of the bill is by the house, dance halW'and is way off. color to: with "Spit "Hearted Cowboy,"
folIrene Daly's s.a lowed by a special
vocals, and consequently collect nea~ regulars. Scales and Taylor, whose this front window.
number, "Do It
her vocalizing, and Again." and
returns.
single skit winds up in the familiar overshadows
"Rum and Coca Cola."
Completing the layout arc Oil
"Who's on First" routine, and the Jimmy Saunders' baritone likewise Closed with an overly long version
Eason's roller skate taps and Pee nroduelion number by the house had 'em swooning.
of "My Man" to fair hand. Hold.
In the added attraction section.
Wee Marquette, the lower case em line. Two unbilled males dressed as
Both do their chores profi
cee.
African tribesmen toss the house Max and his four terriers were high
ciently.
Mis around with some mild adagio in favor, but the perfectly-timed
Hostwn.
comedy antics of the Harmonica RasLouis Armstrong's orc-h cuts- the tricks.
Jose.
Boston, Jan. 26.
cass. which is quilo as effective as
ihow expertly, but h:>s little lime for
Louis Prima Orch
(1ft);
Anila
their playing, walk off with the
a full display. of the ArnNstron* iive.
palm. This gang's parley of sound JWarlcll; Perry Franks & Janyce;
What he does is okay. Velmn MidTower, K. C.
Paul West & Megys Lexiny; Lily '.ft tin
and
dlelon. this band ehir'per.. rices, only
slapstick
is always sure payoff
Kansas City, Jan. 26.
Carol;
"House of Frankenstein"
on
one number.
applause.
Tex Terry, Tadpole (Joe Strauch)
Every performer does will ennu7h Dick Terry; Doris Dean, Roy NewWickets whirling at opening show- (U)l
to warrant encores, but because of viai'. Rhythm Rangers
(26) despite sub-zero temps.
(4). Tomer
Louis Prima's stock in trade—
the time element have to ppn^n! Otch
Burton,
(!));
"fiii
jrom Arkansas"
,:
which is a personal amiability and
themselves with an abbrcvint"'1
(PRC)
and
"Gambler's
Choice"
an indefatigable enthusiasm for enplay.
Jose.
'
(Par).
Orph^iini. MjiIn.
joying himself and his customersMinneapolis. Juii. 27.
is responsible for a tasty band show
The corn grows tall at the Tower
Enrlc, Phillv
Spike Jones "City S ickers" (in with
variety, turns which pleases the
this week, with 9 40-minute all-hill- with Judy Manners,. Maris
Mims.
Philadelphia, 'jan: 26.
audierice^of which there is plenty
Tony Pastor Orch (15) u-i'tli Rulh billy stage revue rounding out a Black Brothers. (2): "Sunday Din- this week.
McCullough, 'Dick Dyer. Stubby dual screen bill which is strictly' ner for a Soldier" (20th).
Prima does trumpet licks, jitterbug
_
Pastor, Jimmy Vincent.- James Bar- rural.
Teeins off. the house orch digs up
What "Der Fuehrer's Face." plat- routines and losses jokes (mostly
ton. Ted & Flo Valletl,- "Johnny
catch-phrases
Here
Anymore" the oldie. "Cheyenne," and the ters generally, the radio and films audience- into in Italian), taking the
Doesn't
Live
his confidence and
Rhythm Rangers carry, on with sev- have done for Spike Jones and his
(Mono).
eral square dance tunes and early "City Slickers" as a box-offlce at- Tooling around with the specialty
tear-jerkers.
traction is being demonstrated cur- performers to give the whole thing
James Barton's appearance wasn't
On next. Roy Newman puts his rently. Here where "Schnickelfritz" an informality which catches the
marked by the heckling he suffered well-trained dog, Lucky, through a and a number of other similar customer's, fancy. Band, which is
from the adolescents the last lin-.j he routine of tricks and stunts which screwball musical outfits originated. okay in any case, does "White Cliffs
was at the Earle because he 'starts tlick., For a finish, the pooch bal- Jones, playing his first local en- of
Dover."
"Angelina^"
;'R 0 bin
his current stint with a zingy a'r?' ances a glass of water on his' head gagement, packed
'em in from the Hood," "Chinatown" and others, most
rangement of "Is You Is or. Is You while he walks across the stage.
very- outset and received an ovation of them with vocals by Prima him
Ain't." But after the auspicious start
Tex Terry and Tadpole contrib at his opening. They go for this self. Lily Ann Carol, one of the
he goes into his drunk "mad: dbg" several fancy roping bits, pointed up sort of zany musical clowning in sharpest looking and-, singing gals
act. and' although it's a clever imper- with gab and hoofing by the latter. the Twin Cities
aduits as wefi as with bands on the circuit, wows with
aonation of a pub-crawling .dmnlc. it Then the Rhythm Rangers go to the kids.
"Rum. and Coca-Cola" and various
Is much too long and drawn-our for (own with the No. 1 pop, "Don't
With all their Olsen-Johnson any- current pops.
the youngsters who jam presentation Fence Me In." arid Dick Terry thing-can-happen
Turns are supplied bv Anita Marlunacies.
Jones
houses to hear the bands.
vocals "It's a Man Every Time."
and his boys really turn out a highly tell, who juggles, balls, hats and patBarton clicks nicely, with his other
Next-to-closing. Tex. Terry is back lislenable
brand of music— much ter: by Perry Franks and Janyce.
bits, however, especially his booflie -with Tadpole for some nifty whip- more melodic, despite the unconvenwho have plenty of contemporary
woogie session on the Stein way for cracking; stunts which are okay. tional arrangements and strange in- drive as tap and aero dancers, and by
Entire cast is on for- the finale, terjected sounds, than the usual hot Paul West and Meggs Lexing. whose
his finale.
Pastor's band. 'althoi><jh - it having "Take Me Back to-Tulsa."
swing dished up by st;i?e' bands. comedy roughhouse- stuff goes very
Biz grind at opening show. Enrt.
Ihe -marquee strength n
th*. topThe outfit comprises two. »-kes, two big wilh the audience.
Elie;
Bit

Aitdrinis

i2>:

Bnird
Zarco

Carolina
Dt'cniif/,e.tes;' Eruo Rapee

& Co. (4); Los
& Beryl; Jane
Segrera; Rock-

is

Pastor's

ties
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own
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Capital, ft. v.
Franfcie Carle orch (16) with Foul
Allen, Phyllis Lynne; Marilyn HuU'ell; Johnny Morgan, Ladd
Lion.
"The Thin Man Goes Home" (Metro)
rct'ietred in "Variety," Nov. 22, '44!
The now firmly established Frankia
is back at the Capitol
this week topping off a stage show
that presents a nice surprise packase
in the winning personality of starlet
Carle orch

Marilyn Maxwell, making her first
Broadway p.a. (with accent on s.a.>.
The blonde peacherino sings, but she

had the audience roped and tied
when caught (26) before she even
sounded one note. After that it was
smooth sailing for the ex-Bing Crosby
radio co-worker.
Only flaw in her routine

is choice
of Johnny Mercer's "Accentuate" to
open. Song is definitely boffevoo but
isn't exactly suited for Miss Maxwell's pipes as proven when, she
moved into the wow department doing "Good Man Is Hard to Find"'
with a. special GI lyric), and "Tree
1

That Grows in Brooklyn." evoking
the never-failing neighborhood delegation applause. Encore, "Rum and
Coca-Cola,"
rally, isn't

ninth-inning
a swell
necessary but it clinches

nevertheless. Miss Maxwell
has the looks, voice, showmanship
and personality to .capture any audience and seems a sure bet for a
things,

musical.
Another vocal score on the bill is
Paul Allen, impressive young baritone with the Carle group. Her registers nicely
with "Beguine" and
"Talk With, the Lord." trotting out a
voice and delivery rarely found iri
dance or stage bandsr—-AllenV-a
pleasant relief from the mike-grabbing, swooner crop that flourished in
Sinatra's wake. Other Carle singer,
Phyllis Lynne. displays cuteness and
pep batting out "Them There Eyes"
and "Corns for My Country."
Johnny .Morgan's comedy contribi
go over well. it not riotously. After
brief gag session he -goes into his
pseudo-symph orch leader routine
.

and winds up in a clowning jitterbug bit with Carle to close the show.
Morgan's.' gags could stand freshenbut his maestro biz remains a
winner with the orch earning bows
in 1?,

for strong assistance.
The Carle orch. for the

most part,
on stage as window dressing for
the
leader's
commercially strong
keyboard work. He's spotted down
front, well lighted, and delivers as
usual with a medley including "Barcarolle." "One I Love," "Louise" and
winding- up in the boogie-woogie
is

.

vein.
Latter creates excitement but
is not Carle's strongest department.
Seems a bad idea. too. to have brass
section swinging around in unison on
last
chorus, thus detracting from
"
Carle.
Ladd Lyon's familiar aero turn, usine his brother as an audience stooge,
rounds things out to give the Capitol
a bill that should bring 'em in.

Don it.

Ada«N, Newark
Neicark.. Jan. 26.

Benny Carter Orch' (1GJ.; Savannah Churchill. Timtuie Ropers, Jean
Starr, Business Men 0/ Rhythm 12).
Kiiifl Cole Trio; "Rogues' Gallery*

(PRC).
Further

indication

of

trend

the

away from boogie and back to sweet
is shown here in the fact that Benny
Carter's orch. a sepia butflt of the
type that formerly never did anything but hot, is now including an
equal, number of both styles in its
repertory. While heavy on brass, as
of. yore, there is nevertheless a tendency to play down the wah-wah, and
the juve customers don't object,
Jean Starr, attractive femme trumpeter, does a fair vocal and instrumental solo of "Is You Is." Business
Men of Rhythm, a fast-stepping Negro
pair, provide a lively terp interlude.
King Cole Trio, piano, guitar and
bass fiddle, score mightily, with pianist Nat King Cole rendering several stories-in-song that get over for
top applause.
Savannah Churchill, blues singer,
and Timmie Rogers, comedian, both

out ill when show caught Friday
evening, but Miss Churchill got
swell notices in the local press for
her opening-day torching.
Colt.

-

.

:

-

.

.

.

:

—

.

Chleago, rhl
Chicago. Jan. 26.
Carmen, Cai<allaro Orch. (I61 with
Gloria Stark; Rochelle & Beeue, Paul
Repau; "Our Hearts Were Young
1

and Gay" (Par).
There's hangup entertainment on
tap this week headed by Carmen
Cavallaro's orchestra supported by
two excellent acts. Fresh from a
long run at the Palmer House. Cavallaro is packing plenty of boxoff ictt
wallop,' and Waiting lines are tha
rule„ Instrumentation is evenly balanced, composed of eight brass und
reeds and eight rhythm and strings',
and band proves equally proficient
in dishing out pop or Latin tunes.
Accentuated by smart arrangements and highlighted by Cavallaro's
brilliant keyboarding. band's presentation is sock hit at every show.
Teeing off with "Cherokee." bV*d
,

.

•

.

'

into a medley comprinltig
"There Goes That Song Again." "1 11

swings

Walk Alone." featuring
trio,

and "Don't Fence

Me

the
In."

viutn
GV>-

ria Stark, band's warbler, outs 01
ou" i|
"I Don't Want to Love

v

(Continued on page 35)
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.it-it

connection- nit h

In

below

blllb

\vlirllii*r

or

full

neck

:to

,M;t:a

Imllcnte opening

.

tip 111

chow

of

tiny

'.'ni

Gtorc*

M

(in.irtl

Ne\ Ml*

Monclilto
Rill

Knn

fcl.turiec

y

Ayors

*v

.

l>clia Rhythm
I'crers .Sis

Boys

4

10 Mins.

.11

ins.

Versailles,

Blackhawk Cafe. Chi.

Y,

N".

•

is ivnicc-looking blonde
whose radio (CBS'
is
background
America")
Diane at spots in Springfield and St. pretly much in evidence. She has a
and
Continued from pace 34 5
Charles, 111. Duo acted a trifle scared nice voice, lhough not sock,
in-,
n kickoff at the Blackhawk 10 mar would do be>t 10 sing out more
Chicago, €hi
an otherwise sprightly tcrp mm. stead of conccnl'-aling .-.o much un
once the mike. FkuH is due probably to
Rum and C'dca-Cpla*' and registers Team should go big anywhere
her- radio technique.
they get the intime feeling into it.
heavy with the crowd.
Goes over nicely in her jo'o *pot
Boll twirk in opener mark them as
Piece de resistance, of course; is
bow-off.
for
the
and also as production warbler.
apropos
more
much
Gavailaro at the piano with a mirKq'iii.
or less
more
are
waltz
and
Tan?o
and
blacks
over
the
backing
rored
the
whites to show off his fingering. He Standard;- but closer, a takeoff on
particularly oldleads olf with a nifty rendition of Die Castles, gets payees,
VAT and MIMI
Alike.
"Warsaw Concerto" followed by sters, off their mitts!
Dance
Asking for re"Voodoo Moon."
7 Mins.
quests, he continues with "I'm ConApollo, X. Y.
WHITNEY
fessin'." .•Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" JO ANN
This run^or-lhe-mill sepia team
and "Tico Tico" to thoroughly en- Dancing
v.o/ks hard but undistinguished rouMins.
7
and
wizardry
trance with his piano
tines and inferiority of the femnie
makeS f01 1CSS
chalk up a" sock hit.
pep a „d
icsui.s
n.m-axcr.
Roclielle and Beebe hit the comedy
routines are nothing ou. of
a.e no applause-bringing
T'.iei'e
jackpot with a couple' of dance sa- while
the ordinary, they'll do. She doesn't thicks nor is there a well-defined
lircs thai find the funny bones of the
with
however,
stuff,
of
lot
manner of presentation 'hat would
payees.
Team spoofs serious ball-r need a arid personality
permit uiaduation to bct'.er houses.
room learns lo berfection in a. tango her gamsWhitney
has looKs galore
Miss
Jose.
and waltz with Jane Beebe's de- and a pair of Betty Grables thai will
lightful buffoonery no small factor in
stand up well in the fcslesi com_
the duo's success.
pany.' Does three or four numbers sPO OEE O dee
Paul Regan, whams over a number
Comedy
reon
at Terrace .Room, depending
of excellent impressions that include
ceptiveness of ringsiders, and inakes 3 Mins.
Peter Lorre. Jimmy Durante, Frank
Apollc, N. Y.
Colieii.
nice visual flash.
Morgan. Joe E. Brown, Ronald. C61- a
Tins oddly-named sepian comic
man and others to hefty palmwhackcomes to this house with material
Mor«.
ing.
doesn't 1 add up to orthodox
lh,T.
BOB KENNEDY
Dressed in obvivaline ^uudai'ds.
Songs-M.C.
too-tight garb and a freshman
ously
3 Mins:
!. A.
hat, he does some slithering dance
Versailles, N. Y.
Los Angeles, Jan. 26.
Kennedy is a good-looking slops and a song with blue overBob
Duke Eltitiflton Orch (.17), featur- tenor who has a brief specialty, spot tones, nei.her of which is distining Rosita Davis, Marie, Al Sears, here.
Does pops and light opera guished in either content or delivJohnny Hodges, Joya Sherrill, Rex stuff well; with his looks and wavy ery. Nevertheless, exit corning after
Dnsty
Hibbler,
Albert
Steienrt,
blond hair he's a good bet tor mu- his song brought him a top hand,
Fletcher, C'o'ofc & Broton; '•StranNeeds lots of everything before he
sicomedy.
«ers in Wight" (Rep).
Kennedy is :weak at emceeiug, be- can even think of going into better-

Army

Cabaret

Solids

Ballroom

Honorably

Paramount

VERA HOLLY

EDWARD AND DIANE

Roto

Xi'-holaa Bros

H-i-'niiii

I

Acts

Robinson

l.mJs Avsusn-ont

-'arlo Ore
Vi- run 1M eh

L>.i

•«!»•*•

Bd

Zamlhar

Ollbert

Vi'ra lliilly

'

New

.Mar fun Miles
Brrircro Oro.

y Jlaker

riii'liir:!

l-'Jfjn

f..o

SumtraH

Bob ITopltinH
Hob Kennedy

irriiy

A£

Kii-s Lc

2

,

House Reviews

Bills

discharged

recently,

brushing

up

from

Vera Holly

the

Edward has been pop
former

with

som-.Micss

"Viva

partner

'

KRW VOBK

<ITY

1'aramoue.t

Keoil
C|lb

(31)

C
.

l.llliL

(31)

li:iHirUf^l

'

Willie

lima lit Co

I

.

ST. PA IX
OruJlrttm (SI)

H'l'

Hoi-helle. & Heibe
liVKsin
J'n'il

Show-

lt:0

Grnuer

Itornle

nix

Ituv llnhHon Ore

Hotel

'

liiMiaevcll
9ii\iiy

Ilmmy. Burns

Gay SOV

OtiHrJAlt*

Jiurton

I'hll

" Blue Aneel
Kvelyii KnlRht
.Umo. Alphand
•ueniards.
'carl Bailey

.

Tllixi

Bd

I'lonl^nie

Kelsey

Bill

.,

Cuy r.ombdrUo Ore
Unlet

Croi>Kiniiu Ltatuilslei.
Moii) si: Hi-aih

.-

Shay

Diirmliy

Urrii'lli>

Mni'lli'p

.

C'liiulson

II

(3)

'J'.

Care 9M1tl-

BOSTON
Boston
Enrl

(I)

CarlolJ's.
(*»)

i'iirli>

Pal

Denning

(lay

no's

P franks &

Wood

Harry

Janyce

.Vollinft .1 .Mllfidn
T.fo Ketbnian Ore

riHiriiiiies

Iceland.

Cliff

COUMBl'S

Vainer HI-»>
Clen Uvny Ore

Jo Ann Collier
Aloma
noberlo A. A Ida

«

-

Strand

(*>

Washington

A ie Shaw Ore
Runs Wyse Jr
1

1

.

Rarie

I
.

(S)

.

Danny Hlutlns
Renee

Fiord vestoff

Gordon Andrew* O

.

Orphean,

.

John. Tlor-lewnod

'

Sandra Barrett

:

.

Mnn

lludya

Roy Sod ley
Vln'.o Curran
Ann Denis
Gaye Dixon
Jerry Bergen

Bros

Calgary

I

.

Anirelo Bd
Jlniaiy Kelly'e
.Jean Colvlna

Club IS

JiKW YORK UTS

i

.

Ted Eddy Ore

AiMa Kuy.neb-.off
Simeon Karzaen*
Codolban Ore

'Rositn

'

<.

•

1

\

.

^^^it

'

'

MKclu Horr Ore
SHininy .Bin-h
Whlrlwinila
I.x .Mm- K- Martin
Mu'rWrl. Krel low (lis
l?oyd llealhen

.

The

Ills <:etiB

-

Mary- Lou Wins
Josh White
Jackson
lila -James
Phil -Moore -Ore
Cnsion Roane
Olea Bnclnnova

ITnlKy Kelly

ralare (I)

&

Kit-Ills

'Slie|i

^SS E^i

Ui'C

,

Hotel Tori.
Vlnccnl Louez Or.
Iliilel Wnlrtorr-*
Annnuiary Dk-kcy

liene-Flcld (3).
ICO Hall Ore
rate »ovlet»
(l>e«rnton-D)

Ore

.

..

Cleveland
>lax

Klwbod Smith

CM)

J.oui8 'Prima Ore
Anita. Mm-tell
.
l-eKlllK
ft

AVrst

Uih:'.1o

Jimmy Savo

Ami

Ore

Ijrooks Oi'k;in

Paul S|i»i'r.Ore

'

(UlltmvD)
Hazel Sroit

Samuels

3

.Miller

1-ifil

I

,

.

Monie Ore

Jla'rk

-

(Inroli) Wlllard
Jack. Hyao
Charles SUIelilnnd

Ifi

City

Tommy

Cay so*

Dill's

Ethel Gilbert

W

chiiac.'0
I'lllraaTO

new toek

;J3t)

Olympln (SI)
I'nlKc ft .Icweit
.lennlcr ft Muddy
2 ClHirils

Ijuln'OP A: Lee
B.nl.ly Lester

Cavallero

HV

"nllo'v.

I

.

MIAMI

Woody Herman BO

.

(SI)

'

.

.

BOOKING THE NATlblTS LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

ing, inclined lo
Orpheum patrons are getting a tions.
The voice
dose of the class arrangements that
that he. does.
are a Duke Ellington trademark this
"Blue
opener,
week.
From his

AGENCY
EDWARD SHERMAN
BEVERLY HILLS. CAL

NEW YORK

Wen &

Sunny ltii*e
JPHIUDEI.rlllA

I

Karir (t)
Louis Trim* pre
'

.

I

Dixie Roberts
Puisy Brewnter

llo.xyell'-H

llolniid

.

Twins
Murty Martin Ore

KoniaJnes

'

Roiv

Khylhhl Boya

Iti-lta

IVlem S1h
lxtnle Armatronc
IX»N'«i
.lanmlra- (I)

ISLAND

.

'

dispells

reiiy

(Two

10

(M)

A

KtaliU

(.'onville

P

Stills l*upi>eiK
Alarsai-et 1'hetan

AKKON

ralaee

k

(S-5)

I'reil

lliinlon Jr
I'urroll

J'/uu

CAMDEN

Tawern

J Uytil,

kiwrv

The XlfchtlncHlea

A

HAHTKORD
Stale

(3-4)

.Fraii.-lscn

Benny Curler
KhiB Cole -3
Tlmmle Roper*

Ijlel,

HOLTOKE

Valley Arena

3

ft

4

l.uneefoNI
1

l^wson
Mapes

Hilly

I'etei-Kon

Sic S.'hatz

,

Rniminlan Vlllua-e
Jennie Ooldsieln

Yco

Wuld Ore

Hotel 1'euiiajrt»»"'
L«s Brown Ore
netel Pierre
Wewioii Bros
'Kan-Is. Clnlre *

Oi'C

Vera Xlva
Honrj-

'..Mills

IT

-

llixon
l:»linllta

(»>iur to till)
(1-3)

SAN

l-'RAN»:|M'0

.

Oalilea <ia(e

(SI)

Nuiii-y
.

Oulie KlIlllKtoll Ore
I'len-lier

l>uv(y

Cook

ft

Blown

Donovan

Stanley Melbn Ore

Hotel I'lssa
Celeste Holm
(ieorse Tbpi>s

Btrman

R- Walton

.

Apus

Tllliii

Harold Greco
Ki-eahmcQ

Mars Trio.
ICom Kobblers
Ore

.luno

..lerrv
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Beau Jenkins
Ann ('nriHil
Bobby Henshaw

»«ri.r«

Jerry

Mary

Alary Jano
.

Step Itros

l.fi.M

Ne«

Hotel
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(311-1)

.

.1

(4)

Tony l>a.sior Ore
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A in) Bold
•Sii've

.
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-
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.

Count Bnale Ore

Merry Mm-n

Bd
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Racer* Corses
Man-* l-efcourt «••
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."

.
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Jacobson Ore
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.Morales Ore
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Stan K»ller Ore
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iThi-ee

l^efe (S-4)
<:

I

own

of course, is her forte, and
can really swing the stuff. With

Jive,

'

•

Hilly Uiiffitli

Will Ward
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R<n k Herman ft

F#htT limine
narold Stern On
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(1-4)
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.Bob <"offey

'
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*i

2
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.

.
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The Suns

Kddy. Rogers Ore

IJbflrty
Jloiie

Ann Warren
nandy Stewart

Lew Brown Co
F Tu.'ker ft Trem

Manila

Mont*

Sir/nnne Iji Fel
Alfredo .Ore
OHJeit's
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Chrlnlail

&

Wancr Ore

•

Carlo
Dl:k Ga.sparre Ore

Hotel Hlltsaor*
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:

Art

Pa i son Re Ore
Nino .Morales Bd

.l.orrnlni.

sld Slate

Stale (1-3)
llajuinon Ore
'

*

JToio.

I'aMoo

•

rllll.ADEI.I'HIA
Carinas (J)

June

Ray Co

<:

Sis

llelelt

r.aivBon

cutester who looks like a great bet
unfortunate
It's
for musicomedy.

that she must be likened to Betty
Huttori because of her style, but. actually. Miss Brewster is distinctive in

.

1501 Broadway
Hew York

Murray
cliamps

Jjirry

KASTON

.

1-

2 .Zeiihyra

I

I'ii-nrd

Sylvia

i

Leadlog l«d»p«irie«»

EDDIE SMITH

Pop

sue

,v-

Coaacabana. X. Y.
Pat Brewster is a vivacious blonde

m

ileraril DeBntes
Kil I.UIK

urvb

SnowbHll
3 nliln Olrla
Moke' & l'oko

.

Ageat

Itti'xele

It)

F. llerHlerson

\-

liil.wai'.lM
lir.

CBICACO
lloiretwni

&

C01

sieve

Rnimelt OldflelO Co
The StarllKtKers

Brltlon

Sherry

chow biz. but she indicates possibiliHas plenty of personality and
ties.
hoofs with a gay abandon easily
communicable, to hex audience.

a Mins.

Exchanges

Trip

IJlaii.ioiiil

Wilson Sis

(1-4)

I'hyllis Willis
T.es Ijiiunrr

Marion

(S-4)

J * 11 I'aywu
Franelsoo
George Freeina

•

Mann

l>!iyllis

l^eo

Carroll

:l|bi>rl

<?o«

Hub Wayne

CoiiHuelo

Ahmica'i

Nazarro

Meinv Kelly

Mnrtinca

l.enn •> l-iWIe'e
lisvla

Kilille

i'o'-.'V itirlM

...ii.vri-

I'ATKRSON

l.ee
A-

Jeane
Ki'lc
Alan Anion

Cedric Wallace 3

Dale Belmont
ft

'

Monica Boyar

Ore

Mtffhon
Art inl

Coca

Itnoficno

Marly Drake

it)

Majefcllr

.Murray

Slev»»

l'erry

iMarke' Ore

Huddy

Jose l^erex .ore
I.e Ruhnn Bleo
Tlielma C.npenter

.

J'egcy Tn>lur 3
Slale (1-3)

Vitpi «

Willi

Russ Miller
Shea & Raynioml
HIT

J«-iin

'Maiibn

.

NORFOLK

tenter

Hen Dora
Walsh

Williams

Hotel Bel moat
rinsa

Harry (llbson

Hal TrouiH*

Vi'i.n

Hon

&

Hub OoiikIh*
ILirold ft Lola
Wonders
ItuilNOn

.

C. Varella Bd
Sorasses Ore
Hole) Ambassador
Louis .Betancourt O
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Astor
Jose Morand Ore

The lliiehnnans

T.eslle

lii'iirtii

IIALTIAIOKK
Hlnpsdrnme (1)

T

Hrentii-r
Siiylea

I'aiil

Glen Cray Ore
Werrv Miles
Dl.
S

Amanda

laddie Ijininnt
Tommy' KIhk
.lark Morrison
Shorty Howell
Ken Whll nier

Xornian

I

Aiilelty
Dearborn
Ki-oller

A. .L.Cantu

Miirphy" Sia

:i

D

MH/.zone- Abbott
Gloria Gilbert-

Tho Duanos

Smith

Cyril

S Toina

(3)

Vine

Billy

Mins.
Versailles N. Y.
Marian Niles is a cute youngster
who's practically a newcomer to

•i

.

Carl llavazva Ore
Ijitln Qonrici

v:llle

Dancing

Jose.

.

PAT BREWSTER
Sengs

-

Bd

I'aialino

MARIAN NILES

scaled spots.

Marie, doing "Rocks
ence. But 'she's got the spirit.
Al Sears, tenor sax, gives' powerful
Kahn,
DIXIE ROBERTS
noodling to "Don't Mean a Thing" in
DancinK
Johnny Hodges, alto sax
Mins.
saxophonist,
number
one
voted
and
BOB COrSEY * CAROLYN AYRES 4Csnacabana,
N. Y.
lakes the spotlight on "The Mood To Dancinjr
Dixie Roberts is a hoofing looker
Be Wooed." Both saxophonists are 5 Mins.
who has lots of personality, okay for
aces, with Sears having a shade more Versailles, N. Y.
the Copa. Tape
rhythmic drive in his rendition. Joya
Bob Copsey and Carolyn Ayres are the soot she has atthey
might be, but
Sherrill sings "I'm Beginning to See a distinctive young interpretative are not as clear as
palm-pounders here.
the Light" a new recording by band, dance team, of the East Indian type, she won the
Costuming, supplied by the Copa,
and "All of a Sudden;" Some hot im- and their refreshing looks, particuto permit
abbreviated
more
be
could
to
full
and
much
do
both
muted
girl,
on
provising
larly Ihoje of the
her more freedom tor the; hoofing,
trumpet is provided b" Rex Stewart get Ihcm over.
accentuate
in a solo. Albert Hibbler draws best
Good tor niterles, and the more in- and it would likewisegood-looking
response by vocal work, doing "My timate the boile. the better their re- what are hinted to be
For a hoofer she's bedecked
Lilllc Brown Book," "Don't You ception; Okay for musicomertv. loo. gsms.
Kohn.
too much.
Kflhn.
Know I Care" and 'Til Be Seeing
You." His delivery is in the style
currently popular with Negro croon,
trombone, to austuff on roller skates. assisted by Lucas*
hair-breadth
note
virtually
ers and amounts to
with
Betty does a midrair dience approval: Wind up show
improvising with the larynx instead For a climax,
hoi arrangement of "'2:45 Hod" for
flip while being spun by her partner:
JWoro.,
of an instrument
Andre troupe, four solid hit.
High spot of Ellington's work is The Lola and close the show with,
and a man,
hit with "Frankic and Johnnie" fea- girls
of
routine
Bash in their
turing the Duke at the keyboard a bit. of a
ballroom dances. Biz fair at opening.
with bass, slide and violin.
Corb.
At show caught orchestra had a
tendency to step on latter half of inCoo tinned from page IS
brasses
Chi
powerful
Oriental,
the
solos,
strumental
drowning out some intricate work.
Chtcaeo, Joil 27.
High theatre has been opened
Gives circuit six
Same was true of vocals, the lyrics
C'jjde Lucas Orch H6) with Je<i/i Portsmouth. Va.
Additionally, a new Pix
being almost completely .lost.
Phil' Repan, Beth Farr<ll,
theatres.
f.ti SnHc;
UldvZ~ih-x&££-i&. "<lw being built in NorAdded attractions are topped oyTgoo vvtffiaVTEr^^***-*'*
...
Dusty Fletcher, a very funny mo
folk. V«u
(Cot).
Further revealed that Pot Theatre
nologist whose drunk act never
Management comes up with a good Co. plans to complete two houses in
grows old. He encores with equally
A clever headline combination this stanza, Philadelphia and one in Long Beach,
funnv eccentric dance.
and
orchestra
or
Lucas
clowning
Clyde
in
year.
versatile
learn,
the
I.,
this
dance
ith
L.
Regan sharing top. billing.
stepping, is Cook and Brown, the Phil
Hegan. closing the show, has the
pair rating heftv hand for work.
Harry Watte Ojaits Shaw Biz
Brofl.
customers with him all the way. His
Omaha, Jan. 30.
tenoring of "Night and Day." "Irish
Harry Watts, for 34 years a theatre
Lullaby "I Dream of You," "Boy of manager, has quit show business.
Keith's, Indpls.
Mine," "Donegal," "Trolley Song" Walts lost his lease on the Muse thesuppleIndianapolis. Jan. 27.
You"
and 'I'll Be Seeing
atre and is going to open a coffee
Loin & Andre, Rex fc BeU« Potc- mented bv his infectious Irish humor «taop in Omaba's industrial section.
ers. RichnTd Drake, Bob Herman, sends hirfi off to boffo results.
Watts managed ParamouDt and Rialto
Kojliryn Hoj/t. Miller & .reiie; "End
Beth Fartc 11 oroves a good opener here.
of the Road" (Rep).
with a sessftn of amazing contortion
and acrobatic control tricks. Makes
Superior. Ariz, Haase Brapens
Routine layout features a line of nice appearance in. short radium-;
Superior, Ariz, Jan. 30.
musical and comedy acts with roller treated costume for flash closing
Destroyed by fire two months ago,
skating and acrobatic novelties on stunts done on pedestal, good for Uptown theatre here .has been reintercustomer
Gene
average
bows.
for
several
the side
built and again is open.
Bob Williams, who lost Red Dust. Bandelier, is manager of theatre,
est. Bob Herman sells the show ac-.
ceptably as emcee and delivers one his chow partner, on his last trip; one of the Long circuit
of its best punches in a blend of ad- here, is back with a white terrier.
dling and comedy patter, a la Jack Act follows in the same groove as
New PataB Springs Tfceatre
Palm Springs, Cal., Jan. 30.
Benny. He also gets a nice hand for before with Williams depending more
New $100,000 film house will *•
his trick dance on top of his silk hat on his gabbing than on the dog's performance. However, dog does a few built here by Walter Kofelt and M.
and for his comic striptease.
and
looker,
regsomersault.
tricks such as a back
O.- Turner as soon as priorities on
Kathryn Hoyt a good
and
Williams,
Hooray,
with
materials, can be arranged.
Hip,
rooe
"Hip,
•iructural
of
skipping
the
vocaU
isteis at
"The Vei-y Thought of You," and a combined with Williams' chatter Theatre will be located in the arcade and business block planned by
swing version of "The. Kerry Danc- sends them off a click.
Band's portion leads off with a the Palm Springs Co.
ers." The gal has a pleasing style.
Richard Drake, deadpan comedian loud version of "Tico Tico" featuring
Kielv WB's New Montreal Mgr.
with a Russian accent, plays a bal- the showmanlv drumming of Jimmv
from
Grattsn Kiely promoted
alaika and looks bored for moderate Masters, sfieuing into Lues" vocalization of Tf'our Feets Too Bic." both SarntT sales ranks in Montreal to
results. His best shot is "Twelfth
anch manager there, succeeding I.
Outfit
aonlause.
nice
Street Rag." Miller and Jene quicken sarnevinc
moves
to WB'd
who
Coval,
"Babe"
Boatman
*"Volga
fast
-with
with
a
swings
out
the
bill
of
the tempo
department Coval is to go
routine of tumbling and acrobatic rid an interesting interpretation of foreign
wlih
Kiely,
Latin-Americas.
Ravel's "Bolero" and Jen" LsSallr to
stunts, slanted for laughs.
Warners since 19S7, is the son of J.
warVss "In the Middle of Nowhp
Rex and Betty Powers, in the open
P. Kiely, big Newfoundland erhib.
ing spot, provide some thrills with and "There Goes That Song Acain."
solo spot

'

Sonny King

K'annoD

ft

NEWARK

A4aias it)

Bob Ripley Show

Illll

Williams

7T

Folles Miller

Diane Ouncair
Billy

Urona

•

.lohiiHOn.

itil

Harass-Madrid

Oann

Arile.

.

•

.

&

It'lHha

Or

<

Quenttueyer
Mitchell Brother
Michael Edwards
H Barrett Oro
Vincent Traveni. Ore

ilaudsmlth Hroa
Marlon Colby

Malirlee RO(.-eo

Francis
.ManKean

Bill

.MIAMI

.

l-alln tlnarler (««)
H l-nllrr'M Sine Sis

(SI)

Koblnson

pill

Hazel

After opener, Rosita Davis vocals

Maeliilo Bd
Ijl Marttuliiae
(.eon Victor
K'aren Cooiier
Sheila UoikI

-

JUarela Dale
Cecil Lowin
Gloria LeRoy
Billy Banks

Clrele IS)
Kelly & Wood'
Slieii Fields Ore

CHrollna Serrera
Bll * Cora Balrd
V.areo & Meryl
Andrlnln
],us

Kaye

Emma

Howe Sis
lMHASArOl.lS
:"

(1)

IJonel

Knltn.

is

S Haekeit GIs

Pierre

Frank Ross

introducthere for things

she
"A Train" and then gives out with
Taps are clear, but what; she needs a little more experience she can play
some dance steps. Next vocalist up now more than anything is experi
Knlm.
almost anywhere.
in My Bed.

soo'

.Ini'k-

Bob Hall

1'ITV

plause.

Chlnlta Mario'

DlaaMad
l-a

,

Concn
Kent
LiHcliei'un ft Adanie
I.A

)<enny

Itoacv
Dlcli Wilson Orch
Ensemble
B Blzony ~

MutJr Hall
June Deerlnjr

brdwists who appreciate musicianship in swing time. In addition to
music, Ellington is featuring four
vocalists, but none impress particularly as rating with the instrumental
work, although receiving good ap-

'

Coo.

liKW VOHK

Skies," to the finale, Etlibgton is offering plenty to please the jazz high-

Plane Case
MarRarel Gray
Carter &. Rosa
Joe. Capcllo Ore

CopacaDana

I.fxlMB-

rati! UnKe
Wayne (t Mniiln

Is

'
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SRO 30G

Othello'

Broadway Spurts But 'Goose

9G Chi Biz Strong; tropical

In L. A.; 'Maid'

Los Angeles, Jan. 30.
bono was rung up
week, with Biltmore SRO

Revue

All around sock

NG 5G

in 7,

here

ladies Fair 10G,

at

last

$30,000

oji

the

WzG

stanza -for

first

"Othello." Climbing up from a short
drop around the holidays, "Mail in
the Ozarks" ran back to $9,000 for
the 16th week.
"Honey In the Hay" picked up
slightly for $4,000 on its fifth period
at the Musart.
Ken Murray's hardy
perennial. "Blackouts of 1945," went
through its 135th stanza with another

'Spirit'

capacity $14,800.

grossed

'Overtoils' 10G,Philly;

hew

.

IrVidow' 30G, 'Harriet' 23G
Chicago, Jan.

.

'Rebecca^

Hearf 14^G

7^,

Theory that a dip in theatre-going with takings quoted well over $41,weeks after New Year's, 000; that's capacity all performances.
."Rebecca," Barrymore (2d week)
then business Improves, is indicated
Broadway (CDa,096; $4.'20). First full week,
to have been correct.
"mild
chance;
takings
spurted last, week even though man- indicated
agers were apprehensive because of around $7,500: low considering big
out of town. "One Man Show
money
In
years.
the severest cold wave in
face of the temperature's dropping to here next week; "Rebecca" may
zero and continuing irUo Saturday, move.
School for Brides," Ambassador
attendance spurted and agencies sold
Mak(26th week) (C-1,117; $3.60),
all tickets on hand by Friday.
money both ways with
"A Goose for a Gander," one of ng goodlygrosses:
last week's • count
premieres .last week, was moderate
three
around $10,500.
figured
panned plenty, with slender takings
Lively
Arts,"
Ziegfeld
"Seven
after opening night. Critics went to
(8th week) (R-1,626; $.6). Couple of
town on spectacular revival of Shake- performances
week were not
last
speare's "The Tempest." "Up in Cenparties and so gross went dver $45,tral Park" bowed in Saturday (27)
500: tops all.
after being highly regarded in Phila.
Sing Out, Sweet Land," Internalasts three

6& '21' $9,000,

'Moon'

:

Long

lines at

box

office

early this

week.
Estimates for Last Week
Revs: C' (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD [Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
(Musical), O (Operetta).
"A Bell for: Adano," Cort (8th
week) (D-1,064; $4.20). Varies only
slightly, according to number of sellout parties; last week up to around

M

tional (5th week) (M-1,350: $4.80).
Looks like this musical, spotted at
Columbia Circle, is in for stay: improved to quoted $27,000.
VSnafu," Biltmore (14lh week) (CDoing fairly well; is
926; $3.60).
moderate money show, as indicated
earlier; around $11,000 last week.
Soldier's Wife," John Golden (16th
week) (CD-789; $3.60). Picked up
slightly; moderate success to date;
$7,000; maybe okay both ways in

'Show'

Okay $10,000

Philadelphia, Jan. 30;

conditions.

most of them had a. b.o. advantage
by accentuating the comedy's offcolor

features.

Names

the cast

in

-

:

1,
Weeks

39iG

i

'

$16,000.

"Kiss and Tell," Bijou (86th week)
(C-614;- $3.60). Has been bit better
lately and may stay into spring; esti-

mated takings around

$7,500.

"Lafflng- Boom Only," Winter Gar(5th week) (R-1,523; $6). Doing

den

business and agency demand
picked up last week when takings
big

1

'

approximated $43,500.
''Lady Says Yes," Broadhurst (3d
$4.80). Agencies are
plugging this, musical and therefore
selling goodlv number of tickets; up

week) (M-l. 160;
a

IN 9

.

s

$22,000-

-i

Washington, Jan. 30.
"Star Time" on nine performances
collected $22,000 at the National theatre last week. Matinees wpre light,
but night business was SRO. "The
Merry Widow" opened (29) with a
heavy advance sale. Mail orders and

two

boxoffice

windows

were

quired to take care of the crowd.
5.

"Dark of the Moon" comes
Then Tallulah Bankhead

new

Philip

Barry- plav,

re-

Class

comedy

"Life With Father," Empire (269th
(C-1,082; $3.60); Quoted over
$11,000, increase of around $1,500;
run leader should reach comedy record in spring.

In

$42,000 Again

2d Detroit Week

Detroit, Jan. 30.
All three theatres here continue lit.

with

last

week's business brisk.

"Blossom Time," back at the Cass,
grossed approximately $17,000 in its
"Mexloan Hayrlde," Majestic (52d first week. It continues this week
week) (M-1,695; $6). Went up last with Kavherihe Dunham's "Tropical
week, takings being over $30,000; Revue" revue making a return on
okay for musical now past the year Feb. 4 for a week: and "Oklahoma!"
following for four Weeks.
mark.
"Oklahoma!" St. James (95th week)
Henry Duffy's "Merry-Go-Round(M-1.529; $4.80).

Still capacity; $31,-

000.

"One Touch of Venus," 46th Street
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Bit
upon announcement of neat-

homa!" back next season.
The Gilbert and Sullivan operas
opened a one-week engagement at
the American Sunday (28).
The
house is scaled to $3.05 and a good
advance was reported.

ers" got off to a brisk start at the
Lafayette with $13,200 in the first
eight performances. It will continue
for several more weeks,

and

(.1,525)

will

"Candida" with Brain Nosse'n and
Richard Hilton; the following week,
in

departure for road, with last week
estimated around $23,000.
"On the Town," Adelphi <5!h

.

.

o .'
$13,900 in first seven and eight ner.
formances, respectively.
Tickets for "Glass Menagerie"
built terrifically from
nB
XiftSj?
$8,000 in first six performances to
$16,200 in fifth week, went on sale
?i o"n n n

'

V

March

New

and

1,

to

Opera's "Merry

Widow" pyramidcbV in second

slanza
notwithstanding, to $3oOoo'
for "Harriet" read "Last three
weeks,' hypoing sales to $23,000
Voice of Turtle" continued $20 600

critics

Ads

and

.sellout,

"Ten

Little

again got $16,000.
Estimates for "Last

Indians"

:

Week

"Chicken Every Sunday," Black-

Current Road Shows

(Period Coiierino Jan. 29-Feb. 10)
"Blithe Spirit"
Geary, Frisco

—

stone (1,200; $3).
Crix refused to
get excited but payees bought $13.
900 worth of first eight perform•

ances.

"Glass
Menagerie," Civic
(5th
week) (900; |3.60). Thanks mainly
"Blossom Time"— Cass. Dei. (29-3); to plugs in gossip
and dramatic colHail, Dayton (5); Coliseum, umns, most discussed legit
attraction
EvansvlUe (6): Robinson Aud., Lit- of the season here skyrocketed from
tle Rock (8); City Aud.. Shrevepdrt $8,000 in, first stanza to $14,500 infifth, to prove a lifesaver ror small(9); Aud., Beaumont (10).
(29-10).

Mem.

"Catherine Was Great"— Shubert,
Boston (29-10).
"Chicken Every Sunday"— Blackstone,: Chi.- (29-10).

— Plymouth,

Ring"

"Clover
'

Bost.

(5-10).

capacity house; virtual capacity.
r
Erlanger (2nd week)
/i "J!!? ilft r
(1,500; $3.60). Advance sales for last
three weeks are very good, with
$23,000 in the till last week.
•

i

:

,

"Merry Widow," Civic Opera
House (2nd week) (3;600; $3.60)
Built to $30,000 ^(nowhere near, capacity but nobody's starving), in tho
face of critical buffetings.
"Ten Little Indians," Harris (12th
week) (1,000: $3); Horrorama got
$16,000, goodly portion of which is
.

"Come Be My Love"— Locust

St.,

(8-10).

Phila.

—

of the Moon"
Forrest,
Phila. (29-3); Nal'l, Wash. (5-10).

"bark

.

House"— Mich., Ann Arbor convensh

"Doll's
(29)

;

State. Kal'zoo (30): Shrine. Ft.
(31); English, Ind'pBlls (1-3);
St. Louis (5-10),

Wayne
Amer.,

Notion"

"Foolish

Haven
.

— Shubert,

biz.

.

„"^

op c ,
Bevue,"
Studebaker
L
(1,400; $3).
First seven performances of two-week return engagement got $16,500 for heatwave.
ce
tbe Turtle," Selwyn

New „»XSf
(Hth"' week)"

(1,000;

(2-3); Colonial. Bost. (5-10).

Time'-

"Fiiii

—

$3.60).

Still

$20,600 sellout.

Curran.

(29-10).

Frisco

—

Gilbert & Sullivan
Amer., St.
Louis (29-3); Orpheum, Davenport
(5); Iowa. Cedar Rapids (6); Omaha,
Omaha (7); Mus. H„ Kansas City

Critics Cold

But B.O.

Hot for Mae the Great

(8-10).

At $25,000

"Good Night Ladles" (2nd Co.)—
Bijou. Knoxville (30); Mem. Aud.,
Louisville (31-1); Mem. Hall, Dayton
(2-3); Cox, Cinn. (5-10).
'•Harriet"— Erlanger, Chi. (29-10).
"Hope For the Best''— Plymouth,
Bost. (29-3).
"Kiss and Tell" (2d Co.)—Cox,
Cinn. (22-27); Hanna, Cleve. (29-3);
English, Ind'polis (5-10).
"Kiss and Tell" (3d Co.)— Capitol,

Yakima

(29); Wilma. Missoula (30);
Fox, Butte (31); Mai'low, Helena (1);
Rainbow, Gr. Falls (2); Empire, Ed-

monton

,(5-10).

"Life With Father" (2d Co.)—
Worth, Ft. Worth (29): Muni. Aiid.,
Shreveport (30 ); City Aud.. Beaumont (1); Muni. Aud., New Orleans
(2); Murphy Aud., Mobile (3); City
Lanier Aud.,
(5):
Aud.. Jackson
Montgomery (7); Erlanger, Atlanta
.

(8-10).

.

"Merry

—

Go Round"

Shubcrt-

Lafayette. Del. (29-10).

"Merry Widow" (New Opera)—
Chi. Opera House. Chi. (29-10).
"Merry Widow" National, Wash.

—

(29-3)

."Merry

Oakland

Widow"

Co.)— Altd..

(2d

Mayfair,

(29);

Portland

(31-2); Metro, Seattle (5-10).

"Oklahoma!" (2d Co.)
Milwaukee (29-10).

— Davidson.

"Othello'— Biltmore. L. A. (29-10).

"Over

21"—Ford's.

Bait.

(29-3);

in

Boston, Jan.

Hub
30.

Was Great" overcame

"Catherine

the cold snap on this rialto last week "
top coin in its first week
at the Shubert (although it was plastered in the press and heavily cento snaffle

sored'

try
city
authorities),
while
"Searching Wind" and "Hope for the
Best" got along okay on their opening brackets.
Star draw in both
cases appeared chiefly responsible
for favorable takes, although "Hope
for the Best" caught promising no-,
tices and "Searching Wind" drew
reasonably cordial ones. "Star in the
Window" remained off the contend,

ing list:
"Signature!" opens at the Wilbur

tomorrow night (31) for a 10-day
pre-Broadway viewing. Ahead are
"Foolish Notion" at the Colonial
(Theatre Guild). Feb. 5; "The Clover
Ring", at the Plymouth; Feb. 6;
"Bella's Got a Fella" at the Wilbur,
Feb. 12; "Merry Widow" in return
engagement at the Opera House,
same night: and "Dark of the Moon"
(Theatre Guild) at the Shubert. on
Feb. 19.
Estimates for Last Week
"Catherine Was Great," Shubert
(1,500: $3).
Mac West's personal
draw and notoriety attendant with
the production hypos this one for
SRO throughout engagement (ending Feb. 10), wilh first week's eight

performances
mated.

"Hope

hitting

$25,000

for the Best,"

Drew

esti-

Plymouth

(1,-

promising
on opener Tues. (23). and
that, with star draw (Franchot ToncJane Wyatt), brought in a comfortable $15,000 on seven performances.
(2-3); Winnipeg (5-10)/
Remains through this week.
"Rosalinda"
Rochester
Aud.,
"The -Searching Wind," Colonial
(l,5d0; $3.80). Not too well liked but
(8-10).
San Carlo Op. Co. Philharmonic, a steady increase took it to nearly
$20,000, despite cold snap and blizL. A. (29-3): Mem. Aud., Fresno (4);
Studebaker, Chi. (5-10).
"Overlons"— Shubert, Phila. (29-3).
"Ramshackle Inn"
Grand. Calgary (29-31-): Drake Hall, Regina

300: $3);

generally

notices

—

.

23G,

Pitt

last week when it
very big.
$23,000,

grabbed

n'earlv.

at $2.50 top.
Second best gross of 1944-45. topped
only
around 30
by
"Othello's"
.

grand.

Nixon currently

—

Aud.,

Oakiancl

Aud..

<5>:

Portland"

(7-10).

"Searching-; Wind"— Colonial. Bost.
(29-3); Forrest. Phila. (5-10). „
"Signature"— Wilbur. Bost. (31-10).
"Sons O' Fun"
Robinson Aud.,
:

Final

—

dark due to Little Rock (29): And.. Memphis (30cancellation of the Lou Holtz-Benny
31): Coliseum/ Evansville (i): RyFields-DeMarcos vaudeville show,
management havinc been unable to man Add., Nashville (2): Com. Hall,
grab off a substitute attraction. Chattanooga <3>.
"Stiident Prince"
Muni; Aud..
House reopens Monday. (5) with
"Winged -Victory" for two weeks, Charleston <29>: Keith. Huntington
which already has an advance of (30)
Hippodrome. Marietta (31);
over $70,000 against capacity $96,000 Zanesvillc
(1): H..S .Aud., Steubenfor the fortnight.
ville
(2): Virginia.
Wheeling (3);
Hanna. Clove. (5-10
"Ten Llllle Indians" (2d Co.)—

—

.

:

W

zard.

week

current,

"Star in Kie Window," Wilbur d Second week languished 10
an estimated $3,000.
"Signature!"
opens here Wednesday (31).
200: $3).

G-S 6G, LNDPLS.

is

.

1.

19iG, Frisco

Harris, Chi.

(29-10).

—
.

San Francisco. Jan. 30.
"Tropical Revue''
Studebaker,
"Winged Victory" wound up ifs
"Blithe Spirit" rounded out its- Chi. (29-3); Cass. Det. (5-10).
second week at the Wilson with an- third week at Curran theatre with
"Voice of Turtle" (2d Co.)— Selother capacity figure of $42,000. mak- plenty biz for a probable $19,500.
w'yn, Chi. (29-10).
ing it $84,000 for the two-week en"Merry Widow,'.' lambasted bv> crit"Wlnjed Victory"
Tafl Aud.,
week) (M-1,536; $5.40). Big-gross'- gagement here. It was followed Mon- ics, got $15,000 at- Geary. Both nouses
Cinn. (29-3); Nixon, Pitts. (5-10).
have a 60c-$3 scale,
Ing new musical increased pace, day by "Tons of Fun."
(69th
better

30.

two

ross es tor

—

'Prince'

Pittsburgh, Jan. 30.
"Student Prince" did its best biz
at Nixon in more than a dozen years

•Victory'

about Boston Back Bayers Is another
of the straight-play sockeroos; $18,-

perform-

.

Notion.'.'

000: capacity.

week)

biz at every

week was approximately $39,500.
Management expects to bring "Okla-

"Foolish

bit; $22,000.

(C-993; $4.20).

was SRO

ance, and natives were still Clamoring for ducat"! when it moved away.
Presented 24 times and the gross last

in Feb.
in the

"Laie George Apley," Lyceum (10th

week)

.vt-jf»s.-^.veuFi:*a-)l»*^'"*j.'J.ous.jj'£ek.

it

AT WASHINGTON

Alexandra

be held over for a second week in
stock venture here. Piece stars
Alexander Kirk-

land and Vicki Cummings.
Despite a", storm toward week's
end, business warranted holdover.
Week of Feb. 5 will have Miss Landi

—

.

The week saw. two openings "The
Overtoils" on Tuesday night at the
Shubert, and "Dark of the Moon" oiv
Thursday, evening at the Forrest.
Former got dubious notices although

!

mrar

Toronto, Jan. 30.
"Blithe
Spirit"
$12,300 at the

big

With no full-fledged musicals in. she docs "Romance."
town last week, legit biz sloped off
markedly with plenty of help from
the sub-zero and icy-streeted weather

helped some and show got $10,000 in
eight performances, an extra Thursday matinee being substituted for
$22,000 for smash war play.
regular Monday evening perform"A' Goose for a Gander/' Playhouse small house.
ances during local engagement as in
Gloria(C-865; $3.60).
(1st week)
Song of Norway," Imperial (23d Boston. Necessitated because of air
Swanson play got around $1,700 first week) (0-1,427; $6).
Among the show commitment of Arlene Frannight but after bad press not much best grossers; Coast-originated musi- cis, one of the performers.
doing at boxoffice; around $5,000 in cal stepped up to $42,000.
"Dark of the Moon" won a.crackerseven times (Tuesday start).
"Ten Little Indians," Plymouth jack press although flrstrnight re"Alice in Arms," National (CD-1,- (30th week) (D-1,075; $3.60). Likely action at the Forrest was not enPresented by Edward to span season, and road show also tirely on the rave side. Some of the
964; $3.60).
first-nighters admitted they were exChoate and Marie Louise Elkins;' profitable: around $11,500 or more.
'!The Hasty Heart," Hudson (4th pecting to see a regular musical
written by Ladislas Bus-Fekete, Mary
Steadily (which the Forrest has been emphaHelen Fay and Sidney Sheldon; week) (D-1,094; $3.80).
known out of town as "Star in the improving, with last week's count sizing entirely this season) and
figured,
around
plenty
okay
couldn't go for the folk-story idea.
$14,500;
Window"; opens tonight (3D.
for no-name cast.
End of the week frigid wave made
"Anna LucasU," Mansfield (22d
"The Two Mrs. Carrolls," Booth
chances here hard to judge,
week) (D-1.041; $3.60): Colored cast (C-948; $3.60). Final and 73rd week; show's
even more glowing second
drama has developed incredible de- long-run drama has fared excel- but with
press reaction on Sunday, "Moon"
mand in the agencies, which are even lently: up to around capacity: quoted figures
as doing a nice profitable
selling box seats; $21,000.
over $14,000; "The Overtoris" next week in this, its getaway session. In
"Bloomer Girl,"; Shubert (17th week.
four performances last week, an
week) (M-1,382; $5.40). Standout
The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco okay $6,500 was taken In.
musical continues to draw capacity (51st week) (C-986; $4.20). Missed
Two shows wound up their local
plus standees right along; actual pace another
matinee through illness; stays on. Saturday night. "Over 21"
$33,500.
Betty Field in and out of show; ditto
stay at the Wal"Carmen ioaes," Broadway (61st for Florence Rice: but they stand ended a five weeks'
nut which was considerably under
week > (M-1,900; $3). "Last weeks" 'em up; $19,500 in seven times.
anticipations. Illness of author -star
In the ads but a route hasn't yet been
"Trio," Belasco (5th week) (D
at start, necessitating two substitutes
lay ed out for long-run colored musiManagerial troubles in leading role, undoubtedly hurt lo1,977; $3.60).
cal; $18,500. between show and house may affect
Even with Ruth Gordon in
"Dear Both," Miller (7th week) (C- this week's biz because tickets were cal trade.
last two weeks, comedy didn't perk
940; $4.20). Show went to Washing- not sold for some days: last week
up 16 anvwhere near the kind of biz
ton Sunday (28) for annual "com- around $10,000 to better stop limit.
it's been" getting oh the road: $9,000
mand performance" in connection
"Up In Central Park," Century (O in farewell. "One Man Show,", the
with infantile paralysis drive; smash 1,713; $6).
Presented by Michael
the LoTodd; score by Sigmund Romberg; Jed Harris tryout, departed
$16,500.
two weeks of fairish trade
"Follow the Girls," 44th Street (42d lyric's by Dorothy Fields, who wrote cust after
commensurate with the
week) (M-1,462; $4.80). Picked up book with brother Herbert Fields: that wasn't
Lack of
more than couple of G's and regis rated sure thing out of town; opened generally agreeable notices.
marquee
figured
as
tered a count over $32,500; should Saturday (27); some rave notices, names for the
others favorable, a couple doubt- reason. Philly. it appears, will take
play into summer.
any kind of a musical tryout and
"Good Night, Ladles," Royale (2d ful, but show looks In.
give
it a good play, but wants names
week) (F-1,084; $3.60). First full
REVIVALS
Did
in its non-musical beginners.
week fair, with takings around $10
"The Tempest," Alvin (1st week)
pick up in last week, however, to
000; that should be okay.
(D-1,331; $3.60). Opened last Thurs"Harvey," 48th Street (13th week) day (25) and accorded fine press: achieve a satisfactory $10,000 and is
generally figured here as having a
(C-925; $4.20"). There are a number better line should be indicated this
of shows in high demand among week; dated for eight weeks after future.
playgoers, but none tops this one in which "Much Ado About Love" will
that respect; $19,000, all house will follow.
hold.
"La Vie Parlslenne," N. Y. Center 'OklaJ'
in St
"Hats Off to Ice," Center (32d (3d week) (0-2,693; $2.40).
Fashweek (R-2,994; $1.98). Perked up ioned for road; operetta has one
$110,000 for 3
and was quoted around $25,500, best more week here; strong at weekends,
money for ice revue since early in
ADDED
St. Louis, Jan. 30.
month.
Hedgerow Players, Cherry Lane.
The three-week stand of "Okla"I Remember Mama," Music Box Getting some attention with rep but
homa!" wound up at the American
(loth week) (CD-979; $4.20). Smash can't get much coin in tiny theatre.
theatre Saturday (27) with a total
comedy-drama running true to form,
gross estimated at $110,000, best biz
which was indicated at start; selling
any piece has had here in many
—
<ot*-:4gM" aleag;- $21 ,598:
"Jacobowsky and the Colonel,"
Beck (46th week) (C-1,214; $3.60).
Advertising exit long in advance,
show going out in six weeks; around

very

a

Elissa Landi. with

:

;

lop.

$2.40

;

'

...

'

At

Royal

'

Hef !

y P
new legiters
,m
Stock 12 '/2 G,
"Tropical Revue" (Kalherine Dunham
and "Chicken Everv
Good in Toronto U dadancers)
Wh ch «6t $16,800 and
y

....

—

Indianapolis, Jan. 30.

The Gilbert and Sullivan Opera
Co.,

Savoyard

first

outfit

•

here

in

years, got rave notices but settled for
a thin $6,000 in four performances at
the English (,1.500> Jan. 25-27. Top

was

$3.

Advance

is

fair

on

"A

Doll's

House,", here Feb. 1-3. with mail orders already pouring in for Helen
Hayes in "Harriet" Feb. 22-24. "Kiss
and Tell," o.oming week of Feb. 5.
also is getting a strong play from
the early birds.

"Kiss" 10G, Clncy
Jan.

30.

Cincinnati.
"Kiss and Tell" tuftged all right
$10,000 last week at the Cox, theatre
at $3 top on second Cincy visit.

.
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Inside Stuff-Legit

Show' Replacing

8T

Becomes Further Involved

Jelin

'Rebecca at Barrymore
'

Linton Martin, Philadelphia InquJrtr drama orltlo. claims he waj misrepresented in recent story about, row at opening of "star flma InPhflly,
when critic's seats were gold by theatre management to another party who
refused to give them up. Martin denies starling a. row, as attributed, ttating he was innocent bystander in whole affair, keeping literally ellent
Row was between management and second party, latter rethroughout.
fusing to give seats up even when management (not Martin) aummoned
Martin also advises he didn't take Shubarte over coals In subsepolice.
quent Sunday column, instead treating episode klddlngly, comparing It to
'

,

the' opening gag in "Hellzapoppln" when It opened In Phllly, and Frank
Libuse purposely led customers to wrong seats to oause confusion, "You
never can tell in vaudeville," was Martin's slant

Playhouse, N.Y.,

gelling a rep

is

among

fllmites entering

legit—but bad.

Mary Astor and Neil Hamilton opened there recently in "Many Happy
Returns." which was panned so severely that the show was taken off after
Last week Gloria. Swaiison bowed into the same spot,
the, second m 8 nt
co-starring with Conrad Nagel in "A Goose For a Gander."
One critic
called- it a "dead duck " and that was the rating Indicated by. other reviewers. First' night takings were' okay,, around $1,700, but succeeding
-

nights averaged one-fourth'.of that figure.
"Goose" may move or iU> sponsors put up more guarantee money, contract for the Playhouse being for two weeks. Next booking there is "The
Stranger," which, however, is still rehearsing and Isn't due to open until
Feb. 12.

"One Man Show" was announced
open on Broadway this week by
Jed Harris, but no booking was
consummated until Monday (29), the

On B'way

to

Rental Manipulations
my income

"I paid

now

being slated to open next
8) at' the Barrymore,
"Rebecca," which opened
there two weeks ago, dropped under
(top limit but will probably
its
move to another house. "Show" "was
supposed; to have landed at the Belasco,. management of which sought
to oust '"Trio," but with the theatre
involved legally, Harris skipped the

play

lax," said

Max

Jersey film exhibitor, when
asked what he did with $10,000 advance guarantee coin he received
when "booking" both "A Goose For
author
of
Kesselring,
Joseph
a Gander " and '" The Stranger'' into
"Arsenic and Old Lace," has written
the Playhouse, N. Y., thus allegedly
another comedy,
as yet unlltlectr~on
"takjng in" a couple of vet showmen,
_
i.. .
j Richv
*
Breta.gne Wmdust and

week (Thursday,

Due
.

J. Jelin.

Comedy

Kesselring

for This Season

.

,.

£

wh.ch
didlVt have
ard Skinner have taker, option as ...
he
re
co-producers.
Author^ <•
During the past week Je.in's aclivplay
wi t h production
writing
".strange" manip
y
"Show" is laying off in New York planned for this season. Shirley!
ulaliohs. When criminal proceedings
this week, but as there was one Booth has read script and is interwere intimated because of a bouncweek's rehearsal time not used, con-, ested in playing lead.
ing Check in connection with antractual salaries do not apply.
Play will mark Wmdiisfs second olner c]ca
Je ilv js quoted pulling
directo
the.
venture as producer,
the old alimony gag: "If you put me
Weatherly
Tom
having been in with
in
I'll
not. be able to raise
jail.
"Murder
and .Jack Del Bondio on
money to pay all."
seasons
couple
Crime,""
Without
Jelin came' into legit early in the
Tiff
back. Windust, whose last directing season by leasing the Belasco and
plans
Heart."
stint was "The Hasty
presenting a drama called "Ljiwer
directing a show for Mike Todd 'Ninth. " reported to have cost $80,while Kesselring comedy is revised, 000: it closed after a fe,w days. Next
is
busy with "Signature!'" attraction there was "In Bed We'
j Skinner
'3D.
tonight
ho'i opening in Boston
Cry." alsd. a flop, but produced by
Deal between Fortune Gallo,
Currently the
another' manager.
planned a winter season of operettas
Bciasco has "Trio." which the 'Shufor Cleveland in association with
berts had originally refused to book
40G
Legiter
'Victory
Peter Mazza. wealthy coal dealer in
into another theatre: "Trio" managethat city, has suddenly blown up. A
ment has had nothing but headIn Cincy 4 Wks. After
aches from Jelin. Latter has been
battle between the duo over $10,000
i

»

^ ^

-^w^l

idea.

:

,

;

'

•

\

Do-Re-Mi

i

.

Exits

'

;

!

'

When "Hope For the Best." due to debut at the Fulton, N.Y., next week,
played Washington recently, reviewers went to town over Mercedes' Me:
Cambridge, who hails' from the Coast and is better known in radio. Then
when It became known that Jean- Dairy mple arid Maro Connelly, who
present the- play, replaced Miss McCambridge with Jane Wyatt when
"Hope" played the next stand (Baltimore), the D..C. theatre scribes apd
'columnists again expressed enthusiasm pver the show-stopping performance of the Coast girl. Miss McCambridge will make her Broadway debut
in Elliott Nugenfs new play, "A Place .of .'Our Own," for which Jeanne
Cagney has also. been cast. John Golden producing.

Gallo's Cleve.

Ops

I

j

j

guarantee salary coin supposedly
Opening of Picture
deposited with Equity was staged in
Cincinnati. Jan. 30.
the tatter's office late last, week.
Despite the fact that the picture
Gallo was present with his attorney,
Max Shoengold, ^whiie Albert Liv- version of "Winged Victory'.' 'has
lngstone, a Cleveland lawyer, was been showing here for. a month, the.
stage epic of the Army Air Forces
on hand for Mazza,

"Trio"
so
he
to:
oust
could spot "One Man Show" in the
house. No tickets were order&l after
next week... and last week he ordered the boxoffice; not to sell 'for.
this week.
But \he show obtained,
an injunction prohibiting Jelin from
singling

'

in

Peter Davi.s is general manager of "Rebecca," -Barrymore, N. Y., -and
"Soldier's Wife," Golden, being company manager of the latter show as
well! He is also general manager of "Foolish Notion/' it being stipulated
'in Tallulah Bankhead's 'contract with the Theatre Guild that Davis be retained in that capacity.
Miss Bankheud similarly stipulated that Dick Maney be press agent- for
"Notion," although neither he nor Davis will join the Guild staff. Both
will be out of town for the new play's tryput dates.
In Central Park" at the Century, N,Y., Saturday <27) night, Mike Todd, who produced, the musical, hosted a large
party at the Tavern-on-the-Green, which Is within the park near the theatre. Companies of the new show and Todd's "Mexican Hayride," Majestic,
which just topped the year mark, were present, plus the press, inclusive
of out-of-town critics, and a flock of well-knowns. Todd, sans an invitation card, was stopped at the door and could not enter until identified by
one of his slaft. The entire tavern was taken over for the.- champagne

After the premiere of

"Up

'

party.

Equity people 'went dizzy when
both sides slapped writs on each
other, while Equity itself was served
with a court warrant impounding the
money. Suddenly it was divulged
that Mazza, who sent a certified
check for the guarantee, had slopped
payment. That never happened before around Equity, but it was explained that payment can be stopped
on certified paper if bond for the full
amount is deposited with the bank.
Gallo claimed that half the money
belonged to him. Mazza appears to
have questioned the expense budget
made out 'by Russell Mack, appointed by Gallo to represent him in
the
Cleveland
venture.
Mack
planned to put on a stage manager at
an unusually high salary and allot
$1,400 for rehearsal pay. Apparently
he erred, stock being allowed one
week of free rehearsal, under Equity

opened at. the Taft Monday (29)
with so heavy an advance sale that
it's
estimated the show will gross
$40,000. which is within $2,000 of
Film was shown for two.
capacity.
weeks at the RKO Palace, then
moved to. the second-run Lyric.
Local showmen figured the drama
would get only 50'i, of the indicated
gross because the picture had come
'.£,:

.

Growing propensity

,

of patrons to light cigarets in legit

houses at the

end of performances is viewed with concern by Broadway managers.
Complaint has been made to Fire Department inspectors, but the dangerous practice will' probably not abate unlil summonses are handed out.
Firemen are assigned to duly in all legiters during performances, but are
rarely in evidence after the final curtain.
Frances Cassard, who made switch this season fiom grand opera lead to
musical comedy ensemble—singing title role in City Center opera "Tosca"
before joining singing chorus of "On the Town"— also has song In one
scene of latter musical, with program billing, she reveals, thus discrediting
chorine
to some extent a prior report in "Variety" that she was just a
in

.

rules.

"Town."

Illnesses Plague Turtle'
"It appears that after the alleged breach the plaintiff .instituted
an action against Harris to recover
the $10,000, the amount of the loan,
and that he succeeded. The judgRobert Montgomery, who arrived ment was paid and satisfied." The
from the Coast last week on his bringing of that action and the reway to Florida,* where he will go covery, are claimed by Harris to conbefore the cameras in. Metrols "They stitute the splitting of a cause of acWere Expendable," has a 25% in- tion, which bars the maintenance of
terest in Elliott Nu'gent's new play, the present suit.
"A Place of Our Own," which John
Sunshine, the court further stated,
Golden is producing. Manager and when he first brought suit did not
author hoped that the Him star
add the claim of $100,000 because he
would play .the lead in "Place," but. did not wish to jeopardize his forafter huddling with them last week
mer claim. Clairn.varislng out of the
it was
made definite that another same transaction must be pressed at
actor would have -to-be' foi">ri._J.or.
the- same' time.
Montgomery's schedule will keep
him tied up in picture work indefinitely.
Managerial setup will be:

stated:

MONTGOMERY AS

ROBT.

GOLDEN CO-PRODUCER
•

'

John

Golden prevents, in associa-:
with Robert Montgomery and
Nugent.
Golden has stepped up production

tion
'

Elliott

two

activity,

other

plays

being

"Bill Comes Home,"
by Racbel Cr'others. with Victor
Jory and Judith Evelyn co-starred,

readied:

One

is

and "Laughing Water."

was
Is

Latter play

some weeks ago and
by. Henry and

tried out

being

rewritten

Phoebe Ephron.

.

NIXES 100G ACTION VS.

JED HARRIS ON TOWN'

New agreement signed recently
between Dave Wolper, producer of
"Follow the Girls," (44th St. theatre,
N, Y.) and Harry Delmar, who

staged the hit musical, puts Delmar
in complete, artistic charge of production, latter being only one now
with hire-and-flre power, Wolper no
Action
longer having sanie rights.
was arranged amicably between the
In original contract signed
two.
'43,
Delmar
with Delmar Dec. 21,
was given similar power but Wplper
is

know

to

have own' way. hiring

unsatisfactory to
Louis Sunshine's suit against and firing people
Jed Harris Tor $100,000, involving others in charge.
claim of 25',', interest in Harris" 1938
New agreement believed arranged

Broadway production, "Our Town
to quiet rumors floating in trade
was dj sm ssc( Friday by N. Y. Su- about long-standing rift between
,piemc Court Justice Samuel H. Hof Wolper and his Chicago backers,
i

|

sladter.

Sunshjne's claim arises from a loan
made lo Harris in .1937 un
dor which, it was: alleged, Harris
agreed to give Sunshine a three-year
of $10,000

;

option, lo

.

participate

financially

in

»ny play Harris produced, "town.
Sunshine charged, was chosen by
n| ni.
will,

but Harris refused and, as a rehe was deprived of £100,000

profits:

Juilice Hofsladler, in his opinion.

Wolper's 'recent fiasco with
(o See You" hasn't helped.
include report backers are
trying to buy Wolper outr Financial
Show,
dealings, are also puzzling.
believed fo-cost-about-4200J)00 to
produce, has taken in- about $1,600.Backers, however, known to
000.
have received back only 68 'i of

which
Glad

Rumors

their investment to date.

with heavy running
been profitable.
'

costs,

Although
show- has

Intensive publicity and promotional work by the "Victory" soldier
press staff headed by Sgt. Joe Heidi,
given credit for the advance.
contending/ that "because the pi
ture's publicity included names of
Washingtonactors,
featured
the
gave permission to advertise the
As
play's leads for the first time.
in Detroit, city authorities accorded
unusual privileges to the "Victory."
publicity bunch, 2,000 cards being
tacked on posts along main thoroughfares, while hotels and restaurants distributed heralds.

Film star Pvt. Lon McCallister
was brought on from Chicago, and
Board of Education, permitted
to

torney

Latter returned to the cast before
fully recovering

and was unable to

Wednesday (24) afternoon,
causing another matinee to be. can-

appear
celled.

(22)

and was
.

down the show's
misdemeanor was

.

femme lead a* a diver- selling tickets for "Victory'' in the
but never rehearsed the part, Taft lobby. Several thousand kids
stepped into the show two weeks jammed the lobby and, surprisingly,
ago when Miss Field was downed asked for higher-priced tickets. Sale
with Influenza.
amounted to $11,000. two weeks in
sion,

Saturday

on

advised, to bring
contract, since a
indicated.

.

studied the

share

Belasco. the legiter not giving performances that day. When settlement Was made several hundred dollars in cash were paid, the balance
of. the show's share, around $1,800,
being a check. Hardeen put the
check through' for collection— three
times— and it was returned three
times marked "no funds." The bank
finally told the magi:
"Don't put
that thing through again." A magician-minded brother of former Judge
Joseph M. Proskauer, acting for
Hardeen,- went to the district atr

the

him

/

its

Bouncinf Cheek
Sunday (21) of last week a magic
show headed by Hardeen played the

appear in 14 public, schools.
co, N. V., Is still plagued with illIn one school lunchroom the lad was
nesses, with Betty Field In and out
mobbed for autographs and the
of the play, again, Florence Rice
"football squad" went into rescue
again replacing. Miss Rice, who had
action.
Next stunt was McCallister

Late last week it was claimed that
Shepard Traube, who is producing
"Stranger" got back part of $7,000
advance which he paid Jelin for the
Playhouse. Show goes into the Playadvance of the show's opening.
house next week, with the stipuAssisting Sgt. Heidt were Sgts. lation that fresh guarantee money
Ben Maddox and Ade. Kahn, and be posted with. Harry Fromkes,
Robert Weiskopf and Nat lessee, who insists he never gave
Cpls.
Hiken.
Jelin a memorandum of any rental

"Goose" was booked into that
house for two weeks only, so must
move' Saturday (Feb. 3) if not closing. J. J. Levehthal put up $3,000 to
Jelin
and the same amount to
Fromkes, after it was found the
Jersey He had snarled up the situation. Leventhal said he hadn't gotten
his money back although one source
deal.

Broadway B.O.

DELMAR SUPERSEDES
WOLPER ON 'GIRLS'

Dr.

:

"The Voice of the Turtle," Moros-

i

in another show.
"Trio" has not received

booking

of receipts for the past two weeks,
after an argument that started when
Jelin'.s
wife benight 40-odd tickets
(with an LOU.) on a Saturday (20)
ni«ht, then wanted to return them
after the rough financial, statement
was made up. saying her friends
from Jersey didn't show up. That
was the Time Jelin is said to have
kicked Paul Groll. 'Trio'.' company
manager, and landed in night court.

advance

in

•

Lit,

in High, 37

Houses

j

Only 2 Dark; $40,000 Musicals

said Jelin kicked in with one-third
•
of that sum.
Reported that Jelin owes the
Blaine Thompson ad agency $4,000
as his share of advertising "In Bed
Cry,", and It's alleged, too, that

Although faced with hazards suoh day (27). Line at' the box office
Indicated that a real good
as fuel shortage, a new brownout plainly
thing arrived in town. Monday (29)
and possible loss of actors through Pinkertons were brought in by Mike
manpower draft, Todd, show's producer, to
intensified
the
keep order
Broadway is in the highest possible jh the lobby, while cops were On
gear. There are 37 legiters lighted,
hand outside same on Tuesday.
only two houses being dark this
There are' other musicals in the
week, with one, and maybe both, In
heavyweight money division, such ns
action next week. Number of shows
"Oklahoma!,"
James,
St.
and
operating is more than at any time
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert Both are
During last autumn and

We

—

in years.
early winter; when there was a
house shortage, there were still some
unlighted theatres awaiting' Incoming attractions.

Now that the season's straight
play hits have, become established,
the musicals have taken the limelight. There are four tuners paced
at more than $40,000 weekly, they
being, .'"Seven Lively Arts." Ziegfeld;
arid

of

week. ^Ifs likely
(hat that group, wil) become a quintet this week, newest indicated addition to the elite grosscrs being "Up
In Central Park." which' opened at
the Century

.

.

.

Shows

Sweet Land,"

—

New

"Much

Opera Co.
About Love"— Mas

Ado

Gordon.

Legiter

Fella"— Michael
.a
[Todd:
Hollywood. Jan. 30.
"Calico /Wedding"— Lester Meyer,
Actor John-Emery is angeling oneRichard Myers.
"The Stranger"— Shepard Traube:
"Clover Ring"— Haila Stoddard,
He may direct the play here beBe My Love"— Arthur
fore it makes a scheduled opening!'. "—And
•

Bella's

j

half of the legit show, "Calypso," by
".
Vincent Allen.

'

[

.

—

-

Vroom,

Emery Angels

in Rehearsal

Barney
"Happily Ever After"
Klawans, Victor Payne-Jennings..
"Rosalinda"
(road)
Lode wick

;

last

tex-JoIson), last Satur-

,

Same

"On The Town." which spurted
Adelphi

1

only limited in the amount
grosses by seating capacities.
virtually applies to "Sing Oul,
International, while
such long run favorites as "Mexican
Hayride," Majestic, and "F.ollbw The
Girls," 44th Street, both improved
last week ahd are in the big money.
sellouts,

"Laffing Room Only," Winter Garden: "Song of Norway." Imperial,
at the

Pearl Primus, colored dancer specialist, whom Jelin booked out of
town and manages, is shy $1,400 in
salary. "Trio" has been handling the
daily ads on its own through Larry
Weiner of the Kayton-Spiero agency.

i

in

N. Y.

j

Bc-ckhard.

Got

'

v

1

.

.

.

I
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.

;
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pcro. and this is probably the Inoat
stirring character in the play. Aha
Moss performs It excollently. He nai
the regal bearing and trenohant voice
for the lilies, and even if the plaV

Plays on Broadway
Onlrnl
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Sigmund Romberg has returned

to

ction. after many, years in virtual,
retirement, by writing the music, and
the book and lyrics are by. Dorothy,
and Herbert Fields, whc- v delivered
similarly for Todd's '.'Mexican Hayride." which just passed, the year

mark on Broadway.

:

:

.

.

.

dies.
And the settings by Howard
Bav are designed in the spirit of the
book, while staging by John Kennedy
brings him forward as a craftsman
with plenty on the ball. Costumes,
too. are in tune with'the transplanted
Celtic characters among the political
highbinders. Duds are period but

'

-

"

Story has The New York Times
exposing Tweed, with that paper's
Jobn Matthews writing the inside
?torv. abetted bv caricaturist Thomas
last of Harper's Weekly. Romance
comes to John and Rosie Moore even
though she's inclined to favor the
political mob, her dad being a wardheeler with a brogue. Rosie is a bewitching colleen and in a tiff marries
another Tweedstcr but that fellow
skips to Europe to beat the rap
against the Tweed cohorts, incidentally taking another girl along, that
opening the way for the reals lovers
to clinch.

The atmosphere is
by the Currier and
prints,

that Indicated
Ives colored

and one of the drops

pictiir-
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Town

Out

Dark

M«ion

Kliul,.s

rl
lu-uiliii-i i,m i,r ili:iin;i
wiili muslrhas given it a production far more l,y J-liiwiiiil nii'lifiitlsiiu-iiiiil
Wllliuni Iti.rm'y.
worthy than the written .work de- In Iwn iii'Ih jin4 ulna hi-.'iii.h. Hta^eil liy
Mi»nlns^ din IlKlHInu liy
M.vts. Ai-ir.c'.i::ied--far a:v "ighUnie.ik. -I'^llU'Ii
:»iVi ^'"nV-iniins;
Hli\i-i-('iS".-i iiy .liJhli- 'Kiruilimited run. "Tempest" is the. type of .iiiKlnu,.
liK-iili.nl.ll iinihii- li.v
VVnlii-i- .H,-iull.
play that Will have exhausted Its au- i-lii>ri'UKi'il|ili.i' 1,^ Kslhpi- .lunK"i'. 'Al ].\,ri-e«l.
dience by then. Inferior to most of I'lnlliilellilil;i. .lull. IN. '4."
the Bard's plays, it is certainly hot .Mm
.rti.-hHi'il lUrt
Kinhs AKitlhow
for the curious, theatregoer but strict- ('injur .Mii
I.isl;i
.Iris Whitney
ly for the classicists.
YmliH
Mhi'Ii.i'Ic Relic
Cheryl Crawford, who's presenting fuiijui- Wuiiuili
iu-kIji. Sluiiniins
the play, and Miss Webster, whp has liunk I'.mlKl'r
..Iiilui (liirsind
l^'i"!.-.!-^

and incomprehensible.

Wflters.
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couplet* research
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la Hilt field.
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a superlative .-imagination
into play in slashing the original fiveacter to two acts and a prolog, have
cast their boxofflce eye on Vera Zorina and Canada Lee as the Ariel and
Caliban of the piece. If their portrayals, as such, are not particularly
noteworthy, they are at least hovel.

Shakespeare's "Tempest" requires the utmost in novelty for.b.o.
prominence.
Miss Webster has emphasized the
modern-day undertones in the fantasy, and if there are moments when
the play becomes bogged down, in
its
pentametrics. leave if to Miss
Webster to lift the play with her iiv
.

Miss Zorina has the physical beautv

and grace for Ariel

England Tryoitt

—

I

brought

ventiveness.

For Summtr Thoatro
JVeui

.

And

Iditor

biit

there are

Play Brokers and
Authors' Representatives

many moments when the. Shakespearean recitatives are lacking in
the fluidity intended by the author.
She gives to- the role' the nuances of
the ballerina, which is one of the
excellent features of Miss Webster's
direction, and as such the actress Is
contributing a dual, performance.
Lee as the monstrous Caliban is.
perhaps, too' animalian- in his .performance, but he recites the author's
lines with a depth and instinct that
once again emphasizes the increasing

»Ve«( 4fllli Ntreet. New Vork
811 West 7«h Sireet, Lea Aageltm
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This Shubert production Is spotted
here in the wrong house, fiorrest is
generally associated, with musical

shows and has had none but eye and
car pieces this season. Also, despite
careful stressing in ads and copy that
this is a "legend With music,
a lot
of ftrst-nighters seemed to expect
musical comedy. Naturally they were
perturbed and in some instances disgruntled. Once, however, that Dark
of the Moon." properly housed in a
smaller and more intimate tVieatre.
gets the thoughtful and discerning
clientele whieh it deserves, show's
chances of clicking will be very mych
'

enhanced.

.

.

the first place. "Dark of the
Moon." written by-tWo young Southerners in their 20's and winner of the
Maxwell Anderson prize award for
best poetic play in 1942. is not half
as arty or as highbrow as might be
led to expect. In fact, a lot of it is

In

his

Daily Mirror
l

.

Phail or either 'of the blher two.
principals; Del Webb and Dan Topping. 'Corum and Kase had the slory
of the sale all to themselves in the
first edition of the J-A Friday (2(i>
Which was on the street before the
"ir huddle. Rivals noted that details, as relate' by Corum and. Kase,.
Were all in order,-. an indication, they
hinted, that the leak came right from
some horse's mouth.
.

1

J.

Arthur ^rledlund, Chicago con-

handled legal details.
He. is attorney for Arihur M. Wirti
and: Sonja Henie; but stated that
neither are interested in the Yankee
team deal.
tract specialist,

Fred Allen In Hub
Allen returned -to Boston
(27) as a. guest speaker
annual Cloyer club dinner at
which Neal O'Hara. Traveler'- colFred

night

Sat.

at the

umnist, was installed as president.
Comic wowed Willi a satire oh the
politics.
Silling mocity, life and
rosely Ihroiigh a burlesque of his owii
radio show put on by members of
club, Allen
the exclusively Irish

cracked, "now I
I'm out of work."

understand

why

Vic VI Baum's "Stage Door"
•Publication by Didier Co. last
of book, "Once in Vienna," attributed Id Vicki Baum. author of

week

Hotel"
and
"Grand
best-seller
others, stirred up a tempest, especgot slammed by
ially .when book
,

reviewers. Miss Baum. whose works,
now are published by DoubledayDoran. wired edilbrs and news services that she -never wrote book of
title.- Admitted she did write
tha.l
book ai age of IS called "Stage
Door" ("Eingang Zur Buehn'e" in
original German), which was her
first novel and which she refers to
as "this adolescent, utterly dated and
ridiculous sin of my early youth."
But says she never authorized its

•

publication

in

According
iioyel

English.
Didier.

to.

(published

in

original

of

Germany

in

1919) '.was republished in Amsterin 1930 and a year ago in England,
publishers '• gelling
-English
righls from German publishers before war. and Didier buying same.
book was origBaum
admits
Miss

dam

ODT

matter perfectly

in

.

order.

Continued from page 1
'Silver Tongued' Dawson
even such luxury trains as the CenJimmy Dawson. N. Y. Times boxtury can't be counted on in any way ing and baseball expert, stepped outto approximate schedules listed In as a master of ceremoi.ies last Wed-,
timetables.
nesday (24) when he officiated at
Meanwhile, ODT continues to tell the Boxing Writers annual feed,
roads how much equipment they replacing the hos«Baa*tzed*Sic«;Met--*
can use and military reservation cer. Event was held at the scribes'
bureaus grab huge chunks of what- favorite retreat, the grill room atop
ever space Is available, while road George Ruppcrt's brewery, upper
shoWs thai once used to have special east side. Dawson was. so good in a
trains set up for them, rribve in what- company of accomplished speakers
ever space they can get— and usually that, other organizations are making-

.
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inally sold outright to a German
'publisher, which would make -whole

I

i'

The backers of Iroadway thews.
Namei, addresses, o«nou«ts they

Dan Parker,

column the morning (27 afler lhe
broke, staled thai MacPhail
had denied the sale when queried
about it a few hours before the official
announcement- Friday aflerhoon at. "Zi" Parker followed up
by recalling that MacPhail. while
head man of the 'Brooklyn' Dodgers,
had cull -J him (Parker) a "liar."
Coruni, in his Saturday- (27) J-A
column, denied his source was Macstory,

1

.

quite fetching;

syndlcale saw Bill Coruni and Max Kase
of the Journal-American .scoring
a
100?{ beat on their competing' confreres on other metropolitan dailies
sports stalls.
Their exclusive also
set off some beefs by o(her sportswriters, many of whom seemed
iu
think Larry MacPhail was the guy
who- lipped. Coruni' oh- to' the biggest
sports story iii several years.

..

.

Miss Fields and her brother chose
of the most colorful periods in
the history of New York, the regime
of Boss Tweed, Tammany chieftain
who lined his pockets and those of
his cohorts with city funds back in
the 1870's. Tweed and his gang were
then completing Central Park, known
as "the big back yard." To this back-,
ground sparkling lyrics have been
written to the lilting Romberg melo-

one

Sale of the N. V, Yankees baseball empire last- week for S2.TB00O0O
to the MacPhail-Topplng-Webb

.

.

of the most exhilarating- .first
'nights of the season was occasioned
by 'tho 'premiere oi Mike Todd's Up
'
It's one oi the
in Central Park.
flnesl operettas in a decade-.

One

"Scoop" Yankee Sale

pictures.
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snip. It rSTi
ew of their
the jsenlr-v driving 'heir rins in
sometimes becomes immersed too youth and lack o'f playhouse backIs quite like, (lie C'-l
.deeply in- the plot intricacies, there i» ground, And there's no denying that
parked in the
is
"Pari.'.'
always the stately, dignified Moss to they know their background and
Century fornicriy .lolsnn's i. adjacent command attention.
characters.
to the. "bit; backyard." and it's iinderFrances
Heflin
as
Prospero's
That background it a small and
.-itood that the biiokim; is a rental. 'so
daughter; George Vosko'vec and Jan -primitively lonesome little village
if the- hew. musical -gets over, as inWerich, the Czech comedians, are back In the Big Smoky mountains of
dicated on the lir.-t iiii;lil.. il.- should others
notable in the outstanding North Carolina, so orude and so
net a fortune. Al .IolsDil opened (he
;
,
,
cast. ....
primitive
that the time, which Is the
(liis
vcarayt>
month.
jusl
21
house
Miss Crawford has given ''Tern-', present, seems almost like some reBelly
Philailel'iiiiia,
Brurc.
In
pest" a magnificent production, aided mote colonial period. Against this
roniodieiuu' and daiieer, copped the
by Motley's fine settings and cos- background Messrs. Richardson arid
honors.' but Maureen C'annoii. who is
tumes, and the incidental music by Berney have told one of the several
Rbsie. i.- the hinh scorer.-., Miss CanDavid Diamond is in proper tempo variations of the old "Barbara Allen"
non.' who replaced Rose Ingrnhain'.
was a luipoy, s •lection. Todd insist-' with, the action. But. by and large, legend, famed in song and story.
the star of. this production is not a Barbara is a simple, lusty
and exin?; that .-lie have tlie part despite,
member
of the cast Miss Webster tremely desirable village gal who
the opinion of others. Miss Cannoivis
gives to Shakespeake a zest that war- happens to wander one
night on a
a yiiuii!*. vivacious brunel and sings
rants an occasional revival of even lonely mountainside where
delightfully. She got her training in
she is bethe most obscure' vork of the Bard.
held by .John, a witchboy, born of a
operettas presenTed. by the St. Louis
Kofi ii.
witch woman and a buzzard. and acMunicipal -OpiM'ii. Co.
customed to sail through, the air by
Wilbur Evan.-- docs the baritoning
and is in splendid voice, easily top4»»4>8o for (Im» 4>nnd«>r means of aii eagle. Now John has
plenty of handsome wilchgii-ls as
ping his. performance in "'Hayriclc''
\.Tu It's .1.
.ov^iil lui
itii.I
l-'riiil, .\K*f*o>
company (in- this story witches are
iltit'llml at i-oiiitMly in itnvi* iii-ts tiy Hill phi
last season. Miss Bruce is a sprightly
,
Sliil-s
<;iin'i:i. S\v:it)^<>n
iiiitl
not the usual ferocious-looking hags
actress, supplying fun and teaming .).- Ki nne<l>.
('ihthil Nimd.
SUim^l liy 'I'.iiniiiy WnrA: but regular. Ziegfeld
beauties), but
with Miss Cannon then.getling a line n<H 1«y l-Yi'ilri h k Vv.\. (>|ifnr.l n-ivliDtise.
he falls, hook, line and sinker, for the
hand lor a hoofing specialty. Miss N. V.. .lull. 'S.l, '-f:.; ^lUKt
<*l HO op^ncurvespme Barbara. Accordingly.'he
Cannon and Kvans handle the show's _lni; n.iKhli.
top melody. "Close As Pages in a Diiviil:.. ...........
C^Ml.Ul XhkoI goes to a Conjur Woman and begs
......
....... Mnsiiif Sumn
the favor of being transformed into
Book." which is rightly.: reprised. Suzy
.lit I'ltlld*
.(''him. .lohnHim
a mortal so that/ he can woo and
"Fireman's Bride" is among the best Itollffltlt ............
!»> i-t» Slrol;\
marry Barbara. The favor is granttunes, coming late in the first act Tony
M:ii.»l.t .1. KprnfMly
;
(!]<>rl;i
Sw:il)Ki>ll
ed, with the proviso that if she is
with the' leads teaming. "The Big K.'tlhrrliiK, ^ .......
.|ini:Hli:i^r. ..........
lolm
Vlnliley
ever, untrue to him, he shall be
Back. Yard." soloed by Evans Willi
'Iruiflviir...
.(lOnryf Miuitnlls
changed back into his wilchlike form.ensemble warbling- background, is U lillj
..........
.I>nvl.l Tyiiotl
normal youth, he goes to the vilanother good thing. '•Apvil Snow' r is
also attractive, sung by Miss! Cannon
"A Goose for a Gander." which lage, meets, courts and finally marand Evans. "Rip Van Winkle" at- arrived at the Playhouse after a long ries Barbara but when their baby is
born it "is a hideous witchchild. Antracts attention, and the duelled "It tour, again proves that jvhal
will go
Doesn't
Cost
You Anything to in the outlaiids won't, do for Broad-' other village youth forces himself on
Dream" shoiild.be a favorite/loo.
way.
thin, dull show, it .won't, Barbara in a church during a hectic revival meeting and* rather unBesides Miss' Bruce on the chore- slick.
ographic end, there are Fred and
"Goose" is a tiresome farce about justly., the Conjur Woman's curse Is
Elaine Barry. Charles Irwin and' a mildly philaiidering husband and inflicted. John becomes a witchboy
Walter Burke. Ballets devised by the wife who tries to teach him a again and looks on. indifferently and
Helen Tamaris are excellent and one, lesson. What few situations exist are without emotion when. -his. ex-wife's
skating simulation, with the scene a familiar and not genuinely amusing. dead body passes before lilm..
frozen lake in the park, is partic- There are some funny lines but most
With plenty of incidental music
ularly good. There's a snow effect' of the dialog is commonplace.
(all for stringed instruments) and
and it looks like the McCoy. Noah
Comedy marks the debut of silent considerable dancing— of the folk, or
Beery shows plenty in his portrayal film star Gloria Swanson on Broad- hillbilly variety but all strictly auof Tweed, so does Irwin as. one of way, and though she works hard, acr thentic, and often very colorful and
his henchmen.
tress, like vehicle, disappoints. At- catchy— park of the Moon" has a
Scenically. "Park" is something! tractive, youthful and charmingly flavor and an atmosphere all its own
The nostalgic finale, that of a band- garbed. Miss Swanson brings a that really must be seen to be apstand on the Mall, will bring back strained quality to' her acting that preciated
or
Understood..
Some
memories to veteran N. Y. playgoers. doesn't help carry off the farce! scenes, notably the' pitiful birth of
"Central Park" is notable for two There isn't enough situation anyway Barbara's child, and the. riotous and
other factors. .Dated in the early to get one's teeth Into or sustain in- barbaric "revival meeting," are really
1870's, show w-as written by authors terest
stirring and exciting theatre..
for three acts.
who weren't living at that time, and
While the wife is away, her htjsThe Shubcrls have Wisely retained
the "presentation; is by a guy from band gets drunk- and brings a git !
the two. leads who played the show
Ibee.
Chicago:
home. Next day, when the wife un- when it was tried, out by the Camexpectedly returns and learns of this, bridge Summer Theatrie group last
she
invites
-three
flames
over
for
old
summer. Il's hard to figure how
TIh» Tempi****
a weekend to get even with her ajiybody could improve on Richard
Chpi-yl ('rtiw.r.ii-il liii'sl'iils Miu-itio'i'l \Vi>Iislpr'-H in-uilui'l Inn
uf rmilasy liy. Wlllhiiu spouse. Little follows, out of all this,
Ha.rtj. a newcomer, who plays the
S)lliki'H|i|.:iii. In |.r,.l.,^ iiilil .luii
Suns except some mixed dialog, the situa- witchboy With distinction, assurance
l.t-i'':
^'ftrll Xiirfim iuul. i':iii,nhi
r.-.-il u r'.-h
Ai- tion merely righting itself
as- it aland a fine sensitive understanding
noltl .Muss.
SIiik-.I hi
Miss Wi'IisIit: si'l •
ways does at the end.
tines an.
(iisiiiini-s
hy MoiI-m-;
Ti.:i
of the eerie supernatural complexes
lllllsii'. DmiI.I HI:.
I.I: IIkIiiIiik. .Mii- ll:i,k.
Miss. SwansoiYs support in these of the character. And Carol Stone,,
Bnfl^tl un luiiilui-tiiin i.l.\i liy Kv.i t.- iltilinsignificant proceedings runs from youngest of Fred's daughters, is capllpnil^.
0|ii>iii<i|
ni Alviii. N. Y.. Jtm. L, r,,
fair
to. so-so.
Conrad Nagel. as the ital as the simple and uninhibited
4.1: tll.llll mi,.
husband,
the
shallow
achieves
same
Barbara— and very easy to look at,
SIllliliHisli'i'..Tnsi-nli lluiily
results <is Miss Swanson. Author Har- too. Excellent eha ra.cj.er portrayals
noiilsiviiin
.siov-ii l-:ili„ti
Aloil.s'i': ............. ,~.
I'liilln Musi, in
old J. Kennedy, as a family friend, are contributed, by Winfleld Hoeny
nznlu
1.1-1 ssnr
'ti
;
gives himself some of the belter lines as Preacher Haggler. Roy Fant as a
Anlonlu.
ft-i ry IC i-u-i:-,...
smoothly. Choo- quaint Viliager, Oncle Smelique, and
Sobiislliiii.
KiiKom. S.liii'kliiunti and gets them off
Chob Johnson surprises in an amus- Georgia Simmons as the Conjur
Pl-OMPern.
Arnultl
MiruuHii, Ills liiiuuliti.iih-i-h lli-llln
ing, well-done bit as a glamorous Woman.
Ariel
V,'i:i
/.iirilin
Western Union messenger girl. MaxThe settings fnine scenes in two
fnllhnii
I.Hi,
,t
llli.lii
ine
Stuart.
John
CUibley
and David acts) are outstanding and Oeorge
I.'ei^lliiun,r
Viln t'llllsli
Tyrrell handle other important ioles Jenkins1 lighting is as fine as his deAflrlntt
,. ...lni-1. liuHilik
I'l'lni'iilu.
ti^orit- Vuslini'Oi'
in varying degrees. Frederick Fox's signs.
Robert E. Perry deserves a
StepHnnp
Inn WVi-h'll
set is attractive, while Tommy Ward's bow on the staging although some
Miisler of (
|-y
.•II1IIIIII.S
.:il
Mi-pi-s
direction is plodding.
Broil.
changes must be made in this departDnno^r
... .lyiumi Sim-lull'
Mnrinr>y.
ll;i|n>s .(ili.l" Spli-Ks: Sipvcii l'.lment to achieve a more consistent
Holt. Iju-ry Kivis. .lusi^liil llnrily. NnrmHii
tempo and a better balance. Waller
Peek. ''Imrlftllp 'Koiuu-.
I>inn;t
Sliuiiili-,
Hendl's arrangement of. Incidental
rnlilila Wliwl.
music ls 'flavorsome and vigorous but
Play
of
occasionally too obtrusive on the
Margaret Webster, who has become
somber and weird- story.
the theatre's most active diagnostician
There should be a place for "Dark
of Shakespeare, ..has brought to the
of tli«»
of the Moon" In the theatre although
Main Stem one of the Bard's lesserPhiladelphia, Jan. 26.
casual playgoers may find it baffling
known works in "The Tempest" and
injs

Central Park'

u|hmi'II;i

Mm Ki*. Mum in-

K—1
liy

l*a rk
uf

|i|-i)ilili'tiini

'I'i.iUI

.

at the last minute.

'Porgy' Quit*

Road

"Porgy and Bess" came,

in

~
'

from the

road. Sunday (27) nearl^ two weeks
earlier than the end of its. bookings.
It was claimed that travel difficulties
between one and two nighters In
mldwestern territory, was a' basic
reason for ourtailing the tour.

him for m.c.ing assignments.
flock of we[I k'nowns were in ac-

bids to

A

tion, on the dais. Quenlin Reyiioldf
copping the honors In that direction.

Boston Papers Limit A'mus. Adit

Amus. ad space in Hub newspapers will be hc|d to a minimum from
now on, theatre advertisers were

However, it's understood "Porgy" notified" this week.
money for the past 10 weeks.
The Post has a maximum of 200
Explained that whenever a date was lines daily; Ihe Herald-Traveler's
missed through transportation de- schedule calls for 140 lines three
lays It meant a- red operation. Show columns, 100 lines in two columns,
U partloularly expensive to travel or 50. lines two columns in two inbecause 22 musicians are oarried. sertions for a maximum of 480 lines.
"foray" may play a repeat date at
Similar restrictions on the mornthe N. Y. City Center and some ing and evening Globe, the Recordplans for a similar date are on for American and the Christian Science.
"Carmen Jones" (current at the Monitor, tatter always monitors
Broadway), also •. colored-cast mu- copy in any case, accepting ads only
lost

-

'

.

.

sical,

"

from approved plays and

films.

.

.
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ates Hollywood Show Bar, has gone
south for a few weeks.
Southern Outing Club has shuttered for 60 days, the duration of
its booze license suspension,
George Marlicr, former Harris

CHATTER

OBITUARIES

.

theatre artist, ;OUt of Merchant Marine after two trips across.
Jane Gibson, former local radio
ed, doing
afternoon show called

president of Sunnyside Amusement*
MAX 1IOC1ISTE1N
Max Hochstein, 80,. one-time inter- Corp.
Survived by brother and two sisnationally famous cello player, was
Joe Lieber, just back from USO buried here Jon. 23 by relatives who ters.
doubling
between
floor
.show
at
Hollywood.
claimed his body after his death unMetz' Casino and a defense job.
Gary Cooper laid up with amoebic Don
Arlene Joyce, radio Ingenue, into
KENNETH CLARK
Ted Perrv and Martha Hcinze will der the wheels of a train near JackBiltmoi-e.
touring
infection
contracted
while
/;
•Snafu,"
Kenneth Clark, songwriter, conbe two of the four singers with sonville, Fla. The finding of an old
De Marcos have been set for the the South Pacific.
Maurice Spitalny's new radio band, program of the Lyric theatre of Mo- nected with the Paull-Pioneer Music.
Cornel Wilde wounded in a duelCopacabana, starting Feb. 22.
Harry Feinstcin, outgoing chief bile iiv his room £t. Jacksonville led Corp.;" died Jan. 22 in Princeton,
ing scene in "Thousand and One
and
all-girl
orchestra
barker,
White
presented
with set of china- to the locating of his relatives.
Virgil
N. J. He was 62 years old.
Victory circuit begin- Nights" at Columbia.
ware at Variety Club banquet in his
to tour USO's
Hochstein was a friend of Johannes
A .Princeton alumnus. Clark was
Dick Powers, ASCAP Coast super- honor.
ning Feb. 12.
visor, returned to town after New
Brahms and Franz Liszt. Mementos the writer of a great many of thiit
Clyde' Bellin
has joined Bob
Johnny Hyde, head of the Coast York business huddles.
Rhodes' trumpet section, replacing found in his possession told a color- school's current institutional melWilliam Morris .of flee, expected in
improving
Susan Peters reported
Jimmy Pupa, who has gone with Del ful story of a career which took him. odies, penned during his days, of atNew York Feb. 6.
in a San Diego hospital, although her Lucas.
to the heights in concerts before tendance in the early 1900 's. More
Eddie Dimond, stage manager of condition is still serious.
Allan Shine going with George Queen Victoria at Windsor castle recently, he fashioned The Willkie
Harry Semels, film actor, learned Wells' orch and Whitey Scharbo re"A Bell for Adano," celebrating 10th
March," dedicated to the late Presithat his son, Pvt. David Semels, was joining Mark Lane outfit at Villa and other members of royalty. His
wedding anniversary.
career- began when Princess Marie dential candidate, and later a tune
Madrid.
20th-Fox Family Club has sched- killed -in action in France.
B. P. Schulberg resumed his execWhen "Winged Victory" comes to of Saxe-Meiningeh became his pa- .tilled "One World," based on Willuled- its spring dance for Feb. 21 at
utive chores for David O. Setenick Nixon theatre for two weeks next troness after she hoard his childhood Is ic's book.
the City Center Casino.
Survived by his widow and a sister.
Monday, Fay Carroll, wife of CpL playing. He studied in Leipzig and
daughter Arturo, after three months in Euroue.
Bugs Baer's
Louis B. Mayer night-clubbing for
whose godfather is Jimmy Walker, the first time since he was injured Henry Slate, who's inthe AAF show, Frankfurt, played over the continent
will be working downstairs, at the and in England.
celebrated 18th birthday.
EDDIE JAMES
in a horseback riding .accident.
Nixon
Cafe, in the floor show.
In
A. J. Balabaii, Roxy theatre head,
Sally Rand granted dismissal of a past, she's always worked vaude
Eddie James, 64, former legit
HARRY NEVILLE
Is active on the National Business- $150,747 damage suit, filed against her
actor and assistant director of mowith her husband and his two Slate
men's Committee for Wallace.
Harry Neville, 77, character actor tion pictures in silent 'film days, died
in Superior Court five years ago.
brothers.
Leonard Picker, producer for- Co? -.1 Robert_Arden. radio commentator,
who recently appeared with Ethel in N. Y., Dec. 22, according to word
lumbia Pictures, in town from Coast won a $2,620 breach of contract
Barrymore in "Embezzled Heaven," which reached his friends in show
for looksee at plays and story prop- against his former sponsor, Dr. Sam
died after a heart attack while, biz- last week.
Co wen.
Sooth Africa
erties.
visiting friends at Hempstead, L. I.,
James had appeared in a number
Robert Gillham and Charles M.
Bernstein,
Loew's, Inc.,
David
By Joe Hansen
Jan. 20.
to San Francisco to start a
of productions and had also been
treasurer, is scheduled to leave New Reagan
"Constant Nymph" big click in
Paramount exA native of Tasmania, Neville be- connected with Marshall Ncilan, D.
York for Palm Beach vacation; .national lour of
Cape Town.
changes.
gan his acting career there and was W. Griffith and others in the pro-JGirls He Left Behind"
feb. i.
(20thscripter, over
Charlie Hoffman,
an actor-manager in Australia; and duclion of silent films. He had redaughter of 30 and father of three children, in Fox) 'also doing good business.
Marjorie
Cantor,
Jddie,. is expected to make her debut
Cape Town Ballet Club staged the Orient before coming to the U. S tired from show biz years ago.
1A, but may be deferred because of,
ts a nitery singer in about three
.Widow and two daughters survive.
season of new ballets at Alharnbra He had served, as business manager
necessary studio scripting.
weeks.
for Winston Churchill on his lecture
,
Over 150 turned out Saturday theatre. Cape Town.
Ella Goldstein, gifted 17-year-old tour in 1901.
Benny Goodman leaving "Seven night (27) for Arthur Lyons' testiARMANDO BORGIOLI
in monial surprise dinner celebrating Palestinian pianist, giving series of
Arts,"
Ziegfeld,
late
Lively
Among
the many plays in which
Borgioli,
Armando
opera
46,
concerts in Cape Town.
arch. Another high-powered band .Jerome Kern's 60th birthday.
Revival of "Belle of New York" he appeared were "The Great Pur- singer, was killed in Italy recently,
will replace.
While here WB's eastern producsuit,"
with Marie Tempest, 1916; according to word sent to his family
next
attraction
at
Alharnbra.
Staged
with
Wilk.
huddled
head,
Jake
tion
Marvin Schenck, Metro talent
'Enchanted Cottage," with Kath-. last week. He had been travelling
exec in N. Y., left for the Coast Fri- John van Druten at latter's rancho. by juvenile talent in aid of Gifts and
day (26) for talent confabs at the Van Druten scripted "Over 21" for Comforts for Troops, all expenses arine Cornell,
1923; "The Fake," with an opera troupe, through Italy'
being borne by African Consolidated with Godfrey tearle, 1924, and "The
filming.
lelro studios.
when train was struck during an
Spyros Skouras; 20th-Fox presi- Theatres.
Mady Christians, co-starring in "I
Partial lifting of transport curfew Butter and Egg Man," 1925. Prior to air raid.
Remember Mama" (Music Box), dent, arrived here Friday (28) for welcomed by showmen.
"Embezzled Heaven," be had. toured
Borgioli, a baritone, had sung with
and
Buses
will conduct a course in acting huddles with Darryl Zanuck, Joe
with
Barrymore
street
Miss
in
her
cars
may
now
run
preuntil
11
the Metropolitan Opera Co. here
Schenck and others on company proat Columbia U next summer.
p.m. instead of 10 p.m. as formerly. vious vehicle, "The Corn Is Green." frOm 1932 to 1935. He had also
•Dan Healy and Helen Kane duction and distribution plans.
For past year cinema and other
Lynn Farnol left Friday (26). a shows
(Boop-a-Doop), appearing together
toured
with
opera companies
have commenced performCHARLES S. BLACK
for first time in five years,' opened at day ahead of Sam Goldwyn, who
throughout U. S. and abroad.
ances at. 7:15 p.m., but will now start
left for New York Saturday. It is
Charles S. Black, 87, secretary to
RKO. Flushing, Tuesday (30).
at 7:45 and 8 p.m.- Staggered skeds
William A. Scully, Unlversal's sales Farnol's first trip east since jAining will prevent
former State Senator Frank J.
congestion
on
transporBOBBY
McCLCNG
chief, .and Maurice Bergman, com- Goldwyn as publicist. Goldwyn will
Harris, head, of the Harris theatre
tation at end of shows.
Bobby McCIung, 24. who had been
pany's eastern ad-publicity manager, be east-three weeks.
circuit, died at his home in PittsV
substitute for Bobby Jordan with the
Following Universal studio con'
due back in N. Y. from the Coast
burgh last week.
ference on next season's product,
Dead End Kids since latter's inducaround Feb. 12.
In the 1890's Black's restaurant, tion
Sol Hurok to Coast last week (24) Joe Seidelman. U's foreign film boss,
into Army, died in Columbia,
Gloria Swanson to William M. the Tammany, was the Smoky City's
to discuss filming of his soon-due leaves here for Mexico on business
C, Jan. 27. He was stricken wjth
He then goes to Davey, Union City, N. J., Jan. 29. most famous eating place and it was S.
autobiog, "Impresario," as well as and a vacation.
pneumonia while playing a stage
appearances of some of his ballet and N. Y., before shoving off for Eng- Bride is former screen actress now the gathering place of stage people,
land.
starring in "Goose for the Gander," politicians and the sports fraternity. date -with the team.
other artists in films.
In
addition to vaude appearances
Playhouse, N.Y.
Stanley
Gilkey's production
of
He once served also as a state as"The Deep Mrs. Sykes" soon due
Joan Chandler to David McKay, semblyman, an alderman on Pitts- McCIung also had appeared with the
Into production, with Barbara Payne
New. York, Jan. 26. Both are in the burgh's South Side and a clerk in "Kids" in several Monogram film
Loedefl
associated.
It's George Kelly's first
productions in which the Dead End
cast of 'The' Late George Apley,'
quarter
sessions court. _
play in some seasons.
leaving
Curtis
Brown
Ling
Joan
Kids were starred.
at the Lyceum theatre, N. Y.
As a youth. Black was a member of
A. L. Pratchett, Paramount Inter- agency.
Grace Francis Lew to George
national's
managing director for
George Black convalescing after Wong, Las Vegas,. Nev., Jan. 25. the Pennsylvania militia assigned to
BUST C. OHMANN
Latin-America, arrived in N. Y. last
guard President U. S. Grant at the
operation.
Burt C. Ohmano, 69, theatre opBride and groom are Chinese film sesqui -centennial
Seek for huddles with John W.
celebration
in
lead
in
new
play
Bouchier
to
Chili
erator in Lyons, N. Y., for many
icks, Jr., company's prexy.
players.
He become
PhiUdelphia in 1877.
David Rose, Paramount's managing thriller "The Man Who Wrote MurMaxine Means to Clyde McCoy, Harris' secretary in 1920 and held years, died Jan. .23 in that city. A
director in Great Britain, returned to der."
jeweler by trade, he bought the
London last week after having been
Ruth Feiner's latest novel. "Pil- San Antonio, Jan. 20. Groom is- the down the post actively until the time Parshall Memorial theatre, Lyons, in
in U. S. for nearly two months.
Re- grimage to Paul," to be published ln- orch leader how. in the Navy; bride of his death.
1912, and after that burned, 30 years
was vocalist with McCoy.
turns to the U. S. in May, accom- March,
ago, he built the present Ohmann
Charlee Bell Means to William
panied by J. Arthur Rank, British
Daughter born to Betty Aslell and
C. JAY WILLIAMS
theatre.
In this enterprise he was
film topper.
Cyril Fletcher, stage and screen Waller, San Antonio, Jan. 20. Bride
C. Jay Williams, 86, veteran legit associated with
his brother, Amos,
Ben Kalmenson, general sales comic*, Jan. 6.
is former vocalist with Clyde Mc- actor who retired some years ago,
who survives.
manager' for Warner Bros., left
Jack Hyltoh sending "The Merry Coy's orch. Groom was trumpeter in died in N. Y., Jan. 26. His last stage
Thursday (25) for the Coast to con- Widow" on its third tour of the
the Clyde McCoy band, now in the appearance was. in 1931, appearing
fer with Jack L. Warner, v.p.. over
CHABLES S. WALTON
provinces in March.
Navy.
production and Charles Einfeld, diwith Al Jolson in "Wonder Bar."
Charles S. Walton, former bandFred Zelnick acquired picture
rector of publicity -advertising, on
Eetween stage chores, he also had master of United States Marine
release plans for the spring and rights of "Play With Fire," re-titled
directed silent films for Vitagraph..
"Shop in Sly Street."
Corps,
drum manufacturer and
summer.
Williams began his stage career in member of
Flora Rotxson back in town soon
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sandelman,
the American Federation
and
"We,
Us
appearing
in
1880's,
the
another
"Ethel
Fry,"
in
to star
son, Detroit. Jan. 22. Father is salesof Musicians, died Saturday (27) in
Company," "Little Lord Faunt- Philadelphia.
crime play by Patrick Hamilton.
man for M-G-M.
Hollywood
and
L,cft
Home"
Smith
lero'y,"
"Why
dickering
with
Two Cities Films
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Loomis. daughfor
film
rights
of
later
supRattigan
He.
Terence
South.
"The
New.
Zachary Scott laid up with flu.
Mrs. Madge. N'artea. reputed to be
ter.
Elk Rapids, Mich.. Jan. 19.
Frankie Masters, band leader, di- his Globe theatre success "While the Father is owner of State theatre ported James J. Jeffrie.v heavy- one of the original "Floradora"
Sun Shines."
vorced.
weight champ, on tour in "The Man sextet died in San Francisco, Jan.
Ann Casson to appear in the title there.
Joan Crawford bedded by throat
with Car- 26. Since retirement
Lieut, and
Mrs. Joseph Stone, From the West " was also
from profesrole created by her mother, Sybil
Infection.
in
Hart
Joseph
and
rie De Max
sional stage she had been active in
George Glass, lately with Samuel Thorndiker-in "new. production of daughter, Annapolis. Jan. 19. Mother
"Foxy Grandpa" and several pro- semi-pro theatricals in that city.
Saint Joan."
is daughter of William A. London,
Goldwyn, is opening his own pub
"
Anthonv Hawtrey negotiating with Detroit circuit owner.
ductions with Blanche Walsh and
licity office.
to
Guseghem
Van
Andre
director
Thomas Mitchell vacationing on his
Harry I. Kackacfc, 69, owner of
Dr. and Mrs. Artur Rodzinski, son. Bertha Kalich.
join him in operation of re-opened
Oregon ranch.
New York, Jan. 25. Father is conthe Lee Lash studios, died in New
w,u 'am Desmond celebrated his Embassy theatre.
MILTON J. LIPPMAN
,
.York. Jan. 24. He had conducted
Terence de Marney to star In his ductor of N. Y. Philharmonic Or- «7th
birthday.
*
Milton J. Lippman, 36, director of the stage equipment business for
Harry Engel resigned as Republic's own' play. "Crime of Margaret chestra.
instruFoley," writen in collaboration with
past 25 years.
Capt *nd Mrs. David Parry, bands and instructor in brass
tasting director.
at
Drake university, Des
Pittsburgh,
Jan.
17. ments
Tex Ritler trekking east on a 10- Percy Robinson and scheduled to daughter,
open Feb. 26.
week stage tour.
Father's a former p.a. and the son of Moines, Iowa, died of a heart attack
Mrs. Velga Cassia*. 47, mother of
British Drama League celebrating
Alexis
Rita Hayworth, film star,, died Jan.
Smith suspended from
Florence Fisher Parry, Pitt Press there, Jan. 23.
its 25th anniversary by a display of
Warners payroll.
A graduate of the University' of 25 in Santa Monica, Cal.
the changing course of theatre con- columnist.
Ginger Rogers to Oregon for vaca
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pagano, twin North Dakota, Lippman also had a
struction, at an exhibition at BurlingWon on her ranch.
daughters,
Hollywood. .Jan.
25. master of music degree from NorthNeil Agnew in town for confabs ton House. Piccadilly;
Emlyn Williams has written a Father is a screen writer-. at. War- western university and for several
with David O. Selzmck.
of Life," ners.
years was assistant conductor and
Tamara Toumanova to San Fran new play. "The Breath
While entertaining troops on the
elsco for two weeks of ballet.
Mr. and -Mrs. James Parks, son, business manager of Ted Fio' Rito's
Cealiaocd fti
r*ce I
continent.
It is set in the days of
Veloz and Yolanda shoved off on a
Jan. 26, Chicago. Father is head of orch, and had also served as dithe Crimean War and co-stars himtour of the south and midwest
James Parks Co., radio producers rector of the Chicago office of the for the USO next summer. Benny
self and Diana Wyriyard.
Hedy
.
Lamarr cheeked off the
said that so-called hardships on such
Music Corporation of America.
handling the Quiz Kids show.
Metro lot to await motherhood.
trips were not half as tough as his
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Schreuer,
Pave Kapp trained east- after two
ABE SOLMAN
regular schedule.
daughter, Jan. 2&L Mother, .is. the.
weeks of Decca business huddles.
Pittsburgh
"By not having to think constantly
A. L. (Abe) Solman, 83. member
former Barbara Bel-Ceddes. legit
Otto Kruger returned for film work
'By Hal Cehen
actress, and daughter of Norman of a family connected with amuse- about programs, pictures and the
sevi6ra l weeks in New York.
if
Alexander Korda hospitalized after
desigher-lcgit ments in Canada for 75 years, died like, a trip overseas is like a vacascenic
Herb Young playing one' show at Bel-Geddes,
attack of acute indigestion in '-a res- the Playhouse and rehearsing anat his home in Toronto, Jan. 26.
tion to me," be said. "I gained a 1producer.
taurant.
other.
He was a brother of the lale Lau- most IS pounds on my last trip."
Paul
Fanning,
Mr.
and Mrs.
Jack Warner tossed a luncheon to
BrOwn replaced ailing
Shirlcv
Benny's, radio troupe, augmented
New York. Jan. 23. Mother- rence <Lol) Solman, with whom he
•elebrate Bette Davis' return from Lois Goldstein in "3 Is a Family" at daughter.
was associated for many years in by Ann Sheridan, Joan Edwards,
is. former Margaret Perry, legit act
Vacation.
Playhouse.
the management of (he Royal Alex- Ralph Edwards and his "Truth and
George Kelly, former Yacht Club
Dick Archer. Carnegie Tech and ress and daughter of Antoinette
"c-y, joined
andra theatre, Toronto. He was Consequence's" show, Isaac Stern,
the Lou Irwin agency as Playhouse actor, added to announc- Perry.
associate.
ing staff at WJAS.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Edward Whit- earlier interested in outdoor amuse- concert violinist, and Arthur Lee
...
Joan Bennett's illness halted work
Elisc Cox, ex-Playhouse luminary, marsh,
Woburn. Mass.. ment projects on Centre Island and, Simpkins. grossed $17,700. TiJKets
daughter.
„„
el Effin enam s Haid " at back from New York to star in Jan. IB. Father is WBZ-WBZA news until a year ago, was actively asso- were scaled at $2 to (10. Academy's
20th-Foi°"
-They Walk Alone."
ciated with his brother, Sol Solman, 3,000 seats were sold out.
editor
Constance Moore bedded by flu
Lou Ross, of syndicate which oper-

Broadway

Mercer in serious condition at
poctow -hospital..gid

after posing in a bathing suit for a
*
fashion mag.
Capt. Gene Markey, -USNR, planed
Washington after official business

to
in
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Lux Soap
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make
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skin lovelier
smoothing beauty in," lovely
Merle Oberon tells you. "when you take
an Active-lather facial
"You cover your face generously with
the creamy Lux Soap lather and work it in
thoroughly. Rinse first with warm water,
then cold, and pat gently with a soft towel
to dry. This beauty care really makes skin

"It feels like

softer,

smoother. Try
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